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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY.

BOOK lU^PART III.—Continued.

CHAPTER V.

BASBAKT.

BABSAmT is tliat long line of territory, fimn 100 to 200 miles b depth, whidi extendi

westwud from Egypt to the ihores of the AtUntie. The name, thoofl^ fiunilier wit|i

Enrcneane, and derived from the Berbeie, a face of native iqhabitanta, iotm not appear to be
nioogniaed in the country itself; and the region is even oecnptad bjr different independent
slates; yet such is the similarity both as to nature and the condition and aspect of the

i^lHtanti^ ti'<at they may very advantageously be considered under one heed.

Smt. L—GFenerel ONlItne otu) Asptct.

The level plafai, which composes the mater part of Barbery, resembles in surftee Bn4

Sality that immense ocean of sand which overspreads nearly the whole northern half of
t African continent Barbery, however, derives a distinctive and superior eharaeter froa|

that mountain-chaiks or series of chains, which, uod'er the eelebnted name of Atlas, rangep
tlvough nearly its whole extent from west to east The loftiest pinnacles ue in the wesi^

riiiog above the plain of Jfonoco^ and &cinf the Atlantic, whem it apjteim even torae
above the limit ofperpetual snow ; but beyond the frontier of M^roeoo^ ana eastward through
^Jgiers and Tunis, the mountains of this cham seldom exceed 8P0O or 4000 feet On the

territory of Tripoli, they sii^into lower eminitncos, and gradually subside to that flat sterile

smrfkce which characterises Moithem Africa. The aspect of the Libyan desert, which seper

rates Tripoli from Egyp|^ is compared by travellers to that of the bottom, of the sea after itt

waves have receded. The breadth of the plain between the mppnt^ns and the Hcditernip

n^an, which constitutes Barbery, nowhere exceeds 100 miles^ and in meny places is not
mpre than five or six ; its average breadth mav be estimated at about fifty oi: sixty miles, (hp

die southern side of the mountains is another plain of vast owl vague ratent, stretching

ii^efinitely to the south. This tract, which possesses naturally the same dry and desen
chanict^ i» the bordering regions, derives, from the streams poorad down by the Adas, %
e^r(«iB degree of fertility, which contiBpes to the pkees where these are absnHbod in thi^

suds, or expanded, into lakes. This region fbrdis a loose appendage to Bsrinry, being
inhabited by tribes in some sense tribntaijii and dependent, thoogh tihey are gonenlly aecuf
topned to rove with little control over their qweioan ptaina.

The phtin of Barbery is watered by numerous rivers descending from the great mountais
r^ge ; bi>t, on account of the diort mtern^ ivhicb interposes between it ain the see, thqr
ci|nnot have anv loiig course. Ndne of them can be. eonMdered as genonl features of the
Mfion ; their chaneter is local, and will be described under the lool head. The same may
b4 said of the less known streams poured fron) tiw southern deelivity <^ Atlas, thouj^ these

Tlqll a somewhat Icnger course, till they are abaorbed in the san^ waste.

The limits of this vast region, especially on the land side, wfa«e it paSMie by an inspnsiUf
Madation into the traekleas deserts, cannot be easily defined. ItWroaid be difflcult even ta

fix the extreme P^ts of Tripoli and Moraoeo. Pert Bomfaa, on the eastern frontier of
Tripoli, is in 28^90* iB., while ttondore, neariy the most western part of Morocco, is ill

HP 20* W., ftmii^t thus a line of^ of longitude, er about 2000 miles ftotn east to west
Of its northern bmindary aIon||^ thB Meditemnean, the highest point is Cap9 Haneo ia
Tunis, fai latitude 37", whence it deelinee in Morocco to 96P% and in the Onlf of Sidra evea
to nearly 80°. The sonthem boundary is altogether of that vague and indefinite natoif
already described.

8i^. n.—jVattire/ Geography,

SvaeBOT. 1.—Geol^.

Athu, or tiaeth4>m region nf ^flriea.—This interesting division of Africa is chafaoterised
by the Atlas range of mountains, some of the summtU of which rfaw to a heigfit of 18,000
feet above the sea. The central and higher chains aro composed of granite, gneiss, mica
slate, and clay slate ; while resting upon and fiwming the lower ranges are oxtewrive depoaita
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ofMeoadairluMMmMandMiidAma The limertooe «boiiiid> with omnie nminib m
hella, oonfa. and ev«a fldM% ud b aid to be teftnUe to the Tuioot LiwlMMe of the
MC(»d8iy clae^extenduif ftom the liw,or even the miigneriiui limeetooe, to ehdk mcluriye.
Keabng upon thewlimertoM eta deiNwta of tertiary nwhii Salt pringe and gypnim are
mentuned ai occurring in diAient parte of the range. The aeeondaryind terSarv ibnna.
tiona are Tarxoudy changed and apmiaed by trap neb of OMdeni date.

3.—Bntoi^.
The Botany of thia ooontry haa been deaeribed with that of Hgni, page 887, tdL iL

Svmmrt.S.'-Ztelogf.
The Zoology of the Barliary atatea aaaimilatea with that of northern E^ypt. AiaUa. and

Aaia Mimr; and reqauea, therelire, but a alight notiee; The auadrapedL h mavbe ex.

Some «f tbeae we ahall diriitlT notice. The DuMnedMr r Ar anrr ^ /rt—^i... Dnmuiatbeae we ahaU aUgfatty notie^ The Dnaedaiy (Jfg. 807.) (OmmTimAw
Ml. ^ m^ niM L.) well known to be the nxMt nsefid and the

g^ral beaat of barden throughout the whole ofNorthern
A|Kn. ItiaamallerthantheAaiatieorBaetrmnCameL
and haa but one hump, while that bn two; b^t the lega
are more dender and elevated. Them ai« aeveral hreeS^
diObnng chieflhr in aise or coloar ; thoae ofl^vke* aie the
tnmgert; and best anited fir burden; Iwt the Ardna and
^rfaary breeds are the Ugfateal and the Mrilleat The
»md^_2«enmvid, are usually taken Aom dieir work.

llBgwwimg wtff^^HtmwtM f^^'^^ftfji tfogiJajilitiiS mii
to inlmlrit Northern AfiHca m a wiki statSi no very recent
soooants have reached uik Dr. Caiua, about 1861, deaeribee
It ae beug of an immenae aise, nearly equal to that of %.... . . •• •• iiniiiK «n Bu uuineuBv awe, neariv OQuai lo uiat oi m.

^rJJ^ '* *y «^?. V'*^^'«i Iwrfvious, find ofaseendinff hifaplaeea and noft

^^SL^i}7'.^^ ."iWSf" •» be the real FOitall, or Lerwee, of Shaw. ^^
^ Tbe Bubal (AnneKt /?iiMw} so nearly reeemUea tiie EnraiMan bn8Uok that tavellne
hate cyfaaded the two together. Its general appeai«SiSiStot£ofr«S
Sri52J!!?5'*~Sj^'J:L?* ^>^^ •nTd^ua tSedSulaTelOTioBrf
Sn feff^j!ITf*^ ***»»• ,'» i«^!*»«y of• ytttowidi dun SSrOi. taftoft£

a.22r^^«^Srl5rJ*5^*" !fc«*J*>,«'^. were met wth by Heasra. Oenham and
ta^ffsrtoainthewoodbflfBoniqQ. Hie Aidia give thaiQ a name ngniiying cattle of th«

Jtl^MiwH tt« Jly ^f JWiery^wJ»rtt<r» 4/Hm.
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Butaiy Bhrika.

. The Domestic aniinals deMrring notice, besides the Camel, are the inperb Hones of Bar-

I

'

'"''?* ""^ ^ different breeds of cattle and sheep extending over Northern Africa.

)
The Barbary horse vies with the Arabian in beauty of form, although not, perhaps, in the

i

fleetness of its course. The chest is better made, and more rounded ; the forehrad, inntead

[
of bein^ hollowed, is rather prominent, and the shape of the head is finer : the figure alto-

gether IS more imposing than that of the Arab, althoueh their stature is nearly equal. The
i best Barbary horses are found, at the present da^, in the kingdoms of Morocco and Fez ; but

j

the Moors do not take near so much care of their horses as Uie Arabians.

;
The Morocco breed of Sheep have lung wool, the hair on the neck rather shorter and more

I curled : like most of the African breeds, they are remarkable for their strong make and long

I
^egs: their horns are small, turned spindly outwards, and the scrotum forming two separate

!
sacs ; the general colour is white, tinged with liver-colour, lliere is anothef breed, called

I the Barbary, having the tail so broad at its base, as to be wider than the buttocks ; tlie wool

;
is course, lutd of a rufous colour on the neck, legs, tail, ears, and nose : the face is much

j arched, the ears pendulous, and the horns retain the original curve of the Ai^is, on a
\ smaller scale ; the tail is longer than in the last The third race of Northern Africa is found

(
in Barbarv, and even in Corsica. It is policerate, with pendulous ears, having the tail not

]
much widened, and the colour white. This breed is remarkable for bearing two difibrent

j

kinds of fleece, the posterior parts beinff covered with wool, while sofl loose hair extends
ftom the head to the shoulders: a crossra breed of this race was some time ago brought to

f England. It was entirelv covered with soft silky hair

i 806 ..^^^^^^^ of a silvery whiteness; that on the neck being of great

length.

Besides several Birds, found also on the opposite

shores of Europe, Barbary is known to possess many
other species, inhabiting the arid tracts of the desert,

such as Quails, Partridges, and Bustards. The most
beautiful bird seems to be the Barbary Shrike {J^.
806.) iMalaconotus barftartu Swains.), about the size

ofa thrush ; black above, and crimsoo beneath ; the too

of the head being yellow.

Scot. IIL—HUtorical Oeography.

Bariiary occupied a more conspicuous place in the ancient Uian m the modem world. It

formed part, and in many instances a pnmiinent part, in the great system of civilised naUnna
around the Mediterranean. Cyrenaica, its most easterly portkm, corresponding now to

Barca and part of Tripoli, was one of the most flourishing Grecian cdonies. AfHca Proper,

including tne rest of Tripoli and part of Tunis, contained Carthage, the pride of Afirica, the

mistress of Spain and Sicily, and the chiefmedium of commercisfintercourse in the ancient

world. Illustrious bjr her rivalry with Rome, and her mighty straggle for universal empire,

he was not less dii^tmgnished by her glorious &1I. The southern part of Tnnii^ joinM to

the Algerine province of Ccmstantina, cmee formed the powerful kingdom ofNumidn, which
rendered itself fkmous both as the ally and enemy of Rome. Western Algiers and Fez con-
poed Mauritania, a ruder region, yet distinguished for its swarms of brave inre^Iar cavalry.

The southern part of Morocco was Getulia, an imperfectly known tract, inhabited by a race

alnaost proverbial for savage fierceness.

All tnese districts, with the exception of the remote ones last mentkmed, were incorporated

into tiie Roman empire, and became, in some degree, the granary of Italy. They were eoc-

poeed, however, earlier than might have been anticipated mm their situation, to the inroad

of Uie northern barbarians. Genseric the Vandal fixed here the seat of his kingdom, and
establiriied a naval power which made him master of the Mediterranean.

The invasion of the Saracens produced a complete and permanent change in Northern

Africa, liiey entered it, not only as conquerors, bat in vast migratory bodies, which stamped

the Arabian and Mahometan character upon the whde population. Barbary was at ntit

governed, under the caliphs of Bagdad, li^ a viceroy, who established his residence at Cairoan,

or Kairwan. As the central power lost its energy, the states of Barbary erected thonaelvtSa

into indepoodent kingdcau, among which Cairoan was still the eastern capital ; but it was
almost eclipsed in power and splendour by Fez, a city which then ranked among the first in

the world mt learning and civilisation. By degrees, however, the Barbarv states, like all

oUiera subjected to the recluse and tngoted system of Mahomet, lost their light and intelii*

gence, and, having no intercourse but that of deadly hostility with the improved kingdoms

of Christendom, uey had no means of recovering those advantages. Thus they bMame,
three centuries ago, and have ever since continued, blind, stupid, ami barbarous.

The piratical war between the Turks and the Christiana, during the fifteenth century,

occasioned a fbrther change. The celebrated pirates Baibarossa and Hayraddin seized spen
Algiers, Tunis, and Tripdi, and established them as dependencies of the Turkish empire.

Ret^nitif still the spirit of these oraqQemsb tliey ceatiiw>»d,even after the idl of the Twikiih
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naval power, to devote themselves to piracy; and their situation along the Mediterranean
enabled them to act with terrible effect on the European states. Morocco, thouffh she re-

mained independent of Turkey, thought this too good an example to be neglected ; and her
piracies were at one time still more terrible than those of the other states, though they have
not been so long continued.

In the course of the last half-century, the three states have shaken off the Ottoman yoke.

In Tunis and Tripoli, the Turkish population has been reduced to subordination under the

Moorish and Negro troops ; while m Algiers, the Turkish soldiery continued to hold a bar-

barous sway, deposing and electing the sovereign at pleasure. Their flagrant piracies, how-
ever, at length called forth the armed interposition of the European powers. England first

inflicted a signal chastisement; and France has at length made a complete conquest of the

city, and is endeavouring to colonise the territory.

, Sbct. rV.

—

Political Oeography.

Scarcely any trace of order, liberty, or good government exists in any of the states com-
posing this extensive region. The onlv limitation to a blind and barbarous despotism is found

m the tumultuary sway of a brutal soldiery. In Morocco, pure despotism reigns ; and that

country has repeatedly been ruled by monsters who were a disgrace to humanity. The
emperor, however, who reigned previous to the existing civil war;^ of which we have only
a very imperfect account, is described as mild and equitable, compared to his predecessors

The monarchs of Morocco claim the crown in the capacity of sheriflies, or descendanto ot

Mahomet, and they attempt to increase the lustre of the regal dignity by assuming ^e char-

racter of doctord, prophets, and sainta; which, however, they seem to regard as not incon-

sistent with the most unbounded indulgence of cruelty and sensuality. The emperor claiming

the supremacy in religion, which in Mahometan countries includes law, prevents, probably,

the formation of any corporate bodies, either hierarchical or juridical, sufficiently important

to influence the public. There does not appear even to be any council of state, or delibera-

tive assembly, like the Turkish divan. Every thing depends upon the momentary will and
caprice of the prince. This absence, however, of all regular check, does not prevent the

frequent occurrence of rebellion, which is almost without intermission fomented by the di&
fhrcnt members of a Cuuily contending for the throne ; the sons against the fiither, and the
brothers against each other.

The government of Algiers was formed on the Turkish moAel, the Dey being originally

an officer appointed by the Porte, and, like other despotic viceroys, exercising in the interior

government all the powers of the sultan. Here, as at Constantmople, there appears to have
been always a divan, which, being composed of the heads of that military body by whom
the Turkish sway was alone maintained, possessed very extensive influence. When Algiers

became independent ot the Porte, nearly the whole power passed into the hands of the
tumultuous Janissaries, who set up, deposed, and massacred the chief magistrate at pleasure.

A long interval did not often elapse lietween the period when the Dey was raised to power,

and that in which his life was terminated bv the bowstring.

Tunis presente a more agreeable spectacle. Ite ruler, who, under the title of Bey, was
originally a mere officer of the Porte, has now succeeded in emancipating himself^ not only

firom this subjection, but even firom dependence upon the Turkish soldiery. This revolution

was chiefly effected by Hamooda, the Dey reigning in 1816, whose vigour of character had
preserved him in power twenty-nine years; a very unusual period in the tumultuary annals

of Barbary. Instead of allowmg himself to be kept in thraldom by the Turks, he chose his

officera in preference from amon^ the European and Georgian slaves and renegadoes. He
established a regular administration of justice, and extended equal protection to all classes

of the inhabitants, not even excepting Christians and Jews, whom it had been considered the

duty and privilege of the Moors to take every opportunity of insulting, of plundering, and
even of killing. Although, tberefore, Uie administration still exhibita many barbarous and
oppressive features, yet, upon the whole, Tunis has improved, while Western Barbary has
been sinking continually deeper in wretchedness and brutality.

Tiipoli has made still fiuther advancesk Ite progress has been ascribed to Hamet, whom
the Tripolitans htmour with the surname of Great. At the commencement of the last cen-

tury 1m was a mere Pacha under the Turks, and his life was in perpetual peril from their

licentious soldiery. He relieved himself from them in a manner truly barbarous. Having
invited their chiefis to the number <^ 300, to a feaat, he caused them all to be seized and
strangled. His adherento then commenced a general massacre throughout the city, and the

Turkish sway was entirely annihilated. The Porte, which could with difficulty have vin-

dicated ita claims, suffered itself to be pacified by presenta and tribute, and finally lost all

dominion over the state. Hamet was very active in introducing eveiy kind of improve-

ment, inducing Europeans to settle in his territories, and promoting all the manufiustures

fat which Tripoli was adapted. His successor, of a milder character, finding himself in

peaceable possession of the anvereignty, exorcised it with great e(|uity and mtneration ; so

that Tripoli assumed an orderly and civilized appearance, resembling that of the European
Vol. m. B
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Btates, esi>ecially when compared with the turbulent aspect of its African neighbours.
Although it has been since exposed to some convulsions, the present government appears to
retain the same liberal and improving character by which it has so long been distinguished.
The foreign relations of the Barbary states have not been extensive. The European

powers long regarded them with cold and distant hostility, but witliout considering the con-
quest of them as a desirable object These states were not in a condition to attempt
schemes of distant aggrandisement Their only pretensions to dominion are over the tracts

behind the Atlas, andbordering on the great desert called Tafilet Sigilmessa, and the Bled
el Jereed. Even the subjection of these countries is confined to the exaction of a tribute,

which a flying detachment of troops, sent round once a year, forcibly collects. Since the
reign of Hamet the Great Tripdi has held Fezzan tributary. Spain possesses the for^

tresses of Ceuta, Melilla, and Peiion de Velez in Morocco, but without any territory attach-
ed to them ; and this is now the only memorial of the long and deadly wars between the
two countries. The efforts to put down their piratical inroads have brought them more into

contact with the powers of Europe ; and the issue of these, in the occupation of Algiers by
France, promises to form a new era in the destiny of this part of the world. Those pre-

datory ravages by which, down to a very recent period, they rendered themselves terrible

to the powers situated upon and navigating the Mediterranean, seem to be now finally sup-

SacT. V.

—

Productive Industry.

In every branch of productive industry the states of Barbary exhibit marks <^ imperfec-
tion and decay.

Of the agriculture of Barbaiy our accounts are very imperfect this branch having been
unaccountably omitted by Dr. Shaw ; but enough has tnnspired to show it to be in a most
imperfect state. In the greater part of Morocco, there exists no such thing as fixed pro-

perty in land. It is cultivated by moveable Arab camps, called douars, which establish them-
selves on a spot continue till they have exhausted it, and then remove to another. In ctm-
sequence, however, of the fertility of the soil, and of the want of a manufacturing popular
tion to consume its produce, there is in every state a large surplus of com, which forms,

when permitted, the staple article of export Wheat and barley are the kinds generally
cultivated ; the sofV and friable soil is particularly adapted to the latter. Rice is said to be
raised on the banks of some of the rivers; but to it» culture, upcm the whole, this arid soil

is peculiarly unfavourable ; and the species of holcus, or dhourra, peculiar to the district are
extensively cultivated. Coolness and moisture being the requisites wanted, the winter
montlis compose the verdant and flourishing period of the year. The harvest is gathered
in April and May ; after which, from June to September, the country exhibits an aspect
entirely parched and burnt up. The inhabitants possess the art of preserving the grain for

several years, by burying it under ground in their tlry soil.

All the fruits of southern Europe come to perfection in Barbary ; and the excellence of
the olive is particularly noted. The vine flourishes ; though the religious system of the
natives deters them from converting the grape into wine, even for exportation. As we
advance into the dry plains of the interior, all these fhiits disappear; but their place is sup-
plied by that of the date tree, which entirely covers the &ce of^ the country, and forms the
principal support to the inhabitants of the southern districts.

Of domestic animals, the cow, destitute of the rich pastures of Europe, is small in size,

and deficient in milk. The sheep are also small ; but those fed on the Atlas produce that

exauisite mutton peculiar to mountain pastures. There are also some species, which, with
little attention on the part of their proprietors, produce very fine wool. Goats are very
numerous in the mountain districts; and their skins yield that soft and delicate leather for

which Morocco is famous. The liorses of Barbary were formerly much valued ; and this

ancient boast of Numidia has not altogether lost its qualities; mit the persons in power
under so oppressive a government being accustomed to seize the best for their own use. the
proprietors are discouraged from bestowing any peculiar pains in improving the breed. The
once famed Barbary horses now yield to the Arabian, and even to the Egyptian. The aas^

and the mule, are the ordinary beasts of burden. Beyond Atlas, the camel alone is suited

to the sandy expanse of the wilderness. A small number is maintained of that species call-

ed the heirie, or desert camel, which seems to be the fleetest of all known animals. Mr.
Jackson mentions one, which, in seven days, travelled across the Great Desert a distance

of about 1000 miles ; and another which went fVom Mogadore to Morocco, and returned in

one day, though the interval between these cities is not short of 100 miles. The honey,
which is copiously collected through Barbary, seems to be chiefly the produce of wild boM.
Although manufiusturing industry must rank low in the Barbary states, yet there are some

branches in which the inhabitants excel. The most noted is that of the leather already

mentioned as known under the name of morocco, and celebrated for its softness, pliancy, and
beAity. It is afforded by the ffoats which climb the declivities of the Atlas, particularly on
tlM side of Tafilet: but its valued qualities are doubtless, in a great measure, due to thn

.i..i-i...t..i ^.
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mode of tanning and preparing it Fez is the chief theatre of this manufkcture. It car-

ries on also several woollen fabrics, particularly of a species of long robes called halks,

which are generally worn in the East ; and of carpets, little inferior to those brought from

Turkey. It makes also silk stufis, chiefly sashes and handkerchiefs. Among the states on
the Mediterranean, Tunis is by much the most distinguished for industry ana manufactures.

Its staple is a small species of conical woollen cape, railed skull-caps, which are universally

worn in Eastern countries. This fiibric is said to have afibrded at one time employment to

50,000 persons ; but Leghorn and Marseilles have now succeeded in producing an imitation,

and the caps manufactured there, though not equal in quality, can be sold so much cheaper,

that they have superseded to a great degree those made at Tunis. There are likewise

large manu&ctures of robes and shawls of woollen and gauze, carried on also in Algiers

and Tripoli, though not on so large a scale.

The commerce of this rude territory is also very limited. Its exports consist chiefly in

the raw produce of the soil. In ancient times the African coast formed the granary of the

Roman empire ; and its corn continued to find a copious market in southern Europe, till its

exportation was prohibited by the absurd policy of all the Barbary states, except Tunis.

Even there, it is loaded with heavy imposts, twenty-two piastres and a half (II. 10s.) being
paid on the coffee (two English quarters) of wheat, and eleven piastres and three quarters

on the same quantity of barley. The chief shipping port is Biserta. Tunis exports also

olive oil, which does not become rancid so soon as the Italian oils ; a lar^ quantity ot

excellent soap, made from olive oil and barilla, with some sponge and orchilla weed col

lected on the shore. The commerce of Morocco is carried on almost exclusively firom

Mogadore. The exports consist of almonds, sweet and bitter, to tho amount of about

1,000,000 pounds, cow-hides and calf-skins, 260,000 lbs. ; goat-skins, 10,000 dozen. Wool
was formerly a large article of export ; but it is now absurdly prohibited. Ostrich feathers,

olive oil, and some varieties of fruit, complete tho list of native exports. Tripoli, Tunis,

and, still more, Morocco, send to Europe the produce of Soudan, gold dust, ivory, and gums,
particularly gum Senegal. Of this last article Mogadore exports not less than 100,0(M) lbs.

The total value of the exports from that city is stated l^ Mr. Jackson at 127,0001. sterling.

The commerce of Eastern Barbary has been carried on chiefly from Leghorn and Marseilles,

at which last place Louis XIV. established an African company. Britain at the same time
had a company, which shared some portion of the trade ; and private merchants opened a
little direct intercourse, but sent their goods chiefly through the French and Italian ports.

Since the continental war, however, and the possession of Malta by the British, a good deal

of communication has been maintained from that island. The Barbary states receive,

generally speaking, every species of European manufactured ^oods and colonial produce.

The cloths most in demand m the markets are these which, bemg of a coarse description,

can be offered cheap. Those of vhe kind called scarlet long ells are particularly adapted
for the trade of interior Africa. German coarse linen, hardware, toys, tin and lead, alum,
vitriol, and "ochineal for their manufactures, may be named among the principal articles.

The most ictive commerce of the Barbary states is that by the caravans with interior

Africa. . Tripoli sends hers by Fezzan to Bomou and Cassina, and thence across as fiir as

Ashantee; Tunis by Gadamis and Tuat to Tombuctoo; Morocco across the broadest of the

desert to the same city, and to the countries on the Senegal. A more particular account of
the mode in which this trade is carried on will be given when we come to treat of the cen-
tral countries of AtVica. Into these countries the caravans carry salt, which is wanting
along the whole line of the Senegal and Nigtsr ; together with European manufhctures, par-

ticularly cloths of difibrent kinds, hardware, and toys. The returns are gold dust, ivory,

gum Senegal, and, above all, slaves, for whom these unfortunate countries have been so long
ransacked to supply the other quarters of the globe. It is impossible to form even a con-

jecture as to the amount of this inland trade.

The mercantile shipping of the Barbary states may be considered as next to nothing.

Fishery, notwithstanding the extent of its coasts, is pursued only for immediate consumption.
There is, indeed, a coral fishery, of some value, on the coast of Constantina, in Algiers,

near Bona and La Cala. Mr. Blaquiere asserts that it might employ 600 boats and 9000
men ; but we question if Europe would afford a market for so extensive a produce. With
a view to this fishery, the British government, in 1806, contracted to pay to the Dey of
Algiers 60,000 dollars (11<000{. sterling) for the possession of Bona, La Cala, and D Col;
but, having omitted to form a military tablishment at any of these places, it has derived,

as yet, no advantages fVom the purchase. This branch of industry is carried on chiefly by
vessels fh>m Sicily, Leghorn, and other ports of Italy.

Shtt. W.—CivU and Social Slat«.

Of the population of Barbary, which has probably much diminished, only a very loose

estimate can be made. Mr. Jackson, indeed, has given statements of the population of the

empire of Morocco, founded on documents in the imperial register, according to which, it

amounts to 14,886,000 : but, if such records really exist, we can scarcely consider them M

I
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proceedfaif from any thing but an empty vaunt, unless they be taken as relating to a more
prosperous period. They assign to the city of Morocco, for instance, a population of
270,000 ; while the most judicious travellers do not suppose thut, in its present state of
decay, it contains more than 80,000. We cannot, therefore, but prefer the estimate of
Chenier, which allows to the whole empire only 0,0(N),000 ; and pcirhaps even this is beyond
the truth. Respecting the population of Tunis and its territoiy. the statements made to
Mr. Macgill, according to which it amounted to 5,000,000, appeared to him greatly exagger-
ated. The most careful estimates of the population of Algiers make it rather under &an
above 2,000,000. Tripoli is stated by Ali Bey at 2,000,000; but, notwithstanding the
extent of territory, its pfevailing barrenness would warrant the conclusion that one-third of
this is a very ilill estimate. Proceeding on these loose data, which are all we have, we
may guess the population of Barbary as follows:—Morocco, 6,000,000; Algiers, 2,000,000;
Tunis, 2,000,000; Tripoli, 600,000: in all, 10,600,000.
The inhabitants of Jlarbary are separated into three very distinct chuses; the Moors, the

Arabs, and the Berbers or Berebbeis.

The Moors inhabit the cities of Barbary, and the country in their immediate vicinity.

The term Moor, derived from the ancient Mauri, is applied throughout Africa in a very
vague manner. In Central Africa it is made to comprehend all Mahometans who are not
Turks. In Barbary, however, the wandering tribes are distinguished by the name of Arabs,
and the term Moor is applied chiefly to the inhabitants of cities. Mahometan cities, in

general, present a uniform scene. The inhabitants drag a recluso, gloomy, and monotonous
existence. They are strangers to social assemblies, to public amusements, to the arts, and
to every thing that animates life. Their time is chiefly spent, ia a retired manner, in the

interior of their houses. The females, according to the invariable Mahometan custom, are

strictly excluded from general society, and must see none of the male sex, except their hus-

bands ; they are immured like slaves in the apartments of the harem. That aspect of
apathy and gravity, however, which a Moor presents at first viuw, is, in a great measure,
mlhicious, and he is easily roused fh>m it to the most outrageous acts d* bloodihed and vio-

lence. In Barbary, the habits of a seafiiring and piratical life have rendered these occasions

more frequent, and have produced a character more habitually turbulent and disorderly, than

is usual in Turkish states. Indeed, European travellers havo usually described the Moors
as a race devoid of all good qualities, and combining every sort of depravity; but the relv

tions between the parties have usually been of a very hostile nature, embittered both by

religious and political rancour.

The harem, that favourite and almost sole seat of Oriental luxury, is, of course, inacces-

sible, and can only through some peculiar chance be seen by Europeans. Lempriere, how-
ever, in his character of a physician, was admitted into that of thu Emperor of Morocca It

consisted of a wing of the palace, entirely separated from the rest, ana communicating only

by a private door, of which the emperor had Uie key. The edifice was divided into a num-
ber of courts, communicating by narrow passages, round which were ranged the apartments

of the wives and concubines, who were from suty to a hundred in number, besides their do-

mestics and slaves. There was a principal sultana, who had a gerteral superintendence over

the establishment, but enjoyed not the same influence with tho emperor as some of the

yoimger fiivourites. There were several European captives, who appeared to tho traveller

the chief ornament of the harem, both as to persratal and mental accomplishments. The
Moorish ladies were enormously frit, and utterly stupid and ignorant. Their allowance ttom

their unpe^ial master amounted, in the case of the most fiivoured, only to half a crown a
day ; so that expense and luxury were to be maintained by presents or bribes received firom

the numerous suitors for Ikvours fh>m the emperor, who is understood to approve entiraly

this delicate mode of supply. A more fiivourabte account is given of the Tripolitan harem
by a lady who resided in tnat city for nuiny years, in the Amily of Mr. Tully, the Englirii

ainbaiHaaor. The inmates, who are generally Georaian and Circassian captives, not only

possess superior personal beauty, but are endowed wiUi various ornamental accomplishments

acquired at Constantinople. Their time ia also busily employed in superintending the nume-
rous slaves, who grind, spin, and perform all the domestic operations. Their toilette is per-

fbroned in a very elaborate manner, which employs several hours, and demands the service

of a number of slaves. Each of the latter has a separate office ; one to perfbme the hair,

another to arrange the eyebrows, a third to paint them, and so on. The blackening of the

latter by a preparation of antimony, the forming of them into a particular shape, and the

filling of the hair with powdered cloves, perfumes, and scented waters, are the uiost flivourite

modes of female adornment Ii) their domestic character, the ladies are said to displav

many amiable qualities ; though here, as in Morocco, the jealouoy of superior fkvour with

their lord and master oflcn excites violent enmities, and oven impels to the crime of admi-

nistering poison to a hated rival.

While the Moors thus inhabit all the great towns and the fixed villages in their imme-
diate vicinity, all tho remoter districts are occupied by a race who are called Arabs, either

because they are realiy the descendants of the Saracen conquerors, or, firom situatico and
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circumstances, have acquired similar habits. They dwell in a species of moveable encamp*
ments called douars, composed of a number of broad and low tents, painted black, and
resembling in tbrm the hull of a ship. They are formed of cloth made of camel's hair and
the fibres of the palm tree, and are arranged generally in three concentric circles, in the
interior of which the cattle are secured during the night Each douar is governed by a
sheik, or chief, who is considered as standing in a paternal relation to the rest ; kindred

being the tie which chiefly unites them, and no one not related to the common family being
allowed to reside in the douar. Their manner of living is quite patriarchal, and their rites

of hospitality so primitive, that thev remind us of those practised by Abraham to the three

angels, as recorded in Scripture. The greatest sheik, when a stranger enters his tent, sets

down water, and assists him to wash his feet He goes to the flock, brings in a calf or a
kid, kills it witli his own hands, and delivers it to his wife to dress. Like all the races
which bear the Arab name,'they are equally distinguished for hospitality and robbery; often

exercising the latter against those who have just been the objects of"^ the former. When
they have exhausted one spot, they prepare to move U» another ; for which purpose, however,
they must obtain the sanction of the government, which is held as the proprietor of all these

wide tracts of unoccupied land ; a permission for which a large sum of money must be
always paid. The douar then breaks up, and its members depart with their wives, children,

cattle, tents, furniture, agricultural implements, and every thing which they possess. The
men walk, driving the cattle ; the women are mounted on camels, three on each ; the chil<

dren, lambs, and kids are hung in panniers by the sides of these animals (,fy[. 800.). Th«

BaaoTil •Tu Anb VUtast.

internal admmistration of these camps, or douars, is almost ent;rely independent of the em-
peror or prince; the several communities are animated by deadly feuds aj^inst each other,

which often lead to conflict ; and, in every case of weak government or disputed succession,

many of the Arabs betake themselves without hesitation to plunder.

While these wandering tribes cover the plains, the mountain districts of Atlas are occu-

pied by the Brebn, or Berbers, who seem to be the original and most ancient inhabitants of

jwrbary, driven to take reflige in these inaccessible retreats. In the little valleys embo-
somed within tiie huge declivities of the Atlas, they build their villages, which are beauti-

fhlly enclosed with gardens and plantations. Some of those, however, occupying the higher

and ruder parts of ue chain, dwell in caves cut out of the rock. They are hud-fbatured,

athletic, and patient of fiitigue. Occupied in pasturage and cultivation, they also employ
themselves much in hunting, and derive an extensive profit flrom the skins of wild beasts.

Their fkvourite exercise is the use of the musket, both in firing at a mark, and twirling it

variously in the air; in which they have ac<^uired remarkable dexterity: those who can
afibrd it take a pride even in ornamenting their flre^trms with gold and ivorv. Possessing

such liabits, they are by no means quiet subjects of the Moorish empire and the other states

to which their territory belongs. Tlieir only homage consists in a tribute, at once scanty

and uncertain. In their revolts, which are not unflrequent, their valour, and the rugged
nature of the territory, render it almost impossible to subdue them. On the contrary, they

have sometimes descended into the plain, and carried their inroads to the very gates of Mo-
nxsca They have none of the mignUtry habits of the Arabs ; but on the contrary, are

unwilling to remove flrom their orinnal spot Unlike the Arabs, too, they elect their own
sheiks, and have a republican form m government, ver^ unusual in this part of Afi-ica. They
speak a language called the Amazigh, or Berber, entirely different flrom that of the Moors
and Arabs, who oflen re<)uire an interpreter when conversing with them. This langua^ is

supposed to be very ancient and is of the same family with that of the Tibbo, the Tuaricks,

and other indigenous tribes who room over the plains to the south-east

The Shilluks are a branch of the Berbers, somewhat smaller in stature, and iess rude in

character, inhabiting the mountainous districts in the south of Morocco. The Errifi, on the

Vol. IU. 2
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contrary, who border on Algiers, are still braver and fiercer; the very glance of iheir eye
is said to strike terror into the inhabitants of the plains.

The religion of all the Barbary states is tluit of zealous Mahometans ; and the ferociooe

bigotry which everywhere characterises the professors of Islam is carried, if possible, to a
higher pitch in this country than elsewhere. The cruelty exercised against their European
captives is exasperated, or at least all pity and remorse are deadened, by religious antipathy.

Although they have talbas, or spiritual instructors, very little of any real kirawledge or im-
provement seems derived from these personages. There is no connection between the min-
isters of religion and the government; neither is there any corporate body, like the ulema
in Turkey, to preserve and maintain the doctrine and discipline of the church. The vene-
ration of the i-eople is almost exclusively bestowed on a class of persons who, by individual

exertion, raise themselves to the character of saints. This character is not attained by any
peculiar purity of life, or even rigour of superstitious observance. Grotesque and fantastic

Sretensions to supernatural power, and to an intercourse with invisible beings, are the means
y which they impose on the credulous multitude. Throughout all this region the idea pre-

vails according to which idiots and madmen are reputed hdj ; and privation of reason is

even feigned ror the sake of attracting veneration. The higher class of saints are decidedly

the second persons in the kingdom, if they do not even rival the monarch. Indeed, the em-
perors of Morocco have been long accustomed, by high pretensions to sanctity, to heighten
the respect of iheir subjects. That most savage of tyrants, Muley Ismael, spent a great

part of his time in superstitious gestures and oiwervaiices, cal-

culated to impress the idea of his direct communication with
the Deity and with Mahomet, and of superhuman powers
thence derived. Barbary, moreover, is overrun by supersti-

tions of all kinds, such as usually jwevail among the vulgar

in unenlightened countries; among which, the belief in the

potency of an evil eve is particularly prevalent Individuals

among the Arabs still make a boast of the power of charming
serpents. They exhibit themselves to the admiring multi-

tude, hal&naked, in strange attitudes and contortions, and
twined round by those creatures, whom they certainly have
the art of rendering innoxious (Jig. 610.). The most amia^

ble of their feelings consists in the reverence paid to deceased

relations, which exists to a much greater extent than ia cus-

tomary anxmg Europeans. Evciy Friday evening forms what
is called " the feast oif the dead,** when the people repair to

the tombs of their ancestors, who are supposed to be present on that evening, and to share

the almost gay festival which is there celebrated.

Learning and science in Barbary may be considered as nearly extinct Like the other

Saracen states, those of Barbary, and of Morocco in particular, were formerly distinguiriied

for the cultivation of mathematics and astronomy. Fez was a celebrated school, to which
students fVom the most distant quartera resorted. At present, by &r the greater part of the

population can neither write, read, nor perform the most common operations of arithmetic,

and there are scarcely any persons who have acquired the mere rudiments of knowledgo.
Shaw mentions as having been shown to him quadrants and astrolabes constructed in uie

most admirable manner; but such instruments were exhibited as mere curiosities, without

the least idea bein^ entertained of their use. Medicine, in which the Arabs boast of the

great names of Avicenna and Averrhoes, caiinot be venr highly cultivated in a country

where the usual fee of a physician is sixpence ; and a riiilling » only bestowed in the most
serious and important cases. Accordingly, unless for mere external wounds and hurts, the

interposition of a native practitioner seems rather productive of i^juiy than benefit EurcH
pean physicians are always eagerly sought <ind are considered as poaeessed of ahnost super-

natural power.

The amusements of the natives of Barbary are very little varied. Mixed company,
public exhibitions, and theatrical entertainments, which give so gay an aspect to European
society, are altogether foreign to their habits. Among those who are not obliged to labour

for bread, the day is spent chiefly in a sort of listless indolence ; lounging at coffee-houses

uid barbers* shops, the favourite scenes of talk and scandal. Chess is pursued with greet

eagerness. Opium, so prvssionately indulged in by the Turks, is not in use here ; but in-

stead of it they have a sort of preparation from hemp, which produces nearly the same
efiect Wine, too, is taken mucn more fireely, even to excess, and in a convivial mannei',

especially at Algiers and Tunis, than in other Mahometan countries. But horsemanship,

above every thing else, forms the pride and amusement of the Moon; and their feats in this

ort are often very wonderful (./f^. 611.). They are particularly fond of galloping, and then

suddenly stopping ; and some will even lift objects fVom the ground while riding at fiill

BwpMt Chaniwr.
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speed. Although, however, the rich Moors are almost constantly on the backs of their
horses, they train them to none of those travelling paces which are found so usefiil in Eu*
rope ; they have no idea of any thing intermediate between a walk and a gallop.

AmimiiiienH ofthe Moon.

In the dress of the Moors and Arabs, the most conspicuous feature is the halk, or hvke,
a lame square piece of woollen cloth, commonly six yards both m length and breadth, which
is foraed loosely round the body. It seems to be the same with the garment of the Jews,
and indeed the very same with the Highland plaid. The loose manner in which the halk
is attached to the body renders it necessary, whenever any work is to be seriously set about,

to tighten the girdle, which is formed of woollen, often richly ornamented, and in which
also the w^pons are stuck. Hence arises the figurative expression so often af^lied in

Scripture to the industrious, to have their loins girt Under the halk is the tunic, or coat,

which sits close to the body, and beneath it the shirt, which the Moors wear of linen or cot>

ton, but the Arabs of woollen. A species of cloak, called burnoose, is thrown over the halk,

when necessary, as a defence against rain or cold ; and it has a cape which may be raised

to cover the hmd. On the head is also worn a species of conical scarlet cap, covering the
crown ; below which is wrapped the turban, expressing, by the number and yviety of its

folds, the rank of the wearer {Jig. 812.).

Oranofdw Moon.

Wicn regard to ifaod, one dish prevails at the table of all, fhrni the prince to the peasant,

which is cuseofoo, a stnt of almost fluid paste made of crumbled bread, and enriched accord*

ing to the means o( the preparer, with small pieces of meat, vegetables, and condiments.

This dish, placed in a large wooden or earthen bowl, is set in the middle of the company,
who immediately thrust in their fingers, lift it to their mouths, stirring it if necessary, with
their hands, and selecting the most savoury morsels. The rich, on great occasions, present

a variety of dishes ; but they are all cooked in the same manner, consisting of what we call

spoon-meat To make some amends for this mode of eating, the custom of waahiug the

hands boUi before and after eating is still rigorously observed.
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Sbct. Vn.

—

Local Geography,

SvssECT. 1.

—

Morocco.

Morocco, the most westerly, is also the most extensive and important, of the Barhary

states. It has two coasts : one along the Mediterranean facing the north, the other and
larger along the Atlantic, looking to the west The loftiest part of the chain of Atlas runs

parallel to these coasts, changing its direction along with them, and leaving an intermediate

plain, finely watered and not surpassed in natural fertility by any part of the globe. But
though the modem Moors have advanced greatly beyond the rude and roaming habits of the

ancient Mauri, they are ftr fhxn imivoving the country to nearly the extent of which it is

susceptible. Mr. Washington conceives it might be made one vast corn-field, and that the

ground over-run with weeds and brushwood might afford food to millions. Beyond the

range of Atlas, however, Morocco includes a more arid region named Tafilet, unfit for grain,

but yielding the finest dates in the world, and rearing a breed of goats whose skins affoti

uie material for the fine morocco leather.

The politi(»l and social state of Morocco is rude and degrading. The emperor possesses

a power more despotic than any other even of the Mahometan potentates. He is not held

in check by a mufti, an' ulema, or even a council or divan. He is supposed to possess a
divine character, and to be superior to all law. One emperor, being remmded of a promise,

said, " Takest thou me to be an infidel, that I must be the slave of my word 1" Yet this

monarch must pay respect to long^established

usages and institutions; must not mvade the do-

mestic privacy of any of hb subjects; -and must
even give |>ublic audience four times a week to
administer justice to all who nuy appeal to him

ir~"^^?^B^BHI^^^'^'*^^M'SS- ^"^ ^^ *^^ "^ ^^'^ governor. On tiiese occa-

Ih-P-t^9*-IhHw S^^Vht °'°°° ^^ appears on horseback, in an open interior

T
I

< J '71: ^^Ĵ mS^^ ^Kb ^""^ °^ palace, with an umbrella over his

iV I |fMirngil^.BC,>.^BSS head (Jig. 813.). This absolute power, meantime,
is little regarded by the mountaineer tribes, and
even by some of those that wander over the plaina
Having, too, no one interested in its support, it is

contuiually liable to be shaken by treason, revolt,

and disputed succession. Hence these princes
have derived a peculiarly jealous and ferocious
character; and Morocco has been ruled by some
of the most bloody tyrants recorded in history.

Among these was pre-eminent Muley bmael, who
introduced the system of employing negro mer-
cenaries as body-guards. They were raised at
one time to upwards of 20,000 (Mr. Washington
is (wobably mistaken in saying 100,000), but are

now reduced to 6000. They oonstitnte, however, the only regular tro^ in the empire;
the rest are merely a loose militia, summoned by imperial mandate, and, Uiough expert
horsemen and good marksmen, destitute of an^ sort of diteipline. The revenue is collected
in kind, in the proportion of a tenth of^gram and a twentieth of cattle, which, aided by
fines and the pul-tax upon Jews, is estimated by Mr. Washingfam at about 1,000,000^
sterling:

Industry toA commerce have m Morocco a vfiry limited range. The only important manu<
ihcture is that of the leather which bears its name. One tannery in the capital employs,
according to Mr. Washington, 1500 persms; and thouj^ the processes ore slovenly, a mie
colour is produced, which Europeans are unable to imitate. Other articles for exportation
are almonds, of a very fine quality, fhim Suae, dates fhmi Tafilet, ivory and gold dust fhxn
Soudan ; honey, wax, ostrich feathers, &c. In return, it receives tne usual articles of
European mani^cture and colonial produce. This trade is carried on chiefly by the port
of Mogadore. The outrageous piracy formerly exercised finm Sallee and ouer ports rf
Morocco has for a considerable time ceased.

Morocco, tlie capital, is situated on a very extensive and naturally fhiitfbl plain (Jig. 814.),
above which rises abniptly, covered with perpetual snow, one of the loftiest ranges of Atlas.
The mosques are numerous, and several of them present striking specimens of Arabian
architecture, particularly that called El Koutouben, the tower of which is 220 feet high.
Of the eleven gates, one is richly sculptured in the Moorish style. The palace fiums an
oblong of IGOO by 600 yards, divided into enclosures, where, surrounded by gardens, are the
pavilions of the sovereign, his principal officers and ladies. The floors are tessellated with
variously coloured tiles ; but a mat, a small carpet and cushions, compose the entire fiunuturoi

Ebhmvov or Hocoooob
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Beautiful ffardens surround the city, and spacioiu aqueducts, conveying water flt>m the Atlas,

twenty miles distant, bear testimony to a superior state of the arts in former times.

Vtew of Um plain of Mofoeoo, ud Uw Allu Mooiilaiai.

Fez, situated in the more northerly province of the same name, is a place ofhigh celebrity,

and ranked long as the splendid and "enlightened metropolis of Western Africa. It was
founded, in the end of the eighth century, by a prince of the name of Edris, and rose to such
magnitude, that L^ in the twelfth century, dencribes it, though doubtless with some exag*
geration, as containing 700 mosques, of which fifty were magnificent and adorned with
marble pillars. Its schools and its baths were also very celebrated. At present it is described

by the latest travellers as presenting a singular mixture of splendour and ruin ; and, amid
the usual defects of Mahometan cities, the splendour being almost confined to the interior

of the houses, it is still an agreeable place. The situation is singular, but pleasant; in a
hollow valley surrounded by hills covered with groves and orchards, and with a river winding
through iL Fez is still not without some of the sciences which formerly rendered it illus-

trious; but they are nearly confined to the Koran and its commentators, a slight tincture of
grammar and logic, and some very imperfect astronomical observations. The population,

respecting which authors greatly vary, is probably rather under than above 100,000.

Mequinez, to the west of Fez, has risen to importance by having been made the residence

of the sovereign. The seraglio, or palace, consists of a most extensive quadrangular enclo-

sure, though the mansions which it contains are only one story high. The citizens are said

to be more polished and hospitable, and the females handsomer, than in the other cities of
Morocco. The population seems extremely uncertain.

The sea^ports of Morocco, though they have lost the neatness formerly derived ih>m
commerce and piracy, are still not inconsiderable. Mogadore, the most southerly, and the
nearest to the capitu, is now the chief emporium of the intercourse with Europe. It was
founded only in 1760, by the emperor Sidi Mohammed, who spared no pains in raising it to

importance. Being composed of houses of white stone, it makes a fine appearance fh>m the

sea ; but the interior presents the usual gloom of Moorish cities, and is chiefly enlivened by
the residences of the European merchants and consuls. The country round is almost a
desert of sand ; water is scarce,' and provisions must be brought from the distance of several

miles. The population is reckoned at about 10,000. Saffi, or Azaifi, a very ancient town,
with a fine harbour, though also in a barren country, was the chief seat of European com-
merce till the monopolising preference of the emperor transferred it to Mc^pidore. Safll is

still supposed to retain a population of 12,000. MaBa|{an, a small well-bnilt place, of 2000
inhalutant% was in the possession of the Portuguese till 1770. Azamore, formerly a great
town, and with walls a mile and a half in circuit, is now deserted, and crumbling into ruin

:

it has 9000 people, Dar al Beed is a very small place. Farther north, on the opposite sideS'

of a small nver, are the important towns of Sallee and Rabat. Sallee, once the terror of
the seas, whence issued such bands of pirates and rovers, the seat of action, riot, and bustle,

is now still and lifelessi It continues, however, to be surrounded by a wall thirty feet high,

and in its moeauea, arches, and fountains displays traces of beautifiil sculpture, and of great
antiquity. What remains of its commerce has been mostly transferred across the river to

Rabat, or New Sallee. This place, when viewed from without, presents a picturesque group-
ing of minarets, palm trees, ruined walls, and old mosques, near which are conspicuous its

yenprable and bittlemented Kassubah, or citadel, and the loftv tower of Sma Hassan. The
interior retains still some activity, and the markets are well supplied. Population 18,000,
of whom 3000 are Jews. Mehedia, now a poor fishing village, has monuments which dis-

play its former importance. El Haratch, or Larache, was once a fiourishing European and
Christian town ; Init the churches are now converted into mosiiues, and Uie deserted houses
of the consuls line the Marina. It has been made the imperial arsenal, and is verv strong
towards the sea. Tangier, on the straits, was in 1682 ceded by Portugal to England, which

Vol. in. 2* C
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alxuidoned it in 1664. It derives its chief prewnt importance from the permission (^ranted

by the einperor to supply Gibraltar with provisions, and from the residence of European
consuls. Tetuan, the only port within the Mediterranean, is allowed to carry on some inter-

course with the Englii^ whose vessels often take in victuals there <m their way up the

Mediterranean.

SoisaoT. 2.

—

Algiert.

Algiers, the ancient Numidia, and the grand modem seat of piratical war&re, comprises

an extensive and beautifbl range of coast, lying between 2° W. and about 0° E. Iraigitude,

and thus extending 700 English miles in length. The breadth of the inland territory, till it

passes, by almost maensible gradations, into the domain of the mountain tribes, or of the

wandering Arabs, is much more vague, varying probably from 50 to 150 miles. The southern

border is traversed by the Atlas in three successive ranges, separated b}[ fine and fertile

vallejra. Tbe range which fiices the maritime plain is called Jurjura ; and its peaks, though
they do not reach the stupendous altitude of thiise which tower above Morocco, are of such
Iieight, that the snow on their summits melts only in May. The western tracts, traversed

by numberleap streams of pure water descending from the Atlas, form perhaps the most finely

irrigated country in the world. Desfontaines mentions a spot near Tremecen, where, in a
circuit of two leagues, about 2000 springs occur. Yet the surface is too varied to allow this

moisture to spread into swamps ; it is only diffused so as to maintain a general verdure and
fertility. None of these numerous streams, however, attain the character of rivers, except
those which rise in the second nmge of Atlas, roll throu(^ the intermediate valley, and
then fbrce their way into the plain of Barbary. Such are the Seibouse, the Rumroell, the

Zeitoun, and the Shellifl^ which last has an early course of nearly 100 miles through the

mountain valley.

The territory of Algien is thus greatly distinguished by natural fertility. With the excep-
tion of some arid and rocky plains, it consists of valleys covered with rich pastures, fitted for

the best kinds of European grain, blooming with the orange and the myrtle, and producing
olives, figs, and grapes of peculiar excellence and size. Noble fi>rests of pistachio, of
cypress, and of oak, cover the sides of the mountains. Yet the indolence of the people, the
oppression of the government, the want of roads and interior communications, cause three-

rourths of the country to be left uncultivated. Their oil, wine, and butter are all of inferior

quality. They are not so wholly destitute of manufacturing industry. Skins ara prepared

and coloured in almost as perfect a manner as in Morocco. Their bonnets, shawls, and
handkerohiefs are in request throughout the Levant Baskets of palm-leaves, and mats of
junk, are ftshioned with singular elegance. Essence of roses is prepared with a skill little

to be expected in such rude hands ; Imt there is an extensive demand for the article in the
voluptuous palaces of the East The trade, before the French invasion, was almost entirely

in the hands of the Jews, and consisted in the export of these manu&ctures, and of some
grain, oil, wax, fruits, and wool. The Algerines took, in return, light cloths, glass, and toys,

but showed a great preference for fire-arms and powder ; while the European merehants have
been reproached, but not only for supplying them with Uiese articles, but even fiv purchasing

the proceeds of their piratical expeditions. The fishery of coral, carried on by European
vessels, produces an annual value of about 100,0001.

That turbulent and piratical system of which Algien was the centre, is now become a
subject (Hily of history. The country was long domineered over by a body of Turkish troops,

not supposed to exceed 15,000, and who were recruited fh>m the meanest classes in the porta

0( the Levant This body, at short intervals, strangled the Oey, electing in his stead the

boldest and bravest of their number. The corsain formed a kind of separate republic, carry-

ing on ^eir barbarous trade under the sanction of the prince, who received a large share of
the slaves ani^ bootv. These marauders, in 1815, suffered a severe chastisement firom the
American fleet; and firom the English in 1816. Again, after they had for some tune set

France at defiance, that country, in 1830, fitted out a formidable expedition, by which Algien
was entirely subjugated. The French, however, have said very little as to any benefits

derived from this acquisition. According to the statement made b^ M. Duboc, in his account

of Oran in 1832 (Annoirs det Voyages), the Arabs, who inhabit nearly the whole of the

territory, are in a state of constant hostility, cither open or secret, against the I^nch ; they

are masten of all the open country, and can assemble in a few dayv 30,000 men, skilled in

partisan war&re ; so that they keep the invaden nearly blockaded in the principal sea-ports.

In tiiese circumstances, colonisation, which was viewed as one of the objects of the expe-
ditkm, has not been even attempted.

The population of this territory is judged of only by estimates, which are very wide of
each other, varying between 1,000,000 and 3,000,000. A recent estimate in the Annales
des Voyages, which seems to be made with some care, states, of Arab cultivators, 1,200,000;
Independent Arabs, 400,000; Berbers, 200,000; Jews, 30,000; Turks, renegadoes, and their

descendants, 40,000: ui all, only 1,870,000. These are distributed into three great provinces:

Titterie, in the centre; Tremecen, or Tlemsen, in the west; and Constantina, in the east
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Algiers, the capital, is situated in the province of Titterie, though without being consider-

ed as forming part of it The streets are built on the declivity m an eminence facing the
Mediterranean, and rising by successive stages above each other, with loftier hills above

:

they make thus a magnificent appearance ; hence, too, it is said, almost every house com-
mands a view of the sea. On entering the city, however, all this beauty disappears ; and it

is found a labyrinth of steep, narrow, uid dirty lanes. There are, however, several splendid
edifices, particularly the palace of the dey, and the principal mosques. The barracks are
also fine structures, adorned with fountains and marble columns; and the naval arsenal is

spacious and commodious. The bagnios, as the quarters formerly destined for the slaves were
called, are huge, but gloomy and dirty edifices. The estimates of the population vary from
50,000 to 200,000; M. Balbi supposes 70,000.* The French exnedition captured 2,000,0001.
sterling in money, besides an ample supply of ships, artillery, 6ud' ammunition. The fortifi-

cations towards the sea are very strong, but on the land side by no means formidable ; so
that, when the French had efiected a luiding with a superior force, they soon became masters
of Algiers.

In the western quarter of the Algerine territory, the most distinguished place is Tremecen,
or Tlemsen, once the capital of a powerful kin^om, still contaming about 20,000 inhabitants,
situated in a beautiful and finely watered district Mascara, about a mile in circuit on the
face of a mountain which commands the view of a fertile and well-cultivated plain, is an
agreeable but ill-built city. Oran, on the sea-coast long a subject of contention between
the Moors and the Spaniards, remained in possession of the latter people till 1702. The forti-

fications have been injured by earthquakes; but the spacious magazines built of stone remain
entire. It has a roadstead with good anchorage, but so exposed, that vessels are obliged to
land their cargoes at the point of Mers el Keber, about a mile fVom Uie city. Oran is much
declined ; and, though the French have repaired some of the edifices, and converted an old
moeque into an hospital, their occupation has hastened its decay, by inducing the whole of
the Arab population to leave the place. The inhabitants are now about 4000. Arzew, on
a gulf which affords a good harbour, is chiefly noted as containing the riiattered ruins of the
ancient Arsenaria. Dr. Shaw saw here a Corinthian capital supporting a smith's anvil, and
through the rents of a ragged carpet he discovered a mosaic pavement In its vicinity are
large salt-pits. Tenis, also on the coast once the metropolis of a little kingdom, consists
now only of a few mud hovels. El Callab, in the interior, seated on an eminence amid
branches of the Atlas, is remarkable, as well as its neighbourhood, for an extensive manu-
fiicture of carpets and bornouses. Medea and Bleeda, the chief places in the province of
Titterie, are both flourishinir, and surrounded by a fine country.

In the eastern part of Algiers, Constantina, celebrated under the name of Cirta, the ancient
and strong capital of Numidia, ranks second to Algiers, and is supposed to contain about
15,000 inhabitants. It is boldly situated on a rock precipitous on one side, where it over-
hangs the broad stream of the Rummell. The surrounding countr3r is fine ; but Uie modem
city presents nothing remarkable. The site, however, is distinguished by splendid monu-
ments of antiquity ; and the ^und in one place is entirely covered with the remains ot

broken walls, columns, and cisterns. The bridge, still in good preservation, several gates,

a triumphal arch, called by the natives thu Giant's Castle, with various altars and other ftag-

ments adorned with Corinthian columns, and with rich fi'iezes and sculpture, rank among tiie

most elegant remains of classic antiquity. Boojeiah, celebrated as a strong and piratical

sea-port, retains still marks of the breaches made upon the walls in 1071, when it was storm-
ed by Sir Edward Sprague. The fortifications are now barely sufficient to hold the wandering
Arabs in check ; but it derives some importance fh>m its iron manufactures, and the export
of wax and oiL Bona, having its site covered with considerable remains of the ancient
Hippo, was in modem tiroes the chief settlement of the French Afi-ican Company, which
the^r lost during the revolutionary war. It derives consequence fhcm the coral fimery carried
on in its vicinity ; and the same cause gives value to La Calle, and the neighbouring idand
of Tabarca, which were also long in possession of the French.

SinMioT. 3.

—

Tunia.

Tunis has a territory very difierently situated from that of Algiers. From the frontier of
that country, the coast continues to extend eastward, with a slight inclination to the north,

till it reaches Cape Bon, the most northerly point of Afirica. It then makes a sudden bend
southward, and, with some windings, follows that direction as far as Cape Jerbi for a space
of about 250 miles. This coast, with the country reaching for upwards of 100 miles inland,

composes the territory of Tunis. It is not so extensive as that of Algiers; but it is not so

closely hemmed in by the branches of the Atlas, nor are they so steep or so lofty ; and there

intervenes between uiem and the soa a spacious plain, watered by the noble river Bagrada,
or Mejerda, and profusely covered with all the riches of culture and vegetation. The people,

also, though composed essentially of the same elements as those of Algiers, have imbibed a

* [TlKw itaMinenti are much M>((erate<l. llefore the occupation by the French tha population wai but 81,000;
fj a ceniuaor 1833 it wet fMind to be SS.SU, of wliom 5,396 were Europeaiii.—Am. Eo.]
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eonaideiably greater ahare oT poliah and civiliaatioo. The situation of the territory, projecting^

into the Mediterranean, and at an easy distance from the finest shores of southern Europe,
fitted it to be the seat of the most celebrated commercial republic of antiquity. Carthaffe,

by her oammeree, rose to such grandeur as to dispute with Rome the empire of the worU

;

and, even after being completely vanquished, and her walls levelled with the ground, she
contimed one of the chief Roman cities, and the capital of the African provinces. The
Saracens, however, in the successive kingdoms which they founded, fixed their capital, first

at Kairwan, and then at Tunis ; and Caruage waa entirely deserted. In the sixteenth cen-
tury, Tnnia was occupied by the corsair Baroarosaa; and, notwithstanding a successful expe-
dition by Charles V., was, in 1574, completely subjected to the Ottoman power. Since its

decline, it was at first domineered over, like Algiers, by the Turkish soldiery ; but the Beys,

within the last half century, have succeeded in crushing the influence of this body, and have
made themaelves hereditary and almost absolute sovereigns. They have governed mildly,

doing much to mitigate the former violent and bigoted system, and to in^aduce European
immovements.
The city of Tunia, only ten mQes sooth-west fit>m the site of Carthage, and on the same

spacious bay, possesses all the advantages which raised that city to such a height of proa-

perity. It is, in ftct, the largest place in Barbary, the population being estiihated at from
100,000 to 130,000. It cannot, on the whole, be said to be well built, the streets being nar-

row, irregular, and dirty ; yet the principal mosque is very spacious ; and the new palace,

constructed at great cost, in the Moorish style, is one of the finest edifices in Barbary, though
with the incongruity of the ground floor being entirely composed of shops. This city lus
entirely renoimced its piratiml habits, and ad£cted itself to several branches of useful in-

dustry. There are extenaive manufactures of velvets, silk stufls, and the red caps generally
worn in the Levant The exportation of grain, absurdly prohibited in the other porta on
this coast, is allowed under a tickerv, or license from the dey, though at the exorbitant duty
of 15*. a quarter on wheat The Tunisian olive oil, being well packed, and not liable to

become rancid, is in high estimation ; and the wool of the south-eastern districts is said to

be little inferior to the best Spanish. The soap, made from olive oil and barilla, is of excel-

lent quality, and has no unpleasant smell. There is also a considerable traflSc with interior

Africa for its staples of gold, ivory, and ostrich feathers. Tunis takes a variety of European
manu&ctures. East India stu^ and colonial produce. That species of woollen cloth called

scarlet long ells is the British commodity most in demand.
The remains of Carthage are a little to the east of Tunis; but no destruction can be more

entire than that which has overwhelmed that celebrated city. The inquisitive traveller may
even' look over that renowned site, without perceiving that a cit^ ever existed on it Even
the few broken walls which remain bear evident marks of Moorish construction. It is not

till he penetrates into its subterranean recesses that he finds clear marks of ancient great-

ness. He then discovers the spacious cisterns in which water was retained for the use of

the inhabitants ; and he can trace the line of that stupendous aqueduct by which it was de-

rived fVom mountains fifty miles distant It is probable that farther traces might, by diligent

search, be still detected.

Of the other cities of Tunis, the chief is Kairwan, or Cairoon, founded by the Saracena,

and long the capital of their possessions in Northern Africa. The great mosque, supported

by 500 granite columns, is said to be at once the roost magnificent and the most revered of

any in Africa. Tozer, on the lake of Lowdeah, is only a large village, but enriched by trade

with Uie country of dates and interior Africa. On the north coast Porto Farini, near which
are the ruins of^ Utica, and Biserta, have both some trade in grain ; though the fine harbour

of the latter is now so choked up as to allow only small vessels to enter. Of the towns on
the coast reaching soutliward from Tunis, Almahdia is distinguished by the remains of a
commerce which rendered it once the principal haven on this coast; Monasteer and Cabea
by a flourishing modem trade, which gives to the one a population of 12,000, and to the

other of 20,000. Sfiix carries on traffic on a smaller scale ; and the island of Jerbi is noted

for man'jfacturing industry. Near EI Gemme are the remains of a magnificent amphitheatre.

SVBSXCT. 4.—rTVipoZi.

Tripoli presents a different aspect uid one by no means so gratefbl and smiling as the
western regions of Barbary. That great mountain range, which has difiiised tiirough them
verdure and fertility, terminates, and the great plain of sand which ^nerally covers Northern
AfVica presses close upon the cultivated territory. The district in which the city stands

forms only an oasis, and one not very extensive ; and he who takes his departure mm it in

any direction finds himself soon in the heart of the desert. Tripoli thus cannot equal the
other capitals of Barbary, and its population is not supposed to exceed 25,000. Even this ia

supported rather by commerce and industry, than by the limited producticms of the soil. It

is, however, the chief theatre of tlie intercourse with Bomou and Housso, the most fertile

countries in the interior of Afirica; over which it exercises even a species of dominion.

Fezzan, the great cmporinm of the caravan trade, is tributary to the pacha ; and he
]
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t powerful influence over the conrts of Kouka and Sackatoa This prince has shown a moro
enlightened spirit, a greater desire to cultivate intercourse with the European powers, and
to introduce tho improvements of civilised life, than any other in Barbary. A singular

absence of that jealousy which usually actuates Mahometan courts has been displayed in

ihe welcome given to the British expeditions of discovery, and the seal displayed m pro-

moting their dyects. Tripoli cannot be called a fine city ; yet its palace, and the generality

of its mosques, riave some beauty ; and there is a triumphal arch and several other interesting

remains of antiquity.

To the eastward cf Tripoli, and in its close vicinity, begins a dreary portion of tlie Great
Desert of AfVica. A few days, however, bring the traveller to the district of Lebeda, where
thick groves of olive and date are seen rising above the villages, and a great space is covered
with luxuriant crops of grain. This territory is considered much superior to that round
Tripoli, and was more highly prised by the ancients, who founded on it the flourishing colony

of Leptis Magna. Remains of its magnificent edifices and shattered columns are still seen
half buried under the sand which the wind and sea have accumulated over them ; but the
country people are daily carrying oflTthe fragments, and using them as mill-stones. A similar

country continues to A^urata, to the east of which is also a plain singularly fertile, com-
pared even by Herodotus to that of Babylon. Mesurata carries on a manufactory of carpets,

and a considerable trade with Central Africa. At the termination of this plain commences
the awfiil and desolate expanse of the Syrtis. Captain Beechey thus describes the opposite

spectacle presented by the two points of'^view :
—"To the west, endless groves of palm trees

and olives, among wmch are scattered numerous villages and gardens, rich tiaets of com
land, flosks of sheep and goats, and everywhere a movmg and busy population ; to the east-

ward, a tenantless and desolate waste, without a single object rising firom its sni&oe, lies

stretched in one long and unbroken line, as fiur as the eye can reach.

The Gulfof Sert, or the Syrtis, about 400 miles in length, presents some striking features.

For about forty milis it is bwdered by a marsh covered with a thin saline crust, miich often

gives wa^ beneath the horses' feet, uid discovers hollow spaces, many of which are of great

depth, with water at the bottom. This dangerous swamp, combined with the general sandy
character of the region, seems to have suggested to the ancients the idea of quicksands,

which they very decidedly attached to this shore; though it is positively stated that nothing
is found in any part of it strictly answering to the term. At the end of this marsh, the

Syrtic region, though extremely wild and «ueary, aflS>rds from time to time little valleys, or

detached spots, traversed by the Arabs with their flocks, herds, and moveable tents. The
daiurers of this gulf, painted by the ancients in such direful colours, consist in a flat and
shallow coast, full of concealed rocks and banks, against which a heavy surf is continually

breaking. The same perils still exist, increased by the heavy swell brought in by the north

wind blowing across the greatest breadth of the Mediterranean ; but this gulf, so terrible to

the ancients, who were unable to navigate at any distance from land, and doomed by a fatal

necessity to cross it on their way fhxn Egypt to Carthage, is little dreaded by the modems,
who in this course systematically stand out to sea.

The ancient Cyrenaica, and modem Barca, commences at the termination of the Gulf of
Syrtis, and exhibits a very improved aspect It is traversed by a steep and high ridge

abounding in spring which, according to Arab report, amount to 360, and sprinkle the sur-

rounding desert with valleys of the most brilliant verdure and fertility. On this coast the

Greeks fbunded Cyrene, one of their most flourishing colonies. At present it is abandoned

by all civilised and industrious nations, and, with we exception of a few poor villages, is

occupied exclusively by the wandering Arabs with their, flocks and herds. Benj^zi, the

Hesperis of the earliest writers, the &renice of the Ptolemies, is now only a miserable

village. Every trace of the ancient city appears to have been buried under the sands of the

surrounding desert Yet the modem Arab still finds in it ample building materials : he
begins to dig, and speedily arrives at fVagments of splendid columns and rich entablatures.

To suit his purpose, however, these must be pounded into minute portions : and the elegant

vc4ute, the rich triglyph, the flowering acanthus, are soon reduced into shapeless fragments,

which, however, being ill cemented with mod, form by no means very secure habitations.

The range of valleys east of Bengazi is singularly picturesque, their sides being in-many

places steep and rocky ; yet every cleft filled with a brilliant vej^etation. ** The whit^

pinb and the olive," says M. Pacho, "adoNm' the sides of the mountams, whose summits are

crowned with forests of thuja and arborescent juniper. The rocks, overhung with dark

groves, present sepulchral grottoes, the only vestige of towns which have disappeared, with

their ancient inhabitants. These pious excavations, the funeral tree which coven them,

with the hoarse and savage songs at the Arabs, which are echoed from valley to valley,

arrest the pensive traveller, and fill him with solemn and tender recollectiona" In this

tract are found the two ancient, now entirely deserted, cities of Teuchira &nd Ptolemcta.

The edifices of the former are entirely reduced to rabbish; yet its walls, a mile and a half

in circuit, have, by their Cyclopean strenf^th, resisted the powera of destruction, and form a

very perfect specimen ofancient fortification. Ptolemeta has one magnificent gateway and
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the remaini of an amphitheatre, two theatrea, and of the columna and teMellated {lavement
of a palace. The area ia covered partly with fp'ain, partly with lofty ahruba; while the
cry of the jackal and hyena, and the noiae of owla tmd bat^ alone aflbrd any aymptoin
of life.

The mina of Cyrene itself, which may be aaid to be a recent diacoverv, lorm the moat
atriking object in thia remarkable reffion. They are finely situated on a high table plain

deacending abruptly towards the sea, by aucceasive stages, along each of whicn ia a smooth
rdcky path, still marked by the wheels of the ancient chariots. The view from the brow
of the eminence, upwarda of 2000 feet high, over the rocks, piaina, and the distant Medi
terranean, is singularly beautiful. There are the remains of a apacious amphitheatre
numerous atatuea, and several fine apringa, particularly one called the Fountain of Apollo,

much reaorted to by the wandering Arafaa; out the city is totally destitute of permanent
inhabitants. The moat remarkable feature in Cyrene consists of'^ita necropolia or citv of
tomba {J^. 81S.) Eight or nine rowa of sepulchral grottoes are arranged in terraces alon^

TamktttCi iwn ,

the mountain. Around them are jj^rouped tomba and aarcoidiaffi, rich in omamenta and
inacriptions, and extenling for a mik and a half along the roaids, leading to Cyrene, ao aa to

present the appearance of gay and aplendid streets, Deme and Apollonia contain ruina of
similar character, but not on so great a acale.

The ancient Marmarica eztenda from thia point eaatward : a bleak region, deatitute of
those smiling groves of laurel and myrtle which crown the mountains of Cyronaica. It ia

crowded with beasts and birds of prey; and human existence ia indicated only by the

bleating of distant flocks and the dark tent of the Arab. Yet there ia cultivation in fiivoured

Bp(^; and the traces of cisterns and canals of irrigation mark the former exiatence of a
civilised and even somewhat numerous population. M. Pacho estimates the Araba of
Marmarica at 38,000, thoae of Cyrenaica at 40,000; and the addition of thoee who wander
over the Syrtia may perhaps raise the whole of this wandering population to 100,000.

CHAPTER VL

WESTERN AFRICA.

WnnBRH AraicA seems the only general name under which it ia posaible to comprise that

wide range of coast, excluding the Great Desert, which extends along the Atlantic from

die Senegal to the river of Benguela. The greater part is known to Europe under the

appellation of Guinea, which, however, is confined to the shores of the vast gulf so called,

commencing at Cape Mesurada It even applies most strictly to the northern shores of that

gnlf, terminating with the rivers of Benin; for the term Lower Guinea, >Mied. to Loango,

Cmigo, and the neighbouring territoriea, is in much less frequent uae. The territories on
and between the Senegal and Gambia, are by the French called Senegambia ; but these

names are all European, and unknown to the natives. The whole remn ia split into a
multitude of states, mostly small, and without any political connection. There is a general

resemblance of climate, nature, aspect, and character, which justifies us in claasing them
under one head.

Sect. I.

—

Qenerat Otttline and Atpeet,

This immense range of maritime country is included between the thirteenth degree ot

oath and Uie seventeenth degree of north latitude, forming thirty degrees in a direct
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line ; but, allowance being made for the windings of the coast, and the deep bays by which
it is indented, the entire length cannot be less than 4000 miles, running in a direction

generally from north-west to louth-east. The breadth varies much more; indeed, it is

founded upon an arbitrary division, which Europeans have made h>«?tween Western and
Central Africa ; vague regions, which are separated by no precise line of demarcation. In
general, the boundary fixM by nature seems marked by the heads of the rivers that fall into

the Atlantic. This dimension has been ascertained in the case of the Benegnl rf' Gan bia,

and forms a depth of 700 or 800 miles, on the other side of which lies 'he upper court*" of

the Niger. In the lower course of that great river, as now appertained, no »»rh line can be
drawn; and the extenaive countries situated on its banks belong ri their character and rela-

tions so decidedly to Central Africa, that the region so called, must, in 'his quarter, be brought
much nearer to the coast Immense deserts bound this maritime district, both at its northern
and southern extremity.

The coast of Western Africa presents, in general, a flat surface, though Cape Verd, and
some others, project bold headlands into the ocean. All the great ranges of mount;<.in8 are in

the interior, and their line and position are still imperfectly ascertains. The most important
21 that ver^ extended chain, in the interior of Senegambia, usually called the Mountains of
Kong, which appears in some measure to stretch acroaa the continent, till it connects with
the Mountains of the Moon, on the opposite side of Africa. This chain, running from eaat

to west, becomes parallel to those coasts, which form the northern boundary of the Gulf of
Guinea. Congo !s, in many parts, rugged and hilly ; and there are, undoubtedly, great

chains of mountains in the interim.

The western rivers of Africa are conspicuous features, though not of that immense mag-
nitude which has been sometimes imagined. The Senegal is no longer identified with the
Niger, nor supposed to draw its watera ftom the interior depths of the continent ; but it is

about 000 miles in length fhxn its source, in the western extremity of the Mountains ol

Kong, not very fkr distant fhxn that of the Niger. Its early course is swelled by numerous
streams ftom the same mountains, among which the Ba-fing, the Ba-lee, and the Faleme,
are Uie most impwtant Afler passing Gailam and the fidls of Felu, it descends into a dead
level, and rolls along the borders of the desert, till, near Fort Louis, it finds a passage,

obstructed by heavy oars of sand, into the Atlantic. The (Sambia rises from a point of uie

same chain not very distant, and rolls a more powerful and rapid stream, forming at ita

month A considerable estuary ; but its course is not more than two-thirds of Uiat of the Sene-
gal The Rio Grande, and the Meeurado, which come down from the southern side of the

same mountains, have not attained the character of streams of the first order when they

reach the sea. The waters of the ivorr and gold coasts of Guinea are little better than

mountain torrents, pouring down from the high grounds; but from the western limit of
Whidah to Calabar, a space of above 200 mifes, the Gulf of Benin receives a continued

succession of large estuaries, which convert the whole territory into alluvial and partially

inundated iblands. These channels, the sources of which were long the subject of conjec-

ture, are now, by the discoveries of Lander, ascertained to compose. the delta of tho Niger;
thouj^ the course of that mighty river must be considered as belonging to the central re-

gions of Africa. Farther aouth, the Congo or Zaire, pours its ample volume of waters into

the Atlantic, which it fteshens to a considerable distance ; but though the expedition under

Captain Tuckey penetrated nearly 300 miles upwards, the higher pert of its course is still

enveloped in mystery. The Coanaa likewise appears to come firom a considerable distance

in the mterior, and may rank high among rivers of the second class.

The waters of Western Afirica do not accumulate into lakes of any importance.

Bitot. IV—Natural Oeography,

StJBSBCT. 1.

—

Oeoiogy.

WeBtem J^riea.—^The African coast, from Sierra Leone to the mouth of the Orange
River, is very imperfecUy Lnown in a geological view. The hills around Sierra Leone are

said to be of granite ; the geology of the grain coast and ivory coast of Guinea is unknown,
and nothing sati^bctory can be offered in regard to the slave coast In Benin there are

mountains (those of Camaroon, on the sea-coast), said to be 13,000 feet high. The exten-

sive district through which the Zaire flows was examined during part of its course, and the

rocks met with are granite, syenite, primitive greenstone, gneiss, mica slate, clay slate, and

primitive limestone or marble. The kingdom of Angola is remarkable for the great extent

of its salt mines; it dso affords copper and iron. The mines of Loango and Benguela,

<rflen mentioned by travellers, afifora principally iron ores.

SuiracT. 2.

—

Botany.

Western Africa, containing, as it does, a vast extent of country, both in the northern and

oatiicm hemLqdierea, including the tropics, must, of course, possess an extremely varied

vegetation, of which, unfortunately, a very great portion is unknown. IsUads present O-

a
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more interesting field for the geographical distribution of plants, than the continent In tha

first place, therefore, we shall ofFer a few remarks upon that of Madeira, which we are the

better enabled to do from the observations of Dr. Kuhl, given in the Botanische Zeitung,

and the interest of which b increased from the relative situation of this speck in the ocean

being such as to form the connecting link between the vegetation of Europe and that of the

western continent of Africa, to which country it nati'rally belongs. " Here," says this tra-

veller, " every stranger must be struck with the entire absence of Oaks, Firs, Birch, Wil-

lows, &c. AH our European fruits are cultivated ; but such as are not planted in a soil that

is properly manured, are far inferior to ours in point of flavour ; at least those we had the

opportunity of eating. The Grapes, indeed, must be excepted, which possess much rich-

ness, and are mostly red. The wine is a true claret, and the good old Madeira hsM the

exact colour of Rhenish wine. The red, which is not a claret, is rare. All the native trees

have coriaceous leaves, and one only beare an esculent fruit, which ia an arborescent Vac-

cinium (V. padifolium Smith), the rest have been introduced by the Portuguese. One
single species of Fir, it is said, was found on the island when it was discovered ; but that

was soon extirpated by the use made of it in building, for which purpose the Chestnut ia

now employed and cultivated. Of the thick stems of the arborescent Heaths {Erica;),

which crown the top of the Pico Ruivo, and whose wood is of a beautiful red colour, they

make props for their vines, which are not, as with us, trained upright; but horizontally, just

above the ground, forming a ^een covering. As the climate of th^ respective regions varies

according to the relative heights of the mountains, so we meet with very diflbrent plants at

different elevations, and the several belts, oi regions, may thus be characterised :

—

" 1. Region of the Ca(;ti, which, according to our calculations, reaches to an elevation of

680 feet above the level of the sea.—Von Buch gives the same extent to this region at Te-
neriSb. In Madeira, however, the succulent Euphorhiacete and other African plants, which

abound in Teneriffe, are wanting. The Indian or Prickly Fig (Obc-

ttu Opuntia), grows alone upon the bare rocks, and Vmes, Canes,

Figs, Arums, Musse, and other southern fruits, are cultivated in the

fields. This district is rich in wild plants : we found one CVynfo-

gamou* species, Adiantum Capillus Veneris (Jig. 816.) ; seven Mo-
nocotyledonet, viz. three Panica, a Cynodon, Andropogon, Setaria,

and Milium ; sixty Dicotyledones, among which (besides the renen
which abound with us, such as Rutnex, ConvoivultUi &c.) were
Crotalaria, Physalis, Asclepiaa, Helminthia, Atractylis, Ageratum,
Sida, Myrtus, Cassia, &c. The Pomegranates, Figs, and Bananas,

which are planted about the houses, together with the bright green
of the Arums, gave a singular charm to this district Of the sixty-

eight species now enumerated, seventeen extended as fkr as the region

Aiiutam OwiUiM Veacfu. °^ ^^ Vine, and only two of them were met with again, at a hei^t
of 6300 feet

"2. Region qf the Vine.—The culture of this plant may be said to commence at the

seaHshore ; but the Cactus does not accompany it above ^0 feet The vine ascends to an
elevation of 2030 feet ; but higher than that 'he firuit will not ripen. In this region, the

Arum, Cane, Mulberry, &c.. Potatoes, Com, and Onions, are cultivated ; but not the Bana-
nas and Cacti. The hedges consist of Myrtle and Chestnut Agriculture is more succeas-

fiilly carried on here than elsewhere ; on which account few wild plants are met with, but

such as we Lad already found in the lower region, and of those, three that grew at a still

higher elevation.

"9. Region of the Chettmtt.—^This commences at 2030 feet and is eminently distin-

guished by the tall stout stems of the Chestnut which tree ascends to about 2850 feet

Those that are found still higher, are smaller, distorted, and bear no fhiit We staid longest

in this region, and our success in collecting plants was proportionebly great We found
twenty-three Cryptogamite, viz. twelve Ferns (one Darea and Woodwanlia), five Lichens,
Aflthoceme, Marohantia, Boletus, two Jungermannie :—twelve Monocotytedonea of our
common genera ; only one Carex, and a beautifUl Cypenis :—sixty-six Dictyledonee, viz. five

Rumices, Clethra, Lobelia, Andryale, ChamaBmelum, an arborescent Euphorbia, two shrubby
species of Teucrium, Cineraria, Disandra. We found nine of these speoiea in the next
region.

"4. Region of the iS/Mirttwm.—Thia terminated at a height of 3020 fbet, and is singu-

larly poor in its vegetation. We found but one plant we had not seen before, or did not
meet afterwards in the following region. The whole region is covered with Spartium alone.

"5. Region qf the Heath {Erica).—^This extends to the summit of Pico Ruivo, the high-
est point in the whole island, and, according to our reckoning, 5300 feet above the level of
the sea. It is very rich in interesting plants. Towards the centre of it are trees with cnri-

aoeouB leaves, an arborescent Vaccinium, and two trees, called Till and Vintratico, which
for want of flowers, we could not determine. Between the fourth and fifth region is a tract

alrooat covered with Pteria aquilina, and aome other Ferns, especially another Pteria. (Ita

k.
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many ridges, these abound to the exclusion of all other plants, and remarkably so at a height

of 8920 to 4080 feet ; while below them the Spartium, and above them the Ericas, maintain

possession of the soil. But again, not far from the top of the Pico, is a tract where the

Ericas arc supplanted by the Spartium ; only, however, fbr a shoft space, for the summit is

covered by the thick stems of the Heaths. Besides fifleen species, common to the lower

regions, v.-e found, of Acotyledonea, twelve ; Peziza and Lichens :—seven Monocotyiedonea,

among them two Sciuri, two species of Cynosurus, an Aira and Agroetis :—thirty-seven Di-
eotyledonei, among them a Sideritis, a beautiful shrubby Echium, witli a blue spike, Croco-

dylium, Pyretiirum, Phyllis, two Semperviva, Sedum, Cotyledon, &c. There is no Pine
Region. It would take too much space to name all the genera we collected : but a compa-
rison of the relative proportion they bear to one another, shows the island to be deficient in

the nortliern families of Amentaceoe, Saxifrages, and Caryophylleae, especially the second.

It is poor, likewise, in the predominant families of the tropics, the Euphorbiacee, Malvacee,
and Corymbiferae, which latter are only in the proportion of 1 to 10; but at the Cape, 1 to 5^

and, in other equatorial countries, 1 to 6. But the Cichoraceee, which belcmg to the tem-
perate zone, are here numerous. In our walks on the shore, we found whole banks of Fuci."

In the same way does the celebrated Humboldt divide the famous Peak of Tenerifie, in

the Canary Islands, into five zones, to which he gives the name of the Re|rion of Vines, the

Region of"^ Laurels, the Region of Fin^ the Region of the Retama {Sparttum nubigenum),
ana the Region of the Gramineie. These zones, which lie one above another, like terraces,

occupy an elevation of 10,500 feet on the steep sides of the Peak ; while, fifteen degrees

more northerly, on the Pyrenees, the snow covers all, above the height of 7800 to 6400 feet
If vegetation does not, at Teneriffe, reach the very summit of the volcano, it is not because
etemkl snows and a cold atmosphere prevent it ; but because lava and pumice-stone do not

admit of plants growing upon the very brink of the crater.

The first Zone, that of the Vine, extends from the seaside to a height of from 1200 to

1800 feet: it is the moat inhabited, and the only one where the soil is carefolly cultivated.

In these low regions, at the sea-port of Orotava, and wherever the winds have a firee access,

the thermometer never rises so high in summer, nor falls so low in winter, as at Paris and
Petersburg ; as was ascertained by observations made by M. Savaggi, in 17Sb to 1700. The
climate seems to hold a mean between that of Naples and the Torrid Zone. In spite of the
analooy existing between the climate of Madeira and Tenerifib, the plants of tiie former
island are in general much less delicate, when cultivated in Europe, than those of Tenerifie.

Thas CheiranthuB longifolius, from Orotava, is killed by the cold at Montpelier, and C. mu-
tabilis, of Madeira, stands there in the open air all winter. The summer heats are shorter

at Madeira than at Teneriffe.

The Region of Vines presents, among its vegetable productions, eight kinds of arborescent
Euphorbias, some Mesembryanthemume, which abound from the Peloponnesus to the Cape of
Good Hope, the Cacalia Kleinia, the Dragon tree, and other plants, whose naked and tor-

tuous stems, succulent foliage, and glaucoos hue, indicate the vegetation of Afirica. In this

zone are the Dat«% the Banuia, the Sugar Cane, the Indian Fig, the Arum Colocasia, whose
roots nflbrd the lower classes a wholesome farinaceous food, the Olive, the European fruit

trees, the Vine, and the Cerealia. The com is cut from the end of March to the beginning
of May, and the Bread-fhiit tree promises to succeed well, as also tlie Cinnamon tree fhmi
the Moluccas, the Arabian Coffee, and the American Cocoa-Nut At many parts of the
coast, the landscape presents all the character of a tropical scene, and the Region of Palms
may be easily seen to extend far beyond the Torrid Zone. The Palmetto and the Date
grow verjr well on the fertile plains of Murviedro on the coast of Genoa, and in Provence,
near Antibes; some trees of the latter, planted within the limits of tlie city of Rome, resist

even the cold of 2.5° below the fireezinff point But if Western Europe shares but little in

the productions that grace the zone of the Palms ; the island of Teneriffe, placed under the
parallel of Egypt, of Southern Persia, and of Florida, i^lows with almost all the vegetable
glories which enhance the majesty of Equatorial Regions. Among its indigenous plants,

however, the trees with pinnated foliage, and the arborescent Graminee, do not appear ; nor
has any species of the numerous family of Sensitive Plants migrated so fkr as the Canary
Islands.

The second Zone, that of the Laurels, includes the wooded portion of Teneriffe : it also

is tlie region of the sprinffs, which bubble up in its ever-verdant turf. Splendid forests

crown tlie hills which adjoin the volcano; among them are four species of Uiural, an Oak,
very similar to Quercus Tumeri of Thibet the Visnei Mocanera, the Myrica Faya of the
Azores, an indigenous Olive (Olea excelaa), the largest tree in this zone, two specios of
Sideroxylon with beautifbl foliage. Arbutus callioarpa, ond other evergreen trees of the
myrtle tribe. Climbers, and an ivy quite difierent from that of Europe (/feii^ra eanartep'
sts) twine round the stems of the Laurels, at the foot of which grow numberless Ferns, of
which but three species grow so low as in the Vine Region. Everywhere the soil, which
is covered with mosses and fine grass, Amea with the blossoms of the golden Campanula
iCaurea), of Chrysanthemum pinnatiildum, Mentiw canariensis, and several shrubby kinds.

Vou IIL 8 D
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of Hypericum. Plantatims of wild and gnflei Chestnuts form a broad band round the
region of the springs of water, which is the most verdant and agreeable of all.

The third Zone, or Region of Firs, begins at an elevation of5400 feet, and there the last
groups of Arbutus, of Myrica Faya, and the fine Heath, which the natives call Texo, dis-
appear. This zone, about 2400 feet in extent, is wholly occupied b> a vast forest of Fira,
mingled with the Juniperus Cedro of Brouasonet The Firs (Pinua canarientia Von Buch)
ijg. 817.) have very long and stiff leaves, which often grow in pairs, but more frequently
tliree in each sheath. As we had no opportunity of examining Uie fruit, we are ignorant
if this species, which has all the habit a the Scotch Fir, is truly distinct from the eighteen
species of Pinus which are already known in the Old World. A celebrated traveller, who
has much advanced the cause of science, M. De Candolle, considers the Fir of Teneriffe as
alike distinct from Pinus atlantica and P. halepensis. On the slope of the Peak, at 790U
feet, we saw the last Firs: on the Cordilleras of New Spain, under the Torrid Zone, the
Mexican Fir grew at an elevation of 12,000 feet But whatever may b<> the analogy exist-
ing between different species of the same genus, each requires, for its perfect developement,
a certain degree of temperature and of nre&ction of the atmosphere.

nnM Ctnarieoiif.
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The iburth and fifth Zones, the Regions o( the Retama and the €h«mine«, oeeapy an
elevation corresponding with the highest and most inacoesaiUe points of the Pyrenean
mountains. This is the desert portion of the island, where masses of pumice-stone, obsi-

dian, and shivered lava, forbid the profrress of vegetation. We have already alluded to the
flowery tufts of alpine Broom {Sparttum nubigenum), which form so many oases in this

vast wilderness of ashes. Two herbaceous plants, Sorophularia glabrata and Viola chei-

ranthifolia, rise somewhat higher. Beyond the scanty grass which is parched up by an
African sun, Cladonia paschalis covers the arid soil ; and the shepherds often set it on fire, till

the blase extends to considerable distances. Towards the summit of the peak, Urceolarias

and other individuals of the Lichen fkmily are always tendineto etfoet the decomposition

of the scorified matter. Thus, by an uninterrupted action oTorganio force, the empire of
Flora is Continually gaining ground on these islands, whose whole structure has been, as it

were, deranged by volcanic fire.

It is in the Canary Islands that the Dragon's-blood tree (^. 818.) ^PPf>" to arrive at its

highest degree of perfection, and to attain a most astonishing size. '* This gigantic tree,"

as is observed by M. de Humboldt, that first of travellers, in his Tableaux de la Nature,
when speaking of a vei^ celebrated specimen of the DragonVblood tree, " is now included

within the precincts of M. Franchi'a garden, in the small town of Orotava, one of the most
delicious spots in the world. In 1700, whon we climbed the Peak of Teneriffe, we found

that this enormous vegetable was forty-five feet in circumference, a little above the root.

Sir George Staunton aflirms that, at ton feet high, its diameter is twelve feet. Tradition

relates timt this particular Draciena was venerated by the Guaiichos, as the Elm of Ephesus
was by the Greeks; and that in a. d. 1400 it was as large and as hollow as it is now. The
gigantic Dragon's-blood tree, which I saw in the Canaries, was sixteen feet in diameter, and,

*

enjoying a perpetual youth, was loaded with flowera and flruit When the MM. Bethen-
court, FVench ailventurcra, conquered the Fortunate Islands, in the fifteenth century, the

I>ne»na of Orotava, u sacred in the eyes of the natives as the Olive tree that grew in the

citadel of Athons, was of colossal dimensions, as it is now. In the Torrid Zoat, « Ibrast
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of Ccsalpinia and Hymenea is perhaps the monument of 1000 years. As the growth of

the Dragon tree is extremely slow, we may be sure that the Orotava tree is extremely

old. Doubtless this tree and the Baobab are the oldest inhabitants of our planet It is sin-

gular that the Dragon's-blood tree tias been cultivated in the Canaries, Madeira, and the

isles of Porto Santo, from the remotest antiquity, though originally derived from India.

This fiict contradicts the assertion of those who represent the Guanchos as a race of men
of the Atlantic, who were completely insulated, and had no intercourse with the people of

Asia and Africa."

The trunk of the Dracnna Draco cleaves open in many parts, and distils, at the time of

the summer solstice, a fluid, which condenses mto red tears, soft at first, afterwards hard

and friable : tliis is Uic true Dragon's-blood of tlie shops, and must not be confounded, though

dry, friable, blood-red, and inflammable, with other resinous substances known luider ue
same name, and derived, the one from a species of Calamus {Rotang), and the other from a
Pterocarpus. To the Drason's-blood are attributed astringent, desicatory, and incrassating

virtues. It is administered internally for dysentery, hemorrhage, violent bowel complaints,

and inward ulcers; and externally, to dry up running sores, to heal wounds, and to strengthen

the gums. The painters make use of it, in the red varnish with which they colour the
Chinese boxes and chests.

Our observations upon the vegetation of the coast itself, of Western Africa, must be very
brief, and chiefly confined to the Tropics; while for a more full account we must refer to a
learned paper, by Dr. Robert Brown, given in the Appendix to Tuckey's Voyage to the

Congo, and content ourselves with little more than a few extracts fivm that paper, on a
comparison of the vegetation along the line of the Congo, with that of other parts of the
West Coast of Equinoctial AfVica.

It appears that from the river Senegal, in about 16° N. lat, to the Congo, which is in

upwards of 6° S. lat, there is a remarkable uniformity of vegetation, not only as to princi-

SI
orders and genera, but even, to a considerable extent in the species of which it consists,

ore than one-third part of the plants from the Congo have b^n observed previously on
various parts of the coast Many of the trees,

the Pahns, and several other remarkable plants,

which characterise the landscape, as Adansonia,

Bombax pentandrum, Eiais guineensis, Raphia
vinifera, and Pandanus Candelabrum (J!^. 819.)

appear to be very general along the whole extent

of coast Sterculia acuminata, the seed of which
is tlie Cola, mentioned in the earliest accounts of

Congo, exists, and is equally valued, in Guinea
and Sierra Leone, and, what is remarkable, it

bears the same name throughout the West Coast
The Ordeal Tree, called, by Professor Smith,

Cassa, and by Captain Tuckey, erroneously, a
Cassia, if not absolutely the same plant as the

Red Water Tree of Sierra Leone and the Gold
Coast belongs at least to tlie same genus. A spe-

cies of the Cream Fruit remarkable in aflbrdinff

a wholesome and pleasant saccharine fluid, used
by the natives of Sierra Leone to quench their

thint though belonging to that generally delete-

rious family the Apocyneie, was also met with.

The Sarcocephalus of Afzelius, which is probably

what he has noticed under the name of the Coun-
y-flg of Sierra Leone, was found on the banks

the Congo. Anona senegalensis, whose fVuit

though smaller than that of the cultivated species, is said to have a flavour superior to them
all, appean to be a general plant along the whole extent of coast ; and Chiysobaluius
Icaco, or a nearly allied species, is equally common fVom Senegal to Conga
We may here introduce a few remarks on the Esculent Plants of the Congo; the culti-

vated, OS well OS the indigenous species, being very similar throughout the Vfeet Coast On
the banks of the river, tne principal articles of vegetable food were the Indian Com, or

Maise (Zea Maya), Cassava, both sweet and bitter {Jotropha Manihot), two kinds of Pulse

extensively cultivated ; the Cytisus Cajan, and a Phuseolus (1), with Ground Nuts (,Arachi$

kfpoffaa). The most volu^bfe fhiits are Plantains {Muaa »apientum), the Papaw {Carica
Papaya), Pumpkins {Cucwrbita Pepo), Limes and Oranges, Pine Apples, the Common
Tamarind, and Safli, a fhiit the size of a small plum, which was not seen ripe. One of the

moat important plants, not only of the Congo, but of the whole extent of coast, is Elais

Kineensis (Jiff. 830.), or the Oil-Palm, which also aflTords the best Palm Wine. Wine is

ewiae obtained fh>m two other Palms, Raphia vinifera (1) and a Corypha (1). Among the

Pudinui Cindtltbram.

u
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other alimentary plants, of leas importance, or imperfectljr known, are the Shrubby Holcub,
the common Yam, rjoly aeen near Cooloo; and another Oioecera, found wild only, and very
inferior to the Yun, requiring;, it is said, four days' boiling to free it from its pernicious

qualities. On Mr. Lockhart's authority, two kinds of Sugar Canes and Cabba^ were seen
sparingly ; Capsicum and Tobacco are generally cultivated, and in the herbormm is a speci-

men <$ Malaghetta Pepper. A second kind of Ground Nut or Pea {Olycine ttifrterranea f)

which is extensively grown at Madagascar, also appeared. A species of Ximenia (X ameru
cana f) was likewise found ; the firuit yellow, the size of a plum, and acid, but not unpleasant,

in the higher parts of the river, where it is g^enerally planted. An Antidesma, perhaps
like that mentioned by Afzelius, as having a t. jit of the same size and taste as a currant, is

also in the herbarium.
It is particularlv deserving of notice that most of the above plants, enumerated as cultivated

on the Congo, ana especially the important species, have probably been introduced, and do
not even telong to the continent of Africa. Thus Maize, Manioc, or Cassava, mA Pine
Apples, have ham brought from America, as also, perhaps, Papaw, Capsicum, and Tobacco;
while the Banana or Plantain, the Lime, the Oraiige, the Tamarind, and the Sugar-Cane,
may be considered as of Asiatic (vigin.

Ehh QuIaMiuii. BareoeeplMhii EMahaUii.

In connection with these observatkms of Mr. Brown's, we may here introduce a list of
the Edible Fruits of Sierra Leone, drawn up by Joseph Sabine, Esq., from the Journal and
Notes of Mr. George Don, who was charged by the Horticultural Society of London to collect

the useful vegetables of that most interesting coantiy.

The Peach of the Negroes {SmrcoeephdluM eaeulentua) (Mg. 821.) is a large, fleshy, and
solid ftuit, hard and eatable throughout, and fhll of small seeds, not much unlike a strawbenry

in flavour and consistence. The tree grows plentifully throughout the colony of Sierra Leone,
10 to 16 feet high ; the leaves are large and elliptical, the flowers pink^ produced in globu-

lar heads, and seated on a receptacle which afterwards bscomes the fruit The Anona
senegalensis, or African Custard Apple, of which the firuit is not much IwVBr than a pigeon's

egg, and with the same or a superior flavour to the rest of the speeiesL The Monkey-lnfMid
(Ad€nuonia digitata) is much used by the negroes: its fhilt, which b of consideraUe size,

and of an oblong shape, is full of seetts, and tastes like gingerbread, with a pleasant acid

flavour. The I^ust Tree of Sierra Leone {Inga bigMmsa) is a beautiful tree when in

Uossom, covered with compact biglobular heads of fine vermilion-coloured flowers; which
are succeeded by compact bunches of pods, containing a yellow farinaceous substance, of
which 'the natives are very fond. It is mentkmed by Park as affiirding an agreeable and
nutritive food. The Country Cherry is rare, growing on the mountains, and bearing a small

oval reddish fruit, somewhat like a Plum in flavour, and produced in clusters on the topmost

branches. Anisophyllea laurina, the Monkey Apple, is a firuit of the size of a pigeon's egg,

red on one side and yellow on the other, with a flavour between the nectarine and plum.
Country Grapes are the produce of Vitis ccsia: they ara Mack, austere, and aoki, cniefly

eaten by the negroes. CiMintry Currants resemble elderberries, and are fbund plentiflilly

on the mountains. The shrub {Fictu Bratrii) which bears the Large Fig, grows about the

coh>nv : the fruit would be very pleasant, if the ants did not generalljr get in and spoil it;

and the same may be said of a smaller fig, that bears abundanUy, and u the size tit a hazel

nut Aficelius speaks of Wild Guavas {Ptidium jtyrtferum) as natives of this country, and
Mr. Don saw and tasted the fruit, but he could not exactly identify the plant with the Wort

-'«I*i«>.i»igMA<»*<trtl»Wt<-6i»^J-tWMt>lJa* . <
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Indian Guava. The Hog Plum is the fruit of Spondias Myrobalanns ; it is well tasted, and
riiarper than the plum ot our gardens, but the stone forms half the bulk of the fruit The
Gray Plum tree {Parinarium exceUum) is more valuable for its compact and durable wood
than for the fruit which, though large and abundant i^ dry and fiiriuaceous, with a very
large stone : an allied species, P. macrophyllum, is called by the colonists Gingerbread Plum.
Of four other fruits called Plums, the Small Pigeon Plum (Chrytobalanut ettipticui), the
Yellow Pigecm Plum (C. /u(eu«), the Black Plum (Vttex umbrota), and the Sugar Plum,
it may be said that the first three, though good, are inferior to the latter, which is sold in

large quantities in Sierra Leone, and is one of the very best fruits in the colony. The tree

is very handsome, sixty feet high, and bears many fruits erf* the size of a bullace: at ten feet

fhim the ground, the stem throws out roots like a mangrove or Pandanus, but its botanical

affinities are not known. Frmn the fruit of the Sweet Pishamin (CorpodtnM dulciM), a
quantity of sweet milky juice exudes, the pulp is also pleasant and sweet : the Sour Pisha-

min (C. acidus) though sharp, acid, and rather bitter, is much relished by the natives. The
Mammee Apple {Mammea qfricana) is a lofty tree, with useful wood and a very large fhiit

The Butter and Tallow Tree {Pentadeima biuyraeea) abounds in a yellow greasy juice, to

which it owes its name, and which is given out plentifully when the fhiit is cut; this is

mixed by the natives with their food, on account of its turpentine flavour, which renders it

disagreeable to the European settlers. Two kinds of Star Apple (CArysopAyttum macro-
fnkyuum and C. otovatum) are very inferior to the West Indian Star Apple (C Cstntfo).

Tonsella pyrifbrmis bears a rich and sweet fruit like a bergamot (war. There is a tree called

Pomegranate, said to be excellent : but having no affinity to Punica. The seeds of Sterculia

acuminata are called Cola by the negroes, who hold them in great esteem, as possessing the
same virtues as Peruvian bark. They are like horsechestnuto, and produced in pods, which
grow two to five together. A somewhat similar seed, named Tola, is used in the same way.
Velvet Tamarinds, the fruit of Codarium acutifolium, are produced in beautifully black
velvety pods, and possess an agreeably acid taste, while Brown Tamarinds differ little except
in the colour and larger size of the |»d. Pine Apples (Jig. 822.) both grow wild and are

cultivated by the natives: they abound m the woods, so as
to obstruct the passage throueh them in every directimi,

shooting most vigorously, and yielding fruit abundantly.

The profusion in which these plants are seen, even m
unfVequented spots, sanctions the common opinion of the
colonists, that they are indigenous to the soil ; contrary

to the doctrine of scientific botanists, who maintain that

Pine Apples have been carried from America into AfHca
and Asia; yet it is remarkable how such an exotic can
have assumed all the characters of a native, and even
sported into varieties, strikingly different fh>m the appear-

ance of the plant in the country of which it is supposed

to be the original inhabitant Two kinds only, the Black
and White, are grown at Sierra Leone : though not so

large as those cultivated in England, the flavour is su-

perior. The wild varieties are innumerable ; and a very
pleasant kind of wine is made in the colony firom the
juice. Besides the fhiits already mentioned as found

wild near Sierra Leone, the fouowinff are cultivated: Plantains {Muta sapientum).

Bananas (JV. paradiaiaca) ; the Cocoa Nuts are still rare, and Papaws (Carica Papaya)
are only seen near the settlers' houses. Oranges are abundant end have now grown, wild:
Lemons are rare, btit Limes plentifbl. Cashew Nuts have been cultivated in large'quan-

tities c€ late : Rose Apples iEugenia Jambo$), and Tamarinds fhxn the West Indies, Love
Apples (SoUnum Lycoperticon), Melons, Water-Melons, Cucumbers, Gourds, &e. of many
kinds and qualities; among the Melons, some which having the smell of Musk are called

Musk Melons. Two sorts of Capsicum are grown, and do not appear to be natives of the
country.

The Baobab, or Monkey Bread, above mentioned (Adansonui digitata), may be deemed
one of the most valuable inductions of Western Africa. It is likewise said to be found in

Egypt and Abyssinia, and is cultivated in many of the warmer parts of the world. There
seems to be no question that it is the largest known tree ; its trunk being sometimes no less

than thirty feet in diameter. Many interesting particulars of this tree are given in Adan-
son's account of his visit to Senegal, especially respecting its siae and great age, whence it

has been called arbre de mttte ana. The height or its trunk by no means corresponds with
the thickness which it attains, according tp Adanson's calculations, which go to prove that

its successive growth fh>m one year old, when its diameter is one inch, and its height five

inches, to 80 years old, when the diameter has attained to two feet while the height is but
2i fbet ; and so on, till, at 1000 years old, the Baobab is 14 fbet broad, and 66 feet nigh ; and
at 8000 years, tbe growth laterally has so outstripped its perpendicular progress, UM the

8*
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trunk will be 30 feet in diameter, and only 73 feet in height We must confess tliat the

disproportion is truly enormous. The roots, again, are of a most extraordinary length ; so

that, in a tree with a stem 77 feet round, the main branch or tap root, measures 110 feet in

length. A figure of the whole tree mar be seen in a beautiful vignette (p. 141.) of Lord
Macartney's Embassy to China, drawn from a fine specimen in one of the Cape de Verd
Islands. The foliage there, indeed, is not so abundant as to conceal the vast proportion of

the trunk ; but it often happens that the profinion of leaves and of drooping boughs almost

hide the stem, and the wiiole forms a hemispherical mass of verdure, 140 to 150 feet in

diameter, and 60 to 70 feet high. The wood is pale^soloured, light, and soft, so that in

Abyssinia, the wild bees perforate it, and lodge theur honey in the hollow, which honey is

considered the best in the country. The negroes on the western coast, again, apply these

trunks to a very extraordinary purpose. The tree is liable to be attacked by a fungus,

which, vegetating in the woody part, without changing the colour or appearance, destrmra

life, and renders the part so attacked as soft as the pith of trees in general. Such trunks

are then hollowed into chambers, and within them are suspended the dead bodies of those

to whom are refused the honour of burial. There they become mummies, perfectly dry and
well preserved, without further preparation or embalming, and are known by the name of
Guiriots. The Baobab, like all plants of the same Order (.Matvaeete) is emollient and
mucilaginous. The pulverised leaves constitute lah, a fiivourite article with the natives,

which they mix with their daily food, to diminish excessive perspiration, and which is even
used by Europeans in fevers, diarrhceas, &c. The fruit is periiaps the most useffal part of
this tree ; its pulp is acid and agreealde, and the juice expressed nrom it, mixed with sugar,

constitutes a drink that is deemed a specific in putrid and pestilential fevers. Owing to

these circumstances, the fruit forms an article of commerce. Bowdich mentions that it

possesses such an agreeable flavour, and is so abundant, that it constitutes a principal article

of food with the natives, who season many of their dishes with it, especially their com
gruel. The Mandingoes convey it to the eastern and southern districts of Africa, and
Uirough the medium of the Arabs, it reaches Morocco, and even Egypt. If the fhiit be
injur^, it is burned, the ashes being mixed with rancid palm oil, and serving for soap. The
flowers are large, white, and handsome, and on their first expansion, bear some resemblance,

in their snowy petals and violet mass of stamens, to the White Poppy iPapaver tmnnifemm).
Both the flowers and fruit are pendent The Baobab tree loses its leaves before the period!*

cal rains come on.

The Arachis hypogea {Jig. 823l) deserves notice

on account of the singular eccmomy of its fruits. It

belongs to the very few plants which mature their

seeds under ground ; the flawernstalk, aflter tiie Um<
som has withered, bending downwards, and burying
the germen in the soil, where it soon increases in

bulk, and perfectly ripens. The floiit is a pod, con-

taining one or two seeds, the size of small nuts, with
a flavour of almonds ; the natives of several counties
eat them, either boiled or fried, and make very pleas
ant confections of them, the taste resembling choco-
late. A valuable oil is also extracted firom we seeds
of the Arachis, alike useful in food and for supplying

lamps, as it never turns rancid. Many attempts have been made to naturalise this plant in

Europe ; but the climate is too cold for it everywhere north of the southern coast of France.

* SuanoT. S.

—

Zoology.

Our remarks on the Zoology of this portion of Atirica must be chiefly etnafined to Sene-
gal, the neighbouring coasts of Guinea, and the colony of Sierra Leone : Uiese, in short,

are the only districts nitherto visited by naturalists, whose researches, moreover, have been
but slight, and confined to the districts immediately surrounding the European factories.

Yet, whatever may be the nature of the interior zoology, that of the coaHt is strikingly di^
tinguished fh)m NcHrthem Aflrica. A rich vegetable soil, and a luxuriance of foliage, are
here not uncommon ; heavy rains are perpetually nourishing the earth, and animal life ia

multiplied under a variety of new and striking forms, totally unknown in the arid and sandy
ci^serts of Northern Africa. We may thus safely consider the Great Desert as a natural
dsmarcation between the zoology of the two regions; but under what degree of latitude

we mav fix the commencement of the southern zoological range, it is impossible to guesn.
The whole extent of this aide of the continent, from Sierra Leone to the great Orange
River, has never even been visited by a naturalist and its productions are absolutely
unknown.

In the following lists are enumerated the chief quadrupeds of Western Atticn, arranged
under those countries where they have been particularly observed :—

823
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Smetnl.
CanorlUiKUi inber. BrI Monkey.
Cercopitbccui Kkbmm. Gnta Monktgr.

McgiMnra fmw, FolUccooi Bkt,

TiplBWM MMiilcmiji. Scneiil ll>t

Oryi benulicm am. Sene^il Uryt.
OvcllB Danu 5m. Swift Antelope^

idAold
8i«iru Ltoim mnd Ctmgo,

Slmh troflodjrtcf. CbtmmDzce.
CokiiMM poljrcomoa. Full'bottDm Monkef.
GuelU myulopet ^m. Kraid-fixiled Aalelopa.

_. _ a. Natnr Antelrrpr.

CcphalnphiM lylvtcullrti Sm. fiiMh AntelflM.
- - u-lllMCcphilnphiM qmdnscnpa. 5m.

Antelope.
Ctpltalopliiie mersMM. Hurker Aotelnpe,
Cephalophue Grimmit. Guinea Anrelnpe.
Ceplulopbui Muwellil. 8m, Maxwells An-

telope.

CcplalopliBi niilutoalm, 8m. 61cm LeoM
Aotelope.

Tfigelophoi phalenta. 5m. Ribbed Aotslspe.

Oram Hookar.

Cercopithecui diana. ralatine Monkey,
Cenncebua rulixiMMH. BnK>kjr IMnnkay.
Cercocebut ctliiopt. Clhlopian Mookejr,
C3ra&ocepl.alua papio. Guinea F "^

—

Papio Morainn. Maitdritl.

Papio tylvicola. Wood Baljooa.

^ Canii caneriToni. Cral>.eatiaf WolC
Trafelapbua acripta. Hafiieand Aolelopab

Guinea.
C<ia>|»ni<eilB lielilaiie. WhilerfniedMonkey.
CeroopUtaecne peteuriala. Vaulting Hookey.

The most interesting quadrupeds of Senegal appear to be the Red Monkey, the Green
Monkey, and the two Antelopes named Dama and Scripta. Of the former, M. Adanson has

left us some interesting details.

The Red Monkey is a pretty animal, but capricious, mischievous, and little susceptible of

attachment Our author gives an interesting account of their curiosity. During his

aquatic excursion, they descended from the tops of the trees to the extremity of the

branches, earnestly noticing, and apparently much amused by, the boats passing up the

river. After a time they took courage, and began to pelt the travellers with pieces of wood,

thus provoking a most unequal contest Upon being fired upon, they uttered the most

frightful cries, and, although many were killed, the survivors returned to the contest with

redoubled courage, and with a most determined spirit: some flung stones at their adver-

saries, while others even collected their own excrements for the same purpose.

The Green Monkey (^g. 824.) is so named from the upper parts being of a greenish-

g24 yellow colour: the lower are grayish; and the tail is

terminated by a long pencil of yellow hairs ; the face,

ears, and hands being black. Adanson feund this species

in immense numbers. They remain on the trees in

large troops, and preserve the most pnrfbund silence,

even when they are wounded. He did not at first

notice them, fVoin Jhe similarity of tlieir colour to that

of the foliage, unM they suddenly began flinging at

him pieces of the dead branches ; and although he kill-

ed twenty-three of them in less than an hour, they did

not appear in the least fH^htened by the dischar^ of

his guns. In confinement it is stated by M. Cuvier to

be remarkably beautiful and gentle ; fmid of being caressed b^ those it knows, and seldom

exhibiting any malicious propensity : when fully contented, it expresses satis&ction by a

peculiar gentle grunt, which may be compared to the syllable ^mt.
The Itama Antelope was first described by Buffon, from a skin brought home by Adanson

firam Senegal ; this so closely resembles the species so named by M. Rflppell, and found by

him in the deserts of Nubia, that they are probably one and the same.

The Harnessed Antelope (_Jig. 825.) is a most beautiful animal, first noticed by Adanson

by the native name of Oerib. It is about the size of a fallow

deer: the ground colour of a bright bay, but marked with

stripes in various directions, and with such regularity as to

give the idea that a harness, of some white material, was

thrown over its body. It has been thought to extend fhim

Senegal to CaflVaria ; but Mr. BurchelPs observations do not

confirm this idea. Another species, closely resembling this,

is named 1^ Major Smith the Ribbed Antelope (A. phalerata):

it inhabits the Imrren plains above the great ftills of the Zaire,

or Congo; where it was first observed by Professor Smith.

The quadrupeds of Guinea and C mgo must be far more

numerous in species than what would appear from our list, bat
iianiMnd Antalopa. |j)e climate IB tco deadly to the European constitution to per-

mit the researches of science ; while the notices given b^ ordinary travellers only lead to

error. Tbeae regions present, indeed, a singular feature m geographic zoology, since we
find within it the least developed races of mankind, and

those animals most approaching to his conformation. The
damp and impenetraMe forests give shelter to innumer-

able Monkeys; and large Batoons, of the most gro-

tesque but repulsive forms, are common in this part of

Africa.

The Papiou, or Common Baboon (Jiff. 826.), abun

dant on the coast of Guinea, is of a yellowish green,

verging mora or less to brown : the visage black, and

the tail long. It varies in size according to age : when
adult it is a most ferocious and disgucting animal. From

the same country comes the Mandrill Baboon (<St*nta Mainum Lin.), of an olive colour

:

ts chin has a nnall yellow beard, and the oheeks are naked, blue, and furrowed. In the adult

m4i^
Comnoa Bkboon.
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nules, the nose gfrowB red, and the end is aometimefl of a bright scarlet, while the buttocks

are of a beautiful violet M.Cuvier well remarks that it is impossible to conceive an animal

more extraordinary and more hideous. It very nearly attains the height of man, and is looked

upon by the negroes with great fear.

But the Chimpanzee, of all the Apes yet discovered, is that which makes the nearest

approximation to the human fi>nn. The most extravagant accounts of this animal are given

in the narratives of the old voyagers; and although its distinction from the Orang-Otang of

India is now established, its iiistory, in other respects, is still shrouded in great obscurity.

It was designated by Linnieus as a variety of the human species, under the name of Hotno

trogflodyteM. The Chimpanzee appears to have an affinity, if not identity, with the large

Afhcan apes so often mentioned by travellers, or to the Barris, or great Wild Man of tne

African woods : but the few specimens that have yet reached Europe have been young. In

the adult state its size is said to exceed that of the Orang-Otang[, and to exhibit the same
docility, submissiveness, and gentleness. It appears ccmfined to mtertropical Africa, and is

heud ofmwe especially iq C^nga The Perruque or Full-bottom Monkey (Cofo6tM polyco-

mo$ Geof.) appears more restricted to the forrats of Sierra Leone and Guinea ; it is thus

named fhun the neck being furnished with a variegated mane of long hair, fimcifUly com-
pared to a fiill-bottom wig, but truly representing uie Lion in its own family.

Several of the Antelopes are very elegant, Kit we must content ourselves with diortly

noticing twa
The Bosh Antelope (A. tyltrieuUrix) (Jlr. 827.) is called, by the colonists of Sierra Le<mo,

the Bum Goat: it is ofa considerable size, and measures
five feet in length : it is found on the bushy acclivities of
the open mountains, quitting the covers about sunrise to

feed, when it is shot by sportsmen ; the venison being
excellent : it is not so fleet as other antelopes.

The Ducker Antelope (A. mergetu) is remarkable for

ll great timidity, being auurroed at the least unusual noise,

and concealing itselfon hearing thunder. It lives solitary

or in pairs: its peculiar name originates from its singnlu
habit of rising upon the hind legs to look round, muing
a blowing noise with its nostrils, and then stooping and
flying uiuer cover of the vegetation, to stand and nae up
again. Another species, the Dodger Antekipe of Major

Smith, also fh>m Western Afnca, appears to resemble this very muclT
The Lamantin, or Sea Cow {MatuUuB $enegatennM), an amphibious quadruped of great

dimensions, occasionalhr frequents the n»uth of the Senegal. It is essentially herbivorous,
and of a mild and inomnsive character. Adanaon describes it as full eight fee" long, having
some resemblance to a.seal : four nails are at the edge of the fins, and the tail is horiaontally
flat ; the eyes verr small, and the eara not visible. The negroes call it Cercou.
To enumerate the variety of Birds inhabitinir this richly-wooded portion of Africa would

be hopeless, while a list of all the species wouM little interest the general reader: we must,
therefore, merely notice the more curious at the more beautifiil species.
The Rapacious Birds are few. It appears singular that only one species of Vulture is yet

known to uihabit Western Africa; where their services, in removing putrid animal matter,
might be supposed so necessary. This is the Angola Vulture of Latham, which is probably
the same with the Vultur perenq>teruB of Egypt uid Southern Europe ; althou|rii Latham's
name has recently been erroneously applied, m an English translation of Cuvier'a Animal
Kingdom, to a totally difibrent bir£
The Crowned Eagle of Guinea (F. Goronoltw) (Jig. SSa) is not more than two fbet in

length, or one-third the size of the larger European eagles: it is only occasionally seen oo
the Gold Coast, and is remarkable for a crest over each eye, while the legs are clothed with
feathers to the toes. The Senegal Fishing Eagle fbeda ahnoat entirely uinhi fish, in tiie

manner of the Osprey. Five other feloons, pecuuar to this country, have onhr recently been
noticed; a proof how little we are acquainted with the ornithological riches of western
Africa. The Gray-necked Shrike (.Malaconotus olivacetu Sw.), the Barfaaiy Shrike {MtOa-
cotuUut barbanu Sw.), and two or three other qpecies of the same group, equally oonspicu«
ous for the richness of their plumage, occur in Senegal, and, profaidily, also in the nei^
bqmring states.

The beautifiilly coloured Sunbirds {Citmyrida Sw.) are met with in great numbers, sip*
ping the nectar fVom the odoriferous bloasonis. The Senegal, the I^iffwuiled, and the
Chuyboatc, are three species of exc^uisite beauty ; and not hirger in size than many of the
American humming-birds. Here likewise are seen numerous flocks of golden-coloured
Orioles of diflerent species. Migratory Rollers, decked with the brightest tints of azure,
nurple, and green, occur in large flocks; with crested Hoopoes, and beautifiil Bee-eatera.
Many other tribes, interesting both to the common observer and to the scientific natuialisU
might be mentioned. The water birds are but imperfectly known.

Boifa AMalope.
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The Gallinaceous Birds, so numerous in India, and even in America, under the same
parallels uf latitude, are here very few. Some of the partridges, loosely mentioned bv

travellers, are probably of that particular race called Sand Grouse, found only in the hot

latitudes of the Old World (&. Plerocle* T.), while the rest cannot be referred to their true

species. The only gallinaceous birds of any size, peculiar to tropical Africa, are the Guinea
(owl. Of these, the most common species {Numida meleagris) has long been domesticated

in Europe. In a wild state, these birds associate in numerous flocks of 20U or 300 each

:

they chiefly frequent marshes and morasses, where they seek for worms, insects, and seeds.

During the night they perch on high places, and are w^ell known as restless and clamorous
birds.

Crowned Eaila- FluUiB-wlaf.

LonrrinRed GoaMeker.

Four of the most remarkable land birds still remain to be noticed ; namely, the Plantain-

eater the Touracco, the Beefeater, and the Long-shafled Goatsucker of Sierra Leone.

The Plantain-Eater {Mutophaga violacea) (jQ^. 629.) according to M. Isert, its first dis-

coverer, is found on the plains bordering the rivers of Acra in Guinea, feeding principally on
the fruit of the plaintain. M. Isert remarks, it is so very rare, that, with every pains, he
could only procure one specimen. Two magnificent examples, however, of this most elegant
bird are now befi>re us. They are as large as ordinary-sized pigeons, but with the tail much
longer : the whole plumage is of a deep black, highly glassed with bluish purple ; but the

quill-feathers, when opened, are then seen to be of the deepest and richest lilac, reflecting

violet ; the feathers of the head are of the same colour, and so sliort and soft as to resemble
velvet; the bill is wange, mixed with red; its substance very thick, and elevated in firont

like a helmet Another species, the variegated Phmtoin-eater, is also found in Senegal, but
its plumage if plain.

The Touracco, or Web-crest, of Senegal, is of the same natural fiunily ; rather smaller

in size, but living equally and exclusively upon fruits: the wings are also of a crimson lilac,

but the rest of the body is green. On the head is a com|nessed and erect crest of thin and
delicate feathers. It lives in the deepest forests, and perches only on the loftiest trees.

The Beef-eater {Bupkaga qfricana L.) receives its name firom its habit of alighting on
the backs of cattle, and picking fixxn their hides the troublesome insects by which they are
infested, climbing round their bodies, much in the same way as the creepers or woodpeckers
do on trees: this is rendered apparent by the formation of their claws and toil, both of which
are of the acansorial structure ; the bill also is very thick. The bird is not so large aa a
thrush, and is phiinly coloured : another species is said to inhabit Abyssinia.

The Long-shafled Goatsucker (C marrodipterus) (Ji^. 830.) is peculiar to Sierra Leone.
It is varied with brown, yellowish, and blacK, much like the European species, yet it is

smaller; its most remarinble character is a vory long smgle feather, issuing from the wing
covers, measuring near twenty inches, the shaft of which is only expanded into a brood web
at the end. We ore totally ignorant of the peculiar use which nature has, no doubt, designed
for this extraordinary appendage.

The rivers and coasts abouM with many fish, beautifbl in their colours or nutritious for

food; while the swarms of alligators, serpents, and other reptiles, need not be enumerated.
Many of these, however, are not only harmless, but highly beneficial. Mr. Smeathman, who
lived many years on the African coast, observes that the snakes get into the thatch ^ the
houses in pursuit of the rats and cocknaches ; the former being very harmless, and the two
latter destructive. The patient negroes, it seems, no less than the rational traveller, are not
without consolation amidst this heterogeneous crowd of inmatesL They see with pleasure
Vol. IIL E
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the ipiden alwayi apcn the watch for vnm and cockiotchea ; tlie last of which are intolera-

Ue. The lizards, again, attack all sorts of insects; the large Tarantula, as it is called, not
excepted. The lizaras not unfrequentlr fidl a prey to the fowls, as the rats do to the snakes.
The land-crahs are frequently encloaed (as in the West Indies) in a small yard, and fed with
vegetables, upon which they &tten exceedingly ; and, when stewed, heccme delicious eating.
Thus, as our traveller observes, either liards, rats, snakes, or land-crabs occasicmally serve
as delicious repasts to the improvident mhabitants, who thus ** thrive under evil."

The Insects are innumerable, but we must refer the scientific reader to the third volume
of Drury's Illustrations, which is almost entirely devoted to the Western African insects dis-

covered by Smeathman. We shall, however, repeat the more general observations of this

truly scientific observer, more particularly as they are highly interesting, and appur to be
very little known. The whole of tropical Africa, says Mr. Smeathman, is one immense
fbrert, except where the sandy plains are too unsetded to afford a proper footing for vege-
tation. Whenever a plantation is to be made, the trees are cut down and burned, to fertilise

the ground : the people never sow two yean together on the same spot ; but sufl^r the trees

to grow again, for two or three years, 1^ way m fidlow, before they attempt to get another
crop. It is thoe spots, called recent plantationB, which affi>rd an anuzing variety (^insects

;

in the second and third year, they become impassable to human feet

There are a varietv of edible insects, which, Mr. Smeathman affirms, supplv a wholesome,
if not a deliciooo food. The larva or caterpillars of all the beetles that teed upon decayed
wood are rich und delicate eating, so that every fiNrest afRnrds the traveller plenty of whole-
some nourishment, did he know where to search for it Of this kind are the Termites, or

white ants, subsequently described ; and even the locusts in general are not only wholesome,
but palatable to many. The children in Africa, at the proper season, are busily emf^yed in

digging out of the ground the females of a particular sort of cricket, which are then ftiU of

eggs, and so enclowd in a bog, as to resemble part of the roe of a large fish : these, when
roasted, are deemed very delicate food.

The number of Locusts and Cicadan U everywhere striking; but in the sandy plains

thinly covered with gnss their numbers are immensely sreater ; their chirping is intolerable

;

and they are seen of various kinds, sixes, and colours, uipping or flitting abmit in all direc-

tions at every step of the traveller.

The myriads or Anta, which swarm in tropical Africa, can scarcely be conceived by those

who have never visited hot climates. They are of numerous species, but all seem intent oo
removing from the &ce of the earth every animal or vesitable substance no Itmget necessary

or usefuL l^ike the destroying angel, they walk steaduj forward in the line (mlained them,
and spare neither magnitude nor beauty, neither the livmg^ nor the dead. One species, which
seems at times to have no fixed habitation, ranges about in vast armies: being armed with
v«ry strong jaws, they attack whatever animal impedes their progresG, and there is no escape

but by immediate flight, or instant retreat to the water. The' mhaMtants of the ne^ro vil-

lages, as Mr. Smeathman has himself witntnsed, are firequently oUiged to abtobn their

dwellings, taking with them their children, &c., and wait until the ants have pasited. So
numerous are these hosts, that a deer, hog, &c. being killed, and left oo the ground, in one
nyht will have the flesh entirel}{r cleaned fbm the bones, and idade a complete skeleton.

There are near twenty other species in Western Afirica, of diflhrent sizes ana colours, each
possesung peculiar habits. Some attack the collectiaos of the botanist, and, in spite <^
weights laid upon his books of drying plants, get in, cut the loives and flowers to pieces,

and carry them away. Others attack all sorts of victuals. Mr. Smeathman has had four

large sug»r4ishes emptied in one night, when the least opening was left ; some asnil the

sideboard, and cover every glass that has had wine or punch Int in it; nay, innumerable

multitudes frequently even ascend the table, and drown themselves b the very bowls and
vessels before you. (Pnf. to Drwnfa bueeU, vol. iii)

The Termites, or White Ants (Jr. 881.), constitute the most extraordinary fisature in the

natural history <^ Western Afirica. We are enthrely indebted to

Mr. Smeathman for a knowledge of their wonderffal eeonomv; an
economy, indeed, which nearly exceeds the wisdom and polwjr of

the bee, the ant or the beaver. They build pyramidal or conical

structures (Jif. 832.), divided into appropriate apartments, maga-
zines for nrovisions, arched chambers, and galleries of communi-
catim. These are so firmly cemented that they easily bear the
weight of three or four men ; and, on the plains of Senegal, appear
like the villages of the natives. The aestmction they emet is

o WUM AM. wondeHiilly rapid : thc^ destroy fbod, fhmiture, books, ch)thes, and
timber of whatever magnitude, leaving merely a thin sarfiu» ; and

in a few hours a large beam will be eaten to a mere shell not thicker than writing-paper.

On emerging fhtm the egff, the insect is in its larva state, flimished with a great hud head

and strong toothed jaws, but is destitute of eyes. These are the labouren who, although

not man than a quarter of an inch long («), baiU these edifloea, pneure pioviaioni for uw

""™^}.
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community, and take charve of the eggs. On changing to the pupa state, they become
larger and more powerftd (A) : the head la nearly as big aa the body, while the jawa project

beyond the head ; uey are very aharp, but without teeth.

They now become aoldiera, and aaaume higher duties;

never working themselves, but superintending the la-

bourers; they act also as guaida to defend the common
habitation from intrusion or violence. When a breach

is made in the dwelling, they ruah forward and defend

the entrance with mat ferocity; frequently beating

their jawa against Uie walls as a signal to the other

guards, or as encouragement to the latourera; they then

retire, and are succeMed by the labourers, each with a
burden of tempered mortar in his mouth, and who dOi-

gently aet about and repair the injury. One soldier ap-

peara to attend every 600 or 800 labourers when buUd-

ing a wall ; he takes no active part himself, but ihiquently makes the noise above mentioned,

which is constantly answered by a loud hiss Ihim all the attendants, who, at this signal,

evidently redouble their dilisence. The next change brings the pupn, or soldiers, to their

perfect state as male and fomale winged insects. ' They then immerge into the air either

during the night, or on a damp and cloudy day: in a few houra, however, the solar heat

causes the wings to wither and become dry ; the inaecta then foil to the ground, and are

eaaerly sought after by hosts of birds, lizards, and even by the negroes themselves, who ro. st

and eat them. The few which survive this general destruction are collected by the labourera

and soldiers, who enclose them, by pairs, in apartments made of clay, the entrance to which
is so^iarrow that they cannot migrate ; but where they are diligently fbd and attended by
the labourers, whose bodies are small enough to admit an easy entrance. After impregnation,

tite abdomen of the female extends to an enormoua size, exceeding the rest of her body
>i.mxly 2000 times; in which state it is filled with an immense number of eggs, protruded to

V.W amount <^ about 8000 in 24 hours. These are instantly taken away by the labourera,

end conveved to separate chambers ; where, after they are hatched, the young are attended

rnd provided for till they are able to shift for themselves, and take their share in the labours

of the community. {Smeatktnanf Phil. Tratu., vol Ixxi.) Such is the history of one of the

most extraordinary insects in creation : an insect, insignificant in its size, almcet deformed
in its (dtope, and contemptible in appearance ; one, also, to whom Providence has denied the

power of sight Yet this little creature evinces more wisdom, prudence, skill, courage, and
foresight, tmn those savage races of mankind who tread him in the dust Truly may we
exclaim, O God ! wonderfiil are thy worka ; thy ways are past finding out

!

Other species of Termites build their nests on trees of an
oval form, while that of another (T. arda) is cylindrical, two
OT three f^t high, terminated by a round vaulted dome, and
aurronnded by a prominent terrace.

On the MoUusca and Shell-fish, Adanson ia the only author
worth consulting. The Voluta cymbium and accpha, two large

volute ahells, the animals of which are carnivorous, appear to

be in pnrfiision towarda Senegal. Cones, olives, uid various

other predacious races, are no leas common; apd it is well
known that Cyprca moneta, or money cowry (jig. 88S.), paaaei

current among the negro tribea as own, of a very low value.

Smt. m.

—

Hutorieal and Politieal Oeograpuff.

Western Africa cannot be considered as a region within the domain of history. Whether
it waa known to the Carthaginiana ot the Romana, and whether theur navigators ever paaaed
the ahorea of the deaert ia a queation which the ffew thoofffa curious documents extant, wQl
scaroely ever perhaps enable ua with certainty to solve. The Arabian geographera appear
to have had only a vague and conjectural idea of thia region. The coast was entirely

unknown to Europe dunng the middle ages; and until the Portuguese, under Prince Henry,
be^ their career of diacovery, hi 1432, it was thought a mighty achievement to pass Cape
Bcgador; but, that obstacle bemg ovemmie, the shores of the desert, however uninviting,

were rapidly traced, and in 1441 a settlement waa formed on the island of Arguin. Succes-
sive navigators discovered the Senegal, the Gambia, the Gold Coast, Benin ; uid, in 1484,
Diego Cam sailed up the river of Congo. Of all this vaat extent of coast, possession was
taken, according to the usual European pretenaion, in the name of the king of PortugaL
Settlementa were formed at all the leading points, embassies sent into the interior, and great
exertions made to convert the natives to the Catholic religion. Portugal, however, in the
decline of her power, lost all these territories, and retains only some possessions on the most
southerly part of the coast In 1643, the Dutch drove her firom El Mina, and about the same
time fhxn all her poaseasions on the Gold Coaat, of which that people now claimsd the sola
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dominion. From this pretention they were forced to recede by the rising naval power of
the English, who, in 1661, took from them Cape Coast Castle, aiid, having formed an African
company, built a number of forts upon the coast, with a view to the trade in slave!) and gold.

The English, about the same time, formed settlements at the mouth of the Gambia, while
the French established the principal seat of their African power at 8t. Louis, on the Senegal.
Both these last settlements were founded on the belief then prevalent in Europe, that these

rivers were the embouchures of the Niger, by which a communication might be opened with
the inmost regions of Africa. Spiritedattempts were made by the two nations, aiid particu-

larly the French, to carry this navigation into effect ; but various obstacles arrested their

progress. Park's journey finally proved the lio^iled extent of the two rivers, and ascertained

the Niger to be a distinct stream, flowin? easterly. The expedition of Lander, which has
•hown the Niger to fall by a succession of estuaries into the Gulf of Benin, promises to give

a new importance to Western Africa, as the quarter whence barks may penetrate into the

most interior regions of the continent Allowing for some vicissitudes, originating in their

wars with each other, the two naticvis have continued to occupy these several points. Among
the numerous native states, also, a continual ferroentaticm prevailed ; and little barbarous

thrones were alternately raised and subverted ; Iwt these can rank only as local changes, not

affecting the general character of the region.

Sect. FV.—Productive Industry.

In the arts which minister to subsistence and wealth, all the nations along this coast have
made some progress. They are decidedly advanced beyond the hunting and even the pa»
toral state, and derive their chief support from a certain species of agriculture. The whole
coast being situated between the tropics, and generally well watered, is, in most cases,

capable ofyielding an abundance of all the richest treasures of the vegetable kingdom.
The products are maize, ciillot, some rice, to which are added yams and potatoes, sugar,

coffee, cotton. All the objects of culture which enrich the West India islands might be

raised here with advantage. There are some spices, particularly that called Guinea pepper,

but none of them possess the hi^ and delicate flavour which distinguishes those produced

in the Eastern seas and islands.

These natural advantages are improved by agriculture only in a very limited degree. In

£moral, the great moss of the negro territory consists of an immense and impenetrable

rest. Unless in a very few spots, there is no such thing as property in land, but an ample
portion lies waste for any one to clear and cultivate w£> chooses, and can obtain the jwr-

mission of the king or head of the village. In general, only a certain extent round each
villace or town is cleared of wood and brought under tillage. Farming does not constitute

any distinct profession, nor are domestic animals empk>yed to aid the lalionr of man. For a
few days only at seedtime or harvest, the people of a whole village assemble as to a festival,

the king at their head, and issue forth to the sound of musical instruments. Each man
carries a hoe, or little spade, with which he scratches rather than digs the ground, when just

moistened by the rains; and in this happy climate it is fit to receive the seed after such
superficial culture. The ground belcm^^ to the king or the public is first wwked ; and
then successively the fields of different mdividnals. The palm tree, a spontaneous produc-

tion, yields a juice or wine, which has an intoxicating quality, and fSJrms one of th6*;greate8t

luxuries of the natives ; and its oil is now the chief staple of African commerce.
Manuftcturing industry seems to rank still lower. Cotton is, indeed, formed into those

loose robes which are generally worn ; but it is mostly of a coarse fabric, and made by the

females of each family for domestic consumption. Fine cotton cloth is indeed made in

Africa, but only at a considerable distance in the interior. The smith exercises his trade

with considerable dexterity, and a an important personage as fhmiahingarms to a warlike

people; yet he has not acquired the skill requisite to fabricate a gun. The gold, however,

which is brought fhjm the mterior is worked into ornaments which excite the admiration even
of Europeans. Mats are woven with considerable neatness and skill, being the staple articles

of furniture, used for sitting and sleeping upon, and also as partitions to the houses. Moore
even saw them pes' as money.

Fishing is carried on by the negroes with great activity, and suppliecL indeed, almost the

whole of their animal food. Tlie most delicate species are the Dorado, called by the English,

Dolphins, and by the Dutch, gold-fish. The Albicore is a fish of extraordinary magnitude,

oflen five feet long, and as thick as a man's body ; but the flesh is not agreeable. They have
also cod, pilchard, sole, mackerel, and other European species. They go out to fish in

canoes sometimes forty feet long, cut out from the trunks of their enohnoos trees, and
holding from twelve to eighteen men. From 600 to 800 canoee will issue of a morning
fVom one of their large towns, row to the distance of two or three leagues, and continue fish-

ing till noon. They practise also most of the known modes of catching fish ; with stake-

nets, with lights during the night, by which the fish are attracted, and then either pierced

with spears, or taken up in bosketa In their habits, the people on the aearcosit are almost

• f*V^it'ri'*ilS-^V.B3t^\.t^
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amphibious. They have no modes, however, of snlting the fish, which serve only for imme*
diate consumption, and cannot bo made an article of export
Commerce is not actively pursued by the natives of the African coast. Their canoes

are obviously unfit for maritime traffic on any extensive scale, nor do they send often or fax

into the interior such immense caravans as tniverse the whole of Central Africa. In
general, the natives are content to deal with European vessels, and with merchants from
Uie interior. The Barbary caravans seldom arrive on the Gold Coast or other parts of Guinea
Proper ; but they are occasionally seen in the rivers of Benin. From the mouths of the

Gambia and Senegal, coffles, or kafilas, are occasionally sent up to some distance inland for

gold and slaves.

The slave trade, unfortunately, has ever been *he grand staple of the intercourse with
Europe, if trade it can be called, which is founded n the violation of the rights of humanity,
and consists in a uniform series of acts of violent . Sometimes the chiefs may make their

captives taken in war subservient to this nefarious traflSc ; but, in general, its victims are
the iRoduct of expeditions undertaken for that express purpose, wiUiout even the slightest

pretence of right The king, who wishes to replenish his treasury by the sale of slaves,

fixes upon some village either in his own or a neighbouring territory, surrounds it in the

night, sets fire to it; and the wretched inhabitants, m attempting to escape, are seized,

am hurried on board a European vessel. Slavery is made also a punishment for ofliences

;

but this is productive of various disorders; for not only is the judge strongly biassed against

the criminal, of whose condemnation he is to reap the benefit but it has even become a
tmde to entrap men into crimes, in order to acquire the advantage of selling them.
Although the trade has been made illegal to the north of the line, and all vessels engaged
in it on the coasts so situated are liable to be seized, yet it is still carried on at dimrent
points both on the eastern and western side of the continent to a great extent ; and it has
been estimated that not less that 100,000 victims ore thus annually carried into slavery in

the European colonies and American states.

Although the slave tni&c has unhappily been long the staple of West African trade,

there are articles of commerce which it has always produced, and the exportation of which
might be considerably extended ; of these the most important is gold, brought down the

Senegal and Gambia from Bambouk, Manding, and the other mountain districts at the

head of those rivers. But the most ample store is found in tliat part of Guinea which, from

this product, is called the Gold Coast The greater part is brought from some distance in

the interior, and from the opposite side of the same mountains. No account is taken oi' the

importation of this article ; but in the beginning of the last century it was estimated by
Wadstrom at from 300,0002. to 300,0001. in value. That of ivory, or elephante' teeth, also

from the interior, is from 10,0001. to 15,000/. The gnms are important articles, particularly

gam Senesal, drawn firom vast forests of acacia, which grow in the half desert tracts to the

nortii of the river SenegaL Teak wood is an importent commodity, to which is added

several kinds <rf' omamen*Al and dye woods, particularly that called red or cam wood. But
of late years, palm oil, from its use in manufactures, and the abundance with which it is

supplied, has acquired an importance greatly surpassing that of any other article. Sugar,

cotton, and other grand tropical staples have never been raised for more than native use;

and it would seem that a complete change must take place in the habits of the people,

befiwe they will cultivate them to any extent which can produce an exportable surplus.

Among the articles received by the negroes in return, cotton goods are the most exten-

sive. Till ci late, those of India were greatly preferred; but British manufactures of this

class are now so much improved, or, at feast made so cheap, that they have almost driven

out their Eastern rivals. The export of woollen goods is also very considerable. Brass, iron,

and steel, are in considerable demand. Guns, gunpowder, brandy, and rum, were largely

given in exchan^ for slaves; and for the two former there still exists a great and effective

demand. Cowries, fitom the Malabar coast, are largely introduced to fcmn the medium of

circulatitm throus^ all the negro countries.

Skt. V.

—

CivU and Social State.

Of the population of a territwy, of which the interior is so little known, and has snch

vague limits, it is difficult to form even an approximated estimate. In the Supplement to

the Etteyehffodia Britannica, reascms are given, founded partly upon actoal enumeration,

for supposing that the density may be about twenty-six to the square mile. If, then, we
eetimate the length of coast at 4000 miles, and assume an average breadth of 300, this will

give 14200,000 square miles, and a population of31,000,000. Yet after all, considering that

there are desolate tracts of very great extent this number may be beyond the truth, and,

perhaps, at a rude guess, we may fix the population of this great tract o! tropical Africa at

about 20,000,000.

In this region human nature cannot be said to appear under a dignified form. Even the

external aspect of the negro is, in our eyes especially, mean, coarse, and ugly. The deep

black of his oomplexkm us been supposed by some to be connected with the barbarism of

Vol. IU. 4
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hia habits, though it appeara to ub sufficiently accounted for by the lonff-continued action of

tiie intense solar heat But the thick lips, flat noset woolly hair, ana the line of the ftce

doping backwards, are at variance with every idea of beauty, and surest very little <^ the

exercise of inteirectual energy.

The character of the negroes, of course, varies extremely, according to the variety of

situation and govemment, among such a multitude of little communities. In general, they

have made little progress in that which constitutes improved and civilised life. They are

strangers to literature, the ornamental arts, and refined luxuries. Y^ whenever adequate

objects are presented, they display energies sufficient to refute the cruel theories which
would represent them as a degraded race, incapable of reaching any high degree of mental

culture. In governments of a popular character, they displajr an eloquence, address, and
activity surpassed by few of the most civilised nations. Even m their absolute monarchies,

we discover a regular subordination, polished manners, and skill in the art of war, which,

among a people destitute of arts and letters, cannot but appear surprising. There,is no
room whatever to doubt that, placed in favourable circumstances, the negro would attain

to as high a degree of civilisation, as the men of any other race. Ferocity in war is a
universal feature of sava^ character; and in some of the sable nations it is carried to an
extraordinary pitch. In his domestic character, the ne^to presents much that is amiable

and pleasing; he is cheerful, my, hospitable, and kmd-hearted. The negroes appear

to great advantage compared with the Moors, who, from the north, have over-run so great

a part of Africa, and to whose gloomy and austere bigotry, the black natives are entirely

strangers.

Of religion, as embracing the belief in a supremely wise and good ruler of the universe,

and in a future state of moral retribution, the negroes have very obscure conceptions;

while almost every superstition which can degrade the human mind reigns in full sway.

To express generally what is sacred, what is forbidden, what is endowed with supematunl
powers, either beneficent or malignant, they employ the term fetiche. Every thing which
strikes the fkncy of a negro is made his fetiche. The grand or national fetiches are rocks,

hills, or trees of^ remarkable size and beauty. But there are fantastic objects of veneration,

which each individual adopts, and carries about with him. Such are, a piece of ornamented
wood ; the teeth of a dog, tiger, or elephant, a goat's head,a fish buie, or the end of a
ram's horn. Some merely carry branches of trees, or a bunch of cords made of bark. They
set up these fetiches in the houses, the fields, or the centre of the villages ; erect altars to

them, and place before them dishes of rice, maize, and fruits. The framing of these fiin-

tastic objects of African worship, and the selling them at an enormous price, forms the chief

occupation of the African priesUiood. All the good fortune of the negroes is supposed to

arise firom the favour of the fetiche, and every evil to proceed from offence taken by it

Every man fixes upon some act of self^enial,' something finom which he is to abstain, in

honour of his fbtiche; and the engagement thus contracted, he will, in many cases, die

sooner than vin^te. This superstition is often employed as an instrument in judicial pro-

ceedings, which are so conducted a» to involve an appeal to superior powers, who it is

expected will directly interpose to discover the truth and punish falsehood. If a negro eats

a crust of bread, tastes a drop of liquor, or throws sand upon his head, wishing at the same
time that the fetiche may kill him on the spot if he tells a falsehood, more reliance may
be placed on his words, than on those confirmed by the oaths of ratbnal men taken before

our courts. It fircquently happens, that wlien tests are propounded, the most hardened crimi-

nal at once confesses himself guilty, ratiier than encounter the terrible alternative of

denyin^ir his guilt In the case of any solemn engagement, the person taking it is presented
with his " swearing liquor," which he drinks under the dread of the most awful penalties

if he violates the accompanymg promise. The people cherish the general belief of a fiiture

state, little connected, however, with any idea of moral retribution. The question is, whether
they have feithfiilly observed the promises made to tlie fetiche, and forborne every thing by
which he could be offended. According to their ideas, the fiiture world will be a counterpart

of this ; will present the same objects to the senses, the same enjoyments, and the same dis*

tinction of ranks in society. Upon this belief are founded proceedings not only absurd, but
of the most violent and atrocious description. A proflision of wealth is buried in the grave
of the deceased, who is supposed to carry it into the other world ; and human victims are
sacrificed often in whole hecatombs, under the delusion that they will attend as his guards
and ministers in the future mansion. This savage superstition prevails to a peculiar extent
in thosp i^reat interior monarchies, which in other respects are more civilised than the rest

of Western Africa.

It is impossible to name a r<)gion tolerably peopled, where any progress at all has been
made in the arts, which is so completely illiterate as Negro Africa. It is not enough to say
tliat it has neither Ijooks, aiithorn, nor learned men. In no part of this extended region is

there an alphabet, or a hieroglyphic, or even a picture or symbol of any description. All
those refined processes, by which the ideas of one mind are made to pass into those of an>

cither, are entirely unknown. The &ci1ity of subsistence, and the absence of circumstanceii
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tending to rouse the intellectual energies, are doubtless the causes of this singular deficiency

;

for, as already observed, there can be no ground to presume any original want in the capacity
of the negro. Their powera of oratory, and their skill in politics and war, indicate tolenU
which, under proper impulse, would lead to excellence in literary composition. In the more
improved nations, there has beeh found to exist an oral literature, traditionary songs and
poems, the recitation oi which is listened to with delight
The universal amusements of tlie negro, above those of mere sensation, are dancing and

music. The former is invariably performed in the open air. As soon as the sun declines,
and its intense heat abates, there is dancing from one end of Africa to the other. Twenty-
five hundred years ago, Hanno and his companions were surprised, immediately after sunset,
to see lights glittering along the shore, and to hear on every side the sound of musical
instruments. The passion, however, with which this amusement is pursued, has not led to
any refinement in the art Their performance consists chiefiy of violent and grotesque
movements ; leaping, stamping on the ground, bowing their heads, and snapping their fingers.
In their music, also, noise appeara the chief if not Uie sole object Their drums and their
trumpets, or rather horns, produce a horrid dissonance, against which, according to some
travellers, a whole bale of cotton would be required to stop the ears. Othera represent it

as more tolerable ; and add, that the negroes have also a kind <^ castanet, a flute, musical
tonffs, and a sort of cittern ; and the performers, gaily and even fimtastically attired, attract
to themselves the admiration of the multitude (fy. 8Si,).

Dueint and Huae of liw Ntgtoei.

Polygamy, throughout all tropical Afirica, has no limit but that of the ability to maintain
a considerable number of wive& By the great it is practised to the utmost extent that their

circumstances can admit To hav6 numerous wives and children is considered a matter of
state, and is always made their first boast It forms even a source of wealth ; for, except
the principal wife, who is mistress of the household, and the sacred wife, who is consecrated
to the fetiche, all are made to work hard, both in tillmg the fields, and in manufiusturing mats
and clolha Even the principal wife often urses her husband to take f^h mates, as a means
of increasing the importance of the establiuiment over which she presides ; it is also cus-

tomary to make her a handsome pr-asent on the occasion. In the towns on the coast the
more wealthy take usually from three to twenty wives, while the kinjjrs raise the number to

eighty or a hundred ; but in Ashantec, Dahomey, and other despotic interior kingdoms, the
privilege knows no bounds, and the number is often carried to several thousands. It is

swelled, not onl^ by captives taken in war, but bv the selection which the king has a right

to make of the fairest and most accomplished females within the circuit of his own dominions.

A great part of the nation are thus reduced to celibacy, and very dissolute habits prevail.

In many of the towns on the Gold Coast a body of courtesans are maintained by the state,

and are considered as public servants. Not a few even of the wealthy are willing to derive

a profit fhmi the irregular conduct of their secondary wives. Notwithstanding the over-

grown fkmilies of some of the great such habits cannot fail to keep down the amount of
population, and, by causing a neglect of education, to lower the intellectual standard of the
people.

In arohitecture, and even in masonry, the negro nations rank very low. There u not
perhaps, in all native Africa, a house built of stone ; wood, eartli, leaves, and grass, are the

only materials. One traveller compares their villages to groups of dog-kennels rather than

of houses. The trunks of four large trees are driven into the ground, and connected by
poles ; this fVamework is then covered with earth or clay. The roof is formed by a number
of branches meeting at the top, and covered with leaves or grass. The doora not being

above two or three foet high, the enterer creeps rather than walks in, and he cannot stand

upright unless in the part of the roof which is left hollow like a pent-house. The floor

behig raised about three feet firom the nound to avoid the damp, and the apartment being

oftn in fifont Ibr the admission of air, me dwelling resemUos a good deal a inountebanb'i

''
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Btace in Europe. The boases of the rich are scarcely better, though more in number ; for

each wife has a house, and the whole establishment is surrounded by a wall of earth or

twigs. Princes assign similar houses to their principal officers, and the group is enclosed

with a general high wall, so as to make a sort of little town. It may be observed, however,

that the houses of the grcAt kings in the interior, though of the same materials, are of a

somewhat superior description. The rejj^l dwellings display brilliant colours on the outside

walls, while the apartments are sometimes so spacious as to resemble a good English barn.

In the cities where the people have a share in the government, there is a hall of assembly,

which is open at the sides, having merely a roof supported by poles.

The fiimiture of the house bespeaks as much poverty as the house itself. A few seats,

cups, and pots, all of wood or eartn ; coverlets of rushes, and perhaps a mat to sleep upon,

form the entire amount of their accommodations. The rich distinguish themselves by fine

mats, and occasionally by a brass kettle.

In point of clothings and ornament, the negroes are not quite content with the same sim-

plicity. The lower classes, indeed, think it enough if they can cover the lower part of

their bodies with a paan, or loose wrapper of the coarse cloth of the country. Until the

age of twelve or Uiirteen, indeed, no attire of anv description is considered requuite. The
nch, however, must appear in costly robes of silk, velvet, India chintz, or other imparted

materials, liie females of rank wear Ions veils and mantle^ which they throw over the

shoulder; red is their favourite colour; ana they ornament their dress with gold and silver

lace, and also with ribands. But the great rage is for bracelets and rings, which last are
accumulated on the ears, arms, and the small part of the leg. The rich wear them of gold,
or at least of brass or ivory ; but the poorer classes are fiiin to content themselves with cop-

per, tin, or, in de&ult of better materi^ even with iron. They have been seen with no
less than forty small iron rings on their arms. The arrangement of the hair, or rather wool,

is a matter of profound study to both sexes. They rub it with palm oil, curl and dress it in

various forms, and largely entwine it with gold, and with a species of coial valued at its

weight in gold. Some <a the negro belles paint their face with red and white spote, till it

looks like a piece of flowered damask. A certain decree of tattooing, or marking their skins
with figures of flowers or other natural objects, is also practised.

In regard to diet, if the negroes observe a degree of simplicity, it is chiefly the result of
necessity. Butcher's meat, poultry, and rice, are only within the reach of the opulent
The poor must content themselves with fish and millet, which, when boiled toeeUier into a
thick mess, and palm oil poured over them, form the staple dish. They are alleged to eat

coarsely and voraciously, thrusting their hands together into the common dish ; but this is a
custom universal throughout Afirica. When good fiure is placed before them, they are care-
fiil to indemnify themselves for former privations. On such occasions, they have bieen known
to manifest a sort of canine appetite, eating as much as six Europeans. The drink of the
countrv is palm wine, with which chiefly they enliven the social cirole; but intercourae
with Europeans has taught them the more pernicious use of brandy.

Sbct. VI.

—

lioeal Oeogrupky

With the country called by the French Senegambia, or the' region watered by the two
rivers Senegal and Gambia, we commence our survey of Western Afi-ica. It would be
difficult and almost idle to attempt to fix the limits of this vast territory ; but they may be
stated at about 250 miles along the coast, and reaching SOO miles into the interior. It ia

divided among a vast variety of little kii^oms, whose boundaries and condition are contin-

tially varving. This part of Afiica is most remarkable for the great negro races who inhabit
it, and who ore in general mora peaceable, more industrious, and more amiable than any ^
the others upon the western coast They are chiefly three, the Fcralaha, the Manduifoei.
and the Jalofik

The Foulahs have been supposed to come ftom Fouladoo on the Upper Senegal, but othera
suppose them of the same race with the Fellatahs in Central Afi'ica ; in which case Uiey
must be traced to a foreign oriffin. They have now spread over all the banks of that riven
besides the great kingdom of Foota Jalloo to the south, and many districts on the buiks m
the Gambia. Thev have not the extreme negro characteristics ; neither the deep jet hue,
the flat nose, nor the thick lips ; on the contrary, their features are high, with an olive tint,

and an agreeable expression. They have embraced the Mahometan foith, but without that
bigotry which almost universally accompanies it Their mannen are peculiarly courteous
and gentle ; they practise the most liberal hospitality, and relieve the wants not only of their
own aged and infirm, but even of those belonging to other tribes. Their employments are
pastoral, and their habits, in some desree, nomuic. Occupying countries where Uiere is

no fixed property in land, thev drive their flocks, according to the season, to the tops of the
mountains or the banks of the riven. At night they collect their herds within the oirele
of the tents, and light large fires to deter the approach of wild beasts. Such is their good
4!onduct and indusUy, that it is considered infhmous to injure them, and a blessing is said to
i«st on any territory that contains one of their villages. Their internal government Is repub*
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lican, under chiefii of their own ; and this form they insist upon retaining, even when they

settle under a sovereign of anotlier tribe.

The Mandingoes are a race moro numerous and more decidedly negro, both in form and

disposition. Tliough capable of great occasional exertion, they have by no means the steadv

industry of the Foulahs. Their employments are chiefly a slight agriculture, fishing with

nets and baskets, and, above all, traffic, in which their enterprise exceeds that of the other

negro races. They conduct large kafilas to a considerable distance in the interior, and their

language is well understood in all the commercial districts. They are cheerful, inquisitive,

credulous, and so my, that they will dance for twenty-four hours without intermission to

the sound of the arum or balarou. Polygamy is practised to a peculiar extent, and the nu-

merous households to which it gives rise live in tolerable outwanl harmony, which must not,

however, be considered very secure, since it requires to be cemented by the extraordinary

expedient of Mumbo Jumbo. This bugbear of the African ladies is called into service

whenever the simpler expedients of scolding or beating fail to ({uell domestic dissension.

Mumbo Jumbo, being then summoned, arrays himself in a fantastic coat hung for his use on
a neighbourinj^ tree, crowns his head with a tuft of straw, and soon after dusk marches into

the market-place. Thither the unhappy fair one being summoned dares not disobey, and
tiie love of stir and mischief causes her to be soon followed b/ the bulk of her fellow-citi-

zens. In their presence she is stripped naked, and undergoes a severe whipping, inflicted

by the rod of Mumbo Jumbo, amid the applause of all the spectators. They have some
more refined tastes than are usual among Africans ; particularly in poetry, the extemporary
composition and recitation of which forms one of their favourite amusements. The ori^inu

country of the Mandingoes is the elevated territory of Manding; but they are now widely

diffiised over all this region, and particularly afong the banks of the Gambia.

The third great race are the Jalofs. They occupy nearly the whole of that inland terri-

tory which intervenes between the Gambia and the Senegal, and the extent of which ia

estimated by Golberry at 4600 leagues. A number of them are subject to a powerful inland

prince, called Rurb-y-Jalof, who boasts of himself as anciently the sole ruler in this part of

Africa. The Jalofs, though of a deep black complexion, and with the decided negro features,

are considered a handsome race. They boast of their antiquity, and in many respects excel

their neighbours. Their language is softer and more agreeable; they manufacture finer

cotton cloth, and give it a superior dye ; they rival the Moors in horsemanship, and are

fearless and expert hunters. They have a singular mode of numeration, reckoning by fives

instead of tens, in reference apparentlv to the fingers, which; for want of the ntculty of

writing, are the sole instruments employed in calculatioa Their ingenuity, however, ib

unfortunately too often employed in dexkerous thieving, efibcled by a skilful movement of

the toes, which may be said to rival, in thL? respect, the fingers of the most expert European
pickpockets.

We shall close this catalogue with the Feloops, a wild and rude race, who inhabit the

shores to the south of the Gambia. Their country is fertile, abounding in rice, poultry, and
honey, from which last they prepare an intoxicating liquor. Provision is drawn fh>m them
fat the settlements on the Gambia ; but the English, having never taken the trouble to learn

their language, cannot hold any direct communication with them ; and the traffic is manaffed
through the Mandineo merchants, who are suspected to take advantage of their own exclu-

sive Iroowledge to cheat both parties.

Among European nations, the river Senegal has for more than a century been entirely

French ; and extraordinary eflbrts have been made by successive African companies to raise

it to importance. Fort St Louis, the capital, is situated on an island in the river, a mere
sand-bank, witliout any water which can be drunk without being filtered, and dependent
entirely for provisions on the southern coast which, however, yields them in abundance. St
Louis never became a large settlement Golberry, in 1786, reckons not above sixty Euro-
peans settled there for the purposes of trade. The military and civil servants of govern-

ment amounted to 600, the natives to 8400. The French lost St Louis during the revolu-

tionaiv war, but had it restored to them on the friendly peace which succeeded in 1814.

The disastrous fkto of the expedition sent out in the Medusa frigate was unfiivourable to

any attempt to restore and extend the prosperity of the colony. It is said, however, to have
experienced an increase within the last few years, and to contain now about 6000 inhabit-

ants. The original hopes of its greatness were fbuuded on the supposed identity of tho

Senegal with the Nioer, and on the prospect of a communication by it with the inmotjt

reguns of Africa. All the eflbrts fbunded upon this erroneous theory proved of course

abortive ; and the commercial advantages of the colony (the procuring of slaves not includ-

ed) have been confined to the pfum trade, and the gpld trade of Bambouk.
The gum which, fhmi this nver and settlement, is caHed Gum Senegal, is the produce of

some scattered oases, or verdant spots, that occur in the vast desert of sand to the north

and west of the Senegal. The species of acacia fh>m which it exudes has every appear-

ance of a stunted and desert tree : its aspect is crooked and rough, its branches are tnomy,
its leaves of a dry or dirty green. The mere blowing of the harmattan causes the bark to

VoL.nL 4* P
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crack in numberleai places, and the gum to flow in large transparent drops, which remain
attached to the sur&ce. The harvest of gum is in December, when the Moorish tribes, of
whom tlie TVarsAaz are the most powerful, break up from their usual camps, their kings
and princes at their head, and proceed in a confused and tumultuous crowd to the forests, of
which each claims one or more. After six weeks spent in collecting the gum, they put it

in large leathern sacks, with which they load their camels, and proceed in the same tumul-
tuous array to the spot fixed on for the gum market, between Fort Louis and Podor. This
plain, which is one of the most desolate spoti in nature, is suddenly covered with an innu-

merable multitude of people enveloped in clouds of dust. The kings appear mounted on
beautiful horses, their wives seated in baskets on the backs of camels, the crowd on foot;

the. air resounds with the cries of men, women, children, and animds. A cannon is fired

as the signal for commencing the treaty. A dreadfbl scene of wrangling and higgling

immediately ensues. The French accuse the Africans of most dishonest arts in o^er to

enhance the value of their commodity. They themselves, it appears, are not fiur behind,

since they have not scrupled to adopt the policy of insensibly augmenting the size of the

cantar by which the gum is measured, a change which escapes the notice of their rude
antagonists. The French take off annually about 250,000 IIm. of gum, which sells in

Europe at from 16d. to 2M. per lb. The returns are taken almost exclusively in East India

cotton cloths dyed blue, which are called pieces of Guinea, and for which it has been in

vain attempted to substitute the manufacture of Europe.

The kingdom of Bambouk, situated near the head of the river, and so enclosed between
its main stream and the great branches of the Kokoro and the Faleme, as to form almost a
complete island, is the next object of commereial importance to the French on the Senegal.

It is almost entirelv a country of mountains, 'whence flow numerous streams, almost all of
which roll over golden sands. But the main depositaries, where the metal is traced as it

were to its source, are two mountains,^ Natakon and Semayla. The former composes
almost an entire mass of gold, united with earth, iron, or emery. TM first four feet of
depth consists of &t earth, from which the grains of gold are extracted by agitation with
water in a calabash. Afterwards the precious metal oegins to appear in small grains or

spangles, and at twenty feet in small lumps of from two to ten grains. The pieces become
always larger as the wtnrk descends; but the natives having no means ofproppinj^ up the

sides, these dten fall in, and bury the workmen. Semayla, a mountain SMN) feet high, pre-

sents a different structure. The gold is here embedded in hard sandstone, which must be
reduced to powder before the extrication can be efiiscted. Part of it also is fbund in red

marble, a substance which to the natives is perfectiv unmanageable. Bambouk is said to

have been early conquered by a Mahometan force, and afterwards by the Portuguese; both

have been driven out; and the French never made any serious attempt to estuilish them-
selves in it They calculated, indeed, that 1200 men would be sufiicient for its conquest;

but were wisely deterred by the difficulty of retaining possession of so difficult a oountty,

in so unhealthy a climate.

The point at which the French attempted to carr/ on the commerce tit the Upper Sene-
gal is at Fort St Joseph, in the kingdom of Gallam, or Kajaaga. A voyage thither was
reckoned to produce cent per cent ; but the unhealthiness of^the climate, the difficulties of

the navigation, and the constant hazard of being plundered by a succession of barbarous

chieft, wno occupy the banks, rendertsd it a very precarious speculation. At present the

fort is abandoned, and in rums ; but the Serawooilies, who inhabit this fine country, are

among the most industrious of the African tribes, and have engrossed the trade of Bambouk,
MaiMing, and most of the upper countries on the Senegal and Niger.

In descending the Senegal, we find several populous and powemil states, among which is

that of Foota Torra, exteiMing considerably both to the south and north of the river, but of
which the interior has not been explored by Europeans. The king is a zeakxis Mahometan,
and, under pretext of making converts, has endeavoured to subdue the almost pagan Darnel,

or Burb, of the Jalofs. The latter, however, by the strength of bis country ana a prudent

system of warfiure, has been able to baffle his attempt On the middle Senegal, the most
important personage is the Siratic, who holds his court at Ghiorel, considerably to the north

of the river. Nearer the sea u the kingdom of Hoval, g[ovemed by a pett^ prince, called

the Great Brak, which, in the language of the country, signifies King or Kings.

The coast between the Gambia aiuTSenegal is chiefly occupied by the kingmm of Kaym.
It is stated, bv Oolberry, to extend 750 miles in lengtii, and to contain 160,000 inhabitants,

who are Jalom. At the little island of Goree, on Uiis coast, the French have established

the capital of all their African settlements. Its advantages consist solely in its almost

inaccessible situation on a rock, three sides of which are perpendicular, and the fourth very

steep. The rock is fortified, but not it is said, in the most skilfhl manner. The town eon-

vains 8000 inhabitants, and presents a very bustlinff scene, bemg the entrepot of all the

u«de with the opposite coast and also a place of refreshment fbr French ships on their way
to Ind'a. It lies on the southern side of the peninsula, which terminates in Cape Verde,
tlto most westerly point of the African continent Though the soil be sandy, U betn a
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number of those immense trees called Baobab, which give to the Cape that verdant aspect

whence it derives its name. On the northern side, two hills, 600 feet high, mark this

striking geoeraphical position, and serve as a guide to mariners.

The (Mmbia is almost entirely an English river; the attempts to form settlements upon
it having, for nearly two centuries, been confined to that natim. They have erected James
Fort in the middle of the river, by which they are enabled to command its entrance. They
have also a small factory at Pisania, about forty-miles up ; but, like the French on the Sene-
gal, they have never been able to realise any of those splendid expectations, with a view to

which the settlements were founded. All attempts to penetrate, by ascending the river, to

the regions watereJ by the Niger, proved abortive. Yet it was n^ till the expedition of
Park that the failure was fully traced to its true cause, the structure, of the continent, and
the want of communication between the two rivers. Hence these setUements have never
risen to any great importance.

The Gambia is bordered on its tuatii bank by several flourishing little kingdcnns. That
immediately on the sea is Barra, said to contain 200,000 inhabitants. The capital is Barra
Inding ; but the chief place of trade is Jillifirey, where the king has a custom-house, to levy
the duties on vessels {wssing up and down, finor Salum is a still more extensive kingdom,
situated on a small river Mat fiills into the Qambia, and containing, it is said, 300,000
inhabitants. Above it, occur successively the two smaller kingdoms of Yani and WoollL
The territory of all these states is flat and fertile, abounding in rice, grain, and other pro-

visions, but not producing any articles for the market of Europe. The inhabitants are

chiefly of the Mandingo race, and carry on a considerable trade into the interiw. At
Barraconda, about four liundred miles up the river, are foils, or rather rapids, above which
sand-banks and flats soon render the navigation difficult, while the crowd of crocodiles and
hippopotami, and the multitude of wild braste that roam on its banks, render the navigation

alarming, and even somewhat dangerous.

To the south of the Gambia nothing of great importance occurs, till we come to the

alluvial estuaries of the Rio Grande, a river supposed, as its name imports, to be of some
magnitude ; but Captain Owen found it a mere inlet, receiving some inconsiderable streams.

At its mouth occur a number of islands, which, with a group opposite to them, in the open
sea, form what is called the Archipelago of the Bissagos. The inhabitants of the same
name, called also Bijugas, are a tall, robust, warlike people, who have driven out the peace-
able race of the Biafkras, the original tenants, and have compelled them to confine them-
selves to the continent and the banks of the Rio Grande. Biasao, the largest of these

islands, is inhabited by the Papels, also warlike and enterprising. In 1792, an association

was fonned in England, with a view to planting a settlement in the Island of Bulama; but,

though no opposition wits made in the first instance, the difficulty of establishing a new
colony under circumstances so unfovourable, and especially amidst the hostility of these
rude neighbours, soon obliged the English to desist

Along the heads of the Rio Giande lies the important kingdom of Foota Jallo, said to

extend about 350 miles ii length, and 200 in breadth. It appears to be the most improved
of all the states in this part of Africa. The inhabitants are Foulahs, and of the Mahometan
faith, but not bigots; and their marabouts are held in high reputation for learning. They
manufkcture cloths of considerable fineness; they work in iron, dug firom extensive mines
in tlie country ; also in silver, wood, and leather ; and they conduct large caravans into the

interior, as far even as Timbuctoo and Cassina. Here, where they are the ruling people,

they by no means display that pacific character which distinguishes the tribes on4he Gam-
bia and Senegal. They can bnng into the field 16,000 men, and the king is engaged in

almost continual war, for tiie base purpose of procuring slaves for the European market
On being reproached upon this subject oy Messrs. Watt and Winterbottom, he declared that

he had no other means of obtaining European goods, otherwise he would gladly |^ve up this

violent and criminal mode. Timt», or Tcem^x), the capital, is said to contain 7000 souls,

and Laby, 5000.

To the south of Foota Jallo is Soolimana, also warlike and considerable. It borders on
the Niger in the highest part of its course, though the sourees of that river are placed in

the hostile territmy of the Kissi. The king is at present Mahometan, but the bulk of the
nation pagan. They are a gay, thoughtless, stirring race. The two sexes seem to have
reversed their occupations ; the women till the ground, build Uie houses, act as barbers and
durgeons; while the men tend the dairy, sew, and even wash the clothes. The king
dxpressed to Captain Laing the saute willingness to give up the slave-hunting system, and
complained of the same difficulty which had been expressed at Teemboa On the eastern

side of the Niger is the country of Sangara, still more extensive and more warlike ; the
neople of which would, it is supposed, have by this time conquered Foota Jallo, had they
been united among themselves. At present whenever the Soolimaa are inclined to go to

war, they can easily command ten thousand auxiliaries fVom beyond the Niger.

In returning to the coast, we pass tlirough the Koorango country, inhabitod by the Man*
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dingoefli who, as usual, are gay, thoughtless, hospitable, and enterprising. Farther down
are the Timmanoes, a more deprav id race, who were the chief agents in the slave trade.

They are described as hospitable, treacherous, and avaricious. Captain Laine met a woman
who accused her two children of witchcraft, and on that ground offered to sell them to him
at a low price. Their agriculture is peculiarly rude, and the cloths of their manufacture
very coarse. They abuse the English as having deprived them of almost their only source

of wealth, which consisted in the sale of slaves. This people are oppressed by a singular

association called Purrah, who, united by a 'bond and always supporting each other,liave

beoome almost masters of the country, and often exercise their power in a very tyrannical

manner.
The country of the Timmanees borders on that part of the coast where Britain, with the

most philanthropic views, has founded the colony of Sierra Leone. Its principal seat, at

Freetown, is on the south side of the bay, which receives the river formerly called by the

same name, but now more usually the Ilokelle, and which arises in the Soolimana coimtry.

The first colonists consbted of a number of tree negroes, who, having been dismissed from

the army and navy at the end of the American war, gladly accepted the proposal made by
a number of benevolent individuals, of a settlement m their native region. They did not,

however, possess all the habits necessary for struggling with this difficult undertaking. The
rains came on ; a pestilential fever earned off numbers ; and the attack of an African chief

obliged the remainder to <V«.ke shelter on Banco Island. The zeal for the improvement of

Africa, however, continue.;^ unabated in England ; and in 1787, the Sierra Leone Company
was formed, with a charter for thirty-one years. They sent out five vessels with stores and
articles of trade, and obtained a large reinforcement fVom the free negroes who, in the

American revolution, had adhered to uie royal standard, and had been obliged to take shelter

in Nova Scotia. The establishment was then conducted witlt f^esh spirit; but it had many
difficulties to encounter. It was disturbed by internal dissension : it was involved in con-

tests with the bordering native states ; and, m 1794, was plundered by a French squadron.

Under all these disasters it continued active; though the Sierra Leone Company were
(ri>liged to resign their concerns into the hands of government, which placed them under the

African Institution. A great reinfoicement to its population was derived from the negroes

taken in slave ships, and brought back to Africa, in consequence of the In ws made against

the slave trade ; Uiough it has been somewhat difficult to initiate them to the habits of
civilised life. With this view, the Church Missionary Society have undertaken to furnish

schools and religious iiulructors; and upwards of two thousand children are now educated

on the national system. The population of Freetown and its suburbs has extended to nearly

five thousand ; eight or ten little towns or villages have been established in its vicinity,

forming an entire population of twelve thousand ; and another, called Bathurst, has been
founded on the Gambia, in a healthy situation, and communicating with the popidous coun-

tries on that river. Notwithstanding all this, it appears too tJiie. that Sierra Leone has not

yet made any impression upon Africa, and that there is no radius of civilisation proceeding

mm it It labours under two great disadvantages; the extreme unhealthiness of the

climate, which both keeps down its population, and renders it difficult to procure well quali-

fied persons to go out, and also, its unfavourable position, in contact only with a few turbu-

lent tribes, not with any of the great and leading states of the continent. These disadvan-

tages, joined to the death of four successive governors, among whom was Col. Denliam, the

cdebrated traveller, *led government to hesitate as to the expediency of supporting this

colony, after 3,000,0001. hwl been expended in its formation. To withdraw it, however, would
be attended with many evils, so that an attempt has been made to maintain it on a more
limited scale. The European troops have been removed, and their place supplied tnr negroes,

and the annual expenditure has been reduced to about 40,0001., of whicn 17,0001. is for

liberated Africans. The number of these, in 1829, was 21,205, of whom about 5000 were
in Freetown, the capital ; the rest dispersed in Regentstown, Gloucester, Wellington, and
other large villages in the vicinity.

The space from Sierra Leone to the commencement of the Grain Coast of Guinea, an ex-

tent of about two hundred miles, is chiefly marked by the entrance into the sea of the ccm-

siderable rivers of Sherbro and Mesurado. The former is navigable twenty leagues up, and
has a tolerably large island at its mouth. On the banks is found a species of pearl oyster.

The Mesurado is a still larger stream, and very rapid. According to the natives, it requires

three months' navigation to reach its source, which would appear to be in the mountains of

Kong, not very far fVom that of the Niger. The banks are described as finely wooded, fertile,

and, in many places, verv well cultivated. The states here are entirely negro in reliffion

and manners, none of the Mahometan institutions having penetrated so fiir. Travellera

enumerate the kingdoms of Bulm, Quoja, Monon, and Fwga, which they sometimes even
di|pify with the'titie of empires. The sovereigns are in general absolute, and their obse-

quies are celebrated with human sacrifices^ though not to the same frightful extent u in

•ome of the countries to the west
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The American Colony of Liberia was founded b^ the American Colonizatba Society in 1621,
for the purpose of facilitating the gradual emancipation of slaves in the United States. The
spot selected for the first settlement was a H'.iJe elevated peninsula, lying between the mouth
of the river Mesurado or Montserado and the sea, and terminating in a cape of the same name.
After sufiering much from the hostility of the natives, with whom it had to sustain several

severe conflicts, this little colony has at length obtained tranquillity, and is in an exceed-
ingly prceperous condition. The territory over which its jurisdiction now extends, lies

between Cape Mount and Cape Palmas, or between 4° and 7° N. lat, occupying about
225 miles of^ coast, with a breadth of fhxn twenty to thirty miles inland. The climate is

found to be healthful, although emigrants are liable to be attacked by the country fever on
their first arrival. Its fertile soil yields rice, cotton, co%e, sugar, indigo, banana, cassada,

yams, &«. Camwood is abundant, and the timber is durable and well adapted for building.

The natives are the Deys, an indolent and inofifensive people, occupying the coast on boUi
sides of the Mesurado, to the number of about 7000 or 8000; the Bawas, also a peacefiil,

but more industrious and numerous people farther south, and the Queahs and Condoes in the

interior. There are also scattered settlements of Kroomen, whose native countrv is near
Cape Palmas, and who are a laborious and hardy race, actiiw as pilots, porters, and oarsmen
for the tradinff vessels on the coast ; they commonly qieak English. The settlement on
Cape Mesurado, which received the name of Monrovia, is now a town of abcHit 2000 inhabit-

ants ; and Caldwell and MUlsburg, higher up the river, have each nearly half that number.
Edina, about sixty miles from Monrovia, on the south-west side of the St John's river; Bassa
Cove, which, though lately desolated by the natives, has been reoccupied ; and Harper, a
neat little village at Cape Palmas, are the other principal settlements. The colonists consist

of firee blacks, of emancipated slaves, and of recaptured Afiricana. The whole number is about
6000. . The general direction of afiain is in the hands of the Society's agent, but the local

interests of the colony are confided to the care of colonial councils and magistrates. Already
neat frame or stone buildings have been erected for houses and warehouses, schools have
been provided, churches built, and a press been set up, from which is issued a respectably

conducted newspaper. The native tradera of the interior have visited the colony, aiM an ac-

tive commerce is carried on partly in colonial shipping, and partly by American and Euro-
pean vessels. Palm oil, ivory, dye wood, hides, wax, uid pepper, are among the articles of
export, in addition to the productions before enumerated.

From the Mesurado to Cape Palmas extends what is commonly called the Grain or Mala-
ghetta coast of Guinea. The species of pepper to which it owes its name is produced finom

a small parasitical plant, with beautiful ^reen leaves, and the fruit of which, resembling a
fig, presents, when opened, aromatic grains, forming the valuable part. At its first introduc-

lion into Europe, where such articles were little known, it received the flattering appellation

of "Grains of^ Paradise." After the diffusion, however, of the fine species of India, it fell

into total disrepute ; and this coast, moducing no other articles of export, has been the least

frequented of any part cf Guinea. The two riven of Sestro and Sangwin, near the centre

of the coast, ue rather considerable ; and their Nrnks are said to be fertile and populous.

The state of society seems to be nearly the same as in the countries last described ; the

sovereigns absolute, human sacrifices prevalent to a certain extent, and also eeltimmolatiou,

the wifo being, in many cases, expected to sacrifice herself at the grave of her husband.

Great sway is in the hsiids of a peculiar priesthood, called the belli. The youUifbl candi-

date for a place in this body must qualify himself by a long initiation, during which he is

withdrawn firom all his firiends, and lodged in the depth of a sacred forest, where, it is nid,
he, is kept in a state of entire nudity. Amonr the tests of his proficiency is the performance
of songs and dances of a very extravagant and often indecent nature ; but peculiar knowledge
is also supposed to be communicated on variojis high points ; and those who have gone through
the course with success, and are called the " marked of the belli," look upon tul the rest of
the community as quolca, or idiots. They not only administer all the concerns of religion,

but conduct the judicial proceedings ; most of which are made dependent on some form of
ordeal. Although the Portuguese luive lost all their settlements m this part of Africa, con-

sklerable numbera of their posterity reside there, mixed with the natives, by whom they are

treated with some degree of respect

Beyond Cape Palmas, the coast, turning to the north-east, and reaching as fiu' as Cape
Apollonia, is called the Ivory Coast The name is evidently derived from the quantities of
that valuable product, obtained finm the numerous elephants on the sea-shore, and in the

interior. The teeth are of good quality, and uncommonly large, weighing sometimes not

less than 200 11m. Towards the east at Issini and Apollonia, a considerable quantity of gold

is brought down fVom the countries behind the Gold Coast There is also a good deal of

ivoiy at the ports of Cape Lahoo, and Great and Little Bassain. There are no European
settlements upon the coast except an English fort at Apollonia, which perhaps belongs rather

to the Gold Coast Navigation along this as well as the Grain Cosst requires much caution,

as the shore is flat and destitute of any conspicuous landmarks, while a heavv surf, borne in

firrm the whole breadth of the Atlantic, breaks continually against it Marly navigatora

describe the natives as the most violent and intractable race on the whole African coast
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"nieir teeth filed to a pomt, their laag nails, their harah and guttural language, almost

resembling the cry of wild beasts, inspire disgust; they have even been accused of canni-

balism ; and their suspicion of Europeans is usuajly said to be so great, that nothing can

induce them to go on board a vessel. It is but justice to observe, however, that Captain

Adams, the roost recent visiter, gives a much more favourable account He even savs, that

almost all the business is transacted on board European ships, though, when he did go on

shore, he was hospitably received.

From ApoHonia to the Rio Volta extends what is called the Gold Coast of Africa. It wu
lonff the most frequented by European traders, particularly English and Dutch, botii tot that

hi^ly prized commodity which its name indicates, and for slaves, while the^ were a per-

mitted article of trade. The coast presents the appearance of an immense thick forest, only

detached spots of which are cleared aud cultivated. The soil near the sea, being light and
sandy, is scarcely fit for any important tropical product, except cotton ; but six or seven miles

inland, it improves greatly, and might be made to produce sugar and others of the richest

West India products, provided habits of industry could be introduced among the inhabitants.

Maize is tho grain principally cultivated. The gold, which forms the staple commodity, is

chiefly brought down firom mountainous districts far in the interior. In many places, how-
ever, even upon the coast, a small quantity may be extracted fVom the earth by mere agita-

tion with water in a calabash. Little or no ivory is exported. The ruling people on the

coast are the Fantees, a clever, stirring, turbulent race. They exert more in^nuity in the

construction of their dwellings and canoes than the nations to the west The form of govern-

ment is republican, and each village has a large public hall, roofed, but open at the sides,

where an assembly is held, and public afiairs are debated. The pynims, or elders, however,
poesess considerable authority, and the administration of justice is chiefly in their hands.

An excessively litigious disposition prevails, particularly against those who are supposed to

have accumulated great wealth, and who, unless they can disarm public envy by moderation

or popularity, are often, between suitors and lawyers, stripped of every thing. The dreadflil

custom of immolating human victims over the tombs of the great men very generally obtains,

and ia accompanied with several days of tumultuous feasting and intoxication. As usual, in

this state of society, all the laborious offices devolve upon the female sex, except fishing,

which is considered an employment sufficiently dignified for the lords of the creation. Yet
the Fantee ladies find time to spend an hour or two at the toilette, in which they employ
various cosmetics, not omitting paint, which is generally white. The Fantees have of late

sofiered severely by the invasion of the Ashantees, which had been provoked perhapo by
their own violent conduct, and which their want of courage renders them quite unable to

resist Britain, which, perhaps imprudently, interfered in their support, has su^red severely

in the attempt ; and the terror of her arms alone mamtains the Fantees at present in a state

of doubtful independence.

The capital of the Kitish settlements is at Cape Coast Castle, built upon a rock, and de-

fended by strong walls of stone and brick, and by ninety pieces of cannon. The approach
on the sea-side would be difficult for an enemy ; out the fort has the disadvantage of being
too near a large, dirty native town of eight thousand souls. The countiy rouna has been a
good deal cleured, and laid out in pleasure grounds by the British, to whose health, however,
Uie climate in this and the other settlements is extremely unpropitious. To the west of
Cape Coast the English have Dix Cove and Succondee, in the Ahanta country, a very fbrtile

tract and to which purer gold is brought than to any other part of the coast liie inhabitants

are also peacaaUe and tractable, and uie chances of improvement as Mr. Meredith conceives,
are op the whole favourable. It is to the east that the British have their principal settle-

ments. That at Anainaboe was formeriy the great mart of the slave trade. The fiirt is

compact and regular, and in 1609 it withstood, with a garrison of twelve men, the attack
of 15,000 Ashanteea Winnebah, in the Agoona country, though in an agreeable situation,

has been abandoned; but Fort James, at Accra, would, in peaceable times, aflbrd great oon>
veniences for trade, as no other on the coast has such extensive intercourse with the interior.

It and Cape Coast indeed, are now the only places where any garrison is maintained.
The capital of the Dutch Settlements is £1 Mina, or the Castle ; first founded by the Por-

tuguese, and taken firom them in 1637. It is about fifteen miles west of Cape Coast in an
open country, close to a large dirty town of 15,000 inhabitants. The fort is well built on a
high siiua.'on, and vessels of a hundred tons can come close to the walls; but its strength
has been doubted. The Dutch maintain here a garrison of 150 men, and keep their establish-

ment, on the whole, upon a more reputable scale than the British. Their forts along the coast
are almost numberless ; particularly in the Ahanta country, where there are no less than
seven. The Danes have a respectable fort at Accra, called Christionborg Castle, and also

one at Ningo, near the eastern extremity of the coast
The country behind the Gold Coast when first known to Europeans, ivas divided among

a number of considerable kingdoms; Dinkira, Akim, Warsaw, and Aquamboo; but all these
have now sunk beneath the overwhelming sway of Ashantee. This warlike power has also

reduced the interior countries of Gaman, Inta, Dagwumba, and others, of which some aro
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more extensive and populous than itself. Ashantee Proper is estimated to contein 14,U0U
square miles, and about a million of people ; but this last number would be more than quad-
rupled, if we were to include all its subjecU and vassals. The attire of the sovereign and
his principal chiefs displays a peculiar and barbarous splendour; their persons being loaded
with golden rings and ornaments, waving plumes and superstitious amulets (Sg. 835.). The

people are, on the whole, of a superior class to those on
the coast ; their houses are larger, more commodious and
ornamented ; they manufacture ilner cloths. Their main
ners are more polished and digniiied, and their general
conduct more orderly. The king is absolute, with the
exception of a military council of four principal officers,

whom he is obliged to consult on questions of peace uid
war, and who usually give their voice in favour of the
latter. There are, however, some features in this mo-
narchy which surpass in barbarism those of almost any
other. The fiiry with which war is conducted is, indeed,
too general among barbarians, but Ashantee is horribly
distinguished by the vast amount of human sacrifice.

There are two annual customs, as they are called, in
which the king and chief men seek to propitiate the
manes of their ancestors by a crowd of victims. Foreign
slaves and criminals are selected in preference ; but, as
each seeks to multiply the number, unprotected persons

cannot walk the streets, without the hazard of being seized and immolated. At the death
of any of the royal fiimily, victims must bleed in thousands ; and the same is the case when
the kmg seeks from the powers above fiivourable omens respecting any great projected un-
dertaking. The abuse of polygamy also is carried to the highest pitch. The legal allowance
of wives for the king is upwards of three thousand, selected from the fiiirest damsels in his

dominions. These unfortunate creatures are in <ireneral no better than slaves, and, on any
capricious disgust, are treated with the greatest cruelty, and often put to death. Yet this

barbarous king is not without a desire to civilise his subjects, and to adopt European arts and
improvements. He has occupied himself in erectinjg a palace of stone, in the European
style, under the direction of an artist from £1 Mina, instead of the structures of earth and
straw to which the architecture of Africa has hitherto been confined. He seeks also to

promote by every means the commerce of his subjects, rfnd to open a communication with
the sea, to which, however, the late unhappy difierence witli Britain has been a considerable

bar. Gold is now the most valuable article of export, not produced within the country, but
brought in large quantities from the mountainous regions of the north. He still clings to the
slave trade, a mode of procuring European luxuries too congenial with his habits; and so
natural did he consider it, that he could with difficulty be dissuaded firom sending fifty boya
and the same number of girls as presents to the king of England.

On the eastern side of the Rio Volta commences what Europeans have called the Slave
Coast, because slaves were there procured of the most docile and tractable character. It

consisted originally of the two kingdoms of Whidah and Ardrah, forming the most populous

and the best cultivated part of the African coast The vast and impenetrable forests which
cover so much of that continent had here been cut down, leaving only what was requisite

for ornament and convenience. The whole country was like a ^uden, covered with fhiits

and grain of every description. Amid this abundance, the Whidans, having become luxu-

rious and effeminate, were unable to make head against the warlike power Sf Dahomey, ia
the interior, which invaded and conquered them at the beginning of the last century. The
first ravages were dreadful, and rendered their country abioet a desert, nor has its peaceful

submission ever allowed it to regain its former prosperity.

Dahomey, which is thus predominant both over the coast and over the interior, to a depth

of about two hundred miles, is governed upon the same system as Ashantee, and with all ita

deformities, which it carries to-a still more violent excess. The bloody customs take place

on a still greater scale; and the bodies ofthe victims, instead of being interred, are hung up
on the wuls and allowed to putrefy. Human skulls make the fovourite ornament of the

palaces and temples, and the king has his sleeping apartment paved with them. His wives
are kept up to an equal number with those of the king of Ashantee. AH the female sex is

considered as at the king's disposal, and an annual assemblage takes place ; when, having

mode a large selection for himself, he distributes the refose among his grandees, who are

bound to receive them with the humblest gratitude. In short, this ferocious race allow them-

selves to be domineered over in a manner of which there is no example among the most timid

and polished nations. The greatest lords, in approaching the king, throw themselves flat on
the ground, laying their heus in the duet ; and the belief is instilled into tliem, that their life

belongs entirely to their sovereign, and that they ought never to hesitate a mor.ient to sacri*

fice it in his service. The king of Dahomey has been latelv worsted in bis wars with Eyeo^

I 1
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hf which he is now held in a species of vassalage. His country consists of an CAtensive

and fertile pla>r, risings f>vni the sea by a gradual ascent The soil is a reddish clay mixed

with sand, and nowhere contains a stone of the size of a walnut. Though capable of every

species of tropical culture, little is actually produced from it that is fitted for a foreign

market ; so that, since the abolition of the slave trade, small advantage has accrued from

continuing the intercourse with it, and the English fort at Whidah has been abandoned.

Whidan, now commonly called Griwhee, may be considered the port of Dahomey, firom

which a route of about a hundred miles reaches through Favies and Toro to Abomejr, the

capital. Griwhee is situated in a fertile country, still hwhly cultivated, and is plentifully

supplied with all the necessaries and conveniences of Anican lifo. Captain Adams, whose
estimates on this point are unusually low, represents it as containing about 7000 inhabitants.

The despotic and capricious manner, however, in which foreign residents are treated by the

tyrant of Dahomey, nas gradually induced the diflbrent European powers to withdraw their

factories. Ardrah is still larger and more flourishing; containing, according to the same
authority, 10,000 inhabitants. It is situated about twenty-five mues inland, on a long and
beautifiil lake or lagoon, running parallel to the sea, with which it becomes connected at its

eastern extremity I7 the River « LAgos. The Ardranese ai« industrious in the mannfanture
of cotton interwoven with silk : they make also soap, baskets, and earthenware, and are

•kilfiil in working iron. Their market is the best regulated of any on the coast, and exhibits

the manuftctures of India and Europe, tobacco fhwi Brazil, cloth fhm Eyeoand Housaa,and
every other article that is here in demand. Though so close to Dahomey, the people appear

to enjoy a republican form of government A considerable number of Blohometan residents

have n»de their way hither, a!nd have introduced the management of horses, and the use of

milk, to both of which the negroes in general are strangers. Badagry, though it has suffered

bv recent contests with Laeos, appeared sUli, by Lander's report, to be a large and |>opulous

place, situated in a fine plam, anci divided into four districts, each governed oy a chie( who
assumes the title of king. I<ag08 is built upon a small island, or raUier the bank at the point

where this channel communicates with the sea on one side, and on the other with the Cradoo
lake, a parallel piece of water. The town is scarcely a foot above the lake, and is over'run

by water-rats from it It has 5000 inhabitants^ with a good deal of stir and trade. Its petty

despot assumes all the airs of the greatest African monarchs, never allowing his courtiers to

approach him unless crawling on the ground. Some barbarous customs prevail, such aa

impaling alive a young female, to propitwte the goddess who presides over ram, and hanging
the heads of male&ctors to some laree trees at the end of the town. The currency here
consists of cowries, which are importra in large quantities, and transmitted into Housaa and
other interior countries, where they form the universal circulating medium.
At the termination of the Cradoo lake commences a large tract of coast, of a peculiar

character, which, from the principal state, receives the name of Benin. It extends upwards
of two hundred milea^ and presents a succession of broad estuaries, now discovered to be all

branches of the Nifer, of wnich this country forms the delta. They communicate with each
other ^y creeks, and, fVequently overflowing their banks, render the shore for twenty or thirty

miles inland, a vast alluvial wooded morass. The natives, havinjg thus very exteiued water
communications, are the most active traders anywhere in Africa; but, except slaves, the
commodities in which the| deal are entirety changed. Gold has disappeared ; ivory is again
found in considerable plenty ; but palm oil is the ^reat staple of the eastern districts. A
peat quantity of salt is made at the mouths of the nvers, both for consumption at home abd
in the interior This tract, however, from its low, mushy, and woody character, is exeee-
sively pemiciouB to the health <^ Europeana
The first leading featura is the river Formosa, two miles wide at its nKoth ; on a creek

tribtttar;r to it lie° Uie capiul of Benin. This city is one of the largest on the coast of Africa;
and, being built quite irregularly, and consistinjf of detached houses, it occupies an immense
space of ground. The surrounding territory is well cultivated, though not so thoroughly
clMred of wood as that round Aidrah and Whidah. The king is not only absolute, bat
fbtiche, or a god, in the eyes of his subjects ; and all oBbncea against him are punished in

the most cruel and summary manner, not only as treason, but impiety. Oatto, about fifhr

miles below, is the port of Benin ; accessible to vessels of sixty tons. The trade on this

river has greatly declined.

Vfairi, or Owarri, u another state and city, situated on another creek, cpmaunicatinff
with the Formosa, on its opposite side. It consists of a somewhat elevated and beautiftu
island, appearing as if dropped from the clouds amidst the vast woods and swamps by which
it is surrounded. Here, too, the king is absolute, and carries polygamy to a very great extent
A late traveller, happening to get a peep into the seraglio, saw about fifty queens, busied in
various employments fit>m the toilette to the waidiing-tub. Nev. Tovni, on the Formosa, is

the port of Warr6.
After turning Cape Formosa, and passing several estuaries, we come t>o that of the Brass

River, called, ^ the Portuguese, the river of Nun. Though not the largest estuary of the
Niger, yet being most directly in the line of the main stream, and that by which I«nda*
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entered the Atlantic, it at present enjoys the reputation of being the principal channel. It

is divided into two tranches ; but the navigation is ^^reatly impeded, and the trade limited,

by a dangerous bar at iu mouth. Bi-aas Town is built not on either brancli, but on one of
the numerous creeks connected with both, and in a country overgrown with impenetrable
thickets of mangrove. It is a poor place, divided by a lagoon into two parts, each of which
contains abitet 1000 inhabitanta Bonny River forms the next important estuary, liaving on
iu opposite sides the towns of Bonny and New Calabar. Being only a few miles up, Uiey
are in the midst of the morasses which overspread all this countrr. The people support them-
selves by the manufacture of salt and the trade in slaves and palm oil. Bonny, in particular,
is beoome the great mart for these last commodities, and is supposed to export annually about
20fiOO slaves. The dealers go in lar|fe canoes two or three days' sail to Etioe, the great
interior market, w!iirJi will be descnbed under the head of Central V\rrica. The king is

absolute, and more baktarous than the rest of his brethren on this coast He boasts ofhavmg
twice destroyed New (!^i>Libar, and ornaments his fetiche house with the skulls of enemies
taken ia battle.

After Bonny is the estuary of Old Calabar river, the broadest of all, and navigable for
large vessels sixty miles up to Ephrmim Town, eovemed by a chief, who assumes the title

of duke. It appears to contain about 0000 inhabitants, carryhig on a considerable trade;
and the duke has a large house filled with European manufactures and ornaments of every
kind, received by him m presents. This river is followed by that of H^o del Rev ; and then
by the Rio Comeroons. These rivers are very unhealthy; but they yield a good deal of ivory
and palm oil. The continuity of that vast wooded flat, which has extei.dM along the coast
for more than 200 miles, ia now broken by some very lofty mountains, thb principal ofwhich
is supposed to reach the heij^ht of 13,000 feet

Several islands which lie in the Gulf of Benin may terminate the description of this coast
They are, Fernando Po, a fine high large island, lately occupied only by a lawless race,

composed of slaves or malefactors escaped from the neighbouring coast The British gov-
ernment, however, upon the disappointment experienced m regain to Sierra Leone, formed,
in 1827, a settlement at this islana, the mountamous and picturesque aspect of which affixded

hopes ofa healthy station but these have been completely disappointed. Of thirty European
settlers taken out, nineteen died ; and Col. Nicholls, tlie governor, was three times attacked
with fever. Hopes have been held out that by a change in the situation of the town, this

evil might be greatlv mitigated, and Fernando Po would then acquire a double importance,
fl«ni its TieiniQF to the mouth of the Niger. Prince's Island is high and wooded ; St Thomas
is laijge and fwtile ; the petty isle of Annabona is inhabited by a simple native race. These
run in a chain to the south-west from th^^ Rio Calabar; and the last three are in nominal
subiectun to the crown of Portugal.
The next division ct Western Africa consists of Congo, Loango, Aogpla, and Bengueh^

to the coast cf which navigatore geneially give the name of Angola. The principal feature

is the Zaire, or Congo, a powerim and rapid river, which rushes by a aincle channel into tha
Atliintic. Its coarse was traced upwards by Captain Tuckey, in

^
' i unmrtunate expeditioa«

280 miles, yet nothing was ascertained as to iu origin and earlj course ; though the h;^po-

thesis cf its fimning uie termination of the Niger is now completely rafiitedk The natives,

ofCongo ai« rather of small size; Uiey are cheerful ami good-humoured, but iuireflectin|f,

and poBBOBBod of little energy either of mind or body. The negro indolence is carried m^
them to its utmost excess. The little cultivation that exists, entirely carried on by the
females, is nearly limited to the manioc root which they are not very skilful in preparing.

Their houses are put together of mats made fiiom the fibres of the palm tree, and their clothes

and bedding consist merely of matted grass. The population along the river ia very small

;

the largest villages, Cooloo, Embomma, and Inga, containing only jfram 300 to 000 inhabit-

ants. The interior capital of Congowar, however, mentioned as nie residence of the Biindy
of Congo, to whom all the chiefk pay a species of vassalaee, is probably what the Portu-
guese called St. Salvador; ond where, according to Mr. Bowdich, tliey still maintain a
mission; but no recent details have been obtained. respecting it There is a regular dis-

tinction of ranks : the Cheenoo, or chief, heieditaiy in the female line ; the Mafoots, or
collectors of the revenue; the Foomoos, or cultivators; and the doinestic slaves, not
numeroua. The chiefs have many wives, whom they make the victims of the most scaisdal-

ous traffic ; firequently tonderiuff their fiivours to Europeans at a very trifling rate.

The slave trade, for which alone this part of Afirioa is now frequented, is chiefly carried
on at Malemba and Cabendo, on die nortn aide of the river. Malemba has been called the
Montpelier of Africa. It stands on a hill about 100 fbet high, commanding a beautiful pros

pect of the windings of the Loango Louisa through an extensive plain. Its dry and elevated

situation preaerves it fiom those deadly influences which elsewhere operate so fktally on
the health of mariners. Cabenda, near the mouth of the river of that namo, also a beautiAiI

city, is situated at the fbot of a conical wooded mountain, and has been called the Pandise
of the Coast It is a great mart for slaves, who are brought firom the opposite territory of
Vob m. A . Q
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Sogno: Irat the natiTes, contrary to their general character in this region, are rude and
difficult to treat witli.

The country to the aouth of Congo ia called Benguela, and its commerce ia atill almost
entirely in the hand* of the Portuguese. They frequent the bay and river of Ambris, in

which there is a tolerable roadstead ; but their great settlement is at St Pftul de Loanda,
a large town in an elevated situation. It exports annually 18,000 or 90,000 slaves, chiefly

to waxiL 8. Felipe de Benguela, in a marshy and unhealthy site, is now considerably

declined; and its population does not exceed 3000, mostly free negroes and slaves. There
is also a smaller port, called Nova Redonda The Portuguese claim a certain jurisdiction

over the native states for several hundred miles in the interior, obtAining presents and
purchasing slaves. Farther inland ia the country ci Jaga Cassanga. The Jagas are ceie-

orated by the writers of travels, two centuries ago, as a formidable Mvastating tnbe, addicted

to the moat ferocioua habits; and rumour does not represent any change as having taken
place in their character. Behind them, and in about the centre of the continent, is said to be
the nation of the Molouaa, rejiresented as more numerous, more intelligent, and to huve
attained a higher degree of mdustry and civilisation than any other in Africa under this

latitude. The country abounda in valuable copper. The king, however, ia ahaolnte, and
the atneious custom M human sacrifice prevaila.

CHAPTER Vn.

BOUTHBRN ArBIOA.

SooTBBUi AnuoA, by its mere name, sufficiently indicates the part of the continent to

which the somewhat vague appellation is aiqdied. Generally speaking, it is.given to the
territory discovered and partly colonised by Europeans, from that unportant settlement which
they formed at the Cape of Good Hope.

SaoT. L

—

Oeneral Outlitw and Aapeet.

The snrftce <^ this region is striking and peculiar, presenting three successive nKiuntain

ranges, running parallel to the coast and to each other. The first, called Lange Kloof, is

between 20 am 60 miles from the ocean, the breadth of the intermediate plain teing great-

est in the west The second chain, called the Zwaarte Berg, or Black Mountain, rises at
an interval nearly similar behind the first, is considerably higher and more rugged, and
consists often of double or even triple ranges. Behind, at the distance of 80 or 100 miles,

rises the Nieuweldts Gebirgte, the loftiest ranffe in Southern Africa. The summits, to a
great extent, are covered with snow ; firom which circumstance the eastern and most elevated
part is called the Sneuwbeiv, or Snowy Mountains, whose highest pumaelea are not sup-
posed to 611 short of 10,000 net The plain nearest the sea is fertile, well watered, richfy
clothed with grass and trees, and enjoys a mild and agreeable climate. The plains between
the successive ranges are elevated, and contain a luge proportion of the species <^ arid
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desert, called Karroa Ttie southern plain, in particular, is almost entirel;^ composed of the

great Karroo, 300 miles in length and nearly 100 in breadth, covered with a hard and im-

penetrable soil, Almost unfit ibr any vegetation. Alon;^ the foot of the Sneiiwberg, however,

<there is a considerable tract, finely watered, and affording very rich pasturage. Beyond

the mountains, the territory is for some space bleak and sterile; but it graduuly imprr.ves

till it opens into the extensive pastoral plain occupied by the Boehuanas. So &r as thij has

'.been explored to the northward, it becomes always more fertile, though to the west there

ihas been observed a desert of very great extent The eastern coast also consists chiefly of a

jfine pastoral plain, occupied by the various Caffre tribes, and broken by some chains of

mountains, the direction of which has been very imperfectly explored.

Rivers do not form a prominent feature in a country of which the general character is

farid. The principal are those which flow down firom both sides of the great boundary chaui

of the Nieuweldt Mountains, particularly in the eastern quarter, where it becomes botli

imore loflyand more distant from the coast. On the side of the colony, it gives rise to the

rCamtoos, the ZoaaA&g, and the Great Fish River, which last, though the most considerable,

^has not a course of mueh more than two hundred miles. The smaller and more westerly

(Streams of the Breede, and the Gansely, with its tributary the Oliphant, are chiefly fed fium

ithe inferior chains along whose base they flow. On the northern side, the waters which
descend from the Snowy Mountains unite and form the Orange River, which, having flowed,

Ifirst north-west and then due west, through long ranges of rude and desert territories, ftUs

into the Atlantic in About 28° 80'^. lat, a&er a course, which, with its windings, must eon-

.«iderably exceed a thousand miles. In the CtLflre territories, several estuaries open into the

llndian Ocean, the early course of which is little more than conjectured ; but travellers

:tbrough the Boihnana territory crossed streams which, firomitheir direction, appeared likely

to reach that receptacle.

Sbot. II

—

'Natural Oeography.

SinwKT. 1.

—

Oeology.

This diitrict is bounded on the north and east by the Orange and Fish rivers ; on the west
and south by the ocean. The country extends from S. lat 28° to S. lat 35°, that of the

Cape Lagullas.

Peninsula of tke Cape qf Chod Hope.—^The rooks of which this tract is composed, are

Cite, gneiss, clay slate, greywacke, quartz rock, sandstone, and augite greenstone, or do-

B. Of these the most abundant are granite and sandstone ; the next in frequency are

clay slate and greywacke ; and the ler.->t. frequent are gneiss and dolerite. In some parts,

«B Steinbere, the sandstone ia traversed by veins of red iron ore. The Neptunian fonna>

tions, viz. ue gneiss, clay slate, greywacke, quartz rock, and sandstone, are variously altered

and upraised by the granite, and traversed bv veins of the augite greenstone. The hill

named Lion's Rump is composed of clay slate, greywacke, and sandstone
; granite forms a

considerable part of the Lion's Head; the Table Mountain, in its lower and middle part, is

composed of red sandstone, «lay slate, and grejrwacke, which rest on granite : the upper nurt

Af the tnoiuitain exhibits magnificent displays of horizontally stratified sandstone. The
Devil's Peak has the same general structure and composition as the Table Mountain.
The ranges of mountains which run northward . from the Cape peninsula to Orange, or

Gariep River are composed of granite and slate, with vast deposits of sandstone and quartz
rock, with numerous table-shaped summits ; thus showing a similarity of composition in

these mountains to those of the Cape peninsula. The three great ranges of mountains that

frun from east to west are of the same general nature, and characterised bv the vast ahvn-

dance of sandstone reposing in horizontal strata upon the granite and slate, fonniogthe
middle and very often the highest parts of the chain.

Oeoloffjf of the TsMe-ZanS.—From the third rango onwarda to lat S0° S., the prevailing

rock in the plains and hills is sandstone. At Dwaal River, the frontier of the colony, there

are roeks of augite greenstone and basalt, probably traversing the sandstone. The Kare»>
bergen, or Dry Mountains, beyond the limits of the-colony, are principally compoaed of sand-

atone, in horizontal strata, and everywhere exhibit beautiful tablorshaped summits. Thia
sandstone rock continues onward to lat 30° S., to near Mud Gap, where true quartz rock
and vesicular trap appear. In lat 29° 15' 32" S., mountains, called the Asbestus Moun-
tains, composed of clay slate, disposed in horizontal strata, occur ; thin veins of asbestus tra-

verse the slate. In the same mountain green opal and pitchstone occur. To the north of
these mountains, at Klaarwater, are vast beds of limestone, disposed horizontally, enclosing
organic remains. In conclusion, it may be remarked, that, as far as is known at present the
whole of the tublc-land of Africa to the north of the Orange River is composed of limestone
in horizontal s*jrata, clay slate, sandstone and quartz rock, granite, greenstone, serpentinei
and potstone.
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If our botanical observations on certain countries are ofien limited for want of infbrmation,

it is far otherwise with regard to the region in question, which, almost ever since it has been
known to Europeans, has been a never-fhiling source of botanical novelty to sreen-houses

and conservatories : and in proportion to the multiplicity of subjects is the difficulty of select-

ing, consistently with brevitv, what is most useful and interesting. " All that I had pic-

tured to myself," exclaims Mr. Burchell, one of the most enlightened of modem travellers,

" respecting the riches of the Cape in botany, was far surpassed by what I saw in one da^'a

walk. At every step a different plant appeared ; and it is not an exaggerated description

of the country, if it should be compared to a botanic garden, neglected and lefl to grow in

a state of nature ; so great was the variety everywhere to be met with. As I walked aloog,"

he continues, " in the midst of the variety and profusion, I could not for some time divest

myself of feelings of regret, that at every step my foot crushed some beautiful plant; for it

is not eas^, during one's first rambles in this country, to lay aside a kind of respect with
which it 18 customary in Europe to treat the Proteas, the Ericas, the Pelargoniums, the Chi-
ronias, the Royenas, &c. To give some idea of the botanical riches of the countrv, I need
only state, that in the short distance of one English mile, though the most fkvourable season

had passed, and many of the bulbous and herbaceous plants had disappeared under the influ-

ence of the drought, I collected in four liours and a half, 106 distinct species ; and I believe

that more than double that number may, by searching at difierent times, be fixind on the

same ground."
Nothing, perhaps, is calculated so much to strike the attention of a stranger, as the groat

extent of certain groups, and the vast number of different kinds included m them. Among
them may especially be enumerated the Heaths (Jig- 887.), for which the Cape has long

been celebrated, and the beauty and delicacy of
which are familiar to all of us from the great

number cultivated (no less than 500* species and
varieties) in the green-houses of our gaideus.

Yet in the colony, notwithstanding their elegance
and beauty, so little do they strike the attention

of the people, that they have not even a name

;

but when spoken of, are indiscriminately called

bosjes (bushes). It does not appear, however,
that the range of the Heaths is very extensive

;

for, on coming to th<3 Karroo Pass, Mr. Burchell
observes, " four of the strongest and most cha-
racteristic features of Cape botany, die Erics, the
Diosme, the Proteaceous and Restiaceous tribes,

entirely disappear ; nor did I meet again with any
of them till two yean afterwards, when I re-

entered the same botanical parallel at Zwartwa-
ter Poort, lying in the same parallel of latitude

as Karroo PtmB, but at 6** long, more to the eastward. The Heath was Erica Plukenetil
This lovely tribe had attended me the whole way fiwm Cape Town, till now tliat I waa
arrived at the very door of the desert, beyond which the scorching heat rendered it impos-
sible for them to exist; and it seemed as if this handsome species had accompanied me till

the last moment, to take a long fiurewell in the name of the whole fiimily." It is probable,
therefore, that in Europe, the single species, the common Heath, or Ling {Erica milgarU
Lin.), extending as it does fh>m Lapland to Italy in the plains, and on the mountains even
to Morocco, occupies a greater extent of surface

"•mpurplad with the Heither'i djre,"

than the 800 species which are enumerated as natives of the Cape of Good Hope. " Amidst
all these beauties," says Captain Carmichael, " the Cape Heathi stand confetnedly unri-
valled. Nature has not restricted these elegant shrubs to one particular soil or situation.
You meet with them in the marshes, and on the banks of riven; in the richest soil, and on
the bare mural clifb ; on the acclivities of the hills and the tops of 'Se highest mountains.
The form of their flowera is as varied as their coloura; some are cup-shaped, some globular,
fcome exhibit the figure of a cone, othera that uf a cylinder contracted at the mouth, or
swelled out like a trumpet ; some are smooth and glossy ; others covered with down, or with
a mucilage. The predominp.nt colour is red ; but you meet with white, green, yellow, and
purple ; of every colour, in short, but blue ; a fhct which deserves notice, when we oon
sider the almost unlimited extent of the genus."

*Umtotk'»UntusMpiU»nku§,
a*

Cape llciitbs.
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The Proteacen {fig. 838.) constitute an equally striking feature at the Cape ; a tribe of

plants almost wholly confined to the southern hemisphere. Nearly 200 species are known
to be natives of Southern Africa ; and of these, many are conspicuous for the extreme
beauty and magnitude of their flowers, which excite tne admiration of the most careless

ofaeerver. Those who have visited Cape Town cannot fail to be acquainted with the Silver

Tree, no less remarkable for the delicate silky covering of its foliage than for ita large and
showy blossoms; yet tliis is the common fuel of the place. Near Cape Town is a village

called Witteboom, a name which with great propriety it has received, on account of the

numerous plantations of large Witteboom, or Silver Tree, which erow about iL The native

station of this handsome tree is the sloping ground at the foot of the eastern side of Table
Mountain ; and at present very large groves occupy the northern side, next the town. That
this place, Mr. Burchell observes, should be the only part in all the colony where it grows
wild, can be no object of wonder to any person who has the least knowledge of the cha-

racter of Cape botany ; since the natural places of growth of a multitude of other plantp

are circumscribed by limits equally contracted. "Next to the Heaths," says a late intelli-

gent naturalist, ** for variety and beauty stand the Proteas. In the stem, the leaves, the

Sower, and the fruit of these plants, there appears such diversity, as if nature had created

them with a view to setting botanical arrangement at defiance ; and the name imposed on

the genus w<Mild seem to indicate that she has been in some degree successful. The Silver

tree {Protea argentea) grows to the height of a middling-sized tree ; while the Protea

lepens (Jig. 839!), at the other extreme, creeps along the sand, and bears on its slender

stem, a flower, which, from its size and colour, mijp^ht at first sight be mistaken for an orange.

The intermediate space is occupied by upwards of sixty species, which display an extraor-

dinary diversity in form and habit Some have small blossoms that attract the attention of

no one except the botanist; others, at the elevation of a few inches, bear a flower that ex-

ceeds in size the crown of a hat, and strikes with wonder the most indifferent passenger.

In the inflorescence of some species, particularly the Protea mellifora (Jig. 840.), a vast

840
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quantity of honey is secreted, which attracts nwanrj of bees, beetles, and other insects,

whose variegated colours and active movements heighten the interest of the scene ; nor is

this interest at all diminished, when the Cape Humming-bird iCerthia ckafybaa) joins tht

animated group, and, perching on the border of the chalice, darts its tubular tonga* into the

bottom of the flower, or snaps at the insects as they buu around.
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The colony owes soiho gratitude to the pers&n who introduced the Pine to an acquaint*

ance with the Silver tree. The contrast is not stros^r between a black man and a white

tlian between these trees : yet, like them, they possess several striking points of resem-

blance. The seeds in both, for instance, are contained it; cones ; when once cut down,
neither of them revives in shoots from the trunk ; the annual branches in both spring out in

a circle round the stem ; and in both, the branches, as well r^ the minute twigs, are covered

with leaves. But the leaves of the Pine are mere lines wituout breadth, smooth, rigid, and

of a dark green colour ; whereas those of the Si* /er tree are !-<nce-8haped, soft, and clothed

with a white shag, more delicate than silk, which, blending its hue with the white paren-

chyma of the leaf, gives it the appearance of sky-blue satin. The effect of a strong wind
on the mingled foliage of these trees is peculiarly pleasing.

The Silver tree is dioecious. The fertile flowers are separated by the scale of the cone.

After the germ has been fecundated, the scales begin to grow, and at length overtop the
petals, gathering them in a bunch, entirely concealed fh>m view. When the fruit is become
ripe, the sun begins to act on the scales; they curl out at the top and contract at the base,

gradually squeezing out the nut, until it arrives at the aperture, when, spreading out the
white hair^ border of the corolla, it assumes a feathery appearance, like the seed-down ot

a syngenesious plant In this state it remains, ready to be waited by the first gale that

blows: but to ensure the ultimate object of nature, the transportation of the se^, die

long capillary style and its round stigma remain attached to it, and, the latter being too

large to slip through the narrow throat of the corolla, the seed is thus suspends by
the stylo, and descends to the ground somewhat in the manner of au aeronaut in his para-

chute.

More numerous than the Proteacee, though of humbler growth, and bearing smaller but

not less brilliant flowers, are the Fig Marigolds {Metembryanthemum), a genus almost pecu-

liar to Southern Africa. The principal species of this plant of which upwards of 300 have
been enumerated, seem admirably adapted for fixing the loose shitting sand, with which a
great part of the country is covered, spreading over the f.^round from a central point; a
single specimen shades a great extent of sur&ce, and affi>rds a singular relief to the eye,

fiitigued by the powerful refiuction of light In its thick fleshy foliage, it possesses a maga-
zine of juices, which enables it to be^r, without shrinking, a long privation of moisture, at

the same time that it gives shehef u 'ht nascent slioots of other plants which spring up in

its bosom. The muciuginous Cb"-:. ' i'.e Hottentot Fig (M. eduk) are the chief mate-
rial of an agreeable preserve, ^i. a> made a beautifiil provision for the increase of

some of the annual kinds of Fig lb . i^
'

' Ji the property of die capsule, which, contrary

to most fruits of the kind, is firmly ciosed in a period oi drought and only opens and dis-

charges the seed in wet weather, when the parched and sandy deserts which this plant inha-

bits are moistened with the prolific rain. Even ailer having been long gathered, the cap-

sule retains the same property, being shut in a dry atmosphere, and readily expanding wide
in water, and very rapidly in warm water. Mesembryanthemum coriarium of Burchell is

employed by the Hottentots for tanning leather.

The Stapelie, or Carrion flowers (J^. 841.), are a numerous and highly curious genus^

with square, succulent, leafless stems ud flowers resembling Star-fish. They derive their

latter appellatran from their abominable odour, which so much resembles that of putrid meat,

that insects are deceived by it and even in hot-houses (where 110 species are now culti-

vated), they deposit upon them their eggs, which are hatched by the heat of the sun, when
the larve perish for want of animal food. This is not the only service which these unsa-

voury plants render. Spielmann brcught home a species, well known to the Hottentots b^
the name of Gnuan {Stapelia pUtfera) : it has an insipid, ^et cool and watery taste, and is

used bv them Ibr tne purpose of quenching thirst ; for which purpose it would seem Provi-

dence has designed it by placing it only in hot and arkl tracts of country. *' In passing

through the Karroo, I expected to have seen abundance of Stapelias, but scarcely half a
dozen appeared. No part of the colony seems to be so rich in them as the dry sandy regions

of the western coast where thev cover a tract of many degrees of Istitude in extent dis-

appearing to the eastward, thougn their associates. Aloes, Mesembryanthemum, and Aizoon,

were now and then much fiirther north
"

Aloes certainly are fiir more numerous than Stapelias, and more remarkable fbr their

varied mode of growth, and the curious form of their succulent leaves, than fbr the elegance
of their flowers, Ihoueh many of them, especially the larger kinds, are not destitute of
beauty. Mr. Burchell observed in his excursions, when halting for the night in a rocky
situation, near a small river, the fine scarlet blossoms of a now kind of Aloe (A. clav\flnra

Burch.) decorating the barren rocks, and giving a certain gay and cultivated look to a spot
which, without it would have appeared a rude neglected waste.

As it is not possible to preserve the Aloe tribe {fig. 842.) for the herbarium, and aa they
have not been studied in their native deserts^ all that we know of them, or nearly so, is tnm

..,'
>
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the qieciea cultivated in green-houaea, and these

amount to 170 different kuMs. Among them, the

Aloe dichotoma is not the least remarkable ; the

Cokenboom, or the Quiver tree of the Hottenti^ m
called, becauoe natives of the western coast make
their quivers of its wood. Aloe spicata is said to be

extensively cultivated at the Cape of Good Hope, to

obtain from it Hepatic Aloes, like that of the Barba-

does Aloe (A. socofrtna). The place of the Cactuses

(a genus wholly unknown to the Old World) seems
toM occupied by a peculiar and very extensive group
of Euphorbias, which have the fantastic and varied

forms of that singular tribe, and occupy the very
same arid and rocky situations. Many of them rise

to a vast height, with their highly succulent and
often prickly and angled stems and branched not

unlike candelabra. The acrid milky juice in them
is highlv elaborated; and while, on the one hand,

men and cattle suffer from the great abundance of
these plants, on the other hand, thev aflbrd a most
powernil poison (especially E. mammillaris), by which
the wounds inflicted by arrows and assagays are ren<

dered most deadly. Vaillant mentions the great sufifbrings he underwent, by treading with
his bare feet upon the thorny Euphorbia metofbrmis {Jig. 843.). K tuberasus, and many

other species, are reported to occasion the strangury at a certain

time of the year to cattle browsing upon them ; and this state-

ment seemed to be confirmed by Mr. Burchell's oxen being taken
ill of that disorder in spots where those plants abounded. The
Tamus elephantopus {Jig. 644.) {Testudinaria Salisb. and
Burch.) is a very remarlnble pl<u>^ now well known in the

green-houses of the curious. The mountains of Graaf-Reynet,
says the latter author, are the native soil of this extraordinaiy

froduction, which is called Hottentot's Brood {Hottentot''a Bnadj.
ts bulb stands entirely above ground, and grows to an enormooa

size, frequently three feet in height and diameter. It is clostly

studded with angular ligneous protuberances, which give it some
resemblance to the shell of a tortoise. IHie insue is a fleshy substance, like a turnip in

consistence and colour. From the top rise several annual twinmg stems. The Hottentoto

eat the inner substance, which is considered not unwholesome, nked on the embers. It

will easily be believed that this food may not be very unlike the East India Yam, since the
plant belongs to a very closely allied genus. Other remarlnble genera, or tribe% inhabiting

the Cape, are the Iridee^ whose gaudy flowers, fer a abort season, ^ve beauty and life, as it

were, to the sandy deserts, aftor which their light and scaly or tunicated bulKs are dispened
&r and wide by the winda; the intmroating teneatoial Orchidett {Jg. 845.), wfaoae large art

ilmihlilfclofoniili.

Tiaui Ekphaaiopiii.

brilliant bloasoma are scarcely exceeded by those of the parasitic speeioa of Tropical Amerioa

;

the Restiacee, a fiunily which the Cape shares in common witn New Holland, some indi-

viduals of which, especially Restia tectorum, afibid excellent thatehing fbr bouaaa; nume-
roQs grasses; ahrubby Boraginee, with vivid blossoms, particularly belonging to the genua
Echium ; numeroua apecies of Celoatrua, of LobeliaoeB, of Phylioa, Brunia, Theaium, and
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tHntiliim.

Chironia ; the splendid Strelitzia (Jig. 846.), bo named by Mr. Alton, in compliment to the

queen of George IIL, " and which stands," says Sir J. B.

Smith, "on the sure basis of botanical knowledge and seal,

to which I can bear an sinple and very disinterested testinx^

ny ;"—numerous plants of the Natvnl Order Rutacen, to

wiuch belongs the Diosma, the powerfully scented Buku* ot

the Hottentots (who take delight in mixing it with grease and
smearing their bodies with it), and now ofour Pharmacopoeias;

Apocynec (including Stapelias), several Umbellifhre, som*
« them very remarkable^ among which is the Tondelblad, or

tinder-|^Dt {Hwtnas depuuperatm), whose down suppties the

natives with tinder, and which may be removed Rom the

leaves in an entire mass (so closely are the fibres interwoven),

and stretched out so as to be modelled into little caps, stock-

ings, &c., to wh'ch the impression of the veiningof the leaves

gives a beautifi;L appearance : numerous kinds of Rhus, Cluy-

tia, Phamaceum, Statice, Cranula, and other genera of the

aame iiunily, Oniithogalum, Anthericum, Lachenalia, Aapap

lagus, Junc'uB, among which we may mention the Juncus ser^

ratus:—"Many rivers," Mr. Burchell observes, "are choked

up with the plant called Palmiet (JiuicM $erratu») by the colonists, and from which one

river, in particular, derives its name. Some idea of the appearance of this plant may be

gained by imagining a vast number of Ananas, or Pineapple plants, without fruit, ao thickly

crowded together as to cover the sides, and even the middle, of the stream, standing seldom

higher than three or four feet above the surface, bat ^nerally under water, whenever the

river swells above its ordinary height The stems which support them are of the thickness

ofa nnan's arm ; Mack, and of a very tough and spongy substance ; generally aimple, though

not rarely dividiad into one or two branches. They rise up fW>m the bottom, not often in an
opright posture, but inclined by the fbrce of the current They have very much the growth
of Dragon-trees (Draetmd), or of some palms, from which latter reaemUance they have
obtaincM their name :—Cliflbrtia, a curious genus in Roeacee ; nuraeroua Salvic, aeveral

species of Scrophularine and Selaginee ; a remarkable genus of Crucifere, Heliophila,

many of whose species have blue mwen, an unusual colour in that natural order ; a vast

quantity of Oeraniacee, particularly of the genua Pelargonium, which are almost peculiar

to the Cape ; Hermannia, and some Malvaces. Polygale abound ; as do Leguminoss,
among which are several confined to that country, and highly ornamental, as Lebeckia,

Rafiiia, Liparia, Hypocalyptus, Sarcophyllum, Aspalathus, Hallia, &c. Indigofbne prevail

very much, and the Acacias, which present some remarkable specie?. A. vera and A. ca-

pensis ara often loaded with large lumps of very good and clear gum, and they have ao

great a reaemblanee to the true Acacia of the ancienta, or the tree which yields the gum-
arabic, as to have been oonsidwed the aame speciea. Wherever these trees are wounded,
the flum exudes; and it is probable that a large crop might thus be annually obtained with-

out mstn^ing them. If a computation could oe made ofthe quantity that might be obtained

ftujk those trws, only, whish shut the riverOariep and itb branches, amounting to a line ofwood
(reckoning both sides) of more than 2000 miles, it

mi|^t be worth while to teach and encourage the

natives to collect it, which thev would readily do,

if they knew that tobacco could always be had in

exchange. Indeed, the supply thus obtained would
be more than equal to the whole consumption of
Britain. The Acacia capensis {Jig. 847.) (Doom-
boom), or Thorn tree, Wittedoorn (Wkitethom),
and Karrodoom (Karrothom) has straight white
thorns, two to four inches long, and is certainly the.

moet abundant and widely disseminated tree of the

extra-tropical parte of Southern Africa. Acacia
Giraflte abounda in the Bichuana country, and was
first noticed by Mr. Burohell, who saw it there for

t M first time, and describes it as a remarkable species, having thick brown ihorns and an
oval pod of a solid mealy substance within, and which never opens as those of other Acacias:

* " A HMtanliN Mnt MTcraljr wounded by tha bantlni of gun, hii eompanloiii eipnined lo much Mth la
Ihs powMi of BnekM-anni {Bttkm tttufur} M • WHk to elcanm and heal the wound, that I allnwud it to ba
UMd. Our mall itoek or tbti liquid wmn failini, w* had roeourna to an ini\iiion of tha INnama Imvm in brandy,
with whiwh the wound wai washed nliht and morninf (hr two or three weeki, the eOlMl of thii applici.ion
bi-ing very eatialWtory. Tha nakoa or Bucku-aayu i« made by ilaiply pultint the leave* of Dioeraa serratifhiia,
or lome other ipeeiee of the aame fcnua, into a bottle of eoM vineiar, aad leaving them to iteep; the vinegar
beina etieemed in |«oportioa to tha time durioc whleh tlia ialUilon naa bean made, and aometlnae turning lu a
nnntlaga."

vobin. H
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in this rewmbling only tne A. ttoniphylla. The head of it ia thick and spreading, and of

a highly peculiar form, which diatinguiahea it at a great diatance. It ia called Kameel-doom
{OmeC-tkom), becauae the camelopard browaea chiefly on it; and ia oaeolthe largest trees

in these regions. Its wood is excessively hard and heavy, of a dark or reddish brown colour,

and is used 1^ the Bichuanaa for their smaller domestic utensils, as spoons, knife-handles, &c.

Though other species resemble the A. Oiraffie in form and growth, yet the pod alone is suf-

ficient to distinguish it eaaily finm all others. A. detinens is so called by Mr. Borchell from

the following circumatance. Describing the country about 2Sand Valley (Sand Valley) in

laL 29° 48', he says:—"The largest ahruba were nearly five feet hiffh, a plant quite new
to me, but well known to the Klurwater people by the name of Haakedoom {Hookthom).

I was preparing to cut some specimens, when, though proceeding with the utmost caution,

a small twig caught hold of one sleeve. While tiymg to disengage myself with the other

hand, both anna were aeized bv these rapacious thorns, and the more I tried to extricate

myself, the more entangled I became ; tdl, at last, it aeized hold of my hat also, and coo-

vinced me Umt there was no possibility of gettins free but by main force, and at the expense

of tearing all my clothes. I therefore callM for nel^ and two ofmv men came and released

me by cutting off the troublesome branches. In revenge for this ill-treatment, I determined

to give to the tree a name, which should serve to caution fiiture travellers against venturing

wiuiin ita clutches." The roots of A. elephantinum constitute a fiivourite food of the ele-

piumt. The Composits are extremely widely dispersed ; many beinff woody kinds, espe-

cially of Aster, while the number and variety of the

Gnaphaliuma and Xeranthemuma (Jig. Bid.) are

quite astonishmg: many of them retain the form

and colour of the flower long after they have been
gathered, and hence derive their name of Everlastp

mgs. A great variety of timber is found along the

tract of coast that stretches to Plettenberv's &y, a

distance of nearly 200 miles; but the in£>lence or

apathy of the Dutch rendered it of little use to the

colonists. The otaly kind that has been introduced

into general use is the-Geel Hout (Toxta elongatm),

which is emploved in house-building. For fiimiture,

thev occasionally use Stink Hout (Launis teterri'

ma), though the execrable odour it diffhses for some
time after it has been worked, forms a well-ground-

ed objection to its general adoption. It posaeaaea

the colour, hardneaa, and durability r^ the heart of oak.

The voffetable productiona of the country surrounding Algca Bay are, in many respects,

difibrent inm those of the vicinity of Cape Town. The Heatha and Proteas almoat disap-

pear, and in their room are numeroua species of Aloe and Euphwhia. Theae, fiw the most
part, garnish the rocks and precipices, the Aloe perfoliata alone occupies the plaina, and,

with Ita superb scarlet spikes, resembles, at a distance, ekirmishing parties of British soldiers.

A singular apecies of Euphorbia (£. Caput Meduaa f) grows alao m the phuns among the
grass, where it «ppears as a round ball, without stem or leaves, and bears a striking resem-
blance in shape to the common Echinua. In dry weather the cattle eat it for the sake of ita

juice. Many uaefiil phinta grow here : the stem (rf* Zamia cycadifolia, when stripped of its

leaves, reaemblea a large Pine Apple. It is called the Hottentot Bread Fruit Theae people
bury it for aome months in the ground, then pound it, and extract a quantity of fiuinaceoua

matter of the nature of aaga With infinite labour they dig the root of a species of An-
tholyza, which lodgea at the depth of a foot or more in the hudeat gravelly aoiL To acoom*
plish this, they are under the necoasity of uuing an iron crow-bar, and the produce of half

an hour'a toil, which they call Untjie, does not exceed the bulk of a chestnut Various other
bulbs of the classes Hexandria and Triandria are eaculent ; but the long period of time requi-

site for their fiiU developement will for ever pravent their cultivation aa an article of filod.

Tho flowering apikes of the Aponogeton distachyon, known by the name of Water Untjie,

ara in high repute as a pickle. The Arctopus echinatus has recently acquired a conaidera-

ble share of reputation aa an antisyphilitic. It was tried by some British medical men, whose
report was fovourable. The discovery of its virtues is due to the Malays, who have long
used it The root bean aome resemblance to that of the persnep, and is the only part em-
ployed, being boiled in water, and the decoction administered to the extent of a quart daily,

operating without any perceptible eflbct on the constitution. The Candleberry Myrtle {Mtf'
rtea querc^folid) grows along the coast on dry sandy plaina, expoaed to the sea air, when
hardly any other plant will vegetate. The wax is in the form of a rough crust investing
the berries, and is extracted by boiling them in water, atraining the decoction, and sulbring
it to cool. Jt is of a greenish colour, and possesses the hardneaa^ without the tenacity, of
beea*-Wax. When made into candles, it gives a very fine light

Fungi, as well as Lichens and Moaaea, are so ver? rarely to be met with in the interior

OaaphaOwni ud Xeruthcrannu.
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of Southern Africa, that, of the Fungi, the first which Mr. Burchell saw on his joomey was
at Klaarwater, after travelling for five months. Indeed, it could be hardly expected that the

|wrched soil of the Cape would suit the growth of the Cryptogamie, which mostly delight

in moisture.

It is well known that Table Mountain is an object of attraction to every one who hat

visited the Cape : its flat ton, called the Table Laiid, is about two miles in length fh>m east

to west, and of various breadths, but nowhere exceeding a mile. The height is estimated

at 3500 feet above the level of the sea. It is a common saying amon^ the inhabitants of

Cape Town, that when the Devil spreads his tablecloth on the mountam, you may look for

a strong south-east wind. In the whole system of meteorology, there ia not a more in&llible

prognostic. The Devil's tablecloth is a thin sheet of white vapour, which is seen rushing

over the edge of the precipice, while the sky all around is clear and unclouded. The rapidity

of its descent resembles that of water pouring over the face of a rock. The air, at the same
time, begins to be agitated in the vulley ; and in less than half an hour, the whole town is

involved in dust and darkness. Instantly the streets are deserted, every window and door is

shut up, and Cape Town is as still as if it were visited by the plague. Sometimes, instead

of a sheet of vapour, an immense cloud envelopes the mountain, and, stretching out on all

sides, like a magnificent canopv, shades the town and the adjacent country fram the sun.

The inferior boundary of this cloud is regulated, probably, by various circumstances ; among
others, by the strength of the wind and &e temperature of the air in the Table Valley. The
influence of the latter is to be inferred from the fact, that though the cloud never descends

ikrther than half-way into the hot parched amphitheatre of Cape Town, it may be observed

on the side of Camp's Bay, rolling down in immense volumes to the very sea, over which it

sometimes stretches fiirther than the eye can follow it Nothing can be more singular than

the appearance of this cloud. It is continually rushing down to a certain point on the side

of the mountain, and there vanishing. Fleeces are seen, fh>m time to time, torn from its

skirts by the strength of the wind, floating and whirling, as it were, in a vortex over the

town, and then grulually dissolving away. But the main body remains, as if it were nailed

to the mountain, and bids defiance to the utmost efibrts of thp tie. There is a constant

verdure maintained on this mountain by the moisture depoeiteo irom the atmosphere, and it

is no wonder that it is frequented by botanists. M. Ecklon gives the following account of
his ascent in a work very little known in this country, namely, the Botanische Zeitung, for

July, 1^7, published at Ratisbon ; and with this we shall con'''nde our already too much ex-

tendftd account of the vegetation of this celebrated promontory :

—

" Numerous violent showers, accompanied with hail, bad, almost daily, for four long weeks,
fVustrated every attempt of ours to undertake a botanical tour, in which we hoped to examine
the vegetation of Table Mountain, during the winter season. The top was constantly covered

with clouds, which rendered the ascent impossible : but as the unusual cold of this year gave
reason to expect that ice would be found on the summit I was the more curious to see the

effect which it would produce on vegetation ; and the occurrence of two fine wintry days
enabled us to start My friend Heil, the companion of all my wanderings, accompanied me
on this occasion. It was a beautiful day, scarcely a cloud dimming the clear blue sky. Our
ascent lay among the gardens at the foot of the mountain, where the fVesh verdure, inter-

spersed with the many-coloured blossoms of Oxalis and Hypoxia, that were called f^lh by
the rain, ornamented the lower region. By the garden walls flowered the shrubs Muralta,

Heisteria, Senecio rosiharinifolius, Othonna abrotanifolia, Nottea {Selago) corymboea, Cluytia

pulchella, die. ° The water of the great stream from the Table Mountain rolled down with
great violence. The road ceases at the water-mill above the gardens, and we hscended
briskly, finding Erica baccans, Phylica buxifolia with seed, Aciiyranthes aspera, Moraerandi-
flora, and Cluytia polygonoides. A little bird (_Sylvia Pastor ?) enticed out by the oeauty
of the morning, whistled his grasshopper note in the miller's fig trees, and even here, amra
all the riches of Flora, the lingering wish that we could but near the nightingale of our
native land, convinced us that there is nothing in this wide world capable of completely

satisfying the wider wishes of the human heart While ascending the
rock stillmore toward the table-land, and between the pieces of rock,

Penea mucronata, Agathosms villosa, Blechnum australe, Pteris calo-

melaiHM, Cheilanthes cappuv^s, C. hirta, C. pteroides, Asplenium
furcatum, and at the groat biviok, Lomaria capensis and the Calla
ethbpica (Jig. fAa.'^, iiow appeared with multitudes of blossoms. The
beautiAil day had attracted another party to the Table Mountain, as
we perceivM bv a white flag waving on the summit The vegeta-

tion at Plalle Klippe, owing to the late continued wet weather, had
Msumed quite an European aspect I gathered Cyperus lanceus,

Viola angustifolia, a Campanula, Cerna turbinata, Stachys sthioplca,

and Morea collina. We were here in the region of tho Silver tree,

1000 feet above the level of the sea. I«ucadendron argenteum forms
a small forest at between 600 and lUUO fbot th>m the Lowenberg,
running along the northern side of the Devil's Berg and Table Moun-
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tarn to'Gonrtantii. The lovely Protea mellifera, with red, reddish and white flowen, wu
here in full bloom, and a Thesium, by the great brittleneeB of its stem, was near letting

me fail, as I clung to it to aid me in the ascent. Cassytha fiiiformis had almost covered a tree

of Virffilia capensis, above 20 feet high. Plalle Klippe consists of granite, striped with hori-

aootal layers of gray greenstone; at some hundred feet higher up is the Witte Klippe, a

large granite rock with a sloping top, over which the water runs, and as there was abundance
of water at this season, it formnl a most beautiful scene. The view was romantic : before

us rase the tall steep mass of rook of the Table Mountain ; not a cloud obscured the clear

•ky, and only in the greater distance to the north, a thick whitish fog intercepted the pros-

pect of the whole chain of mountains. The highest point of the Hottentot's Holland Moun-
tain, Stettenboech, Drakenstem, and Tulbagh, which may be considered as 1000 feet higher
than Table Mountain, were covered with snow. The onward road led through various shrubs,

among which I ofaaerved Bubon galfaanum, Royena glabra, R. hirsnta, Celastnis lucidus,

Plectronia ventoaa, Caaainia Maurocenia, Rhus angustifolium, R. tomentoeum and lancenm,
Polygala myrtifblia, an Aster, Martynia acria, Unidia oppoeitifblia; while among these, in

the sandy spots, Romulea fiagrans, Lichtensteinia levigata, and Bulbine recurva, began to

shoot up and blossom. Numerous cows, one of which had a calf that suflered us to drive it

away Ihr more patiently than a €>erman aninul would have done, hurried fhim us, and they

made their escape into flowering plants of Diosma oppositifblia, Hydrocotyle tomentosa, an
Aster with blue flowers, Adenandra uniflora, Asclepias arborescens, Euphorbia tuberoaa, and
£. latifblia. In the third region, about 1700 feet above the sea, a beautiful waterfall invited

us to rest and refresh ourselves. A thermometer which we had brought indicated S5° in the

shade and 70° in the sun, at 10 a. m. Round the waterfiiU I saw Kiggelaria aflricana with
fruit, Cunonis capensis out of flower, Hypocalyptus canescens, Todea afUcana, Erioeephalui
receinosuB, Myrica serrata, M. quercifolia, Berckheya ciliata, and Protea lepidocarpon. Pro-

ceeding onwards, and still ascending, we approached the right cleft, which leads to the sum-
mit, between steep rocky walls. £it, to our great mortification, we found the entire flora

of the place destroyed ay a fire that had been kindled about two months aga Nothing but

burnt stumps remamed of the lovely shrubs that had excited my admiration on a previous
excursion, and long must it be ere their former beauty can return. Such fires are kindled

and kept up during calm weather by the pro|Hrietora of Silver tree plantations, to prevent

^^ such a circumstance accidentally occurring during the prevalence of the before-mentioned

l^
- strong south-east winds, which not only might destroy all the trees, but prove highly danger-

ous to the town. Only an Oxalis variegata appeared between the consumed stumps, and
Dehind a piece of rock we observed a shrub of Brunia, with all its leaves and moat of its

lilossoms burnt off. Pieces of broken gl^BS and old shoes, which lay scattered everywhere
<tn tiiu ground, showed the diflBculty of ascending the Table Mountain. The fire md not,

liowever, reached the great defile, where some Aft'ican planta appeared; but nature, in

general, seemed as dead, and only Arnica piloselloides, an Arctotis, ajid some leaves appear-
ed, where I had before fbund Agapanthus minor, Amaryllis sarniensis, and Atragene ancufr
tifblia. To the eye of a botanist, the scorched ground and consumed vegetation looked like
Sodom and Gomorrah. Gnaphalium capitatum and Arnica lanata now appeared in separate
apots, and broken branches covered with Parroelia and Usnea lay scattered at our ffeet,

wafted by the wind fVom the ravims of the rack. We wera now about 2S0O feet above the
level of the sea, and here the fire had stopped. At this elevation we fbund Aster cymbalari-
fblius, a Buchnera, and Solanum nigrum among the crevices of the rocks. The view around
us was truly majestic ; added to which, the drops of rain, driven by the wind fhm the lofty

rocks and steep clifb, reflected back the clear sunbeams, and presented all the coloun oftm
rainbow. A sudden whirlwind lifted up a broken bush of Erica that lay (kt beneath ua, and
carried it in a moment high over the Table Monntainsi We had accomiriished two-^irds
of the ascent at 11 a. m., and arrived at a small cavern in the rock, where there is always
some water, that proves in the warm season a great refreshment to the weaiy traveller.

There Erica purpurea, and some Restiones, were still in bloom. The defile now beeame
narrower, and the pieces of rock over which we must clamber increased in sixe : the cold

was also more sensibly felt at our fingers' ends, the thermometer standing at 43°. Several
mosses grew on the moist sides of the rock. We sought the sunshine now as gladly aa in

this situation we generally court the shade ; but its beams gave no more warmth than the

Mareh sun does in Germany. An Antliyllis, many species <» Restio, and the Osteospermum
ilicifolium, an inhabitant of*^ the plain of Table Mountain, here greeted our eyes; and the
latter first manifested its presence by the strong smell of its leaves. Many specimens of the
Klipp dachren (Ajnrox n^nm) peeped out fh>m among the pieces wT rocK, but escaped
immediately on seeinr us; still their curiosity is so great that they soon reappear, and a per-

son, by standing quieuy a little while, may easily snoot them. Their flesh is good eating,

and has the flavour of hare. Not a bird could be either seen or heard : but the fh>gs ami
grasshoppers made plenty of noise. On the sides of the rocky projections are Chinese cha-
lact^rs, and manv names, which are designed to perpetuate the memory of the heroes who
bad aocomplished thia aacent before ua, gave assurance that we had attained the lii^eal

mtm mamm
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point, and at 11? a. . we had accordingly issued from the defile and gaine'; the plain. The
party whose flag we had seen from below was preparing to descend. The horizon to the
Bouth-eost was covered with thick clouds, which intercepted the otherwise beautiful prospect

over the semi-insular Cape, and warned us to prepare for oar return. No delay was possible,

as the mountain would shortly be covered with clouds. Indeed, every object presented a
most wintry appearance. Erica physodes and ty ioe plants of Aster linearis exhibited a few
blossoms; while others, as Drosera cuneifolia and Viilarsia ovata, were beginning to throw
out young shoots. The wind now commenced blowing violently from the nortl^west, and
black clouds covered the Kasteekberg before us, so that we hastened to r^j^ain the defile, lest,

being enwrapped in clouds, we should lose our way and be precipitated from the steep sides

of the rock ; as it is common for the dense mist to hide every object beyond two feet before

us. Besides the defile by which we ascended, there ia another, that goes down on the western
side over Van Kamp's Bay ; but the steepness of the rocks about the middle do not allow
it to be used. About eightv feet fhnn the summit, in this latter defile, is the only spring

that is on the top of the Table Mountain, and which never fails in the driest weather. Here
we found Erica physodes abundantly in fiill flower; also E. purpurea, Staavia glutinosa,

Protea cynaroides, and P. speciosa, both in seed, Othonna abrotanifolia, Agathosma imbricata,

Gnaphalium cephalophcmrai. Erica Lebana in seed, Phylica ericoides, Onidia scabra, and a
red lichen on the pieces of rock. There were very few plants in blossom in this generally

rich defile. The thermometer indicated 43° in the shade and 55° in the sun at 1 p. m. :

at which hour it was 66° in the shade at Cape Town. Being very hungry, we sat down
m the shade to take our dinners, encamping beside the stream, where our tablecloth was
spread of the young verdure of Restiones, Penea mueronata. Lobelia pinifolia, Hermaa capi-

tata, H. depauperata, Clutia tabularis, Osteospermum ilicifolium, Senecio purpurea, and
Aster filiformisi Van Kamp's Bay, below us, was covered with white clouds as far as the

eye could reach, extending, like a mass of snow, over the Southern Ocean. The wind
blew strong through the tops of the surrounding rocks, and lifted the clouds still higher and
nearer towards us, though a clear blue sky still ameared immediately ovsr-head. Afler our

meal we again sought for mosses on the rocks, and found, besides an Erica, a Cairv^uiula,

and Cliffortia, but not in blossom. Cunonia capensis, likewise past flower, grew in the

fissures of the rock, and Schizea pectinata with dried fiructification. Above us, on the

high rock that surrounded us, we noticed a beautiful shrub, that seemed to be covered with

red flowers : my friend determined to obtain it, though I assured him, from telescopic obser-

vation, that the apparent red blossoms were only the red fruit of Leucadendron pyramidale,

and such it proved to be, though he also brought down fine flowering specimens of Pentea
squamosa and several Erice. At about half-past 2 p. m. we returned to the northern defile,

and there began our descent, going back by the way we came. My ttiead )»d the miafcrtune

to nmin his foot whUe retonung, which rendered our walk slow and difficult, but, happily,

no disagreeable consequence wMud ; and, in spite of this delay, we regained Cape Town by
moonlight, at about 7 p. a.**

SoanooT. 3.

—

Zoology.

Of the soological peculiaritiea of Southern Afnca, we have abeaiy spoken. In no region

of the ^lobe don there appear ao great a number of quadrupeds, and these, too, of the largest

dimemions. The limit of this aoolagical region is very uncertain; inasmuch as of all this

port of the AfKcan peninsula, we know little beyond the Gariep to the north-west; while

the borders of the Great Fish River (forming the boundaries of the colony on the south-

eastern coast), are the farthest limits, in this direction, hitherto reached by scientific travel-

len. Mr. Biuchell, indeed, has penetrated the interior deserts to lat 26° south, and his

researehes lead us to believe that the animals of central equinoctial Afirica do not materially

differ from those of the Great Karroos which bound the territories of the Cape Colony. The
chief seat, therefore, of the aoology of Southern Afirica must be sought for in that immense
line of forests which border the coast, and have been traced from Bosjesveld to the boiinda

tfthe Great Fish River: these extend, in all probability, to an immeasurable distance farther,

and form a belt of eternal verdure, between the arid deserts of the intericur and the more
fertile borders of the coast
The surprising number and variety of quadrupeda which naturalists have detected in this

region will be better understood by the following list ; equally interesting both to the scien-

tific zoologist and to the fiitura traveller

:

kqr-
CrraBCMtatai BDnwhii. Fff^kcal ]

rieniXH tMckUiia. lAIcA M.
SlilMlnytM 0»Owll Sm. Ovftmr^lit.
Kretofi awmi Am. < 'apa Nvdadt,
Hnlniiabb Sm JtllMBil.
Vti|i«lili<<eHiMMitl>». Cape Bit.

Bom rMillii Cap* Khnw.
MacraMalldaatailliiliViit. SpilM Sbraw.
ClnwcMnrli eanaaaK Cane Mola.
Ctiymhlvia HMMniitM «m. HoUailMlMi.
lUMIaillitri. BtMOMHia.
rMiclMZaralia. ThaBoMla.

Vol. III.

bUnhw^pUa. Ctawkii Otiar.

Cadtaoaia. JaAal.
Ca»la

M

i awa lM. CapaJackal.
HnnTaMtkm. Hnlhw HjraM.
yhmfttrnfln. Cafltuiu kkam
Maonala urioatrli Sm. AMatk IchaffiaMk'^^— LanlllaMH. LanUUU^ Ichmf

llnaai aaiMnia JIL BuRkaM.
lhitalnl.aln«IU. Cape PnMaa.
Haana cracata. 8pMM Hnaaa.
ralblao. TlwBlMkBaaMUn.
FallBgarTal. TiMMml.
rMiaatpanii. OifaCal.

6

reliaabriaw. BJackkiolaii Cat.
OlirianmBit. Faraa^aftaal.

riKiaefla Hnnwii Am. Cape Seal.

Mroitt, aTellanBrhia. Afrkaa Dnmrnar.
WonaMurtML Muriaa nnf mnnaa.
Mjmiaa alhomua. African Dnrmouw.
ina DoQOvaBl. UnnovaQ^ Moum.
kthyarRW niarlltniui. Cnaal Ilalhjreipii.

Mtbyeiiiw ea |ianaia. Cape Bathmna.
PMli;er|«a LadwlgH Sm. Lnlwigf BatlljtCT

nOaiia (apaaala. Capt faMaa,
llaatainai4ni>UiSW. Do(a|.iMfa4 TMi
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fianilmi. Oiacl SqiimL
aoihMiSiH. WMK-fpol aqaknL

LffMi ifrkaau*. Cip* Hat*.
Ltfiw nUhradw Am. KuAiMHHpad Ran.
Ltjm lUilUit. RckHua.
f)rTCtci«i|iui npcwh. t'tpt AMtaattr.
MWMarat atrMMH. AfrtCM Rliia cmk
RlilDOWTrM (iiHiKM BurrMI^ BhJMOMM.
HffU ci|i* •. Ca|« Hmz.
CquwqutVa. Onaoa Z«tan." ^— "inii Zain.

Mouukia iSobn.

IlllllMIlL
aa. B1«B

ll>iManaalM aaaAaMon,
AlfacanilfS. Miadllagnpa
(•TlCaAB, CaAaiiaa llrjri.

Oaaalla pmiia. WMIa-hcad Oaial.
Oaarila auckan. Mnfar Oaaal
JlNlUoM MalaMpoa. Ttm Ptilah.

adaaca alaanm. tUilbock 4atala|ia.

Radunca I«ba11iaa. Craan^cokNind Aatakna.
adaai* tWn . Ka RIMiack.
lUdaaca Mapatta. OnU AaMh^
Tnialw nrioliiMi Klifapfiagar,

Tniahii nnlrk. WaiaMik.
Tnjalaa nfeaeaaa. TIackial '

TnitiJaagriwi. Ovyahock.
TtlfaliapaCida. «fa llUic>

plalaaiL

WctaUl

Trag laphai tylfaltea. Roachtock*
na— ihCaai. ThaCaaaa.
Duaalia luKla. IjiaaMd (aaato,
DaaaliaUnaa. iMpaMb.
Oamalia Caaaa. Caaaa.
UiBalia Bireuaieiroa. Koodoo.
Ca toblFpaa Gau. OnOb
CalDblcpaa taanaa. KnhOOT.

B» caffer. Capa FuAlo,

From this list we can only Mlcct a few for particular notice. The Antelopes are the

moat conapicaoua tnbe, and ran|;e over the vast karroos, or

deserts, with astonishing swiftness. Some, however, inhabit only

the forests, while others prefer the mountains.

The Spring4x>k or Mountain Antelope {Jig. 850.), called by

Lichtenstein the Antilope pygarga (Trav. Af., 317. 340.), fire>

quently gp in troops of not less than 3000. They run for some
time extremely quick ; and then, if a bush or piece of rock

crosses their path, they spring to the height of four or five feet,

clearing i^ one leap ten or twelve feet of ground. They then

stand rtill a few minutes, till the rest are passed ; after which
they all set off again, running with astonishing fleetness. The
beautiful form m this aninuil, its elegant marking and the

incredible lightness and grace of its motions, render it extremely

interesting.
Bprint-Bok. The African Elephant {Jiff. 851.) is, at first sight, distinguish-

ed from the Asiatic species by its much larger ears, which descend towards the legs : they

are, indeed, so large, that at the Cape they are said to be made into sledges to draw agri-

cultural implements to and from the fields, and even to convey the sick. It is found fh>m
the Cape of Good Hope to Senegal ; but whether it extends along the eastern coast is uncer-

tain. The annexed figure was taken by Mr. Landseer, from a young and very docile speci-

men, living, in 1830, in the Garden of Plants. This spocies,iuthou^h not yet tamed m its

native country, has all the docility and wonderful sagacity of the Asiatic Elephant

852

AiHeaa Ekvbaot BonliBg Braas.

The Hunting Hyena {Hytena venmtiea Burch.) (Jig. 86S.) is a beautiftil animal, first dis-

covered by Mr. Burchell, and, fVom uniting the characters of the Hyenas and the Dogs, has
been thought worthy of a sulveneric name. It is remarkable for hunting in regular packs:
though in general a nocturnal animal, it frequently pursues its prey by day ; and as it is

well formM by nature for speed, none but the fleetest animals can escape. Sheep and oxen,
therefore, are particularly exposed to its attacks ; the latter are approached by stealth dur-

ingtheir sleep, and fi-equently sufier by the loss of their tails.

To notice, however briefly, the remaining quadrupeds, would far exceed our limits. The
diversity in the size and habits of the Antelopes exhibits every intermediate link from the

smallest and the most delicate to the largest and strongest Bufiklo; while the Lion, the true

Jackal, and several species of Hyena, are well-known inhabitants of Southern AfVica.

The ornithological subjects are numerous; but, on the whole, less beautiful than might
be imagined. Flocks of Vultures of several species are everywhere seen in the deserts,

where the remains of so many quadrupeds, killed either by beasts of prey or by the course

of nature, require to be removed. The Eagles and Falcons ore also numerous, and keep
under subjection the smaller quadrupeds and birds; while the Snake-eater (Gypo/^erantis

*erpentariu» 111.) {Jig. 853.), peculiar to Southern Africa, roams over the sandy plains, carry-

ing on a perpetual warfkre with all sorts of reptiles. The Bam Owl and Great-horned Owl
of^the Cape are supposed to be of the same spiecies as those of Europe. Among the lesser

"''>¥^»eSStSlSKSI£i^iu^i.i^^^>ii^i~ s^̂ ^^̂ ^̂iti-
'

'm.iMSl êsii!^^!<i^̂ ^
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birds of prey are several true Shrikes: the Drongoes, called by the Dutch devil-birds, from
their uniibnn black colour, assemble in the morning and evening, and hunt after insects, not
unliko swallows : the Puff-backed Shrikes {MaUKonoti Swains.), on the contrary, search
fbr eggs and young birds in thick bushes; while the Caterpillar-catchers (CeUepyrina
Swains.) only frequent the lofliest trees, for the sake of the soft insects fiom which they
derive their name.

8B8 8M

856

Craned KiDfflalwr.

Biiaka-Ealer.

In the perehing order of birds, we find many of beautifhl plumage, and others rf wonder-
ful instinct The Crested Kingfisher {Akedo erUtota) {Jig. 854.) is much smaller Uian the
European species, but far surpasses it in the splendour of its colours: the head is adorned
with a fbll crest of narrow and arched feathers, alternately barred with black and brilliant

blue : the under plumage is of a rich cinnamon, with the throat nearly white ; the bill and
legs bright crimsoa Tho Cape Honeyeucker {Mettiphaga eafer Sw.) (Jig. 855.) and the

Cape Cray (CSo/nw eapeiuis L.) {Jig. 856.) are both small birds, of dull-cclouied plumage,
but rendered conspicuous for the

great length of their tails : the first

subsists cniefiy upon the nectar of
flowers : it is romiurkable as the only

genuine Honeysucker(AfeUt;>Aa^'na
Sw.) found in Africa ; and it seems
abundant at that extremity of Africa

which h netfrest to Australia, the

chief metropolis of its tribe. The
Cape Coly is less than a sparrow ; of
a delicate drab colour, uid has all

the fixir toes placed forward, nearly

similar to the Swifts: the shortness

of the winm very much impedes its

flight M. Le Vaillant says these are

culed, at the Cape, Mouse Birds, not

only on account of their delicate and
soft plumage, but fVom their creeping

about the roots of trees like that

quadruped. Tliis and several other

species found in Southern Afirica ap-

pear to live entirely^ upon fhiits:

their nests are placed in clusters, and •'••* *^-

they sleep in a most curious manner ; each close to the other in the same bush, and suspend*

ed to the branches by one foot with the head lowermost; a position which has not yet been
detected in any other genus of birds. The Colies are generally very flill <^ flesh, and are

delicious eating.

The twc most extraordinary birds in their respective instincts, are the Honey-Guide and
the Republican.

The Honey-Guide (/ndtcoCor Sparrmannii Sw.) {fig. 857.) was first discovered and cirw

a,- ^ cumstontially described by the celebrated traveller Sparr-
°°' '^" mann. This bird is smaller than a thrush, grav-brown

above and whitish beneath; and is principally found in

the forests on the eastern coast towards Camraria. It

feeds chiefly on bees and their honey, and, as if unable

always to prp<' are the lattor, it would seem to call in the

assistance of man, in the following manner :—The mom«
ing and evening are the times of feeding : the note of

the bird, well known to the Aflrican hunters, is then
BoQwanUe. |^m j the letter answer the note from time to time UU

Cap* HoMF-Boekar.
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the bird ia in sight : it then iliea forward, bjr hort flita, towanla the ipot where the hive is

situated, and thus secures a portion oT the spoil from its grateAil allies. These binls are,

of course, held in much esteem, almost amounting to veneration, bv the Hottentots; and

the killing of them, by Dr. Sparrmann, was much resented. Le Vaillant observes, that, on
opening the stDmach, he found nothing but wax and honey ; the skin was itself so thick, u
scarcely to be pierced with a pin : this latter &ct we have ourselves ascertained finm the

dead bird. It is a peculiarly wise provision of Providence to fortiQf this bird against the

stings of those insects which constitute its principal food. The ifliof;tiiee at Bruce, who
knew nothing of natural history, but who has presumed to ridienle Dr. SpaRmano'e account

of this btrd, which happens to differ ftom another species iMind in Abyainia, deservee notice,

as afibrdinc a warning to travellers not to write atnat scientific matters which they do not

understand

The Repobliean Weaver {Loxia iocia L), like several other birds of the same family,

lives in vast societies, uniting their nests under one common roof, sometimes to the number
of 800 or 1000 in a single community. These little towns, indeed, are the progressive

increaaa of several years, for the birds are observed to add to the size of their common
dwelling every season, until the trees, unable to support any Arther weight, not ufifre-

quentl]f &1I to the ground ; when the birds, of eourse, are conpelled to seek a new site

Kir their habitation. Mr. Patterson, who first made us acquainted with these extraordinary

ornithological vilhiges, affirms that there are OHny entrances, each of which formed a regulu
street, having rows of nests on each side, at about two inches distance fhxn each other. He
daanibes the bird itself, however, so loosely, that the precise qiecies is very donbtfiiL The
whoLs of this tribe of biids (Plocianm Sm.) spread over India and Africa are celebrated for

the skill with which their nests are constructed.

Hie Scarlet Weaver {EupSectes Ori* Swains.) (Jlgf. 866.) is a superb species ; with a
plumage of the brii|^test crimson relieved by e velvety black;

8fi6 X. ^^^ end is, indeed, one a? the most beautiful birds of Southern Africa.

It ftequents reedy, marshy places, amon^ which it oonstrucls a
curious nest compoeed of twigs closely interwoven with cotton,

and divided into two compartments; there is but one entrance,

and the whole ie so compact, thU it is impenetrable t» the
weather. It has been said that the iunumerable flocksof thesebirds
amoag the frreen reeds are inconceivably beautifU, the bright-

nass of their colours giving them the appearance of so many
euht w«M«r. scarlet liliea. Both De. Latham and Mr. Barrow have ooofounded

aevual species under this name.
The insects of the interior, according to Dr. Smith, are mote numerous than on the coast,

being ohiefly composed of such carnivorous coleopterous families as live in sandy tracts.

But the forests on the western coast appear, from Mr. Barrow's Travels, to abound with
beautifiil Moths. The Locusts and Graswoppefs, on the Karroo plains, are in profiisioa. Mr.
Burcheil mentions one that was so exactly alike in colour, and even in shape, to tlM
surrounding stoaes, that he should never have discovered it bat by its motion. Staikiiigly

opposed to this in brilliancy of colour is the Oryllus morbillosus, or Red-winged Loeus^
havii^ livid tubenles on its thorax exactly resembling the early puetales occasioaed by
the small-pax.

Fiab, oflarge size, and mostly of nnknown species, abound. It is singular that Eels are
only foimd in those rivets which be eastward of the

890 Cape; while the Gariep Siloms {SUunu gone-
pmua Burch.) (Jg. 8M.) is equally restricted to

those of the west: the latter is called Platte'Rop.
The diells are not attractive: various Limpets and

„^„,^ tfae£bliole*ilfuia,«r OreatEardieU,areeammaa:
auktaama.

^^^ y,^ of the land and flreA waters have not
been attended to. Among the fiiraier, however, is that large and beaotifiil snaU, Aeha^
tma zebra.

The te is the chief domestic aniouJ, being used thronghout Sontbem AfHca for all par-
noses of draught, and even for the saddle. The Zebras, common in the interior, have never
been tamed. Horses are scarce; the breeds in the colony have been pertly introduced
fhxn Europe, South America, and even from Persia: the latter breed is still preserved in
much of its purity in the northern districte of the cokoy : they are very tall, without being
strikingly handaome, strong, and endure much frtigue: the hoofii grow so hard as not to
require shoeai {Lick. TV.). The increase of horses m Graaf Reynet, firom 1804 te 1811,
was only 0604, while that of the draught and breeding oxen was 78,384, or had vorr nearlw
doubled in seven years. The Baehapin and Bichuana nations of the interior, Mh. BnieheU
observes, have no horses, nor are any to be found among the Bushmen tribes oe some ofthe
Hottentots. At Lattakoo there are plenty of dogs, but cato are unknown. The Nama-
qwu, according to Le Vaillant, possess the most handaome and vigorous breeds of domestie
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animals of any in Soothem AfKca. The oxen are equally as strong aa those of the colony,

but are trained into three di^rent clasaea : beasts of burden or draught, saddle oxen, and
war oxen. Theae saddle oxen are much auperior to the horse in supporting fatigue, and only
inferior to him in awiflneaa. The war oxen seem peculiar to thia nation. They are chosen
fVom the most aavage and ungovernable, and being driven againat the enemy, they become
fiirioua at tiie eight of the adverse host, and ruah on the men like wild bulla. Theae formi-

dable creatures are not only capable of repelling wild beaata, but will even attack them. The
iheep of the colony are of the fitt-tailed breeda ; those of the Namaquas resemble the Euro-
pean, but atand higher and are larger.

SnoT. HL

—

HUtoricml Qeogroj^y.

The diaoovei^ and settlement by Europeans are the only circunuitancoa connected with
thia region which bear any historical character. The Cape, which forma ita most remark-
able feature, was descried and rounded, in 1498, by Bartholomew Diaz ; but that navigator,
appalled by the atormv aspect produced by currents from opposite oceans, retumeo and
named it the Cape of Tempests. Emanuel, however, who then reinied in Portugal, inspired

by a bolder spirit, called it the Cape of Good Hope, and equipped Vasco da Gaima, who, in

1407, paaaed with aafety, and even with ease, rotuid this dreaded boundary into the aeaa of
India. The Portugueae, however, engrosaed by vast achemea of Eastern discovery and con-
quest, acarcely deigned to cast an eye over thia rude border of Africa. They were content
if their veeaela, in paaeing, could be supplied with water and proviaions.

The Duteh, a prudent and economical people, when they obtained the dominion in the
Indian Seaa, soon discovered the advantages to be derived fVom a settlement on a coaat, to
which its situation attached ao much commercial importance. In 1650 they founded Cape
Town, and from the rude and sluggish character of the people thinly scattered over thia

immenae tract, eaaily extended their aettlement to its present limits of the Nieuweldt
Mountains in tlio north, and the Great Fish River in the caat. In consequence, however, of
the political union of Holland with France and conaeqiient war with Great witein. Cape Town
wae in September, 1795, attacked and reduced by a British naval force. It was restored
by the peace of Amiens, but on the renewal of hostilities, was recaptured in January, 1808,
and was one <^ the few Duteh possessions retained by Britain in the treaty concluded at the
congress of Vienna.

SaoT. rV.

—

PoKlieal Oeography.

Little, in a general view, can be said under this head. The country consisto partly

of the Cape territory, which is governed on the usual aystem of British coloniea, partly of
a region divided among a multitude of small separate tribes. The usual government ia

that of a rude monarchy irregularly controlled by the independent spirit of simple and
pastoral races. The detaila respecting both the government and productive industry of a
territoiy split into so many minute pOTtions, can only be given with advantage under the
local diviaiona.

Skt. v.—CVvtl and Social State.

The population of a region of which the very boundaries are yet so undetermined cannot
even be made a subiect of conjecture. We mil, however, be uterwards able to state that
of some -particular paces and districts.

The classes of inhabitante in thia partof Afnca exhibit a considerable variety. They
consist of—1. The British, comprising the officers of government, the troops, and a few
thousand agriculteral emigrants, whose numbers are not, however, increaaing. 2. The Duteh,
who fium most of the lands in the territory, and constitute the most numerous part of the
population ofCape Town. 3. The Hottentot8,the native race, reduced to degrading bondage
under the Duteh. 4. The BoejesinaiM, a miaerable and savage tribe of Hottentot^ inhabit
inr the mountainoua districts, carrying on a constant predatory war against the settlers. 5.

The CaflSva, a fierce pastoral race, inhabiting the country beyond the eastern limit of the
colony, extending along the Indian Ocean. 6. The Boshuanas, a pastoral and partly agri--

cultural race, of a diflfarent character, possessing the country that stretehes northward from
the boundary chain of mountains. Theae different classes will be best treated of under tlie

local diviaiona to which they belong.

SaoT. VI.

—

Local Oeography.

The three great divisions of Southern Africa are 1. The Cape colony. 2. The country of
the Caffrea. a The country of the Boshuanaa

SoiHKT. 1.-7^ Cape Colony

This colony, of which the general boundaries and aspect have already been described, is

estimated bf Mr. Barrow to extend 588 miles in length, and 315 in ita greatest breadth ; but
Jie average breadth doao not exceed 200, and the aurftee cousista of about 120,000 square
VouIU. 6* I
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miles. A grea,t portion consists of mountains of naked sandstone, or of the great Karroo
plains, whose hard dry soil is scarcely ever moistened by a drop of rain, so that seven-tenth*

of the territory never exhiti* the least appearance of verdure. Along the coast, however,
and also far in the interior, along tlie foot of the Sneuwberg Mountains, there are extensivo

plains covered with rich pastures. The banks of tlie rivers are in many places fertile,

though liable to inundation. The hills in the vicinity of the Cape are employed in tho

production of a wine, which, by the encouragement of low duties, has been imported into

England ; but it is very little esteemed, with the exception of that delicate species made
ftom grapes reared near the village of Constantia, the quantity of which, it is said, might,

with good management, be greatly augmented. The grain is raised almost exclusively

within three days' journey of Cape Town, and serves merely for the supply of that place;

all the f^t of the territory is devoted to pasturage. The population of the colony is about

150,000. of whom 33,600 are registered apprentices.

The Dutch fitnners, or boors, of whom grazing forms thus almost the xAe occupation,

hold very extensive premises, reaching onen for several miles in every direction. Yet
npacious limits of domains do not prevent frequent boundary-feuds, which are, indeed,

fomented by the plan of measuring them, not by the rod and line, but by the pace of an
officer employed for that purpose, who is alleged sometimes to measure his strides according

to the favour with which he regards the parties. The boor, having covered this extensive

possession with flocks and herds, resigns himself to supine indolence, devolving tho sole

labour on his slaves, who are usually Hottentots. He draws from his fium neither wine,

fruits, nor vegetables; nor does he make his herds yield milk or butter. T.he pipe never

quits his mouth except to take his fopte, or glass of brandy, and to eat three meals of

mutton, soaked in the fat of the large-tailed sheep. The mistress of the mansion, in like

manner, remains almost immoveable on her chair, with hot coffee on a table always bef(»re

her. The daughters sit round with iheir hands folded, rather like articles of furniture than

youthfbl and living beings. A teacher is usually employed ; but, in addition to his proper

functions, he is obliged to employ himself in the most menial offices. Yet they are hospi-

table in the extreme. A stranger has only to open the door, shake hands with the master,

kiss the mistress, seat himself, and he is then completely at home. Those who occupy
&rms on the borders of the Sneuwberg, where they are exposed to the depredations of the

wild Bosjesmans, acquire, in consequence of the necessity of defending their property, more
energetic and active habits.

The Hottentots, the original inhabitants of this country, have now been completely

enslaved, not being indeed liable to sale, but fixed to the soil as bcmdmen. They have been
branded as presenting man in his rudest state, and his closest alliance with tho brute ; and
certainly they have spared no pains to render their external appearance hideous and dis-

gusting. Their persons are studiously invested with a thick coating of grease, which,

mingling with the smoke, in which they are almost perpetually involved, forms a black

thick cake, through which the yellowish-brown colour of the skin is scarcely evor discernible.

For this ornamental purpose, butter is employed by the rich, while the poorer classes besmear
themselves with fat from the bowels of slaughtered animals. Yet tlus coating is said to be

reallv usefUl in defending them from the solar rays, and preventing cutaneous disorders.

Hard and coarse hair in irregular tufla, and prominences of &t jutting out in places where
they are least ornamental, complete Uie picture of deformity. All uieir habits of life are

filthy and slovenly. When a sheep or an ox is killed, they indulge in beastly gluttony

;

ripping open the belly of the animal while yet half alive, and tearing out the entraUs, which

they throw on the coals and ffreedily devour. Their villages or kraals, compose a ]id>yrinth

of little conical hovels, reared of twigs and earth, and so row that thd inmates cannot stand

upright Yet their aspect of slug^im stupiditv seems, in a great measure, induced by tho

degreding bondaffe in which they are held. They pursue wiu animals with swiflnesa and

dexterity, directmg with a sure aim their darts and arrows. They carry on various little

manufactures, tanning and dressing skins, forming mats of flags and bulrushes, bowstrings

firam the sinews of animals, and even moulding iron into knives. In their fi«e state they

had a republican form of government, and were Ted to battle by their kooquers, or captains,

to the sound of the pipe or flageolet; they had also the same passion for the dance and song
which is general throughout AfVica. Tlie charge of their having been strangers to every

religious idea seems now completely disproved.

The Bosjesmans appear to belong to the same original race with the Hottentots; but,

fVom the rude haunts which they occupy, have preserved a precarious independence. They
inhabit the most inaccessible valleys of the Sneuwberg uid Nieuweldt, and the desolate

tracts extendhig thence to the Orange River. Of all human beings, their condition is per-

haps the most rorlom. Their fbod is obtained only by scrambling over the rocks in pursuit

of wild animals, swallowinjg the larvn of ants and locusts, or carrying off cattle in wild

foray finm the plantations in the plains beneath. Yet they display energy, activity, and

even gaiety, They shoot their little poisoned arrows with surprising accursoy ; and, when

•^•JV^nrX'i^A'^A-^M'^ % •:a*p^*.''^.>'; '^:lli^l'Mm'- '^iMiUo]
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pursued, bound from rock to rock with an agility which defies European pursuit They can

endure long &8t8, during which, however, their frames become extremely lank and meagre;

but when they succeed in obtaining a supply of animal food, they devour it voraciously in

amazing quantities. Considerable ingenuity is shown in the pictures of animals drawn by

them upon the rocks. On moonlight nights, they dance without intermission from snn-set

till dawn ; and sometimes, when cheered by the prospect of fine weather, continue this

exercise for several days and nights. They are in a state of continual warfare with the

settlers in the plains beneath ; not only carrying off their cattle, but putting to death, in a

cruel manner, all who fall into their power.

A Britbh agricultural colony was some years ago attempted in the district of Albany, the

most easterly part of the territory, lying between the Zoondags and the Fish Rivers. The
fertility of the soil remlered the situation promising; and in 1820 several thousand emigrants

were located upon it The experience of three disastrous seasons, however, in which the

crops were ruined by alternate drought and inundation, appeared to prove the district unfit

for tillage, and suited only to pasturage, fi>r which the allowance of a hundred acres made
to each emigrant was too small. The distress became extreme, and numbers quitted the

settlement; but recently the district has been in a flourishing condition, and carries on a

lucrative commerce with the tribes of the interior.

Cape Towiif the capital of Southern Afirica, and the most important European settlement

on the continent, is situated near the isUimus of a peninsula, fbrmed by Fuse Bay on tho

cast and Table Bay on the west on which last the city itself is built. Immediately behind

rises precipitously the Table Mountain, 3582 feet above the sea, and consisting chiefly of

steep clifis of naked schist and granite. The Devil's Hill, 8315, and the Lion's Head, 2160

feet high, rise on each side. This triple summit forms a most cousmcuous object flrom the sea,

over which also these spots command a very striking prospect Table Bay affords an abun-

dant supply of excellent water, and is capable of containing any number of vessels ; but

fhnn May to September they are in danger from heavy westerly gales, and it is advisable

to take a station at the head of False

860 ^^ 1 Bay. Cape Town (Jig. 860.), being

the only good place of refi'eshment

for vessels between Europe and
America, on one side, the East In-

dies, China, and Australia, on the

other, must always be a great ci}m-

mercial thoroughfare. The territory

itself aflbrds ror exportation wine,
c«pa Town. hides, and skins, with aloes, argol,

wool, and a few other articles. The
value of the imports in 1833 was 256,4561. ; of exports 256,806/. The Dutch society at

the Cape is extremely meroantile, and koopman, or merchant, is held as a title of honour

;

but the prevalence of slavery has difihsed habits of indolence, even among the lower ranks,

who consider it degrading to engage in any species of manual labour. Since the occupation

by Britain, the residence of civil and military officers and the neat resort of emigrants and

settlers have given it much the character of an English town. The population of Cape Town
is upwards of 20,000.

The other places in the colony are, in general, only drosdys, or villages, which, in a conn-

Sr entirel;^ agricultural, derive their tole importance fVom bein^ the seat of the local

ministration. Constantia and Simon's Town, in the close vicinity of the Cape, are su|^

ported, the one by the produce of wine, the other by docks for shipping. Stellenboech and
^wellendam, the chief places in the two most flourishing agricultural districts adjoining,

contained, some time ago, the one only seventy, the other thirty houses. Graaf Reynet ami
Uitenhagen, at the head of extensive districts in the east, are not mora important €hiaden>

thai has been made a neat village by the missionaries, who have fixed it as their princi|ial

station. The only place which has risen to any importance is Graham's Town, in the district

of Albany, near the eastern extremity of the colony. The troops stationed there to watch
tho Caffire fVontier, with the recent colonists, who, disappointed in their a^icultunU pursuits,

sought other employment have swelled its population to about 8000. It is doecribeo by Mr.
Rose as "a large, ugly, ill-built stra^ling place, containing a strange mixture of lounging

officers, idle tradesmen, drunken soldiers, and still more drunken settlers." It is romantically

situated in a deep valley, surrounded by hills and fflens, through which heavy wagons are

seen coming often fVom a great distance, not only with provisions and necessaries, but skina

of the lion and leopard, buffalo horns, eggs and feathers of the ostrich, tusks rf the elephant

and rhinoceros, ana rich flir mantles.
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SimsKCT. 2.—The TVnfory of the Caffre$.

This territory extends from the eastern boundary of the colony along the coast of the

Indian Ocean, (Jie north-eastern direction of which it follows. On tho west, it is bounded
by the country of the Boshuanas, at the distance of about 200 or 300 miles from the sea

;

but this frontier has never been precisely explored. To the Cafihirian coast, which reaches

about as fiuras Delagoa Bay, the Portuguese have given the name of Natal; which has been
followed by navigators, though it is, of course, quite unknown to the natives.

The Caffrcs (a name given by the Portuguese) are extremely handsome in their external
appearance. The men, especially, are tall, robust, and muscular, yet of the most elegant
symmetry of form. Their manners are easy, and their expression frank, generous, and fear-

less. The females are less beautiful, their persons are somewhat short and stunted, and
the skin of a deep glossy brown ; but their features are almost European, and their dark
sparkling eyes bespeak vivacity and intelligence. The CaiTres are, perhaps, of all nations

the most completely postoraL They lead a roaming life ill suited for agriculture; they

have not applied themselves to fishing ; and game is scarce : but they understand thoroughly

the management of cattle. The men not only tend but milk the cows, and have the skill,

by a particular modulation of the voice, either to send out a herd to graze, or recall it to the

enckwures. They subsist generally upon milk, and never kill a cow but on high occasions.

Several branches of manufacture are practised with skill, as making baskets of grass,

sharpening iron by stones, though ther cannot smelt it They have engaged in repeated

wars with the European settlers ; but the blame, in many instances, seems to have been on
the side of the latter.

The Caffres are divided into several distinct tribes. The Tambookies, more remote than

those which border on the colonv, appear to be more industrious, and distinguished for their

skill in working both silver and iron. Beyond them are the Zoolas, or HoUontontes, the

laost numerous and powerful of all the Caffire tribes. Their king, Chaka, according to Mr.
Thompson, has a force of 15,000 men constantly equipped fbr war, and on urgent occasions

can arm 100,000 men, who comprise, we presume, the whole adult male population. He has

been the most formidable conqueror in this part of Africa. He has driven before him a num-
ber of the neighbouring tribes, who, under the name of Mailtatees, or wanderers, seeking

new habitations, have desolated a great part, first of the Boehuana and then vX the other

Cafl^ territories, and even threatened the colony.

SuBBKrr. 3.

—

The country of the Bothuanat.

The country of the Boshuanas, or Bichuanas, occupies a considerable extent of Southern
Afirica, extending northward fnmi the colony, from which, however, it is separated by a
considerable interval, in which are found the Sneuwberg Mountains, the banks of the

Orange Rrver, and the pastoral district of the Corana Hottentots. On the east, it has the

Caffre territory ; on the west, extensive deserts ; while on the south is the domain of a
numerous and powerful tribe, the Macquanas, or Mak: ^nas, supposed by Mr. Salt to extend

as far as Mosambique. The very existence of this people was not suspected by Europeans
till 1801, when Messrs. Tnitter and Somerville, being sent fhim the Cape to procure a sup-

ply of cattle, after journeying for a long time through pastoral wildernesses, arrived very
unexpectedly at Lattakoo, a town so large and regular that it might almost be termed a
city. The country was not only covered with numerous herds, but showed considerable

signs of cultivation. To improve this discovery, Lord Caledon sent Dr. Cowan and Lieuten-

ant Denovan, with a party of twen^ men, to penetrate through the territory to Mosambique.
They reached considerably beyond Lattakoo into a country which their accounts descrioed

as still improving in beauty and fertility ; but, having arrived in the territory of a hostile

tribe, and neglected the necessary precautions, they were surprised, and entirely cut off.

Since that time, however, Mr. Campbell, animated l^ a laudable seal to difRise Christianih[

among the African people, has not only twice visited Lattakoo, but has penetrated 900
miles fkrther to Kureechanee, the roost northern and the largest of the Boshuana states.

Two intelligent travellers, also. Dr. Lichtenstein and Mr. Biirchell, though unable to

advance so far, have made accurate obser\ i ions on the manners and social state of these

tribes.

The Boshuanas are not in their persons so tall and handsome as the tribes of CaflVaria

;

but they have made a considerably (preater progress in industry a^d the arts. Instead of tho

nomadic and purely pastoral life which the latter pursue, they dwell in towns of consider-

able magnitude and regularly built. The houses are commodious, constructed of wood,

plastered with earth, and in many places encircled by a stone wall, and ornamented with

painting and sculpture. They cultivate the ground, rearing millet, two species of bean,

gourds, and water-melons. A space round every town is appropriated to culture, while a

wider range beyond is pastured by the cattle, which are every night brought within the

protection of the wallp. The labour, indeed, not only of tilling the ground, but of building

tho house!!, is devolved upon the females ; but the men, as in Cafflreland, both tend and inili
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QuMO of Latukoo.

the cows. The iavourite wives of the kings and principal chiefs are exempted from labour,

and are loaded with fantastic ornaments, their large mintles, as well as
their persons, being profusely bedecked with furs, feathers, coral, beads,

and brass rings {Jig. 861.). The first discoverers painted their charac-

ter in the most flattering colours; and they appear really to be honest
and friendly to each other, and to strangers who have gained their

good-will. But the enmity between neighbouring tr'jei; is as deadly,

and the mode of conducting war as barbarous, a> amor.g the rudest
African hordes. They place their glory in commanuoo, raids or forays,

undertaken with the view of carrying off cattle and murdering the
owners. In consequence of this mutual hostility, the population is

almost entirely concentrated in the towns or their' immediate vicinity

;

the open country, though extremely fertile, is covered with luxuriant

grass growing to waste, and tenanted only by a few wandering Bush-
men. Notwithstanding their simple manners, a considerable inequality

of rank prevails, founded chiefly on wealth, which those in power find the means of increas-

ing during their incessant predatory contests. Mateebe, king of Lattakoo, used to squat on
the ground, chattering and exchanging pipes with the lowest of
the people. The greatest chiefs, in going to war, are provided

merely with a light shield, a few darts, and the skin of a wild
beast flowing over their shoulders, and leaving the greater part

of the body naked {Jig. 862.). They enjoy even a species of
republican constitution, the most important aflhirs being decided
by an assembly of the chiefs. Even in their way to the meeting,
the^ indulge in strange gambols, leaping into the air and brand-
ishing their weapons, as if to attack a:^ stab a mortal enemy
The circle being formed, they join in a Song, which the princi-

pal person often follows by a dance. The proceedings also are

premced by dances and cries imitating the barking of doga ; yet
when they come to the speeches, these are replete with good
sense, and even a rude species of eloquence. The females stand

behind, cheering those whose sentiments they approve, and loud-

ly deriding whatever they cr /.sider ridiculous.

The towns, in consequence of the circumstances already mentioned, which have induced
nearly the whole population to assemble in them, possess greater magnitude than might
have been expected nrom the state of cultivation aitd society. Littakoo was the first visit-

ed, and the name remains, though, in consequence of a schism in the tribe, the town has

been transferred to a snot about sixty miles farther north. New Lattakoo is supposed to

contain about 6000 people. Meribohwey, capital of the Tammahas, is not of equal import-

ance. Mashow, to the north, where the territory of the Barolongs commences, is a fine

town with 10,000 inhabitants, beautifully seated on a hill, and surrounded by a number of
lessor eminences. Within a circuit of twenty miles there are twenty-nine villages, and
almost uninterrupted cultivation: the habitationa uid ftimiture are superior to those of
Lattakoo. The populatioD is estimated at 10,000 or 12,000. Melita, capital of the Wan-

ggg ketzens, also a tribe of Barolongs,

is likewise an important place.

Bat the largest and best built city

in Southern AfVica, and the one
whose inhabitants have made the

greatest progress in the arts of life,

IS Kureechanee (Jg. 863.). The
people are in number about 16,000;

they smelt iron and copper in large

clay fiimaccs; their nouses are

KaiMohMM*. surrounded by good stone enclo-

sures, and the walls, of mud, are
often painted, as well as moulded into ornamental ahapea. Considerable skill is shown in

the preparation of skins, as well as in the vessels of^ earthenware used for holding corn,

milk, and other stores. This citv was unfortunately sacked by the Mantatees in their late

inroaid. Bakarrakari, considerably westward of the places now described, in a country of
extensive plains and forests, is as yet little known.

Toons Kias of Muoolao.
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CHAPTER Vin.

EASTERN AFRICA.

EAvrmN AntioA comprises an immense extent of coest, reachinfir ftom the Cafl^ countnr

to the border of Abyssinia, a length of about 3000 miles. It may be considered aa extend-

ing inland about 500 or 600 miles from the sea, but its contents, for the most part, and all

its boundaries on this side, are unknown. This vast range of country contains many grand

features of nature, and a large proportion of fertile territory, capable of yielding the most

valuable productions; yet scarcely any part of the world is less known, or has excited less

interest among Europeana The Portuguese, as soon as they had discovered a passage into

the Indian seas, occupied all the leading maritime stations, firom which they studiously

excluded every other people.

Extensive, though ill-explored, natural objects diversify this region. The coast consists

almost entirely of spacious plains, often of alluvial character, and covered with magnificent

forests. It appears, however, undoubted, that at 200 or 300 miles in the interior, consider-

able ranges of mountains arise ; geographers have even delineated a long chain parallel to

the coast, called Lupata, or the Spine o^ the World ; but Mr. Salt is of opinion that the

prolongation of this beyond the region of the Upper Zarobeze is very arbitrary. The rivers

also are of great magnitude, though only their lower course is at all distinctly known. The
Zambeze may rank in the first class, and, according to probable information and conjectures,

appears to flow across nearljr the entire breadth of the continent It enters the Indian

Ocean by four mouths, of which the principal are Cuama and Quillimane, each of whiph
sometimes gives name to the whole river. Near Quiloa, several great estuaries enter the

sea, which, according to the most recent accounts, appear to be the mouths of the great

river Lufigy, the principal river of this part of the coast Although narrow and barred at

its mouth, it expands above into a broad and deep stream, and at certain seasons inundates

tlie country for many miles around. The Pangany, near Mombosa, is also an important

river, but the Quilimanci, which figures on our maps as entering the sea at Mclinda, is said

to have no existence. The Juba of the coast a little further north, is the Zebee of the

interior. The only great lake hitherto mentioned is the Maravi, in the interior from Quiloa

and Mosambique, which is generally represented as of great extent, and resembling an
inland sea.

We are too ignorant of the line of coast on the east side of Africa to attempt any notice

even of its general vegetation, and shall content ourselves with noticing two interesting and
useful plants, for a botanical knowled^ of which we are chiefly indebted to the enquiring

mind of C. Telfair, Esq. of the Mauritius.

The first is the Colombo Plant {fig. 864.), of which the root is a well-known article in

^^ the Pharmacopoeia, as of singular eflicacy in strengthening the
o**^ ^^n^M. stomach and bowels, and curing the cholera morbus, dysentery, and

other diseases of the alimentary canal. It has been long used in

the East Indies, though its history and native country were invdv-
ed in much obscurity : some having supposed it to be a native of
Colombo, in Ceylon, because of its name. It is now ascertained

that it grows naturally in the thick forests that cover the shores of
Oibo and Mosambique, as well as inland for several miles. The
natives never cultivate it the spontaneous produce boing sufficient;

after digging up the root, they cut it in slices, and, stringing them
on cords, dry them in the sun. It is held in high esteem by the

people, who use it for the cure of dysentery, for healing ulcers, and
as a remedy for almost every disorder. The late Sir Walter
Farquhar, phjrsician to the king, was very desirous to obtain the
Colombo root in a living state, and, after many fhiitless endeavours,

CniumboPitnL made by his son. Sir Robert Farquhar, Governor of Mauritius, who
was opposed by the Portuguese authorities on various pretences, but mainly because they
were unwilling to permit the exportation of so valuable an article, he finally succeeded in

obtaining, through Captain Owen, of his majesty* j 8hi|> Levan, growing roots of the Colombo
plant These were distributed to the Mauritius New Holland, the Seychelles Islands, &c.
and it is thus to bs hoped that this valuable plart may be naturalised in these countries, and
that its culture may be rendered an object of industry and resoureo to the planters of the
Mauritius.

The second is the Telfairia volubilis {fig. 805.) a climbing plant lately discovered on the

coast of Zanzibar, of very easy cultivation, and producing an esculent fruit, three feet long,

a i flill of seeds as large aa chestnuts (264 in one fhiit), which are as excellent as
almonds, and of a very agreeable flavour : they also yield an abundant oil, equal to that of
jlives. It wan originally brought by M. Bojer, of the Mauritius, fW>m Pemba, on the shores of
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Talhiria VolubUii.

Zanzibar, where it grows in the forests, enveloping the trees
with its branches, and sometimes with a stem 18 inches in

circumference. The seeds have been distributed to Bourbon
and New Holland, and by tlie missionaries to New Zealand
and Tahiti. At Mauritius it has thriven so well, that it pro-
duced stems 30 feet high, and in the stove of the late R.
Barclay, Esq. of Bury Hill, to whom Mr. Telfair sent seeds,

it grew so luxuriantly, that the pruning-knife was in con-
stant requisition to prevent its filling the whole house. A
plant so easy of cultivation must soon become common in all

countries, and thus will Mr. Telfair have the honour of giving
a most useful vegetable to mankind, a^ well as a name to a
new and very beautiful plant
Our zoological knowledge of this portion of Africa is

lamentably deficient. The whole extent of the eastern coast,

from laL :)0° south to 10° north, has never yet been visited

by the naturalist ; and the zoology of Abyssinia and Egypt
having already been noticed, leaves us nothing further to say
on this head.

This territory is generally occupied by brown or black nations, who, however, bear no
resemblance to the true negroes except in colour; some of them are numerous, and not des-

titute of arts and industry. The coast, however, has, in modem times, been chiefly in pos-

session of two foreign powers. The Portuguese, when, in the close of the fifteenth cen-

tury, they made their way round the Cape, found almost all the maritime stations in the

hands of the Arabs, whom they called Moors, and whom they succeeded in drivinpf succes-

sively from each, and occupying their place. It would be illusory to attempt delineating,

under regular heads, the political, commercial, or social state of a region composed of such
various parts, so imperfectly known ; but, in a successive view of its local divisions, we sho''.

endeavour to concentrate the little that modern observation has ascertained on the subject

Beginning from the south, we find Sofala, which at the time of the first arrival of Euro-

peans was very important as the emporium of the gold and ivory brought in great quanti-

ties down the Zambeze. Since Quillimane became the channel by which these commodi-
ties were conveyed, Sofala has sunk into a village of poor huts. The Portuguese, however,
still maintain there a fort which holds supremacy over the more southerly stations of Inham-
bane and Corrientes. An annual vessel comes from Mosarabique, with coarse cotton and
other articles, in return for which it receives gold, ivory, and slaves. The place is situated

on a considerable river ; but in consequence of extensive sand-banks and shoals, which
appear to have increased, it is difficult of approach unless for small vessels. The native*

seem to be of the CafTre race, well armed, brave, and independent
Inhambane, to the south, has an excellent harbour, and is defended by a fort and 150 moii.

The other Portuguese do not exceed twenty-five ; but there is a numerous coloured popu-

lation. Few slaves are procured here, the natives being fierce ond warlike ; but about

100,000 lbs. of ivory, and some wax, are sent to Mosombique. Quillimane, at the mouth
of the &mbeze, is now the chief seat of trade on this part of the coast From eleven to

fourteen slave vessels come annually fh>m Rio de Janeiro, and each carries ofl; on an average,

fh>m400 to 500 slaves. The situation is swampy t.nd unhealthy; but the population is

nearly SOOO, though only twenty-five houses are occupied by Portuguese or their descendants.

Mosambique is the principal establishment of the Portuguese in Eastern Africa. Though
it derive its importance fW>m being the emporium of the gold, ivory, and slaves, brought

down the Zambeze, it is situated about 300 miles fVom the mouth of that river, and the
trade is in a great measure transferred to Quillimane. It is built on an island, which has a
good roadstead and a commodious pier, but dTords by no means either a convenient or healthy

situation. The principal inhabitants have their houses at Mesuril, on the continent at the

extremity of the peninsula of Caboceiro. The trade in slaves, the most extensive, has been
much diminished since the British obtained possession of Mauritius and the Cape, and pro-

hibited the introduction of them into these colonies. The export is not supposed, by Mr.
Salt now to exceed 4000, sent chiefly to Brazil ; vet Mr. Bowdich states the number in 1818
at 6104. The population is reckoned, by Mr. Salt at only 500 Portuguese, 800 Arabs, and
1500 negroe" : but the narrative of Captain Owen's voyage reckons the whole at 6000.

There is a fort sufficient to defend it against the pirates who infest these seas, but not to

secure it against the attack of any regular force. Vet the government-house displays still

remnants OT the fbrmer splendour of the viceroys of Eastern Africa. Like the custom-house,

and other public structures, it is spacious, and built of stone, though fidliiig into decay. The
governor, and even his negro attendants, are richly loaded witli golden ornaments ; tea, to

which the principal inhabitants are every evening invited, is presented in a full service of

gold. The dominion of the Portuguese scarcely extends beyond the peninsula of Caboceiro

:

and they are with difficulty able, by alliance with the chiefs of Quintangone and SecQuaoi
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to make head af^ainst the Makooa, a populous .rnd warlike tribe, occupying a great extent

«f the coast.

In the interior, on the Upper Znmbeze, the Portuguese possess merely the small forts of

Bona and Tetc, erected with a view to the protection of their trade, with two stitl smaller

in the more remote stations of Zumbo and Manica. In those settlements, joined to that of

Quiliiinane, they maintain 264 troops, and have a population of 600 Christians, with 21,827

laves. The ground being generallv fertile, and abounding particularly with honey, wax,

senna, and other dyeing drugs, they draw from the land attached to these stations a revenue

of 2,900,000 reis. Monomotapa, or more properly Motapa (since Mono is merely a general

term for kingdom), has been dignified in the early narratives with the title of empire. If

it ever deserved such an appellation, it is now broken into fragments, the largest of which

is held by Changamera, who, under the title of Quiteve, resides at Zimbao, the ancient capi-

tal. He beionsM tc the Maravis, a race of daring freebooters, who neglect agriculture, and

devote themselves entirely to plunder. Farther to the north are the Alonjous, inhabiting the

country which figures in the early maps as the empire of Monumugi. They are negroes

of the ugliest description, of a deep shming black, with high cheek-bones, thick lips, and

small knots of woolly hair on their heads. Their only weapons are bows and arrows. Ma-
nica is celebrated as the country chiefly aflR)rding the sold for which this part of AfVica is

fkmous. A Portuguese expedition, in 1500, penetrated uiither: they found the mines by no

means to answer their reputation, but to consist chiefly of gold dust in small quantities, em-
bedded in sand and earth, from which the metal was laboriously extracted. A small fort, as

ahmAy observed, is maintained in this district. The Cazembes, a numerous people far in

the interior, are completelv subject to the will of a despot; yet their country yields in abun-

dance iron and copper, and is the seat of a verv considerable trade in ivory and slaves. The
Movizas are a comparatively peaceable and industrious race. The Bororos are a great peo-

ple, reaching, it is said, nearly as far as Mombaza ; but they are very little known.
In the coast north from Mosarabique occur the Querimba Islands, giving name to the

opposite coast They were laid waste by the Portuguese at their first arrival, but were
afterwards repeopled by colonists from Moeambique. They have sufiered, however, by

attacks from the Madagascar pirates. Quiloa, about 100 miles north-west firom the bold pro-

montory of Cape Delgado, was found by the Portuguese a great seat of power and commerce.
About the end of the seventeenth century it was wresteKl from them by the Imftm of Mus-
cat, whose officers have since governed it It is now dwindled into a miserable village.

Mombaza is situated on an island about three miles long and two broad, surrounded by clifis

of madrepore, which make it a kind of natural castle. The country is fertile in com, and

fit for the sugar-cane, and the small shells called cowries are collected in (p'eat abundance
on the shore. The harbour is excellent, and a coiisiderable trade is carried on along the

coast in dows, often of 250 tons burthen. Britain, for two years, maintained a factory there,

but withdrew it in 1827. Melinda, long the handsomest and most flourishing city on this

coast, has been completely destroyed by the Galla. Patta, once of freat importance, is now
much decayed, and a great part of its trade tnmsferred to the neighbouring flourishing port

of Lnmoo. Parallel to this coast at the distance of about twenty or thirty miles, are the

small but fine islands of Pemba, Zanzibar, and Monfia. They are of coral foundatnn, but

the sur&ce is flat, and covered with a soil highly productive m gni^ ^md sugar. The cli-

mate, however, especially that of Zanzibar, is very unhealthy. They are partly indepen-

dent partly subject to the ImAm of Muscat The town of Zanzibar is said to contain 10,000
inhabitants.

Magadoxa, called also Mukdeshu, ia a considerable town, lying to the northward fhxn Me-
linda. The prince having succeeded in maintaining his independence, and repelled all Eu-
ropean intercourse, allows the country to be very little known.- The British diip Albe-
marle, in 1707, sent a boat on shore, but it was detained, and never recovered ; and a party

firom Captain Owen's vessel were kept in a species of prison. The city makes a handwme
appearance from the sea, containing many lofty stone fabrics : but these belong to a part

which, containing only tombs, may be called the City of the Dead. The habitations of the

living are only low thatched huts. Brava, within the territory of Magadoxa, is also a port

of some consequence. The whole coast from Cape Delgado to the northern limit of Mami-
doxa, is commonly known by the name of Zanguebar. This territory, when discovered l)y

the Portuguese, was occupied by the Sowhylese, a peaceable and industrious people ; but
the coast has now been mostly wrested from them by the Arabs of Muscat while much of
the interior is possessed by the Galla, th^ same ferocious race who have over-run Abyssinia,

and who, in the course of a fiirious warfare, have destroyed every sea-port which was not
protected by an insular position.

The coast of Ajan, the Azania of the ancients, extends firom the northern termination of
Zanguebar to Cape Guardafui, where AfVica ceases to border on the Indian Ocean. This
tract is generally arid and sandy, though in the northerly parts it becomes hilly and fragrant
like the neighbouring one of Berbera. That coast extending firom Cape Guardafui to nearly

the StraiU of Bab el Mandeb, is situated on neither the Indian Ocean nor the Red Sea, bu

Boos
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on on intermediate gulf, bounded on the opposite side by the coast of Arabia. It is hilly

and beautiful, and may be considered the native country of incense, myrrh, and odoriferous

gums. The celebrity of Arabia, and particularly of Aden, for those elegant productions, is

chiefly acquired by its large imports from this coast The inhabitants consist of the various
tribes of Somaulis, an active, industrious, and yet peaceful race, who export the productions

of their own country, which is thus less known than it deserves to be. At the town of Ber>
bera is an annual fair, where, according to Lord Valentia, tliere are sold 15,000 bahars (320
lbs. each) of gum, at 3/. 12*. ; 2000 bahars of myrrh, at 4/. 12«. ; frankincense, to any ex-
tent demanded, at 2/. 14«. Even gold and ivory are said to be brought from Hanim, a coun-
try situated twenty days' journey in the interior.

The country in the mterior from this coast, though most imperfectly known, appears to

be occupied bv the Galla and other tribes, who surpass in barbarism even the rest of^ Africa.
Here, in a wild and mountainous region, is the kingdom of Gingiro, described by Antonio
Fernandez as ruled by a despot, elected with strange and superstitious ceremonies, and who
celebrates his accession by the death of his predecessor's ministers and favourites, with
whose blood the walls and gates of the palaces are dyed. We stand much in need, however,
of recent information respecting this part of Africa.

Adel, or Adaiel, and Hurnir, form the most westerly part of this coast, and adjoin to the
Straits of Bab el Mandeb. The inhabitants, united under the standard of the Mahometan
faith, waged long and bloody wars, embittered by religious enmity, against Abyssinia. For
a century back, tiieir power has been broken, ana they have been divided into a number of
small separate states. Zeyla, the capital, is a place of cansiderablo trade, and, though irre-

gularly built, containa some good habitations.

CHAPTER IX.

CENTBAL AFRICA.

Trc appellaticn of Central Africa may with proprietv be given to an extensive and fruitful

region, in the most interior port of that continent donsisting of spacious plains, watered
by noble rivers, and begirt on the sooth by lofly mountain chains, it forms one of the finest

countries on the globe, and is inhabited by nations who have made considerable progress in

industry and civilisation. Separated, however, from the sea-coast and from the rest of the

civiliseil world, by immense deserts tenanted by fierce and warlike banditti, it remained till

lately almost unknown to Europeans, who heard only by vague rumour of its beauty and
wealth. It is only mthin the last forty years that the daring enterprise of British travellers

has traversed this regioo« and purchased, at a costly price, a tolerably accurate and extensive

knowledge of it

Sicrr. I.

—

Oeneral Outline mid Aspect.

The extent aud boundaries of a region like this, composed of various detached states and
kin^on»,'are exceedingly vague. From Western AfKca it is separated by the limits already

delineated. Cn the north it haa the uniform boundary of the Great Desert into which its

fertile plains pass by mpid gradations. On the cast the great e^tpanse of the lake Tchad,
the sea of interior AfHoo, separates it fbom countries almost wholly unknown. The southern

boundary, formed by tracts still more completely unexplored, cannot be drawn with any
appraacn to precision. On the whole, however, we may esteem Central Africa as lying

between the 15th degree of east and the 4th of west longitude, and the 8th and 16th of
norUt latitude. It may thus include 1300 miles in length, and 660 in breadth, and form a
square surfkco of about 700,000 miles.

A continuous chain of mountains, celebrated by the ancients under the appellation of the

Mountains of Uie Moon, traveroes the whole territory from eaat to wost it exerts a most
beneficent influence in difiiising through Uiis region coolness and moisture, and redeeming
it flrom that arid desolation to which so great an extent of the continent is doomed. These
mountains appear first on the western coast near Sierra Lrone, whera their lofly peaks,

called the Mountains of the Lions, overlook the Atlantic. They then travcrae the countries

of fViota Jallo and Kankan, giviiw rise to the Senegal and Chimbia; while the Niger, in

its upnr ooorse, flows thraugh their deep vailnya. In this ijuarter the range is not vary

lofty, bat presents a varied and picturesque aspect Parke, in passing through Konkodoo
and Satadoo, was much struck by the appearance of its glens and precipices, and the variety

of forms which the rocks assumed, resembling ruined castles, spires, and pyramids. One
granite mass bad exactly the aspect of a Gothic abbey, with niches and ruined stairoase.

The same chain was crossed by Captain Clanperton, in the country of Yarriba, where ita

highest pinnacles wero only between 2000 ana 8000 feet; but the passes were exceedingly

narrow and rugged, enclosed by huge granite blocks 600 or 700 feet high
; yet every level

Vol. m. 7 K
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Mounuiiw of Mudara.

mot wu covered with fine enw of yama, miHet, and cotton, and lar^e towns were built on
the very summit of the ridge. Farther to the east, these mountains aflord an opening, through
which the Niger, swelled to a river of the first magnitude, forces its prodieioue mass of
^rateia; but tEeir clifi orerbang the river, which daues roughly over the rocay bed that it

has worn for itself. Farther east

still, south of the great plain of
Houssa, Lander, in retummg from
his first journey, learned the exist-

ence of a very elevated re^rion, in-

habited by a savage rac?. But this

chain appears to attain its great-

est magnitude aiid lofliest height

in the region south of Bomou.
From the plain of Mandara (Jifr.

807.) above the capital. Mora, its

bold steeps were seen rising, not
more, indeed, than 2500 feet high

;

but they were understood to ex-

tend fiir southward, and to become
much more elevated. This was
confirmed by the appearance of
several remote peaks in that direc-

tion, particularly one said to be thirty-five miles distant, and which had a most alpine cha-

racter, much resembling the aiguilles of Mont Blanc, as seen from the Mer de Glace. They
were known even to the rude natives by the classic appellation of the Moon Mountains.

The rivers, which derive their supply from this great mountain range, form a still more
grand and celebrated feature. The great stream of the Niger, long involved in such deep
mystery, has at length, through the persevering exertion of Britiui travellers, been very

completely explored. Its souroe, though not actually visited, seems ascertained by Laing
to exist in the hiffh country of Kissi, about 200 miles in the interior from Sierra Leone.
Thence it rolls tnn>u|[;h VooXa. Jallo and Kankan, where Caillie found it a rapid and consi-

derable stream. At Bammakoo, having received the tributary from Sankari in Manding,
which Park mistook for the main stream, it begins its course over the fine plain of Bam-
barra ; and at Sego, the capital, is described to bo as broad as the Thames at Westminster.
In this country it is called Joliba, but lower down receives the name of the Quolla, or

Quorra. Beyond Bambarra it flows through the lake Dibbie to Timbuctoo ; and its course
fiom that city to Youri is proved Inr the ftct of Park having navigated from one place to the
other. As far as Timbuctoo the Niger has flowed north and north-east ; but beyond that

city it changes to the south-east and south. From Youri, its course, traced by Lander, is,

with some winding, almost due south, till, at Kirree, about 170 miles from the sea, it begins
to separate into mnches, and forms a delta, the greatest, undoubtedly, in the world, whose
estuaries extend along the coast from the river Formosa to that of Old Calabar, a spaco of
about 300 miles. The whole line of this noble nver, allowing fbr all its windings, can
Bcareel^ bo reckoned at less than 3000 miles, and for several hundred miles vS its lower
course it forms a magnificent expanse, resembling an inland sea. Thus, though it cannot
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nnk with the MiMonri and OrelluiK, those stupendoiu flood* of the New World, it is at

least as larg^ as any of those which water the old continent&
The tributaries of the Niger are of peculiar magnitude and importance. At no great

distance above the point where the delta commences, the Tshadda, or Sbary, nearly equal

to the main stieam, enters, after watering large and fruitful kingdoms, and having formed

the theatre of an active navigation. At no great distance above, it receives a iimaller tri-

butary, the Coodoonia, which was seen, by Lamler, flowing through a fertile and highly cul>

tirated country. Considerably higher is the Cubbie, a large stream, from the city wd coun-

try of that name ; and higher still, the Qaarrama, which has passed by Zirmie and Sackatoo.

Between this point and Timbuctoo, we have no means of knowing whether any rivers fall

into the Niger. The tributary which passes that city is of no great importance ; but at the

eastern boundary of Bambarra, Park describee the influx fhxn the south of two great streams,

the Maniana and Nimma. Thoee which foil in during the earlier part of the course consist

of numerous mountain torrents, which swell the river, without themselves nossessing very

great importance. All the rivers in the eastern part of Centnl Africa ftll into the great

receptacle of the lake Tchad. The principal one is another Shary, the early course of

which is unknown. Major Denham saw it at its mouth, where it was about half a mile

broad, and flowed at '^e rate of between two and three miles an hour. Forty miles up, it

was seen rolling in great majesty and beauty ; but was not traced any higher. The Yeou,

rising in the hills of Dull, to the south of Housso, flows first north and then east through

B<rnou, till it falls into the western side of the Tchad. Even at the junction it was omy
about fitly yards broad in the dry season, and, though of great value for fishery, does not

aifiird the means of any extensive trade.

In regard to lakes, the Tchad is greatly pre-eminent, situated in the most central port of

the continent, and on the frontier of Bornou. It may be about 200 miles in length and 150

in breadth, and forms thus one of the greatest bodies of fresh water in the world, though it

cannot equal the mighty inland seas of Asia. The dimensions are augmented in an extra-

ordinary degree during the rains, when a surface of many miles, usually dry, is laid under

water. This inundated tract, when deserted by the waters, is covered with impenetrable

thickets, and with rank grass of extraordinary height, and, though unfit for the residence

of men, becomes a huge den of wild beasts. The lake contains numerous large islands,

some of which are the residence of tribes and even nations. The Dibbie, or Dark Lake,
formed by the Niger between Jenne and Timbuctoo, appears not nearly so large, since M.
Caillie, in sailing across it, lost sight of land only in one direction. The other lakes yet

known to exist in this region are small and local objects, though sometimes very picturesque.

Sect. II.

—

Natural Geography.

SumECT. 1.

—

Oeologtf.

Soudan, or Nigritia, in the central and more elevated districts, aflbrds granite, frneisa,

mica slate, clay slate, quartz rock, hornblende rock, limestone, Sic. These deposits are

variously traversed by greenstone and other trap rocks. At Goree there are fine displays

of columnar basalt. Great tracts of flat country extend to the eastern limit, including Sou-
dan, of which the kingdoms are Houssa and Bornou. In the flat and desert regions, nit
lakes and natron lakes occur. Beds of rock salt are also met with. The salt is arranged
in beds several feet thick : it is mined into large slabs, which are afterwards sawn into blocln

for the market These mines form the riches of the country. Gold is found in diflbrent

parts of Africa, but most abundantly in this region, which furnishes most of the gold which
IS sold on the western coast of Africa, as well as that which is brought to Morocco, Fez,
Algiers, Cairo, and Alexandria. According to accounts furnished to Mr. Jacob, finom the

records of the late African Company, the whole quantity of gold brought to England by
ships of war, from the year 1806 to 1816, both included, amounted to 81,005 ounces. Of
this, in the seven years of war, fipom 1606 to 1814, there were .01,569 ounces, valued at

205,8401., and in the following four years of peace, 90,560 ounces, vslued at 125J380/. The
eastern coast of Africa, where the Portuguese still retain some settlements for carrying on
the slave trade, may be slightly noticed. According to some authors of the sixteenth cen-

tury, Melinda, Sofala, Mozambique, and other tracts on that side of Africa, affi>rded large

quantities of ^Id ; but their accounts are not to be implicitly relied on. Mr. Salt, the latest

traveller, who visited those places in 1600, represents their present supply of gold as very
inconsiderable, and has removed much of the delusion which prevailed respecting the

ancient produce of that metal. Aller remarking that the only way by which gold is now
procured is by washin? the sands of the rivers, he says, " In this manner a considerable

quantitv is still annually accumulated, thougfh it seems to be rapidly decreasing; for, in

1593, the governor of Mozambique collected for himself and the viceroy of India 100,000
crusades, (a crusade is worth about 2s. Od.),nnA I o not believe that one-third of this amount
is now altogether annually produced."
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SuMsoT. 2.—Botany.

There are aa yet no materiala for delineating the Botany of thia part of th« oootinrnti
which probably does not diflfer much from that of the western coaat

SvMKcr. 3.

—

Zoology.

The little yet known on the Zoolwy of Central Africa will acarcely allow of ita being
treated under a distinct head, particularly as it appears blended with that of Nubia ana
Abyssinia to the east, Congo and Sierra Leone to the west, and Southern Africa to the aouth.

There are a few quadnioMs, however, stated to inhabit the inland provinces more partici»>

larly, and which we ahall briefly notice :

—

CuwlMutWii •wUiUt Sw. ThtSoaltan AbIIIoim tirfa. Ounbiu ilBMopc
OinA. Arikiiil xhmli. Kob Aa'fdopL

AigoORiM gnadiooffaii 8m* Loaf-hafMd "—' " — "^ ' '

Outllft eorlaM 8m. Corbaa Guilla.

Manil loDfiauda. tmig-Uilfld Muk.
l^^oeluirw afriowus. Ethiopba

CuwlnpanUlh uliqaonun Aw.
MntlMnOinA.

TIN

AatlloiM tirfa.

Naotnna pjrginaaSm.
Daoialii naagaiaoafe 8m.

Prpnjr AaMaM
HoU AHaloiia.

The Mania is analogous to the American Armadilloes, being, liko them, entirely covered
with an itnpenetrable coat of mail ; this, however, is disposed not in rings, but like the scale*

of a fish. The Ethiopian Boor is a hideous animal, with long tuska ana fleahy protuberances

on each aide of the head. The Great-homed Antelope ia a apeciea deaerving the attentioa

of fiiture travellers : ita homa, which have only yet been seen in Europe, are erect, with the
point bent back, and are no less than two foet and a half long in a straight line. The animal
IS Mippoeed to inhabit the interior of Western Africa. The Gambian Antelope has been also

brouffht from the aame region ; ita aspect ia peculiarly aoft and engaging, but it ia uncom-
monly ahjr. The Pegaase is a species of Buflalcs inhabiting the interior ofCongo and Angola,
and thus intimated by two of the Catholic miaaionariea, (Mlleni and Carl :

—" On the road to

Loando, in the kingdom of Congo, we aaw two Pacaaaea, roaring like liona, the male and
female being alwaya together. They are white, with rufoua and black spots, with ears half

a yard in length, and the homa atraight. When they see human beings they do not flee,

nor do they harm, but stand and look on." Thia vagiin account would not have deacrved
notice, had not Major Hamilton Smith detected a drawing of thia very rare animal among
those which formerly belonged to the great and fiimous Prince Maurice of Nassau, now in

the Berlin library. The Eland is the only antelope oa which a quantity of fitt ia found auffi-

ciently hard to make candles.

The Girafle will be here noticed, aa a genus whose geographic range appeara more eape-

cially confined to the inland parte of Africa. The ancient writera appear to have underatood

these quadrupeds much better than the modems ; for Jonston was not only well convinced

of their existence, but he figures several which he supposes are distinct species. The new
and valuable information on the Giraflb of Northern Africa, published by Rfippell, fint led

us to suspect that it was, in reality, a distinct species from Uiat of Southern Africa, and this

idea has been fiilly confirmed by a further investigation of the subject, and by verbal inform-

ation communicated by Mr. Burchell. The Gira^ of Northern Africa (C anti^uonim Sw.)
waa known to the Romans ; but the moderns long doubted the existence of such a quiidru-

ped, until the Dutch' traveller, Colonel Gordon, and the English traveller, Pateraon, finind

the Girafle of Southern Africa (C. mutrali* Sw.) and brought ita skin to Europe. In an
adult etato the latter is said to be sometimes near twenty feet high, and the specimen in the

British Museum, brouglit home by Mr. Burchell, meaaurea seventeen feet and a half In •
state of nature the mannere of both, aa far aa we yet know, are nearl^r similar. They live

in small families, principally in the plains of the interior, where there ia occaaional herbage

or succulent vegetation. Their ordinary fixid, however, is the leaves of the mimoaa treea.

Their gait, when walking, ia rather atately than awkward: but, aa Le Vaillant well obaervea,

it ia ridieuloua enough to see them trot, for the Girafl[b then reaembles a limping beast, with

the head perched at the extremity of a long neck which never bends, swaying backwards

and forwards ; the head and neck playing in one piece between the shoulders, aa on an axia.

Their abort horna appear useleaa aa a meana of defence, but they kick with prodigious force,

and the jerks are so quick, that the eye cannot count them. (Foil. Trav. u. 279.;. The dis-

position of the Northern Giraflb is remarkably gentle ; nothing can exceed the mild and
beautifiil expression of ita full dark eye.

Skot. ni.

—

Hittorieal Oeography.

The hiatory of thia extensive region is altojgether unknown till the twelfth century, when,

during the flourishing period of Arabian literature, the eminent geographere Abulfeda,

Edrisi, and others, described the settlements formed by their countrymen on the southern

side of the Great Desert. The Arabs appear to have migrated thither in numerous and

probably successive colonies. The movement took place chiefly in consequence of the contest

between the dynasties of the Abbaaidea and Ommiadea, when the vanquiahed puty acraght

refuge in the remotest extremities of Africa. Bein^ probably poeaeaaed of auperior akill ia

the military art, they easily prevailed over the undisciplined natives, and eatabliahed powerful

statea along a river, which they called the Nile of the Negroea, but which appears to be only
7*
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the Zinnie or Qatmma, a tributary to that which we call the Niger. The principal king-

doma were Ghana (Kano), and Tocrur (Sackatoo), while to the east was the powerful negro

tate oTKuku (Bomou). The court of Ghana displayed a splendour, derived chiefly from the

Id imported fVom the countriea in the south, which appeared dazzling even to those who
d witnessed the greatness of Bagdad and Caira
Varioua revolutioos, only imperfectly reported to us, appear since that period to have

agitated this part of the continent In general, one powerful chief seems to have aspired

at, and in a great measure attained, a supremacy over the others, of which he was speedily

deprived by the revolutions to which these turbulent states arc liable. In the fourteenth

century, Leo Africanua, visiting Timbuctoo, found it in possession of Izchia, a powerful

chief from Morocco, who held then the chief sway over Ghana and the principal countries

of Central Africa. At the end of the last century, Mr. Lucas understood that Cassina had

gained the supreme rule over all the Mussulman states in this quarter. About the begin-

ning of the century, however, Danfodio, chief of the Fellatahs of Sackatoo, not only asserted

his independence, but made himself master of all Houssa, then conquered Boruou, and finally

extended his dominion westward as &r as the Niger. The Fellatah empire, thus foimded,

has since, however, suflered much dismemberment. The standard of independence was
raided in Bomou by a native of Kanem, who, under the title of Sheik el Kanemy, drove out

the invader, and assumed the real sway over the country. In the heart of Houssa, Goober,

Zcgzeg, and other countries, have thrown off the yoke. Yet the Fellatahs, under other

chiefs, are extending their conquests to the westwara, and have even passed the Niger into

Yarriba. Timbuctoo, meautime, has long lost the supremacy it puosessed in the days of

Lea It became even tributary to the emperor of Morocco ; and though it has shaken off

this ^oke, the king's domuiion does not now extend beyond the city and its immediate
vicinity. Bambarra, when visited by Park, was found the most extensive and powerful

kingdom on the upper course of the Niger, but it has since been dismembered by Sego
Ahmadou, a Foulah chieftain, who haa obtained possession of the flourishing city of Jenne,

and the surrounding territory.

Sect. FV.—Political Oeography.

The government in the countries of Central Africa is coriipletely despotic ; and in the

states the homage paid to rulers and grandees is even more abject and debasing than in any
civilised empire. In Eyeo, the greatest lords, when they approach the sovereign, throw
themselves flat on their faces, kissing the earth, and piling heaps of dust upon their heads.

The sacrifice, on the death of any prince or chief, of his principal ofiicers and favourite

wives, though not carried to the same bloody extent as in Ashantee and Dahomey, is con-

siderably prevalent in Eyeo and other native states. Yet the greatness of the monarch is

not supported by much of outward pomp and state. Their mansions, usual attire, and daily

habits, difler little from those of their meanest subject. The king of Youri, one of the

greatest of these potentates, received the English mission in a small square spot, which
might be compared to a clean English ftrm-yard ; and his audience of leave was given in

an apartment unswept and dirty, with swallows flying about, and a number of naked girls

and boys passing and repassing. The king of Wawa, to give his state recepticm, placed
himself in a niche of the city wrall. The pomp of the sovereign consists chiefly in the mul-
titude of his wives ; and it was the boast of the king of Eyeo that his queens, linked hand-
in-hand, would reach from one end of the kingdom tothe other. These ladies, however,
are in a very different situation fh>m that which in Europe is suggested bv the word queen:
slave would be the more appropriate, so varied are the services m every deecription exacted
from them. They act as bod^-guards, ]>erform the most menial offices, and are seen in every
part of the kingdom, carrying on their heads heavy burdens from place to place, &voured
only with an exemption fh>m tolls. The Mussulman princes maintain courts more resembling
those of Northern Africa, with fewer wives, and those more secluded, preserving greater
pomp and exercising equal power, but not exacting the same degrading testimonies of homage.
We may observe, moreover, that each city enjoys a species ofmunicipal government, which,
particularly in some parts of Bsmbarra, has even somewhat of a republioin constitution, the-

mansa or governor boing elected by the body of the people.

The revenue of these princes does not appear to equal their power, or even to be derived
from any regular source, if we except the dues exacted from tlie caravans. They enrich
Uiemselves b^ presents, and thus particularly appear to accumulate such an extravagant
number of wives. They also carry on a good deal of traffic, and scruple not to eroployboth
power and stratagem in turning it to their own advantage. Lander scarcely met one prince

from whom he did not experience every species of roguery and extortion. The treasures

thus acquired consist chiefly in articles of show and ornament, which are piled in huge heaps
for the sake of boastful exhibition. Their peculiar delight is to display these to important
strangers, as a child does his toys and gewgaws.
The armies of these princes consist chiefly of turbulent militia, taking the field on the

Mimmons of the prince, and supporting themselves by plundering the country through which

.'ini«?«^'*.-^-*.'**»»*-
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they pass. The cavalry of Bomou and- Begharmi, have a very martial appearance, the
hones bein^ small and active, and, as well as their riders, completely enveloped in chain and
sometimes m plate armour. Unfortunately thejr want the power of standing any brisk

charge from an enemy, but on every such occasion take precipitately to flight They are

all the enemies' backs are turned.

868
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serviceable only when the victory has been decided, and
when they were very active in cutting down and plundering the
fugitives. Thr Kanemboo spearmen (fig. 668.), organised by the
present sheik of Bomou, form the mo^t regular and efl!ectivc force

m interior Africa. They march by tribes, almost naked, with only
a skin round their waist, their only arms being a long shield with
which they ward off the arrows of tlie enemy, and a spear with
which they press forward to charge him ; yet they have much <^
the organization of a regular army, maintaining in front a chain of
piquets, and the sentinels passing the war-cry along the line. The
Fellatah archers, and those of a very rude people called the Mun-
gas, fighting with poisoned arrows, have shown themselves very
formidable ; yet Lander saw the army of Sackatoo, 50,000 or 60,000
strong, employed in the siege of Coonia, a rebel city ; but only a
few chiefe, dressed in quilted armour, made some display of valour;

the others, upon being struck by a false alarm, took precipitately to

flight, upiwttmg every thing in their way, most of the men and ani-

mals tumbling over each other, and rushing together to save what they could by flight A
camp, as elsewhere seen by Clapperton, was like a village, composed of a number of huts,

resembling bee-hives arranged in regular streets; and was "filled with weavers, tailors,

women spinning cotton, others reeling ofl'; some selling foofoo and accasaons, others selling

yams and paste ; little markets at every green tree, holy men counting their beads, and dis-

solute slaves drinking roa bum." The musket is almost wholly unknown in the wars of
those nations. The gi«»te8t monarchs have only a few, which they keep as objects of pride

and curiosity. The Arab caravan followers, armed with those weapons, and possessing a
certain degree of discipline, arc superior to thousands of their opponents, and often decide

the battle between the mightiest monarchs.

Sbot. V.

—

Productive Indtutry.

Almost the whole of this extensive region may rank with the finest and most fruitful on
the surface of the globe. Though placed nearly beneath the line, and scorched by the
intensest rays of a tropical sun, it suffers from this cause less than almost any other country
in the same situation. The great chain of mountains by which it is traversed in some degree
tempers the severity of the neat, and, by the numerous streams which they pour down, a&rds
throughout the means of irrigation. Even their declivities, sometimes to the very summit,
are covered with copious harvests. Thus nearly the whole territory is fitted for the produc-
tions of the tropical, and, through the variety of sur&ce, occasionally even of the temperate,
zone.

Agriculture is practised over the whole of Central Africa, though not by any elaborate

or scientific processes. The plough appears never to have passed the desert ; the «mly instru-

ment for turning up the ground being the hoe, which does little more than scratch the
surface ; yet this slight tillage, on grounds moistened by inundation or artificial watering,

is sufficient to produce abuiidant crops. It has even been doubted whether a deep furrow
would not be injurious, by laying the ground too open to the influences of the tropical sun.

Considerable pains are bestowMl upon irrigating the grounds ; and in Houssa the grain ia

stored in large granaries raised on poles, as a security from the insects. Watch is diligently

kept to scare away the numerous birds which would devour the grain. In Bomou, indeed,

the imperfect industry of the people produces only guseub, a species of millet, which, instead

of being formed into bread, is merely boiled into a paste. So supine is their culture, that

in this fine climate they do not rear a vegetable of any description, except a few onions ; nor
a fruit except limes, and those only in the garden of the sheik. In Houssa, however, two
crops of wheat are raised in the year, and uie markets are abundantly supplied with fruiti(

and vegetables. Rice is produced copiously on the inundated banks of the Niger, particu-

larly in the kingdom of Youri. Cottmi, the material of the staple and universal manufocture,
is everywhere grown, and the boautifbl and valuable fabrics woven from it afford a pre-

sumption in fhvour of its quality. Indigo for dyeing is produced in great abundance and
excellence. Oxen are reared in great numbers, and often of very valuable breeds, but almost
exclusively by the Arabs and Fellatahs; and there appears a presumption that they have
been imported tnr these races firom Northern Africa, since in the districts purely negro, the
domestic animals consist only of sheep, goats, pigs, and poultry, reared often beneath the
same roof with their owners. The forests and the inundated swamps on the great rivers

abound with wild animals,—the lion, the elephant the leopard, the hyena,—which commit
formidable niTegei

;
yet tiieir epoUa form fluently objects of trade, particularly the tusk
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of the elephant, composing the valuable substance of ivory' The swanna of insects are

tormenting, and sometimes even dangerous ; but the bees tJ&rd an abundant supply of honey,

the chief dietetic luxury. Gold is extracted in considerable abundance firom the sands of

almost all the streams thut descend from the western part of the great mountain chain.

Manufactures are not numerous, but carried on with consideraUe skill and activity. The
aiost important, by far, is that of cotton cloth, which is said to be beautifully woven, and

skilfully dyed with fine indiga This appears to be quite i negrb manufacture, being carried

to the greatest perfection in countries occupied exclusively 1^ that people ; Loggun in the

east, and NyfRs westward on the shores of the Niger. The manufactures in Houssa are

chiefly conducted by slaves from the latter countrr. Denham describes the people ofLoggun
as steeping their cloth thrice in indigo, then laying it en the trunk of a large tree, and

beating it with wooden mallets, till it acquires the most brilliant gloss. Mats, being uni-

versally used to sit and deep upon, form also an extensive branch of manu&ctore, which u
carried to peculiar perfection at Rabba in Nyffis. The gold found along the western part

of the chain of mountains is worked with considerable skill into rings and ornaments.

Commerce, throughout this region, is carried on with considerable activity, though io

modes Mmewhat peculiar. Maritime trade is precluded by ;ts situation, fiur distant from any

coast. Even river navigation is not practised with much diliffence, unless on the Niger, and

that chiefly on its lower course, as it approaches the sea. Wagons are unknown, and would
perhaps be too cumbrous for the rude tracts through which they would have to be conveyed.

Single travellers, also, could not proceed with safety through routes of such length, many
parte of which are beset by predatory tribes. Commodities are conveyed by krge troops,

aometimes resembling little armies, called caravans, kaSlas, or cofiles. Those which pass

between Northern nai Central Africa, across the immense expanse of the desert, employ

camels, whose patience of thirst, and soft and elastic hoofs, almost exclusively fit them fw
travelling over this wide sur&ce of sand. In the rugged and mountainous tracts, burdens

are chiefly convened by means of asses ; but in the great fertile plains of Houssa and Eyeo,

the human head is the most frequent vehicle : those of females, not excepting the wives of

the great men, and even of the monarch, are decidedly preferred. These fiiir bearers have

been seen carrying with alacrity loads which it required the labour of three men to place

on their heads. The African caravan merchant is a very diflferent person from him who,

while his vessels are traversing the ocean, remains seated in a snue counting-house, reckon-

ing the silent accumul«,tion of his profite : he must accompany liis investments to their

remotest destination, through desolate tracts, the domain of warlike and ferocious tribes.

Paswng through regions which own no law but that of the strongest, he is obliged to arm
himself and his folktwers, and to defend as a warrior what ho ms earned as a merchant
Unhappily, he is often tempted to imitate those with whom he contends, and to consider

plunder as a cheap and even not dishonourable mode of completing his assortment (^ goods.

He holds himself thus ei]^ually ready, according to circumstances, to act as thief, pedlar,

merchant, prince, or warrior. His band being armed with muskets, and forming a Uttle

standing army, are truly formidable to the nations of interior Africa. They fiirm tiiere a

sort of state within the state, and are at once courted and dreaded even by great sovereigns.

As commodities, in crossing the desert, rise in value firom 160 to 600 per cent, and aome>
times are procured bjr mere violence, the merchant who passes safely through a aeries of

such adventures acquires immense wealth, and can ofren rival the pomp of princes. The
caravans which traverse on foot the negip countries in the west, and which consist in a

great measure of females, though often very noisy, and addicted to convivial and even dis-

solute habits, bear by no merjis the same warlike character. The female traffickers act not

merelv in a servile capacity as bearers, but oarry on extensive transactions, and acquire xon-

klerable property.

The commodities c(»veved across the desert, and exposed fer sale in the markets of Cen*

tral Africa, are chiefly of a showy and ornamental kind: coarse woollen cloths of gaudy
colours, and red silk thread to be woven into their cotton robes ; coarse French writing

paper, beads rings, and ornaments made of silver, ghus, coral, amber, and even pewter; and
witli regard to the material of these articles, imposition is very easily practised. Scissors

tad knives, with other iron implements, and, rtill more, arms, are in constant demand. A
welcome ia even g>.ven to the gaudy castKrff dresses of the Mamelukes, and to the old awotd-

blades of the knights of Malta. Salt, in large quantities, is brought fkom pite in the interior

of the desert ; and goora or kolla nuts,—a favourite luxury, which is even called the African

ooflbe,—are transported from the western to the eastern parts t£ this region. The returns

made to Northern Africa firom Timbuctoo consist partly of sold and ivory ; but slaves are

the chief article sent th>m thence, and almost the sole one mm Houssa and Bomou. These
unfortunate victims are caught by i^rroed expeditions in the mountainous regkms to the south,

tho inhabitanto of which, being mostly pagan, are considered by orthodox Mussulmans u
lawfiil prey. These inroads are undertaken not by private maraviton, but by powerftal

ohieft, and even by the greatest princes. On occasion of the maiiria^ of the sheik of

BoHMu with the daughtorcf 4he sultan of Mudara, a coaUBed eqpeditioa waa aaatagiiiMit
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the Musgow nation, which, after a desperate struggle, brought in 3000 slaves; and the
nuptials were celebrated with barbaric pomp, furnished out of the tears and captivitr of so
many victims.

Neither roads, canals, nor other modes of improving tlie interior communications, are
employed in this region. The routes are merely spaces letl vacant, and beaten by tl e con-
tinued tread of men and animals. They are often encumbered by swamps, trees fallen

across, and even by the large nests of white anta Where they are crossed by broad riven
or lakes, a large raft is placed ou the bank, by which, not without some difficulty and danger,
the caravans are ferried over.

Sect. \L—CivU and Social State.

The state of society, though it has not passed the limit of what must be denominated
barbarous, has yet made a greater approach towards civilisation than among any other Afri-

can nations, except those which border on tho Mediterranean. Nor is this solely owing to
the migrations from that region, though these have been numerous, and a great part of the
population is derived from thenu The states purely negro, which have imbibed no portion

of Arabic religion and literature, have made nearly an e<|ual advance in arts and improve-
menta. The total absence, however, of alphabetic writing, and of any written or even
painted records, seems to place these last decidedly beneath the least improved among the
great nations of the Asiatic coritinent.

In the moral existence of the African there are many very dark features. War is carried
on with all the ferocity of the most barbarous nations ; many tracts, formerly flourishing,

were seen, by the recent travellers, reduced by it to a state of entire desolation. Another
deep blot is the extensive prevalence of robbery, practised not merely by desperate and out-
lawed individuals, but as the great national and state concern of almost every community,
great and small. In other parts of the world, robbery is carried on by the poor against the
rich : in Central Africa, it is equally or more by the rich against the poor ; for there, he
who is destitute of every thing else, has at least himself, who, converted into a slave, forms
the richest booty that can tempt the plunderer. The treatment of the numerous bands of
captives who are conveyed across the desert is also attended with many circumstances of
remorseless cruelty. Yet it must not be concluded that an unbroken gloom hangs over the
moral condition of Africa. There seems even to be sometliing peculiarly amiable and
en^ging in the social feelings and habits there prevalent Warmth of friendship, hospi-

tality, and humanity, are virtues of which Park and other recent travellers have given many
shining instances. They are furnished even by Moslems, notwithstanding the hostile feel-

ings dierished bv a bigoted creed. When Major Denham was fleeing from battle in a
naked and miserable state, a young African prince pulled off his own trousers, and bestowed
them upon him. Both Clapperton and Lander paint the Fellatah shepherdesses in the most
engaging colours; describing their dress as arranged with taste, their hair braided with
peculiar neatness, their manners artless and simple, their conversation at once modest and
tiill of kindness.

In regard to religion, the nations of this region are pretty equally divided between two
systems, the pagan aiid Mahometan ; one native, the other introduced by migration and
intercourse firom Northern Africa. The Niger, in a general sense, forms the boundary of
Moslem influence, which has, however, penetrated at several points beyond that river. The
Fellataha, who form the ruling people in the fine territory of Houssa, appear to have
migrated firom Egvpt and Barbery, brmging with them thtj Mahometan religion. The peo-

ple of Bomou, and of the adjacent countries of Mandara and Bcgharmi, have been convert-

ed to this faith, and profess it with a still more bitted zeal. The Christian travellers were
considered by them not only as doomed to ^rdition, but as destitute of any claim to the
rights and courtesies of humanity. One fixed article of belief among all these nations is,

that they may lawfully reduce to slavery all the kerdie$, or pagans, who people the southern
mountain districts. In other respects, they do not strictly conform to the recluse and con-

tracted habits of life generally prevailing among nations of this profession : the females are
not closely immured; intoxicating liquors are not rigidly abstained from; and various

amusements which it proscribes are indulged in without scruple. The pagan tribes are free

from this intolerant spirit ; but their superstition is mean and puerile in the extreme, con-
sisting in implicit reliance upon fetiches, charms, and amulets of the most ridiculous nature.

The barbarous system, also, of human sacrifice, though prompted by the extravagant venera*
tion in which their great men are held, has evidently an intimate connection with supers

Btitious impressions.

Learning, throughout Central Africa, appears in a very depressed state. The reading

even of the Koran is confined to a very few of the great jigkli, or doctors. Its verses are

ohir fly employed as amulets to secure triumph over enemies, or success in the difl^hrent pur-

suits of life. Its contents are fVei^uently imbibeil by writing the characters with a black

substance on a wooden board, washing them ofl', tind drinking the liquid. The Arabs, who
poeseaa somewhat greater information, often practise most scandalous impositions on th«

Vob III. L
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credulity of the negtooB. The princes, both in Bornou and HouBsa, show a dispoaition to

enquire into and cultivate the arts and sciences ; but they have no channel of information,

unless from Barbery, where these pursuits are in an almost equally depressed state. Sultan

Bello and bis minister had each a library, but no communication has been made to us as to

the contents of either. Yet extemporary poetry, sung by the composers, is repeated at

almost all the African courts. Singing men and singing women are constant attendants on

the chiefii and caboceera; and their songs, though conceived probably in terms of the grogs'

est flattery, appear to contain a large portion of national history. The Arab caravan dri.

vers also cheer their long expeditions by reciting poems, where the talent displayed is often

considerable, and is derived less, probably, from any acquired literature, than nom the excit-

ed state of passion and feelinff, wnich arises in a life of wild and wandering adventure. In

the most improved of the native states, there appears to exist a considerable taste for sculp-

ture, and in their edifices, the doors, with the other ornamental parts, are adorned with pil-

lars, on which are carved tlie exploits of their warriors, combined with the various move-

ments of favourite animals.

The amusements of these nations are not extremely refined. Wrestling and gaming are

&vourites in Bornou. The wrestling exhibitions are made by slaves captured firom the neigh-

bouring and hostile countries of Beghormi and Musgowy. The masters place their pride in

the victories achieved by these slaves, cheering them during the combat, and often on a

favourable issue throwing to them valuable robes and other presents. A powerfiil wrestling

slave will sell for 100 dulars; but a defeat, the disgrace of which is never forgotten, causes

him to fiill at once to four or (ire. Ladies, also, even of rank, delight in a strange exercise,

where thev beat particular parts of the body against each other with such force, that the

vanquished party is thrown flat on the ground. The principal game, and one skilfully play-

ed, IS a species of rude chess, carried on by beans, with holes made in the san:' At Kano,

the most flourishing of the cities of Houssa, boxing is practised with some science, and such

excessive fury, that a thorough set-to not unfrequently terminates in the death of one of the

combatants. The performers exhibit for pay; and when Captain Clapperton hired a party,

the whole population, male and female, quitted their occupations, and thronged to view their

favourite spectacle. In Eyeo, there is a s^iecies of dramatic exhibition, consisting, however,

merely in a display of mimicry, tricks, and buflfoonery. Persons enclosed in sacks pursue

each otlier with surprising agility ; out of one comes a representative of the boa c<Mi8trictor,

who exhibits an excellent imitation of the movements of that animal ; there was also

exhibited to Captain Clapperton the " white devil," a caricature of the European ; a thin

figure, painted white, shivering with cold, and performing very naturally a variety of move-
ments which appear strange in the eye of an Afirican. We may conclude with dancing,

which, over all native AfVica, is the standing and universal amusement, continued often for

whole nights, and practised in every form, firom slow movements resembling the stately

minuet, to curvets that might rival those of Grimaldi. Even the kings place a peculiar

glory in their skilfiil performance of this exercise; to be an expert dancer is thought almost

as flattering as to be a successful warrior ; and even those monarchs, whose advanced age

disqualifies them firam any real eminence in this performance, strain every nerve, by elabor-

ate displays of it, to extort the flattery of their subjects.

Sect. VH.—Loeai Qeography.

The eastern port of this territory, comprising the kingdoms of Bornou, Mandara, Loggun,
and Begharmi, will be most convenient for commencing our survey of its local divisions.

Bornou, one of the most powerful kingdoms of Centnl Afirica, extends about 200 miles in

every direction, on the westward of the great inland sea of the Tcl.ad. The extent o^that

M, and the variations on its surftce, have been already described. When, in consequence
of the rains, its waters swell, and overspread the large encumbered tract abandoned during

the dry season, the numerous bands of wild animals which it harboured, elephants, lions,

panthers, and hyenas, are obliged to <]uit their cover, and seek their prey among the habita-

tions of men. At this disastrous period, travellers, and the slaves employed in watching
the corn fields, often fall victims to their ftirv ; the hyenas have even been known to force

their way into walled towns, and devour the herds that had been driven into them for shelter.

With the exception of this peculiar district, Bornou, watered by the tropical rains, and

often partially inundated, is a very fertile country. The soil, after b 'ng merely scratched

with a hoe by the fbmale slaves, and tho seed scattered, rather than sown, yields very con-

siderable crops. Cities, containing fVom 10,000 to 30,000 inhabitants, and many walled towns,

rise along the shores of the lake. The markets present a most crowded scene, the principal

one at Angornou attracting sometimes 100,000 people. Yet the nation is remarkably defi-

cient, not only in refined and intellectual pursuits, but in tlie humblest of the uRnful arts,

Instead of wheat or rice, they raise gussub, a species of small ipain, which, being boiled to

a paste, and having melted fkt poureid over it, is in Bornou considered the most delicate of

dishes. Even iron tools, notwithstanding their value to a martial people, are handled in the

most clumsy manner. The only fkbric in which Uiey have attained any kind of excellence

ia that of cotton cloth dyed blue with their fino indigo, the tobei or pieces of which fbrm
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the current coin of the realm ; yet even in this staple the^ do not equal the natives of Loggun
and NyfiS. They have, however, the absolute necessaries of life in abundance. Numerous
herds of cattle are bred by Arab tribes, who have transported into Bomou all their pastoral

habits. The moet numerous are the Shouaas, who in the towns are described as deceitful,

arrogant, pretended fortune-tellers, and grently resembling gypsies; but in the country diik

play greater simplicity of manners. Majoc Denham descritos the daughter of a rich Siiouaa

ioadea with ornaments of amber, silver rings, and coral, her hair streaming with fiit, a black

rim of kohol, at least an inch wide, round each of her eyes. She sits astride on a bullock,

over which carpets and tobes have been spread, guides him by the nose, and tortures his

sluggish form into something like caperings aud curvetings. The Bomouese are character-

ised by simplicity, good nature, and ugliness. They have in excess the thick lips, &ce
sloping backwards, and other characteristics of the negro. The principle of speculative

curiosity is one to which they are not only strangers, but which the> cannot at all conceive
as swaying the human mind ; and the recent travellers could by no n.eans obtain credit for

this motive in visiting Africa.

The government of Bomou is absolute ; but when the English mission lately visited the

country, tliey found it in a somewhat singular political situation. The sheik, sumained El
Kanemy, who by hi8~ valour had rescued the kingdom from Fellatah invasion, possessed all

the real authority, which he exercised with justice and vigour ; but he found it prudent to

confer tlie ostensible dignity of sultan on a member of the ancient royal family, who lived

in empty pomp at New Bomou. There is probably no court of which the taste is so absurd,

ffrotesique, or preposterous. The primary requisite for a fine gentleman and a courtier is a
huge belly ; and where feeding and cramming will not produce this beauty in sufficient per>

fection, the part is swelled out by stuffing and cushioning. This unwieldy bulk is then
covered with ten or twelve successive robes of rich and varied materials. Fold after fold is

wrapped round the head; till only a small part of the face, and that all on one side, can be
descried. Numerous amulets, enclosed in green leather cases, envelope their clothes, horses,

and arm& Surrounded by a train of such attendants, the sultan of Bomou received the

British mission in a cage or crib, barely capable of containing his own person (^g. 868.).

Thus attired, however, the Bomou cavalry take the
field ; but they are there totally inefficient. Indeed,
the sultan, who ought to be still more protuberant

and encumbered than the rest, is subject to the con-

venient necessity of never fighting; but if his army
is defeated, and he cannot escape by flight, he seats

himself in state beneath a tree, and quietly awaits

the stroke of death. Lander heard it reported at

Boussa, that the sheik had recently been put to

death by the sultan, who had resumed the supreme
sway.

The towns of Bomou are considerable, though
not of the first magnitude. New Bomou, the pre-

sent residence of the sultan, is said not to contain

more than 10,000 people ; and Kouka, where the

sheik kept his court, is still smaller. Angomou ia

the largest place in the kingdom, containing at

least 30,000 people, and, during the crowded mar-
kets held there, often from 80,000 to 100,000 are
assembled. All these are in the heart of the king-

dom, on the westem bank of the Tchad. Angala,
on the southern or Begharmi frontier, and Woodie on that of Kanem, are also considerable

:

at the latter, the caravans are made to stop till permission to proceed is obtained ihim the

sovereign. Kanem, in the north, is a rader district, partaking somewhat of the character
of the bordering desort; but its inhabitants arej>eculiarly brave. Lari, the capital, is a town
of 2000 inhabitants, consisting of clusters of rush-huts, in the shape of well-thatched corn-

stacks. The largest cities, however, appear to have been formerly situated on the lower
courxe of the Yeou ; but they have been entirely destroyed, and the whole country laid waste,
by tlic desolating inroad of the Fellatahs, The ruins of Old Bornou were seen covering a
space of five or six square miles; and Gambarou, the former residence of royalty, displayed

in its ruined edifices a degree of elegance not observable in any of the modem capitals.

The territory round thcsu cities, formerly in a slate of the iiiffhest cultivation, is now covered
with labyrinths of thickets, and the meadows overgrown with wild plants. It contains only
a few scattered villages, whose inhabitants live in constant dread from the predatory inroads

of the Tuaricks, Farther to the west, beyond a large town called Kabshary, are the almost
savage tribe of Mungas, who fight with poisoned arrows, and yield a reluctant submission to

the dominion of Bornou.

Mandara, situated to the south of Bornou, consists of a fine valley, containing eight large

towns, the principal of which ia Mora. The whole country, and even the capital, are over^

Andimc* of the Bulian orBoiuou.
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looked bv the great central range of the Mountains of the Moon, which to the aouthward

of this territory appear to attain their loftiest height They are inhabited by numerous and

barbarous races, comprehended, by the Mandaras, under the appellation of kerdies, or pagans,

and thence considered as lawflil prey. These people paint their bodies, wrap themselves in

the skins of wild beasts, and subsist chiefly on fruits, honey, and the fish drawn from lar?e

lakes. The Musgow, the most distant and rudest of thoko races, were seen mounted on little

fiery steeds, covered only with the skin of a goat or leopard, and having ro heir neck

long strings of the teeth of their enemies. Dirkullah, a part of this mou' »irritory, is

occupied by Fellatahs, who have their villages strongly fortified, mid fight besptrately with

poisoned arrows, by which they once put to flight the whole force of Itornou and Mandara,
though aided by a numerous and well-armed body of Arabs.

L^gun, situated immediately to the south of the lake Tchad, and watered by the lower

course of the river Shary, which fells into that great receptacle, appears to be one of the

most improved and industrious countries in all Africa. The Loggunese, amid the furious

warfare waged by the surrounding states, have, by a skilful neutrality, maintained them-

selves in peace. They work steadily and skilfully at the loom, an occupation elsewhere

abandoned to slaves. Their cloth, after being thrice steeped in a dye of excellent indigo,

receives a brilliant gloss by being placed on the trunk of a large tree, and beaten with

wooden mallets. The tobes thus mbricated are much superior to Uioee of Bornou, and only

equalled in Nyfle. The poople rank also above their neighbours, in having a coinage, though

rudely made of iron, somewhat in the form of a horse-shoe. Provisions are abundant ; the

banks of the river are bordered with fine woods, and a profusion of variously tinted aromatic

plants. The inhabitants, however, suffer cruelly from the multitude of tormenting insects.

** Flies, bees, and mosquitoes, wit!k immense black tOads, vie with each other." It is impoe-

ible to stir out for two or three hours at mid-day, without the hazard of serious illness.

Some seek a protection by building one house within another ; others by kindling a fire of

wet straw, and sitting in the smoke ; but this remedy seems worse than the evil. The ladies

of liOggun (^g. 870.) are described aa the handsomest and most intelligent of the negro

870
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noe, with a lively and agreeable expression and engaging tnannera They kra by no means
diatinguished, however, by those virtues which form the ornament of their sex, ahd, in par-
ticular, used the utmost dexterity in snatching fhun Major Denham every thing they could
reach, searching even the pockets of his trousers, and, when detected, treating the wnole as

a jest Loggun, the capital, is a handsome town, with spacious streets, finely situated on the
Snary, about forty miles above its entrance into the lake.

Bc^harmi, or Begherme, is a considerable country, to the south-east of the lake Tchad.
The people, who are stout and warlike, wage almost con-
tinual war witi] Bomou, which boasts of having subjected
them ; but they always find a retreat beyond a consider-
able river, which flows through their country, whence
they retuui and regain possession of their territory. Their
chief force consists in mounted lancers (Jig. 871.;, which,
with their horses, are cased still more completely in iron

mail than those of Bornou ; but they do not in the field

display any higher degree of courage.
The islands in the lake Tchad, which are numerous,

and many of them large, are inhabited by tribes that have
made themselves formidable to the surrounding countries.

The Biddomah, occupying the eastern quarter, have a fleet

of a thousand large canoes, which they employ entirely

in piratical inroads. They maintain the doctrine that

their deity left them without grain or cattle ; instead of
which, he bestowed strength and cunning to snatch those

good things fi ?m others who possessed them. This desti-

nation they ze<ilou::?y fulfil ; there being not a spot round
Luom orBeihum,.
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this wide expanse of water which is for a moment secure from their attack, the vicinity of

the capital not excepted. They carry off many of tlie people as slaves, but treat them well,

and even bestow wives upon them. No attempt to check their ravages seems made by the

most powerful of the Bornou sovereigns, who merely say, " The waters are theirs : what
can we do I" The La Salas, a pastoral people, inhabit a number of small verdant islands

near the southern quarter, separated by channels so shallow, that those acquainted with
them can ride on horseback from one to the other. These islands are covered with rich

pastures and numerous herds.

Houssa is an extensive territory in the most central part of Africa, reaching from the

upper course of the Yeou nearly west to the Niger ; but its boundaries both on the north

and south seem to be yet undecided. Although it is ascertained not to reach the main stream
of the Qnorra or Niger, it is yet well watered by the river Quarrama or Zirmie, which,
with several tributaries, flows westward to join the Quorra. On the eastern border, also,

it is traversed by the upper course of the Yeou, and on the southern by the Shary or Tshadda,
which alsii falls into the Niger. Thfs region derives its social character from the Fellatahs,

descended appare.ntly from the Arabs, who migrated thither in large bodies in the tenth and
eleventh centuries, and have ever since continued to be the ruling people. It appears to be
more elevated, and the climate less sultry, than that either of Bornou or the countries on
the Niger ; travellers have even occasionally sufl^ered from cold. The face of the country
exhibits evident marks of superior cultivation and a superior people. The fields are covered

with large crops of wheat, two of which are annually produced, and the grain is stored in

large granaries raised on poles as a security from insects. Irrigation is practised with dili-

gence. The grain is made into bread, and the markets are well supplied with fruits and
vegetables. The Moslem faith is proferaed, having the iniquitous right founded upon it, of
carrying into bondage the southern tribes of kerdies, or infidels ; yet the same bigoted spirit

does not prevail, and the Arabs even allege that the Fellatahs are not true Moslems. Their
commercial habits., and intercourse with the negro nations '}the westward, are probably the
chief causes which introduce this more liberal train of ideas.

Soccatoo, or Sackatoo, probably the Tocrur of the Arabians, situated nearly at the western
extremity or Houssa, is at present the ruling country ever that region. The territory ap-

pears to be fertile and populous, and its capital the largest city m interior Africa. The
houses are built closer than usual, and more regularly laid out in streets. The place is sur>

rounded by a wall between twenty and thirty feet high, with twelve gates, always shut at

sunset The dwellings of the principal inhabitants consist of clusters of cottages, and of
houses built with flat roofs in the Moorish style, enclosed by high walls. There are two
mosques, one of which, unfinished when Clapperton resided there, was 600 feet in length,

supported by wooden pillars plastered with clay, and richly ornamented. The palace, as

usual, forms a sort of enclosed town, with an open quadrangle in front ; while a painted and
ornamented cottage contains the hall of audience Of late the residence of the court hav-
ing been transferred to the neighbouring town of ~>i.agaria, Sackatoo is likely to experience

a decline.

The countries of Goober and ZamfVa, or Zanfara, are of a ruder character, inhabited by a
warlike race, who have sometimes ruled over Houssa, and are at present in open rebellion

against the power of Sackatoo. Even the high road between that city and Kano is con-

tinually infested by them. The merchants venture to pass it only in numerous and close

bodies, every one striving to be foremost, and exclaiming, " Woe to the wreteh that falls

behind, he will be sure to meet an unhappy end at the hands of the Gooberites !" In 1829,
Coonia, the strongly fortified capital of Goober, repulsed with loss the whole military force

of Houssa, amounting to 00,000 or 60,000 men. Zirmie, the capital of Zamfra, is repre-

sented as forming a sort of outlawed city, where runaway slaves find protection, and the
inhabitants are esteemed the greatest rogues in all Houssa.
Kano, though declined fVom its ancient greatness, is still the centre of commerce and civil-

isation in interior Africa ; yet it is built in a very scattered manner, occupying only about a
fourth of the circuit of fifteen miles enclosed by its walls. The inhabited part is divided

into two by a large morass, dry during a part of the year, at which period is held a great
market, the most crowded and best regulated in Africa. It is under the superintendence of
a sheik, who has even the exorbitant power of fixing the prices. Such is the confidence
established, that packets of goods are very commonly carried away without being opened

;

nnd if any fraud is discovered, the packet is sent back, and the dylala, or broker, is compelled
to procure restitution. T'he market is crowded from sunrise to sunset every day, not except-
ing Friday, the Mahometan sabbath. The slaves, who constitute the rUple commodity, havo
a special market, compoeed of two long ranges of sheds, ono for Htales, and the other for

females. The poor creatures, decked out for the purpose, are seated in rows, and are nicely
itcrutinised by the purchaser, who inspects the tongue, teeth, eyes, and limbs, causing tliein

to cough, and move in diffbrent directions, so that any defect in their persons may bscome
apparent The cut rent coin in traffic consists of the small shells called cowries, 480 of

Vol. IU. 8
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which are worth only a shillinff, so that the task of counting them is laboriona. Kano is

supposed to contain 30,000 or 4(^000 inhabitants.

Kashna, or Kassina, to the north of Kano, is a considerable kingdom, which at no distant

period held the supremacy over Houssa, and has even lately shaken off the yoke of Sacka>

too. Its walls, like those of Kano. are of immense circuit; but the inhabited part does not

amount to above a tenth of the enclosed space. It is still, however, the seat of a consider-

able trade with the desert, with TimbuctoD, and with caravans coming across the desert by

the way of Ghadamis and Tuat
To the south of Sackatoo and Kano is the country of Zegzee, one of the finest in all

Africa. It is covered with plentifiil civps and rich pastures, yields particularly good rice,

and is beautifully variesated with hill and dale, like the finest parts of England. Saria, the

capital, is like an enckised district, occupying a great extent of ground, which compriges

even woods and corn-fields; the population is estimated at about 50,000. The country to

the south of Zegzeg, though diversified by rising grounds, is still fertile and^ well cultivated,

containing a number of considerable towns. Cuttup, a compound of 500 villages, or rather

clusters of houses covering a beautifiil plain, forms the market for a great extent of country.

Farther south, however, there is stated to be a nigged and mountainous region inhabited by

the Yam-yams, a savage race, represented as cannibals, and who, some time ago, had killed

and eaten a whole caravan. The same people are mentioned, six centuries ago, by Edrisi,

as bearing the same character. Dunrora is situated in a country fertile, though rocky ; and

about half a day's journey from it is Jaooba, described as a large city on the river Shary

;

while farther to the east, on the same river, is stated to be another great city, Adamowa:
but herr, our knowledge in this direction terminatea

The weBteTi> ••-aclA of Houssa do not contain any cities of great magnitude. Yet the late

traveller: rir>«<ni.on Bershee, probably the Berissa of Edrisi ; Katunga, surrounded by a fine

countrr . :, n^eia, picturesquely situated amid rocky hills ; and Girkwa, on a river of tha

samp TV '...\ .t'lh^toxy to the Yeou. Katasoom, capital of a province once included in Bor

a • onttiiMi t^>)C inhabitants; and in uie same district is Sansan, a large market-place

(liv Jkd i:iU> : >ree distinct towns. To the north is a rude tract, inhabited by the Bedees, a

ferce, iiuiepp ident, pagan race, between whom and the Moslems a constant war is waged.
Ti's c-iivwfieH on the lower course of the Niger form an extensive and important part of

n^nlra! / '.'ii«. lio'\r).g copiously watered, and in many parts liable to temporary inundation,

he;^ nm etlcic^vei •lih profuse natural fertility, yielding rice and other valuable species of

Qtum ID e*i;i(iance; though, in approaching the sea, the ground becomes swampy, and

overgrown with dense forests. A negro population, with its original habits and superstitions,

generally fills this region; but the Fellatahs are making rapid encroachments ; and several

of the si'ites have been converted, though in a verv superficial manner, to the Moslem fiiith.

The king't hold generally an absolute ^ouffh mild sway ; their splendour consists chiefly in

the multitude of their wives, who perform idl menial fiinctions, and even act as body-guards;

the royal exactions are chiefly from travellers and merchants, out of whom they draw as

much as iiossible, both in the way of presents and trade. We shall begin from the northern

or higher region of the river.

Youri, or Yaoori, consists of a very fertile plain, partly overflowed by the Niger, and thus

rendered peculiarly fitted for the production of rice. It is even cultivated with great dili-

gence, though chiefly by an oppressed, hulf servil.;, but patient and industrious race, called

the Cumbrie. Youri is a very large city: its W!iii8 of wood, rudely strengthened with plates

of iron, enclose a circuit of twenty or thirty miles ; but this space is covered to a great

extent with pastures and corn-fields, among which clusters of huts are interspersed. The
people, being numerous and brave, have repelled every attempt by the FellataJis to subdue
them. The king maintains a higher state than prevails in the neighbouring courts, yet both

the structure and the accommodations of his palace would, in Eiitope, to considered ex-

tremely mean. This prince has incurred deep dishonour by the attack on Park, which
terminated in the death of that celebrated traveller; and his conduct to Clapperton and
Lander was fur from praiseworthy. Below Youri the navigation ^f the Niger is obstructed

by formidable cataracts, though it is passable during tlie rainy season for vessels of some
magnitude.
The kingdom of Bousea, immediately bekw Youri, Vkos represented by the first accounts

as forming one, and even the chief, of the states of a more extensive r<)gion called Borgoo;

but Lander loarned, in his last expe-'ition, tht>t neither it nor W'awc;, over which it has a

certain supremacy, are included in that region. Boussa is a considerable town, capital of a

fertile and well cultivated country of the same name. It was at one time occupied by the

Fellatahs ; but they were afterwards expelled. The Niger, immediately above and below

Boussa, prnsonts a magnificent body of water; in jiossin^ that city, it is obstructRd by those

lYXiks and straits in wliich Park was intercepted anil perished. A little below Boussa is the

forrv of Comie, which forms the principal passage for the caravans on their way from Housaa

to the coast.

Wawa, the capital of a small dependent kingdom, ia situated in a very f'trtile country,
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particulany celebrated for producing excellent yams. The town, supposed to conlrtin 18,000
inhabitants, is also enriched by the constant passage of the Houssa caravans. The people

and merchants take advantage of their wealth, to indulge in feasting and jollity, and drink

harder than in almost any oUier city of Africa. During the whole night, the town resounds

with tho song, the dance, the Castanet, and the Arabian guitar.

Borgoo, forming a cluster of states to the west and north-west of Boussa and Wawa, pre-

sents an aspect entirely different It is composed, in a great measure, of rugged mountain
tracts, though interspersed with fertile and beautifiil valleys. The elevatnl districts are

covered with extensive forests, crowded with wild animals of every description, and infe8*ed

with numerous bands of robbers. Kiama, the only part of Borgoo visited by English travel-

lers, is inhabited by a people proud, couraeeous, spirited, delighting in martial exercises, and
warm both in their resentments and attacliments. The king professes the Mahometan reli-

gion ; yet his attachment to paganism is displayed by numerous fetiches and uncouth figures,

stationed, as guardian powers, at the entrances and along the walls of his houses. Here the

English travellers saw a great Mahometan festival, followed by a horse-race. The animals

were gaily caparisoned, with strings of brass bells on their heads, pieces of red cloth, silk

and cotton tassels, and little charms in coloured coses. The ladies, not subjected to the usual

Moslem seclusion, appeared gaily adorned in coarse Manchester cloths, and bed-furniture of

glaring and gaudy patterns, for which a high price had been paid. The palace, or rather

hut, in which the iLin^ resides, is adorned witli good prints of George IV., the Duke of Wei-
lingtcMi, and other eminent British characters. Niki, however, is considered the chief of the

states tif Borgoo, its capital the largest, and its territory the most improved ; it holds also a
certain sway over the others. They are comparatively poor, with the exception of Loogoo^

enriched by the commerce between Gonjah and the interior. Pandi has shaken off all de-

pendence upon Niki, but has used its liberty only to organise a destructive system of plunder

against the neighbouring statea

The banks of the Niger, below Boussa, are occupied by two great and flourishing king
dome: Eyeo on the west, anU Nyf!e, or Nouffie, on the east

Eyeo, called also Hio, or more properly Yarriba, is a very extensive country, extending

from the frontier of Boussa nearly to the coast from which it is only separated by the tern-

tory of Bodaarry, while from the Niger it reaches west to the frontier of Dahomey. It is one
of the most fruitful countries on the globe, and is also well cultivated and densely peopled.

The fields are covered with thriving plantations of Indian com, millet, yams, and cotton.

The loom is busily plied, though its products are not equal to those in the neighbouring

country of Nyfie. The scenery is beautiful, the woods exhaling a delicious fragrance, and

being filled with myriads of brilliantly-tinted butterflies. The females, likewise, are actively

em^oyed in the conveyance of goods, which they bear on their heads, executing this labori-

ous task with surprising cheerfulness. A range of rugged mountains, from 2000 to 3000
feet high, crosses one part of the country ; yet such is the mildness of the climate, that cul-

tivp'' >n, and even large towns, are found on their very summit The government is niosv

de jtic ; Uie greatest chiefs, in approaching the sovereign, throw themselves flat on their

&ces, and heap on their heads sand and dust Yet in the general administration of tlie

government, there seem few instances of cruelty or wanton oppression. The property of the

sovereign consists chiefly, as already observed, in his innumerable wives, and the various

functions performed by them. The habitations are in general mere huts, and the rt^sidcnce

of the chiefk is only distinguished by the number of these within an enclosing wall ; but the

gates and panels of some, though only of wood, are adorned with elaborate sculpture. The
practice of human sacrifice prevails extensively, though not quite to the same degree as in

Ashantee and D^omey. On the demise of the king or of any great chief, his principal

t^cers and fiivourite wives are doomed to die along with him. Most tragical scenes are thus

presented, as the devotion is by no means voluntary, but the necessity of it imposed bv public

opinion produces the deepest distress both in the prospect and in its actual arrival. The Pel-

latahs, it appears, have already passed the Niger, and are preparing to attempt the conquest

of Eyeov in which it is thought that they will probably succeed.

Among the cities of Yarriba, the first place is held by Eyeo, tho capital, situated in a fine

plain, aiM, like most African towns, covering a very large space. It is, indeed, fifteen miles

in circumference, so that the mission had five miles to march from their quarters to the

Klace. Tliere are, however, many fields and open spaces in this wide circuit, and the popu

:ion con scarcely be even conjectured. Bohoo, the former capital, though much declined

since the transference to Eyeo, is still a very large place, in even a superior country, resem-

bling the finest parts of England. Since the Fellatahs obtained a footing, they have founded

Alorie, which, being increaB«nl by runaway slaves tiroin every quarter, is now reported to be

greater than Eyeo. A number of other large towns are mentioned. Jeima is the first on
uie southern, and Keeshee on thu northern frontier. Chaki, tliough on tho very summit of

the mountain ridge, is large and populous.

Nyffe, on the eastern bank of the Niger, is a very fine country, occupied by the most

industrious and improved of all tho negro nations. Their cotton cloths are held in the highest
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ostiniation, and even the finest of those manufactured in Housaa are by slaves fVom Nyffil.

It has, however, of late been dreadfully ravaged by the Fellatahs, who have made themselvei

nearly masters of the country ; and who, though mild in their domestic intercourse, carry on

war in the most desolating and farocioua manner. Rabba, the capital, is considered, next to

Sackatoo, the largest town in possecsion of this people. The surrounding territory is highly

productive, covered with rich crops, and with numerous and fine breeds of horses and caitle.

The mats made there are reckoned superior to all others in Africa. Koolfu and Kufu, two

towns on the northern frontier, and on the high road of the Houssa caravans, being protected

by strong walls, have escaped the desolation of the late wars, and are flourishing seats of

trade. The people have been converted to the Moslem religion, which has not, however,

introduced that gloomy bigotry, or that seclusion of the female sex, which usually accompa-

nies it The women, on the contrary, are the meet active mercantile agents, going from

market to market, and acquiring often considerable wealth. Lever, or Layaba, and Bajiebo

are two thriving towns on the Niger; and the latter, being situated below a succession of

hallows, enjoys an uninterrupted navigation down to the sea. Both have changed their site

from the eastern to the western side of the river, in order to escape the ravages of the Pel-

latahs, but without fiilly attaining that object The Niger spreads here into a most magnifi>

cent channel, from two to six miles in breadth, and contains several beautiful and fertile

islands. Patashie is on the frontier of Boussa, while Belee, lower down, bordera on Nyffe,

But the finest by far is Zagoshi, immediately adjoining to Rabba. It is about fifteen miles

long and three broad, in the mid-channel of the Niger, whose broad stream on each side

separates it from the continent The surface, scarcely raised above the level of the waters,

is composed of mud, frequently inundated, and so sofr, that a slender cane may be thrust

even into the floon to any depth, i Yet the island is highly cultivated and productive ; and

its manufactures pre-eminently display the general superiority of those of Nyfle. The cotton

cloths there woven are valued beyond all othere by the chiefs and great men throughout

Aft'ica. The people possess also numerous canoes, 600 of which, being armed and belonging

to the sovereign, enable him to secure his country against tliose revolutions which have

desolated the neighbouring continent Egga, the town of Nyffe which lies farthest down
the Niji^er, extends four miles along its banks, and has numerous boats belonging to it The
population is half Mahometan, half negro. With Egga terminates NynS, and with it

the range of wealthy and populous kingdoms that extend along the Niger, fhun Yourri

downwards.
The states which succeed consist of little more than single towns, each governed by its

own chief, with little or no mutual dependence, and many of them addicted to fieroe and

lawless practices. Kacunda, however, composed of a cluster of three large villages, under

the absolute sway of a single chief, though independent of NyffiB, contains a peaceable, in-

dustrious, and friendly people.

About forty miles below Kacunda, several yet unknown towns intervening, the Niger

receives its greatest tributary, the Tshadda, called sometimes the Shary, and which has been

traced flowing by Jacofaa on the south of Hsiissa ; but its origin and early course are unknown.
At the junction, it is little inferior to the main stream, and navigated by numerous bonta

Funda, reported the greatest emporium of this part of Africa, is atout three days* sail up the

Tshadda. At the junction of the two rivers is a coounercial town, of very considerable mag^

nitude, named Cuttumcurafib.

Towns of importance continue to occur in the course of the Niger downwards. Bocqua,

about eighty miles below Kapunda, is the seat of a very large maraet, frequented by numer-

ous strangers fh>m the interior, and from the upper and lower course of the Niger. It is

followed by Atta, Abbazaca, and Damuggoo, the latter governed by an enlightened though

despotic ruler. Here a commeroial intercourse with Europe becomes manifest, and the peo^e

are dressed, though soinewhat scantily, in Manchester cottons.

Kirree, a large market town, the citizens of which possess numerous boats, is about fifty

miles below Bcnqua. Here commences the delta of the Niger, which, immediately above

this place, detaches a branch, supposed to flow to Benin. The country ceases to be fertile

and beautiful ; the superabundance of moisture converts it into an alluvial swamp, covered

with vast entangled forests, which conceal the villages. Grain no longer grows in the fields,

nor do cattle fe^ on the meadows. The subsistence of the inhabitants is solely derived from

the banana, the plantain, the yam, and from the fish caught in the river. The palm tree,

however, aflbrds not only a refreshing juice, but the material of an extensive trade in the oil

which it yields.

Eboe, about seventy miles below Kirree, is a very large town, called commonly the Eboe

country. It forms the great mart from which the ports on the coast are supplied with slaves

and palm oil. The people send up and down the river fleets of large armed boats, fantasti-

cally adorned with flags, and with representations of chairs, tables, decanters, glasses, and

other European objects. Some of them are capable of containing seventy persons, many of

whom have no habitation unless in the vessel. The place presents a scene of busy industry

The houses are superior to those in the interior^ being composed of clay plastered over
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ulomed with wooden pillars in fh)nt, and surrounded by well-fenced court-yards planted with
bananas, plantains, and cocoas. Yet the character of the people, corrupted by intercourse

with European slave-traders, is bad, and even atrocious. They are ever ready to engage in

deeds of violence, and indulge also in very dissolute habits, spending whole nights in carou-

sal, and over their cups quarrelling with such violence, that the travellers imagined some
one was suffering death amid the most inhuman tortures, till they heard the same wild

tumult nightly repeated. Below Eboe the territory belongs to the coast, and has already

been described.

To complete the picture of Central Africa, it rema' s to describe the countries on the

upper Niger, as celebrated as any of those now enumerated. For 40() or 500 miles above

Youri, indeed, the shores of this great river are almost entirely unknown, as Park, unfortu-

nately, never returned to relate his navigation down to that city. At the end of the abov*

reach, however, occurs the most important city in this psr*. of Africa.

Timbuctoo, or Tonibuctoo, the celebrated emporium of the commerce in gold, has always
shone in the eyes of Europeans with a dazzling and brilliant lustre. Most of the daring and

often tragical e.xpeditions into the interior of the continent had for their object to reach that

city. Yet its actual condition, and even magnitude, are still involved in very considerable

uncertainty. Major Laing resided there for a considerable time, and made the most diligent

enquiries ; but the result, in connequence of the catastrophe which terminated his career,

never reached the European public. If, as has been surmised, his papers were transmitted

to Tripoli, it was under circumstances which will probably prevent them from coming at all

before the world. Caillie was far from being a careful or an accurate observer. From the

few positive notices, however, thus obtained, we may infer that the city is neither so large

nor so splendid as rumour represented it. That domi'^ion which, in the time of Leo, it had
Houssa, has ceased for several cen-
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been governed by a negro king, and Uie negro* • t

described as containing some handsome mosquet, >

proportion of the habitations, like those in other u^g::i

like bee-hives. Timbuctoo, however, being the place where the caravans from Morocco, and

most of those from Algiers and Tunis, first touch on the fertile regions of Central Africa,

must always poesess great commercial importance; and a dep6t is found there of the com-

modities which it afftirds for exchange with other countries. Gold, and still more slaves, are

the staple articles. Timbuctoo, also, being situated in an arid and barren territory, is depen-

dent upon Bambarra for grain and provisions, which are brought down the Niger, and landed

at the port of Cabra, a small town about a day's journey distant, consisting merely of u range

of houses along the water.

At some distance above Timbuctoo occurs a very extensive lake, called the Dibbie, formed

by the watera of the Niger. Its greatest dimension seems to be firom east to west, on which

side alone, in sailing across, its termination cannot be descried. Its shores are chiefly occu-

pied by the kingdom of Masina, a pastoral country, inhabited by a Uibe of Foulahs, who are

ruled by a brother of Sego Ahmadou, the sultan of Jenne.

Jenne, or Jinnie, is a city second only to Timbuctoo in commercial importance : it is situ-

ated, according to Park, on a tributary of the Niger, but according to Caillie, on a branch

separated from, and then reuniting to, that river. It appeare to collect from Bambarra and

the countries to the south all the commodities wanted for the market of Tombuctoo, which

it transmits by vessels of considerable size, though of slight construction, and merely bound

together with cords. In Park's time it was subject to Bambarra ; but it has since been occu-

pied, with several of the neighbouring territories, by Sego Ahnladou, a Fellatah prince. The
population, rated probably too low by M. Caillie at 8000 or 10,000, consists of a great variety

of tribes, Foulahs, Mandingoes, Bambarrans, and Moors, attracted by the extensive commerce
which centres there. Transactions on a great scale are carried on by thirty or forty Moorish

merchants, while the negro traffickers conduct it on a more limited footing. The merchants

ore said to be hospitable, and polished in their mannere.

The kingdom of Bambarra consists of a beautiful and extensive plain, through which the

Niger rolls for about 300 miles, from the point where it becomes navigable for large canoes.

The territory is fertile and well cultivated, being to a great extent inundated during the

rains. The hills to the south contain considerable quantities of golden earth, from which the

metal is extracted and brought to Bambarra. Some of the northern districts partake of the

character of the desert, and are covered by the Moora with their flocks and herds. Sego,

the capital, in the centre of the kin^om, is divided by the Niger into two parts, the com-

munication between which is maintamed by ferries, which are under the control of the

government. The place is surrounded by high mud walls, the houses are built of clay, but

neatly whitewashed, the streets are commodious, and mosques rise in every quarter. The
numerous canoes on the river, the crowded population, and the cultivated state of the sur-

rounding country, exhibit altc^ether a scene of civilisation and magnificence scarcely to be

expected in tiie centre of Africa. Park estimated the population at about 30,000. Sansan>
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ding ia a great commercial town, higher up the Nieer, supposed to contain 10,000 people.

Ita market was the best arranged aiM supplied that Faric saw in Africa. Bammakoo, where

the Niger first becomes navigable for la^ canoes ; Maraboo, a great market for salt ; Samee,

and Silla, near the eastern frontier; are all considerable towns on the Niger.

Several small kingdoms intervene between Bambarra and Gallam, which, with Bambouk,

are included in Western Africa. Kaarta is extensive, but has a siuidy soil, yielding little

except the lotus. The capital is Kemmoo; but the king haa the strong fortresses of Joko

aiid Uedingooma, to which he retirea when hard pressed by his neighbours of Bambarra and

Ludamcr. Kasson, between Kaarta and Oallam, is a small but beautiful and fertUe kingdom

the capital is Kooniakarv. Satadoo, Konkodoo, Dindikoo, Brooko, Fooladoo, are little kin^-

doins, extending along the upper course of the Faleme, Bia Fing, Ba Lee, and other streair<s,

which combine in forming the Senegal. They are elevated, rocky, woody, with very pic<

turesque sites; and gold, in considerable quantities, is found in the sand of their rivers.

M. CaiUie haa described several territoriea to the east of Foota Jalfo and the south of

Bambarra. Among these is the district tfr Boure, abounding remarkably in gold, which, as

elsewhere, is found embedded in alluvial earth. It is carried southvrairds mto Kankan, a

fine country, traversed by the Niger in its early course. Kankan, the chief town, is the seat

of a great market held thrice a week, where are exhibited not only gold, provisuns, honey,

and cotton cloth, but fire-arms, powder, Indian calicoes, and other goods obtained firoin

Europeans. To the east is Ouassoulo, a rich territory, diversified by numerous villages, in^

habited by an industrious and hospitable people. Their neighbours of Sambatikila, through

supine indolence, derive little benefit from the bounties of nature. To the east of them,

however, is Time, a very finely watered and cultivated territory, abounding in various fruitt

and vegetables, particularly the shea or butter-tree, and the goora or kolla nnta. A similat

fine country continues to Jenne.

CHAPTER X
TBE SAHARA, OR OREAT DESERT.'

Thr Sahara, or Great Desert, forms an immense range of territory, which would, indeed,

cover the whole northern half of Africa, but for the partial exemption produced by the

mountain range of Atlas, and the course of the Nile. Its actual and almost uninterrupted

extent may be stated as finm the 15th to the SOlh degree of north latitude, and firom the 80th

of eant to the 15th of west longitude. It may thus amount to nearly 3000 miles in length,

and 1000 in breadth. This vast e xpanse, the most dreary and terrible on the ftce of the earth,

forms an obstacle to the intercoun-e of nationa greater than is opposed by the widest oceans.

Yet the daring spirit of enterprise han induced human beings to occupy every extremity m
comer in whicn subsistence could bv any means be procured; and they have formed routes

by which, though amid suflTcring and deadly peril, regular journeys may be performed across

this vact (Old desolate regiou.

The suHkce of the Suiara does not consist entirely of one uniform plain of sand. In the

most level tracts it has been blown into heaps or hillocks, steep on one side, which remark-
ably increase both the dreary aspect of the region, and the difficulties with which the traveller

has to contend. In other places it is traversed hv dark ranges «^ naked rock, which some-
times approach so cloiM as to leave only a narrow path for caravans to march through. The
terrible spectacle of human bones which strew the eiound, and sometimes crackle unex-
pectedly beneath the troad of the traveller or his camel, lends, at intervals, additional horor
to the scene. The most dangeroud encounter is that of the sand wind (Jfg. 672.), when the

sand, blown up b^ tempests nrom an extensive moving surfiuw, fills and darkens the air, and
threatens to suflracite the passenger. Yet eome covert can generally be found during its

fury; and the disasters indicated by the bones which whiten the desert appear to arise almost

ai!rly from the fiiilure of provisions, and particularly of water. The privaticm fidls always
first upon the slaves, who on such occasions perish m great numbers.
The most remarkable and important feature, however, which diversifies the great Afirican

desert, consists in the oases. This eastern term, which signifies island, is very appropriately

given to those detached spots, over which springs, bursting forth amid the desert, difiiise

BCHue partial verdure and fertility. The view of these spots inspires travellers with emotions

peculiarly pleasing; sometimes nom mere contrast with the encircling desolation, but some-
times also from the peculiarly elegant landscape which they themselves present They are

embellished with fiowering shrubs of peculiar beauty ; whole tracts are covered with fi>resti

of acacia, from which rich gums distil, and with groves of the date and lotus, yielding sweet
finite and berries, which form the food of whole tribe) ; while mild and graceful animals,

chiefly of the antelope species, trip along the meadows. These districts, rai a great scale,

occur chiefly on the northern and soutbera borders, where the o'eaert generally mitigates its
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This vast central and flat region of Africa is covered more or less completely with a
qnartzy and calcareous sand. Here and there solid fixed rocks rise through the sandy cover*

in?, or even form tracts of country ; and in the eastern part of the Sahara the rocks are
pnncipally secondary, and chiefly limestone, sandstone, gypsum, and rock salt, which in

some places appear to be traversed by trap rocks. Fertile tracts, named oases, occur here
and there in tlie desert, and also lakes, the waters of which are in some instances iropeg-
nated with carbonate of soda, in others with muriate of soda, forming the natron and salt

lakes of travellers. The rocks on the sea-coast of the Sahara, and the islands that lie along
it, are said to be principally composed of igneous rock, and chiefly basalt

The Botany and Zoology of this desolate portion of Africa are scanty, and too imperfectly

known to admit of any regular description.

Inhabitants, in as ^at numbers as the soil can support, are found occupying both the
borders and Uio interior oases of this vast and desolate region. They are of various races,

and have entered from difl^erent quarters. The large oases of Fezzan and Darfur appear
10 have been partly or wholly peopled from Egypt and Tripoli. Wandering tribes fmm
Morocco have covered with their herds all the habitable tracts of the western desert nearly

as far south as the Niger. The negro tribes have seldom quitted their fertile and wooded
plains to encroach on this gloomy domain : they are found chiefly in Darfur and Kordofan.

But the most interior tract.<), to the souUi and west of Fezzan, are thinly peopled by tribes of
peculiar character, the Tibboos and the Tuaricks, judged to be remnants of an aboriginal

race, who occupied all Northern Africa, till it was covered by the tide of conquest and emi-
gration from Asia. With a few exceptions, the character of all these desert tribes is gloomy
and sinister, like that of the regions through which they wander. - Agitated by want, and
exempted by their position from umost any restraint, they seek, by violence and plunder, to

wrest from the caravans which pass through their domain, or firom the richer nations which
border it, a portion of those good things which nature has denied to themselves. These
habits, with the absence of culture, have given a rude and unsocial character, which, inflamed

by bigotry in the Mahometan tribes, has rendered a journey through their territory peculiarly

distressing and dangerous to Europeans. It would be nearly impoffiible, under general heads,

to descrite a region so vast and composed of such varied portions. We shall therefore

endeavour, under its diflerent districts, to class all the little information which European
rcsearoh has been able to procure. The description may properly begin with the northern
tracts.

Almost immediately west fknn Egypt and the Nile the desert commences, presenting the

aspect of a plain from which the sea has receded. It is covered as it were with the frag*

ments of a petrified forest ; large trunks, branches, twigs, even pieces of bark, all converted

into stone. When ten days' journey have been passed without seeing a human habitation,

the traveller descries Ummesojreir, a village perched on a rock, with 120 inhabitants, who
live a peaceful life almost secluded from intcrcoutse with all human beings. A day's journey

westward is the larger basis of Siwab, a di^p hollow valley, watered bv numerous springs,
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and fertile in dates, the itapie product and ibod of this re^pon The people, estima' : at

from 1500 to 2000, form a turbulent aristocracy, but derive some wealth from the con lal

paasage of the caravanai Yet the chief interest which attaches to Siwah arises truta iti

being supposed to contain the celebrated shrine of Jupiter Ammon. The distance from

afypt nearly rDT'r'sponds; and at Uramebcda, in the vicmity, are the remains of an ancient

lAce, though lut corresponding in magnitude or style of architecture with our idea of

that celebrated temple. The difficulty is increased by the occurrence of other oases of similar

aspect, and containing similar remains; though the preponderance seems, on the whole, to

be in favour of- Siwah.

Augila, the yGgila of Herodotus, a few days' journey westward, is a dirty, ill-built place,

about a mile in circuit. There are some more fertile spots in its vicinity ; the country aboundi

in dates, and the inhabitants have established some active commercial relations with interior

Africa. Farther to the westward is a most gloomy, rocky region, called the Black Harutah,

a succession of narrow defiles, eacloeed by rugged steeps, and obstructed by loose stones.

West of it is the White Harutsh, a long range of limestone rocks, which appoar as if glazed,

and abound in shells and marine petrifactions.

Fezzan, which opens al the end of the mountain region of Harutsh, is a '/cvy large oasis,

about 9U0 m'!?s long and 200 broad, sometimes dignified with the title of kingiloro. Nature
has scarcely dif.^iiguished it from the surrounding desert: it is not irrigated by a stream of

any importance, rfm inhabitants, however, by laborious processes, have raised up the water,

which is always :c ,nd at a certain depth under ground, and ha o thus formed a number of

little oases, in whi' :: rittea and a little grain can be reared, and where a few asses and goats,

and numerous camels aro ilr, Tt is the inland trade, however; that the inhabitants regard

as the source of animation am! voalth. Fezzan being due duuth fix>m Tripoli, and about

midway between Egypt and Morocco, is the most central point of communication with

interior Africa. The arrival of a caravan on its frontier produces a species of jubilee ; and

on its reaching the capital, the demonstrations of joy are redoubled, and the sultan gives

them a state reception. There are also very extensive me^ hants belonging? to the countrr

itself. Through these resources Fezzan is enabled to maintain a populatic; vf about 70,00(1

The sultan is tributary to the bashaw of Tripoli. Mourzouk, in a low urli'.'ilthy situation,

but well water<Hl, is the residence of the prince, and the chief-seat of commerco. It contains

remains of stone edifices ; but the present structures arc poorly built of mud. Germa, the

Garama of the Romans, who madr: \* the capital of this part of Africa, contains monuments
of its ancient consequence, but if: now much decayed. Zuila, Temissa, and Qatrone are

small towns on the western frontier. Traghan, to tb > south, bordering on the desert, is an
industrious place, with a thriving manufactory of carptiu. So'^kna, in the desert to the north,

on the road from Tripoli, forms a great caravan station.

Gadamis, or Ghadamis, an oasis to the west of Fez,: in, derives importance from the pas-

sage of the caravans from Tripoli and Tuvis to Timi.'ontoo, ti.u iTh these are not so conside>

rable as those fh>m Fezzan and Morocro. This /'% !nd ;l)t.- surrounding villages, exhibit

many traces of ancient Roman occupation. It hui, ':} ^-ingul.v'i'iy of being divided between
two hostile tribes, each enclosed by a separate walL < < ;

'\ a common gate, which is ihut when
they are engaged in mutual warfh.;\

Tafilet, Darah, ind Sigilmesss., to the sou' '< vi the Atlas, and loosely appended to the

empire of Morocco, enjoyed a great celebrity Ui.nng the middle ages, but have been little

beard of in modern times. The carav- ii to Timbuctoo, which once rendezvoused in this

territory, now generally prefer the moi.: v/esterly route tlirough Suse, by which they avoid

the steep passage of the Atlas. These countries, however, are understood to contain many
fertile tracts, atounding in excellent dates, and producing a valuable breed of goats.

The state of Sidi Heschem, or Ischim, on the southern extremity of Morocco, combining
portions of Suse and of the surrounding desert, is now the chief theatre of the Moorish trade

with Timbuctoo. The prince, who rules over a mixed population of Moors and negroes, has

made himself nearly inilependent of the empire; and his country has become a depAt of the

goods which pass and repass between Morocco and Timbuctoo. Akka and Tatta are the

principal stations from which the caravans take their departure.

Wc shall now survey the more southerly states enclosed in the Sahara, and the tracts by
-which they communicate with those on the opposite «ide.

Darfur is a considerable country, almost due south from Egypt, and west of Sennaar,

whence it is separated by Kordofan. The route by which the caravans pass from Egypt is

of the most dreary character, since travellers, after leaving the greater oasis, do not for about

700 miles meet with a human habitation ; however, at Sheb and Selime they are refreshed

by springs of water. The country itself is of a very arid character, destitute of every thiiw

resembling a river or lake. The tropical rains, however, within whose influence it is, fiul

at the proper season with great violence, when they fill the dry beds of the torrents, and
inundate a considerable extent of country. The operations of a rude agriculture, carried

on by the females, are then suflScient to produce, in a few places, wheat; and in a great

number the inferior species of dokn, a kind of millet Camels abound, and are noted fi>r
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Book m. THE SAHAilA, OR GREAT DESERT.

their power of enduring^ thirst ; the horned cnttle and goats are good ; but horses, sheep, and

asses are of inferior breeds. The people, not supposed to exceed in number 200,000, are a
mixture of Arabs and negroes, the former of whom hold the chief power. They profess the

Mahometan religion with bigotry, but do not submit to the secluded habits and abstinence from

fermented liquors which it enjoins; on the contrary, they are jovial and even liccntiou& The
king is absolute, though obliged to court the soldiery, who, wh^n discontented, sometimes
depose and strangle hmi, electing in his room another member of the royal family. They
are about 2000 in number, distinguished neither for valour nor discipline, but endowed with

an almost preternatural endurance of thirst, hunger, and fatigue. Large caravans, at some-
what irregular intervals, pass between Egypt and Darfur, interchanging slaves, ivor^, ostrich

feathers, &.c. for cloths, carpete, toys, and heads. A considerable intercourse of religion and
trade is carried on with Mecca h]r way of Jidda and Suakin. Cobbe, the capital, is not sup-

posed to contain more than 4000 inhabitants ; it is about two miles long, but consists merely
of ranges of detached houses surrounded by wooded inclosures. The sultan resides at a
neighlxiuring village, called El Fasher.

Kordofan, on the west, and separated by deserts from Darfur, forms a country nearly simi-

lar. Its warriors, like those of Bomou, are invested in chain armour. Kordofan has been
subjected at diflerent times to SennaJar and Darfur, and in 1620 was obliged to yield to the

arms of the Pacha of Egypt, who continues to claim the sovereignty, which, however, over

so distant and rude a tract, must always be verv precarioua

To the south of Darfur is Fertit, inhabited solely by negroes, and containing valuable

mines of copper. Farther south still is the mountainous country of Donga, possessed by a
barbarous people, and in which, according to Mr. Brown's information, numerous streams

onite in forming the fiahr el Abiod, or main branch of the Nile.

Bergoo, call^ also Saley, Waday, or Mobba, is an extensive country, reaching westward
from Darfur to nearly the confines of Begharmi and Bomou. According to the imperfect

accounts yet received, it appears to be greater and more populous than Darfur or Kordofan.

Wara, the capital, is represented as a considerable city. Near it passes a large river, called

the Bahr Misselad, which, according to Brown's information, traveisea tlie country in a
north-westerly direction. In this quarter, also, the great lake of Fittre is reported to exist,

but our materials do not enable us to fix its site with any precision.

The most interior part of the desert, between Fezzan and Central Africa, is occupied by
two remarkable native tribes, the Tibboos and the Tuaricks. The former are found on the
caravan route to Bomou ; the latter, more westerly, on that of Kano and Kassina.

The Tibboos are nearly as black as the negroes, but with a different physiognomy : their

hair is longer and less curled, their stature low; thoir features small, and their eye quick.

They subsist on the milk of theur camels and the produce of a few verdant spots scattered

amid the desert; this they seek to aid by a little trade with Fezzan, and not unfrequently

by the plunder of the caravans. They are themselves, however, exposed to a mightier race

of spoilers, the Tuaricks, who, at least once a year, make an inroad into their territory,

sweeping away every thing, and sparing neither a^e nor sex. The cowardly Tibboo dare

not even look them in the face ; their only resource is to ascend certain perpendicular rocks

with flat summits, beside one of which they take care to build each of their towns ; and
they are thus secured against enemies who have neither the means of escalade nor the

patience to carry on a blockade. Though, however, thev have lakes containing the purest

salt, they are obliffed to see the bMt part of it carried off by these sturdy marauders. Amid
these distresses, the people are gay and thoughtless, delighting, like other Africans, in the

song and Uie dance : they dance gracefully, with movements somewhat analogous to the

Grecian. Bilma, the Tibboo capital, is a niean town, built of earth, and the other villages,

of course, inferior. To the south of this town is a desert of thirteen days' journey, perhaps

the most dreary on earth. There is neither a drop of water nor a vestige of animal or vege-
table life. The sand, which oflen drifts in dark volumes through the air, forms hills, which
rise and disappear in a night, and whose often perpendicular sides are passed with great

difficulty. "Tremendously dreary are these marches: as far as the eye can reach, billows

of sand bound the prospect"
The Tuaricks, that barbarous race of warriors, who spread terror through the half of

AfVica, appear in their domestic character under a much more favourable light. Captain
Lyon thought them, as to external appearance, the finest race he ever saw ; tall, erect, and
handsome, with an imposinff air of pride and independence. Their skin is not dark, unless

whore deeply embrowned By exposure to the sun. They hold in contempt all who live in

houses and cultivate the ^und, deriving their subsistence solely from pasturage, commerce,
and plunder, with a considerable preference of the latter pursuit Thev keep all the borders

of Soudan in constant alarm, carrying off great numbers of slaves. Yet at home they have
been found fVank, honest, and hospitable, paying an unuBual respect to their females, and
in their social lifb much resembling Europeans. They have even written characters, pro-

bably very ancient, which they inscribe, only indeed on the dark rocks that chequer their

territory ; but 'hese are almost entirely covered with tliem. The chief Tuarick tribes are tlM
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Ghraat, in the neighbourhood ci Gadamis; the Taenia, who border on Houssa; and the

Kolluvi, who occupy most of the intermediate territory. They poastss, in particular, the

powerful kingdom of Aaben, whoee capital, Agades, haa been lon^ celebrated as a com-
mercial emporium, and aaid even to equal Tripoli ; but our information respecting it is very

scanty.

In the western region of the desert, the tribes occupying its scattered habitable pcrtions

appear to be all Moors or Arabs migrated from Morocco, and who have brought with them
their usual pastoral wandering, warlike, and predatory habits. These last they exercise with

a relentless cruelty elsewhere unusual. A splendid booty is frequently opened to them by

the vessels which suffi;r shipwreck on the dreary and dangerous shores of the Sahara, and
which are always plunderol with the most fiirious avidity : the only hope of the wretched

captives is to be able to tempt their masters, by the promise of a high ransom, to be paid at

Mogadore. Yet these dreary regions are animated by the constant passage of the great cara^

vans between Morocco and Timbuctoo. In the most western quarter, also, at Hoden, Tishect

or Tegazza, and Taudeny, are extensive mines of rock salt, an article which is wanting and

in extensive demand over all the populous regions of Central Africa. The passage of these

caravans, and the formation of depdtsof salt, nave given to Walet an importance said nearly

to equal that of Timbuctoa Aroan, also, in the very heart of the desert, derives from these

two trades a population of about 3000 souls. Of these rude wandering tribes, it may Jbe

enough to name the Woled Dleim, or Waadelim, the Labdesseba, the Mongearts, Braknars,

Trasarts. But the chief state occupied by the Moors is Ludamar, on the fVontier of Bam>
barra, which almost claims the title of kingdom. The bigotoy and ferocity of the race were
strongly marked by the treatment which Park met with during his captivity. Benowm, their

capital, is merely a largo Arab encampment of dirty, tent-shaped huts. In the heart of the

desert, between Gadamis and Timbuctoo, is the district of Souat or Tnat, inhabited bjr a

mixture of Arabs and Tuaricks, in no respect better than the rest of the desert tribes. Major

Laing sustained among them a signal disaster. Aghably and Ain-el-Salah, their chief towns,

are nequented as caravan stations.

CHAPTER XI
THE AFRICAN I8LAND&

AnioA does not, like Asia or America, enclose within her bordering seas anjr grand archi-

pelago. Yet she is bep^irt at a certain distance with numerous islands, some single, but the

greater number, especially on the western coast, arranged in groups. These islands are

mountainous, and many or them volcanic; they include a gi^at extent of fertile territory,

and present grand, picturesque, and often beautifiil fbatures. Yet they are so entirely dis-

tant and detached from each other, and possess so few objects in common, that they cannot
aflford room for an^ description under general heads ; and our only division must be made by
considering each island or group in succession.

The Azores, or Western Islands, belonging politically to Portugal, have, on plausible

grounds, been referred to Europe ; yet, on a general view of their site and aspect, we adhere

to the old arrangement, which makes them Afirican. They lie between the 37th and 40th
degrees of north latitude, and the 25th and SSd of west longitude. They are nine in num-
ber: St Michael and St. Mary, closely adjoining each other; Tcrceira, Fayal, Pico, Gra-
ciooa, and St George,'nearly a group by themselves; Corvo and Flores, considerably to the

westward. These islands bear evident marks of having been produced bv the abtion of sub-

terraneous fire, the symptoms of which are still visiue, though no volcano is at present

burning. Islets have even been thrown up fW>m the surface m the neighbouring sea. In

1720, an Englirii captain saw one emerge with an explosion resembling the discharge of a
train of artillery. A similar phenomenon was observed in 1811 ; flames, like a host of sky-

rockets, were seen bursting from under the sea ; but the rocks ejected' did not rise above the

sur&ce of the water. The internal heat, however, manifests itself by very striking pheno-
mena. Such, on the island of St Michael, are the termas, or warm baths, the springs sup-

plying which are so hot as often to bum the hai)d which touches them. Elsewhere the cal-

deiras, or boiling sprinj^ rise in columns, not exceeding twelve feet high, but of various

diameters, and the burning vapours are fbrmed into clouds, which exhibit a variety of fan-

tastic figures and brilliant tints. The water will boil an egg in two minutes, the atmo-
sphere is strongly impregnated with sulphur, and suffocating vapours issue firom various fis-

sures. Not fkr fVom the caldeiras is the Muddy Crater, a vast cavern filled with mineral

substances in a state of constant ebullition, and making a noise mightier than the waves of

the sea.

Amid these turbulent elements, the soil is extremely fertile, yielding in the plains abun-

dance of grain, while even fVoin the crevices of the volcanic rocks grow the delicate oranges

for which St Michael 'a celebratedi and the vines, yielding a wine that reeemblet withou
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equalling Madeira, which clothe the steep sides of the mountain of Pica These, with

grain, Muati materials of an export trade, in exchange for European fabrics and colonial pro-

duce. The population is vaguely estimated at between 200,000 and 300,000.

Though St Michael is the largest island, being above 100 miles in length, and is also the

most fertile, its capital, Ponte Delgada, is not the seat of the general governiOent This
distinction is enjoyed by Angra, in Terceira, in consequence of its comparatively safe har-

bour. By its good harbour it likewise obtains the exportation of the wine of Pico, which is

known by the name of FayaL The amount, in good years, has been stated at 8000 or

10,000 i>ipes.

Madeira, also belon£<tng to Portugal, in about 32° north lat, is a beautiful island, consist-

ing of a cluster of mountains, or rather one single mountain with various peaks, rising

abruptly firom the Atlantic. It is covered all over with rich vegetation ; and to the traveller,

who penetrates into the interior of its valleys, nothing can bo more picturesque than the

varied forms of the rocks, the verdure which clothes them, the glitter of the sireams, and
the countiy-seats, churches, and monasteries placed in striking situations. This fertile

island was firat distinguished for producing the best sugar known ; but, after the rivalry of

the West Indies rendered this culture no longer profitable, the islandera applied themselves

to wine, which was soon raised to high perfection. The growth of the island is about 20,000
pipes, of which a considerable quantity is sent to America and the East and West Indies ; a
voyage to trcqiical climates improving its quality. The very best, however, called " London
particular," is imported direct to that capital. . The island yields a small quantity of a very

rich sweet wine called Malmsey. Funchal, the capital, is almost an English town.'tiearly

all the opulent inhabitants being merchants of that nation employed in the wine trade, while

the Portuguese are generallv very poor. Madeira has adjacent to it Porto Santo, a small

high island with a mod roadstead ; and two Desertas answering to their name ; but tliese

do not seem entitled to rank with it, so as to form a group.

The Canaries, distinffuished under the appellation of the Fortunate Islands, are among
the most celebrated and beautiful groups of small islands' in the world. They lie about the
28th degrm of north latitude, and between the I3lh and 18U> of west longitude. Thera
are seven principal islands, having a land area of about 3,250 square miles, and containing

a population of 200,000 souls. These are Teneriife, Grand Canary, Palma, Lancerotiu

Fuerteventura, Gomera, and Ferro. These islands consist of mountains which rise abruptly

ftom the shore, and shoot to an amazing height. The Peak of Tenerifie, the great land-

mark to marinera through the Atlantic, is 12,MX) feet high. The rocks rise from the shore

in basaltic forma, whence they bear often the aspect of castles, for which they have even
been mistaken by the passing navigator. In the interior, they are high and naked, bristling

with sharp points, and presenting often singular indentations on their bold summits. Yet,

being often covered with forests of laurel, pine, arbutus, and other trees, they exhibit pie>

turesque and even magical scenery. Humboldt considera the 8tee|> ascent of the peak aa

presenting the most rapid transition known firom a tropical to an arctic vegetation. On the

coast are valleys blooming with the orange, mvrtle, and cypress ; above, declivities crowned
with the vine and the most valuable species of min ; higher up, forests of the laurel, chesU
nut, and oak; these are succeeded by the dark pine and Scotch fir; then a plain strewed

with dust of pumice-stone is followed by the Malpays, entirely composed of loose fragment!
of lava. The summit bean the marks of a volcanic crater not ven long extinguished; for

even earl^ in tho last centurjr it made destructive eruptions. The Canaries belong to Spain.

The soil in these ishuids displays much of that luxuriant fertility which distinguishes tro-

pical countries, when profiisely watered, like this, by the streams ftom the high mountains
and the vapour finm tho ocean ; yet their western sides are parched by arid and pestilential

breeses fi?oin the Aftican desert, the streams are often absorbed in the porous lava, or rush

down in torrents which would sweep away the earth, were not walls formed to retain it.

The prinrinal exportable produce is that afibrded by the vines, which grow on the lower de-

clivities or the peak, and yield a wine which, though inferior to USadeira, has, firom its

cheapness, come into considerable use. The export has been estimated at 8000 or 9000
pipes. There is also some export of brandy, soda, and archil. The chief seat of this trade
IS Santa Cruz, in Teneriflb, wnich enjoys the advantage of an excellent roadstead, and ia

what Humboldt calls a great caravansary on the road to America and the Indies ; where
numerous vessels of all nations touch for reflreshment The place is, however, intensely

hot, and the natives not engaged in business prefer the residence of Laguna, 2000 feet above
tho sea, which ei^joys a delightfiil coolness. Grand Canary is more uniformly fbrtile than
Teneriflb, supplying the other islands with grain, and yielding a little of the fine wine called

sack. Las Palmas, its chief town, is the ecclesiastical capital ; but the seat of government
is at Santa Crux. Ferro, small, arid, and rocky, was once supposed to form the most west-

erly point of the Old World, and has often been used by ffeographera as the first meridian.

The native inhabitants of these islands were a remarkable race, called Guanches. They
had attained a considerable degree of civilisation, cultivated music and poetry, showed «
high rwpect to the female sex, and had even a «lam of magades, or vestals, to whom they
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paid divine honours. They practised agriculture with diligence, and possessed the art of

embalming bodies ; the mummies, still found wrapped in goat-skins, prove them to have been

a tall and handsome people. The Guanches maintained also, for nearly half a century, a

moat valorous struggle against the Spanish invaders, but were at length completely exter.

minated. The modern Cauarians are a sober, active, industrious people, who have migrated

to all Uie Spanish dominions in America and the Indies, and Ibrm the most useful part of the

population.

The Cape Verd Islands, about eighty miles from Cape Verd, in 16° to 17^ north lat., are

ten in number, three of which are large, St Jago, St. Antonio, and St Nicholas; the rest

small. Mayo, Bonavista, Sal, St Vincent, St Luuia, Brava, and Foga The large islands

rise in the interior into high mountains, and Fogo (fire) contains a very active volcana In

Eneral, however, the sur&ce is ari4, itxsky, and much less productive than the Canaries,

ing droughts sometimes prevail, and reduce the inhabitants to the greatest distress. Out
of a population of 68,000, one-fourth are said to have died of iamine in 1831. The chief

growth is cottbii, which is exported to Africa ; and a very fine breed of mules and asses is

reared, many of which are sent to tlie West Indies. Goats, poultry, and turtle abound. Salt

is formed in large quantities by natural evaporation, particularly in Mayo, where there is an

extensive pond, into which the sea is received at high water, and the salt completely formed
before n^t tide. These islands are not much visited by vessels destined for America and
the Indies, which, after quitting the Canaries, stand to the westward, in order to obtain the

benefit of the trade-winds. The Portuguese, since the first discovery, have claimed the

sovereignty, and maintain a governor-general, who resides at Porto Praya.

Ascension is a solitary rock, Su out at sea, in lat 8° 8' north, long. 14° 28' west It is

completely rocky, barren, and long uninhabited
; yet f^om its situation ships often touched

there, and letters were even lodged in the crevice of a rock, called "the sailor's poet-office."

The British have a garrison here.

St Helena, so celebrated lately as the ocean-prison of the greatest of modem warriors,

has now reverted to its original destination, as a place of refreshment for the returning East
India ships. It presents to the sea, throughout its whole circuit of twenty-eight mtl^ an
immense perpendicular wall of rock, from 600 to 1200 feet high, like a castle in the midst

of the ocean. On the summit is a fertile plain, interspersed with conical eminences, between
which picturesque valleys intervene. The climate on tlie high grounds is very agreeable

and temperate, though moist There are only four small openings in the wall of rock, on
the largest of which, where alone a little beach appears, has been built James Town, where
the governor resides, and where refireshments, though on a limited scale, are provided for

ships. By the India bill of 1833, St Helena is vested in the crown, and is now managed
by a governor nominated by the king.

Turning the Cape ofGood Hope, and entering the Indian Ocean, we arrive at Madagas-
car, one or the largest and finest islands in the world, placed between 12° and 26° south

latitude : it may be about 840 miles long, and 220 in its greatest breadth. The interior is

traversed fh>m north to south by a chain of very lofty mountains, of which the highest are

Vigagora in the north, and Botishmeuil in the south. Their aspect is grand and picturesque,

and strikes with surprise the traveller who surveys their awful precipices, covered with
trees, as ancient, perhaps, as the world, while he hears the roar of stupendous, almost
unapproachable, cascades. Beneath these, however, appear rural views, delightflil hills, vast

savannahs, covered with cattle, and secluded valleys. The forests abound with varied and
beautiful trees, palms, ebony, dyeing woods, enormous bamboos, orange, and citron. The
plains along thd sea, finely watered by numerous streams from these mountain recesses, are
extremely fniitfiil in rice, sugar, silk ; fitted, indeed, for almost every tropical product, though
there seem few plants peculur to tlie island. The mountains contain, also, valuable mines,
especially of iron, but only partially worked,
The population of Madagascar has been variously estimated at fknn 1,000,000 to 4,000,000:

perhaps, with 91 Balbi, we may take 2,000,000 as a probable conjecture. The people are

not savages: they cultivate the ground, and practise some arts; yet are, on the whole, very
rude and uninformed. They are described as a peculiarly gay, thoughUees, and voluptiKxis

race, void of care and foresight, always cheerful and good-humoured. T.>iev are divided

into a number of small tribes, who wage very ire^uent wa» with each other. On the

eastern coast are the Antavarts, within whose territory is the fine bay of Antongil; the

Betanimenes, holding the most fertile tracts in the island, and having the large and com*
roercial port of Tamatave ; the Betimsaras, in whose limits is the frequentea harbour of
Foul Point; the Antaximes, having Malatane and Andevourante. On the western coast

the principal people are the Muquez, a warlike race, m whose domain is St Augustine, a
port where the English, in their way to India, through the channel of Mozambique, often

seek refreshment; the Seclaves, an extensive country, long ruled by a queen, and com-
prising the frequented port of Bembetoke, and the large town of Mouzangaye, asserted to

contam 30,000 mhabitants. But the most impwtant people, lately, have been the Ova%
occupying an extensive and high plain in the interior, wnose sovereign, Radama, had re-
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dttced to vaasahgethe krgest VoA fihest part ofthe Lshnd. H6hHd ftrtMd a trthi dTunillety,

and arined a gnat part of his troops with muskets, and had riso sent a number of young
natives to obtain instrueti<tti in PHris and London. With the kid ofthe Bnglish missionaries,

he had established a printing-pfess, and trained a number of teush^rs, both male and fbmale,

who were distributed throu)^ varibhs pitfts of the kincdom. Unhtifpily ^" prince, in July,

I82B, Wiis poisoned by" His Wift, who immediately faised an unworthy '{MMniottr to the throne.

This efeht has intfodDbed gtiit anarchy, inducing nevertil subject states to riikke dff thb

yoke; and there setfms muehtMm to fear that It Will afnest ehtirely the eareer of iMprov^-
ment commenced under such pmspentaft auspices. The Trench havennlde firequent attempts
to form colonies in Madagascar, which they tiven repeated in 1829, bat never With atiy

important result They iuve small stations, however, at St Mary, Tamatave, Foul Point,

and near Fort Dauphin.
Boarbon,- about 400 miles eairt of MedagMMT, 'thtMgh it can bear no comparison ia to

magnitude •with that island, is not ineonsidewble, beiflg'fittty-eight miles long and thirty-Mlk

btnail. It CtfMists entirely trfthe heights and slopes oftwo great mountain'^i, the moit«ollth-

eriy Of Which contains a volcano in perpetual 'activity, throwitog up fire, smoke, and ashei^

with a 'noise ttruly tremendoua. These substances aro Ojected, not Aom the enter, but 1^
feteml openings, presenting at a distance the appeafanee of fiery cascades. Even in tlM

northern mountains, badaitlc ododhades, deep fiasuree, hillocks thrown into the valleys and
the beds of -the riveia, announce anoient and powerful volcanic agitatiom. A great part

consiMs of what the French call burnt oountiy, a complete desert of hard black aoil, witfa

numeroos holes and crevices. The Irast, however, well watered by numerous torrenta, ii

fkVourable not only jfor the ordinary tropical products, but forsome fine aromatic plants. The
Portuguese discovered this island in 1908, but beinp^ taken by the French in 16^ and raised

by M, do Flhoourt to an important estaUiehiheiit, it was Called Bourbon, which name it^aa
resumed, >after bearing, du^ng the revolutionary period, that of Reunion. Gofi'ee brought

fixHn Moehalh 1718, succeedM M> well that the Bourbon coffee was considered second only

to the Anibiaii. Ata liite^ pOHod, its cloves OaAe into some rivalry with those of Aroboyna.
All other objects of culture, however, have lately become secondary to that of sugar, whioh
hai'be«n feund pvoflteble beyond My other.

The population Of BOurfaoh in 1B31 was 07,23(1; of which 14,0150 males, and 13,566
fbmales Were flreo ; 46,063 ntales'and 23,463 females were slaves. The exports were valued
at 306«000<., the imports at 898,0001. The island labours under the disadvantage Of not
hcving a tenure harbour. Or eveii a roadstead.

Mauritiua, o» Isle of FmnOO, is about 120 miles east of Bourbon, not quite so lar^, yet
still 150 miles iu circuit Tho nagged mountains, which cover a great part of the island,

give it^ iomewhat sterile chamieter, and it does not yield grain even fer its limited popula»
tion; yet the lower slopes'produce ooAe, cotton, ind^ and sugar of improved quality. The
Portuguese m 1605 sailed H Ceme,ftr Whkih the Outohin 1508 substituted Mauritius, feom
the Ptitaiie of Orange; but neither natwn fiMinOd any permanent establishment The
French, too, for some laMie, eout only a few eamal settlers firom Bourbon ; but, in 1794, La
Bourdonnaye, its able govomor, taiM it to a Mval station of the first intportknee: it was
called Is^e ofFMnee, and beoatifie the capital of the Treneh peasosskMw in tiw Indian teas.

It Was ieOMidered impregnable, and reraamed in their undisputed poaseasion, after the
Matest-diseinerB WhiOfa Sefell tiiebr linnii on the continent ft became then a strong-hold

for priwiteers, who Uro etid, in ten yesM, to have takenpriaes to the value of 2,60(^0001.

At length, in 1610, it yielded to the arms of<Brttain with leas reaistanoe than was expected.

Since 1619, when Ita vumrs Were admitted at the same duties as those fimn the West
Indies this branch of cuTturB has taken a great precedence over all other*; the produce,

from about 6,000,000 pounds, havhiff risOb, in 1832, to about 60,000,000. In that year, the
export (if coffee mm only about 2^000 pounds. Its ebony, the finest in the world, and iti

tortoise-shell, are eaOh wOrth about 900OI. The imports, in 1826, were estimated at

657,00W., and the exports at 972,0001. The island, in 1627, contained 94,600 inhabitants,

ofwhom about 8000 were whites, 15;000 flree negroes, 60,000 slaves, the rsst troops and
resident Mangers. Port Louis is a mod harbour, with rather a difficult entrance : it aflbrds

every eonvenienee fer careening and refittbig; but ptovtokxis, being all imported, «re not

very abundant
A considerBble nntnber Of islets, single Or in gron]is,'spot the Indian Oeean to the east

of Africa. Of dependencies on Mauritius, Rodrigues contains only 128 inhabitants, Otejp>

Gatcia 275, Galegti 109. The Seychelles, nearly north fVom Madagascar, with the

birderihg group of the AMiratiees, Wre a cluster of very small islands, high and rocky, and
little fitted fer any culture except cotton ; but they abound with cocoa-nuts, and their

shores with turtle add excellent fish. The population in 1686 was 7665, of whom 6605
were riaves.

The Cotnotro Mands, a group of fbur, between Madagascar and the continent, are very

elected uid hiountabious ht the interior; but the lower tracts abound in sheep, eattlo^

and all the tropiciil MiSm luid firuits. The inhriiitants «« mild «nd industrious, but tiiey

VouUL N
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have been meet dietdfully infeited and their nomben thinned bjr the lladagucar piratea,

ivho make an annual inroad, laying waste the open countiy, and blockadinff the towns.
Comoro is the largeat, containing a mopntaln oppoaed to riae 6000 or 7000 feet high : but
Anjouan, or Johanna, is the nnost ftoorishing, its chief town being supposed still to contain

9w0 inhabitants. Mohilla and Mayotta are compantively smalL
Socotra, &rty leagues east ftom Cape Guardaiui, is governed by a sheik dependent on the

Ln&m of Muscat. It is twenty-seven leaffues long aud seven broad, mountainous, rocky,

and arid ; yet it yields the best aloes in the world, and a small quantity of dragon's blood.

Thoo^ the coast is bold, it affiods excellent harbours; and ships may procure bullocks,

goat% fiah, and excellent date% at reasonable {wices.

BoUtnjftmd Zoology.

Respecting the Botany and Zoology of several of the Afliean islands^ we can communi-
cate some«urious particulars, which will be best collected under one general head.

Trittan iTAeunka.—^This island, if indeed it may be considered as belonging to Africa,

is situated in 37° 8. lat and 11" W. long. The wnole is a solid mass of rock m the form
of a truncated cooe, rising abruptly from the sea, and ascending, at an angle of 45 degrees,

to the height of 3000 feet This mass is surmounted by a dome, upwards of 6000 feet hiffh,

on the summit of which is the crater of an old eztii^ished volcano. The fiice of this

mountain, as far up as the base of the dome, is mostly covered with brudiwood, intermixed
with fern and fong grass, that veil its native rug^edneas. Along the N.W. side of the

island there runs a belt of low land, constitutinga plam about six mUes long, and presenting

to the sea a perpendicular front fttMn 50 to wO feet high. The whde is a mass of stony

fragments, acorie, and other volcanic products, mixed with black indurated earth. Part m
this plain has been cleared, by fire, at its wood, though the scorched trees still encumber
the ground ; and the rest is in a state of nature, covered with an impenetrable copse. This
plain is the onlv part of the island that is in the least susceptible of vegetation ; and, could

the needfiil and laborious preparations be made, there is no oinibt it might yield a fiur return
in all florts of European grain.

The ascent to the peak, which, though practicable in some places, is difficult and danger-
ous, was perfermed by the late Captain Cumichael, of whose remarks on the botany df the

Cape we have already availed ourselves. Two plants he observed as particularly deserving

of notice ; the Spartina arundinacea, whose close entangled tufts much impeded the pn^
gress of the party, and the Lomaria robnsta, a fern which traila along the ground, and the

stems of which, like junks of old cable, cross and recross each other in so intricate a man-
ner, that it required great ciroumspection to avoid falling over them. The ascent to the

peak is extremely steep, and the rocks of so loose and incuieaive a nature that it is danger-

ous to touch any one, lest it should brinff down many mora ; while, in availing themselves

of the bnmches of the arborescent Phylice to aid their fTo^naa, the travellers saw no leas

a rbk, the sreater part at these being rotten, so that a fetal issue might fellow any depend-

ence upon Uiem. No vegetation exists on the dome itself, not so much from the elevation,

as from Uie total want ofany aoil wherein plants could fix their roota.

The climate of Tristan d'Aeunha is so mild, that the herbase remains unimpaired throogh-

out the year. Snow never fells on the low land, but the iuand is almost constantly envel-

oped in feg or rain ; which does not, however, prevent its being a very healthy apot The
Flora ia porlnps aa copious as the extent and situation of the ialand would lead ua to expect;

but, except tibe Cryptogamic tribes, there is nothing of peculiar interest The only plant

tiiat approaches to Uie sise of a tree is a species of Pbylica. Thta plant not onlv occupiea

all the {riain, but has spread over the fece of the mountain, wherever ito roots could insinuate

Uiemselves into the crevices of the rock. In fevouraUe aituationa it grows to the height of

20 feet and upwards, measuring finm 12 to 18 inches in diameter. Um trunk ia extremely

crooked and twisted ; but the wood is hard, clueo-grained, and, according to the report of a

ship-carpenter who examined it, would make excellent timber for vessels of sixty tons and

unoer. Ita bark possesses a sligjht degree of astringency. Owing to the lightness of the

soil, and the firequency of high winds, mese trees rarely stand upright, but lean against the

ground, and cross each other, in such a manner aa to make it a business of extreme difficulty

to penetrate to any distance through the wood. Besides the Pbylica, there are only two
shrubby plants on the island, both of which belong to the genus Empetrum, and may be but

varieties of one qiecies. They possess no quality to recommend them, but that they grow
on the moat barren apots, where nothing else could vegetate. But of the herbaceous pluits,

the most remarkable is the gigantic species of Spartina 0. arundinaeea), above alluded ta
Thia grass overruns the whole inland, from the upper edge of the table-land down to the sea-

shore, accommodating itself tti all soils and situations. It springs up in large close tufts,

which, when fell grown, are borne down by their own weight, ud lean on each other in

sueh a manner, tlut a person may roll himself over them, without any danger of ainking.

Ita steins grow to the len^ of six or seven feet, and are of a solid almost ligneous texture^

Mid covered with a {nrofiision of leaves. This grass makes an esceUent and auioUe thateh,
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and the young foliage is eaten by horses and oxen. The Wild Celery grows in great abun-
dance over all the low ground, and attains a great size, its stem sometmies measuring up-
wards of three inches in diameter. It poeaeeses, in a high degree, the flavour of the Gar-
den Celery, and by proper management might be brought to equal it in every respect A
species of Chenopodium (C. lomenlosum), of a strong balsamic odour, is common. An infu-

sion of the dried leaves of this^nt is used as a substitute for tea by the Hottentots sent
ilown in charve of the cattle. The soldiers use for the same purpose the leaves of the Pe-
largonium, which hardly yield to the others in strength of odour. The low ground is over-
run with a species of Acena (A. sanReiilosa), a plant of no apparent utility, out an intoler-

able nuisance to such as have occasion to walk over the ground where it grows. Its fruit

is a sort of bur, which, on the slightest touch, fixes itself on the clothes, and, foiling in a
hundred pieces, covers them with an unseemly crust of prickly seeds, not to be got rid of
without infinite labour.

On quitting the shores of the Cape of Good Hope, and directing our attention to the cast-

em side of Africa and the adjacent ishmds, we Mali find that very little is to be collected
that can convey any thing like a satisfoctory idea of their vegetable productiona The Cape
lies in the highway, if we may so term it, to the most important countries of the But and
it has consequently been frequented by men of science as well as by the sons of commerce.
It is quite otherwise when we have rounded that vast promontory, and proceeded nwthward.
Madagascar,' which seems next to ofer itself, thouffh visited by Michaux, who found an
I'ntimely grave there, by Du Petit Thouara, who published some memoirs on the plants, by
D-. ThoiiMon, F. L. S. staff surgeon, with a copy of whose manuscript journal we have been
fovG<<i«d by C. Telfoir, Esq. of the Mauritius, t^ MM. Helsinger and Bojer, whose journal
is puiilished in the third volume of the Botanical Mi»eeUanif, and lastly, by Dr. Lyul ; yet
has leen but imperfectly investigated by these able men, who could do little more than
testiQ how much remains to be explored.

Agr.'culture seems to be most carelessly performed throughout the vast island of Mada-
gascar. The indolent natives stir the ground with a spade, and drop in a few seeds, when
Uiey are rare of reaping rnich a hsrvert as shall supply their wanU Uiroughout the year.

Rice is the chief object of culture, and the principal article of food ; it b grown on the low
lands in the damp woods, and by river aides ; sometimes being put into the ground as we do
kidneybeans, but oftener transplanted, and it yields a hundred fold, without giving other
trouble than tluit of keepinff the soil free firom weeds. Women and children only are em-
ployed in settiqg the rice, Uie men helping to clear the ffround. Thus the inhabitants of
Madagascar could hardly maintain themselves without ue existence of those extensive
marshes, which are necessarv for the culture of rice, but which constantly exhale pesti-

lential miasmata, and to which the insalubrity of the climate may justly be attributed. After
Rice* Manioc and Batatas are the chief articles of food. The roots of Manioc often acquire
an enormous siae, measuring fifteen feet long, and almost a foot in diameter. Then come
Maize, "seasoning Herbs, Oiromonds," Calabashes, Earth Nuts (ArocAts), Sugar Canes,
Pine Apples, Breaid Fruit and the Vine, and among the articles of manufacture are Cotton
and Hemp. Potatoes, that were introduced by Mr. Hastie, the British resident have thriven

admirably, and the same may be said of other European vegetables, as Beans and Peas. It

is much to be regretted that the eager desire of gain which characterises the Malagassy
rarely allows them to wait till the prrauctions of the soil are ripe ; they gather their vege-
tables and firuit and carry them to the bazaar no( half matured, that they may secure some
paltry pieces of coin.

An exact enumeration of all the Indigenoua Madagascar Plants is, and will long remain,

a desideratum in botany. Centuriea must previously elapse, and the knowledge can only be
obtained through the exertions of Europeans, who will gradually render the climate of Ma-
dagaMar leas prejudicial bv extending the limits of its cultivation, and exploring the hitherto

undiacovered districts. The productums of the west, north, and southern coasts^ and of all

the Ulterior, remain almost unknown, and the slender documents that have been fiimished aa

to the vegetation of the nwth-east by French naturalists, most of whom have perished from
the efleote of the climate, serve rather to stimulate than to satisfy a botaniat's curiosity.

Two pUnts, peculiar, we believe, to Madagascar, are eminently worthy of notice ; the

Hydrogeton fenestoalia (Jig. 673.), and the Tanghin tree (,Tanghinia vetutiiftua). The
~Q first is an aquatic plant bearinar tnberoua and esculent roots, and
^' throwinff up fVom these roots elliptical leaves, pierced With holes^

arranged with the greatest regularity and in the form of paral-

lelograms; or, in other words, the whole leaf seems to be com-
posed of a latticework of vascular tissue, presenting the appear-

ance of what is called the skeleton of a leaf. We possess beau-

tifhl specimens, gathered by the late Dr. Lyall, and we are
informed by Mr. Telfair that living plants have been introduced

to, and are cultivated at the MauntiusL

The fiunous Tanghin Poison is the fhiit of Tanghinia veneniflua {Jig. 874.), fbrmerly

Hfdroialoii Fcnftlralit.

.i^i^i»***r^
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Mdlad Cwben Taaglua. lU botaniMl hiitory ud ft'figara of it were fint publiahed in the

Botmuatl Magaanntt t»k aai pefe 3968; end, ainee, etiil more eopioiisly, from communi-

cfttiom by C. Telfiur, Eaq. in the BotamaU MiteeOany.
874 To theie worka, therafoae, we may refer for fiiU detaila;

•od not to occumr too much apace here, we ahall confine

ounelvee to a reiatioii of tfao extnuHdinary and truly dia-

bolieal oae that is made of the aeed of this plant in its

native country, liadanacar. The kernel, though not

ranoh larger than an aunood, is of so poisonous a nature,

that a single one suffices to destroy more than twenty

individuals. Radama, the late enli^^htened sovereign of

liadanacar, abolished the use of it m the native ordeal

;

bntithas been unhappily revived by his succeesor to on

nteoded degree. It was with great difficul^ that Ra-

dama could induce the chieftains to admit of me discon-

tinuance of an usage which had existed from time imme-

morial, and whoae unerring efficacy in the detection and

eDiahment of crime had never beenjiuestioned, until Mr.

tatie, the Britiah government agent, had acquired such

an influenee over the king's mind as to expose ita fallacy.

But thia was the wwk of yean; aod though Badama was at last himself convinoed that no-

thing could be more unjust than the piactioe, yet ha feared to shock the prehidioea of his

subjects, by commanding its dtseontinuMice. JSven the chief perlbrmen m the ceremony,

the ** akida*" aa they are called at TBnnarivoo(the capital of MadagaaoarX who unite in then

own persons the offices of priests and nhysioius,, and who adnuniater the poiaonoua kernel

to the victims, never doubt its power of revealing guilt and clearing innocence. The last

occasion on which the ordeal was praotiaed in Badama'a reign, and of which be availed

himaelf to mocure its diacontinuanoe, peraanally regarded hie court and attendants. The
king waa afibeted with a complaint of^ liver, for whieh the " akid" inreacribed aome ine&

ficacious iem«M)iM ; Mtd- as the disease became verse, Mr. Ha^ garo bim c&lomsl powders,

which he had founds by experience, to relieve himself under similar circurastaaeea. The
disease vanished, but ptyalism was produeed, and alarmed the king's family, who believed

that he waa poiaoned, and inaiated on all his immediate attendants being put to the ordeal

of the Tanghin. The royal akid was meat earnest in pressing to have it perfimned, although

be himself, from his rank and place, would be among the fimt to whom it would be admini^
twed. In vain the king protested that he Mi himself cured, and that the indisposition and
soreness of the mouth were caused by th« medicine that had relieved him, and would pass

off in a few daja. The skid insisted ; the ministers and principal chieftains joined with tbs

fiunily in requiring the ordeal, to which the king reluctantly consented, stipulatins that it

should be the last exhibition <^ the kind, uid bewailing tha necessity which thus deprived

him of ao many attached dependants^ whose fate he predicted, while he protested his con-

viction of their innoeeaoek The king's servants, including the skid, were more than twenty
in number; they were shut up at niffbi aepamtely and fbrbidden from food. Next morning
they ware brought out and paraded in pneeerion before the assembled people : the preeiding

skid had the Tanghin fruit in readiness : after soma pnyers and superstitious evolutbna, be
took out the kernel, which he placed on a amooth atone, and with another atone broke down
a part of it, to a softness like pounded almonds. The victims were then brought separately

forward, and each (juestiohed as to his pfuilt: if he denied^ his arms were tiM behind, and
ha was placed on hu kn^es befora the skid, who put a portion of the pounded kernel on his

tongue, and compelled l^im to awaUow it Thua tb» kernel was shared aoMng idl the king's

personal servaata On some, the efieet appeared in half an hour or less. The skid takea

particuUr a<Aice how they fall ;—on the fese, to the right hand or left, or en the baek;'«"

each position'indicttting a different shade of guilt. Convulsions genemily came on* aoooHH
panied with violent efiorts to vomit Those whoae atomacha reject the doae at an early pe-
riod, usually recover: on this occasion there were but two with whom^ this was the case.

The others were flung, in a state of insensibility, into a hole ready dng» and every pwson
pieeent at the ceremony was obliged to throw a stpne over then. Thus their bwial was
aoon coomteted. The royal skid was among the first that fell. Those that recover are sup-

posed to bear a charmed life ever after, and are respected aa peculiar fhrourites of the geda.

The isles of Franco (or Mauritius) aod of Bourbon have indeed been inveatigatad by the

labours of several naturalists; uid the result as far as regaids their chaiactenatie vegeta-

tion, hsa been oonmunicated to us in a letter ftoro M. U Bouton, and the sane has very
recently been published in the twenty-fourth volume of the Annalcs dee Seieneoa Natn-
relles, p. 247. This able and sealous botanist particularly notices the epinien of M. Achille
Richard, and says :

" After casting a rapid glance on the kind of vegetation that is observ-
able in the islands of Bourbon, M8uritius,^nd Madagascar, M. Richard, in the introduction

to his Momgnpk of the Qrthidem, consideni, as do all geographerq, these three islands as
belonging to Africa, lying, indeed, as thev do, much nearest to this continent 'But* C(>n-
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tinuea U. Riohaid, * in the ehameter of their, vesetation, they difier fhmi that of Africa, and
more assume the peculiaritiea of the Indian Arenipelafo, bom which, they are separated by
widely extended seasi' Farther on, M. Richard thua expresses himaelf:

—
' We may per<

eeive that the Flora of Mauritius and Bourbon baa more analogy with that of the Inoian

Mands than with the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope ; and that, though geography may
rank theae ialanda as appertaining to Africa, they belong to India, and eoosequently to Asia,

in consideration of their vegetation. Without presurainjg to give a satis&ctory explanation

of this phenomenon, we will simply add two observations, from which it seeme easy to

deduce such conclusions aa may throw lij^t on. this point L The regions of the Cape of
Good Hope are extra-tropical ; while the isles of FVaace and Bourbon, and the Indian Archi-

pelago, are situated within the tropics : and it i» well known what an influence this aitua-

tion exercises on the character oif vegetation. 2. It appears that the prevailing winds of
the Indian Arohipelago are from the east and north>east; that is, exactly those which come
in the direction of the Indian islands.' These remarks appear to me conclusive ; the first,

•speoially, ia highly important All naturalists, who have exfriured the most extensive

regions of our ^Tobe, have observed an extraordinary identity in the productions of the

tropica On thia subject I shall quote M. Duinoat DurviUe, who^ in a note communicated
to the Inst'tute on the vojrage of ciicumnavigatien performsd in the Coquille, says, ' more
than half our voyage lay in the torrid xone, and among the numeroua arobipelafpies that are

scattered over tlie inunense Pacific Ocean. In all tlMse islandis starting, aa it were, from
the meet easterly ones, to thoee that are on the confinea of Asia and even of Afirica, the

Flora is but the same; herbs, shrubs, and even almost all the trees, are alike; and the only
hade of difibrence is, that the number of specie* increases as We draw near the continents.*

MaiuritiuSi Bourbon, and Madagascar," pioceeda M. Bouton, " aro comprised m these general
remarks; but the Cape of Grad Hope, situated beyond the tropics, and fourteen degreea
aouth of Mauritius, is neeesiarily an exception. The Flora of the AfHcan promontory is

tamped with a peculiar cbametsr, that to me presents mora points cf affinity with that poiw

tion of New Holland whieh is placed nearly in die same parallel. Several identical genera
may b^ observed in the maaa of vegetation of theae two localities. Many Proteaa, certainly,

grow at tbe Cape; but a few of the species tarn also found in New Holland; with very
similar genera, as Banksia, Embelbrinm, Uakea, and Persoonia. Gnaphalium, Eliohrysum,
Diosma, and several jnnera bekmging to the Iridea, LegumuiosB, and Ficoidee,. grow
squaUy at the Cape of Good Hope ancTNew Holland. The prevailing natural femiliea in

the latter country are, aocoiding to M. Lesehenault, the Proteaoee, E^oiiue, SynanthereB,
Leguminose, and Myrtaces ; now these families constitute the gross of the vegetation on
the promontory {^Africa. A third spot on our ^lobe seems to present some traits of resem-
blance to the two localities I have just described, and that is the southern extremity of
America, where there are many of the genera which grow in the south-west of New Hoi-
land. Again, the vegetation that obtains in. these thrra pointa has no resemblance to that

of the Mauritius, while the peodnctions of our island bear more analogy with those of that

Kion of Africa which lias undiw tfae same parallels as Madasascar, Bourbcm, and the
vitiwk Now this wide aUtaat is yet hardly known, the part lyin^ near the sea akme
~R ^ ^^ biaving been explored ; and this is pronounced by my

"* - ^^^ esteemed friend, M. Bojer, who wmmined the coasts of
Mcaaaabiqiie and Zangnefaar, to poraees many of the

plants which grow in our islands, or others which hold

similar rank in the same natural orders. It is no less

true that some genera do exist peculiar to the Mauri-
tius, and which tmm, aa M. Richard expresses it, its

peculiar physiognomy ; but every thing tends to confirm

the qtinion that these detached features will sink in the

general mass, when we shall become better acquainted

with the botany of that portion ei Africa which lies be-

tween the trofMcs, and which, atore than any part ofour
globe, contains the vegotaUe productions whose con-

geners exist in the Mauritius.'*

About night or ten degrees north of Madaeasi^ lies

• small group of islands, called lAe Seyckeue*, which
are rendered femous by the production of a Pahn, not

known in any other part of the world, and whose his-

tory is too remarkable to be passed over altogether in

silence. Ev^ of this small group (^ islands, three

only, lying within half a mile of each other, produce

the Palm that beara the Double Coeoa-Nuts (jig. 875.),

or, as they are called, Ceco« de Mer, from an er^one-
DoobLCaoMNtaTftM. ,^ y^^ y^j ^jjey ^jg n,„i„o oroduotions. Until

the diacoverr of tlisae jalmidl in 1749i Double Coooa-Nuts were only Known from having
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been found floating on the mr&ee ef the lea, in the Indian Ocean, generally destitute of
htiak, and with the inner part decayed, bat itill w highly prised aa to be ipoken of by

Rumphius aa " minim miracule naturv, quod pruncepa est omnium marinarum rerum, qua
rare habentur." This author further aaaurea us that "the Double Cocoa-Nutisnoterrea-
trial production that may have fkllen in the lea and there become petnfied, as others

ignorantir stated; but a fhiit, nowing itself in the sea, whose tree has hitherto be«n
concealed from the eye of man/* The Malays asserted that the palm that bore it wu
aoroetimes seen at the bottom dT the ocean ; but that, if dived for, it instantly vanished

:

while the negro priests fbrthor aflirmed that its submarine branchea harboured an enor-

moua griffin, which nightly came to shore, and, soiling elephants, tigers. Sue., carried

them as a prey to its neat; and, not satiafied with these, attracted such ships as came near

to the spot, and devoured the luckless mariners. With such and even stranger ideas

respecting its place of growth and history, there is no wander that this nut uiould be

hignly prized ; indeed, in the Maldivian iswids, it wss death to any man to possess it, and
alTthat were ibund .belonged to the king, who sold them at high prices or distributed them
aa regal gifta FVom 120 to 100 crowns wen paid for each nut, and even kings have been

0 greedy of obtaining these fhiits as to nve a loaded ship for one. Rumphiua certainly

atat<38 hia suspicions wat the Chinese and Malaya may have, perhaps, set too high a value

on the Double CocoapNut, when conaidering it an antidote against all poisons. The albu-

men, or meat which lines the nut, was thought to be the part where this virtue reskled : it

was mingled with red coral, Uack ebony, stags* horns, and nian^ such anomalous ingre-

dients, and drunk from vessels of porphyry. All inflammations of the body were likewise

believed to be subjected to its powers : it was a preservative against colic, apoplexy, para-

lysis, et id genua omna. The shell, being less precious, waa granted to the great men for

winking-vessels; a single slice being suflkient, if used as the lid, to neutralise the eflect

of any noxious innedient that might mingle with the drink, tobacco, betel, die. that were
held m it. The discovery of the Seychelles islands, and the knowledge thus obtained that

these mystical nuts grew upon trees, caused a speedy redaction in their value ; though the

botanical history of the Palm that produced them ' continued long a desideratum. Some
imperfect notices served but to stimulate the curiosity that wtm fimlly mttHIH by Mr.
Telfiur, who entreated Mr. Harrison, a fhend resident in the Seychelles, to ratain the neces-

sary specimens and delineations. "To behold these trees,*' nys Mr. Harrison, "growing
in thousands, close to each other, the sexes intermingled, a nnmeroua ofipring starting np
on all sides, sheltered by the parent plants, the old ones foUen into the sere ana yellow leaf,

and going ftst to decay, to make room for the young trees, presented to my eyes a picture

so mild ud pleasing, that it was difficult not to look upon them as animated objects, capaUe
of enjoyment and sensible of their condition." A new leaf is formed annually, which, foil-

ing on at the year's end, leaves a scar or ring, hy counting which it is estimated that this

Pium requires 190 years fin- its foil growth. The foliage is finest on voung plants, shooting

up perpendicularly, folded close like a fkn, to 10 feet or vaan. In this state it is pale yet
low, and used for hats and bonnets; afterwards, it expands in all ita beauty, and becomes
ffreen. The crown or cabbage, in the midst of the leaves, is eaten ; the trunk ia used for

building, and the foliage serves for thatching, and even for the walls of houses, a hundred
leaves sufficing to construct a house, including the partition, doon, and windows. The
down, attached to the young foliage, serves for filling mattresses and pillows, while the riba

of the leaves make bukets and brooms. Veasels St difl^erent forms and uses are made out

of the nut, some of them holding six or eig^t pints
j
and, being very strong and durable

they are much valued. Among other articles, shaving-dishes, Uacli, beautifully polished,

set in silver and carved, are formed of these nata.

The Zodogy of Madagascar is as little known now as it waa a century ago, while the recent

intemperate conduct ofue French naval commanders towarda the native authorities destroys

nlV those hopes which had been raised for the success of a scientific naturalist of that natnn,

who lefl France, several years ago, to explore this most interesting country. The zoology

ot Madagascar, in fact, fifom tiie scanty gleanings that have as yet reached Europe, is of

such a peculiar character, that it can scarcely Iw assimilated to that of Africa, while it ap-

pears equally distinct from that of Australia. It is said that neither the Lion, Tiger, Elephant,

. nor Horse is here known ; while the Apes and Monkeys of Africa and the Asiatic islands are

replaced in Madagascar l^ the fomily of Lemurs. A list of these curious monkey-like ani-

mals ia here subjoined. Our knowledge of the ornithology is still more defective, although

it is nrobably very distinct fhxn that of the neighbouring continent Some singular Shrikes,

dlied to the Vanga of Buflbn, belong to this island ; leas known to the naturalist than any
other of moderate size in the whole world.

The quadrupeds, as intimated by various writers, are arranged in the following list :

—

imMTltdwtr^ --UctHBohis ilftr fli. Bluk InM I.Bi<ir.

Uckaacia Unlgir. Flmkir Liaur.
Ixmur Macico. Kufltod Lcnnir.
LMnnr rurui. Red IAmur,
Linur Mo^oo*. Mom^oot Limv.

' Vmn Citla. MmMM Imacr.
Imwr filler. Black l^amr.
l^mar fulvm TrUow Leniir.

r ilMaum. Wlilt>.|iu4Ki Lnnr.
I^nvr eolUrig. CoMwad htmw,
Umar alUftmii. Whilv fronted Leamr.
Lmmt Higrifcw. Bhck-fra«lid L«iitttr,

I^Bwr ciMwiM. Aril, Lramr.
OrtloiM wiiUjuwnwili la. UttI*
OtDticaw enjricmuditia. Oiwl Lemur.
Tuiia, ftttcnmilnii HL Tdlow-hanM Tinkr*

I Ed'
CatoMMiM
Sdmi
m.

KdiranMVuiiiln.
wm. TheTcadric.
Taone.

IbdHMar qiir-
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Mmm niMnnrinih Cu*. Ajt ij*.
faUwuJUI. KdmnM Vunpln.»M TheTtadrie.

Tune.
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The native Zoology of the Mauritius, as may be supposed, is but scanty ; vet the judicious

exertions of the French have introduced several animals beneficial to the island. The
African Serpent-eater ia said to have become domesticated, and is highly usefiil in destroying

reptiles. The Locust-eater (a speciea of Lamprotternn* f)

hos likewise been brouzht fW>m the same continent, and has
several times preserved the crops fVom complete destruction

The Goromy {Otphroemus o{fax Com.), a small but most de-
licious fresh-water fish of China, is here completely naturalised,

and has multiplied to such a vaat extent, as to be considered
thegreatest delicacy of the island.

The celebrated VoAo (Jig. 876.), a bird no longer known to

exist, waa unquestionably a former inhabitant of the island of
Mauritius. Old Tradescant, whose museum appeara to have
contained an entire specimen, mentions it as " not being able

to flie, being so big. Some very interesting particulara on
thia strange uncouUi animal have been collected and published

SMr. Duncan, the present zealous and intelligent curator of
e Ashmolean Museum, where the bill (probaUy belonging

to the qMScimen named in Tradeacant's catalogue) attests the veracity of ue early voyagen

;

while a foot is in the Britiah Muaeum. This latter induces us to view the Dodo aa the
Rasorial type td the order Raptores, its relation to the Rasorea being only analogical.

The Aw native quadrupeds noticed by authon are the following:

—

nsDito.

niautk OaaaaVuiDli*.
uMiiilM a«< nilhriil TiMiinrmi— MHcMuhtT I

CnlMHMtaM. TtaTkoM.

The Marine Shells are conspicuous for their beauty and
profusion ; although very few are different firom those specie*

fbund in the Indian Ocean. The Olives, Harp-shells, Cow-
ries, Cones, &c. might furnish a long list; bat the Many-
ribbed Harp (Harfa nobiiia) must not be omitted. The firesh

waten furnish the Melania Amarula Lam. and the Melania
setcsa 8w. (Jig. 877.) : the latter is of great rarity ; it is

crowned with vaulted spines, each of which encloses two or

three setaceous bristles ; a singularity aeen in no other shell

yet discovered.

BOOK IV.

AUSTRALASIA, POLYNESIA, AND THE ISLANDS IN THE
POLAR SEAS.

laLAioM and gioops of islands Ibrm an extensive and important portion of the surfoce vf

the globe. Those which are in the close vicinity of the great continents, and situated in

ffuln enclosed by them, have been considered as appendages to th^e continents, and treated

of m connexion with them. But, in that wide expanse of ocean, which ccvera more than

half the sur&ce of the globe, there occur some venr large and numerous small islands,

widely separated from any continent, and a survejr of which is rcijnisite to complete the

descrmtion of the world. They present human society under rude, mdeed, but striking and

picturesque, aspects; and, through the extension of commerce and navigation, colonies have

been established, and a frequent mtercourse maintained with them by the maritime nations

of Europe.
These islands may^ divided into three great classes, marked by distinctive chancten:—

1. Anstralasia. 2. Pdynesia. 3. The islands in the Polar Seas.

lli
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CHAPTER L

AUBTSALA8IA.

AnvmALAMA, B8 already obaerved, is the name ^ven to an aaMmbkge of hnge inmilar

masses of land occupying the western parts of tho Pacific, and extending southward fW>m

eastern Asia. These great oceanic tracts consist, according to Mr. Bwrow, of, 1. New
Holland, called often Australia; 3. Van Diemen's Land; 8. New Zealand; 4. Papua, or

New Gtiinea; 6. New Britain, New Ireland; 6. Solomon Islands; "7. New Hebrides; 8
New Caledonia. Of these. New Holland is by tkt the inost extensive, attaining even the

importance of a continent; and since, for well-known reasons, a peculiar interest attaches to

it and its close appendage of Van Diemen's Land, these will be chiefly regarded in the

general descripticHi, while the local head wUl comprehend the other insidar regions lyf which
It is eneiieled.

1. New Hottani.

Sbot. L—-Oenorml OuUine mni Atpeet,

New Holland, or the continental part of Australasia, may be stated as lying betweeh'IO"
80' and 89** S. lat, and between 112° 20' and 153° 40' E. hmg. Ito dimensions are about
8600 miles fltMn east to west, and 2000 fW>m north to south. The superficial content is

estimated with difficulty and variously ; Freyoinet allows little more than 3,000,000 square
miles. The late discoveries of Captain King must somewhat modiQr any cab* illation, tiiough

they afibct mora the details than the general mass.

"The surfkce of this continent is too extended, and the explored portion too small, to allow
tu with safety to hasard any general conclusions. The prevailing fbature, so fiir as yet

L
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observed, has been barren and wooded plains, traversed by long ridges of precipitoos, but not

very lofty mountains; and rivers, which often spread into marshes, and do not preserve any
course which may be called long when compared with the size of the continent There are

few deep bays ; nor does the sea, so far as yet discovered, receive any river whose magnitude
corresponds to that of tiie land. It is still, notwithstanding the spirited efforts lately made,
only a corner of the interior of this huge mass of land that is at all kno^^'n. A great part

of this, through the mixture of broad mountain masses and of heavy inundated plains, is

renilered unfit tor cultivation, and even for travelling. These obstructions, however, do not

prevent the occurrence, on a great scale, of fine meadow tracts, where the richest herbage
grows spontaneously, and where industry may raise the ma«it plentiful crops.

The mountains of New Holland form a ridge nearly round it, rocky, and in many parta

almost inaccessible. The Blue Mountains, in particular, which rise behind the colony, tower
up almost like a wall ; their clifl^ being so steep, and separated by such dreadful abysses, as

to have been long considered as presenting a barrier absolutely impassable. It was not till

1813 that a route was discovered through them, which has since been made completely
patent. Their highest summite.do not appear much to e.xcced 3000 feet The western and
southern coasts present generally a most dreary, arid, and rocky aspect Mount Cockbum,
a moss of hills at the head of Cambridge Gulf, has a singular appearance, resembling the

bastions and ramparts of a fortress. A considerable extent of level and fertile territorv has
lately been discovered in the vicinity of Swan River.' Captain King, however, sailed 600
miles along the northern coast, which he found to present a continuous low and woody tract

of shore.

The rivers of New Holland have been the subject of anxious eiiquin, as being the channela
of-its future prosperity. The Hawkesbury, with its tributaries the Grose and the Nepean,
is most valuable to the colony, but forms only a stream of secondary magnitude. In the

interior, beyond the Blue Mountains, have bc«n traced the Lachlan and the Macquarie,

running respectively courses of upwards of 200 and 300 miles. On the east coast are, aIso»

the rivers Williams, Hunter, and Patterson, forming Port Hunter ; the Hastings, forming

the fine port of Macquarie; and the still larger stream of the Brisbane, falling into Moreton
Bay. On the north const, the only important feature consiste of three estuarje^.which fiill

into Van Diemen's Gulf, and which were vainly believed to be the termination of the Mac*
quarie. More importance seems to belorg to Prince Regent's River, on the north-west

coast which, at the distance of fifty miles from the sea, was found to have a full stream of

250 yards broad ; but the marsht» of- the Macquarie have since been found dried up, and
those of the Lachlan to carry that river into the Morrumbidgee, which rises to the westward
of the dividing range of the colonial mountains, and, taking a western course of 1000 miles,

forms bv far the longest river yet discovered, under the name of the Murra/, and fidla into

Lake Alexandrina at FSncoucter Bay, on the south coast

Sbot. n.—jVafuro/ Oeography.

SinsioT. 1.

—

Oeology.

Our information remrding the geognosy of New Holland and Van Diemen's Land ia

extremely meagre. In Dr. Fitton'a memoir, appended to Captain King's Voyage to Australia,

are the rollowing noticea in regard to the rocks:

—

1. Qntnite. Cape Cleveland ; Cape Grafton; Endeavour River; Lizard River; round hill

near Cape Grindall ; Mount Caledon ; island near Cape Amheim ; Melville Bay ; Bald Head

;

King George's Sound.

—

2. Miea Slate. Mallison's Island.—3. TdU State. Endeavour River.

—4. HorrMmde tUue. Pobasoos River; Half-way Bay; Prince Regent'a River.—5. Cfra-

nuUnr quartz. Endeavour River; Monuiguo Sound, north-west coast—6. (^rtxy eonglo-

mertUn and ancient aandetonet. Rodd's Bay ; islands of the north and north-west coasts

;

Cambridge Gulf; York Sound ; Prince Rett's River.—^7. Ltmestone, resembling in the

character of its organic remains the mountam limestone of England. Interior of ^w Hol-

land ; near the east coast ; Van Diemen'a Land.

The coolformation. East coast of New Holland ; Van Diemen's land. The coal fbrma^

tion on the east coast has been traced firom Botany Bay more than one hundred miles to the

north ; and it extends nearly the same distance into the interior, the poaition where it hat

been most particularly examined being on the branches of Hunter's River. The coal it

worked at Newcastle. Ironstone is found along with the coal, and ores of this metal, par-

ticularly bog iron ore, occur in considerable quantity in diflbrent parts of NeW Holland.

Painl wood in coalformation. In our lectures on organic remains, when discussing tha

subject of fossil trees, we have strongly recommended to our hearers the importance of

characters of distinction for geognostical groups of plants firom internal structure, and recom-

mended them to examine all fbnil woods and even recent wood in order to obtain such char-

acters. Fortunately, one ofour pupils, Mr. Nicol, well known for his extreme accuracy, took
" ' "

"'
' '- ~ntandaatismctoiyup the subieot and, after much labour, succeeded in contriving a very elegai

method of obtaining views (^ the internal structure of fimilised woods. This

Vou III.

method is

O
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explained in Mr. Witham's work, entitled " Obaervations on Fossil Vegetables," and is fol-

lowed by bim in his mineral dendrolo^ical researches, and now by all the investigators in

this department of geology on the Continent We put into the hand^ of Mr. Nicol speci-

mens of fossil woods sent us by our active and intelligent firiend, Colonel Lindsay, and by

Mr. Burnet, from the coal fiirmation in New Holland. Thin transverse sections of each were
made, which, on being viewed by help of the microscope, or even a common pocket lens,

displayed such structures as to show that five of the specimens examined belonged to the

fiimily of Coniferas, and two to the tribe of true Dicotyledons. Four of the Conifere are

common woodstone ; the fifth is wood opal. One of the dicotyledonous specimens is wood-

stone, and shows the organic structure throughout the whole mass; but the other specimen,

which is in the state of opal, shows the organic structure only in certain parts of the mass,

Specimens of fiisBil woo^ firom Van Diemen^s Land were also examined, which proved to be

Conifera.

Fo»$il bonea. Through the exertions of Major Mitchell, Mr. Rankin, Dr. Lang, and

Colonel Lindsay, many interesting fiiasil braies have been livwarded to the Edinbur;^ii

Museum, which have Men detennined by our labours, and these of Cuvier, Pentland, Cliff,

and Adam. These relics were found in limestone caves in Wellington Valley, New Hoi-

land; and in the first collection sent to Edinburgh were bones of the following animals:—
1. Dssyurus, or Devil of the colonists, one species; 2. Hypsiprymnus, or Kangaroo Rat, one

species ; 3. Macropus, or Kangaroo Proper, three or four species ; 4. Halmatunui, two species;

6. Phasoolomys, or Wombat, one species; 0. Elephant, one species. Mr. Pentland remarks,

in regard to these bones, 1. That of these nine animals, onl^ two species of kangaroo do not

diflbr in their anatomical characters fiom specie^ inhabitmg the same continent; whereas

there is reason to suppose that the seven remaining species difier ftom all those hitherto

known to zoologists, ana that some ofthem belong to extinct species. 2. That, with a single

exception, all the genera to which these bones are referable are now found inhabiting the

Australian ccmtinent ; a remarkable coincidence with the fossil animals of the same geo-

logical epoch in Europe, where, with few exceptions, the animals which have been found in

what have been called Diluvial Deposits belcniff to genera still inhabiting our countries.

8. That the elephant was an inhabitant ofNew Holland at a very remote period, as it appears

to have been not only of every part (^ the Old World, but of the Amencan continent In

the Edinburgh Philosoiriiical Journal tat January, 1833, Mr. Pentland, in a letter to Professor

Jameson, says :

—

'* Since I transmitted you the notes on the fossil remains from New South
Wales, I have had occasion to examine another oollection presented to Cuvier by Major
Mitchell, from the same locality as Wellington Valley. In my former communication, I

stated that the fossils you submitted to my examination were referable to nine distinct species

of Mammalia, belonguig, with a single exceptkm, to the order Marsupialia. The specmtens
sent to Baron Cuvier enable me to add five more species to the list: viz. two species of

Das^uruB, one of which does not seem to differ firom the D. Macrourus of Geoffinv ; a small

species of Perameles ; a species of kangaroo^ of the sub-geniis Halmaturus, and certainly

very different firom every known species of this genus; a nnall animal of the order Rodentia,

belonging to a new genus, and of which the bones are scattered in immense abundance in

certam portions of the osseous breccia; and a saurian animal, nearly allied to the genus
Gecko, but which the incomplete nature of the fiugments I have examined, prevents my
determining more accurately. A carefiil examination of the specimens of Major Mitchell s

collectkn leaves no doubt that the bones of most of tlie anunals collected in these caves
were transported thither by carnivorous animals, as in the Ixme-caves of Yorkshire, of Ger-
many, France, dec. I have discovered several flragments evidently ground and worn down
under the teeth of small carnivorous animab: aira among nearly 100 specimens <^ long
bones, still enveloped in their stalaotitic crust, I have not found one to which the epiphysis

remains attached, although in adult subjects; an evident proof of their having been gnawed
off by the animals which formerly inhabited these recesses. What these animals were, it is

em to guess fitom the oatakigue alreadv given."
IndieatkMis of the new red sandstone (tai marl), afibrdod by the occurrence of salt Van

Diemen's Land.
Oolite ltme«(one. Van Diemen's Land.
Rocks of the trap formation.— 1. Serpentine. Port Macquarie; Percy Isles.— 2.

Syenite (greenstone). Rodd's Bay.— 3. PorpAyry. Cape Cleveland.

—

A. Porpkuritic
eongbmerate. Cape Clinton ; Percy Island ; Good's Island.

—

6. Compact fihpar. Percy
Island; Repulse Bay; Sunday Island.— 6. Oreenetone. Vansittart Bav; Bat Island; Ca-
reening Bav; Mains Island.

—

7. dinketone. Morgan's Island; Pobasoos Island.— 8.

Amygaoloii with eaUedony, Port Warrender ; Half-way Bay ; Bat Island ; Mslus Island.

—9. Wacke. Bat Island.

AttuvM depoeitt. Upon the coast in many places there are extensive alluvial deposits,

which are often calcareous, abounding in the shells of the neighbouring sea. These occur
under the sea, at the sea level, and sometimes considerably above high water, which latter

positioc is to bo attributed to the upraising of the land through wbtemnean agency. Pipe*
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clay and potters' clay occur abundantly. No volcanoes have been met with. Topaz is the
only gem, and agate is the principal ornamental stone mentioned by authors. The cnres have
been but little noticed.

SoasncT. 2.—Botany.

In New Holland, which constitutes an island so vast in extent and so separated from
every other continental to rank as one of the great divisions of the globe, every diing

relatiug to natural history is wonderful: its quadrupeds, iu birds, its insects, and last, but

not least in point of singularity, its vegetable productions,—all are, comparatively speaking,

new ;
yet, what is truly remarkable, a very small portion of the latter have been ascertain^

to be useful in any wav, and almost none to produce esculent fruits. " It is New Holland,"
says Mr. Barron Field, " where it is summer with us when it is winter in Europe, and vice

versd ; where the barometer rises before bad weather, and iidls before good ; where Uie

north is the hot wind, and the south the cold ; where the humblest house is fitted up with
Cedar {Cedrcla Tootui) ; where the fields are fenced with Mahogany (Eucdlypliu robtuta)

and Myrtle trees {.Myrtacea) are burnt for fuel ; where the Swans are black, and the Eiaglea

are white ; where the Kangaroo, an animal between the squirrel and the deer, has five

claws on its fore paws, and three talons on its hind legs like a bird, and yet hops on its

tail; where the Mole {OmUhorhynchut paradoxus) lays eggs, and has a duck's bill;

where there is a bird {MeUij^tagd) with a broom in its mouth instead of a tongue ; where
there is a Fiah, one-half belonging to the genus Rata and the other to that of SqtuUua

;

where the Pears are made of wood {Xtflomelum pyrtforme), with the stalk at the broader

end; and where the Cherry {Exocarput cupreatiformU) grows with the stone on the

outside."

Our green-houses and conservatories have rendered us so fiuniliar with the appearance

and names of a great variety of New Holland productions (for however unimportant as

food, in the arts, or in domestic economy, they are peculiarly interesting to the botanist,)

that the general appearance of its vegetation may be understood by observing that the

great mass of it belongs to the natural orders Proteacee, Epacridee, Myrtaceaa, Legumi-
nosB, and Composite ; and that these have such harsh, and narrow, and lurid, though ever-

green foliage, that instead of the majestic forests of the New World, or the delicate grace-

fulness and elegance of thoae of Asia, or the firesh and varying charms of those of Europe,

they present a sombre, and melancholy appearance. "A part of their economy," says

Brown, "and which contributes somewlut to the peculiar character of the Australian forests,

is, that the leaves both of the Eucalyptus and Acacia, by for the most common genera in

Terra Austivlis, and if taken together, and considered with respect to the mass of vegetable

matter they contain (calculated from the size as well as the number of individuals), nearly

equal to all the other plants of that country, are vertical, or present their margin, and not

either surfoce towards the stem, both surfoces having consequently the same relation to

light" And Leschenault assures us, that even the grasses, which in other countries are

8otl and flexible, here partake of the rigidity of the other plants, as may especially be seen

in tho Uniola distichophylla of La Billardidre, and in Festuca, whose leaves resemble so

many needles. Those who wish, however, to obtain a more fiill acquaintance with the botany

ofNew Holland than can be expected ftom a work of this nature, may consult the writings

of La Billardidre, Brown, Cunningham, Leschenault, and Freyclnet We must be satisfied

with mentioning some of the more interesting plants.

In the extensive genus Eucalyptus, of wmch considerably above 100 species have been
detected, most of the individuala are trees, and some of them remarkable for their great,

and others for their enormous, dimensions. Eucalyptus globulus of La Billardidre, ami an-

other species found by Mr. Brown at the south end of Van Diemen's Land, not unfirequently

attain the height of 150 fbet, with a girth, near their base, of 25 to 40 feet In the colony

of Port Jacln»n are also several species of great size, but none e«iual to those ofVan Diemen a

Land : and no very large trees of this genus are seen, either in the south-west or the equi-

noctial part of New Holland. The natives distinguish and apply proper names to nearly

fifty kinos which grow about Port Jackson : these they recognise by their colour, texture and
tiie scaling of the bark, by the ramification and general appearance, more readily than bota-

nists have yet been able to do. The beautifiil genus Melaleuca, too, of the same natural

order, yields very numerous species.

Among the Leguminoen, Mr. Brown observes, is a most extensive tribe or ^iip of the

Mimosas of Linneus, Acacia {Jig. 870.) of Willdenow, described as having simple leaves,

but being in reality aphyllous; the dilated foliaceous footstalk performing thte fiinctions of

the true.compouiid leaf, which is produced only in the seedling plant, or occaaionallv in the

more advanced state, in particular cireumstances, or where plants have been injured. The
great number of species ofAcacia havinj; this remarkable economy in Terra Australia,

Ibrins one of the most striking peculiarities of its vegetation. Nearly 100 species have

been ohserved, very generally difl\iscd over the whole country. But while the leafleaa

Ac^im are thus numerous and general here, they appear to be very rare in other parte of

, M;
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the world, only seven additional species having been found elsewhere. Another coasidemltlo
group of the some order ccMuista <» such as have free (not combined) stamens in their papil-

onaceous flowers.

Acad*. TtlopM BpwlMiaiaia.

Among the Composite is a considerable number with dry and everlasting flowers, which
Mr. Brown names Gnaphaliadee. Goodenovie, of the same author, is a distinct natural

order, approaching Lobelia. The genus Stylidum, belonging to another allied order, is very

curious in thestructure of its flowers, possessing the pecmiar property of having the column,

or the support of anthers and stigma, endowed with an irritability of so active a kind, that

we hardly know of any parallel m other plants. The slightest touch of a pin on the out-

side of it, when curved, is suflicient to make it leap to the opposite side of the flower, and
invert the whole of its highly curious apparatus for propagation. It is said that this motion

is designed for the protection of those parts from insects; an explanation which, like many
others applied to the peculiarities of the vegetable kingdom, is, perhaps, more fkncifiil than

true, and which only serves to show how little we are able to comprehend of the mysteries

of the vegetable world.

The genus Epacris, with its allied ffenera, seems to be almost as numerous, and to hold

the same rank in New Holland, as the Heaths do at the Cape.
No plants of New Holland are more sought after 1^ collectors, or more prized fi>r their

varied foliage and lovely flowers than the Proteacee; and of these the most Wutifiil, if we
except the Waratah (Telopea »peeio$ia»ima (Jig. 880.) has been consecrated to the earliest

investigator of the natural history of the country, the friend and companion of Cook, Sir

Joseph Banks. " Upwards of 400 species of this order," says Mr. Brown, in the botany of

Flinder*8 voyage, "are at present known: more than half of these are natives of Terra
Australisl*, where they form one of the most striking peculiarities of the vegetation. Nearly
four-fifUis of the Australian Proteacee belong to the principal parallel, in which, however,

they are very unequally distributed ; the number oS species at its western extremity being

to those of the eastern as two to one ; and, what is much more remarkable, the number,
even at the eastern extremity, being to that of the middle of the parallel as at least four to

one. From the principal parallel the diminution of Uie order in nuinber of species is nearly

equal in both directions; but while no genus has been met with in the tropic, which does

not also exist in the principal parallel, unless that section of Grevillea havinj^ a woody eap>

sule be considered as such, several genera occur at the south end of Van Diemen's uland,

which ai^pear to be peculiar to it No Australian species of the order Proteacee has been
observed m any other part of the world ; and even all its genera are cmfined to it, with the

exception of Lomatia, of which several species have been found in South America; and of

Stenocarpus, the original species of which is a native ofNew Caledonia."

The ffenus Casuarma is very remarkable, having branches which appear jointed, like the

stem of an Equisetum. Its maxunum appears to exist in Terra Australis, where it forms

one of the characteristic features of the vegetation. Thirteen Australian species have
already been discovered; tho greater number of.these are found in the principal parallel,

in every part of which they are almost equally abundant In Van Diemen's Island the

genus is less frequent, and within the tropic it is comparatively rare ; no species, except

C. equisetifolia, having been observed on the north coast of New Holland. Beyond Terra
Australis only two species have been found, namely, C. equiaetifblia, which occurs on
most of the intratropical islands of tho southern Pacific, as well as in the Moluccas, and
exists also on the continent of India; and C. nodiflora, which is a native ofNew Caledonia.f

* Mr. Brown Iim mRde nil addition to IIm numlier, of upwuria of 160 ipecin, in llw BupploiBenl to liii Pnin
MM ftar* AfbMi HolUtMm.

t Mr. Ailan Cunninghtm, in King*! Voya|M. '
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Of the Conifers, the Phylloeladns rhomboidalis of Richard {Podorarpus aspkni/d^ia of
La Billardidre) (bmis a new genus. Callitris is quite peculiar to New Holland : and the
famous Araucaria excelsa (^. 881.), reckoned among the loDiest trees in the world, which

was first found in Norfolk Island and New Caledonia, lias

881 y^lft^«_ ***" ascertained, by Mr. CunninghoriTi, to extend from
.AmSlW!k^ Mount Warning on the east coast, in lat 29° 8., theuce

sparingly towards the tropic, witliin which, however, it

is very abundant, forming upon several islands the only
timber. This is, probably, the nearest approach of the
species to the equinoctial line ; and, although it occupies

an area of900 miles, it is very probably limited, in Terra
Australis, to its immediate shores, and, as appears to be
the case with Pandanus, exists oidy within the influence

of the sea air.

The Orchidee are in great variety, and highly curious

Aninearit Exeeta. "> ^^ extratropical parts ofNew Hculand, and are chiefly

terrestrial.

Notwithstanding that so large a porticm of New Holland is intratropical, and with a cli-

mate so well suitS to their growth, it is wonderful how deficient the country is in Palms

;

which can only bo accountra for, according to Mr. Cunningham, b^ the great tendency to

drought of at least three-fiflhs of its shores. Only six species of this order are enumerated
by Mir. Brown, belonging to three genera, Coiyplia, Seaforthia, and Livingstonia : to which,
according to Mr. Cunnii^am, Calamus may now be added, one species having been detected,

bearing miit, in the vicinity of Endeavour River. The Corypha australis extends to lat 24°
S., and this is nearly the southern limit of the order in this country. Upon the north-west
coast, the genus Livingstonia has alone been met with, in lat 15° ; but along the whole of
the west side, no other palm appears to grow.
Among the Asphodelee of Terra Australia, the genus Xanthorrhiea is considered one of

the most romarkable in habit, giving a peculiar aspect to the vegetation of the district where
It abounds, which extends to the south end of Van Diemen's Island, and is also found within

the tropic. All the species yield a gum resin. The X. arborea is the Yellow Gumtrce of
White's History ofNew South Wales, and is described as attaining the size of a walnut
tree, growing pretty strawht for about fourteen or sixteen feet, afler which it branches out

into long spiral leaves, which hang down on all sides, and resemble those <^ the larger kinds
ofgrass or sedge. From the centre of these leaves springs a single footstalk, eighteen or
twenty feet high, perfectlv erect, resembling the sugar-cane, and terminating in a spiral

spike, not unlike an ear of wheat This large stem, or footstalk, is used by the natives for

making spears and fish-gigs, being pointed with the teeth of fish or, other animals. But the

most valuable produce of this plant appears to be its resin, the properties of which vie with
those of the most flngmnt balsams. This resin exudes spontaneously from the bark, and

still more readily from incisions : it is of a yellow colour,

"fluid at first, but being inspissated in the sun it acquires a
solid form ; burnt on hot coals it emits a smell somewhat
like storax. It is perfectly soluble in spirit of wine, but not

in water, nor even in essential oil of turpentine, unless

digested m a strong heat and the varnish it aflbrds is of

little strength or use. It was found by Mr.White to be a
good pectoral medicine, and very balsamic. It is not ob-

tainable in such large quantitities as the Red Gum pro-

duced by Eucalyptus resinifera.

Dorjranthes excelsa (Jig. 883.), or the New Holland
Lily, 18, without any question, the most stately of the
N(»iles of the vegetable kingdom, as Linneus called

the order Amaryllidoe. In green-houses this pluit has
flowered, and attained a height of twenty-four feet bear-

ing at its summit a crown of Uosaoms of the richest crim-

son, each six inches in diameter. The leaves are very
numerous, sword-shaped, and many of tnon six feet long.

The Cephalotus follicularis {fy^. 883.) is a most singu-

lar plant belonging,indeed, to the natural order Rosacee,
but having, among its leaves, Ascidia, or pitcher-shaped

bodies, with a lid to them, very similar to the appendages
of the well-known Nepenthes, which it resombies, how-
over, in no other particular. These Ascicia, or Pitchers,

were observed to be in general nearly half filled with a
watery fluid, in which jpreat numbers of a small species

of ant were frequently found drowned. This fluid, which
10 .
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hM a tli^tly sweet taate, may perhaps be in part a secretioii of the pitcher itself, but more
probably consists merely of lain-water received and prejwrred in it The lid of the pitcher,

m a full-grown state, was fiiund either accurately closings its mouth or having an erect

position, ud therefore leaving it entirely open ; and it is not unlikely that the position of

the lid is determined by the state of the atmosphere, or even by other external causes.

We must not entirely omit a singular and interesting plant lately discovered in New
Holland, producing fruit larger than a Spanish chestnut, by which name it is known. It

is the Castanoepermum australe, of which a figure and description are given in Hooker's
Botanical Miscellany, voL i. p. 243. t 51, 68. The pods are lar^, solitary, and pendent,

containmg from three to five larse seeds; the foliage is beautifiiUy green and pinnated,

and the riiade aflbrded by the whole tree excels that of any in New South Wales. By
the natives the fruit is eaten on all occasions. It has, when roasted, the flavour of a Span-
ish chestnut; and Europeans, who have subsisted on it exclusivelv for two days, experienced
no other unpleasant efiect than a slight pain in the bowels, and that only when the seeds

were eaten raw.

At the time when Mr. Brown estimated the Australian Flora at 4200 ivicies (in 1814,

and man^ more have since been discovered), they were referable to 120 nstunJ orders ; but

so great is the predominance of certain tribes, tntt full half of the number just alluded to

belong to eleven wders. The Leguminosss and Composite comprehend c«ie-n>urlh of all the

Dicotyledonous plants, while the Grasses form an equal part of the Monocotyledonous <»ieSi

About one-tenth only of these has been observed in other parts of tlie world. Of the

Cryptogamic plants, by far the greater number are natives of Europe. Among those, how*
ever, that are peculiar to New Holland, some are very beautiful and curious : we may par-

ticularly instance, among the Sea weeds, Claudes elegans {fig. 884.); among the Moasesb

884 885

Oaphalotiia Foinnitarii. OhndM EktMi. OnomrM HaOipoT*.

Dawsonia polytrichoides'(/^. 886.), which has the leaves of a Polytrichum and the nielhied

capsule of a Buxbaumia, but is terminated by a beautiful lafl of white silvery hairs for a

Sristome ; and amonff the Lichens, the CoMmyce retispon {^fig. 885.), wboae firond u fet-

mtad like the most delicate lace.

IHwwMiia Psiytfloholdat. nionahim Tiaaa.

Wc mention New Zialand, fbr the sake of making some remarks on a most valuable
plant, which was originally detected by Sir Joseph wnks, during Cook*s first voyaire, in

1770, the Phormium lenax (fig. 887.) or New Zealand Flax. It serves the inhabitants
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instead of hemp or flax, and excels all that ia applied to the same purposes in other coun-

tries.- There are two sorts of this plant: in both the leaves resemble Flags, but the flowers

are smaller and their clusters more numerous; in one kind they are yellow, and in the other

deep red. Of the leaves of the Phormium, with very little preparation, the natives make
all their common apparel, as well as their strings, lines, and cordage of every description,

which ate so much stronger than any thing we can fabricate with hemp, as not to bear a
comparison. From the same plant, by another process, they draw long slender fibres, which
shine like silk, and are as white as snow : of these, which are also surprisingly strong, the

finer cloths are manufactured ; and of the leaves, without any other preparation than split-

ting them into proper breadtlis, and tying the strips together, they make their fishing-nets,

some of which are of enormous size. A plant which might be applied with such advantage
to so many useful and important purposes, would certamly be a great acquisition to our
country, where it would probably thrive with very little trouble, as it seems to be hardy, and
affects no particular soils, being equally found in hill and valley, in the driest mould and the

deepest bogs : the bog, however, it seems rather to prefer, as near such places it grows
larger than elsewhere. Since the discovery of the Phormium tenax in New Zealand, many
experiments have been made, which all prove the great strength and value of its fibre,

which is now extensively used in New Holland for cordage, and imported for the same pur-

pose to Europe. In the South of France, in Devonshire, and in other districts possessing a
similar climate, it grows perfectly well in the open air, and -has even survived the winter

on the coast of Inverness-shire. But all the attempts that have been made to separate the

fibre from the leaf of the New Zealand Flax, which it is requisite to do in a firesh state, as

maceration is faand materially to injure the strength of the thread, have proved unsuccess-

ful. The native women perform this apparently simple operation with ease and quickness

:

holding the end of a newly cut leaf with their toes, they insert a shell between the green
substance and the fibre, and readily efibct the separation by drawing this shell through the

whole length of the leaf. No nuushinery or other process has been found capable of thus

dividing the thread, which undergoes no fiirther preparation, no hackling or cleaning, previ-

ous to being shipped for the English market by the Port Jackson traders, who must apparent-

ly still depend on the savage women and tiieir shells for the cargoes they obtain ! A repre-

sentation and full account of this interesting plant are given in the Botanical Magazine for

December, 1832, to which we must refer our readers.

SrantoT. 3.

—

Zoology.

AonRALAsaA.—^The Zoology of the Southern Archipelago is more singular than beauti-

fiil, and is much more calculated to arrest attention fhxn the peculiar habits and structure

of the subjects themselves, than from the elegance of their forms, or the richness of their

colours. Australasia has been termed the land of contrarieties ; as if nature, in the crea-

tion of such forms as she appropriated to this region, had determined to mark them with

some peculiar character inconsistent with those rules she had adopted in the formatwn of all

her other productions. That form, for instance, which in other parts of the world she has

confined to the smallest races of quadrupeds—the rats and the dormice—is here bestowed

upon the Kangaroos, the largest tribe of four-footed animals yet discovered in this insular

continent; but these wonderful creatures, instead of fiibricating warm and skilful nests

beneath the earth for the protection of their young, in like manner to all other mouse-like

quadrupeds, are provided with a natural nest in the folds of their own skin, where the young
are sheltered and protected, until they are able to provide for themselves. The Great

Kangaroo {HalmaturuM gigtmteut III.) {fig. 888.) is, in fiict, the largest and most typical

quadruped of the whole Australasian range: the

total abaence of such animals as lions, tigers, deer,

oxen, horses, bears ; in short, of all those races spread

over the rest of the world, is the moat striking fea-

ture in the zoology of this region. It is further

remarkable that nearly all the quadrupeds either

actually belong or are intimately related to the Glires

of Linneus. Two-thirds of the Australasian quad-

rupeds make their way by springing in the air. All

the Kangaroos, when using any degree of speed in

their movements, proceed by prodigious leaps, while

KtBsiroo. the Flving Phalangers or Opossums (O. Pelauritta),

of which six species are described, are even mor

remarkable for this habit than the Fiyiiig Squirrels of North America. We might almost

be tempted to beliete that, if there really exists, in creation, an animal which would at

once indisputably connect the two great divisions of the vertebrata, and demonstrate their

union, such an animal will be herteflor discovered in the southern hemisphere. The
OmithorhynchuB, or DuckiAiill, may be justly said to exhibit more decided indications of

inch a union than any quadruped yet known, and this is also a native of New Holland.
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On quitting; the zoological province of Asia, the paucity of large quadrupeds is first appa-

rent in the islands of New Guiiiea and New Caledonia, where, it may be remembered, in

our preliminary observations, we supposed the first indications of the Australasian forms

began to be developed. M. Lesson discovered several small animals in those islands (refer-

red by him to the gfenus Cuscus) which exhibit a manifest affinity to the New Holland
pbalangers; while of edible domestic animals, the Ho|; alone (of a peculiar breed, or more
probably species) is to be found ^nerally distributed through the Pacific islands. The Dogs
are also peculiar: small, and wolf-like, they appear to want all those generous and sagacious

Qualities which are so conspicuous among the breeds distributed over more civilised countries.

The ornithological productions of this hemisphere are equally interesting, and, from being

more numerous than the quadrupeds, ofier a wider field for geographic comparison. We
have already devoted some attention to this pan of oar sub-

ject, when pointing out the natural relations of the Aus-
tralasian groups with those of tlie Indian Archipelago and
of Southern Africa. It is, therefore, unnecessary again to

recapitulate the proofs in &vour of such affinities. The
rapaciwis birds are by no means excluded from this region,

although it is a matter of doubt whether any genuine species

<^ vulture has yet been discovers]. The largest bird of prey

we yet know of is the Wedge-tailed Eagle (,Jig. 880.}, equal

in size to the Golden, but having the legs featliered to the

toes: several of the Hawks are altogether peculiar; among
which is one entirely white ; and there is reason to believe

that the geographic range tii the Peregrine Falcon of Europe
(the Greatfooted Falcon of the Americans), actually extends

to New Holland. The mild temperature of the climate ren-

ders the services of Vultures unnecessary ; but we are still

to learn what agency is substituted for the removal of carrion

and dead animu matter. The few nocturnal birds belonging

to the families of Owls and Goatsuckers difier not from the European types, except, in&ed,
the large Podargi, or Great-billed Goatsuckers.

Among the perching tribes, the beautiful parrots, cockatoos, and parrakeets, demand our

first attention, as being by fiur the most attractive and brilliant in their plumage. The
genuine parrots, with a perfectly even tail, are very few : indeed, we know not at present

of more than one species, the PtUlacut Fieldii Sw. The Cockatoos, which first appear in

Southern India, extend also to New Holland. Some of M>o species are white ; the rest are

of a black colour, richly variegated on the tail with red, as exemplified in the Crimson-tailed

Cockatoo (P. Cookiii (fig. 800.) : they are of a large size ; but a species lately discovered

is no bigger than a small parrakeet : this group has not yet been traced in any of the South
Sea islands. The Lories are also numerous, but belong to a diflerent section finm those of

India: green, and not red, is the predominating colour of their plumage. Besides such as

are only to be found in New Holland and VanDiemen's Land, several others of a very small

aize are locally distributed in the lesser islands. Tfao Ground Parrakeets and those with
broad tails (JPexoponu HI., PUtyctreua V. & H.) likewise characterise these ialandu

802

Wedfe-TwM Etsle.

BiaoM-wiactd PIsMO.

Orimoo-UiM Ooekatoo.

The insectivorous birds, strictly speaking, are comparatively few ; but it still remains to
bo ascertained whether the suctorial tribe, formed by the Honeysuckers {Mettipkaf^im V.),

do not also derive nourishment from small insects, concealed in the flowers, whose juices

they suck by their brush-like ton^e. This supposition appears highly j^robable, since we
can attest, nom personal observations, that such is the habit of nearly all the humming-birds
of America. The Scansorial Creepers are of only two species, and no birds have yet been

I
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discovered similar or analogous to the genuine woodpeckers. The Toucans find their repre-

ttentative in the New Holland Channel-bill {Seylhropi III.) ; but the Cuckoos and Orioles

are not much unlike those of Africa, Asia, and Europe. The Pigeons and Doves are cer-

tainly the most beautitbl in the world ; the general tint of their plumage is a rich green,
varicgatpd with red, purple, or yellow about the head and breast; but others occur of a
brown colour, relieved by spots on the wings of the richest and most chsngeable colours,

equal in brilliancy to the finest gems. The Bronze-winged Pigeon (Jig. 891.) is a well-
known example of this group, which comprehends several other species. The Chatterers
of America seem represented by the Thick-heads {Pachycephala Sw.) ; the Grakles of India

and Africa, by the Satm-birds {PtUonorkynehua Kuhl.); and there is one species of Crow,
which lives solitary : iastly, the Flycatchers and Warblers very nearly resemble those of
Africa, and even present us with two species belonging to European genera. There does
not appear to be any sparrows, the parrakects being tlie universal devastators of grain, and
the pests of the farmer. Two or three small finches of Indian genera {Amadina, Eatrnlda
Sw.) correspond to the European goldfinch.

The paucity of gallinaceous birds is also evident The great Emu or New Holland Cas-
Fowary, appears to have the same economy as that of America. To this order we refer that

singular bird the Lyretail (Menura tuperba L.) already noticed.

The Aquatic tribes belong, for the most part, to groups found in other countries ; but the
genus Cereopsig (Jig. 892.) occurs only in New Holland: it is of a light gray colour, as big

as a goose, and the only example of t(iis form. The Vaginalis, or SneaUibill, seems more
peculiar to the Pacific islands. There are, no doubt, many waders and swimmers not yet
known to naturalists, for wildfowl are frequently mentioned by travellers as bv no means
scarce. Oceanic birds, particularly Gulls, Petrels, and Pelicans, may naturally be supposed
to abound over such a wide extent of ocean.

The Entomology of New Holland, in resard to species, has been illustrated by Donovan,
and still more ably by Lewin, who studiea tlie Lcpidoptera in their difierent stages, and
engraved the subjects on the spot But from neither of these works can any general views
be acquired on this portion of Australasian zoology ; and, unfortimately, such can only be
taken by those higher naturalists, who direct their attention to the philosophy of the science.

Judging from the collections transmitted to England, we deem the number and variety of
insects, in comparison to the size of New Holland, much fewer then might have been ex-

pected : the Coleopterous tribes have a more insulated character than those of the Lcpidop-

tera ; as the latter, both in genera and in species, show a decided approximation to tliose of

Africa and India, without having exhibited, as yet, a single American species. The insects

of the smaller Pacific islands may be considered as unknown, it being impossible to under-

stand their true forms or affinities ftom systems now obsolete.

The Snakes and Reptiles offer no subject of popular interest although some of the New
Holland lizards and serpents are very curious. Fish, as may be expected, are plentifiil.

The Shells of the Southern Ocean are peculiarly attractive, and yield only to those of the
Indian seaa It is here that the family of Volutes ( Veiutida Sw.), so highly prized by col-

lectors, is chiefly found. An attentive investigation of this charming group has enabled us
to detect, in the distribution of the diflbrent genera, an exemnliflcaticm of those laws to which
nature is found to have adhered in every portion of her wotks which have been philosophi-

cally scrutinised. The pre-eminent type of this family is the genus Voluta, comprising the

melon-shells of collectors: and we accordingly find it has an umost general dispersion over

the temperate parts of the old world. Voluta olla b found in Spain

;

V. cymbium, with several others, in Africa ; V. stbiopica, tessel-

lata, &.C. in India ; while V. umbilicata, and probably some others,

occur in New Holland : here, however, this typical group ceases

;

while thstof Cymbiola Sw., which comprehends the Music volutes,

appears in its nill typical character. The C. magnifica Sw., the

largest of the genus, is chiefly found in the Australasian seas, and
this form extends throughout the South Sea islands. The thin}

type, composed of the Harp volutes (^Harmila Sw.), and the fiflh,

(Scaphetla Sw.), under which is included tlie lovely Volutes,

named Junonia, Zebra, maculatA (Jig. 893.), &c., exclusively be-

long to thu Pacific Oceon. The Cones, so abundant in India, nave
not been discovered in these seas; and only two or three cowries,

of rare species, have yet been sent to Europe. The marine genua
Struthiolaria is also restricted to this ocean. The elegant genus Phasianella, or Pheasant

Snail, is an^er group, princinally confined to New Hollaira, where these beautifiil shells

occur, in some localities, in great profusion, and in endless variety of markings.

The Fluviatile species are limited to a few plain-coloured bivalves and Nerites ; while the

land ahells are still more rare. The conchology of the South Seas, however, offers a rich

field for future discoveries.
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Tlie following are the only genefa and nib-genera of quadrupeds belonging to thia part

of the world :

—

Cm.
fSSSSTnw. ^

iiJtaw.
TkjlMiMi !<••

The peculiar genera of bird% with the Metioaa or aab-generaC*), are all compriaed in the

following lilt :

—

-=^^—• a. k r.

Flit—ihM y^a.

SSSmiKia.
•Amamm « k r.

OnatarML

rwL
jr.kr.

•tl—ltmM.kr.

gnUf g-kr.

•MnnSjlkr.
UrtaJMw,
TllLiHllMM«kr.
nhi ii am.
onkmnniik

Itimim\m rml.

aMhfWi
Am.

The following genera and aub-genera of biida occur alao in India or Africa, or in both :—

•

CdbilXMk

OcnMniCiiK

MkUmCm.
Citliii i li CWfc

OqrlllMnJMk

•ClMlKlli <»,
SSEfHk

New Hoixahs.—^The »Mlo|rical featurea already aketched of the Auatralaaian range apply

with particular force to New Holland, as being the chief metropolis of this aoological pro-

vince. It is, therefore, only necessary, in this place, to enumerate a few of the most remark-

able aninalB yet discovered on this insnUted continent

Of the Marsupial or Pouched Quadrupeds, the Great Kangaroo {Hattnatunu gigatUeuM
111.) is the mwt conspicuous. Although a native of regions so distant, it is now become a

common animal in the menageries. The remarkable shortness of the anterior feet shows
that they cannot properly be used for walking; an imbecility of atructure, however, amply
compensated by the great development of the hinder feet: the fonner are used when the

animal is browsing, but when it wishes to proceed with the least activity, and especially to

run, the strength of its hind feet and enormous tail gives it the power to take surprising

leaps, and thus easilv to escape its enemies. The Kangaroos liva in small troops, heaided m
the old males. No less than eight species of this genus have been discovered m New Hol-
land ; that named H. elegans is the only one with a variegated fiir, the back being marked
with transverse stripes.

The Hair-tails (JDasyunu Dl.) are a peculiar race ofquadrupeds, allied both in habits and
appearance to the polecat and marten : they may, in reference to their food, be ranked as

beasts of prey, since they sleep during the day, and only steal forth in the night, aearching

for smaller animala and the bodies of dead snls. They receive their name mm their long

bushy Uil, not unlike that of a fox. The Tapit-tafo (JDe^tmis tqfa) (Jg. 8M.) is an elegant

example c^ this tribe.

TlPlMlft. OioitboikyBslHM.

The Dockbills (OnitlAorA«neAt») (Jig. SOS.) long excited the scepticism and the astonish-

ment cf naturalists; who beheld in these creatures the perfect bill of a duck, engrafted, as
it were, on the body of a mole-like quadruped. It was first made known to the worid by
Dr. Shaw, who clearly demonstrated it was no fictitious deception. The whole animtl has
some resemblance, in miniature, to an otter, but is only thirteen inches long. It swims well,
and, indeed, seldom quits the water, since tlie extreme shortness of its limbs renders it only
able to crawl on land. These animals, of which there appear to be two species (distinguished
only by colour), are principally found near Port Jackson. Tlie foot of the male is armed with
a spur, ihrouffh which passes a poisonous liquor, rendering the animal dangerous. It has
latelv been clearly proved that these duck-moles not only by eggs, but suckle their young.
The most common Birds belong to the Melliphagoiis or Honey-sucking family (Hfetti-

fikagida Sw.)i all of which have the tongue terminated by a brush-like bundle of very
slender filaments, with which they either suck or lick the nectar of fiowers ; the little

scarlet Honey-sucker, however, is the only species ornamented by any gaiety of plumage.
Manv of the Warblers, on the other hand, are uncommonly beautifiil ; one, called the Superb
(Msiurua mpnhu$) (fig. R06.), has the back of the head and the throat velvet black, divided
by banda of the richest blue : it Is constantly in motion, carries its tail nearly erect, and singa
a short little song as it perches. The Emu bird is still smaller, bemg scarcely bigger than
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the wren, and having a long tail, (uite tranaparent, oooaiating ofone Ufhieated ftather, like

those of the Emu, whence its nun.. But the two moat magnificent birda are undoubtedly

the Rifle-bird and the King Oriole.

The Rifle-bird {Ptilorit paradueu$ Sw.) ia nearly the aiie of a jay, but ita bill ia long
and sickle-shaped. Like the uniform of rifle troops, it aeema, at a diatance, entirely of a
black green; but, on closer inspection, ita rich and magnificent tints aatoniah the spectator.

The King Oriole (Sertcu/us chryaoeephaluM Sw.) (j^. Sffl.) ia <^ two oolonra only, golden
yellow, and the deepest black, the feathera of the head reaemUing the acrfleat velvet; ao that

nothing can exceed the richneaa of ita appearance.
The Spotted Groabeak iAmaii$ta LaOMm Sw.) <Jg. 806.) ia a moat elegant bird, not

Bapwb Wubhr. WmOMt. flpoClad OnMbMk.

larger than the greenfinch, and might eaaily be domeaticated : it is light alate colour above,

with the bill ana rump deep crimaon, the tlmiat haa a black collar, aiid the aidea have anow-
white apota on a black ground.

The Created Bnmie-winged Pigeon (J|g. 809.) ia, perhapa, the rarest bird of New Hcl*
land: only one apecimen la known in

Europe, now preaerved in the muaeum 000

<iS the Linnean Society.

Many of the ahells are beautifiil, and
bear a high price among collectors. The
Snow-spot volute, (jCwimriola nivout Sw.)

( fg. 900.), sells for three or four pounds

;

the Cymbiola magnifica She., the largest

of the genua, when darkly coloured, ia

w(Hrth nearly aa much. The Lineated Volute {,SeapheUa undu-
lata Sw.) ia common in aome localities, while the Phaaianelle, or

Beauty snaila, are particularly elegant
The only native domeatic animu ia the Dingo, or New Holland

^^^ .
Dog (J^. 901.) : itaeenwtopartakeof the aingular contradictory

Braat-wiBod Piftoa. nature of Auatralian animals, by never (aa it ia asserted) being
known to bark. It is active, fierce, and voracious, runs with the tail carried horiiontally,

the head elevated, and the eara erect One that waa brought alive to England leaped on
the back of an aaa, and would have destroyed it All the domeatic breeda at cattle, sheepb
and hoiaea have been long introdoeed, and have rapidly multiplied.

8aow-ipo< VoMt.

MtwHolMlDos. Dof-aMtd

Von DiemetCt £afuL—The Zoology bean a general reaemUanee to that of New Hol-
land, yet preaenta ua with a few animala peculiar to thia aouthem latitude. The chief quad-
rupeds of thia deacription are the Dog-need Opoaaum, the Ursine Daqrurua, the Brualn
tailed Ihusyurua, and the Dwarf Daayurua. There are alao two apeciea oS Balentia or Pha-
'angus.

t'!

iii
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The Dog-lheed OpoHtun {Thyimeimu cjfnoeephmtua Tem.) (Jg. 002.) taggeetM th« ide«

of a union of the dog and the panther ; the fur ia iihort

and nft, yellowith brown, the aidea of the body being

marked by broad tranaverae itripea, which do not, hoW'

ever, extend to the belly ; the tail is compressed, which

•ugvests the supposition that it is used in swimming, pnr<

ticuTariy as this animal inhabits the rocks on the sea shore,

and is known to feed upon fish.

Many of the ground parrots of Van Diei<ien*8 Land do

not occur in New Hollan<i. The Black-spotted {Petopo.

rui/ormottu III.) (Jtg. 0U3.) ia the most singular, since it

is never seen to perch upon a tree. The Blue-fronled

Parrakeet {Nanodeg ventuttu) (Sw. Zool. lUmt. 2.) is

also a rare and elegant species ; while the Bronze-winged Pigeons of two sorts, are very

common in the open country.

The (bllowinff srlotsary of the aninmls best known to the settlers of New Holland has

been given by Judge Field, in his valuable Geoffraphical Memoir* on New South Wales,

London, 1825. It will answer the double purpose of informing both the scientific and the

general reader :—

r

OipoadPiiiok

•I
rmrtKufMo. Hataa'mi dcuMtm /O.
rmk Kuam, HalaMmt piidlUtM.
rivliflMmik Nuvni >M«K
WaUrotOMkMola. UraiUHnMlM tarn

Inlls.
Kmm, ar Cmmwuy. RkM
Em Riri. or rilthlly.

OomarNmlMhli. Am imlfalmalL
f>»Ml, or SW •« rwUlM, Mowii*-

SwMp'nvMut CaMiafaa—

)

8wir<wiiiMd Flovflr. CliandriM I

o|MitBnl,<irKli«^iOrM«. Swieolmckiy

aiaollM. rUlorlopuKllvnAwiiM.
BaMur Bifd. VuB dalraclor nm.
WkiM Ibwfc. JuSflm Mora HoUaid!*

aula all*. RiUaorhndm MMloorIL
latiAWHMtr. Mdanaiq ' "'

U^tfitkam. DMdo (ifuloo CiM».
Onoa Plfona. niloMw Mgalten* aw.
Woagft-woofk ColumM |iiGtU IMt.
Oreoa novo. FtihaofMN parfivfatui $ta,

Kin( Flmt Ma'ycami iai|iiriari>m r.
Bluo M<>H'iia rarm. naiyaamt baavla-
to H. t y-

Sow HUl, or Noaurail f^ftaL rhlniveai
niaiiw «. t *^

Macoarla hlaad lamt nnjrMiai pMi*.
«!«.»'.

OnMM nnvrti nsBpom 9
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The name of Australasia, in the early records of navigation and ge(»rai4iy, hears a vague
and almost fabulous sense. It was imagined that the great mass of solid land known to

exist on the northern aide of the equator, must be balanced by a nearly equal extent in the

southern hemisphere. To discover this mighty Terra Auatialis Incognita was the great

object of ambition to navigators through the racific ; and hope painted it equally fillml, as

the New World in the West had been fixind, with the objects which could gratify the desire

of wealth and luxury. Indeed, it is little more than half a century since Mr. Dalrymple,
one of the greatest names in geomphy, pronounced the existence and wealth of this south-

ern continent to be a point not admitting of the smallest doubt- The second voyage ofCook,
however, set this question at rest; for, though it has recently been proved that antarctic

lands of some extent had escaped his notice, yet bis route went across all the tracks in

which such a great and fertile continent as modem fancv had supposed, could possibly have
existed. From this period, the titles of Australasia and Terra Australia settled down upon
New Holland and the other great islands by which it is surrounded.

The Portuguese first, and afterwards the Dutch, were too active navigators to allow a
tract of coast so closely contiguous to the rich and early settlements of Java and the Mo-
luccas long to escape their research. In the King's library in the Britidi Museum there is

a chart by a French hand, dated 1542, in which is delineated to the south 6f Borneo and the

Eastern Archipelagoes, a very laiwe island, called "Great Java;" on the east side of which,
immediately beyond the lat of 80^, appears ** Coste. det Herhaigeg," a singular coincidence
with Botany Bay. Tbi? can scarcely be more than casual ; but that the delineation in that

chart of the north-western coast was founded on some actual surveys can scarcely, we tiiink,

be doubted. No memorial, however, of the early voyages, in the coarse of which these

lands were laid down, can now be discovered.

It was by Spanish navigators that the first distinctly recorded expedition waa made, fhxn
an opposite quarter, and to an opposite extremity of the great Australasian group. In 1567,
Don Alvaro de Mendana was seut by the Vicerov of Peru, with a squadron fW>m Callao.

After measuring the breadth of the Pacific, he fell in, near the eastern extremity of New
Guinea, with a group of thirty-three islands, to which he gnve the name of Solomon. It

would be a singular instance of the chimeras which obtainea credit in that age, if Mendana
really hoped, as it is said he did, by giving this name to the islands, to persuade the world
that they were the Ophir, whence Solomon drew the treasures with which he adorned the

temple of Jerusalem. There is nothing in the description of them to justify so wild an
hypothesis. The natives of one of the largest (Santa Ysabel) were of a very dark com-
plexion, with curly hair, wearing scarcely any clothes, feeding on cocoa-nuts and roots, and.

It is supposed, on human flesh. Such repasts seem too well mdicated by the horrid present

made by the chief to Mendana, of " a quarter of a boy with the hand and arm." At S
Criatoval, the natives mustered in a large body, armed with spears, cluba, and arrowy

At San
inow^to I
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give battle to the Spuniarda; but a short discharge of musketry was sufficient to disperse

them. Mendana was sent on a second exp«'(litioii to examine the^ie islands more carefully

;

but such was then the impetfection of maritime ohticr' ition, that he sailed for a considerable

time about that quarter, without being able again to ,j;ht on them ; so that it was taunt-

ingly observed, that " what Mendana discovered in his tirst voyage, he lost in his second."

He landed, however, at Sania Cruz, which is not very remote trimi them, though it appears

more properly to form part of the New Hebrides. It is srxnewhat ri>nRri<able, that though
these islands have been touched at by Bougainville, by Shoflland (who gavo 'hem the name
of New Georgia), and by other navigators, they bnve never h»>en surreyed with care, nor
has any important addition been made to our knowlec^e respecting {hem since the time of
Mendana.

In the footsteps of Mendana followed Pedro Fernandez (k< Quims, whose name is great

in the history of early naval discovery. On the 21st of Decertilter, 1605, he set out with a
squadron from Lima m search of the great Austral continent. Quiros held a course consi-

derably to the south of the equator, and for a long time discovered only small detached isl-

ands. At length, in April, 1606, he came to the islands called the New Hebrides, one of
which ia of such extent as to suggest the idea of a continent Here he found a bay Idrge

enough to hold a thousand ships. With that familiar use of sacred names in which the
superstitious devotion of the Spaniards delighted, they called the country Australia del
Espiritu Santo, two fine rivers the Jordan aiid the Salvador, and the Port Vera Cruz. The
banks of these streams were delightful, being clad with a charming verdure, and every-

where enamelled with flowers. The bay was so well sheltered, that in all winds it con-

tinued smooth and calm. The land was covered with trees quite up to the mountains, which,
like the plains, were always green, being separated from each other by valleys, watered by
fine rivers. In a word, there was no country in America, and very few in Europe, equal to

this. The Spaniards made some attempts to conciliate the inhabitants; but their conduct,

being imbued with that tyrannical spirit which has always distinguished the transmarine
proceedings of European nations soon excited a violent hostility, and they were obliged to

make off without holding any other communication than that oS a few smart skirmishes.

They departed, therefore, with the empty ceremony of taking posse«iion of it in the name
of Philit> ni., and founding a city, which they called the New Jerusalem. Luis Vaes de
Torres, at the stme time, second m command to Quiros, pushed his discovery to the strait

which separates New Holland firom New Guinea, and saw both those large continents, but
without well knowing what they were. Torres's Strait even dropped into oblivion, and was
not rediscovered till 1770. Quiros published a splendid and highly-coloured description of
the territory thus discovered by him, and addressed to the Spanish court no fewer than fifly

memorials, urging them to send cut a colony : but that cabinet made no further exertions.

The Dutch now took up the undertaking from the opposite quarter of Java and the Mo-
luccas. The latter islands almost touched those of New Guinea ; and it was natural Uiat

ex|»editions should be sent firom them to explore the coast of that very great island. In
1605, the yacht Duyfhen, employed on this mission, and taking on her return a southerly

courae, touched at that part of New Holland which is now called Cape York, but without
knowing what she had discovered. This happened a few months before Torres saw the

very same part of New Holland in the discovery of his strait ; so that the commander of the

Duyfhen was the first European that viewed any portion of that continent. In the course

of thirty years, fresh expeditioiM, intending and believing themselves to be diKovering New
Guinea, wiled, in fact, along a great part of the opposite, and even to the western coast of

New Holland. In Tasman's instructions it is already characterised by the name of the

"Great unknown South land," and it is stated, that in the years 1616 to 1622, a range of its

western const fhxn ZSfi to 22° S. lat, was discovered by the ship Endragt, under uie ccnn-

mand of Dirk Hartog. The name of that commander was, in fact, given to an island and
large bay, called afterwards Shark's Bay by Dampier; and both by him in 1607^ and after-

wards in 1801, by Bsudin, a tin plate was found here, bearing the name of tlie ship Endragt
In 1627, a vessel called the Goede Zeepaard, pushed its career farther, and turning vae

south-western point of Cape Leeawin, explored a considerable extent of the southern coast,

to which was given the name of Nuyt's Land. Abe! Janez Tasman, however, took a wider
range, which rendered him foremost in the career of Australasian discovery. On the 14th
of August, 1642, he sailed fircMn Batavia with two ships, the Heemskerk and the Zechaan.
He appears first to have sailed southward through a wide range of open sea, till he passed

the latitude of 40°. He then steered east, still in the same latitude, which kept him at a
distance from the coast of New Holland, but brought him upon that of the southern append-
oge to it now so well known by the name, which Tasman gave to it of Van Diemen's Land,
in honour of the then governor-general of Batavia. Tasman, on this coast, saw neither man
nor beast ; yet he observed smoke in several quarters, and fancied he heard in one place a
sound of people, and in another a noise like that of a trumpet ; also footsteps resembling

those of a tiger or some other wild beast He observed too very lofly trees, with steps cut
in them with a flint, five feet distant from each other, which gave the idea of a -gigantio
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race, by whom such steps could be commodiously used. Tasman now continued his course

eastward, till he came to the coast which he called New Zealand. He soon saw enough of
the inhabitants, who were not long in displaying that ferocity, of which they have since

given so many proofs. Having surprised a boat, they killed three of his men, and obliged

rour others to swim for their lives. Tasman does not seem to suspect the dreadful ulterior

fkte which probably awaited the victims. He gave, however, to this inlet, the name of the

Bay of Murderers ; and with some difficulty cleared the inhospitable coast to which it be-

longed. His course then led him to the Friendly Islands, whence, after beating a consider-

able time through little known and dangerous seas, he reached Batavia by the ncvthern coast

of New Guinea. Althougii the Dutch thus showed considerable interest in the exploration

of these extensive coasts, there is no record of any intention or attempt to form a settlement

upon them. According to one of their navigators, there were everywhere found " shallow

water and barren coasts, islands altogether thinly peopled by divers cruel, poor, and brutal

nations."

English navigators were now found taking the lead. Dampier, first in the character of

a buccaneer, and afterwards in a regular and official career of discovery, observed with char-

acteristic accuracy the north-western coast of New Holland. But it was Cook, whose
career enabled him to put together into one regular and consistent system the scattere>'

notices of former navigators. He made a complete surrey of the eastern coast of New
Holland, which till then had scarcely been at all visited, and ascertained the almoit forgotten

tact of the complete separation of that continent from New Guinea. He examined, also,

Van Diemen's Land, though not with minute attention, and without being aware of the

strait which separates it from New Holland, and gives to it an insular character. Cook, alw,

circumnavigated New Zealand, traced its separation, by the strait which beua his name,
into two great islands, and ascertained, by some agreeable and some bitter experience, the

striking contrasts in the character of that remarkable people.

The British government, in consequence of the discoveries nf Cook, and the complete

knowledge now obtained of the coast of New Holland, suggested plans, which gave a new
character and interest to the Australian world. Although the territory was extensive and
the soil fertile, it yielded none of those rare and brilliant products, either vegetable or mineral,

whiph had hitherto tempted to the formation of colonies. But another motive, suggested by

the philanthropic temper of the age, proved sufficient to impel to such an undertakinff. The
vast growth of the wealth and population ofGreat Britain was accompanied, unhappily, with

incrcised temptations to crime. The many unfortunate persons, thus made amenable to the

laws for offences not of the deepest dye, when craitinued in prisons, suflered in health and

morals, and came out 0(mimonly more corrupted than thev entered. The transporting them
to the opposite extremity of the globe was a punishment less cruel and debasing, and ofiered

a much better chance of amendM habits. It affi>rded, also, the distant promect of covering

these almost boundless deserts with the arts, industry, and civilization or Europe. Such
were the motives which induced government, in 1788, to establish the colony of Botany Bay.

The settlement has ever since ffone on increasing, and, notwithstanding some drawbacu,
arising fVom the peculiar materiars of which it is compoeed, it has, in o very tolerable manner,
answered its purposes. The original source of supply has, no doubt, been powerfully rem-
foroed and purified by that spirit of emigration wnich has recently become so strong, and

which promises to realise, earlier and Mtter than was ever expeoted, the hope of fiJling

these vast regions with a civilized population. Tho progress of- settlement, however, con-

tinually narrowed the space in which room could be provided for the numerous voluntary

and involuntary emigrants. It became the first object of the settlers to discover such a space

in the interior, across the hitherto impassable range of the Blue Mountains. This was done
in 1818, by Messrs. Blaxland, Wehtworth, and Lawson. Governor Mocquarie afterwards

despatched Mr. Evans, the deputy land-surveyor, by all possible means to find out or make
a path down these mountains, to the fine countiy which these gentlemen had first seen beyond
them. For twenty-six miles Mr. Evans paused over a succession of steep, rugged mountauis,

which seemed repeatedly, at first sight, to deny all passwe. At length be reached the highest

point, a lofty table plain, afterwards called the King's "nible-Land, whence stretched a pros-

pect of proaigious extent On the opposite side appeared a very abrupt descent into a deep
and romantic glen, beyond which rose another lofty chain of hills. After making his way
for seventeen miles along the ridge, he came to a most tremendous precipice, above 600 feet

high, called Mount York, down which, with great labour, a road was aftorwords constructed,

called Cox's Pass. His toils were now rewarded. Ha came to fine pastoral plains, well

watered by two rivers, the Campbell and Fish, uniting into the Macquarie. As soon as this

intelligence had been conveyed to Sydney, and the route reported practicable, in 1815,

Governor Macquarie in person crossed the mountains, and examined this new accession to

th6 colony. He founded a township there, to which he gave the name of Bathurst; and
this rich and improvable district is now occupied by a thriving population.

Another expedition, under Mr. Oxiey, the surveyor-general, was, in 1817, undertaken to

discover the course of the waters which flowed westward flrom the Blue Mountains, and to
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explore the regions through which they rolled. Mr. Oxiey first followed the course of the

river Lachlan, which was found proceeding directly westward ; but notliing appeared along

its banks which could afford the promise of a flourishing settlement The liills were rugged

and steep, the plains either sandy, or marshy and inundated, and the river finally dwindled

into a narrow channel running through a morass. As Mr. Oxley was returning by anoUier

route, he came upon the Macquarie, a broad and considerable stream, flowing in a north-west

direction. He returned at this time to Bathurst, but next year set out on a fresh expedition,

to find, if possible, the termination of this important river. He traced it to the north-west

through a series of rich flats and extensive level plains, till, unfortunately, it too began to

spread into marshes ; and, at length, appeared to terminate in a vast watery plain covered

with reeds, through which it flowM with a channel only five feet deep. He now determined

to return, not by re-ascending the river by the same track, but by striking to the east, across

a mountain range, which led more directly to the sea. On this track many interesting dis-

coveries were made. The party passed over hi^h mountain ridges, whence they descried

to the southward several vast plains covered with the richest herbage. They observed a
succession of rivers flowing to the northward, and, at length, came to a considerable one,

directing its course to the eastern coast. To this they gave the name of Hastings ; and a

good l^rbour, found at its mouth, has, under the name of Port Macquarie, become the seat

of a settlement, which promises to flourish. On tlie whole, this expedition, notwithstanding

the disappointments which attended it, enlarged greatly the known extent of lands in the

Interior fit for cultivation and settlement It is only to be wondered that with ofiicers so

enterprising, the career of discovery should have been suspended by government afler pene-

trating only to about a tenth part of the breadth of the continent and that no further efforts

should have since been made, except by private individuals, to enquire into the secrets of

the great Austral wilderness, until the year 1827. A well-appointed expedition was then

placed by the colonial government under the direction of Mr. Allan Cunningham, the King's

botanist who had already traced a route from Bathurst to Liverpool Plains, a fine country

discovered by Mr. Oxley in his second expedition, and who now effected a journey from

Hunter's River to the River Brisbane, on the banks of the latter of which a penal settlement

had already been established for several years ; and near to which, with a pass to them
through the dividing range of mountains 4000 feet high, he discovered some very spacious

pastoral downs, ready for the colonist, whenever the government should be pleased to con-

vert the penal settlement into a firee one, as they had successively done Hunter's River and

Port Macquarie.

la the year 1828, an expedition was despatched, under the direction of Captain Sturt, an

officer of His Majesty's 89th regiment to Mount Harris, a detached hill upon the Macquarie
River, where Mr. Oxley had left his boats upon proceeding easterly towards the coast Upon
reaching that remarlndile eminence, on the 20th of December, Captain Sturt ascended the

summit to survey the country below. But how much had evaporation in tliree years changed

the ikce of those regions ! The plains which Mr. Oxley had left entirely under water in

1818, now presented an expanse of dried-up surface, which to all appearance extended

northerly, witnout the slightest semblance of rising grcwnd, to a distant " clear unbroken

horiion. Encouraged by these appearances, the expedition traced the Macqiiijiiarie through

its last stage to the wooDlands below Mount Harris, where its channel ceased " to exist in

any shape as a river." In exploring the country beyond this point the party traversed the

bed of that extensive morass, into which the late surveyor-general had, ten yeara previously,

descended in his boat: this they now found "a large and blasted plain, on which the suns
rays fell with intense heat;" the ground itself, parohed to an extreme, exhibiting in many
places deep and dangerous clefts, which clearly demonstrated the long existence of thoeo

droughts, to which every known part of New South Wales was at that period exposdd. On
these inhospits^le levels, Captain Sturt passed a week ; and in that period he skirted three

distinct patches of marsh, in which were found broken channels of the river, forming so

many stagnant lagoons or canals, surrounded by reeds. In whatever direction they advanced

to satisfy themselves as to the fiite of the Maccjuarie, whether on the plains or wooded
grounds, reeds of gigantic stature (the clearest indication of what such a country is in a
regularly wet season) encompassed them, and greatly obstructed their progress. Captain

Sturt now directed his expedition to the north-west with a view to farther discoveries, aware,

as he was, flvm the observations he had previously made during his own short excursion, that

a clear open country was before him in Uiat direction. In continuing their journey westerly

over this level country, its total want of water, excepting in creeks where the supply was
both bad and uncertain, tiecame a souree of considerable annoyance to the party ; who ulti-

mately were obliged to follow one of the water-courses, which, being traced to the north-west

brought them (on the 2d of February) to the left bonk of a large river, the appearance of

whieh " raised their most sanguine expectations." To the utter disappointment of the tra«

vellers, however, its watera were found perfectly salt ; and this circumstance was the more
severely Mt, as the horses of the expedition had travelled long in an excessively heated

atiuGspber*, and hid bMn without water a considerable time. After making nm« amngth
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ment in &Tour of his exhausted animals. Captain Sturt proceeded to explore this river, to

which he gave the name of Darling. They followed it in the direction of its courst! (south-

westerly), about forty miles, and throughout found its waters not only not drinkable, but

rather becoming, as they advanced, more considerably impregnated with salt. In one part

they observed " brine-springs," and the banks throughout were incrusted with " salt," or,

probably, with aluminous particles. The breadth of the river was estimated at sixty yards,

and its banks from thirty to forty feet high. At len^h the want of " drinkable water" alon?

its bank, and the appearance of a loose red sandy soil, at the point to which the patience and

perseverance of the travellers had induced them to trace the river, at once destroying all

hope of meeting with the most scanty supply in the back country, obliged them to give up
its further examination. The extreme point to which the Darling was traced, and fh>m

which it continued its course through a level country to the south-west. Captain Sturt marks
on his map, in lat 30° 16' S. and long. 144° 50' E.
The Darling may be justly considered the largest river which has been discovered in New

South Wales, since it is formed by a junction of all the streams which were discovered by

Mr. Oxley, in 1818 (and these were five in number, each of considerate magnitude), as

well as of those met by Mr. Cunningham in his journey of 1827; and thus it constitutes

the great drain of a tract of mountainous country lying between the carallels of 27° and

33i°. But what ultimately becomes of this river, beyond the spot where Captain Sturt

and his comrade left it flowing through a desert country to the south-west, remains wholly

unknown.
To the same inde&tigable officer was intrusted, at the close of 1829, the direction of a

second expedition, destined to trace the course of the Momimbidgee, another western stream,

rising in a range of mountains situated to the southwaid of the parallel of 35°, and under

the meridian of 140°, at a distance of about eighty miles inland ftom the eastern coast

line, and within what is now denominated the county of Murray. Of the character of

this river it may be here briefly remarked, that ita bed forms a succession of planes, of

which so.ne are of great inclination ; along these its waters flow with considerable velocity

in nearly a west direction. After receiving the Yass River and some other minor streams,

all which fall into it at an early stage of its progress, namely, in long. 148i°, the Mor-
rumbidgee pursues a long and tortuous course for upwards of^^ 300 statute miles, without

deriving the slightest increase from the country it waters : and thus in this respect it resem-

bles the Lachlan, which maintains a parallel course through the low interior to the north-

ward. Thus far the river had been followed down some years ago, b]r stock-keepers in pursuit

of strayed cattle, who also ascertained, in their long rides aumg its banks, the extent to

which the country westerly, fVom its elevation above inundation, might be safely occupied

by grazinff stations. The direction which this river was also, at that period, known to take

towards the marshes of the Lachlan, led to the conclusion, that both streams were united in

those morasses; and on so low a level (as was ascertained by Mr. Oxley in 181*7) as to

fiivour the opinion that their confluent waters were rather dissipated over an extensively

flat surface, than carried on in one body to the ocean, distant at least 300 milea. And thu
opinion, (^tuitous as it was, would nevertheless have proved to have been correct, had the

Morrumbidgee not pursued its course so far to the westward as to reach the channel of

a much larger river; since, aa will presently be seen, it has neither magnitude nor velocity

sufficient to force its way TOO miles to the sea-coast ; but which the principal stream, by iti

volume and strength, has the power to efibct .

The aecood expedition conducted byCa|Kain Sturt proceeded ilrom Sydney to explore the

Morrumbidsee, in December, 1829. Tracing it down on its right bank, until he had passed

every rapia or fhll that might impede its navigation, he established a depdt, hiunched a

boat, which he bad eonveyra over-land fVom Sydney, and having, by dint of great exertion,

built another on the spot, he lost no time in commencing his examination of the river to the

westward. On the 7th of January, the expedition moved forward down the river, and. on

the fourth day, whep they had paaiied extensive alluvial flats, on which were patches of

reeds, the navigation became much interrupted by "fldl6n timber," and as tlie curraut

was firequently very rapid, particularly in those parts of the river where its channel had

become contracted, the boata were frequently in great danger fhrni sunken tfees. Alter

advancing on their voyage about ninety miles to the westward, through a country of level,

monotonous aspect, the party were relieved firom the state of anxiety, which a week's most

difficult and dan^rous navigation had caused, by their arrival (to use CapOiin Sturt'a words)

at "the termination of the Morrumbidgee;" for its channel, much narrowed and partially

choked by drift-wood, delivered its waters " into a broad and noble river," the current of

which waa setting to the westward at the rate of two miles and a half per hour, with a

medium width flnm bank to bank of flvm 300 to 400 ibet. This new river, which waa
called the Murray, and into which the diminished waters of the Morrunibidgee <kll, is

evidently fbrmed by a junction of the Hume and Ovens; which streams, taking their rise in

the great Warragong Chain, were first made known to us by the travoUera Memn. Hovell

and Hume, who croMed them, 890 milei nearer thtir nureas, in their txoutaion to PcH
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Philip in 1824. Pursuing the course of the Murray, on the 14th of January, the voyagers
made rapid progress to the W.N.W., noticing, as they passed on, a low, unbroken, and
uninteresting country, of equal sameness of features and vegetation to that observed while
desiccnding the intricate Morrumbidgee on quitting their depAt. After nine days' voyage
down the Murray, in which period they proceeded about 100 miles westward, without ob-

serving the slightest improvement of the country, or the least rise in its surface, the expedi-

tion passed the mouth of a stream flowing from the north by east, with a strong current, and
in point of magnitude but little inferior to the Murray itself. Ascending it. Captain Sturt

found it preserving a breadth of 100 yards; and its banks, on wliicli were many natives,

were overhung with trees of finer and larger growth than those on the Murray. Its waters
were, moreover, ascertained to be two fathoms in depth, of turbid appearance, but perfectly

sweet to the taste. The confluence of these two rivers takes place, as appears by Captain
Sturt's reckoning, in exactly long. 141° E., and immediately to the soutli of the parallel of
34°. It was at this stage of the expedition that the fiice of the country began to assume
(comparatively speaking) an interesting appearance ; and the first rise of ground which had
been seen in the advance of the party to the westward in a direct line of more than 200
miles, was observed at a moderate distance from the river to the north-west Previous to

his reaching the point of confluence of the two rivers. Captain Sturt, it would appear, had
entertained a doubt as to the decline of the vast plain through which the Murray flows, aa

well as of the probable fall of the watere of the interior to the north of it ; but on observing

a new stream flowing into the Murrey, the circumstance of the meridian in which he had
struck it, and the direction from which it came, combined to satisfy him that it could be no
other than the Darling. However, the identity of this tributary to the Murray with the

Darling remains still to be ascertained.

There is an intermediate tract of unknown country, exceeding in extent 400 miles, be>

tween the southernmost point of Captain Stun's examination of the Darling River, and the

junction of the stream discovered in the progress of this second expedition flowing ih>m the

northward to the Murray ; and as these exhibit no one character common to both, we cannot,

in the present state of our information, arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, that the tributary

to the last-mentioned river, and that great drain of the country to the north of the parallel

of 34°, the Darling, arc one and the same stream. The rjver flowing into the Murray n
said to be sweet to the taste ; the Darling, on the other hand, is described as strragly im-
pregnated with salt

To follow the expedition down the Murrey ;—that river, after it receives the supposed
Darling, continues its course upwards ofa degree farther to the westward, and in that space
receives a second stream, which fklls in on its left bank from the south-east This tributary

stream, which it deacribod aa a river of considerable importance, and was named the Linde-
lay, is most probably the Goulbum of Hovell and Hume, whose journey over-land to the
south coast, in 1884, we have already adverted to, and who, in fording their river at a part

where its channel presented a breadth ofeighty yards, left it winding its course to the north-

west From this point, the banks of the Murrey assumed a new appearance, and along the

northern extended a range of cliilk, which appeared to the party, as they passed beneath
them, to be of partial volcanic origin. The navigation at length became rether intricate, tor

those clifls being iromodiately succeeded by othera of limestone on each bank, the river wot
found to force iti way through a |^len of that rock, in its paange firequently striking the base
of precipices of the some ^mation, which rose to a perpendicular elevation of 200 feet,

and in which coral and fiisail remains were remarked to be plentifully embedded. At this

stage of their passage, those long ranges of forest hills, which extend along the eastern

sbwe of the Gulf of St. Vincent, oecame discernible, indicating to the exploring part^ their

approach to the coast On the 3d of February, the river having reached the meridian of

l%)i°, the disposition of the bounding cliffi gave its course a decided bend to the southward,

through a continuation of the glen, which at length opened into a valley. Here the river

was observed to have lost the sandy bottom which it had exhibited throughout its long
course firom the eastvrard ; for, its bad having now dipped to almost the level of the sea, ita

waten had beome deep, still, and turbid. On the 8th of February (the thirty-aeoond dav
of the voyagv fh>m the depAt) the hills wore a bleak appearance, and the few trees, which
had at one perwd fringed their ridges, were for the mdet part broken ofl^ aa if by the pre-

vailing winds. At noon, upon entering the river's last reach, they could discern no land at

Its extremity ; some lo«r hills continued, however, along i'l left bank, while its right waa
hid by high reedo. Immediately afterwards, these enterprising voyogera entered an exten-

sive lake, the expanse of which stretched away fiir to the south-west, in which direction the

line of water met the horiion. This lake, which received the name of Alexandrino, waa
estimated at flmn fifty to sixty miles in length, and fitmi thirty to forty in breadth. A large

bight was observed in it to the south-east, and an extensive b*y at the opposite point; stul,

notwithstanding these dimensions, this very considerable sheet of water appean to be but «
mere shoal, sinoe Captain Sturt states its medium depth at only four feet I Upon this vast

but shallow lake, he pursued his voycge to the southward, remarking that its waters, which
VouIlL .
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at wven miles from the point of dischai^ of the Mumv into it were brackish, became

mt twenty-one miles across perfectly salt, and there the force of the tide was perceived.

As the party approached the southern shore, the navigation of the boats was interrupted

by mud flats, and soon their fiirther progress was effectually stopped by banks of sand.

Captain Sturt, therefive, landed, and, walking over some sandy hummocks, beyond which

he had, from his morning's position, seen the sea, almost immediately came upon the coast

at Encounter Bay.
We gather, as the results of this second tour of discovery of Captain Sturt, the termi-

nation of the Momimbidgee, as well as of the several streams which were crossed by

Messrs. Hovell and HuiiiC, in 1824, and the waters of the Lachlan of Oxley, in 1817, all

which unite ; as also the nature <^ the unbroken, uninteresting country, lying to the west^

ward of the marshes of the latter. In effecting this service, Captain Sturt has added largely

to the geographical knowledge which we previously possessed ; since the facts ascertained

hv him during the progress of his expedition have enabled him to fill up no inconsiderable

blank on the map of that part ofNew South Wales lying to the west and south-west of Port

Jackson.

We have now given the sum of our geographical knowledge of New South Wales, up to

the present period; and dividing the map of that vast counti^ into seven equal parts, me
division will fully include the tracks of all the journeys which have been undertaken since

1817, with a view to discoverjr, by Oxley, Sturt, Hovell and Hume, Cunnin^[ham, and others;

whilst the remaining six portions, which comprehend a great expanse of territory beyond
the tropic, and the whole of the equinoctial part of the continent, continue, at this day,

entirely unknown. The want of navigable rivers in this Great South Land must necessa-

rily impede the progress of inland discovery.

The exploration of the vast shores of the Australian continent was meantime carried on

with activity. Captain Flinders and Mr. Bass, a naval sui;^eon, sailed fnm Port Jackson, in

1798, and ascertained the complete separation of Van Diemen's Land from New Hollaiid,

by the strait bearing the name of the latter gentleman. The French admiral D'Entiecas-

teaux, on the south-esstem coast of Van Diemen's Land, discovered, in 17i92, that magnifi-

cent channel which bears his name, and which forms a series of the finest harbours in the

world. Captain Flinders, in 1801, was employed by the British ^vemment to make a
thorough survey of the const ofNew Holland, which he completed with regard to the south-

east ami north-east ; but the loss of his vessel prevented him firom extending it to the west
and nbrth-west coasts. These were surveyed, about the same time, by the French expe-

dition under Captain Baudin, but not in a very complete or carefhl manner. The British

government, therefore, in the course of the last tew jewn, employed Captain King to go
Sjgain over the ground, and examine strictly all the pomts yet left m uncertainty, tuiA par-

ticularly whether some river, proportioned to the oagnitude of the continent, and capable

of ministering to its interior commerce, did not there discharge itself into the ocean. Captain
King made some valuable discoveries. He examined the noruem bay of Van Diemen, which
he found to be a gulf; inspected the channels of the AUioatiHr river which iUl into it; and
discovered at the mouth or the bay two large islands, Melville and Bathurst, which had
heretoibre been sunnsed to be part of the continent On the north-west coast he discovered

Prince Regent's River, which, as already observed, is larger than any other yet found on
this side of New Holland, though still not such as can well aflbrd a channel to any great
mass of its interior waters,

Sacrr. IV.—Peltttco/ Oeographf.

The government of a colonv like that of New South Wales must necesiarilv be attended
with peculiar difficulties. A body of men who stand regularly opposed to the laws, and the
laws to them, can only be maintained in peace and order by processes which must appear
severe to those who are placed in more fiivourable circumstances. The difficulty has, peraaps^
not been diminished by the admixture of that small but respecUble class, whose emigration
has been voluntarr. The estrangement and even antipathy which must arise too readily

between those bodies, flnm the contempt with which one is apt to view the other, have sown
fertile seeds of dissension, and render it very difficult to maintain a due temper between
these inharmonktus elements.

Nothing like a fVee constitution has yet been granted to the colonv. The executive power
resides in the governor, assistisd by a small council of the highest officers of the government,
while the legislature is riisred by hiin with a council, which includes a few of the principal
settlers and merehants, both councils being appointed by the king* The proposal for any
new law originates with the executive, which, before submitting it to the legislative council,
must propound it to the chief justice, who is to pronouncA whether it contains any thing
contrary to the law of England. After passing the council, it must be comrounioated to
the government at home within six months afterwards; and till three rears have elapsed,
the king may interpose his veta It must also, within six nxntha, be laid beiiire the British

parliament

«4:,
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The judicial power of the colony is vested in a chief justice and two assistant judges,

who try all cases, criminal and civiL In the former, one of the judges is combined with
what is called a jury, which consists not of the colonists, but of*^seven naval or military

officers nominated by the governor, and which seems, therefore, to partake more of the cha-
racter of a court martial. The jurors, however, are liable to challenge, the grounds of
which are pronounced upon by the judge. In civil cases, he or one of the assistant judges ia

combined with two assessors, who must be magistrates of the colony, except where both
parties consent to have a jury of twelve men as in England. Not above one instance has
occurred, since the operation of this judicial charter in 1824, in which both parties have so
consented. In cases where the value exceeds SOW., an appeal lies to the governor, and, in

case of reversal of judgment, and in all cases above 2000/., to the king m council. The
police seems to be maintained in a very superior manner to that of England, since Mr. P.
Cunningham assures us, that in Sydney, where there are so many proflinte individuals^

person and property are as secure as in an English town of the same size. Such statements,

however, must always be understood with some allowances. Van Diemen's Land, at first,

had no separate jurisdiction, except for causes under 501., being a mere dependency on New
South Wales ; but it recently obtained both a separate lieutenant-governor and councils, and
a separate court of justice. This last, except that it has only one judge, is constituted in the
same manner as that of Sydney, to the governor of which, assisted by the chief justice,

there lies an appeal from it in all cases of^property above 5001. ; and in cases above 20001.

a further appeal lies to his majesty in.council.

The military force stationM in New South Wales consists of three regiments, besides

which several companies are stationed in Van Diemen's Land. There is no fixed naval
force ; which is complained of, both in reference to hazards of foreign attack, and to attempts
sometimes made by the convicts to cany off colonial craft A smgle ship of war is sent

down to both colonies fhim the East India station.

The revenue of the colony arises fhxn customs, excise, market and other tolls, &c., and
•.mounted in 1833 to 164,0001. ; of this 111,124/. were fh>m customs. The expenditure for

lArictly colonial purposes during the same year was 114,208/. The annual revenue of Van
Diemen's I^nd is at present 90,000/., mostly fVom customs; and that of Western Australia,

about 5,000/. It appears from parliamentary documents, that during the year IS^, the

expenditure incurred by the imperial treasury fbr the colonies ofNew South Wales and Van
Diemen's Land was 371,010/. ; for Western Australia, 87,114/.

The entire expense per head of the convicts for the last twelve years, including the voyage,
and the whole support of the colony, has been 25/., ivhile Mr. Wentworth finds that of the

hulks to vary firom 27/. to 43/., and that of the penitentiaries to be at least 38/. Transporta-

tion seems, therefore, more economical, if not more eflfective, than any other mode of penal
infliction that has yet been devised. It appears fh>m the Report of tho Committee of the

House of Commons, in 1832, on Secondary Punishments, that the colonies of New South
Wales and Van Diemen's Ijind have, firom relaxation of discipline, and the premature intro-

duction of the fVee press and other institutions of the mother country, in a great degree failed

as penal settlements, both to reform the convict there, and to deter the criminal at home.
The committee, therefore, recommends that in fhture, no persons sentenced to transportap

tion, with the exception of those selected for punishment in the Penitentiary at Milbank,

should be allowed to remain permanently in Great Britain or Ireland, and that henceforth the

convict establishments in England should be considered an intermediate station between the
gaol and the penal colonies ; that no male convict, whatever ma^ have been his previous

character or station in lifo, who may commit an oflbnce deserving of actual deportation,

should be exempted firom the previous punishment of unrewarded hard labour in the dock-

yards, or at Dartmoor, attended with solitary imprisonment at night; that all convicts in the

service of the government, in the penal colonies, should be strictly confined in their barracks

at night, in separate cells, and that the barracks be for that purpose altered upon the plan of
the prisons in the United States ; that all male convicts, on their arrival fram the mother
country, be assigned to settlers in the rural districts, and that none be allowed to enter the

service of those living in the large towns, until after several years' residence in the colony;
that none bn) persons of respectability be allowed to have convicts in their service, that no
convict be assigned to a settier, uiitil he shall have paid, or given security for the payment,
by instalments, of the expense incurred in the conveyance of such convict fWim the mother
country ; and that the service in the colony necessary to the obtaining tickets of leave, viz.

of four years fbr a transport for seven years, of six vears for one for fourteen, and of eight

for one fbr lifo, be not shortened in consequence or any punishment inflicted previously to

transportation.

Sbot. V.

—

Productive Indtulry.

The fertility of the Australian continent has been a subject of doubt, and it has even been
branded with a character of comparative barrenness. The greater part of its coast, indeed,

presents an aspect the most arid and dresry. The interior, however, is so exceedingly litU*

ill
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known, that any Bweepin|r conclusion respecting it seems yet jnpemature. That part now
colonised by the British, including Van Diemen's Land, though not quite uniform, is, on the

whole, in point of fertility, above the average of other continents. The ground, indeed, in

consequence of all the trees being evergroen^ has acquired none of that excessive luxuri*

ance which in America is derived from the deciduous leaves continuing for ages to mix with

the soil. The grass, thouf^h good, is rather thin, and Mr. Patrick Cunningham says that it

has been injured by excessive and injudicious pasturing ; so that it has been necessary, on

small fiirms, to introduce artlQcial grasses even for sheep. But when judiciously subjected

to the plough, it is manifestly equal to the best European soils, since it is made to produce

two crops in the year, one of wheat and the other of maize.

The deportation of convicts for crimes is well known to be the mode by which the settle-

ment of Australia has been eflfected. The sentence has usually been for seven or fourteen

years, but, from the difficulty of finding a passage home, it has almost always been, fortu-

nately perhaps for the convict, for life, both to himself and his posterity. At the end of his

period, or even sooner, in case of good conduct, the convict becomes an emancipiat, as he

calls himself, obtaining his liberty, and sometimes a piece of ground to cultivate, or, as it

has oilen happened, to make away with. Many of them have proved very industrious, and

prospered exceedingly, insomuch that Mr. Wentwortii calculates that the emancipists are

now possessed of property worth 1,000,0001. sterling, but he does not pretend that this esti-

mate tB derived from any better authority than that of a census, as he calls it, though it was
perfectly extra-official, taken by some of the leading men among themselves, as petitioners

to parliament, in 1820, by which it anpean that me emancipists possessed 241,864 acres

of land, and the free emigrants 209,103 acres. Now, in the very same year. Commissioner
Bigge, in his official report to the secretary of state, says that he requested the magistrates,

at the regular public census or muster of that year, to take an account of the land held by

emancipists, and that those returns gave only 83,502 acres to them, leaving 305,78d for

the fr«o emigrantSL It should seem, Uierefore, that Mr. VVentworth's estimates are entitled

to no more credit than the petition of the emancipists to the pwliament of 1828, for a
legislative assembly and trial by jury, which stated that the population of the two colonies

was 60,000 persons, of whom 40,000 were free settlers, assertions which Mr. Secretary Hus-
kisson put down by simply saying that the total population of both colonies was only 49,000,

of whom 18,000 only were fi«e settlers, including in that number the einanci|HSts, the

expirees, and all others who were restored to theur civil rights. Besides convicts, hovftever,

eovemment have liberally and successfully exerted themselves in inducmg another and

Better class to people, and to improve, the wilds of Australia.

Emigration, in consequence of the excess of population, and the stagnation of manufac-
tures in Great Britain and Ireland, has, for some time, been looked to as an important resource

by small capitalists and jiersons somewhat above the lower ranks. This surplus population

has been largely poured into Upper Canada and the back settlements of the United States.

Mr. P. Cunningham, who has visited both, undertakes to prove, that the Southern Continent

affords a more eligible sphere for the emigrant The passage to America is, indeed, very

light when compared with that to New Holland, which, occupying, on an average, eighteen

weeks, costs, in the cabin, from 70/. to lOOL The American emigrant, however, hais, Imides^

seldom leas than 1000 miles of land journey to perform into the mterior ; he finds dense and
deep foresto, in which long and hard labour are necesaaiy to clear a few acres; he pays a
price for his land which, however comparatively moderate, drains his little capital ; he can
obtain service or assistance with difficulty, and only at a very high rate. All these things

are on a more fiivourable footing in the soutliern settlements. The emigrant, on proving

himself possess^ of 50M., has oestowed upon him a grant of 640 acres if land ; and the

gift rises always in proportion to the capital manifested, till it reaches its maximum of 3560
acres, corresponding to a sum of 200W. As the bank of a river is usually taken as the base

line of a grant, and the river fh>ntage allowed is in every case the same, the small and the

large grants are in the first instance almost of equal value. At the end of seven years, a
redeemable quit-rent is imposed, amounting to 51. per cent upon the estimated value of the

grant; but as this estimate has never excwded 5*. per acre, the quit-rent will not, in ordi*

nary cases, exceed 81. per annum. It is levied less as a tax than as a securjty that the land tiius

granted shall be actually cultivated, and not taken as a mere speculation. The plant-jr then,

on his urgent petition, has nsswned to him a proportionate number of thieves, to assist in Uie

culture of his new domain. Such helpmates do not sound very tempting ; yet it is averred

that if well managed, they may, in most cases, be broken in to be very tolerable fkrm aer-

vants. Some, inderd, fly off at once fh>m a place where "they have not even a chn i;>.
"

and, as a severe flogging would await them at the police office, they form or sw^'i thjM
bands of bush-rangers which have been so'disastrous to the colony. Others endeavour to

render themselves as unserviceable as possible, that their masters may be glad to return

them whence they came. But after they have been fkirly inured to a quiet life and regular

industry, and estranged fh>m the corrupting society of their comrades, the majority bwoma
•early as good &rm labourers as the bulk <» thcae at home. The convict servants an qiwr<
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tcred in little huts roofed with bark, and receive a weekly allowance of victualis consisting

of a peck of wheat, seven pounds of beef, or four pounds of pork, two ounces of tea or of

tobacco, and a pound of sugar. They must have also two suits of clothes in the year, a few

utensils, and a little soap; but it is optional with the master to give them wages and other

indulgences. That they are really found efficient, seems proved by the coustcination which,

accoiSing to Mr. P. Cunningham, pervades the colony, when any ill-founded rumours are

spread of an increasing morality at home, which will prevent the arrival of firesh detach-

ments.

The first establishment of the emigrant in a new settlement requires much consideration,

and is attended with serious hardships. He must renounce all luxurious and European
habits ; he is deprived of accommodations which he has been accustomed to consider as

most essential ; he is shut out, as it were, from all society. There are said to be few who,

in the first year or two, do not rue the choice they have made. They have no alternative,

however, but to persevere ; and if they proceed with any vigour and steadiness, prosperity

soon begins to dawn upon them. They find themselves possessed of extensive and con-

stantly improving property ; and their family, instead of being a subject of anxiety and em-
liarrassment, will be sure to add to their wealth. Great judgment is required in the choice

of a situation. For those who wish to follow agricultural pursuits, Mr. Wentworth recom-

mends one upon the coast, or the rivers connected with it ; Hunter's River, Hastings River,

or MoretcHi Bay. But for such as have the breeding of cattle or sheep in view, the vast

and fertile plains beyond the Blue Mopntains affi>rd a much more ample scope ; and the ani-

mals can convey themselves, or their wool, cheese, or butter, can be carried to the coast, at

a very cheap rate. Van Diemen's Land, also, is suited to the pastoral farmer; and its cool

climate, more resembling our own, with the greater beauty of its scenery, have rendered it

rather a more favourite resort than the original settlement ; though the latter afibrds the

p^reater scope to speculation and enterprise. Australia is not so closely timbered as America;
It has many wide and open plains; and even in the most wooded tracts, the trees are at

such a distance from each other that the plough can pass between them. Mr. Wentworth
warmly recommends that, disregarding the deformity thence arising, the stumps, in the fint

instance, should be left standing, under which system an acre may be cleared for 11. 8$. ;

whereas by rooting and burning them out, the cost will be doubled. A rude wooden habitat

tion may be got up for SOL ; which, unless the emi^nt's money be more abundant than

usual, it will bo much wiser to build, than to waste his capital in a finished mansion, which
would cost lOOOI.

The mode and objects of culture do not differ materially fitxn thoee of Britain. The hoe
prevailed at the outset of Australian cultivation ; but, unless in lands entangled with brush-

wood, or whero there is a want of cattle, the plough is now universally subrtituted. Wheat,
maize, and potatoes are the chief crops in New Holland. The wheat is sown in April, and
reaped in October or November; after which, maize is sown immediately, and reaped in

March or April. Two crops of potatoes are also raised, one between February and July,

the other between August and January. Maize requires much manual labour, and is exhanstr

ing to the soil ; but the crop is so abundant, and so usefiil for cattle, that it cannot be dis-

pensed with. It does not suit the climate Of Van Diemen's Land, where, however, barley

and oats are raised better and more largely.

In the year 1880 the number of acres held was as follows :

—

TntallwM 9,7M,«»
or which wen cleared S2S.8IS

eulUvated... m,«M
The number of horaee I0,3B

horned eatUe M8,440
(beep «>4,77S

There are no retnma since, but the amount haa probably doubted by this time. In the begin-

ning of 1835, 70,000 acres of land were in cultivation on Van Diemen's Land, chiefly in

wheat The live stock on the island was,—
Horaee 7,115
Hnrned cattle 74,nS
Sheep imjbSl

Arimdh.—^The pig is easily fM en wild herbs and roots, and, if a little maize be added,

makes excellent pork. The horses are generally verv hardy, but ill-broken, and are found

restive and unstediidy at draught, for which purpose bullocks are preferred. They are chiefly

usee for the saddle or gig, and for racing, which has become a fiivourite Australian sport.

Hones of high blood bring fhrni 1501. to 200/., and a good one cannot be bought under 40/.

Poultry are plentiful and excellent The chase, in distant settlements produces the flesh

of the kangaroo, the emu, and the wild turkey, together with the eggs of the emu, which
are all very good food ; but these animals diminish with the progress of cultivation.

Manufkcturas are not naturally suited to so young a colony, yet they have made much
greater progreos than might be expected ; a circumstance against which Mr. Wentwortlt

MMMvx^itmtm'MMmmt^m--
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inveighs too bitterly, not considering the great distance of the markets, both fiir importing

manufactured goods, and exporting their raw produce. It is not likely that the colonists

should be so verv blind, as he represents them, to the most profitRble modes of employing
their money. The articles made in the colony are chiefly coarse and bulky, such as could

sot have borne the expense of a long transport; agricultural implements, common pottery,

woollen cloths, undyed and twilled, in resemblance of Scoteh blanketing; leather from the

skin of the kangaroo ; hats, beavered with the fiir of tlie flying squirrel ; straw hats, and
soap. The articles are in general dearer than those made in Britain, but fully as durable,

especially the cloth.

Fish are plentifully supplied to the markets of the colony, chiefly W the natives, among
whom this is the only branch of industry pursued with an^ vigour. The coast absolutely

teems with oysters, crabs, and other shell-fish. In the rivers, the perch, the eel, and the

cray-fish abound, and are of superior quality. The seal is generally found along the coast

to the southward, and is killed for its skin, which finds a ready market in England. Whales
of a large and valuable kind resort at a certain season to all the coasts of Australia ; and
since the absurd restrictions on the trade in oil were removed, this has begun to be an im-

portant branch of colonial fishery, and likely to increase rapidly. The chief seat of this

trade is Sydney. In 1833, 27 vessels brought in 43,000 tons of oil, and 2,465 seal skins, the

value of both of which amounted to 160^278^ In 1834, 40 vessels sailed from Sydney to

the sperm fishery.

The commerce of Australia may be considered very great, when compared with its slen-

der population and recent existence. Nothing, indeed, can more wonderfully ilbistrate the

progress of maritime intercourse than that which Britain now holds with this continent

The circumnavigation of the globe,-once to accomplish which was, a hundred years ago, an
almost matohless exploit of the most daring navigator, is now a common trading voyage.

The ordinary shipmasters who take goods to Sydney go out usually by the Cape of Good
Hope, and return by New Zealand, Cape Horn, and Rio de Janeira Australia, however,
which has only bulicy raw prpduce to aispose of| has difiiculty in finding exports that will

bear the heavy freight that is necessary in these vast distances, which separate it firom the

civilised quarters of the globe. The fine wool of the colony afibrds in this respect the &irest

promise, the export from New South Wales and Van Diemen's Land already amounting to

upwards of 3,500,000 lbs. In 1833, the importo of New South Wales were of the value of

713,072/.; of the exports, 384,801/.; ships cleared, 194, of 42,857 tons; entered, 180, of

26,020 tons : there are belonging to Sydney 90 ships, of 13,890 tons. The value of articles

imported into Van Diemen's Land, in 1834, was 471,233/. ; of exports, 203,223/. The im-

ports ore chiefly British manufactures, tropical produce, wine, tea, &c. ; exports, whole and
seal oil, wool, wheat, du;.

The mineral kingdom in Australia has not yet yielded an]r very excellent products, though,

OS usual in untried oases, sanguine hopes have Men sometimes cherished. There is, how-
ever, a very extensive coal fbrmatiop, reaching from Botany Bay to Port Stephens, and par-

ticularly abounding at Hunter's River. A thousand tons are there dug out annually, and
sold on the spot, at 6«. per ton ; but raised, by * seemingljr exorbitant freight, to 20f. at

Sydney. The cool bums well, but does not cake ; so that it is chiefly used in manufactures,

afid wood is preferred for domestic purposes. Cannel coal has lately Men discovered between
Reid's Mistake and King Town. There is plenty of fine f^stone, but lime and gypsum
are found only in the interior bdyond the mountains ; a great loss to the agriculture of the

coast territory. Magnetic ironstone exists in large masses near Port Macquorie. The pipe

and potters* clay are very fine. The same minerals are found plentifolly in Van Diemen's

Swrr. VL—Civil and Social State.

The population of thu vast territory is European and native. The former has been in a
state of rapid increase. The first cargo of 700 convicte was landed in JanuarTj[788. In

1810, the population still amounted to 8203; but in 1821 the census gives 20,783 for New
Holland, and 7185 for Von Diemen's Land. Since tint time the trannnission both of con-

victs and emigrants has been so very active, that, by the census taken at the end of the year

1833, the numbers of the former colony amounted to 60,261, as follows:—
FM Oonkt IMd.

Male* S3,M3 ilJHi Main M.fleS
Femalet U,47S S,«I8 Femalst M,S73

ToUla 3B,318 83,943 tn»l

The population of Van Diemen's Land at the beginning of 1835, is stated to have been
32,824, as follows:

—

riM.

Male* 19,374
Femalet 8,SU

Totsla 10.880

ConM
10.438

1,900

11,038

ToM.

MalM 90311
FemalM 10,019

39,894
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Hassel has guessed the natives of the two islands at 100,000; but the conjecture is evi-

dently very rude, since not above one-tenth part of the interior of the Australian wilderness

has been visited, ami not above a twentieth part of its coasts has been landed upon. Though
more numerous >ipon the sea-shores, by reason of the resource of fi^h for food, it is certain

that they are scattered over the interior in numbers excessively small. Sociul order is here

of a very singular and ill-harmonising kind, being composed of three distinct elements: the

native tribes, so low in the scale of humanity that not even the convicts will unite with them

;

the convicts transported ; and the vpluntary emigrants, between which two latter classes

there is almost as entire a separation.

The native population belongs to the class of Papuas, or Oriental negroes, who occupy

also New Guinea and the interior of the Indian Archipelago. They have the thick prominent

lips, white teeth, and in Van Diemen's Land, the woolly hair, of the African negro ; but

their nose is less flat, and their limbs much leaner. Here " human nature wears its rudest

form." The theories of those philosophers who have represented man in the savage stato

as in the perfection of his being, and his evils as arising fivm the artificial arrangements of

society, find here their most ample refutation. All idea respecting the fabled innocence of

the state of nature must vanish on viewing the New Hollander. The state of nature is,

indeed, complete. There is no society, no government, no laws ; each man acts according

to his own fancy and caprice. The aits of life exist in their first and rudest elements. Fish-

ing is their mam occupation ; yet their canoes are rude beyond all comparison, consisting

of a sheet of tree-bark folded ud tied up at each end. The native of Dampier's Archipelaso
ius merely a log, on which he sita astride, guiding it with a paddle {Jig. 904.), certaiiuy

904

Nati** 00 bh Log. CaooM with ooe Man.

the rudest existing attempt at navigation. In other quarters, canoes are hollowed out from
a piece of wood merelv sufficient to hold a single person, who, in various attitudes, sits and
steers them {Jig. 005.). The people were found wholly unacquainted either with planting,

(xr the breeding of tame animals, and deriving their support solely fipom hunting and fishing,

chiefly tho latter in which they display a certain skill. Some erect weirs at the mouu
of the rivers and small bays ; othera show tolerable dexterity in striking the fish with spears

{fig. 906.). Those in the interior subeist with still greater difficulty by collecting the roots

and berries which grow spontaneously, pursuing

906 / and laying snares for the squirrel and opossum,
and even devouring worms and grubs that are
found in the trunks of trees, 'i'heir huts are
of the rudest possible description, resembling
the dens of wild beasts. They consist ofVen

of the bark of a single tree, bent in the middle,

and placed on its two ends in the ground, afford-

Bpnrioc FWu ing shelter to only one miserable tenant At
other times, two or three pieces of bark, put

together in the form of on oven, afibrd hovels, into which six or eight persons may creep.

But they often content themselves with cavities in or under the shelter of rocks, which, m
well-chosen situations, form their most comfortable abodes. They roam about entirely naked,
except a girdle round the middle, and occasionalljr a skin thrown over their shoulders. Thev
are not, however, insensible to ornament for which purpose the skin is thickly coated with
fish-oil, regardless of the horrible steiiuh which it emits; to which embellishments are added
the teeth ra the kangaroo, the jaw-bones of large fishes, and the tails of dogs. On high
occasiona, they smear their faces ivith a species of red and white earth, which renders
them perfectly hideous; to say nothing of the scars, sometimes tracing the forms of birds

and bcMsts, which they cut into their Indies. Meantime they are well providnl with arms,
shields of bark or hard wood, and spears of various forms and lengths, either pointed, jaggol,
or barbed. These they throw with such skill, as usually to strilte even at the distance of
seventy yards. They have nothing that can be called war; jet their whole life is one
continuous fight The procuring of food, according to Collms, appeared to be quite a
secondary object; the management of the spear and shield, agility m attacking and de-
fending, and a display of constancy in enduring pain, seemed to be their first object in lifo.

The only respectaiUe mode of fightinv is by sinne combat the challenge to which is given
and accepted with equal alacrity. The laws of honour, as they are called, are as strictly

it!
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obwrred as among the most punctilious European duellists; they even throw bock their

adversary's weapon, when it has flown harmless by them. Yet they do not hesitate, under

the impulse of revenge, to commit midnight assassination; though this is not sanctioned by

public opinion, and always leads to bloody revenge. Their treatment of the female sex is

of all other particulars the most atrocious. Their courtship consists in the most brutal

violence. The intending husband, having contrived to find alone the unhappy victim of

his inclination, begins by beating her to the ground with a club, then accumulates blows

upon blows, till she becomes altogether senseless, when he drags her to his hovel, regard-

leio of her 8triking against shrubs and stones, till, under such promising auspices, she is

fixed in liis domestic establishment. All their subsequent life is of a piece with this

outset Several of the colonists in vain attempted to count the scars with which the heads

of these unfortunate females were variegated. These people seem to have nothin^f which
can be called religion, but they have superstitions, such as a belief in spirits, and m some
uncouth tbrms of witchcraft. The grandest ceremony of their life consists in a sort of initia-

tion of the youth, by which they are entitled to assume spear and shield, and to fight

There is a general assemblage of the tribe and neighbourhood, and, after a variety of strange

ceremonies or dances, consisting chiefly in imitatmg the gestures and movements of the

kfjigaroo, the youth has a tooth struck out, and is thereby invested with all the prerogatives

of manhood. All attempts to wean them from this mode of life have been abortive. Ben-

nillcmg, one of them, was induced to go to England, was there dressed after the English

ftshion, behaved with tolerable propriety, and appeared to enjoy himself; but immediat«.-ly

on his return, he found himself deserted and despised by his countrymen for these foreign

attainments, and lost no time in resuming his nakedness, his wildness, his spear and his

club. As is usual among savages, and in this case but too natural, they have done no more
than add the vices of the newly arrived colonists to their own. Thej have learned drinking,

thieving, and importunate begging. Endowed with great talents ror mimicry, they readily

acquire the language, and become complete adepts in the slang of St Giles's; and in tl>? war
of words with Uie convicts they fearlessly encounter the most able veteran, and gener^y
come off victorious.

The convict English population form, at present, the most prominent branch of scniety,

being those, with a view to which the colony was actually formed, both that England mfght

be rul of them, and the southern world be benefited by them. These unhappy persons have

here means of retrieving their character and place in social existence, which they could

never have attained at hame. The very community of penal infliction renders their situa-

tion less deeply humiliating. The term convict has, by tacit convention, been erased fipom

the English language as spoken in New South Wales. On first lending, they are called

canaries, in reference to the colour of the habiliments in which they are invested; but after

due probation, they ore exalted to the name of government-men, which continues to be the

received appellation. They aro first employed in the public works, n^vi^r strict surveillance;

but as their conduct appears to admit of indulgence, they are distributed as farm-servants

among the new settlers. Of coarse, the experiment must, in many instances, fail. The
numerous runaways form a dangenms and destructive body, called the buriwongera, who,

in both colonies, out particularly in Van Diemen's Land, have oflen diatarbed the peace

of.the interior districts, and rendered property, and oven litis, precarious. Thev oonduct

their plunder on a great scale, and even with forms of honour and courtesy which seem
very foreign to its nature. The vigorous measures of government have now put down the

system; first, in the old colony, and now in the new. Of these misguided fugitives some,

imder the most wofiil ignorance, imagine that, by wanderinjf through the deserts of iJew
Holland, they will come at length to some civilised countrr, Timor, China, and even Ireland

,

and one of them, after long wanderings, imagined he hod found such a country, till it

appeared that his devious course had brought him again within the fktol precincts of the

colony. However it is a most important circumstance, as already stated, that the majority

make very tolerable servants; nay that many, on arriving at the character of emancipists^

set up trades which the^ carry on in a very prosperous manner. They are even said to

maintain a more punctilious honesty than the some class df tradesmen at home ; conseiotts,

fiom the delicate footing on which their character stands, that the smallest slip would be

sufficient to overthrow it, and make them be considered as having thoroughly relapsed into

all their old habits. It is an observation important beyond all others, that the young men
born in the colony, of convict parents, acquire generally a character the re^'ersQ of that of

which the example is set to them by their progenitors. This example seems raUier to act

upon them as a warning of the misery and degradation which irregular conduct produees.

The &ir sex, we are sorrv to find, are the most turbulent part of society, both in coming
out, and after their arrival. They are said to placo trust in many circumstances which may
prevent the arm of the law fVom pressing on them with extreme severity, and the neat
disproportion of their number to that of the other sex, being as one to ten, fives to each an
importance which they are apt too highly to value. So many are the candidates for any Ikit

Wid which may happen to fall vacant, that a state of widowhood is scarcely teoablem the
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nhortest period ; and the lady has hardly time to array herself in weeds, when arrangements
are made for fresh nuptials. The young females being thus too much an object of court-

ship, and irregularity of conduct bein^ no bar to the matrimonial state, they do not always
contine tlicmdelves within the strict limits of propriety. It seems impossible to contravene
tlie position of Mr. Wentworth, that the most patriotic and valuable consignment which
coulj be mode to the southern continent would be that of a cargo of females. Accordingly,
arrangements have been recently made, by which those of respectable character, under
tlie age of thirty, on oayment of the sum of 51., are conveyed to Australia, where thev are
immediately provided with employment, in the expectation of their being soon uniteci to a
suitable partner.

The voluntary emigrants form a third class, not distinguished by such marked featurea.

They come out with the view of finding or making a country and societv as like as possible
to what they had left at home. In the town?, especially, the habits of ftshionable society
in England are almost punctiliously copied, though of course on a reduced scale. The
pride of station is said to be carried to an extravagant height, as is usual among those who
have the leaat pretensions to it But the most deep-root«l and unhappy distinction is that
which the emigrants can scarcely fail to make between themselves and the freed convicts,

or, as they are termed, emancipitlM. The emigrants pure refuse to hold any aocial inter-

course with this claas, and brand as conftuionuls those who admit them at all to their house*
or society. Thia treatment is borne most indignantly by the emancipist, who has jeen
admitted to a complete footing of political equality, with the exception of not being aum-
moned upon juries at quarter sessions. He himself, however, has established a aimibr dis-
tinction between the emancipiat pure, who, since his landing, ha* maintained an irreproach-
able character, and the emancipist impure, who, having come out as an offender, has been
committed and punished for fresh ofiences within the colony. Th^se distinctions have been
the sources of deep and laating feuds. Governor Macquarie made ereai effi>rts to equaliae
and unite the classes ; but, endeavouring to carry his point rather oy power and authority
than by time and conciliation, he only widened the breach. Meantime the emif^rants have
constituted another classification among themselves, expressed by the fanciful title of $ter-

ling, or natives of the mother country, and ctcrrency, or those bom in the colony. The
currency are said to be finenspirited youtha, yet, from some cause of climate or country, they
have the same tall fiwra and pallid aspect which present themselves in the children of the
back settlements of America. In return for the unjust ridicule with which they are treat-

ed aa curreaetf, they adhere closely to each other, an<f have an exclusive attachment to the
land of their birth, with a contempt for the mother country, which is generally by no mean*
leadened by a visit to it

Religious instruction, and the elements of education, were obviously of the first impor-
tance, with a view to the reformation which it was proposed to efiect by such a colony. It

WAS, therefore, a most lamentable omission, which appears from the narrative of Cblonel
Collina, that for several yean there was not a church in the colony, nor a school, except
such miserable ones a* a few of the convicts set up for their fellow omnders. Much is now
done to repair thia gross failure. There are, at least, fifteen clergymen of the church of
England, and an archdeacon, under the diocese of India, and two Presbyterian and one
Catholic clergymen, all paid by government In 1830 there were 37 churches, the main-
tenance of which coat 10,94U. Besides the male and female orphan schools, day-achool*
are aupported in every part of the colony, the whole number in 1890 amounting to 806,
casting 13,202/. ; and the means of elementary education are thus placed within the reach
of the whole colony. One^evcnth part of the land in each county is now rrtserved for

church and achool purposes, nine-tenths of which are devoted to the church, and the remain-
inff tenth to natkmal schools under the management of certain incorporated trustees. The
Wesleyans have alao sent out several missionaries, whose exertions, both in preaching and
in teaching Sundayschools, appear to have been highly useful. Literature, amid the pre*-
nira of BO many more vulgar wants, cannot be expected to have taken deep root; yet, lutder

the auspices of Sir Thomaa Brisbane, there waa formed a Philoaophical Society, and aome
valuable papen were contributed to it According to Mr. Field, in his prefiuse to a collec-

tion of thoae pepers, that infant society soon expired in the banefbl atmoaphere of distracted

piditiei^ but he fimdly hope* it nwy prove to be only a case of suspended animation.

SwT. VIL—Iioeaf Oeograpktf,

In oonsldering the local divisions of Australasia, the prominent place muat, of course, be
given to ita great central maas of continent, chiefly with reference to the British settlement
formed there. It has been now divided into counties, certain districts being called respec-
tively Cumberland, Camden, and St Vincent, on this side of the Blue Mountains; West-
moreland, Georgiana, King, Argyle, and Murray, to the south ; and Roxburgh, Cook, and
Bathurst, to the weat, of that great barrier. To Uie north of Sydney, dividra by Hunter**
River, and the county of Hunter, are placed the counties of Northumberland, Durham, and
Gloucester an the east, and Phillips Wellington, Briabane, and Biigh oa the weat of the
Vou III. R
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dividinff mountaiiw. The remainder of theae vut regione baa not yet been brought under

any poRtical nomenclature.

Cumberland forma the original, and ttill the only fully settled portioa It haa about fifty.

aix milea of coaat, comprehending the noble harboura of Broken Bay, Port Jackaon, and

Rntany Bay. Behind, the Hawkeabury, with ita head, or tributary atream, the Nepean,

makea an entire circuit round it; beyond which the broad and ateep moimtain rid[|[e ahuta in

the county, leaving to it a breadth or only forty milea. The aoil on the coaat, aa la the caie

ffenerally throughout thia continent, ia light, barren, and aandv. In advancing into the

interior, it improvea, ia covered with fine though not thick wooda ; aiid, though of a lome-

what poor chiy ironatone, yielda tolerable cropa. Along the inundated bonka of the riven

there u found a great luxuriance of natural paaturo ; but the inundation rendera precarioui

the cropa which are raiaed in theae highly fertiliaed valleya. Thia province haa already four

towna of aome importance, Sydney, Paramatta, Windaor, and Liverpool.

Sydney {Jig. 9u6.X the capital of the New Soutliern World, ia aituated upon the cove

gQQ bearing ita name, which opena flmn the

apacioua faaain of Port Jackaon. Thii

vaat inlet paaaed unnoticed by Captain

Cook, whoae attention waa engroaaed by

the neighbouring harbour of Botany Bay,

alao excellent ud attractive by ita rich

and varied vegetation. When Governor
Phillip, therefore, waa aent out, in ITBS,

to occupy New Sinith Walea aa a penal

Viiw or BydMf

.

aettlement, hia deatinatioa waa for Botany
Bay, a name which long continued to be

given to the whole eatabliahment But when he came to examine the coaat, he aoon dia-

covered thia new harbour, which waa ao auperior to the firat, and to almost any other ever

yet aeen, that he hetitated not a moment in fixing hia colony upon it From an entrance

not more than two milea acroaa, Port Jackaon gradiully expanda mto a noble and capacious

beain, having depth of water aufficient for the largeat vessels, and space m which a thou-

sand aail of the line might manoeuvre with the greateat ease. It atretchea about thirteen

milea into the country, and branchea into not leas than a hundred email coves, formed \n
narrow, rocky, yet wooded necka of land, which afford excellent ahelter irom every wind.

tVom amongat thia ample choice waa aelected Sydney Cove. It ia more than half a mile

long and about a quarter broad at ita mouth, whence it gradually narrows to a point For
about tw(^thirds of the len^ it has soundings of firom about four to seven fotfaoins, and is

perfectly secure from all wmds; for a considerable way on both sides, shipa can lie almort

close to the shore, nor is the navigation in any part rendered dangerous by hidden rocks or

shallows. The scenery, composed of rocks kdA hills covered with wood, and the shora

diversified by numerous cliA» is highly striking and picturesque. "The first occupation of

thia new world, the appearance ofland entirely untouched by cultivation, the cloao and pe^
plexed growth of trees, interrupted here and there bv barren apota, bare rocks, at places

overgrown with weeds, flowering ahruba, or underwood intermingled in the inoet promiaeu*

oua manner ; then the landing, the irrMfular pitching of the first tenta, where there appear*

ed an open apot or one easily clearetK the buatle of various hands employed in the most
incongruoua worka,—all these gave a atriking character to the firat aettlement" The town
<^ Sydney ia built at the head of the cove, on a rivulet which folb into it and in a valley

between two oppoaito ridgea. That on the right called the Rocka, waa built first uid in

the most irregular manner, each man studying his own convenience, without the least refer-

ence to any general plan. Governor Macquarie, however, determined to enforce a principle

of aUgntmetU, and, under his direction, the principal street called George Street was
carried in a straight and broad line of a mile, uong tne left ridge. Similar rMularity waa
required in the smaller atroeta branching flom it and even the Rocka were brought into

aome aort of ahape. That quarter continues, however, to be occupied by an inferior class,

while all the ftshionable houses are on the left side. The best houses are of white free-

atone, or Ivick plastered, and have a light and airy appearance. Many of them being sur-

rounded with sardens, thev occupy a great extent « ground. The population of Sydney
ia 164!S0, includmg 2740 convicts. The hard material of the atrecta roidera paving
unnecesaary, but lighting haa been lately introduced. A ftitiah air ia atudioualy given to

every thing ; yet the parrota and other birda of strange note and plumage, and the ahow of
orangea, melona, and lemooa, in the market beapeak a foreign country ; while a aadder tale

ia tora by the gangi tS ctmvictB in the employ of government marching baekwarda and for-

warda in military file, with white woollen ftocka, and gray jacketa beameaied with aundry
numerala in Mack, white, and red ; and aometimea, by way of puniahment with the chaina

jingling on their lege. But the police ia ao good, that even in thia atrange aociely itropenv

anfperson are said to be in security. ** Elbowed by some daring highwayman on your leit

band, and rubbed sbouldera with by even a mora deapente boqflar ob your ri^t, while a

,n'£-«K-^'-i;''-W"--ii5-fVil|?«^aBaiiSStia ^-iritaMWji^itfJt ;. tf.ii-?.^
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footpad stops your wav in front ud a pickpocket puahes ^ou behind,—^you may jostle

throtigh the crowd witn the most perfect safety " The principal public buildings are the
governor's house, built at various times and by successive govemora fhxn Phillip to Darling,

and having in front a very fine plantation of English oaks and Cape pines, the walk round
the outside of which forms the favourite recreation of the citizens ; the barracks, occupying
one entire side of the principal square ; the convict hospital, a lar^ tripartite stone buil£
ing with verandas all round to both stories, a smaller militarv hospital, a handsome convict

barrack, a court and achool house, &c. The gaol is bad and old, but a now one ia building.

Sydney haa two Engliah churches, St. Philip's and St James's ; also a handsome Gothic
Roman Catholic, a plain Presbyteriar^., and a large Wesleyan Mcthodiat chapel. A monthly
magazine waa once published by th Wesleyans, chiefly with a view to religious objects,

and several well-established newspii pen appear.

The other towns of Cumberland are in a rising state, but have not yet attained much im-
portance. Paramatta, called formerly Rose Hill, is situated at the head of Port Jackson, and
feparatpd from Sydney by a flat and unintereating country. Its harbour being unfit to receive

vessels of burden, and the surrounding territory unproductive, it has not made the same
rapid progress, and its population is 2637. Its importance conaists chiefly in carrying on the

communication between the capital and the interior. It is merely a large assemblage of
detached houses with gardens, without much arrangement ; but there is a good government-
house, a beautiful garden, and extensive natural pleasure-grounds; and here, the late gover-

nor. Sir Thomas Brisbane, constantly resided, and attacned to his house on observatory.

Windsor is about forty miles in the interior, at the head of the Hawkesbury navigation. It

is finely placed at the base of the Blue Mountains, whose forest ridges are seen towering
Buccenivoly above each other. It has 1000 inhabitants, who are chiefly cultivators, and the

ground in the neighbourhood is rising in value, especially those parts which are out of the

reach of inundation. It is well laid out has a small government cottage, a church, a gaol,

a handsome court-house, and the other usual appendages of a countcy town. Richmond and
Wilberforce are, as yet, only hamlets. Liverpool was founded, somewhat prematurely, about

fifteen years ap|o, by Governor Macquarie, and for some time its existence was only indicated

by a poet saying, " This is Liverpool ;" but it has now a good church, and is beginning to

speak for itself; and though not lying in a very fertile country, yet aflbrding a route to the

fine agricultural and pastoral districts of Camden and Argyle, it is a place of considerable

bustle, and daily increasing in importance. Campbell l^own, in the fine district of Airds, ia

yet only in its infancy ; but it has a church and a court-house.

Camden county is situated partly in the mterior behin<) Cumberland, and partly along the

coast southward from it The Morrison and other ranges render it a hilly and even moun-
tainous country, the hills rising steep, like the roof of a house, leaving between them only

narrow gorget, through « hich now rivulets which unite in tbrming the Nepean. Hence this

county, though generally aflbrding fine pasture, is fit for the plough only in particular parts,

which, however, are exceedingly rich. It is peculiarly so in the district of Illawaita, or

the Five Islands, on the coast Here the most luxuriant vegetation prevails, and the trees,

shrubs, and even birds, are entirely difibrent from those of the rest of the colony. The cedar,

the cabbage tree, the pine, the tree-fern, the black cockatoo and the green pigeon, make the

spectator think himself in a new quarter of the world. The land is too closely timbered to

be easily brought under cultivation; though much of that timber, bein^ of cedar, is valuable;

yet the soil is so very rich, that a great part of it has already been occupied. This district

18 separated from Sydney on the lai^ side by a range of precipices, down which a wagon can
scarcely be driven. It therefore depends upon water communication, which is greatly facili-

tated by the Shoalhaven River, navigable twenty miles up for vessels of eighty or ninety tons.

The counties of Argyle and Westmoreland form a large extent of country, situated to

the south-west of the territories now described, lying partly upon the Blue Mountains, partly

to the east, and portly to the west of that ridge. On the highest track are two considerable

lakes, called Bathurst and George. It is only since 1819, tut the enterprise of the colonist*

has opened it to our knowledge, and the descriptions have somewhat varied, and have even,

accorninff to Mr. Wentworth, been tinctured with party spirit It appears that the territory

is croaaea by large tracts, called brushes, that are altogether unproductive. The greater part
however, yields at leaat tolerable pasturage, and some appears fit for any species of culture.

The most distant and best are the plains, or rather downs, of Monaroo, beyond Lake George,

which are of great extent clear of timber, and fitted, aeemingly, either for agricjlture or

pasturage. These were first visited and surveyed by Captain Currie, in 1823. Grants have
here been taken, at the distance of 160 miles direct from Sydney, and 30 miles from the sea,

with which last there promises to be an easy communication, either by Jervis Bay, or by the

newly discovered river Clyde, falling into Bateman's Bay. There seems some reason to think

that these fine plains may extend the whole way to Western Port

Western Port is situated on the southern coast of New Holland, within Bass's Straits,

ninety miles fVom their western extremity. The river Murray falls into it forming on estuary

Uiirty miles brood, with a large island in the centre, colled Phillip Island. The harbour and
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•nchorage are excellent ; but the river cannot be approached even by boats at low water

owing to the extensive mud-banks which surround its entrance. It is extremely winding in

its course, and salt for five or six miles up, where it is met by a fresh-water rivulet, taking

its rise from an adjoining; swamp. The country for sixty or seventy miles along the coast,

and for fifty miles inland to the mountains, is described as the fiuest ever beheld, resembling

an English ornamented park, with trees only thinly scattered in picturesque groups. The
climate is cool and salubrious ; and the position is also somewhat nearer to England. From
Twofold Ba,y, near the southern extremity of the eastern coast, Messrs. Ilovell and Hume
travelled thither in a line parallel with the sea, but within the mountains, a distance of nearly

400 miles, and always through beautiful, well watered, and thinly timbered lands. The
opening for settlement and prosperity on this side of the continent seems, therefore, to be

immense.
The region to the west of the Blue Mountains, discovered by Messrs. Blaxland, Went-

worth, and Lawson, and surveyed by Messrs. Oxley and Evans, has been a most important

acquisition to the colony, and has given a new character to its condition and prospects. It

was found, as already observed, to be traversed by two large rivers flowing into the interior,

tlie Lachlan and the Macquarie. The former presented the most dreary and hopeless aspect.

AH the fiat country bordering it was subject to its sudden and destructive inundations, which
swept all before them without producing any fertility. It constantly diffused and extended

its waters over low and barren deserts, creating only low flats and uninhabitable morasses.

Nothing could be more melancholy than the appearance of the level and desolate regious

through which this river winds its sluggish course. The Macquarie, on the contrary, is a

noble river, the inundations of which are so confined by primary, or at least by secmdaiy
banks, that they never produce any destructive efiect The shores present many highly

picturesque scenes, and they consist generally of rich flats, or open valleys lightly timbered,

and thus offer every advantage to the settler, alloyed, indeisd, by the evil of being separated

ftom the coast by the steep ridge of the Blue Mountains ; but even this has been recently

lightened by the discovery of a more level and direct route.

The banks of the Macquarie have been made to divide two counties, Roxburgh on the

right, and Bathurst on the left bank. Extensive locations have now been made on Bathurst

Plains, in the former county, which might more properly be called downs, as they form a

succession of gentl;* dwelling hills, 50,0(X) acres in extent, clear of timber, and covered with

luxuriant herbage. But the south side of the river is still reserved by government At the

fine valley of Wellington, seventy miles down the river, a government depdt for convicts

has been formed ; but these, it is expected, will soon be made to give way to more eligible

settlers; The heavy carriage discourages the raising of grain m these districts; but the

stock fiirms are already very extensive, and Sydney is, in a great measure, supplied with

cattle firom them. Cheese is also made, of good quality, and wool is a rapidly increasing and
improving article of export. Bathurst is now assuming the aspect of an Enfflish country

neighbourhood. It has a literary society, composed of twenty members, and there is the
** SSithurst Hunt," wh>jse chase is the native dog, an animal as destructive to the lambs as

the fox. Being 1800 feet above the sea, it enjoys a climate remarkably cool and healthful.

On the north side of the colony there extends a succession of fine rivera, the banks of
which are in the course of being rapidly settled and cultivated.

Hunter's River, the banks of which are now dignified with the titles of Northumberland
and Durham, is situated fifty-five miles to the North of the Hawkesbury ; but the raad by
land is nearly ninety miles. It rises firom the continuation of the Blue Mountain range,

which is here more distant from the sea than in the first settlement, and follows a course of

140 miles, during which it receives ftom Uie north William's and Paterson's rivers. On these,

and for 100 miles up Hunter's River, settlements wore formed when Mr. Cunningham left

the colony, and the whob, we understand, his now been located. The soil is various, but

contains many fine tracts, among which thatof Wallis's Plains has only the disadvantage of
being very cloeuly timbered ; but when cleared, the soil is most luxunant A hundred and
twenty miles in the interior begins that vast extent of fine pastoral country, called Liverpool

Plains, discovered by Mr. Oxley, at the end of his last journey, and into which the tide of

settlement is beginning to pour, through a pass which Mr. Allan Cunningham, the botanist,

has discovered from Bathurst, and routes which he and Mr. Dangar, the deputy-surveyor,

have severally effected from Paterson's River. This river has also the advantage of very

extensive mines of coal at its mouth, ftom which Sydney is supplied, and which hu procured
for the capital of the settlement the popular name of Newcastle, but its original name is

King Town. This was opened as a mere convict station ; but as soon as it was discovered
to be so eligibir' the convicts were removed to the Hastings River at Port Mooquarie, and
Hunter's River was given up to settlers. Newcastle, however, is yet only a cluster of brick

and wood cottages, but its importance is rising with that of the settlement, and wharves and
stores are beginning to be erected. Maitland is the most thriving town in this section, con-

taining 1500 inhabitants.

The river Hastings with the country round it has since, in its turn, been made a ft«6 leti
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tlement The Hastings was discovered, as already observed, by Mr. Oxicy, on his return

bom bis second journey. It is not very important in a navigable view, since it cannot ho

ascended more than ten miles by vessels of any size ; but it flows through a great valloy,

extending for fitly miles inland, till it reaches the Blue Mountains, and with a breadth nearly

uniform. This tract is various, but g^encrally broken into a pleasing undulation of hill and
dale, and consisting mostly of what is called open forest by which is meant grass-land,

lightly covered with good timber, and free from the peril of inundation. Captain King
remarks, that there are here 12,000,000 acres, in which it is difficult to discover a bad tract

It is in general finely watered with clear small streams ; an advantage not enjoyed by tho

more southern districts of the colony. The climate is nearly tropical, and rather too hot for

wheat which is apt to be burnt up or to run into straw ; but maize and rice would, of course,

flourish ; and sugar and tobacco have been tried with success. The inlaiwt dividing Blue
Mountains are very rugged and lofty, rising 6500 feet ; but to the south-west of these moun-
tains is the extensive range of pastoral districts called Liverpool Plains. Port Macquarie is

a bor-harboor, into which vessels drawing more than nine feet of water cannot safely enter

;

and they must be on their guard against a sunken rock on the south side ; but there is good
anchorage without and the shore is not dangerous. A convict establishment was formed
here in 1620; but since the quantity of good land became unequal to the demand for it the

convicts were removed to the still more remote station of Moreton Bay, and Hastings River

is laid out for settlers. Not &r fhxn hence there was recently discovered another river,

navigable for vessels of 300 tons to fifty-seven miles from its month, and which foils into

Trial Bay. The banks consisted of open pastoral forest hills with alluvial untimbered plains

holding out the most flattering prospects to the settler; and from a high hill upon this river,

another large river was seen forty miles to the northward, discharging itself into the sea

from the north-east Southward, again, between Hastings and Hunters river, Port Stephen's

receives another stream, called the Kanier, whose banks, notwithstanding the first unfavour-

able reports, Mr. Dawsou, the late agent Of the Australian Agricultural Company, found to

contain 1,000,000 acres of good land.

The Brisbane is the latest discovered and the largest fully surveyed river which is found

on the eastern shores of Australia. Moreton Bay, into which it foils, had been observed by
Captain Flinders, who discovered one small river foiling into it but took only a slight view
of the western shore. Here, however, in December, 1^3, Mr. Oxley discovered a channel,

bearing all the marks of a large river. He accordingly sailed up fifty miles, during all which
space It continued navigable, as he thought, fi» vessels not drawing more than sixteen feet

of water. A ledge of rocks then ran across, not afibrding more than twelve feet of water.

It was traced, however, for more than twenty, and seen for forty or flfty miles forther, still

without any apparent diminution of magnitude. The countrr was generally of the finest

description, alternately hilly and level, Irat nowhere inundatedf; the soil equally adiipted for

cultivation and pasturage, covered with abundant and very large timber, particularly a mag-
nificent species of pine, which seemed sufficient for the topmasts of the largest ships. From
the slownen of the current the depth of water, and the level aspeet of the country, so da
as it could be traced, there appeared reason to think that it was now very distant from any
mountain source ; and, on considering its position, a conjecture arose in some minds that it

might be the ultimate termination of the Macquarie, after that river had issued fh>m the

re«ly lake in which it appeared to be lost Mr. Oxley himself thought it would be found to

flow, not fhMn the Macquarie manhea, but firoro some lake, the receptacle of those interior

streams to the south-west crossed bjr him in his land expedition of discovery in 1816. namely.

Parry's Rivulet Bowen and York River, Field's River, and Peel's River. And Mr. Field has

shown, in his Geographical Memoirs, that it is not probable that it can be the outlet of that

inland lake in which the river Macquarie was fbuna to terminate, since the whole course of
that river for 300 miles is iiorth-w«»t and it would require an immediate regular diversion

to the north-east for nearly 400 miles to reach Moreton Bay, and then the height of its head
above the level of the sea would allow the whole river only a fall of about two feet per mile,

whereas the Macquarie foils already in one place 437 feet in little more than 00 miles, and
in another 750, in about the same number of miles. These speculations have been since set

at rest " In the year 1625," says Major Lockyer in his official report to the governor, " I

traced the river Brisbane, as for as it was practicable to do with boats, and then by land, to

where I consider it to take its rise, on a \wrge mountain to the north-west of the settlement
after making a very circuitous course of 900 miles. On leaving the boats, I proceeded along

the banks for two days, when I came to a bed of shingle with a very small stream, not three

feet wide and six inches deep, which in the summer months I have no doubt is quite dry.

At this time the rivpr, where the boats wore left, had risen firom six to eight feet from the

late rains; and as this place, not fourteen miles above, had not tim lea^t appearance of a rise,

it convinces me that the Brisbane River has its chief pupply from the Brisbane Mountains."

And Mr. A. Cnnnintrliam is of opinion that Parry's, York's, Field's, and Peel's Rivers fkll

into the Darling. Major Lockyer also found that vessels of a large size can go into Moreton
Bay by the passnge at Amity Point ; and that in a good channel all the >vay to a good
Vot.in.^ 12
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uichorage inside Peel's bland, there is not less than 4^ fathoms water. Major Lockyer
took the very same cutter, drawing ten feet water, wKich Mr. Oxley hod on his expedition,

prudently anchored in the bay, easily got over the bar at the mouth of the river, and is con-

fident tliat such a vessel could go nearly thirty miles higher up. The entrance of Moreton
Bay is tolerably safe, and Red Cliff Point, ten miles from tlie mouth of the Brisbane, or the

western shore of the river itself, aflbrds commodious harbours. The settlement is quite in

its infancy, and is yet only penal, nor were there in 1828 more than eighty-five acres brought

under cultivation ; but the period cannot be very distant when it will become one of the most
flourishing portions of the colony.

The remainder of the east coast of New Holland, though viewed by Captain Flinders,

has not been examined in any complete or satisfactory manner. Its general aspect is low
and sandy, diversified with sand hills, covered however with a rich vegetation, becoming
more and more tropical in its character. The coast is rich in fish, particularly turtle. Islets,

single or in groups, are scattered along the whole of its extent No attempt having been

made to penetrate the country to any depth, or even to explore the coast minutely, it is

highly probable that many fertile tracts of land may yet be found, as well as largo rivers.

Four, indeed, have been lately discovered : viz. the Clyde, in Bateman Bay, and the Boyne,

in Port Curtu, which did not aflbrd much promise ; the Darling, under Mount Warning, and
the Tweed, close to Point Danger ; which have not yet been satisfactorily explored.

The northern coast begins at Cape York, the most northerijr point, opposite to which is

the coast of New Guinea. The interval is called Torres* Strait, and is filled with various

islands and groups of islands, among which last those of Prince of Wales and Clarence are

the most numerou& Immediately afterwards opens the vast Gulf of Carpentaria, stretching

about 650 miles inland, and 400 miles across. It was successively visited by the commander
of the Duyfhen, Torres, Carstens, and Tasman, who all, however, viewed it under the im-

pression of its being part of the opposite coast of New Guinea. Cook, in 1770, by sailing

through Torres' Straits, dispelled this error ; but it was still supposed that the vast opening
might be an oceanic channel, dividing into two parts the east and west of New Hollan£
The coast was in general low, sandy, barren, beset with shallows, and sometimes with coral

rocks ; but woods and rich grass were seen in the interior. Numerous torrents descended
from the mountains, and afiorded a good supply of fresh water; bat no river of any magni-
tude could be discovered ; and Captain King considered this oiMsrvation of Captain Flinders

at satisfactory, that he did not repeat the search.

Amheim's Land, beginning at Cape Amheim, which terminates the Gulf of Carpentaria,

extends for upwards of 9U0 miles to the entrance of the Bay or Gulf of Van Diemen. It

was almost unknown till the late carefiil survey made by Captain King. He found the

woods sometunes luxuriant, and the vegetation rich. At other times, the trees were low
and stunted, and the countiy had an almost desert aspect Water was, in general, either

found, or there was reason to believe that it existed. A river, the Liverpool, was discovered,

which, at the mouth, was four miles bnad ; but afler ascending by a winding course of forty

miles, it dwindled to a trifling magnitude. There were a considerable number of tolerably

large islands. Weasel's Islanu, Gwlbui i Islands, &c. At its western extremity was found
Port Essingtim, one of the finest of the many fine harbours on this continent, and which,
fhxn its situation in the direct line towards Port Jackson, fhm India, must become of great

fiiture importance.

Van Diemen's Bay and Land form a portion of the continent on which Captain King
landed. This gulf, named like the island of the same name finm a Dutch governor^generu
of India, had been explored to a certain extent; but its real magnitude was by no means
suspected. Captain King sailed completely round it, and discovered two large estuaries,

which he named Alligator rivers, and the largest of which, dler being traced upwards of
96 miles, was still 100 yards broad, and two or three fitthoms deep. The western coasts

had been hitherto suppotnd to be those of a largo peninsula projecting so fiur as to leave only
a narrow entrance into the bay ; but they were now found to consist of two large islandi^

Bathurst and Melville, the former of which was 900 miles in circumference, and the

latter 130.

The soil and climate being fitted for growing all the vegetable productions of the East,

particularly spices, and the situation being also commodious for the refireshment of vessels

proceeding between India and Port Jackson, and adapted for the purposes of British trade
with the Malays, it was determined, in the year 1624, to form a settlement upon Melville
bland. Captaui Bremer was accordingly sent fhmi England in the ship Tkmar, and sailed

thither flrom Port Jackson, with a party of troops and convicts, and on tiie 21st of October,
of that ytiar, laid the foundation of Fort Dundas, in Port Cockbum, which appears to have
not answered its intentions, and has therefore since been abandoned. The Dutoh, we may
observe, send annually to this cout, fh>m Macassar, a fleet of perhaps 200 proas, for the
purpose of catching the tripana, or sea slug, a ^latinoiis marine animal, for which there is

a constant demand, as an article of food, in Cbma. It is token by diving, and is pres<>rved

by being split, boiled, and dried.
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De Witt's Land consists of a large extent of coast, about 000 or 700 miles long, facing

the north-west De Witt, however, hod not the honour of its first discovery, which was
niade by the ship Vianen in 1628. Tasman and Dampier have ffiven some hasty notices of
it, and Baudin touched at some of its exterior points ; but the only detailed survey, and that
not complete, was made by Captain King. The low, flat, woody shore, which has continued
for 600 miles, here ceases, and the general character of the coast is rocky, rugged, and even
arid ; fresh water being to be procured only At a few points. .The coast is deep, indented
by bays and gulfs, and bordered by numerous clusters of small islands. Cambridge Gulf is

a kxig, narrow inlet, presenting, at first, the appearance of iU being the mouth of a river;

but none was found. Port Warrender
is a noble harbour, but does not afford

fresh water. York Sound is a very
spacious bay, receiving two small rivers

;

but Brunswick Bay, which quickly fol-

lows, receives Prince Regent's River,
the largest yet known to fall into the
north-western coast It was traced 60
miles up, when it had still a breadth of
250 yards. On this river there is a
waterfall of a very striking and singu-

lar aspect (Jig. 906.); the stratified

form of the rock causing the stream to

appear as if falling down a range of
steps. At length. Captain King came to a broad opening, called Cygnet Bay, which by an
intricate channel he traced upwards for fifty miles, when he was obliged to return ; but from
the tides and other circunustances he is inclined to believe that it communicates with Col-

lier's Bay to the southward, and forms this part of New Holland into a large island.

The western coast, consisting of Endracht's Land, discovered in 1616 by Dirk Hartog, in

the ship Endracht ; of Edel's I^nd, discovered in 1610 by a Dutch navigator of that name

;

and of Leeuwin's Land, discovered in 1622 by the ship Leeuwin, is all of the most desolate

and dreary description. It was examined by Dampier and Vlaming, and afterwards by Flin-

ders, Baudin, Peron, and Freycinet ; but by all without any cheering or promising discovery.

Almost everywhere it consists of a ridge of low steep rocks, bonlering on a sandy shore,'

accessible to boats only in a very few points. There are occasional openings, or rather rifle

in those rocks, through which torrents sometimes pour, but without any enlivening or fertil-

ising influence. Vegetation is either wholly absent, or its products include nothmg that is

fit tor the use of man.
In this dreary shore, extending for 800 miles, there are only two important openings, one

niade bjr the Swan River, to which a little naval expedition under Captain Stirling was sent

in 1626, when the brackish stream was explore 1 for 60 miles, and the report which was
made of the country on its banks was so highly uvourable, that a western settlement, which
had always been a desideratum, by reason <^ its much shorter distance from England, was
formed there in the year 1829, under the government of Captain Stirling; but we are afraid

that the emigrants to Swan River have met with at least as many disappointments and pri-

vations as usuallv attend upon new colonies. This settlement, being yet beyond the reach
of New Soutii Wales by land, was, by a temporary act of parliament, erected into an inde^

pendent colony, by the name of Western Australu, and regular grants of its lands have
been made to capitalists, who have taken with them fVee labourers ; but the fertility of the

soil had evidently been exaggerated, and however objectionable, in a moral and political

view, may be a convict colony, the rapid progress of New South Wales and Van Diemen'a
Land has been proved to havo been in a very great degree owing to the cheap and compul-
sory labour aflS>rded by transported prisoners. The population of the colony is estimated at

about 9000; the capital is the little town of Perth, on Swan River.

The latest accounts fh>m Lieutenant-governor Stirling, of Western Australia, are to be
found in the following extract fh>m the second volume of the Journal of the Royal Geogra-
phical Society :

—" Tne only products of the country of any value at present are its timber,

which is inexhaustible and of excellent oualit^, and its gnunes, which afTord feed cf superior

quality for sheep, horses, and cattle. There is a good species of tobacco and perennial flax,

similar to the kuid usually cultivated in Europe ; but these are as yet only valuable as indi-

cative of the capabilities of the soil.

" For some time back, registers of the weather have been kept at King George's Sound
and at Perth, the capital of Swan River ; and hereafter it will be possible to ascertain with

precision the ranees of the temperature, the barometrical pressure, and the degree of moist-

ure in these districts, compared with other countries. At present, after three years' experi-

ence of the clitTiato of the Swan River district it may be itiid to be exceptionable only in

the months of January, February, and March, when the heat and drought are as disagree-

able as they can be without afi*eoting health. The district of Kin>; George's Sound being

"^ i»"^
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expowd to southerly winds in summer, and frequently visited by showers, is the most equa-

ble, perhaps, in the world, and the most temperate. The heat on tlie west coast is certainly

intense, and the mosquitoes, which abound there in summer, are serious evils in their way,

and have caused some dislike to this part of the country as a place of residence But nut-

withstanding these and other local and trivial objections, the climate, the ports, the position,

and extent of the country, are such as fit it to be the seat of a wealthy and populous pueses-

sion of the crown ; and 1 feel justified in saying, in this stage of its occupation, that it will

not fail to b(>come such, from any natural disqualification of the soil."

The other is Shark's Bay, in Endracht's Land, which penetrates deep into the coast, with

many windings, and would form an excellent harbour, but for the total absence of fresh

water. To the south are some mountains, called Moresby Range by Captain King, and
another, called, by the French, Mont Naturaliste; and the coast wot here somewhat
wooded. Notwithstanding its general sterility, the natives appeared as numerous as in anv
other quarter ; and as its rocky barrier has been penetrated at so few points, it remains still

uncertain whether there may not be within it something better than its gloomy aspect would
indicate.

Nuyt's Land, discovered in 1627, by Peter Nuyta, in the ship Zeepaaid, extends along nearly
half of the southern coast of New Holland, and has been since surveyed in ports by Vancou-
ver, D'Entrecasteaux, Flinders, Baudin, and King. The coast continues low and sandy, but

with mountain ranges in the back-ground, similar to those which border the eastern coast

These mountains are altogether naked, composed sometimes of smooth and glittering rock.

The soil consists generally of loose white sand, or of a crust of earth, which sinks under the

feet, and is alto^ther unproductive. Yet even these arid deserts, like those of the Cape of

Good Hope territory, are covered with brilliant plants and flowers, producing often the most
enchanting scenes; as if nature, occordin;^ to Peron, had sought to throw this veil of beauty

over her deep sterility. King George's Sound, in its eastern quarter, was found by Van-
couver and King to contain two harbours, receiving seve/ol small rivers, and abounding with
timber. The natives are numerous, and carry on with activity their fishing by means of

stone weirs, which they set up at the mouths of the creeks and rivers. A small settlement

of troops and convicts was maiide here, by the government of New South Wales, at the close

of the year 1826, under the command of Major Lockyer, the first good effect of which was
to reclaim several of the runaway convicts, both firom New South Wales and Van Diemen's
Land, who have long led a roving life, collecting the skins of seals and other animals for

shipe, on Kangaroo, Kind's, and other islands, m Bass's Strait. King George's Sound is

now within tlie jurisdiction of the lieutenant-j^vemor of Western Australia.

Flinder's Land extends in a south-east direction from the boundary of Nuyt's Land
for 400 or 500 miles. Baudin surveyed it also; and having, in consequence of the unjust

detention by the French of Captain Flinders at the Mauritius, been the first to reach Europe,
he called it Napoleon's Land ; but an impartial public has now restored the name to the first

discoverer. This coast has open, high, rocky banks, which do not, however, send down any
thing but small rivulets. It is broke.'', by two deep bavs, called Spencer and St Vincent
on the former of which is Port Norfolk, described by Peron as one of the finest on the fiice

of the earth. The soil is like the bottom of the sea, covered with deep sand and sand^
hills, full of the incrustations of marine animals and plants ; even the water in tiie pools u
brackish. There is an extent of thirty-five mil^ at the extremity of this, coast, which,
having been actually first surveyed by Baudin, may, it is alleged, retain the name of Na-
poleon. It does not contain a haven, or a point at which it is possible to land, and fkcing

nearly the west, is laahed by tremendous waves, collected fran the whole expanse of the
Pacific.

[On this part of the coast, a new colonv has recently been established under the name of
Southern Australia. The country included between 132° and 141° E. Ion., and between
the Southern ocean and 26° S. lat, having an extent of about 400,000 square miles, is set

apart for this purpose, and it is provided that no lands shall become private property, except
by purchase at public sale for ready money, and at a price of not less than 12s. an acre. The
Proceeds of the sales of land are to be applied to the conveyiiiir of labourera tu the colony,

'he object of the projectora of this scheme is to prevent what they call the dispersion of the
colonuits over too great a surface by tlie hifch price of the land, and to fiimish the colony
with a proper supply of labourera by transporting such persons passage fVee.

—

Am. IRd.]

Grant's Land, explored in 1800 by Lieutenant Grant, connected Flindera* or Napoleon's
Land with Western Port, which Baas had reached f\t)m the opposite quarter, and thus com-
pleted the circuit of the New Holland coast Western Port has been reached over-land

fWxn the colony, in the manner already stated, by Messrs. Hovell and Hume ; and towards
the dose of the jreor 1826, a settlement was established there by the colonial government,
lindor the maritime direction of Captain Wethorall ; but it has been since abandoned hi

&vour of the more western port of Swan River. This tract has numerous and wide bays,

among which are Portland Bay, King's Bay, and Port Philip. The coast continues diver>

ificd with sand-hills, on which the waves of the ocean break with fhry and behind which,
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as usual, rises a rocky chain, parallel with the shore. Many parts present the same aspect

of dreary nakedness as the more westerly regbns. In others, a great improvement is per-

ceptible, the environs of Capes Northumberland and Albany being covered with noble woods,

which give them a most romantic appearance. The environs of Port Philip are also moat
beautiful aud fit for yielding many valuable productions.

2. Van DiemetCt Ijand,

Van Diemen's Land ia an insular appendage to the southern part of New Holland, but
ofmuch smaller dimensions. It lies between 40° 42' and 43° 43' S. lat, and 144° 31' and
148° 22' E. long., and is reckoned by Freycinet to contain an area of 27,1^ square miles.

It presents neither the same long and sharp mountain ranges, nor the same vast plains aa

the mainland. In jreneral it is composed of alternate hill and dale, and even the high downs
are generally fit either for cultivation or pasturage. The chief lines both of mountain and
river run from north to south through the eastern part of the colony. Table Mountain, the

most elevated hill in the bland, nearly overhangs the southern settlement of Hbbatt Town,
rising to the height of3936 feet, being covered for nine months in the year with snow, and
subject to violent whirlwinds. The nortliern peaks, called Ben Lomond and Tasman, are

also conaiderable ; but the chain of most continuous elevation is that nearly in the centre ot

the island, called the Western Mountains, which extend north and south for its whole length.

They possess a general height of 3500 feet ; enclose several large lakes, one said to be

sixty miles in circumference ; and give rise to most of tlie principal rivers in the island..

Among these is the Tamar, which,-uniting the waters of the North and South Esk from

the east, of the Macquarie and Lake Riven from the south, and of the Western River from
the west, forms at Launccston a navigable stream, which soon opens into the broad estuuy
of Port Dalrymple, on the north side of the island. The Derwent, flowing in an opposite

direction, aiul swelled by the parallel stream of the Jordan, spreads into a noble harbour on
the south-east side of the island, on which Hobart Town is situated. Two rivers on the

western side enter Macquarie Harbour, but their course is yet unexplored. The harbours

of Van Diemen's Land surpass those of any country Li tlie world, not excepting even the

admirable ones of New South Wales. This bland was first discovered by Tasman, who
surveyed its southern and part of its western slioren, but not the northern and eastern, with

which almost exclusively we are acquainted. It was afterwards observed in parts by Marion^
Furneaux, Cook, and particularly D'Entrecasteaux, who traced the remarkable channel

which bears hw name. All this time, however, it was believed to be a part of the conti-

nent; nor was it till Bass, in 1796, passed through the straits which are called after him,

that its insular character was established. In 1803, Captain Bowen founded the first

convict establishment at Risdon Cove, on the left bank of the Derwent, which was removed,

in 1804, by Colonel Collins, to Hobart Town, on the right bank, in Sullivan Cove, about

twelve miles up the river. Since that time the colony has been in a state of rapid increase,

particularly during the lost ten or twelve >ear8, when it became the favourite resort of

voluntary emigration. The climate ofVan Diemen's Land belongs decidedly to the tem-

perate zone, and b therefore more cool and more congenial to a Britbh constitution than

that of the original colony. It has not the same extremes of barrenness and fertility;

there are some rich flats along the rivers, but in general the lands are somewhat high, and

of a medium aptitude both for agriculture and pasturage. A greater proportion of it is

quite clear of wood, and admits of the plough being ap^ed without any previous prepari-

tion. On the road fhim Hobart Town to Port Dalrymple, there is a phiin extending in one
directkm fi>r twenty milee, and clear land b frequent on the north side of the island. Maize,

tohaccov and much more sugar, are not compatible with the climate : but wheat, barley, and
oats are produced of superior quality ; the potatoes are equal to any aa the globe, and will

keep throu£fh the whole year. The cattle are rather good ; the weep produce fine wooli

though not quite equal to that ofNew South Wales; but thb has, perhaps, been flrom want
of care, and great effiirts are making for its

improvement Thb land wants the cedar and
rose-wood, of the great continent; but the

blackwood, the Huon pine, and Adventure
Bay pine, are valuable trees peculiar to it

The natives of Van Diemen's Land {fig. 910.

and 911.]| are guessed by Hassel at only 1500,

and are, if possible, in a lower state than even
those of uie great continent They are

sbungera to flshmg, and to the consfructioD

of even tlie nidest canoes, but convey them-
selves in miserable rafts over any water they
ore obliged tc cross. They are unacquainted

with the throwing-stick ; thrir spean art
12* 8
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mnch lea fimnidtUe, and their duposition more peueaUe; bat, anfortunately, they have
been inflamed with the OKwt deadly hatred againat the Enfflidi. Thia dephmUe eir^
cnmatanee appears to have been solely owing to the nuhneaa^an officer, who, at an early
mnod of die settlement, fired upon a party approaehuw. as there was afterwards reason to
believe, with the most peaceable intentions. This incMent appears to have made a per^
manent improssipn upon the minds of these savages; Ibr, ever since that time, they have
seised every opportunity of attacking and killing the colonists; but the smallness of their
nunbeit and courage hu rendered their enmity tkt fhxn terrible. The British population

^
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is considered to form the most completely English colony that exists; yet the state of so«

ciety is said, on the whole, to be ruder than th«t at Port Jackson. In particular, the most
desperate convicts having been sent thither as a place uf ulterior banishment, :»jmber8
escaped, and formed a body of bish-rangers, who kept the colony in a state of perpetual
alarm, and have only been veiy recently put down. There are six clergymen of the church
of England ; also, at Hobart Town, a Catholic priest, a Presbyterian minister, and five

Wesleyan Methodist ministers, in different parts of the island. Government supports a male
and female orphan school, and seven public day-schools. The exports consist of wool,
wheat, salted beef, mutton hams and tongues; with some hides, tallow, seal skins, whale oil,

and spars. Several newspapers are published at Hobart Town and Launceston.
The present division of this settlement is into thirty-five counties.

Hobart Town possesses a harbour, perhaps the finest in the world. The Derwent, for

three miles above the town, is navigable for the largest vessels. Here the river begins to

freshen, and continues hence for the distance of 20 miles, narrowing gradually, but afford'

ing a safe passage for vessels of fifty tons as for as New Norfolk, where a ridge of rocks
forms a rapid, and abruptly terminates the navigation. The entrance by Storm Bay is

somewhat exposed ; but D'cntrecasteaux's Channel affords a continued harbour thirty-seven

miles long, and sheltered from every wind. The town is delightfully situated upon two bills,

between which there runs a fine stream of vrater fhm the heights of Table Mountain,
which towers above it The place, having bran fhxn the first laid out upon a plan, is. much
more regularly built than Sydney, has.gooo substantial houses of two stories high, with some
handsome public buildings, among which are a brick church with an organ, a good saol, and
a large substantial quay. The town census of 1821 gave 2700, and the number has now
incrrased to nearly 13,000. All the other places in this section of the country, namely,
Elizabeth Town, or New Norfolk, Sorell Town, Ross, Macquarie Town, and Brighton, are

mere villages of about a hundred houses.

Launcestown, the chief seat of the settlements in the northern part of the island, is situ-

ated forty miles up the T^miar, at its confluence with two small streams, called the North
and South Esk. It is agreeably situated upon a hill bordering on a fertile country, and is

about 120 miles across tiie island from Hobart Town. The Tamar, fiom Launceston to the

sea, forms a species of estuary, which admito vessels of HOO tons; but is so obstructed by
banks and shallows as to render the navigation very difficult. With this view, the seat of
government was removed, in 1810, to (Seorge Town, at the mouth of the river, in the fine

harbour of Port Dalrymple. This arrangement was not sanctioned by the settlers, who
found the environs of George Town much less fertile and agreeable, and also more distant

from the seat of culture, than launceston, which now contains about 3000 inhabitants. Nor-

folk Plains, consisting of sixtv-two houses, Perth, Campbell Town, and other agreeable

neighbourhoods, are rising in the interior; but the settlements are, on the whole, much less

extensive than m the south, though there remains here a great extent of fine uncccupied

land.

The circuit of the coasts presents various features, and is not, on the whole, so forbidding

as that of the adjoining continent The eastern coast, fi>r the northern half of its extent ia

little indented, and presents generally sand-hills; but in the middle, between St PaUick's

Head and St Helen's Point exhibits a range of abrupt unapproachable rocks, with lofty and
broken mountains behind, l^is coast terminates with the long steep Isle of Schouten, sepa-

rated firom the continent bv a narrow strait The south-east coast thence continues to pre-

sent a series of long islands and winding peninsulas, enclosing deep and commodious havens.

It begins with the large inlets, called by the English Great Swan Port by the French, Fleu-

rieu Bay : south from which, the Island of Maria presents a formidaUe aspect surrounded

on all sides by perpendicular granite cWtb fh>m 300 to 400 feet high, and filled with many
caverns, into which the waves rush and make a roaring like the sound of distant thunder.

The mariner passes with trembling, as he views the fiiry of the tempests which dash against

it Then begins the peninsula of Tasman, of great extent winding and indented, connected

with the continent by a narrow isthmus of a few hundred feet and branching into several

minor peninsulas, as slightly connected with each other. This was supposed to be an island,

till Gbiudin ascertained its pr«>cise form. South-west from this is the lanijg and irregular form

of Pitt Island, called bv the French Bruny : running parallel with the continent it forms

the long channel called, from its discoverer, D'Entrecasteaux, the waters of which are foil

of fish, and its shores covered with the most beautiful vegetatkm. FVirther on, the Bay de

la Recherehe form:< two good harbours, and the coast soon terminates in South Cape, the

extreme point of the island. The western coast including the north and south-western, is

generally high and steep, with considerable mountains rising behind. Here ore two im-

portant openings ; Macquarie Harbour, with a narrow entrance, spreads into a very wide and

deep basin, receivinpf, after eight miles, two rivers, called Gordon's, the course of which haa

been only partially explored. The country, however, is promising, having coal" and fina

limber; and a penal settlement has already been formed there—the precursor, probably, of

one on a more dosira de footing. Port Davey, more to the southward, with a wider entrano*
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but lew interior extent, spreads into two harboura, <^ which that of Bathurst ia good and
ocura; but the country u rocky and barren, and the timber difiiciilt of access. On the

nmlh-vest comer is Hunter's group, the chief of which are Barren Island, the three Hum-
mocks, and Low Sandy Island, which answer to their unpromising names. Still &rther
north-westward from these is Kius[*s*Island, large, humid, bleak, with great variety of rocki,

fiiU of streams, and with a lake in the centre. There are several other islands in BasH'a

Straits,—Fumeuix's, ClarkX Cape Bunren,—<rf' tolerable size, but of no boauty or promise.

8. Nae Zeakmd.

New Zealand ranks next to the countries now described, as the most important of the

l^reat southern insular masses. It ranges parallel to the south ofNew Holland, with a broad

mtervening expanse of ocean. . It consists of two islands, but separated only b^ a strait, and

composing properly only one country, lying between 34° and ^° S. lat ; bemg thus about

IQDO miles m lenrai; biut the average breadth does not exceed 100 miles. This surface is

estimated by Mr. Nicholas at 62,160 English square miles. The northern island is known
by the name, not very well fitted finr English organs, of Eaheinomauwe ; the southern bv

that of Tavai Poenammoo. The first is the smallest, but is distinguished by the finest soil,

and by natural features irf* the boldest and grandest description. Chains of high mountains

run through both islands, which, in the ft>raier, rise to the height of 12,000 or 14,000 feet,

and are buried for two-thirds of their height in perpetual snow ; presenting on the greatest

scale all the alpine phenomena. From these heights numerous streams flow down, watering
in their course the most fertile and enchanting valleys. The huge glaciers and plains of

snow which cover their higher rations; the mighty torrents which pour down from them,
forming stupendous cataracts; theloft^ woods which crown their muidle regions; the hills

which wind along their feet, decked with the brightest vegetation ; the bold clifli and pro-

montories which breast the might of the southern waves ; the beautiful bays decked with

nomberless villages and canoes—all conspire to present a scene, which even the rude eye
of the navigator cannot behold without rapture. The soil in the valleys, and in the tracts

of land at ul level, is more fertile than in New Holland, and, with due cultivation, would
kid grain in abundance. It produces, even spontaneoudy and plentifully, roots fitted for

luman food, particularly those of a species of fern, which covers almost the whole country.

The natives breed pigs, and cultivate some maize, yams, and potatoes; and there is a spe-

cies of very strong flu, wbkh serves not only for clothing, but fishing-lines, and various

QIQ other purposes. The mountains are clothed with
* — a profusion of flr trees, of a variety of species

unknown in other countries, and rising to a mag-
nificent height, which the tallest pires of Nor-
way cannot rival. The natives (Vl//. 013.) are

of a diflbrent race fVom those of Ndw Holland,

belonging rather to that Malay race which pre-

dominates in the South Sea blandai They are

tall and well formed, with large black eyes;
they are intelliffent, have made some progretN

M» ud Wo... rfR«rZMh.d. jfLrt^^iv "i** '^.
*"»»"''«• P*" » <=«rt"'n

form of political society. These cuwumstances,
however, have only tended to develope in a still more fVightfiil degree those fiirious passions
which agitate the breast of the savage. "Each little society ia actuated by the deepest
enmity a([^inst all their neighbours; their dail^ and nightly thought is to surprise, to attack,
to exterminate them ; and when they have jgained that guilty triumph, it is followed Iqr the
din consummation of devouring their victims. Such was the catastrophe which, in 1809,

upon the jealous pride of one of the chiefo, befell the
entire crew of the ship Boyd, only two or three

I

children being saved, and afterwards recovered by
Mr. Berry. Yet to the members of their own tribe,

or those whom they regard as firiends, they are not
only mild and courteous, but display the fondest
attachment and most tender sensibility. Families
live together in great harmony, and are seen assem-
bled in pleasinff iiiid harmonious groups (Jig. 914).
On the death of their relations, they exhibit the most
impassioned and affocting symptoms of grief, cutting
their faces with piere? of shell or bone, till the blooc
flows and mixes with their tears. Several even of

the females, who had formed an irregular connexion with ti»e sailors, showed them every
mark of faithful and tender attachment They have a groat turn for oratory, the chiefs
making speeches of two or three hours accompanied with vehement gestures, to which those

Naw Zniliind Frnnilr
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Ntw Znlaod Chief.

of the audience correspond ; but we have yet no translated specimens of New Zealand elo*

f„. quence. Their vrar-canoes are very urge, adorned with much curi-
^^° oua and elaborate carving. Great diligence ia also exerciaed, and

great pain endured, in bestowing upon their skins the unnatural om»-
ment of tattooing {Jfr. 015.); and the visages of the chiefs are

often entirely covered over vi\h various regular figures. This,

however, is not effected without severe pain, causing even attacks

of fever; but to shrink in any degree from the operation is consi-

derad as altogether derogatory to a manly spirit. They have also a
horrid art, by which the heads of their enemies, being dried in an
oven, and exposed to a stream of firesh air, are maintained in a state

of perfect preservation. Their houses are by no means spacious;

that of S^rra-korra, a powerful chie( measured only nine feet looff,

six feet wide, and four feet high. They are placed in hipjiahs (/g. 016.) or fortified vU-

lages, seated on high and steep hills, ascended by pathways, narrow, winding, and often per-

pendicular, so as to be most perilous to an Eufbpean ; but the New Zealander leaps up as if

it were level ground. Their original arms con-
»0 » ..^^M:fa£!» aiated of clubs of stone and whuebone, of long

and pointed spears, and of the pattoo-pattoo, at

wooden battle-axe ; but since the musket has been
introduced to their knowledse, it has absorbed all

their warlike regard ; and the strength of a chief

is counted, not by his men, but by his muskets.

The report <^ fifty being in the possession of

KorraFkona spread the terror of his name for 200

B^u^ »>». 1. » « k..j "'les round. The New Zealander has no idea
FortHM Viitai. hi N«w ZMiud. ^ ^^ pitched combaU in the open field, which

give a sort of ehivalrie chaiact<9r to the New Holland fighting ; his baser aim is to steal

upon his enemy, and massacre him, unprepared and defenceless. This, however, is common
in savage life among such small political associations, where the object is not personal glory,

but to gratify the passions and promote the interests of the tribe. There seems also to bo

something like political alliance among them ; and Ckilonel Cruise understood that upwards
of 8000 were once assembled on a single plain for the purposes of deliberation. The entire

population is estimated by Mr. Nicholas at upwards a( 150,000. Several missionariiss, ani-

mated by a noble spirit of philanthropy, have ventured to take up their abode among these

ferocious hordes. They havt not yet made much impression on their habits of barliarism,

but they are viewed as friends, treated with kindness, and enter into their houses and forti-

fied villages, without feeling the slightest apprehension.

The foTlowing recent information concerning New Zealand comes from original documents
in the Colonial OflSce, and is extracted from the 2d vol. of the Royal Geographical Journal

:

—" In New Zealand, flax may be obtained in an unlimited quantity, and there is abundance
of fine timber of all sizes and dimensions for ship-building and other purposes. Thousands
of tons of shipping may be employed in the flax trade alone ; and the timber, which growa
occaaionally to a great height, and not unfraquently aix feet in diameter, may be procured

in any quantity. The country is rich in mineral and vwetable productions ; the soil fertile

and easy of culture. Witli regard to the whaling establishments in New Zealand, it may
be observed, that, as they are ^ use only for about four months in the year, they are not
likely to become permanent, unless combined with some other pursuitm the summer eeai-

son. And, fhxn the destructive nature of the.fishary (the fpmales being killed at the time
of calving), the trade cannot last many yeara; but, like the aealing, will eventually fkil

fW>m extermination, or fhwn the desertion of the land by the harassed animals. The fishery

is confined to the iMiddle and Stewart's Islands, the whales not being found north of Cook's

Straita. In the four chureh mission stations of Rangiliona, Renken, Paihia, and Waimate,
there are, under a regular course of education, about 920 New Zealander?, whose average
age ia wxteen yeara. When the houra appointed for instruction in reading, writing, and
accounts are expired, the greater number of these natives are employed in the mission,

some in building, others as carpenters, and others in general labour. There are three sub-

stantial chapels, capable of holding fVom 200 to 300 each, in which services are held three

times every Sunday, and always well attended.

All travellers agree that the New Zealanders are a noble race of savages, although they

are clearly proved, by the long residences among them of Colonel Cruise and Mr. Earle, to

be still cannibals. "If," says Mr. Gibbon, in speaking of the Attacotti, a Caledonian nation

of the fourth century,—^"if, in the neighbourhood of the commercial and literary town of
Glasgow, a race of cannibals hss really existed, we may contemplate in the Scottish history

the opposite extremes of savage and civilised life. Such reflections tend to enlarge the

circle of our ideas, and to encourage the pleasing hope that New Zealand msy produce, in
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omfl Alton age, the Hume of the loathern hemiaphere." Recent voyuen diflbr in their

opiniora as to the benefit which theae islands, in common with the rest of those of the South

MS, derive ftum the various reliffious missionaries who are atationed upon them. Captaiiu

Beechey and Kotsebue, and Mr. Earle, accuae these persons of teaching nothing bat asce-

ticism ; and the last attributes the progress of the natives of New Zealand in civilisation to

the whalers who touch there. When we consider the nature of the education which this

class of mariners receives, Mr. JBarle's really seems to be a bold opinion. The interesting

works of Mr. Nicholas, Colonel Cruise, Messrs. T^erman and Bonnet, and Mr. Stewart, pre-

sent a different and (we ahould think) a truer picture of the labours of these isolated snd

pious men. We think the missionaries right in indulging the passion of the New Zealand-

era for English clothing, and in not waiting till they can master all the difiiculties and

subtleties of the English, but in it once translating the Gospels into the great Polynesian

languagea, and in teaching their children to read those translationa. To translate a work
into the language of the learner, is to explain it at the same time. To teach the learner

the language in which a work is written, often leaves the meaning of the work to be still

tranalated to a foreigner. 'T'rue it is that, till their European costume shall become com-

Klete (and perhaps even then), they^ will look more noble in their mat-cloaks : but no bar-

irous country was ever civilised till the people had atiopted the coatume of their conquer-

ors ; and the expensive and complicated dress of refinement and ftshioa is the taste that

will lead tlie savage to industry and the arts of peace—not the head-dreaa of plastered hair,

and the garment made from the cloth-tree. We are happy to learn, fVom Mr. Earle's book,

that the more general introduction of muskets and gunpowder is found to diminish intestine

war. The savage sees that the bullet wts at nought strength and supersedes courage.

Their armies, therefore, number muskets before they encounter; and, if they find these to

be equally matched, they s'jttle the dispute amicably. This is great groand sained ; and
the cultivation of ti-a soil, the breeding of cattle, inliint education, European clothing, are,

under the direction of tiie miasionariee, and tlieir renerous subscribers in EnglanS and in

the United States, fast following. Thus it is that New Zealand will, in time, leave off the

practices of war and cannibalism, and become, what we uoderstand Otaheite and Owhyhee
actually to be, a civilised and Christianised country.

4. Papua, or New Ouinea.

New Guinea is the largest mass of southern continent next to New Holland, being ftom

1200 to 1400 miles in length, and varying firom 150 to 200 miles in breadth. There seems
great reason to surmise that it is one of Uie finest countries in existence. The few navi-

gators who have sailed along its coast observed ranges of mountains swelling behind each

other, their summits rising in the most picturesque and varied fbrnw, ana clothed with

immense pine forests. The Dutch maps represent some ffiT those on the west coast as cover-

ed with perpetual snow, which would imply, in this latitude, a height of 15,000 or 16,000
feet The copious moisture which must flow down ftom these heights, in a climate so

intensely tropical, can scaicely fiul to generate a moat rich vegetatkm, while the close con-

tiguity and similar climate of the Spice blands, aflbrd a presumption, that their valued pn^
ducts may find here a congenial soil. Yet this tempting region has been left almost a terra

incognita, having been generalljr viewed only from a distance by navigators^ except Forrest,

who landed at several points of its northern coast Some recent observations have also been

msde by the French navigatoro Duperrey and Lesson. The population, like tint of New
Holland, was found to consist of Papuans, or Oriental negroes, mingled with the still ruder

race of the Haraforas, who inhabit the interior mountains. These Papuans appear to be a

degree fiirther advanced in the social scale than the New Hollanders. This is shown in

th' very singular construction of their huts, raised on elevated planSis or stages, resting

upon poles that are fixed usually in the water. This scheme is supposed, by Forrest to be

adopted with a view to security firom the attacks of enemies, and particularly of the Hara-

foras. These houses, which are divided among a number of fiimilies, have a door both

towards land and sea, so that, according to the quarter whence danger comes, they may
betake themselves either to the<r vessels or to the woods. They construct and ornament
their canoes on a large scale, and show considerable skill in fishing. Thoy not only wage
deadly war against each other, but manifest a particular jealoi'sy and hostility towaras

strangers, which may be owing, in a great degree, to what they suffer from the inlmbitants

of Borneo and Celebes, who make frequent inroads, and carry them off as slaves. These
vessels also carry away trepang, edible birds'-nests, and tortoise-shell. The Dutch, in 182B,

formed a settlement in Triton Bay, in lat 3° 33'.

The Louisiade is tlir name given by Bougainville to a range of broken shores which he
passed at the western extremity of New Guinea. He nnkra them as an archipelago; but

It seems doubtfhl whether they do not all form part ofone large peninsula, and even whether
that peninsula be not part of New Guinea. The aspect of both appeara to be nearly the

some, except that the natives seem to be still ruder.
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A serieB of large groups of islands, beginning near the north-easlem boundary of New
Guinea, ranges in a circuitous line parallel to New Holland, and in the direction of New
Zealand, thmifrh stopping considerably short of it Their aspect is vs'iouB, but in general

mountainoua and often rugged, as in the other regions of Australasia ; like which, aim, they

contain valleys, and even plains, covered with the most profuse vegetation. The inhabitanta

are divided between the two great races, the Papuan, or Oriental negro, little, ugly, and
black; and the Malay, taller, of a dingy brown, and of more pleaaing features.. All the

iil*nds exhibit only varieties of the most savage form of social existence. They are little

known or frequented, as the route of the circumnavigator usually leads him from the Society

Island'? into the sea between Now Holland and New Zealand, vtoiAme the coral rocks scat-

tered through the Australasian gulfk. The group of New Britain, New Ireland, New Hanover,
and other smaller islands, was partially seen by Le Maire, and afterwards examined with

some care by Dampier and D'Entrecasteaux. Carteret also viewed a detached and mora
westerly part, which he called Admiralty Islands, and which appeared better cultivated, and
mliabiteid by a more civiliaed race, than the others. Some more recent observations have
been made by M. Lesson and his companions. The wtiole group lies between the first and
sixth degrees of snath latitude ; and, were Arrowsmith'.i map fwhich is laid down, however,

upon the most conjectural data) followed, one should estimate the superficial extent at 16,000
English square miles. New Ireland is very thickly wuo(i<hI, and '..Tseng its trees are men-
tioned the Areca |Kilm, and even the nutmeg. The natives aic Papuans, hut are considered

by the French navigators to be the most civilised in this archipelaga They have temples,

and a regular form of idolatroua worship.

6. Scimnon hlande.

The Arehipelago called Solomon Islands was, aa already noticed, discovered, and that

name given to them, by Mendana, in 1567. They were forgotten for two centuries, till

Carteret, in 1767, nnd afterwards Bougainville and Lieutenant Shortland, passed several of
the gnwip, to which they gave the name of Egnnont, Queen Charlotte'a Islands, and New
(Jeorgiu. Some retain tne Spaniah names of Isabel, San Christoval, &c. ; while to othen
Bougainville gave his own and that of Choiaeul. The prevailing population is Papuan,
and as black as the African negro, but with a mixture of the Malaya. Thev appeared to be

numerous, subject to the i<yay of an absolute prince, and warlike. Both Mendana and
BougainvUle w«ra led to su|kiMMe them addicted to feeding upon human flesh.

7. New Hdtrideti.

Thn New Hebridee are a group situated to the * juth-east of the above, first discovered by
Quiros, in 1008, who gave it the name of the Arehipelago del Espiritu Santo : Bougainville

afterwaids touched at these islands, to which he gave w.e name of the New Cycladea; while
Cook, who examined them more diligently than anv of his predecessors, bestowed upon them
that of New Hebrides, to which we adhere ; but the continental geograpthers maintain that

the Spaniards, aa the fiiat dtBOOverers, are entitled to have their a|^lation received in pn>-

ference to any other. It is, in &ctt still given to the wincipal island ; while to other con-
siderable ones Bougainville gave the name
of lies de Lepreux, and Cook those of Tanna^
and Mallicola These islands are generally
covered with high mountains, firom some cif

which flame is seen issuing. The territorr.

as usual in volcanic countries, is extremely
fortile, and finely watered by numerous rivu-

lets. The natives beloiw generally tn the
Papuan race ; but those ofAuillicolo are, even
beyond its general average, diminutive, mean,
and ugly ; while those of Tiutna (Jig. 917.)

are, on the contrarr, taller and handsomer
than almost any other specimen yet seen.

Thev are both extremely active, agile, and
intelligent: the Mallicolese, in particular,

appeared a most determined and energetic race. They go almost naked, and have few or
no arts and manu&ctures; but their weapons are constructed with peculiar skill; and the
tribes are almost at perpetual virar with eiach other; yet in their social intercourse thev are
mild and friendly. FVinter reckons the population at 200,000, of which he supposes Tanna
to contain 30.000^ and Mallicolo 60,000.

WtllmntTimm.
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a New CaMoHim.

New CBledoBH, a lwg« idand, 3S0 milM long, ud 60 bnwd, fimna Um aoatlMni tennina-

tioQ of thk gnat chain ofaichipdagoM. It ia travened by a eootinuoua range of mountaira,

which rear their conical head* to a considerable height,

QI7 and throw out btanehsa, which preeent their rocky mcei
toward! the aea. Though water is loaiewhat abtindant,

a great part of tho soil is so rocky and nndy u to be

by no means fertile. Forster rates the population at

60,000; but D'Entrecasteauz does not think it can

exceed half that number, as it is almost wholly confin-

ed to the coast, where a supply of fish can be obtained.

The natives (jg. 917.) afiord decided specimens of tbn

rude and diminutive forms of the Papuan or Oriental

negrob They have been painted in the moat opposite

coMurs bv Cook and by D'Entrecasteaux ; by tne on«

as mild, nriendly, and courteius; by the nUinr m fierco

warriors, and devourers of human flesh; but the &ct is, that, in savage life, nothing ia more
common than the presentation of these two extremes, aeooiding to the circumstances under

which the pe<9le are viewed.

Mm tiri Wmh at NmCkMMta.

CHAPTERIL
POLTNBBIA.

PoLTmaiA, or " the many isles," is the name which geMrai^iers have now generallv
agreed to give to numerous groups with which a great part of the Pacific Occ«n is studded.

While the islands which compoie Australasia are of such magnitude as to approach the cha-
racter of continents, those of Polynesia are so small that most of them can scarcoly aspire
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ftbove the diminutive appellation of islets. Yet they are no numerous, and follow in such

close succession, that they may properly be considered as a region of the globe bearing a

oeculiar aspect and character.

Sect. L—Qeneral OtUUne and Aspect.

The Pacific Ocean, over which these numerous islands are scattered, is a vast expanse,

extending, in its greatest breadth, 150 degrees, or nearly one-half of the globe. It is Iqr no

means, however, completely filled with the groups of Polynesia. From the shores of Asia

and Australasia, indeed, in an east and souui-east direction, they cloeelv follow each other

to about l:JU° W. long., or for the space of nearly 100° of longitude. From north to south

they range between the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn nearly 50 degrees of latitude.

Beyond these limits, northward to the Aleutian blands, eastward to the continent of America,

and southward to the Antarctic Ocean, scarcely a rock rises to interrupt the unbroken K-aste

of the Pacific.

These islands rank with the most fruitfiil and smiling regions on the surface of the globe.

Their situation, altogether between the tropics, and beaten by the rays of an equatoriu sun,

might have given them a parched soil and a burning and pestilential climate. These evils

are averted by the moisture and breetcs from such an extent of surrounding ocean, and by

the interior mountains, which rise, in many instances, to a very lofty height Several of

the Polynesian peaks approach the elevation of those in the great continents. In Uie Sand*

wich Islands, Mouna Roa is about 16,000 feet, Mouna Koah about 15,000 feet above the

level of the sea. In Otaheite, Oroeno rises to 10,600, and Tobronu to 0500 feet Most of

the other islands have mountains inferior, but considerable. An exception is, indeed, formed

by tlie coral islands, those peculiar structures raised from the bottom of the sea by the inces-

sant labour of myriads of insects. As the formation ceases as soon as it reaches the sur&ce
of the ocean, these islands are merely a few feet above its level, and are visible to the navi-

Ktor only by the trees which rise from their flat surface. The higher islands are indented

deep bays, and finely variegated by streams descending from Uie mountains; but their

extent does not admit the fl>rmation of rivers or lakes of any importance.

Sbot. n.

—

Natural Otografhy,

SuaaioT. 1.

—

Oeelogy.

EoMter hland. 2000 miles ftom the coast of Ckili, and 1500 fh>m the nearest inhabited

islands, Pitcairn Island excepted, which has been peopled by Europeans, is of igneous origin,

and said by navigators to be studded with volcanoes.

Ducie's Island is of coi.*! formation ; of an oval form, with a lagoon or lake in the centre,

which is partly enclosed by trees, and partly by low coral flats scarcely above the water's

edge. The height of the soil upon the island is about twelve feet, above which trees rise

fourteen feet more, making its greatest elevation about twenty-six feet above the aea level

^itabetk or Henderson bland. "We found that this bland," says Captain King, "dif-

fered essentially fh>m all others in its vicinity, and belonged to a peculiar formation, very

few instances of which are in existence. Wateoo and Savage Islsjids, discovered by Cap-

tain Cook, are of this number, and perhaps, also^ Maiden Island, visited by Lord Byron. The
island is hve mUes in lenffth, and one in breadth, and has a flat surikce nearly eiu^ty feet

above the sea. On all sides except the north it is bounded by perpendicular clira, about

fifty feet high, composed entirely of dead eoral, more or letM porous, honeycombed at tlie

nir&ce, and hardening into a compact calcareous substance within, possessing the fVacture

of secondary limestone, and with a species of millepora interspersed through it The dead

coral, of which the higher part of the island is composed, is nearly circumscribed by ^ed^es

of living jcoral, which proiect beyond each other at diflbrent depths; on the northern side

of the island the first of these had an easy slope fhxn the beach to a distance of about fifty

yards, when it terminated abruptly about three fkthoms under water. The next ledge had

a greater descent, and extended to two hundred yards fn>m the beach, with twenty-five

fathoms over it, and there ended as abruptly as the former, a short distance beyond which no

bottom could be gained with two hundred fathoms of line." This island appears to have

been raised above the aea through Plutonian uency.
Oambier't Islands, this group consists of^five large islands and several small oqea, all

situated in a lagoon formed by a reef of coral. The largest of these is about six miles in

length, and risen into two peaks, elevated 1248 feet above the sea. All the islands are steep

and rugged, particularly Marsli Island, which at a distance resembles a ship. The external

form of these islands at once conveys an impression of their volcanic origin, and on exami-

nation they all appeared to be composed of rocks formed through igneous agency. The
rocks are vesicular basaltic lava and tufii ; in which various sedlites, calcedoniea, jaspers,

and calcareous spars occur. These rocks are traverstxd by veins or dikes, ranging mm eut
to west, of a compact volcanic rock abounding in olivine. Farming a striking contrast to

those rugged and lofly igneous rocks, is a series of low islands, owing their construction to
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myriads of minute zoophytes, endowed with a power which enables them to secrete calcare-

ous matter in such quantity as to rear the magnificent structure many leagues in circumfer-'

ence. A great wall of this kind already surrounds the islands, and by the continued labour

of these submarine animals is fast approaching the surface of the water in all its parts. On
the north-east aide it already bears a fertile soil, and beyond the reach of the sea sustains

trees, and affords even a habitation to man. In the opposite direction it dips from tiiirty to

forty feet beneath tJie surface, as if purposely to afibrd access to shipping to the lagoon
within. " All the islands," continues Captain King, " we subsequently visited were similar

to these, in having their western or eastern side more advanced than the opposite one. The
outer side of the wall springs firom unfathomable depths; the inner descends with a slope

to about 120 or 150 feet below the surftce. This abruptness causes the sea to break and
expend its fury upon the reef, witliout disturbing the waters in the lagoon. The coral ani-

mals consequently rear their delicate stracture there without apprehension of violence, and
fonn their submarine jirottoes in all the varied shapes which fancy can imagine. They
have already encircled each of these islands with a barrier, which th^y are daily extending,

and have reared knolls so closely as almost to occupy all the northern part of the lagoon.

More independent bodies are in other parts bringing to the surface numerous isolated

columns, tending to the same end ; and all seems to bo going on with such activity, that a
speculative imagination might picture to itself, at no very remote period, one vast plain

covering the wMle of the lagoon, yielding forests of bread fhiit, cocoa-nuts, and other trees,

and ultimately sustenance to a numefoua popnlation and a variety of animals subservient to

their use."

Coral liUmds. Lord Hook Island, Clermonl-Tonnerre, Serle Island, Whitsunday Island,

Queen Charlotte Island, Lagoon Island, Thoum Cap Island, Egmont Island, Barrow Island,

Carysfort Island, Osnaburg Island, ^am Martin Island, Gloucester Island, Bow Island, are
throughout of coral formation; uid Captain King adds, "the islands which were visited

between Bow Island and Otoheite were all of the same character of formation as those just

enumerated : one of these he named Melville, another Croker Island. The coral islands of
this group are thirty-two in number ; the largest of them thirty miles in diameter, and 'ho
smallest less than one mile."

Otakeite. This island appears like one lofty mountain, intersected with deep green valleys,

bounded by dafk rocks, and terminating above in a double summit, Oroena andPitohiti, the
most elevated of which is said to be 10,000 feet above the level of the sea. The rocks are
of an igneous origin, and principally common and amygdaloiis basalt The amygdaloidal
basalt aflfords apcwhylite, needlestone, chabosite, and analcime, and the common basalt

embedded angite, hornblende, and large masBes of granular olivine. Hofiinan, who accom-
panied Kotzebue, observed, besides the mineiab just mentwned, in some cavities siliceoua

stalactites in the process of fonnatioo ; and the same naturalist found rocks of clinkstone, with
embedded crystal of glassy felspar, wxne varieties of which much resembled trachyte. He
also met with larse masses of syenite in diflerent parts of the island, bat did not succeed in

detecting this rock in situ. The islands of Huaheine, Otaha, Ulietea, Bonbora, and Maura,
are of the same general nature as the Marquesas : hence they may be considered basaltic

islands, with volcanic enters of eraptkn.
Marque§aa. The highest of this groups the island of Dominica (Ohiwaua), may, in Von

Buch's opinion, prove to be a tiachytie principal volcano, with a crater. The other isles

appear to belong to the basaltic clus. In these islands the sea extends to the base of Uie
mountains, there being no protectinff coral reefs, as is tlie case in most of those in the Pacific.

The Friendly Islands are generally low, fbw of them attaining a height of some hundred
feet; but tJie small volcano, Tofua, rises to a ^ater height, probably 3000 feet It appeara
in a state of constant activity; for every time rt has been visited symptoms of agitation have
been observed. As stated bv Buch, a great stream of lava, flowing fVom the base of the
mountain to the sea, produced fKghtfiil nvagra; and Captain Edwards, in the Pandora, found
the volcano in fhtl activity. From the pumice which coven the coast of Tongataboo and
Anamoka, it wonid seem that the mountain is formed of trachyte. In the northern part of
this group, and in the nnat northern island, Gardner's Island, in IT" 57' 8. lat 184° 6' E.
long., Captain Edwards, in 1701, observed traces ofa recent eruptkm, and smoke rose every-
where fVom the border of the table-land.

iVeio Hebride$. The Island of Ahrym, in this group, eontaina an active volcano; and the
same thing is stated by Fonter with regard to that of Taxna.

iSfanifiotcA hlanda. The eirht islands forming this group are of volcanic origin, and, with
the exception of some coral reenand banks on the coasts, the prevailing rocks are lavas of vari-

ous descriptions, basalt with olivine and augite, clinkstone (wrphyry (probably trachyte), and
amygdaloid, with zeolite. Hofllnann mentions severe eraten in the Island ofCmhu (Woahoo)

;

craten were also noticed by the samo naturalist in Maui (Mowee). Hawai, the Owhyhee
of Captain Cook, is the largest and most elevated isUnd of this volcanic group. Its structure

and composition, like that of most of the islands in the South Sea, are but imperfectly known.
Besides the great volcano of Kirauea, so graphically described by Ellis in his Polynesian

; t'^tHh'^'''i^^thil
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(teaearches, which ia in activity, there are several in an extinguished state. One of them,
Mouna Roa,is calculated by Captain King at 16,020 feet in height, estimating it according to

the tropical line of snow. Another, Mouna Koah, the peaks of which are entirely covered
with snow, cannot be less, he thinks^ than 18,400 feet Mr. Ellis reckons the height at

between 15,000 and 16,000 feet The whole island of Hawai, indeed, embracing a space of

4000 square miles, is, according to Ellis, one mass of lava and other volcanic matter, in

different stages of decomposition.

South Shetland and South Orkney hUmde, In these remote and little known islands,

judging from the few specimens brought to Europe by that enterprisin^r officer Weddell, and
some other navigators, we can only say, generally, that although primitive rocks, and also

those of the secondary class, occur, the volcanic appear to be the iiKwt frequent ; and that in

some islands, volcanic action is still perceptible. Weddell, in his interesting voyage towards

the South Pole, remarks, that en passing within 200 yards of Bridgman's Island, in S. lat

62°, he observed smoke issuing with great violeace through fissures in the rocks. The
loftiest land among the South Shetlands, acecnding to Weddell, is in James's Island, which
rises to a height of 2500 feet above the sea ; and the most southern islands hitherto dis-

covered in the world are those named, by the same nautical discoverer, Hope Island, and
Jameson's Island, situated in S. lat 63°. The most northern known land is also insular, viz.

Ross's Island, in N. lat 80° 45|'.

Juan Fernandez. This island ia about twelve miles in length and four in breadth, con-

sistinff of very high land, the loftiest summit of which rises to W)05 feet above the aea. Mr.
Caldcleugh, the only geologist who has examined the island, could discover no trace of a

modern volcano, said U> exist there by former visiters: all tho rocks, according to him, consist

of basaltic greenatone, or rather basalt embedded with olivine.

The Gallapogos form a very characteristic volcanic group. The principal volcano lies in

the most westerly island, viz. Narborough Island, which is said to be the loftiest of them all.

Lieutenant Shillibeer, on the 4th of August 1814, observed two volcanoes in this ialand in

a atate of activity. Captain Hall describes another (rf* the group, viz. Abington Island, of

basaltic formation, traversed by many craters of eruption. Lord Byron, on March 26, 1825,

landed on Albermarle Island, which, he remarks, is the largest and loftiest of the Gallapa^
group ; and that several extinct craters show that fire has, at no remote period, been as active

there it then was in Narborough and some others. ** Its length," continues Lord Byron,
*' fhira north to south, is about aeventy-five miles, and the southern end appeara to be well

wooded. The heat waa very great as we approached the land, the thermometer standing at

64° ; and as we shot into the cove we disturbed such a number of aquatic birds and oUier

animals, that we were nearly deafened with their wild and piereing cries. The place is

like a now creation : the bitda and beasts do not get out of our way ; the pelicans and sea-

lions look in our faces, as if we had no right to intrude on their solitude ; the amall birds are

so tame that they hop upon our feet ; and all this amidst vdcanoea which are burning around

us on either hand. Altogether, it ia aa wild and desolate a acene as imagination can picture."

SinMORrr. 2.—Botany.

The numerous groups of islands scattered throughout the vast Pacific afibrd a very varied

vefletation, and, what most concerns both us and the natives of them, a considerable number
of highly usefhl plants. AnKtng the esculent ones will especially rank

Ihal tne which in unfeilinf itorM
The Mnff of Ufa iponUamMi* poun.
And to thoie muliMrn iitsndi yields

The produce of our IskourM lleldf,"

the Bread-fruit (Artocarpus tnetsa) (Jig. 910.), which ia to the natives of theae islanda the

They are fond of it and it evidently anita their conatitutiona, aa aprincipal article of diet

AitoMipoi InOHS.

very peroeptible improvement ia often witneaaed in

the appearance of tin people a fbw weeks after the

bread-fruit season has commenced. For the chiefii it ia

uaually dreaaed three timea a day; but the power
claaaoa seldom cook it more than once a day, and even
rebakeitonthenoxt Various are the modeac^prapar-
ing this valuable fhiit Sometimeathenativeaofadis*
trietaaaemble (p prepare it in a large and common oven,

when it ia called opio. Thia ia done by digging a

large pit 20 or 30 feet round, and filling it witii nre-

njod and large stones, till the heat almost bringa the

latter U) a state of liquefaction, when the covering is

removed, and many hundreds of ripe bread-fruit

thrown in, with a few leaves laid over them; the re-

maining hot stones are placed above them, and the

whole covered with leaves and earth. It remains ir
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this state a day or two, when the parties to whom the fhiit belongs dig a hole and take out

what they want, till the wholo is consumed. Bread-fruit thus baked will keep good for

several weeks after the oven is opened. This process is much discontinued since the intro-

duction of Christianity, owing to the debauchery, rioting, feasting, and sleeping, which used

to follow the opening of an opio oven.

Sometimes the fruit undergoes fermentation, by being piled in heaps and beaten to a kind

of paste, when it is called mahi. It keeps many months, and, though sour and indigestible,

is considered good food during the scarce seaso. s. The tree on which the bread-fhiit grows,

besides producing three or four regular crops annually, and l>eing seldom quite destitute of

ripe fruit, furnishes a valuable ream, that is used for making tight the seams of the canoes.

The bark of the young branches affi>rds cloth, and the trunks a valuable timber, of which
canoes, houses, aiid most of the furniture of the people, are manufactured. There are 50
varieties of this tree, the principal being the Paea {Artocarptu incisa), and the Ura Maohe
(A. integrifolia).

In the Sandwich Islands the bread-fruit is usually eaten green, when its rind is thin, but

hard, like that of a melw, and entirely covered with slightly marked and small pentagonal

sections. It is cooked by throwing it immediately on the fire, when the outer coat becomes
charred, and the inner parts only roast like a potato, which it resembles in general con-

sistency, though it is rather more spongy, and the whole, when the rind is removed, has the

appearance of a beautiful light-coloured smoking loaf. The taste is like the hard-boiled yolk

of an egg, slightly astringent; very ^ood as a vegetable, though to English palates forming

but a very indifierent sutotitute for bread.

The low intratropical islands of Polynesia yield Cocoa-nuts in the greatest abundance,

which are called Haari, and, after the bread-fruit, may be considered the most serviceable

fruits. The tree, too, is useful and highly ornamental, imparting to the landscape all the

richness and elegance of equatorial verdure ; but so well is it known, by forming a striking

feature in all Oriental views, that it is here unnecessary to describe its straight and tapering

stem, or the beautiful crown of long green liAves which it bears at the summit, and whic^
like a graceful plume, waves in the fitflil breeze, and nods over the spreading wood or the

humble shrubbery. Unlike the bread-fruit, plantain, and almost every tree affi>rding valuaUe
fruit, which requim " fertile soil to bring them to perfectitHi, the cocoa-nut, though it will

grow in the rich vc ilev -md beside the streams that now through them, yet flourishes equally

on the benen sea-'' > !< id fragments of coral and sand, where its roots are washed by

every rising tide, j i ) arid sides of sun-liurnt mountains, where the soil is shallow

and where no streaa » :. to flow. The trunk, whether in its timber or bark, serves the

South Sea islanders tor almost all purposes of shelter, protection, and defence, the best

houses, canoes, spears, &c. being made of it; while the leaves serve for coverings 'm their

heads, and are the emblems of authority uiwd by the chiefii. The fibres that envelope the

base of Uie leaves, woven in the loom of nature, afibrd a kind of cloth that is sometimes

removed in pieces two or three feet wide, and cut into jackets and shirts by the natives,

especially by tho fishermen, who attnch a cotton collar to the garment, and seem little

annoyed bv its wiry texture. But the fhiit is the moat precious part of this serviceable,

haidy, and beautiful plant I^ every stage, fVom its first formation after the fall of the

bloasom, to the hard, dry, and ripe nut that has almost begun to germinate, the firuit may be
seen at Uie same time on the same tree ; and, in one way or other, its pulp, milk, kernel,

husk, or oil, are all rendered subservient to the wants of the South Sea islanders.

The Yam is afB>rded by the roots of Diosoorea alata (Jig. 980.), which is cultivated with

much care, though for that very reoaon to no sreat extent It is requisite to plant it on the

slopes of low hills, or the bottoms of valleys, where small terraces are purpoaeljr prepared for

its reception, covered with rich earth, or decaying leaved. The roots are highly nutritive

and well-flavoured, and are prepared for food either by baking or boiling. As they may be
preserved longer out of the ground than any other vegetable, and thus fiwm an excellent sea

stock, it is to Ee regretted that yams are not more extensively grown in the South Sea Islands.

Taro is tlw not of Arum esculentum, a plant that forms the chief article of cultivation in

tlie Sandwich and other Polynesian isloiids, answering to these nations the double purposn

of vegetables and brmu. The root requires to be Ranted in a hard soil, and kept covered

with water from nine to fifteen months, when it is fit to eat, though it increases in siie and
excellence fbr two years or more. In tlie natural state, both the foliage and roots of taro

have all the pungent acrid qualities that mark the genus to which the plant belonfl[s ; but

these aro so dissipated by cooking, whether baking or boiliiw, that they become mild and

palatable, with no peculiar flavour more than belongs to gooi mead. The islanders bake the

root in the native ovens, in tho same way as the bread-fhiit, already described, and then beat

the paste into a mass like dough, called Poe. It is eaten by thrusting the fore-flngor of the

right hand into the mas^ and securing as much as will adhera to iu passing it into the

mouth witli a hasty revolving motion of the hand and finger. The only name of the latter

is derived from this use of it, " Karina Poe," the Poe Finger.

A kind of bread, chiefly used on festive occasion^ is prepared flnm the root of the Pia
!»
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{Cheikm Taeea, or Taeca jnnnal{fUd) (Jig. 021.)i which, thou|(h a Bpontaneous production

of the soil, is also cultivated in the native guieiu, by means of which much finer roots are

obtained. The root is beaten to pulp aM subjected to repeated washingrn, by wiiich it

becomes tasteless and colourless, when it is dried in the sun and fit for use. There is little

doubt that, when the natives shall have acquired a better method of preparing it, this may
become a valuable article .of commercei and vie with the West Indian arrow-root in appear-

ance, as it already does in quality.

DioMoiM Atau. Tkeea PinMlUMa.

Mor* rich and sweet to the taste than the ooeoa^rot or bread-fruit, yet ikr less serviceable

IS find, is the Mak of the Sooth Sea nlandem, by which name the^ indiscriminately nil
both the Plantain and Banana (the Miua sminKtim and M. pmraiiaiaea). These are indi-

genous, though cultivated ; their fruit is rich and nutritivjB, 3ret too common in the tropics to

need a partien<>r description here. There are, perhaps, thirtv cultivated varieties, besides

nearly twent,, wild ones, which are also large and usefbL The Ores, or Maiden Plantain,

eomes to the highest perfection, and is truly delicious. The stalk is seldom more than eight

to twelve feet high ; its leaves are fine specimens of tropical verdure, beinp oflen twelve to

sixteen feet long, nearly two feet wide, of a delicate pea-ffreen colour when recent, but rich

bright yellow when diy. The fruit is about nine incnaslong, somewhat like a cucumber,
except that it has fireauentlv well-defined angles, which give it the appearance of being tri-

angular or quadrangular, when ripe of a delicate yellow hue. Sixty or seventv firuits are

sometiinea attachea to one stalk. Each (riantain produces only one bunch of fruit, and is

then removed, its place being supplied by the suckers that rise round the root: if these be

four or five feet nigh when the parent stem is cut down, the|^ will bear in about twelve
monthiL The plantain firuit is always acceptable^ and resembles in flavour a soft and sweet,

but not very juicy pear: it is good in milk, and also in puddings and pies, and, when feiv>

mented, makes excellent vinegar.

In certain seasons of the year, when the bread-fruit is searoe, the natives supply the defi-

ciency with the fruit of the Mape, or Rata, a native chestnut (/nocorpus eiutia). This is

a tree of stately growth and splendid foliage, rarely seen in high grounds^ but generally

flourishing on the margin of streams, the course of which may be frequently traced by the

unbroken line OT native chestnuts towering above the humUer trees. The singular trunk
genorallv rises ten or twelve feet without a branch, and then has large umbrageous arms;
but its chief feature is the supporting steins or buttresses, which it throws out from large

projections on the stem, and which, striking root at a distance of three or four feet, appear

like so mai. V idanks covered with bark, ana placed around tho original tree. The wood is

flne-gtaineo, but perishable : the nuts hang m dusters, covered with a thin husk ; they are

generally pulled when green, and eaten roasted. The Vi, or Bratilian Plum (SpcndiM
Meit), IS an abundant and excellent firuit, oval, and of a bright yellow, not unlike a very

large magnum bonum plum. The Ahio (Et^ettim sMlwceiiMs) is perhaps the most juicv

among the indigenous productions of the Society Islands. It resembles in its shape a s^iaU

apirie, and is of a beautiAil bright red colour, containing a white and juicy, but rather .nsi-

pid, pulp. Like the Vi, it bears but once a year, and is in season two or three months.

Both these trees ara propagated by seed.

Three species of fern aflbrd food ; the Pteris esculenta, Polypodium Medulla (Forster)

and P. dichotomum ^Thunberg).

Besides the valuable esculent plants now mentioned, is the Sugar«ane, or To (SoecAc-
nan i^kiiuirum), which grows spontaneously in the Sandwich Islands, hnd perhaps comet
to greater perfection there tiian in any other part of the world. It was formerly cultivated

t« He eaten raw ; the natives on a journey often carry a piece of sugar-cane, which flir
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nishes a sweet and nourishing juice, appeasing at once both hunger and thirst. Within a
few years they have been taught to extract the juice, and by boilmg it prepare a very gooit

sugar.

These varions indigenous productions are not only eaten when dressed, as taken firom the

tre« or dug from tlie ground, but by a diversity of combinations several excellent kinds of

tbod are prepared from them, which may be termed the confectionary or made dishes of the

South Sea ielandera. With ripe bread-fruit and plantain mixed, they prepare Pnpe, which,

when baked, is not unlike soft gingerbread. A composition of arrow-root and grated cocosf

kernel is called Tacta ; and of arrow-root and plantain they make a number (x sweet pud-

dings, which are folded in leaves, and baked in the native ovens. A sauce is ifamished by
the ripe cocoa-nut, sliced, and put into a calabash of salt water, which the;^ shake daily till

the nut be dissolved. This is called Mitiaro, and, though most nauseous, is eaten as sauce

to fish, bread-fruit, and almost every article of food.

The native fruits of the Sr ith Sea isluids are delicious, and their number has been greatly

increased by the addition of i iy of the most valuable tropical productions. Oranges, shsd-

docks, and limes were originally introduced by Captains Cook, Bligh, and Vancouver. Vines,

which were cultivated successnilly by the missionaries, have bron nearly destroyed in the

native wars. Citrons, tamarinds, pine-am>les, guavas, Cape mulberries, and figs, with cus-

tard apples (Anon« triMta), and coflfee plants, Uirive well Many foreign vegetables have
been tried, but they do not answer, any more than Wheat; still pumpkins, melons, water-

melons, cucumbers, cabbages, and FVench beans, succeed tolerably.

To the list of esculent vegetables, firuits, and roots, given in the preceding pages, many
might be added ; but these suffice to show the abundance, diversity, nutritiveness, delicacy,

and richness of the provisions spontaneously flimished to gratify the palate and supply the

necessities of the inhabitants of Polvnesia. Here man appears to live only for enjoyment,

and to be placed in circumstances where every desire is satisfied, and even the fear of want
is unknown. Amid the unrestrained enjoyment of a bounty so diversified and profuse, it is

bardly.poBsible to suppose that the Divine Giver vX all should be neither recognised nor

acknowledged, or that His mereies should foster insensibility and alienate the hearts of the

participants of His bounty. Such, however, was the melancholy ftct, although
"ThetaHuiiliird

Poar'il rnrth ponlaiMoui and abundanl barvaiM,
Tlw fnraiiif cMt their fhiiu, in butk or rind,

Tialdinf (waet karnoli or delicioui pulp,

Smooth oil, cool milk, and unftraentad wine,
In rich and eiqui'ita variety

;

On theae the indolent inhaUtanU
Vad without caia or fbrathoaibl."

The art of preparing a spirituous liouor fhim the saccharine Ti root (JDractma tertninaliM)

(Jig. 9522.) was unhappily soon leamea, and communicated from the natives of one group of
islands to another, and all the demoralising and debasing effects

of drunkenness were proportionablv exhioited. The root may
certainly be used for many valuable purposes ; it is sweet and
palatable when baked, and a kind of beer, very suitable for sesp

store, is procured fVom it by fermentation ; but much the greater

part is employed in making an inebriating liquor that the natives

use in great ^uantitiesi Whole districts frequentlv unit^ to

erect what might be termed a public still, which, though rude
and unsightly, answered the purpose too well. A rude firag-

mcnt of rock, excavated below to contain fire, and surmountM
by the end of a larra hollow tree, in which the macerated Ti
root was placed, afforded the chief materials ; while a bamboo
cane, placed in a trough of cold water, condensed the distilled

vapour, which flowed into a calabash or other vessel set below
to receive it When all was ready, the men and boys of the
district assembled to drink the Ava, as this spirit was called

;

^ ^ . ..
and they continn^ so employed for several days together, quaf-

DiMBii TanaiaaiiK. jj„_ y,^ liquor as it issueo mm the still, and then sinking into

a state of the most indescribable wretchedness, or ofY«n nrsctising the most ferocious bar-

barities. Sometimes, in a deserted still-house, may yet )« seer, the fiagments of the rude
boiler and its other appendages scattered in oonfhsion on the ground, and among them the
dead and mangled boaies of those who had been murdered in the fira^s that ffonerallv ended
their dissipation. Even the crews of Eutopean vessels have been inhumanly murdered on
these occasions. The Ava root might probably be used with great advantage as a medicine

:

Mr. Collie, the surgeon of Capt Beechey's voyage, having attested its offlcacy in cases of
cutaneous diseases, which it removed in a fbw weeks, and even seemed to produce a reno-

vating eflbct on the whole constitution. A representation of the Tahitian still, with many
particulars iespect;ing the Ava, may be found in Mr. Ellis's interesting work, the Po/yne«
man Reitarohn.
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A .

Mnn Pftpyrinra*

Capt Beechey itatei^ that the raota and atalka of a species of Pepper (Piper methy$tKum)
have also been oiatilled in many of the islands ; and Uiongfa the importation of foreifpi spirita

has much superseded the use of Ava, that intoxication, with its attendant demorolisation, is

hx more prevalent than formerly. The colour of Ava made flom the pepper resembles thick

dirty water, and its taate is so nauseous, that it was customary to swallow a hear^ draught

1^ water after the intoxicating dose, to remoye its unpleasant taste and buminff emcts.

For dothinff, the Pdynesians avail themselves crMtly of the bark afibrded by the Afortu

(BrouMonefM; ptgpyrtfer*, or Paper Mulberry (M^ 93S.)< The manufiusture of cloth,

which is a tedious process, and the weaving of mats, which
sometimes serve for garments as well as for hedding, &11 to the

department of the women. The inner bark is taken off in a

single piece, by a longitudinal incision from end to end of the

trunk ; it is scraped, unread ou^ rolled and flattened, and so left

to dry ; the addition or other pieces being sometimes made, to

increase the diameter. The wooden mulcts with which the

bark is beaten are four«ided ; one side beiiw smooth, the second

coarsely grooved, the third fiirrawed more miely, and the fourth

closely checked in squares or diamonds; and thus the pattern

may be varied, and cMh may be produced, either smooth, striped

like dimity, finely corded like muslin, or with a small check
like diaper. The thickness of the cloth is varioua ; some being

like stout paper, or morocco leather, and others as fine and trans-

parent as Italian crape, llie cloth for sleeping^ which is the

largest and thickest, is made of ten sheets fiistened together,

nd is as laij^e as a common counterpane. This kind of cloth takes a beautiful dye, and
much taste is exercised by the natives in Mending the hues and fisures. The best is little

inferior in amwarance to fine chintx ; but its perishable nature (for it will not bear wetting),

and the labour requisita for preparing it, render it a costly article. Occasionally the natives

steep the cloth in cocospnut oil, in which chips of sandal-wood, or the fragrant lierries of the
Pandanus, have been infused, thus rendering it impervious to water, ai^ imparting a per-

fume ; but even this kind does not last many weeks. Five pieces, each four yanis lon^,

are requisite to make one Ptiu, as the cloUi which the women wear round the waist is

called.

The leaves of the Pandanus odoratissiina afibrd a very large kind of mat, generally used
for laying on fioon, sometimes twenty yards square, and beautifhlly fine, like the braid of a
Leghorn bonnet Sometimes they are quite white, or dyed of difierent colours, and finished

with a rich fiinge at ti.e end. Necklaces, composed of the flagrant nut of this kind of Palm,
or Screw pine, are worn round the neck on festive occasions.

The Tutui tree, the Viriviri, and the Sandal-wood, must close oar imperf^t account of
the vegetable treasures of these highly fovoored islands. The first, or Alenrites triloba

(Jig: 9H.), aflbrds a nut, which was the principal substitute for can-

«Ues among the ishuders before the introduction of oil bv the whale
ships. It is ffall of a rich oil, and after being slightly baked is

formed into torches by stringing thirty or fiNrty nuts together on a
rush, and enclosing four or five m these strings in the leaves of the

Ti (Draeana (ermttur/tt), or Hala (Pandanus odontitaima). After

being lighted, before one nut is consumed, the flame communicates
to the ou of the one below; and as the blase expires, the shell of

the exhausted nut is struck oB^ till the whole is cansumed. . The
tree also yields a gum used in preparing the native cloth, and the

bark aflbras a permanent dye; still the nuts are the most precious

part Sometimes they are burnt to charcoal and pulverised, fbr tat^

tooing the skin, pamting canoes, dus.

The Viriviri is the Erythrina Corallodendron, a beantiftil tree, covered with splendid flow-

ers, and yielding a delightfiil shade. The ease with which cuttings of it strike root toi
the lightness and fine grain of the wood, render it valuable for fences, and the best canoes
and surf boards are made of it

The Sandal-WDod of the South Sea islands is considered by Capt Beechey to be the same
as that of the East Indies (Sanlaium album) ; but the specimens brought home by the natu-
ralists of that expedition prove it to be the Santalum Freycinetianum (Jig. 93S.) of Gaudi-
chaud, in Freyeitut's Vofiart, p. A42 to 445. It is, according to that navigator, thf only
commercial production a uie Sandwich Islands. It is a tolerably heavy and solid wood

;

and, after the sap or part next tho bark has been taken ofl^ is of a light yellow or brown
colour, containing a quantity of aromatic oil. Although a plant of slow growth, it is found
in abundance in all the mountainous parts of the Sandwich Islands, and is cut down in great

Iuantities by the nativoN as it constitutes their principal article of exportation. It is brmwht
own to the beach in pieces, fbm a ibot to eighteen inches in diameter, and six to eight wet

AlNriMTHMk
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long, to small sticks, not more than an inch thick, and a foot and a half long. It is sold by

-^ e ^

.

weight ; and the merchants, who exchange for it articles of European
ViO !&«..<. or Chinese manufacture, take it to the Canton market, where it is

bought by the Chinese, for the purpose of preparing incense to bum
in their idol temples.

The Sandal-wood, it is known, requires many years to arrive at a
fit state for the market, and, its cultivstion not having been attended
to, the wood is becoming scarce, while the debt of the nation is con-
siderably increased. During Capt Beechey's visit, in order to avoid
the expense attending the collection of this wood, it became nece»
sary to lay a tax upon the people of a pekul (or 133 lbs.) each, which
tliey were required to bring from the mountains under a penaltyof
four dollars, and to deposit with the authorities of Honoruru. The
greater part of the wood brought in was small and crooked, and only
fit for the use of tiio joe-houses in China, where it u burned as in-

cense ; but the consumption of it there is diminished, in consequence
of an order for its disuse in those places of worship. The odour of the sandal-wood of the
Sandwich Islands is very inferior to that of Bfalabar, Ceylon, and other parts of India.

SuaaaoT. 3.

—

Zoology

The Zoological character of the South Sea islands has already been indicated in our
general observations upm Australaaia. There are, however, many local peculiarities; but
the zoology of this division is still obscure ; for it has been litUe visited, since the voyages
of the celebrated Banks, by scientific naturalists. The quadrupeds are bo few that they
hardly deserve notice ; nor do any of the islands seem to possess a single species of kanga-
roa The birds are little better known : the lories are of that particular section.named 7Vi-

ehnf(lo$nt$, or parrakeet lories, a group dispersed over the whole Oceanic Islands, and abun-
dant in New Holland, while the honey-suckers ' -; but slight deviations from those forms
common to Australia Proper. As yet, therefore, we cannot name among the land-birds, any
distinct genus peculiar to this division ; although, in all probability, future disooveries may
bring some to light

Sbct. m.

—

Hittottcal Geography.

The discovery of the Polynesian Islands has been one of the leading achievements of
modern maritime enterprise. They were entirely unknown till a period subsequent to the
discovery of America and of the passage round the Cape of Good Hope. In 151S{, however,
Magellan passed through the Straits which bear Kis name, and measured the ontire breadth

of the Pacific. He sailed southward of most of these islands, touching only at the Ladronea,

whence he proceeded to the Philippines. Drake and Cavendish, whose circumnavigation

was connected with their attacks upon the Spanish possessions in Peru and Mexico, crossed

the ocean too fiir north to come in contact with the principal groups.

The Spaniards, about the end of the century, made considerable eflbrts to explore the
South Sea from Peru. Mendana, in 1675, discovered in its eastern quarter the Solomon
Isles; and, twenty years after, in proceeding to found a colony there, he lighted upon a
^up called firom him the Mendana, or, fiom his employer, the Marquesas Islands. Quiros,

in the voyage distinguished by the discover of New Holland, pasised a considerable and
fine island, which he named Sagittaria, and which there is great r^son to suppose was
Otaheite.

The Dutch succeeded in the career of austral discovery. In 1015-16, Schouten and Le
Maire doubled Cape Horn, discovering Staaten Land, and the Straits bearing the name of
the latter navigator. About the same time Tasman, fh>m Java, performed the important

voyage in which, after discovering Van Diemen's Land and New Zealand, he arrived at the

interesting group of the Friendly Islands. Roggewein, also, towards the end of the century,

in crossing Uie raciflc, made several discoveries, and, in particular, that of Easter Island.

It was England, however, which, under the reign and auspices of George III., mainly
achieved the exploration of this remote and interesting portion of the globe. The series of

voyages fitted out by government fcijgan with those of Byron, Wallis, and Carteret Wallis
was Uie first who certainly toi'.ned on the beautifhl shores of Otaheite; and a number of
detached islands were brought to light by these navigators. But the three voya^ of Cook,

between 1767 and 1779, formed the grandest era of Oceanic discovery. If the Society and
Friendly Islands had been already known, he was the first who made careful obeervatiom

on the character and social state <h the remarkable tribes by whom they are inhabited. The
important group of the Sandwich islands was entirely discovered by him, though, firom an
unhappy misunderstanding, they proved the fhtal scene of his untimely death. The operv
tions of the same illuatrious navigator in the Australasian islands, on the shores of America,
and in the aretic seas north and south of these latitudes, do not belong to the present sub*

ject At the okise of the career of Cook, all the leading outlines of the Polynesian ragimi

Vou IIL
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hid been explored ; and the eflbrta of Vancouver, hia racceaaor, were chiefly employed in

completing the aunrey of the nortb-weat coast of America. Yet ample and curious glean-

inffs were still left for Bougainvillei the contemporary of Cook; fi>r P^rouse, LabillanliAre,

and D'Entrccastoanx, afterwatda sent out by the FVench government, who still more recently

employed FVeycinet, Dupemy, D'Urville, and Laplace. American navigators have made
some unportant discovenea and some interesting observational Somethuig still remained

fw the Russian navuatora Krusenstem and Kotzebue, and for Captain Beecbey, not to men<
tion other names oTsecondary importance. There fvobably remain still detached islands,

and even small groups, in this great expanse of ocean, tu reward the search of future navi<

gators.

European intercourse, during the present century, has eflbcted a remarkable change upon

these islanJa. Among the moat active agents have been the English and American miaBion>

aries: a party of the former, sent out by the London society, were in 1707 landed in Ota.

heite, by Captain Wilson, fh)m the ship Duff. Their labours were attended with little succeas,

till after the lapae of nearly twentv yeara, when, in consequence of events which will be

noticed in treatmg of that island, they succeeded in overthrowing idolatry, with the bloody

and superstitious rites connected with it, and in acquiring an almost paramount influence

over prince and people. This influence they have, in subservience to their main object,

emplOTod in studiously instructing the natives in civilised habits, and in the arts and indus-

try of Europe ; eflforts which have been attend«l with a certain though not complete

aucceaa. A similar change, within the last ten years, has been e&eted in the Sandwich
Islands, by the agency of American missionaries. Another cause haa acted powcrfblly upon
this quarter of the world. Since Great Britain, the United States, and other creat mari-

time nations have extended their navigation to the most diatant seas, these iuands, once
considered so remote, have been indudd within the regular commeicial lines by which the

ocean is traversed. As the route fhxn Britain to her Australian settlements by Cape Horn
ia nearly equidistant with that by the Cape of Good Hope, vessels firequently prefer it, and
are thus led to touch ibr refreshment at the Socie^ Islands. The Sandwich Islands are

aituated in the route to the whale fishery in the Northern Pacific, and in that of the fur

trade fhxn north-west America to China. Hence their harboun are sometimes crowded
with vessels, and American merchants have even settled in their ports. The mariners and
missionaries, two very opposite characters, do not always act in unison, or report very favour-

ably of each other ; but they have combined in producing a somewhat grotesque mature of

the arts, manners, and civilisation of Europe, with the rude end licentious haibits to which
the people were previously addicted.

SicT. IV.

—

PotUieal Oeograpky.

The political atate of these islands is simple, though not exactly what might have been
expected in such a atage of aocial life. The people do not enjoy the rude independence of

savaea life, nor are any of the govemments moulded into a republican form. They are ruled

by cniefi^ in an absolute or at least arbitrary manner, with a power onir controlled by the

influence of inferior chiefii who hold sway over particular districts. These higher classes,

being exempted from labour, and better fed than their inferiors, are so much taller and hand-
somer, that they appear almoat like a different race. Yet, amid thia great distinction of

ranks, no very strict police is maintained; and the punishment of crimes is in general left

to t' } private resentment of the injured party.

Smt. V.

—

Productive Induatry.

The natural advantages possessed by these islands, aa to soil and climate, are not, perhaps,

surpaased by those of any other region. Their situation, entirely within tiie tropics, might
have exposed ihem to be sconhed Mneath the solar influence ; but the vapoun exhaled from
the vast ocean which washes their shwes, and the interior emineneea, secure a cc^mous suih

ply of humidity, which, combined with the warmth, produces a moat luxuriant vegetation.

Bome ofthe mountaina are the seat ^ powerfhl volcanic action, othera are steep ana rocky

;

but many are clothed to the summit with majestic forests, and the plains which they water
are adapted to the finest species of tropical produce. Their small extent, however, and
remote situation, preclude the expectation that they will ever compete with trqiical America
or India, in su|]^lying Ikirope with these valuable commodities.

Agriculture is by no means altogether neglected ; though its operations are in many places

nearly superseded by the spontaneous profiision with which nature fbmiahes the means of
Bubaiatenoe, and even of luxury. Otaheite and the neighbouring islanda are covered, almost
without culture, with forests of the cocoa-nut palm and the bread-fhiit tree. Nearly tfieir

only labour consists in raising, upon small cleared spots, the potato and the yam, as additions

to their diet The only donwstio animals are the hog and the dog, both used as food, and
forming luxuries which appear only at the tables of the rich. The missionariea have made
attempts to introdueei the larger and more usefiil quadrupeds, but without eflbct, through the

carelessness and improvidence of the natives. In the Friendly Islands a more industrious
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spirit is perceptibk ; the fields are well cultivated, and laid out with neatness and order.

The Sandwich Islanders, having a soil comparatively arid and barren, have exerted still

greater diligence, not only in tillage and enclosure, but in extensive and elaborate processes

lor irrigation. The absence, Captain Beechey observes, of the green and shady mests of
Otaheite, produces, at fint view, an un&vourable impression; Iwt, on mounting the hills,

every vallev is seen covered with plantations of taro, the vegetable substance on which
these islanders chiefly subsi^ According to very recent accounts^ European settlera have
introduced into Otaheite the cultivation of sugar, of good quality, sufllcient fi>r the supply

of the surrounding islands.

Manufiuitures and arts are by no means in so forward a state ; yet the natives produce
some fine fiibrics fbr the accommodation and ornament of the chiefiL From the bark of
certain trees are prepared cloths of considerable beauty ; while fhxn other substances very
fine mats are plaited. Feathera are oflen framed into splendid and fimtastic head-dresser.

The progress m the useful arts is the nxHre meritorious, as the natives are destitute of the
most important instrument, iron ; a want so much felt, that, at their fint intercourse with
Europeans, the smallest and rudest fragments of that metal were received in exchange fbr

a lar^ value in comnradities, and were prized almost like silver and gold in Europe. It is

surprising how tolerably the deficiency was supplied by implements of stone, hard wood, or

bone, which were rendered fit fbr all the purposes of agriculture and indust^. In particu-

lar, they had succeeded with these imperfect means in constructinff spacious and coronrnxli-

ous canoes, fitted not only fbr navigating round their coasts, and from one neighbouring
island to another, but fbr performing with safety voyages over a great extent of the Puific.

Some, destined for state or fbr war, are highly, and, indeed, fiuitastically ornamented ; others

are diligently employed in fishing, whence the people derive their chief supply of animal
food. The military implements, as usual in such societies, are variously and akilfiilly

framed. The miaeionanes have shown an enlightened seal to mtroduco European arts and
indnstrv. A carpenter and a weaver were sent to Otsheito ; and even o jotton foctory, with
the fiiii concurrence of the chiefs, was established at Eimeo. Thr people, under the first

impulse of novels, worked hard, and produced a cloth somewhat coarse, but solid and dura-

ble. Thev soon, however, bctgan to tire of continued application, and the fi;b~<c has not yet
made much progress. Captain Beechey dreads that the composure and indiiTei«.r e which
they manifbst on such subjects will be the bane of their future prosperity. It is ver^ well,

they say, fbr Europeans to work, who need fine clothes and fine ships, but they ai^ satisb«>J

with the abundance in which nature has placed them. It may be hapeA, hov/ever, that the

continuance of the intercourse with Eurt^ieans will inspire a taste fiw their urta and luxu-

ries, and a willingness to make exertions, in order to procure them.

Commerce, unless of the most limited internal kind, had no existence till very recently.

These islands, however fertile, have no commodities which can bear the cost oC a distant

conveyance, except the sAndal wood of the Sandwich Islands, which finds a reridy market
in China, but is beginning to be exhausted. Their ports are frequented almo(<t solely by
ships on their way to the whale-fisheries or acroas the Pacific. These vessels, arrivi:<g aflnr

a long and exhaustinj^ voyage, stand in need of proviskms and supplies, and are ofleu dis-

poseifto spend some time in refitting and restoring the health of their crews : they affin^

thus a considerable market fbr the timber, firuits, and live atock produced on the islanda.

According to a late statement, the number of vessels annually touching at Otaheite amount
to 200 ; and the Sandwich Islsnds are said to be fivquented by more than double that number.
From Captain Beechey's report, the time appeara to be past when a few beads and bits of
broken iron were sufficient to procure a copious supply; nothing but good cloth and hard

dollan bear now a value in this market

Shtt. \l.—Civa and 8ocial Slate.

The population of this numerous insular range has never been estimated, unless by the

most uncertain coniectures. Those formed by C^k and Forater were so large, that Hassel,

calculating firam wem, assigns to the whole no less than 1,400,000. The observations of

recent travellers, and particularly of the missionaries, leave no doubt that this number is

very grossly exaggerated. We cannot quote any opinion of M. Balbi, who has mixed Poly-

nesia -with the Oriental Archipelago. There appear no means of arriving at precision on
the subject; but we have little doubt that 600,000 would be rather above than under the

entire population of this region.

Social life, among these islanders, presents peculiar and picturesque sspects. Instead of

those fieree and gloomy propensities which usually sway the breast of aavase tribes, their

mannen are distinguished by a courtesy, gaiety, and amenity, which, combined with the

beauty and abundance with which the land is gifted, rosde it appear to the first voyagera

like a terrestrial paradise. These flattering appearances, however, proved in many rospecta

to be very fallacious. Amid the lavish kindness with whvch Europeans were greeted, they

soon discovered an universal propensity to pilfering, while the virtue of the female sex waa
not proof against nails, buttons, or the most iiuignificant toya. These ftulta were, doubtleaa.
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ggnVtted bjr the attractive nature of these new and temptingf objects ; bat it was, more-

over, soon evident, that their dances and other amusements were conducted in a manner the

most revolting to decorum, and that there existed in Otaheite a "ocieu called erreey, who
made it a regular system to have wives in common, and to pnt their oraprinff to death. Nor
was inlanticide the only practice marked by the ferocity of savage life. In many of the

islands cannibalian is still practised, and in the most polished there remain traces of itfi

former existencok Even in Otaheite, war is carried on m the most atrocious spirit of ven-

geance. The victor, after daying his unresisting enemy, dreadfully mangles his body,

exclaiming, "You killed my father! you robbed me of my wife !" &.c. The people of the

Sandwich and Friendly Islands were at first considered more respectable; but their charac-

ter, oo further acquaintance, waa found to be stained with practices equally revolting.

The native religion of these ishmders may be ranked amongst the dsrkest forms or super

•tition. It not onl^ gives no support to virtue, but affords full sanction to the most cruel

and dissolute practices. Even the flsgitiouB society of arreoy was supposed to possoai a

peculiar sanctity. Not only animals were offered in profusion, but human victims were

universally sacrificed on the bloody al-

tars of the Polynesian divinities. Their

ffloroM, or temples (X^. 026.), are long

low enclosures, commonly of stone, in

the depth of forests, and surrounded with

trees. One of the observances which
most powerfully influenced their habitual

existence was thai of taboo, a species of

Erohibition, which a person, in honour of

is Avourite divinity, may impose upon

himself, upon any part of his body, his

bouse, his boat, or whatever belongs to

him. The chief has an extensive power
to taboo any individual or any part of the island under his iurisdietion. The tabooed object

must remain sacred ; it must not be used, touched, or trod upon by any human being, and

the person who violates this prohibition imagines himself liable to the mysterious wrath of

the being in whose honour it has been imposed. He is exposed also to the furious and oflen

bloody vengeance of the author of the taboo, who considera his guardian power thus dis-

honoured. This observance is sometimes usefully applied to the protection of exposed pro-

perty and cultivated fields, but, in general, it both imposes severe privation, and gives birth

to cruel enmities and bloody outrage.

The missionaries, as already obMrved, have attained a predominant influence in the two
principal of these groups. Messra Tyerman and Bennet, in their parting address, say,

seemingly with perfect truth,
—" In things both spiritual and temporal, the people, from the

highest to the lowest, look to you for counsel, fiw instruction, for example." The present

king of Otaheite, on his accession, took the oath to the missionaries, was anointed and crown^
ed by them. So high is the idea attached to the character, that many natives were found
impressed with the oelief that King George waa a missionary ! Spacbus churches have been
buUt, which the natives frequent, decently dressed, and with a serious and reverential air.

Still the missionaries candidly admit that much is yet wanting, both as to Christian know-
led^ and conduct. The observance of the Sabbath, which is the most conspicuous part alt

their religious practice, seenu^ in a good measure, cbnneetod with their ancient veneratkm
for any thing tabooed. Captain BeMhey alleges that they venerate their bibles, in some
degree, rather as household ^s, means of mysterious protection, than as sources of instruc-

tion. Even those who admit that birds have no longer the power of prophesy cannot be

persuaded that they did not possess it previously to the missionaries' arrival. 1 here appears

to be a considerable class, branded with the name ouri ouH (rusty iron), who observe neither

the old nor the new religion, but indulge at once in native excesses, and in those of intoxica-

tion, which they have learned firom Europetans. Yet, on the whole, it seems undeniaUe that

tlie grossest superstitions have been demolished, that human victims no longer bleed, that

the arreoy society is broken up, inflmticide has ceased, and public decorum is generally

observed. Captains Beechey and Kotsebue, who maintain that there is no real improve-

ment in the morals of the islanders, judge, probably, fhxn the e^ct <^ the arrival of an
European vessel, which suspends their ordinary occupations, and attracts, in crowds, the

least orderly and respectable classes. On the whole, however, social life, diroughout these

islands, appeara strangely compounded of three elements, which co-exist, not in harmonious
combination, but in mstile collision : first, the nide licentiousness, dark superstition, and
wild gaiety, which originally characterised the natives ; then the strict system of religious

and moral (rfiservance, which the missionaries have studiously introduced ; lastly, the roving

and reckless habits of which the example is set by the numerous marinera who now visit

those shores. The missionaries have certainly introduced lettera into these islands, where,
previously, nothing of that nature existed ; neither hieroglyphics^ pictorial representations.

^ I iflift'ai»ui>iin^wii3itf.ifii'>»w/iiiaiiwafi^^^^
imii>,*i^iii'^mim^kmiimi>
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nor symbols of any description. As soon as Christianity was established, they set on foot

schools ; and the natives applied themselves with extraordinary ardour to this new acquisi-

tion. Mr. Ellis tellti w, that "aged chiefs and priests, and hardy warriors, with their spell-

ing-books in their hands, might be seen sitting, hour after hmir, on the benches is tho

fcnools, by the side, perhaps, of some smiling boy or girl, by whom they were thankf\il to be

taught the use of letters." Yet, after the first novelty was over, considerable difliculty has

been found in obtaining regular attendance, which yet is anxiously desired, not only with a

view to instruction, but for forming the youth to regular habits. Still a considerable num-
ber have thus attained a competent knowledge of reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Amusements, among t people who aubsisted almost without labour, and were endowed

with so gay a disposition, were varied, and pursued with excessive ardour. The most uni-

versal were the dances performed on all occasions of pleasure, worship, state, or ceremoni-

ous reception. Those of the first two descriptions were often very exceptionable; the

others were generally slow and stately, with nacefiil, and, sometimes, fontastic movements,

resembling toe minuet of Europe ijig. 927.). Athletic exercises, particularly wrestling,

are also very general. Sau-

997 .dfMttk. -«. ing in canoes, bathing, and
swimming, are so universal,

that the natives may almost

be considered an amphibi-

ous race. The missionaries

have been blamed fbr ma-
king a too sweeping prcn

Bcription of all amusements,
ptfticularly the dance ; but

It is stated that roost of
them were '•' closely con-

nected with previouj super-

stitious and licentious hab-

its, that, if any latitude had
been allowed, the people

would soon have relapsed

ouiwiiMa Due*. Mhf into their fbnner dis-

orders.

The hahitationB of these islanders are remaitably simple, conaistin^ merely of one long

apartment, raised firom the ground on poets, thatcheid with palm leaves, and loft in a great

measure open to the air. No partition divides the inmates fWxn each other; the mn«t com-
modious place is occupied by the master and mistress of the house, while the others are

accommodated according to their respective dignities. They have no regular times of
sleeping or eating, bot indulge in either according to inclination. In the Sandwich Islands,

at least, the missionaries mentkm, that they seldmn entered a house daring the day without

some of the inmates being asleep, or during the night, without some being awake. The
natives sleep in their (ndmary clothes; the only fbmiture consists of mats spread on the

floor, which, in the ease of the chiefs, are often very fine, and piled above each other to the

number of twenty or thirty.

The dress of the Polynesians coneisted originally of the native cloths, already described,

wra|M>ed loosely round the body, and leaving a large part of the limbs and bonm uncovered.

The head-dress was richly and often ftntastically ornamented with feathers and long plaits

of human hair. The Suidwich Islanders were rond of thus ornamenting a singular species

of masks (Jig. 928.), in which they delighted to disguise themselves. Enropean connection

has introdnced a strange and grotesque mixture of civilised cus-

938 fri*<<i^ toins and twnaments. Captain Beechey describes a judge who,
in imitation of his brethren in England, had got on a white
oakum wig, with long curls flowing over his shouldeTB, while
abovti were bright fimthers and variously tinted plaits of hnman
hair, bat beneath neither shoes, stockings, nor trousers. Messrs.

Tyerman and Bennet saw in the Sandwich Islands an opulent

chief, who, seeking to distinguish himself by peculiar finery,

had put a white shirt abo^e a black coat, taking care that a large

portion of the under garment should remain visible^ Similar odd
comUnations were onerved in ill the habits of life. The samo
missionaries observed two queens conveyed with pride in one
wheel^^irrow, though slowly, as the benrcrs were often obliged

to pause beneath the weight of royalty. The same ladies were
observed next day collecting rushes in a neighbouring marsh,

which their majesties bore on their naked backs to be strewed on the royal floor. Under
the head of ornament, though not of dress, we must not omit tattooing, that singular paint-

Vol. in. 14
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inff of which the humui akin ia the canvas. To a f(Te»l extent, it ia univeraal over Poly,

neaia, and extends to several of the principal AiutraJwian blamls, particularly New Zet-

land. There, and in the Marquesas, the body of the chiets is entirely tattooed over, leaving

no trace of the original skin ; but in Otohoite and the Sandwich Islands it is confined to

particular parts, especially the thighs and part of the legs, being applied Boroetimea to the

palms of tlie hands, and even to the tongue ; but the foce is not ihus disfigured. The
representations are sometimes arbitrary, but more commonly consist of animals rudely

delineated, occasionally of stars, circles, and crescents. These are supposed to indicate the

rank or tribe of the person tattooed, and also the arrival at years of maturity. They are

worked in with sharp instruments of stone, and the wounds variously coloured, either by the

mothera, or by professional operators ; and even young snr\a endure witli fortitude exquisite

torture, in the proud hope of the dignity to which it will raise them.

Sbct. VII.

—

Loe^ Oeography.

The numerous islands which stud this part of the Pacific may be divided into the fpreat

eroupa ofthe Friendly, Society, Sandwich, Marquesas or Mendana, Caroline, and Mananne
Islands. The other clusters which have been named by navigators seem all to be branches

or appenddfea of these great archipelagoes. We may add, Iwwever, the great cond range

and a few detached islaoda, that stand alone amid a wide expanse of ocean.

SraaacT 1.

—

Society Jtlandi.

The Society Isianda have excited a higher interest than any other group in the Sooth

Sea. Though not the laigeat, they are ue molt beautiful, the roost fraitlhl, and tlioae in

which civilisation and polished manners have made the greateat pro^reaa^ They are also

tboae with which Europe has held the moat close and intimate connection.

Otabeite (Jg. 9S9.X or Tkhiti, the largest and finest of these isianda, ranks always as the

brightest ^m of the Pacific. This

909 jl celebrated island, discovered probably

,mi^ g>*L fl) by Quiros, under the name m SagiU
taria, rediscovered by VITaUis, and

fiUly explored by Cook, consists of two
peninsulas, one about ninety, the other

thirty miles in circumference. The
interior rises into mountains loftier

than any others in those seas, except

the colossal peaks in the Sandwich

ViewaroitMM. Isianda. Oroeno and Tobronu are

respectively of the height of 10^800

and OBOO feet; but, in this genial climate, trees and verdure clothe their almost inaccessible

summits, and the scenery is equally distinguished by grandeur and beauty. These roouo*

tains compose as it were the island ; only a narrow plain intervenes between them and the

sea, while their cliflh in many places breast the waves. The greater part of' the surftce

consists of beautiful hills and slopes, watered by clear streams, which dash in numerous
cascades. Otaheite is nearly covered by one entire forest of bread-fruit, cocoa-nut, banana,

and other valuable trees, a few spots only being cleared for the culturo of the yam. The
fhiits ripen at difierent sessons, according as tte mountain slopes have a northern or south-

em exposure. The Otaheitans presented the most complete example, both of what ia

engaging in manners and dissolute in conduct among the South Sea islaiidera. The profli-

gate asaoeiatun of the arreoy was peculiar to it In this island, however, the influonce of

Christianity and civilisatioa has been earliest and most fiilly felt On the 6th of March,
1797, Captain Wilson landed firom the ship Duff a party of missionaries, sent out by the

generous zeal of the London society. Altbou^ however, they were well treated, and

listened to, they could not boast, in 1806, of havmg made a single genuine convert They
soon after quitted Otaheite, and left only a few of their number in Eimea A remarkable

change, however, then ensued. Pomarre, attacked by a body of rabellwus subjects, was
driven out of Otaheite, and forced to take refttge in Eimea In this distress, his mind was
opened to the instructions of the missionaries, and after being with his fiunily among the

most zealous votaries of the ancient superstition, he made an open profession oft!hristianity.

The cooking and eating cf a turtle, always before held as a tabooed animal, first publicljf

announced the change. Several distinguished chiefs soon followed Uie example. The daring

experiment, made hy one of them named Hetotte, is particularly recorded by Captain

Beechey. It had been hitherto an article of undoubted faith that whoever ahould eat any

Kirtion of the flesh of a hog offered in sacrifice would be punished with instant death,

etotte determined to make the awfiil trial : he stole a portion of the sacred pork, retired

to a corner, ate it, and, in dread suspense, awaited the issue. Finding, however, that,

instead of the threatened doom, he experienced from this food the usual nourishment and

refreshment, he not only abandoned the superstition himself, but denounced it to all his coun*
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trymen. After Eimeo had been thus christianised, Pomarre was invitnl back to Otaheite

by a strong body of adherents. His first attempt was unsuccessful ; but in 1815 he com*
plctely defeated the rebel and pagan uriny, and, Imving subjected the whole island, overthrew

the temples and altars, setting up the holy log, supposed to be frequently inspired, as a post

in his kitchen. His sister Ainiala, who succeeded nim in 1827, supports the suine system;

and the missionaries have acquired an influence in Otaheite, the results of which have been

described in the preceding chapter. The population of the island was estimated by Cook at

Xrards of 120,0()0, which was probably from the first much exaggerated. Captain Wilmn,
r a careful enumeration in 1707, found little more tlian 16,1K)U ; and these have since

diminished to one>half. This depopulation seems sufficiently accounted for by Mr. Ellis from

the bloody wars among themselves, with the introduction from Europe of contagious diseases

and of the use of ardent spirits.

The other Society Islands are generally fine and fruitful, but do not present any very

striking distinctive characters. Eimeo, or Morea, discovered by Wallis, has a peak nearly

300O feet high, and broad ridges cross it in various directions and f<mn a rocky coast; but

wide well-wooded valleys intervene, and the port of Taluo is one of the finest in the South

Sea. But Eimeo is chiefly distinguished as still the centre of that European and Christian

civilisation which originated there. It contains the South Sea academy, a pMnting-office,

and a cotton fiwtory ; all, it is to be regretted, on too small a scale, and making too little

progress. Ulietea, or Raiatea, is, next to Otaheite, the largest of the group, being nearly

sixty miles in circumference, and having closely adjoining to it Otaha, about half uiat size.

Both are eiicircled by a coral reef, bordered by numerous islets. Ulietea is govvined by a
separate king; the people are smaller, darker in colour, and somewhat ruder thai those of

Otaheite. Huahine, on which is a flourishing mission, has e. fine harbour. £ -ibora, or

Bolabola, is a bold, finely wooded, and picturesque island, governed by separate c! iefs, ai^l

inhabited by a fierce hardy race, who afford a place of refuge to outlawed and desperate

characters from other quarters. Of smaller islands, Maitea, on whose coast pe«irl oyster;,

are found, Maurua or Maupili, and Toobouai, are deserving of mention.

SuasECT. 2.

—

Pmtmalu Archipelago^ or Low Islands.

The Archipelago of Low Islands is the name given to an almost numberless range of

islets, extending E.S.E. from the Society Islands, and passed in the route thither firom Cape
Horn. Their origin and structure are extremely remarkable. Coralline plants, growiog at

the bottom of the ocean, harbour a class of lithophytic insects, which, durin^ their life, form
round them a substance that, after their death, becomes hard as stone. The rockwork of

one generation affords a basis to that of the succeeding, and layers are thus placed over

each other till they reach the surface of the water, and form islands. As soon aa tlie rock

is exposed to the air, the insects quit it, leaving it perforated by numerous hollows ; but they

work for some time laterally, forming, immediately under water, concealed table-reefs, which
have given occasion to numerous and fittal shipwrecks. Meantime, from amid the inter-

stices of the rocks plants spring up, and, on their decay, are converted into soil, till the new
island is covered with luxuriant vegetation. These islands scarcely ever rise more than a
few feet above the sea ; for the lowliills which some navigators have thought they observed,

seem to be only the lotly form of the pandantu, which usually springs up on such shores.

These coasts have usually parallel to them a coral reef, separated by a lagoon, into which
it is often difficult to find an entrance. Of thirty-two islands observed by Captain Beechey,
twenty-nine had lagoons. When these wonderful ocean-fabrics were first noticed, an im-

pression prevailed that they were proceeding to a vast extent, and that the coralline insects

were rearing a continent fttxa beneath the Pacific ; but the observations of Gaimaid,
Beechey, and others, rather suggest the conclusion that they are raised only under local and
peculiar circumstances, not yet fully ascertained. The formation, also, seer *o |!o on very
slowly. Tho wreck of the Matilda, left in 1802 on a coral reef, was f^<.^ i ^y Captain
Beechey, in 1825, unaltered in position, and without any coral having grown c ;<- it That
navigator also remarks, that these islands are found all in the direction of the trade-wind

;

that the windward side is the highest while the other is only a halMrowned reef. The
Bur&ce displays in general a blooming but little varied vegetation. Thi> leading tree is the

pandanus, and next to it the cocoa-nut both valuable, ami yielding 'lUkritive fruits. The
people are little known, as the slender supplies to be d>tained, am* - .e dangerous nature of
the coasts, have induced mariners to sail through them as q^iicl.iy as possible. Some of

them are thinly peopled, some entirely desert, and some alternately occupied and aban-

doned. The people are considered by Hassel to bo of the Malay race, and to resemble the

Society Islanders; but Beechey, who held more inicrcourse with them than any previous

navigator, describes them as more allied to the Oriental negro, and in a very low state of
civilisation. The natives of Clermont-Tonnerre, Sorle, and other islands, were judged to

resemble the New Caledonians. The Chain Islanders were a most brutal race, cruelly

oppressing their females, and confessing that they had, lately at least been guilty of canni-

balism. The people of the Gambler blands were completely astonished at the view of a
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dog, never having seen any animal larger than a rat They were most determined thieves;

ana, when a musket was pointed at them, imagined that it was intended as a present, and
ran forward to catch it. This group is distinguished as being the only one that is hiph and
volcanic, though surrounded by coral reefs. Where the people are of fairer complexion,

their moral character seems also improved. Such is tlie case in Lagoon bland, where the

people were extremely honest, though eager in traffic, exchanging all they had for nails,

bits of iron, and beads. Those of B^m Martin had an Otaheitan cast of features ; and

a party, wafted oy a storm fSrom that island, 600 miles distant, had brought with them Tes-

taments, hymn-books, &c. It would be impoasible to attempt going over the details of these

almost innumerable islets. Bow Island, 30 miles long and 5 broad, is well wooded, but the

people barbarous. King George's Islands, discovered by Byron in 1765, consist of two small

groups, well furnished with water and provisions, and inhabited by a numerous race,

resembling the Otaheiteans, and understanding their language. Queen Charlotte's Islands,

and Aurora, are of nearly similar character. In the most northerly part of the archipelago^

Byron saw one which bore an appearance of brilliant vegetation ; but when he had reached

it with difficulty through openings .in the coral ree( he found it destitute either of water or

provisions, and named it Disappointment The Russian navigators Kotzebue and Belling-

nausen discovered islands to which they gave the name of Romanzoff, SuvarofC and Kruaen-

stem ; but they did not see any inhabitants.

SuMBOT. 3.

—

Piteaim bhmd,
Pitcaim Island, a small detached spot, 8tandin|r almost alone, near the eastern extremity

of this range, has attracted a remarkable interest, m consequence of events which made it the

abode of a ^itish population. In 1780, Captain Bligh visited Otaheite, with the view of

transplanting the bread-fhiit tree into the West Indies. After leaving the island, however,

a violent mutiny arose among his crew, who, headed by one named Christian, turned him
out with a handful of adherents, into a boat, and left them in the midst of the Pacific. Thus
abandoned, it seemed almost certain that he must perish; yet by a train ofalmost miraculous
efforts and events, he succeeded in reaching Britain in safety. The mutineers first retkirned

to Otaheite, and then made an attempt to settle on the small neighbouring island of Tuobouai

;

but dreading discovery b}^ British vessels touching at tliese islands. Christian determined to

seek some spi>t more solitary and remote. He fixed upon Pitcaim Island, discovered by

Captain Carteret and arrived there in January, 1790, with eight of his comrades, six native

men, and twelve females, whom they had invited on board, and then carried oft. In this ill-

composed society, however, the most dreadfUl dissensions soon arose. Conflicts took place,

esp^ially between the natives and Europeans, and Christian became an early victim. In

ten years, thirteen men had been killed, and there remained alive only one, named Adams,
with six women and nineteen children. Adams, after witnessing such scenes of misery
and crime, had been led to habits of serious reflection and a careful perusal of the Scrip-

tures. He now determined thoroughly to rofbrm himself, and, if possible, his companions.

The Otaheitean fbmales proved tractable, and were easily converted ; and the children, train^
in strict principles of religion, gnvr up a race directly opposite to that fhxn which they

sprang. Captain Beechejr, in 1^25, found thirtv-six malea, and thirty fbmales, fbrming a
happy little society, well instructed, orderly, and friendly. Thev felt, however, a desire to

ee something more of the world of which they heard occasionally flrom passing navigators.

Adams is since dead.

Sdmkit. 4.

—

Batter laUmd.

Easter Island, or Yaihou, stands entirely by itself, considerably east of tiie above, and
fbrming the extremitjr on that aide of the great Polynesian range. It was first discovered,

in 1722, by Roggewein, and has since been flrequently visited, as it lies in the direct route

ftom Cape Horn to the Society Islands. Though only twenty miles in circuit, it has exeited

much interest finm its physical aspect and social state. The shore is bold and rockv, and
the whde island bears the most evident marks of volcanic action. The numerous rocka are

composed entirely of lava, and small extinct craters are found on almost all their summit!.

De Langle, who accompanied La P^rouse^penetriited to a large one in the interior, about
five miles in ciNumferenee, and at least 8i90 feet deep; but the grass growing on its aidei

showed that the subterraneous fire had long ceased to issue. - In consequence of this struc-

ture, the island is irrigated by no streams, and water is found only in poinds. Although this

defioiency deprives it of the cocoa-nut and the bread-flruit tree, yet the industry of the

inhabitants lias given to its rocky hills a verdant and smiling appearance, and has supplied

yams, potatoes, and other vegetables, in considerable plenty. 1*110 natives are a handsome
race, especially the females; but the gigantic site ascribed to them by Rogi^ewein is not

confirmed b^ later observers, and their flames seem formed more for activity than strength.

Hiey exhibit in the extreme, the gay and polished address, with the propensitv to thieving

and licentiousness, which distinguish the Siwiety Islands ; and Captain Beechey's experience
bov ed that they did not scruple to have recourse to violence in order to compass their endi.

iiil
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There were found among these people some singular traces of an ancient civilisation. There
were spacious morals, in the vicinity of which were found colossal statues of stone, about

fourteen feet high, representing, though in a rude manner, the upper part of the human
form. The present inhabitants, however, are so fiir flrom sharing the art by which these
were constructed, tltat they have been continually defacing them till thejf have almoat
entirely disappeared, and Captain Beechey found only a few fragments remaining.

SuBSBCT. 5.

—

Cook't I$hmd$.

On the west, also, the Society Islands have, as an appendaze, a small and scattered groap^

which remained without a name, till Krusenstem gave to it uiat of Cook, its discoverer ; a
tribute scarcely worthy of so great a name. Cook's Islands are small, low, and of coral

formation ; they are deficient in water, which b found only in poiiJ« and wells, yet they are

tolerably peopled and cultivated. The state of society nearly resembles that in Otaheite,

and the missionaries have succeeded in converting a considerable number. Mangeca, Wateoi
Whitoutacke, and Rarotoa, are the principal. The people of this last are very civilised,

and their chief has lately embraced Christianity.

SuBSBCT. 6.

—

Sandioich Itland$.

The Sandwich Islands form as it were a solitary group far north of the general range,

and fully 1500 miles distant from both the Mulgrave and the Marquesas. They are ten in

number, of which eight are inhabited, and two are barren rocks; but of nu-irly 7000 square

miles which Uie whwe contain, 4,500 are occupied by Owhyhee ; and the o^hera are thus

comparatively very small. Woehoo, Mowee, and Atooi, are, however, not inconsiderable.

The natural aspect of these islands is grand and awful, lue mountains of Motina Roa and
Mouna Koa rise completely to an alpine height, and have their summits wnpt in perpetual

snow. A purUr from the Blonde lately reached nearly, but not quite, to tiie summit of

Mouna Koa. "The mountain was almost entirely composed of lava, and exhibited numerous
traces of extinct volcanoes. They reached, also, on the flank of Mouna Roa, the volcano

of Peli, where that phenomenon appean more awful and varied (iian in any other part of

the world. The scene here presented is thus described by Captain Lord Byron :
—" Within

a mile of the crater, our progress was suddenly arrested by finding ourselves on the edge of

a precipitous ledge of seventy feet perpendicular height, clothed with trees and gigantic

ferns. A winding but very steep path conducted to the bottom ; and, after moving onwards
a few hundred yairds more, we came to a second ledge, whence we heard the deep roaring

of the volcano, like the sounds proceeding from a blast furnace. And now, at evenr step,

we perceived yawning chasms, of unknown depth, Urom some of which columns of black

smoke issuing told of what was going on in the realms of fin below. At length we reach-

ed the edge of the crater ; but words are totally inadequate to describe the effect produced

on ns by the firat sight of that dark fiery gulf. From its brink, where we stood, we looked

down for more than 1300 feet, over rocks of lava and columns of sulphur, between whose
antique fissures a few green shrubs and juicy berry-bearing plants had fixed themselves to

a rugged plain, where many a cone, raised by the action of the fire below, was throwing up
columns of living flame, and whirls of smoke and vapour, while floods of liquid fire were
slowly winding through scorie and ashes, here yellow with sulphur, and there black, or

gray, or red, as the materials which the flamej had wrought on varied. Not less than fifty

cones, of various height, appeared below, as the funnels of the various operations going on.

At least one-half of these were in activity, but it appean that the same ar> by no means
constantly so; nay, that often older cones flill in; and new ones are formed elsewhere in

the bottom of the pit. Some eject stones and flraigments of rock, while fWxn their dark and
sulphur-coloured flanks, lava, and sometimes water, issues : nuny of the cones emit vapours,

which, condensed, Ibrm beaiitiftil beds of sulphur ; othera are distinguished by the wreathed
columns of white and black, that indicate steam and smoke, curled round each other by the

wind, but never mixin|N*'

Captain Kin^, in 1770, estimated the populatkm of these islands at 400,000; but the

American missionaries reduce the number to about 160,000.

The following table shows the area and population of the separate isknds:

—

hlM*. Aim. riiaiMin.

Hawaii (Owlivhra) 4100 SS.OOO

Maul (KTawea) 000 90,000

OahufWoahm) S» 9D.00O

Taiiar(Alool).. OtD n,000
Mololiai ira 3,000

lanal, or Lanal 100 S,000

Then are also a few inhabitants on Nfthau and Tahaurawa.

The natives are UU and robust, etpacially the chiefk, who here, aa in the other Islands,

appear like a superior race to the lower orders. As compared with the Otaheiteans, they

are of a dark brown complexion; and the females do not display the same softened graces.

But these islaoden are distinguished above all other inhabitants of the South S«a by diU«
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gence and skill in the ponniita of industry. While the Otaheitean, in voluptuous ease, sub-

sists chiefly on the spontaneous bounties of nature, the Sandwich Islander has carefully

iinproved almost every spot susceptible of cultivation. The taro root, on which he chiefly

subsists, requires a soil not only tilled, but inundated ; the fields on which it grows, there-

fore, are enclosed tnr stone fences, and watered by irrigating canals. In manu&cturei^

canoe-building, and fishery, these islanders display the same active industnr. Their general

conduct is open, honourable, and firiendlv ; yet they are easily kindled to fierce resentment,

especially by any wrong against their chien. Such a cause led to the disastrous conflict

which terminated in the death of Cook ; and the cncumstance of one of their great men
being fired at firom a West India vessel led afterwards to the murder of Messrs. Hergcst and

Gooch of the Dedalus. The people have been peculiarly distinguished by their efforts to

raise themselves to the level of European arts and civilisation. In this career they were
first led by Tamahama I., who^ about the year 1704, with the assistance of Vancouver, and

of Young and Davis, two English seamen, began to form a small navy, which soon amount-

ed to twenty vessels, some of seventy tons buraen : he had disciplined a small body of troops

in the European manner, and erected a fort defended by cannon. His srai, Rilio-Riho, in

1819 embraced Christianity, and abolished idolatrous worship. Still fiurther to promote the

improvement of the country, he and his queen paid a visit to England, where they were
received with the utmost courtesy ; but, unfortunatelv, both were seized with contagious

fever, and died. His son being a minor, political influence was shared by several female

relations and chiefs; but the same system has been, on the whole, maintained ; and though
one queen endeavoured to renew the festive and tumultuary rites of the ancient supersti-

tion, the chiefs refused to concur.

For some time scarcely any religion was substituted for the one abolished ; but mission-

aries firom the United States have sumo made great effinrte for the instruction of the natives^

and have established an extensive influence. Lord Byron and other maritime visiters accuse

them of having established too austere a system, of proscribinff innocent amusements, and
requiring a long daily attendance at church, which interferes with the pursuits of industry}

but these complaints, prompted by the opposite character of the two parties, seem ezagge^
ated, and missionary influence iudoubtedly tends, on the whole, to aavanee the progress of

civilisation. Schools have been established, in which a considerable proportion of Uie popu-
lation has learned to read ; churches have been erected ; a printing-press has been fi» snne
years in i^ration ; several school-books, and a great part of the bible, have been printed in

the language of the natives ; the useful arts have been introduced ; and a gradual i.nprove-

ment in the morals and manners of the people has taken place. The commercial aetivi^
already noticedprevails chiefly at Honororu, or Honolulu, in the island of (Mm, which con-

tains about 500O inhabitants, nearly a hundred of whom are Anglo-Americans and Englidi.
Some of the houses are built of stone ; and the signs of ** the £itannia, the Jolly Tar, the

Good Woman, billiards, and an ordinary at one ^clock," strikingly testify the transplanta-

tion of Eoropaan habits into this remote and lately savage region. In 1831, 113 ships of
the burthen of 37,179 tons touched here, of which 83 shins of 26,148 tons were Americans.
A great number also touched at Maui on -the island of that name, which lately has been
preferred by many as a place of refltting. At the same time there belonged to the islands

84 ships of the burthen of 12,630 tons, ton of which ships were the properly of the natives,

Sraanr. 7.

—

The Mendana Archipelago.

The cluster of islands which is now commonly called the Archipelago of Mendana eon-
sisto of two groups, named the Maniuesas and the Washington Islands. The former, long
tho only part known, was discovered in 1806 by the Spanish navigator, Alvaro Mendana,
who nve to them the name of the Marquis of Mendou, then vioeniy of Peru. After
being long forgotten, they were rediscovered and examined with consideraUe attention by
Coo£ The more northerly group was first visited, in 1791, by the American Captain
Ingraharo, and then in 1792 Inr Marchand; but the American's disoovery being prior, his

name of " Washington Islands" has been generally recognised. They were examined in

1804 with some attention by Krutenstem, and have since been frequently touched at by
British and American ships. These islands are elevated, and the mountains, rising to the
height of 4000 or fiOOO feet, are extremely broken and craggy, while a sandy belt extends
along the sea ; but the intermediate valleys are singularly fertile and picturesque, copiously
watered by streams which descend in numerous cascades, one of which, in Nukahiwa, being
2000 firat nigh, is among the most beautiflil in the world.

The population baa been estimated variously, and, indeed, extravagantly, since Forster
assigned 100,000 to the mere group of the Marquesas. The more carefbl observations of
Krusenstern and other recent navigators has reduced this number to 18,000 : the same is

assigned to Nukahiwa, or Federal Island ; while the other Washington Ivlands may raise
the whole to somewhat above 40,000. Nature, in providing the people with the bread-fttiit,

the cocoa-nut, and the banana, affords them subsistence almost without li^ir. They add
only a few pluttatioos of yams and taro, and reserve their chief labour Ibr the plant whieb
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yields the intoxicating liquor of kawa, and tat that fh>ro which their mats are &bricated.

The domestic animals are hogs and poultry, the dog being wanting. The men of these

isltmds are described ae tall, robust, and the most finely formed of almost any known race.

They would not, it is asserted, lose by a compari^'m with the most perfect models of ancient
eculpture. Their complexion, even, is little darker than that of Europeans; but it is visible

only in the youths, for the tattooing, practised over all th^ South Sea, u carried here to such
a pitch, tiiat the skin of the adult becomes the mere :anvaii of a picture. The operation

begins at twelve or thirteen, but it is not till thirty or il.irty-dve that their person is entirely

covered. The women have handsome features, but their gait is slouchii^ and their limbi

iJI-ibrmed : they have an air marked by efirontery, and hold virtue in scarcely any estimap

tion. The character of these islanders displays the usual contrasts of savage life ; in their

ordinary intercoune they are friendly, open, and engaging; but they carry on war with the

most deadly ferocity, piercing the brain of the vanquishM enemy, and eagerly drinking his

blood. The islands are divided among a number of independent chiefr and tribes. The
missionaries have made some attempts to communicate Christianity and civilisation, but
hitherto with little success. The different islands have received firom their successive

visiters rather a perplexing variety of names. Ohivahoa, the largest of the Marquesan
group, is called also Santa Dominica ; to which may be added the more frequented one of
Tahuata or St Christina, and Tatuiva or Magdalena. The Washington group, besides its

principal one, Nukahiwa, contains Wahuga or Washington, and Wapoa, called also Adams
or Trevenion.

SinMBCT. 8.

—

F)rienily Jslandt.

The Friendly Islands, a name which, notwithstanding the examples of Haasel and Balbi,

we are unwilling to exchange for that of the Tonga Archipelago, forms a fine and interest*

ing group, considerably to the west of Otaheite. With a single exception, they present

nothing of that lofty aspect, or those symptoms of volcanic origin, which distinguish the

large islands hitherto described. They consist of a basis of madrepore, raised apparently

from the bottom of the ocean, by the well-known action of insects ; and the coasts are encir*

cled by dangerous coral reeft. The ground rises not in genenj more than 20 or 30 feet

above the sea ; nor do the highest hills exceed 100 or ISO feet Hence they are not, like

the high islands, irrigated by copious streams ; and the people are in many places obliged to

procure an inferior water fh)m wells or ponds. Yet the soil is almost throughout exceed-
ingly rich ; and the natives carefully improve it, keeping their plantations in excellent order,

adding to the spontaneous abundance of the banana ana the bread-flruit by the careful culti-

vation of the yam and other roots. These islands thus maintain a population which, though
evidently overrated by Forster at 200,000, may probably be estimated in the Tonga group
at 50,000, and in the others at 80,000 or 40,000. In the construction of their vessels they
are scarcely equalled by any other natives of the South Sea. The double canoes, composed
of pieces sowed together, are 60 or 70 feet long, and about 5 broad, and the two parts, 6 or
7 foot asunder, being united by a pla'tfbrm, render the vessal spacious and commodious, while
it IB capable of navigating with safety even distant seas. The natives of the Friendly

Islands (Jig, 030.) are of a dark brown complexion ; the men are muscular, with broad

shoulders, and the women are often deficient in

delicacy of form and features; but nmny of both

sexes present models of almost perfect beauty, and
their expressnn is generally mild and agreeable.

Their character lias been drawn in more flattering

colours than that of almost any other people of the
South Sea. The name given oy Captain Cook ex*

presses his opinion of thvir disposition. They seem
to possess the amiable qjalities of the Otaheiteans,

with a smaller measure of their fkults. If neither

their honesty nor the virtue of their females could

withstand the temptatkms of European intercourse,

among themselves both appear to be exem|dary;
and tneir domestic attachments are warm. Yet a
more intimate observation has discovered among
them all the darkest features of savage life. An
European vessel, having fkllen into their power,

was plundered, and the crew murdered with mor*
ciless cruelty. Their wars are carried on with the

utmost fbracity. They have a complicated system of superstition, worshipping upwards of

300 ealooM, or deities, which preside over the sky, the rain and other elements, and assume
often the forms of serpents, lizards, and dolphins. They believe also that the British have
a n mal god, whom they admit to bo wiser and more jiowerful than theirs, fVom the fine

c]o>.. nnd snips he has taught ihoin to nmk«. A party of missionaries landed fW>m the ship

NMlfM ar llN Friendir Iritaii.

i»»(<^'
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Duff were at fint well trested, and the chieft, particularly Finow, Kiowed a great interest

in regard to European arta, and, among others, that of writing. The natives, however,

having imbibed the supentitious idea that a pestilential disease which desolated the islandii

owed Its origin to these strangers, put several to death ; others perished in civil wars ; and

thongh a small parly still remained, they did not appear to have made any material impres-

sion, either in regard to religion or civilisation. In 1821, however, the Wesleyan Mission-

ary Society established a mission here, and seem to have met with some success. The
Friendly Islands are very numerous: including those of all sixes, they are supposed to be

not fewer than 150. The lugest, however, is not above seven miles in length. The prin-

cipal in the Tonga group are, Tonoataboo, Eooa, and Annamooka, called by Tasman, their

fint discoverer, AnMterdam, Middleburg, and Rotterdam. In another group is Ttrfbm, the

only mountainous island, containing a volcano, which manifests some degree of activity.

IJnika, the principal of the numerous group of the Hapai Islands, was long the residence

of a chief who held sway over the others. The Wesleyan Missionary Society have lately

commenced a mission here, with flattering prospects. Vavaoo, in another cluster, is the

eeond in size of the whole archipelago, and one of the most fruitful.

BiiHKTT. 9.

—

PUfji bUmia.

The Feejee, Fidji, or Viti Islands, situated to the north-west of the Tonga group, are so

closely continuous, that they may properly be considered as forming part « the samiB

archipelago. Thev wero partially discovered first by Tasman, afterwards by Cook, and
have been more fully obmrved by Bligh and some American vessels ; yet thev are still very

imperfectly known. To this chiefly it seems owins that they have not excitod equal interest

with those just described ; for they are consideraUy laner, and equally fertile and populous.

Paoo, or Tacanova, is about fifty leagues in circuit: it belongs to the class of high islands,

being traversed by mountainous ridm, though several members of the group are low and
encircled by coral reefs. They abound in the usual Polynesian products, particularly in

sandal-wood, which American ships carry ofi* in considerable quantities for the market of

China. The people, though not negro, are of a darker complexion than those of the Tonga
Islands. Yet they do not appear to rank lower in arts and civilisation ; their canoes, their

clotliB and mats, are equal or superior to those of their neighbours. ScHne whom D'Entre-
casteaux saw in To^|a appearM to him to have more character and intelligence than the

natives of that island. The deep ferocity with which thev are branded may, perhaps, arise

mainly from the light under which they have been viewed, and their beinff known chiefly

through the report of their enemies. They are certainly a martial people. On going to

battle, they paint their faces ; and having bored the septum of the nose, stick into it two
large featnera. Their name is terrible to the Tonga iMondera, with whcm they wage tn-
quent war. They were lately subject to Finow, but have made themselves independent;
and the power is now shared among several individuals. Besides Paoo, Nawihi and Mey-
woolla are of considerable dimensiona. The Londtm Missioiiary Society have a mission oo
the island Lagebo.

SinnMTr. 10.

—

Ntnigaton^ Uiania.

The NaTigators' Islands may also be considered as belonging tc the Friendly Archipelago^
of which they coqipose the north-east portion. They were partially seen by Mendona, then
by Schouten, afterwards more fiilly by Roggeweiri, who gave them the name of Bauman's
Islands, changed since by Bougainville to mvigators*, which does not seem more applicable

to these islanders tlian to the other Polynesians; yet the name being now established, it

will, perhaps, be vain to attempt to change it to Ilamoa, The interior is elevated, and the
rocks seem to ejihibit marks of^volcanic origin ; but the mountains are ehithed to the summit
with lofly trees, and the wooded valleys beneath, watered by numberless streams and rills,

present an enchanting landscape. These trees,'bearing the usual nutritious fhiits, maintain
the natives in plenty, which is augmented by the sreat number of dogs, poultry, and hogs,

of which last Perouse purchasedIWi from two iswnds. The men are of ahnost eolosMl
height, and finely fermed ; their oomplexios nearly white, though in the adults completely
concealed by tattooing. In the co wtruction of their houses and canoes, they are at least

equal to the other Polynesians; ani their cloths are woven wiUi a skill not equalled in Ota^
heite. Reapecting their moral qualities, the reports have been very opposite. Roggewein
paints their friendly and courteous disposition in terms as flattering as nave been applied to

the mont engaving of the South Sea isiandeTs ; while Perouse represents them in the darkest
colours. He hacC indeed, too good reason ; since a party, composed of Langlds, captain of
the Astrolabe, Lomanon the naturalist, and nine othera, who had landed on Mauna, were
surprised, massacred, and their bodies treated with the most dreadfbl indignity. Yet, noU
withstanding the excellent character of the French commander, the impulses which rouse
vindictive passions in the savage breast are often so mysterious, that it might be nudi to

ilraw a sweeping inference tnm this catastrophe. Since its occurrence, however, these

-Wi
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islands hare been rarely visited. Pola, Oyalava, and Mauna, are the largest in the groups

and may rank with the most considerable in the South Sea.

SvMECT. 11.

—

Caroline$.

The Carolines, or New Philippines of some writers, form a very extensive and nnmerous
range, the most western of Polynesia, and extending for upwards of 30 degrees, or about

200U milesk They lie north, while the Society and Friendly Islands are souu of the equa«

tor. A few of them arc high and peaked, though they do not attain the alpine elevatimi of

those of Eastern Polynesia, being supposed not to rise much above 3000 feet : all the othen
are low and of coral formation. They have been among the latest and most imperfectly

known in the South Sea. They were discovered, first in 1686, by Francisco Lazeano, driven

thither by a storm, trom the Ladrones, who gave the name after Charles of Spain. Since

that time there has been a considerable intercourse between tlie two groups ; and the ship-

wreck of Captain Wilson, in 1783, made us acquainted with the Pelew Islands. The French
commanders Freycinet aiid Duperrey have recently made valuable observations on those

islands. In productions they resemble the rest of Polynesia, except that the bread-fVuit

abounds only in the eastern islands; and the hog is unknown unless in the Pelew group,

where it has been introduced by Europeans; so that fish forms almost the only animal food.

They are situated in a most tempestuous ocean, exposed to violent hurricanes, one erf* which
often sweeps away the entire produce of an island ; yet the people are still more at home
on the waves than even the rest of tho South Sea islanders. Besides drawing from them a
copious supply of fish, they equip large barks with sails, and by the aid only of the stars

navigate across these stormy seas to the Ladrones. There they obtain iron and some Euro-

pean manu&ctures, port of which is afterwards exchanged with the more easterly islands

for bread-fhiit Hogoleii, Yap, Walan (first visited by Captain Duperrey, and found poe-

SMsed of a very considerable degree of civilisation), and Pounipet, discovered by the Rus-
sians in 1826, are the only high islands, and the largest in the archipela x The group
containing Ulea, Lamourzek, and Oulimirak, though composed only of low jral islamls, ia

distinguished by Uie skill of the natives in navigation. Their vessels are superior to those

in the rest of the archipelago; and it is by them chiefly that the communication with the

Ladrones is maintained, by means of a small annual fleet which rendezvouses at Lamourzek.

SvvsBOT. 12.

—

Central Archipelago.

This name has been applied, firom their central situation, to a great number of groups of
low islets or attolons, separated fhim each other only b^ bays and channels ofno great width.

Lord Mulgv-ave's Islands form a group so closely adjoining on'the east to the Carolines, that

they can scarcely be considered otherwise than as a brandi of that great archipelapro. They
were first found out by Captains Marshall and Gilbert, in a circuitous voyage from Port
Jackson to Canton ; afterwards more fiilly examined, in 1817, by Kotzebue, who discovered

the important isles of Radack and Ralik. They consist of a crowd of low coral islets, raised,

like, the others, by a peculiar procen, from the bottom of the ocean. The interior rises into

verdant hillocks, but the immediate coast is sandy ; water is found only in deep wells, and
is wanting in some islands, thou^ others ore irrigated by streamlets. Henco no luxuriant

variety of vegetaticAi is diiplayM, ansd the chief dependence is upon the pand&nus, whose
hill-formed trees, yielding a juicy aromatic fhiit, are seen growing on the most arid shores.

The cocoa-nut, in seantv supplr, is employed only for ropes and sails. The islands are
entirely destitute of land aniniiaJs except rats, which are nttmerous, ond sometimes eaten aa
food. They are peopled up to the limited resources which nature afibids. The natives are
described under more amiable colours than almost any other in the South Seas, as firiendly,

courteous, and amiable ; firee fhim the thievish propensities and dissolute conduct which are
there so general. The particulars must be counted, not by islands, but by groups; those of
Radack and Ralik, discovered by the Russians, being the most Important. Those of Gilbert,

Simpson, and BisiK^H fiurther to the south and east, have received their names tntn British

discoverers.

SinracT. 13.

—

Peleto lilandt.

The Pelew Islands, or Pklooo, form a western branch of the Caroline Archipelago, not
materially difllbring in character. They are of moderate elevation, well wooded, bordered
by dangerous coral reefik They were mentioned near tho beginning of last century by
Cantova and the Spanish missionaries ; but thejr became first an object of interest in Britain,

by the shipwreck, in 1788, of Captain Wilson in the Antelope, when ho was received, and
his wants supplied, with the most generous kindness. Abba Thulle, the king, with an en-
lightened desire to improve his people by a knowledge of the arts and attainments of
Europe, sent along with the captain Iiis son the prince Lee Doo, who delighted the society

of the metropolis by the amiable ami intelligent simplicity of his manners ; but, unfortunately,

this young prince wan seized with small-pox, and died. Keats, from tho report of Wilson,
drew up a narrative of the voyage, in which the Pelew Islanders are represented under Uie

#'
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most pleasing cotoanL It is reuurkable, that the British naTigaton who rince that time
have frequented these shores, with the view of procuring tripang and other commodities for

the Chinese market, have drawn a completely opposite picture, representing these people

aa displaying all the bad qualities incident to savage lite ; and tiiis agrees with the early

report of Cantova. Man in this social stage appears very variously, according to the point

of view in which he is seen. Even Wilsni witnessed an inhuman massacre of prisoners

taken in battle. Cantova probably heard them described by tribes with whom they waged
war; and the modem navigators may not have always acted in a manner calculated to

develope a friendly disposition. They have certainly added very little to our knowledge
of the group, of which Babel-thu-up, Coror, Emungs, and Pellelew are the principal.

The small island of Orooloog was presented by Abba Thulle to the British, but it has not

been occupied.

SnwccT. 14.

—

Ladronea.

The Ladrone or Marianne Islands form an early known and cele))rated group, almost

immediately north of the Carolines. It was discovered by Masellan in the first circum-

navigation of the globe in 1512. He gave it the name of Los Lodrones, from the thievish

propensities of the natives ; but the Spaniards, who^ finding it in their way from Mexico to

the Philippines, formed a settlement there, substituted the name of the Marianner, in honour

of their reigning queen. Most of the early circumnavigators. Cavendish, Dampier, Ansoo,

•a they began b^ proceeding to a high latitude along the American coas^ when they came
to cross the Pacific, found those islainds in their way ; while Cook and his successors, seek-

ing discoveries in a different direction, passed direct from the Friendly Islands into Austnl-
asia ; but several late French and Russian expeditions have taken the route of the Mariannes.

B^ some navigators, and particularly by Anson, they were celebrated as completely a parai-

dise; and though the unpression was evidently much heightened by the previous long and
exhausting voyages, they seem really to possess all the advantages of the most fovoured

Polynesian groups. They are moderately elevated ; but the mountains in tlie centra do not

rise much above 2000 feet, and from them the surface descends by terraces to the shore,

which, like others in these seas, is begirt with dangerous coral reefk. It is covered, for the

most part, with the rich vegetation peculiar to these climates; and though Europeans at

first foimd the islands destitute ofany usefhl quadruped, the Spaniards have introduced with

success not only those of Europe, but the guanaco from Peru, and the deer fhmi the Philip-

pines. The natives in the three principal islands, estimated, on the discovery, at 40,000^

were a remarkable people, who had, in some respects, made greater progress in the arts

than tiie other South Sea islanders. They wore, indeed, veiy[ inferior to the Otaheiteana

in clothing; the men being almost naked, and the women wearing only a small apron ; and
their household furniture, though neat, was very limited : but their ogriculture and canoe-

building were fuUy equal ; and they hod the remarkable superiority of possessing a rude

species of coin, and of having erected spacious structures dedicated seemingly to religious

Krposes. These were comoMed of an inner and outer range of pyramidal columns, crowned
a semicircular dome; the whole composed of sand and stone, cemented together and

covered with gypsum. Civilisation was uso indicated by the high rank held by the female

sex, who were exempted not only from oppressive labour, but firom the degradation con-

nected with the practice of polygamy. The wife, if slighted, could return to her parents,

carrying with her the whole of the household goods; while, if she herself proved unfoithfiil,

the nuuand might indeed kill her seducer, but was obliged to send her home uninjured.

When the Spaniards, in 1078, formed an establishment in tnese islands as a place at refresh-

ment for the Manilla galleon, they endeavoured, as usual, to impoae their sway and their

religion on the natives, who strenuously resisted both ; and in the struggle the greater part

of them were exterminated. A few found refiige in the Carolines; others fell victims to

pestilential diseases; and the small remnant can acareely be distinguished flftmi their con-

querors. Tinian, so celebrated by Anson, is ovorsrown with forests, amid which the ruins

of lU spacious edifices can with difficulty be traced. The population of the three principal

islands was ibund,in 1816, to consist of only 5380 individuals, composed chiefly of Spaniaras,

Tsgalas firora Manilla, and Indians firom Peru. Agrigan, the capita], in the island ofGuam,
contained 3115 of this number.
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To complete the description of the detached and insular portions of the globe, there re-

main still a considerable number of large islands, situated in the stormy seas by which the

two pules are encircled. Although these regions be dreary, desolate, and almost unin

habited, they present features which strongly attract the interest and curiosity of mankind,

and have induced many daring adventurers to explore and navigate these remote coastH

andseas.

Sect. I.

—

General Outline and Atpect.

The Polar Islands are situate^ partly in the seas round the North, pertly in those round

the South Pole. The former, lying within the Arctic Circle, are by much the most nume-
lous and extensive. Commencing from the eastward, we find Nova Zembla, reaching

northward firom the boundary of Europe and Asia; Spitzbergcn, called sometimes East

Greenland, the most nortliern land yet visited ; West Greenland, a mass of territory possess-

ing almost the magnitude of a continent, and long supposed to be part of America, fVoni

which, however, it now proves to be entirely disjoined; lastly, the range of the Georgian

Islands, discovered by Captain Parry, of which the principal are Comwallis, Bathurst,

Melville, and Banks's Land, the boundaries of which last are yet unknown. In the Ant
arctic Ocean, on the contrary, where a new continent was long sought and expected, no
extensive Uxly of land has yet been discovered ; but there are some considerable islands,

or groups, particularly New Georgia, New South Shetland, and the New Orkneys. All

these tracts are eiUier insular, or broken by deep bays and sounds, formed, probably, by the

violent storms and currents which beat continually against their shore*], and which are

supposed, in many cases, to penetrate entirely across the most solid masses of land. The
aspect of these regions is usually mountainous, presenting long and bold promontories Co

the stormy seas by which they are surrounded, and often also enclosing spacious and secure

harbours.

The air and elements, which, in other parts of the world, are only accessories, form here

the leading objects, giving their gloomy stamp to the whole region. Snow falls occasion-

ally in the very heart of summer, and before the end of autumn it begins to descend in a
continued succession of showers, till ever^ object is buried beneath it, and nature exhibits

only a monotonous surfiice of dazzling white,- which remains, accordin^r to the latitude, for

six, seven, or eight months. At the same early period ice begins to bind, first the streams

and ftesh-water lakes, then the enclosed bays and arms of the sea, till at length it fixes ita

chains even upon the broad surface of the ocean. In June and July, indeed, when the sun

becom^ vertical, and ccmstantly above the horizon, the icy masses dissolve, and burst

asunder dien with a tremendous crash; but some portions, more firmly consolidated than

the rest, remain unmelted, and produce remarkable phenomena. In particular situations

on the coast, the ice of successive years is piled into glaciem, which rise oflen to a great

height, till, their foundation being undermined by tho waves, they descend into the water,

and^are carried out by wind and tide into the open sea : there they form to the mariner a
bright and fbarfiil spectacle (Jig. 031.), reflecting the rays of light in varied and beautiful

tints, but threatening by their contact to dash

831 .{"^^^ bis vessel to pieces. Sometimes they are
borne by winds and currents to a great dis-

tance, and even into lower latitudes, where
. y ^^rry^ ^JV-gk ^^y appal tho navigator sailing through the
wt v^p f^lttm^^^ temperate seas. In other cases portions' of

41 "^ mmLrL -ifCSi^^RRv ^° fh>zen surface of the sea, remaiiling firm,Tn "—*J2L-"'^^\»3*a^^KliTO while all around them is ineltod, ^ome
fields or Jloe$, which float through the deep,

and, being ollen driven by the tempest with
terrific violence, cause instant destruction to

. _^ the stoutest vessel.
**

' The privation of light forms ft singular and
gloomy circumstance In the arctic abodes. For two, three, or four months, the sun never

appears above the horizon; one continued night reigns. Yet there are not wantinn; objects

to cheer this lengthened gloom, and to give a bright and even fairy splendour to the ))olar

sky. The moon and stars shine through the clear frosty air with peculiar brightness;

haloes and other luminous meteors are more firequent and .more vivid than iu lower

latitudes ; and, above all, the aurora borealis fills the arctic atmosphere with its coruscations

of playfiil light The long day of summer, during which the sun never stits, can scarcely

be nomed a* a compensation for the wintry gloom ;
yet, during a period of spring and autunuH

iwuif^^imm
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when it wheels a perpetual circle immediately above the horizon, it paints the skies unth

hues more brilliant and varied than those which adorn those of any other climate.

Sicr. II.

—

Natural Oeography,

The Polar regions are chiefly distinguished by the almost entire absence of those produc-

tions which come under the head of natural history. The few which are (bund there are

common to them with the continental countries, already described, that are situated in very

high latitudes,—Sweden, European Russia, Siberia, the northerly regioos of America, and

the most southern parts of that continent

Sbct. IIL—Hittorieal Qeography.

These regions were discovered much later than any other, and were, indeed, till a veiy

recent era, entirely unknown. The only ancient navigator that appears to have turned his

eflbrts in this direction, was F^theas of Bfarseilles, who steered his darinv sail towards the

extreme northern boundaries of the earth. But when he reached Thule, which we conceive

to be Shetland, the dreary aspect of nature, the gloomy mists in which he was involved, and
the sinister reports of the natives, led him to believe that he had approached as near as mortal

could to that formidsble limit. Some learned moderna have imagined Thule to be Iceland,

but, as we apprehend, without any good foundation.

During the middle ages, the Danes and Swedes, under the terrible appellatioa of North-

men, undertook, on a great scale, distant vovages, and filled vrith their fleetii all the seas of

Europe. Their object, however, was not discovery, but first plunder, anti then conquest;

and their direction was towards the rich and smiling regkNis of the south, not to shores still

more bleak and dreary than their own. In 881, however, Nadodd, a pirate, discovered Ice-

land, whither a colony, composed of exiled Norwegian chieftains, was soon after sent

These remote settlements became even seats of science, affixding a refuge to learned men
amid the dbtracted state of Europe during the feudal ages. Colonies fipun Iceland settled

on the coast of Greenland. Several citizens of Venice, during the flourishing era of that

republic, particularly Zeno and Quirini, appear to have penetrated into the north seas, where
they encountered severe shipwrecks; but they did not materially extend the imnge of

knowledge in that direction.

The discovery of the East and West Indies, which took place in the end of the fifteenth

century, was tiie event which chiefly impelled modem natnns into the career of northern

discovery. It might at first view have been expected that it wouM have produced ui oppc^

site efibct, and that the brilliant field thus opened might have diverted the attention firom so

forbidding a sphere. It happened, however, that the continents of Africa and America were
so interpoBod, as to render it impossible for Europeans tc sail to the East Indies unless by

very circuitous southward routes. But if a paaiage co>ild have been discovered along the

north of Asia or America, it would, in a most remarkable dwree, have fiusilitated the inter-

course with those remote and opulent regions. The spirit of maritime enterprise was then

at its height; the Britidi merchants fitted out successive expeditions, which, under the

guidance of illustrious naval comroandera, enooontured the most formidable dangen in

unknown and tempestuous seas, in fruitless eflbrts to attain this important ottjeet "Ae first

attempt, under Sir Hugh Willoughby, to follow a north-easterly route along the coast of

Asia, met with the most disastrmu issue. Being obliged to winter on the coast of Lapland,

the whole crew were frozen to death. This did not deter firom subsequent expeditions, under

Hudson, Burroughs, and others; and by the Dutch, under Barentz; but none of these were
able to reach for beyond Nova Zembla. Contemporaneous with these voyages were others

till more frequent, having in view to pass ahng the northern coast of America, which it

was long ho|»ed might terminate at a lower latitude than it actually does. Frpbisher first

in this direction uimertook three voyages, in which, however, he did not penetrate beyond

tiie passages leading into Hudson** Bay. Davis afterwards conducted an equal number, in

the course of which he discovered the straits which bear his name, opening into the q»okNis
inland sea which has since been so much frequented. Others fidlowed ; and Hudson, in dis-

covering the bay named after him, found a disastrous termination to hii career. But the

most important of these expeditions, in the present view, was that of Baffin, wbo^ in 1610,

performed the circuit oS the wide expanse called Baffin's Bay, though he dkl not discovw
the passaffe thence into the Polar Sea. Meantime the daring spirit m British mariners had

conceived the design of reaching India by a very diflbrent course,—by steering direct for

the pole itself, and thence downwards upon the eastern seas ; the shortest of all routes, if,

as was asserted, it was not closed 1^ barriers of ice and perpetual snow. Hudson, Baffin,

and Fotherby distinguished themselves in this.bold sttempt ; but they were not able to reach

nearer than ten degrees from the Pole. They made, however, the discovery of Spitzberaen.

or East Greenland, of some smaller islands, mA of the eastern coast of West Greenland.

These vovages, thouffh they fitiled entirely as to their immediate object, led to an im-

portant result, the establishment of the northern whale fiahcry, which has become a consH

mrable branch of modern industry. It was for some time almost monopolised by thu Dutch,
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who had even formed a large establishment on tho coast of Spitsbergen ; but circumstances
have now thmwn it almost entirely into the hands of Britain. The OMervations made during
the annual voysges, undertaken for this purpose, ably collected by Mr. Scoresby, have made
us acquainted with various striking phenomena which nature presents on the seas and shores

of the arctic world.

On the opposite side of the globe, the Antarctic Circle encloses a region of precisely

similar character, which remained to a still later period entirely unknown. The extended
sphere of modern navigation, however, has brought it also at last within the range of disco
very. An extraordinary interest was, for a considerable time, excited by the belief that, in

this distant region there lay a great southern continent, supposed by some to equal in extent
and fhiitfolness any of those already known. Captain Cook's second vovage was fitted out

amid the most flattering anticipations of such a discovery. But though uiat great navigator

made some very important observations on the large islands composing Australasia, he ascer-

tained the fact that in any temperate or even habitable latitude no such continent existed.

The extreme intensity of cold was even found to commence at a much lower latitude tlun
in the northern hemisphere. Seveml considerable islands have recently been discovered,

though almost beyond the range of life or cultivation. In these seas, also, room Iws been
found for the establishment of a whale fishery, which, notwithstanding the great distance,

is carried on with considerable advantage.

The hope of a north-west passage, after sinking nearly into oblivion, was revived in the
present age with undiminished araout, and prosecuted with signal displays of naval enter
prise and talent The efibrts and sufibrings of Ross, Parry, and Fnnklin, have not, indeed,

fbifllled the hopes with which these navigaton were sent out but proved, rather, that such
efibrts must be finally given up. They mve, however, made important geographical disced

veries, delineating the northern outline of America, befbra ngost erroneously laid down, and
exhibiting large isknds lying in the Polar Sea, to the north of that continent

Sbct. IV.—Politico/ Oeographff.

The few tribes which occupy these desolate coasts are scarcely united in any tana of poli-

tical society. The little that occurs to be said on this subject will be found m the chapter

on their civil and social state.

Snrr. V.

—

Productive Indiutry.

The produce of the arctic world is of a very peculiar nature. A territory thus buried for

the greater part of the year in ice and snow, with only a transient and iropenbct vef^etation,

and where the few animals that appear during the summer gleam take an early flight into

milder climea, might at first view seem incapable of yielding any thing that can minister to

the use or comfort of civilised man. . But while the land is thus dreary and barren, the sea
and its shores teem with an inexhaustible profusion of life. The finny tribes, which, feed*

ing on each other, do not require any vegetable support, exist here in greater multitudes,

and of larger dimensions, than any other animals, either in the temperate or tropical cli-

mates, novident nature has, in particuUr, fenced them against the extreme intensity of
the cold by a thick coating, of a coarso but rich oleaginous nature, termed blubber, the oil

extracted fipom which is subservient to the most important economical purposes^ The sub-

stance called whalebone, being peculiarly strong a^ elastic, affi>rds a material of several

manufkctures.

The seal, the walrus, and several other amphibious animals, are invested with the pecu-

liar coating above described ; but by fiir the greatest abundance of it is found in the whale.

The Balena mysticetus, or great Oreenland whalft, is the most powerful of animals; and to

attack and slay him is one of the boldest of human enterprises ; yet it is undertaken with
alacrity by hardy tan. For this purpose, fleets of large ships, well equipped with boats;

lines, harpoons, and spears, are annually sent into the northern seas. There, each vessel,

with all its boats, is constantly on the watch ; and when the alarm is ^ven of a whale being

descried, all fly to the onset The flrst object is to strike into the animal the sharp instru-

ment called the harnoon, which has a long line attached to it When the whale feels him-
self struck, he usually plunges deep into the water, and runs on to a great distance under

it The line must then be freely let off, otherwise he will drag the boat and crew under
water after him. If it is entangled or exhausted, it must instantly be cut ; and then the

whale, line, and harpoon are all lost After a certain interval, the animal is obliged to come
to the surfkce, in order to respire. The boats then crowd around him, and the sailora pferce

him with lances, till he is completely exhausted, and, after another short descent and some
violent convulsive movements, he expires. The carcase, being attached to the sides of the

ship, is flensed, or the blubber cut away, and stowed in casks; when, the whalebone being

also extracted, the refuse is allowed to sink to the bottom. Great dangera are encountered

in this trade, partly flrom the whale, one lash of whose tail has been known to throw a boat

in the air, and almost cut it in two; and fh>m the fields and mountains of ice, which, when
impelled violently by the wind, reduce the stoutest vessel in a few minutes to a complete

Vol. in. 15 W
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wreck, when the crew ire obliged to wek nfety on ita froxen aur&ce. Not unfrequently,

too, about the ckae of the eaaon, a ahip is completely impriaoned in ice, and the aailora are

compelled to abandon her, and leek, in ooata, or over the ice, for another ahip or the nearest

land. Tho Dutch estimated, that, on an average, four vessels in the hundred annually per-

ished. The British loss hss been generally still more severe, especially aince the fishery

WBs chiefly carried oo in Davis' Straits. In 1819, there were lost ten nips out of sixty-

three ; in 1881, eleven out of seventy-nine ; and, in 1822, seven out of sixty. In 1829, the
loss was only four out of eighty-nine ; but the year 1630 wsa the mast disastrous ever known
in the annals of British fisneiy : out of ninety-one ships sent out, nineteen were entirely

wrecked, and most <^ the others severely shattered. One single mass of ice was impelled

by the tempest with such violence, that, by its shock, four of the finest vessels, strongly

built and completely equipped, were, in a quarter of an hour, converted into floating frag-

ments. Fortunately these aresdfiil wrecks took place without the loss of a sinsle life.

The commercial producta of this fishery are considerable. According to tables published

by the Dutch, in the course of 107 years, ending with 1778, they sent out 14,167 ships,

which took 57,690 whales, the produce of which, in oil and bono, was 18,631321., or

17IV,000I. ^nually. The British fishery, during its most prosperous period, very much
exceeded this amount In the five years ending 1818, it yielded an average of 68,M0 tuns

of oil and 3420 tons of whalebone ; which, as the oil was then valued at 361. lOt., and the
bone at W., formed an amount of 2,834,1101., or 6663221. per annum. In the peculiarly

fortunate year of 1814, it exceeded 700,00011 Since that time, the use of gas, and the sub-

stitution « rape and other oib in the woollen manu&cture, has considerably reduced the

demand and consequent producUon. In the year 1829, which may be considered as the

latest average (me, it was

V>jm IBOI of oil, at SSI
8071 ton* of whalebone, at UM

9M3»

£3m,iaa

It may be observed, that the price of whalebone has nearly doubled since 1818, the demand
for it continuing the same, while the supply, in consequence of the dimbtished consumption
of oil, has been greatly reduced. Generally speakii^r, the fishery is, for the proprietors, a
very speculative and adventurous trade : accoraing to the skill of the officers, or to mere
accident, a ship may return cleafi, or empty ; or it may bring home a cargo worth 600W or
60001. ; an instance has occurred in which the value amounted to 11,00W. The diipwreeks,
which are so frequent, involve at once the fkilure of a cargo and the entire loss of^a vessel

worth 600W. or 600W. The loss sustained by the wrecks m 1^0 was estimated at upwards
of 140,0001.

The southern whale-fishei^ has of late risen to a considerable and increasing importance.
The object of pursuit here is the species of whale called cachalot, which, eomparad wiUt
the mystleetus, yields a much smaller quantity of oil; but this, being mixed with sperma-
ceti, is greatly superior in value. This animal, also, under certain circumstances, voids the
peculiar subs^nce called ambergris. The Americans were the first to begin the soutihem
whale-fishery, and thev have far outstripped all other nations in the vigour, extent, and suc-
cess with which they have prosecated it The search for seal-fur, and sea^lephant ivoiy, is

also prosecuted by the Americans in high southern latitudes.

SioT. VL—CivU mid Social Suue.

Human societv, in this bleak extremity of the earth, exists in the rudest form, and on the
most limited scale. The -ungrateful soil refuses to man any support ; but tlw huge amphilria,

particularly the seal and the walrus, with which the sh<H«s are crowded, beuig attacked
with a skill and diligence prompted by neceanty, yield a precarious yet not scanty subsis-

tence. All the arctic regions are peopled by that peculiar race called Esquimaux, whom
we have already described, on the authority of Captain Parry, in our survey of the northerly
coasts of America. The greater number of them, not belonging to America, are found on
that extensive mass of land called West Greenland. The dominion ct this region is chum-
ed by Denmark, which maintains along the shora a few scattered setUeraents, occupied esch
by a handful of Danes, who often intermarry with the natives. They employ themsolves in
capturiiw the seal, and in exchanging with the people some European goods fbr skins, blub-

ber, feauers, and the tusks of the narwal. A vessel comes annually from the mctiier coun-
try, bringing provisions and the materials of trade, and receiving the aJwve articles. A few
UHsionariea^ chiefly Moravian, have emploved their pious laboiws in the conversion of the
natives ; but their success has been limited.
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Boob IV. ISLANDS IN THE POLAR SEA&

SioT. VII.—l^col Oeograpky.

m

SvMKrr. 1.

—

Arctic Regioiu.

The local details of the arctic regions are extensive and scattered, but do not pnenit
many peculiarities which will require long to detain our attention. We shall begin with
the Georgian Islands, discovered by Captam Parry in the sea to the north of America.

Melville Island, the most westerly of these, upwards of 100 miles both in length and
breadth, and in latitude TtiP N., is memorable aa containing the spot where Captain Parry
•pent two years, and braved with success the extremest ngour of an arctic winter. The
sun disappeared on the 4th of November, and was not seen till the 3d of February follow-

ing. During this interval, land and sea were alike covered with a monotonous sur&ce ot

snow, and tm thermometer averaged about 60" below the freezing point Yet the English
officers, when duly clothed, and when there was no drift, were able to walk in the open air

for two or three hours a day ; and, bv judicious precautions, their health and that of the sea*

men was perfectlv preserved. In May the snow beffins to melt, and in June it covers tho

countrjr with pools ; but it is not till August that the sea becomes open ; and, before Octo-
ber, winter has again commenced. No inhabitants were found here, or on any of this range
of islands. The only animals which appeared during the winter wore a pack of hungry
wolves, which hovered round the Britiah vessels in h^ of plunder; and it was not till the

middle of May that the hunters met with some ptarmigans, and saw the footsteps oS deer.

VegetaUe productioos were few and short-lived.

A succession of islands extend eastward fimn the one now described ; first the small one
of Byam Martin, then that of Bathurst, almost equal to Melville ; and next Cknrvwallis, also

of considerable sixe. Only the southern coasts were seen by Captain Parry, as he sailed

akng; and their aspect appears closely to resemble Melville Island. Comwallis is sepaiat>

ed hf Wellington Channel from an extensive coast, which received the name of North
Devon, and reaches to the shores of Baflfin's Bay ; but whether it forms a continuous tract

with Greenland, or is composed of one or more islands, remains yet to be discovered. The
coasts opposite to those now described, which appeared to Captain Parry to be insular, have
been shown to be so by Captain Back.

Greenland, long supposed to be part of America, till Captain Parry ascertained its cam-
plete disjunction, fbrms the largest known extent of land not belonging to the four conti>

nenta. From Cajpe Farewell, in lat 60°, it stretches northward for the ascertained length

of 10 degrees, with an indefinite extent beyond ; while the general breadth is about 35
degrees of longitude. It remains uncertain, indeed, whether several of the deep inlets

which indent the coast, may not penetrate entirely across ; yet they would thus very slight-

ly brmk the vast continuity of hmd. But thb wide region is, of all others, least valuable

to man, producing scarcely anything which can minister to his comfort, «r even existence.

Its aspect i^ throughout, of tliat dreary character described as belonging to the arctic world.

It is claimed by Denmark, which, as already mentioned, has formed along its western coast

reveral small settlements, of which the principal are, in the southern part, Julianahaab^

Statenhuk, Godthaab, and New Hemhut, the seat of the missionaries; in the northern,

Effedesminde, Umanak, Opemiwick. Farther north still, Captain Ross discovered a district

which he named the Arctic Higfalanda. The inhabitants, who had never befbre seen an
European, were seised with the utmost astonishment, especially at the ships, which they at

first imagined to be huge birds with wings. They were fixind to difler from the other

Esquimaux in being destitute of boats; fox though much of their food is drawn from the sea,

they obtain it by merely walking over the frosen sur&ce. They have the advantage, how-
ever, of possessing iron, from which thsyframe instruments much more powerful than those

made of bone by others of their race. They difibr greatly from them also in having a king,

who ill beloved, and to whom they pay a tribute of seals, train oil, and fish. The cliflb on
their coast present the remarkable phenomenon of red snow, the nature and origin vS which
have excited much controveny among the learned in Europe.

The eastern coast, extending southward fhxn Iceland to Cape Fsrawell, has excited a
remarkable interest in consequence of having been believed to be the seat of early cdonies

from that iriand, described aa once having been in a flourtshing state. But vast fields of

ice, it is said, coming down upon this coast, shut it out fimn the civilised world, and the

colony, it is feared, perished firom the want of supplies. Several expeditions were sent by

the Danish government to discover " lost Greenland," as it is called, but without success.

But recent examinations have proved that these lost colonies were situated on the western

coast To the north of Iceland, howeyer, a range of coast, 400 miles in length, between
68° and 75°, was lately surveyed by Mr. Scoresby and Captain Clavering. The most

reniarksble part was called the Liverpool Coast, along which rises a mountain chain 8000 or

4000 f«et high, forming precipitous cliflB, which terminate in numberless peaks, cones, and
pyramids. Like other arctic shores, it is penetrated by very deep inlets, particularly one

called Scoresby's Sound, a branch from which is supposed to convert the Liverpool Coast

JliV
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into an island. The tract on the opposite side was called Jameson's Land, boanded on the

south by Cape Hooker, and beyond which another sound branched off, which appeared likely

to render it also insular. This inlet appeared stretching into the interior without any
apparent termination ; and thers is some room to cooje4*tura that it may communicate with

Jacob's Bight on tlie weatem coast, which Sir Charles Oiesecke traced to the height of 1.50

niksL No natives were seen ; but there appeared everywhere marks of recent inhabita-

tion, and even small villages, composed of subterimneous winter abodes. Captain Claverinnf

afterwards surveyed a part of the coast lying fiuther to the northward. He found it bold,

mountainous, and deeply indented with bays ; but its aspect was dreary and desohte in thn

extreme. Yet, on landing upon an inlet named after Sir Walter Scott, he met a party of

natives bearing all the general character* of the Esquimaux race, and who, by their extreme
alarm and surprise, showud that they had never before been visited by Europeansi Tbo
coast was traced as high • 7Z'', vsd ww seen extending c^.il* northward as far as the eye
couU reach.

Spitsbergen, called often East Greenland, is a large island in the Arctic Sea, lying about

600 miles east of that now described. It ia about 800 miles from south to north, and 200
ftom east to west, and reaches beyond 80° N. lat It is of an irregular form, and broken

by deep bays and sounds, which, on the eastern side, convert two large portions into islands,

allied £dge and Seland. Its clifb, several thousand feet high, are rocky, und composed in

a great measure of loose stoaeo; and though the snow in summer is melted ftom their snm-
Bits by the heat of the sun, it continues long to lie in the deep valleys. The country is

wholly unproductive, but abounds in the deer, the walrus, and other arctic animals. Spitz-

bergen, however, hss been much frequented by the maritime natkins, having been long the

chief aiid almost sole seat of the northern whale-fishery. With this view its western bays

were fiercely disputed, till an agreement was made by which the English and Dutch divided

between th«n the principal statwnsL The latter feunded the village of Smeerenbeig, where
they landed the wbales and extracted the oil ; and it became so flourishing as to be con-

sidered almost a northern Batavia. The whales, however, taught by the destructive ww
waged against them, deserted all the bays one after another; aiM it was necessary to carry

on the finely in the open sea. Even taen they fled fixxn one quarter to another, till tM
whole Spitzbergen sea was nearly JUked out ; and it becune necessary, notwithstanding

the increased danger, to remove ttie chief scene of operations to Davis' wraita. The coasts

of Spitsbergen have also formed the route by which Phipps, Buehan, and Parry made their

attempts to penetrate to the pde. The latter reached nearly to 8R° N. lat, and found the

•ea in August all covered with ice, but broken, sinking, and intenpersed with Isnes of

water. At this utmost limit every tnee of animal life had disappeared. A few Russian
hnntera take up their abodo on the dreary ahorea of Spitsbergen, where they continue even
daring the winter, occupied in the porsnit of the seal and the walrus.

Nova ZemUa is another large mass of insular land, extending north flrom the boundary

of Eurqw and Asia, between fSSP and 14fi N. lat, SS" and TQo E. long. Though more
southerly than Spitsbergen, it has an aspect, if possible, still more dreary. The southern

coasts are low and flat ; but those to the north are bordered by mountains wrapped in per-

petual snow. It is less penetrated fay sounds, thoufl^ one running east and west reaches

entirely across, dividing it into two nearly e^ual parts. The coasts have been chiefly fre-

quented by navigaton, who sought in this direction a passage to India, but commonly found

toeir career arrested on these draary shorea. Barents and nia crew wintered in a haven on
the north-eastern coast, where they suflhred the most extreme hardships, to idiich the com-
mander finally fell a victim. The Russian government have recently sent expeditions

under Laaaren^ Litke, and other navigators, to complete the explontioa of the coast, but

have not made any attempt to form a settlement upon it

SuBBsor. %—South Polar blmnit.

The islands of the Southern Polsr Sea, to which M. Baibi has given the somewhat too

pompous title of the Antarctic Archipelago, extend chiefly south-east ftom the extremity of

the American continent They present the same general character as the arctic lands, with
some variations. Though situated in a comparatively low latitude, which in the northern
hemisphere admits of habitation and culture, they are utterlydreary and desolate, buried in

ice and snow, and not tenanted by a single human being. Their shores, however, are still

more crowded with those huge amphibia, whose rich coating of oil renden them a templ-

ing prize. Hence they have become the object of European avarice, which, during the few
yean that have elapsed since the islsnds were known, has made dreadftil havoc among these

animals, and greatly thinned their numbers. The walrus is here replaced by the sea ele-

phant B Btill huger creature, and richer in oil ; and the seals have a fine furred akin, for

which the Americans have obtained six or seven doUara apiece in the market of China.

These shores are equally distinguished for the legions of sespbirds of gigantic siie and
peculiar fi»iu ; amonfr which the penguin and the tdbotmss are the most romarlnblo. The
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lands, on the whole, are smaller than in the north, more broken into ialaods, and as deeply

indented by bays, forming many excellent harbours.

The Malouine or Falkland Islands, though situated only a little beyond 00° S., the lati-

tude of England, bear all the characteni of an antarctic group; rocky, destitute of inhabit-

ants, but crowdci^ with seals, and containing very fine ports. On one of these the English

formed a settlement in 1766 ; but it was dutroyed, in 1770, by a Spanish expedition from
Buenos Ayres. Meaaures have Utely been taken for again forming one on a small scale.

There are two large islands, Falkland and Soledad, with a great number of islets. The
fisheries on tliese coasts have lately acquired considerable importance. Mr. Weddell states,

that in 1821 and 1822, they yielded MO tons elephant oil ; and that there were drawn from
them and fivm New South Shetland together 330,000 fur seal-skins. The fine harbours are

often touched at by vessels passing round Cape Horn, or to die southern fisiieries. The
Falkland Islsnds produce several peculiar shells, among which is the rare Cymbiola magel-
lanica, or Magellanic Volute, (JUf. 032.). A gigantic species of Limpet, with a perforation

g32 in tbe middle, aM beautifully rayed with brown, is also com-
mon : it is the Fissurella picta of Lamarck.
South Georgia, situated to the east of the Falkland Islands,

and nearly in the same Istitude, is a large island, about 90 miles
long by 10 broad, but bearing a character exactly simihu-. Dis-
covered in 1075 by La Roche, it was carefully anrveyed in 1771
bv Cook, while searching for an austrt<l continent It was then
almost for^iotten till the abundance of its seals and sea elephants

attracted the notice of thoee en^iaged m the southern fisheriesi The puranit was carried on
with such activity, that, accoiding to Captain Weddell, tbe London market was in a few
years supplied Iranca with 20fi(n tuns of oil, while 1,200,000 fhr seal-skins were ah» car-

ried o£ Bat the chase of the sea elephant was prosecuted with such reckless avidity, with-

out sparing even the pregnant mothers^ that they have been nearly extirpated, and the trade

mined.
New South Shetland, with the smaller adjoining group of the New Orkneys, being

situated in 01° and 63° S. lat, are scarcely nearer ue pole than the Britisli islands after

whioh they are named ; yet their climate is that of Greenland and Spitsbergen ; islands of
ice are tossing through the seas, and the land is peopled only by those animal forms peculiar

to the antarctic circle. These, however, since tne discovery by Captain Smith, of BIyth, in

1918k have Attracted nnmeroos adventurers, who have carried off great quantities of oil and
seal-skins; but by their improvident pursuit have grdatly thinned the supply. There are
twelve considerable isles, of which the principal are named Barrnw, King George, and
Livingstpn, with ianmneraUe rocky isleta. The land is moderately high, one peak rising

to 25M) feet ; while elsewhere there is a volcanic cone, which rises only to 80 feet Decep
tion Isle contains a very fine harbour. The New Orkneys ooosist of a large island called

Pomona, or Mainland, and of many smaller ones. FurUier to the east are a number of
small islands, which, being at first supposed to form a continuous coast, were named Sand-
wich Land. Again, to the south of New Shetland, in about lat 64°, a Russiitn captain,

Bellinghausen, lately observed a range of coast, which he named Trinity Land, but which
may ]vobably be found to eoosiat also of a cluster of islands. Two Russian firigates also, in

1829, penetrated to 09° S. lat, where they found two idets at some distance fVom each
other, which they named Peter 1 and Alexander L, and whieh form the most southerly spots

of land yet known to exist

Among anctarctic islands we must also reckon Keivnelen's, or Desolation, situated far to

the east of those now described, in long. 70° E., and the moderate lat of 50°. It resembles

exacdy New Georgia and South Shetland. Captain Cook's party, who carefully examined
it, were astonished at its scanty flora, amounting only to sixteen species, mostly mosses and
lichens; but they were struck by the multitude of amphibious animals with which its shores

were peopled. This has lately attracted the attention of the adventurers in the southern

fidiery, who, acomling to Captain Weddell, have recently drawn from it supplies nearly aa
large as firnn New Gmrgia. We may finally mention the solitary islet of Tristan d*Acunha,
situated to the west of the Cape of Good Hope, in the low latitude of 38°. By the pictu-

resque deecription of Mr. Earle, who waa driven thither by shipwreck, it appeara indeed to

contain rich pastures, on which European cattle thrive; yet the bleak storms of a lonff

T inter, and its shores crowded with the sea elephant, the penguin, and the albatross, mark
its affinity to the antarctic regions now described. A setuement formed there by the

English has been abandoned ; yet a very few individuals are still induced to reside on it by
the fiicility of subsistence.

In 1831, Captain Bificoe fbll in with land, in 66° S. lat and 47° E. Ion., to which he qave
the name of Enderby's Land, and which he conceives to be of considerable extent In the

following year, he touched uprai another coast of uncertain extent, in about the same lati-

tude, and m Ion. 70° W. To this latter tract has been given the name of Graham's land.
15*
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DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY. Past IF.

BOOK V.

AMERICA.
America is h vast continent, compriBinf one of the gnoA divinooB of the globe. The

western heniisphere, in fact, contains scarcely any continental land that is not American*
though it includes but a small portion of land, as compared with the eastern hemisphere.

This continent, having remained for thousandis of years unknown to the most learned and

enlightened nations of the East, is called commonly the New World ; while Europe, Asia,

and Africa are called the Old World. America includes an extent of territory nearly equal

to half of the three united, constituting about three-tenths of the dry land on the surace of

the globe.

CHAPTER L

GENERAL VIEW OF AMERICA.

AnRiOA is bounded on 9aeh side by the greatest of the ocesns. On the west, the Pacific

separates it iVom Asia, and, fhmi an almost immeasurable breadth, ; ; lually narrows, till it

terminates at Behring*s Straits, where the two continents come almost into contact On the

north, is the Arctic Ocean, divided by huge frozen islands intjo numerous bays and inlets.

On the east, the Atlantic separates it from Europe and Africa. On the south it presents a

stormy cape to the expanse of the Southern or Antaretic Ocean. The northern boundary
of America is now found to have a general range of about 70° N. lat. The southern extrem-

ity of the continent, on the Straits of Magellan, is in lat 54° S. Hence this continent com-
prehends the whole of the tropical and temperate, with part of the arctic climates, on both

sides of the equator. This line, however, which would amount to about 9000 miles, cannot

be considered as measuring the dimensions of a continent so irregular in its form, and of

which the southern portion is so nearly detached, and lies almost entirely east of the northern.

It seems, therefore, necessary to view these two portions separately.

North America, extending from 55° to 168° W. Ion., and fh>m 8° to 70° N. lat, has an
area of about 7,500,000 square miles, exclusive of the islands lying north-east and north of

Baffin's Bay and Barrow's Strait Presenting a broad IVont to the Arctic Seas, it gradually
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expands in width to about 50° N. lat, when it again contracts its dimensions until it termi-

nates in the narrow isthmus of Panama. Its winding outline presents a great extent of
sea coast which is estimated to amount to about 0,500 miles on the eastern, and somewhat
more on the western side, in addition to the froznn shores of the northern border. It has
beon well divided by adistinfniahed writer, into live physical regions. 1. The table>land

of Mexico, with the strips of low country on its eastern and western shores. 2. The Plateau
lying between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean, a country with a mild and humid
atmosphere, as far north as 55°, but inhospitable and barren beyond. 3. The great central

valley of the Mississippi, rich and well wooded on the east side, bare but not unfertile in the
middle, birc, dry, sandy, and almost a desert on the west 4. The eastern declivities of the
Alleghany Mountains, a region of natural forests, and of mixed but rather poor soil. 5. The
great northern plain beyond 50°, fbur-fiflhs of which is a bleak and bare waste, overspread

with innumerable lakes, and resembling Siberia both u\ the pliysical character of its sur&re
and the rigour of its climate.

South America, which is comprised between the I'tth degree of north, and the S6th of
south Intitude, and which spreads in breadth from 36° to 81° W. Ion., is inferior in dimen-
sions to the northern portion of the continent by 1,000,000 square miles. Its coast is also

less indented by large bays, but it presents the same tapering form to the south. Its greatest

breadth, about six degrees south of the equator, is 3,200 miles, and its length, 4,500. South
America may be divided into five distinct physical regions. 1. The low country on the shores

of the Pacific, about 4,000 miles in length, and from 50 to 200 in breadth ; the two extrem-
ities of this district are fertile, the middle a sandy desert 2. The basin of the Orinoco, sur-

rounded by the Andes and their branches, and consisting of extensive plains (flanog), nearly

destitute of wood, but covered with a high herbage during a part of the year. 3. The basin

of the Amaxon, a vast plain, with a rich soil and a humid climate, and exhibiting a mirprim

ing luxuriance of vegetation. 4. The great southern plain of the Plata, in parts dry and
binen, and in parts covered with a strong growth of weeds and tall grass. 5. The high

country of Brazil, eastward of the Parana and the Araguay, presenting alternate ridges and
valleys, thickly covered with wood on the Adantic slope.

Skct. I.

—

General Outline and Aapect,

Mountain ranges, peculiarly distinguished liy their magnitude and continuity, pervade

this quarter of the world. One chain, the longest >nd, with a single exception, the loftiest

on the globe, appcara to extend from its northern to its southern extremity. By far the moit
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il range which, under the name of Andes, traverses South
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distin^ished portion is that cola

America parallel to and at a small distance from the Pacific. (^!ommencing at the northern

border of Colombia, and throwing some lateral branches alon^ its coast towards Coro and
Caniccas, it continues in its progress southwards, always swelling in magnitude, till, almost

beneath the e<}iiator, it shoots up into the summits of Chimborazo and Antisana, believed till

lately the loftiest points on the earth ; while it spreads terror b < tremendous volcanoes

of Pmchincha and CotopaxL In passiiv through Peru, it cont' . MW very lofty, aqd, on
reaching its southern or upper region, forms a vast knot or nuu^ arnid whose peaks tower
Illimani and Sorata, which recent raservation has proved to surpass even Chimbwazo, though

still inferior to the highest among the Himalayah. In its progress behind Chili, this great

chain continues to form an immensely steep though not very broad ridge. It becomes leas

considerable as it approaches the southern limit of the. continent, and the peculiarly dreary

a|id desolate aspect which it there assumes is owin^ less to elevation than to the wintry

severity of the climate. The heights on the adjacent isle cf Terra del Fuego do not exceed
6000 feet; and even the formidable cMtb with which Cape Horn fiicos the tempests of the

Southern Ocean do not rise higher than firom 1500 to 1600 feet

The same chain must now be traced in its progress through the more northern parts of

America. The bthmus of Panama, indeed, that narrow neck of land which connects

these two great continental masses, is fiUed only by a ridge of moderate elevation, so as to

idlow hopes that a canal may unite the two opposite oceans. But after a short interval it

swells into that great table plain, upwards of OiOOO feet high, which coven the greater part

of Mexico and Guatimala, and converts thero a tropical into a temperate climate, from
this level shoot up mjch higher the snowy conical peaks of Orizaba, Popocatepetl, and To-
luca, the firat two of which send forth formidable volcanic eruptions. Beyond Mexico this

great elevation is partly prolonged in the great chain of the Rocky Mountains which run

parallel to the Northern Pacific, and bound tm the west the valley of the MissiiisippL

Though their eVitb be steep and rugged, thoy by no means equal the elevation of the Andes,
•carcely at any point surpassing 12,000 feet Beyond the 55th parallel they rapidly sink,

though a branch, about 2000 feet high, runs along the western bank of the Mackenzie River,

and even alcmg the shores of the Arctic Ocean. It may be observed that very high moun-
tains are seen at diflTcrent parts of the shore of the Northern Pacific ; particularly in the

60th parallel, where Mount St Elias is supposed to exceed 17,000 feet; but whether these

form a parallel chain to the Rocky Mountains, or are branches detached firom them, is not

yet duly ascertained.

An eastern chain pervading America, though not ^uite in so uniform and connected a
manner, seems traced by Humboldt In North America, the Appalachians, or AUeghanies,
form a contmuous ridge parallel to the Atlantic, and bounding the maritime territory of the

United States. DetMhed, somewhat irregular, branches ftom them spread throurt Canada,
Labrador, and the v' -tinity of Hudson's Bay. The mountains which, rising around the Gulf
of Mexico, form the West India islands, appear to be elevated summits of the same range.

After disappearing for a small interval in the delta of the Orinoco, it appeara again in numer-
ous ridges, which spread wide over Guiana, and of Which the central mass appean to be
Sierra de Parime. On the southern side of the Amazons, again, Brazil is traversed by
several successive ranges, which are in some degree prolonged to the La Plata, beyond
which they sink finally into the vast plains of the Pampas. The whole of these eastern

ranges are very low, when compared with the grand western chain ; they reach generally
firom 2000 to 91)00 feet, and seldom ekceid 6000: they are not the seat m violent volcanic

action. Several of the West India peaks, however, are somewhat higher tlmn Uie above,

and one or two are volcanic.

Tho plains ofAmerica form almost as great and remarkable an object as its mountains. We
may remark in this continent three systems. One is the plain along the Atlantic, between
that ocean and the eastern range of mountains. To this belong the original tenritorr of the
United States, and that of Brazil, the former moderately, the latter luxuriantly, fertile. The
second plain is that on the opposite side of the continent, between the great western chain
and the Pacific ; it is narrow, moist, of very various aspect and produce. But the plains

which extend through the centre of the continent between the great ranges of the eastern

and western mountains, arc of prodigious extent exceeding even those which cover so great
a part of Africa and Asia. While the latter two have a vast portion of their surfiice doomed
to hopeless Bterility by heaps of moving sand, tho interior plains of America are almost
throughout completely watered, and overgrown in many places with even an excessive
luxuriance of vegetation. It is true they display solitudes as vast and tenanted by races as

savage, as the most dreary deserts of the Old World. But this backward state is evidently

owing to the unfkvourable and inland site of these vast tracts, destitute of maritime inter-

course, and only of late become the theatre of European settlement Even tho rich moisture
of the ground, covered with danse and entangled forests, and with gigantic grasses, though
it marks the natural luxuriance of the soil, ol^trucls the first efibrts of unimproved culture.

But the tide of emigration has now cc:r.pletoly set ia to these vast interior tracts; great
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states have been founded ui them ; ftnd it is evident that in a few ages they ./ill be covered
with a numerous and increasing population. This is remarkably the case with the sreat
plain of the Missouri-Mississippi, between the Rocky Mountains and the Alleshanies, form-
ing the western territory of the United States. The plantations formed in this region are
proceeding with such rapidity, that it must evidently, in a few generations, become one of
the most populous and flourishing regions of the elobe. This plain is prolonged without
interruption northward to the country watered by Uie upper courses of the Mississippi and
the St Lawrence, and eviti as fiir as the Polar Ocean ; so that, as Humboldt observes, one
of its bordere is covered with the palms and the splendid foliage of the tropic, while in the
other the last buds of arctic vegetation expire. These northern plains, however, present a
very gloomy aspect, overspread with dreary pine forests, intersected by frozen lakes, and
oflbrdmg shelter only to numerous tribes of the elk, the deer, and other flir-bearing animals.

The extent of this plain is estimated by Humboldt at 3,240^000 square miles. Another,
almost equally vast and luxuriant, occure in the heart of South America, where it occupies

the basin of the Amazons, between the Andes and the mountains of Brazil ; but it is covered,

as yet, with unbroken native forests, and tenanted by rude and savage tribes. The same
great authority reckons it At 3,120,000 miles. In the northern quarter is that great expanse
of the Llanos of the Orinoco, estimated at 348,000 miles, covered with gigantic grasses, yet
still, too, almost uncultivated, while in the southern part of the continent, the immense sur-

foce of the Pampas, bordering the La Plato, displays its fertility only by the numberless
herds of wild cattle, which have multiplied amid its pastures. The area, according to Hum-
boldt comprehends 1,620,000 miles.

Table-lands, or elevated plains, form a characteristic feature in the geography of America,
though not so striking as in that of Asia. The principal is the one which covera the whole
of Mexico, with part of Guatimala, rising to the height of 6000 feet The Andes within
thbir lofty ridges enclose very elevated sit^d, on which even cities are built; but in general,

these level spots are too limited to constitute more than a mountain valley hemmed in b^
lofty perpendicular steeps ; and often fVom the bed of the river to the top of the mountain u
a continued and laborious ascent Bolivia, or Upper Peru, with the bordering districts of La
Plata, comprises certainly a very large extent of elevated land, and cities are built un a
higher level than in any other quarter of the globe. Yet its general rugged and irregular

surface seems to constitute rather a mountainous territory than a table plain.

The rivers of America constitute perhaps her grandest natural features, or at least those

in which she claims the most decided pre-eminence over the other quartera of the globe.

They are unequalled both in the length of their course, and the masses of water which they
pour ir to the ocean. The principal of these riven take their rise in the great western
chain, from its eastern side, whence, being swelled b^ numerous streams, they roll broad and
spacious across the great interic* rliin, till they approach the eastern range of mountains.

Thence they derive a ftesh and co^nous series of tributaries, till, bearing aa it were the wa-
ters of half a continent' they reach the ocean. Thus, the Missouri (which, notwithstanding
the error which has given the name of Mississippi to the united channel, is undoubtedly, in

a physical view, the main stream,) takes its rise in the Rocky Mountains, then flows east-

ward into the deep valley, where it is joined by the Mississippi, and there receives fh>m the
Alleghany the copious tribute of the Ohia In its course thence southward, it receives

tributaries both from the eastern and western range. Id South America, again, the Amap
zona, after a long course along Uie foot of the loftiest Andes, and collecting all the waten
which descend m>m them during a range of upwards of 1000 miles, rolls eastward across

the great plain, till it comes to receive ample tributaries frorr the eastern ranges, of Parime
on one side, and Brazil on the other, and, before reachuig the Atlantic, is swelled almost to

an inland sea. The La Plata, after having by itself, the Pilcomayo, and other tributaries,

collected all the s-Mithem waters of the Andes, in its south-eastern course across the conti-

nent receives the Parana, which, after its long course throueh the valleys of the Brazilian

chain, disputes the rank of principal ; after wnich, the united stream, in its junction with

the Atlantic, beara the magnitude of a great bay or inlet There are other rivera which
fbm di^rent and much more limited sources swell to the first magnitude. In North Ame-
rica, the St Lawrence and the Mississippi proper derive their ampin stores not from any
mountain chain, but fh>m that cold watc ry region of forests and swamps which forms the

northern prolongation of the great central plain. In South America, the Orinoco, though
the Andes send to it some considerable tributaries acrt/ss the Llanos, is formed chiefly during
its winding course around the Parime and other ranges that traverse Guiana; yet. such la

the store lodged in this region of forests and awamps, that it Ppurs by its seven mouths into

tiie Atlantic a flocd almost as ample as its greatest rivals. The rivers which flow through
the comparatively narrow valleys which intervene on the east and west between the moun-
tain chains nnd tli<) nearest ocean, cannot in general, renrii so great a magnitude; though
often valniible for navitration, they belong only to the particular district wiiich they traverse;

yet the Columbia, on the western declivity ot the Rocky Mountains, ranks among the great

rivers of the globo. The Coppermine, and the Mackcnzifj, which flow tlirough the north into

ininMaiitwwitM i i mmvtMM
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the Aictie Sea. have a long coune, but, firom the barren renons which they trareiae, are of

no commercial value. It has been eatimated that the lengui of the navisable waters of the

Amazona and its branches is equal to S0,000 miles; of those of the Mississippi, 40,000;
of the Plata, 20,000 ; of the Orinoco, 8,000; of the St Lawrence, 2,000.

Lakes in the most northerly part of the continent are numerous and important. Tbey
are not, however, mountain lakes, nor formed b^ mountain streams. They originate in those

great wooded watery plains whence the Mississippi and the St Lawrence take their rise.

The cbain of oonnectea lakes on the upper course of the latter river, the Ontario, Erie, Hu-
ron, Michigan, and Superior, form the largest bodies of fresh water in the world. Commu-
nicating with the sea by the broad channel of the St Lawrence, and in a country whose
population is rapidly increasing, they are becoming of the greatest advantage to commerce.
Similar lakes extend northward as (hr as the Arctic- Sea,—the Lake of the Woods, the

Athabasca, the Great Slave Lake, the Great Bear Lake ; but these, unconnected with any
other sea, and firozen for the greater part of the year, cannot serve any commercial purpose.

In the heart of the mountain region of Upper Peru is the great lake of Titicaca; but, gene-

rally speaking, the ^indes, abrupt, lofly, and pouring their waters into deep and narrow val-

leys, form rivers, and not lakes.

In addition to the advantage which the New World possesses over the Old in the great

extent of its navigable waters, penetrating into its inmost recesses and affording unexampled
feciliU6s of communication between all parts and the sea, it is not less fiivourably chajrac-

terised by the absence of sandy deserts, which, in the Old World, not only withdraw a great

smuuk.. of the soil from the dominion of man, but also have an injurious influence upon the

climk*.(. .>f (be ueigbbourinf regions, and present serious obstacles to the mutual mtercourse
' iiiif^ounding nations. The desert of Atacama, extending from Tarapaca in Peru, to Co-

^.:^ ir C'hi'.i, over about 7 degrees of latitude, comprises only a narrow strip of country on
U) Pa if. ocean; the desert of Pemambuco, in the north-eastern part of Brazil, between
tl'.d S*. i'nmcisco and the 8«ira, is more extensive, but these are both insignificant com-
Luir^ with those of the eastern ccmtinent The wide tract at the eastern foot of the Rocky
AJI^U'.teins, which has been called the American Desert, and a similar tract, between 25°

h^ HP H. lat, at the eastern base of the Chilian mountains, are traversed by large rivers,

MiKJ pT'~<!(i- c an abundant vegetation. It lias accordingly been estimated that the amount of

URCiu* Mjii :.• tiie Americas is at least equal to that of the Old World ; for while at least two-

ihUuis af the latter is entirely unproductive, and much of the remaining third is poor, not

l«ss thma 10,000,000 square miles of the fbnner are not only productive, but for the most
part highly fertile.

Sbot. n.

—

Natural Cfeograpky.

SuHMT. 1.

—

OedUtgy.

The Geology of this contment can only be properly described under the heads of ita

respective countries.

Snaawrr. 2.

—

BoUmy.

Ot all the quarters of the globe, America offers, unquestionably, the most interesting field

to the botanist, extending, as it does, f.<om beyond the Arctic Circle in the nwUi, neaiiy to

the Antarctic Circle in the south, and includmg a vast range of mountains, the most remark-

able in the world, whether considered relatively to their height or their extent; for tbey

literally stretch from one extremity to the other of the whole continent, and iu such a man-
ner as to divide it into two very unequal portions, the eastern and the western ; thus forming

a line of separation between the vegetation of the respective sides, more distinct than that

constituted by many degrees of longitude. In relation tc* ether extra-European countries^

it may bo said that a conBiderable part of the American territories has been explored by the

man of science. North America an boast of Kalm, Bartram, Michaux, Pursh, Bigelow,

Torrey, EUliott, Nuttall, Darlington, Boott, and Sehweinitz. who have most successftiUy

investifpited the botany of the United Stat«;s. Richardson, Drummond, and the officers of

Uie various arctic expeditions, Laiy Dalho .; 3, Mrs. Sheppaid, and Mm. Percival, have satis>

fkctorily sscertained the VegetabiO productions of Canada end of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's territories to the eastward of the Rocky Mountivins Ust the Cordillera of North Ame-
rica) ; while the coast of the '^ppofcit< side, washed by the Pacific Ocean, has been explored

by Menzies, Chamisso, Douglas, atuJ Bcouler. The botany of Mexico has been described

by Humboldt and Scheide. The name of the former highly-gifled individual is intimately

connected with the tropical parts of South America, and almost oil we know of the planta

of the old and extensive kingdom of New Granada is from his labours and those of his com-
panion Bonpland, and their predecessor, Mutis. Peruvian and Chilian botanv were long

considered the peculiar province of the Spanish literati, and we owe much to tne investiga-

tions of Ruiz and Fnvon ; but still more, perhaps, to the inde&tigable exertions of Haenko,
Cruckshanks, Bortero, Puppig, Cuming, Ma^ev/s, Bridges, Jameson, Hall, and Gillies; tiie

lattcTo indeed, extending his researches into extraptiopical America, in the latitude of Men-
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doza, from the Atlantic to the Pkcific Oceans. Brazil, whose productions seem inexhausti-

ble, has had the good fortune to be explored by Spix and Martins, Auguste St. Hilaire, Pohl,

Mikan, Seilow, and already affi>rd8, perhaps, the most splendid flora of any spot of the globe.

Casual, indeed, have been the visiters to the more southern parts and adjacent islands of the

vast continent under consideration, and few the observations we can make upon them ; nor,

indeed, will our limits allow us to enter, as we could wish, upon the more particular nature

of the vegetable products of any part of America.

The most remote land, the Ultima Thule of the southern hemisphere that has been yet

explored, constitutes a group of islands, called New South Shetland, lying off the southern

extremity of America, in lat. 65o. *' None of these islands," says the enterprising Captain

Weddel, " affinrds any vegetation, save a short straggling grass, which is found in very

small patches, on spots where there happens to be a kttle soil. This, with a moss similar

to what is found in Iceland, appears in the middle of January, at which time the blands are

partially clear of snow." The eye of the botanist would, perhaps, even here, discover some
curious plants ; though, undoubtedly, the majority of them, as in the highest northern lati-

tudes, would prove to belong to the fiunilies of Mosses and Lichens, arid probably are not

dissuniiar to those of the coldest ports of the South American continent A few specimens,

hastily gathered on the islands, have, indeed, though in a very imperfect state, come into

our possession : amongst them, a Polytrichum without fruit. A very beautifiil Lichen appears

to be common there, bearing large deep chestnut-coloured fructifications. This is described

by Dr. Torrey, in SiUimmCs Ameriean Journal of Science, under the name of Usnea fasci-

sts (fig- 065.), and is figured in Hooker's BoUmical Mitceliany, vol. i. t. 14.; where its

great similarity with the Usnea roelaxantha of the Andes of Peru,

and the U. sptiacelata of the arctic regions, is noticed. It is the

same Lichen, probably, which is noticed by Lieutenant Kendal,

when speaking of Deception Island, one of this group, in lat. 64°.
" There was nothing," he says, " in the shape of vegetation,, ex-

cept a small kind of lichen, whose efiorts seem almost iueflectual

to maintain its existence, among the scanty soil aflS>rded by the

penguin's dung." Several very interesting plants have recently

been gathered on Terra del Fuego and the Straits of Magellan,

by the late expedition to survey these coasts, under the command
of Captain King, but are unfortunately yet unpublished ; eo that

although the straits just mentioned are now much frequented by

Engliw and American vessels engaged in the seal-trade, almost

nothing is known of their vegetation. Sir Joseph Banks landed

on the main island of Del Fuego, in the Straits of Le Miiirc. As
he approached the shore, he met with sea-weeds of a most enormous size ; one of thero in

particuhu' {Fiiau gwanieua), having leaves four feet long, and with tteros, though not

thicker than a man^ uiumb, yet 120 feet long. On shore. Sir Joseph and his party gathered

upwards of 100 species of plants; among them several stems of a Wild Celenr and Scurvv

Grass {Apium antaretitum and Cardamine onti$corbutica) ; the fiunous Winter's Bark
(Drymit Winteri) (Jg. 996.), so called firom its having been first discovered in Terra del

FuMo by Captain William Winter, the companion of Sir Francis

Drake, who u 1579 introduced this plant to the knowledge of

European physicians as a valuable tonic, more especially useful in

scurvy ; it is, however, wholly neglected in the practice of physic

:

the (knella alba (a tropical aromatic plant, which is totally different

from it) having been confounded with it in the shops, and no quantity

having been brought to Europe, except as a curiosity, till the return

of die ships under Captain Cook. Living individuals of this interest-

ing plant are, we believe, in the garden of Mr. Lowe, at the Clapton

nursery. The trees were round to be chiefly of one kind, a species

(rf* Birch (Beftiia antarcttca), the stem of which is firom thirty to forty

inches in diameter, so that, in case of necessity, they mi^ht supply a ship

with topmasts. The Fagus antorctica might likewise be employed
as timber. Cranberries were also found in large quantities, both white

and red.

In the Straits of Magellan, the Evcivreen Beech {Fagua betuloides) grows in the greatest

abundance, and reaches a very large size. Trees of this species, three feet iu diameter, are
abundant; of four feet there are many, and Captain King says there is one tree (perhaps
the very same noticed by Commodore Byron) which measures seven feet in diameter fbi

seventeen feet ab^we the roots, nnd there divides into three large branches, each of which
is three feet thick. Many of thene fine trees, owing, perhaps, to the coldness of the schis-

tose subsoil, are decayed at the heart. Captain King observed but few other timber trees

in tbe Straits, besides the Evergreen Beech Just mentioned. Such an appellation only
Vol. IIL 16
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belongs to the other species of Beech, and the Winter's Bark. The last, which is also

evergreen, is to be found mixed with the first in all parts of the Straits, so that the country

and hills, from the height of 2000 feet above the sea to the verv verge of high-water mark,

are covered with perpetual verdure, which is peculiarly striking in those places where
the glaciers descend into the sea ; the sudden contrast in such cases presenting to the view
a scene as agreeable as it seems to be anomalous. Vegetation, indeed, appears to thrive

most luxuriantly, and large, woody-stemmed trees of Veronica and Fuchsia, such as in Eng-
land are treated as tender green-house plants, are in full flower, within a very short distance

of the base of a mountain covered for two-thirds downwards with snow, and with a tem-

perature at 360. What is still more remarkable, these spots are.frequented b^ parrots and
numming-birds, the former feeding npoo the seeds of the Winter's Bark, while the latter

have been seen chirping and sipping the sweets of the Fuchsia and other flowers, after two
or three days of constant rain, snow, and sleet, during which the thermometer has been

at the freezing point* The Fuchsia certainly was rarely found but in the sheltered spots;

but not so the Veronica (V. decua$€Ua)', fbr the inlets of the bays on the west side ofSt
John's Island at Port San Antonio are lined with trees of the latter, growing even in the

very wash of the sea. This is the character of the vegetation in the middle of the strait

Towards the western extremity, the decomposition of the granite and other primitive rocin

which are found there forms but a poor unproductive soil ; so that, although the land is

thickly covered with shrubs, they are all small and stunted, the most luxuriant of them
seldom attaining a larger diameter than nine or ten inches. On the eastward, clay pre-

dominates, and from Cape Negro to the open sea not a tree is to be found ; only small

shrubs and grasses are seen : the former thinly scattered over the extensive plains which
characterise this regkm; but the latter are abundant, and, although of a harsh and dry

appearance, must be nourishing, for they form the chosen foixl of numerous and large henu
ofguanacoes.

. SuMKTr. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoology of the New World is as distinct from that of the Old, as the animals of
Australia are from those of Africa and the Indian Islands. There is also a curious analogical

resemblance between these two insular continents deserving notice. The northern latitudes

of America present us with many of the animals of Europe and Asia ; and the faunas ot

these three divisions unite in the arctic regions. The Zoology of Australia, in like manner,
assimilates to that of Southern Africa and the Indian Islands ; or rather, may be said to

borrow many of the animal forma common to both. But to what zoological province of the

world its southern extremity approximates, is still unknown ; and this is precisely the case

with America. Upon this question, involving many points of high importance to geographic
zooli^y, we shall not at present dwell ; since the only information which might lead to any
satismctory results, namely, a systematic list of the animals of Patagonia and Terra del

Fuego, still remains to be supplied.

The Zoology of America embraces the productions of such a vast and diversified region,

that we must consider it more in detail under three divisions ; namely, the arctic or northern,

the temperate or intermediate region, and the southern or tropical ; a fourth might be made
to embrace the regions towards Cape Horn ; but the animals of these latitudes, as before

(^served, are very imperfectly known.
In the arctic or uOTthern division may be included those firigid tegions commencing

between 55° and 60" of north latitude, and extending to the shores of the Frozen Ocean;
and we may name the great Polar Bear

837 ^ fc^ - 11 wW"Nv
(Jjy^. 937.) OS the tymcal animal of these

regions. The above demarcation, however,
is named fi'om conjecture more than fVom
positive evidence; for it is much more
natural to conclude that, if any zoological

peculiarities attach to the arctic regions of
America, they would commence beyond the

fkrihest points in this direction, which are

annually visited by the migratory or sum-
mer birds of the United States. Many of

these are well known to breed in Canada

;

while the more recent zoological researches

of Dr. Richardson, In higher latitudes, prove

that the migrations of these birds extend beyond the latitude of 60° N. It seems, therefore,

I'he White or Groat Polar Bear.

Bfl* Kinff'd Ooograpliy of Terra del Fuego snd the Blraltf of Magellan, in tbe Jtuntl tftkt Rfal Ottgrapki-

tal Saeieti/ vol i. p. 100.
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highly probable that the ornitiiological features of Arctic America are confined to much
narrower limits than we have here assigned ; and that these

limits do not extend fartlicr south than tlie "Barren
Grounds" and "Prairies" of the arctic naviirators, those

extensive plains which appear to be the chief residence of

the Canadian Grouse (.Tetrao canadensit) (Jig. 938.), and
.ther species of the fiimily peculiar to this continent The
second volume of the Northern Zoology has put us in poe-

scssio.. of numerous facts on the ornithological geography
of these regions; although much still remains to be dis-

covered before these facts can be generalised. In the mean
time we shall avail ourselves of the valuable information

already communicated by this enterprising traveller, relative

to the ferine inhabitants of Northern and Arctic America.
The quadrupeds of these regions, according to Dr. Richardson, arc geographically dis-

tributed in the following districts, under which they will be briefly noticed :—1. The remote
islands of North Georgia. 2. The shores of the Polar Sea, and the Barren Lands. 3. New
Caledonia. 4. The Rocky Mountains. 5. The Prairie Landa 6. The Limestone District

7. The Eastern District

(1.) In the islands of North Georgia, situated in lat 75° north, there are only the nine
following species of mammiferous apimais, of which five are carnivorous and four herbivor
ous. The first two are only summer visiters ; they arrive on Melville Island towards the
middle of May, and quit it, on their return to the south, in tJie end of September.
IhaaxKlalii. MnAOx. Mvtita uraiMi. ThaEialM. I Omrrhia hudmiiii. Bwboat WHf L»
CtnmltnMm. lanlni Dmt. Cuii Iuikhl ;Ibiwku Wiilf. mini.
Ciaauriiimai. Mar lar. VikDa lannifc llitAratkra. Lapni flaeiallt. MirBara.
Oulalian,. WolnriM.

|

(2.) The quadrupeds of the shores of the Polar Sea are the same as those inhabiting the
Barren Grounds. This name has been applied by the arctic voyagers to that north-east

comer of the American continent bounded to the westward bv the Coppermine River, the
Great Slave and other lakes, to the southward by the Churchill or Missinippi River, and to

the northward and eastward by the sea. The rocks of this district are primitive, rising only
into low hills, with a few stunted shrubs in the valleys ; but the soil in general is a dry
coarse sand, so poor as to afibrd no other vegetation than lichens. These dreary and dan-
gerous wastes ara destitute of fur-bearing animals. The abundance of lichens supplies the

nvourite food of the small Carabou, or American Reindeer, and the Musk Ox, both of which
animals are here common. The following quadrupeds are likewise found in the Barren
Grounds:—

UmnBarHbHM. Mar or 8m Bmt.
Gulo hami. Wolieriat.
nitoriwarmfMa. SInt. or Kmiiaa.
Fuloriii Vina. VlmWoiHl.
Lutn fiMiWinh Camliu O'tir.

CaiMr hmmt. Baro Miu Urn,
ValimfiiiiiMB. aootjrrttiT^

nborilMhirai. TIM Mtaqoaih.
Airioob iiuUiOfntbM. Velloir chMtaJ

I poanfvl
BDoreslii. . III. Noftheni MoMO.

GooTTehin triniucmDiilvh Back's Ltniof.
Ooorjrchiia budaowuB. Hiklacm^ Ba/ Xo<

umg.

, illiiH niimilaailf—in
Arctomri rtrryf. IWrv^ Maraiot.
Li|iwgUtt>lis. Mar Ham.

Tha am aiililM Ihia Hat art aun or tai
caralfwouo or plaeiromw; and prtjr muck
npua the rjiMundor, wUck an hntaccow.

(3.) The district of New Caledonia, on the west of the Rocky Mountains, was not visited

by Dr. Richardson ; but, firom the notes of Mr. Harmon, its zookgy presents some peculiari-

ties. The summer is never very warm, and in winter the snow ia sometimes five feet deep.

This, Mr. Harmon imagines, is the reason why none of the large animals, except a few
solitary ones, are to bo met with. The quadrupeds are not numerous. The Moose Deer is

scarce, and the Black Bear more sa The lesser species consist :f Beavers, Otters, Lynxes,
Fishers, Martens, Minks, Wolverines, Foxes
of difierent kinds, Badgers, Polecats, Hares,
and a few Wolves. The birds are Swans,
Geese, Cranes, Ducks of several kinds, and
Partridges. The Canadian Gooso {Aniu
canadensis) {fig. 039.) is here called a
Bustard : it appears to be common, and has

long been domesticated in both continents.

All the lakes and rivers are well furnished

with excellent fish.

(4.) The animals found on the Rocky Mountains are thus enumerated by Dr. Richardson *-

OuMdiuGoaM.

Vt^intniOMlnlatua. 8ay1IM
Bnrn palaafTla. Anatfeaa Manh 9utm,
Vrma anarlcama. Amorkan Hack Boar,
Vftu hrox. Grialy Boar.

Oalo haeaa. WolfcriBo.
PaMrhiaoniiiiwa. Bfial, or Eralat.
raMrtyaVlm. Vi«w Waaitl.
Miatala uurtai. Plita Mirtan.
Muatda canadeaals, ftkao, nr Fbhar.
Loin raiiMawli. Cuadiu Odar,
Falli uaadanali. Canadian Ljrax.

CACtnr flber, Alucrican Rearer.

Fitpcr ilMkicu. Tbt Mtuiinib.

Wllt^*mi'-i^^i*'^^tM.^.

Antcftla ripariiM. Bank Meadow.MQuao.
Arvlcnla laatbogaalhui. Yallow^hcckoit Mniaflb
Anrimla ora.lyHicaaBia. Mirp-noacd Moum.
Ua^choa halroliii. Tawny Umin^.
Naomna DnonauiidlL axki MoiulaUi La-

itoK.
MiH leuoifma. AlarIran FMd Mnwa.
ArckHDjTf atupatra. Qaebac Mafuwt.
Aretooifa nmlnncui. Tka Whiitler
Aretmiiyi ntrjX. Vffft Marmot.
Arelilmf autlatui. Bptwod Marmut
Arctomyslt'enlii. S-ijr^ Mrmnt.
Tamiaa quidrivitta'-ua. rour.kiadeil Squlrrct.

JbtMmi'HliitHtMtti

Tamiai hutlaonius. C'Mrkarae Squirrel,

rtentmya ubrinua (alpina). tievero Bivca
Flytnc ttqulrrel.

Hjratrix pllnauR. Canada Porcnnint.
l.e|NM anierlcanin, Aniericaa llarou

Leput itUcialU. Folir Itare.

lapwya priDor^ l.litle ChM Han,
Cerrutalcea. Mnoaa llrer.

Carvui tanwdua ? i 'Aralmu Deer.

Cerruiinaem'li. Rtick-taildd l)ecr.

Capra amerieana. Rndiv M uataln Ooal.
fIvU mniilana. Riick)- Mntintnin Shecj),

Vc:i amcricauui. ilmiTkau fit-jou.
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The country lyinff between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific is in general hilly ; but
the wide plains on the upper anna of the Colombia are inhabited by the same kind of ani-

mals as occur on the Mianuri plains. ' These are principally as follows :

—

Vnm ttroM. Onviv Hear.
Cuiihrniit. Frurto Wolt
VulpMCiMnosffeaUIOi. KU hs.

1? Tta
rtnrn Ifnth nr

C«rTui l«iiailiM» LMH-toilad Dmt.

The Bisons are suppoaed to have found their way across the mountaina very recently;

they are still comparatively few, and very locally distributed.

(5.) The fi!th geomirfiic district comprehends those extensive plaim, termed Prairies,

lying between the foot of the Rocky Mountains and the Limestone District sutMequently

noticed. These lands are in general level, and the traveller, when cronin^ tliem, must
direct his course by the compass or by the stars, as an Arab would traverse the Great Desert
The soil, however, although dry and sandy, is tolerably fertile ; as it supplies a thick sward
of grass, which furnishes food to immense herds of the Bison. This abundance of pasture

renders these plains the favourite resort of various ruminating animals, and the Buflklo and
Wapiti abound. The following list will better exhibit these peculiarities:

—

Mnfipwnt HoodiL Lnwwfi MinMl*
GaamyiaipaUm. Tlw Molt Hui aU
Upot Tififoh—. I*niri* Han.
Kq»m abdhN. Tte Hona.
CanrwalM^ MooMllMr.

CWW ftnMTNWWK Tm nMipltL
CamuBMiMii. HKk-ttlMDMr.
C«rrat Imclrm. I oaf lallad Dmt.
iliMni* hicMr. Pwm-fcinMd li<ill|ii.

Unw tofoi. T1» OrU¥ SMr.
Cuh blue 1 IH rnOria Wolf.
Vvl|n ctuMifrUfMMatia. Kit tat.
Arrowyt Iwl^kMaiM. Tlw WittonwiiL
ilrct'Mnn aidnnlwmil. Tawr.y Mamot
AicMum rMvkliiOi. rwtUa'ilttanMt

The fur-bearing animals also exist in the belts of woods, which skirt the rivers flowing
through the plains above-mentioned.

(6.) The sixth district Is a very flat limestone deposit, bounded by a remarkable chain of

rivera and lakes, among which are Lake Winnipeg, Beaver Lake, and the middle portion of
the Missinippi River, £c., all to the southward of the Methy Portage ; while its ncMrthem

confines are marked by the Elk River, Great Slave Lake, Marten Lake, du;. The whole
<^ this district is well wooded, and yielda the fiir-bearing animals in abundance; the follow-

ing are found in this tract:—
VajKitUla imiiaoaH. Hnn •>(.

tmtM mlwnfa. ABiriaa Mank t
Inrai FonlaH. Fiinlaf*.^ Shrew.
0adylvnl«()aui4>(!iaMk|«flilalr>. Iff

McpkilaaMarieu*. RnlraH flajr Skoak.
l4iTrA caiiailiaaii. Caaadlaa Utiar.

Falia ciMdeivla. CaaadiaB LfmM.
Cailgr fiter laaricawii AMiieaa Baanr.
ribariibelkkaa, TkaMinqoa*.
AnItMx nollMnatlMa. Tallow rhaikaJ Maa*
Anie^ pauiuylfaaicM. wy«a% Maadow

Mmm.
MialaKanji. Amrku rbM Mom.
Mationi lakndorioa. Lahfador Jwpiof

• AKtoanBoodii. Lao««d „
leiiniaLMorl. IkaHaokaa.
• MunaqaadriTiilaim FowlaaM

Tk*Seiuna Hvdaoaiaa.
• DeiDraaNiiar. 'BUekSnfnatSnfn
Hpifii pH^OMi. Caaada nrcaMteb
Leimaawillfiaaa ilaarkaa fan.
Comaaleaa. Moue llaar.

•Coma Taiudna mil.) TkaWaadt
bnllaar.

VraaaaneileuMM. Aourlcaa Black Bar.
Gulo luacua. Tba Wolrariaa.
HIaniia ralnrfi^ Couniw WaaaaL
KlailiiaanMitMU IHoaf. nr BnalM.
FMoriaa Viow. Vlaoa WeaML
MwMaaaulBk Fioa Manas. „„_.
MoaleUcaiiadeMla. fakan, or rbher. | ibckM|i oaagialia. <)aakae Manol.

Those marked thuE* are but partially distributed. To this. list must be added diflferent

varieties of the Ajnerican Wolf, named the Gray, the Black, the Dusky, and the Pied

:

together with three var-'eties of Fox ; namely, the Common American, the Croas, and the

Black or Silver.

(7.) The seventh or eastern district is formed by a belt of low primitive rocks, extending
fiom the Barren Grounds to the northern shores of Lake Superior. It is about 200 miles
wide, and, as it becomes more southerly, it recedes from the Rocky Mountains. It di^rs
ftom the Barren Grounds principally in being clothed with wood. It is bounded to the east

by a narrow stripe of limestone, beyond which there is a fht, swampy tract, forming the
western shores of Hudson's.Bay : ij western limits are the limestone deposit last mention-
ed, and its native animals are these :

—

lonxpaMria, AaaifcaiiMaiAStm'.
fiorei Fcivrri. fontor'a Skraw.
calapa (q^ l(aota). Aa uaknowa i|MeiM

,

Vnm amaikaflw. Aaarkan Black Baar.

Vnaia aMritiMoa. Mar Boar.
Qnln *uaeaa. TL« WdvaiiBe.
Mr.nia nlnria. Cowana WaaaaL
PnloriwaonnUMa. Sloat. m- Rnniaa.
raMriaa Vboa. Viaoa Wnatl.

~lBaMu:iMi.

MiaMa camdmak ftkaa, or Fiahar.
MofihlmaiHfkua. Hiida>a% Bay

~
Lutia caaadoflail. Canada Ottar.

FolitnuiadcaBfa. Caaadias l.jax.
Caatat filar anorjcaniia. ilaieilcaa Biator.
ribarailioiblciia. TheMiqaaah.
ibrioala wilkogaathaL Tollua tbaakad

Artjonia paaaa;<vaaicai. WilanS ^
Oaofjrlafliadaiaiva. Hialaort Btgp

Mm laaaona. JliMri
>iaaa Vjaadoilafc

ANMamonpalii. QaekacMa
SeJumaLyrert llwrntteliadiiqHlrraL
Sdanakadaiiailia. Tlio Ckkkirao Bi|alfraL

riaiMayaadalaai. StMnWnrFlyia(84Bi|nL
layaa aaiatkanaa. Aaaricaa Haia.
Centaaaleaa. Tbo Moaaa Uaar.
CamaTaiMdaa(8ylit.). naWaadCankta.

To these must be added several varieties of the American Wolf, with the four races of

Foxes, called the Arctic, American, Cross, and Black. There seems, ahKH to be an unde-

termined species of Badger. The Polar Bear does not go farther inland than about 100 miles

over the swampy land which skirts the coast.

To the remaining tribes of the animal kinedom, as the birds, insects, fish, &c. of Northern
America, we can devote but little space, ft will be sufficient to observe, that most of the

European Arctic birds occur in the same latitudes in the American seas. Some, however,

are found in these regions which are altogether peculiar to the New World.
Among these latter birds may be noticed the American Tufted Duck iAtuu rnfitorque$)

{Jig. 940.), which much resembles the crested duck of Europe : the head, neck, breast, and
upper parts are black, and there is a chestnut collar round the neck. The Ruddy Duck
(Jig. 941.), so called fh>m its reddish-brown colour : the crown and neck above is black, the
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tides of the head and throat white. But the most elegant of this ftmily is the Pied Dnck

0«0

Amcrieu TulM Doek. Biidilr Duck.

PwdOuck

(Amu UHtradora) {fig, 942.), whose plumage is prettily varied with deep black and pure
white: it is a truly Arctic bird, being very rare in the mid-
dle states, even during winter. Vast flocks of the diflferent-

sorts of Geese, Ducks, Gulls, &c., common to Arctic Eun^,
are spread over the whole of these regions. Yet, notwith-
standmg this similarity in the aquatic tribes, the land birds

of the. two polar regions are more distinctly marked. The
European Great Snowy Owl, the short-eared and the long*

eared species, and most of the European Falcons, occur, in>

deed, in the high American latitudes: but, with tho exce(^
tion of the Crow and the Matrpie, there are few among the

numerous tribes of perching birds which appear to inhabit both continents. The river fish

are also very different

The second grand division of American Zoology may be supposed to commence towards
Canada, and terminate with the Gulf of Mexico; thus embracing the most temperate and
healthful regions of the New World. In regard to its ferine inhabitants, little can be said

:

for, although the species have been described in systems, no traveller has yet taken those

comprehensive views of their geographic distribution, which give such an interest and value
to our preceding observations on Uie northern animals. Many of the northern quadrupeds
range over a large portion of these temperate latitudes, while the others, not found towards
the Pole, do not exhibit any striking peculiarities in the zoological distribution of genera.

But the ornithology is more distinctly marked. Numerous tribes of insectivorous binls, un-
known in the temperate latitudes of the Old World, or the equinoctial regions of the New,
spread themselves over this fruitful portion of America, either as permanent residents or as

annual migrators from tlie more genial shores of the Mexican Gulf. Tho nKist celebrated

of these is the Mocking-Bird {Orfhetu polyglottot Swains.) (^^g. 943.); plain, indeed, in

colours, yet endowed with a perfection of voice far surpassing

any other in creation. Towards the beginning of May, when
the insect world has just begun to assume life and activity, in-

numerable flocks of Warblers, Flycatchers, Woodpeckers, Star-

lings, Thrushes, and other families, appointCNi to keep the noxious

insects within due limits, make their a|^)earance in the United
States; prodigiously increasing the usual numberof the feathered

inhabitants, and making the woods resound with their notes.

The process of incubation finished, and the young sufficiently

grown to undertake their autumnal passage, nearly the whole
return to winter in latitudes less cold, and where their animal
fixxi does not foil. Verv many of these species have been traced

to the warm shores ano the table-land of Mexico; others appear
in some of the West India Isles, the Bahamas, &c. ; but not
more than one or two have yet been detected on the main land

of Equinoctial America. Tho birds of game, in comparison with those of the northern
rcgionsiiare few and insignificant; always excepting the Great American Turkey, for it is

this part of the New World which first gave us this noble addition to our (arm-yards. In-

crease of population has had its usual eflect, and has long driven these birds from many of
their former haunts; they still, however, are to be found in large flocks in the back settle-

ments.

Of other animals, there are few which are the same as those of Europe. The Fish are

numerous; and several species, like the cod of Newfoundland, occur in sufficient profusion
tn create a distinct branch of commerce. Reptilex, in point of variety, seem also to abound.
Morse has enumerated nearly forty kinds, found in the United States; and Virginia, in par-

ticular, produces great numbers. The most formidable of these are the well-known Rattle-

snakes, of which there now appears to be more than one species : some few of the othen
Vol. III. 16* Y

MoekiarBiid.
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ira Tenomoiu, but nooe can be compared, in bulk, with the monatrous . >pents of South

Americ*. The nnmnM mnd awamiM abound with immenae Bull-fro|^ five tiimis the size

of the European ; while a particular apeciea of Alligator ii Mid to occur in the aouthem

The third great diviaion, under which we are to view the Zoology of America, compriaea

the whole of the Southern Peninaula, firom the Gulf of Mexico to the extremity of Paraguay
beyond which lie countrien never viaitod by the acientific naturaliat No worda can do juatica

to ihe aplendour, the diveraity, or the magnificence of the imductiona of thia luxuriant region.

Nature everywhere teema witE life, under new and captivatiw forma, unknown to the natu

raliat who may be &miliar only with the animala of milder cnmatea, or of thoae diatributed

in the higher htitudea of the American G>ntinent Thia change becomea apparent on the

table-land of Mexioo; although it may be firat traced in the aouthem parte of Carolina,

Florida, and Southwm Looiaiana.

In reapect to the Quadrupeda of theae regiona, our information is brief, vague, and unaatia

ftetory. Hemandes waa aent in the golden daya of Spain, towai'd« die cloae of the aixteentb

century, and fiimiahed by Philip IL with an ample aalary, to inv^vitimte the productiona ol

liTnxico; but although he haa been atyled by aome the Plmy of New Spain, hia talenta were
beiu"^ naedioerity, and both his authwity and writinga have long ceased to be regarded oi

qnoteti Neither will the brief notices found in Clavi:;ero, and writers of the aame period,

eoodttO", Id any aolid information. The tribe of Moa'^eys begin to appear in Mexteo, from

whenci iv,o specif*'^ have been recently received; while the increaae of the fomily, both in

numbers and vj.ri> :,v, is very obaervable the nearev we approach the Torrid Zone. The dif-

ftront Lynxes ot' Norf u America give place to the Jaguara, Pumas, Ocelots, and long-tailed

Tiger-cats; the two former being the

______ ""*'•* fwmidable of the South American

/<2IJ^fl0iMH^Ba^!^'^^ ferocious quadrupeds. Boars appear to be

unknown, fi.nd the largest wild animals

are probably rlie Tapirs. Deer and Ante-
lopes are 8p«»riT>gly scattered ; for in tliis

respect America oners a singular contrast

to the opposite continent^ Africa. Sloths

and Armadilloea, oa the other hand, char-

acterise the hot countries of the New
World, of which the Great Ant-eater

(/f^. 944) is also a native ; while bats,

of almost innomeraUe species, swarm in the brief twilight of a tropical evening.
The Ornithology of Tropical America, us a v '^^le, certainly exceeds, in splendour, that

of any other region of the glooo. This, <v fact, y- ')\e chosen metropolis <^ the Hummi^-
birdi^ of which near <me hundred ilr . !c> specV^^ are already known to naturalists. OT

thesei '. <>aly {TroehUtu eotubru L^) is generally known
throtif:'. /^Ji North America, where it seems to range over the
w! ' i;. >i Uio United States, returning to the south in aptumn.
G !< ixjwever, does not appear to affect these little crea-

turtts so much as miffht have been imagined ; for Sir Joseph
Banks discovered a lovely species (the Ru^necked, Sela$-

SharuB rufiu Swains.) {Jig. 945.) in the chilly climate of

Footka Sound. The late Mr. W. Bullock, jun. assured us

that, in Mexico, he has travelled through woods of fir, with

snow upon the ground, and Humming-birds on the trees. In

Brazil, where Uie thermometer is seldom below 68°, this

beautiful tribe is particularly abundant; and Azara describes

many others, peculiar to Paraguay. Another group of splendid little Honeysuckers, (jVw-
farinea 111.), but of which onl^ three or four species are yet known, represent, on this

continent, the Sun-birds of Africa (Cinnyrida), and the Honey-feoders of Australia (JlfelK-

f^ffidm.)
The insectivorous Shrikes (Thmnnophairut Sw.) first appear in the warm humid woods

of Carolina, from whence we derive two species. Several others occur in the West India
Islands, but hitherto they have not been detected on the table-land of Mexica As we ap-
proach Cayenne, the species rapidly increase, and continue in undiminished numbers, and
m great variety, to the most northern parts of Paraguay that have been vet explored. Thia
extensive foroily, together with the Ant Thrushes (Myotheritue Sw.), seem peculiarly
destined to devour insects concealed in folia,<gre ; while those tribes which venture beyond
are exposed to the numerous tyrant Flycatchers, who are continually darting after insects

which fly past the particular station which each individual chooses for itself. In these
climates, ants are the universal destroyers ; but, had they no enemies, their numbers would
increase to a frightfiil extent The Ant Thnulies are therefiwe the couuterticting agents:

OiMt Ail-aaitr.

BulFawktd HioMfarbM.
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Bhie-winged Parrot.

947

these little birda live almost entirely upon the ground, in thick forests, and are perpetually
feasting upon these insects.

The Parrots, of which only one species, the Carolina Parrot, is found in the United States^

constitute a roost striking characteristic of the southern regions. Several species occur on
the Mexican Cordilleras, but their numbers increase in the lem elevated provinces ; and, in
the low lands of Guatimala, a recent traveller appears to have seen flocks ot splendid Macaws.
Others of the most brilliant plumage, spread over the whole of Bruil, and even extend to
latitudes south of Paraguay. The common green and yellow fronted Parrots seen in thia
country are all brought from Tropical America, and pass by the general name of Amazonian
Parrots. The gray and red-tailed species are nearly the only ones found on the opposite
shores of the African continent, a striking instance of the total dissimilarity between the
zoolwical productions of the two regions. The little blue-winged or Passerine Parrot of
Brazil (Jig. 946.) is the smallest of its race ; it flies in larve flocks, and is not bigger than

a sparrow. Tlie abuudance ot this tribe in the New World ia

M6 _^a^ in a great measure explained by this continent being so well
clothed with forests and ftuit-bearing trees, upon which the
whole of the Parrot fomily depend for food. On the other
hand, the chief characteristic of Africa is its bare, sandy soil,

and iience the fruit-eating birds of that continent are compara*
tively few.

The Toucans occupy a prominent station in the Ornithology
of South America, and extend from Mexico to the southern
extremity of Brazil : they are omnivorous birds, feeding both
upon animal and vegetable matter. Their enormous bills are

nevertheless very li|^t, and, being vascular wiuin, admit of a great developement being

Ifiven to the organs of smell. By this power, they discover the nests and eggs of other

birds, which they are continually plundering. The Red-billed Toucan (Jig. 947.) is one of
the lurgest species, having the body black, and the throat of a
creamy whiteness. The Trogons, the Jacamas, the Hermit Birds

(MonoMsa VieiL), and the Pufl-backs (TapuUia Cuv.), are all con-

fined to this continent, and feed upon the hosts of insects which
aJways accompany an exuberant vegetation. While these birds

are appropriated to winged insects, the Woodpeckers and large

Scansorial Creepers (Dendrocolaytea 111.) climb the trunks of
trees, and devour those tribes which lurk in the crevicesor beneath
the bark. Both are particularly abundant, and the latter occur
in no other part of the world.

Among the frugivorous tribes, we must notice the numerous
and beautiful family of Tanagers (^TatugrituB Sw.), as peculiar

to America: some few species are among the summer visiters of

the Northern States, but the chief metropolis of' the fomily is in

the equinoctial latitudes, where the vast tracts o( table-lands,

thinly but universally clothed with low trees and shrubs, supply

thoto small berries and fhiits upon which they feed. In the mora lofty woods, bordering oa
the coast, the traveller meets with groves of trees, thickly hung with the long purse-shaped

nests of the Icterinn or Hanv-nest Orioles (Jtg. 948.) they form a striking feature in Brv
zilian scenery, am are woven with great Aill by dilierent

048 .^.^fftBMBL BPM*es, variously ornamented with plumage of a black and

E>lden colour. These birds are chiefly found in the hottest

titudes, although three species are distributed in the United
States: like the Tanagers, they live both upon insects and
fhiits. The Warblers (Sylvicolf Sw.), so abundant in the
United States, appear almost excluded fhxn latitudes south of
Mexico. The Stonechats and Wagtails are likewise unknown;
the first being supplied by the Ground-peckers (Opetkiorhyn-

ehu» Tern.), and the latter by the Water-chats (nwtieoltna
Sw.).

The most decided fVuit-eating birds are of those superb genera
composing or representing the Chatterers (Ampelida Sw.).

Many are as big as crows, and exhibit singular deviations fVom

the usual form of birds. One (^CtphalopleruB omatui Geofl*.),

Orioi* H«M. the Umbrella Chatterer (Jig, 949.), has a large crest of feather*

on its head, resembling an umbrella. Another has a pendulous

wattle in fVont, which can be made to assume something of the appearance of the horn of

the Unicorn. A third has a naked throit with numerous fleshy caruncles hanging down*
ward ; and a fourth is completely bald, with long feathers round its nock, like the mane at
a lk>n. Nothing would be more curious or interesting than the knowledge of the habit* and

Bad-bilM Totwaa.

«
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economy of ioch atmigely fonned birds; but all thin, at present, is a mystery. We only

know that they live in the deep recesses of the forests, and that they are sometimes seen

perched upon the topmost branches of the loftiest trees, uttering a loud and strange noise,

on the rising and setting of the sun.

The, genuine firuit-eaters, however, form one of the most beautifiil groups m tropical or-

nithology. There are many species, mostly of the size of a thrush, but variegated with the

richest shades of azure, purple, and crimson : they are solitary and silent, and must be

sought for far from the abodes of men. Others, called Manakins iPiprina Sw.), are much

smaller than sparrows, and live in little flocks in the damp woods, feeding only upon soft

berries. Several are conspicuous for their beautiful crimson crests, while one, the Puif-

throated Manakin {Pipra Manacua L.) (Jg. 060.). ia remarluible for the feathers on the

throat being lengthened like a beard.

800

rsff-Uusslid Huskie.

Viabralh Challmr. Spor-wimrd WtMr-bn.

The raiMcious birds are numerous and formidable : the chief is the fiunons Condor of the

Andes. The King of the Vultures is conspicuous for its colours, while two or three others,

ti a black colour, are everywhere found so soon as a carcase is left unburied. The De-
stroying Eagle (^Aquila dettructor Sw.) exceeds all others in strength; and there are

numerous smaller races of Buzzards, Kites, and Falcons, totally different from those of

Europe and Africa.

The gallinaceous birds of Tropical America materially difliir firom those of the north. A
magnificent species of Turkey is peculiar to the forests of Honduras ; while, towards the

equinoctial line, we find the Curaasow Birds, Penelopes, Guans, and other large-died

genera, which might, no doubt, be domesticated by the natives. Grouse, BusUids, or

Pheasants are not known, and Partridges are very scarce; but the Tinamou occur in great

Vdjriety. Several of tlie species excrad the largest dunghill fowl, and the flesh of all ia

roost delicious eating; their tails are so short that they appear to have none.

The water birds are few, ftom the absence of laive lakes, and the partiality of these tribes

to more temperate reeiona. The marshes are frequented by Jacanas, or Spur-winged

Water-hens (Jig. 951.), several sorts of Tiger-bitterns, and a few ducks, of species not

known in the Northern Slates. The lakes of Mexico, however, appear to be profbsely

stocked with Waterfowl, comprising many of those common species so abundant in Europe

and Northern America. But we must no longer dwell upon this charming portion of

American Zoology, the investigation of which occupied two of the happiest years of

our life.

To enumerate even the tribes of splendid insects which render the Ebtomology of

Tropical America far superior to that of anjr region in the world, wonld, in this slight

sketch, be impossible. As this coktinent exhibits a more varied and dense vegetation than

any other, so are its insect productions more numerous and brilliant, particularly in those

tribes, which, like the Butterflies and Moths, derive their food from leaves and flowers.

The Diamond Beetle (Curadio imperialU L.) (Jr. 952.) ia

952 ^^imtm^ on* ^ ^^ ^"^"^^ splendid of insects; and, before Brazil was
accessible to European travellers, was so rare as to be sold

at a hish price. Carnivorous insects, and also sdch as feed

upon deaa animal matter, are very Uiinly dispersed. Ants
are the universal removers of all such offensive substances

as ore too small for the food of Vultures ; and the diminu-

tive size of these little agents is amply compensated by the

inconceivable myriads of their numbers. The Cochineal is

nearly Uie only insect which has been turned to great com-

mercial account The Honey Bee of Europe is unknown, but there are several wild

species of this ftmily whose boneyoombe are formed in tiaee, and much sought after by

the natives.
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Of domestic animals the list is scanty ; the Horse and Mule, orighwlly brought by the

Spanianls from the old continent, are the most universally used in the new, where they have
multiplied prodigiously. The immense numbers of wild oxen in the plains of Buenoe Ayres
are well known : these also are of European descent Nor does Southern America pro-

duce any native animal of equal size, the largest being the Tapirs, while the Lama and
three or (bur kindred species are principally confined to the Andes of Peru and Chile.

The genera and sub-genera of quadrupeds more peculiar to the New World are tliese :—

bfnfcrfailhuiilb
Mrain liL
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UlUlh ix tlL
ttfmtU.
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" (W.
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MvriHMoplnga £
Dkn'vln i Mh
Tapirut M.

' 10,

JnUhpm. (Ccrm
AoiiloM £.)

Ale* OmmirSmitk

Ebphi« SiHiik
Uwuu.Smtt*
SuUiki AmiA

ApkwKw Smith

The genera and 8ub>genera of birds belonging to the American Continentt independent

of 6uch aa occur in Europe, Aaia, or Africa, arc as follows :

—

VkUurl.

*»imrta Cm.
• MomtitwiC^iK
CfMludit f *!'«.

•IHrp-giM K.f,
• StUMtt £•«.

fi»$nurm
rrioirite f/L

Tnfn«£.
Mb«h£.
• MomwmFiaa,
TuMtiii Cmt,

nmUttttrm.

Cnudmi Awb

' mpinin Si*.
-* kill.

Xiphorhnehui 8m,
DgJMJropwg Sw,
Ava^baim Tttn*

SitlucMrHM 8w,
lo^hmiu8«9,
Sctennn Hm.
OiTumiTiA
• Ihrfolh>in» FML
QiyflijnKlwi Ttm,
Maitcoln|ihw Aw.
V3Aaami\m8m.

llMiiemwKML
auitotlMn f^«tf.

RuuSiiAi^.^-" /a

QohnTui r?r(f.

SaptiMvna Sifc

AmeMmy^.
•StOfMUa"V̂iA

•iMnmSm,
TtarbJfML
AnuwidnnyiAii.
FipUtoriiil.

Tmrtgm.
*Tafdivola9w.
TuncnX.
• Rimphopii rM.
• LampntOT SWL
• NMU-itU TmO.
• OiDntaHJiHh
• PmBnKMr.
TaelirphMw nHL
Ainmaa Vttil,

Euuhonh f^itiL

AcblttM

Lmm L.
•CcrjiBaa C«r.

^MMa. WMkn.
Cnilclvnn 9*v>

• H:UI» 8w.

SciuFUi TVffi.

TricbuHini.
MouhagM TVm.
Hjrivkota 8m,
• V«nuivnrm 8m»
• MBintIltt5M
• Zntemia K. I-A
Pirw&m.
• Hyl-'philui Tmu
• Csithina ^mL

MtuMk Thnrntm,

Dnnacnbha Sw.
leiwfai f^wif.

OrnbenaXio.
Gnillarto Fitit.

Myothen llU
• rrmnidTfin 8m,
• nrymophllt SMh
• I'toionta 8m,
VmfetftmUSm,

Lmnimht, AMkn,
Thunnnphtln KMf.
CycUrii Aitf.

TynnmmMrit.
• Nciuronh-M 9w>
• Milnilniffir.

^TrnamtiaSm,
• PtiliogoaytAiib

riuvlcola Sw,
ting^mSm,
At^nam KM.
* liatyryBdiiil

DtJin.
Todiu />nm.
ftariaCuv.
PuliTTlijmeliw Ail
QosraUricit.

Pnwafau H'#.

AmiNrlh L.
Cumorhyaffaw Am.
•OraasMptatM

RupicnT. Ctaw.
rlpnl.
VirwFMI:

• EclopKlct 9w.

• CfaUMptUaSw.

OaWaa

Udwimtaiiit Ifta

riyiitwH OLMm AiaHili.

OwuCiw.
Cru L.
PraeUMM Mhr
(Mtlida Mrr.
0|>ilIkooi>Ba JKn^,

OnOXoni. Wliilin

inffius ri'ilL

CUCTNHt.
M|c'fihi^
Emm.'f./UL

The number of ornithological groups, which thus belong exclusively to the American eon«

tinent, appears greater than those of any other geographic division of the globe; but it is

proper to remarl^ that very many appear to be sub-genera, besides those which have been

actually reduced to that station (marked*): on the other han', there are several ^nera,
defined 1^ us in another work (North. ZooL vol. ii.) that are here omitted for want ot space.

Skit. III.—Hisforical Oeography.

The histoiy of America, pnor to its discovery by Europeans, can be the subject of little

more than conjecture. It appeared long a mysterv how this continent, separated from the

Old World \ij oceans of such vast, breadth, should have been found peopled from one

extremity to the other. The difficulty has vanished, however, since the moaem discovery,

that, at its north-western extremity, it is separated fhnn Asia only by a narrow strait, and
connected by chains of islands; and even the imperfect traditions that have been collected

seem to confirm t^t it wras in this channel that the tide of migration flowed. It is barely

possible, that some vessels may have been driven hj stress of weather across the Atlantic

;

and it has even been supposed that a eountrv, in which the Norwegians fitMn Iceland formed

a settlement, was part of America ; but, aner examining the details upon this last subject,

we consider the inference extremely doubtfiil.*

The discovery by Europeans forms the real commencement, for us, of American history.

This naval achievement, the most splendid in modem times, was |)erformed not by the power
of any of the great nations, but by one high-minded individual, with difficulty collecting the

scanty means requisite. In 1498, Christopher Columbus, sailing in search of a shorter pas-

sage to the East Indies, landed at San Salvador, one of the Bahamas, and, sailing onwards,

discovered the greater islands of Hispaniola and Cuba. His next voyage, in the following

year, enabled nim to discover others of the West Indian group ; and his third, in 1406,

brought him in view of the continent of America, at the mouth of the Orinoco. Meantime,
in 1407-8, John uid Sebastian Cabot, employed by Henry VII. of England, not only dis-

covered Newfoundland, but navigated along a considersble extent of the coast of North

America. Cortereal, a Portuguese nobleman, in 1501 discovered the mouth of the St. Law-

*fThfl ttonbti of Ih* author an ftmnded upon th* wippoiilioii llial the BcamUnavlin aelHemsnli won on tba
•ail eoait nf Orwnland; but itnc* nc«nt eiamliiatinni bave'fUlly provml that it wai the wttitern eoait upon
which thair eolonie* inn aataMlriied, them can ba no hmiter any room (br diipiillnr their elaimatotlwdlieoTary
or tiM eaatern eoait of North Amariea, In tho haginnint of the I9th century.—Am. Eb.]
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rence, and sailed tlaag the coast of Labrador, as &r, seemingly, as the entrance of Hudson's
Bay. In 1500, Alvarez Cabral, when sailinji; to India, came unexpectedly in view of the
coast of BnuiL Vesputio and Ojeda had by this time explored nearly the entire circuit of
the shores of the Gulf of Mexica Thus, in ten years after Columbus had set foot on
American ground, nearly the whole of the vast leng^th of that continent from north to south

had been traced by European navigators. In twenty years more, the South Sea had been
discovered by Balboa; and the conquests of Cortez and Pizarro had made Europeans
acquainted with a large portion of the western coast In 1519, the erand and first circum-
uavi$;«lion by Magellan ascertained the souUiem boundaries of Uie continent; but its

northern limit, and the communication on that side between the Atlantic and the Pacific,

though a subject of eager interest, with a view to the hoped-for north-west passage, long

defied the most stienu^jus effiirts made by Europeans, and {NUticularly by British navigators;

and the discovery was reserved for the present age.

The conquest and colonisation by Europeans acted most powerfully on the destiny of both

worlds, and particularly of the new one. It was attended, m the first instance, with a series

of cruelty and iniquity, of which there is, perhaps, no similar example in history. The
natives of the West India islands, where the Spaniards first landed, were entirely extermi-

nated, and there remains scarcely a trace of their existence. The people of Mexico and

Peru, tliough their lot was not quite so dreadfiil, were exposed to remorseless cruelty, and

reduced to degrading bondage. Even in North America, where the settlers were actuated

by more just and humane principles, the fierce temper of the natives themselves, with the

introduction of pestilential diseases, and of ardent spirits, to which they soon became pas-

sionately addicted, has extirpated them almost as completely as a war of extermination. The
steps taken for filling up the blank thus occasioned in the population of the New World
have been almost as inhuman as those by which it was produced. The unfortunate natives

of Afi-ica were in vast numbers purchased, seized, crammed into the holds of slave^hips,

and conveyed across the Atlantic ; so that the negro population of the New World amounts
now to several millions. We are happy, however, to slate, that within the last century

Uiere has been a mitigation of all the wrongs which America had endured from Europe, and
even an anxiety to repair them.
The emancipation of the European colonists in thvNew World firom the dominion of, and

fifom all dejpendence upon, the mother country, is a grand event, which has distinguished

the last hair century, and given the world a new aspect It is remarkable that this great

movement originated with the British colonies, tlie best governed of any, and whose grounds

of complaint were venial when compared to those which the others could reasonably

advance. Their determination, however, jpined to the extent of the territory, and the au
of European powers jealous of British ascendency, enabled them completely to succeed.

Their independence was recognised by Britain in 1783, and they have smce formed a neat
and prosperous sitate, rapidly growing in numbers and wealth. The southern states, suhject

to Spain and Portugal, had ample grounds of discontent, which fermented in the minds of

the people ; who, Iwwever, inured to the yoke, would have been long, probably, in attempt*

ing to shake it oi^ had not, in 1808, the fitmily of Napoleon usurpra the throne of Spam.
The colonies, secured by British maritime ascendency, repelled thu claim, and, while they

professed allegiance to Ferdinand, declined to acknowledge the provisional government
established in the mother country. The Cortes, however, claimed the same supremacy as

before ; and as they were supported by all the Americans of Spanish origin, a long and
desperate struggle was maintained. It issued, however, in the complete -independence of

all the great states on the continent of America, Spain retaining only her insular possessions.

Even Brazil has been separated from Portueal on the condition of being governed by a dif-

ferent branch of the house of Bra^anza. Thus Europe retains her dominion only over the

West India islands, over the Guianas in South America, over a larve extent of North
America still held by Britain, anda smaller one claimed by Russia. All the rest is held by
people of European origin, indeed, but who, bom and educated in America, consider them-
selves as entirely belonging to that continent

Sect. IV.

—

InfuibilanU.

The population of America has been very differently estimated by difllerent writers ; but,

although we have not the same precise data for determining the number of the inhabitants

in all parts of the New World, as are afforded by the oflUcial enumerations made in the

United Slates, we are no longer likely to be led astray by calculations which would people

this continent with 300,000,000 souls (the estimate of Riccioli), or 150,000,000 (the estimate

of Lalande) ; nor can we consent with Busching to reduce the number to 13,500,000, or

even with Volney to 20,000,000. If we combine the rosults of the best estimates with

those of actual enumerations, we shall find that the whole population of the two Americas,

with tboir dependent island^ cannot vary much bom 42,000,000^ as follows :

—
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Runian America SO,oao
nanithAmerica 110,000
Brilith America 3.130,000
UiiilMl Sltttei Ut,HUi.UIO

Bpaniih blaiiili I,OSO.0UO

Hayti 600,000
French America 340,000
Dutch America 114,000
Bwcdiih America 16,000
Mexico R.000.000
Oualimala S,000,000

NewGrenada 1,680,000
Vennuela 900.000
Kqualiir 630,000
Peru 1,700.000
Bolivia 1,300,000
Chili 1,400.000
LaFlata 700,000
Uruguay 70,000
Paraiuay 330.000
Brani 3.000,000
Independent Indiana 1.400,000

Of this number about 16,000,000 may be whites; 10,000,000 of the aboriginal races:

8,000,000 negroes ; and 8,000,000 mixed races, as mulattoes, zamboes, &c.—^The whites are

chiefly English in the north, and Spaniards in the south, with some French, Portuguese,
Germans, Dutch, Danes, Swedies, dec.—The negroes are Africans, whom the cupidity of the

European races have draf^ged into slavery, or descendants of the earlier victims of a barba-

rous traffic. The aboriginal population consists of two distinct races, the Esquimaux, inha^

biting the maritime districts of the arctic reeions, and tlie copper-coloured Indians, who are
rore^ over all the rest of the continent. The question as lo the origin of this last men-
tioned race, although oflen discussed, lias never been, and probably never can b«, solved, and
is, perhaps, beyond the province of history. Notwithstanding some partial diflTerences of
complexion and stature, we have high authority for asserting thai a strong family cnaracter

pervades the Indian nations. " The Indians of New Spain," says Humboldt, " bear a general

resemblance to those of Canada, Florida, Peru, and Brazil. We find the same swarthy and
copper colour, straight and smooth hair, small beard, squat body, bng eye with the corner

directed upward toward the temples, prominent cheek-bones, thick IipB and expression of
gentleness in the mouth, strongly contrasted with a gloomy and severe look. Over a million

and a half of square leagues, from Cape Horn to the river St Lawrence and Behriog's

Straits, we are struck at the first glance with the general resemblance in the features of Uie

inhabitanta We think we perceive them all to be descended from the sanio stock, notwith-

standing the prodigious diversity of their languages. In the portrait drawn by Volney of

the Canadian Indians, wc recognise the tribes scattered over the tiaviuuutlis of the Apure and
the Carony. The same style of features exists in both Americas."

In their civil and social state, however, in their manners, institutions, modes of life, arts,

and degree of civilisation, we find a great diversity. The most remarkable and best known
of the civilised nations are the Mexicans or Aztecs, tiie Muyscas or inhabitants of Cundi-

namarca, and the Peruvians or Quichuas ; to whom we must add the Mayas, Quiches, and
Kachiqueles of Central America; the Natchez, and probably the unknown founders of those

vast works that cover the valley of the Mississippi, of North America, and the Araucaniana

of the southern peninsula. Some of these nations are now extinct, and the institutions of

others have been supplanted by those of their conijuerors. The traditions of the Aztecs
point back to QuetzacoatI, as the founder of their civilisation, the inventor or teacher of the

arts with which they were acquainted. Bochica fills the same place in the traditions of

Cundinamarca; while the simple inhabitants of Cu*xo venerated the memory of Manco Ca-
pac and Bfama Ocello, his wife, as children of the sun, who came among them to teach the

women how to spin, and the men how to till the ground, and established peace, order, and
religion among a barbarous people. The government of the Aztecs was a sort of feudal

monarchy, in which the nobles and priests monopolised the power, the mass of the people

being mere serfs attached to the soil. The Muyscas were governed by two chiefs, like the

cubo and the dairi of the Japanese ; one spiritual, who resided at Iraca, and was an object

of veneration and pilgrimages, and the other political, an absolute king, called zaque, residing

at Tunja. The Peruvian government was a theocracy of the most despotic character; the

sacred Incas, descendants of the sun, were at once temporal and spiritual sovereigns, and
the people, or children of the earth, were kept in a state of complete servitude, living ac-

cording to mipute regulations which reduced them to mere machines, labouring in common,
and holding no property. " The empire of the Incas," says Humboldt, " was like a great

monastic establishment; there prevailed a state of general ease with little individual happi-

ness; a resi^rnation to the decrees of the sovereign, rather than a love of country ; a passive

obedience without the courage for great undertakings; a spirit of order, which directed with
great minuteness the most indiflferent acts of life, but no expansion of mind, no elevation of
character." The religion of the Peruvians and Muyscas was Sabeism, or the worship of the

heavenly bodies, and, although it appears to have occasionally required human victims, waa
of a less barbarous character than tnat of the Aztecs, whose hideous deities were oflen pro-

pitiated with human blqpd.

The Aztecs had neither tame animals, nor money, nor artificial roads; but they were
acquainted with the arts of weaving cloth, of working metals, of hewing stone, of carving
in wood, and of modelling in sott substances. Their teocallis were gonorally built of clay
and unburnt bricks, but they were sometimes faced with stone, skilfully sculptured in relief.

Their method of picture-writing, though rudo compared with the alphabets of tho natlona

of the Old World, was superior to any thing else found in the New, and enabled them Ut

i
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trannnit intelligence and to record events with Bufficiont distinctness. Their calendar waa
more accurate than that of the Greeks and Romans, and evinced a degree of scientific skill

that has created suspicions of a foreign origin. The Quichuas on the other hand, who em-
ployed the llama as a beast of burden, coiistnicted roods of great extent and solidity, built

suspension bridges of a most ingenious kind, formed chisels of a hard alloy of copper and

tin, understood the art of movine large masses, and excelled the Aztecs in tlie perfection of

their masonry, were inferior to the latter in tiieir mode of computing time, and in their me-
thfld of recording events ; for although they possessed a rude sort of picture-writing, they

made little use of it, and it is uncertain how far their quippos or knotted cords (which are

common to many other American nations) were raited to too transmission of the annals of

past times.

Having given this imperf^t account of American civilisation, let us now cast a glance on

the bold and terrible traits of the barbarous tribes. Roaming in small bodies from place to

place in search of fold ; seeking a precarious subsistence from the natural productions of the

«>rest, or the waters; owning no domestic animals; cultivating but imperfectly, if at all, the

•oil ; half clad in skins or entirely naked ; practising no arts but those of the first necessity

;

passing their lives in stupid inaction or in the fierce excitement of savage warfare ; ignorant

of the past, improvident for the future, many of the American tribes seamed sunk in the

lowest state of misery. The condition of the savage nations who occupied our own soil, is

well described by an experienced and accurate oMerver of aboriginal character. " At the

period of the discovery of North America, the country from Hudson's Bay to Mexico, and

ftom the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains, was possessed bv numerous petty tribes resem-

bling one another in their general features, but separated into independent c<Mnmunitiefl^

always in a state of alarm and suspicion, and generally on terms of open hostility. They
were in the rudest state of society, wandering from place to place, without science and with-

out arts, without metallic instruments, without domestic animals, raising a little corn by the

labour of their women with a clamshell or the scapula of a bufialo, devouring it with savage
improvidence, and subsisting during the remainder of the year upon the precarious supplies

Aimished by the chase and by fishing. They were thinly scattered over an iiiiinease extent

of country, fixing their summer residence upon some little spot of fertile land, and roaming
with their families and their mat or skin houses, during the winter, through the forests in

pursuit of the animals necessary for food or clothing. Their numbers never could have been
considerable, for their habits could exist only in a boundless forest, and among a spirse popu-

lation ; where each family requires a deer, an elk, or a buflUo for its daily consumption, the

herd which is to supply the demand must occupy an extensive district of country. Their
eternal hostilities oflen occasioned a scarcity of provisions, which led to famine and death,

and man^ well-authenticated accounts have reached us of the most frightful suflerings."

Such u a description of one of the many phases which savage life assumed over this vast

continent In warmer climates the natives lived upon fruits or roots; in less genial regions,

they were obliged to have recourse to tho chase ; on the rivers, or along the shores of Takes^

or on the sea-coasts, they depended more on fish as their main article of food. In an emer>
gency the Indians do not scruple to feed on serpents, toads, and lizards, the larvgs of insects,

and other disgusting objects. Some roast their meat, others boil it ; and not only several

savage tribes, but even the civilised Peruvians, ate their flesh raw. The Ottomacs, a tribe

near the Orinoco, eat a species of unctuous clay, and the same practice has been found to

prevail among some tribes of Brazil, and on the borders of the Arctic Ocean. A ^eat num-
ber of tribes m Brazil and the basin of the Orinoco, and some in all parts of America, indulge
in the horrid banquet of human flesh. Since the introduction of^ the horse by Europeans,
many of the Indian tribes have acquired an astonishing degree of skill in the management
of that noble animal ; aVnong these are the Pawnees, the Cumanches, the Apaches, the Shu-
slionees, Bnneshoors, and other North Ainericans, and the Abipons, the Guaycurus, and sev»
ral other warlike nations of the south. These and other tribes h\ve also borrowed the use
of fire-arms fWmi their European neighbours, but in general they have rejected the arts of
peace and civilisation.

Throughout the American continent, with some rue exceptions, the woman is the slave

of the man ; she performs all the menial offices, carries tho burdens, cultivates the ground,

and in many coses is not allowed to cat or speak in the presence of the other sex. Polv-

Samy is by no means uncommon among the native tribes, but it is often checked by the dif-

culty of procuring or supporting more than one wife, and some nations do not countenance
the practice. Some tribes kill their prisoners, others adopt them into all the privileges of

the tribe, and yet others employ them as slaves, in which capacity they ore turned over to

the women.
Perhaps there is no tribe so degraded that it has not some notion of a higher power than

man ; and in general the American Indians seem to have entertained the idea of a Great
Spirit, a Master of Life, in short, a Creator; and of an evil Spirit, holding ilivided empire
with him over nature ; many of them have priests, prophets, sorcerers, in whose supernatural

powers they trust, and mest, if not all, appear to believe in a fiiture state. Yet it would
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lead us far beyond our limits to attempt to describe their religions, their modes of govern-
ment, and their social condition, in detail.

Manjr attempts have been made by benevolent persons to convert the aboriginal tribea to

the Christian religion ; to teach them the arts of peace and cultivated life ; andto train them
to habits of industry : but so little has been the success of these eflorts, that many do not
hesitate to pronounce it impossible to ingraft the European civilisation on the Indian charac-

ter. The descendants of the civilised nations of Mexico and South America retain in gen^
ral the habits and customs of their ancestors, substituting Christian festivals and ceremoniala
for the barbarous rites of their fiwefathers. The governments of Spain and PortumI, aided

by the devout zeal of several religious orders, have supprated missions in Mexico, La Plata,

Peru, Brazil, and New Grenada, for more than two centuries; most of these tiave been latelv

abandoned in consequence of the recent revolutions in those countries, and seem to have len
no traces of their existence. A few fruurs, or priests, settled among the savages, instructed

them in the forms of the Roman Catholic religion, and taught them some of the more useful

arts; but these establishments were generally modelled upon the plan of the Peruvian theo-

cracy ; the converts were kept under a complete tutelage ; the produce of their labour be-

came the com.Tion property of the community, which was managed by their religious fiithers,

and no progre&^ was made in establishing an independent, self-sustaining social system.
Such were the ct.'leii rated Jesuit missions of the Paraguay and other places. Some doubtfiil

exceptions to this ,','eneral fiiilure of the attempts to effect the civilisation of the Indians

occur in the United States, where some of the Cherokees and other tribes hold property, cul-

tivate the ground, and practise the useful arts.

The political state of America presents some striking features and contrasts. The native

tribes, who still survive, are partly held in subjection by European Americans, but the
greater number still wander over their extensive wilds, either in rude independence, or ruled,

sometimes very despoticjilly, by their chiefs and caciques. The European colonists, who
form now by much the.most numerous and important part of the population, were long held

in subjection to the mother countries, the phief of which were Spain and Great Britain ; but

the greater part of them, by events which have already been nlhidcd tc, hare now estab-

lished their independence. These new states have generally adopted ttie republican form
of government, to which even Brazil, though professedly a limited monarchy, seems strongly

inclined. A third political element is formed by the negroes, who are mostly in a state of
slavery. A numerous body of them, however, in one of the finest West India islands, have
emancipated themselves, and become a free people, while Great Britain has recently be>

stowed liberty on the larse number, by whom her islands are cultivated. There yet remain
about five million of blacK slaves in Brazil and the United States, beside a considerable num-
ber in the other European colonies.

Industry and commerce erist throughout America under very peculiar forms. Almost the

only traffic of the native tribes consists in the bartering of furs and skins, and srane of the

natural productions of the soil and the forest, for arms, spirits, toys, and cloth. But the colo-

nies founded by Europeans, having brought with them the arts and Industry of civilised life,

and found abundance of uncultivated land upon which to employ them, have made a more
rapid progress in wealth and population than any other people in ancient or modem timea.

The want of labourers, however, impelled the Europeans in America not only to treat with
great severity the natives of that region, but to open with Africa a cruel trade in slaves, by
which many millions of negroes have been dragged fhmi their native country, and doomed
to the most severe and degrading toU. The industry of colonial America is almost entirely

agricultural, carried on with a view of supplying the markets of Europe with sugar, cofiee,

cotton, tobacco, and other rich tropical products; in exchange for which, and for the timber,

hides, and ffars of the more northern and southern regions, the Americans receive all the

variety of manu&ctures which the improved industry of Europe so abundantly producea.

The United States, however, have already made great progress in nearly all branches of ma-
nufacturing industiy, and they have also established a mercantile marine, exceeded in the

extent of its transactions and the number of its ships only by that of Great Britain.

The European colonists retain generally the manners and habits of the metropolis, some-
what modified by their peculiar situation. The absence of any old nobility or other aristo-

cratic distinctions has diflused among them a very general feeling of independence and
equality, which has been confirmed by the republican institutions now so generally estab-

lished. The same cause is represented as rendering the tone of society less refined and
polished than in Europe. The people, however, have shown themselves active and enter-

prising, flilly capable of availing themselves of all the advantages which their situation pre-

sents. Even the Spanish-Americans, who, while under the sway of the mother country,

were accused of voluptuous indolence, have shown no want of energy, either in the struggle

for independence, or m Uie internal contests which have since umortunately continuM to

distract them.

The negroes born in slavery or imported from Africa, and held in bondage, have scareely

room to display any decided character. They retain, in general, the rude habits and super*
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Utioiu ideas of the Und of their origin, joined often tc warmth of heart and amiable feel-

ings. Even those who have obtainra emancipation, being still held as a despised and infe-

rior caste, can scarcely obtain that self-respect which is the parent of many of the virtues

;

yet they display none of the inaptitude of the red men for civilisation, end, under favourable

circumstances, aflbrd pleasing instances of ingenuity, industry, and forethought

Many of the indigenous tnbes have become, at least in name and outward forms, converts

to CbristianiU ; but a great number still cherish the crude notions and rude ceremonials of

their native mith. The European-Americans have commonly retained the religious creed

of the mother country, so that while in the French, Spanish, and Portuguese colonies the

Roman Catholic is the prevailing religion, those countries that have been settled by Enclish

colonists are chiefly of the Protestant persuasions. The negroes have generally been
instructed in the elementa,of Christianity. The whole number of Roman Catholics may be

estimated at about QofiOOflOO ; of ProtestanU 1^000,000 ; of unconverted Indians 1,500,000

;

in this estimate, however, the negroes are considered as belonging to the denomination em-
braced by their masteriL

Smtt. v.—Ziaaguage$ of Ameriea.

No part of the world presents so great a number of languages spoken by so few indivi-

duals, as the American continent According to Baibi, ww> lus summed up the labours of

his predecessors withgreat industry, more tun 488 languages, and 2000 dialects, are here

spoken bv about 10,000,000 indipfenous natives; if this cuculation is correct, about one
half of all the known languages m the world are spoken by one eightieth part of the popu-

lation of the globe. In tM midst of this prodigious diversity of dialects, a remarkable ana-

logy of structure has, however, been found to pervade the American languages, as far u
they are yet known ; and Mr. Duponeeau has classed them all in one genus, to which he
has given the name of polysynthetic, descriptive of their remarkable powers of composition.
No class of lanffuagee equals the American in its astonishing capacity for expressing several

ideas and modifications of ideas in «ie word ; and those idioms of naked savages are not

less regular and complicated in construction than rich in words. "From the country of the

Eaquimaux to the Straits of Magellttu," aays Humboldt, " mother-tongues, entirely diflbrent

in their roots, have, if we may use the expression, the same physiognomy. StrUnng analo.

gies of grammatical construction are discovered, not only in the more perfect langiuges, as

uat of vbe Incas, the Ayemara, the Guarani, the Mexican, and the Can, but also m lan-

gusjifes extremely rude. It is in consequence of tiiis similarity of structure, that the

Ssdians of the missions could learn the tongue of a difierent tribe much more easily, than

the Spanish ; and the monks had once adopted the practice of eooununicating with a great
number of hordes, through the medium of one of the native languages." Setting aside the

European idioms, which have now become predominant in America, and which, comprising
Enfflish, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Dutch, German, Danish, Swedish, and Russian, are

spoken by the great mass of the inhabitants ; we shall mention some of the more important
of the native languages, beginning at the shores of the northern ocean.

The Esquimaux lui^ages prevail all around the Aretic Sea, fVom Greenland to Siberia,

and have even been intrwuced into the northern part of Asia. The Kaialits or Green-
landers, the Esquimaux tribes on the coasts and islands to Uie west at Baffin's Bay, the

Aglemoutes on the western coast, and the Aleutians in Uie islands of that name, speak
E^uimaux idioms. In the region west of the Rocky Mountains, and n<»th of 40° N. lat,

several families of languages ocem, with which we are little acquainted. We may men-
tion, however, -the Koluche, spoken in the islands, and on the coasts north of Queen Char-
lotte's Isle ; the Wakash or Nootka, in Quadra and Vancouver's Islund ; the languages of
the Lower Columbia, spoken by the Esheloots, Skilloots, ChinnnokA, Cktsops, du:.; those (^
the Upper Columbia, spoken by the Eneeshoors, Tushepaws, Chopunidi or Nez Perc6,
(Pieroed-Noses), Sokulks, Su:.; the Multnomah ; Uie Shoshonee, spoken hy the Shoehonees
or Snake Indians, &c. Many of these tribes are known to the traders under the general
name of Flatheads, derived from the singular practice of flattening the heads of their infknts

by artificial processes.

On crossing the Rocky Mountains, we enter an ethnographical region, which has been
more carefully studied by American [diilolbgista. Here the &mily of the Skxix or Dah-
cotah languages prevails over nearly all the country between Uie Arkansas, the Missis
sippi, and the mountains, including the dialects of the Sioux or Dahcotahs, the Winneba-
goes or Puants, the Quapaws, the Osages, the Kanzas, the Mahas, the Praicas, the loways.
the Ottoes, and the Missouries.

A still more remarkable ethnographical &mily is that to which the name of Algonquin
has been given by Anglo-American scholars. This class of languages seems to have once
prevailed over the greater part of the continent north of the Potomac, and east of the Mis-
sissippi, being spoken by the Knistine^ux or Croes, and the Micmacs of the British terri-

tory; the Chippewas or Ojibwas, the Ottawas, the Pottawattamies, the Sacs and Foxes
(Ottogamies), the Shawnese, the Kickapooo, the Menomonies, the Miamies, the Delawares
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or Lenne-Lennapes, and having been once the language of other tribes now extinct, that

formerly hunted in the forests to the east of the Alleghany Mountains.
Within the limits partly occupied by the last-mentioned class of languages, the EurcH

peans found the celebrated confederacy of the Five Nations, composed of sevml kindred

tribes, who had subjected to their sway some of the Chippewa nations, but who have
since dwindled away before the superior arts of the European race. The Five Nations,

called Maquas by the Dutch, and Iroquois by the French, (comprising the Mohawks, Sene-
cas, Onondagos, Oneidas, and Cayugas,) and the Wyandots or Hurons, speak cognate
dialects.

Furtlier south prevails the fkmily of the Floridian languages, s|K>ken by the Cherokees^
Muacogees or Creeks, Chickaaaws, and Choctaws ; the Natchez is extinct The Chero-
keas belonging to this fiunUy, are the only American nation that have an alphabet of
their own.
The Pawnee languavea are spoken in several dialects in the vast prairies that stretch

from the Red River to the Del Norte, affording in their immense herds of buffiilo, horses,

and cattle, a plentiful supply of food to numerous warlike aikl mounted tribes. The Paw-
nee, Arrapaho, Kaskaia, Ricaree, Towash, and letan or Tetan, spoken by the Cumanches
or Taducas, are among the dialects of this family.

The Apache language is spoken by the warlike and powerful Apache tribes, whose
mounted hordes are in a state of constant warfare, both with the Hispano-Mexicans,

and the Cumanches; they room over the country between the Norte and the Gulf of
California.

To the west are the Moquis, Yaqnis, Pimas, Yumas, Guazaves, &c., most of whom, speak-

ing languages little known, are peaceable and even agricultural in their habits.

As we approach the great table-land of Mexico, we find the Tarasco, or language of the

Tarascos, once masters of a powerful empire, and distinguished for their skill in working the

beautifbl feather-mosaics that have been so much admired by travellers; and the Otnomi,

spoken by the Othomitea
Hie Atteo vru the language of that remarkable race, whose monunaents and picture-

writings still remain to attest their progress in civilisation ; while the Totonacs, the Zapo-

tecs, to whom Humboldt attributes the construction of the foraous palace of Mitla, the Mu-
tecs, and the Chapanecs, whose traditions run back to Vodan, the son of a venerable old

man, who, with his family, was saved ftom the general deluge, were civilised nations, speak-

ing each a distinct language.

In Central America, the family of the Maya languages was spoken by the powerful and

civilised nations of Mayas, who lived in large cities ; the Mams or Pocomaraa ; the Quiches,

the most powerflil and civilised people of Guatimala, the ruin^ of whose capital, Utatlan, are

still visible ; the Zutugiles, and the Kachiqueles, whose capital was the large city of Pati-

namiL It has also been conjectured that the Maya language was the dialect of the inha*

bitants of the Great Antilles.

Further south are the Lacandones, the Choles, the Quecchi, the Sambos, the Towkas or

Xicacos, the Poyais, the Moscosor Mosquitos, the Populucas, the Cavecaras, the Changuenes,

and numerous other tribes of whose languages our information is very imperfiBct

South America seems to be the seat of even a greater number of languages than the

northern division of the continent In some cases small clans or single fiiroilies, living in

their little portion of morass or forest, cut off fhim all intercourse with their neighbours,

appear to have distinct tongues ; but perhaps a closer examination would show many of these

to be dialects of languages extensively prevailing. Martins enumerates upwards of 250
tribes at present fbund in BiaziL

The Carib family of languages is spoken by the Caribe, the Chaymas, the Cumanogottos,

the Tamanacos, the Arawauks, the Guaraunoe, and other tribes dwelling on the Orinocov

and formerly occupying the Leaser Antilles. Some of these tribes are skilfbl sailwa, carry

on an active trade, are acquainted with the use of the quippoe, and carve figures in stone.

Higher up the Orinoco the Saliva languages, comprising tiie Ature, Quaqua, Piaroa, and

Safiva, prevail ; while on the head waters of the Guaviare and Negro, the Maypure fkmily

comprises the Hlkms of the Caveres or Cabres, the Achaguas, the Haypures, the Parennes,

the Moxos, &c. ; and the Yarura is spoken by the Eles, the Beloi, and Yaruras, along the

Meta. The Otomacu and Guaypunabi are also among the almost innumerable languages

of this region.

The Chibcha or language of the Mnyscas of Cundinamarca, was once very extensively

diffused by the influence m that powerful people, but it is now extinct

The Guarani idioms were formerly spoken over the greater part of Brazil firom the Andes
to the Atlantic, but many of the tribes of this extensive fomily are now extinct The most

important branches of this class of languages ar« the Tupi, called also ihe Brazilian or Lin-

goa geral, fVom its general prevalence in the eastern part of Brazil ; the Guarani, spoken on

liif) Paraguay and Parana, by the nations who composed the fiimous Guarani empire of the

lesuits; the Omagua, spoken by various tribes on and near the Amazon, including the

I
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Omarau, who, fVom their long voyaffea on that river, have been called the Phoenicians of
the New World, the Tocantines, the Urima^as, Sic. ; and the western Guarani, prevailing
in the regions of the Chiquitoa and Moxos, in the eaetem part of Bolivia.

Other languages of Brazil are the Guaycuru, spoken by the Payaguas, Guaycurus, and
other tribes on the Upper Paraffuay ; the Engerecmung, by the ferocious Botocudos of Ba-
hia; the Mundrueu in Para; the Guana, Bororo, du;. in Matto Grossa
The Quichua or Peruvian language was diflused by the conquests of the Incas fixHn the

llaule, in 35° S. lat. to the equator, and ia now not only spoken by many tribes of natives

from New Grenada to Chili, but also by many Spaniards. The Aymare is also extensively
pread in the provinces of La Paz and Chuquisaca.
The Macoby dialects are spoken by the Abiponians on the Parana ; the Macobys on the

Vermejo, and other tribes of that region ; and on the Salado, we find the Lule idioms, spoken
by numerous tribes of the Lule and Vilela branches.

In the great Pampas the Chechehets, the Puelches, and the Leuvuches speak kindred
languages of the Puelche &mily ; and further south the Tehuelhet is ^e idiom of the CaU
lilehets, the Tehuelhets or Patagonians, and other tribes of Eastern Patagonia.

The Pechetai or YUcanacu ia spoken by several tribes of the Terra del Fuego.
On both sides of the Chilian Andes the Chiliduga is the language of the Moluches or

Anucaniana, the Hoilliches, and the Picunches, kindred Chilian tribes.

CHAPTER a
OHILL

SioT. L

—

Oenend OiaKne and Atpeet,

Chiu, which has been called the Italj^ of South America, consists of a long narrow band
of territonr situated between the Andes and the Pacific Ocean. The former, reaching
unbroken uroui the uorthern lo the southern extreiuity of Soutlt AmericM, divides it into two
very unequal parts. That on the east consists of plains of aJmoet boundless extent, those

of the Ormoco, Amazon, Plata, and of the Pampas ; while the western, varying from 150
to 200 miles, is little more than the slope of the mountains downward to the Pacific. Of
this western portion, Chili forms nearly the southern halfl Its northern boundary is formed
bv the desert of Atacama, nearly on the tropic of Capricorn, or about 24° S. Mr. Cald-
cleugh terminates it on the south by the river Biobiot the fhmtier of Arauco, a territory

whose fierce and warlike tenants always maintained a decided independence; but as the
Chilians have to the south the important ports of Yaldivia and Osomo, we seem justified, by
the authority of Humboldt, in extending Chili to the Gulf of Chiloe, comprising the island

of that name, in about 44°. We have thus a length of SO^, or 1400 miles. Chili, how-
ever, extends her claim to the southern extremity m the continent, comprising the western
part of what is usually called Patagonia. The boundary on tiie side of ftiencs Ayres is

formed by a line drawn along the culminant point of the Andes, and through their eternal
snows. From this line to the coast of the Pacific must be measured the weadth of Chili,

not averaging more than 200 miles. The superficial content is estimated4t 172,000 square
miles; firom which, however, must be taken off the ccosiderable portion held by the Arau-
canoB.

The surfiuie of Chili consists of portions the most strikingly dissimilar, but passinff into

each other by regular and insensible gradationB. Between its mountain and ocean limit is

a transition nom the frozen to the tomd zone, similar to that which takes place in Mexico
and Colombia, though not quite so abrupt It is remarkable, in a region ud range which
has excited so much interest, that beyond IS** of S^ lat not a single summit has been mea-
flared l^ any geometrical or physical process. The range of the Chilian Andes seems
peculiarly massive and unl»oken ; and the perpetual snow which covers it to a considerable
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Yet the sides of the mountains are generally fertile and beautiful ; foliage and verdure with

rich pastures extend even to the border of the perpetual snow, and many of these upper val-

leys present such romantic and enchanting scenes, that Chili has been called the garden of

South America.

It is, however, a heavy misfortune to the Chilians, that the ground is not secure under
their feet. There are said to be 14 active volcanoes within Chili, beside several tliat

occasionally or constantly discharge smoke. Repeated earthquakes have laid their cities in

ruins ; and from time to time shocks are felt, which even when slight are rendered dreadful

by recollection and anticipation. The natives distinguish two kinds of shocks ; those called

tremblores are a kind of horixontal oscillations or rapkl vibrations of the earth, which are

very frequent, but seldom dangerous. The terreraotos are more rare, but more serious in

their effects; in these the motion is much more violent; the earth is convulsed, and great

mischief is done by the formation of rents in the ground. In 1822, a considerable part of the
coast was raised several feet ; and in 1835, Concepcion, Chilian, Talcahuano, and many
other towns were complete'/ thrown down by the violence of the shocks, of which 300 were
counted between the 20th of February and the 4th of March. The sea, after having sub-

sided, returned in a great wave 20 feet high, and swept away what the earthquake had
spared ; the coast was raised several feet, ships were left hi^h and drr on the shore, the

course of the currents was changed, and the soundings diminished. The island of Juan
Fernandez was devastated by a great wave, which swept over its lower tracts.

There is no river in Chili deserving the name. The Maule and Bfobfo are navigable for

a short distance. Numberless torrents dash down firom the steeps of the Cordillera, but

with such rapidity that no boat can navigate their channel, and even in their estuaries the

954 _ ^ stream is too rapid to allow vessels'^~
to find in them a secure harbour.

In return, every quarter of the

country has the advantage of being
at a very short distance from the

se^Hxiast

Lakes do not prevail in the

Andes, the mountains of the chain

beinr too closely wedged together

to admit Of their formation. That
of Aculeo (J!g. 954.), twenty miles

sooth of Santiago, is distinguished by the softness and beauty of its scenery, and is ooo»>

pared by Krs. uraham to thooe on the Italian side of the Alps.

* SiCT. n.

—

Natural Gtography.

SoBaiOT. 1.

—

OetHogy.

The central chain of the Cordillera, we are told, is principally composed of the usual

primitive rocks, through which there appear projecting, in many places, rocks of volcanic

origin. The declivities on the western side abound in porphyries. At Las Pomas, on the
eastern side, is a mountain entirely composed of pumice and obsidian. Few countries in

the world are so contmually and violenU^ agitated by earthquakes as Chili : and these agi-

tations occur principally on the eastern Mot of the mountain range ; seldom on the western.

The most remarkaole eruption of the Chilian volcanoes was that of Peteroa, on the 3d of
December, 1760, when the volcanic matter opened fbr itself a new crater, and in a moun-
tain in its vicinity a rent several miles in extent was formed. A large portion of the moun-
tain fell into the Lontue, and, having filled its bed, gave rise to a lake, in consequence of
the accumulation of the water. Springs of petroleum flow out in various places on the

eastern side, and gypsum also occurs abundantly ; limestone in Quillota and other places,

and coal near the Bay of Concepcion. Fossil shells are fbund not unfirequentiy in the

Andes, sometimes at an elevation of 9000 to 14,000 feet above the level of the sea. Deposits
of clay, partly tertiary, partly recent, enclosing fossil shells, occur in the maritime provinces

on the coast of the ncifie. These clays rest upon a brownish sandstone, which extends as

fiir as the cuesta of Valparaiso, consisting tS syenite, and forms the northern of&et of the

three secondary mountain ranges which branch off fnm the Cordillera by the cuesta of
Chacabuco, and form the three ridges intervening between Santiago and Valperaisa Similar
organic remaius are found near the month of the river Aconcagua, and on this coast fkrther

north. Dr. Gillies informs us, that on making some excavations in this neighbourhood,
several human skeletons were found in the clay in a state of good preservation, intermixed
with the shells. The ground was too hard to admit of complete skeletons being procured,
even although in good preservation. In the valley abi>ve Coquimbo, half a mile wide, are
parallel roads resembling those of Glen Roy in Scotland, whoee formation is connected with
Uie rising of the land in this part of the New World.
The mineral productions of Chili, according to Dr. Gillies, arc very numerous, and many

17*
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of them of great value and utility; but its produce in the precious metals has nevcrtholen
been somewhat over-rated. Many of the richest mines cannot be worked under present cir-

cumstances. The desert country to the north of Copiapo does not permit the working of the

rich mines of gold, silver, and copper at Chuco Cajo, and other parts of that country, as

these districts are altc^ether destitute of water and other necessaries of life. In that part

of the country there are also rock salt, and fine statuary marble. To the north of this, in

the province of Atacoma, are mines of nitre, which have been recently explored; and the

produce of this substance has been conveyed in considerable quantities from the port of
Cobigo to Europe. In the country between the Biobfo and archipelago of Chiloe are nu-
merous and rich mines ; but none of them has been worked since the natives recovered
possession of that coun^. The gold mines in the intermediate provincea are at Copiapo,

Guasco, Coquimbo, Peteroa, La Idjgua, Tiltie, Putuenda Algue, Huilliputugua, and other

places. These were formerly worked to a great extent, but have been less attended to

than formerly, since the commencement of the revolution. The richest mines of silver are

in the provinces of Copiapo, Coquimbo, and Santiago. In these, the silver is generally found
combined with sulphur, arsenic, lead, and other mineral substances ; but a tew years ago, a
rich vein of silver was discovered at Coquimbo of great vali>e, the silver being in the me-
tallic form, and very abundant Unfortunately, however, the hopes of the discoverers were
disappointed on finding it to be of a very limited extent The silver mines of San Pedro
Nolasco, on the south side of the river Maypu, are valuable; but although they have been
worked of late years by an Englishman, they have not been so productive as to remunerate
the proprietor. They are situated near the summit of a very loily mountain. The ore
is extracted with difficulty from the hard rock in which it is contained, and requires to be
carried on mules a distance of from twelve to fifteen miles, to the bonks of the river Maypu,
where it is reduced bv amalgamation. The copper mines are much more numerous and
valuable than any of tne others, and ofibrd the staple mineral product of ChilL They occur
between 24** and 36° S. lat ; but are principally confined to the provinces of Coquimbo and
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Copiapo. The copper ore is associated with sulphur and arsenic which are separated by

Bmelting. But it is only such mines as contain ore that yields one-half of its weight of pure

metal tliat are worked. About a thousand of these.mines were worked in the time of Molina

;

but since that period, owing to the vicissitudes in the political and commercial condition of

the country, the number worked has varied considerably. Of late years, however, owing to

the improved commercial practices, this branch of industry has received an increased impulse.

The rich and fiunous copper mine of Payen in the Araucanian country has Ions been un-

worked. Mines of quicksilver are stated to exist in Coquimbo, Copiapo, and Limaches.

Formerly they were prohibited from being worked, and we do not hear of their having been

opened since the restriction was removed. Mines of lead, iron, antimony, and tin are also

found in Chili ; but none of them are worked so as to be of importance in a commerciid

view. The secondary range of the Andes, situated on the eastern side of the Cordillera,

which now belongs to the Argentine republic, and is called the Uspallata range, is by &r
the most productive in minenQ treasures, and contains the celebrated silver mines of Uspal-

lata and Famatina, besides many others in the same range. In the above tract is the aiura

mine of Guandacol, where this useful production may be had in great abundance. In it the

alum earth is unitCMl with soda instead of potassa.

SoaaaoT. 2.

—

Botany,

If we cionsider the eastern side of South America, in nearly the same latitudes as the

western, we shall find a very difierent vegetation, owing to the extensive chain of the

Andes, already noticed, which separates the two countries by a vast natural barrier. The
Cocdilleras gradually decrease in height as we recede fh>m the tropics. In the neighbour-

hood of Quito, Chimborazo and Pichincha rear their summits to the height of nearly 22,000

feet above the level of the sea: near Santiago de Chili the highest land is 14,000 feet;

farther south, at Concepcion, it is still lower ; and at Chiloe, there are few parts of the range

exceeding 6000 feet in height Between Chiloe and the Strait of Ma^llan, the average

altitude may be taken at 3000 feet ; but there are some of the mnuntams that may rise to

between 5000 and OOW fent high.*

One of the most striking features presented rai the approach to Chili by the Pacific is

afl^rded by the view of the Andes. " I can conceive nothing," says Mrs. Maria Graham,
" more glorious than the sight of the Andes this morning, on drawing near the land at day-

break ; starting, as it were, from the ocean itself, their summits of eternal snow shone m
all the majesty of light, long before the lower earth was illuminated, when, suddenly, the

sun appeared nom behind them, and they were lost, and we sailed on fi>r hours before we
descried the land." Of the vegetation of these mountains, little is at present ascertained

;

and Uiat little, collected principally from specimens gathered by Dr. Gillies, BIr. Cruck-
shanks, Mr. Macrae, and Mr. Cuming, is more interesting to the botanist than to the general
reader. The intermediate country tetween the Andes and the coast is better known ; but,

a» its vegetation passes insensibly into that of Peru, we shall endeavour to give a sketch <^

the more remarkable features, by some extracts firom a journal of Mr. Crucksbanks, very
lately published in the second volume of the Botanical Mi$cettany. Chili, and that part

of Peru, lying west of the Andee^ from their geoinaphical situation and physical structure,

oiTer an interesting field for studying the efiect of climate on vegetation. The two coun-
tries present a line of coast, exteMing firom W S. lat to within a few degrees of the

equator; the great chain of the Andes runs in a direction almost parallel to the coast, and
the surface of the intervening country is similar throughout, consisting of ranges of moun-
tains, diminishing in height as they recede Horn the Cordillera. These mountains, again,

are intersected by valleys, varying little from due east and west ; thus afibrding an oppor-

tunity of comparing the climate of the coast with that which obtains iii the same latitude,

varira by difierent degrees of elevation, from the level of the sea to the verge of perpetual

anew.
The chain, or, as it has aptly been called, the great wall of the Andes, exerts a powerfiil

influence on the climate; the great atmospheric current, that, according to the season,

flows north or south, and is affected elsewhere by local causes, here being maintained by
this elevated barrier in its original durection. The average duration of the rainy season is

about five months, from May to October. In the south of Chili, the rains are very heavy,
and fiill firequently during the six or seven months of winter; but in the latitude of Valpa-
raiso, it is seldom wet for more than two successive days, after which there will be fine

weather for a week or two, or much longer. At Coquimbo, there is still less rain ; and at

Copiapo, the most porthern part of Chili, the showers are few and light; while on the coast

of Peru, rain is almost unknown, a dense mist being all that ever occurs, though this is

dignified with the name of the " rainy season" {tiempo de lot aguacerros), and the ladies

of^Lima often complain, after a short walk, of the heavy shower they have been exposed
to, in what would be considered, in other climates, tolerably fine weather. Still nearer the

* King, in Jmrnal i/M« Stj/al a»ogr*fkUtl StiMf tf Uni*», loco cil
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equator, this mist diminuhes, and the sun is rarely obscured. The gradual decrease of

atmospheric moisture from the south of Chili to tlie north of Peru is a striking feature, and
produces a remarkable effect on the vegetation. In Valdivia and Concepcion, where the

rain is copious, forests of lofly trees abound, and the earth is generally covered with herba-

ceous plants, and produces large com crops without artificial irrigation. From Concepcion
is derived most of the timber consumed in Chili and Peru, the following being the commonest
trees: the Roble {Fagtu oblimta), Lingui (Jjauru* JAngui), the Queulc {Oomerliga nitidd).

Laurel {Laurelia arotnatica), Canelo {Drymi* chiletuit), Reuli (1), AvcUano {Quadria
heterophyUa), and Litri (,Rhtu ? cauitica, of Hooker and Arnott in the Botany of Capt
Beechey's Voyage.) The Araucaria, or Chili Pine (Jig. 955.), is almost confined to tiie

Indian country south of the Bfobio, where the natives subsist entirely on its seed, which
they harvest and bury in pits for winter use. Its wood is said to be very resinous and close-

grained, but brittle ; for which reason, probably, it is never exported. Some of the above-
named trees are also found in other parts of the country. In the middle provinces, vegetation

is less luxuriant, and the woods thin. Trees seldom attain a large size, except in ravines,

and many of these are different from those of the south. Those most frequently found on
the hills are the Molle, the Boldo (Boldoa fragrant), Quillai {Smegmadermot emargU

055
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nata), and Peumo (Pranuw rvbra). The Mayten {Maylemu chUentis), Lilen (Axar
terrattt\ Litri, and some others, are less common. The Pn.Uigati(^Trictupidaria dependent),

Maqui (Arittoiockia Ma^i), Bellota (Lueuma valparadentit of Molina), and Canelo are
confined to moist places m the valleys, where many Myrtles are likewise found, of which
the Temu and Petra grow to a large size and produce useful timber. When covered with
their (ngront white blossoms in early summer, these trees are truly beautifiil. The
Fuchsis \fig. 056.) also are confined to moist ground, except F. lycioides, which inhabits

the driest spots on the hills. In many places, where the soil is too poor or too dry for

other trees, the Eepino {Mimota Cavenia) grows ; the wood of which is heavy, and much
valued for fiiel. Near the Andes, the Algarobo, a tree of the same ihmily, is common ia

similar spots; and large tracts of the hills ore often covered with Pourretia coorctata. It is

chiefly in the middle provinces that the Palm of Chili {Micrococcos) is found. It is not a
common tree, being very partial ; but several estates owe much of their value to the number
of these palms, of which, though the stem is useless, the leaves, sap, and fruit yield a large

income to the proprietor, nr thatching houses, the leaves are considered the best and
most durable material ; the sap, boiled to ayrup, is used as an agreeable substitute for honey

;

and the small nuts, about an inch in diameter, of which every tree produces a great num-
ber, are highly esteemed, and form a considerable article of export to Peru. A curious

method is employed to fVee the nut fh)m the green husk that envelopes it; a process

formerly attended with a great loss of time and much trouble. A number of cows and oxen
are driven into an enclosure, where a quantity of this firuit is spread, and, being ver^ fond

of its husk, they presently set to work eating the firuit, very slijgrhtly masticating it m the
fint instance, and swallowing it whole ; afterwards, while chewmg the cud, the nuts are
ejected ; and when the meal is finidied, a heap of them is found, before each of the animals,

perfectly flree fVom the husk; the cattle being thus supplied with food at a season when
little grass remains on the hills, at the same time that they effectually perform a very
useful operation.

In the district of which Valparaiso may be considered the centre, though the surfkcn

seems barren, yet pasture abounds during the rains ; and near the coast some corn is i^rown.
In the interior, cultivation is confined to the valleVs.

The northern provinces have a barren aspect ; there are few trees, though plenty of shrubs
and beautifiil annuals are common in the wet season ; but, except in the valleys which ara
capable of irrigation, there is no culture. The Carbon {Cordia dteandra) is almost the only

Vol. IIL 3 A
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tree ; iU wood ia liard and heavy, and used for fuel in smelting copper ore, as are the Talguea
and various Cacti, with columnar stems, which grow thirty or forty feet high,* and throw out

many branches.

SuMioT. 3.

—

Zoology.

Our information on the Zoology of Chili ia very slight : a meagre list of about a dozen
birds has been given by one of me modem travellers m this country, but we may consider

it as a region unexplored by the professed naturalist The Lama aiid Vicugna, two wool-

bearing animals of the Andes, are described under the head of Peru : to these wo may add

three other kindred species, called by travellers the Paco, Chilihuque, and Humel, as natives

also of ChiH. Two or three new senera of Larks and Lark^warblers, which were supposed

to be unknown in South America, have recently been discovered here.

The most ceielwated bird is the Condor; while another, called the Plantcutter(PAy(otoffl<i

rara Gm.), is singular, fhxn the bill being toothed like a saw, and used, like that instrument,

to cut down plants, that the bird may feast on the tender leaves. More recently has been
discovered in this country a new species of Humminff-Biid, near four times the size of any
other yet known- to naturalists: hence it has received the name of Trochilus giganteus, or

the Patagonian Humming-Bird. It is onlv remarkable for its size, since it is without any
of those Drilliant colours which deck the plumage of its eaageneia.

Skot. IIL—Hittorical Geography.

Chili, when first discovered by the Spaniards, was found in possession of the most active

and hardy races of the Indians that people the New World. Almagro, in 1535^ penetrated

with great difficulty through the mountainous and desert tracts leading to it; but was so

disgusted with the hardships and losses which he endured, that, in 1538, he returned to

Cuzcol The real founder <^ Spanish dominion in Chili was Pedro de Valdivia, who, after

an c4Mtinate contest of ten years, between 1540 and 1550, subdued the greater part of the

country, founded the cities of Valdivia, Concepcion, and Quillota, and established a naval

intercourse with Chili. He hod then to encounter the warlike Araucaniaas, widi whom the

Spaniards sustained that long war, which has been celebrated by Ercilla, the first of the

Spanish epic poets. Valdivia was defeated, taken, and put to death by the Araucanian chief,

Caupolican ; the Araucanians afterwards baffled all attempts to subdue them, and continue
to separate the main body of Chili ftom the southern district of Valdivia.

The dominion oS Spain was maintained over Chili, interrupted only by the inroads dS the

Araucanians. The English made one and the Dutch several attempts to form a settlement;

but, not being supported by the natives, they made no lasting impression. Chili, in 1567,
was separated finm Peru, and placed under a captam-j^eneral solely dependent on the king
of Spam. It never drew the attention nor rose to the importance of Mexico and Peru | but

the produce of its mines, which was considerable, and the many fertile districts which it

contained, secured to it a progress in population and wealth, similar to that of the other

colonies.

The emancipation of Chili was prepared and produced by the same causes which excited

all the other provinces to shake oflT the Spanish yoke. On the 22d of June, 1610, intelli-

gence was received of the events which had occurred in Europe. The ChUiana repelled

Sie demand made by the French government for their submission, and in a few days elected

a new governor and a junta of administration. This ostensible act was designed, as in

other instances, to keep the sovereign power for Ferdinand VIL ; but it was not long ere a
general dispoaition arose to embrace tho opportunity of shaking off the oppressive yoke of
Spain and the European Spaniards. In April, 1811, a national congress was summoned, and
the independence of the country seemed in a favourable train. A force, howeveri was sent

firom Peru to re-establish the royal cause, which, being aided by the disunion of the patriot

generals, defeated them, though after a brave resistance, and drove them over the Andes
towards Mendoza. They were there received and supported by San Martin, governor of
that city. That enterprising and remarkable perscm now took the lead in the revolution oi
south-western America. He assembled a considerable force, with which he crossed the
Andes, and, being joined by the great body of the Chilians, soon compelled the royal troops

to take reftige in the port of M>ncepcion. The governor of Peru, however, being now
determined to make a grand effort, assembled almost all his disposable troops, to the amount
of 5000 men, and sent them to reinforce those already in ChilL The patriot force was at

firat defeated and driven back ; but, being tallied by the zeal and abilities of San Martin and
O'Higgins, it met the enemy on the plain of Maypfi, and gained a complete victory ; which
finally secured the independence of Chili. San Martin was even encoura^ to advance
into reru, the capital of^ which country he succeeded in occupying ; thoutj^h its liberation, as

we have seen, did not then prove to be final. O'Higgins became diroctor of Chili ; but,

endeavouring, to rule byti self-elected senate, he became unpopular, and was <rf>liged to
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yield to Don Ramon Freire, under whose auspices a general representative congress was
called. Chili has ever since formed a republic completely independent of Spain, thoujgfii mt
without a good deal of interior agitation.

Skt. IV.—Polt/tcal Oeography.

The political system of Chili is in a vacillating and uncertain state. The congress was
to be composed of deputies chosen on the principle of direct election, and of one deputy for

every 15,000 inhabitants. A considerable disposition seems to prevail for a federal form of
government
The finances are not in the most flourishing condition. According to the statements in

Mr. Caldcleugh's Appendix, the customsyielded 1,100,000 dollars, and all the other reve-
nues 200,000 ; making a total of 1,300,000 dollars. The annual expenses of the province
of Santiago amounted to 1,026,948 ddlars; of Concepcion, 360,000; of Valdivia, 180,000;
expenditures caused by the loan, 400,000: in all, 1,066,948 dollars; making the heavy
deficit of 666,948 dollars. A loan, the capital of which was 1,000,0001. sterling, was raised

in London in 1822.

The army, under the pressure of cireumstances, has been supported on a large scale, conn
pared with the population and resourees of Chill That countiy sent into Peru, in support
of the patriotic cause, no less than 7500 troops, who had been well disciplined, and who
proved brave and effective. Besides these, about 3000 remained in the country. The
militia consists chiefly of cavalry, who are ill disciplined, but brave, and admirable riders.

The navy, though it distinguished itself under Lord Cochrane, never formed any con-
siderable foree, comprising only one ship of sixty ffniu> two or three of fifty, with some cor-

vettes and gun-brigs. Being old ships nurchased mm Britain, and having liccn in hard ser-

vice, they are now considerablv dccayea, and the present state of the Chiliad resources will

probably prevent much being done to repair them.

SiOT. V.

—

Productive Induatry.

Agriculture is carried on extensively, though with very rude implements, of the same
form with those that were introduced 300 yean ago. The plough is only a piece of knee
timber, shod at one end with a flat plate of iron, into which a long pole is fixed by means
of wedges. It proceeds amid the trees, of which only the trunks are cut ofH A bundle of
fresh branches serves for a harrow, made heavier, if necessary, by stones, or by one or two
men placed upon iL The cart is formed of canes and straw floored and bound with hide,

without a single nail or piece of iron. The only pains bestowfid upon the land is irrigation,

rendered absolutely necessary by the eight months of dry weather in the year ; the fields

being croraed by canab fed by a stream common to the neighbourhood. Wheat has been
hitherto the chief object of agriculture ; its quality is fine, though small-grained, and there
is a regular demand tor it in Peru, Guayaquil, and the other equatorial tracta Potatoes, in

this their native soil, grow in perfection ;
pumpkins, lettuces, and cabbages are reared witii

care and success ; and fhiits, with but very little culture, are produced in profiision and of
excellent quality. A good deal of wine is made, though not of the first excellence ; the
flavour of the best somewhat resembling Malaga. iTiat exquisite vinegar, which derives

its name from Chili, is made from the juice of a grape peculiar to the country. The great-

est extent of ground, however, is laid out in cattle fkrms, which are managed with great
success. The horses are small, but beautifhl, and of fine temper and spirit, so that they are
preferred to those of Buenos Ayres. The oxen and mules are equal to any in the world

;

but, as the latter do not amount to the number required for crossing the Andes, a further

supply must be brou|:ht fh>m Mendoza. Agriculture, as in Mexico, is much impeded by the

enormous grants which were made to individuals at the time of the conquest
; yet it is

stated, that in many districts fine land may be obtained at the rate of a dollar for two acres.

The manu&ctures, as over all Sooth America, consist only of coarse articles made by the
country people for domestic use, with the sunniest instruments. From Mrs. Graham we
learn, that ttiey bring to market ponchos, hats, snoes, coarse shifts, coarse earthenware, and
sometimes jan of fine clay.

Mining is the branch of industry for which Chili has been most celebrated, but it is not
the souree of her most substantial wealth. The mines occur in the interior fhom Coquimbo,
in a barren tract in the northern part of the country. The metals are gold, silver, and cop-

per. The latter is by far the most abundant, there being many hundred mines of it; the
othera are much rarer, and, as they attract more speculators, generally answer much worse

:

hence, the common saying is, that if a man finds a copper mine, ho ia sure to gain ; if it be
silver, he may gain or he may not ; but if it be ^o\A, he ia sure to lose. In consequence of
the great expense of first opening a mine, the discoverers, who are often poor, are usually

obliged to have recourse to hsbilitadoro!*, a class of rich individuals resident in the cities,

who supply the funds nocossary fur working the mine, while the owner delivers to them the

I 1
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produce at a fixed rate, calculated to yield them a Urge profit. Captain Hall estimates the

annual average produce of copper at 60,000 quintals, which, in 1821, was worth twelve dol-

lars the quintal ; that of silver, 20,000 marks, at eight dollars each ; that of gold, trifling,

and dimmishing. But from the returns made at a more recent period by the British consuls,

it appears that, while in the twenty years ending with 1809, the produce of the Chilian

mines was, in gold, of the value of 4,000,000 dollars, and in silver of that of 4,500,000, it

had increased during the same number of years ending with 1829, to 9,000,000 dollars,

worth of the former, and 4,000,000 of the latter. At present the aven^ produce of both

the gold and silver mines may be estimated at about 8,500,000 dollars. The northern mines
are situated in a bleak and barren country ; and many of them are in very rugged and
inaccessible situations ; none so much so as that of San Pedro Nolasco, on a loily pinnacle

of the Andes, where the snow, even in summer, lies from 20 to 120 feet deep, and in the

winter its drift is so tremendous that the miners have been buried under it 150 yards from
their own house. The southern mines are in a more fertile state ; but, on the whole, by the

reports of Messrs. Head and Miers, it seems tliat, for the reasons already stated in respect

to the La Plata provinces, there is no prospect of any increase, or of any advantage to com-
pensate the application of English capital. Mrs. Graham conceived the machinery brought

out by Mr. Miers to be 100 years in advance of the present state of the countnr. A very

fine vein of coal has been found near Concepcion, which has begun to be shippea fh>m that

port for other parts of Chili, and even for Peru.

Commerce m Chili labours under great difficulties from its extreme remoteness; since it

is separated by about half the circumference of the globe from the civilised countries of

Europe, Asia, and even North America. It has, however, a very extended sesrcoast ; and,

to the bold skill of modern navigation, the circuit of the globe is scarcely more arduous

than a Mediterranean voyage was 100 years aao. The principal articles of export fh>m
Chili to Great Britain, the United States, and India, are the precious metals fVom Valparaiso,

Coquimbo, Huasco, and Copiapo. From the latter ports are shipped large quantities of cop-

per, and from Valparaiso of hues. The chief exports from Concepcion are timber, wheat,

flour, and fruits, principally to Peru. Chili imports flour, cottons, furniture, tobacco. Sic.,

fh>m the United States, manufiictured articles of all descriptions t\ram Great Britain, silks,

wines, perfumery, &c., from France, spices, tea, sugar, coflee, &c., tnm other countries.

" Four or five small vessels," says Laperouse, "bring yearly firom Lima, tobacco, sugar, and
some articles of European manufacture, which the miserable inhabitants can only (%tain at

second or third hand, afler they have been charged with heavy duties at Cadiz, Lima, and
in ChilL" At present the annual value of the trade with Great Britain is about 5,000,000
dollars, and of that with the United States, 2,500,000 dollars, exclusive of the supplies to

the whalers and other ships. Beside their dealings with Europe, the Chilians have also a
considerable trade with Peru, to which, as already mentioned, they export wheat, flour, dec.

;

they have also, notwithstanding the formidable obstacles opposed by the Andes, a consider-

able trade with Buenos Ayres.

Fishing is neglected by the Chilians, though many fine species are found in their seas.

The shell-fish are particularly delicate.

Artificial communications remain still in a very imperfect state. A good road was lately

made fhxn the capital to Valparaiso, but it is not kept in complete repair. The cross roads,

•8 Mrs. Graham describes them, are not such as in England would be considered passable,

though she has seen worse in the Apennines.

SioT. VI.—0ml and Soeiai State.

The population of Chili is mora involved in doubt than that ofany state of South America.
Humboldt states, from Spanish authorities, that « census, in 1818, save 0M),000, ud that

the present amount is probably 1,200,000. Mora recently, Mr. Caldcleuffh and Mr. Mien
have estimated it only at about 600,000; but this seems to have been fbunmd on very supers

ficial observation ; and the best infonned persms, who have penetrated into the interior dis-

tricts, do not believe it to fUl short of 1,500,000.

The social state of Chili diflhra scarcely by a shade firom that of the rest of Spanish
America. There is the same native courteousness, politeness, kindness of heart, ignorance,

extravagant love of diversion, abject superetition, and propensity to quarrelling. This last

passion, which among the lower orders is fed chiefly by a resort to pulperlas, is alle^red by
Mr. Proctor to be more prominent than among other Americans, ano oflener productive of

bloodshed. The ladies oflen can neither write nor read; but Mrs. Graham and Captain
Hall join in praising their natural talents, and the unstudied grace of their manners. Mr.
Caldcieu^h conceives the general deportment of those in the higher ranks to be almost
unexceptionable.

The Catholic religion has hitherto reigned in Chili with the same eupremacy as in the

other states ; but uimer the new system, the convents have been very sensibly thinned, no

v
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one being allowed to take the vows under the age of twenty-five ; and many of the religious

sliows and processions have been suppressed ; i change not altogether agreeable to the body
of the people, whom it has deprived of one of their favourite amusements. The Roman
Catholic religion continues the exclusive one, though numerous heretics are allowed to live

in the country without molestation. The Protestants have even a consecrated burisl-place,
though not the public exercise of their worship.

Knowledge in Chili is beginning to disperse the general ignorance which prevailed. Mr.
Caldcleugh is of opinion that, betore the revolution, there was not a printmg-press in the
country. That since established at Santiago has been chiefly employed upon gazettes and
political pamphlets. The government once proclaimed the freedom of the press ; but as soon
as an unfortunate writer, taking them at their word, began to criticise their measures, he
was instantly seized and deported to the Isle of Juan Fernandez. The people, however,
soon regained the freedom of the press, which they now enjoy in its full extent The go-
vernment do not seem to have shown the same zeal as elsewhere ibr the promotion of know-
ledge, though they have established Lancasterian schools in the principal towns; that of
Santiago containing 400 boys. There is a library of several thousand volumes, formerly
belonging to the Jesuits, containing some curious manuscripts respecting the Indians, but
otherwise composed chiefly of scholastic divinity. The only fine art cultivated with any
ardour by the Chilians is music, their application to which is truly indebtigable : the girls

being set down to it almost from infancy, and having constant practice at their evening par-

ties. The importation of piano-fortes is said to be truly immense. They do not play with
consummate science, but with considerable feeling and taste.

The habitations of the lower ranks in Chili are of the most rude and primitive construc-

tion: the walls merely of stakes crossing each other, and fastened with thongs, or hemp
twine ; the roofe, which must resist the ram, composed of branches plastered With mud and
covered with palm leaves. These, on both sides of the Cordillera, are called ranchos. The
name of houses is assumed, where the walls are built of brick, which is easily formed in

almost all the environs of Valparaiso, by merely digging out the clay, watering, treading,

and then drying it in the sun. The walls are solid uid thick ; the apartments spacious, well

furnished, and often richly gilded.

The negro population of Chili has never been numerous, and the slaves have always been
employed for domestic purposes, and treated with much kindness, the laws of the country
being very favourable to them. In 1811, a law was enacted, declaring firee after that period

all children of slaves born in Chili ; and in 1825, the number of slaves was so fax dimin-

ished, that it was thought expedient to abolish slavery altogether.

SscT. VII.—Local Otography.

Chili corresponds to the old Spanish captain generalship of the same name. In 1824, it

was divided into eight provinces, which are subdivided into districts.

CkM Tbmi. PsfalaUoa.

Bantlago Bantiuo 30,000

Aconcania Ban Felipe A,000

O^Dimbo Coquimbo 10,000

Obkbagus Curico 3,000

Mauls Ctuquenef 9,000

Coniwpeion Coneepelon 8,000

TaMivia Valdivia 3,000

ChilM San Carlos

Santiago seems to derive its pre-eminence fh)m its fertile and agreeable territory, particu-

larly in the plain <^ Mayp6, and that which surrounds the capital; from its mines of gold

and silver, a more brilliant, though really not so valuable an object as the copper mines of

Coquimbo; and firom Uie residence of the government

Santiago, the capital, is situated in a richly wooded plain, at an elevation of 2800 feet

above the sea, which renders the climate agreeable and salubrious. Its aspect is irregular

and picturesque. The dark tints of the flg and olive, with the lighter hues of the mimosa,

mingled with steeples and houses, {nroduce a novel and imposing effect The houses having

in general only one floor, and being surrounded by large gardens, the town appears com-

pletely overshadowed with foliage. Each house, in general, stands by itself, and, being

strongly barricaded towards the street, forms a little fortress. They are one or two stories

high, and built of adobes or unbumt brick. The streets, however, are regularly laid out,

paved, and fbrnished with footpaths; the cathedral, several of the churches, and the direc-

tor's palace, may be reckoned handsome, though they do not exhibit any thing very splendid

in architecture. The Alameda, a mile in length, and planted with a double row of trees, is

one of the finest promenades in South America. The river Maypocho runs through the

city; but being, lifce most in this country, dry atone season and swoln to an overwhelming

torrent at another, it has been necessary to erect not only a bridge, b«it a wall to confine the

violence of the stream.

Vol. IU. 18
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The vicinity of Santiago presents the most romantic and sublime prospects : on one side

over an expanse of plain bounded by the distant

ocean, on the other over successive mountain
ranges crowned by the awful snowy pinnacles of
the Andea Near the city is a very picturesque

waterfall (Jig. 957.)i called the Salto de Agua, or

water-leap, which Mrs. Graham compares to Ti-

voli, though it wants the villa and temple to

crown it

Valparaiso (Jifr. 958.), the port of Santiago,

and the main seat of Chilian commerce, is situ-

ated on a long narrow strip of land bordering a
semicircular bay, over which impend on all sides

steep cliffs nearly 2000 feet high, and sparingly

covered with shrubs and stunted grass. One
street, about three miles long, runs along the sea,

" * "*** and contains the houses of the most opulent citi-

it is prolonged by the Almendral, or Almond Grove, a sort of detached village, which
forms the most agreeable residence. The lower ranks are huddled into the quebradas, or

ravines, among the hills behind. None of the buildings are handsome ; even the governor's

^^ house is scarcely tolerable ; but the com-
^^ mercial progress of the town is marked by

the many new and handsome warehouses
erected. Originally a mere village, it ac-

quired some importance by becoming the

channel for conducting the intercourse

with Lima, to which all the trade of Chili

was then confined. All the commerce of

the world being now thrown open to it,

and numerous settlers attracted from Eu-
rope, it has acquired a population of 14,000
or 13,000, and assumed almost the appear-

ance of an English town. Daring the

summer, which lasts from November to

March, the bay affords a safe and pleasant anchorage ; but in winter, especially in June' and
July, precautions are required against the north wind, which blows often with peculiar vio-

lence.

Quillota is a small but agreeable town, a little in the interior, in the province of Aconca-
gua, with 8000 inhabitants ; and higher up aro the towns of San Felipe and Santa Rosa,

each having about 5000 inhabitants, and cont4ining an industrious and thriving agricultural

population.

Coquimbo is the most northern province of Chili ; but, instead of assuming a gayer aspect

as it approaches the brilliant regions of the tropic, it becomes more and more sterile. At
the town of Coquimbo, or La Serena, even the brushwood which covered the "lills round Val-

paraiso disappears, and its place is only supplied by the prickly pear bush, and a scanty

sprinkling of wiry ^^rass ; while at Huasco, two degrees &rther north, there is no longer a
trace of vegetation. The greater part of the interior consists of a rock, composed entirely

of pieces of broken shells, sometimes covered with a thin soil, but more commonly with a
white powder like snow, which proves to lie sulphate of soda. It is only on the banks of the

streams, that the eye is gratified with verdure, cultivation, and pasturage. Its importance
arises solely from its mines, which include botli silver and gold ; but the most productive

and valuable, as already observed, are those of copper. The produce of the mines usually

belongs to some capitalist at Santiago, who causes a vessel to call at Coquimbo for the cop-

per, which is to be exchanged, perhaps, for a cargo brought to Valparaiso from Europe or

India, and instructs his correspondent at Coquimbo to have a su£Scient quantity in readiness.

This employment gives some importance to the port of Coquimbo ; though the inhabitants,

unaccustomed to any varied traffic, retain much native simplicity, kindness, and hospitality.

About fifty miles in the interior is Copiapo, in the heart of the mining district, of which it

may be considered the capital. This place is subject to the dreadful calamity of being once

in about every twenty-three years completely destroyed by earthquake. That of 1810 shook

it entirely to pieces ; the wrecks of its houses and churches lying scattered in every direc-

tion. The walls, though three or four feet thick, of large sun-dried bricks, seem to have

toppled down, some inwards, some outwards, like so many castles of cards. The people had

all crowded to the great church of I^ Merced, which they were judiciously advised to leave,

and had scarcely quitted it when it fell to the ^und, and would have buried the whole po-

pulation had they remained. The Copiapians, m 1821, rebuilt their fallen citv. Copiapo if

Talpiniw.
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bounded on the north by the desert of Atacama, which separates Chili from Peru, and is con*

Bidcred as belonging to the latter.

Concepcion, a more soutiierii province of Chili, is the most highly endowed with all the

real bounties of nature. Its situation, indeed, and the cold rains, render it unfit for tropical

produce ; but all the grain and fruits of the finest temperate climate are reared in such

abundance as to make this the granary and garden of South America. Wheat of excellent

quality is the staple, and the southeVn markets are chiefly supplied from Concepcion ; to

which may be added barley, maize, pulse, and all kind of vegetables. It yields also a sweet

wine, the best in the New World, which Mr. Stevenson reckoned equal to Frontignac, and

for which the demand at Lima is almost unlimited. The cattle farms are also numerous and
valuable, yielding a large export of jerked beef. The town of Concepcion, with four con-

ventual churches, a nunnery, a cathedral in progress, and many handsome houses inhabited

by some of the old Spanish nobles, might almost have disputed with Santiago the rank of capi-

tal of ChilL The houses, like those of Santiago, were mostly of one story, built of mud or

sun-dried brick, and forming regular streets at right angles to each other. The people were
peculiarly kind and hospitable, and their gay and festive habits were accompanied with com-
paratively few irregularities. But it suffered with peculiar severity from the late contest

;

alternately occupi^ by the Spaniards and the patriots, it was rudely treated by both, but

especially the former. General Sanchez directed to military objects all the timber de^stined

for the new cathedral, and, on finally abandoning the city in 1819, set fire to a number of

the principal houses. When Captain Hall visited it, in 1621, he found it almost desolate.

Whole squares had been reduced to rubbish, and the streets were knee-deep in grass and
weeds. Of the bishop's palace there remained only the sculptured gateway ; many of the

houses still standing were uninhabited ; and, through the luxuriant vegetation of the cli-

mate, were enveloped in a thick mantle of shrubs, creepers, and wildflowers. The churches

were all in a ruinous state ; of the cathedral, the western aisle had fallen in, and the rest

was rapidly crumbling into dust Besides the usual conflict of Spanish parties, Concepcion
was laid waste by the Araucanians, who, led by Benavides, a bold outlawed native of the
province, carried on a war of perpetual inroad, similar to that which once raged on the Scot-

tish and English borders, and which, though picturesque and eventful in narrative, was most
calamitous to the parties concerned. After having in some measure recovered from these

successive disasters, the town was entirely destroyed by an earthquake in 1835. I'alca-

huano, the port of Concepcion, is a small town of about 500 inhabitants, on a large bay,

with B ffood and secure anchorage. Its defences have the reputation of being very strong

;

but during the late war they were neglected ; wherefore, being of mud, and incapable of
resistinif the heavy rains of the country, they are nearly ruined.

Valdivia comprises a territory of about 130 by about 120 miles in extent, watered by tliree

rivers, and containing several plains that are very productive' in grain and cattle. There
is scarcely any European culture ; but the missionaries have, at different points, succeeded
in forming the Indians into peaceable and tolerably industrious little communities. Valdivia

was founaed in 1553, destroyed by the Indians in 1603, and re-established in 1645. It was
recruited to a limited degree by convicts sent from other parts of Peru and Cliili, and
employed in the public works. 'The town of Valdivia is situated about sixteen miles above
its por^ which is defended by strong batteries, and is the best and most capacious harbour

of Chili; it will be of great value when the surroundmg country becomes more populous

and civilised. Osomo, built about forty miles distant, in the middle of the last century, is the

most southern town in the New World. The capture of the port of Valdivia, in 1819, by
Lord Cochrane, with 319 troops, opposed by 1600, was one of the boldest and most brilliant

achievements in the American contest

Arauco has been already mentioned as an extensive territory, which interposes itself be-

tween the Spanish districts of Concepcion and Valdivia. It extends north and south for

about three degrees of latitude, reaching inland to the mountains. This region, celebrated

in Spanish story and song, is described by Mr. Stevenson as really one of the finest in

South America. The Araucanians, having adopted the rude agriculture of the Spaniards,

raise Indian corn in abundance ; they grow most admirable potatoes, which are, probably,

indigenous ; and have a good stock of horses and horned cattle. The whole country ia

divided into four districts, governed by hereditary rulers, called toquis, confederated together

for their own benefit ind the injury of their neighbours. Particular districts are ruled by sub-

ordinate chiefs, also hereditary, called ulmenes. When war is declared, tlie toquis elect

one of themselves, or even some other chief, who assumes the supreme command. They
have appended the European musket to their own original arms of the bow, arrow, and
club. When they set forth on an expedition, each individual merely carries a small bag of
parohed meal, trusting that ere long he will be comfortably quartered on the territory of his

enemies. During the Spanish dominion, every new governor of Chili generally endeavoured
to distinguish himself by the conquest of Arauco; and having assembled an army, he usually
beat them in the field ; but he soon found himself obliged, by 9. continued scries of harassing

wor&re, to sue for peace firom a proud race, whom nothing will ever induce to make the
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first advances. The Araucanians have a relijfious belief, but without temples, priests, and
sacrifices. They have Pillian, the supreme toqui or ruler, with many subordinate deities or
ulmencs, among whom the chief are Meuben, the good genius; Ulencubo, the evil genius;
and Epunomum, the god of wnr. Omens and divinations are also objects of firm belief;

and the warrior who would mtrepidly face an armed battalion, will shake with terror at the
flight of an owl. Witchcratl is in their eyes the igoet deadly sin, for which numerous
unhappy victims are devoted to death. Marriage is always celebrated with a show of
violence ; for even after the consent is obtained, the bridegroom conceals himself on the
road, seizes the bride, carries her to his house, where, perhaps, the parents are waiting to
share the nuptial feast. Polygamy prevails among the chiefs, and all the hard work de-
volves upon the females, who plough, sow, and reap ; and each wife must present her husband
with a poncho or cloak, which is me chief manuracture of the country ; some of these gar-
ments are ve^ fine, selling at 150 dollars, though in general they can only be called a
coarse rug. The towns of Arauco, Tubul, and Tucapel, are only villages, perched on the
top of the most inaccessible rocks, and even these were built by the Spaniards. The abode
of the principal cacique was a thatched house, with mud walls, sixty feet long, and twenty
feet broad, which behind, throughout its whole length, cratained a range of sleeping places
resembling stalls ; and in front a long narrow apartment, in which the iiimily, forty in number,
spent the day. Their chief amusements are out of doors ; within, they ."•? seen trotting
through the room to sounds which resemble the filing of a saw, in uncouth movements imi-
tating the dance. Though resisting all attempts at conquest, they have entered into a
treaty with the republican government, and even agreed to a species of political union,
though a lon^ interval must elapse before this can be completely effected.
The large island of Chiloe, with others surrounding it which form a species of archipelago^

have been formed into the most southerly province of the Chilian republic. They have a
rude and rocky aspect, and are as yet thbly inhabited.

The Islands of Juan Fernandez may be considered as an appendage of Chili. They form

a group of two. small islands, called Mas-a-
OBO o'^^k. Tierra, and Mas-a-Fuero. The principal

island, of which a view is here exhibited

(Jig. 099.) is 80 diversified by lofty hills,

streams, aiid varied vegetation, that it has

been described as one of the most enchant-

ing spots on the globe. It was early noted

as being the solitary residence of Alex-
ander &lkirk, during several years; an
event upon which Defoe fbunded his cele-

brated narrative of Robinson Crusoe. The
island afterwards aflbrded to Anson the

means of recruiting his shattered squadron,

Jou iWDiadMb *^r the passage of Cape Horn. It has

been used by the Chilians as a place for

confining eonvicts, but was recently granted to a North American merchant, who propoaes

to make it a depAt for supplying trading and whaling vessels with provisiona.

CHAPTER HI.

, PROVINCES OF LA PLATA, OR ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

La Plata is the name given to an extensive regplon of South America, watered by the
great river of that name, and which, under Spanish dominion, formed one of the principal

viceroyalties. It had then annexed to it Upper Peru, including the mines of Potosi ; but
tiiis country has, by recent events, been severed from it, and forms now an independent
republic under the name of Bolivia. The remaining territory consists chiefly of detached
cities, with surrounding cultivated tracts, which form, as it were, oases in a vast expanse of
uninhabited pkin. Buenos Ayres, the principal city, and commanding the navigation of
the river, has endeavoured to form the whole into a republic, of which she herself shall

be tite capital, or at least the federal head; but there reigns through the different

districts, a strong provincial spirit, which has hitherto rendered tliia union imperfect and
precarioua.

Shot. I.

—

Oeneral OuUine and Atpeet.

La Plata may in a very general view, be considered as occupying nearly the whole
breadth of America, south from Uie tropic of Capricorn, leaving only the narrow strip (^
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Chili on tlie west, and on the east a section cut out of it by Brazil. On the north the
IMconiayo, while it runs from west to east, forms the natural boundary flroni Upper Peru;
but after it« great bend to the south, the line must be considered as continued eastward,

ciiltiiig the Rio de La Plata, and onwards to the Parana. On the east, the boundary of

La Plata may be considered as fixed by the Parana and the Uruguay, though the districts

immediately west of these streams have not, since the revolution, been actually poaaeased

by Buenos Ayres ; and soulh of the Plata, the Atlantic ia the clear boundary. On the south,

the Rio Negro terminates the country actually occupied ; but, on the principle so generally
adopted by diderent European settlers, of extending their respective claims till they come
into collision, we suspect that the Buenos Ayreans stretch their trontier to the Straits of
Magellan, or even to Cape Horn. On the west, the uniform boundary is Chili, separated

by the lolly summits of the Andes. The contents of this very extensive territory are calcu-

lated at about 1,000,000 square railesi

The surtkce of this territory consists of a plain the most extensive and uniform, perhaps,

on the face of the earth, bounded only by the eastern slope of the Andes. The Pampas^
west from Buenos Ayres, form an uninteresting level of more than 1000 miles across.

This plain is divided into three successive portions: the first covered with thick clover

and flowering thistles, that rise sometimes to the height of ten or eleven feet ; then 450
miles of long grass, without a weed ; lastly, a forest of low evergreen trees aiul shrubs,

standing so wide, that a horse can gallop through them. At the end of this ocean plain,

the Andes shoot up abruptly their wall of unbroken rock, covered with eternal snow, which
to the traveller from the east appeara to present an impenetrable barrier. The banks of the

Plata consist also of immense plains, though not quite so level, nor covered with such varied

vegetation.

Of the rivers, the chief is that fVom which the regicn derives its name and character,

and which forms one of the grandest features on the globe, the Rio de la Plata. To Buenos
Ayres, which it reaches anier a course of nearly 8000 miles, it brings down a body of
water thirty miles broad, resembling an arm of the sea; yet completely fresh. The
largest vessels can ascend to the vicinity of that port and Monte Video, though the shore

is obstructed by rocks and sand-banka These increase as the stream ascends, and render

it impossible for vessels of any magnitude to arrive at Asuncion. From the west the Plata

receives the Pilcomayo, the frontier stream of Upper Peru, which passes through the rich-

est mining districts, and the Rio Vermejo; both navigable. On the east it receives the

half-Brazilian streams of the Parana and the Uruguay. Large rivers, the Salodillo, and
the Colorado or Desaguadero de Mendoza, run across the Pampas, and are supposed to

reach the Atlantic. The latter rises in the Cordillera east of Coquimbo, and has a coarse

of 1000 miles, during which it forms numerous lakes; but it has not yet attained any
commercial importance ; and another, the Rb Negro, forms the extreme southern boundary

of settlement
There are several lakes, as that ofHien in the Entre Rios, fully 100 miles in length;

some round Mendozs, formed by the streams descending fVt>m the Andes ; and othen farther

in the interior ; but none of these can be said to comspood in grandeur to the other features

of this region.

Bwcrt, IL

—

Natural Oeographff.

SrasNT. 1.

—

Qeoihgy.

The whole extent of this province forms one continuous and unbroken plain of great fer-

tility, and covered with perpetual vegetation. Rocks are rarely seen. Some gypsum
occure near to Buenos Ayres, and limestone is mentioned as occurring in diflTerent parts of
the country. The stones used in paving the streets or in building are brought nrom the

island of Martin Garcia, at the mouth ef tiie Uruguay, or as ballast from Europe. Many of
the lakes to the south of Buenos Ayres are strongly impregnated with salt Salt ocean in

the greatest abundance and purity at Las Lagunas de las Salinas, situated in lat 37° S. in

a south-west direction from the city, and not &r distant from the mountains called La Sierra

de la Ventana. At these lakes, when the evaporation has been considerable, salt is procured

in great quantities ; and to obtain supplies of this substance, considerable numbera of Indians

and Creoles visit the place at particular periods; but owing to the distance, and expense of

land-carriage, little of it reaches Buenos Ayres, as it can be obtained cheaper and of a
superior quality from England.

Patagmna, StraHs of Magettan, and Terra del Fuero. The expedition under Captain

King, for Uie purpose of surveying the Straits of Magellan, left Monte Video on the 10th

of November, 1826, and, after putting into Port St Elena, about lat 45° S., and remaining
for a day or two in the vicinity of Cape Fairweather, continued for ninety days within the

Strait ; during which time its shores to the east of Cape Froward were surveyed under the

superintendence of Captain King himself; while his consort upder Captain Stokes, examined
the western entrance. The coast of Port St Elena is described by Captain King as con*

Vol.111. 18* 2B
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iatintf of porphyritic clayitone ; of which the hills, from 300 to 400 feet bi(;h, are entirely

composed. On the beach waa a conglomerate, apparently of an alluvial character. Cape
Fairweather is near the southern extremity of a ran(;e of coast, occupying between two and

three degrees on the east of Patagonia, composed of horizontal strata of clay, in clifis from

3U0 to 400 feet high, and entirely bare of vegetation. Some of the specimens thnn this

quarter. Dr. Fitton, in his report, remarks, consist of a white marl, not unlike certain varie-

ties of the lower chalk ; and with these are portions of a greenish sand-rock, much resem-

bling that of the upper green sand formation, and of a clay having many of the properties

of fullers' earth. The pebbles on the shore consist of quartz, jasper, and flinty slate, but do

not contain any mineral identical with chalk flint Cape Virgins, at the north-eastern en-

trance of the Straits of Magellan, consists of clay clifls, like those of Cape Fairweather

;

and between these two capes the coa«t is of the same character. What may be called the

eastern branch of the Straits, from Cape Virgins to Cape Froward, though its general course

is from N.E. to S.W., varies considerably in width and direction ; but fruni thence to the

western entrance the direction is nearly straight, from S.E. to N.W., and the width much
more uniform ; and one of the principal points detennined by Captain King's survey is, that

the fissure forming this portion of the strait is continued in the same direction for about 100

miles towards the S.E. from Cape Froward ; through St Gabriel's Channel, and a deep inlet,

discovered by Captain King, and named " Admiralty Sound," which runs nearly fifty miles

into the interior of Terra del Fuego. Dr. Fitton remarks that this separation of the land by

a narrow rectilinear channel of such great length, appears to be analogous to the division of

Scotland, by the chain of lakes on the line or the Caledonian Canal. In proceeding west-

ward from the eastern entrance, the coast gradually changes its character ; and primitive

rocks appear about Cape Negro, near Elizabeth bland, where mountains of slate rise to the

height of from 2000 to 3000 feet Captain King remarks that the direction of all tlie ranges,

commencing at Port Famine, about thirty miTes from Cape Froward, is towards the S!E. ;

and that all the sounds and openings of the land in Terra del Fuego tend in the same direc-

tion : this being also the direction of the strata, which dip towards the south. This coinci-

dence in the direction of the mountain ranges is expressed on Captain King's map: and he

supposes that a similar structure holds eood throughout the western branch of tne Strait,

from Cape Froward to the entrance on that side.

Specimens from Freshwater Bay, about 120 miles fVom Cape Virgins, on the Patagonion

side of the strait, consist of highly crystallised greenstone, and hypersthene rock, resem-

bling those of Scotland ; and the pebbles and boulders on the shore are of granite, syenite,

quartz, and flinty slate.

The vicbity of Mount Tarn and Eagle Bay, about midway between Port Famine and

Cape Froward, affi>rds various hornblende rocks; with greywacke, flinty slate, and gray
9phnty limestone. The slate of Mount Tarn contains traces of organic romains. Speci-

mens from the south side of the eastern branch of the strait consist of micaceous gneiss,

found at the entrance of St Magdalen's Sound, and at Card Point on the south-west of St
Gabriel's Channel. The rocks at Cape Waterfall, near Card Point are of clay slate ; and
the shores of Admiralty Sound afford granite, clinkstone, porphyry, and greenish compact
felspar. Captain King also menticms his lutving observed here reddish quartz or sandstone,

like that of the old red sandstone of Europe; and he remarks, that the soil over this rock is

barren, while that above the slate produces luxuriant vegetation ; beeches of great size

.growing there within a few feet of the water side. In general, the hills in this part of Terra
del Fuego appear to be slate ; they rise to the height of 3000 feet, and are covered with ice

and snow. Mount Sarmiento, however, which is more than 5000 feet high, appears, from

the shape of its summit to be volcanic ; and was called by the navigator, after whom it was
named, "The snotoy volcano."

Specimens from the western branch of the Straits of Magellan, collected br Captain

Stokes, all consist of primitive rocks. Cape Notch, Cape Tamar, and the Scilly Islands,

afibrding granite ; Port Gallant, and Capo Victorv, ^eiss and mica slate ; and Valentine's

Bay, clay slate much rererablinff Uiat of Port Famine. These places are all on the north

side of the strait On the souMcrn side, in Terra del Fuego, Cape Upright aflbrds granite

and gneiss; and the latter rock is found also at Tuesday Harbour, and m Uie neighbtrarhood

of Cape Pillar: the columnar mass, fi?om~which that remarkable point was named, is com*
posed of mica slate.

SoBSBOT. 2.—Botany.

In a former chapter, some account was given of the botany of the Terra del FHiego and
the Straits of Magellan. The eastern coast of Patagonia, from the entrance of the Straits

of Magellan to the river Plata, is comparatively low, and a great portion of it occupi«l by
pampas, extensive plains, covered with grass, but destitute of trees. This peculiarity of
country, indeed, exists upon the most extensive scale in the province of Buenos Ayres: a

vast superficies, the whole of which is a plain (interrupted only here and there by a few
bills, the highest scarcely 300 feet), extending from the Atlantic Ocean to the foot of the
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Andes, a space of 720 leases. Many of the rivers, from the extreme evennesa of the sur-

face, are (with the exception of five or six that are received into the Pwrana or I'd. ijfnn t)

arrested in the plain, without any decided course, and insensibly absorb««l, like the raiiW
which tall on the same ground.

"The level surface which so uniformly characterises the whole pi 'jnce of Buen<j«> Ayres
afibrds little onope for variety in its vegetable productions: still the <t«p«^ct of the country
is marked .by many striking peculiarities. Different kinds of clover and (rfher leguminous
plants, intermixed with grasses, constituting the great mass of the vegetatiur/, frive to the

country its verdant appearance, and form an inexhaustible source of nutriment, not only to

the deer and other wild animals which are so abundant, but to the numerous herds of cattle

and horses which may be seen grazing in all directions. The country is naturally destitute

of wood, and, with the exception of an occasional natural copse of the Tala shrub, of very
inconsiderable height, nothing resembling a tree is to be seen. The Ombu {Phytolacca
dioica), however, sometimes makes its appearance, to diversify the scene, and relieve its mo-
notony. Trees of this kind generally point out to the traveller the site of some habitation,

near which they are usually planted ; since, from the great rapidity of their growth, they
soon become conspicuous at a distance, and afford a grateful shade to the inhabitants, during
the hot season of the year. They are otherwise very useless, on account of the spongy fu-
ture of the trunk, which is so soft that it has sometimes been used as wadding for artillery,

during the wars which prevailed in the country. In the more inhabited districts of the
province, and especially in the neighbourhood of the city, numerous plcntations are met with
of peach trees, which are cultivated for firewood, and form a very profitable investment of
land and capital, as they grow with great luxuriance, and may be cut down every four years;
so that, by dividing a plantation equally, a fourth part may be felled yearly, which is sure to

meet with a ready sale, being the principal fuel used in Buenoe Ayres. The fruit, which ia

produced in great abundance in such plantations, is applied to no useful purpose, except the
feeding of pigs and poultry."*

A very remarkable feature, occasioned by plants of exotic production, is given to the

pampas of Buenos Ayres by two kinds of Thistle, well known in Europe ; but principally

of the Cardoon (jCynara Curdunculut, ^. Hooker, in Botanical Magazine, t 2862.). The
native country of this plant is the south of Europe and north of Africa ; but, the seeds having
been conveyed to South America, it has escaped into the extensive plain that lies between
BuenoH Ayres and the Andes, and has given such an extraordinary feature to that country, as
deserves to be recorded in a description of its vegetation. "The great plain or pampas of
the Cordillera," says Captain Head, in his " Rough Notes, taken during some rapid Journeys
across the Pampas, and among the Andes," " is about 900 miles broad ; and the part which
I have visited, though in the same latitude, is divided into regions of different climate and
produce. On leaving Buenos Ayres, the first of these regions is covered for 180 miles with
clover and thistles ; the second, which extends for 430 miles, produces long grass ; and the
third region, which reaches the base of the Cordillera, is a grove of low trees and shrubs.

The second and third of these regions have nearly the same appearance throughout the
year; for the trees and shrubs are evergreens; and the immense plain of grass only changes
Its colour from green to brown ; but the first region varies with the four seasons of the year,
in a most extraordinary manner. In winter, the leaves of the thistles are lar^e and luxu>
riant, and the whole surface of the country has the rough appearance of a turnip-field. The
clovur, at this season, is extremely rich and strong; and the sight of the wild cattle, grazing
in full liberty in such pasture, is beautiful. In spring, the clover has vanished, the foliage

of the thistle has extended across the ground, and the country still looks as if covered with
a rough crop of turnips. In less than a month the change is most extraordinary ; the whole
region becomes a luxuriant wood of enormous thistles, which have suddenly shot up to a
height of ten or eleven feet, and are all in full bloom. The rood or path is hemmed in on
both sides; the view is completely obstructed; not an animal is to be seen: and the stems
of the thistles are so close to each other, and so strong, that, independent of the prickles
with w^ich they are armed, they form an impenetrable barrier. ' The sudden growth of
these plants is quite astonishing ; and though it would be an unusual incident in military

history, yet it is really possible that an invading army, unacquainted with the country, might
be imprisoned by these thistles, before it had time to escape from them. The summer is not
over before the scene undergoes another change ; the thistles suddenly lose their sap and
verdure; their heads droop, the leaves shrink and fade; the stems become black and dead,
and they remain rattling with the breeze one against another, until the violence of the pam-
pero or hurricane levels them with the ground, where they rapidly decompose and disappear;

the clover rushes up, and the scene is again verdant." If by any accident the dry stems of
tlie thistles chance to catch fire, the conflagration spreads with such rapiditjr as to destroy
muf-h agricultural produce, and great numbers of cattle and other animals, which are unable
to escape. In the neighbourhood of the city, they arc cut down in large quantities, and sold

* Dr. Oilliet'f account of Buenos Ayrea, in Napier's edition of tlie Encyclopedia Britannica,

:'
!
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for the purpose of heating ovens. The florets of this thistle are in common nse in the country

for the purpose of coagulatinff milk, which they effect in the same manner as rennet. A
quantity of these florets is tied up in a ng and stirred about in warm milk for a few minutes.

This thistle is also eaten as a vegetable ; the tender footstalks of the leaves, and the young
stems, when boiled and the outer skin removed, have the flavour of artichokes. When the

plants of the pampas become too strong, it is customary to set fire to them, which gives a
remarkable aspect to the country, as thus described by Azara :

—" This operation, which is

intended to make the plants send out new and tender shoots, must have the effect of dimin-

iidiing the number of species; because the seeds are destroyed, and the fire inevitably exter-

minates some of the more delicate kinds. It is requisite to use precaution in setting the

plants on fire, because there is nothing but water or roads that can limit its progress. lliave

travelled 200 successive leagues, in a southern direction from Buenos Ayres, continuing

long the same plain, that had been all burned at one time, and where the grass was begin-

ning to shoot again : and still I did not arrive at the termination. There was certainly no
obstecle that could stop the flames. Woods arrest its ravages, because they are so thick and

Sreen, that they do not burn ; but the edges of them become dry and sccvched to such a

egree, that the next conflagration finds them an easy prey. This custom destroys whole
swarms of insects and reptiles, with immense numbers of the smaller quadrupeds, and even
of horses, which have not so much courage as the oxen in forcing tlieir way through the fire."

Of trees, Azara observes, that in this simnilar country, from the River Plata to tlie Straits

of Magellan, there appear to be none, and shrubs even are exceedingly unfrequent. In

some places near the frontier are viznagas, a large wild Carrot, and Thistles, which are col-

lected for fuel ; but as this is still scarce, the inhabitants burn the bones and fat of animals,

and the dung of horses. At Buenos Ayres, and even at Monte Video, much of the latter

substance is consumed, especially in the ovens ; though the peach trees, that are cultivated

fbr this sole object, aid in the supply. A little wood, too, is procured on the banks of streams

near the north coast and in the islands of the Parana and Uraguay. There, too, wood that

is fit for making carts, houses, and boats of various sizes, may be obtained ; but the major
port <^ this comes from Paraguay and the missions. In the Chaco, there are plenty of trees,

growing thick and tufted on the river banks, and more thinly in the open country; consist-

ing of Cebile, Espinillo, Quebracho, Algoroba, and various species, which are quite unlike

those that are known by the same name in Europe. The fruit of one of the Alearobas (a

qtecies of Acacia) is a largo blackish pod, which, after having been peeled, would be as good
s nut-galls for making ink, and perhaps for dyeing. The firuit of another resembles Haricot

beans ; it ia much eaten by the poor, who peel and put it in water, where by fermentation

it produces a liquor, called chico, of a pleasant taste and possessing inebriating qualities.

IVom the river Plata to the missions, the trees are only seen by the sides of the rivers, and
they diminish as the country becomes more peopled. In the Jesuit missions, and as you
advance northward, there are extensive woods, not only near water, but wherever the soil

is uneven. These are so thick and so full of Ferns, that walking is difficult ; and yet the
circumstance that seeds cannot vegetate in these situations, because they fkll on a soil that

is covered with leaves, and are neitiiar afiboted by wind nor dust, nor copable of reaching
the earth, renders it difficult to account for the multiplicity of the trees, whose only mode
of increase ut by suckers fhmi the root; while the closeness of their stems would rather

dispose them to push upwards, than to send out freali shoots fh>m below.

Aura gives an interesting account of many vegetables of Buenos Ayres, Paraguay, and
Paranft; but, unfortunately, without mentioning their scientific names, so that we are too

fVequently at a loss to know what plant he means. Among them are the following :

—

" The
Curiy, a kind of Pine {Arauearia bratUienttB f), ^ws in large forests not fw from the

rivers Parana and Uraguay. It seems to excel the pme of the north, and is equally straight

It ia said that it has but one very thick and straight root, and that its wood much resembles
the fir ; but the leaves are shorter, broader, and lanceolate at the point The branches issue

fhrni the stem in regular and distant stages ; they grow horizontally, and are rather slender.

The fruit is a round cone, of the size of a child s head, with scales that are not so distinct

s those of the common fir, but when ripe they expand and show the central nut about as

laive OS one's finger. The seeds are very long, and the thickness of the thumb at the largest

end ; when roasted, they have a flavour superior to chestnuts. The savage Indians are re-

markably fond of them, and make flour and bread of them. The Jesuits have sowed some of
these trees in the missions, where they have ^wn so large that it would be worth the while to

cut one ofthem down, and, floating it to a desirable place, make a trial of it for a mast or rudder,

for I am convinced that it would Im applicable to this purpose, as well as for any kind of planks.

The seeds of this tree should be tried in Europe, and with this view I brought away a dozen
cones ; but they, with my other seeds, as well as all my luggage, were taken from me by
the Portuguese. I have seen a single individual in a Ksraon st Buenos Ayres, where it

grew very well. The Ybaro is another large wild tree. The Jesuits planted a long avenue
of it from their settlement called the Apostles, to the fountain, that the Indian women
might in passing, pull tmne of the fruit, and use them instead of snap for washing linen.

vnv«mM?HST)SK»<m«H*» tmm
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This tree {Sapindug taponarta, produces an immense number of round fruits, the kernels

of which serve for playthings to the children, and of which they make large rosaries, because

they are brown, bright, and glossy. Between these nuts and the outside skin there is a
glutinous pulp that may be used for soap, by smearing it upon linen ; but it is probable that

the quality is not very excellent"
Though the family of the torch-thistles {Cactu$ Lin.) have their trunk, joints of the

branches, and foliage in the flat form of a bat, and are of all trees or shrubs those whose
general proportion and aspect are the least pleasing ;

" yet" says Azara, " I have seen two
mdividrals which were the finest trees possible. The stem was 20 to 24 feet high, as round
and as smooth as if it had been turned in a lathe. It was destitute of foliage, except at the

top, where it was terminated by a sphere of branches or leaves of a flat shape. Both the

fruit and foliage, though similar to other species of this fkpiily, were smaller. I found these

two Cacti, in Paraguay, in two difierent woods of the settlement of Atirft, nearly a league
distant fhim one another ; and I was surprised to see them thus solitary among other trees

without another of the same species. So that this kind of Cactus, reduced to two indi-

vidualsL perhaps the last of the sort will disappear at the death of those which I have just

described."

Reeds, probably species of Bamboo, attiin a great size, as thick as the thigh, and hollow;
they are venr strong, and are important in making scaffolding and other useful articles. The
Jesuits employed these reeds, strengthened with bull-hides outside, to make the guns that

they used in the war against the Spanish and Portuguese in 1752. These reeds grow on
the banks of the streams, excelling all the trees in height ; like others of the saipe tribe,

they spring up in tufts, and it is said that seven years are requisite to bring them to the full

size, after which they wither away, the root not sending up any suckers tiU after two years.

There are at least seven kinds of reed in this country, some hollow and some solid, all of
which might be advantageously introduced to Europe, where the least useful species {Arundo
Donax), perhaps, is the only one known.
The famous Paraguay Tea must not be passed over unnoticed ; and we must observe that

the editor of Azara's Travels (M. Waickenaer), has fiillen into a strange error in supposing
the plant to be the same with the " Culen jaune" of Molina (the Psoralea glanduloia
Linn.). It is a plant belonging to a widely difierent family, that of the Holly, and is the

Ilex paraguensia (Jig. OOOl), which grows wild in all the woocis, fringmg the rivers and

g^ ^^ streams which fiJl into the Uruguay and the Parana, as well as
—^^ those whose waters swell the current of the Paraguay from the

east finom lat 24° 30', northward. Some of these shrubs are

as large as a good-sized orange tree ; but in those spots where
the leaves are regularly gathered, they never become more than
bushes, because they are cleared out every two or three years,

and the foliage requires that interval of time to arrive at per-

fectimi. The plant is evergreen, its stem is as thick as a man's
thigh, with a smooth white nark, and boughs that point upwards,
as thtjee of the laurel, the whole plant presenting a thick and
very branched appearance. The leaf is elliptical, rather broad-

eat towards the end, four or five inches long, and about half as
wide ; it is thick, glossy, toothed all round, of a deeper green

Iki Pnrti-T-ifc
above than below, snd the petiole is short and reddish. The
flowers grow in bunches of thirty or forty ; they have each four

divisitms and as many pistils placed in the intervals. The seed is very smooth, reddish-

violet u)d like peppercom& To bring the Paraguay Tea into a state for use, the leaves

are slightlv scorohed, by drawing the branch itself through fire. Then the leaves are
roasted and broken down to a certain size, that they may be packed under strong pressure,

the flavour of the recently prepared leaves not being considered agreeable. The use of
this herb is general in Paraguay, and even in Chili, Peru, and Quito. The Spaniards have
derived the custom finom the Indians of Maracaya, and it is now so universally difl^sed, that

the importation, which amounted but to 12,500 quintals in 1726, exceeded 50,000 in 1800.
To drink this infusion, it is customary to put a pinch of the leaves into a cup or small cala-

bash, called Mat6 (fhxn which the name of the plant, Yerva Mate, is derived), full of very
warm water, and tu drink oflT the fluid immediately, by imbibing it through a little tube or
sucker, pierced with small holes in the lower part which onlv allow the passage of the
water, and keep back the leaves that float on the surfkce. The same herb servos three
times, by macerating it in fVesh boiling water. Some drink it with sugar, or a fow drops of
lemon-juice, and it is taken at all hours of the day, the average daily consumption of each
inhabitant being an ounce. If not drunk immediatelv, the infusion turns quite black. One
man can easily collect and prepare nt least a quintal in the day. The Jefluits planted a
great many of these trees round Iheir towns and missions, for the convenience of preparing
ana exporting the leaf; but their example has been but little followed, nor hos Uie govern-
ment adopted thoso provident moasures which might ensure the preservatioa and propajpif
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tion of this valuable tree. At present, the ^ves of Paraguay Tea are situated in wild
spots, often exposed to the invasion of the uncivilised tribes ; these have sometimes murder-
ed the labourers, who are exposed to many hardships and privations. By forming the plan-
tations in inhabited districts, such difficulties would be avoided, the gathering would cost
less, from women and children being employed, and the present destructive method of col.

lecting the leaves might be in a measure obviated. The Jesuits were also more careful in

the mode of preparing the leaves, from which they removed all the broken bits of wood and
pounded them small, thus making three kinds fh>m the same plant There is, however, but
little difference in the flavour, the principal requisite being that the foliage should be
thoroughly scorched and roasted, and collected at a suitable time, as damp weather ut very
injurious to the quality. Thus, without regarding the intermixture of bits of wood, or the
size of the leaves, the Paraguay Tea is divided into two classes, the Fuerte and the Electa.
The latter, which is the best, is consumed in the provinces of La Plata to the amount of
1^250,000 lbs. ; the other goes to Chili, Peru, and Quito. The South Americans ascribe
numberless virtues to this plant, which is certainly aperient and diuretic, but perhaps pos-

sesses no other good qualities. , Like opium, it produces some singular and contrary efl^ts,
giving sleep to the restless and spirit to the torpid. Those who nave once contracted the
Eobit of taking it, do not find it easy to leave it off, or even to use it in moderation, though,
when taken to excess, it brings on similar disorders to those produced by the immoderate
use of strong liquora

Many resins and gums are produced in Paraguay. Among them is the well-known Gum
Elastic, Caoutchouc or Indian Rubber, which distils from the Hevea guianensis. Though
applied lo so many purposes in this country, economical and medicinal, especially for over-
shoes and in rendering cloth water-proof, in its native country this gum is only used to make
balls for children to pUiy with, and to give light at night in the desert For the latter, they
make a round ball of the resin, and, tlirowmg it into water, observe the part that floats

upwards, in which they insert a burning match, which lasts a whole night, or till the ball is

entirelj|r consumed. When the trunk is pierced, a large quantity of resin soon flows out,

which is received on a piece of leather stretched on the ground ; it quickly condenses, and
may be drawn out in long strips; or, by pressing it togetiier, it forms a compact mass.
Another tree, called Nandipa, anords a resin which, mixed with equal parts of Cane Brandy,
forms a beautifiil vaniish. Turpentine and Gum Elemi are the produce of two other trees;
and a strong milky glue exudes from a common tree called Curupicay. The Aquaraibav,
of which the trunk is sometimes as thick as a man's body, furnishes a much esteemed article,

called the Mission Balm. This is procured from its leaves, which are boiled in wine or
water till it becomes a syrup, fifty arrobas of leaves producing one of balm. A tribute of
2 lbs. of this balm was paid by all the Indian nations where the tree grows, and transmitted
to the king's apothecary at Madrid. In its native country, it is calM Cuiido Todo (or uni-
veraal remedy), and considered equally efficacious whether administered internally or exter-
nally, in wounds, bruises, colics, catarrhs, diarrhoeas, and stomach or head complaints.

Climbing plants, commonly called Ysipos, are very abundant in the woods: they climb
and descend upon the largest trees, passing from one trunk to another, and sometimes
entwining them so closely as to form apparently but one and the self-same body. There
are also innumerable parasitic air-plants, which spring up and vegetate on the stem and
branches of other trees : some are remarkable for the extraordinary form or beauty of their

blossoms, and othera recommend themselves by their surpassingly delicious odour. At t.

particular season, the large forest trees are adorned with Uie yellow orange flowera of some
of these species; and it is customary to place them on all the balconies at Buenos Ayres.
One kind, called Guenbe, springs up within the hollow trunks of decaying trees. Its stem,
of which there are several on each plant, is as thick as one's arm, and nom three to five

feet long, the leaves two feet in length, and a foot wide, glossy and deeply cleft "This plant
produces a spike like maize, with seeds of a pleasant flavour, and long straight roots, with-
out any knots, that, after having twined several times round the trunk, strike into the earth.

These roots are carefully peeled, and their bark, 'which is deep violet, fine and easily detach-
ed, serves to make cables and other cordage employed in navigating t^e Paraguay, without
other preparation than that of drying it after it has been wetted. These ropes are cheap,
they are not liable to decay in mud or water, and will stand a strong pull ; still they are not

so durable as hemp. Friction and bending are apt also to injure them. The English flrigates

used tliese ropes with advantage, during the latter years of^the war.

The plants usually known in the country by the name of Pitas, Cardaa, and Caraguatas
(Tillandnut and Brotmlia? perhaps Agave) grow in great abundance; some as parasites,

and some on the ground. They all contain more or less water, which is perfectly clear and
firosb, and often serves to quench the traveller's thirst Two are more remarkable than the

others : one of them grows in large quantities on the edges of woods and even in open spots,

but does not extend to the river Plata. Its long and thick foliage, like that of the pine-

apple, yields a strong fibre, the inside leavef<, which precede the developement of the fVuit,

being quite pearly ; the small blossoms are followed by firuits, like dates, which, when ripe,
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are of a fine orange colour, and good to eat. The other is called Ybira : its fruit resembles
a pine-apple, but is quite worthless ; but from the foliage is manufactured an excellent cord-
age, called Caraguata. This is used for various purposes, even in preference to hemp,
because it neither stretches, nor decays in water. A rope, an inch thick, made of this sub-
stance, was compared with an hempen one of the same thickness; and it proved the
strongest

It IS reasonable to suppose that on the western extremity of the great plain we have above
alluded to, about Mendoza, the vegetation begins to alter, and to partake of that of tho
mountains, that city being situated at the eastern foot of that vast range. One of its most
remarkable features, and that which would be least expected from its extra-tropical latitude,

is the number of species of Cactus found in its vicinity. Schouw gives 26° S. lat. as the
southern limit of the cactus region. Dr. Gillies, in a morning's ride from Mendoza, has
been able to gather twenty-two distinct species of this curious genus, all of which he has
introduced to the gardens of Great Britain, and all are growing in one establishment, the
Glasgow Botanic Garden.
At Buenos Ayres, wheat yields 16 tor 1, at Montevideo 12 for 1 ; but the grain is not

much above half the size of that of Spain. From S. lat 40° to the Straits of Magellan,
Azara considers the soil to be too salt to yield wheat
Vines were once more extensively cultivated than at present In 1692, the city of

Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, supported in its neighbourhood 2,000,000 vine-stocks.

Mendoza and San Juan, both situated near the eastern root of the Cordillera, towards the
close of the last century, yielded annually to Buenos Ayres and Monte Video, the former
3313 barrels, and the latter 7942 barrels of wine. Tobacco is largely grown, and 15,000
quintals per annum have been exported. Sui;ar, Mandiocca, Indian Corn, Batatas, and other
vegetables requiring a warm climate, are, as may be expected, readily cultivated.

SuBSKOT. 3.

—

Zoology.

On the Zoology of Paraguay, and of the provinces bordering on the great Rio de la Plata,

the only authentic infi>rmation is to be found in the memoirs of Azara, whose ample accounts
of the native animals may bo consulted with the greatest advantage. Unfortunately, how-
ever, this writer uses only provincial names ; so that the scientific naturalist, unless he
detects the animal from its description, is quite in tlie dark as to its generally received
name. Most of the quadrupeds and birds are of species common also to southern Brazil.

The Puma and Jaguar, among the ferocious animals, are elsewhere mentioned ; while the
vast inland plains, or pampas, are well known to swarm with wild Oxen and Horses, the
descendants of those brought from Europe by the Spaniards. So little, however, do the
inhabitants appear to turn the former animals to any other use than making candles of their

fat, and traflic of their skins, that milk is a scarce article, Irish salted butter a luxury, and
the nuiking <^ cheese nearly unknown.
The Burrowing Owl, and the Cock-tail Waterchat, are two of tho most singular birds of

Paraguay. Tho fir^t (Strix cunicularia) appears to

live in the deserted holes made by a species of Mar-
mot The evidence of this is clearly presented by the

ruinous condition of the burrows tenanted by tliese

birds ; while the neat and well-preserved mansions of
the marmot show the active care of a skilful and in-

dustrious owner. (Bon. Am. Orn. i. 71.) These Owls
hunt during the noon-day sun, and appear to live in the

villages of the marmots, whose deserted habitations

they occupy ; for there is no evidence that the marmot
and the owl habitually live in one burrow.

The Cock-tail Waterchat (Afecturut alecUtr) {fig.
961.) is not much bigger than the Stonechat ; the colours are plain, but the highly singular

structure of the tail, shaped like that of a cock, renders it very remarkable. It lives on tho

ground, in open fdains, near water ; but flies with great celerity. The males frequently

mount vertically m the air, flapping their wings, and moving their tail in an extraordinary

way, and then darting down suddenly to the ground fVom a great height

SacT. \\l.-—Hi»torical Qeography.

La Plata had no claim to a place among civilised nations before the discovery of America.
Tho Indians on the banks of tne Paraguay, as on those of the other great rivers, were at

that time in the lowest stage of savage life.

The Rio de la Plata was disooverad by the Spaniards early in the sixteenth century. In
1634, Don Pedro de Mendoza fminded the city of Buenos Ayres, and in two years establish-

ed settlements as high as Asuncion. Thirst for gold was probably the motive for penetror

ting so quickly and so fkr iuto the interior ; but no gold rewarded the search. The first

importance of Buenos Ayres was derived from a few cattle having strayed into its immeni*

Ooek-TaU Wttonhal.
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plains, where they multiplied with astonishinjf rapidity amid the rich pastures, and in later

times their hides became a great staple of commerce. Paraguay derived great benefit from

the missionary establishments formed there by the Jesuits; where the rude Indians, on a
greater scale than in any other pari of America, were reclaimed from their savage life, and
trained to regular, peaceable, and industrious occupations.

In 1778, Buenos Ayres, hitherto subordinate to Peru, was erected into a viceroyalty,

including all the provinces east of the An^ea, and thus comprehending Upper Peru, with

the mines of Potoei ; which rendered it, next xo Mexico, the most important division of

Spanish America.

The emancipation of Buenos Ayres was in some degree prepared by the British expedi-

ticms in 1806 and 1806, which formed one of the least creditable parts in the military his-

tory of the last war. But the grand impulse was i^iven, here as elsewhere, by the compul
ory abdication of Ferdinand. In May, 181(K Cisneros, the viceroy, after having taken

violent measures to support the Spanish authority, was obliged to assemble a junta, and to

allow an independent government to be formed, acting in the name of Ferdinand VII. After

this the country was agitated by manv disturbances and vicissitudes. Monte Video still

resisted ; and when reduced by General Artigas, it was occupied by that person as an inde>

pendent chief: while the Portuguese, encouraged by this disunion, advanced and seised the

town, together with the whole of the territory called the Banda Oriental. This step, how-
ever, was resisted by Buenos Ayres vigorously and successfully, and the government <^

ft«zil was obliged to evacuate this territory, and allow it to be n>rmed into an independent

republic. Dr. Francia also contrived to occupy the upper province of Paraguay so firmly as

to btMe all attempts to expel him. With these exceptions, and with that of Upper Peru, a

general congress of all the provinces of the viceroyalty was held at Tucuman in March,

1816, and adjourned the following year to Baenos Ayres ; and a republic was constituted,

under the title of " the United Provraces of the Rio de la Plata.** In 1826, it assumed the

title of the Argentine Republic. This union, however, has not been permanent. Each
province at present has an administration <^ its own, though repeated attempts have been

made to establish an united government

Smt. IV.—PolUieal Geograph/.

The constitution of Buenos Ayres is that of a representative republic. The legislative

power is exercised by two chambers, the representatives and the senators ; the former con-

sisting of forty-one deputies elected by the direct suflRrages of the provinces, and renewed
by half their number every two years; the senate is formed by two deputies for each

province, making Uiirty in all, who are renewed by one-third at a time : they are elected by

eleven members of each province. The executive power is exercised by a citizen holding

the title of president, elected in the same manner as the senators, and holding his office Ibi

five yeara He is re-eligible, and his powers are very extensive. He appoints to all offices

civil, military, and ecclesiastical, except to archbishoprics and bishoprics, which are nomi-

nated in ternaries by the senate. The despatch or business is intrusted to five ministers,

responsible for every unconstitutional measure, the president also being liable to impeach-

ment before the senate and house of representatives. The judicial power is exercised «• in

other South American states ; but it is to be observed, that the ministers ofthe supreme coori

<^justice, as well as the lowest judges, are all nominated by the president The military

forces are estimated by a late traveller at 2500 or 9000. During the war with Brazil,

about 10,000 troops were collected, with a numerous militia. The revenue, during a con-

tinued war, and disorganised internal government, necessarily foil into an emurraased
state. It is remarkable, that the old government notwithstandmg the oppressive alcavala,

and its fifth on the product of the mmes of Potosi, never drew mm this viceroyalty more
than 700,000 dollars. The revenue of the republic, consisting of customs, excise, and direct

tax, is estimated at about 3,000,000 dollars a year; and there is a debt of 4,500,000 dollars.

The provinces, since the breaking up of the congress in 1810, have remained in a state of

eparation ; though they have assuted Buenos Ayres in her war with Bratil. In Paraguay,

Dr. Francia contmues to exercise a most absolute and tyrannical sway over the ignorant

natives, tat the reports of his death seem to be premature. The Banda Oriental has fbmed
a separate republic.

Saov. y.—Produetite lndu$try.

The agricultural produce consists almost entirely in the vast herds oC horses and homed
cattle which cover those boundless plains, clothed with rich herbage, which constitute the

Pampas. The gaucho, or farmer, has no care in rearing or foeding; he has only to throw

over them tlie lasso, or long leathern noose, to kill or drive them into Buenos Ayres, and in

the case of horses, to break them, and put a mark on them by which they may be known.

Beef can scarcely be said to bear any price, since a cow may be had for twenty shillings,

and the hide is worth more than half that sum. Wheat and barley, for which the sotlis

perfectly adapted, are cultivated in a slovenly way immediately round Buenos Ayres, the

grain being threshed by making cattle gallop over it Notwithstanding the eneouragement

' •am
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given to agriculture by the government, there was still a necessity, in 1823, to import

70,(100 barrels of American flour. The milk is not mode into cheese or butter; and (ranlen

vegetables are no object of culture, the gaucho considering them as food fit only for beasts.

In tliiii naked and exposed country thero is a great want of timber for fuel ; the peach tree

has been found to grow, and answer the purpose of fuel better than any other. Paraguay
produces its herb, or male, of which the infusion, like that of tea, is prized over all the most
Goulliem countries of America. Quantities of this commodity have been sent down the

river to the value of 1,000,000 dollars in the year ; but Dr. Francia, of Paraguay, prohibited

its exportation.

The mines of Potosi, the richest in South America, may now be considered as again
attached to Peru. There are, however, scattered along the eastern border of the Cordillera, a

number of mines of gold, silver, and copper, from which high expectations were once formed
in this country ; and it was supposed, that, by the application of British skill, industry, and
capital, they might be rendered far more productive than they had ever been. The obeervap

tions of Captain Head and Mr. Miers have dispelled these hopes. It appears that mining,

before the revolution, had been pursued to excess ; adventurers bei>ig urged at once by the
immense profits which had, in a few instances, attended it, and by the cheap rate at which
the compulsory labour of the Indians could be obtained. Under this impulse, mines had
been worked, which in Cornwall would not be thought worth working. All these poor

mines are now deserted, being unable to pay the high rate demanded by free labourers fi>r

8ubh severe work, when they are surrounded by the richest unoccupied land, and maaten
of as many cattle as they can catch. Machmery, supposing it were worth employing, is of

very difficult application, from the want of water and timter, and fhmi the vast extent ot

land-carriage by which iron must be conveyed. The English association, therefore, formed
for working the mines c^the Rio de la Plata, after investmg a large capital, have judged it

wiser to submit to the entire loss than to proceed. This branch of industry will never, per-

haps, regain its former height ; and the prosperity of the state must rest upon other and
more solid foundations.

There is scarcely any manufacture, except that of ponchoe, or riding cloaks, which are

universally worn, and fitun habit are made better than those hitherto supplied by the Man-
chester manu&cturers, who are exerting themselves, however, to improve the fabric of this

article. The indolence, which the South Americans inherit from the Spaniards, will, proba

bly, long prevent them from becoming a manufacturing people.

The commerce of Buenos Ayres is large, compared with the population and general

wealth of the state. The country is dependent on foreign supplies for almost every article,

both of manufactured goods and colonial produce, and even for a little grain; in return for

which it gives the refiue of its cattle, hides, horns, hair, and tallow. The value of the com-
mercial transactions of the United States with the Argentine Republic is about 2,500,000
dolkirs. The trade with Great Britain, has increased considerably. It is difficult, hv/wever,

to form any precise estimate of its amount, as the exports to Monte Video as well as Buenoe
Ayres are confounded, in the Custom-house accounts, under the general name of tlie statea

of the Rio de la Plata. In 1831, the value of the various articles of British produce and
manuftcture exported to them was 339,870/., little more than the half of the expDrts to ChilL
Hides ore the great article of export. In 1832 there were, dry hides, 8T7,132; salted,

48,378; horse hides, 4076; nutria skins, 1406 dozen; horns, 2,040,017, &c. A very eon-

idenble inland trade is also carried on by enormous wagons, which are driven very rapidly

across the Pampas to Mendoza, and other towns at the foot of the Cordillera, and, having
often to be dragged over bog, quagmire, and torrents, arrive commonly in a very shattered

state. They cany some manufactures and colonial |foods, and bring bock wine, brandy, and
mineral produce. The intercourse with the countries up the river is, at present, obstructed

by political causea.

Roads, canals, and bridges, have no existence in the territory of La Plata. It is supposed

to be enough, in this immense flat surfhce, that successive travellere beat down the grassy

shrubs, and thistles, fx those who ore to succeed them. But though the ground be even,

^Teat obstacles are opposed hy swampi^

gOS} II torrents with steep banks, and sometimee

brood rivers, which can only be crossed

by fording, though the water shntild reach

^^j^__^^^^^__^,^^_^^ breast-high. A still greater danger
-''^MKVfl^^^^^H^^^^^Bitt^^ arises fimn holes made by animals called

biteachoB, which burrow in the ground

like rabbits. Into these the horse and
his rider are ever and anon precipitated,

with the danger of breaking a limb, at

the distance of 600 miles from medical

aid. Spirited half-wild horses are, in-

deed to be had in abundance, but u
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they know no pace between a walk and a gallop, it is odly by the extreuio skill of the

driven that the liffht wagona {Jig. 962.), employed for the conveyance of travellers, pur<

ue the journey without being dashed to pieces.

Sect. VI.—Cioti and Social State.

The population of the territory of La Plata bears, undoubtedly, a very small proportion

to its vast extent It is by no means well ascertained, but is generally supposed not to

exceed 700,000 ; exclusive of the territorv governed by Francia, and the Banda Oriental,

cf which Monte Video is the capital. These may raise the whole to somewhat above

1,000,000.
Society, over all Spanish America, wears a very uniform aspect. The creolus, now

everywhere the ruling class, are acute, polite, courteous, indolent, unenterprising, passion-

ately fond of diversion, especially in the forms of dancing and gaming. Every lady holds

her tertulia, or evening party, to which even the passing stranger will sometimes be invited.

They are less charged with intrigue, however, than m some other great cities of South
America; the conduct of the young ladies is very strictly watched, and they are married at

thirteen or fimrteen. The lower ranks pass through the streets in a very orderly manner;
but they are too much addicted to frequenting pulperias, or drinking-houses, where gaming
sometimes gives rise to deadly quarrels. Horses being easily procured at Buenos Ayres,

it is an object of pride to keep a number of fine quality, on tlie equipment of which the in-

habitants oilen bestow more care than on the due clothmg of their own persons. Every one
has a horse ; even the beggar begs on horseback.

The Gauchoe, who inhabit the wide surface of the Pampas, and appropriate the numberless
herds that roam over them, are a very singular race. Some travellers hold them as downriffht

lavages; but Captain Head assures us, that they are often of good birth, and very estimaole

persons. The gaucho is at once the most active and the most indolent of mortals. He will

Kour the country whole days at full gallop, breaking wild horses, or chasing the jaguar or

the ostrich ; but once alighted and seated on thn skeleton of a horse's head, nothing can
induce him to move. He considers it a degradation to set his foot to the ground ; so that,

notwithstanding a general vigour almost preternatural, the lower limbs are weak and bent,

and he is incapable of walking to any distance. His dwelling is a mud cottage, with <»ie

apartment, and so swarming with insects, that in summer, the whole family, wrapped in

kins, sleep in the open air. All round is a desert, with the exception of the corral or cir-

cular spot, enclosed by stakes, iiito which the cattle are driven. Neither ffrain nor vegetables
are cultivated, nor is the cow made to yield milk. Beef is the only food; and it is roasted,

or i«ther twisted, on large spits stuck in the floor, in a slanting direction, so as to overhang
the fire, a twist being from time to time given, to expose all sides of the meat in succession,

and slices are cut out by the surrounding family : the juices, of course, fall into the fire, and
are lost. A certain proportion become robbers, for which vocation these desolate plains

aflord Mope ; and Captain Head does not consider it safe to meet a party without a disphy
of three pistols ready cocked.
The Indians of the Pampas, a savage and terrible race, driven before the Gauchos, have

in no degree coalesced with them, but continue in a state of deadly and ra^ng hostili^.

Whoever encounters them in these wilds must expect death in its most terrible forms ror

his immediate lot; and the travellers, meeting each other, ask with trembling voice, if any
Indians have been seen on the route. They appear of the genuine Arauco breed ; are nobly
mounted, having each two or three horses, so that, when one is exhausted, the rider leaps

on another. They delight in midnight expedition and surprise. On reaching the hut of
an unfortunate Gaucho^ these marauders set fire to the roof, when the family, who, at the

same time, hear the wild cry which announces tiieir doom, must rush to the door, and are
instantly killed, without any distinction, except of the young girls, who are placed on hoise-

back, and carried off to serve as wives, in which capacity they are well treated. A large

body were lately in a state of regular war with the colonists, but they have been defeatM,
and driven beyond the Colorado.

The Catholic religion prevails exclusively in these states, as over all South America ; but
the S|<lendour of the churehes, and the endowments of the clergy, appear to be greater here,

compered at least with the means of supporting them, than in any other province. There
prevails, also, a particular laxity in the conduct of the clergy. ^ late traveller, one Sunday
evening, in passing the arena for cock-fighting, saw a number of clergymen, each with a
fighting-cock under his arm. The government at Buenos Ayres has shown a considerable

activity in reforming the abuses of tho church, having suppressed a number of conv<tnts,and
at one time prohibited any accession to the number of monks and nuns ; but the influence of
these communities is still very strong in the interk>r provinces, to which this conduct of
Buenos Ayres has rather served as a ground of disunion.
Knowlmige, as in the other new states, is encouraged by the government, without having

vet made anv very deep impression on the body of ue people. Several large schools have
been wfabliahed on the phu of mutual instruction, and an univenity has evan been founded,

if.-.
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Sect. VII.

—

Local Geography.

The city of Buenos Ayres {fiff. 063.) is situated on the southern bank of the Rio de la

Plata, about 200 miles above its mouth ; and, being raised about twenty feet above the river,

and presenting the spires of numerous churches and convents, it makes rather a fine appear-

ance. The houses are
new, built of brick, white-

washed, and with flat

roofs, over which may be
taken a pleasant and even
extensive walk. The win-
dows are protected by iron

bars, causing each man-
sion to resemble a lock-up

house, and to form, indeed,

a complete fortification;

which enabled tlie town
to make a formidable and
effectual resistance to the

BauMAjm. British army, absurdly

marched into it by Gene-
ral Whitelock. Along the beoeh there is a street which resembles Wapping, being crowded
with grog-shops. The cathedral, though built of brick, is a very handsome structure, as are

several of the other churches and monasteries. The fortress in which the viceroy formerly

resided is situated near the river. The town, on the whole, is rather hondsome, especially

the houses surrounding the great square. The environs on the land side have a very mo-
notonous aspect, being animated neither by varied vegetation, nor by the chirping of birds.

The population is estimated at 70,000. urge vessels cannot approach nearer than two or

three leagues.

The province of Eatre Rios, which is situated higher up, between the Uruguay and the

Plata, derives from these two rivers some of the most extensive and rich alluvial plains on
the surface of the globe. Even the swampy and inundated tracts might easily be converted
into the most luxuriant meadows. The herb of Paraguay is found there, and it is supposed
might be produced of equally good quality as in the upper quarter, where only it has been
hitherto reared in perfection. Mr. Rodney calculated the population of this province and
of the Banda Oriental to be only 50,000. Corrientes, at the junction of the Plata and the
Parana, must, from this happy situation, rise in time much above its present moderate im-

portance. Lower down, on the opposite side of the river, is Santa Fe, distant eighty leagues
from Buenos A^res, which has risen to considerable importance by becoming a depot tx the
goods on the river. This city, with its district, has formed itself at present into an inde-

pendent state, strongly repelling all union with Buenos Ayres. The Santa-Ferino was repre-

sented to Mr. Caldcleugh as more wild, and cruel, and regardless of the laws, than any of

the other provincials. The population of the town is not supposed to exceed 4000; and or

its district, 30,000.

Paraguay, still farther up, between the Plata and the Parani, forms a very fine distr »

which has fallen under the absolute dominion of a person of the name of Francia. Hav.itK
tcken a degree at the univeraity of Ck>rdova, he applied his knowledge in astronomy and
physics, and the instruments connected with those sciences, to impress this simple race with
a belief in his supernatural powere. By these and other arts, he rules them with absolute
sway, under the title of dictator of Paraguay ; and his flret maxim is to allow no person or
thing to come into or go out of Paraguay. Of thiqgs, the moct valuable is the herb of Pa-
raguay, which the neighbouring countries, were they permitted, would take off to tiie value
of 1,000,000/. sterling ; and of persons, Bimpland, the illustrious botanist and coftiponion of
Humboldt, was ;jng detained in prison, though recently liberated. The violent steps, how-
ever, by which this person is now supporting his sway, seem to indicate that it has gone
bn'-ond what the teu>. 9r of the nation will bear, and therefore is not likely to be permanent.
rt: un on, the metropolis of the Upper I^a Plata, is a considerable place, with about 7000
iiiiiabitants, but with little regularity and beauty. It is built on a bank above the river,

which is daily washing away part of the ground beneath it This pluce, with the smoller
ones of Coruguaty and Villa Rica, were the staples for the herb of Paraguay. Two other
villages, Santa Lucia and Little Santa F«, sent down to Buenos Ayres and Monte Video
lime and gypsum, for the purpose of whitewashinfr the walls of those cities.

Cor wa, Tucuman, and Salta form together an extensive region, which has been often

comprehended under the general appeHatiun of Tucuman. They fill the interval between
the Rio de la Plata and the Andes, which does not consist of dead level plains, like those in

f '
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the south, but is Trossed by branches of the Andes, and even by parallel chains, 3f which
the most considerable ia that called the Sierra de Cordova. Between these mountains are

found valleys and extended plains of great fertility, on which every species of tropical pro-

duce is raised ; but the prevailing stock consists in cattle, sheep, and, above all, mules,

which, being indispensable for conveyance across the Andes, are reared with great care, and
exported in great numbere to Peru. There are also many species of valuable wood : honey
and wax are produced of excellent quality ; and wool, both of the sheep and vicuna, is ma-
ouiactured into cloth. This district eminently distinguished itself in the war of independ-
ence, contending in favour of that cause at once against the governors of Buenos Ayres,
Chili, and Peru ; and the first congress of the La Plata provinces was held at Tucuman.
They at present hold aloof, being unwilling to acknowledge the superiority claimed by the

distant capital of Buenos Ayres. The people, according to Mr. Caldcleugh, bear the repu-

tation of being more industrious, religious, and orderly, than those of the other provinces.

Of the capitals of these provinces, Cordova is a neat small town, well paved, with a hand-

some cathedral and market-place. It possesses the only university in the interior provinces,

which has recently produced some men of considerable eminence. It carries on a roanu&c-
ture of cloths, and a trade in males. Salta is a considerable plac^ of 400 houses, situated

in the beautiful valley of Lerma, on the high rood from Buenos Ayhss to Potosi. It is the

capital of a bishopric. About 60,000 mules are reared in the neighbourhood. An annud
&ir is held in February and March for mules and horses. The people, and those of other

towns in the district, have a hard struggle to maintain with the tribes of unsubdued Indians,

who hem them in on all sides. Tucuman and St Jago del Estero are also old towns, situ-

ated in fertile plains, and deriving some importance from their position on the main route

from Buenos Ayres to Peru. Near Tucuman are some silver mines, not yet worked.
Mendoza, a province separated from that of Cordova, consists of some beautiful, fine, and

well-watered valleys, overahadowed by the amazing rocky and snowy steeps (^ the Andes.
Its staples are the same as at Cordova, mules, wool, cloth. A considerable number of mines
of gold, silver, and copper occur both here and fiirther north ; but, as already observed, they

re not likely to answer the sanguine hopes once cherished by British capitalists. The im-

portance of Mendoza rests on its fertile soil,

and on its being the sole route of communi-
cation between Buenos Ayres and Chili;

which, though rugged, leading over the lofti-

est steeps of the Andes {fig. 064.), is a con-

tinual thoroughfiire. A product, almost unique
in America, is that of wines and brandies,

which are very tolerable, and are sent to the

neighbouring provinces. Mendoza is a neat

town, well Imilt of brick, the streets refreshed

by streams firom the river, and the interior

m the houses well fitted up. The population

is generally reckoned fk«n 8000 to 10,000;
though Mr. Caldcleugh makes it 20,000.
They are described as a quiet, respectable,

well-disposed people, though they give them-
selves up without reserve to the indolence generated by the climate, enjoying an unbroken
siesta, or sleep, from twelve to five in the afternoon, when they rise to walk on the alameda,
which commands a noble view of the plain and the Andes: but this is the usual train of life

in these interior cities. San Luis, to the east of Mendoza, on a frequented though circuit-

ous route fixMn Buenos Ayres, is a much smaller place, consisting of a number of mud huts,

scattered over a large space of ground, but in a situation highly picturesque, being enclosed

by a lofty branch of the chain of Cordova. San Juan de la Frontera, to the north of Men-
doza, has another but much less frequented route through the Ajides. The town is said to

contain 10,000 or 12,000 inhabitants.

Patagonia, which, since the settlement formed on the Rio Negro, the Buenos Ayreans
number as one of their provinces, is in full possession of an Indian race, all mounted on
horseback, and in habits and aspect closely resembling those who desolate the Pampas. They
have drawn the attention of navigatore by their size, and have been actually reported as a
nation of giants. Although this be exaggerated, yet they really seem tall above the ordi-

nary standard. They are described to bo excellent horsemen. The eastern coast of this

country is bordered by a prolongation of the Andes; but these mountains, after passing Chili,

display no longer that stupendous elevation which has marked so neat a portion of their

range. Their general height firom thence to the Straits of Magellan is not supposed, by

Captain King, to exceed 3000 feet, though some peaks rise to 5000 or 6000, when they wear
I most dreary aspect, being covereid with perpetual ice and snow. This part of the chain

rias no valley interposed between it and the ocean, whose stormy waves beat direct against

its cliffs and have furrowed the land into almost numberless islands, separated firom the con-

Boote OTer the Aodei.
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tinent and each other by long and narrow channels. One continental peninsula alone, that

of T^^es Montes, is said to be directly exposed to the waves of the Pacific. Of these isles,

the largest and most northerly, called Wellington, is separated from the continent by the
channel of Mesier, 160 miles long, whose shores are bordered by low hills, covered with
thick woods. To the southward is the archipelago of Madre de Oios, which is little known

;

but the channel of Concepcion, which divides it from the continent, is broad and safe, and
the opposite coast deeply indented with bays, the principal of which, called St Andrew, is

terminated by abrupt mountains, covered by enormous glaciers. Next follows Hanover
Island, of considerable extent, and to the south of it a num^^rous group, called the Archi-
pelago of Queen Adelaide, which borders on the Straits of Magellan. In the interior froai

the coast are two large saline lakes, one fifty and the other Uiirty-fbur miles long, called
Otway and Skyring.

Opposite to the southern boundary of the American coast extends the dreary region of
Terra del Fuego. Narrow straits, crowded with islets, divide it into three parts, of which
the most eastern, and much the largest, is called King Charles's Land, the middle and small-
est, Clarence Island, the most westerly. Desolation Land. Between Terra del Fuego and
the continent extends the long narrow winding strait, celebrated under the name of Magel-
lan, who by it first penetrated into the Pacific Ocean. This channel presents three entirely

distinct portions. The most western, composed of granite and other primitive rocks, exhi-
bits mountains irregularly heaped together, a coast deeply indented by bays, forming bold
promontories, while the passages are filled with innumerable islets and dangerous rocks. In
the central part the mountains, composed of slate clay, are bold, elevated, and in some parts
covered with perpetual snow ; but no rocks or islands occur to obstruct the navigation. In
the eastern quarter, the coast again assumes a granite character, and is also diversified by
islands, though not so numerous as in the western channel. The southern coast of Terra
del Fuego is also broken into numerous islanda Two of them. Haste and Navarin, are sepa-
rated fVom the main land by a long narrow channel, stretching almost in a direct line, and
named, fhmi Captain King's ship, uie Beagle. Staaton Land, another large island, lies off

the eastern coast, fimn which it is aepuated by the Straits of Le Maire. One of the islands

belonging to the group, called L'Hennite, is remarkable as containing Cape Horn, the most
southerly point of America, and &cing directly the wastes of the ocean which surround the
Antarctic pole. It was once deemed " infamous for tempests ;" but it is now found that in a
proper season Cape Hran may be passed with little danger, and it is commonly preferred to
the winding and difficult channel of Magellan. The Petcherais, who inhabit Terra del
Fuego, are a handful of miserable savages, in the lowest state of wretchedness, and subsist-

ing solely by the shell-fish which they pick up on the shore. The Spaniards made an early
attempt to form a settlement at Port famine, in the middle of the strait, but could not main-
tain it.

The eastern coast of Patagonia is comparatively low. That immediately north of the
straits is covered in a great measure with extensive plains, or pampas; but from Port St.

Julian, in about 49° S. Tat, to 44°, it is broken by considerable eminences. Ports Desire,

St Julian, and Santa Cms afibrd tolerable anchorage, often resorted to by vessels destined

for the southern fishery. The natives are seldom seen on this coast, which they are said to
frequent only for the purpose of interring their dead.

Scot. VIII.

—

OrietUal RepiMic of the Uruguay.

The tract of country which lies on the north of the Rio de la Plata and on the east of the
Uruguay, formerly made a part c^the Spanish viceroyalty of Buenos Ayreii, under the name
of the Bunda Orientale. After having been nme years in the hands of the ferocions Artigas,

it was incorporated with Brazil under the title of Provincia Cisplatina. The contenoing
claims of the two powers led to a war, which was finally terminated by the establishment
ofjin independent republic, which has an area of about 90,000 square mues, and a popula-
tion of 75,000. Its (ifficial title is Oriental Republic of the Uruguay.
Monte Video, capital of the republic, stands on the northern bank of the Plata, and has

the best harbour upon that river, which, however, is exposed to the violence of the pam-
peros or south-west winds. It has suffered severely in passing through the hands of Artigas,
and subsequently by the war between Buenos Ayres and Brazil ; its population is reduced to

about 15,(J0O. It IS well boilt, with wide and regular streets, and the country around is

agreeably diversified with hills and valleys ; the gardens abound with the finest fruits and
flowers, but there is otherwise little cultivation ; though extensive cattle farms are found in

the interior. It exports large quantities of hides. Below Monte Video is tlie small port of
Maldonado, and above, the still smaller 'one of Colonia del Sacramento, with a good harbour.

19*
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CHAPTER IV.

EMPIRE OF BRAZIL.

Brazil a a veiy extenBive region, which occupies nearly the whole of the eaatern tract*

of South America, and, afler beinj; \ong held as a Portuguese colony, has of late, by peculiar

circumstances, been formed into a separate empire. It extends over more than half the con-

tinent of South America.

Sect. I.

—

Oeneral Outline and Aspect.

Brazil is bounded on the east by the Atlantic, whose shores describe round it an irregular

arch, broken by very few bays or inlets of any consequence. In the interior, this empire
borders on every side upon the former provinces of Spain ; bui the two nations, ic the course

of 300 years, could not determine on the boundary lines to be drawn through the interior of
these vast deserts. The discussion was rendered still more intricate by attempts 'o refer

the question to the authority of the Pope, who allowed to the Portuguese 100 leagues west
from the islands of the Azores and Cape Verd, without indicating which island or what
league was to be used ; and by successive congresses of pilots and coemopnraphers, who had
only imperfect and often ideal maps by which to guide themselves. The line seems to begin

on ttie south with the great estuary of the Rio Grande do Sul, whence it passes to the Pa-
t^ua^ and thence by the Paraguay and the Guapure to the junction of the latter with the
Madura. An imaginary line, drawn from the confluence of the Guapure and the Mamore
to ).i.>7 Javary, then separates Brazil /rom Peru ; the last-named river and the Amazon thence
iinn the boundary to the moutli of the Caqueta, whence, afler following up the course of
that river for some distance, the line strikes north to the Parima Mountains, and continues

along the mountain ridge, and the channel of the Oyapoc, to the ocean. The Brazilian

government, taking advantage of the dissensions which reigned in the new state of Buenos
Ayres, ocsupied with its troops the whole territory as far as the Plata, which it insisted

made the most natural and compact of all boundaries ; but the Buenos Ayreans, unable to

discern the beauties of this arrangement, took anns in order to oppose it ; and the contest

has issued in the disputed territory being formed into a separate republic.

The dimensions of this im.nense range of territory may be taken from about i" N. to 9SP
8. lat ; and from about 35° to TS** W. long. This will give about 250U miles of extreme
length, and about the same in extreme breadth. The area of the whole has been estimated

it upwards of 3,000,000 square miles. It is thus twenty-five times the extent of the British

Islands, nearly twice that of Mexico, and greater by a fourth than the entire domain of the

United States from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is rather more than half of all South
America. Of this immense space, indeed, not above a fourth can be considered as at present

in an efllective and productive state ; and that part is scarcely cultivated and peopled up to

a fourth of its actual capacity. But nearly the whole, from soil, climate, and communica-
tions, is capable of being brought, at some future and distant period, into fiill improvement
The Biazilian ranges of mountains arc of great extent, but reach, by no means, to that

stupendous height wnich distinguishes the Andes of Colombia and Peru. The principal

mass of these mountains lies N.W. of Rio de Janeiro, towards the sources of the rivers San
Francisco, Paranfi, and Tocantines. From that point extends a parallel chain towards the

north coast, under the names Cerro das Esmeraldas, Cerro do Frio, and others; another

Refermcei lo Ihe Map tf Bnuil, Paragvay, Uruguay, and Quiatia—Conlinutd.
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chain extends «outh in a direction equally parallel ; and a third, that ofMattoGroaw, reaches

towards the N.W. as fur as tiie plains of Parescs, the central savannah of South America.
This last chain pours its waters on one side into the rivers Tocantines and Xingu, and on

the other into the Paraguay and the Parana. Some mountain chains, but little known, cross

near the Tocantines. Towards the banks of the San Francisco is another great plain, called

Campos Ger&es. On the north coast, between Maranham and Olinda, occurs the Sierra de
Itiapobo, one of the most considerable in Brazil. These mountains are not generally higher
than from 2000 to 3000 feel; only a few detached peaks rising to about 6000. (ieographen
have filled the interior with lofly chains, which have remain^ as fixtures in modem maps;
but it seems now ascertained that these vast regions are in general very level ; and that

even the separation of the waters of the Amazons, the La Plata, and the Madera, is made
by plains, the highest ridges of which are only apparent by that iMparation. The banks of

the Lower Amazons present plains almost boundless.

Rivers, the greatest in America and in the world, flow around the borders or through the

territories of wazil. Its northern part is watered by the course of the Amazons, its western

by the Madera and the La Plata. Within its territory flow, tributary to the Amazons, the

Topayoti, the Xingu, and the Negro, which, thou^ here secondanr, may rival the greatest

waters of the oUwr continents. But these rivers, flowing through regions which will one

day be the finest in the world, when they will bring down an endless succession of valuable

products, roll at present through savage deserts, and impenetrable forests, which have never

felt either the axe or the plough. The Tocantines and the Pamaiba flow into the sea on the

northern coast But at present the most useful rivers are those between the coast chain

and the sea, none of which can attain any long course. Mi|ch the greatest is the Rio Fran-

cisco, which, flowing northward along the bnck of these imountains to their termination,

there finds its way to the Atlantic. There are two Rios Grandea, one falling into the sea

north of Porto Seguro, the other (Rio Grande do Sul) in the extreme aouth, watering the

province that bears ita name. Yet so little is Brazil at present dependent on internal navi-

^tion, that none of ita great ports are situated upon these rivers, but merely upon small

interior bays. The great river known under the names of the Marafion, Orellana, and
Amazons, requiieaherea more particular notice. In the present state of oar knowledge, we
must consider the Apurimac, which rises on the high regions of Bolivia, to be ita prmcipal

ource; flowing north through Peru into Equator under the name of Ucayali, it is there

joined by the other principal constituent, the Tunguragua, which issues from the lake of

Lauricocha. Now bearing the name of Amazons, the united waters flow eastward acrosi

the continent to the ocean, which receives the acccmulated tribute of 200 streams, under
the equator, by a mouth 175 miles in width. The tide is peroeptible about 600 miles up the

Amazon, which ia navigable for larf^e vessels to the junction of the Tunguragua and the

Ucayali, beyond which Uiere is sufficient depth of water in several of the branches fix ves-

sels drawing six or seven feet The shoals are numerous, the navigable channels in many
places narrow, winding, and subject to continual changes ; and below the Madera the nan-
sation is mnch obstructed by floating trees. The bulks are low, and in certain aeaaona

flooded to the distance of many miles. The principal tributaries firom the north are the

Napo, the Putumayo or I^ and the Negro ; from the aouth the Javary, Jutai, Juraa, Ma-
dera, Tapayoe, and Xingu, many of them large rivera. The Madera, which has a course

<^ 2500 miles, and the Negro, which is about 2000 miles in length, are the principal. The
Cassiquiare, a branch of the latter, is alao an arm of the Orinoco, and presents the singular

spectacle of one great river sending off a part of its waters into the basin of another. The
Amazons drains an area of upwarra of two million square miles, and its extreme length,

following the wiiidings of its cliannel, cannot be less than 4500 miles.

Lakes are not leaning features in Brazil: but in the southern province of Rio Grande,
then are the Patos ana the Mirim, extensive and shallow, communicating with the sea,

yet chiefly fresh, and forming the receptacle of all the streams which come down from the

interior. Farther inland, the Paraguay, by its superfluous waters, forms the Laked Xaiei,

and Ibera, which spread in the rainy season over a prodigious extent of ground.

Sacrr. IL

—

Natural Oeograpky.

SuBBECT. 1.

—

Oealogy.

Granite, occasionally associated with syenite, appears to abound in Brazil, fynaing the

basis of the low country, and also the contral, and often the higher parts of the mountain

ranges. Resting upon it, Uiere occur gneiss, mica slate richly impregnated with iron ore,

chlorite slate, talc slate, quartz rock, limestone, hornblende rock, and greenstone. Upon
theseM rocks repose sandstone, with slate clay, and upon these various alluvial formations.

True volcanic rocks have not hitherto been met with. Eschwege has published a section

of the country extending fVom Rio Janeiro to Villa Rica, which exhibits all the diflbrent

rock formations just enumerated.

Tlw minerals distributed among these formationa occur in cavities, veins, beda^ or dit-
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seroiuated ; and of these the gems and ores are the most important. The most precious
and beautiful of the gems, the diamond, is one of the characteristic minerals of^ Brazil.

Hitherto it has been found chiefly in alluvial sands and conglomerate (casca/A' .) Esch-
wcge mentions having seen it embedded in brown iron ore. The district of Serra do
Frio is that in which it occurs most abundantly ; and n is said also to be a native production
of the territory of Matto Grosso. According to Esr iwege, the supply of diamonds during
the eighty-four years from 1730 to 1814 was at thr rate of 3d,000 cirats per annum; but
the return from the registers of the administration oi the diamond mines from 1800 to 1306
was only 19,000 carats.

Large diamonds do not abound in Brazil, but some of considerable size are occasionally
met With. Topazes of great beauty and of considerable size are met with in the diamond
district, the chrysobeiyl and the green tourmaline or Brazilian emerald in the Serra dot
Esmeraldas, and splendid rock crystals and beautiful amethysts are of frequent occurrence.

Iron, in the form of magnetic iron ore, specular iron ore, and brown iron ore, is found in

vast quantities. Gold in grains is found in the sands of most of the principal rivers and their
i^ief branches; or it occurs in the consolidated sand and gravel named cascalho. Gold also

occurs disseminated in different primitive rocks, but there are not mines for the gold they
contain ; all the gold exported from Brazil being obtained by washing the sands of rivers.

Native copper and also ores of copper are met with, but hitherto they have not been turned
to any use. Common salt occurs in some cla^s and marls, and nitrate of potash or saltpetre

is produced in abundance in the extensive limestone beds of Monte Rodrigo, between the
Rio doe Velhos and the Parana.

Sdmkct. 2.

—

Botany,

Brazilian botany is almost too extensive for us to touch upon ; yet with the powerful aids

of St Hilaire, Martins, and others, it would be unpardonable not to attempt giving some
idea, however imperfect, of it Dr. Abel, in his Voyage to China in the Alceste, has con-

veyed, in fow words, a striking picture of that portion of the country which is most frequented,

and must, consequently, have been visited by thousands of Europeans ; and he shows how
great is the advantage possessed by a traveller acquainted with natural history over the

common observer, botn with respect to pleasurable expectation, and the chances of its ful-

filment The objects of his studies are infinitely numerous, and each in its simple relations

is so completely a centre of observation, that he must always be repaid for the labour of
researoh. " On first entering the harbour of Rio Janeiro, he feels unutterable delight No
apprehension of disappointment darkens his prospect The certainty of meeting mturc iu

her gayest and most exalted colours, in all her varied and attractive forms, gives nira unmix-
ed enjoyment The brilliant tints of the mountain foliage feed his botanical imagination;

whilst the dazzling insects which flutter about the ship tell to him the stores of animated
nature. As a geologist be may almost remain on the deck of the vessel and prosecute hia

researches ; immense ridges of primitive mountains, traversed by deep ravines, and rising

in succession to the very boundary of his vision, afford him an ample subject of interesting

investigation. When once the naturalist has landed, he quickly bends his way to the iitcky

woods that cover these hills, and finds himself encompassed by all the beauties of Flora.

Thus I was entirely overwhelmed for some minutes by my sensations, on first beholding the

glorious productions of a tropical climate in their native soil. Plants that are reared in

England at great expense, and attain, under the best management but a puny and unchar-

acteristic form, flourished around me in all the vigour and luxuriance of their perfect being.

A thick coppice was formed by numerous species of Cassia, Ccsalpinia, and Bauhinia, whose
gay colours and elegant forms were curiously contrasted with the grotesque characters of

Uie Aloe and Cactus. The trunks of the forest trees were covered with beautifol Creepers,

and parasitic Ferns occupied their branches. Emerging from the wood, I entered groves of.

Orange trees, bearing fhiit and flowers in the greatest profusion. I approached them in

wonder, and scareely dared to taste their abundant produce, when I was astonished by receiv-

ing permission to gather them in any quantity. Having laden myself with plants, I return-

ed along the rocky beach to my boat; walking, at every step, over land crabs and the lorve

of insects, whose numbers gave an appearance of animation to the soil. Standing on the

beach, with my back to the sea, I had immediately before me the dark face of the Sugar-
Loaf Mountain, rising fhMn a wood of flowering trees. To the right hand, the same wood
climbed the precipitoua ground, intei^sectod by paths leading to a rugged rock. Here, groves

of orange trees afi<»ded a retreat fixim the blaze of the unclouded sun ; while the cool sea

breezes heightened the effect of the scene, and, blowing over fields of bloom, came charged
with delicious flragrance."

Martins most folly corroborates all that Dr. Abel has stated. " Scarcely," says he, " were
we beyond the streets and noise of Rio Janeiro, when we stopped, as if enchanted, in the

midst of a strange and luxuriant vegetation. Our eyes were attracted sometimes by gaily

coloured birds, or splendid butterflies ; sometimes by the singular forms of the insects, anid

the nesta of wasps ud termites, hanging firom the trees; sometimes by the beautiful planti

VouilL 2
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acatte-ed in the narrow valley, and on the gently sloping hilla. Surrounded by lofly, air

CaMiiM, brood-leaved, thiclc-stemined Cecropias, thratc-crowned Myrtles, large-blossome

Bignoniu.^, climbing tufls of the honey-bearing Paullinia«» far-spreading tendrils of the Pen
aion-flower, and of the richly-flowering CJoronilla, above which rise the waving summits o
Macaubu Palms, we iiincied ourselves transported into the gardens of the Heeperides. Pass

ing over several streams which were turned to good account, and hills covered with younj

coppice wood, we reached the eminence along which the spring-Water for the city is con
ducted. Between the woody hills, there arc diversified romantic prospects into the valley

below. Sometimes you traverse open spots, where a stronger light is reflected from ih

flowery ground, or from the shining leaves of the neighbouring high trees; sometimes yo
enter a cool shady bower. Here a thick wreath of PauUinie, Securidace, Mikanias, Pai

aion-flowers adorned with an incredible number of blossoms, climb through the crowns o
the Celtis, the flowering Rhexias and Mela^tomas, Bauhinias, delicate Mimosas, and gloss

Myrtles; there, bushy Nightshades, Sebestanas, Eupatoria, Crotons, iEgiphilas, and inni

merable other plants, form an impervious thicket, amidst which grow immense stems of th

Silk Cotton Tree (^Bombax), of silver-leaved Cecropias, thorny Brazil-wood tree, of th

Lecythis, with its singular fruit resembling a pitcher, slender stems of the Cabbage Pain
and many other sovereigns of the wood. The majestic sight, the repose and silence o
these woods, interrupted only by the buzz of the gay Hummmg-Birds fluttering from flowe

to flower, and by the singular notes of imknown birds and insects, peculiarly affect the mia
of the man of sensibility, who feels himself, as it were, regenerated in the prospect of th

glorious country. The stream, which the aqueduct conveys to the city, foils in one plac

m beautiful cascades over the granite rocks. Oblique-leaved Begonias, slender Costus wa
Heliconias, the red flower-stems of which shine with peculiar splendour, contrasted wit
the gloom of the forest, arborescent Ferns and Grasses, hanging bushes of Vemonias, Myi
ties, and Melastomas, bending under a load of blossoms, adorn the cool spots that surroun

them. Large and small-winged butterflies sport above the rippling water; and birds of th

gayest plumage contend, as it were, morning and evening, to overcome the noise of th

brook by their various notes. The higher one ascends, the more rare do the large tree

become, and the Bamboos and Ferns more numerous, among which is a beautiful arborescen

Fern, fifteen feet high. Coffee trees p:c planted on the sides of the hills, the top of wbic!

is crowned by the Brazilian Pine (Araucaria un&rtca(a), with its dark grotesque branchet

extended like candelabra. In the surrounding forest grows a kind of Mrk, which has beei

exported under the name of Quina do Rio (CSoutarea $pecio$u ?), the eflScacy of which, u

intermittent fevers, has been proved by experiments made in Portugal. Though not pof

sessing all the anti-febrile qualities of the Peruvian bark, it is prefen&le to many other sort

which come to Spain from Peru, mixed with the better kind ; and, were the pieces df woo
carefiilly selected, it might hSbrd a very powerful medicine. Another Brazilian plant, con
taining a great quantity of bitter, is the Carqueja {BaccharU genittelhides), which is mud
used against intermitting fevers.".

It is remarkable that upon all the shores of the New and Old World between the tropici

Rhizophora Mangle, the Mangrove Tree (Jig. 966.), Bruguera, Conocarpus and Avicennia
with seeds, shooting, while attached to the parent plant and branche
striking into the earth, seem by their roots above and below, rU once t

convey the im^^t of that rich and generous vegetation which wi

admire in these i.. ^itudes. As these plants belong in an especial man
ner to the sea-coast, so every large river has a flora of its own along it

whole course, which forms one of the most important features in thi

physiognomy of the country through which it flows. Thus, on th
shores of those immense rivers, the Rio de San Francisco, the Tocan
tin, the Parnaiba, and the Amazons, there are certain species whicl

mark the peculiar character of their vegetable productions, and ar
extremely interesting to the botanical geographer, as indicating, to i

certain decree, the tosis of the forms or each mdividual flora. Tho8(
shrubs and trees which emit roots from their branches require to conv

into contact with the ses^ in order to attain their perfect growth ; and, with their wide
spreadinffand very superficial roots, they appear especially to affect the swampy soil of it

shores. Though their wood be solid and not unfrequently thick, they grow with extra

ordinary rapidity. The Manerove (Rhitophora Mangle, Mangue vermelho) is distinguish

ed by forming a very thick bark in a proportionabljr short period. In those places when
the scarcity of tiniber does not inr '.q it necessary entirely to cut down ttie Mangle Trees
as, for instance, in Maranhao, it is usual, particularly at the commencement oi the rainj

season, when the sap begins to flow between the wood and bark, to tear off the latter am
use it for tanning. On the summits of these forests growing on the shore, are seen, ii

sailing along, the most beautifbl white herons sitting, gay-coloured halcyons watching foi

fish, and within the thicket various waterfowl, running about at awimming Wherevej

lUntTOTe TtM.
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these trees grow, tne whole neighbourhood is converted into marsfaea and swampsi, and
serves onlv for an abode for a peculiar species of crab.

The celebrated Russian voyager and traveller, Baron von Langsdorfl^ has a beantifiil

country residence in Brazil, at the foot of the Organ Mountains, called Mandiocca, on
account of the excellence of the Mandiocca roots (Jatropha Manihoi) which are cultivated

there. This estate is bounded on the northward by a chain of mountains, traversed by
several narrow dells, and covered with wood. In the midst of these great forests are the

tracts (roitados) which, after burning the felled trees, are planted by Uie land-owners with
Mandiocca, Maize, Beans, Coffee, &.c. These plantations (roiga$) are generally abandoned
after a few harvests, and in a few years are covered again with a thick brushwood (eopoetr)

which is particularly distinguished by the absence of huge kinds of trees, of a slower
growth. The primeval forests, which stand, as testimonies of the creative energy of the
New Continent, in all their original wildness, and still iinprofaned by human hands, are
called, in Brazil, Mato Virgem, Virgin Forests. In them, European coolness refreshes the
wanderer, and, at the same time, presents the image of tiie most luxuriant profusion ; the
never-ceasbg power of vegetation makes the trees shoot up to a majestic height ; and, not
contented witii these gigantic primeval monuments. Nature calls forth, upon every stem, a
new creation of numerous verdant flowering parasite plants. Instead of the uniform poverty
of species in the forests of Europe, there is an endless diversitv in the forms of stem, leaves,

and blossoms. Almost every one of these sovereigns of the forest, which here stand near
to each other, is distinguished, in the total effect of the picture, from its neighbour. While
the Silk Cotton Tree, partly armed with strong thorns, begins at a considerable height from
the ground to spread out its thick arms, and its fingered leaves are grouped in light and airy

masses, the luxuriant Lecythis and the Brazilian Anda shoot out, at a less height, many
branches profusely covered with foliage, which unite to form a verdant arcade. The Jaca^
n>nda attracts the eye by the lightness of its doubly-featheretl leaves ; the large goM«
coloured flowers of this tree and the Ipe dazzle by their splendour, contrasted with the dark
green of the foliage. The Spondias arches its pinnated leaves into light oblong forms. A
very peculiar and most striking efThct in the picture is that produc*id by the Trumpet Tree
{Ceampia peltala), among the other l<rfly forms of the forest Its smooth, ash-gray sterna

rise, slightly bending, to a considerable height, and spread at the top into verticillate

branches, standing out at right angles, which bear, at the extrpmities, large tufls of deeply
lobated white leaves.' The contour of^ the tree appears to indicate, at once, hardness and
pliability, stiffness and elasticity, and affords the painter a subject, etjually interesting and
difficult, for the exercise of his pencil The flowering Cesalpinia, the airy Laurd, the
lofty Geoffrtea, the Soap Trees with their shining leaves, the slender Barbadoes Cedar, the
Ormosia with ite pinnated foliage, the Tapia or Garlic Pear-tree, so fsalied fVom the strong
smell of its bark, the Maina, and a thousand undescribed trees, are mingled confusedly
together, formirg groups, agreeably contrasted by the diversity of their forms and tints.

Here and there, the dark crown of a Brazilian Pine {Araucaria itnbricata) among the
lighter ^reen, appears as a stranger among the natives of the tropics, while the towering
stems ot the palms, with their waving crowns, are an incomparable ornament to the forests,

the beauty and majesty of which no language can describe. If the eye tum^i from the proud
forms of those ancient denizens of the forest, to the more humble and lower, which clothe
the ground with rich verdure, it is delighted with the splendour and gay variety of the
flowers. The purple blossoms of the Rhexia; profiise clusters of Melastoms, Myrtle, and
Eugenia ; the tender foliage of many Rubiaceee and Ardisie, with their delicate flowera
blended with the singularly formed leaves of the Theophrasta; tt^ Conchocarpits; the reed>
like Dwarf Palms; the brilliant spadix of the Costus; the ra||ged hedges of Maranta;

magnificent Stifftias ; thorny Solana

;

067 i ^ ulK large-flowering Gardenias and Con*
tarea, entwined with garlands of

Mikania and Bignonia; the fkr-spread-

ing shoots of tlie mellifluous) Paulli-

nias; of the burning Dalechampias

and the Bauhinia, with its stiangely

lobed leaves; strings of the laaflesa

milky Bindweed, which descend from

the highest summits of the treas, or

closely twine round the strongest

tntnks, and gradually kill them ; last-

ly, those parasitical plants by which
old trees are invosteid with the gi»:rb

of youth; the grotesque species of
Pothos and Arum ; the superb flowers of the Orchideie, the Bromelias, which catch the rain

water; the Tillandaia (Jig. 067.), hanging down like Lichen pulmonarius, and a multiplicity

of curiously formed Ferns ; all these admirable productions of ao young a soil combine to

form a scene which altornately fills the Europoan naturalist with delight and astonishment.

Brnmolii. Tinindtii.
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When here attempting^ to sketch the interior of a tropieal forest, it is requisite to point

the attention of the reader to the relative situation af ^h individual plant, with regud to

the tendency to self-preservation. With such a fulness of life, and such a vigorous strivuig

at development, even so rich and fertile a soil as this is not capable of furnishing the neces-

sary nourishment in sufficient abundance; hence those gigantic trees are in a constant

struggle for their own preservation, and impede each other's growth, still more than do the

trees m our forests. Even the stems which have attained a craisiderable height, and require

a large supply of nutriment, feel the influence of their stron^r neighboura, are suddenly

ari^Mted in their growth by beine deprived of the retiuisite juices, and thus become, m a
short time, subject to the general laws of nature, which lead them to a rapid dissolution.

Thufe we see the noblest trees, after sufiering an atrophy of some months* duration, eaten

away by ants and other insects, seized with decay from the root to the summit, till, to the

terror « the solitary inhabitants of the forest, the;^ fall down with a tremendous crash. In

general it is remarked that stems which stand singly, among several of a different kind,

are nMHre easily kept down by the latter. When, at some future period, a regular system

of forest cultivation, which, indeed, has not yet been thought of in these thinly peopled

woods, shall be introduced, it will b« found necessary, not so much to promote the gicrwth

of the trees close together, as to take care that they stand at a sufficient distance fh>m each
other.

Arazil nuts are the fhiit of BerthoUetia excelsa, (Jig. 068.) one of the most interesting

plants of the New World, and which deserves to be cultivated in the warm parts of America,

as the almond and walnut are grrwn in Europe. It has been stated that the weight of Uie

fiiiit is so enormous, that at the period when it falls, the savage natives dare not enter the

forests without covering their heads and shoulders with a strong buckler of wood. The
people of Esmeraldas still describe the dangers which they run, when this fhiit, which is

as large as a child's head, and whoae shell is so hard as almost to deftr the sharpest instru-

ment, drops tnm a height of fifty or sixty feet The produce is abundant, each containing

fhnn fifteen to twenty urge and well-flavoured kernels. Humboldt declares himself to have

been most fivtunate in procuring Brazil nuts during his voyage on the Orinooa He and
his party htl subsisted for three months on bad chocolate and boiled rice without butter or

salt, when they procured a quantity of the BerthoUetia excelsa, which the Indians had just

been gatheriiw in the month of June. The Portuguese of Para have l(Hig carried on a con-

siderable traffic in these nuts, which they expcvt to Guiana, Lisbm, and England ; and
the oil extracted from them is much esteemea in BraiiL A French privateer captured,

duruig the war, an English vessel, loaded with Brazil nuts, which were purchased hy a
merchant of Rouen, who fbund the oil they aflonied so preferable for buminff to that ex-

tracted firom any European fhiit, that he wrote to Paris to enquire the botanical name of the
tree that bore these nuts, and for information as to its native country, with a view to obtain

a larger supply.

Bniit Null. Ccphaelii IpeeSeawlM.

The Brazil Wood of commerce is the produce of Caimlpinia biasiliensis; and Rosewood,

now so well known and extensively employed as an ornamental material for flimiture, that

of a Jacaranda.

Balsam of C!opaiva is afforded by the genus Copaifeni.

Ipecacuanha, the true Brazilian drug, respecting which there has been so much discus-

sion, is the root of the CephaAlis Ipecacuanha of Richard {J^- 089.). Its dbcovery is due

to the native Brazilians. Marcgraaffand Pison were the first who made it known in Europe,

and experiments proved the utility of this truly valuable druff. Their description, however,

was so defective that Ipecacuanha was long used before the plant that produced it wu
known: till in 1800, Dr. A. Gomes brcught flowering specimens to Europe, which Broteio

described in the TVansaolions t\fthe lAmnsan Soeietjf, and thus set all uncertainty at rest
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The use of Ipecacuanha is too universal to render a lon^ detail of its qualities necessary.
Everybody knows that it is emetic and sudorific, and useful in chronic catarrh, strengthen-
ing the digestive organs, and curing the dysentery. A small trade is carried on in Ipeca-
cuanha "t R«o Janeira According to Gomes, 430 arrobaa were exported in 1786, and 814
in 1800. The substance is easily recopiiscd, and this is the only ipecacuanha actually sent
abroad from the capital of Brazil ; for it is not true that the roots of lonidium Ipecacuanha,
Btill IcM those of lonidium parviflorum, which grows in a very distant province, are mixed
with those of the true Cephadlis Ipecacuanha. Though this latter has been exterminated
in the environs of Rio Janeiro, and near most of the larjfe towns, it is still very common in
many spots; but the practice of pulling up the plant indiscriminately, whether the seeds be
ripe or otherwise, with the daily diminution of the virgin woods, where it grew abundantly,
cannot tail to render it scarce; and it were most desirable that some plan for cultivating
it were adopted. This is easily accomplished by seeds or runners ; and it requires no care,
if grown under the shade of large trees; but an artificial shelter would be necessarv, if it
were cultivated in q>en spota

Cacao, probably an aboriginal native of Brazil, though extensively cultivated in other
warm countries, is the fruit of the Theobroma or Chocolate tree (J^. 970.). The latter,

which is an Indian appellation, is derived from the neigh-
bouring coast of Choco, where the Cacao is much grown

;

and so fond are the Colomlnan and Peruvian ladies, more
especially the nuns and devotat, of this national beverage,
that the temporary want of it is considered quite a misfor-
tune ; almost as heavy as the loss of tobacco. Such- inveter-
ate smokers are the fiiir Popayanejas, that when the posses-
sion of Cauca by the patriot army cut off their supply of
this article and of sui|iu-, they used to send their slaves to
pick up such ends of cigars as had been dropped in the
streets; and when they had exhausted all the caratneUu
and syrups of the apothecaries* shops in sweetening their
indimensable chocolate, they bethought themselves of boil-
ing dried figs, and using the sweet liquor thus obtained, as
a substitute for sugar. The generic name Theobroma (food

of the gods), was conforred on this tree by Linncus, to mark his opinion of the excellence
of its seeds; though Benaoni, who travelled in South America in the sixteenth century,
formed a different estimate of its merits, and declared that chocolate was "a drink fitter for
a pig than a man." The Cacao is the kernel of this tree, which it is customary to bury for
forty days, in order to deprive it of its acrid flavour: many aromatic ingredients, especially
Vanilla, being added to do away its native nauseous taste

—

** Le moSUeux Caoao s'embaume
de Vanitle," according to the author of Lea Jardina.

The following is tm process used by the chemist, M. Cadet, in preparing Chocolate. The
Cacao seeds are roasted like cofl^ beans, either in an iron pan or a cylinder; and, when
half eoM, are spread on a table, and bruised with a wooden rolling-pin, to remove the aril-

lus: then they are winnowed, sifted, and cleansed. When the kernels aro perfectly purifi-

ed, they are pounded in a mortar of heated iron over burning charcoal, and thus reduced to
a coarse paste, which is set to oool on a marble slab. A second rolling is bestowed with a
steel cylinder on a smooth fi«esti»ie, and as soon as the paste becomes sufiiciently smiioth,

it is mixed with su{;ar in a hot basin and poured into tin moulds. C^et mixed 8 uis. of the
Caracea Cacao, which is the finest kind, with 2 lbs. of the third kind (Island Cacao), and
8 lb& of powdered sugar. The addition of ginger, cloves, and pimento, and even musk and
amberprris, commonly given in America, renders chocolate, which is bw no means easy <£
digestion, still more heating and exciting. Cadet recommends that only 2 oi. of cinnaroai
and S OB. of vanilla should be put into 20 lbs. of plain chocolate paste. Chocolate is not
very mnoh consumed in England and the United States; it is in ^ater esteem in France;
it forms the ordinary breakfast in Spain ; and in Mexico, according to Humboldt, it is net
consklered an object of luxury, but cSf prime necessity.

The botany of the northern parts of South America, namely, Guiana and Colombia, is fkr

less known than that of BiaaiL Guiana presents a singular appearance as you approach it

from the see, being remarkably tow for a great extent towards the interior, so that it cannot
be diseevered, even ftom the mastJiead oiF a vessel, until close to it. It then presents a
curious fringeid aspect ; for nothing but the tops of the tall trees by which the land is cover-
ed are visible on the horiaon, apparently floating in the air; being seen through the medimn
of an atmosphere charged with watery vaponrs, that are raised by the excessive heat ofthe
climate flvm a humid soil. **Up the Orinoco,** says the lively author of Campaigns and
Cruises in South America, " the scenery is atrihinsiy beautiful ; and, when viewed from a
Bhip*8 deck as she glides slowly along the smooth water, presents a magnificent moving
panorama. The banks on each side are covered with impervious forests m majestic treea^
chained to each other, as it were, by the Bejuco or gigantic creeping plant of South America,
Vokin. 90
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which grows to the thickness of an ordinary cable. These ancient trees, when decayed
throneh length of yean (for the axe of the woodsman has never yet resounded in these

wilds), are supported upright by these enormous plants which bear a striking resemblance

to the huge water-«nakes that lurk in the swamps beneath. There are many other para-

sitical plants which bear flowers of various brilliant colours, forming festoons on the trees to

which they cling. Among the branches, monkeys of every description gambol and follow

the vessel, springing from tree to tree by means of the Bejuco, which has obtained, from this

circumstance, its Indian name of monkey's ladder. The most conspicuous among this mis>

chievfus tribe is the araffuato, a large red monkey, always seen in herds, the young ones
clinging to their mothers shoulders. These are very destructive among the plantations^

where they pull up and destroy more roots and fruit than they eat or carry away. Their
bowling during the night is much louder than could be considered possible, considering the

size of the animal. The noise they make may be easily fancied to proceed from panthers,

or other larso beasts of prey. This is so much the case, that three English soldiers, who
had deserted IVom Angostura, were so terrified by the noises made by these animals in the

middle of the night, that they hailed the boats in which the other troops were, and begged
to be taken on board, declaring that they were surrounded by tigers. Parrots and macaws,
with toucans and other birds of beautiful plumage, complete this splendid picture, and fill

the air with their discordant screams, to which the metallic note of the darra or bell-bird,

responds at measured intervals; at one moment sounding close to the ear, and the next,

dying away in the distance. Up the small creeks, which are completely embowered by

magnificent evergreens, are seen pelicans, spoonbills, and garzims, or gigantic cranes, all

busily employed in fishing. When to this is added the occasional appearance of that tyrant

of the stream, the alligator, floating in conscious superiority among the bulky mauatis and
the more agile toninos^ which are incessantly rising and blowing in shoals, the scene may
be somewlut imagined, but cannot be adequately described."

Among the many medicinal and poisonous plants growing on the banks of the Orinoco,

one of the roost singular is a species of Bejuco, which, when properly administered, proves

a powerful preservative from the efiects attendmg the bite of every description of poisonous

serpents. It even appears to deprive these reptiles either of the power or inclination to use

their &iigs. Some of the leaves and small branches are pounded, and applied in this st&te

as a cataplasm to both arms ; the skin having been previously scarified IVeoly above the

elbows. This species of inoculation is repeated at stated intervals; the juice of the bruised

K'
nt, diluted with water, being also occasionally drunk. Several soldiers, belonging to

neral Zedeflo's division of the patriot army, had undergone this treatment, and frequently

found the advantage they thus had acquired. They were thereby enabled to take shelter in

deserted huts, which others dared not enter, for fear of the snakes always lurking in such
places; although those men could bring them out in their huids without sustaining on^
injury. No deception was practised, nor any reward asket^ or expected, for exhibiting their

kill in destroying these reptiles. The Sarsaparilla grows in the same neighbourhood in

great abundance. Some of the creeks are so full of it, that the natives come to them for

uiagues around, to bathe, and drink the water, which they assert to be suffioientlv impreg-

nated with the virtues of the plant to eflect cures in many obstinate chronic complaints.

Among the splendid parasitic orchideous plants, which invest the living as well as the

dead trunks of the forest trees with verdure and Uoasoms not their own, is the Vanilla (F.

aromatica) (Jig. 971.) ; the fhiit of which is so well known for its very sweet and balsamic

odour, and its warm, pungent, and highly agreeable taste. A volatile and odoriferous oil is

extracted ftam it, which both water and alcohol take up.

Three kinds of vanilla ara distingyiished in commerce

:

the Pompona or Bova, which has very thick, swollen,

and strong-scentad pods; the Vanilla de Ley, or legiti-

mate vaniUa, which is the best, and has slender and very
firagrant pods, of a deep rich brown, neither black nor
red, neither too dry nor too gummy : of this kctd it is

requisite that the packet of fitllr should weigh at loist

five ounces, that which carries down eight ounces being

considered lobre buena, or superexcellent The fh-
grant scent of this latter kind produces an intoxicating

or drowsy eflbct; the fimh pod being filled with on oily

fiuid, replete with innumerable small black seeds. The
third sort is called Bastard Vanilla, and is the worst of

all. It is probable that all the kinds are but varieties,

arising from soil, culture, degree of maturity, and per-

haps mode of preparation. According to Aubtet, the

following is the process to which the inhabitants of Uuiana subject the vanilla :—When a

dozen or more pods aro gathered, they string them as quickly as possible near the peduncle,

Vuiltt Aromatie*.
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and bleach them instantaneously, by dipping them into boiling water. Tlien they are nung
up in the open air exposed to this sun, and tlie following day smeared with oil, to prevent

their shrinking or drying too fast It is necessary, also, to bind them round with an oiled

thread, that the pods may not split open. While hanging up, the superabundant viscous fluid

flows from tho point which is downwards, and they lose their clamminess, and become brown
wrinkled, 8ol!l, and shrunk to a quarter of their former size. In this state they are rubbed

with oily hands and deposited in a varnished pot, to keep them fresbu In the torrid parts of

America, it were most easy to cultivate vanilla, and to produce much larger quantities than

are How obtainable ; but the inhabitants only collect such fruit as is found on the wild plants,

which ore confined to the shores of creeks and other swampy spots liable to occasional inun-

dation. There the vanilla twines over the stems of the mangrove, and flowers in the month
of May, bearing its fruit in September. The use of vanilla should be confined to persons

of feeble constitutions ; its heating and irritable qualities would render it dangerous to such

as are liable to feverish, inflammatory, or cutaneous symptoms. It is used in cakes, lemon-

ade, sherbet, nnd ice ; but especially for giving a flavour to chocolate.

Cayenne Pepper is the fruit of Capsicum annuum.
The Bixa Orellana, or Amotta, which yields the dye with which cheeses are coloured red,

arrives to the stature of a large tree in Guiana.

Quassia, that intensely bitter drug, is the wood of Quassia amara.

The Cannon-ball Tree (Couroupita guianenaii) is a striking plant, an inhabitant of Gui-

ana, remarkable for the size and beauty of its blossoms and for the magnitude of its fruit.

The tree grows to 50 or 60 feet high, covered with foliage that is mixra with racemes of

flowers, sometimes containing a hundred highly flragrant blossoms, oi' a lovely crimson red

colour, succeeded by enormous fruits. The fallen shells or husks that strew Uic ^und, so

nearly resemble a cannon-ball, that one might easily imagine a company of artillery had
bivouacked in its shade. If we may trust in the noetic language of M. Descourtilz, Fhre
Pittoresque et Medicate des Anlillet, the noise these fruits make in iiilling afibrds an addi-

tional reason for the name. "Beneath a pure and dazzling sky," says he, "gracefulness is

ever united to the magnificence of nature ; there the hidden streams only reveal their pre-

sence in gentle murmurs, or by the silvery light that they cast upon the rocks, or the soft

sound wiui which^ they trickle through the grass, or the increased verdure with which they

endow the plants. But when tho silence of nature is broken by those violent hurricanes

which too oflen, in the torrid zone, blast all the hopes of the cultivator, you may hear^ the

report of the fruits of the cannon-ball tree, whose bursting produces an otl-repealed echo,

and resembles the rolling fire of a discharge of artillery." The shell is used in South Ame-
rica for domestic purposes, as the calabash. The pulp contains sugar, gum, malic, citric, and
tartaric acids, and is employed to affiird a refreshing drink in fevers ; but in the perfectly

ripe state, it exceeds whatever is filthy, stinking, and abominable in nature ; yet the scent

is remarkably vinous, and so permanent, that on examining some portions of the fruit that

had been preserved in rum two or three years, the native odour of the plant was found to be
so strong, as to render the apartment almost insupportable. Insects revel in this filthy and
disgusting pulp. Beetles and earwigs feed upon it ; while the fbrmicas find shelter in the

holTaw orthe shells.

Among the palms, the Manicot Palm and the Cokarita are the most celebrated.

Of the different kinds of Yam, which are cultivated in most tropical countries, though
only natives of intertropical India, we have spoken more fully in treating of the vegetable

productions of the South Sea Islands, where they form one of the principal articles of food

to the natives.

Batatas, or sweet Potatoes, are the fleshy, spindle-shaped roots of a Convolvulus (C. Ba-
tatas). There are several varieties, the culture being easy, and the plant bearing Batatas at

all sectsons of the year, those put into the ground in February being fit for use from Juno to

March of the following year. In the South of France, the Convolvulus Batatas is cultivated

in the open air, in a worm situation and light soil, but a hotbed is requisite for its growth in

more northern countries. This root is nourishing and of easy digestion ; and forms a staple

article of fixid in many parts of South America, especially Guiana. There are various

niodea of cooking it, either made into cakes, boiled, or baked ; but the best way for preserv-

ing its genuine flavour is to steam the roots or to bake them under the ashes. This is the

kind of potato which is alluded to by Shakspeare, as possessing stimulating properties (in his

comedy of the Merry Wives of Windsor), and not the root of Solanum tuberosum, which
was unknown in Europe in the time of the great English dramatist. The Batatas contain a
great deal of saccharine matter, and when submitted to the process of distillation, aflbrd an
alcohol, of which many of the South American nations are but too fond. The foliage ia

much relished by cattle ; and eovn that ore fed upon it yield an increased and improved
quantity of milk.

Cassava bread is nowhere, perhaps, more abundantly prepared than in Guiana. It is pn^
duced fhnn the root of the Jatropha Manihot (Jig, 072.), ana in the following manner :—The
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root is nuped on large tin or wooden graters, fixed on benches, behind which the women
employed in making it stand in rows. A sufficient quantity

0^ ^SCV. having been rasped tor one time (as the surplus would fer-

ment and spoil), they put it in long circular baskets of plaited

rushes, about 10 feet long, and 9 inches in diameter, called

mangueras. These are hung up, with weights attached to

the lovtei end, which draw the plaited work tight together,

diminishing its capacity, and squeezing out the juice. When
all the fluid is extracted, the mangueras are emptied of their

contents on raw hides, laid in the sun, where the coarse

flour soon dries. It is then baked on smooth plates, made

i'^^/JfStrmi'N^X^''^^ '7 '^'"y* ^ '^ "'"^ ^^ below. This is the most diffi-

f i/ aSminXS^^^^^^ cult part of the process. The coarse flour is laid perfectly

dry on the hot plates, where the women, with a dexterity

only to be acquired by practice, spread it out in a round and
very thin layer, nearly the size of the plate it is laid on.

Jiiropht Muikot rp,,,^,
y,gy ^^ merely with a piece of calabash, which they

keep in constant moticm ; pressing gently every part of the surface, until the heat has united

the meal into a cake, without in the least altering its colour or scorching it Their method
of turning a cassava cake of that size resembles sleight of hand ; for they efibct it with two
pieces of split cane, without breaking it, though scarcely so thick as a dollar, and only as

yet half cemented together, and of a substance always brittle, especially when warmed.
This bread is very nourishing, and will melt to a jelly in a liquid ; but it is dangerous if eaten

in any quantity when dry, as it swells, on being moistened, to many times its original bulk.

It will keep good for any length of time, if preserved in a dry place. The expressed juice

deposits, after standing for some time, a fine white starch, which, when made into jelly, is

not to be distinguished firom that prepared firom the arrow-root.

When it is considered that the Jatropha Manihot belongs to a highly poiso' ^us tribe, and
is itself one of the most virulent of the species, it cannot but excite astoi iment to find

that it yet yields so abundant a flour, rendered innocent by the art of man, and afibrding

nourishment to many tliousands in South America. Even m our own country it is largely

imported and served up at table, under the name of Tapioca. Such is the poisonous nature
of the juice of Manioc, that i^ sometimes occasions death in a few minutes; and thus many
of the unhappy Indians destroyed their Spanish persecutors. A Surinam physician admin-
istered it, by way of experiment, to dogs and cats, who died after twenty-five minutes of
dreadful agony. Dissection proved tlist it operated by mean? of Uie nervous system alone,

an opinion confirmed by thirty-six drops being afterwards given to a criminal. These bad
scarcely reached the stomach when such torments and convulsions ensued, that the man
expired in six minates; three hours afterwards the body wss opened, when the stomach was
found shrunk to half its natural size ; so that it would appear that the fatal principle resider

in a volatile substance, which may be dissipated by heat, as indeed is satimctorilv proved
by the mode of preparing the root for fbod. The root of manioc is also the basis of several

fermented liquors, and the leaves are boiled and eaten. An acre of ground planted with the

Jatropha Manihot yields nourishment to more persons than six acres cultivated with wheat
A delicate aromatic seed is known in this country by the name of Tonquin Bean. This

is the seed of Dipterix odorata.

Among the numerous interestine plants of South America, two are especially deserving
of notice ; the Cow Tree and the Arracacha. The first of these {Otdactodendron utile of

Humboldt) is almost confined to the coast Cordillera near the Lake of Maracayba Hum-
boldt had often heard of this tree, and been assured that the negroes on the fkrm, who drank
plentifully of this vegetsble milk, regarded it as wholesome : but so acrid and poisonous are
all other lactescent trees, that nothing but experience convinced him that the virtues of the

Palo de Vaca are not exaggerated. The tree is handsome, with the general aspect of the

Star Apple (.Chryt^phtfttur. Catnt(o). When incisions are made in the trunk, an abundimt
gummy and thick milk exudes, which diffuses a pleasant balsamic smell. Humboldt drank
a large quantity of this milk, night and morning, without experiencing any disagreeable

e^ct the tenacity of the fiuid bemg the only thing that was unpleasant The negroes soak
their Maize or Cassava bread in it ; and give the name of cheese to the curdy, tough, mem-
branaceous substance which collects on the surface, after some days* exposure to the air.

Humboldt says:*—"Among the many curious phenomena that I beheld during my journey,
there was hudly any that struck my imagination so foreibly as the Cow Tree. Every thing

connected with milk and with farinaceous food inspires us with interest, and remincis us of
our helpless infancy. Ancient and modem nations have felt a religious veneration fbr grain

;

and milk seems exclusively an animal production. Such being our first impressions, the sur^

prise that seizes the mind at the sight of such a tree is but natural. It grows on the rocky

• AttotlM OtUiifiM, book T. eb. svl. p. lOB.
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Eidc of a mountain, scarcely insinuating its roots in the stone. For many months, not a
fhowcr of rain falls on its dry and coriaceous leaves, the branches seem dry and dead ; but
pierce the trunk, and a sweet and nourishing mili< fio'.vs. At sunrise, this vegetable source ''

is most abundant; then the blacks and native people hurry from all partis provided with
jiig.s to catcli the milk, which turns yellow and thick on the surface. Some drink it on the

spot, and others carry it to their children, till one might fancy that a cowherd was distri-

buting to his family the milk of the flock." From this extraordinary fluid. Dr. Thomson
has extracted a new substance, which he calls Galactine.

The Arraoacha {Arracacia esculenta, Bot Magazine, t 3002.) is a productive and hardy
root, grateful to the palate, and of easy digestion. It is peculiar to the hilly country, and u
particularly cultivated near the city of Santa Fe, where it is planted in the same manner as
ratatocs, to which it is preferred, resembling, in shape and ta8t«, the Jerusalem artichoke.

The natives frequently use it, together with maize, for making that celebrated Indian beve-

rage called chica, which is commonly drunk by the mountaineers. The roots are irregularly

shaped, and adhere in clusters to the original plant The culture of the Arraoacha root has
lately been extended to Jamaica, the climate of which seems perfectly suited to its nature.

The soil which suits yams appears equally adapted to the Arracocha,

SuBSECT. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoology of Brazil is of such a nature, that we know not how to convey an adequate
idea of its magiwflcencc or its richness. Yet if we view it in reference to that of any other

region of equal extent it is beyond dispute the most splendid in the world. This extraor-

dinary luxuriance of animal and vegetable life, which is the chief characteristic of the New
World, but more particularly of its intertropical regions, has been the astonishment and
admiration of all who have visited its shores. But no one has more happily illustrated, with
every appearance of truth, the probable causes of this fecundity, than the celebrated Hum-
boldt " The narrowness," observes this accomplished traveller, " of this variously indented

continent its great extension towards the icy pole, the wide ocean over which the tropical

winds blow, the flatne&s of the eastern coat^ts, the currents of cold sea-water which flow

northwards from the Terra del Fuego towards Peru ; the number of mountains, the sources

of countless springs, and v/hose snow-clad summits tower above the clouds ; the abundance
of large streams, which, after many windings, always seek the remotest const ; deserts

without (naked) sand, therefore the less heated; impenetrable forests which cover the well-

watered plains near the equator, and which in the interior of the country, where the moun-
tains and the water are most remote, exhcle immense masses of imbibed or self-producing

water : all these circumstances give to the flat portion of America a climate which, by its

moisture and coolness, forms a surprising contrast with that of Africa. To these causes are

to be ascribed that extraordinary luxuriance of \ egetation, that exuberant, foliage, which
forms the peculiar characteristic of the New Continent"

In applying these philosophic observations to Brazil, some modifications must be made, and
some exceptions pointed out Two years spent in traversing these enchanting ref^ions, and

cxplorinff their zoological treasures, enable us to state the following particulars from personal

observation. Vegetation, indeed, covers every portion of this immense empire, but in very

different degrees, and with some remarkable modifications. A stupendous range of virgin

forests may be said to extend from one extremity of Brazil to the other, running parallel

with the coast and forming a magnificent belt between that and the interior : here the soil

Is uncommonly rich, being principally vegetable mould, or a fat red loam. In these virgin

forests vegetation attains its greatest luxuriance : they produce all the large timber trees

;

and the ground, when cleared for cultivation, gives an amazing increase. But no sooner

does the traveller pass beyond these limits, than he meets with a totally different country.

The Sertam districts then commence; a name indiscriminately applied by the Brazilians to

all inland parts situated beyond the virgin forests of the crast ; nevertheless, the natives

give more accurate distinctions to the different features of the interior. The names of

Campo and Tabulara are applied to those extr asive and somewhat elevated plains which are

covered with coarse grass, or interspersed, like a park, at short distances, with low and often

stunted evergreens. Clear of underwood, and open to the traveller in every direction, these

plains are freq^iently broken by narrow valleys, or gentle hollows, where the trees become
nther higher and acquire a more flourishing growtli, thus forming woods; yet they are so

matted with an underwood of cacti, bromelia>, and other spiny shrubs and plants, as to be
almost impassable to any but the hunter. These dry woods are termed Catingas. The
general character of the soil in all these situations is more or less sandy, and, although

never destitute of verdure, the vegetation can scarcely be called luxuriant particularly

when compared to that of the coast and the majestic virgin forests which border its shores.

These observations are not of course, applicable to the mountainous districts of the mines,

hut are descriptive, with little variation, of all those provinces north of Minas Geraea. It

IS this diversity in the aspect of the country which so naturally infiuences the distribution

of its animals aa well as its vegetables. The number and variety of insects towards the
Vol. hi. 20* »E
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ler acarce, ana uie loiia^ naren ana siuniea, insects really appear
reller may journey onwaras for hours, without being attracted by
Brfly. The birds, indeed, are much more numerous, particularly

lily, as these derive their principal food from the small fruits and

coast is inconceivable ; moisture and shade, with rich and soft vegetable juices, seem csRen-

tial to numerous tribes ; but on the campos and tabularas, and in the catinga woods, where
the soil is dry and hot, water scarce, and the foliage harsh and stunted, insects really appear
to be scarce; for the traveller may ' '" " "^ .. .

.

« the appearance of a butterfly,

those of the Tanager family, i

berries which the eating trees produce in abundance. But we must no longer dwell on
these general peculiarities, however interesting, but proceed to a rapid sketch of those tribes

moat remarkable in the zoology of Brazil.

Amonff the Quadrupeds, we are struck with the number and variety of Monkeys and
Bats. The satyr-like Apes and Baboons of the Old World for exceed in size any of their

tribe yet discovered in America; neither are the genera of this continent similar to those

of Alrica or of India; all have tails, but are without cheek pouches or naked callosities on
their buttocks. The Howling Monkeys {Myeetes 111.) live in the deep recesses of the

virffin forests, and are heard morning and evening sending forth such tremendous and fright-

fill nowls, as to impress the listener with the idea of the sound proceeding from some gigan-
tic and ferocious animal. The Ursine Howling Monkey (At urtina Humb.) is of this

description, and although small, its voice, louder than that of a bear, is perfectly terrific

Monkeys are oa\y abundant in the virgin forests : they live entirely among the loftiest

trees ; and their tails, being prehensile, give them an additional focility in leaping and jump-
ing fiiom branch to branch with the most perfect ease. No less than sixty-five species are
described as natives of Brazil and the regions adjacent

The Bats are surprisingly numerous; and are, no doubt, powerful instruments to keep
within due limits the myriads of flying insects : scmie, however, live almost entirely upon
fruits, while others, like the deadly vampire of the East, enter the cattle stij>le8, and even
the huts of men, and suck the blood of both. We have more than once had a horse or

mule so much weakened by these animals during the night, as to be incapable of travelling.

The ferocious Quadrupeds are mostly small, and, although of many species, they appear

to be few in number, and are feariul of man. The largest are the Puma and the Jaguar,

the last bsing a most formidable animal. There are, besides, several small and elegantly

marked Tiger Cats ; but the Lion, Tiger, Panther, Hyena, and the whole list o( savage
quadrupeds ao common in Africa or in India, are totally unknown in the New World.
The Puma (F. concofor) may be said to represent the Lion in the New World ; like that,

it is large and uniformly yellow, but without a mane or tufted tail It is about five feet

long, and two and a half hi^h. Azara informs us that it climbs trees with the greatest

ease, althoufrh it generally hves in the forests, and lies concealed in underwood. In its

wild state, it never attacks man ; and when in confinement becomes as gentle as a dog.

Whether this Paraguay species is the same as the Puma mentioned by Major Smith, (Gnf.
Cuv. 2438.) is not quite clear.

Tho Jaguar (F. onea L.) is not unlike the American panther : they are solitary animals,

inhabiting thick virgin forests. They attack cows, and even bulls of four years old, but are

especially enemies to horses. It will, indeed, not attack man, unless pressed by hunger;
but this is no security to the traveller, as Azara mentions an instances of two men who were
seized anJ carried away by these animals when sitting before a large fire. There are two
nuses, the one larger than the other, but both are fierce and untameable. The Tapir and
difierent species of Sloth are well known inhabitants of tropical America, and have been
repeatedly described. The Armadillos likewise belong to this OMitinent Travellers men-
tion small deer; while numerous Cavys, Squirrels, and lesser quadrupeds, abound. Horses
and mules are the only beasts of burden, and sheep are almost unknown.
The ornithological features of Brazil have already been noticed ; and, in regard to species,

it may safely be pronounced the richest in the whole world. Not more than one-fifth of

the whole empire has been yet explored ; yet upwards of 600 different birds have been
already discovered, and new objects are continually enriching our museums. To enumerate
these would be tedious, even were it possible ; but a few general particulars will not be
misplaced.

The Rapacious Birds are not proportionably numerous. Large Black Vultures are every-

where seen perfectly tame, and sitting on trees by the way-side, ready to devour offol or

any dead animal substance. They appear of a different species to the turkey buzzard and
black vulture of the United States. The King Vulture ( F. papa L.) is nearly of the same
size, but is much more rare, and is remarkably elegant in its plumage, iha forests of

Guiana, Par&, and other parts of Brazil, shelter the Aquila destructor, or Great Destroying
Eagle, one of the most formidable and ferocious of birds. It considerably surpasses in size

the golden eagle of Europe, measuring near three feet long; the back and upper plumage
is black, the under grayish white, and on tho hind head is a semicircular crest of feathers,

which is erected at pleasure. It flies with majestic rapidity, and preys only upon the larger

quadrupeds, as deer, sloths, monkeys, &c., pursuing them indiscrimi?";tely, and tearing them
to pieces by its enormous talons. In contrast to this formidable bird of prey is a litUe owl.

«<WHHi
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not much bigger than a sparrow, a pair of which were the first birds we shot after landing
in South America. The Caracara, or Brazilian Crested Eagle, we have recently illustrated

(Zoological lUualrationt, PI. 2.), and many other buzzards occur towards Paraguay.
The extensive order of Perching Birds offers numerous tribes conspicuous for their beauty,

their splendour, or their singularity. The Tyrant Fly-catchers {TyrannituB Sw.) are seen
in all the open tracts, perched on the surrounding branches, and perpetually on the watch
for insects. The Water-chats {Fluvicolinie Sw.) run along the sides of the rivers and
lagoons bent on the same pursuit, and perpetually wagging their tails. In the damp and

thick virgin forests reside small troops of those elegant little

birds, the Manakinp (Piprina Sw.), varied with black, golden,
and azure blue, seeking the soft berries of the Melastome and
otiier similar shrubs. The Trogons {Trogonitue Sw.), Motmots
(.Prioniti 111.), and Pufl^birda, seek the most somlnre shades; the
Ant thrushes (MyotheritM Sw.) and the Bush Shrikes {Thorn-
nopholina Sw.) are more flrequent in the catinga woods; while
perched upon the higher trees are seen flocks of Toucans (Rom-
pkattidm Sw.). The Fruit-eaters are heard morning and even-
ing from the same situations; and one, called the Araponga,
Blacksmith, or Beli-bird {Jig. 073.), uttering a loud note Use the
noise of a hammer upon the anvil. On proceeding more inland,

different tribes and new species await the traveller. The Chat-
terers iAtnpelina Sw.), Woodpeckers (Pieiatue Sw.), and Tree-
creepers (Cerlkiana Sw.) frequent the catinga woods, the former

to feed upon berries, the latter to searoh for insects on the stems. Innumerable Tanagers,
with flocks of variously cdoured Parrakeets, occar in the tabulara woods, and on the less
naked campos; while the palms, common to these districts, are firequented by splendid
Mackaws, which crack the stone-like nuts with perfect facility.

Humming-birds are to be seen wherever a tree is in fiill blossom, darting about from
flower to flower, among splendid butterflies often much larger than themselves.
The Water Birds, along the swampy coasts of Par& and in some other parts, are abun-

dant ; but these tribes, upon the whole, are but locally dispersed. The splendid scarlet

Curlew and the red Flamingo are met with near Para, in flocks of man^ hundreds.
Serpents and Reptiles appear much less frequent than in the equinoctial regions of Afirica.

Alligators of a small size are often seen basking on the sunny edges of the savannahs ; but
others are mentioned by travellers of a much larger size and of more ferocious lubits. The
Rattlesnake appears to be unknown, or very rare, although there are other snakes whose

bite is believed to be equally venomous : wo must, how-
ever, observe that the Brazilians are uncommonly igno-

rant in these matters., and that we were particularly

struck with the paucity of these reptiles met with in our
daily journeys and woodland excursicns. Many, how-
ever, are very beautiful in colour. Boos of a large size

are said to be met with on the banks of the great rivers.

The frogs in some situations are innumerable, and their

croaking is almost deafening. We well remember a
little negro boy bringing to us, as a cariosity evun to the
natives, a fng of such vast dimensions, that the little

urchin could scarcely walk with it in both hands: its

body was certainly bigger than the head of an ordinary man. We omitted to OBcertain the
precise species {jig. §74.).

075
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CapM BaUtrfly. Orm Fli»-Flr.

To enumerate the countless variety of Insects would be almost impossible. Near the
virgin forests they absolutely swarm. The diurnal Butterflies {Papilionide), more par-
ticularly, are of a size and brilliancy unrivalled by any in the whole world ; of Uieae
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gaily coloured tribes we estimate that between 600 and 700 species are found in Brazil

alone. Some of the lesser are perhaps the most brilliant One, in particular, named afler

the God of Love (,Pttp. Cupido L.) {^. 975.), has the under wings embossied with gold

spots in such a way as to appear as if liquid drops of that metal had fallen upon the wings
ajid cooled withnut injuring them. Ants are as numerous as in Western Africa; but tlie

scorpions and centipedes are small, rarely seen, and do not appear to alarm the natives.

Many of the Beetle tribe are remarkable for thei" grotesque appearance, and others for the

splendour of their colours. The Great Fire-fly {Fulgora lantemaria) {fig. 976.)« is raid

to emit from its snout a light more sparkling than that from a dozen glow-worms. This
&ct, however, we have never verified, although we firequently found the insect The Dia-

mond Beetle we have before mentioned ; but even this is surpassed in magnificence by two
others of the same genus, peculiar to the more southern provinces towards St Catharine's.

The Marine Shells of the Brazilian coast are remarkably few, the Capsa brasiliana

(Jig. 977.) being almost the only example of a genus peculiar to these seas. The exterior

is covered with an olive epiderro's ; the interior is tinged with violet Two new species

d* ModiolaB or Date-mussels {fig. 978.) have recently been brought from Rio de Janeiro.

Caiiia Bruiliua. Date IfOMdi. Balimiu OtiBi.

and the rare Voluta brasiliana of Lamarck is stated to have -come from this coast Few
bivalve shells have yet been found in the large rivers ; but these are diflerent from all the

North American species, and may be known by their superior iridescence. The genus

Hyria Lam., and its various subgenera, among which is the Castalia of the same author,

are all from the Brazilian riven. Some very singular land shells also occur in the forests,

one of which, the Bulimus ovalis {fig. 979.), often exceeds four inches in length.

Sbct. IIL—Historical Qeography.

The coast of Brazil was fint touched in 1499 by Vincent Yanez Pinzon, one of the com-

panions of Columbus, who does not appear, however, to have penetrated far beyond the

mouth of the Idanfion. Nextyear it occurred unsought to Alvarez Cabral, while conduct-

ing a fleet from Lisbon to the EJast Indies, then the almost exclusive object of Portuguese

ambition. In endeavouring to avoid the coast of Africa, he came upon Porto Seguro, which

then appeared to be part of a large island. Cabral immediately sent back one «^ bis ships

with tiding of the discovery ; and Brazil, as it was called from the ornamental Mrood which
appeared its most valuable commodity, was speedily colonised. As it seemed, however, to

yield no other important article, and as the ground could be kept only by severe contests

with the savage natives, the progress of the settlement was slow, and it was long before it

could come into any rivalry with those which had been formed by Spain.

The other European nations did not &il to dispute the possession of so wide and open a

coast Villegagnon carried over a body of French Huguenots to Rio Janeiro, which was
even for a short time termed Antarctic France ; and the English attempted to fix themselves

in the north at Paraiba : but the fierce and determined attacks of the Portuguese rooted up
both these establishments. A more formidable efibrt was made by the Dutch, afler the trans-

ference of Brazil to Philip II., with whom they were at open war. Under Prince Maurice

they made tliemselves mastere of the whole north of Brazil, which they held foi nearly

half a century. But their establishment having been too much reduced, and their attention

being engrossed by other 'objects, the Portuguese, in 1654, commeneed a series of brisk

attacks, by which they soon recovered possession of the whole territory. After several

attempts to retrieve their aflkirs both '>y arras and negotiation, the Dutch, in 1661, were
obliged to make a final cession of Brazil to Portugal. The Brazilians had subisequently some
occasional quarrels with the Spaniards, especially in 1762, when the governor of Buenos
Ayres took from them the fortress of Colonia del Sacramento, which, however, was restored

at the conclusion of peace in 1763.

The great prosperity of this colony dates chiefly from the year 1699. That was the epocn

of the discovery of gold, which was succeeded by that of diamonds; two brilliant objects,

which placed Brazil completely on a level with the richest of the Spanish possessions. At

the same time the fertility of the soil was fiilly ascertained, and some progress was made ic

causing it to yield the richest articles of tropical produce.
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The separation of Brazil from Portugal was first occasioned by events in Europe. Napo>
leon having sent Junot, in 1807, with an army to occupy Lisbon, the Prince Regent with all
bis court sailed on the 25th of January, 1808, for Rio Janeiro. Even after the downfall of
the French imperial power had restored him to the dominion of Portugal, this prince, now
king, lingered in Brazil, which seemed to be considered as decidedly the moat valuable of
the two portions of the empire. In 1821, however, the constitutional movements in both
hemispheres induced him to return to Europe, leaving his son, Don Pedro, Regent of Brazil.
The violence of the Portuguese cortes called upon the prince also to return, and his endea-
your to reduce Brazil into a subordinate appendage of Portugal drove the transatlantic state
into open resistance and decided separation. At the king's death, Don Pedro did not attempt
to follow up his right of inheritance over both kingdoms, but contented himself with the
American share. In consequence of internal disturbances, however, he has since been
obliged to abdicate in iavour of his infant son.

Sect. IV.

—

PolUicdl Geography.

The form of government in Brazil is an hereditary constitutional monarchy. The sove-
reign, who has the title of emperor, has the power of making peace and war, concluding
treaties with foreign powers, nominating the principal officers of the empire, and of the pro-
vinces, &c. The legislative body is composed of two houses chosen by indirect election,
that is by electore chosen for this purpose. The senators are elected for life; the deputies
or represenutives for the term of four years. These houses have the usual powen of legis-
lative bodies in constitutional monarchies : they regulate the course of public afikirs, fix

the amount of the military establbhment, create and suppress public offices, impose taxes,
authorise the raising of loons, &c. The imperial ministera are responsible to them for vio-
lations of the constitution. Each province has also its local assembly and governor for
administering provincial affiura There is, however, a great difficulty in entbrcmg Uie mea-
sures of any ffenenl and central administration over so wide an extent of country, and over
provinces so deeply imbued with a local spirit. The northern districts, in particular, have
made vigorous attempts and still cherish the wish to form a separate and republican govern-
ment, on the model of those now established over the rest of America.
The revenue of Brazil is stated at about ''5,000,000 dollars. This is burdened with a debt

of 50,000,000 dollars. The military force onsists of 30,000 troops of the line, with 50,000
militia; and there is a marine, composed of 3 ships of the line, 8 frigates, and 25 smaller
vessels.

Swrr. V.

—

Productive Indtutry.

The natoral capacities of Brazil are fully equal to those of any region in the New World.
The soil is capable of yielding profUsely sugar, cotton, coflTee, tobacco, <>M the richest tropical

productions, the forests are immense, and abound in the most valuable timber; the fields

lire covered with numberless herds of cattle ; and the most precious of metals are found
near the surface of the earth. Its chief defect is, that, destitute of those fine elevated table-

lands, which cover so much of Spanish America, it affords no eligible situation for European
colonists; and the labouring classes consist almost wholly of negro slaves; a circumstance
adverse to its prosperity, aiM necessarily engendering many evils.

Dense and impenetrable forests {fig. 080.) cover a great part of the interior of Brazil, aad
exhibit a luxuriance of vegetation almost peculiar to Die central regions of South America.

"The infinite variety of tints

which these woods display, give
them an aspect wholly different

from those of Europe. Each of
the lofty sons of the forest has an
effect distinct fh>m that of the
rest. The brilliant white of the

silver tree, the brown head of the

Mangoa, the purple flowera of th?

Brazil wood, the yellow labur-

nums, the deep red fbngiis, and
the carmine-coloured lichens,

which invest the trunks and the

bark, all mingle in brilliant co)i-

fusion, forming groups finely con-

trasted and diversified. The gi-

gantic height of the palms, with their varying crowns, give to these forests an incomparable

majesty. All these are interwoven with a network of creeping and climbing plants, ra

cicise a^ to form round the large trees a verdant wall, which the eye is unable to penetrate

;

and many of the flowering species, that climb up the trunks, spread forth und present the

appearance of parterres hanging in the air. These woods are not a silent scene, unless

Braiilian Fomt.
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during the deepest heat of noon, bat ue crowded uid rendered vocal by the greatett variety

of the animal tribes. Birds of the most sinipilar forms and most superb plumage flutter

through the bushes. The toucan rattles his large hollow bill ; the busy orioles creep out

of their long pendent nests ; the amorous thrush, the chattering manakin, the full tones of

the nightingale, amuse ths hunter; while the humming-birds, rivalling in lustre diamonds,

emeralds, and sapphires, hover round the brightest flowers. Myriads of the most brilliant

beetles buzz in the air ; and the gayest butterflies, rivalling in splendour the colours of the

rainbow, flutter from flower to flower. Meantime the beautiful, but sometimes dangerous,

race of lizards and serpents, exceeding in splendour the enamel of the flowers, glide out of

the leaves and hollows of the trees. Troops of squirrels and monkeys leap from bough to

bough, and large bodies of ants, issuing from their nests, creep along the ground." It con-

cerns us here to remark, that these immense forests are rich in timber of every description

lor use and ornament, suited either for carpentry, shipbuilding, dyeing, or furniture That
kind especially called Brazil wood 'u particularly celebrated for the brautiful red dye which
it produces.

Agriculture is exercised in Brazil upon valuable products, and in fertile soils, but in a
very idovenly manner. The fimners, till of late, were a most ignorant race, not believing

that there were any countries in the world except Portugal and Brazil, nor any except the

last in which the sugar-cane grew. They have begun, however, to hold intercourse with

the world in general, and to introduce improved processes from the West India islands.

Land is so abundant that they never think of employing manure, but break up a fresh spot

whenever a cultivated one is exhausted. They do not even grub up the trees, but plant the

sugar canes among the stumps, the luxuriant shoots from which cannot be cleared away
without great labour.

Among the objects of culture, sngor has long been pruninent; the rich and moist soils on
a great part of the coast being particularly suited to it Notwithstanding the cheapness of

land, a considerable capital is necessary to establish a sugar plantation, including at least

forty slaves and a variety of machinery. The amount is from SOOOt. to 10,0002., which is

often borrowed, payable by successive sinall instalments. Cotton has of late become a lead-

ing article, in consequence of the extensive demai>d in Britain. The l«st is that of Per-

nambuco; that of Maranham and Seara being coarser, though it is the staple of both places.

In the districts southwards it also declines, and at Rio Janeiro is of little value. Tobacco
is cultivated, along with the sugar, for home use, and is an object of traffic between the pro-

vinces. Coflee is only of recent introduction ; btit within these few years the culture has

been so vastly extended as to render it the most important object of Brazilian commerce.
For food, chiefly to the negroes, manioc and kidneybeans are the articles most raised. Maize
and bananas are not so much used as in most tropical countries. Rice is largely cultivated

only in Maranham.
Cattle multiply to an immense extent in all the provinces of Brazil, but more especially

in the south. The great farms contain 2000, 3000, 4000, and sometimes even 40,000 head.

The bulk of these roam at large in a wild state, with no attendance except that of two or

three peons or herdsmen, riding constantly round the wide pastures, to keep them within the

bounds, and defend them against the attacks of v/ild beasts. Once a year only they are col-

lected within an enclosure, and branded with the mark of the master. Portions of these

roving herds are from tit.. 3 to time caught and killed, chiefly for the hide, though the fl<jsh

also is dried in a peculiar manner, and sent to the northern provinces. A certain number,
notwithstanding, are tamed, to supply milk, and to serve for meat, which is considered more
delicate than t&t of the wild cattle.

Mines, however, form the most celebrated, though by no means the most valuable, source
of Brazilian wealth.

The gold of Brazil occnrs, like that of Africa, in the form of dust brought down by streams
which descend from the hills, and from which it is separated by agitation in water. No
attempts seem yet to have been made to penetrate into the interior deposits of this precious

metal- When the auriferous streams overflow their banks, the inhabitants, to whom the

search seems generally left open, hasten in crowds to this attractive occupation. A man
takes his station at the edge of the stream, and begins with a small hoe to open a trench,

which mav be carried in any direction that suits him, provided it does not encounter that of
another adventurer. The water is allowed to stand through the day, and is poured off at

night ; the sediment deposited, called catetUho, is then carried home, and made, though by
very rude processes, to reder up its gold. That the soil may be impregnated in every
direction, channels are formt-i down the sides of the golden mountain, and pits dug, by
which processes it is perforated like a honeycomb ; and the earth being all washed awty,
presents a picture of desolation which excites the astonishment of strangers. The produce
of gold has ereatly diminished, and on the whole the precious metal has proved to Brazil a
fatal gift The eager search and hope have continued afler the amount ceased to repay the

labour. A few instances of wealth suddenly acquired have generated a dislike of steady

and regular occupatiw ; and the rich soil in the neighbourhood of Uie r nes, and from
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Diamond Sivcr.

which the most solid wealth might have been derived, is allowed to lie waste. Th*; fifth

claimed by the king, though extensively evaded, presses hoavily on this branch of induk'ry.

The diamonds of Brazil are a source of wealth still more brilliant, yet even less {.to-

ductive. The principal diamond ground is in a circuit of sixteen leagues round Tejuco, in

the district of Serro do Frio. The trade has been monopolised by the government ; and as

usual in such cases, haa been conducted at a very great expense. Not less than 35,r0O/.

annually is said to be expended in offi-

cers, negroes, machinery, and instru-

ments. All proprietors resident near

the spot eagerly profler their negroes

at a very low rate ; to which proceed-

ing it is alleged that sinister motives

fVequently impel them. The dia-

monds of Brazil are found in a situa-

tion similar to that of the gold, among
portions of alluvial earth. Of all the

depositories of diamonds, the most ce-

lebrated is the river Jiquitonhonha

{Jig. 061.), which flows nearly as

broad as the Thames at Windsor.

'When worked, the channel is turned aside either by canals or pumps, and the earth from

the bottom dug out. The cascalho is then laid in heaps by the side of a flooring ijig. 082.),

divkled into variuus comportments, into each of which a current of water is admitted.

V/hile this passes through, the cascalho is kept in

constarit motion by raking it till the earthy par-

ticles are washed away. The negro stationed at

each compartment then begins a meet diligent

search for the diamonds. When he finds one, he
claps his hands, and holds it up between his fore-

finger and thumb to the overseer, who places it in

a IkiwI suspended from the centre of the structure.

When a negro presents a stone cf seventeen carats

and a half, he receives his liberty ; and handsome
presents are given whenever any diamond of infe-

rior, though of considerable, size is found. On the

other hand, the strictest precautions are taken to

prevent any from being secreted. Three over-

seers, placed on high seats, command a view of the

whole group; and the negroes are fiequently

changed from one compartment to another, lest

they should thrust a diamond into a comer, and
return to take it away. There is an infinite va-

riety in the size of the diamonds. Some are so

very small, that sixteen or twenty are required to make up a carat ; while, on the other hand,

two or three are usually found in the course of a year, weighing from seventeen to twenty
carats. It is not expected that one weighing thirty carats will be found oilener than once
in two years. The diamonds of Brazil are larger than tho&e of India, ond as brilliant, but

not 80 hard. At the first discovery of the mines they sent forth no less than a thousand

ounces of diamonds, which mode a prodigious impression on the market ; but of late their

annual produce has not much exceeded 22,000 carats.

Of ?lher mineral products, iron and copper are said to abound in the interior province of

Matto Groeso ; but they have not yet been worked. There are also topazes larger than

those of Saxony and Siberia, tourmalines, and rock crystal.

Manufactures have made smaller progress in Brazil than in any other of the South Ame-
rican colonies. The only fabric of importance is that of gold and silver, which is carried on
in the capital to a great extent The articles wrought are of great beauty, and are an
object even of export
Commerce flourishes in consequence of the very dependence of the country upon foreign

manufiictures, as well as the valuable products of its soil. Rio Janeiro is the centre of trade

for the southern coasts, which send to it provisions for its own consumption, as well as hides,

tobacco, sugar, and cotton ; vast trains of loaded mules also come and go to the interior pro-

vinces, especially S. Paulo and Minas Geraes. Bahia carries on most of her trade, and Per-

nambuco and Maranham nearly all of theirs, direct with Europe and the United States. The
southern provinces export wheat hides, horn, hair, and tallow ; the middle, gold and pre-

cious stones ; and the northern, cotton, cotfee, sugar, tobacco, and Brazil wood. Tl<? imports

are chiefly wines, brandy, and oil, from Portugal; cotton, woollens, linens, hu; Ivare, and

other manufactured articles firom Great Britain ; and flour, salted provisions, naval Btores

WaaUnc rwr Diuaoodi.
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and household furniture, from the United States. The total value of the exports is abm
25,000,000 dollars a year, comprising 100,000 tons of sufrar, 40,000 tons of coffee, ISOJOi

bags of cotton, 500,000 hides, &c. The value of the exports from the United States in

Brazil is about 2,000,000 dollars; of imports from Brazil nearly 5,000,000. Great Britai

imports into Brazil nearly 20,000,000 dollars' worth of her manufactures annually.

The roads from Rio to the leu

'mg points of the interior are sai

to be tolerable; though the ei

tire absence of wagons seems <

imply a very low degree of in

provement. In the more unfr«

quented districts the roads ai

merely paths cut in the woods

and mode extremely narrow, n(

only that less labour may serve t

make them, but that the constat

tread over one spot may check th

continual encroachments to b

dreaded from tropical vegetatioi

The numerous streams, destitut

of bridges, and, in many cases, of ferry-boats, are crossed on rafls moved by poles, while th

horse, held by the head, is made to swim over {fig. 063.).

Sect. XI.—Civil and Social Slate.

The population of Brazil has been very vaguely estimated, and generally much under th

truth. Sir George Staunton, in the end of the fast century, did not suppose it to excee
200,000 whites, and 600,000 negroes. From further enquiries it was ascertained that th

number could not be less than 3,000,000. But according to a report made to the king o

Portugal in 1819, and different statements furnished by the captains-general and other ofli

cers, Brazil, between 1810 and 1818, contained 3,617,000 inhabitants. Of these there wer
848,000 whites, 426,000 freemen of mixed blood, 159,000 free negroes, 1,728,000 negr
slaves, 202,000 slaves of mixed blood, 259,000 Indians. The number must since that tira<

have inceased greatly, both from immigration and from the introduction of nogro slaves

which, for some years, have averaged a&>ut 50,000 a year. The population of Oie empin
cannot at present be less than 5,000,000, of which about one-fiflh are whites, three-fifth

slaves, and the remainder free coloured persor '.

The great predominance of the negro population distinguishes Brazil unfavourably fron

the other South American states. By the above statement, it appears that not a fourth of

the population are of unmixed white race, and that more than half the entire number art

slaves. The continual importation of these negroes, the numbers who perished in the voy
age, and the manner in which they wore exhibited in open market, presented scenes equal!]

distressing and degrading to humanity. By a law of the state, however, this importatiot

was, in February, 1830, finally to cease. The existing slaves are exposed, of course, to al

the capricious and brutal treatment of their masters ; and with less protection from law thai

in the West Indies. On the whole, however, their actual condition is more favourable

Even the multitude of festivals affords a relief to the slave, and gives him opportunities of

doing a good deal for himself. Public opinion is against the master who obstructs the negn
in endeavouring to procure his own emancipation, and refuses a reasonable price for it

What is of more im{x>rtancp, as soon as the negro or mulatto is free, he labours no longei

under that proscription which pursues him in the United States. He is admissible to all

offices, is equal to the white in the eye of the law, and not very much inferior in public

opinion. Mrs. Graham saw at the levee several negro officers taking in their black' coarse

hands the fair hands of the queen, and applying them to their lips. Mr. Mathison even coa
ceives that, in the event of a slave insurrection, all the class of free negroes would make
common cause with the whites.

Of the Brazilian character report does not speak very favourably. The emigrants consist,

in a great measure, of adventurers, oflen of inferior rank, who have gone out with the view

of amassing a fortune in any shape, and pursue a traffic partaking more of peddling and

retail habits than of any liberal principles of trade. Many of the free negroes and mulat
toes seem to have a good deal of the scoundrel about them. The ladies have less libertji

than in Europe, and do not make the very best use of what they have. The charges againsl

them seem often too sweeping ; but, from the concurrent testimony of travellers, they rant

lower than those of Europe, and have not the same graces either of attire or manners. Mrs
Graham, however, observed a warmth of domestic affection which she never saW equalled,

unless in some of the Highland clans, and which shows itself rather unluckily by marriagei

of uncles with nieces, nephews with aunts, and others within the forbidden degrees. Or
the whole, the night of ignorance in which Brazil has hitherto been involved must servo at
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an excuse for many faults; and, in proportion as this is dispelled, much improvement may
be expected.

Science, literature, and art have scarcely yet any existence in Brazil. Some of the higher
cliifisei^ and of the officers of the government, are well informed, and the sea-port towns are
bi^giiiiiing to imbibe the spirit and knowledge of Europe ; but tliese improvements have
innde little way into the interior. In 1806, the prince regent carried out a library of 70,000
volumes, which is open to the public ; and there is a museum, containing a fine collection

of diamonds, crystals of gold, and other Brazilian minerals, but not rich in any other respect
The plan of founding an university is not yet executed; and the Brazilians who seek a
finished education must cross the sea to Coimbra.

'i'he Indians in Brazil are in a much more uncivilised and unpromising state than in the
Spanish settlements. They have never been incorporated in any shape with the European
population, but have always retired before the progress of civilisation into the depths of their

forests. They have borrowed, indeed, from the Portuguese some scanty portion of raiment.
But they have never attempted the taming of animals, or the planting of grain ; they sub-

sist solely on the spontaneous fruits of the earth, the roots which they can dig up, and the
game brought down by their arrow, which they shoot with marvellous dexterity, taking an
almost unerring aim at the distance of forty or fifty yards. They have always ranked, even
among American savages, as pre-eminently rude and barbarous. They have been regarded
as anthropophagi; though, perhaps, the evidence of late travellers to this point is not quite

decisive ; for we cannot admit as such the hideousness of their aspect, or their custom of
devouring flesh half roasted. As among other savages, some most uncouth customs prevail.

Tiie Butucudos, who inhabit the back settlements of Porto Seguro, have a lavourite mode
of ornamenting themselves by what is called the hotoque. This consists of large pieces of
wood pendent from the ears and the under lip, to which they are fastened by holes bored for

timt purpose. The n^sult is, that the ears are stretched till they hang down, like wings,
sometimes to the shoulder ; while the lip is made to project, and half the lower teeth are
protruded in the processes of eating and speaking. They sometimes also paint themselves
frightfully, the body black and the face red, probably, to strike terror into their enemies.
The Puries, Pataches, Machacaries, with sundry other tribes, of name and aspect equally

uncouth, have the same general character, with sundry fantastic peculiarities belonging to

each.

Skct. VII.

—

Local Geography.

The provinces of Brazil can scarcely as yet tie exhibited in any very minute local and
statistical details. In taking a view of their leading features, we may divide them into thq
provinces of the southern coast, Rio Janeiro, St Catharine, Rio Grande do Sul or Pedro,
Espiritu Santo ; those of the northern coast, Bahia, Seregipe, Alagoas, Peroambuco, Paraiba,

Rio Grande do Norte, Seara, Piauhy, Maranham ; the interior provinces, Minas Geraes, San
Paulu, Goyaz, Matto Groeso, Para.

Rio Janeiro (fig. 084.), the capital of the empire, may now, perhaps, rank as the largest

and most flourishing city of South America. It lies on the western side of a noble bay,

^^ seventy or eighty miles in ciroumfe-
®®* *f *— rence, forming one of the most spa-

cious and secure receptacles for ship-

ping in the world. Mrs. Giaham,
after successively admiring the bay
of Naples, the Fritli of Forth, and
Trincomalee, considers the bay of Rio
Janeiro as surpassing them all in

beauty. It is studded with upwards
of 100 islands; the ships of all na-

tions are seen passing through its

channels, and innumeiaole little boats

flitting about The shore rises im-

mediately into green and wooded hills, thickly planted with villas and convents, and behind

which lofty mountains shoot up their heads in the most picturesque and romantic forms.

These objects compose the most enchanting scene that can be imagined. It struck a late

traveller as greatly resembling the Trosacha at the entrance of Loch Katrine. The town
is tolerably well built, much m the European style, the houses being throe or four stories

high, though the streets are rather narrow. Two of them extend the whole length, with
new and braid streets striking off fVom them ; and there are several very handsome squares.

The town is well supplied with water, by excellent aqueducts. There is a greater stir and
bustle than is usual m a South American city, though the crowd of half-naked blacks and
mulattoes offends the eye of the iiewly arrived European. The population has been fixed

only by rude conjecture. Before the arrival of the court, it was supposed to fall short of

lUD.OOO ; but that event caused a great increase, and it bat even been eatimatod as high te

Bio Janeiro.
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Palue ofSao ChriilorMi.

The environs of Rio de Janeiro lure delightful in the extreme, the valleys and
sides of the hills being covered

965 ^—^ ^\'% ^'^ trees, shrubs, and creeping^ " plants of peculiar beauty. The
bay of Bottafbgo, and the sides of

the rude and lofly mountain called

the Corcovado, are the spots most
particularly celebrated. The king

has a rural palace, called San
Christovao {fig. 085.), of light

and pavilion-like architecture, and
which from its site has a much
more pleasing effect than that in

the city. We have already no-

ticed the trade of Rio Janeiro, cen-

tring in itself that of all southern Brazil. The cultivation of sugar, coffee, tobacco, cotton,

and other tropical products, is rapidly extending; but the greater part of the flour inade use

of is brought (torn the United States and the Cape of Good Hope. The trade is chiefly in

the hands of the British. The arsenal, the dockyard, and marine establishments are on a

small island within the harbour.

St. Catharine is a long narrow province, which is chiefly remarkable for the island of the

same name. It has a fine climate : its perpetual verdure and its conical rocky hills give it

a beautiful aspect from the sea. The town of Nossa Senhora or St Catherine has 5000 or

6000 inhabitants, many of whom have chosen it merely as an agreeable residence. The
coast is as yet thinly peopled, though it contains several excellent harbours, as Laguna,
Guaropas, and particularly San Francisco, on a river of the same name, which will increase

in importance when a road is opened over the mountains into the fine plain of Orotava.

Rio Grande do Sul, the most southern province, comprises a long extent of level and allu-

vial coast, in which the large lakes of Patos and Mirim run parallel with the sea. The
plains are covered with vast herds of cattle, which aflbrd hides and charque, or beef dried

in a peculiar manner, making a copious object of export Some of the fazendas, or farms,

comprise no less than 600,000 acres. The chief town is Portalegre, with 12,000 inhabitants,

to which the opportunities of its trade have attracted even English settlers. Being situated

at the head of the lake, its maritime intercourse is carried on by the port of St Pedro or

Rio Grande, which is also flourishing.

The province of Espiritu Santo and the comarca of Porto Seguro extend for about 400
miles along the coast northward from Rio ; but though the latter was the point first disco-

vered, and thoui(h they possess ample natural advantages, they have remained always in a

comparatively rude and unhnproved state. The coast ridge of Brazil is here formed, accord-

ing to the observation of Prince Maximilian, of a broad tract of high forests, extending from

Rio de Janeiro to Bahia, which has not yet been occupied by Portuguese settlers. Only a

few roads have been opened, with considerable labour, along the riven which traverse them.

A few settlements have been formed along the coast, which supply with timber and manioc
flonr the large cities of Rio and Bahia. These ara so closely pressed by the Puries, Boto-

cudos, and other tribes of Indians, that it is dangerous for settlera to penetrate into the inte-

rior, unless well armed and in large parties. These tracts, susceptible of the highest culti-

vation, ara covered at present with noble virgin forests, in which the cedar, the wasil-wood,
the Peruvian balsam-tree, and other aromatic and valuable species, abound. The Rio Doce
is the only river of a lonff course ; and it can be ascended in canoes propelled by poles. It

is in most places bordered by forests so thick and impenetrable, as seldom to leave ground
on which a house could stand : they echo with the roar of the tiger, the ounce, and the wild

boar, and of men still more savage and dangerous. Among numberleat other birds ara seen

the magnificent macaws, screaming aloud and soaring above the tops of the highest trees.

Of the sea-ports, the most important is Victoria, to whicb may be added those bearing the

names of the provinces, Espiritu Santo, and Porto Seguro ; as also Benavento and St
Mattheus. These towns consist generally of houses one story high, and the streets are

straggling, unpaved, and covered with grass. In Porto Seguro, though so near the sea, they

have no other food than salted fish, which rendera the scurvy very prevalent
The fine province of Bahia, or St Salvador, to which Porto Se^ro belongs, follows north

firom the two rude regions alroadjr described. It is the mo«* flourishing and industrious part

of all Brazil. Besides being originally the qietropnlitan province, it was long occupied by
tlie Dutch, who introduced their own commercial and improving habits. The territory

called the Rcconcale, containing a sweep of firom twelve to forty miles in breadth, is in

nigh cultivation, and containi| many flouruhing interior towns. Sugar, tobacco, and cotton

are largely cultivated and exported.

The city of Bahia, or St Salvador, is situated within Cape St Antonioythe eastern bound-

vrj of the noble bay of All Saints, which strikingly resemblea that of Rio Janeiro. It is
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similarly studded with many islands, and traversed by numberless sails, almost all the pro-

visinns and vegetables being brought by water. The shores, though not mountainous, are

high and richly wooded, and the town has a magnificent appearance from the water. With
these attractions the interior does not correspond, at least that of the lower town, where
the houses are high, the streets confined and narrow, wretchedly paved, never cleantd, and
therefore disgustingly dirty. The upper town, however, placed upon the side of a hill

which rises abruptly behind, though not well built, has a number cf handsome private houses
and public buildings. The sites and prospects are beautiful in the extreme. Evenr step

brings to view some magnificent scene ; the woods, the steep banks and gently sloping

lawns, generally opening to the sea or the lake behind the town, have a peculiar freshnesa

and amenity. The cathedral and several other churches are handsome and richly orna-

mented ; but the finest of them, the Ex-Jesuits' church, built entirely of marble imported

from Eiirope, has been converted into barracks. Society is not considered, by Mrs. Graham,
to be so polished as at Rio ; the dress and appearance of the ladies in the morning are

extremely slovenly, though in the evening they appear fully attired in the French style.

Gaming, the resource of vacant minds, is eagerly followed by both sexes. Intellectual pur-

suits seem little regarded; and though there is a large library, with some valuable manu-
scripts respecting the interior of America, it is allowed to lie in a neglected state. The
police is bad, the dagger being generally worn, and too often used : the deaths by assassi-

nation are estimated at 200 in the year; yet St Salvador is esteemed the gayest city in

Brazil. In 1832, 124 British ships, of the burden of 27,110 tons, cleared out firom Bahia.

Its population amounts to 120,000 souls.

Of the other towns of Bahia, Cachoeira, the principal of those in the Reconcale, is hand<

some and well built, and contains nearly 16,000 inhabitants. Jacobina, more in the interior,

was formerly enriched by mines, which are now given up. Ilheos, or San George, a prettily

situated port, was once very considerable, but it sunk with the banishment of the Jesuits,

and is now of little importance.

Pernambuco is the next province to Bahia, with the interventi(»i of the small and unim-
portant ones of Seregipe and Alagoas. P«mambuco ranks decidcdljr as- the third province

in the empire, being comparatively vr ry i> istrious, and having experienced a rapid improve-

ment fVom the extension of the gro ''
-I 'export of cotton. The harbour is one of the

most singular in the world. It is fo- o / . rectfe or reef of rocks, which run parallel

with the shore, and on the exterior sid « ich a heavy sea is perpetually breaking. To
the interior channel, however, this reet serves as a complete breakwater, and vessels which
have once turned its point hear the surf dashing without, and see the spray, while they
themselves are sailing on calmly and smoothly. What is called the town or Pernambuco is

a compound of four towns : Olinda, seated aliove on a range of rocky hills, and the most
ancient, but now much decayed ; Recife, built on a sand-bank level with the water, and
deriving its name from the reef opposite'to it already mentioned,—the seat of trade, highly

flourishing, and rnpidly increasing; St Antonio, or the middle town, composed of larffe and
broid streets, and containing the governor's house, and two principal churches ; lastly, Boa
Vista, an extensive agreeable suburb, where the principal merchants have commodioua
gardens. Pernambuco has flourished extremely and increased rapidly, chiefly in conse-

quence of the augmented culture of cotton, and the ample market for it in Europe. The
cotton of Pernambuco is said to be the best in the north of Brazil. In 1809, Mr. Koster
reckoned the population at 20,000; while, in 1821, Mr& Graham's estimate was 70,000.
Probably the increase could not be so very great, and there must be some error. The spirit

of liberty, and even of republicanism, is very strong at Pernambuco. It showed itself firat in

promptitude to separate from the mother country, and next in reluctance to submit to the sway
of the emperor, to which the inhabitants were at last reduced only by force of arms. This city,

the third in the empire, carries on an extensive commerce in cotton, hides, sugar, and wood.
The river St Francisco, much the largest of any which belongs wholly to Brazil, enten

the sea in the southern border of tliis province, afler a courae of nearly 900 miles through
the back territories behind the coast chain. The navigation is much injured, howetrcr, first

by a succession of fiills, and then by shallows at the mouth of the river, which render it

scarcely passable even for boats. Till of late, therefore, its banks were
occupieid only hjf a tew scattered fishermen and banditti. Now towns and
villages a^e rismg, and Penedo, the port, about eighty miles up, is becom-
inga thriving place.

The interior country behind Pernambuco consists of plains reaching

to a vast extent, though traversed in part by the great middle chain of

mountains. They are called the Sertam, a term contracted fVom Deser-

tam, which, however, they do not merit in its most rigorous sense, but

bear more analogy to the Llanos of the Orinoco, or the Pampas of La
Plata, being covered with luxuriant grass, on which vast herds of cattle

are fed. The Sertanejos {Jig. 086.), as they are called, occupy fatendot,

or cattle farms, of such vast extent, that few know their bounds, though
they attempt to calculate them by the hundreds of heads of cattle paa<

- I
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tured upon them. Their leagues, as in all other thinly inhabited tracts, are of immeasur
able and deceiving length, sometimes four miles. Their dress consists of jacket, hat, and
long pantaloons or leggings, all of brown untanned leather, a tanned goatskin over the

br^t, and a pair of coarse cotton drawers or trousers. They live in mud cottages thatched

with leaves, and if they poesess a table, consider it useless at meals, when the whole party

squat round on a mat, with the bowls, dishes, or gourds in the centre. The wife seldom
appears, and would be suspected of holding undue sway in the household, were she to make
any attempt to discourse. They eat meat three times a day, with milk and a little manioc
flour, or French beans. The children are often suckled by she-goats, which are thence
calleid eomadiet, or godmothers. All their religious ministrations are derived from itinerant

priests, who carry about an altar, and all the apparatus for mass, on so small a scale as to

be thrust into a pack-saddlo ; fh>m which they are drawn whenever a siifiicient number is

ibund to pay for the ceremony. This, with implicit faith in charms and relics, forms the

whole of their religion, to v/hich they are yet so strongly attached as with difficulty to deem
It credible that Mr. Koeter, whom tliey understood to be a heretic, should be of the same
shape with themselves. They are, on the whole, afler all, rather a good sort of people

;

hospitable, liberal, and open-hearted. Their distance from the seat of justice renders them
too prone to take the law into their own hands, and to wash out any deep offence with the

blood of the offender. Hence arise deadly and lasting feuds. The trafRc is conducted by

travelling pedlars, who give them, in exchange for their live stock, hides and cheese, vari-

ous trinkets, articles of luxury, and English cottons, which are now superseding the coaise

&brics of the country. The Sertam keeps up its intercourse with Pernambuco by Goiana,
a considerable and increasing town, forty miles in the interior, on a navigable river of the

Mune name.
The other provinces of the northern coast, Paraiba, Rio Grande do Norte, Seara, Piauhy,

and Maranhani, extend chiefly from east to west towards the mouth of the Amazon. They,
in general, present an aspect resembling Pernambuco ; the coast containing many fertile

and improvable districts, but the interior occupied extensively by the great Sertam, already

described, which reaches as far as Bahia. They are chiefly employed in the culture of

cotton, and rest their prosperity upon the increasing demand for that material. Maranham,
in particular, an alluvial isle, formed by the branches ofgreat rivers, exports, on an average,

70,000 large bales, of 180 lbs. each, besides a considerable quantity of rice and hides, and
has attained a population variously estimated at from 12,000 to as high as 30,000. The
otlier capitals are small. Paraiba, noted for the abundance of Brazil wood, was formerly
considered of more importance than now ; however, it has in &ct continued to increase,

though eclipsed by the superior importance of Pernambuco. Rio Grande is covered to a
great extent with hills of fine and white sand, and is fertile in sugar, yet thinly inhabited

;

and Natal, its capital, is little better than a village. Seara has a pretty brisk trade on a
small scale ; but, according to Mr. Koeter, the difficulty of land carriage, the want of a ffxA
harbour, and the dreadful droughts, prevent any sanguine hopes of its rise to opulence.

Piauhy is almost entirely an inland province, and its little interior capital, Oeyras, is scarcely

at all Known. The isle of Majo dos Soanes, situated at the mouth of the Amazons, is very

fertile ; but the heats would be insupportable were they not tempered by the sea-breezes.

A great part of its surfiice is covered with woods, tenanted by wandering Indians.

The interior provinces consist, in the first instance, of tlie three in the south, San Paulo,

Parent, and Uruguay ; which, with the exception of the chain separating them from the

coast, form a vast lowland, traversed by noble and navigable rivers ; but as these do not

direct their course towards the sea, but all towards the central channel of the Plata, they

are as yet of little benefit to commerce.
San Paulo was at first an Indian settlement, formed by a Jesuit missionary in 1550; but,

being reinforced by numerous .efugees and adventurers, a mixed race was formed, of a law-

less and daring character, who make a great figure in the early history of Brazil. These
Paulistas, as they were called, sot the Portuguese government almost at defiance, and made
tliemselves formidable to the neighbouring provinces. They are now brought down to the

character of tolerably quiet subjects ; but they still maintain, throughout Brazil, the reputa-

tion of hardy frankness, undaunted courage, and a romantic love of adventures and dangers.

Their features are strongly marked and expressive, their eyes flill of fire, and all their

motions lively and vigorous. They are the strongest, healthiest, and most active inhabitants

of Brazil ; and their adventurous spirit leads them to migrate through all its provinces. A
good deal of maize is cultivated, sufficient for private consumption ; but the chief wealth of

uie inhabitants consists in the vast herds of horses and cattle with which the plains are

covered. The former are of an active and valuable breed ; and the inhabitants display a

surprising strength and activity in pursuing and taming them. The Paulistas are fl-ank and

jovial; but the inferences hence made to their disadvantage are said to be unfhir. The
ancient province of San Vicente is enclosed in that of San Paulo.

Uruguay is formed of seven missions on the eastern bank of tho river of that nune, ceded

\rf Spun in 1750. Its chief importance consiata in the production of the tea ot herb of
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Paraguay, which is considered, over a great part of South America, as much a necessary of
life as the tea of China is with the English. That of Uruguay is indeed inferior to what is

produced in the territory west of the Parana; but as Dr. Franc ia, the present ruler of that

region, has capriciously prohibited its exportation, the Brazilians supply all the neighbour-
ing countries with this valuable commodity. The whole country, as far as the La Plata,

has indeed been lately erected into a new province, naiued Parana ; but part of this is, in

fact, the undisputed domain of Francia^ while his claim to the rest has been successifully

resisted by Buenos Ayres.

Minas Geraes, the most central province in Brazil, is distinguished as containing the
principal mines of gold and diamonds. In passing into it from San Paulo, a decided change
IB observable in tlie aspect of nature. The country swells into hills, and gradually assumes
the features of a romantic and alpine region. The goldea mountains, which traverse the
whole extent of Minas Geraes, do not rise ai "e £^00 or 4000 feet ; they exhibit not the

,

rugged clefts or gigantic rocky summits of the Alps or of the Cordilleras; they consist of

'

long series of detached ranges, with agreeable campos on their summit, and separated by
eloping and pastoral, but not very deep, valleys. The country is often extremely fertile,

and might yield the most valuable productions, were not the attention of the inhabitants

drawn off by the glittering but often useless treasures found in the bowels of the earth.

S. Joao del Rey is a neat little town of whitewashed, red-tiled houses, surrounded by a
singular scene of round hills and broken rocks, with tracts entirely sterile, and others covered
with the most luxuriant verdure. Its situation is so agreeable and central, that an intention

was once formed of making it the capital of Brazil. The mine from which its distinction

ia derived is merely a deep pit, into which the streams from the neighbouring hills are
directed, and in which any one is allowed to search. Its produce, and the hopes formed
from it, have much diminished, and S. Joao supports its somewhat languid prosperity chiefly

by an >iiiand trade, keeping four caravans, of fifty mules each, constantly gomg backwards
and forwards to Rio Janeiro. Villa Rica may be regarded as the El Dorado of Brazil, from
its highly productive gold mines, already described. The place is large, its inhabitants

being variously reportwl from 8500 to 20,(X)0. There are 400 or .500 go(^ houses ; and the
government palace, the town-house, the theatre, and the prison, have rather an unusual air

of magnificence. Water <° supplied from fourteen fine public fountains. The produce of
the mmes has declined ; but the internal trade is very brisk. Tejuco, the capital of the

diamond district of Serro do Frio, is situated in a most dreary tract, where all the neces-

saries of life must be brought from a considerable distance. It is well built, on very rugged
ground, and contains 6(H)0 free inhabitants, and as many slaves employed in searching for

dianionds. Villa do Principe, in a fine country, on the borders of the difimond district, enjoys

a more solid prosperity, and contains about 5000 people.

There are still several exterior provinces of Brazil, which have been occupied by the

Portuguese only at a few detached points, while by far the greater pnrt remains in fiiU pos-

session of the unsubdued Indians. These provinces are, Goyaz, Malto flrosso, and Para.

To them may be added the still more exterior regions beyond the Amazon^' nd the Madera,
Solimoens and Guiana, the domination over which can be considered by t.tt Portuguese as

only fbture and prospective.

Goyaz is a province, or rather kingdom, of vast extent, watered by the mighty streams of
the Tocantines and the Araguay, which unite in their progress tov/ards the Amazons. The
aspect is described as generally uneven, though seldom mountaino'js, comprising many sandy
sterile plains, wooded only upon the banks of the rivers. Gold was the lure which attracted

settlers into this desolate and unfirequented region ; and in the country round Villa Boa, the

capital, the quantity produced was for some time considerable, though now it is much
diminished. Villa Boa contains also a ^vernor, a bishop, and about 60U0 inhabitants.

Matto Grosso, west of Gdyaz, is a still vaster region, extending far into the interior, and
bounded only by the Madtra and the Upper La Plata. It consists for the most part of

immense plains, similar to the Llanos or Pampas ; for the lofty chain which our maps have
hitherto interposed between the Amazons and the Plata, has, according to Humboldt, been
ascertained to be a mere dividing ridge, rendered sensible only by the senaraticn of the

waters. The principal settlement is at Cuyaba, in the south-western district, where it can
hola communication with the more civilised regions. Here, too, gold was the first attrac-

tion, and even when the quantities which it produced began to diminish, the country was
found so fine and fertile, that its cultivation amply indemniCod the Cuyaban settlers. They
amounted, in 1800, according to Mr. Mawe's estimate, to 30,000. The official capital, how-
ever, is Villa Bella, on the Guapure, one of the principal heads of the Madera ; a nect

Bmall city, perhaps the most advanced point which the Portuguese hold in America. The
most powerful of the native tribes in this region are the Guaycurus, a numerous people,

who have adopted and carefully rearv3d all the domestic animals of Europe, and have thereby

greatly added to their power and numbers, without any doduction from their ferocity. They
never cultivate the ground, but subsist entirely on their herds, and the produce of the chase;

and, like the Tartars, when pasturage and game are exhausted, they migrate in large bodies
21*
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from one apot to another. The mothers, it is said, still retain the savage practice of destroy

ingr the embryo, till they have attained the age of thirty. The Guaycurus are the terror

of all the neighbouring Indians ; when successfiil in war, they massacre all the adults, and

carry off the children into slavery. Perhaps in the struggle which must finally ensue
- between them and the Portuguese, the triumph of the latter may not prove quite so certain

as some have anticipated.

Pari forms the northern part of this vast interior, filling the interval between the two
last-mentioned provinces and the stream of the Amazons. The greater part is, if possible,

still less known or occupied than even Matto Grosso; but there is a district near the mouth

of the great river, which is not only very fertile, but cultivated to a considerable extent It

is well fitted for sugar, and, since the cotton trade rose to such importance, has particularly

prospered, yielding a description little inferior to that of Bahia. The population of the capi-

tal, Pard or Belem, has been stated at 20,000 ; but probably this includes the immediately

surrounding district The water communications, however, of this city with the interior

are so immense, that it must continue to advance with the progressive settlement of the

provinces of Goyaz and Matto Grosso.

The province of Solimoens is still more remote from the sphere of European and civilised

existence. It extends beyond the Madera, south of the Upper Amazons, which here receives

four great rivers ; destined, perhaps, to be the scene of a crowded navigation, but whose

banks at present are only traversed by nameless and thinly scattered tribes of savage Indians.

Its only tincture of civilisation has been derived from Franciscan missions, of which nine

have been established along the banks of the great rivers.

The region of Portuguese Guiana is still more vast, extending 900 miles by 600, and

nearly on an equality as to settlement and civilisation. It indudes nearly the whole courso

of the Rio Negro, the rival of the Orinoco, and one of the greatest tribuUiries of the Ama-
zons. The Rio Negro derives its name from the black colour which its waters present to

the eye ; notwithstanding which, taken out of the river, they appear perfectly clear and

pellucid. Its navigation is good, and by the Cassiquiare it has a communication with the

Orinoco, which may hereafter prove of tiie greatest importance. Three leagues above the

mouth of the river, the Portuguese have established the town of Rio Negro, where they not

only keep their stores and a small garrison, but have endeavoured to form manufiictures of

cotton and pottery, which must be considered here as very forced undertakings. They
have also several small settlements and missions higher up the river, and on the Rio Branco^

its chief tributary. Still farther up, the \mazons receives the Yapura, another immense
tributary, coming across from the Cordillera. Its banks are covered with noble woods, indi-

cating a fertile soil ; but the navigation is rendered difficult hj the rapidity of the current

;

and the shores have been found unhealthy for European constitutions. The channel of the

Lower Amazon, for about 1600 miles, forms a sort of inland sea, in which the opposite banks

are often not visible, and the whole of which is believed to be navigable for the largest ves-

sels. This course is through an immense and magnificent plain, not encroached on even by

a hillock firom the bordering Andes, but sloping gradually and almost insensibly down to the

Atlantic. But this region, which will one day be the most flourishing on the fiice of the

earth, is at present occupied only by tribes of wandering Indians, and a few settlements,

which the Portuguese have formed by banishing their felons into it. These emigrants, at a
distance firom all law and restraint have availed themselves of their superior arms and skill

cruelly to oppress the natives, against whom they carry on a regular system of slave-hunting.

Charges of cannibalism have been made against these Indians to all travellers, including

Mr. Mawe, who descended the river ; but they have never been confirmed by credible eye-

witnesses, and are alleged by D'Acunha to have been invented by the Portuguese, in order

to justify their own outrageous conduct Equally ancient and continued have been the

reports of tribes of warlike females inhabiting the banks; and, though destitute of any
regular confirmation, and evidently much exaggerated, they may probably have some fbunda'

tion in truth.

CHAPTER V.

COLOMBIA, OR NEV\r GRENADA, VENEZUELA, AND EttUATOR.

Colombia is the name given to the extensive territory of an independent state, which
took the lead among the newly-formed republics in what was formerly Spanish South Ame-
rica. Recent changes have subdivided it into three portions, which have assumed the appel-

lations of New Grenada, Venezuela, and the Equator ; but it is still convenient to give its

physical features under the general appellation of Colombia.

Sect. I.

—

General Outline and Aspect,

Colombia, in its general outline, occupies nearly the whole north and north-western part

of South America, and comprehends the two governments included by the Spaniards under

"''^'iiwig
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the names of the viceroyalty of New Grenada, conoprising Quito, and the captaincy-general

of the Caraccas, or Venezuela, including Spanish Guiana. It is bounded on the north by

the great gulf of the Atlantic, which is enclosed between its shore and the long chain of

the West India islands, commonly called the Caribbean Sea. On this side also a narrow

land boundary connects it with Guatemala, but its limits on that side are unsettled. On the

west it stretches along the boundless expanse of Pacific from the Golfo Dolce on the north

to the Rio Tumbez on the south. Southward it borders on Peru, separated from it by a line

of river and mountain boundary extending first southeasterly from the Tumbez to about 7°

8. lat., and then northeasterly to the Javary. The limits along the Brazilian possessions

have been described in the account of Brazil. The Essequibo and the Pumaron separate it

from British Guiana. No actual settlements have, however, been formed on the mighty
Amazons, which can only be approached by rugged and entangled tracks, such as the most
daring traveller alone ventures to troad ; and on the east the extreme boundary of solid and
practical settlement appears formed by the Orinoco in its course from west to east All the

'

rest, under the name of Guiana, is merely an indefinite expanse of river and forest, of which
the native Caribs remain in almost undisturbed possession.

The surface of Colombia, its mountains and plains, are of the most varied character, and
on the most majestic scale, presenting forms and phenomena the most grand and awful that

are to be found on the globie. The summits of the Andes have ceas^, indeed, to rank aa

the very loftiest on earth. The Himalayah, the mountain boundary of Hindostan, is not

only higher, but presents, perhaps, a grander continuity of unbroken and gigantic steeps.

But, ascending from the low country by a series of tabular plains and broad valleys, it pre-

sents at no single point any very astonish-

ing elevation. It has nothing to resemble
those solitarj' gigantic cones, which, in the

Colombian cordil' ^, shoot up towards the

sky, and even under the burning influence

of the equator remain buried to a great

depth in perpetual snow. Chimborazo {Jig.

067.), the giant of the west stands yet un-

sealed by mortal foot Humboldt and his

companions made extraordinary exertions

to reach its summit a»d arrived at abuu*

2000 feet from that point then believed tr

be the greatest elevation ever attained by man. Here they planted their instruments on a
narrow ledge of porphyritic rock, which projected from the vast field of unfathomed snow.
A broad impassable chasm prevented their farther advance ; besides which, they felt in the

extreme all the usual inconveniences of such high situations. They were enveloped ir.

thick fogs, and in an atmosphere of the most piercing cold ; they breathed with difficulty,

and blood burst from the eyes and lips. The form of the mountain, which is that of a trun-

cated cone, appears everywhere sublime, but peculiarly so from the coast of the Pacific at

nearly 200 miles distance, whence it resembles an enormous semitransparent dome defined by
the deep azure of the sky ; dim, yet too decided in outline to be mistaken for a cloud. The
height was ascertained by Humboldt to be 21,440 feet Antisana, though only 10,000 feet,

is remarkable for having a village on its side at the height of 13,500 feet once believed the
highest inhabited spot on the globe. The French academicians, when thev established

themselves on the top of Pichincha, at the height of 15,000 feet experienced all the rigours
of an arctic winter, which sometimes threw them, all^r the exertion of mounting, into a
state of vertigo or insensibility. They were involved in almost constant fc^s, and when
these cleared, they beheld the clouds spreading a wide and smooth surface beneath them
like that of the ocean, and heard the dreadful roarings of the tempest in the valley of Quito.
The most tremendous volcanoes in the world are thoie which burst from tliis mountain

range. Cotopoxi {Jig. 088.) is the most formidable in the Andes, and, indeed, on the globe.

oao r7«*fc.
'^''''' """""^'n '8 18,898 feet high, conse-

088 *53i| nuently more elevated than Vesuvius would
be if placed on tho top of TcnerifTe. It is

the most beautiful of all these colossal sum-
mits, presenting the form of a regular and
mootli cone, wrapped in a covering of tho

purest white, whicn shines in the rays of
the sun with dazzling splendour, and de-

taches itself in the most picturesque man-
ner from the azu/e vault of heaven. It is

seldom that this volcano is wholly silent,

and that at night smoke and flame are not
'**°'"'' seen rising from its summit, like a beacon

flame la the regiinu above. In the coarse of the last century, it had five great eruptions.

ChiBboraao.

11
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and one in 1803. As the inflamed matter ascends, the perpetual snows, which have covered

the summit to an aimoet untiilhomubit- deptli, are n^ ilted, and rush down in destructive tor-

rciit-s when its naked and embrowned iiead is disp'aycd to tlie astonished inhabitants of the
plain. Then, amid ap|>alling sounds, louder than the loudest roar of artillery, the burning^

entrails of the earth rush up into tlie sicy, rising; oilen half a mile above the mountain head
before they stream down upon the tturrounding districts; mountain above mountain is then
raised of pumice and lava. It has been averred that Cotopaxi was heard at the distance of

6UU miles. Humboldt certainly states, that on the coast of the Pacific, at 140 miles dis-

tance, it sounded like thunder, or like tlie discharge of a continuous battery of cannon.

From tliis and tlie other South American craters are ejected not only the usual volcanic sub-

stances, but torrents of boiling water and niud, ullen containing great quantities of dead
fiiilics. Sometimes, atler successive eruptions, the undermined walls of the mountain fall

in, and become a mass of tremendous ruin. Such was the tate of El Attai, which once
reared its head above Chimborazo, and of another very lofty volcano, which, in 1696, fell

with a similar crash.

The general range of the Andes, as it passes through Colombia, is divided in the north

into three parallel chains, of which the eastern has between it and the middle chain the

plain of Santa Fe de Bogota, and some others, which constitute the most valuable part of

New Grenada. Farther south, these chains unite into two, of which the most elevated,

comprising all the highest volcanic summits, is on the western side, facing the expanse of

tiie Pacific. Between it and the parallel chain is interposed the table plain of Quito, about

twenty miles in breadth, and of the most surpassing richness and beauty. To the east also

the Andes throw out a chain, called by Humboldt the shore chain of Venezuela, which runa
parallel to tiie sea along the coast of Caraccas, as far as Cumann, leaving along the shore r

plain rich in the most valuable tropical productions. The surface of all these mountain <!^

tricts presents a very diflerent aspect from that of the huge broad mass of the table-la.id of
Mexico. Their elevated steep ridges are separated by deep narrow burning valleys, which
descend aimoet to the level of the sea, and the only temperate knds consist of small plaina

Refertnc€$ to the Map of Colombia and Guiaiia.
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which hang aa it were on their sides. There is thus a more rapid, and as it were precipi-

tous descent from an arctic to a temperate, and then to an equatorial climate. A traveller

may quit in the momingr the fh>zen tracts neat tr.^ mountain summits, and, passing through

the pine forests, may successively traverse fields of oats, barley, and wheat, and may walk
in the evening; amid plantations of sugar-cane and banana. Yet the lower grounds along

the rivers are cloae, swampy, and filled with myriads of tormenting insects ; and it is not

until he has ascended to almost a mountain height, and feels the breezes blowing from the

regions of perpetual snow, that h^ finds an air which he can breathe, or even ground on
which he can tread with safety.

The Llanoa form another extensive portion of the Colombian territory, commencing where
the mountain ranges terminate, and reaching east and south to the Orinoco. They consist

of immense flats, covered with magnificent forests and vast savannahs, in which the grass

often grows above the human height, covering from view both man and horse. A great

extent is inundated by the Orinoco and its large tributaries. The soil is fertile in tho

extreme ; but the unhealthincss of the climate deters settlers who are not urged by extreme
necessity.

Two other groups, not belonging to the Andes, have been traced by Humboldt These
are, the Sierra de Santa Martha, 18,000 feet high, which mariners, seeing on that coast

covered with perpetual snow, never hesitated to rank as part of the Cordillera ; but it is now
ascertained to be a single mighty group, entirely surrounded by plain. The other is the

Sierra Parime, to the east and south of the Orinoco, a widely extended heap of mountains,

but not very lofly. Both by its elevation and its position on the continent, it assimilates

rather to the system of the Alleghany and the mountains of Brazil than to that of the Cor-

dilleras.

Among its rivers, Colombia may rank several, the greatest both of the Old and the New
World. She sets one foot, as it were, on the Marefion: but that river, being scarcely

accessible, and the country near it occupied only by a few scattered missions from Peru,

cannot be considered in any practical sense as Colombian. The same observation may
almost apply to its great tributaries, the Napo, the lea or Putumayo, and the Japura or Ca-
queta, which descend to it from the Andes of Quito. The secondary but still immense
stream of the Orinoco ri.ses in the southern part of the mountains of Parime, and, winding
round them, flows first west, then north, till it takes its final course eastward to the Atlantic.

It enters that ocean by a delta of about fifly channels, and after a course of 1380 miles. In

an early part of that course it forms a remarkable communication, by the Casbiquiare, with

the Rio Negro, and through it with the Amazons, of which the Rio Negro is the largest

northern tributary. From the boundless expanse of the Llanos, the Orinoco receives several

mighty rivers that have their sources in the Andes,—the Guaviare, the Meta, and the Apure;
the last of which, flowing through the plains of Venezuela, and drawing its waters from the

coast chain, is alone very important in a commercial view. These shores n ay in future

ages Become the magnificent seats of empire, but at present they are overgrown with forests

and thickets, peopled only by wandering Caribe, and presenting but a few scattered missions

and settlements. The really useful streams are those of smaller dimensions, which, run-

ning like long canals between the mountain chains, bring down the products of those high

valleys, at present the only cultivated part of Colombia. The Magdalena, the largest and
most commodious of these streams, has a course of more than 500 miles between the eastern

and middle chain of the Cordilleras, affording to the plain of Santa Fe a communication
with the sea. The Cauca runs between the middle and western chain ; and, after a course

of nearly equal length, joins the Magdalena before it falls into the sea near Carthagena.

The Atrato is a smaller stream, between the western chain and the Atlantic. The Magda-
lena is throughout navigable, though the voyage is rendered painful by the heat and tho

myriads of insects. The navigation of tho Cauca is by no means so good. To the south,

the still smaller rivers of Esmeraldas and of Guayaquil afford to the republic of the Equator
an important means of communicating with the Pacific Ocean.
There are scarcely any lakes of importance. We must except, however, that of Mara-

caybo, which, though it communicates with tho sea, yet, unless in strong winds blowing from

thence, preserves its waters fresh and unmixed. There are also dispersed throughout the

territory various little collections of water on the declivities of hills, and otiiers formed by

the expansions of rivers.

Sect. TL—Natural Oeography.

SirnsioT. 1.

—

Geology,

We have not met with any description illustrative of the ge(wno8tical stractun and com-
position of this country : but it is well known that Colombia a&rda considerable qiuntitiet

(^ gold, ailver, platina, and other metals.
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SuBBRCT. 2.

—

Botany.

Perhaps nothing is so well calculated to convey a faithful general representation of an
American intratropical vegetation as the following sketch, by the celebrated Humboldt, in

his "Tableau Physique des Regions Equinoxiales, illustrated by a plate of the physical phe-

nomena presented by those regions from the level of the sea to the highest summit of the

Andes." We shall here consider the botanical part of it alone ; and let us, with that emi-
nent philosopher, suppose ourselves transported into the region where nature has delighted

in combining the most majestic forms, grouped in the most striking manner; that country
of the Palms and the scitamineous plants, which stretches from the level of the ocean to a
height of 513 toises; the land of the Banana {Muta), the Heliconia, the Alpinia, and the
most odoriferous liliaceous productions. In this burning climate grnw the Tiieophrasta, the
Plumiera, Mussenda. Ciesaipinia, Cecropia peltata, tlie Hymenea, the Balsam Tree of Tolu,
and the Cusparia or Quinine Tree of Carony. On the barren sea-shore, beneath the shade
of Cocoas, Lauras Persea, and Mimosa Inga, are found the Allionia, the Conocarpus, the

Mangrove {Rhizophora Man/fle), Convolvulus littoralis and brasiliensis, the Talinum Avi-
cennia. Cactus Pereskia, and Sesuvium Portulacastrum.

Some of the plants of this region possess striking peculiarities and remarkable exceptions

to the general laws of vegetation. The South American Palms, like those of the Old
World, are unable to endure the cold of the high mountains, and disappear at an elevation

of 513 toises. Ono single Palm, from the Andes (Ceroxylon andieola) {Jig. 900.), presents

the extraordinary phenomena of growing equally at a height of from 054 to 1472 toises; its

trunk, coated with a waxy substance, attains to a height of 5'1 metres (about 160 feet). It has
been stated that a Palm grows in the ravines of the Straits of Magellan, lat 50° S. This
is the more striking, as it is impossible to confound a palm tree with any other vegetable,

except it be the arborescent Ferns, whose existence there would be equally remarkable. In
Europe the Palmetto and Date are not found farther north than 43° 4iO'. The Scitaminee,

especially the species of Heliconia, cease at a height of 410 toises. Near the summit of
the Silla de Caraccas (1103 toises) grew a scitamineous plant, from nine to twelve feet high

in such abundance as to render a passage through it difficult: it appeared to Humboldt to

be a new and hardier kind of Heliconia. Sesuvium Portulacastrum vegetates alike on the

shores of C'jmana and to the east of t^e city of Mexico, on a plain 120U toises high, where
tho soil is impregnated with carbonate and muriate of soda. Indeed, the plants of salt

aiarshes generally seem little affected by differon"* of temoerature.

090

991

Oeroxriun Andicoli. Tree Fma.

Above the region of Palms and Scitamineie is that of the Tree Ferns (Jig, 991.) and
Cinchonas. The latter possess a much wider range than the ferns, which prefer a tem-
perate climate, and an elevation between 200 and "JO toises, while the Quinine Trees rise

to 1487 toises above the level of the sea. The hardiest species are Cinchona lancifolia and
C. cordifolia, the tendcrest C. oblongifolia and longiflora. The famous Quinine Tree of Loxa,
which is quite different from the orange Quinine of Santa Fe, grows from 975 to 1280
toises; itdifiers essentially from C. glandulifera, to which it bears most analogy, and has
only been hitherto seen near Ix)xa, and in a small district of Peru. To distinguish it from
all other species, and tndo away tho incorrect appellation of Cinchona officinalis, it has been
called C. Condaminca. Caoutchouc is the product of several plants, that possess few ana
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logous characters, of Ficiis, a Hevea, a Lobelia, a Castilloa, and several Euphorbias. Cam*
phor also exists in vpgetnblcs of dilfbrent genera, being extracted !n Asia from a I^ourcl,

and in Peru from a didynamous shrub found by M. Haenke. The fruit of a Myrica and the

trunk of a Palm equally yield wax : thus substances, possessing similar chemical properties

are derived from hif^hly dissimilar vegetables; and it is thn same with the febrifuge princi-

ple of Cinchona, which resides in plants belonging to totally different genera.

The Cusparia of Carony, near Upatu, a magnificent tree, which yields the Angostura
Bark, is not a Cinchona, though it be difficult even for a chemist to distinguish between
the infusion of Cuspa and that of the orange Quinine from Santa Fe. Upon the sea-coast

west of Popayan grows a tree possessing the qualities both of Cinchona and Wintera, but

differing from either of these genera. The Cusparia of Guiana, the Cuspa of New Anda-
lusia, and the Cascarilla of Atacamez, all vegetate at the level of the sea; and their juices

contain a principle analogous to that aflbrdea by the true Cinchonas at an elevation of 1430
toises.

In the temperate region of the Cinchonas grow some Liliacese, as Sisyrinchium ; the large

blue-flowered MelastnmK, the arborescent Passion Flowers, as tall as our European Oaks,
Bocconia frutescens. Fuchsias, and most beautiful AlstroDmcrios. The Macrocnemum and
Lysianthus grow niajestically there, and the ground is clothed with Kolreuteria, and Weis-
sia, and Dicrenum, and other evergreen mosses, while the ravines shelter Gunneras, Oxal-
ides, Doretenias, and a multitude of unknown Aruma Porliera hygromctrica with Hyperi-
cum baccatum and cayanense grow higher up. Beyond 1120 toises, the sensitive Mimosas
disappear under the influence of the increased cold ; at 13:30 to 1340 toises, Aciena, Dichon-
dra, Nierember^ia, Hydrocotyle, and Alchemilla form a thick turf. This is tlie region of

the Weinmannias and Oaks, of Spermacoce and Vallea stipularis. The Mutisia climbs

over the loftiest trees. The Oaks {Quercus granaleiuia) only commence in Equatorial

Regions at an elevation of 872 toises ; while in Mexico they are fbund as low as 410 toises.

These arc the plants which sometimes recall the idea of spring in these regions ; they lose

all their foliage, and the young verdure of the new leaves mingles most agreeably with the

Epidendrums that grow upon their branches. The Cheirostemon, « new genus of Malvacee,
with a most singularly shaped flower, grows also on the Andes of Peru. For a long time a
single individual only was known, near the city of Toluca in Mexico ; it seems to be wild

in Guatemala ; and this fomous Hand Plant of Toluca has probably been equally planted by
some Rointztequas, whose taste for cultivation, and whose admiration of the beauties of

vegetation, are attested bv the ruined gardens of Iztapalapan.

Near the Equator, the larger trees are not found beyond 1385 toises ; and above the level

of the city of Quito they become small and comparatively of stunted growth. At 1700
toises, almost all arborescent vegetation ceases, though shrubs become more abundant: thia

is the region of the Berberries, the Durantas, and Barnardesias, whose presence marks the

vegetation of Pasto and Quito, as that nf Santa Fe is indicated by the Polymnia and Tree
Thorn-apples. Castillejas, Embothrium, and Clusias are common in this region, with Cal-

ceolarias, whose golden yellow blossoms contrast agreeably with the verdure of the grass

through which they sprout Nature has assigned a zone to these plants, which commences
at a northern degree of latitude. Higher up, towards the summit of the Cordillera, from
1436 to 1690 toises, is the region of Wintera and Escallonia. The cold and damp climate

causes the trunks to become short and to divide into numerous branches, covered with cori-

aceous and glossy foliage. Some trees of the Orange Quinine and Embothrium are found
thus high. The Alstonia, whose dried leaves form a wholesome tea, with a Wintera and
Escallonia, form scattered groups, and at their feet grow small Lobelias, Basellas, and Swer-
tia quadricomis. Still higher, at 1796 toises, the arborescent plants disappear ; in a narrow

valley on the volcano of Pichincha alone is there a group of

arborescent Syngenesiie, with stems 20 to 24 feet high. Fron:

1026 to 2103 toises extends the range of alpine plants ; Stshe-
linas. Gentians, and the Espeletia fruticosa, whose downy leaves

often shelter the poor Indians who are overtaken by night in

these desolate spots. The open plain is adorned with lobelia

nana, Sida pichinchensis. Ranunculus Gusmanni, Ribes frigidum,

Gentiana quitensis, and many similar plants. The Molinas are

the under-fihrubs that grow at the greatest elevation on the vol-

canoes of Purace and Antisana. At an elevation of 2103 toises,

the alpine plants give place to the Graminee, of which the

region extends to ti^60 toises. There, Jurava, Stipa, and many
new species of Agrostis, Panicum, A vena, and I^ctylis cover

the soil, which, at a distance, weara the appearance of a golden
carpet, called by the inhabitants Pajonal. Snow falls, from time
to time, on the region of the Gramineee. At a height of 2360
toises there are no more flowering plants under the equator.

From this limit to that of perpetual snow, Lichens alone clothe

, Ifmbiliearia Piutulatt.

t, Vanuuiit Oragnphica.
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the rocks. Some of these indeed appear to vegetate under the snow, for nt 2850 toises,

near the summit of Chimborazo, the Umbilicaria pustulata (Jif(. Ji92. a) and Verrucuria
geographica (^/f. 992. o) are seen growing on a shelf of rtick, anil those were the last

organised substonces adhering to the soil at so great a height which Humboldt and his com-
panions were able to detect.

SuBSECT. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoology of Colombia offers a vast and almost unexplored field to the modem natu-
ralist. We know not. how it has happened, that, while Brazil has been traversed bv learned
men, sent from nearly all the European nations, the other regions of South America, in
regard to their zoological productions, are as little known at this period as they were wheo

guarded by Spanish jealousy; for Humboldt,
in Zoology, did little or nothing. We shall

not attempt, therefore, to hide this de-
ficiency by quotations froLi obsolete works;
rather wishing that a confession of unavoid-
able ignorance may induce those who have

,

the power and the inclination, to direct their
*

attention to this subject There is one bird,

how ver, of surpassing beauty, which we
can notice, as having been recently sent
from Colombia and Guatemala : this is the

Peacock Trofon. Calurus pavoninus Sw., or Peacock Trogon
(^g. 993.), so named from the splemiid

green plumage of the back and the long feathers towards the tail : it is said to be very rare;

living only in the deepest and most unfrequented forests ; and is much sought tor by the
natives on account of its superb feathers.

Sect. HI.

—

Historical Geography.

The former condition of all the Colombian states was that of a people much less advanced
in civilisation than those of Mexico and Peru. The whole of the vast plains watered by
the Orinoco and its tributaries were occupied by the Caribs, a savage and warlike race,

whom the Spaniards, probably in too sweeping a manner, branded as ferocicis cannibals. In
the upper plain of Bogota, however, amid the heights of the Cordilleras, was found the
kingdom of Cundinamarca, which could not indeed rival the arts and splendours of Cuzco
and Tenochtitlan, yet bad made considerable progress in civilisation. It had temples, altars,

and priests ; the people cultivated the ground, were decently clothed, and enjoyed security

of person and property.

Tho Spanish conquest was effected with more difficulty in this than in other quarters.

The first attacks directed against the inhabitants of the plains were repulsed with severe
loss. From Peru, however, two daring adventurers, Quesada and Benalcazar, scaled tho

loftiest Andes, and subdued with little difficulty Quito and Cundinamarca, which, with the
whole region of the Cordilleras, were afterwards formed into the yiceroyalty of New
Grenada. The Llaneros, or people of the plains, meanwhile desperately maintained their

independence ; and the Spaniards soon grew weary of shedding their blood, when no gold

was to be the reward. By transporting bands of Germans, and even arming the negroes of
the islands, they succeeded in compelling the natives to take refuge among the forests of
the interior. This coast was then form^ into a government, known at first by the namp
of Terra Firma, but to which tho Spaniards afterwards gave the name of Caraccas, and
subjected it to the jurisdiction of a captain-general. New Grenada never attained the
golden fame of Mexico and Peru; but its fine upper valleys and table-lands became the
seat of a considerable agriculture ; and a tolerably industrious and numerous population '.as

gradually formed.

The spirit of independence, which had been long secretly forming throughou* . :ionish

America, broke out earlier, and with greater force, in Colombia than in any otii;/ of its vast

regions. Even in 1781, the introduction of the oppressive tax of the alcavala gave rise to

a revolt, which had for some time a threatening aspect, as the spirit of liberty had been
roused by the successful example of the United States of North America. The French
revolution excited a considerable ferment, and the " Rights of Man" were even printed at

Santa Fe, though soon suppressed. Yet the attempt to which Miranda was instigated by
these symptoms proved to be premature. In 1608, the impulse given by the seizure of

Ferdinand VII. nnd the invasion of Spain, acted instantaneously through this psirt of the

continent. Ferdinand was proclaimed indeed, but all the rulers appointed by the mother
country were displaced, and a congress, with officers elected by the people, was substituted.

The native Spaniards, being fewer in numbers than in Mexico, and having little military

force, made at first scarcely any resistance ; but the government of the mother country,

considering this as the head-quarters of insurrection, directed hither their main efforts.

Vol. in. 2S
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They sent successive expeditions under the comnuind of Morillo, one of tlieir ables

generaiB. Caraccu^ and Sn. ta Fe were at first recovered, and the Independents were drivei

to hide themselves amid the rocks of the Andes and the marshes of the Orinoco. The}
were headed, however, by Bolivar, destined to take his place with Washington among the

deliverers of the New VVorld. British troops and officers after the pacification of Europe
were easily attracted to their standard. Ailer repeated overthrows, and many and din
vicissitudes, the independent cause completely triumphed. In 1821, Morillo consented U
an armistice, and returned to Spain. The war was afterwards renewed ; but the Spaniard)

were soon defeated, shut up iu Puerto Cabello, and finally (Nov. 23, 1823), com|^lled U
evacuate the whole territory of Colombia, which they never again made any attempt t(

subjugate. The war had also been vigorously carried on in the southern provinces, but in

May, 1822, Sucre, at the head of the combined Peruvian and Colombian forces, routed the

royalists at Pichincha, and compelled the city of Quito and the royalist army to capitulate

On the 6th of June, the fall of Pasto into the hands of the patriots closed the struggle ii

that quarter.

But no sooner was the war of independence at an end, than the schemes of Bolivar, who
had rendered such distinguished services in that cause, but who was by no means friendly

to republican principles of government, began to occasion new troubles in the country, an^

sowed the seeds of the dissensions that not long after split the republic into pieces. Pro
claimed supreme dictator, the Liberator assumed and exercised powers that rendered the

constitution of Cucuta a nullity, and the friends of constitutional liberty were driven froni

the country. In this state of things, Venezuela (1830) and Quito renounced their connexion
with New Grenada, and established separate constitutions ; and the death of Bolivar, which
followed soon atler (Dec. 17, 1830), left New Grenada at liberty to follow their example.

Sect. FV.—Political Oeography.

The constitution of Colombia was formed in a congress assembled at Cucuta, on the IStli

July, 1821. Another had been framed, two years I^fore, at Santo Tome, but only for the

province of Venezuela, which, after some resistance, was obliged to yield its claim to the

superior power and population of New Grenada. The basis judiciously taken was that of

the United States of North America, and the alterations are even such as to give it somo'

what less of a democratic character. The legislative power was vested in a congress, con-

sisting of two bodies, the senate and the house of representatives. Every four years the

body of the people were appointed to assemble, and choose electors of t!ie canton, who
formed a ptavisional assembly, meeting on the Ist of October. This provisional assembly
was to elect both the representatives and the senators, the one for four, and the other 'at

eight years; but one half of the senators were to go out by lot at the end of the fourth

year. The right of suffrage was not made universal, as in most of the North American
states. The original voter was required to possess the sum of 100 piastres, and after the

year 1840 to be able to read and write. The cantonal electors were to possess land to the

value of 500 piastres, or an income of 300. The senator or representative must, by this

constitution, possess an income of 500 dollars, or be of a learned profession. Besides the

power of making laws and decreeing taxes, these houses exercised jointly that of declaring

war or making peace. The executive was vested in a president and vice-president, the

former of whom must have the qualifications of a senator : he was elected for four, and
CouM not continue in office for a consecutive period of more than eight years. He had only
a negative on the Ibws passed by the two bodies. He could return a law for re-considera-

tion ; but if it again passed by a majority of two-thirds of the members, he co-.ld not refuse

his consent. Neither he nor anv of the ministers could be members of the congress. Hid
salary was fixed at 30,000 dolfare, and that of the vice-president at 16,000 dollars per
annum. The judges were elected by the congress, fVom lists given by the president; but
their duration was appointed, rather too vaguely, to be " as long as their conduct gives
satisfaction."

The constitutions of the three states newly formed fVom the fragments of Colombia, are,

with some variations, the same as that of Cucuta. Attempts have been made to unite them
into a confederacy, which should manage their foreign relations ; but the project has never
succeeded, and seems now to be abandoned.

The amount of the foreign debt of Colombia, was in 1624 nearly 80,000,000 dollars, since

which time no interest has been paid, and it has consequently increased to about 50,000,000,
It has been recognised by the new states as a common burden, which shall be distributed on
equitable principles among thom, and each has declared its readiness to meet its respective

responsibilities.

Sect. V.

—

Productive Induatry,

The territory of Colombia is chiefly distinguished by its vast capacities for improvement,
which are developed only Ln a very imperfect degree. The soil is as various as the states

that compose the territory. New Grenada, though a mountainous country, ii fertile in nl'
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kinds of grain and fruit : tlie woods consist chiefly of cedars, walnut trees, ebony, Muzo and

Guiana wood, taray, Brazil, sassafras, cocoa tree, vanilla, tamarind, medlar, sapotos, guavos,

palms, cassia; tnanchineel, whose juice, fruit, and even branches, emit a subtle poison,

which causes general inflammation and tumour, only to be cured by olive oil ; and another

tree, called the hahella de Cartagena, whose bean is the best antidote known against the

bite of vipers and snakes. In the Venezuela also are found many precious woods, as tlin

variegated granadillo, resembling tortoise-shell, cedars whose trunks serve as hives for bees,

vanillas of superior fragrance, cardamoms, sarsaparilla, indigo, cassia, tamarinds, cinchona;

tkcamajaco, a noted specific for headach ; balsams and oils for the cure of wounds. The
province' of Guayaquil produces a variety of ship timber, including oak, the strong wood
called guachapeli, cedars, also ebony, with a variety of cabinet woods. The provinces of

Loxa and Quito are noted for their excellent cinchona. In short, such are the natural

resources of this part of South America, that, if its inhabitants were active and industrious,

it might become one of the richest and most important countries in the world.

Agriculture in this country, beyond any other in Spanish America, or perhaps in the

world, is capable of supplying in the utmost variety the richest productions of the vegetable

kingdom. That which chiefly distinguishes it is the cacao, a fruit at once palatable and
nutritious, which in the country yields an article of food, and in Europe forms the basis of

the chocolate. The cacao of Caraccas is generally reckoned the best in the world ; and

next to it that of Guayaquil, so much celebrated by UUoa. The produce is reckoned by

Humboldt at 193,000 fanega.s, and the export at 145,000, the value of which amounts to

nearly 5,000,000 dollars. The tobacco of Caraccas is much superior to that of Virginia,

yielding only to tliat of Cuba and the Rio Negro. The injudicious system, however, of still

making it a government monopoly, checked its growth ; but tliis was to be abolished on the

1st of January, 1834. Quinquina, or Jesuit's bark, one of the most valuable articles in the

materia medica, is now the produce almost exclusively of Colombia, being brought either

from Loxa by way of Guayaquil, or from the hills of the Upper Magdaiena. Coffee, cotton,

and sugar, find all most favourable soils : coffee, in the table-lands, 1500 to 2000 feet high,

of Caraccas and Cumana; cotton, in the plains of Maracaybo; and sugar in all the warm,

low, and moist valleys. Cofiee only, however, much exceeds the internal consumption.

Indigo was once a very important article, being exported from Caraccas, in the most pros-

perous times, to the value of 1,000,000 dollars ; but it has much declined, and is produced

now only in the plain of Varinas. Wheat and other European grain find favourable situa-

tions, especially on the table-lands of Bogota ; but as these have not the extent of those of

Mexico, the wheat is neither so good nor so abundant ; and Colombia cannot dispense with

a large import of American flour. The banana grows in the same spontaneous abundance

as in Mexico, and M. Mollien draws from it the most sinister auguries that tlie Colombians

will never submit to any settled or laborious habits ; but neither they nor any other people

of the New World have yet accepted this fruit as a full substitute for bread. The agricul-

ture of the state appears to be still conducted in that indolent and slovenly manner usual

where land is cheap and a market distant. The government has lately sought to promote

the clearing of waste lands, by disposing of them at a very low rate, and by setting aside

two millions of fanegas for foreigners who may be disposed to settle and bring them under

cultivation.

The mines of New Grenada have been a subject of brilliant and perhaps romantic expect-

ations. Humboldt observes, that nothing can be more fallacious than the external appear-

ance of rocks and vein.s and that, till regular shafts and galleries have been formed, no

certainty can be attained. The only important product as yet is gold, obtained by washing

the earth and sand in the provinces of Choc6, Popayan, and-Antioquia. Humboldt estimates

the product during the last years of trannuillity at 18,000 marks. There are indications of

various minerals in different quarters. The silver mines of Marquetores, and those called

the mountain mines, and the higher and lower mines in the province of Pamplona, are said

by Torrento to be so rich that they generally yield two marks of silver per quintal: there

ore also mines of copper jind lead, others of emeralds, which have ^iven name to the pro-

vince of Muzo, and the valley of Tunja, noted also for its sapphires and other precious

stones, and yielding in some places cinnabar and mercury. In the mountains of Antioquia

and Guamoro there arc diamonds, though of small size, hyacinths, flne garnets in great

abundance, excellent pearls in the Rio Hacha, amethysts in Timasco, turquoises in the dis-

tricts of Pamplona, Suza, and Anserma. There are also rich mines in the district of Chnc6;

but some of these were neglected in the more general search tbr platina. From the year

1800 to 1810 were coinfed in New Grenada 27,350,000 dollars, and from 1810 to 1820,

20,000,000, or 2,000,000 annually ; but if the mines were ably manasred, the result might

be much greater; and it is tliought that Choc6 alone would yield 2,000,000 dollars a year.

In Santa Martha there are mines of gold, silver, and precious stones, and some rich salt-

works. The province of Quito yields gold, silver, copper, quicksilver, topazes, amethysts,

emeralds, rock crystal, and very fine marble ; in Venezuela is found tin, and also rock

crystal, with lapis lazuli, not much inferior to the celebiatcd i<ltramarino. Tho copper
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mines yielded in one year 150() quintals of excellent quality. Time only can discover

wliether the rest will pay the expense of working. The salt mine of Zichaquira, glittering

like an immense rock of crystal, has yielded a revenue of 150,(M)0 dollars a year. It is not

the only one ; and the mineral finds a ready market in the country. The pearls of Panama
and the Rio Hacha, notwithstanding their great name, do not yield more than 100,000 dol

lars a year.

Manufacturing industry can scarcely bo said to exist. The leather of Carora, the ham-
mocks of Marquesita Island, and the blankets of Tocuyo, arc objects of little importancei

even in respect to internal consumption.

Commerce, in consequence of the very circumstance last mentioned, has a peculiar

activity. From tlie total want ot manufactures, almost the whole population must be clothed

in foreign fiibrics. In 1831, the exports from Caraccas consisted of 6,266,640 lbs. coflbe,

1,701,814 lbs. cocao, 102,035 lbs. indigo, with hides, sarsaparilla, and sugar. The entire

value amounted to 887,009 dollars. The imports amounted to 075,019 dollars; of which
cottons, linens, and woollens made up 561,025 dollars; the rest consisted principally of

Bilks, laces, salt beef, and fish. The tariff of duties is moderate. In 1831, there cleared

out from La Gunyra 90 vessels ; burthen, 0470 tons ; of these 9 vessels and 909 tons were
for England ; 28 vessels and 3882 tons for the United States. Trade is understood to be on

the whole in a proeperoiis state. The internal traffic will one day probably be immense,
upon the Orinoco, the Apure, the Meta, and by the Caasiquiare, with the Rio Negro and
the Amazons ; but all the regions watered by these mighty rivers are as yet little better

than deserts. The cataracts also of Atures and Maypures prevent navigation firom being

carried much above the lowest bend of the Orinoco.

Roada can scarcely b3 said as yet to have any existence. There are only tracks formed
by the tread of successive travellers. In many places

they lead through the beds of torrents, or through cre-

vices or fissures caused by earthquakes. Sometimes the

declivity (fig. 094.) is so abrupt that it can be crossed

only by a zigzui^ path cut into steps, which form a stair-

case as steep as that of one of our steeples. Men, bag-

gage, and merchandise are alike conveyed on the backs

of mules, which find their way over these frightful uteepa

with surprising dexterity ; sometimes dropping on their

knees, and slidmg down the most precipitous hills. A
traveller, however, who wishes to escape some of these

hardships, may be conveyed in a species of chair placed

on the backs of persons, called nlleroB, hired for the

purpose, who carry him with surprising comfort and
safety. Even in what were called the royal raad^ all

that has been done is to cut down the trees. War, which
usually makes some little compensation for its evils by

the formation of fine military roads, has not ^et intn>>

duced any improvement into those of Colombia. Scat-

tered bodies of partisans without baggage, and with only

a few light artillery, could scramble through such open-

ings as the country afforded, and even set a value on the

impossibility of transportin([[ through them a re^lar and equipped army. The exclusive

use of mules, without carnages of any description, remarkably increases the expense of

conveying goods ;
yet habit causes it to be followed even on the plains of Venezuela, whe>«

there might be room for wagons as

large as those which are driven over

the Pampas of Buenos Ayres.

The bridges, which are thrown over

the torrents of the Andes, and from

steep to sleep, are of the most fragile

and hazardous description. In a Tew
rare instances only, stone is employed.

In generul, a few rough planks are

laid across, and covered with earth

and branches ; no fence and no breadth

Seater than four feet being ever

ouffht necessary. Where the space

JO be traversed is too gteat for this contrivance, a bfidge of strong cable is constructed, over

which the Colombian passes secure, though it rocks beneath him at every step. Sometimes^

'Atween distant points, a sinjfle rop^ is stretched across {fig. 905.), and a hamoMick or ba»

ffet made to run from one end to the other.

in UN OonUUwu.

Kop* Bridge.
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Book V. COLOMBIA.

Sect. VI.

—

Civil and Social Slate.

The population of Colombia cannot be computed with any precision from existing data.

The most positive is that formed in 1622, upon the reports made by the deputies of each
province to settle the law of electionc, according to which the amount was ?,'>*S,000. Hum-
boldt, however, who seems to have directed every possible attention to th .^ subject, did not
think there could be fewer than 2,785,000, and was even inclined to bciieve they mi^^t
exceed 2,000,000. The estimate of 3,500,000, made by the president in 1820, mutt have
been somewhat exaggerated, since official statements make the population of Venezuela in

1834, 900,000 ; that of New Grenada was ascertained by a census of that year to be
1,687,100; and the republic of the Equator is estimated to contain about OOOiOOO aoula,

making an aggregate of 9,187,100. The following table shows the relative proportion of
the different races :

—

VraaiMh. N<w Oraaadt. ikiaUor.

WhitM 300,000 1,038,000 U7,000
Indian* 907,000 376,030 31)3,000

rrMCotourad 433,000 168,700... «t,000
8t«vm 60,000 84,330 8,000

Total! 900,000 1,687,100 600,000

The chuacter of the Colombiaos is, probably, much influenced by the sudden tnuuiUon
from a depressing despotism to an extreme degree of liberty. They retain much of the
gravity, temperance, and sobriety of the Spaniuds, with a share of their pride, suspicioua

temper, and neglect of cleanliness. A courtesy somewhat stately and studied prevails in

their demeanour. It is not easy to gain their confidence; but when that is once obtained,

tliejr are extremely friendly and c«miial. They are hospitable to foreigners, whom, fhxn
national pride, however, they regard with secret jealousy. Though they have shown tliem-

selves in many instances capable of the most vigorous exertions, their general procedure is

slow and sluggish ; and to urge a Colombian to stirring activity is like rousing a man out
of a dream. The Colombian unwillingly engages in any speculative occupation, or mercan-
tile transactions on a great scale ; be prefers quietly accumulating money by retail trade.

It certainly redounds much to his honour that, after a war so 'ing and desultory, the country

is not infested by robbers or bandits to any extent; and there is no necessity fbr having
houses secured by bolts at bars. An inordinate propensity to gaming prevails among the

men, who spend almost all their leisure in this diversion, and often Imzard enormous sums.
Between the two sexes in Colombia, as in the mother country, prevails a dull mechanical
gallantry, the admirer keeping in close and constant attendance upon his mistress, to whom
no one else must speak or even look ; yet this is, perhaps, less frequently accompanied with
anytliing criminal than a foreigner would be led to suppose.

The following estimate of the situation and prospects of the Colombians is de.serving of
attention, as proceeding fh>m an intelligent and well-informed observer. ** Considering the

state of servitude and of moral and intellectual debasement in which they were kept for

three centuries under the dominion of Spain, and almost in complete ignorance of the

nature and existence of those valuable institutions which they now enjoy, it is not surpri^

ing that, inexperienced as they have been in political science, they should have committed
some errws, and have occasionally engaged in civil dissensions, in consequence of ambitious

and unprincipled men usurping the authority over their countrymen. Yet i* augurs well

fbr the future prosperity of these countries that such attempts have in no instance been
attended with permanent success, the people being too much alive to the importance of free

institutimis to submit to any serious privation of them. They possess a ^reat facility of

accommodating themselves to existing circumstances which cannot be easily avoided ; but

being fully aware of the advantages of liberal institutions, they keep them steadily in view,

and will sooner or later have them firmly established in their respective countries. In

Europe, almost the only intelligence circulated respecting th<)8e states has been their errors

and civil dissensions, which uone give a very incorrect view of their moral and political

condition. Careful observation, however, evinces that they are making rapid advances in

the arts and institutions of civilised life, and will ere long with justice assume an important

station in the scale of civilised nations. When the advantages which they naturally PooKss
for agriculture, commerce, mining, and all branches of industry, the beauty and salubrity

of their climates, and the mild and amiable character of the inhabitants, are sufficiently

well known and appreciated, the surplus population of Europe will resort in crowds to those

fkvoured regions, to participate in all the advantages of their abundant resources and fVee

institutions."

The great mass of the Colombians was kept in the most profound ignorance during the

three centuries of Spanir*< govemmont. Four-QfUis of the inhabitants, comprehending the

Indians, slaves, artisans d labourers, did not even learn to read or write; and even the

children of the more >-- MJent classes were only taught reading, writing, and arithmetic.

Some, however, pursue-* eir studies in the colleges, in order to fit tbemsalvM for the only

VoLlII. 89» 8H
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emplojrmentB to which the Creoles could aspire, those of clergymen and lawyers. There
were univeisities or colleges at Caraccas, BogoU, and Quito; but the whole system of ndu-

cation was extremely defective, and the scholars remained ignorant of the actual state of

science and philosophy in Europe. Of late years great progress has been made in all the

departments of knowledge ; free ingress of books from all quarters, the estaUishment of

newspapers and journals, and the liwrty of the press which now exists, have greatly tended

to enlighten the community.
In 1821 the congress of Cucuta passed three laws relative to education : tlie first ordered

the establishment of primary schools in every parish, and Lancasterian schools in the prin-

ci^ cities; the second suppressed all convents containing less than nine friars, and appro-

pnated their property to the purposes of education; and uie third applied certain escheats,

which had formerly devolved on the clergy, to the founding and endowing of colleges in

each province. These wise measures have been productive of the happiest results, and

schools have been established in almost every parish, and colleges instituted or much im-

proved in the provinces. The system experienced some interruption in consequence of the

suspension of some of the laws regarding education at the time when Bolivar attempted to

overturn the constitution; but the legislatures o/ the new states have adopted proper means
for carrying it into effect

The religion is as yet exclusively the Roman Catholic, and its ceremonies are observed

with the strictest punctuality. The shrines of Bogota appear to surpass in magnificence

even those of Mexico. The cathedral contains an image of the Virgin, adorned with 1358
diamonds, 1206 emeralds, besides many other preckxis stones. The other twenty-six churches
are all resplendent with gold and jewels. The convents are also numerous, but are of late

diminishing. The parish priests rule in the villages with almost absolute sway ; but their

influence, uniting together the different classes km sexes, is considered on the whole advan-

tageous. Many of me young men who have had more enlarged means of information, have
b^n to discard the Catholic creed ; but a general scepticism, rather than any rational sys-

tem of religion, seems to have taken the place of their ancient faith.

The races are as numerous and as variously crossed as in Mexica The negro maintains

his place in the scale of humanity ; and the mulattoes Paez and PadiUa have ranked among
the fi>ramost of the heroes who achieved the national independence. Humboldt calculates,

contrary to the idea of Depons, that there are not many more than 60,000' slaves in the

state; and, by the legislative arrangouients, the whole number will be free by the year 1840.
Of the native Indian tribes wimin this territory, the Caribbees ore the ruling people.

No nation in the world is stamped with a deeper brand of ferocihr, the very name, converted

into eannibah, being applied to signiAr devourers of human flesh. The charge appears to

have been greatly exaggerated by the Spaniards, who certainly met with a most fierce

resistap'^e, and sought by this allegation to justify the system of enslaving and exterminating

the savage tribes. Oppressed by a long series of unequal war, they were considered as

nearly extinct, till Humboldt, in his voyages along the Orinoco and its tributaries, ascer-

tained that there must be still about 40,CK)0 of pure and unmixed blood. They are a fine

tall race, whose figures, uf a reddidi copper colour, with their picturesque drapery, resem-

ble antique statues of bronze. They shave great part of the forehead, which gives them
somewhat the appearance of monks ; they wear only a tufl on the crown. They have dark
intelligent eyee, a gnvitv in their manners, and in their features an exjHression of severity,

and even of"^ sadness. They still retain the pride uf a conquering people, who, before the

arrival of the Spaniards, had driven before them all the native tribea m Uiis part of the con-

tinent A great proportion of them, however, have now been civilised in a surprising degree

by the missionariea, who exeroise over them an almost absolute sway. ESach holiday they

present Uiemselves loaded with ofifarings of every kind which can bo acceptable to the

priest ; and after divine service, those of both sexes who have been guilty of any oflbnce,

receive in his presence a sound whipping, 'vhich they bear with exem^ary patience. Hum-
boldt, though scandalised by this scene m the view of ecclesiastical dignity, conceives that

such strict discipline may bie necessary to keep these savage natives in check. They cru-

elly torment their children by imprinting on them the bsriwrous ornament produced by raising

the flesh in long stripes along the legs and thighs. Tb jy are Ace, however, fhmi the equally

barbarous practice of flattenmg the head by compres. .ion, which is general among the other

tribes of the Orinoco, the specimens of whose cranis., shown in Europe as destitute of fore-

head, are merely skulls shaped between planks. In this country occur the caste of albinos,

with white hair, of weakly and delicate constitution, low stature, and very eflbminate char-

acter : they have large eyes, and are so weak-sighted, that they cannot endure the rays of

the rr , though they can see clearly by moonlight.

The amusements of Colombia are chiefly borrowed from the mother country. Dancing
Is passionately followed in the several forms of the fimdango, the bolero, and the Spanlsn

country-dance. Bull and cock fi{(hting are equally fiivourite sports, and tend to keep alive

tliat ferocity which is the main blemish in the moral character of the Spaniards, mre, as

over all South America, they practise what is called the huto, or catching the ball bf a
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jioose formed at the end of a long leathern cord, and thrown over him. Under the head of
amusements may fiiirly be rank^ the religious ceremonies, and especially processions, in

A-hich they certainly outstrip the mother country, both aa to splendour and absurdity. Per-

sons representing the leading scripture characters are paraded through the streets, array-

ed in the most magnificent robes, and covered with pearls, diamonds, emeralds, and rubies.

In the grand procession at Quito, characterised by Mr. Stevenson as an ecclesiastical puppet-
eliow, the Holy Virgin appears in the uniform of a general officer, with a gold-laced hat and
a red cockade. These festivals are, in fiust, accompanied by games and uiows, and usually

terminate in balls and masquerades.

The Colombians, especially the females, afiect a singular plainness of dress. They almost
universally walk the streets in a large Spanish mantle, a wide cloak of black or light blue,

which envelopes the person in such a manner as often to h^ve nothing visible except the
eyes. Their festival and ball dresses, on the other hand, are too gaudy, being covered
all over with jewels or tinsel.

Food is supplied to the Ck>lombian3 plentifully and cheaply, especially animal food from
the table plains or the Llanos. It is eaten in very great quantity, there being half as many
cattle slaughtered in Caraccaa as in Paris, though the po|ralation is not a twentieth. Fruits

are various and delicate. Thoir festive dinners are rare, but magnificent; the table gnwu
under numberless dishes ; yet, though the wines are various, they do not sit long at table,

but usually conclude with a ball.

Sect. VH.—Local Oeography,

The new states which have been formed by the division of the former republic of Colom-
bia are, Venezuela, in the east; New Grenada, in the north and centre; and Ecuador or

Equator, in the south-west

SmnBOT. 1.

—

New Orenada,

New Grenada, comprising the ancient viceroyalty of that name, extends firom 2° S. to 12^
N. lat, and from 68° to 83° W. long., over an area of 380,000 square miles. It is the most
populous and powerful of the Colombian republics ; its population by a census of 1835 was
1,687,109. It is divided into five departments, which are subdivided into eighteen pro-

vinces
DeimUBMilfc CipiMk

lethmiia Panamt
Magdalena CarthageBa
Boyaea Tunja
Cundinamaica Bogota
Cauca Popayan

Cundinamarca, the original name of the Indian kingdom established in this part of Ameriea,
forms the chief and central department, comprising the provinces of Bogota, Antioquia,

Ncyva, and Mariquito, It consists of ranges of vast mountains sloping down to the banks
of the Upper Magdalena, and partly also of the Cauca. It presents in the extreme that

abrupt transition between the most opposite soils and climates remarked as p«;culiar to this

part of America ; but the most valuable tracts consist of the fine though not very extensive

table-lands dispersed along the declivity.

Santa Fe de BogotA, the capital of New Grenada, is situated on a table plain, 60 miles by
25, and 8000 feet above the level of the sea. This plain, though under the line, has the

climate of Britain, and even of Scotland, though without the change of seasons, the perpe-

tual temperature being that of spring or autumn, and the thermometer seldom falling below
47° or rising above 7(^. The only alternation is formed by the wet seasons, which are two:
the first comprehending March, April, and May ; the second, September, October, and No-
vember ; and these, being colder than the others, make two wintera and two summers. The
surrounding plain is excessively fertile, fine, and fniitfiil, yielding two crops in the year of
the best Euroiwan grain. It is hemmed in by lofly mountains, rugged precipices, roaring

torrents, and frightful abysses. The city of Santa Fi itself is enclosed in a grand moun-
tain circuit, cliira of ITKK) feet rising immediately above it The city was fiHimled in 1538,
by Queeada, and rapidly increased : it is now supposed to contain 80,000 inhabitants. Its

streets and squares are open and spacious, but the houses are generally heavy and old-

fashioned ; and v. . en the late palace of the viceroy displa]^8 little magnificence. The beauty
of the city rests wholly on its ecclesiastical edifices, which consist of twenty-six churches
and twelve convents. Many of the former are not only splendid, but built with come taste

;

and their numerous spiros, amid the grandeur of the surrounding scenery, give it a very fine

appearance. It contains an univenity and archiepiscopal see, and carries on a considerable

.rade in cotton goods, hides, and grain.

The scenery of the plain of Bogota is marked by many striking and picturesque features.

Among these aro particularly conspicuous ihe Fall of To<iuendama (^^.006.), and the

natural bridges of Icononzo. The first is formed by the river Bogota, as it descends pre-

cipitously from its native plain to mingle with the Magdalena. Its mass of waters, previ-

ously spread to a considerable breadth, are contracted to forty foot, and dashed down a pre*

*1
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etpiee 650 feet high, into an almost ikthomleBB abyaa. The waters, as they beat against the
rocks beneath, rise up sometimes in columns, sometimes in myriads of fleecy and fantastic

shapes, liice those formed by fireworks. The immense clouds of rising vapour, when illu-

minated by the sun, form bcautifiil rainbows. The plain above the fall is covered with the

grain of Europe, while at its foot grow the palms and sugar-cane of the tropic. The bridge

of loononzo (,fig. 097.) is a natural arch across a chasm 360 feet deep, at the bottom of
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F>n or Tmaeodaiiw. Bridfa of leoooiuo.

which flows a rapid torrent, which would have been otherwise impassable. It appears to
have been formed by three masses of rock detached frrnn their original position, and thrown
together by an eartfiquake. It is about fifty feet long and forty broad. At one spot, a view
is obtained into the abyss beneath. The continual night which reigns there, the birds of
darkness whose mournful cries re-echo in the caverns, the gloomy waters which fill the
depth of the precipice, the thick foliage of the trees which partly conceal this scene of mys-
tery, and the darkitess which shrouds all these horrors, convey no feeble idea of the empire
of death.

The province of Neyva is situated above Bogotft, in the highest part of the course of the
Maedalena, yet on a plain so much lower as to make it excessively hot; while the waters
of tte Magdalena, fed firom the snowy regions above, are excessively cold. Cacao is the
chief product, which is exported to the extent of 2000 loads, costing thirty piastres each.
The Andaquis, a nation of savage Indians, occupy the upper tracts whence the Magdalecia
rises, and which are accessible only to foot passengers.

Mariquita is a province situated below Bogota, on the western bank of the river, and on
the middle ran^e of the Andes, as they slope downward to it. Its table-Ianda are not exten-
aire, and the city of Mariquita, which stands at a considerable height, has been chiefly sup-
ported by mines, which are now abandoned. Honda, immediately on the river, is a town
of some importance, being the highest point to which boats can ascend. Here, therefore,
the gooda are disembark^, and conveyed into the interior, cither by slight raAa, or on the
backs of mules.

Antkiquia is a more important province, reaching flrom the Lower Magdalena to the Cauca,
ni which it is prineipaliy situated. It lies between the middle and western range of the
Cordilleraa. The first, called hero the Quindiu {fig. 998.), separates the valleys of the

y ;x Magdalena and Cauca. Itisverv
' ^'-{>—

^^ .^fc^, ®^ lofly and steep, its highest peak
of Tolima being ascertained by
Humboldt to be 17,190 feet high,

and consequentty the most ele-

vated in the northern Andes. It

is an uniform ridge, opposing very

^at obstacles to a passage ; but
It does not throw up those magni-
ficent cones, which strike the view
in the equatorial Andes. The pro-

vince of Antioquia is nearly in a

state of nature. Of tho 2200
square leagues which compose it,

only 60 are cultivated, 250 are in

pasturage, and the rest is covered

MouDiaio ur Quimiiu. with Uiick and entangled foiests
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Amid its profusion of foliage, indeed, are found the cinchona, the wax-tree, and some valua-

ble dyeing and ornamental woods ; but the chief wealth of Antioquia is derived from the
auriferous character of its mountains, particularly the Quindiu. Kestrepo reckons the
annual value of the gold at 1,2()U,()00 piastres; the products of agriculture at only 338,000
piastres. Mcdeliin is the capital and principal town of tlie province.

The department of Boyaca, divided into the provinces of Tunja, Socorro, Pamplona, and
Casanare, occupies the slopes of the eastern Andes, as they stretch norUiwards towards the
lake and plains of Maracaybo. It presents the same aspect as the regions now described

;

rugged passes, bleak paramos, sultry valleys, interspersed with cool and fertile table-lands.

The province of Tunja is generally bleak and elevated, and its ogricultuml produce small

;

but in return it is the most industrious in the whole state, and manufactures a great quantity
of coarse cottons, with which it supplies the other provinces. The city of Tunja was the
Indian capital of Cnndinamarco, and continued, even under the Spaniards, ft be a rich place,

till it was superseded by Santa Fe. Sogamozo was a celebrated place of Indian pilgrimage,

and contained a temple of the Sun. Socorro is a more fertile and cultivated region. The
town is rudely built, but contains 12,000 inhabitants, busily employed in coarse cotton fabrics.

Pamplona is a considerable and pleasant town in a lofty situation. Roeario de Cucuta, fur-

ther north, is remarkable for the session of the constituent congress in 1821. Casanare, on
the river of the same dame, forms the medium by which the provinces on the Mt^alena
communicate with the Llanos and the coast of Caraccas ; under the old regime the iimuence
of the merchants of Carthagena caused it to be shut up, in order to secure their own mono-
poly of the Santa Fe trade ; but as such absurd restrictions are now abolished, the Casanara
may become an important channel of commerce.
The department of the Cauca occupies the upper part of the course of that river, with

tlie ^ain extending to the Pacific. The mountainous port forms the provinces of Popayan
and Pasto; the plain, those of Choc4 and Buenaventura.

Popayan is one of the richest and finest provinces of America. Its plain is more extended
and productive than that of Santa Fe, and maintains a superior breed of horses and cattle.

Cultivation, however, is indolently carried on, being abandoned chiefly to slaves. The inha-

bitants look to a more brilliant source of wealth in the gold of which their soil, everywhere
tinged with red and jellow, indicates the presence. In the numerous mines, it is found in

earth, from which it is extracted by agitation in water, as in Western Africa. Popayan is

a handsome city, built more regularly and elegantly than Santa Fe, and inhabited by many
opAlent merchants, who have sufiered severely by the revolution. Its site, on the river

Cauca, is picturesque ; the climate delicious, notwithstanding the frequent rains and tem-
pests. It enjoys a considerable trade in fJuropean merchandise, which it receives fVom Car-
thagena, and distributes to Quito and other neighbouring districts, together with the products

of its fertile soil. Above it rises the volcano of
Puroce, continnally emitting flames, unless when
obstructed by the substances thrown out by itself^

in which case Indians are employed to clear it,

lest the subterraneous flame should produce earth-

quake. From ita summit a river descends to Po-
payan, so impregnated with acid substances, that

the Spaniards coll it Vinagre. On its banks are

the most picturesque, perhaps, of all the falls

iJIg. 999.) in America, with which Humboldt has

nmde us acquainted. Call is a clean and well-

built town, in a delightful situation ; and the in-

habitants have attained considerable prosperity by
exporting tobacco and other produce of the inte-

rior. Lower down the river is CartagOk in a situ-

atkm which the cold blasts from the snowy moun-
tains would render inclement, were it not shel-

tered by a rid^e of lower hilla The sarroundinff

country contains many valuable mines, and would
CMMdaof VioMn. be most lich in cacao, cofibe, sugar, and all tro-

pical productions, if cultivators and a market could be found.

The district of ChocA occupies the plain between the most western range of the Cordil-

lera and the Pacific. It is excessively humid and unhealthy. The streams pouring down
finm the Andes, and the congregated clouds borne in flrom the great ocean, produce numer-
ous and rapid rivers, and would afford great accommodations to commerce. Unluckily the

ground is so wet, that all ChocA may be considered as a vast morass covered with impene-

trable forests. U is, likewise, sosofl, that the houses can be built only upon stakes; and
even culinary vegetables cannot be grown, unless upon wooden boards artificially elevated.

The ground, however, in the few places that are cleared, produces most abundantly, maixe,

Kugai^cane, and banana. But ChocA derives its wealth, as yet, wholly firom its mineral tre»>

»
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surcs. Between the height of 250 and 2000 feet, the earth can scarcely bo dug, at any

point, without presenting gold, combined with platina, in greater or less quantities. Th«
platina ia usually found in the proportion of two pounds to six of gold. The former metal

sells for eight or ten dollars a pound ; the latter at 200 dollars, bringing in Jamaica 2.'i0.

The mines have declined greatly during the war, which drew away all the best negroes,

and tliey do not now yield more than twenty quintals of gold, and ten of platina. Captain

Cochrane apprehends that the approaching emancipation of the slaves will put an end to the

working altogether, and that it will be impossible to bribe free negroes to dig, in a climate

which, though not oppressively hot, is damp and extremely unwholesome. Chocd has only

large trading vilh^res : Quibdo, which carries on the commerce of the Atrato, a fine navi-

gable stream flowing northwards into the Gulf of Darien ; Novita, that of the San Juan

;

and Buenaventura, diat of the Dagua, both which flow into the Pacific. Buenaventura,

with its district, comprising the southern part of Chocd, has lately been formed into a sepa-

rate province. It includes the district of Barbacoos, on the river of the same name, and
precisely similar to ChocA. Provisions cannot be raised on account of the excessive moisture,

and must all be brought from the table-land of Pasto on men's shoulders, there being no
road by which even a mule can travel ; but Barbacoos derives considerable wealth firom its

lavaderos of gold and platina.

Pasto, the most southern province of Cauca, bordering to the south on that of Imbabura
in Equator, abounds in excellent postures, to which, probably, it owes its name. The triple

chain of the Magdalena cordilleros, and the double chain oi those of Quito, here unite into

one mass, which is called by Humboldt the knot of the mountains of Los Pastoa. The inha-

bited land is here 10,000 feet above the level of the ocean. It is the Thibet of equinoctial

America. In the woods of Pasto grows the tree which yields a resin, called in that country

mopa-tnopa, from which the natives make a very beautiful varnish, of so durable a quality

OS not to be softened by boiling water or dissolved by acids. The district is rich in cattle,

and produces also the groin of the temperate climatea Pasto is a considerable town, and
the inhabitants manufiusture a peculiar species of cabinet-work of considerable elegance. It

is surroanded by volcanoes, and is accessible only through rugged ond narrow passes. Pre-

vious to 1634, when it was destroyed by an earthquake, its popi^lation amounted to 10,000.

The department of Magdalena, lying on both sides of the Lower Magdalena, and occu-

pying the coast fhxn the Gulf of Venezuela to the Gulf of Darien, is penetrated by tho

navigable channels of the Cauca and the Magdalena, and has some fine harbours on its

coasts. "Nature," says a traveller, "seems to have dug the bed of the Magdalena in the

midst of the Cordilleras of the Andes, on purpose to form a channel of communication be-

tween the mountains and the sea ; yet it would have been nothing but on unnovigoble tor-

rent, had not its course been stopped in many parts by masses of rocks disnosed m such a
manner as to break its violence. Its waters, thus arrested, flow gently into the plains of the

provinces of Santa Martha and Corthogena, which they fertilize and refresh by their eva-

poration." This department comprises the four provuxces of Rio Hocha, Santa Martha,
Mompox, and Corthogena. Rio Hacha is a small town with o harbour, ond once th^ seat

of o peorl fishery, which never proved very succenful. Further west is Santo Mortha,
situoted in o country perroded by o detoched ronge of lofty rooontoina. It hoa o good har-

bour, is strongly fortified, ond carries on considerable trode. Its population is obout 0,000
aouls.

The province of Corthogena is chiefly distinguished by its capital of the aame name.
This city long considered by the Sponiajtbi as the bulwark of their poesessiona in America,
equally noted for the successful attacks of Drake and the buccaneers, ond for the disastrous

&ilure of Vernon in 1741, has lost much of its former importance. The fortifications are

considerably decayed, yet it is the chief arsenal of the republic. The nacket-boots, which
oiaii][tain the intercourse with Europe and the United States, sail to ana firom Carthagena;
and it absorbs most of the commerce of the Magdalena and its tributaries. It stands on a
low, sandy point in the delta of tho former river, and notwithstanding there ore some hand-

some churches and convents, it has on the whole o gloomy aspect Its population is sup-

posed to amount to about 16,000. Turbaco, a little Indian village in the vicinity, to which
the wealthy Carthogeniana retire in the hot season, is distinguished by the curious pheno-
menon of the valcancUoi (little volcanoes), consisting of about 20 cones, fhxn 20 to 25 foet

high, whence issue constant eruptions of gas, sometimes accompanied with mud and water.

Tolu, in a rich vegetable district of this province, is noted for the balsam bearing its name.
Mompox, in the province of the same name, derives some importance from its population of

10,000 souls. Ocaila, a village higher up in the same province, was the seat of a congress

in 1828.

The department of tho Isthmus, comprising the provinces of Panama and Veragua, is a
long, narrow strip of land separating the Atlantic and Pacific. The narrowest part of the
isthmus between tiic Bay of Mandinga or San Bias, and the Gulf of San Miguel at Chepo,

is only 30 miles in width, and the distance from Panama to Chagres is but 50 miles, be-
tween the latter place and Chorrera the mountains of Veragua sink down, and the country

flglgmf-
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is low and level. The usual routes across the iathmue are from Porto Bollo and Chagres to

Panama ; but the harbour of Chagres is not good, and does not admit vessels of more tbap

twelve feet draft, and the climate of Porto UcUo is so fatal that no white man can remain
there more than a few weeks, and even negroes suffer from lis effects. It has been proposed

to construct a rail-rood from the Atlantic to the Pacific at this place.

Panama and Porto Bello, on the opposite sides of the isthmus, bore a great name in Ame-
rica, when they were the exclusive channel by which the wealth of Peru was conveved to

the mother country. Now, when both that wealth is diminished, and a great part of it is

transported round Cape Horn, their consequence has much declined. Yet Panama, on the

coast of the Pacific, is still a fortified place, and carries on some trade. It contains a beau-

tiful cathedral, four monasteries now deserted, and otiier large buildings, and maintains a
population of 10,800. Porto Bcllo, so called firom its tine harbour, is in a state of decay,

and its pestilential climate has given it the name of the grave of Europeans. It is now
inhabited only by a few negroes and mulattoes, the whole population not exceeding 1200.

Here was once held the richest fair in America, but its trade is now chiefly removed to

Chagres, a miserable little town with 1000 inhabitants. Near Cape San Bias is a fishery of

pearls and turtle ; the former carried on by an English company to little advantage, the latter

affi>rdinff profitable employment to about 120 individuals, who drive a trade in Uie flesh, oil,

and shell of the turtles. Chorrera, ten miles from Panama, has 4000 inhabitants. Santiago,

capital of the province of Veragua, is a place of some consequence, with 5000 inhabitants.

Nata in the same province has a population of 4000.

SvBaECT. 2.

—

Rejn^lic of the Equator,

The republic of the Equator (Ecuador), comprising the old Spanish presidency of Quito,

which was annexed to the viceroyalty of New Grenada in 1718, extends from the junction

of the Caqueta and the Amazons, 65° W. Ion. to the Pacific, and from 7° S. to 2° N. lat.

On the Pacific it occupies the coast from the Mira to the Tumbez ; its superficial area ia

about 325,000 square miles. The republic is divided into three departments, which are sub-

divided into eight provinces, and has a population of about 600,000.
Depwlmuiti. Ctpikh.

Equator Quito
Guayaquil Guayaquil
AMuay Ciieiica.

The department of the £c|uator forms the finest table plain in all America. It has an
average breadth of about thirty miles, enclosed between two parallel ranges of the loftiest

Andes. In soil and climate, it possesses a felicity almost approaching to that which fable

has ascribed to the golden age. The
climate is that of a perpetual spring,

at once benign and equal, and even
durinpf tlie four months of rain, the

mornings and evenings are clear

and beautiful. Vegetation never
ceases; the country is called the

everereen Quito; the trees and
meEi£>w8 are crowned with perpe-

tual verdure. The European sees
Fieiiinetaa.

^jy^ astonishment the plough and

the sickle at once in equal activity ; herbs of the same species here Aiding through age,

uiere beginning to bud ; one flower drooping, and its sister

unfolding its teauties to the sun. Standing on an emi-

nence, uie spectator views tlie tints of spring, summer,
and autumn, all blended. But the feature which renders

the view firom Quito the most enchanting, perhaps, that the

eye ever beheld, is that above tliis beautiful valley, and
resting, as it were, on its verdant hilts, there rise all the

loftiest volcanic cones of the Andes. From one point of

.^^H f~'Y~\ view, eleven may be discovered, clad in perpetual snow.

ififlj^P miam These mountains, particularly Pichincha (^. 1000.), hav-
'UliF' k LJ ing been chosen by the French academicians for the opera-

tions by which they determined the figure of the earth,

are considered by Humboldt as the classic land of modern
astronomy. They have been made Uie principle of the di-

vision of the department into provinces; the southern

being called Chimborazo, the middle Pichincha, which
immediately towers above the city of Quito, and the north-

ern Ymbaburo. In this happy vale are found many monu-
ments of the sway of the Incos, who, though they had

tiieir main seat of empire at Cuzco. ranked Quito as one of

1001
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their most valued provincea. The ruins near Cayambe may be called superb ; they form i.

circle uf forty-eight feet in diameter, fifteen feet high, and five feet thick : and though built

only of brick and clay, they have resisted the violent raina of the country, and are in a state

of perfect preservation. The remains of the palace of Callo (Jiff.IW)1.) present one of

the most perfect examples of the ancient architecture of the Peruvians, which, throughout

the vast extent of Uie empire, are marked by the most striking similarity. It forma a square,

each side of which is about lUO feet long ; four gates and eight interior apartments may be

distinctly traced. The gales resemble those of the Egyptian temples, and the niches, of

which there are eighteen in each division, are distributed in a very symmetrical manner.

The remaina of spacious porphyry palaces are found also at Autun, Canar, and some other

places.

The productions of Quito are equally various as at Santa Fe, all gradations of climate

occurring in a similar proxim'.iy ; but the most valuable are those of the temperate climates;

grain, fruits, and rich pasturage.

Quito, leaning, as it were, on the side of Pichincha, more than 9000 feet above the sea, is

one of the finest and largest cities in the New World. It has four streets, broad, handsome,

and well paved, and three spacious squares, in which the principal convents and dwelling-

houses are situated ; but the rest, extending up the sides of Pichincha, are crooked and irre-

gular. The churches and convents are built with great magnificence and even some taste.

The most elegant is the college formerly belonging to the Jesuits, finely adorned with Co-

rinthian pillarM, and wreaths of flowers execut^ in stone. The convent of San Francisco

is of vast extent, and has a massive yet neat &^de of the Tuscan order. Quito has two
universities, which are numerously attended and carefully conducted ; and it is considered

comparatively as a sort of South American Athens. The inhabitants are gay, volatile, hos-

pitable, and courteous. Quito is noted for its viands, particularly ices, confectionary, maize,

and potato cakes. Vast quantities of cheese are consumed, mixed with pumpkins, gourds,

pulse, and other vegetables. The popuktion is about 70,000. Latacunga, in Tacunga, in

this province, is a iTace of some importance, with 16,000 inhabitants.

The districts of Esmeraldas and Atacames lie between the mountainous part of Quito and
the ocean. They are very fertile, yielding cacao of the very best quality, sugar-cane in

abundance, vegetables, fruits, and palms, all excellent, and great variety of timber. The
maize is not good, but four crops may be raised in the year. The inhabitants are a mixed
race of Negroes and Indians, and call themselves Christians without even observing the

ceremonies of the church. Their industry is quite in an infant state. Esmeraldas ana Ata-

cames are merely villages. Riobamba, m the province of Chimborazo, with 20,000 inha-

bitants, and Ibarra and Otavalo in that of Ymbabura, are considerable towns.

The department of Asuay derives its name from a knot or mass of lofty mountains on the

southern irontier of Quito. It is divided into three provinces ; Cuenca, Loxa, Jaen, with

Maynaa. The first two are situated on table-lands of the Cordillera, which are considered

by Humboldt as mere prolongations of that of Quito. Like it they are agreeable and fertile,

without being either so extremely beautiful, or bordered by such grand and lofty elevations.

Loxa aflbids the finest cinchona, and was long supposed to be the only spot which pnduoed
t^t preekxis medicament in any perfection. The province of Jaen is situated on the eastern

slope of the Cordillera, and the great Llanos, or plains, which extend to and beyond the

Amazon. These tracts are rugged, marshy, covered with thick and impenetrable forests.

Many parts might yield cacao, cotton, and tobacco in abundance ; but the culture is very

partial. There are some missions along the Amazons, the communication with which u
maintained only by the Indians on foot, carrying a long knife to cut their way through the

underwood. Cfuenca, the principal town, has some manufiicturing industry, and contains a

college. Its population amounts to 20,0(N). Its neighbourhood is remarkable as containing

the ruins of several Peruvian works, such as the rortress of Cafiar or the Ingapiloa, com-

posed of large blocks of hewn stone ; the Ingachungana or Inca's chair, cut in the solid

rock, and the remains of the great road of ^e Incaa Loxa is a small town, principally

noteworthy ftom the great quantities of the fiunous quinine tree in its vicinity. St Jaen is

a place of little importance, on the frontiers of the civilised part of the country ; vast wil-

dernesses, inhabited by warlike and hostile Indians, stretch eastward of it There are some
remarkable monuments of the Incos in the surrounding districts.

Guayaquil forms one of the most important departments of Equator, which was for some

time held alternately by Colombia and Peru. It is now divided into two provinces, Guaya-

quil and Manabi. The country is very fertile, particui irly in cacao, inferior indeed in qua-

lity to that of Caraccas ; but there has always been a demand to the extent of the quantity

produced, which Mr. Stevenson estimates at 600,000 fanegas of three bushels each, and

selling sometimes at seven dollars the fanega. There are also large plantations of tobacco

;

a great amount of timber and salt is exported ; and large droves of homed cattle, mules, and

horses are driven from the savannahs into the interior. Guayaquil, the capital, on the bay

of the same name, founded by Pizurro in 1533, contains 20,000 inhabitants, and is one of the

most flourishing commercial cities in South America. Its dockyard is particularly extensive.
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It produced one ship of 700 tons : very commonly vessels of 300 or 41X) tons arc built there

:

but it is cliicfly noted for schooners of 150 to 200 tons. The houses stand in fine picturo»|ue

cnnlusion, along the sides and ttie top of a hill: they are handiwme and commodious; but

none uf tlic public edifices are very splendid. The animal food is not of very good quality,

but nowliere does there exist a finer fruit market ; the plantain is supposed to be more
eciteemcd and eaten than in any other place. Guayaquil, like Egypt, has its plagues. The
air swarms with mosquitoes and ether flies still more tormenting; the ground teems with
snakes, centipedes, and other reptiles, whose bite causes fever and inflammation. There is

a cameleon whose scratch is believed to be mortal, a belief which seems quite chimerical,

but which greatly harasses the citizens. The ants cannot be prevented from filling even
the dishes : and sometimes, when a tart is cut up, they are seen running ofi* in all directions,

leaving the interior a void. Lastly, the shores are crowded with caymans and alligators,

whoee number cannot, \n the utmost exertion, be kept within any tolerable limits. The
beauty of tlie ladies of Guayaquil is celebrated throughout all America : they have com-
plexions as fair as any European, with blue eyes and light hair. They have also an agree-

able gaiety, joined to a propriety of conduct, which rendera the society of this place parti-

cularly engaging.

About 170 leagues west of.the coast is the fine group of the Galapagos (Tortoise) Islands,

deriving their name from the abundance of a gimntic species of land tortoise, to which v/tir

distinguished naturalist, Dr. Harlan, has given uie name of Tetludo elephantoput, or ele-

phant tortoise. The islands, which enjoy a delightftil climate and a fertile soil, have
recently been occupied by a colony fix>m Guayaquil.

SvBSECT. in.

—

Venexurla.

The republic of Venezuela, consisting of the former captaincy-general of Caraccaa, to

which was attached the extensive tract, known under the name of Spanish Guiana, extends

from the Esscquibo to Uie Gulf of Venezuela. It stretches over an area of 450,000 square

miles, lying between 58" to 73'=' W. long., and 2° S. and 12° N. lat It is divided into

four departments, which are subdivided into 12 provinces.

Dcpumnlk jl^ CafMt.

Orinoco / VarinM
Maturin Cumana
Veneiuela Caraccaa
Zulia Maracaybo.

Venezuela bean a completely opposite aspect to the two former divisions While they

consist of Uie declivities and valleys of the loftiest Andes, Venezuela forms a plain of im-

mense extent, reaching westward to and beyond the Orinoco. This region is divided into

three parts, distinguished by the most marked contrasts both natural and social The firet

consists d* the forest territonr beyond the Orinoco. It exists in an enturely unsubdued and
savage state, peopled by the Caribe and other tribes, who roam fixun place to place, and wage
almost continual war with each other. A few only have been formed by the missionaries

into reduction*, and inured to the tiabits of civilised life. The second part consists of the

Llanos; boundless plains, where the eye, in the compass of a wide horizon, often does not

discover an eminence of six foet high. Like the Pampas of La Plata, they are covered with
the most luxuriant pastures, on which, according to Depons, 1,200,000 oxen, 180,000 horses,

and 90,000 mules are fod. Some of the great proprietora possess 14,000 head of cattle.

The export of the hides of these animals forms one of the principal tmnches of the com-
merce of Venezuela. The third division, consisting of a coast about 600 miles long, and
the territory immediately adjoining to it, includes all that exhibits any degree of culture or

civilisation. Here the West India products, and particularly cacao of superk>r quality, are

cultivated to a considerable extent ; and a trade is carried on, which, though interrupted by
the revolutionary war and other calamities, is likely, in periods of tranquillity, to be revived

and extended.

The department of Venezuela consists of the two provinces of Caraccas and Carabobo, the
former of which contains the capital of the republic, Caraccas, situated considerably to the

eastward along this coast, which has always been the capital ofVenezuela, and previous to 1812
was a very large city, containing above 40,000 inhabitants. On the 26th of March it was
overthrown by one of Uie most dreadftil earthquakes recorded in either hemisphere. After
four in the evening, two successive shocks were felt, during which the ground was in con-

tinual undulation, and heaved like a fluid in a state of ebullition. The danger was then

thought to be over, when a subterranean noise was heard, like the rolling of loud Uiunder;
it was followed by two shocks, one perpendicular and one undulatory, so tremendous, that in

a few seconds the whole city was in ruins. Several of the loftiest churches fell, burymg
3000 or 4000 of the inhabitints, and they were so completely destroyed, that none of the

fragments were more than five or six feet above the ground. Nc«rly 10,000 persons per-

ished on the spot, besides many more who died' afterwards, in consequence of wounds and
privations. The agitation of the revolutionary contest obstructed the revival of Caraccaa^

and in 1830 it did not contain above 23,000 inhabitants. The city is finely situated, in %
VoL.ni. 23 SI
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valley between the sea and the loftv mountain of the Silla, whose two peaks rise to the

height of nearly 0000 feet The cathedral is spacious, but massive and heavy. Alta Gra-

cia, its most elesant church, was overthrown by the earthquake. There is an university on
a very large scale, thouvh Uie objects of instruction are somewhat obaolete.

La Guayrai^aboot twwve miles fipom Caraccas, of which it is the port, notwithstanding its

unhealthy climate and bad harbour, is the seat of a very consideraUe trade. Similar dis-

asters have reduced it ttom a population of 13,000 to scarcely 6000; but it is now reviving.

Several large cities occur on the long line of coast which extends westward Irom Carac-

cas, in the province of Caraboba Valencia flourishes in consequence of the line interior

territory, the trade of which ia conducted through it, whence it is supposed to maintain a
popalatioo of about 15,000. Its port, about ten Teaffuea distant, called Puerto Cabello, has

an admirable hartoar, but is eztremelv unhealthy. The department of Znlia comprises the

provinces of Mancaybo, Cora, Truxillo, and Merida, called Ihmi their respectivo capitals.

Cons once the capital of Venezuela, having lost that distinction and a great part of its trade,

is now much decayed. HaracaybcH happily situated at the junction between a bay and a
large lake reaching far into tm interior, early became a great city. It contains many de-

scradants of the early conquerors, who live in proud indolence: the rest of the inhabitants

gain wealth by traffic ; and the whole are supposed to be neariy 20,000. Tnuillo, in a fine

country near the head of the lake, earlv became one of the most flourishing cities in Ame-
rica ; but being, in 167S, plundered and reduced to ashes by Gramont the buccaneer, it has

recovered only in so Ikr as to be a tolerable country town, though presenting monuments of

its former importance. It is almost rivalled by Merida, a neat town to the west of it

Some considerable cities occur on the coast to the east of Caraccas, in the department of

Maturin. Cumana is situated on an extensive and fertile plain on the Lower Orinoco,

bounded by a curtain of rude moontatna, covered by luxuriant forests. Numerous herds run

wild on its savannahs, and in the plain on the coast venr fine tobacco is cultivated. It has

a very spaeioas and noble harbour, and the whole guu of Cariaco, on which it is situated,

aflSwu good ancliorage. Mules, cattle, and provisions an exported to the West Indies ; but

then is no kMOger room for the very large contraband which prevailed when the Spanish

Main was generally closed against Britain. The inhabitants, reckoned by Humboldt at

18,000, do not probably now much exceed 10,000. Cumana has suflered dreadfully liy earth-

quakes: that en* 1706 laid it completely in ruins; hence it contains no loflv or important

edifice. New Barcelona, to the westward, on an extensive plain overrun fav wild cattle,

carries on a similar trade, which supports a populati«i of about 6000. The isle <^ Cufaagua,

on this coast, once ftmous for a pearl-fishery, is now deserted. In the island of Marguarita

is the little town of Pampatar, which has been declared a five port

T%e great plains in tlie interior of Venezuela and on the Orinoco, possessing neither ma-
nu&ctures nor commerce, cannot contain cities of any magnitude. Yet Vannas was reck-

oned a neat and handsome place, and, notwithstanding severe losses during the revolutionary

war, has still 3000 inhabitants. Manteral derives some importance fhnu the commerce of

tiie Apure, on which it is situated. St Thome d'Angostura, the only city yet founded on

the (mnoco, notwithstanding recent losses, is still about equal to Vannas, and is the seat of

a bishop and a college. It was in this region that report placed the fitbukms EI Dorado, the

griden kingdom of Slanoa, which was the object of so many expeditions in the 16th century.

Here, it was assorted, there were mora s^endid cities and greater abundance of gold, than

even the wealthy Peru could boast, and aa late as 1780, a large party of Spaniards perished

in search of this golden r^fion.

%,.
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CHAPTER VL

PEKU AND BOLIVIA.

PcBO, of all the regions south of the Gulf of Mexico, is the most celebrated for wealth

and ancient civilisation. Its very name is proverbially used to denote proffase abundance of

the most precious metals. Yet Uie Spaniards, towards the close of the last century, severed

iiimi Pom all the ultra^Andean regions, called Upper Peru, comprising the richest mines

and the greatest mass of the native population, and annexed them to the viceroyalty of Bue-

nos Ayres. We cannot but regret with Humboldt this attempt " to eflhce the historical

remembrances of nations. The associations," he observes, " of the Indians who inhabit these

countries are oftener directed towards Cuzco, the centre of the ancient grandeur of the em-

pire of the Incas, Uian towards the plains of Buenos Ayres.** Besides, we must say, that

ui our estimation, the idea of " rich Potosi's mines** was so strictly associated with that of

Peru, that we could not willingly see them separated. In fiict the artificial ties formed by

the court of Spain were finally dissolved by recent events. Upper Peru, having been lib^

rated by a force fh>m Colombia under Bolivar, has been erected into an independent republic,

under the name of Bolivia. Buenos Ayres, having in vain endeavoured to eflbct an union
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even with tt.e nearer territories of Cordova and Tucuman, will still more vainly seek
comprehend within its limits the domain of PotoaL Under these vibws, we have detc

mined to consider Upper Peru as Peru, and restore to that country the districts which scei

thus naturally to belong to it

Smtt. I.

—

Qeneral Outline and A^ec^.

The boundaries of Peru are on the west the Pacific, forming a long line of coast betwee
4° and 25° of S. lat, which, by its windings and its oblique direction from northwest

south-east, probably exceeds 2000 miles in extent On the north, the boundary is forme

by a very winding line drawn from the sources of the Javari in a southwesterly direction

about the 7th degree of S. lat, and afterwards ascending by the course of the Tumbez .

nearly 5° S. lat On the east, Peru is separated from Brazil by lines very vaguely draw
through barbarous regions which cannot very properly be said to belong either to one or th

other. It is carried, generally speakmg, parallel to the coast sloping like it to the south

east, ranging from 58° to 72° long., ai^ extending from 4° to 22° S. lat At first the Ja

vari, for some space above its junction with the Amazona; afterwards, the upper part of th

Madera; lastly, a portion of the upper La Plata; form grand natural limits. On the south

the general boundary is formed by a line drawn from the Pilcomayo in about 22° S. lat

westerly, to the Casabindo, whose southwesterly course it follows to its sources, and conti

nuing thence in the same direction to the Salado, down which it extends to the sea in abou
25° S. lat Peru will thus be about 1500 miles in length, and 700 in breadth.

The surface of this extensive territory is of the boldest and most varied description. I

is croBMd, and in a great measure covered, by the Andes, in their greatest extent and lofti

est height Humboldt who has traced with such care the line of these mountains, findi

them separating, about 10° or 20° S. lat, into two parallel chains, which enclose an extendei

and loftV table-land, including Bolivia, or Upper Peru, and partly filled with the immense
lake of Titioaca. Between 14° and 15° these chains unite, and near their junction is situ

ated the ancient capital of Cuzco. It is remarkable that the Andes, which in their course

from Cape Horn have hitherto proceeded almost due north, here suddenly change their di

rection to north-west and for a short time almost due west ; while the coast, as along al

this side of South America, follows every winding of the mountain chain, to which it con
tinues always strictly pan^llel. Around Cuzco is accumulated a vast knot or mass of n.ian<

tains, about three times the extent of Switzerland. The Cordillehi then again separatee,

and another table>land appears only about half the extent of the former, but extreu:ely ele

vated, being in some places 10,000 feet high. It then unites in another knot or mass, which
contains the rich mines of Pasco, those of Potosi being placed at the opposite extremity of
the first table-land. It then opens into three parallel chains, of which the most eastern is

only a small lateral branch, bordering on the vast plains called the Pampas del Sacramento.
Ver^ high summits occur in the western chain facing the Pacific, and are seen in lofty suc-

cession fh>m the cities of the coast The last is in 8° S. lat, after which there does not

occur one for 350 miles. But the mightiest part of the range is that already mentioned us

extending over Bolivia, or Upper Peru. It is both the most spacious and the highest of all

the branches of the Andes. It contains the stupendous peaks of Sorata and Ulimani, the

highest in the New World ; and which rise, the former to the height of 25,400 and the lat>

ter of 24,850 above tlie level of the sea. It encloses an extensive table-land, scarcely any-
where less than 12,000 feet high, and peculiarly distinguished for the great altitude at which
fUU cultivation, large towns, and even cities, are situated. In this lolly district also are

found the rich mines of Potosi Between the Andes and the sea extends the plain of Peru,
whet? the chief Spanish settlements have been formed. It is from 50 to 100 miles in breadth,

partly covered with branches fi(om the Andes, but towards the sea fonnmg a flat expanse of

land, often white with saline incrustations, and absolutely a desert unless where one of the

broad streams, or rather torrents, from the monntaias can be directed over it

The rivers of Western Peru can scarcely be ranked as such, being merely torrents,, which
descend from tlic Andes, and roll along its narrow plain to the PacSc. The interior, how-
ever, is bordered, and partly traversed, by the greatest rivers in the world. The Amazons
commences its unrivalled course among the Peruvian Andes. One branch, the Tunguragua,
rises fl-um two lakes amid the mountains of Pasco, traverses the whole of the last-mentioned

table plain, receiving all the waters of its boundary mountains. After following this course
for about 500 miles, it forces its way through rocks and straits across tlie barrier of tiie

Cordilleras, turns its direction eastward, anu reaches *hat immense plain through which it

pursues its course across America to the Atlantic. The greater river Beni, according to

some accounts, rises in the Sierra de Cochabamba, in 18° S. hit, to the north of Oropesa, and
rolls along the back of tlie Andes, draining all their eastern waters, and in 11° S. receives

V the Apunmac, forming with it the Ucayali, the largest brunch of tlie Amazons. Its entire

course is about 1000 miles. But other accounts represent the Beni as rising near Cuzco;
in this case the Apurimoc, which rises to the west of^ lake Tif.icaca, is the principal stream.

Qq the east Peru, as «lrcady obe^erved, hatt for its boundary part of the courses of the
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Madera and the Plata ; but these belong more properly to Brazil and Paraguay. In the
south the Pilcomayo falls into the Plata> having passed through the richest mineral region

in the world.

Lakes in South America are not very grand or characteristic features ; yet Peru contains

one enclosed in its greatest table-land, the Lake of Titicaca, which, though twenty times
the size of the Lake of Geneva, cannot come into any competition with the mighty inland

seas oi Canada.

Sbot. U.—Natural Oeography,

SinMBOT. 1.

—

Oeologtf. ^

The great chain of Peruvian Andes is divided between 14° »nd 20° of S. lat, into two
longitudinal branches, which are separated from each other by a wide valley, or rather by a
plateau, the sur&ce of which is elevated 2033 toises above the sea. The northern extrem-

ity of this table includes the Lake Titicaca. The western chain separates the bed of the

I^ke Titicaca and the valley «^ Desaguadero from the shores of the South Sea, and it pre-

sents at least sixteen volcanoes in a state of activity. Its geognostic constitution is essen-

tially volcanic, the volcanic rocks being ehiefly trachytes, obsidian, and tufts, while the

eastern chain consists entirely of mountains of secondary and transition formation, of mica
slate, syenite, porphyry, red sandstone, marl containing rock-salt, ^ypenm, and oolitic lime-

stone. From this eastern chain issue a great number of torrents, which empty into the Rio
Beni, and which carry down with them auriferous sand. The mines of Peru have been
long celebrated, and of these the most valuable are those of gold, silver, and mercury. The
gola is obtained at present at Pataz and Huilies in Taoma ; and from some veins of quartz

traversing primitive rocks. There are besides gold washings on the banks of the Maraiion

Alto, and on many of the rapid mountain torrents. The quantity of gold coined in the

royal mint of Lima between the years 1701 and 1801, amounted to 3450 marks Spanish.

Ill Peru nearly the whole silver is extracted fVom the great mines of Yauricocha, or I..auri-

cocImi (commonly called mines of Pasco, and the Cerro di Bombon), and those of Gualgayoc,

or Chota, and Huantajaya. The most valuable of these mines are those of Pasco, situated

in the high table>land, 18^900 feet above the level of the sea, which aflbrd annually about

2,000,000 dollars. The mines of Chota were discovered in 1771 by a Spaniard ; but the

Peruvians worked, in the time of the Incas, some silver mines near Micuipampa. Great

ivealtii has been obtain^, even at the surface, both in the mountain of Gualgayoc, which
rises like a fortified castle in the midst of the plain, and at Fuentestiana, at Cormolache,

and at La Pampa de Navar. In this last plain, for more than half a league, wherever the

turf hoB bedn removed, sulphuretted silver has been extracted, and filaments of native silver

adhere to the n»ts of the grasses. Frequently the silver is found in masses, as if melted

portions of this metal had been poured upon a very soft clay. All the mines comprehended

under the name cf mines of Gualgayoc, on the partido of Chota, furnished to the provincial

treasury of Truxillo, between the month of April, 1774, and tiie month of October, 1802,

l,189,4o6 lbs. troy of silver, or at an average of 44,005 lbs. troy annually. The mines of

Huantajaya, surrounded with beds of rock salt are particularly celebrated on account of the

great masses of native silver which they contain ; and they fbrnish annually fVom 45,942 to

62,505 lbs. troy of silver. The conchoidal horn ore, or muriate of silver, silver glance, lead

glance, quartz, calc spar, accompany the native silver. These mines are situated in the

partido of Arica, near the small town of Yquiqne, in a desert destitute of water.

Cinnabar, or sulfrfiuret of mercury, the common ore of mercury, occurs in Guanca-Velica,

a district of Peru, at no great distance south-west of Lima. It appears that the discovery

of this great mercury mine goes back to a very remote period, since the Incas made use of

cinnabar in painting themselves. Mercurjr is found in the environs of the town of Guanca-

Velica, in beds and veins. In the great mine of Santa Barbara, the cinnabar is contained

in a bed of quartzy sandstone of nearly 400 yards in thickness ; but the metalliferous mass

is not more than 70 yards thick. Besides the cinnabar contained in the sandstone of Santa

Barbara, there is also some in this same part of the Cordilleras, in small veins, in alpine

limestone. Tin and lead mines are worked at Chayanza and Paryas ; there are consider-

able deposits of copper at Area, yet the inhabitants of Peru import that metal fVtmi Chili.

Uppeb Psnv, or Bouvu.—This state is interesting ftom the variety, extent, and value

of the minerals it affords. The mountainous regions are principally composed of porphyry,

and in the same chain there are volcanic mountains, some of whidi are in a state of activity.

Gold is found in considerable quantity on the mountainous districts, but hitherto it has not

been very extensively mined. It occurs associated with antimony, silver, and other miner-

als, and sometimes in masses of considerable size : the laigest mass on record is one which

was detached by means of lightning from a mountain near to La Paz, and for which 11,260

dollars were paid. But by far the greater part of the gold procured in Bolivia is obtained

by washing the sands of rivers : the most productive of these cavaderox, or gold wochings,

is that of T'puani. Silver has hitherto beon the principal metallic production of Bolivia,

23*
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370 DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY. Part m.

and has conferred on it iLi great celebrity. In the rich mountain of Potoei alone, according

to records kept at Potosi, of the quitUoM, or royal duties, from the year 1745 to tlie ^ear

1800, no less than 823,950,509 dollars were coined during that period ; and if to this be

added the amount of the preceding years, not included, and that obtained in a clandestine

manner, without the pay^nent of the customary dues, not less than 1,647,901,018 dollars

nave been obtained from this source alone in the space of 255 years. The silver mines of

Portugalote, in the province of Chicas, have acquired celebrity on account of the richness as

well as the quantity of their ores, which yield fhnn sixty to eighty marks of silver to the

caxon, while those of Potosi only afford about ten marks from the same quantity of ore. At
La Plata, Porco, and Lipes, there are silver mines, especially one in the latter province,

celebrated for the purity of its ores, which were fbrmerly in great repute, but since eclipsed

by the more important ones of Potosi uid of other places. In Carangu there are rich suver

mines; and formerly the silver mines of Oruro were very productive

RoBSWT. 2.

—

Bdtany,

The country is a complete desert from Copiapo, along the whole coast of Peru, to the

mouth of the Guayaquil river, intersected only by valleys, which are twenty c,f thirty

leagues apart A few patches of Tillandsin and Cacti are almost the only vegetation seen,

except for a short time in winter, when bulbous plants of great beauty appear, wherever
there is soil for them to fix their roots: but they quickly vaijsh when the mist disappears^

and the sun regains its power.
Though the surrounding country be so •cheerless, the valleys of Peru eqjqy a delicious

climate, the cool south breeze moderating, though it hardly (rfiscures, the sun's rays. ^* is

not, however, always ftvourable to healui ; intermittent fevers attacking almost all Uiose

who reside on the coast of Peru. From the perpetual spring that prevails in the valleys,

vegetation is most luxuriant; almost every cultivated plant, from barley to rice and sugar-

cane, coming to perfection, the climate permitting berth planting and reaping at every day
of the year. The traveller, on entering one of these valleys, is struck by the sudden tran-

sition ficom the sterility of the desert to the bright verdure of the irrigated land : the water
channels are, of course, carried near the hills, to ensure more fall of water; and every inch
of ground within these limits is covered with luxuriant vegetation ; so that hills that are

parched and barren beyond these bounds, within them are clothed with a beaut^ verdure.

Few trees or shrubs remain in these valleys ; still, for the purposes of fuel, some are left,

as Willow, Manglillo (.MatiglUla Juasiem), and Huarango (an Acacia). Among the shrubs
that grow near Lima are various species of Cordia, Buddlea, Heliotropium, Lantua, Lycium,
and Jussieua. E^t of the Andes, again, there are considerable forests, an extraorainary
difference existing between the eastern and western parts of Peru. Towards the coast, the
climate is temperate, the rivers small and few, and the hills bare of wood. Wild animals
are ver^ rare : there are few birds, and no noxious reptile& The country, its climate and

S
reductions, appear to belong to the temperate zone. But if we cross the Cordillera, and
escend to the east, we find lofljr trees, wild animals, and ve.,-)mous s^es: numberless

birds of splendid plumage inhabit the trees, and alligators and tortoises abound in the
Uarafion and its numerous tributary streamai Here are all the productions of a moist
tropical climate ; yet the two districU are in the same latitude, only separated by the Cor-
dillera.

Between Lima and Pasco, a distance of about forty-five leagues, many interesting plants

occur, especially the bright (^den Amancaes (^Ifa'citnu Anumc<u$
of Ruiz and Pavon), which is almost confined to the neighbourhood
of the former place. This is a ftvourite flower with the inhabit-

ants of Lima, who annually make a promenade to the spot where
it most abjunds, on St John's day, and return home decked with
its brilliant blossoms. Tillandsie, Mutisios, Melocacti, Cacti, and
Schinus Mdlo, also grow in this district, the latter plant affording

a resin which is much valued as an application to bruises. The
celebrated Yellow Potato of Peru (Papat amaritta$) is cultivated
at Huamantanga. It is deemed superior > every other wiety,
but is an indifl«rent bearer, and does not succeed near the coast
This may be considered as the native country of that valuable and
widely diflUsed plant the Potato (Jig. 1003.}, which is very com-
mon about Valparaiso, inhabiting steep rockv places ou the cllflk

near tlie sea, and always bearing pure white blossoms free fVom the
purple huo so common in the cultivated varieties. In the immediate neighbourhood of
Pasco, that celebrated spot f>om which so much wealth has issued, few plants are to be
found, those which most fritquently occur being a few Gentians, Lupinys nubigenus, and
some Commits. The pappus of Werneria rigida is used as tinder, and the fruit of Alstr»
meria dulcis is eaten by the children.

1003
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SuBBECT. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoology is as much unknown as that of C.)iombia : the researches of the accomplished
travellers Humboldt and Bonpland, having been more directed to plants than to animals.
Our notices muet consequently be very brief, and confined to the three most celebrated ani-
mals of the Peruvian Andes, the Lama, the Vicugna, and the Condor.

The Lama {Crmeltu Glama L.) (^fig. 1004.) reminds
the spectator of a very small camel, in which genus it

has been placed by I^nneus. It has been supposed by
Baron Humboldt, that the wild lamas -^re only individuals
strayed from the domestic breed : but if this is correct,
where was the animal originally bDught fromi The
hair is Ion?, soft, and elastic on the budy ; but close and
short on the head and limbs. In manners, the lama is

gentle and confiding, without showing much vivacity;
its carriage is gmceful, and even beautiful, when the
pure white of the throat and breast is seen in front It

has not very great strength, but is trained to carry bur-
dens.

The Vicugna (ComeltM Vicufma L.) is smaller than the lama, but is celebrated for the
superior fineness of its wool. It inhabits the highest points of the southern Andas, and
exhibits great liveliness. The manner of taking this animal, so valuable for its fleece, is

said to Iw as follows :—Ropes, to which bunches of feathers have been attached, are first

Btretehed across the mountam passes, near their haunts ; the animals are then hunted and
driven in these directions. On reaching these barriers, the lamas stop in terror at the flut^

tering of the feathers, and wait to be slain or
noosed by the Indians ; unless, indeed, an alpaco
(another species, not unlike the lama) happens to

be among them. This animal, not so easily in-

timidated, will immediately leap over, and then
the whole herd will instantly follow the example.
The history of the Condor ( Vultur gryphua h.)

{fig. 1006.) was long enveloped in faWe, until the
publication of M. Huniboldvs researches. It is

one of the largest of terrestrial birds ; but its size

appears much greater, when seen by itself on a
ycky peak, than it really is : for, when perched,
it does not stand more than three feet high. It is

peculiar to the Andes, and seems to prefer the
highest points, bordering the limits of perpetual

now. Although the^ never attack man, yet they
exhibit no fear at his approach: their food and
habito are very similar to those of the bearded
vulture Ok' Europe. Two condors will dart upon
a deer, or even a heifer, pursuing and woundmg
it for a long time, by their beaks and talons, until

their victim sinks. They then immediately seize ite tongue, and tear out ite eyes. In
Quito, it is said that the mischief done to cattle, by these formidable birds, is immense

:

their general food, however, is carrion or dead game. The skin of the condor is so thickly
clothed with down and feathers, that it is capable of withstanding musket-balls, when not
closely fired ; and the bird is killed with great diflSculty.

Sect. III.

—

Historical Oeography.

Peru was one of the two monarchies which, at the invasion of the Spaniards, had attained

to a degree of refinement far above that infant and savage state of society in which most of
the rest of the American continent was plunged. It was also remarkable from the contrast

of the character of its civilisation with that of thn Mexicans. Instead of the fierce and
lofty spirit, the bloody wars, the unoouth deities, and ferocious rites of that singular people,
the Peruvians were united in tranquil subjection to a mild superstition, which represented
to them their inca as the child of Uie sun, that supreme source of light and power, exercis-

ing in his naioe a beneficont sway, to which Uieir unreserved submission was due. How-
ever fiible may 'un mixed with tr-.*h in the tale of the first descent of Manco Capac and his

spouw, from the he: rhts of the Andes, there can be no fable i the story of the greatness
of the empire to whiim their poateritjr attained. It compreher. led not only the vast region
we are now describing, but the territory of Quito, which, though united bv Soain to New

Condor.

S'4ir4-r-!
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Grenada, ia covered with monuments of the empire of the Incas. Complete ,order and

obedience were established in this dominion of more than 2000 miles in length. The land

Was carefully cultivated. As moisture was the chief want, all the rivers were diverted

into aqueoB, or irrig'ating canals ; mountains were formed into terraces to receive the-* ^nd

walls built t3 prevent the water from escaping; and thus large tracts were rende* >•

ductive, which, under European management, have relapsed into the state of desek The
grand imperial road, extending for 1500 miles, from Cuzco to Quito, though only eighteen

feet broad, and not fitted for carriages, which, indeed, did not exist in Peru, was yet ren-

dered a wonderful work by the natural obstacles which had been overcome, and the fly in?

bridges by which a passage had been formed over the deep ravines. Robertson conceived

that ancient Peni contained one city only, that of Cuzco, tfid that all the rest of the popu-

lation was rural ; but this opinion ia at variance with the extensive remains observed by

rocenc travellers. The ancient structures of Peru have nothing of that lofty character, to

which those of the Mexicans attained. Perhaps they were thus formed for security in a

country so subject to earthquakes. The walls, composed of immense blocks of stone, sel-

dom rise to more than twelve feet in height; but they enclose immense spaces of ground,

and are divided into an infinity of apartments; insomuch that one, observed by a late

traveller, near Caxamarca, appeared capable of containing fiOOO men. To the Mexican
paintings and hieroglyphics, there is nothing analogous amoiig the Peruvians, who, how-
ever, had their quipos, or strings, on which the colours represented the objects, and the

knots their number. This contrivance, first used apparently for purposes of calculation,

was afterwards employed as a record of events ; though it cannot be said to be so affective

as the Mexican pictures. Amid the mildness of all their rites and habits, the Peruvians

retained one practice marke 1 by the deepest barbarism. On the de&th of their Inca, or

even of any great chief; a number of his vassals, often ver^ considerable, were interred

along with him. There were also deposited a portion of his wealth, and many precious

and usefbl articles, destined for his use in the other world. The opening of these huacai,

or tombs, has often proved a great prize to European adventurers; and in one instance there

was found a treasure in gold amounting to no less than 150,000/.

Spain, through the daring enterprise ofa small band of adviBnturers, whose deeds we will-

ingly decline recounting in detail, acquired, by a coup de main, this vast and rich empire.

Peru then became the centre of the wealth and power of Spain in South America. Ar ex-

tensive dismemberment, indeed, took place, by the erectiou of the viceroyalty of Tiuenoa

Ayres, and the transference to it of the richest mining districts; yet Lima coatinued not

the less to 'he the capital of all the southern states.

The spirit of revolution and independence, which was kindled with such force by the

French usurpations in the mother country, was much less strongly folt in Peru than in the

less opulent seats of Spanish power, x .11 the highest functionaries, and the richest mer-

chants, were settled in Lima, and inspired a tone of feeling decidedly favourable to the

mother-countrv. So deep was this feeling, that Mr. Stephenson has heard affectionate parents

declare, that they could not feel the same attachment to their children as if thoy bad been

born in Europe, and that, if they could suspect them of joining the American cause, they

would murder them in their beds. Peru, therefore, not only remained for some time firmly

attached to the Spanish cause, but made ^at exertions to suppress the opposite spirit b the

neighbouring provinces; accompanied with cruelties which caused a general disgust and

indignation, and gradually generated a feeling hustile to it. An external force, therefore,

was necessary to give enect to the new system in Lima. It was not till the year 1820,

more than ten years after the first revolution, that Sail Martin sailed with an expedition

fh>m Chili, landed at Pisco, and advanced upon Lima, which the viceroy La Sema aban-

doned to him, without resistance. The triumph of the patriots seemed complete. But the

misconduct and disunion of their chiefs, and the misfortunes of the army which the^ sent

into Upper Pvsru, gave an unfavourable turn to afiairo, and enabled the Spanish chiefs to

regain possession of the capital. Bolivar, however, now came forward, and, having finally

achieved the deliverance of Colombia, considered it essential to the general cause of Ameri-
can independence to destroy this last strong-hold of resistance. He marched down upon

Lima, and La Serna again gave way : when the war was transferred to the deflles of Upper
Peru, the patriot force was compelled to a disastrous retreat, in which it almost entirely

mouldered away. La Soma was again master of Lima, which remained for some time in

his hands ; but Bolivar having called forth all the strength of Colombia, .^.id tho royalists

being weakened by the defection of Olaflcta, he was again obliged to retreat without a

struggle. Yet the royalists in Upper Peru hod onoe more rallied, and seemed on tlie point

of regaining the ascendency, when General Sucre, by a bold and sudden attack, on the 9th

December, 1824, gained a complete victory on the plains of Ayacucho : the whole Spanish

army surrendered ; its chiefs were conveyed to Spain ; and the fVeedom of Upper and Lower
Peru was to all appearance fln!>.lly sealed.
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Sect. IV.

—

Political Oeography.

Peru, in consequence of its liberatioii, was formed into two separate republics : one, coo-

sifiting of Lower Peru, considered now as Peru proper; and the other of Upper Peru, or

Jlilivia. It must be owned, however, that our information respecting the organisation and
present state of these republics is very imperfect. Balbi states the revenue of Lower Peru
at 1,250,0001., ite debt somewhat above 6,000,0001., and ite army at 7500. The revenue
of Bolivia is stated at only 460,000/., iU debt 750,0002.

Sect. V.—Productive Induttry.

Agriculture is not the branch on which the wealth of Peru in any great degree rests.

The plain on the sea-coast is a sandy desert, and the sides of the mountains are steep and
broken into ravines ; while the parameras or table-lauds at the summit of the Cordillera are

rendered nearly unfit for cultivation by the extreme cold and the perpetual snow which
covers them; so that it is almost solely through the neglected remains of the Indian terraces

and irrigating canals that any of the elevat^ tracts are rendered very productive. Some
of the volleys, also, and of the lands alon^ the rivers, are extremely fertile. Maize is the

staple grain and chief food of the natives, in the various forms of bread, puddings, porridge,

and roasted groin. It is also made into a fermented liquor called chica, which is agreeable

enough ; but, unfortunately for the fiuitidious taste of Europeans, the Indion women consider

it their duty carefully to chew it, as a means of fermentation. Some of the higher ^unds
are better fitted for barley ; but for wheat, Peru is dependent upon the Chilian provmce of
Concepcion. The sugar-cane is cultivated with decided success, though not on a very great

scale. Fruits of every climate, from the successive slopes of the Cordillera, are poured
down into the marketu of Lima. The neighbourhood of Pisco is covered with vines, fhxn
the grapes of which ore made 150^000 gallons of excellent brandy ; but the wine of Peru
possesses no merit. Ipecocuanha, balsuns, medicinal plants, ond voluoble dye-woods moy
also be mentioned.
Manu&ctures are in a still less advanced state. In the mountain districts ore made con»

BJderable quantities of coarse woollens, blankets, flannels, baize, ond particularly ponchot, o
loose riding cloak, generally worn throughout Spanish America, and sometimes made of
great fineness. A few towns on the coast manufacture cottons. Goatskins are made into

good cordovan. The Indians execute very fine filigree work in gold and silver, and their

mats and otlier orticles of furniture made from grass and rushes are very much admired. In
general, however, the Peruvians look to Europe for o supply of oil the finer manufactures.

The mines have been the source of the unrivalled wealth of Peru. These are seoted in

the inmost depth of the Andes, approached only by sU;'',-' and perilous passes, ond in moun-
tains which reach .the limit of perpetual snow. The silver mountain of Potosi, in Bolivio

or Upper Peru, has no equal in the world. It rises to the height of 16,000 feet, is eighteen
miles in circumference, and forms one entire mass of ore. It appears (tcm the city dyed all

over With metallic tints, green, oronge, yellow, gray, and rose-colour. Though since the
conquest upwards of 1,600,000,000 dollars have oeen drawn from it, the mountain is still

only honey-combed, as it were, at the sur&ce ; ore still lies at o somewhat greater depth,

and is in some places overflowed with wat«r. Yet it has sunk into such a state of decay,
that in the ten years ending 1829, the annual produce is not believed to have exceeded
330,000 dollars. But the present depressed state of the mine is chiefly owing to the late

political convulsions, and the exhaustion of all the capital that was formerly employed.
These are evils which probably o state of peace will remedy, though no arrangement to

that effect has yet been made. A company from Buenos Ayres cfter^ 2,500,000 dollars for

the exclusive working ; but several English agents coming out in eager competition for the
same object, Bolivor sent the proposals to London. They reached tl^t capital at the well-

remembiered moment of deep depression, and did not obtain even an ofier. The Sponiorda
issert that there aro 5000 mines in Potosi ; but these mines are only eataca$, or lots por-

tioned out to individuals, of which, when Mr. Andrews visited the place in 1826, there were
not quite 100 at work ; yet these few yielded a good profit, and there was no want of labour-

ers: hence he cdculates that a capital of 100,000/. would yield 18,000/., nr, in allowing a
third to pay the high salaries expected by the agents, 12,000/. This is exclusive of any
advantage from the use of machinery, and any improvement in smelting, refining, and other

processes, which have hitherto been perforkued in the rudest manner, Tiie exhaustion of
timber will, however, be a serious obstacle ; for the reported discovery oi a "ein of coal is

not confirmed by Mr. Andrews. The mines of Pasco are situated at a prodigious height, on
the knot where the Andes lock into each other, more than 13,000 feet above the sea. They
are chiefly in the mountain of Lauricocha, forming a bed of brown ironstone, about three

miles long and one and a half broad ; from evet-y ton of which two or three marke of silver

ore extracted. These mines, before the : evolution, yielded annually 13i.,0tK' l^js. troy of
silver. By that convulsion their working has been entirely suspended The hoiirse <f Abadiai
by which it was chiefly carried on, has been ruined; and the royalists, in re: onge for th*
Vol. III. 2K
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(Kit taken by that house, destroyed all the costly machinery : the \vater, which always oc-

curred at the depth of 400 feet, took full possession of the mine. It would cost now a very

large sum to brine it again into a productive state, thoueh it is still believed that the returns

in such case would be great There are mines also at Hoalgayas in the province of Trux-
illo, and Huanlaya in that of Arequipa. All the Peruvian mines, however, are so much
declined, that their produce, during the entira period, from 1819 to 1829, was under
4,500,000 dollars. The gold mines are found chiefly in the interior district of Tarma, bor-

dering on the Amazon. The metal is partly obtained by the usual process of washing the

earth impregnated by auriferous streams; but in some instances the sold is found embedded
in veins of quartz rock. The mines of mercury are considered equuly precious with those

of silver, from its scarcity and its necessity in amalgamation. The discovery, therefore, of

the mines of Guanca-Velica was of the tpeatest importance, and they yielded at one time

an immense amount The mountain, which is nearly 14,000 feet above the sea, being

excavated into three successive galleries, and the props not having been made sufficient, a

great mass fell in, and crushed tne most valuable imrt of the works. Hence, even before

the revolution, the produce had follen to 15cwt The same district abounds with valuable

mines of gold and silver, which, however, fitom the imperfect mode of working, were never

very productive

Commeree, during the late crisis, can scarcely be said to have had an existence in Peru

;

nevertheleiis we must les-ribe what has been, as likely to exist again, when peace and

security revive. The t^yrort trade rests almost entirely on gold and silver, with a little bark,

cacao, cotton, m'.-^.r, vopper and tin, vicugna wool, &c. The value which, before 1739,

scareely exceer' . •^')00,00i> dollars, had nsen between 1785 and 1794 to 6,660,000. The
unporta cons'.t !I tS>.« Mrticles of European manufacture, except those coarse and com-

mon v'br; hlch pre ^r^aced in the country itself. Mr. Stephenson remarked, on enter-

ing u : L>a..o >u itis^ii, ' At almost every thing was English ; the brass furniture, the window
glast C ? (l;;i.ity iixa^. n^ the linen and cotton dresses of the females, the cloth coats of

the I &:>. t.he plrt" ^ knives, and forks on the table; even the iron pots and pans in the

kitch> I. I'hroPi t:,<: ne<-\\lh.\- state of society, in which European habits prevail without

Euroi in ind»,\itry. wn r.ii.) '•:et for foreign goods is here, as in the other American states,

much ..tore rhi.ii in p.opurtion to theur wealth and population. Mr. Proctor even heard it

calculated bv a welKiRformed person, that Lima, under favourable circumstances, would

receive a value not less than 2,000,000/. sterliPff. The most saleable articles are cotton

goods of almost every kind; Manchester broad nuinnels, Irish linens and lawns, fine Scotch

cambrics and tablo linen ; silks, crimson damask, and particularly narrow ribands. Thick
broadcloth finds a market in the interior. Glass, earthenware, and hardware ore also in

regular demand. Toys need not be seat, as the gold and gems of the country are preferred.

Hats, with leather, and every thing made of it, are so well manu&ctured in the country, as

to render foreign supplies superfluous. A ^ood deal of Peruvian produce is importM at

second-hand fh»i Buenos Ayres and Valparaiso.

The roads in Peru, as in other parts of South America, consist in general only of the foot

tracks of the horses, or more frequently mules, by which they are trod. No carriage is

attempted to be driven ; but the eneminate traveller sometimes establishes on the back of

the mule, a species of box or litter, the motion of which, however, is very unpleasant It

is only in the dreadfbl steeps of the Andes, that human art has been employed to form a

path along the sides of precipices, to cut one through rocks, and even to form them into

steeps; but these works, it is probable, were performed by the native Peruviaus, and not by

their Eun^iean conquerors.

Skt. VL—Civtl and ("ycial Slate.

The population of Lower Peru, according to two enumerations made about 1809, amounted
to 1,076,000. Of these there were 136,000 Spaniards, 609000 Indians, 244,000 mestizos,

41,000 flree negroes, and 40,000 negro slaves, tisi.ilmldt ;- ^a assumed 1,400,000 as the

actual number; perhaps rather hastily; for there 'tr.iinot we suspect under the circum-

stances of the last twenty years, have been any incretbe. According to ^ tatotiients obtained

by Mr. Brackenridge at Buenos Ayres, Upper Peru, ca'lod therr the Audiencia of Charcus,

contained 1,716,000; of which 510,000 were Europeuns ind mixed races, 986,000 Indinns,

and 220,000 not distinguished. We cannot help suspecting this statement to be a little

exaggerated, especially as to the first head ; but we have no other. Peru, then, will con-

tain m all 2,792,000 inhabitants.

The character of the Creoles, or native Spaniards, of Peru, is painted under colours eome-

what less flattering than that of the samo class in almost any of the other states. The pre-

ponderance of the European Spaniards appears to have been more overwhelming than else-

tvhcre. This political degradation, with the general diflbsion of wealth and facility of sub-

•istence, seems to havw been the chief cause of the enervated state into which the natives

of Lima hod sunk. The male inhabitants are considered by Mr. Proctor to be almost too

insignificant a race to be worthy of mention ; dei>titute of all energy both mental and bodily,

'v^.M'.
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Famtl* CotMiM of Limi.

80 that, notwithstanding the extensive trade, there are not above two or three mercantile

houses carried on by native Peruvians ; all the rest are conducted by foreigners, many of
whom are from Chili and Buenos Ayres. The ladies act a
much more conspicuous part; thouffh not alway^ we are

sorry to say, altogether to their credit From their earliest

years they are lc3 to consider themselves as the objects of
admiration and homage, and a system of the most decided
coquetry, or at least flirtation, is established. Even Mr. Ste-

venson, their champion, allows it to be common for the mo-
ther to screen her advancing years by making her dauffhten
address her "s a sister. Their intrigues are greatly aided by
a dress originally- intended to mark reserve and seclusion;

the saya, a light elastic gown fitted close to the frame, beinff

covered with the manto, a large loose cloak of black silk

gauze, which is wrapped round even the foce (Jig. 1006.).

Under this disguise, they sally forth, and amuse themselves
by addressing their friends without being known by them

;

mixing with the crowd to view whatever exhibition may be
ponig forward; and, it is too likely, in still more culpable

mdiscretions. Gaming prevails also among both sexes to a
destmctive extent; and families are extremely ill managed.

Yet the Peruvians are courteous, humane, hospitable, and generous. In the country, these

amiable qualities are combined with equal mirth, but a much greater degree of simplicihr.

The Indians, or native Peruvians, are still, over all Peru, the most numerous class. They
present nothing of tkat fierce aspect, and that untamed and ferocious character, which ren-

der the Caribs, the Brazilians, and the Indians of Canada, so terrible to European settlers.

They have small features, little feet well-turned limbs, sleek, coarse, black hair, and
scarcely any beard. Ulloa and Bouguer have represented them as sunk in apathy and insen-

eibility ; as beings to whom good and evil fortune, honour or dishonour, life or death, appeared
to be all alike. But though a certain tamencss of character may have been generated by
their former despotism, it appears that the shy, reserved, and gloomy aspect which they pre-

sent to' Europeans has arisen chiefly from the experience of oppression and accumulated
wrongs ; and when it is often said that no expedient can rouse them from their gross igno-

rance, Mr. Stevenson triumphantly asks, what expedient has been employed for that pur-

pose 1 The Indians assuredly live in very miserable huts ; and they show a wonderful pa-

tience under the greatest privations ; yet they do not neglect the means of improving their

condition : they are industrious cultivators, and manufacture often very beautiful fabrics from
very simple materials. Several of them have distinguished themselves in the pulpit ond at

the bar; and, when completely at their ease, they are found to talk with even an excess of
fluency. Chastity, especially in the married state, is a national virtue ; but they are apt to

indulge in too deep potations of chica, their fiivourite liquor. They have been converted to

eomething which they call Christianity ; that is, they celebrate the festivals of the church
by drinking enormous quantities of chica, dancing through the streets to the sound of the
pipe, with bells fastened to their legs, and cudgel^ which they appljr to any who attempt to

obstruct their progress ; in which devout exercises a whole week is sometimes consumed.
They have, in a good measure, wiped off the reproach of cowardice, by late achievements
in the cause of Old Spain. Yet they retain the deepest and most mournful recollection of
the Inca, and in all the remote districts annually celebrate his death by a sort of rude tra-

gedy, accompanied by the most melting strains of natural music.
The mixed races are more numerous than the pure Spaniards, though less so than this

Indians. They consist of the usual multiplied branches from the three original stocks of
Europeans, Indians, and Negroes. According to Mr. Stevenson, the mestizo is strong,

swarthy, with little beard, laborious, and well disposed ; the mulatto is less robust but is

acute, talkative, imaginative, fond nf dress and parade. In a public disputation at the uni-

versity, a mulatto in the gallery will often help the embarrassed student out with his svllo-

gism. The lambo (mulatto and negro) is violent morose, and stubborn, prone to many vices,

and guilty (^ more rubbe(ie8 and murders than any other class, only excepting the Chinos
(negro-Indian), said to be the very worst mixed breed in existence, ugly, lazy, stupid, and
cruel.

The religion, as in everv country over which Spain ever reined, is exclusively Catholic.

Lima is the seat of an archbishop, who bad for sunragans the bishops of Cuzco, of Panama,
two in Chili, and six in the south of Coloi'ibia ; but this extensive jurisdiction must now be
curtailed. Immense wealth has been aceemulated by several of the convents fivm pious
donations. Some of the clergy are respectable, but a great proportion of the friars are said
to lead very dissolute lives, and to promote rather than check the general licentiousness.

Although no toleration is admitted, yet in 1812 the inquisition was abolished. An English
traveller then resident saw its dungeons broken open, and their secrets disclosed : racks.
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pUlories, scourges of knotted cord, tormenton of netted wire, with points projectinff inward

;

and g<i^ng instnimenta formed of human bone. There was a crucifix with a heul capable

of makmgr a movement, which, being produced by a person from behind, had the appearance
of being miraculous^

Literature is not in so utterly depressed a state at Lima as in the other cities to the south

of the Isthmus of Darien. Besides several colleges, there is a highly endowed university,

founded in 1549, on the model of that of Salamanca. The professors do not deliver lectures

;

but examinations and disputations are maintained with considerable diligence. A number
of scholars have been produced, who, in America, are accounted eminent Tho Mercurio
Pehiano, a periodical work, carried on before the revolution, contained a good deal of valu-

able information. The emancipation has, as might be expected, been accompanied with

extensive arrangements for diflusing knowledge among the body of the people.

The amusements consist of the theatre, which, at Lima, is tolerably conducted ; bull-

fights, cock-fights, and religious processions ; and the rage for public diversions, as already

observed, is extreme. In regard to dress, the chief distinction seems to consist in the saya

and manto, worn by the ladies, and already described. The favourite dishes are the well-

known olla podrido, and the chupo, a mixture of fish, eggs, cheese* potatoes, add onions,

eaten by the guests with spoons from a common dish in the middle of the table. The cigar

Is almost constantly in every one's mouth.

Sicr. VII.

—

Local Geography.

The extensive region which once bore the common name of Peru ciMnprises at present

two independent states; the republic of Peru, and the republic of Bolivia.

SunnoT. 1.

—

Pern.

The republic of Peru, comprising the former Spanish viceroya'ty of Peru, lies chiefly

between 67° and 82° W. Ion., and 18° and 4° S. lat, but on the south, a narrow strip pro-

jects to nearly 22° S. lat, and on the north, a comer of its territory on the Gulf of Guaya-
quil approaches to within three degrees of the equator. It has a superficial extent of about

oOO,000 square miles.

The republic is divided into seven departments, which are subdivided into provinces.

DifUtBeBb. biiMili.

Libertad < TruxUlo
Lima Lima
JuDin Guanueo
Cuceo Cucco
Ayacucho Oaamanfa
Puno PuDO
Arequipa ...-> Arequipa.

Lima (fy[». 1007 and 1006.), next to Mexico the most splendid city of Spanish America,
is situated about six miles in Uie interior, from its port of Callao. It is of a form nearly

IQftj . semicircular; two miles long, and
one and a lulf broad ; the base

being washed by the river Limac.
It is sumwinded by a wall of brick

and clay, twelve feet high, but

capable merely of serving for pur-

poses of police. The houses run

m straight lines, dividing the city

into a multitude of squares of va-

rious forms and dimensions. They
are built wholly of timber, cane,

and unbumt brick, and are seldom more than one, scarcely ever more than two stories high;

but those of the rich are surrounded by porticoes or open courts, enclosed by high walls and

gates, which being, as well as the interior, painted with figures as large as life, and adorned

with wooden pillars, coloured in imitation of stone, make a very gay appearance. The
pla7.a, or principal square, is, as in other Spanish cities, surrounded by all the finest edifices.

-f^^
The viceroy's palace, however, is an old

1008 , ^-'-v-. plastered and unsightly structure, of a red-

dish colour, the lowest story of which is

strangely occupied by a row of mean shops,

above which is a gallery open to the public.

The apartments now employed as govern-

ment ofiices display some vestiges of de-

cayed magnificence. The cathedral is an
'''^ elegant building, with a stone front, and

Lima iVoin Um 8m. **" '***®™ ''^ considerable height ;
and the

interior, particularly the great altar, is, or

at least was, excessively rich. Close to it is the arcfabi^p's palace, elegant, adorned with
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green balconies, though with the same bad taste of having little shops, among others, a drink-
ing shop, on the ground floor. There are twenty-five convents in Lima, with churches
attached to them ; and fifteen nunneries. The corvent of San Francisco, with its append-
ages, ia the most extensive, and, though not so rich, is more elegant than the cathedral. An
immense treasure in the precious metals was contained '

. these establishments ; but during
the revolution great part has been abstracted, though the base materials substituted have
been carefully gilded over. The population of Lima is reckoned by Caldcleugh at 70,000,
of whom about 25,000 are Spaniards, 2500 clergy, 15,000 fi-ee mulattoes, 15,000 slaves,
7200 mestizos, and 5200 Indians. Mr. Stevenson estimated the number at 87,000, and Mr.
Proctor heard it reckoned at above 100,000; but no recent census has been taken. Calkok
communicating with Lima by a verv fine road, has on excellent harbour formed by two
islands. The forts by which it is defended are handsome and strong; and Callao itself is a
considerable town, with 6000 inhabitants.

On the coast to the north of Lima is Truxillo, a handsome little town, a miniature of Lima,
and built in the same gay style. Around it is a very extensive and productive plain ; and
other tracts, which are now sandy wastes, are proved, by the remains of acequias, and the
ruins of large towns, to have been cultivated and peopled in the time of the Incas. By its

port of Huanchaco, which has a tolerable roadstead, Truxillo sends the produce of its terri-

tory to Lima, and receives foreign manufiictured goods in return. It contains about 12,000
inlubitants. On the 29th November, 1820, the Marquis of Torretogle, governor of Truxillo,
proclaimed the independence of that intendency, and thus rendered an essential service to

the cause of liberty m Peru. Huachi and Supe are large Indian villages, the houses poorly
built (rf'mud; but the inhabitants, an active and hardy race, carry on !«me fine manufactures
of cloth and glass. Sauna is the seat of a considerable trade, and Lambayeque, to the norUi
of Truxillo, is the most thriving place between Lima and Guayaquil. The inhabitants mon-
u&cture excellent cordovans (M goatskin; cotton cloth, particularly table linen and canvas;
soap, which, though much inferior to that of Europe, is preferred in Peru ; sweetmeats made
iiom the fine fruits of the country, which are packed up in chip boxes, and sent all alone
Uie const Piura, still fiirther north, is generally accounted the most ancient city in South
America, though it is not exactly on the site of the city founded by Pizarro. Its district is

noted for Uie finest breed of mules in Peru, sometimes selling for 250 dollars each ; also for

a very fiine breed of goats, firom whose skins they manufocture good cordovans; and tliey

make also some cotton cloths, though not on so great a scale as at Lambayeque. The houses
are built of.cane and mud, and the streets, both here and at Truxillo, being unpaved, the
passenger walks ankle-deep in sand and mud. Payta, celebrated for the succesml descent
ofAnson in 1741, is a commodious and well-i^uented sea-port the most northerly in Peru,
and where, conseauently, a considerable quantity of goods is landed iiom Panama, to be dis-

tributed through the country. It being a complete desert of sand, potable water is brought
from a distance of twelve miles, and sold at a high price.

To the south of Lima, and only four miles distant is Mirafiores, an assemblage of villas

surrounded by gardens, fbrmerly the country residence of a number of the grandees of the

capital, which the late disturbances have caused to be almost deserted. Four miles farther

is Chilca, the Brighton of Lima, to which a great part of the population resorts during four

months of the year, for coolness and for sea^nthing. In proceeding southward, the coast

becomes very desolate. Pisco, though bearing the name of a city, is, in fact only a poor

village. On islands near it however, are vast accumulations of the excrement of birds,

formmg the richest manure that is anywhere known. The vines in the neighbourhood pro-

duce fVuit from which is made a large quantity of good brandy.

The department of Arequipa fills the space between the ocean and the Andes. It is one
of the most fertile provinces in Peru ; rich in maize, sugar, and vines, from which an esteem-

ed red wine is made. There are some considerable silver mines, but not to be compared to

those on the other side of the mountains. Arequipa is a large city, considerably in uie inte-

rior, in an agreeable and healthy climate. All the principal houses are substantially built

of stone. The river Chile supplies the city with water, and irrigates the surrounding lands.

The population has been estimated firom 24,000 to 40,000 : the first number is the most pro-

bable. Arequipa has stood, notwithstanding shocks of earthquakes repeated three or four

times in each century. Near it is a great volcano, whence arise clouds of ashes, which
reach even to the ocean. Islay, its sea-port, is only a village. Arica was originally a port

of considerable importance: but since the earthquake of 1605, and the plunder of the place,

in 1680, by the pirate Warren, it has been in a great measure deserted, and the population

has emigrated to Tacna, which is a thriving town, about thirty miles in the interior, employ-

ing extensive droves of mules to carry the merchandise landed at Arica into the provinces

Iwyond the Andes. Moquehua, another interior place, is chiefly noted for the good wine

produced in its district In the southern part which is a sterile desert are the silver mines

of Huantajaj'a.

The northern interior of Peru, forming part of the departments of Junin and Libertad,

consists of the provinces of Huailos, Huamalies, and Conchucos : they occupy various levels
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in the great interior table-Iand of the Andes, and are reached by rocky and alnioat precipi-

loua routes over the western chain. They present that variety of rich and valuable produce,

which generally marks the American table-lands. Wheat, barley, cacnrs sugar, are grown in

its different stages; fine cinchona is brought from the eastwaitl, tliough the wasteful mode
of collecting it may cause a dread of exhaustion ; the fine soft wool of the alpaca and vicuna

is collected. There is a great deal of manufacturing industry in these upper districts ; the

wool is made into ponchos, flannels, serges ; the goatskins into cordovans ; the tallow into

soap. The mines, which were formerly worked to a considerable extent, are now almost all

abvidoned. Great hospitality prevails ; any respectable traveller, on arriving at a town, has

only to go to the best house in it, where he is sure to be entertained, usually without charge.

Rudeness, however, is ascribed to the inhabitants, especially of Conchucoe, and believed to

arise from habits formed under the mining system. There are several pretty large towns

in this high district, which serve as markets for the produce of the neigtibouring country,

and channels by which they receive European commodities. These are, Caxatambo, Hua-
ras, and Caxamarca; each of the two last, according to Mr. Stevenson, containing 7000 in-

habitants. Caxamarca is, above all, distinguished as having contained a palace of the an-

cient Incaa, and being the spot where Atahualpa, the lost of the dynasty, fell by the sword
of Pizarra An Indian family still boasts this high descent, and inhabits the remains of the

palace of Atahualpa, and particularly the room in which that unhappy princti was confined,

and where is still shown the mark in the wall, up to which he was to fill the apartment with
silver. In the neighbourhood are also the remains of a vast mass of building, constructed

of ponderous stones, in the Peruvian fiishion, and capable of containing 5000 peracma.

The vnBt plains called the Pttmpas del Sacramento extend eastward from the provinces to

the great river Beni or Ucaili. They are not naked plains, like the southern pampas, but

covered with immeoae forests. The fUll occupation by the Indians is only interrupted by
missionary settlements, which exist in considemble numbers.

Tiie district of Tarma, in Junin, is chiefly distinguished for containing the richest silver

mines in Lower Peru, among which those of Pasco take the lead; but the working of then
having ceased, from causes already described, the town is fkst going to ruin. The town ol

Tarma contains about 5500 inhabitants, having a considerable manuncture of baize. Jauja,

situated in a very fine vailejr, is also of considerable) importance, as commanding the passage
of the Andes from the interior to Lima. Guanuco, north of Tarma, is distinguished by n-
ruvian renains, and still more by containing the inlknt rivulet, which swells into the stream
of the mighty Amazons.
GuKmagn and Guanca-Velica, in Ayacucho, occupy thn more southern valleys of the

Andes. The former has many districts very iert:le in green pasture, and its capital, of the
same name, is a great and very handsome city, built of stone, and adorned with magnificent
public places and squares. It has an univemty of nytd foundation, richly endowed, ud
contains 16,U0U inhabitants. Guanca-Velica is bleak and cold, only distinguished tat the
rich mines of mercury, which once rendered it a flourishing place, but are now so much de-
clined that the population is reduced to 5000. The little village of Aracucho, which ffives

name to the department, was the theatre uf the victory which (1624) delivered South
America from the Spanidi yoke.

Cuzco, the grand metropolitan seat of the ancient empire of Peru, is situated east of these
provinces, and SLrnewhat deep in the interim. It is placed upon a knot of the loftiest Andes,
the summits <rf' which are enveloped in eternal snow, but separated by valleys, and even ex-
tended plains, rich in pasturage, and in the grain of the temperate climates. The Peruvian
fabrics of woollens add of coraovan leather, exist still on a more extended scale than in anv
of the provinces yet mentioned. The imperial ci^ of Cuzco, even in its follen state, is still

handsotrtf, and even splendid. The cathedral is described as \ noble pile. The Dominican
church has been built firom the materials of the ancietit temple, on the same site, and the
altar has taken place of the image of that deity. On an eminonr.u are the walls of the
fortress of the Incas, raised to a great height, and built <^ truly astonishing masses of stone.
Cuzco is stattd by Mr. Jacob to contain 32,000 inhabitanta, of whom three-fourths are pure
Indians, the rest mestizos, with only a small and diminishing proportion of Spaniards. The
manu&ctures are consideruble. Cuzco threw off the Spanish yoke earlier than Lima, but
the nit;r was soon retaken by the royalists, and rcvnained with them till the flniiJ extinction
of their power. '

To the south of Cuzco, in the department of Puno, is the town of the same name, con-
taining a college and 18,000 inhabitants. Coquito is much decayed since Uie celebrated
insurrection of Tupac Amaru, at the end of the last centivy, when it had a population of

SuBBEOT. 2.

—

Ekilivia,

. The republic of Bolivia was established in 1825, previous to which time the territory was
attached to the viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata. It extends fVom 68° to 71° W. long., and
be main body lies between 11° and 22° S. lat ; but a narrow tongue of land on £c sea

:tK
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projects southwards lui fiir as 25°. It has an area of about 400,000 square miles, with «
population of about 1,700,000. Bolivia tbnns an extensive territory, situated south and
Bomewhat east of Lower Peru, with which it assimilates in aspect and productions. This
is among the least known regions of the globe, yet one which its natural features render
peculiarly interesting. It is now ascertained, by the important observations of Mr. Pent-
land, to contain the loftiest mountain peaks in the New World, yielding in height only to
those of the Himalayah. The summit of Sorata was found to be 25,400 feet high ; that of
lUimani, 24,350; so that Chimborazo, which is only 21,400, must hide its diminished head.
The verr elevated table-plain from which these colossal summits rise appears to have pre-
vented their extraordinary elevation from becoming sensible, till it was determined by baro-
metrical measurement. This table-plain, though not the most elevated, seems undoubtedly
the most fruitful and populous on the globe. That of Thibet is as loftv, and vegetation
ascends as high on the Houthem slopes of the Himalayah. But while Thibet, in general,
presents only wide pastoral expanses, covered with numerous herds of goats, sheep, and
oxen, this western table yields copious harvests of rye, maize, barley, und even wheat; it

has cities above the region of the cloiuis ; villages which would overtop the v/hite pinnacles
of the Jungihiu and the Schreckhom ; cottages as high as the top tif Mont Blanc. The fol-

lowing are among the most remarkable heights :—the city of Potosi, 13,360 feet (its mines,

16,060); city of Puno, 12,832; of Oruro, 12,442; of La Paz, 12,194; of Charcas, 8332;
of CkMshabombo, 8440; cottages at the source of the Ancomarca, 15,721; poet-house of Pati,

14,402. Mr. Pentland's observations of longitude, though imjierfect, seem to bliow that the
principal stations in this region are farther east, and more in' the interior, than our maps
represent them, in consequence of which these remarkable summits are not visible from the
Pacific.

The new government has formed Bolivia into seven departments:— Chuqnisaca, La
Paz, Omro, Potosi, Cochabamba, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, and the province of Tarija.

A site has been fixed upon for a capital, to bear the name of Sucre, the commander whose
victory at Ayacucho secured the independence of the state ; but as the city is not yet in

existence, the interim metropolis is fixed at Charcas, which has been re-invested with the

ancient Peruvian name of Chuquisaca, and has borne also sometimes that of La Plata, from
the silver mines in its vicinity. It is a handsome city, containing about 12,000 inhabitants.

Notwithstanding its astonishing elevation, the country round is fertile and smiling. There
is an university numerously attended, and a library, said to be one of the best in South
America.

La Paz, to which M. Balbi, on Mr. Pentland's authority, assigns a population of 40,000, is

really the chief city of Bolivia, and surrounded by the most interesting objects in that coan«
trr. A few miles to the south is the Nevado de lUimani, and at some distance to the north

rues that of Sorata, both already described as the highest mountains in the New World.
At some distance to the north-west is the ^reat lake of Titicaca, about 160 miles long, and
the largest in South America. This lake is a sacred object in the eyes of the Peruvians,

since, according to their most sacred traditions, it was on an island in its centre that Manco
Capac and his spouse first appeared to give laws and arts to the empire. At the village of

Tiahuanacu, near its banks, are the remains of a stupendous palace erected by the ancient

Peruvians. The interior courts, 360 feet square, are built of enormous blocks of stone, some
of which weigh eighty tons. The great gates are each composed ofone single mass. There
are also remains of colossal images, but rudely sculptured.

Potoei enjoys the greatest fame of any city in this region, but retains, as already observed,

few traces of the wealth which gained for it this celebrity. It is probably the most elevated

city in the world, being, as stated above, 13,000 feet above the sea, and consequently higher

than the Peak of Tenerifie. It is not a well-built town ; the streets are narrow and irregu-

lar, and roost of the houses indififerent It has, however, a college and a mint. Reports

vary greatly both as to its past and present population. The assertion that, in its most nour-

ishing state, it ever contained 160,000, is probably much exaggerated. In its present decline,

Mr. Pentland, the latest and perhaps best authority, states, wat a census in 1826 found in it

not more than 9000 inhabitants.

There are some other considerable places in this region. Oruro has not more than 4000
or 5000 inhabitants ; but the mines in its vicinity were once important Cochabamba, in

the midst of a fertile though mountainous territory, has been said to contain 30,000 inhabit-

ants. Santa Cruz de la Sierra, situated amid an extensive plain in the eastward, is an ill-

built town, with a population of about 9000. Large tracts in this quarter are occupied by

the Moxos and Chiquitos, Indian tribes nearly independent, unless so far as the missionaries

have reclaimed them from their savage habits. Turija, a small province to the southward,

belonging to the territory of La Plata, has voluntarily united itself with Bolivia. The repub-

lic, in their small extent of coast, have only one port, that of Cobija or Puerto de Lamar,

which labours under a deficiency of ft«sh water; po that they are obliged at present to

receive almost all their foreign commodities across the mountains, by way of Aric&
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CHAPTER Vn.

THE WEST INDIES.

Trb Wnr Itroni consist of an archipelago of large and fine islands, situated in the

wide interval of sea between North and South America. Their rich products, their hi^b

cultivation, and the very singular form of society existing in them, have rendered them u
modem times peculiarly interesting.

Sect. I.

—

Oeneral Outline and Agpect.

These islands extend in a species of curved line, first east, and then south, ii^i; inning

near tlie southern roint of the United States, and terminating at the coast of South A.-nerica,

near the mouth oi tl t:- Orinoco. On the east and nortli they are bounded by the Atlantic;

on the south, the Carib •r<n Sea separates them from the coast of Co? '.nbia; on the west,

the broad expanse of the -iilf of Mexico is interposed between then, ind that part of the

continent They are si. nd trenerally between the fifty-ninth and eighty-fifth degrees of

west longitude; uid, excluding W-.'.^ ' ihtmas, between the tenth ar.^ twenty-third degrees

of northlatitude. The largest art tiij^c- which extend from the Gulf of Mexico eastward

;

Cuba, Hayti, Jamaica, and Porto Rica Those which run from north to south are smaller;

but many of them, as Barbadoes, Martinico, Guadaloupe, Trinidad, are very important from

their fertility and high cultivation. This latter part of the gnv-n is fteqnently called the

Windward Islands, from being exposed to the direct action ot Jie trade wint'iv, blowing

across the Atlantic ; they are named also the Antilles, and firequently the Carill':?;) Islands,

firem the name of the people, called Caribs, fiiund there by the discoverers.

Mountains of considerable elevation diversify each of these islands, causing them to

resemble the elevated remains of a portion of the continent, which some convulsion has

overwhelmed. Generally speaking, the ''rt'C'rior is compoeed of a range or group, sometimes
of little more than a single mountain, C-n slopes of which, «nd the plain at its feet, consti-

tute the island. The most elevated peaka of Cuba, Hayti, Mtd Jamaica, exceed 6UU0 feet;

while the highest summits of the Windward Islands range iVom VfOO to 4000 feet Most
of these eminences have evidently been the seat of volcanic actim; but this appears to

have ceased in all of them, except the Soufriere of Guudaloupe, wMch still exhibits some
fiiint indications of it

The streams which descend from these loftj heights, '
'

'

shiHre, are numerous and copious, and form one main j

guishes this regbn ; but as they soon reitch the sea, noD'^^

call for notice in ttiis general survey. Neither do
importance.

Smtt. n.

—

Natural Qtography.

Svtamrr. 1. —Geology.

Cuba. A range of mountains traverses this island from east to west, dividing it into two
puts. At the fiwt of these the country opens into extensive savannahs. The lower dis-

tricts are composed of secondary formatioas, through which we observe granite, symite,

gabbro, and gneiss rising in masses of greater or less extent The highest nioimtains, pro-

nely compoMd of mica slate, and named the Copper Mountains (Sierra de Cobre), at the

south-eastern end of the islajid attain an elevation of nearly 10,000 feet From hefiee

towards the west there is a hilly range 1800 feet high, in which pure limestone and a^-
laceous sandstone are the {nredominating rocks. Near Villa Clara a silver mine has been
discovered, and also native gold, ores of copper, and coral marbles, of various kinds, tie

mentioned as occurring in the island.

Hayti. We have no account of the geology of this island.—^The \cr,ii and narrow grsp

nitic tongue of land, which extends from Port au Prince westwards to Cape Tiburon, was
fearfully wasted \n an earthquake, in the year 1770. Whole mountain? were overturned.

The other parts of^the island were not disturbed by the earthquake. Hence it may bo con-

jectured, says Von Buch, that this chain rests upon a great internal vent
Jatnaiem. A part only of the geology of this island has been described by M. De la

Beche, in the Geological Translctions. The tract examined is confint d to that quarter

situated to the eastward of a line drawn from Alligator Pond Bay to St Anne's Bay, tiius

taking in nearly the eastern half of the island, where Uie highest mountains occur. The
Blue Mountain range is principally composed of transition rocks, as greywacke, associated

with trap rocks. Keating upon these, at a lower and lower level, ore red sandstone and
conglomerate, white marl and limestone, in some places intennin|[lGd with traps and por-

phyries ; the flat country, from Somerset to Kingston, being diluvium uid idluviom. An
extinct volcano occurs at Black Hill, in St George's.
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Caraccas. The Blue Mountains in Jamaica, the granite mountains in the southeni Mrt of
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abundance of Cerithie. principally enclTeTin a .luLZbed^rf a dark colour, which i. subordinate totte limestone. Tt appears Z Slon?H!
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t«rtiary class, and forms hills from 300 to 400 feet m height. The island is crossed from

N.W. to S. E. bjr a conglomerate, which, in a clayey basis, contains many crystals of felspar,

abundance of green earth, protxibly disintegrated augite, and masses of basalt, also of

amygdaloidal dolerite or greenstone, lava, homstone with impressions of corals, and numer-
ous pieces of petrified wood of all sizes and fr^rms, principally palms and other tropickl

trees. Trees of the same kind also occur in the siliceous bed in the limestone. The rocks

of this conglomerate are generally steep towards the S.W., and gently inclined towards the

N.E. The limestone evidently rests upon this conglomerate. To this follows, in the south'

western part of the island, a m>leritic basalt, which forms the ^teaXeat heiffht The separa-

tion of these rocks is accurately in the direction of the volcanic islafads, that is, fVom N.W.
towards S.E. Hence the island of Barbuda, which is farther removed from the volcanic

range, lies entirely in the limestone region. The shells in the limestone difier but little

from those of the surrounding sea: but the limestone expands over the whole island, which,

although it is eighteen miles long, and thirteen miles and a half wide, is nowhere higher

than Mout 110 feet above the sea. A <basaltic cover, therefore, separates this limestone

fVom the volcanoes; and probably these latter, before reaching the surface, have previously

forced Uieir way through the basalt It occurs again in Tobago: specimens of dolerite,

containing remains of cerithie, have been sent from the island ; showing[ that a limestone

similar to that of Antigua lies over it Barbadoes, in its general composition, is very much
like Antigua ; and the same would appear to be the case with St Bartholomew and St
Martin. In Deseada, Marie-Galante, and Grande Terre, limestone only appears. This

limestone extends to the north and east sides of Martinique.

Vdcanic hUmdt.-^Orenada. Coral reefi bound the coast from S.W. to N. E., but not

on the west side. Basaltic pillars occur on two places on the coast The Mome Rouge,

formed of three ccmical hills, from 500 to 600 feet high, is entirely cconposed <^ slags and

vitrificatibns. It is, therefore, probably a cone of eruption.

St. Vincent. The volcano Mome Chirou, which is the loftiest mountain in the island, is

4740 feet high. It was ascended on April 26, 1812, the day immediately preceding the

qruption which has made the island so well known to geology. The crater was half a mils

in diameter, and from 400 to 500 feet deep. In the middle of it there rose a concave hill,

firom 260 to 300 feet high, covered, in the lower part with vegetation, but the summit with

sulphur. Vapours of sulphur also ascend from many crevices in the rocks. The crater,

according to Anderson, exhibited the same appearance in 1785 ; and he remarks how evi-

dently St Vincent the Soufriere of St Lucia, Montague P^lee in Martinique, and Domi-

nica, were extended in the same line. On April 27, 1812, ashe^ burst tmca the crater, and,

during the night flames; on the 20th, during the nieht loftjr pyramidal flames were seen;

and, on the 30th, at 7 a. m., lava burst open the north-west side of the mountain, and flowed

so rapidly downwards, that it reached the sea in the course of four hours. At three o'clock,

« fVightAil eruption of ashes and stones took place from the great crater, which destroyed

nearly the whole of the plantations in the island.

St. Lucia. The crater occurs in a sharp and steep chain of hills, firom 1200 to 1800 feet

high, which traverses the island lh>m N. E. to S.W. The sides of the crater are very lofty

and steep, especially on the south-east side. Vapour breaks out on all sides. At the bottom

there are numerous small lakes, in which the water appears to be perpetually boiling, and

. in some places the ebullition is so violent that the water is thrown up to a height of four or

five feet Many places are incrusted with sulphur ; and brooks which flow down the sides

of the mouitain abound in carbonic acid. It is reported that u> the year 1766, an eruption

of stones and ashes took place.

Martinimu. The mountain P6Iee, in the northern part of the island, which is 4416 feet

high, contains a great crater, or a soufridre. Many smaller craters, at a height of 3000 feet

•how former lateral eruptions. On the 22d of January, 1762, a small eruption, preceded bv

a violent earthquake, took place. Dr.Chisholm says the mountain is surrounded with

pumice, and granite (trachyte) forms its body ; Dupugot also speaks of a hillock of pumice,

thirty feet high, on the west side of the mountain, which announces UiQ existence of tra-

chyte in its Ulterior. The Piton of Carvet rises in the middle of the island. Streams of

felsparry lava appear on its acclivity, and basaltic pillars in the hollow between this and the

thiid peak of the island, in the southern part on the Pic de Vauclin.

Dominica. Dr. Chisholm says this island is a confused mass of mountains, the loftiest of

which is 5700 feet high. Many sotfetaras occur in it which are not burnt out, but on the

contrary, occasion small sulphur eruptions. The lower parts of the mountains are of tra^

chyte.

OuadaHottve. The Saintes Islands, composed of columnar basalt connect this island with

Dominica. The highest hill among them is on the Terre d'en Haut which is 966 feet

Probably these basalts form a border around trachyte hills. The Soufiridre of Guadaloupe

la 4794 fbet high, according to Le Boucher; 5100 Ibet according to Amie. It is situated

in the centre of tlie island. On the 27th of September, 1797, afwr the Antilles had been
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a<;itated by earthquakes for eight months, this crater threw out a quantity of pumice, ashes,

and dense sulphureous vapours, which evolution was attended with loud subterranean noises.

Monlscrrat. Nearly the whole island is composed of trachyte, with embedded, broad,

beautiful crystals of felspar and of black hornblende. The Soufridre is situated in the

Heights of Galloway, and is from 300 to 400 yards long, and about half as broad. Vapours
of sulphur rioe through the loose stones and heat the ground. The water which flows along
in the neighbourhood of these vents is heated to boiling; that which flows at a distance

remains cold. But the sulphur does not always rise from the same vents: new vents are
daily forming, and old ones are closing up. Hence it happens that the whole mass of rock
in the neighbourhood becomes impregnated with sulphur. A similar Soufridre ia situated

an English mile distant from this.

Nevis has a very characteristic crater, from which vapoura of sulphur are condensed, and
many hot springs rise in difierent parts of the island.

St Christopher's, or St Kitt's, is compoMd of rough precipitous mountains. The loftiest

among them. Mount Misery, rises to a height of 3483 feet above the sea. This mountain
is composed of trachyte, and conceals at its summit a perfect crater. The island formerly

Buffered much from earthquakes ; but since the great eruption, in June, 1602, the ground
has been but rarely agitated.

St Eustatia is a conical mountain, about twelve miles in circumference, provided in the
middle with a crater which much exceeds, in magnitude, circumference, and regularity, all

the craters in the Antilles.

Bahama blandi. This numerous group, as far as we know, is entirely composed of
limestone ; which, in many places, displays magnificent caves. They may be considered a
continuation of the limestone islands of ute Caribbean Sea.

Trinidad apprars to make a part of the continent ; and Dr. Nugent remarks, that its rocks

are either primitive or alluvial. The great northern range of mountains that runs from
east to west, and is connected with the high land of Paria on the continent by the islands

of the Bocas, consists of gneiss, of mica slate containing large masses of quartz, and, in

many places, approaches in nature to talc slate ; and of bluish limestone, traversed fay veins

of calc spar, from the foot of the mountains, for many leagues to the northward, there

extends a low and perfectly flat land, evidently formed by the debris of the mountains, and
by the copious tribute of the waters of the Orinoco, deposited by the influence of currents.

The famous a6phaltum or pitch lake, situated amidst a clayey soil, is about three miles in

circumference ; and, in the wet season, is sufficiently solid to bear any weight but in hot

weather is often in a state approaching to fluidity. The asphaltum appears to be supplied

by springs. At the south-west extremity of the island, between Point Icacos and the Rio
Erin, are small cones, resembling those of the volcanoes of air and mud, near Turbaco in

New Grenada, which are of the same nature with those of Macaluba aud the Lake Naftia

in Sicily.

SuBSECT. 2.

—

Boleeny.

The splendour of the vegetation in the islands of the West Indies is the theme of every
traveller there. We must content ourselves with noticing some of the most important of
its productions.

Few plants are more extensively valuable, in a commercial point of view, than the

Mahogany (5iote(enta Mahagont) (fig, 1010.}. The uses of this wood are too well known

1010 to render it necessary here to mention them, forther than to say that

almost all our valuable forniture is formed of it and that it is par-

ticularly adapted to such purposes by its great beauty, hardness, and
durability, and the exquisite polish it is capable of taking. It is

said, too, to be indestructible by worms or water, and to be bomb-
proof: hence the Spaniards used to make their vessels of mahogany,
and Captain Franklin took with him to the Arctic Sm, boatr con-

structed in England of that material, as being the lightest (in con-

sequence of the thinness of the planks), and the most portable, com-
bined witli great strength. Jamaica formerly yielded the greatest

quantity of this wood, and the old Jamaica mahogany is still reckon-

ed the most valoable ; though the largest importations are now made
from Honduras, where 200 years are considered necessary from the

time of the plant springing fVom seed, till itn perfection and fitness for cutting. This opera-

tion commences about August; the ganss of labourers employed in this worx consisting of
fVom twenty to fifty, each being headed by one man, called the captain, and accompanied by
a person termed the huntsman, whose business it is to search the bush and find employment
for the whole. The latter cuts his way among the thickest woods, where he climbs the
liigliest tree, and thence minutely surveys the country. The leaves of the mahogany tree

are invariably of a reddish hue ; and an eye, accustomed to this kind of exercise, can at a
^reat distance discern the places wiiero the tree is most abundant. Thither he directs hia

Mahoiiiir.

I
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steps, without other eompasB or guide than his recollection afibrds, and never ftila of reach-
ing the exact spot, though he ia sometimes obliged to use dexterity to prevent others from
availing themselves of his discovery, and seizing first on the hidden treasure, those who
follow him being entirely aware of any arts he may use, and their eyes being so quick,
that the lightest turn of a leaf, or the feintest impression of a foot, are unerringly per-
ceived.

The Mahogany tree is commoiJy cut about ten or twelve feet from the ground, a stage
being erected for the axeman. The trunk, from its dimensions, is considered tho most
valuable portion ; but for ornamental work the branches are preferred, the grain being closer

and the veins more variegated. Tho cuttuig of roads is the most laborious and expjnsive
part of the work ; but it is customary to facilitate this as much as possible, by placing tho
scene of operations near a river. The underwood is cleared away with cutlasses, which
the people use with great dexterity ; but it is often necessary to clear away some of the

harder and larger trees with fire. The quantity of road to be cut in each season depends
on the situation of the body of mahogany trees, which, if much dispersed, will increase the
extent of road-cutting : it not unfrequently happens that miles of road and many bridges
are made to a single tree, which tree may ultimately yield but ono log. The roads bemg
now all ready, which may generally be efiected in December, the cross-cutting, as it ia

technically called, commences. This is merely dividing crosswise, with the saw, each tree

into logs, according to its length; some trunks yielding but one, others four or five logs:

the chief rule for dividing the trees being so as to equuise the loads which the cattle are to

draw. A supply of oxen is constantly kept in readiness, lest the usual number should be
overburdened by the weight of the log: this is unavoidable, owing to the very great diflTer-

ence of size of the mahogany trees; the logs taken from one being about 800 feet, while
those from the next may be 1000. The largest log ever cut in Honduras was of the follow-

ing dimensions: length 17 feet, breadth 57 inches, depth 64 inches; measuring 5168 super-

ficial feet, or 15 tons weight The largest log of mahogany ever brought from Honduras
to Glasgow is thus described :—It was taken to the wood yard on a four-wheeled carriage,

and there placed between two other logs, preparatory to being cut up, as no saw-pit was
capable of OHitaining it The length was 16 ibet, depth 5 feet 6 inches, and breadth 4 feet

9 inches. It contained 418 cubic feet, and 6016 feet of inch deal ; the cost of sawing it,

at 3d. a foot amounted to 62/. 14a. The value of the whole, estimated at Is. 2d. per foot,

was 2921. 12*. ; and the weight was 7| tons. The time of drawing the lo^ fh>m their

place of growth is April or May, the ground at all other season^ being too son to admit of
the heavily laden trucks passing without sinking, and it is essential tluit not a moment of
dry weather be lost in drawing the wood to the river. The night is employed in this work,
as the days are too hot Nothing can present a more extraordinaTy spectacle than this

process of trucking, or drawing down the mahogany to the river. Six trucks are commonly
employed together, occupying a quarter of a mile of road : the great number of oxen ; the

drivers, halt naked (clothes being inconvenient firom the heat and dust), each bearing a
lighted torch ; the wildness of the forest scenery, the rattling of chains, the sound of the

whip echoing through the woods ; then all this activity and exertion so ill corresponding

with the still hour of midnight makes it wear more the appearance of some theatricu

exhibition than what it really is, the pursuit cf industry which has fallen to the lot of the

Honduras woodcutter. In the end of May the periodical rains recommence : the torrents

are so great as to render the woods impracticable in the course of a few hours; when all

trucking ceases, the cattle are turned into pasture, and the trucks, gear, tools, tic. are

housed. In the end of June, the logs of mahogany are floated down Uie swollen rivers in

jntpatu (a kind of flat-bottomed canoe) followed by the gaiw of labourers, to'disengage

them fh>m the overhanging branches and to form them into rafts at the end of the voyage,

where they are taken out of the water, re-smoothed with the axe, and the ends, which have

frequently been split and rent, by dashing against rocks in the river, are sawed ofl^ when the

raahosany is ready for shipping. The average expense of mahogany cutting is usualljr esti-

mated at about 70/. sterling each labourer per annum, independent of the capital sunk in the

purchase of the works, cattle, trucks, &c. uc. In St Vincent's, where the mahogany is not

mdigenous, the trees do not attain a greater height than fifty feet and a diameter of eigh-

teen inches. The bark of maho^ny is very astringent and bitter ; and in its action on the

human frame has been eaid to coincide nearly witli the Peruvian bark.

Tho Maranta arundinacea is a plant of considerable interest as it is believed to yield

Arrow-root, a well-known and elegant article of diet which is prepared, according to the

late Dr. Sims, from its roots, not by drying and pounding, as has been stated, but by mace-

ration in water, in the same manner as starch is made from wheat, potatoes, and other fari

naceous substances. Great quantities of arrow-root have, of late, been imported into thin

country from the West Indies, and much recommended as food for young children, and ts a

light nourishment in sickness. A similar substance, probably in every respect of equa. eifi-

cacy and not less salubrious, has, of late years, been prepared in considerable quantities, in

the Isle of Portland, from tlie roots of the common Cuckow Pint (^Arum maculatum). The
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Maranta arundinacea is an herbaceous perennial, and increased by parting the roots. It

grows two or three feet high, with broad leaves and a spike of small white flowers.

Myrtus Pimenta, the handsome tree which produces tlie Allspice or Pimento of com-
merce, is a native of the West Indies, and especially the island of Jamaica. Its profusion

of white blossoms contrast most agreeably with the dark green leaves that clothe its nume-
rous branches, while the rich perfijme that is exhaled around, renders an assemblage of these
trees one of the most delicious plantations of even a tropical clime. When the foliage is

bruised, it emits a fine aromatic odour, as powerful as that of the fruit, and by distillation, b
delicate oil, which is often substituted for oil of cloves. The allspice tree is of difficult cul-
tivation, seeming to mock the labours of man in his endeavours to extend or improve its

growth ; not one attempt in fifty to propagate the young plants, or to raise them from the
seeds, in parts of the country where the tree does not grow spontaneously, having succeeded..
The enormous crop which the pimento tree sometimes yields, would render its culture very
profitable. In a fiivourable season, one tree has been known to affivd 150 lbs. of the raw
ti-uit, or 1 cwt of the dried spice ; a loss of one third generally occurring in curing it. So
plenteous a harvest seldom occurs above once in five years. Pimento combines the flavour

and propert.ies of many of the oriental spices; hence its popular name of Allspice.

The Avocado Pear is a beautiful smooth fleshy fruit, the production of Launu Persea,
Its flavour combines the taste of artichoke and filberts, but is not comparable to many of the
European fruits; lemon-juice and sugar, pepper and vinegar, are often added to give it pun-
gency. All animals are extremely fond of it, and many virtues are ascribed both to the
fruit and an infusion of the buds of this tree, which is frequently ordered by the physicians
in the West Indies.

The native country of the Papaw Tree (Carica Papaya) {,fi^. 1011.) has been much con-
tested ; writers on the East and writers on the West Indfies bemg equally disposed to claim

. it as an aboriginal. That learned botanist and philoso-
*"*^ - — — pher, Robert Brown, infers, from various circumstances,

that the papaw tree is a native of America and the
West Indies, but has been naturalised in Hindoetan, the
PhilippineMind Moluccas. It is a tree of rapid growth.
St Pierre probably spoke from his own knowledge,
when he described Yirffinia as having planted a seed,

which in three years time product a papaw tree

twenty feet high, loaded with ripe firuit. It is for the
sake of this friiit, mainly, that the tree is cultivated

;

in Jamaica, it is generally eaten boiled, and mixed with
lime-juice and sugar, or baked like apples. The juice

of the pulp is used as a cosmetic to remove freckles,

and the negroes in tlie French colonies employ the
leaves to wash linen, instead <^ soap. As a medicinal

Papaw Tm*.
*'®® '* " deserving of notice, the milky juice of the
fruit or the powder of the seed being a very powerful

vermifuge. But the most extraordinary property of the papaw tree is that which was firat

related by Brown in his NaturiU Hutory of Jamaica, namely, that water impregnated with
the milky juice of this tree makes all sorts of meat washed in it very tender ; 1)nt that eight

or ten mmutes' steeping will make it so soft, that it will drop in pieces from the spit before

it is roasted, or turn to rags in boiling. This circumstance is confirmed in Mr. Neill's inte-

resting Horticultur(d Thur through Holland and the Netherlands, and by die testimony
of gentlemen who have been long resident in the West Indies, who state that the employ-
ment of Uiis juice for such a purpose is of quite general occurrence; and more, that old

hogs and old poultry, which are fed upon the leaves and fruit, however tough the meat they
afrord might otherwise be, are thus rendered perfectly eatable, and excellent too, if used as

soon as killed ; but that the flesh soon passes mto a state of putridity. The very vapour of
the tree serves the purpose ; it being customary in Barbadoes to suspend the fowls and meat
from its trunk, to prepare them for the table. The existence of this astonishing property in

the papaw tree is attributed to the^6rtne, which has been proved by M. Vauquehn, the emi-

nent French chemist, to exist in its juice, a substance that had previously been supposed to

belong exclusively to the animal kinsdom.
The tree which produces the Casnew nut (.Anacardium oecidentale) bears much resem-

blance to the walnut, and its foliage has nearly the same scent The fresh nut is well tasted,

it improves the flavour of many dishes, and forms great port of the food of the inhabitants

of the Philippine Isles and many parts of India. They roast it in the husk, and eat it with

salt The husk contains a mucilaginous, acrid, burning, and caustic juice, which aflbrds so

indelible a stain, that it is used for marking ink, and fi)r cleansing foul ulcers. It also con-

sumes excrescences and warts, but it is necessary to wash the parts with water immediately

after its application. A more dubious property is that attributed to the Anacardium, of bright*

cning the faculties, strengthening the memory, &c.

'
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Witi» reganl to the Banana and Plantain (Mtua paradisiaca and M. sapientum) {fig$.

112 and 1013.), Hiunboldt thus writes:—"It is to be doubted whether there is another

1012 1013

plant in the world which on so small a space of ground produces such a mass of nourishing

substance. In eight or nine months after the sucker is planted, the Banana begins to show
its flowering stem, and the fruit may be gathered in the tenth or eleventh month. When
the stalk is cut down, one among the many shoots is always found, which is about two-

thirds as high as the parent plant, and will bear fruit three months later. Thus a banana

ground is kept up without any further trouble than that of cutting down the stem of which
the fruit has ripened, and stirring the ground a little, once or twice a year, about the roots.

In one year a space of 100 square mdtres, mntaining 30 or 40 banana plants, eives upwards

of 2000 kilogrammes or 4000 lbs. weight m nourishing substance. What a diflerence be-

tween this fvoduce, and the grain that is yielded by the most fertile parts of Europe ! Cal-

culations prove that the amount of nourishing substance obtained from a banana ground is

as 1^ to 1, when compared with the growth of wheat on the same space ; and as 44 to 1,

of potato^ In the stoves of our country, the banana never ripens properly ; the soft sac*

charine mucilage that fills it bearing no more resemblance to the matured and mealy fruit,

than the milky substance that is contained in the green corns of wheat does to the hard and
ripened farinaceous kemeL It would be difficult to describe the various processes by which
the SouUi Americans and West Indians inrepare this fruit I have often seen the natives,

after a day of great fiUij^e, make their dinner on a very small tjuantity of manioc and three

bananas of the larger kind. Generally speaking, in hot countnes, the i>eople arepartial to

sacciuurine food, miich they consider not only palatable, but highly nourishmg. Tlie mule-
teers on the coast of the Caraccas, who convOTed our baggage, frequently preferred raw
sugar for their dinner to fresh meat The ripe miit of the banuia, exposed to the sun, dries

like a fig; its skft turns black, and the whole smells like smokcwl ham : in this state it is

most wholesome. A great advantage arises fhmi the &cUity with which the banana is raised,

^^^ ^ which makes it even preferable to die

1014 .^^S9S^^ . VitM. bread-fhiit, which, though loaded with
fhiit for eight months of the year, when
once destroyed, as it often is during the

native wars, causes lasting distress to tiie

country."

Passion-flowers (JTos Postionw) (Jig.

1014.) of four di^rent kinds, so nammi
from the fancied resemblance exhibited

by the plant to the instruments of our Sa>-

vioi|r*s passion, produce the fhiit called in

the West Indies the Grenadilla. The
latter name is derived from its similarity

to the Pomegranate (Ptinica Qmnatum).
In the lanceolate leaves of the passion-

flower, our Catholic ancestors saw the spear that pierced our Saviour's side ; in the tendrils,
the whip; the five wounds in the five stamens; and the three nails, in the three clavate
styles. The greatest resemblance lies in the filamentous crown, which not unaptly repre-
sents the crown of thorns, or, as some have it, the crown of glory ; but as it required even
more than monkish ingenuity to have made the twelve apostles out of the ten divisions of
the floral covering, they limit the number of these saints to ten ; excluding Judas, who b»<
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The Pine Apple, of which several species are natives of the West Indies, is too well
known in this country to require any lengthened description :—

" III luKioui (hiit ^aaiis rean
Amid a coronet of apeari." .

Carefhl cultivation in a hot-house is said to render the fruit even better than in its native
soil; a circumstance that may readily be believed, when we know how far superior are the
grapes of our hot-houses, to those raised in tlie open air, a skilful treatment and choice of
sorts more than making up for the want of sun and the deficiency of natural temperature.
The Mammee {Mammea anurkana) is a lofty tree, bearing a yellow fruit, not unlike a

verv large russet apple, of which the pulp resembles n fine apricot, and is highly fragrant,

with a delicious flavour. The Mammee is abundant and much prised in the West India
markets, where it is considered one of the best native fruits.

In the West Indies, so fine are the climate and soil, that tropical plants, from all parts of
the world, are reailily cultivated ; and a beautiful picture of the jnrden and surrounding
country of St Vincent's is given by the late Reverend Lansdown Guilding, an eminent na-
turalist and most successful draughtsman, whose loss to science we have recently had cause
to deplore. " The part that is crowded with trees of larger growth is, perhaps, most calcu-

h>ted to interest the Europnan visitsr. If he derives any pleasure from the beauties of pic-

turesqi^e ^enery, he will scarcely be able to define what most excites his admiration, th^
individml beauty and contrast of forms,

or that eternal spring
Wliich here enameli every tbing,'

and calls for^h .i luxuriance of vegetable life in every direction. Nature appears prodigal

of organic ma:ter. The ground is overloaded with plants, which have scarcely room for

their developement The trunks of the older trees are everywhere covered with a thick

drapery of fens, mosses, and orchideous plants, Which difiuse into the air the richest odours,

and almost couoeal firom sight the noble stems that uphold them. Their growth is fovoured

by the great mi>isture of the air, and these lovely parasites, sheltered from the direct rays

of the sun, are &?en ascending on every side, even the larger branches. So great is the
variety of vegetable beauties that sometimes decorate a single trunk, that a considerable

space in an Eurcpcc^n garden would be required to contain them. Several rivulets of the
purest water une their meandering course through the brushwood ; various plants, of hum-
bler growth and which love humidity, display their beautiful verdure on their edges, and are
sheltered by the wide-spreading arms of the Mango {Mangifera indiea). Mahogany {Swie-
tenia Mahagoni), Teak (Tectoiui grandit). Mimosas, and other woods, remarkable for their

statelineas, and clothed in wild and magnificent pomp. The vegetation everywhere displays

that vigorous aspect and brightness of colour, so characteristic of the tropics. Here and there,

as if for contrast, huge masses of trap, blackened by the action of the atmosphere, and de-
cayed Tremelle, present themselves; those blocks which, in colder climates, would be
doomed to eternal barrenness, or, at most, would only nourish the pale and sicJrIv Lichen,
here give support to creeping plants of every form and colour, which cover with yellow,
green, and crimson, th; sides of the sable ruck. In their crevices, the succulent species are
daily renewed, and prepare a soil for larger tenants ; from their summits, the Old Man's
Beard {Rkipiali$ Cat$utha of Hooker), and similar weeds, which seem to draw their nour-
ishment fhxn the air, hang pendent, floating, like tattered drapery, at the pleasure of tho
winds. At a distance is seen the Trumpet tree, whose leaves seem made of silver plates,

as the Mast reverses them in the beams of the mid-day sun. In a solitary spot rises a wild
Fig tree {Ficut religiota), one of the gigantic productions of the torrid zone. The huge
limbs of this tree, covered with perpetual verdure, throw down, often from the height of
eighty or ninety feet, a colony of suckers of every possible size, fi-om that of packthread to

the vast cable of a ship, without any visible increase in their diameter, and without a joint;

these, reaching the ground, become other trees, but still remain united,—happy symbol of
the strength which proceeds fVom union. At other times, the suckers blown about by the
winds are entangled round the trunk of some neighbouring rock, which they surround with
a network of the firmest texture, as if the hand of man had been employed."

"All the beauties which Nature has lavished on the equinoctial regions are here displaved

in their fiurest and most majestic forms. Above the rocky summit of the hills, the Tree
Ferns, which are the principal ornament of our scenery, appear at intervals: Convolvuli and
other creepers have climbed their high stems and suspended their painted garlands. The
fhiits of our country scattered around within our reach, and the wide green leaves of tho

Bananas and Heliconias, planted beneath, serve also to minister to our refreshment. On
every side, innumerable Palms of various genera, the Cocoa-nnt, Date, Cabbage Palm, &e.,
whose leaves curl like plumes, shoot up majestically their bare and even columns above the

wood. The portion of the botanic garden near the house of the superintendent has been
devoted to Uie reception of the Spices, the medicinal and other useful plants. In the sama
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group are seen the precious Niitmee (iVyrtWtca officinalis), exposing, in the cehtre of iti

Surstine drupe, the aeed surrounded by the crimson Mace; the Cassia, with its pendent

pods of curious length; the magnificent Lagerstrcemia (L. Regirue), displaying one ex-

tended sheet of lovely blossoms ; the Cannon-ball Tree {Lecythit braeteota or Couroupita

guianetuis), with its sweet and painted flowers, scattering its fetid fruit, so much resem-

bling the &tal shell, that we might suppose a company of artillery had bivouacked in its

shade ; the Calabash, with its large green pericarp, m useful in the poor man's hut ; and the

Screw Pine (Pandanus odoratitnmd), with its fruit carved in rude and curious workman-
ship, and its ribbed stem, supported on a bundle of ftgots. Assembled together are the vari-

ous fruits, transplanted fhnn the islands of Asia and other distant lands, or tlie Antilles,

attracting, by their nectared flowers, the gaudy humming-birds. You behold the Bread-fruit

{Artocarpus tnctmi) of the Friendly Islands, the most precious gift of Pomona, and the Jack
of India {A. itUegri/olia), bearing their ponderous fruit of the weight of 60 or 70 lbs. on

' the trunk and arms; huge deformities for the lap of Flora. Here, too, a stunted Cork Tree
{Quercus iSuter), and a small European Oak (Q. Robur), sadly contrast their sickly forms

with the proud o^pring of the tropics. The Vanilla (Epidendrum YaniUa), with its long

suckers, the Black Pepper {Piper nigrum) of Asia, hang suspended on the boughs; the

gaudy blossoms of the Passiflora and the long tubes of the Solandia (.S. gratutiflora) appear
amid the wood, mingling their blossoms with those of the neighbouring trees in wild confu-

sion ; while, at intervals, the Agave throws up its princely column of fructification fhim a
host of spears. Innumerable Cat:ti and Euphorbie, covered v;ith fhiit or flowers, diflbring

in the articulation of their stems, the number of their ribs, and the disposition of their spicu-

le, give variety to the scene. At every step, plants remarkable for their beauty or fragnnce
ornament your path. But the reader will weary of the enumeration of the vegetable w<hi-

ders that adorn this paradise. In proper beds are the useful herbaceous species, or the vege-

tables with which our tables are supplied. By the side of every rivulet rise large clusters

of the Bamboo (BanAusa anmdinacea), without a doubt the most generally useful of oui
plants. Nothing can exceed the beauty of Uiis arborescent Grass, which rises to the height
of sixty or eighty feet, waving its light or graceful fi>liage at every breath of the wind. The
Sago (Cyeas revoluta) and several kindred plants, so valuable for their nutritious fecula, are
scattered about, attaining their greatest height in spots where nothing is allowed to impede
their free dovelopement."

SuBBScrr. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoological productions of the West Indies have been but little attended ta Botanists

of nearly every nation have repeatedly visited and explored the principal islandfs that the
conservatories of the great might be decked with bloomin|f exotics; but, as regards Zoology,
nearly a century has elapsed without any material addition being made to the antiquated
history of Sir Hans Sloane on the animal productions of these islands. Of their native
quadrupeds, many have, doubtless, been exterminated by civilisation ; and, although we have
no good data to go upon for the surmise, it may be supposed that cavies, arnuuilloes, and
other smaller quiurupsds, still exist in the woody and less cultivated districts of the interior.

The Agouti (Auyprocta Acuti 111.) (Jig. 1015.) may be considered in the West Indies as
representing the hare of Europe, as it is about the same size.

Although once common, it is now only met with in the less

cultivated islands. It runs with great celerity, particularly up
rising eround, but will fVequentlv roll over, like tiie hare, in

descending a hill : it feeds on all vegetables, but is very ifond

of nnts. In Cayenne, the Agouti is more common, and is there
seen in troops of more than twenty.

The Birds are almost as little known as are the qnadmpeds:
they seem, however, to belong to the same ftmiliea, and in nu-
merous instances to the same species, as those of the neigh-
bouring parts of Florida and Georgia, mixed with several others

more particularly belonging to the Terra Firma. Our friend, Mr. Lees, has transmitted us,

fW>m the Bahama Islands, the Brazilian Motmot {Prionite$ Momota lU.) (Jig. 1016.), the
Trichat velata Sw. or Veiled Yellow-throat, a beautifhl new Trogon, &c. ; while the cele-

brated Mocking-bird of the United States (Orpheut pol^lottut Sw.) is known to have a
range over Jamaica, Cuba, and several other islands. Trmidad, however, appears to be the
chief island for birds: the ruby-topaz, the rufl^necked, and the emerald-crested Humming-
birds are particularly splendid ; the crimson-throated Maize-bird (Agelaius mtiilorw Vieil!),

the Mexican Hangnest (/, mexicanut D.^, and the Red-headed Tanager (Aglaia gyrola Sw.)
have all been sent from this island. Turkey Vultures of a large size, a^ entirely black,

are not uncommon ; but the precise species has never been clearlr ascertained. Most of
the North American summer birds pass the winter in these islands, which seem to be the
&rthest point of their southern range.

The wading and swimming birds have the same general character as those of the adjacent

1015

Afoati.
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continent Pelicans, Great Wliite Herons, Flamingoes, and other well-known birds, haunt

the salt-water marshes ; while the Jacana, and a beautifiil waterhen with a yellow bill and

deep blue plumage, called the Martinico Gallinule (^fig. 1017.) .'e common in fi'esh*water

swamps. The Snake-neck or Darter is sometimes met with ; its colour is dark, interspersed

all over with innumerable white spots, while its long thin neck more resembles that of a

serpent than of a bird {fig. 1018.).

«"•—
1018

1017

BraiUka Uiitiaol. Hsrtiaieo Gallinule. 8aik«.N<ck or Dartar.

We may pass over an enumeration of serpents and reptiles, to notice two which afS>nl

delicious food. The Guana lizard is by some thought as great a delicacy as the green turtle,

and both these are common in the West Indies.

The (!ommon Guana (It. Iguana L.) (^fig. 1019.) is sometimes five feet long : its general
colour is green, prettily variegated, nit its

1019 hues are chan^able, like those of the came-
leon. According to Catesby, these animals
are, or were, particularly abundant in the Ba-
hama Islands, so as to constitute one of the
chief articles of food with many of tbe na»
tives ; and Brown mentions them as inhabit-

ing Jamaica. They are excessively nimble,
am are hunted by dogs. Such as are not
wanted for use are salted and barrelled. Gu-
anas are also found on the continent; and
when masted, we can affirm that their flesh

is peculiarly delicate, being tender, sweet,
perfectly white, and not unlike the inside of a lobster's claw.
The Green Turtle (TVafuio Mydan L.) {fig. 1020.) is that particulor species so highly

grized by epicures. So common does it appear to be in these seas, that, ^hen Sir Hans
loane wrote, forty sloops were employed by the people of Port Royal, Jamaica, in their

capture. The Bahamans also are extensively concerned in this fishery, carrying them to

Carolina and other parts where turtle are scarce. This species derives its name from the
fat being green, and it feeds on a kind of grass, called turtle grass, which grows at the bot-

tom of the sea. Thev are principally caujfht, says Catesbv, in April, when the fishermen
go in littlo boats to Cuba and the neighbouring islands, watch the turtle during the evening,
torn them on their backs, and afterwards collect them at leisure

Comnoa QuaBa.

1021

1022

FheochaOaaVv^Uom.

Oaaria Conrata.

The marine shells are few,«nd, when compared with those of the Indian Archipelago,

sink into insignificance. The largest are the Homed Helmet {Caatu comutaL) {fig. 1021.)
and the Strombus Gigas, with a pink mouth, both much esteemed for mantel-piece ornaments.

Those inhabiting.the land, on tbe contrary, are much more numerous than in Asia. Jamaica,
in particular, produces a very great variety ; while it is in the island of St. Vincent akme
that Uie rare Plecocheilus undulatus {fig. 1022.) has hitherto been fbund.

The Insects ofler nothing of particular interest to the unscientific reader, and it is a gen
eial remark, that in all ialuids me species are much fewer than upon continents. A vwr
Vouia 25 2M

^
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excellent ntturalitt, the late Reverend Lanadown Ouilding, lonff resident in St. Vincent's,

has recently discovered that the auhatance generally known by the name of seed pearl, and

o frequently sent over in boxca with Bmall ibells, is the expvie of an insect which Uvea

among, and preys upon, the ants. This substance has the appearance of roundish seeds,

somewhat larger than thoae of the mustard, and of the same tint, yet shining with a rich

gloas of gold ; indeed, they might, bv a superficial observer, be easily mistaken for grains

of that precious metal. Thev are, however, very light, and, on close examination, a vmall

hole will be perceived, through which the adult insect has made its escape from the shell,

which is, in net, the chrysalis.

Sbct. m.

—

HUtorieal Oeogrmpky.

The grand career of discovery in the New World commenced with the West Indies. Co*
lumbas, in 1492, when he sailed to explore a new route to India, landed first on one of the

Bahamas, and then on Hayti, or St Domingo. He, and the navigators who immediately fol-

lowed him, visited successively the dilftrent islands. They formed settlements, but were
soon engaged in contests with the natives, whom they treated with such reckless cruelty,

that the whole race were nearly exterminated. For about a century and a half these blands

Vmained in possession of the Spaniards, though neglected by them for the more splendid

regions of Mexico and Peru. During the 17th century they became the hold of a desperate

band of outlaws and pirates, called Buccaneers, who waged with success a predatorv war-
fare along the whole circuit of the Spanish main : at the same time, the English and French,

not without some concurrence with these adventurers, sought to obtain possessions in this

archipelaga Before the end of the century, the English were masters of Jamaica, the

French held half of St Domineo, and the two nations had divided between them nearly the

whole of the Windward Islanoa. These acquisitions, though much inferior in extent and
natural advantages to those still held by Spain, were so much better improved and cultivated,

that they soon became of ftr superior value. This prosperity, however, was in some mea^
sure procured by means deeply to be deplored ; the compulsory labour of numerous bands

of slaves, who, conveyed from AfKca under circumstances of the severest hardship^ have
become much the most numerous part of the population.

A memorable crisis in West Indian history took place in 1793, when the National Assem-
bly of Fiance passed rash decrees, abolishing all aistinction of ranks, and proclaiming the

complete equalit]^ of mankind. This step was soon followed by a general rising of the ne-

^froes in St Doming who, after a long and bloody strugele, succeMed in estabushinff their

independence, and in incorporating into their new state the Spanish part of the island. At
the same time, the condition of tlw slaves in the colonies belonging to England drew the

attention of the philanthropists of that country, who^ after long representations and eflforts,

succeeded iu iwocuring a complete prohibition against the farther importation of negroes
from AfUca. Nor did they cease their effiirts till arrangements were made which will ensure,

in a few years, the entire liberation of this unfortunate class of human beings.

SacT. IV.^PoIttico/ Gtography. >

The political relations of all these islands are subordinate to those of the mother country,

to which they are subjected. In those belonging to Britain, the white proprietors are repre-

sented in houses of assembly, which exercise some of the fiinctions of the British parlia>-

ment The limits between Uie two jurisdictions, however, have not been very precisely

defined ; and in several instances, particularly that of the treatment of the alaves, some
rather serious collisions have taken place. Hayti, as already observed, forms an independent

republic.

Sxcrr. V.—ProJuettve lttdu$try.

An uncommon measure of wealth and prosperity was for a long time enjoyed by these

islands. They flourished especially during the last century, when they auppfied almost ex-

clusivelv Bugar, coflee, and other articles, the use of which had become genera] over the

civilised worid. After the French revolution and that of the negroes in St Domingo, the

islands belonging to Britain became almost the sole quarter whence Europe was furnished

with West India produce. The prosperity thus caused excited in an extraordinary degree
the envy of Napoleon, who made astonishing eflbrta to shut first France, and then the whole
Ccmtinent, against all merchandise coming from Great Britain or her colonies. But this ex-

clusion was never complete. The last twenty years have produced a very severe reverse.

The great encouragement thus afibrded led to an over-producticm, and eonseauent deprecia-

tion, which was further augmented by the competition that arose in South America and
other quarters of the world, and also by the commercial depression in Europe. Hence it is

complained that the prices obtained by West India cultivators have for some time ceased to

be remunerating, and tint it is only with great difficulty, and by incurring heavy incum-
brances, that they have been able to continue their operations.

A sugar plantation forms a great manufiicturing as well as agricultural establishment, in
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whicn a large capital must be invested. It cannot be carried on with advantage, especially

since the fall in the value of produce, unless on a considerable scale ; as the white servants

and the machinery must be nearly the same on a small as on a large estate. Plantations,

according to Mr. Hibbert, vary from GOO to 3000 acres, and fh>m 100 to 60O negroes. An
average one may contain 300 negroes, who may produce about 200 hogsheads of ragar.

This will require 300 acres of land planted with cane, and i.'JO head of cattle, for the main-
tenance of which 600 acres will be requisite. For negro grounds and wood, 600 mure will

bo necessary. The whole extent will thus be 1400 acres. The original price of good land

is 1C){. ; the expense of clearing, 10{. ; of planting. 101. : in all, 3M. ; mailing 42001. of ori-

ginal outlay upon tho land. The buildings snd machinery are estimated as follows :—

A

inill,4()0/. ; warehouse, 1200Z. ; curing-house, 600/. ; distillery, 6001. ; copper and still, 2000/.;

dwelling-house, 9001. ; trash-houses, 3101. : in all, '3^60/. currency, or StiraO/. sterling ; which,
added to the cost of the land, makes 94501. The expense of rearing a slave is reckoned by
Mr. Hilibert at 86/. Of this, 36/. is supposed to be incurred the first year, including 20/. for

loss of the mother's labour; in the next thirteen years he allows annually 21. for fo«l, 1/. Is.

fur clothes, I6«. 6d. for medicine, taxes, dec. B^ the age of fourteen, the labour of the ne-

gro is supposed more than to compensate his maintenance. The negroes of a great planta-

tion are divided into three gangs: the first of which, composed of the most vigorous and
active, amounts to about sevunty-seven ; the second, to thirty-one ; the third, to twenty-seven.

Besides these there are eleven grass-cutters, fiAeen watchmen and cooks ; nine drivers of
mules and carts ; twenty-eight masons, carpenters, smiths, and coopers ; twelve for attending

cattle; seventeen overseers; twenty-one hospital attendants; six for watching grounds, &c.
The export of sugar to Britain, during the year 1832, amounted to 3,585,186 cwts., which,
at 28«. per cwt, amounU to 5,119.000/., and the duty, at 24s., was 4,352,0001. The ex-
portation of rum, in 1832, amounted to 4,753,789 gsllons, the value of which, at 2s. Od. a
gallon, would be 753,644/. Of this amount, 3,513,000 gallons, retained in Britain for home
consumption, paid a duty of 1,570,000/.

Cofiee ranks next to sugar in importance, and, though introduced firom a remote quarter

of the world, has been cultivated with such success, that the coffee of Berbice and Jamaica
ranks second to that of Mocha, and superior to that of any other country. Within the last

few yesrs, however, the competition fhxn other quarters has been so great as to give the

planters occasion to complain that it is still more unproductive than sugar, and its culture

has in consequence somewhat declined. The importation into Britain, in 1632, amounted to

24,600,000 lbs., the value of which, at 6d. a pound, may be 685,700/. A few other articles,

though very secondary to those above mentioned, are produced in these islands. Cotton was
formerly considered one of their staples. In 1786, Uie produce was 5,800,000 lbs. ; and in

1828, it was almost the very same, or 5,890,000. But this amount, which in the first period

was nearly a third of the whole British consumption, was in the second period not a fortieth

part of tliat consumption. In 1831 and 1832, it averaged only 1,950,000 IK The United
States have supplanted the islands, both as to the abundance and quality of this commodity.
Yet the cotton of the latter, though inferior to the best American, still maintains a respect-

able price in the market Cacao, the principal material of chocolate, has also much declined,

chiefly perhaps on account of that beverage being almost entirely disused in Britain. The
recent reduction of duty, however, may probably lead to an extended consumption. The
average of 1831 and 1832 was 1,050,000 lbs.

Manufacturing industry, from the peculiar state of society in these islands, scarcely exists,

even in its humblest form, for domestic use.

Commerce, on the contrary, is carried on to a much greater extent than in any other
country of the same wealth and populousness. Almost every product of West Indian labour
is destined for the market of the mother country, from which in return these islands receive
all their clothing, and a great proportion of their daily food. They supply the British em-
pire with nearly all the sugar, rum, and coffee consumed in it

In 1832, the shipping employed in the trade between Britain and the West Indies was to
the following amount :—Inwards, 828 ships, 229,117 tons, and 12,656 men. Outwards, 8()3

ships, 226,105 tons, and 12,804 men. The value of the imports in 1629 was 9,807,914/.

;

of the exports, 3,612,075/. The leading articles of import were, 4,152,614 cwt sugar;
6,964,750 gallons rum; 26,911,785 lbs. cofiee; 4,640,414 lbs. cotton; 684,917 lbs. cacao;
390,e!26 cwt molasses ; 3,565,694 cwt pimento ; 6,081 cwt ginger ; 13,285 tans mahogany

;

9748 tons logwood; 2105 tons fustic ; 212,000 lbs. indigo; 68,660 lbs. cochmeal ; 9041 lbs.

castor oil ; 128,536 lbs. sarsaparilla ; 6345 lbs. pepper. The articles of •export fhim Britain,

stated according to their value, were, cottons, 1,05C,'.180/. ; linens, 3*35,303/. ; woollens,
120,192/.; silks, 19,363/.; apparel, 251,192/.; hats, 50i594/.: manufactures of iron and
steel, 163,197/.; of brass and copper, 67,220/. ; hardwire, 00,101/.; tin, 16,037/.; lead,

10,026/. ; earthenware, 30,259/. ; leather, 116,512/. ; jaddlory, 26,267/. ; beef and pork,
113331/. ; beer, 65,565/. ; butter and cheese, 79,48ei. ; fish, 94,165/. ; cordage, 23JSei7l. ;

coals, 32L^23/. ; soap and candles, 117,168/. ;. glass, 76,660/. ; painters' colours, 30,042/.

;

plate, 29,5001. ; stationery, 23^27/. ; book% 10,693/.

8.
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The Wetst In<iie8 also carrj on an extensive intercourse with the United States and th

British colonies in North America, to which they send their staple productions, and receiv

in return gnin, provisions, fish, and timber. The trade with the British colonies employe*
in 1831, ^6 ships of 75,896 tons, with 5074 men, outwards. That from the United State

in the same year employed, according to Mr. Bliss, 68,826 tons, of which more thar. twc
thirds were American.

Sect. VI.—Ctin{ and Social Slate.

The population of the different portions of the West Indies has been ascertained will

varying decrees of accuracy. Reserving more precise details for the local section, we shal

give the following, as a near approximation of the whole :

—

Bpaniih Mand* 1,000,000
British (inclusive of Demerara) 788,000
Hayti 800.000
Frencli iilcndi (inclusive of Cayenne) £23,000
Other European islands (includinf Dutch Guiana) 150,000

S,n60,000

Of these it is probable not above 500,000 are Europeans ; the rest are of negro origin

and, unless in Hayti, the greater part of them are in a state of slavery.

The social state, of these islands is peculiar and painful. The population consistn of three

portions, between which scarcely any sympathy exists:—1. The whites; 2. the slaves; 3
the mixed population and emancipated negroes. On a subject which has excited so macl
interest, and given rise to so many controversies, into which our plan forbids us to enter

some very general observations will bo sufficient

The whites, who form so small a part of the population, are the masters, in whom all th<

power and property centre. They consist, partly of proprietors superintending the cultiva-

tion of their own lands, partly of agents and overseen employed by owners residing in Bri

tain. As a body, they do not merit many of the reproaches thrown upon them by tiie zeal

ous fiiends of humanity. Inheritance rather than choice has placed most of them in cir

cumstances of severe trial and difficulty. Some of them have abused their inordinate powei
in deeds of wanton cruelty, which have brought a stain upon the whole body ; but such con
duct does not appear to be general, and others have distinguished themselves by showing tc

their slaves every degree of indulgence of which their unlbrtunate situation admitted. In

their intercourse with each other, the planters are peculiarly frank, liberal, and hospitabla

They are strongly animated by a spirit of liberty, and even a sense of equality, which may
seem strangely inconsistent with their habits and situation. Yet the same anomaly hai

occurred in Greece, in Rome, and in the United States of America. The sanguine temper,

and extravagant estimate of their wealth, with which Mr. Edwards reproaches them, is

likely to have been effectually cured by the great reverses which they have recently expe-
rienced.

The slaves form the most numerous part of the population; but their situation has been
the subject of so much controversy, that u precise estimate of it would be difficult They
are undoubtedly in a worse situation than the serfs of Europe, who were merely attachM
to the soil, and obliged to deliver a certain portion of what tneir labour had drawn from it

Their lot is harder also than that of the Oriental slave, who, employed as a domestic ser-

vant, rises often to the rank of a fiivouritc. The West Indian slave is placed continually

under the lash of a taskmaster, and is regarded only according to the amount of labour

which can be extracted from him. It never can, however, be the interest of the master to

inflict physical injury on his slave, or to withhold whatever is necessary to preserve him in

health and vigour. The bondsman has even an assurance of being supplied with the neces-
saries of life moie complete than is possessed by the labouring classes in a fVee community.
Yet this very security tends to degrade thei'^ character, and U prevent them firom acquiring
habits of reflection and foresight Their lot must depend too entirely on the personal cha-
racter of their master or overseer: those who are fbrtunate in this respect may anjoy much
comfort; but others have no sufficient protection or redress against the bursts of passion and
caprice to which human nature invested with power is liable. Edwards seoms to admit theii

liability to the vices to which men are exposed, when held in a state of degradation: these
are, dissimulation, a propensity to pilfer, and a proneneas to low sensual indulgence. It ia

impossible not to look fbrward with interest ana hope to the recent arrangements of the

British legislature, by which this bondage is converted irto a species of apprenticeship, and
at the end of seven years is to be entirely abolished ; while the planters are to be indemni-
fiud by having distributed among tiero the large sum of 2O,O0O,0()O{. sterling, to be raised

y small additional taxes on the principal articles of West India produce.

A considerable part of the negro population have already obtained their liberty, which
was cither grantea by masters who had conceived an attachment to them, or earned bv the

industrious employment of tiieir leisure hours. The intercourse, also, between Uie black
and white races has produced a number of mulattoes, who are never enslaved. This class

however, have not derived a!l the advantages which should naturally have fbllowed fW>m the

possession of freedom. They considered it inconsistent with their situation to shore th«*

I
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toils of their enslaved brethren, yet had little means of attaining any higher employment
They were excluded firom all intermarriage or association with the ruling class, and from
all offices of trust or importance ; their testimony in many cases was not received by a court

of justice. The females, despising the young men of their own class, form, very generally,

illicit connections with Europeans, though it is said that their general behaviour modest,

and that they view this tie in nearly the same light as marriage. On the whole, the cha-

racter and deportmen*: of the freed negroes, when existing as a detached and degraided classy

cannot be taken as a criterion of that which they would exhibit when inve^ed with the
rights of citizens, and forming the main body of the people.

Sbot. VII.

—

Local Qeography.

The division of the West India Islands, as they appear interesting to us, is, according to

the nations by whom they are occupied, into British, Spanish, French, Dutch, to which are
to be added a few Danish and Swedish, and, finally, the independent negro republic of
HaytL

SoBSKCT. 1.

—

British Islands,

The British possessions, though not the most extensive or naturally fhiitibl, are, since

those of France have sunk into secondary importance, undoubtedly the best cultivated, most
wealthy, and productive. Perhaps no part of the globe, in proportion to its extent, yields

such an amount of valuable commodities for exportation. The following table exhibits the

population and commerce of each of these islanda
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This table will aflbrd on accurate notion of their relative importance, and will rendor
unnecessary any minute details respecting a region which presents in general so uniform an
aspect

Jamaica is the larffest and most valuable ifland in the British West Indies. The lofly

range of ihe Blue Mountaina in the interior, covered with ancient and majestic ibrests,

ffives to its landscapes a grand and varied aspect From these heights descend about •
hundred rivers, or rather rilis, which daah down the steeps in numerous cascades, and, after

a short course, reach the sea. From these elevated tracts the island is supplied with tlw

vegetable productions of a temperate
climate ; and the Guinea grass, which
has prospered remarkably, enables the

planters to maintain numerous and valu-

able herds of cattle. Yet the soil ia

considered to be by no means universal-

ly good, and its actual fertility is ascrib-

ed m a great measure to diligent manur-
ing and cultivation. The abundance v€
water must always be a main source of
fbrtility in tropical countries. The rum
of Jamaica is considered superior to that

of any of the other districts; but its

coflbe ranks second to that of Berbice.

Pimento, the plantations of which are

extremely ornamental, is peculiar to this

island, sM has been often termed Ja-

maica pepper. With her natural and
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acquired advantages, however, Jamaica haa not been preserved from the pestilential influ«

ence of the climate, which renders it extremely dangerous to European constitutions.

The towns of Jamaica, as of the other islands, are all sea-ports, and supported by com*

merce. Spanish Town, or Santiago de la Vega, the most ancient, and still the seat of thq

legislature and courts, is of comparatively little importance, and has not more than 4000 or

6000 inhabitantSL Port Royal, possessed of a secure and spacious harbour, was, in the end

of the seventeenth century, enriched both by the trade of the island, and the contraband

traffic with the Spanish main. It was then, with the exception of Mexico and Lima, the

most splendid and opulent city in the New World. Suddenly an earthquake swallowed up
the greater part of the city and its inhabitants. Yet the advantages of ite situation caused

it to be soon rebuilt, and ten years after, when it had been burnt to the ground, it was rear-

ed again from its ashes. But in 1722 it was assailed by a hurricane, the most dreadful ever

known, even in these latitudes. The sea rose seventeen or eighteen feet, undermined and
overthrew a great part of the houses; the shipping in the harbour was entirely destroyed,

with the exception of a few large vessels, which had only their masts and rigging swept
away. Port Koyal, being then viewed as a &tal spot, was abandoned for Kingston, and is

now reduced to 200 or 300 houses. The fortifications, however, which are very strong, are

still kept up, and the navy-yard is maintained there. Kingston, about twenty miles N.E.,

is now the principal town of Jamaica. It is situated in a fine plain, extending six miles in

breadth to the foot of the mountains. Its commerce, though not equal to what that of Port
Royal once was, is great, and is favoured by a spacious and commodious roadstead. Its

population exceeds S),000. All these towns are on the south-eastern coast, which is the
must level and fertile, and most favourable for trade. Montcgo Bay, a place with about

4000 inhabitants, carries on the more limited commerce of the northern coast Savanna la

Mar, in the west, is little more than a village, since it was nearly destroyed by the hurri-

cane of 1780 ; yet it haa a good harbour, and a little trade. The Grand and Little Cayman,
which are inhabited only by a few hundred fishermen and pilots, may be considered as
appendages to Jamaica.

Barbadoes is the island which ranks next in value and importance; indeed, it was the
earliest settled and improved of all the English possessions. Having been founded during
the period of the civil wars, it affitrded a refuge to persons of various parties who succes-
sively suffered persecution. It thus made very rapid progress, and in 1650 there were
estimated to be 20,000 white men in the island, half of whom were able to bear arms. It

has been alleged to have undergone a considerable decline towards the end of the eighteenth
century, in consequence of the dreadful hurricanes with which it haa been ravaged, and of
the exhaustion of the soil, which now requires manure in order to maintain its rertility ; yet
the population and produce were greater in 1829 than in VKQ, the supposed period of its

highest prosperity. Barbadoes, havmg no mountains in the centre, is less copiously watered
than the other Antilles ; and, berag farther out in the Atlantic, is peculiarly exposed to the
general scourge of hurricane. Its soil, though deficient in depth, being composed chiefly
of a fine black mould, is welt fitted for the culture of sugar; and its rich phntations, diver-
sified bv the gentle hills which rise in the mterior, present a delightfiil landscape. Bridse*
town, the capital, is one of the gayest and handsomest towns and one of the strongest mili-
tary posts, in the West Indies, containing above 20,000 inhabitants. It has an excellent
harbour, much firequented, not only for the trade of the island, but by vessels which, in con-
sequence of its easterly position, reach it before any of the other islands, and touch there
for refreshment
St Christopher's, known often by the familiar appellation of St Kitt's, is not the next in

importance; but, on accotmt of its early settlement, may be noticed here, in preference to
recent acquisitions. It was first occupied by the English in 1628; and, though repeatedly
disputed by the Spaniards and FVench, has, with the exception of some short intervals,
remained in the possession of Britain. The interior, rising into the lofty peak of Mount
Misery, is peculiarly rugged and mountainous, but the plain along the sea surpasses !n rich-
ness and beauty that or any of the other islands, abounding in tho black mould which is
peculiarly fitted for sugar. Basseterre, the capital, on the south-west coast, conUins 6000
or 7000 inhabitants.

Antigua, to the east of St Christopher's, is by no means so uniformly fertile ; a large pro-
portion consisting of a stifl" clay, which yields only bad ffrass. Being deficient in springs
or rivulets, water is procured only bv preserving the rain in cisterns, and in years of drought
the crop sometimes entirely fiiils. In fkvourable seasons, however, diere is a very consider-
able produce of sugar. Antigua, St Christopher's, and several others* now to be mentioned,
mtm what are called the Leeward Islands, which, running fh>m east to west sre supposed
to be lees exposed to tho action of the trade wind. All the Leewaid Islands have one
governor, who resides at Antigua. Hence John's Town, its capital, admired for iU agree-
able situation and the regularity of its buildings, derives a considerable degree of impor-
tance, and is a favourite resort It has about 15,000 inhabitants. English Harbour, on the
southern coast, with a royal dock-yaid, is an important naval station.
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The other Leeward Islands consist of Montserrat, Nevis, Barbuda, Anguilla, and the

Virgin Islands. The first is agreeable and picturesque, but by no means fertile. xVevis is

a small, but beautiful and fertile island, consisting of one conical mountain above twenty
miles in circuit Charlestown is the capital. Barbuda and Anguilla, still smaller, are also
fertile, but little cultivated: Anguilla has a valuable salt-pond; the tobacco of Barbuda is

particularly esteemed. The Virgin Islands are, upon the whole, the most arid and least
productive of any in the West Indies. They are numerous, and in some degree shared by
the Spaniards and Dutch ; but Tortola, the only one of much consideration, Anegada, and
Virgin Gorda, belong to the English.—^The islands now enumeratf^ include all that were
originally settled and colonised bv Britain. But conquest within the last seventy years has
conveyed to her others of great value, by which her possessions in this quarter of the world
have been nearly doubled. Part of these were captured during the war which closed in
1763, others in that which broke out on occasion of the French revolution.

Dominica stands in the former predicament. It is a large island, but not productive alto-

gether in proportion to its extent, much of the sur&co being mountainous and rugged. Se-
veral of its volcanic summits throw out from time to time burning sulphur, but they do not
act to any destructive extent It is interspersed, however, with fertile valleys; a large
quantity of coffee is raised on the sides of the hills. Roseau, or Charlottetowni the capital,

18 by no means so flourishing as before the fire of 1781 ; it is well built, but many of the
houses are unoccupied. Its population may amount to 5,000.

St Vincent's, ceded by the same treaty, is one of the most elevated and rugged of the
Antilles. It contains the only very active volcano in these islands, which, afler being dor-

mant for a century, burst forth in 1812 with tremendous violence, exhibiting the most awful
phenomena. Several plantations were destroyed, and almost all those on the eastern coast
were covered with a layer of ashes ten inches deep. The peak of Mome Garou is nearly
5000 feet high. Yet the intermediate valleys, being fertile in a high degree, render St
Vincent's on the whole a very productive island. It contains small remnants of the native

Carib race, mingled with some free negroes, who were early introduced, and have adopted
many of the Indian usages, Kingston, Uie capital, has been supposed to contain 8000 inha-

bitants.

Grenadk exhibits a considerable variety of sur&ce, which, on the whole, however, is ex-

tremely productive, and renders it ah important acquisition. The scenery, though not so

grand as that of some of the others, is peculiarly beautiful, and has been compared to that

of Italy. St George, the capital, named formerlv Fort Royal, po««sses one of the most
commodious harbours in the West Indies, and has been strongly fortified. The Grenadines,

0^ Grenadilios, lying between Grenada and St Vincent, produce some sugar and coffee.

Tobago, or Tabagn, the last of the cessions of 1763, is a small but fertile and beautiful

island: Notwithstanding its southerly situation, the heat is tempered by breezes from the

surrounding ocean, while at the same time it appears to be out of the track of those hurri-

canes whicli have desolated so many of the other islands. It yields the fruits and other pro-

ducts common to the West India islands with those of the bordering Spanish main. Scar-

borough, a town of about 3000 inhabitants, is its capital.

St Lucia, an important island, was finally ceded to Great Britain in 181.5. Its high peaks,

called Pitons by the French, and sugar-loaves by the English, are visible at some distance

at sea. The soil is productive, but Ute climate is unhealthy. On the western side is Port

Castries, or Carenage, one of the best harbours in these ishuids. The town has a population

of about 5,000 souls.

Trinidad, separated only by a strait fh)m the coast of South America, where that main-

land is traversed by the branches of the Orinoco, shares in a ^reat measure its character.

It is covered with magnificent forests, and presents scenery peculiarly grand and picturen]uc.

The island is unhealthy, but fruitful, and being largest next to Jamaica, forms an acquisition

of great value. It was Spanish till 1797, when it was captured, and confirmed to Britain

by the treaty of Amiens. One remarkable object in this island is a lake of osphaltum three

miles in circumference. This substance, being rendered ductile by heat, and mingled with

grease or pitch, is employed v/ith advantage in greasing the bottoms of ships. Trinidad

contains still about 000 native Indians. Port Spain (Puerto Espafia) is a considerable town,

well fortified, and with an excellent harbour. It is built regularly and handsomely, with a

fine ^aded walk and spacious market ; and the churches, both Protestant and Catholic, are

very richly ornamented.

Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo, extend along the coast of Guiana ; but they participate

so largely in the character of West India colonies, that a view of them is necessary to com-

Etlete that of these important settlements. They are also of recent acquisition, having be-

onsed to the Duteh till the last war, when they yielded to the naval supremacy of Britain,

and were confirmed to that power by the treaty of 1814. They extend about 300 miles

along the coast and each colony is situated at the mouth of a broad river, bearing its own
name. The territory is low, flat alluvial, and in many parU swampy ; and the greater por-

tion, when it came into the possession of Britain, was covered with dense and almost impe-
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netrable forests. Sinco that time a prodigioos improTement has taken place ; British indus-

try has cut down the woods, and, availin|f itself of the natural fertility of the soil, has ren-

dered this one of the most pnxluctive regions in the New World. Demerara, as will appear

by the commercial table, ranks as to West India produce second only to Jamaica : its rum is

inferior only to hers ; and the coffee of Berbice ranks above that of any of the islands.

Staebroek, now St. George, is built on the low bank of the river Demerara. The houses are

of wood, seldom above two stories high, and, with a view to coolness, are shaded by colon-

naded porticoes and balconies, and by projecting roofs; and Venetian blinds, or jalousies, are

used instead of glaaa windowa Canals are conducted on each side of the town, which pre-

sents a busy scene, every road being like a wharf strewed with casks and bales. The town
contains from 8000 to 10,000 inhabitants, mostly negroes, with a considerable proportion of

people of colour, some of whom have attained to considerable wealth. New Amsterdam,
the small capital of Berbice, is agreeably situated, intersected by canals, and with a consi-

derable spot of ground attached to each house.

The Lucayoa, or Bahama Islands, form a very extended and numerous group, being suc-

cessively paniUel, first to Florida, then to Cuba and part of Havti. The group comprises

about 650 islets and islands, of which only 14 are of considerable size ; the rest are mere
rocks and islets, called here keys, or kays, from the Spanish cayo. These islands were very

much neglected till about the beginning of the last century, when a British settlement was
formed there under Captain Wowles Rogers. The Bahamas, notwithstanding their &vour-
ablo situation, have never been productive in the West India staples. The soil is in genera]

arid and rocky ; and even those islands which might be capable of improvement have been
neglected. Cotton is the only article which has been cultivated to any extent, and even
this has declined. They produce, however, a considerable variety of fine timber and dye-
woods, and some of them supply the neighbouring coasts with salt Between the western
islands and the coast of Florida is the Bahama channel, through which that celebrated cur-

rent called the Gulf Stream, from the Gulf of Mexico, rushes with such impetuosity that it

is perceptible upon the northern coasu of Europe. Its force renders the passage extremely
dangerous, and has given occasion to frequent wrecks. The principal islands are the Great
Bahama and Abaco, on the Little Bahama Bank ; Eleuthera, New Providence, Guanahani,
or St. Salvador, or Cat Island, remarkable as the point first discovered by Columbus, Yuma,
and Exuma, on the Great Bahama Bank ; and Maya^fuana, Inagua, the Caycos and Turks*
islands, further south. The difficulty of navigation m these seas is mcreased by the great

bank of Bahama, interposed between Cuba and these islands. Nassau, in the island ofNew
Providence, from its situation upon this frequented channel, is a place of some importance.
It is the general seat of government, and contains a population of about 5000 persons.

The Bermudas, situates in the midst of Uie Atlantic, about 600 miles east from the coast

of North America, may, for want of a more appropriate phice, be described here. About
400 are numbered j but most of these are mere, rocks, and only eight possess any real im-
portance. These islands, which began to be settled about 1612, drew for some time greater
attention than their natural advant^gfes justified. During the internal troubles which soon
afler took place in Great Britain, thev became the asylum of many distinguished personages,
and among others of the poet Waller, who, by celebrating the beauty of their aspect and
the felicity of the climate, spread around them a poetical lustra. The Bermudas are indeed
in these respects peculiarly fortunate ; beine exempted fhmi the scorching heats of the tn>-

Sic, enioying almost a contmued spring, and oeing clothed in perpetual veraure. But though
ley aficwd thus an a|[reeable and healthful residence, they have not proved productiveln

any of those commodities which can become the staple of an important traffic. Cotton has
been tried, but without any great success. They have been usM as a place of deportation
for criminals, but in this respect are now supeiveded by the Australian settlements. The
rocky nature of the coasts renders them easily defennble, but unfkvourable to navintion.
St George, the seat of government on an island of the'^aame name, is only a large vOlage.

Sdbbbot. S.—Spmtiak bimnda.

The western colonies of Spain, which for some centuries comprised the greater part of
the American continent, with all its richest and most splendid regions, are now limited to

the two islands of Cuba and Porto Rico. Yet these are so considerable and so fhiitflil, that
since a more liberal policy has been adopted towards them, they- have in no small degree
compensated for her immense losses.

Cuba, the finest and largest of the West India islands, is about 780 miles in length by
62 in mean breadth, and has a superficial area of 43,600 square miles, being nearly equal
in extent to all the other islands takfln together. It is traversed throughout its whole ex-
tent by chains of mountains, whose highest peaks, Potrillo and Cobre, attain an elevation

of mtare than 8,600 fiiet; and the plains beneath are copiously watered, and rendered fit tat

producing in the highest perfection all the objects of tropical culture. The climate, parti-

cularly in the western part although tropical, is marked by an unequal distribution of^ heat
at dimront seasons, indicating a transition to the temperate zone. The mean temoeratura
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is 78°, but in the interior and eastern part only 73". The hottest months do not average
more than 84°-85'', and the coldest present a mean temperature of about 70°. Ice some-
times forms at night after a long continuance of the northers, but snow never &lls. Hur>
ricanes are of much less firequent occurrence than in the other islands. The situation of
Cuba, commanding the entrance of the Gulf of Mexico and the communication between
North and South America, gives it a high commercial and political importance ; yet Spain
long viewed it merely as Uie key of her great possessions, and the passage by which she
reached them ; and this great island did not, in the value of its produce, equal some of the

smallest of the Antilles. But during the last thirty years a concurrence of circumstances
has rendered it the richest of the European colonies in any part of the globe, and proved

the justice of the remark of Abbe Ra^nal, that Fiie de Cuba pourrait aeule vakrir un
royaume. Within the period last mentioned, and especially smce the separation of the con-

tinental colonies ftom the mother country, a more liberal and protecting policy has been
adopted ; the poiits of the island have been thrown open ; strangers and emigrants have been
encouraged to settle tliere; and, amid the political agitations of the moUier country, the
expulsion of the Spanish residents <h>m Hispaniola, the cession of Louisiana and Honda to

a foreign power, and the disasters of those who in Uie continental states of America adhered
to Old Spain, Cuba has become a general place of refuge. Its progress, tnm these causes,

has been most extraordinary. At the close of the last century, it was obliged to draw ftom
the rich colony of New Spain the sums necessarjr for the support of its civil administration
and the payment of its garrisons ; of late years it has been able not only to provide for its

own exigencies, but to uTord important aid to the mother country in her contest with her
tevolted eoloniea In 1778, the revenue of the island amounted to 885,358 dollars ; in 1794,
to 1,136,918 dollars; and in 1830. to no less than 8,972,648 dollars, a sum superior to the
revenue of most of the secondary kingdoms of Europe. Nor has the progress of its popu-
lation been less remarkable ; in 1775, it amounted to only 172,020 ; in 1827, it had increased

to 704,487. This inhabitants have applied themselves with surprising success to the culture

of the great West India staples, sumr and cotSae ; between 1700 and 1787, the exports of
sugar amounted to only 6,570,000 lbs. ; in 1832, they are believed to have exceeded
250,000,000 lbs. In 1800, there were only 80 cofibe plantations on the island ; in 1827,
they amounted to 2067.

Four censuses have been taken of the population of Cuba, giving the following general
resulto; in 177^' 171,620 souls; in 1701. 272,301; in 1817, 508,033; in 1827, 704,487.
The following table showa the character of th» population at the first and last named
periods :—
Vol. IIL 2N f
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mS. ISB7.
Whiles S6,4« 311,081
rrccMutaUOH W^n 87,314
FnieBlmclu lljsn 46,980
BlavM 44,333 888,049

TOUIl 171,830 704,487

The STWt increase of the black population is owing tc the direct introductitm of alavea

fiom A&ica, which has been continual with great activity till the present time, although
the trade was to have entirely ceased in 1820. It appears that at least 372,500 of Uieae

unhapi;^ persona were imported into the island from 18^21 to 1820; and within the last few
years, it is stated that forty or fifty vessels have regularly cleared out for Africa, as for an
ordinary trade, but with the well understood object of practising this nefarious traffic. This
mode w supply is accompanied by the distressmg circumstance of the great inequality of

the sexes (the number of male slaves being 183,290, to 103,652 females), the female slaves

on a plantaticm being seldom much more than a third of the whole, uid often bearing a
much smaller pn^rtion, since the masters find it cheaper to purchase than to rear.

The princi^ articles of export finm Cuba are sugWi rum, molasses, coffee, wax, tobacco^

and cigars, with honey, hides, cotton, tVuits, &c. "nie principal imports are corn and grain

of all sorts, lumber, dried fish, and salt provisions chiefly from the United States; cotton

goods, hardware and various other manufiustured articles, such as hats, shoes, cabinet-ware,

carriages. Sic., from the United States and Great Britain ; linens from Germany and Ireland

;

silver and gold, indigo and cochineal, from the Spanish-American states; wines, spirits, dte.

from France and Spain, with such other articles of luxury and use as an opulent agricul-

tural community, in a tropical dhnatei requires. The total value of the impwts for the

year 1833, amounted to no less than $18,511,132; of exports, to #13,996,100. The ^in-
cipal articles of export for the years IfiSn, 1830, and 1833, were as follows:

r« SSSi. SSL HMi.
mm. mat.

'TtSJr
Cifit.

I8S7
1830
1833

0,837,390
7,888,881
7.884,333

8,001,383
1,798,996

8JWe,339

74,083
68319
93,768

8,437

3J03
3,837

88,403
-38,741

41,338

70,108
160,338
98,473

187,361
407,138
617,713

This statement, however, is only the custom-house report, which assumes that a box of
sugar weighs but 15 arrobaa,* whereas its true weight is at least 16, and estimates the bags
of cofl'ee at 150 Iba., though it is well known that they often exceed that limit The fol-

lowing table shows the extent of the commercial transactions of Cuba with other countries

in the year 1833.
CMMOtab lo^oftk Eiportit

S»in 94,013,730 8,713,389
nitcdBuUi 4,468A)0 4,384,900

Omal Britain 1,083,178 911.000
Awniih-AuMrican SMtei 1,37133 19,680
HanwTown 934,373 1,304,190
rranea 987,980 33130.

Havana, or the Havannah, the capital of Cuba, is one of the greatest and most flourish-

ing cities of the New World. It once carried on the whole, and still retains more than two
thirds of the commerce of the island. The harbour is admirable, capable of containing a
thousand large vessels, and allowuig them to come close to the quay : its narrow entrance
has been found disastrous when fleets were seeking shelter from a pursuing enemy. The
fortifications, particularly the Mora and Punta castles, are remarkably strong; but in 1763
they yielded to the British fleet, which captured nine sail of the line, and merchandise to

the value of about 3,000,0001. sterling. Since that time, however, the works have been so

carefiilly strongthenod as to make the place nearly impregnable ; and during the lata war,
while the British navy was generally so triumphant, no attempt was made to reduce the

Havannah. The arsenal and dock-yard are also on a large scalf. The city presents a
magnificent appearance fnm the sea, its numerous spires bemg intermingled with lofty and
luxuriant trees. The churches are handsome and richly ornamented ; and several private

mansions are reckoned to be worth above 60,0001. each. The interior, however, for the

most part consists of narrow, ill-paved, and dirty streets, crowded with merchandise and
wagons, and presenting entirely the appearance of busy trade. Yet the alameda, or public

walk, and the opera, on the appearance of a favourite performer, exhibit a gay and even

Slendid aspect The recently constructed suburbs are also built in a superior style. The
tvannah nas patriotic and literarv societies, which are improving. Seven journals are

published, one of them in English. The papulation by the census or 1827 was 112.000, and
nas since considerably increased.

Other towns in Cuba have risen to importance, only since the monopoly of the trade, so

absurdly conferred on Havana, has been withdrawn. Matansas, about sixty miles east of

the capital, is pleasuitly situated on a low plain not much above the level or the sea, and k

• TlMtnolMitasiiM.
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now the second commercial town in the island. The harbour is capackway etsy of access,

and sheltered from all winds, except those from the north-csst, which are not dangerous

here. The population of the place amounU to about 15,000. In 1830 it exported upwards
of 50,000,000 lbs. of sugar, and nearly 8,000,000 lbs. of coffee; 220 vessels entered, and
304 lell its port in that year. Aa the vicinity is rapidly becoming settled and brought under
cultivation, its importance is daily increasing. Trinidad is one of the most populous and
thriving places on the island since the removal of the restrictions cm its trade. It is well

built, aiKl standing on the southern shore, it is beyond the influence of the northers which
are experienced on the other side of the island. Its harbour is capacious, but exposed, and
its commerce considerable. Populstion 12,500. To the west lies Xagua, a small town, but

having one of the best harbours in the world fonnod by the magnificent bay of the same
name.

Puerto Principe, situated in the interior, is a poor, dirty, and ill-buUt town, in a wet spot,

which in many places is only passable on raised footpaths. Its inland trade is considerable.

By the census it appears to have a population of 49,000 inhabitants, but its permanent
population is ranch less, a great number of the individuals registered here, having merely
retired into the town from the neighbourhood during the rainy season. The little town of
Nuevitas, lately founded on a bay of the same name on the northern coast, serves as its

port

In the eastern part of the island is Santiago de Cuba, once the capital of Cuba. It suf-

fered much by the transfer of the seat of government to Havana, but since the opening of
its port in 1778, it has shared in the genenl prosperity. Although its harbour is tme of the
best in the island, yet Cuba labours under a deficiency of good water, and its hot and moist

climate renders it unhealthy. It is one of the oldest and best built towns of the colony,

and contains 26,740 inhabitants. Bayamo or San Salvador, an old town in the interior, has

a population of 7,500 souls. Its port is the thriving little commercial town of Manzanillo,

with 3,000 inhabitants. To the west is Holguin, with 8,000 inhabitants, and at the eastern

extremity of the island is Baracoa, now much reduced, but remarkable as the first settle-

ment formed by the Spaniards on this beautiful island.

Porto Rico or Puerto Rico, the smallest of the Great Antilles, is about 100 miles in length

by 36 in mean breadth, and has a superficies of 4,000 square miles. Although inferior to

none of the islands in fertility and general importance, it was long neglected by Spain, and
unti)*the beginning of the present century its wealth was derivM entirelv from its woods
and pastures. But since it has shared the same liberal policy that has been extended to

Cuba, and reaped the same advantages from the agitations of the mother country, and the

disasters of the sister colonies, it has exhibited the same remarkable picture of proi^rity
with the larger island. Porto Rico is traversed by a lofty mountain ridge, which in the

eastern part rises to the height of about 4,000 feet; on each side of this central ridge lie

rich and beautiful valleys, well watered and well wooded, below which stretch the rertile

plains that contain the thriving agricultural and commercial towns. In 1778, the population

was 70,278, and in 1830, according to tho official returns, it was 323,838 ; of thu number
only 344240 were slaves, 127,287 were free coloured persons, and 162,311 whites. The law
tnakes no distinction between the white and the coloured roturiers, and the whites are in

the habit of intermixing freely with the people of colour. According to Col. Flinter, the

produce of the island in. 1830, was 46,441,920 lbs. of sugar, 1,507,560 gallons of molasses,

1,216,500 gallons of rum, 28,000,000 lbs. of coffee, 34,640 quintals of cured tobacco, die.

The live stock consisted of 70,130 head of cattle, 52,970 horses, 25,067 swine, &c. Tho
exports are sugar and coffee, with cattle, tobacco, rum, cotton, die. ; the impOTts are the
same as those of Cuba. The annual value of the imports is about 3,000,000 dollars, of
exports 4,000,000, two-thirds of which are in American bottoms; of 56,526 tons, the ton-

nage arrived in 1830, 29,906 was American, and 1.5,163 Spanish.

The capital, Puerto Rico or San Juan, is a large, neat and well-built town on the north-

ern coast with a deep, safe, and capacious harUrar. It is verr strongly fortified, and con-

tains about 3a000 inhabitanta The other towns are small ; uayaguez and Aguadilla on
the west coast. Ponce and Ciuayama on the southern, and Fuardo, aro the principal ports.

The little island of Bieque or Crab Island, lying off the eastern coast, is claimed by ureat
Britain.

SoMWTT. 3.

—

French blmia.

The possessions of France in the West Indies, previous to the revolutionary war, were
more valuable than those of any other nation. The exports fiom St Domingo alone amount-
ed to 25,000,000 dollars. That valuable island is now entirely lost to her. During the
late war all her islands were captured, and she ceased to exist as a colonial power. At the
peace, Martinico and Guadalonpe were restored, and, with Cayenne, form territories of con-
siderable value and capability. Their progress, however, was of course checked during the
period when they were under foreign occupation, and it does not appear to have been rapid

oven aince the restoration. The anti-commercial aystem introduceo by Napoleon, and even

'
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the prepoateroua attempt to niae migar in France out of the beet-root, have not ceased thoir

operations.

Martinico or Martinique, as compared with the other Lesser Antilles, is a large and fine

island, aboiit fifty miles in length and sixteen in breadth. The swrfiice is generally, broken
into hillocks, and in the centre rise three lofty mountains, the streams descending from
which copiously water the island. The progress of Martinique took place between 1700
and 1732, during which period the negro population increased from 14,500 to 72,000. The
English, when they took it a second time in 1809, found next year a population of 06,413.
The census of 1827 gave 101,905, of which 9937 were whites, 10,786 f\tee coloured, and
ei,IB2 slaves. The annual imports from France amount to about 12,000,000 francs; tlie

exports to that country, to 20,000,000. Fort Royal, the capital and the seat of the courts

of justice, is a well-built town, with 7000 inhabitants , but the chief trade centres in St
Pierre, the largest place in Martinico and in all French America. Its excelleilt road has
rendered it an entrepAt of the trade of the mother-country with this quarter of the world.

It has about 20,000 inhabitants.

Guadeloupe is a larger island, being from fifly to sixty miles long and twenty-five broad.

It consists, in ftct, of two islands, since a channel, from thirty to eighty yards brood, crosses

ihe narrow isthmus by which its eastern and western portions are united. The western,

called Basseterre, notwithstanding the name (which is derived from its position with regard

to tbe trade-wind,) contains a chain of lofly and rugged mountains, one of which displays

some volcanic phenomena, emitting volumes of smoke, with occasional sparks of fire. How-
ever, its plains arc copiously watered and fruitful. The eastern division, called Grande
Terre, is more flat, and laboius under a deficiency of water. The progress of Guadaloup^
was contemporaneous with that of Martinico, though slower. In 1755 it contained 50,800
inhabitants ; in 1812 these had increased to 114,000. In 1827 the population was found to

be 135,516, of which 17,237 were whites, 16,705 free coloured, 101,564 slaves. Annual
value of the exports, 26,650,000 francs; of the unports, 12,000,000. Basseterre, on the

part of the island bearing that name, ranks as the capital ; but having a bod harbour, is sup-

ported merely by' the residence of government, and has not more than 9000 inhabitants.

Pointe-&-Pltre, on the eastern side, or rather at the junction of the two, carries on almost
all the trade, and has a population of about 15,000. The islands of Marie-Galante, the

Saintes, and Deseada, are appendages to Guadaloupe, of little importance.
,

Cayenne, or French Guiana, is an extensive tract belonging to the South American conti-

nent, but which, for reasons already stated, we shall here consider in connection with the

West Indies. Cayenne Proper consists of an alluvial island about eighteen mjles long and
ten broad, fbrmed by the branches of the river of that name ; but the term is applied gene-
rally to a coast about 500 miles in length, having Dutch Guiana on the west, and Portu-

guese or rather Brazilian Guiana on the east ; but the limits of the latter ore disputed to

tbe extent of 120 miles, in consequence of the ambiguity occasioned in the treaty of^Utrecht

by the terms Yapock and Oyapock ; and the Brazilians, in spite of every remonstrance, don-

tmue to occupy the coast as far as the latter river. Cayenne is an alluvial swampy region,

covered with majestic forests. The trees astonish Europeans, not only bv their |m)digioi|S

size, but by their great variety ; M. Noyer having counted no less than 2oi9 that were fitted

for human use. Fine aromatics, unknown to the other regions of the west, have been cul-

tivated there with success. The Cayenne pepper is the most pungent and delicate kind of

that spice ; and the clove, long suppoeed exclusively attached to the Moluccas, has suc-

ceeded so well, that a part of the consumption of Europe is supplied firom Cayenne. The
natural advantages of this colony are very great The cutting down of these noble woods
would afibrd the material «f a valuable timber trade, and the ground thus cleared would be
fit for sugar and every kind of West India produce. Yet the tract is cultivated in only a
few scattered patchea, not exceeding in all 10,000 acres. Serious obsiacles are indeed pre-

sented by the pestilential vapours exhaled from these dark woods and marshes. In a settle-

ment on a great scale, attempted at Kourou in 1763, no less than 13,000 persons perished,

BO that the deportation to Cayenne of deputies obnoxious to the ruling party, during the

revolution, was inflicted as conveying almost a sentence of death. Yet, if due precautions

were used, and the woods cleared, it would probably be as healthy as any other settlement

in this quarter. The population of Cayenne in 1830 amounted to 25,250, of whom 19,960

were slaves, and 3786 whites. The annual value of the exports to France is 2,500,000

francs ; of imports, 1,800,000. Cayenne is a small town, neatly built of wood, with a spa-

cious and commodious road, and a population of 3000. Kourou, Sinnamaree, La Mana, and
Oyapock, are small settlements scattered along the coast

SuBSEOT. 4

—

Dutch, SwedUh, and Danish Islandt.

. The possessions of the Dutch in the West Indies, when compared with their eastern

colonial empire, appear exceedingly limited. Their only islands are St Eustatia, Saba, and

Curacoa. The first two are small isles lying immediately north of St Christopher's : St
Eustatia consists almost entirely of the slopmg sides of one high conical hill, terminating in

fe
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a rocky summit It is, however, cultivated with ereat care, and abounds particularly with
tobacco ; also in cattle and poultry, of which it affords a surplus to the neighbouring islands.
The capital is well fortified, and forms a species of entrepot both of regular and contraband
Uade. The population of the inland is estimated at 20,()0(); that of the town at 6000. Saba,
only twelve miles in circuit and destitute of a harbour, is a pleasant island, bat of no com-
mercial value. The Dutch participate with France the small island of St Martin, valuable
almost solely for its salt-works. Curacoa is a larger island, far to the west of the others,
and only about seventy miles distant from the Spanish main. It is about thirty miles long,
and ten broad ; but the greater part of its surface is arid and unfertile, and its importance
was chiefly derived from the contraband trade which its situation enabled it to carry on,
while the continent was exclusively possessed by Spain, and studiously shut against the
vessels of other countries. Since Colombia became independent and threw open her porta
to all nations, Curacoa has sunk into a secondary station. Williamstadt, its capital, how-
ever, with a fine harbour, has still a considerable trade, and a population of 8000.

Surinam, on the coast of Guiana, constitutes the most important part of the Dutch west-
em possessions. Dutch Guiana formerly included Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo; but
Britain having in the last war captured these three districts, her capital was employed with
such advantage in improving them, that she determined, at the peace, on retaining them,
and lefl to Holland only the larger but leas valuable territory of Surinam Proper. Thia
coast, like that of the rest of Guiana, is flat and alluvial, and is traversed by several brrad
rivers, coming from a considerable distance in the interior. That of Surinam has a channel
about four miles wide, but shallow and rocky, navigable only for boats. The Dutch, since
they regained possession of it have made very considerable efforts for its improvement and
it is decidedly rising in importance. Paramaribo, at the mouth of the river, where it affords

excellent anchorage for vessels, is a considerable town, well built of wood, and arranged in

regular streets, adorned with fine trees. Its commerce, though now surpassed by that'

carried on in English Guiana, is considerable, and supports a population of 18,000 or 20,000
persons.

The Danes have three small islands in the West Indies. St Croix, or Santa Craz, the

principal one, liea to the south of the Virgin Islands : it has a surface of flighty^Hie square

miles, and a population of about 34,0(N), all slaves, except 2500 whites and 1200 free

coloured. It is productive, in proportion to its extent in the usual West Indian articles.

Christiansted, the capital, has 5000 inhabitants. St Thomas, one of the Virgin Islands, is

of little importance, unless as a ftvourable station for introducing into the other islands

thoae'goods which the great states have declared contraband. St Thomas, the capital, with
an active trade and 3W)0 inhabitants, contains about half of the population of the island.

St John's, another of the same group, ia very small, and only noted for its excellent har^

hour.

The Swedes have only one small island, St Bartholomew, situated about fifly miles north

of St Christopher's. It is not quite twenty-five square miles in extent and is generally

described as fertile and well cultivated, though an eye-witness assures us that neither of
' these characters can apply to it Gustavia, the capital, acquired considerable wealth dui^

ing the war, when it continued long to be almost the only neutral port in these seaa.

SmsBOT. 5.

—

Hayti.

Hayti, now an indepmident negro republic, forms one of the most peculiar and interesting

portions of the New World. It is a very fine island, situated between Jamaica and Porto
Rico^ about 450 miles in length, and 110 in breadth, and having an area of 28,000 square

miles. In the centre rises the lolly range of the mountains of Cibao, of which the peak of

La Serrania rises to the height of 9000, and that of La Sella to 7000 feet These moun-
tains are covered nearly to the summit with vegetation and noble woods, and firom them
descend numerous streams, which, uniting in four large rivers, bestow extreme fertility on
the plains beneath. The principal productions of the island are, in the west and south,

co^e, the sugar-cane (which is chiefly employed in the making of taffia, the ordinary ram
of the country), and cotton ; in the north, coffee, the splendid sugar estates about the Cape
having been mostly abandoned or converted to other uses; in the east cattle with some
tobacca Mahogany and Campeachy wood, Guiac or Lignumvite, Braziletto, honey, wax,
and fruits are uso important articles of production. "Hiis was the first large island dis-

covered by Columbus, who landed there on the 5th of December, 1492, and made it under

the name of Hispaniola, the seat of his first colony. That great man, however, soon lost

all control over tho Spanish adventurers, who gave full scope to their cruelty and rapacity.

The gold, which was then found in considerable abundance, formed the chief object of

their avidity ; and the unhappy natives, fbroed to labour in the mines, and otherwise inhu-

manly treated, were in the end completely exterminated. The ^Id being in some degree

exhausted, and its amount completely eclipsed by that of Mexico and Pern, Hispaniola,

called now St Domingo, was in a great degree neglected. About the middle of the seven-

eenth century, a daring band of ^nch buccaneers established themselvet in the westom
Vol. HI. 26
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diitrieta. They were owned and miMwrted by the French goremment, which ultimately

became pDaaeaaed of this part of the island. Its progrress was at first cheeked by the injodw

cioos restraints of an exclusive company ; but a more liberal policy being adopted in 1722t
it rapidly advanced to a degree of prosperity altogether unprecedented. Thoogfa forming

little more than a third of the island, it nur surpassed in opulence not only the Spanish part,

but the whole Spanish West ladies.

The FVench revolution caused an extraordinary change in the state of Haytl In 1701
the Assembly caused to be proclaimed throughout the island their favourite doctrine, that all

men were free and equal. This proclamation gave rise, in the first instance, to a contest

between the white and the firee coloured population. But while these parties werecontoid*
ing Ibr the application of the principle, the slaves fblt that it applied also to them. They
rose in a body, massacred or drove out the other two classes, and became entire masters of
French St. EkMningo. This revolution, with the excesses which accompanied it, soon ended,

like other revolutions, in a military dospotism, which was established in 1806 by Dessalines,

who assumed the title or James X He was succeeded by Christophe, his second in com-
mand, who named himself Henry L, hereditary kimr of HaytL Meantime, however, the
reixiUic of Hayti was established in another part of the island, under the presidency, first

of Potion, and then of Boyer. Henry, harassed by attacks fhim this and other quarters,

ended his lifts by suicide in 1890. Boyer then^ by a series of vigorous operations, not only
extended his sway over all the French part of the island, but annexed to it also that belongs

ing to Spain (lm2) ; so that the whole is now comprehended in the republic of HaytL
France in 1808 made stronfr effi>rts to regain this valuable island, but without successi At
length, on the 17th of Apnl, 1825, a treaty was concluded, by which she acknowledged the
independence of Hayti, on condition of receiving the large sum of 160,000,000 francs, to be
paid in five annnal instalments.

An independent negro state was thus established in Hayti ; but the people have not de-

rived all the benefits which they eanguinely expected. Releasisd from their former compuU
sory toil, they have not yet learned to subject themselves to the restraints of regular industry.

The first absolute rulers made the most extraordinary efibrts to overcome the iiMolenee which
soon began to display itself. The Code Rural directed that the labourer should fix himself
on a certain estate, which he was never afterwards to quit without a paHport firam the go-
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vemment. Hia hours of labour and rest were fixed by statute. The whip, at first permitted,
was ultimately proliibited ; but as cve^ military officer was allowed to chastise with a thick
cane, and almost every proprietor held a commission, the labourer was not much relieved.
BjT these means Mr. Mackenzie supposes that the produce of 1906 was raised to about a
third of that of 1789. But such violent regulations could not continue to be enforced amid
the succeeding agitations, and under a republican rigime. Almost all traces of kborious
culture were soon obliterated : larre tracts, which hul been one entire sugar-garden, pre-
sented now only a few scattered plantations. The export of sugar, which in 1806 had beea
47,516,531 lbs., amounted in 1825 to 2020 lbs. Cofiee, which continued to be a staple produc-
tion, was also much diminished. The only indemnification which the people sought was in
the easy task of cutting down the foresta of mahogany and campeachy wood, which were
found of greater value than had been supposed. Mr. Mackenzie, in viewing the extreme
fertility of the soil and climate, and the contented indcleiice of the inhabitants, was struck
with extreme despondence as to Ihefr ever making any improvement The slightest labour
is suflScient to secure subsistence; the adulU wear merely such portions of dress as decency
roost absolutely requires, while the children of both sexes have no covering whatever. It

would appear, however, that Hayti had reached its utmost point of depression, and was be-
ginning, after the example of ita industrious neighbours, to avail itself of ita great natural
advantages. Within the Ust few years, a considerable increase has taken place in the ex-
porta of coffee, cotton, mahof^ny, tobacco, and other articles. It is difficult to give any
thing precise m regard to the population of Hayti. It is stated to have been about 600,000
before the commencement of the difficulties of 1701 ; the long and bloody struggle which
followed, accompanied by extensive emigrations, and the subs^uent wars between the dif-

ferent powers that established themselves in different parta of the island, must have very
considerably diminished this number; yet Humboldt estimates the population, in 1823, at

800,000 ; but there seems to be more probability in the statement of^ MoUien, who rates it

at leas than 600,000. The value of the exports, in 1832, was 13,800,000; of imports,

$4,160,000; entered, 350 ships of 48,306 tons; left, 336 ships of 46,146 tons ; the cumber
of American vessels much exceeding those trading under any other flag. The great article

of export was cofiee to the amount of 42,476,800 lbs., and the value of #3,336,000 ; other
articles were mahogany and campeachy wood of the value of $400,000 ; cotton, $1:24,000

;

tobacco, $65,000, £c. The importa are fiour, salf provisions, lumber, die., from tne United
States; cotton goods and other manufactured articles, firom Great Britain, the United States,

France, and Germany ; wines, jewellery, die., firom France.

The government of Hayti is professedljr republican, but it has been well described as
pncticaTly a military democracy. The chief executive (Acer is the President, who holds

the place for life, l^ere is a Senate, consisting of24 members, named for life by the House
of Representatives ttom a list of candidates presented by the President The Representap
tives are chosen for the tonn of six years by the parishes, but the body of the people take*

but little interest in the electiona The President proposes the laws aind financial arrange-

ments, which are acceded to with little discussion. The revenue of the state is ahout

$1,500,000; the expenditure is considerably more. The armv amounta to 46,000 men. The
religion of the Haytians is Roman Catholic, but there is little attention paid to the subject,

and the state of morals is described as exceedingly bad ; othor religions are tolerated. Whites
are not altowed to hold landed property, or to carry arms.

Hayti has been divided mto six departments, named, chiefly after their position, West,
South, Artibonite, No^th, North-east, SoUth-east. The last two comprehend the part lately

possessed by the Spaniards. Port au Prince, in the department of the West is the capital,

and the chief seat of trade. It has a secure and excellent roadstead, but the country around

is mushy, and, during the summer, very unhealthy. The city is built mostly of wood, ita

streeto nnpaved, and containing no remarkable edifices. The population may be fhxn 12,000

to 15,000. Petit Goave or Pesqueno Goave, and Jacmel, are small towns in the same de-

partment with good harbonn and some trade. Gape Haytien, formerly Cape Franfais or

Cape Henry, in the department of the North, the seat of the kingdom established by Cfaris-

tophe, is bMter built with well-paved streets, and some handsome squares, and has a popu-

lation of about 10,000. Near it is the citadel, constructed at vast expense on the top of a
mountain, ss a place of security for himself and his treasures.

Les Cayes, in the department of the-South, the seat of an ephemeral government which

sprung uaduring the disturbances, is a neat town, with a flourishing trade ; but it was al-nost

destroyeoby a hurricane in August 1831. Jeremie, in this department is a place of con-

siderable trade. In the department of Artibonite is Gonaives, a small town with a good

harbour. St Domingo, the capital of the Spanish part of the isknd, presenta the remams

of a very handsome city ; a solid and spacious cathedral, a larse arsenal, houses in general

commodKNis and well built; but it has been long in a state of decay, and is not supposed to

contain now above 10,000 inhabitants. Higuey, in the eastern part of the island, is a cele.

brated place of pilgrimage. In the department of the North-east is Santiago, which waa
n^rly ruined by the devastations of the servile wu.

I.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OtMTEMALA, OR UNITED STATES OF CENTRAL AMERICA.

Tri republic of Guatemala, or Guatimala, occupying the narrow tract between the twa
ffreat maaaes of the continent, baa, in virtue of ita position, aaaumed the title of the Unitti-

Statet qf Central America.

Sbct. I.

—

General Outline and Atpeet.

Guatemala ia bounded on tne aouth-east by the province of Verainia, belnnmng to the

republic of New Grenada ; on the north and north^aat by the Mexican States of Chiapa, Yu-
catan, and the Atlantic, or the Sea of the Antillea ; ana on the aouth and aouth-west by the

Pacific Ocean. It forma a sort of extended isthmus, reaching from north-west to south-eaat,

between 6° and 17° N. lat, and 82° and 06° W. long. Measured by an oblique line fVom

one extremity to the other, it may be 105() miles in length ; but the breadth, from sea to

sea, nowhere exceeds 500, and in some places is only 100 miles. The surface has been
oatimated at 200,000 square milea, which, though it appears small when compared with the

other American states, is nearly double the whole extent of the Britiah Islanos.

The aurfiice of Guatemala does not display that lofly and aigged character which gene-
tall^ marks the neighbouring portions of the American continent The chain of the Andes,
which raises such a tremendoiia snowy barrier through the greater part of the continent,

inks in the isthmus of Psnama into a mere rocky dike, connecting North and South Ame-
rica. Near Nicaragua, it seems to become little more than an insensible ridge, sloping down
to the shores of the opposite oceans. Proceeding north-west, it soon rises and presents to

the Pacific a lofty range, in which Humboldt and Arago have counted twenty-one volcanoes,

partly burning and partly extinct The loftiest called the volcano of Guatemala, being co-

vered with snow for several months in the year, cannot be much less than 10,000 feet high.

Hence Guatemala, though it does not present a continuous table-land, like Mexico, has high
mountain valleys, enjoying a cool and agreeable air, and producing the grain and the fhiita

of the temperate zone. The eastern part swelling somewhat into the form of a peninsula,

and known by the name of Poyais, and the Mosquito shore, consists of a vast and savage
forest beat by the burning ray.i of the sun, and occupied by rude and unsubdued Indiana.

The waters which descend from the Andes of Guatemala &11 into one or other of the op*

poaite oceans, and do not swell into rivers of any importance ; but there is one grand aque-
ous feature, the Lake of Nicaragua, 150 miles in length, and 00 in brendth, and having
almost throughout a depth of ten fathoms. Numerous streams, flowing fhm different quar-
ters, form this great body of water, which haa mily one outlet in the nver San Juan, which
flows from it into the Atlantic. The surface of the lake is diversified and adorned with
•mall islands, in one of which is a volcanic mountain. It communicates by a navigable
channel of 26 miles, with a smaller lake, called the Lake of Leon, which may almost be
considered as a branch of it, and is 50 miles long, by 30 broad.

SnT. n.

—

Natural Oeographff.

There is nothing known, under this head, by which Guatemala can be distinguished fion
the bordering countries of Mexico and Colombia.

. Snr. IIL

—

SRttorical and Political Oeograpkjf.

The history of Guatemala, and the countrjr itself^ were less known than any other put. of
America, till recent eventa brought them into notice. Yet its reomls appear, in many
respects, worthy of enquiry. The ancient Guatemalans evidently posscsoed a civilisation

derived from and rivalling that of Mexico. The palace of Quiche is said to be comparable
in magnificence to that of MiUa. In the depth of forests have been found ancient cities,

containing monuments similar in grandeur and ornament to the teocallie of Mexico, and on
whose walls are found figures and other representations well executed in bas-relief. The
Tolteca, who preceded the Aztecs, as rulers that civilised Mexico, appear to have been
driven aouthwards, and to have settled in Guatemala. The resistance to Alvarado, sent in
1S23 by Cortex to conquer this country, was vigorous, and even such as to rendes the issue
omewhat doubtful. After the conquest Guatemala was erected into an audiencia, with
only a alight dependence on the viceroy of Mexico ; but as it did not permanently at least,

yield sold and sdver, and its produce was chiefly sent by the way of Vera Cruz, it was veir
little heard of in Eurmie, till the general crash of the Spanish power. Guatemala then sud-
denly erected herself into an independent state; and Mexico, which at fint made great
effi>rts to retain her as a province, finding her determination immutable, very wisely, and
with a tolerably good grace, yielded the point
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SaoT. IV.

—

Producliw Induttry.

805

The productive qualities of Guatemala aro, if possible, superior even to those of other
countries in the fruitfiil climates of America. Like Mexico, it yields in different n^gions,
and at small distances from each other, all the varieties of fruit and grain peculiar to the
tropical and temperate zones. Of fruits, several of the most valuable are produced in ttie

highest perfection. The indigo, which forms so large a part of t lo commerce of Mexico, is

almost entirely Guatemalan. The cacao of Soconusco is said to bt- the very finest in the
world, thoL \ it is cultivated on too small a scale to enter much, into the^nxilc'et u( Europe.
Vanilla, however, the other ingredient of chocolate, is procured tt. • ^rtjat exu<Mt mm this

quarter. Sugar, cotton, cochineal, maho^ny, and dye-woods, are also exported. Tht^F* ire
manufactures of cotton and porcelain, some of them fine, |y''* rtnly fur inlerrMi consumption;
and the fabrics in wrought gold and silver are said to poesesa ^ 'eit merit \<i to commerce,
Guatemala labours under the disadvantage of not having on eitiier ocean a port capaliie of
receiving large ships; and its commodities have to bear a ncavy land-carria({e, and a coasting
voyage, before they arrive at Vera Cruz.

Gtutemala abounds in mines, particularly of silver; some of which have been undertaken
by an English company, in the expectation of their proving productive ; but tlie result is yet
vncertain. In Quesaltenango is fbund very fine sulpiiur, of which the Spaniards availed

themselves to renew their supplies of gunpowder at ,,he time of the conquest.

Canals are naturally an undertaking bejrond tho infiint resources of Guatemala ; but one
is in contemplation, which, if ex«cut(3, will be tlie greatest and most important work of this

kind on the globe. This is a canal to connect the Atlantic and Pacific, so as to enable Eu>
ropean vesecTs to reach China and parts of India by an eiisier and more direct course. The
isthmuses of Panama and Darien, from their very small breadth, naturally claim the first

attention ; but as a considerable ridge traverses them, and tlie supply of water is doubtful, a
rail-road seems to be more suited to th«i fiice of things there. The isthmus of Tehuantepec,
and the interval between the rivers Atrato and San Juan, in ChocA, appear to be level ; but

the distance is too great to admit of more than a canal of small navigation, which would,

doubtlessi, have its use. But the grand oceanic canal, which would cause a revolution in the

commercial world, will, probably, be undertaken from the Lake of Nicaragua, navigable fi>r

the largest vessels, which communicates with the Atlantic by the broad channel of the San
Joan, and is separated from the Pacific by an interval of from sixteen to twenty miles in

breadth, through which it seems certain that a good level could be found. To execute,

therefore, a canal of the dimensions of the Caledonian, is, even at present, completely within

the reach of human skill and resources. • It is an undertaking, indeed, which does not belong

to the government within whose limits it is placed ; and, though the capitalists of North

America or Europe would find no difficulty in providing the funds, the political atmosphere

of Central America is scarcely yet so settled, that they might look forward with fUU confi«

d«mce to compensation for the large advances which would be necessary.

Sacrr. V.—CVstl and Social Stale.

The pooulation cannot be considered as well ascertained. An official census, in 1778,

gave 707,000; but this has been shown by Juarros to have been verv incomplete. Hum-
bddt, donoff his stay in Mexico, saw officnd documents which carried it to 1,200,000 ; and
Torrenta ami other writers well acquainted with the eountnr are of opinion that it does not

Ml abort <^ 2,000,000. About one-half of the whole number are Indians, one-fifUi whites,

and three-tenths mixed races. There are no negroes in the country.

The character of the Guatemalans does not probably difier materially firom that of the

other Spanish Americans, though it is praised by Juarros as presenting a fiivouraUe speci-

men ; and, perli&ps, their obscurity may have shielded them from much of the degrading

oppression felt in other quarters. He represents them as docile, humane, courteous, liberal,

^aUe to strangers, and only liable to the cliarges of pusillanimity and indolence. A can-

sideraMe patriotic spirit was shown by the institution, in 1795, of a society of Friends of the

Kingdom, with the-view of promoting agriculture and the arts; but, afler having carried on
operations with, great spirit for five ^ears, they were suppressed in 1600 by an arbitrary

mandate of the government An university was established in 1768, whose pretensions

were at first confined to scholastic learning ; but mathematics and experimental philosophy

have since been introduced. Sculpture is said to be carried to greater excellence in Gua^
temala than in any other part of the New World.

The government is federal republican in its form, being modelled on that of the United

States. A federal congress, composed of a senate and house of representatives, chosen the

latter by the people, the former by the states, and a president, also chosen by the popular

vote, manage the general concerns of the confederacy. Each state has its respective legiar>

latura and executive chief for the administratirai of its domestic affiun.

I
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Sbct. VL—Iiocal Geography.

The territory of the republic, tof^her with the present Mexiean etate Chiapas, fbm
the Spanish captaincy-general of Guatemala until 1821, when it was incorporated w
Mexico. On the fall of Iturbide, in 1824, it separated itself from the latter, and constitu

itself an independent republic, under the title of the Federal Republic of Central Ameri
The confederacy consists of'five states, and a federal district, as follows.

•>!. Pofiiilatin, CipHlli.

Guat«»ta 600.000 OM Ouatamita
Bail Salvador 350,000 San Salvador
Hondiiraa 2S0.IN)0 CfliDHyagua
CoctaRica 130,000 Ban Jaan
Nkarafua 330,000 Vtoa

Federal DiMrict, New Guatemala.

Guatcmiia Proper is the central province, comprising the great chain of volcanic moi

tains, and the slope ^wnwards from them to the sea. It is here that the great variety

climate and productions appears, and that the latter are in tke highest perfection. Whai
«trictly called the valley of Guatemala consists properly of nine valleys, of varying ele

tion, enclosed within the great circuit of volcanic mountains. In the centre of this rar

of vaUeys, at an elevation not precisely known, stands the old city of Santiago de Gua
mala. It was erected first in 1527, at the foot of an enormous mountain, called the Volo
<^ Water (de Agua), and which too soon justified that title; for, a lew years afterwards,

aqueous eruption burst forth, of the qaost formidable character, which overwhelmed t

whole city, and buried in its ruins a gr'"*. part of the inhabitants. Appalled by this disast

the Spaniards removed the city to another situation in a beautiful ana finely watered vail

which yielded in profusion all the necessaries and luxuries of life. A yer^ magnificent ci

also called Santi^jpo de Guatemala, was here erected, with 38 ecclesiastical structures,

which the cathedral was a sumptuous edifice, richly decorated, and more than 300 feet loi

Of the nunneries, that of La Concepcion is said to have been inhabited by 1000 peiM
But the site, with all its felicities, had terrible defects. It was liable to drradfui shocks
earthquake and volcanic eruptions, which rendered the existence of its inhabitants constan

insecure, and their fate often tragical. Juarros has devoted a portion of his work expresi

to a record of the miwries of old Guatemala. In the above succession of calamities, sevt

attacks of pestilence were interspersed. At length, in 177S, the series was consummal
by a tiuly appalling earthquake, the shocks of which, continuing at intervals IWim June
December, reduceo the city neariy to a heap of ruins. The Spanish government, on bei

advertised of this disaster, sent out instructions toremove to another site ; but this, perhi

well-meant, order, being executed in an abrupt and despotic manner, only aggravated at fi

the miseries of (he unfortunate city. New Guatemala was built in the valwy of Mixco,

a situation not so fertile and boautifnl, but extremely healUiy, and exempt ftxtni the dread
calamities of which theM city had been a victim. It was reared in the usual regular mi
ner and with numerous squares; the- houses are neat, though low, to mitigate the danger
earthquake; the churcnes and other public edifices on a smaller scale, but of verv efegi

design. The citizens, supposed to amount to 35,000, ply, with verr considerable diliffent

the trades of weaving, pottery, working in silver, and embroidery : its chief articles of tra

are indigo and cacoa. Old Guatemala lifcewire has risen flnm its adiea, and a great prop
tioH of its exilAs have gradually fbund their wav back to their former abode. Having attam
a population of 18,000, it has been reinvested, not with the privileges of a city, mit the

of a town.
Other fine tracts and important cities are also fbund in the vallm of Guatemala. Su

Cruz del Quiche represents the once gfwt Utatlan, capital of the tiidian kini^om subvert
by Alvarada Its palace, in magnitude and splendour, appears to have been TitUe inferior

those of Cuieo and Mexiea It contained aecommodaticn not only for the king hiiqself, I

tar all the princes of the Mood-royal and a numerous body-guard. As it appears to be
better preservatum than any other of the imperial seats of^ native America, a diligent ej
mination would probably lead to unportant discoveries. San Salrodor, to the south, is t

capital of the state of the same name, which contains above 800,000 people, and Ibrmi
very rich tract, yielding most of the hidigo which is the staple of the kingdom. The cai

taU in a fine valjey, contained, in 1778, a population of 13,000, chiefly employed in t

indigo trade. A varietv of volcanic movements desolate this province, while they prese
eurkms jihenomena to uie view of the observer. Farther to the south, and still in this ct

tral region, are other fertile diMricts, provided the reader can pronounce Uteir names: Qi
altenan«v Totonicapan, and OuegueteBango. These districts are chiefly inhabitad by 1

dians, who are civilised, and carry on several curious and ingenkHU manufkcturea.
The state of Nicaragua lies to the south of the preceding. The mighty range of volt

aie Andes, which have given so decided a character to central Guatemala, here terminal
and the whole chain is in a manner suspended. The territory is low and moist, rich in i

the tropical firuits, but in none which belong to the temperate climet. It has, howtver, vi
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lets. It was liable to drendfoi shocks of
he existence of its inhabitants oonstanti*
t devoted a portion of his work expreariy
M above succession of calamities, severe
h, in 1775^ the series was consummated
ch, continuing at intervals fWim June tc

ns. The Spanish government, on being
remove to another site ; but this, perhaps
despotic manner, only aggravated at finrt

mala was built in the valley of Mixco, in

ly healthy, and exempt flfom the dreadfltl

It was reared in the usual regular roan
tt, though low, to mitigate the danger of
on a smaller scale, but of very elegant

9, ply, with verr considerable dilisence,
id embroidery : Us chief articles of trade
1 risen iVom its ashes, and a great propop-
k to their former abode. Having attained
with the privileges of a city, but those

ind in the vallm of Gnatemala. Santa
capital of the tndian kingdom subverted
vr, appears to have been little infitrior to

dation not only for the king himself, but
mis bod^-guara. As it appears to be in

seats of native America, a diligent exa>
tries. San Salvador, to the south, is the
tains above 800,000 people, and forms a
I the staple of the kingdom. The eapi-
;ion of 12,000, chiefly employed in tne
H»late this province, while they present
farther to the south, and still in this cen-
eader can pronounce their names: Qne-
Me districts are chiefly inhabited by In*
IS and ingenious manufketuret.
receding. The mighty range of voloa>
r to central Ouatenula, here terminates,
he territory is low and moist, lich in all

emperate climes. It haa^ how«f ar, vast
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savannahs covered with numerons herds of cattle, which are sent even to the market of the
capital. But the moat prominent object in this province is the lahe, and the chief interest
excited by it is the projeaed oceanic canal; both of which have been ah-cady mentioned.
San Leon de Nicaragua » a place of about 5M),000 inhabitants, of whom about 1000 are
Spaniards, with a college, which in 1812 was allowed by the Cortes to be converted into ao
university. It occupies an advantageous position on the northwestern shore of the lake of
the same name, which communicates by its outlet with Lake Nicaragua. Fourteen league*
distant is the fine harbour of Realejo in the Pacific, separated only by a level country over
which the;e is a good road. Nicaragua, on the lake of the same name, is a town of about
800a inhabitants. Its port is San Juan del Sol, at the mouth of the navigable outlet of the
lake. Mazaya, a village of 6000 inhabitants, almost entirely Itidian, is said to be the most
trading place in the province, though inconveniently situated at the bottom of a deep rockr
dell, almost destitute of water.

'

Costa Rica^to the south of Nicaragua, seems named ironically, being in a state of extreme
and deplorable poverty. It has, however, mines of gold and silver, which Albedo pretends
to have been once as productive •• those of Potosi ; .but such a state of things, which seems
at any time fabulous, has now, at all events, wholly ceased. Yet the " rich coast" is very
capable of yielding the common. tropical producta; but the inroads of the Buccaneers caused
a deserticm, from which it has never recovered. Cartrao, however, in the heart ef the pro-
\ ince, has a population of 20,000 persons, of whom 600 are, or were, Spaniards; while San
Jose, at a little distance, has a number nearly equal, with a greater proportion dt Spaniards.
The eastern part of the republic coiisista of the state of Honduras, so named from the

peninsula which separates it tltom Yucatan. The whole coast is flat, marshy, hot, and ex-
tremely unhealthy, though some parte of the interior rise into hilly and temperate tracts.
This region is covered with thick foresta containing the valuable trees of mahogany and log^
wood. The mahogany trees are very thinly scattered, and are cut down by gangs of negroes,
preceded by what is called the finder, who mounte the tope of tha highest trees^ and spies
out where a mahonny tree is to be fbund. The chief expense is in the conveyance to the
coast Turtle is found in abundance along this shore. Gold and silver mines are said to
exist here, but none have ever been worked, or even found. The coast of Poyais, into which
a body of English colonisto were so fatally seduced, partakes of the general character, but
seems still more dreary and uninviting. Comayagun, called also Valladolid, is agreeably
situate in the interior; but, though the nominal capital, it has never attained any great im-
portance. Truxillo, and Cape Gracias, are more conspicuous places, but now also much
decayed. Omoa, with a good harbour, has some trade. The cultivation of tobacco and the
raaring of cattle form the principal occupatkms of the inhabitanta of Hwduraa.

CHAPTER DC

MBXICO.

Mexico is an extensive and noble territory, forming the greater part of that vast tract of
land which connecto tosether Northern and Sontbera America. OnginaUy a native empire,
afterwards the principal of the Spanish viceroyalties, k is now a great independent republic.

It has sometimes been considered as extending to the Isthmus of Panama, which was, in
some degree, under the jurisdiction of the viceroy of Mexico; but as Guatemala, to the
Bouthwara of Mexico Proper, was always a separate intendency, and has now erected itself

into an independent rapuUie, it has received a separate notice.

SnoT. I.—Omero/ Outline and Aspect.

The outline of Mexico is so vague and irregular that ita general dimensions of length and
breadth are not easily determined. The southern extremity of Chiapas is in IS9 N. lat
From the head of the bay of Tehuantepec, the western coast continues in a long oblique

line from south-east to north-west to the lat of 42" N., Cape Mendocino, the extreme west-
em point, reaching to 125° W. long. At the head of the uulf of Tehuantepec, the eastern

and western coasto approxi^nato to within about 125 miles, but they immMiately diverge,

and form the large peninsula of Yucatan, which terminates in about QQ" W. long., the east-

ernmost point m the territory. The extreme length may bo stated at about 2500 miles;
the breaoth varies firom 125 miles in the isthmus of Tehuantepec, and nearly 300 at the

main centre of the republic, between Acapulco and Vera Cnu, to about 1400 between the

Sabine and the Pncifie, and nearly 650 between the Rocky Mountains and the ocean in tha

extreme north. The whole surfhce may be, therefore, described as lying between 86° and
125° W. long., and 15° and 42° N. lat, witl) an area of 1,650,000 square miles.

The surfiwe of Mexico is elevated, composing part of that vast ridge which runs atong

the whole continent of America parallel to the raoific, and which in the south is called the

I ;
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Andes or CoFderillas, and in the north the Rocky Mountains. In the middle put the chain

presents a broad table-land, from 6000 to 8000 feet in height, thus eqinllinff Mont St Ber-
nard, and others of the most remarkable summits of the old continent This table-land is

not, as in Quito and other parts of South America, an interval between opposite ridges, but

1027 c%
is the very highest part of tlra ridge

*««" &. itself. In the course of it, indeed, de-

tached mountains occur, of which the
summits rise into Uie regions of per^

petual snow, on a level almost with the
mightiest of the Andes. Such are the
volcanic peak of Orizava (jfS/r. 1027.\
Popocatepetl, (fig. 1028.), ai3 Toluca.
But these are merely insulated heights
or chains, running in a different direc-

tion from the general ridge, and pre-

senting few interruptions to that con-

orian. tinuous level, as smooth almost as the

ocean, which extends, for upwards of

1600 miles, finm one extremity of Mexico to the other. Hence while the communication

between Mexico and the eastern and western sespcoasts is extmmely difficult, and, with
sliffbt exceptions, can be carried on

1088 /*"v.\ only by mules, there is nothing ^F^
vent wheel-carriages ttom runnmgmm
the capital to Santa Fe in New Mex-
ico, and thence to St Louis on the Mil-
sissippi.

The fertility of this vast table-plain

varies with its elevation. The summit
is absolutely devoid of vegetation, not

ih>m the severity of the climate, which
belongs only to the temperate sone, but

fhxn the absence of moisture, occasion-

ed, as Humboldt conceives, by the force

with which the rays of the sun strike

on this open plain, the absence of trees,

£nd the poroas nature of the rooks, Hrhieh causes the water to nitrate down to the lower
regions. Un this high arid plain, muriate of soda and other saline substances exist in extra-

mdinary abundance, and give to it a resemblance to Thibet and the saline steppds of central
Asia. Yet a great part of New Spain muM rank with the moat fertile regions of the earth.
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As soon as it begins to slope down towards the sea, it becomes exposed to humid winds and
frequent fogs; and a vegetation of uncommon strength and beauty is nourished by these

aqueous vapours. The descent, suddenly becoming rapid, terminates in the narrow plain

along the seapcoast, a tract in which the richest tropical productions spring up with a luxu-

riance scarcely to be paralleled. Yet while the climate is thus prolific of vegetation in the

finest and most gigantic forms, it is almost fatal to animal life ; two consequences which,

acrordin^f to Humboldt, are in this climate almost inseparable. The Spanianls, terrified by
the pestilential air, have made this plain only a passage to the higher districts, where even
th» native Indians chose rather to support themselves by laborious cultivation, than to de-

scend into the plains, where every luxury of life is poured forth in ample and spontaneous
profusion. The slope by which tlie table-land descends to the Mexican Gulf is so steep that,

till the road very recently constructed, no rnecies of carriage was able to ascend. Between
the western coast and the tdi>le-land intervene four lon^ and steep rjdges, which are difficult

to traverse. Hence the cmiveyance of goods to the city of Mexico, and from one ocean to

the other, had been e^cted solely on the backs of mules. Another great commercial dis-

advantage of Mexico is, that its eastern coast, against which the trade-winds are continually

driving an accumulation of sand, is destitute of a single good harbour; for this name, accord-

ing to Humboldt, cannot be given to that most dangerous of all anchorages, which is found
at Vera Cruz. The western coast, indeed, has, in Acapulco and Guaymas, two of the most
magnificent porta in the world ; but the coast, exposed to the entire breadth of the Pacific,

is, hr several months of the year, rendered unapproachable by tempests.

The rivera of Mexico are not very nun^erous, nor, in general, of considerable magnitude.
The principal is the Rio del Norte or Bravo, which, rising in the northern part of the coun-
try, flows, by a south-easterly course of about 1500 miles, chiefly through wild and savage
tracts infested by the Apaches and Camanches, into the Gulf of Mexica The Sacramento,

1089
and Buenaventura are large rivers of Upper California

of which, however, our knowledge is slignt The Co-
lorado of the west is a large nver, but its course is

through countries thinly peopled and little known. It

fiUls into the Gulf of California, after receiving the

Gila, a considerable stream. The riven of tropical

Mexico are mostly mere torrents, which rush down
fiom its table-land, and, fh>m the structura of the coun-

try, reach the sea after a short course. They pour down
remarkable waterfalls, among which that of Regla

(Jb'. 10S0.X broken by volcanic rocks, and fringed with
noole trees, forms one of the most picturesque spots in

the world. The Panuco or Tampico, the Usumaainta,
and the Balise are, however, considerable streams on
the eastern coast; and the Zacatula, Rio Grande or
Tololotlan, and Hiaqui, on the western.

The lakes of Mexico are very numerous, and appear

Canada «r s«ia. to be the remains of others, of vast extent, whicn for-

merly covered a much larger proportion of thia lofty

plain. The rallev of Mexico is covered with small lakes, which occuinr nearly a fourth of
Its Burfoce; but the only one on a great scale is that of Chapala, in New Galicia, which
Humboldt estimates to contain an area of about 1300 square miles.

SaoT. IL

—

Natural Omgraphy.

SoMioT. 1.

—

Oeohgtf.

In the Old World, granite, gneiss, mica slate, and da^ slate often form the central ridgei

of the mountain chains; but in the Cordilleras of America these rocks seldom appear at the

surfkce, being covered by masses of porphyrv, greenstone, amygdaloid, basalt, obsidian, and
other rocks of the same class. The coast of Acapulco is composed of granite; and as we
ascend towards the table-land of Mexico, we see it rise through the porphyry fbr tlie last

time between Zumpango and Sopilote. FVurther to the east, in the province of Oaxaca,
granite and gneiss occur in the extensive elevated plains, traversed by veins of quartx con-

taining gold. The geognostical relations of the secondary aandstone, limestone, and gyp*
sum, met with in Mexico, are very imperfbctly understood.

Mexican Volcanoet.—In Mexico appears to commence the great chain of volcanic moun*
tuins, which extends with little interruption fWun lat. 24° N. to lat UP 8. The moat north-

ern volcanic rocks in this country occur near the town of Durango, in lat 24°, long. 104^

:

but no active volcanoes are met with until we reach the parallel of the city of Mexico ; and
here, nearly in the same line, five occur, so placed that uiey appear derived flrom a fissure

traversing Mexico fW>m W. to E., in a direction at right angles to that of the great moan*
ti^in chain, which, extending fh>m N.W. to S.E, forms the great table-land of Mexioa Hm
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meet eastern of these, tliat of Tuxtla, is situated a few miles west of Vera Cruz. It had a

considerable eruption in 17d3, the ashes of which were carried as far as Perote, a distance

of 57 leagues. In the same province, but fiirther to the west, occur the volcano Orizava,

tlie height of which is 17,370 feet and the peak of Popocatepetl, fMO feet higher, tlie lofti-

est R<ountain in New Spain. The latter is continually burning, though for several centuries

it has ejected from its crater only smoke and ashes. On the western side of the city of

Mexico are the volcanoes of JoruUo and Colima. The height of the latter is estimated at

about 9000 feet It frequently throws up smoke and ashes, but has not been known to eject

lava. The voicano of Jorullo, situated between Colima and the city of Mexico, is much
more recent than the others; for it is known to have made its appearance so late as the year

1750. In the month of June, of that year, according to Humboldt a subterraneoua noise

was heard in the district of Jorullo. Hollow soumls of the most frightful nature were
accompanied by frequent earthquakes, which succeeded each other for from fifty to sixty

days, to the great consternation of the inhabitants of the district From the beginning of
September evei^ thing seemed to announce the complete re-establishment of tranquillity,

when, in the night of the 28th and 29th, the horrible subterraneous noise recommenced.
The aflright«d Indians fled to the mountains. A tract of ground, from three to four square

miles in extent rose up in the shape of a bladder. The boundaries of this convulsion are

still distinguishable from the fractured strata. The maipayt or volcanic ground near its

edges is only tliirty-ninc feet above the old level of the plain, called Lot Playat de JoruUo ;

but the convexity of the ground thus thrown up increases progressively towards the centra

to a height of 524 feet Those who witnessed this great event from the mountains assert,

that flames were seen to issue forth for an extent of more than half a league, that frag-

ments of burning rocks were thrown vast heights, and that through a dense cloud of ashes
lighted up bv volcanic fire, the softened surface of the earth was seen to swell like an agi-

tated sea. The rivers Cuitimba and San Pedro precipitated themselves into the buminr
chasms. Eruptions of mud, and especially strata of clay, enveloping balls of decomposed
basalt in concentrical layers, appear to indicate that subterraneous water had no small share

in producing this striking phenomenon. Thousands of small cones, from six to ten feet in

height callM by the natives homilot (furnaces) issued forth from the malpayu, having still

a temperature of 212° Fahr. Each small cone is a fumarole, from which a thick vapwr
ascends to the height of from twenty to thirty feet In manv of them a subterraneous noise

is heard, which appears to announce the proximity of a fluid in ebullition. In the midst of

tlie furnaces, six large masses, elevated, from 300 to 1600 feet each, above the former level

of the plain, sprang up from a chasm, which ranges fVom N.N.E. to S.S.W. The most
elevated of these enormous masses is the great volcano of Jorullo. It is continuallv burn-

ing, and has thrown up from its north s^e an immense quantity of scorified and basaltic

lavas, containing firagments of primitive rocks. These great eruptions of the central

volcano continuM till the month of February, 1760; since which period they have become
less firequent

The five active volcanoes iust noticed appear to be connected by a chain of intermediate

ones running in a parallel direction, and exhibiting evident indfeations of a similar origin.

Thus, Oriaava is connected with Popocatepetl by ue Cofi« de Perote, and with Jorullo by
the extinct volcano of Mexico, calleo Iztaccihiiatl ; and the geognostical structure of them
and all those high mountaina tiiat rise above the table-land of Mexico on the same parallel

appears to be the same, being composed of trachyte, ftom apertures in which the existing

voicanoea act
The same law prevails in the states of Guatemala and Nicaragua, which lie between

Mexico and the Isthmus of Darien ; but the volcanoes here, instead of being placed nearly
at right angles to the chain of the Cordilleras, run parallel to it In these provinces no
less than twenty-one active volcanoes are enumerated, all of them contained between 10°
and 15° N. lat Those which have been most latelv in a state of eruption are Los Fuegos
of Guatemala, Isaico, Momotombo, Talica, and Bombacha

Ore$, tfc.—^Tin ore, which occurs so abundantiv in some districts in the Old World,

Xars but sparingly in Mexica The mines of Cfomanja, which are situated in syenite,

i veins of silver ore ; and the most copious mines in America, those of Guanaxuato, an
situated in a vein of silver, which intersects a primitive clay slate, passing into talc slate.

Many of the Mexican porphyries are rich in golo and silver. These rocks are characteriied
by the general presence of hornblende and the absence of quartz; and of the felspars, tlie

rvakolite, or glassy ffelspar, is the mcft frequent The rich gold mine of Villalpando, near
OuanaxuatOk traverses a porphyry, the basis of which is allied to phonolite, and in which
hornblende is very rare. The veins of Zuriapan traverse porphyries, having a basis of
greenstone, which rock, as is flequently the case, contains nwny interesting minerals, such
as mesotype, stilbite, tremolite, asbestos, green garnet fluor spar, chrysopiase, fire opal,

sulphur, carbonate and chromate of lead, and orpiment. The rich silver mines of Real del
Monte, Pachuca, and Moran, are situated in porphyry.

The transition rocks of Mexico which most abound in ores art limestone and groywacke;

f
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the tramition limestone affiirds orea of silver at Real del Cardonal, Xacala, and Lomo del

Toro, to the north of Zuriapan ; and rich silver mines are situated in the rocks of the S'^J'
wacke group.

The secondary deposits most prolific in ores are those of the limestone series : thus we
are told that the silver mines of the Real de Catorce, as well as those of El Doctor and
Xaachi, near Zuriapan, traverse what Humboldt describes under the name of alpine lime-

stone. In that and the formation named by the same author Jura limestone, are situated the
&mous silver mines of Tasco and .Tehuilotepec, in the intendency of Mexica
The mean produce of the mines of New Spain, including the northern part of New

Biscay and thoae of Oazaca, is estimated at about 1,541,015 troy pounds of silver,—

a

quantity equal to two-thirds of what is annually raised fWnn the whole globe, and ten times
as much as is fiimished b^ all the mines in Europe. On the other hand, Humboldt remarks,
the produce of the Mexican mines in gold is not much greater than those of Hungary and
Transylvania; aoHMinting, in ordinary years, only to 4315 troy pounds.

The silver obtained from the Mexican mines is extracted fWwn different ores. Most of it

is obtained ftom silver glance, or sulphuret of silver, arsenical gray silver ore, horn ore or

muriate of silver, black silver ore, and red silver ore. Native silver is useless in the north-

em districts. In Mexico there are about 600 towns or principal places, which aflbvd silver.

These 500 places comprehend together about 3000 mines, and there are between 4000 and
0000 veins and other repositories of silver.

Copper, iron, lead, and mercury are also procured in Mexico, but in small quantities,

although there appears to be no deficiency of the ores of any of these metals.

SranoT. 2.

—

Botany.

Mexico naturally connects the vegetation of North and of South America, though it has
a greater similarity with the latter in its climate and productirais; but the mountains are

not so lofty, the great chain of the Cordilleras being twice interrupted within its limits.

The northern Cordillera at Nioaiagua exhibits the first indication of depression, but again
rears itself for a time in the province of Veragua, and is there crowned with a very fine

plain, called the Table. In the eastern part of the province^ it breaks into detached moun-
tains of considerable height, and of the most abrupt and ruggied formation; thence, proceed-

ing still to the eastwaA, innumerable sugar-loaf hills appear, not above 300 or 400 feet

high, with their bases surrounded by plains and savannahs ; and, finally, about Chsgres on
the one hand, and Chorrera on the other, these also disappear for a few miles, and the coun-
try becomes almort uninterruptedly low and flat Presently, however, the su^-loaf moun-
tains again thioken, and, becoming connected, form a smiul cordillera, runnmff firom about
opposite Porto Bello to the Bay of Mandin^o; where is the second break. The land then
continuea low through the province of Danen and Choco, and is most abundant in rivers;

those on the north tide tending to the Gulf of Urafaa or Darien, and those on the south to

that of St Miguel : beyond which point the cordillera again raises itself on an extended
oaie, and enters South America, The vegetation of the irthmus is very luxuriant the fhiits

and vegetaUea like thoso of other similar intertropical countries. The grain cultivated is

Rice and Indian Com. The Su^r-Cane is grown, but but extensively. Cofl^ and Cacao
are raised for domestic consumption. The Caoutohouo tree, Milk tree (Polo tk Vmea), and
Vanilla plant abound in the woods. The charcoal made from man^ of the trees is eonsider*

•d excellent for smelting; and, as such, is exported to Peru, and is in much request there.

Some of them yield very rich and brilliant dyes, used by the Indians, but not yet in com-
merce. The Mrks of others are medicinal, or abound in tannin. . Ink is made both ftom
gall-nuts and a bush called Alsifiuc, resembling tjie Caper. Many valuable resins are

extracted finm diflbrent trees ; particularly one, distilled from the barli of a tree called the

^o Santo, or holy tree, which is highly fragriutt, and used both as a ramedv for disorders

and to bum o incense. The Styrax officinalis of Linneus is very abumknt the ,^m
extracted from it selling at two dollars the pound. With the gum flowing fIrom the Caout-
chouc tree, while yet liquid, the inhabituits manufiuiture a sort of water-proof cloth, on the

same principle as that prepared in this country. In the vigour and varieties of its woodsy
the isthmus challenges competition with any part of the world, according to Mr. Lloyd

;

who, in the Transactions of the Geographical Society of London, enumerates no less than
ainety-seven kinds, of which he has communicated specimens to that institution.

Tlie Mexican republic, which extends ftom lat 15" to lat 40", presents, by reason of ita

gaographioil position, all the modifications of climate which wo diould find in patsing ftom
tne Senegal river to Spain, or ftom the coasts of Malabar to Bucharia. This variation of

sUmate is increased by the geological structure of the countrjr, and bv the mass and extra-

. oidinary form of the mountains of Mexico. Upon the summit and slope of the Cordillera

the temperature diflbrs according to the elevation ; and it is not the mitarr peaks aloue,

whose summits, near the limit of perpetual snow, are covered with firs and oaks; whole
provinces produce spontaneously alpine plants; and the agriculturist dwellii^ in the torrid

wena, loses all bis bopw of harvest from the eAot of ftost or the abundance <A snow. From

iki
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this order of things, it may easily be imagined that, in so mountainous and extensive a
country as Mexico, there is an immense variety of indigenous productions, and scarcely a
plant exifts on the globe which cannot be cultivated in some part of the country.*

No better idea, perhaps, of the general aspect of the vegetation in a much frequented

portion of the empire can be conveyed than by the journal of a German botanist, Schiede,

very recently published in the Lintuta, to which we must beg to refer our readers for a
description of the country between Jalapa and Mexica

In Mexico the people nbt only obtain an agreeable drink from the saccharine substance

of Maize, Manioc, Banana, and the pulp of some Mimosas ; but they also cultivate a spe-

cies of the Pine-Apple family (Agave americana) in order to convert its juice into a spi-

rituous fluid. Wide tracts of country present notliing but fields of Maguey, whose long,

sharp, and thorny leaves contrast strangely with tlie glossy and tender texture of tho foliage

of Bananas. It is not till after eight years that this plant shows signs of flowering, ud
affords the " honey" (as it is called) which is used for making Pulque. The interior is cut
out, and the hollow continues for two or three months to afiTora daily a large quantity of sap,

amounting, sometimes, to the enormous quantity of 15 quartilloe, or 375 cubic inches, daily,

for four or five months. This is the more astonishing, as the Agave plantations arc always
situated in the most arid spots, where hardly any soil covers the rocks. The culture of the

Agave possesses many advantages over Maize, Wheat, or Potatoes, as the plant is not

anbcted by the drought, t ost, or hail, which so often prevail on the high parts of the Mexi-
can Cordillera. The stalK perishes after flowering, and an immense number of suckers

spring up in its place. The man who plants 30,000 or 40,000 stems of Maguey is sure of
leaving his family rich, though it requires patience and courage to persevere in a culture

which will not be profitable in less than fifteen years. In good soil, the Agave sends up its

flowering stem in five years ; in a poor soil, not sooner than in twenty. The " honey" or

juice of the Agave is a very pleasant subacid ; and ferments readily, owing to the saccha-

rine and mucilaginous propeities that it contains. The smell, however, of the liquor that is

obtained is most putrid and disgusting, but those Europeans who have overcome their dis-

like to it, prefer Pulque to every other drink. The Indians consider it to be stomachic,

strengthening, and nutritious, and speak in rapture of the excellence of that which is made
at Tlocotitlan, where the peculiar soil gives a remarkable flavour to the beverage, and where
there are plantations of A!gave that annually yield more than 40,000 livres of rentaL The
Mague;^ was not only the Vine but the Papyrus and the Hemp of the ancient Mexicans,
who painted their hieroglyphics on paper made of the fibres of its leaves. A thread called

fita, which has the advantage of never twisting, is still used that is prepared from it, and
Its thorns serve, like those of the Cactus, for pins and nails. A highly intoxicating spirit is

also extracted from the Maguey. Vanilla, c^ which we have already made mention, abounds
in Mexico; though the natives take no pains to cultivate so valuable a plant.

The CactuB eoceinelli/er {fig. 1030.), which nourishes the valuable Cochineal Insect, is

a native of Mexico, and was cultivated for the sake of the precious dye which the insect

affords, long before the conquest of that country, the plantations being called Nopaleraa.

From the district of Oaxaca aJone the amount exported has been estimated at above 500,000/.

sterling, and the annual consump-
tion of cochineal in Great Britam
only is about 750 bags, or 150,000
lbs., valued at 275.0001.; "a vast

amount," as the authors of the In-

troduetion to Entomology well ob-

serve, " for so small a creature, and
well calculated to show us tiie ab-

aunlity of despising any animals on
account of their minuteness." The
plant bears much resemblance to

the Cactus Opuntia, or Prickly-

Pear, and is easily cultivated in dry
rocky spots: the Cochineal Insect

'm, in general appearance, not very disaiinilar to the Meal-Bug of the gardens, and equally

tovered with a white powdery substance. The male insects, which are comparatively few
in number, are winged : when the females are with young, they are placed or. lifferent

Cactua plants, which is called sowing them. Here they increase rapidly in size and num-
bers, and fbur oionths after, the harvest commences; when the insecU are brushed off with
a squirrel's or deer's tail, hy the women, who sit for hours under one Nopal plant, and kill

them, sometimes by immersion in boiling water, sometimes by exposure to the son, or in the
vafwar-baths J the Mexicans. By the latter method, the powdery substance is preserved,
which inoreaaea the value of the insects in commerce.

OmIw Coeeia«nilbr.
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Atlizeo, in Mexico, is jaatly celebntod for the abundance and excellence of the chirimoya

(Anmui eherimolia) which it produceii This is cultivated in many of the hotter parts oi

Douth America, and justly ranks as one of the best fruits of the country.

The Cheirosteraon, or Hand Plant (J^- 1031.), was discovered by Humboldt, in 1801,

forming immense forests in the province of Guatemala, in New Spain.

1031 .SHIk From time immemorial, a single individual of this tree had been cul-

tivated in the gardens of T^tapalspan,,where it was said to have
been planted by Montezuma before the* conquest of Peru ; and the

Indians attached a relieious veneration to it, believing that not an-

other specimen existed or would exist in the world. This taste for

horticulture still prevails aroongr the Mexicans, who delight in dress-

ing with garlands the stands where thev vend vegetables or pulque,

and arranm nosemrs of freshly ^thered flowers among the Peaches,

Pine Apples, anaSapotillas which they display.*

The true Jalap (^Pwrga de Xalapa), that well-known and potent

medicine, is the root, not, as is sometimes supposed, of Mirabilis Ja-

lapa, but of the Convolvulus Jalapa, a climbing plant which grows,

at a heij[ht of 13U0 or 1400 metres, in many parts of Mexico, de-

lighting in cool shady situations, among woods and on the slope of
the mountains. It is singular that it is likewise found in the hot province of Vera Cruz, in

sandy arid spots, near the level of the sea, and that M. Michaux should also have met with

it in Florida. The annual consumption of Jalap in Europe has been stated at 7S00 quintals,

an amount w.hich Humboldt thinks must be considerably over-stated. Its price at Xalapa,
when the largest quantity is obtained, is from 120 to ISO fiancs the quintal of about 100 lbs.

The Dahlias, those universal ftvourites, whose many-coloured blossoms give such splen-

dour to our parterres at a season when the approach of winter renders them doubly valuable,

as well as many other semi-hardy plants, are natives of the cool and hilly parts of Mexica

SuBBBcrr. 3.

—

Zoology.

The Zoology of these interesting regions has only of late been partially made known to

modem science ; for, notwithstandidg the munificent liberality of the court of Spain in send-
ing Hernandez for the express purpose of investisating the animal productions of the New
World, the result of his mission was unattendea either by commercial or scientific advan-
tages. Vague and trivial llotice^ accompanied only bv barbarous Indian names, rendered
the works of Hernandez nearly unintelligible even to the European naturalists of that age,
and the author and his book have long since passed into (^livion. The political events of
the last few years have now opened ue natural riches of Mexico to the researehes and the
enterprise of'^Europeans. And although the zoological gleanings hitherto made on the table-

land have been verr local, and comparatively scanty, they are siiflkient to give some general
idea of the probable nature of the whole, at least so far as concerns the geographic distri-

bution of the ornithology; the only department in which we possess, as yet, anv eollcctiona.

To this, conseauently, we mint from necessity restrict our notice ; since the others, slightly

mentioned in the narratives of the old travellers, cannot be recognised or named by the roo>

derna. There is, as wo have already observed, sufficient reason to believe that the union
of the southern and northern American Fauna takes place on that high table isthmus which
gecgraphically divides the two most prominent divisions <^ the New World ; and this idea

willreceive some confirmation by the following details

The following Birds are common both to Mexico and the United States:—

girlttuli mnmtt Swl nkm ii il W>f
ktar.

VinriMn loUlvi* tw, Wi— mIIh Ww.

yia. Khfbifi. (A.

Brtnbomlii. NWIkMl
ChwmMrliM—, JutnkmBaitm.
AfcMltr pnaqpliuloaSw FwatflnilMi

Snrix tiriiiUm j;. TinWw Hmai Owt.
T>iuw« iaIniiUM Pio. r

Ttnanili anjm Sw. ttj\ T)nu).
Mmla limHi'la Ak M-lr—Hi
lirakMjpSjriMtiBaw. MocktavTI
Slalia WfanrCiK, WibM^MAii*.
MannuineiyingiSw, Cnliln tweJTH.
(•hmtaurtfioafw. WaWIR.

Imm Sw, Bla»t>cta4 W«r
Uw.

rtWUimWiiiMMn. »«kiaBumr.
rnXSttmulktom. BiUUMkTiiiMl.
Pullilwij 1wiiJwiw Itim. HctllM.
Vlnndlltaa*^ Sn. IW-<ni WuMir.
JjihlM iilMiliim Im. Mrl-wtafiiakiUi*

MwwIlalfiotMusSw. CmemtlMlt.
ZaMkimaiyiliMnC. BdUMnMuip^
Pmlictnini wufaitm VarMWiacipM

drlttagkBlMUiinlaSw. BUtkbrnbaWw-
I
Oatnca OH^bi «» nwOmtadL

Mvlaih aitin ."»). IMam Wutltr.
(irl'iMlakTiealh.Sw. T«llsir4lin>M Wtr-

MrioUlttmhrSnl. SlMkMiWklttCmfn
IM>tugliaMii£. CuallM l««<M(h.

L. Oft A—fcM Hit

KtorBM.
The above species are mostly migratory, visiting the United

States to breed, and returning soutfiward. It does not appear,

oowever, that they pass beyond the Mexican Gulf; since not one, out of the whole thii^*
five, has yet been diseovered on the Terra Firms.

•BoBiboUt sad Bosplaad. Kayiv* « A«ai mr l« JVk«v«(to AipiVM. vol. I. f. Ul. po|«M
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The next list comprises those birds which we were the first to deaeribe u new speeiei^

peculiar to Mexico. (PAt/. Mw., June, 1827.). They are unknown in the United States,

nor have they yet been dctectedon the main land of South America :—
HiranAi *ImIwihii Jffw flM-grMi Swallaw,
Tynanulx sSdm aw. Maxkan t9wm Tynat
TjniuMla QbKun Ai0. oteeut 'lyrinf.

TyrarwU bnMraMrii Sw. ItarnM Tjrrut.
Tynaauli iil|rieaa> Shl RlukMi Tint*.
1 jmaoa'a niHiea Aw. Muaical 'l>iut.
TjrnoMlt ormta am. tp ntm. Crwtad Tnul.
a«0|ilaw>aihiiUaSw: Red-todM FIjralclMr.
Mnjihw iiim M«. ruaMd rijtcatdiar.

VOffeafa rabca S» Had FIjrcalcliar.

Mtrifbttk nttmt Aa. if. iwa. Tallaw-
Ibraaiail riyeatehar.

T>nantt eruiimirii ffM, TUcfc-btllad IV*
not

Tymaaaa neitenm S10. Caiflog TVnuit
niikyn^cinanwllw. Snl. AL pi. •!. 190.

Cinercoui RcTfy«i ar.

Rllingocya aiieiw ap. nm. Black'Barry.«atar.
tiariua aawrleaaiw aw. ArnukuM <Valar.

euai).

Mtnila Ibrlra'rii Sw. Trllow^IlM Thnah.
Manila Iriilia Sin S<d eoKxirad Ihnxb.
Manila «lam Sv. Sileat ThnMh.
(kphaw nmiiMria Sw. Laat^iUlad Mock-

iaf'bint
Orpbaui carulacaaa Sia. Moa lltockiaf.faM.
lilUaMllcaiaSio. MoieaaRnMn.
StWkola iaonun Sia. rlaia Wartilar.

l1pUaaianib!a.Tie. SpaMd ChhUark.
rtpilo aucnayx 8». iJMg-tlkw^i Chick.

§atk.
npii4 ftiaea a». Bromi Chickfioeh.

HpUe nifacaai Siai ChaHnil Chickladl.

riach
FiadL

ChoviailaalMialaiSw. Slllpad ri

rriaaiUa rlnann Aia. AA-monnA
CanMb wikanuiSw. Maaicaa
Caaicua aafoaatw ffia. Crovraad Haiuncat
Ifalalua loafipaa aw. Lflag-lanad Mai

XaallioiMi BuOackU Aw. Bidlack>i Ha^

MahaanaaatafiMAak Bapat Waotaackar.
Malaaa>|>aalMbMa«w. wfMnmltlWtot-

CabplM

Idania nalaaocaBkalna aw,
Hawm.

Idarai cnariRalTto Bw. Tkkk^illad Ha^
aail

idania ranillalaa do. Haadad lliaaaial
Iclania BwKieuiiia £mhA. MailcaamaoaaL
gainlaa inlnaMa aw. iluth RoaltaU.

yaiMraa eonaaiaa Sw. Comoalad Jajr.

Craauraa InnHOiua aw. rhoaaui Jay.

ITa.
aaccr.

Fyraap liilla Sw. Ulid llaliiM.
nrangi beuitici 8w. Maaieaa Ba^M,
ryruKi biilntala aw. Pnrtila tpolkad lad-

TiariapaaillaaSiii. LiMla Oraabaak.
Gainca mataaocapkala Bw. Black-kiadad

Omkaak.
MHaoBlamchjachiBSw. WkM»UIMru>.

nt.
MacnearaaaraikaiMailiA Mefkaa Maikair.
Haupbaatoa earia»lm Sw. Carlaand Teueia.
MabMnaa lbmki«arai $». lat^aaliif

Weaipac^-

Xiflioiti;Mliaak
Traa cllsikar.

Zipkatkradna Bai^mt Sw. TaSainiMtaHi
Tll»cllluliw.

MidcaaCawad.
. GnoTt^iOlad lii
JM. /B. pL M: NT.

ll«»CIUUIfT.
Coccynia Maallaaa Iw, k
f—^haaa TutTtrmrit lh>
Tnn flailwMa •» ATnana
HalMaakaaTnfHk

Traiaa ManaiTfw. Mama'k TtafaB.
TMchilaa MfMa Sw. KaMfnl HiwMllIt

Traekilia lkaliada» Bw.
iivMid.

Tnckilaa plahranai Sia.
laa-bM.

CnudSaa taliiaiMi Bw.
UMHiird.

CyiamlaB biAnealaa Bw.
HiuwiH-Mid.

CjaaMkaa luakwa «w. LMla raik4dai
ItaMBkK'bM.

CnauMMH Cadftr «» Miilw Mw Hi»
Blif^riid.

Laanania aaialknliaa Bw. AaHlknliM
riaMlMkird.

Malleaaia *•• jtaC Jk |L H.

The third list exhibits such few species as have been likewise observed cm the Terra
Firma ; but are unknown to inhabit the north of America :—

i\M|bann
fMnylaaCai
id. ftwliaa

Ikitao ptaraeta Bw, l/na-wiafBd Hue
CimaniJUaiSia. Ckaataul Harriar,

1>TBaaaia iianaala Bw, Soaad ttaalad Fly.
catcbMr.

lynaaala eayaaaaaia Sw. Cayaaaa Fljr*

ealckar.

Tyraaaoa grlaaai TmB. Ony 1>faat

gaarn|>ataawIphwilM <i«. BaalMTyntL
IctanadaBiakaariaOawA Daalafn Haaiaa*
MacneaitaaaUlilariatw. MHilary k^fa^
Tnckllua aialinnUi Bw. Black-aand Ha*

aUofUrd.

It results from this enumeration, that of 113 species of land birds, hitherto ascertained,

by us, to be natives of Mexico, 66 appear to bo altogether peculiar to that country, 11 are

also natives of South America, and 34 of North America. These facts, so important in

illustrating the great principles of animal diBtribution,.are in themselves so valuable, that

we could not withhold them from the scientific reader. It will, however, be unneceasarjr to

enter on similar details regarding the water birds ; as of twelve species of the Duck family,

sent from the lakes of Real del Monte, not one possessed any novelty, the whole belonging

to those species distributed over North Ameri&i.

Among the Wading Birds are two most beautiful opecies of Tiger Bitterns, hitherto un-

known to naturalists, and which, in fact, we have not yet regularl]^ described. One, the

Tigritoma Kiuata, or Linnated Bittern {Jig. 1083.), is entirely waved with fine fulvous

lines ; the other, T. mexicano, has these lines enlarged into breeder bands, while the chin,

and part of the throat, are naked (Jig, 1034.). The American Bittern, which here represents

that of Europe, is also a common bird, and, fhmi its smaller size, it is called Butor mtnor
(.Jig- 1035.).

1085

Linntlwl DUttni. Meilean BittMO. Aawrinn BiUin.

The Quadrupeds, Insects, &e., are too little known, to permit any satisfkctory account
being given of them. The only quadrupeds brought home by Mr. Bullock were a now Lynx,
the Canadian Porcupine, two small Monkevs, and a small Tifrer Cat Deer and Antel«M%
of some unknown species, are found on the table-land, while the Bison, aeeording to Mr.
Wud*« •d.minUe account of Mexico, is stated to viait Texas in great hank,

! if
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—

Hittorical Oeography.

Before the anival of the Spuiaids, Mexico formed the moat powerflil and populons, and,
with one doubtful exception, the moat civiliaed empire of any in the weatem world. Eatalla

and aome other writers have argued, that

Mexico contains now a greater number of
people than at anjr former period ; but the
numerous ruined cities traced by Humboldt
convinced that traveller of the contrary, at

least as to the space comprised under the
empire of Montezuma. The plan, too, of
ancient Mexico, recently found by Mr. Bul-
lock, shows it to have been greater than
the modem city. This empire also had at*

tained in sevenl respects to no inconsider-

able height of civilisation. The Mexicans
had a calendar, of which a representation is

here given (Jig. 1036.), more accurate than
that of the Greeks and Romans; they built

large cities, lofly and regular pyramids;
they smelted metals, and cut the hardest
stone; and they recorded events by pabt-
ings of a peculiar character, which were
little inferior to the hieroglyphics of Egypt.
Two specimens of these ancient paintmgs

;
are here exhibited {Jig. 1037.). There

existed a regular gradation of tanks in the empire, and the exorbitant power and pride of
die nobles were contrasted with the almost enslaved state of the body of the people. The

1087
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independent republics of Tlascala and Cholula afforded indications cf a certain advance in

political science, alloyed, however, by the moat fierce and dreadful barbarism. Human sacri-

fices ofllbred in vast numbers, and with the most ferocious rites, assimilate their character to

that of savages in tlieir rudest state. A recent examination of the hieroglyphical tables of
the Mexicans has exhibited a view of the revolutions of the empire, am um shown them
to be caused by the successive inroads of migratory nations fhxn the north. The first was
that of the Toltecs, in 648, and the last of the Aztecs, in 1106. Enquiry has in vain been
made after any northern people who could have brought into Mexico any tincture of civil

isation ; and we have ourselves no doubt that whatever civilisation there was, originated
within the empire itself, though the rude conquerors might, as is usual in such cases, »Aapt
the arts and institutions of the conquered people, still retaining deep traces of their own
original barbarism.

The dominion of the Spaniards over Mexico was acquired by Cortez at the head of a
band of darinff adventurers, whom the possession of fire-arms and the terror produced bf
them renderM invincible. After a resistance not without some glory, the Aztec empire
was overthrown, and Mexico, with Peru, became the brightest fovns in the Spanish crown.
There appears no doubt that a great part of the nation, includmg ntost of the nobility and
priesthood, perished at the time of the conquest ; but considerable numbers still survived,
and continued to live in separate villages, with a local jurisdiction. Although the country
was in all respects ill governed, yet the hopes of immense wealth attracted a number of
Spanish emigrants, who gradually multipliea in a country abounding with the
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of life. Even the Indians, whom the Spaniards at last sought to protect, increased their
numbers in the course of the last century, and from the intercourse between the two races
a very numerous mixed tribe originated.

The spirit of revolution and mdependence, which was gradually diffhsed in the mildly
governed English colonies, did not, for some time, reach those under the Spanish sway.
The habits of implicit submission, and the ignorance which accompanied it, prevented all

but a few daring spirits from forminjr even the idea of emancipation. Yet a root of discon-
tent was deeply lodged. The Creoles, or Spaniards bom in America, were now the most
numerous race, and were always increasingly preponderant. But the Spanish government,
from a short-sighted policy, placed all its confidence, and vested all political power, in a
small body of Spaniards sent out from Europe. The discontents of the proscribed Creoles,

however, might long have fermented without explosion, had not their ties with Europe been
broken by Napoleon's invasion of Spain. The principle of loyalty itself led them indig-

nantly to repel this usurpation, and to frame a provisional government for themselves ; and
having once tasted the sweets of independence, they were unwilling to recognise either the
local authorities established in Spain, or the supremacy of the king himself. The contest
was long, bloody, and desperate ; tor most of the intelligence, and all the military skill and
discipline, were at first on the side of the native Spaniards; but, after many vicissitudes

and many danffers, both internal and external, the Mexicans succeeded in forming a con-
stitution, nearly on the model of that of the United States.

SacT. IV.

—

Political Qeography.

After the prolonged struggle for Independence, the government fell into t..e hands of
Iturbide, who causM himself to be proclaimed emperor of Mexico, in 1B22. This short-

lived empire was overthrown in the fi>llowing year, and in 1824 the Mexicans adopted a
constitution of government, fbrmed closely on the model of that of the United States. The
new federal republic was divided into nineteen States, four Territories, and a Federal Dis-
trict, each state bein? provided with its local government, while the foreign relations and
general interests of Uie confederacy were confided to the general congress. The presklent
and senate were chosen for four years by the respective states; the representatives for the

term of two years br the people. This constitution, however, was not sufiUcient to prevent
civil dissensions, and appeals to the sword too often decided the disputes of rival chiefs or
?oIitical parties. But it continued to preserve a nominal existence, at least, until October,

C)35, when it was set aside by the decrees of the general Congress, suppressing the state

legislatures, and providing for the division of the country into departments. Under this

new order it things, the president is to be chosen by an mdirect vote, and the two house*
of Congress, by direct popular vote ; the executive head of each department to be appointed

Iqp the supreme naticmal sovemment
Owing to the unsettled state of tLe country, we can give nothing certain as to the mili-

tary force of the repablic. The armv is not large, but seems to be pvetty eflScient The
want of harbours must ever prevent Mexico ttwa being a great maritime power. Little

confidence can be, placed in any statements relative to the mMucesi The annual revenue
is sUted to be about 15,000,000 dollan.

Swrr. V.

—

Productive Induttry.

As an agricultural country, Mexico has been celebrated for the vast variety of produc-

tions which can be raised, according to the diflforent degrees of elevation of its great tabular

mass of territory. It is divided into warm lands (tierras calientes), temperate lands (tierraa

templadas), and cold lands (terras frias). The warm lands, however, though capable of
yielding in {wofusion all the productions of the torrid zone, are subject to so deadly a pesti-

lence, that even the natives preferred to inhabit a poorer soil on the hiffher grounds; and
Europeans except the few fixed by commercial avidity, pass through it in trembling haste,

as if death pursued them. The cold lands, again, are nearly devora of vegetation, exhibit*

ing on a few scattered spots the plants of the wnrth. It is only on the ** temperate lands,"

that the real and eflSective vegetation exists; and there the finest plants of tlie most genial

temperate climates are produced in higher perf<9ctk>n than in most other parts of the known
world. The Mexican wheat excels that of all other countries, both in quality and abun-

dance, provided that by nature or art it have been supplied during ^wth with sufficient

moisture. Such is the aridity of the soil, that artificial irrigation ia usually necessary.

Ufaiae, or Indian com, the proper nain of America, is still more generally cultivated, and

forms the standing fbod of the people. Its harvests are equally profuse. Barley and rye

(seldom oats), grow on the colder erounds, the first forming the chief food of horses. Farther

down ffTOWs the banana, which, though the proper food of the torrid zone, grows so high,

Uuit Humboldt calculates BOflOO square miles may be fit for it Of all vegetables it yields

the greatest proportion of aliment with the least culture. It bears fruit in ten months after

planting, ana then requires only to have the stalks cut that new shoots may spring firom

them^ «o4 to be duf and drelaed raond the rootft The amount of nutritive suManc* yield*

21*
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«d by it, ia to that of wheat, aa 133 to 1, and to that of potatoM, aa 44 to 1. The manioc
root, under the aaroe climate, can be made to produce abundance of palatable and whole*

Bome farina. The Mexicans set much value alao on the ma^cy, which is extensively cut

tivated, and yielda annually about ISOquartaof a sweet juice, easily convertible into pulque,

the favourite fermented liquor of the people. The most remarkable failure is that of the

potato, which, though growing both in North and South America, had not reached Mexico
at the time of the conquest, and is atill rare and of inferior quality. Sugar, coflbe, and cot-

ton are all produced of excellent <jaality, but onlv for internal use ; and cacao, though an
univeraal beverage, is procured bv importation. Cochineal is almost the only article col-

lected extensively for export The culture is laborious, and has diminished of late, b«it the

price has not increased, substitutes being employed. There is also indigo, but it is inferior

to that of Guatemala. Vanilla, the flavouring material of the chocolate, is obtained in the

foresU of Oaxaca and Vera Cruz, and exported to the amount of 800(M. or 10|00(M. value

annually.

The mines, however, are the grand objects which have connected the idea of unbounded
wealth and romantic splendour with the name of Mexico. Gold and silver, bv a natural

illusion, have always shone in the eyes of mankind with a lustre beyond that of any other

metal. Peru, indeed, oflbra gold in greater abundance ; but Mexico, since the first discovery,

has produced more silver tmn all the rest of the world united. The silver ore of Mexico
is far from rich ; it seldom yields more than three or four ounces to the quintal of earth,

while that of Saxony yields ten or even fifteen ounces. It is situated alao very deep in the

ground. The quantity, however, is in many cases immense, obtained with comparatively

little difficulty ; for, instead of bein;, as usual, placed in the heart of dreary and* almoat
inaccessible deaerts, the mines occupy the very best situatioos of the great table plain, are
surrounded with brilliant vegetation, and with all the means of comfortable mlMistence.

There are 3000 mines in Mexico; most of them, however, are now unproductive, and even
ruinous: but adventurers have been encouraged to begin, and to persevere while a particle

of their capital remained, by the enormous profits which have, in a few instances, been
realised. The most remarkable was that of Ine Valenciana mine, undertaken by Obregnn,
a poor man, who, by begging and borrowing, contrived to carry on a fruitless excavatioo

during eleven years, till he came at length upon the great vein, which fur more than thirty

years yielded about 2,!S00,000 dollars annually. Tlw mine of Pavellon, in the district ot

Bombrerete, yielded 4,000,000 dollars in six months ; but its product has been by no meana
so steady. The purification of the metal is efleeted either bv smelting or bjr amalgamatioa
with mercnrv. The latter mode is considered the most eligirle, especially yince the fbrestt

have been thinned by the quantity already consumed in the smelting process: 16,000 quin-

tals of mercury are required for the mines of Mexico ; a quantity difficult tu procure,

especially while the Spanish government monopolised and retailed it at an enomMus price.

The produce of the mines continued increasing till the eommeneement of the late revolu-

tion. From 1790 to 1750, the average appeared to be 16,666,000 dollars; fVom 1771 to

1608, it was 10,688,000; but in the first years of the present century, the duties levied

implied an amount of 22,000,000; and, allowing for contraband, the total might probably be
25,000,000. During the dreadful convulsions of the late revolntion, the amount was greatly

reduced, the water having in many instances been allowed to rush in, the machinery
destroyed, and the workmen dispersed. The annual avenge produce since the revolution

is not more than 12,000,000 dollars. Tlie silver coined in the mint of Mexico, which^ in

1810, amounted to the value of 17,000,000 dollars, had fUlen in 1825 to 3,651,000. The
mine of Guanaxuato vielded, in 1810, 511,000 marks of silver; in 1825, oply 100,000.
Extraordinary effiirts nave lately been made \n British capitalists to restore and extend Uie
produce of these mines. During the period or excited speculation in 188|5, numerous com-
panies wore undertaken ibr this purpMe ; and their shares sold for some time at advancing
premiums. There were -also two American and one (Serman. The English eomptniet
tteg^n their operations with the greatest spirit; it was soon found, however, that an enor-
mous expense must be incurred beifbre the smallest return could be hoped for. Every thing
was to be erected anew—horse whims, magazines, stamps, crushing mills, and washing vats;
hundreds of horses and mules were to be purchased ; roads to be made; establishments to
be formed for the process of amalgamation. These expenses have absorbed the subscribed
capital of the companies, and the produce has not yet answered expectation, though the
vem of Veta Grande in Zacalecas has yielded 3,000,000 ddlars to the Bolanos Company.
The value of the Mexican gold does not exceed 7000 marks, or about 1,000,000 doHan
annually. The mint of Mexico is a prodigious establishment, in which all the processes are
carried on with the greatest activity, tlraugh not, as Mr. Bullock conceives, with that ele-

gance of design which might be desired. It is capable of stamping 100,000 dollars within
Die hour. So rapid an operation is seldom required

; yet theie have pasMd through it pn>>
bablv upwards of 3,000,000,000 dollars.

Manufactures in Mexico are, and must long continue; in a very mde state. A stnoff
pr^ndiee exists uaong the natives against maouel Uboiur : in cooaeqaenee of which, US
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chiefly confined to criminals, or persons compelled by debt to engage in it. TIicm work-
men are immured as in a prison : and high walla, double doors, barred windows, together
with the severe corporal punisihmenU oflt>n inflicted on the inmates, make these places
resemble an ill-conducted gaol. There are, however, considerable fabrics of coarse red
earthenware, which is used in all the operations of cookery ; also manufactures of coarw
woollens and cottons. The amount of thesA, in fifood times, was reckoned at 7.000,000 dol-

lan; but declined during the troubles. Working in gold and silver has, as might be ex-
pected, been a favourite occupation. Services of plate, worth 30.000 or 40,000 dollars, have
been manufactured at Mexico, which, for elegance and fine workmanship, may rival the best
of the kind in Europe. Glass has also made great progress. The coaches of Mexico have
long been celebrated both for good construction and beauty, it being the particular ambition
of all who possibly can, to have their coach.

The commerce of Mexico does not correspond with its great ftme for wealth. The ex-
ports of the precious metals form the princip 1 article ; next to Jiis is cochineal ; to which
may be added, sugar, flour, indigo, provwH iis, vanilla, sarsaparilla, jalap, logwood, and
?imenta The exports at Vera Cruz in 1624, amounted to 12,0^000 dollars, of which
,437,000 were for European and other foreign ports ; 4,360,000 for American ports ; and

284,000 for other Mexican ports. The imports, consisting chiefly of manufactured goods,

wme, brandy, and metals, were from Europe 1,468,000; America, 3.022,000; oUier Mexi-
can ports, 202,000. Under the Spanish regime. Vera Cruz and Acaptiico had a monopoly
of the trade ; but since the revolution, a considerable amount has centered in other ports,

of which the chief are, in the northern part of the G>ilf, Tampico, and Soto la Marina

;

Campeach^ and Tabasco in the south ; San Bias and Mazatlan on the western coast ; and
Guaymas m the Gulf of California. The value of exports from the United States to Mexico
m 1834 was 4,000,000 dollan.

The roads of Mexico are tolerable, so far as they extend along the level surface of the

high table-land. But the steep declivities from thence to the maritime plain along both seas,

were long impassable for a carriage of any description. Before the late revolution, however,

the merchants of Mexico had undertaken a most magnificent highway, so judiciously adapted

to the declivities, that loaded wagons could ascend from Vera Cruz upwards to Mexico, and
thence down to Acapulco. This public work was interrupted by the late revolution, and
waa found by recent travellen in an unfinished and neglected state; but it can scarcely be

doubted that the now government will soon avail themselves of the means they now poasess,

to complete so important an undertaking

SiOT. VI.—Civil and Social State.

The population of Mexico, which had previously been estimated on the most vague con-

jecture, has been computed by Humboldt with extraordinary care. He copied fh>m the

archives of the viceroy a statement containing the results of an enumeration made in 1703,

b^ Tihich the number was rated at 4,483,529. This census waa taken, however, in opposi-

tion to those popular apprehensions and prejudices with which such an enumeration is alwaya
viewed ; and the real amount might be at least a sixth more, or 5,200,000. After carefully

comparing the numbera of births and deaths, and observing the progress of agriculture, the

increased antount of duties on consumption, and the many new bousea everywhere building,

he considen that tlie population of 1823 might be safely estimated at 6iiSOO,000. It has

since been rated at 10,000,000, but seemingly too high, considering that, by the war, not

only a multitude of the inhabitants has perished, but that many of uie sources of industry

have ceased to be productive. The best authorities seem to reckon the present population

at about 8,000,000.

The claaaes of society are singularly varied, and are characterised by distinctioiis more
striking than those observable in other countriiis. They are lour, more disticct and almost

more alien to each other than if they were separate )ieople, actuated by the strongest senti-

ments of national rivalry. Those classes are, native Spaniards ; Spaniards bom in Ame-
rica ; tiie mixed castes ; and the Indians.

The native Spaniards, called Chapetones, did not exceed 70,000 or 80,000, and the greater

number of these have now been expelled ; but, prior to the late revolution, the court of Ma-
drid, either Uirough jealousy of the Ameritnuis, or through personal interest, bestowed ex-

duaivelv upon them every office in its colonies. They deported themselves as beings of a

decidedly superior order to the Creole Spaniards, who, they openly asserted, were an efie-

minate and ignorant race, incapable of any elevated and liberal occupation. They are now
fiillen fipom weir high estate. They are stripped of all their honoura and dignities ; many
of them reduced to extreme poverty, and allowed only to exist under strict surveillance by

a government to whom lliey are objects of perpetual jealousy. Captain Hall considen

them, notwithstanding tiie deadly error which caused their ruin, as not undeserving of sym-

pathy. They are better informod, more industrious, and mom highly bred than the natives,

and in all respects, except on the national question, more liberal. As merchants ther were

active, MterprisLig, and nooourable ; and towards strangen courteous and obliging. It could
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never, certainly, be expected, that they should not resist to the utmost a revolution whi(

deprived them of their station in society, and reduced them to a depressed and tinbordina

condition.

The Creoles, or Americans, as they prefer to call themselves, even when they were d

prenied beneath the preponderance of the Europeans, formed a privile^ifed class in compai

•on with other natives. They are fond of splendour, and delight to ride on horses rich!

^^^ . caparisoned {jig. 1038.). Many of them, descended from t)

*"'^ " *«« first conquerors, or enriched by speculation in the mines, ei

joy fortunes almost more than princely. Forty or fifty thm
sand pounds a year is not an uncommon income, even for fiim

lies who do not pocncoo mines. The Conde de la Valencia!

has repeatedly drawn fipoin his mine 1,200,000 dollars in oi

year. The Conde de la Rep^la, from the profits of anothe

presented to the king two ships of the line constructed of c

dar. These immense fortunes, however, are often dissipate

in ulterior mining speculations, to which the owners ai

tempted by one successful adventure, and in which they ofte

squander all that they have gained. An ostentatious Anode c

living, a rage for gaining, uid an ill-arranged domestic ec<

nomy, are also causes which involve tiie richest families i

embarrassment, and prevent any accumulation of capital. The entire number of those d(

nominated whites in Mexico, is about li,500,000, of whom all except the small number c

Europeans above mentioned are Creoles Very few of these, however, are free from a mij

ture of Indian blood. The charge of ignorance is generally advanced against this claa

and, notwithstanding some decided exceptions, and a peculiar aptitude, which most of thei

are said to display in learning the principles of science, cannot be wholly denied. Th
causes, however, which have produced this mental degradation, are now at an end ; an

though beneficial changes are not to be efRscted by magic, there can be no doubt that th

permanent advantage of a fifee government will enable the Mexicans to take the station fii

which nature has destined them.

The Indiana {Jig: 1030. and 1040.), descendants of the original possessors of Mexio
till survive, to the supposed amount of nearly 4,000,00(^ and are, conwquently, nearly thre

Mcxieui QeotlcinaD.
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MtxiM* Indiu*.

times as numerous as the white race. They hear the general features of thoee aborifrine

who have been found in all parts of North luid South America. They have the same swai
thy or copper colour, the flat and smooth hair, small beard, squat tody, long eye, with thi

comer curving up towards the temples,' prominent cheek-bones, thick lips, ana an expressioi

of gentleness in the mouth, strongly contrasted with a glciiiy and severe look. Their hai

M coarse, but smooth, and so glassy as to appear in a constant state of humidity. The;
hare with the rest of their countrymen, ana with most races of very swarthv complexioii

an exemption fVom almost every species of deformi^. Humboldt never saw a hunoh^oke
Indian, and squinting and lameness are very rare. They escape the snltre, even in district

where it is prevalent None of the causes which have been assigned for this exemption ii

nomadic nations can apply to a laborious agricultural race like the Mexican Indians; an
therefore this immunity must depend on something p«:culiar in their structure. It has beei

supposed that few attam an advanced age ; but this is owing to the circumstance that, what
ever age a Mexican may attain, he never becomes gray-haired. He leads a very diflbren

life, ami u exposed to none of the casualties incident to a hunter and a warrior on the bank
of the Mississippi. A peac(...ule cultivator, subsistinpf constantly on vegetable food, attain

often a hundred years of age, and is still green and vig[orou8. The only circumstance whiol

tends to abridjfa lif« ia an extravagant use of Um inebriating liquor called pulque, «apeeiall;
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on occasion of coming to market The police of Mexico sends round tumbrils to collect

ine drunkards, like so many dead bodies, oiler which they are punished by being obliged to

work chained in tlie streets for several days. The Spanish government adopted a singular

policy in regard to the Indians, confining them in villages of their own, into which no white
was allowed to entor; nor were they admitted into any place inhabited by whites. Although
the Aztec nobles mostly perished in the ruin of their country, yet some still remain, who
lay claim to the highest rank amoiig that body, and to whom their countrymen pay inidbund
respect, clearly denoting the importance of their ancestry. They are usually invested with
the government of the villages, and are accused of exercising their power in an oppressive

manner, with little tegoid to the ties which unite them to their countrymen. The Indians

pay a tribute, or capitation tax, varying at diflierent times and places fhxn one to ii7e dol-

lars; an impost which, fnxn its nature, must be degrading, though we cannot think, with
the bishop of Mechoacan, that it would be any improvement to substitute the alcavala. A
few of them have amassed considerable wealth, amounting even to 150,000 or 200,000 dol-

lars ; but in general they labour under severe poverty. They appear to be gifted with a
clear apprehension, a natural lop^ic, and a capacity of cool and even subtle reasoning, but to

be destitute of any warmth of imagination or glow of sentiment. Yet the love Of flowers,

for which they have been reroarkaue since the time of Cortes, seems to indicate a taste for

the brautifuL In the public market of the capital, the Mexican surrounds himself wiUi an
entrenchment of verdure, and the ground around him is embellished with festoons of flowers,

which are daily renewed. They evince also a great attachment to the arts of pointing and
carving, and imitate with great facility any models which are presented to them. A pecu-
liar apathy marks the deportment of the Mexican Indian. He is grave, gloomy, and silent;

he lovet> to throw a mysterious air over the most indiflerent actions, but is often seen to pass
at once firom a state of seemingly profound repose, to one of violent and unrestrained agita-

tion. Their want of present instructkm is ascribed to the extinction <^ the Aztec priest-

hood a.id all their monuments, for which nothing was substituted by the Spanish ecclesiastics.

The mixed castes form a very numerous part of the populatioi\ of Mexico, being estimat-

ed at about 2,500,000. They are either mulattoes, descended fhxn mixture of the white
with the negro; Zambos, from the negro and Indian; or mestizoes, from mixture of the
white with the Indian. The latter, in consequence of the happily small number of negroes
introduced into Mexico,' compose seven-eighths of its mixed population. To be white was
formerly in Mexico a badge of rank, and almost a title of nobility. When a Mexican con-
sidered himself slighted Iqr another, he would ask, "Am I not as white as yourselH" From
a refinement of vanity, the inhabitants of the colonies enriched then: language with terms
for the finest shades, which result firom the degeneratkm of the primitive colour. The
union of a mestizo, or mulatto, with a white, produces what is called a quarteron ; and the
union of a quarteroo with a white jiroduces a quinteron ; after which, the next generation
is accounted white. It is said that the Indians can distinguish, even in the dark, the difibr-

ent races, by the odour peculiar to their cutaneous traiMpiretion. Individuals often came
before courts of law to clear themselves from the charge of impure mixtures ; and, when
possessed of influence, obtained verdicts which were not always conformable to the evidence
of the senses. When the case was very palpable, however, the law contented itself with
declaring, "that they should be held as white;" a conceeskn to which considerable value
seemed to be attached. Bnt since the political distinctkina founded on colour, have been
abolished by the revolution, little importance is attributed, to diflbrence of complexion.
The Catholic religion was introduced into Mexico at the time of the conquest, with a

body of clergy, both secular and regular, who do not possess the exorbitant wealth which
has been ascribed to them. The arehbiahop of Mexico, and the ei^fht biiiiops under him,
have not among them more than 600,000 dollara a year. Neither » the number of clergy
greater than ctnrresponds to the extent and population of the country. They do not exceed
10,000; or, including every person connected with the church, 18,000 or 14,000. A num-
ber of the lower cleranr, especially in the Indian villages, are excessively poor, their income
not exceeding 100 duun a year. The influence and revenue of the church also have con-
siderably dimmished during the revolution. - In 1627, according to Mr. Ward, seven bish-

oprics and seventy-nine cauedml benefices were vacant; in 156 colleges and convents of
Mexico, only 280 individuals had taken the vows during five yean ; and only 02 were serv-

inff in noviciate. The alms collected in all the convents of Mexico amounted, in 1826, to

orly 304,000 dollarsi The ohurehes, however, in Mexico, Puebla, and other large cities,

are of surpassing splendour; and the blaze of gold, silver, and ornaments, surpasses what is

displayed m the richest shrines of Europe. Bigotry, among the body of the people, prevails

nearly to the same extent as in Spain ; and the new legislators have not attempted to grant
toleratiou to any other reli^km than the Roman Catholic

;
yet many of the best informed

ara supposed to be secretly tinctured even with the sceptical opinions of the modern French
school. The constituent decree of 1885 declares that the Mexican nation, one, sovereign,
and independent, has not, and does not profbss, or protect any other religion than the Catho-
VouIIL 8Q

.
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lie. Apostolic, and Roman relicrion, nor is the exercise of any other tolerated. The Indians

liave been what the Spaniante call converted to the Christian faith ; but the change has
evidently been not a chan|;e of creed, but a commntation of one ceremony for another, and
in some cases their ancient ceremonies are retained. Humboldt seems to suppose that they
merely considered the Spanish gods to have vanquished their gods, and thence to have
become entitled to their homage. They even persuaded themselves, and, it is said, were
fissured by the Spaniards, that the emblem of the third person of the Trinity was identical

with the sacred Mexican eagle. Be this as it may, the Mexicans display an extraordinary

udour in adorning the churches with pictures and statues, and in collecting and grouping
flowers, fruits, tm every thing which can increase the splendour of religious festivals. But
their fiivourite form of worship is dancing round the altar, and with astonishment it is |>er-

ceived, that these dances are the same with which their ancestors celebrated the immolation
nf human victims to the dreadful god of war. The warrior departs, attired in the fbll cos-

tume of the days of Montezuma; he meets another; fights, vanquiejies, and drags him by
the hair before the emperor. The spectator almost expects to see the blood begin to flow.

When Mr. Bullock was modelling the great Mexican idol, the natives gazed intently, and
some of them were heard to observe, that, after the cordial manner m which they had
adopted the Spanish gods, they might have been allowed to retain a few of their own.
The sciences have not yet shone very bright in this part of the western hemisphere. Few

governments, however, have expended more in the promotion of physical science than that

of Spain in America. It sent three botanical expeditions into Mexico and other parts of its

transatlantic territory, which cost 400,000 dollars. Geometry and astronomy have made
considerable progress in Mexica Humboldt names three individuals, Velasquez, Gama, and
Alcate, who mi^t have held a respectable rank in Europe. A botanical garden and col-

lections of minerals were formed in Mexico on a great scale. The school of mines prcH

duced great advantages to the country, and the pupils were initiated even in the highest

branches of mathematics. These lights, aiccording to the most recent accounts, had sumred
a temporary eclipsp, in consequence (^ the long revolution ; but the new government has
endeavoured to revive them.
The fine arts were also promoted with great zeal by the old government, which, at an

expense of 40,000 dollars, transported to Mexico, across the rocky passes of the Cordilleras,

a collection of casts of the finest antique statues. The Academy of the Fine Arts possessed

an income of 25,000 dollars a year, chiefly supplied by government ; and the beneflt of its

exertions was seen in the beauty of the public edifices which adorned the capital.

The amusements are chiefly thoae of Old Spain ; bull-flghts, and religious processions.

The theatre is still far infbrior to that of the mother-country. The dress of the ladies is

usually black ; but on holidays they wear very showy and Inrilliant stufi, without much
regard to the richness of the material. The attire of the gentlemen, especially on horse-

back, it. exceedingly splendid ; embroidered breeches of coloured leather, aciomed with
silver buttons and silver lace; over their short calico jacket is thrown a rich velvet cloak,

often embroidered with gold. The houses of the wMluiy exhibit similar splendour. They
'

are usually three stories high, and the fhN^ painted whitOi crimson, or light ^preen; some-
times covered with glazed porcelain. The finest apartments are k>fty and spacioas, situated

on the first floor, which is ascended by a magnificent staircase. The house is built round

an interior court, filled with trees and flowers. The roof is flat, and is made strong, to

resist rain ; it is adorned with plants and flowers, which in flne weather make it an agree-

able resort

SwT. Vn.

—

Local Chi^npky.

Previous to the new administrjition introduced by Galvez, the minister of the Indies, this

country was divided into the fbllowing provinces, which are still regarded by the inhalntants.

1. The kingdom of Mexico, oomprismg the southern part, or all the richest and most popu-

lous and valuable portion of the colony. 2. The kingdom of New Galicia, comprising the

late states of Xalisco and Zacatecas ; a somewhat rwier tract, but containing some impoN
tant cities and havens. 3. The new kingdom of Leon. 4. The colony of New Santander.

6. The province of Coahuila, ami 6. the province of Texas, on the north-east 7. The pro-

vince of Sonora; and 8. that of Old and New California, on the north-west 0. The pro
vince of New Biscay ; and 10. that of New Mexico, in the northern intctrior.

In 1776, the viceroyalty of New Spain, as it was then styled, was divided into twelve

intendencies, and three provinces ; and as this division coincided with the natural features

of tlie country, and served as the basis of the new division into states, it is givon below.

The territory of the republic, consisting of the old viceroyaltv of New Spain, of the, cap-

taincy-general of Yucatan, and of the commandancy-general of the Internal Provinces, was
divided by the constitution of 1634 into nineteen States, four Territories, and the Federal

District : this arrangement was subverted by the decree of 1835 already mentioned, which
movided tor a new division of the country into departments.

mm
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Tcrritncy of New Mexico

Colima

The state of Mexico comprises the Valley of Mexico, a fine and splendid region, varie-

gated by extensive lakes, and surrounded by some of the loftiest volcanic peaks of the new
world. Its circumference is about 200 miles, and it forms the very centre of the great taible-

land of Anahuao, elevated from 6000 to 6000 feet above the level of the sea. In the centre
of this valley stands the city of Mexico {Jig. 1041.) ; the ancient Mexico, or Tenochtitlan,

1041

Haxieo.

having been built in the middle of a lake, and omnected with the continent by extensive
causeways or dykes. The new Mexico is three miles firom the lake of Texcuco, and nearly
six fhim that of Chalco ; yet Humboldt considers it certain, ttam the remains of the ancient
teoctUli, or temples, that it occupies the identical position of the fbraier city, and that a great
part of the waten of the valley have been dried upk Mexico "jvas long considered the largest
city of America i but it is now surpassed by New York, perhaps even by Rio Janeiro. Some
estimates have raised its population to 200,OQO ; but it may, on good grounds, be fixed at
fVom 120,000 to 140,000. It is beyond dispute the most splendid. ** Mexico is undoubtedly
one of the finest cities built by Europeans in either hemisphere ; with the exception of St
Petersburg, Berlin, and Philadelphia, and some quarten of Westminster, there does not
exist a city of the same extent which can be compared to the capital of New Spain, for the
uniform level of the ground on which it stands, for the regularity and breadth of^the streets,

and the extent of the squares and public places. The architecture is generally of » very

Iiure style, and there are oven edifices of a very beautiful structure." The pauce of the
ate viceroys, the cathedral, built in what is termed the Gothic style, several of the con-
vents, and some private palaces, reared upon plans i\irnidied by the pupils of the Academy
of the Fine Arts, ore of great extent and magnificence ; yet upon the whole, it is rather
the arran^ment regularity, and general ..eflibct of the city, whicli render it so striking.

Nothing, in particular, can be more enchanting than the view of the city and valley firom

the surrounding heights. The eye sweeps over a vast extent of cultivated fields, to the
very base of the colossal mountains, covered with perpetual snow. The city appeara as if

wouied by the watera of the Lake of Tezcuco, which, surrounded by villages and hamlets,
resembles the most beautiful of the Swiss lakes, and the rich cultivation of the vicinity

forms a striking contrast with the naked mountains. Among these rise the famous volcano
Popocatepetl and the mountain of IztaccihuatI, of which the first sn enormous cone, bums
occasionally, throwing up smoke and ashes, in the midst of eternal snows. The police of
the city is excellent; most of the streets ore handsomely paved, lighted, and cleansed. The
annual consumption in Mexico has been computed at 16,300 beeves ; 270,000 sheep ; 60,000
hogs; 1,600,000 fowls, including ducks and turkeys; 205,000 pi^'eons and partridges. The
markets are remarkably well supplied with animal and vegetable productions, brought by
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crowds of eanoes nlaag the Lake of Chalco, and the canal leading to it Them canoes are

often guided by females, who at the same time are weaving cotton in their simple portable

looms, or plucking fowls, and throwing the feathers into the water. Most of the flowers and
roots have been raised in chinampas, or floating gardens, an invention peculiar to the new
world. They consist of rafls formed of reeds, roots, and bushes, and covered with black

saline mould, which, being irrieated by the water of tlie lake, beoMnes exceedingly fertile.

It is a great diaadvanta|^ to Mexico, however, that it stands nearly on a level with the sur-

rounding lake ; which, m seasons of heavy rains, overwhelm it with destructive inundations.

The construction of a desague, or canal, to carry ofi* the waters of the Lake of Zumpango,
and of the {nrincipal river by which it is fed, has, since 1629, prevented any very desolatmg

flood. The desague, thou^ not ccmducted with skill and judgment, cost 5,000,000 dollars,

and is one of the most stupendous hydraulic works ever executed. Were it filled with water,

the largest vessels of war might pass by it through the range of mountains which bound the

plain of Mexica The alarms, however, have teen frequent, and cannot well cease, while

the level of that lake is twenty feet above that of the great square of Mexico.

Acapulco, on the west coast, has been celebrated in an extraordinary degree as almost the

centre of the wealth of America ; the port whence the rich Spanish i^eons took their

departure to spread the wealth of tiie western over the eastern hemisphere. It is one of the

most magnificent harbours in the world, seeming as if it were excavated by art out of a vast

circuit of granite rocks, which shut out all view of the sea. To Captain Hall and his com-
panions, it appeared the very beau ideftl of a Bea-|>ort Yet while Vera Cruz, with its

wretched anchorage amid sand-banks^ annually received ftora 400 to 600 vessels, that of

Acapulco scarcely received ten, even in the time of the Manilla galleon, the discontinuance

dt which reduced it to a state of insignificance. It is said, however, of late to have con-

siderably revived, and its customs, after ihlling so low as 10,000 dollars, had risen, in 1626,

to 400,diM). According to Captain Hall, the town consists dT not more than 30 houses, with

a large suburb of huta» built of reeds vrattled in qnn basket-work to givn admission to the

air. It is guarded by an extensive and formidable fortress, commanding the whole harbour.

Other places of great interest exist in the valley and state of Mexica Teicuco is now
only a mass of ruins, but these are peculiarly grand. The foundations and remains of tem-

ples, fortresses, palaces, and other extensive buildings, attest a period when it must have
been one of Uie greatest cities <^ America, capital of the kingdom of Acolkoaean ; still

later it was the seat of literature and art, the Adiens of America. The palace of the for-

mer tributary king could not be viewed without finrming an devated idea of th<) ancient

Mexican architecture. It must have covered several acres, is raised on several sloping.ter-

races, and of materials at once durable and beautiftil. All round Tezcuco are seen raised

mounds of brick, mixed with aqueducts, ruins of buildings of enormous strength, and many
large square structures nearly entire. Here the blind znl of the first bishop collected and
committed to the flames all the monuments of Aztec history and literature. Near Otumba,
once large uid flourishing, but now little more than a village, are the pyramids of Teotihu-

acan, the two principal of which appear to be temples dedicated to the sun and moon: the

highest of them has been recently
1042 estimated by Mr. Glennie at 221

feet A flight of steps leads to the

top, where an altarappeus anciently

to have been placed. It is surround-

ed by numerous pyramids, about SO
feet high, arranged in broad and
regular streets, all terminating in

the great pyramid (Jtg. 1042.).

Ziroapan, Rral del Monte, and Tasco
are noted for their rich silver mines.

Tlalpan, havinff become the capital

of the state of Mexico, suddenly rose

fimn a petty village to a considerable town, with 6000 inhabitants. It has a mint, and is

the ftvourite resort of the wealthy Mexicans. Cuernavaca, a place of some importance, is

particularly interesting fhm its presenting the curious monument called the fort of Xochi-

calco, a hill about 400 feet in height, artificially cut into terraces, and Ikced with masonry.

The stones are covered with hieroglyphical figures.

The state of Puebia stretches nearly across the continent, and. over the high table-land.

It has few mines, but contains an extensive table plain, 6000 feet high, eminently fertile in

wheat, maise, and fiiiit This was the seat of republican Mexica Tlaacala, Cholula, and

Huexotiingo, republics which bade defiance to the power of Montezuma, are included within

its limits. It contains also Popocatepetl, the loftiest mountain in Mexico, exceedins by 2000

feet the highest in Europe. The volcano has for several centuries thrown up only smoke
and ashes.

Puebia de los Angeles {Jiff. 1043.) is a handsome and large city. It is entirely Spanish,

having been foundra since tlic conquest The streets are stmight, broad, and cross each

Prmmidi of Ttotthonan.
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1043 other at right angles, dividing the whole
into spacious squares. They are well

Eived, and have broad fbot-paths. The
ouses are large and lofty, the walls often

covered with paintings, while the roof ia

ornamented with glazed tilea. In the
splendour of the churches and the richness
of their endowments, Puebla, according to
Mr. Bullock, must take tlie first rank in

the Christian world. The cathedral is a

PiMbiadaiMAwriM. *"* P***' *'* ''"'* external ornament:
but the interior is rich beyond description.

The hieh altar is composed of the meet beautifhl marble and precious stones : its numerous and
lofty columns, with plinths and capitals of burnished gold, its statues and other ornaments, have
an unequalled effect In manufiictures it takes the lead of other Mexican cities: those of
woollen have declined, but those of earthenware and glass are still flourishing. Humboldt
reckons the population at 97,800; Bullock, thirty years later, at 90,000.

Cholula the ancient capital of a great independent republic, has declined into a town, con>
taininff, according to Humboldt, 16,000, according to Bullock, 0000, souls. The pyramid of
ChduTa (/g.JlOiA.} is the work of art which, next to the pyramids c/( Egypt, approaches

nearest in magnitude and vastness to

those of nature. It is not nearly so high
as the Great Pyramid, being only 172
fbet; but the length is nearly double;
1335 feet, instead of 728. It is (bur
times as long as the third pyramid, or
that of Mycennus, and somewhat higher.

A section having been made through it

to fixm the rood to Mexico, it was round
to be composed of brick, and displayed

on interior chamber, built of stone, and cootaining two skeletons, some idols of basalt, and
a number of vases curiously varnished and painted. On the platform at the top has been
erected a clnpel, where mass is daily celebrated, and whence a noble view is obtained over

the fine plain of Mexico and its boundary mountains. •

Tlascala, once the powerfbl rival of Mexico, is now a miserable village, with no traces

of its former splendour but the ruins of its neat temple and its vast walls. At the time of

the Spanish conquest it was the capital of an independent republic, and its markets were
thronged with the population of its fertile and jwpulous territory. Having joined the Spo^

niard's in the capture of Mexico, Tlascala continued to be governed by its own caciques^

merely paying an annual tribute to Spain, and on the adoption of the constitution of 1824«
it was maae a separate territory, though within the terriUirial limits of La Puebla.

Vera Cruz occupies a great length of sea-coast on the Gul( but it is comparatively naiw

row. It extends inland from the level of the Gulf cf Mexico to that of the great central

table-land. In a day's joumev the inhabitants may ascend fhxn regions of the most suflb*

eating heat to those of etemail snow ; and, according to Humboldt naturalists in this won-
derfiiT country may traverse, even in a few hours, the whole range of the vegetable kingdom.

Hie aspect of the oak first relieves the traveller, by showing him that he is beyoml the

dreadea dominion of the yellow fbver; and soon after he is cheered by the view of fields

of wheat Pines then begin to mingle with the oaks, and at a little higher elevation, these

and other resinous plants alone cover the noka, whose summits penetrate into the regions

of eternal snow. This state is capable of yielding in abundance the most precious produc-

tions; and within a recent period, sugar, tobacco, and cotton, all of excellent quality, have
been raised to a much greater extent : but the horror with which the climate is viewed both

by Europeans and Indians is such, that the greater part of it remains a complete desert,

where often, f^ many leagues, there are cmly to be seen two or three huts, with herds of

cattle, half wild, straying round them.

Vera Cruz (^Jig. 1(M5.), in which eentres almost all the trade of Mexico, is well and hand*
somely builtofthe submarine material called
inadrepore,whichisal8oraadeintolime; and
its red and white cupolas, towers, and bat-

tlements have a n^endid efibct when seen
fVom the water. The streets also are kept
extremely neat and clean; yet Mr. Bul-
lock considers it the most disagreeable of
all places of residence. This arises not

VwoCnu. merely firom the pestilence which taints

the air ; the surrolinding country is covered
Vol.111. 38
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with sand blown into hillocki, wliich, reflecting the rays of the sun, render the heat

more oppresBive. There ia not a garden or a mill now within many miles of it; and

the only water which can be drunk ia that which falls from the clouds. The markets are

liad for every article except fish, of which many beautiful species are here caught. The

Slace appears to have sensibly declined since the dissolution of the ties which connected

Ie;cico with the mother country. Humboldt reckons a population of 10,000; but Bullock,

though he admits it might hold even more, does not estimate the actual number at more

than 7000. The castle of San Juan de UUoa, the last hold of Spain in the New World,

and which commands the entrance of the port, is of immense strength, though it seems
impossible to believe that 40,000,000 dollars could have been expended upon the structure.

The fine calzada or paved road, from Vera Crux into the intenor, runs up to the handsome
town of Xalapa or Jalapa, the capital of the state. T'he Puente del Rcy or Royal Bridge,

between the two cities, is a stupendous work of solid masonry thrown over a wild and steep

ravine. Xalapa is commodiously situated in a delightful district, about 4000 feet above the

ea. It has 12,000 inhabitants, and was fbnneriv the residence of the rich Spanish mer-

chuits of Vera Cruz during the sickly season. The neighbourhood is finely wooded, and is

particularly remarkable for the mediod article jaUp, which takes its name fVom the city.

Further up on this road is the neat little town of Perote, near which is the stopendous

mountain, called from the large rock on its summit resembling a chest, the CoflSre de Pe>
rote. Near a more southern route from Vera Cruz to the valley of Mexico, which passes

through the valuable tolox»o plantatiooa of Orizava and Cordova, is the colossal volcano of

Orizava. ,\

On the coest, to the aouth, are the' ports of Alvarado and HuaaacuaIco, the former of

which became the principal entrep6t on the Gulf, during the occupation of San Juan de

Ulloa by the Spanish forces; and urn latter derives some interest from its situation at the

termination of the proposed oana], fitom the Golf of Mexico to Uiat of Tehuantepec. In the

north are Papantlt, an Indian village, eontaininff an ancient pyramid construeted of very

skilfully hewn blocks of porphyry, adorned with hierogivphics; and old Tampico, on the

borders of a large shallow lagoon, the inhabitants of which carry on a lucrative shrimp-

finery.

The little state of Queretaro^ detached fhxn the intendency of Mexico, lies to the west
of Vera Cruz. It is wholly on the central table-land, and contains some rich mines vS sil<

' ver, but the inhabitants are chiefly employed in agriculture. Queretaro le capital, is one
of the most beautiful and delighoiilly situated, as well as one of the ni'^t industrious and
wealdiy cities of^Mexi :a The streets all cross each other at right angles, and terminate

in its three principal squares. Its aqueduct, about ten miles in length, wiUi its bold and
lofty arches, and itn splendid churches and convents, give the city an air of magnificence.

The convent of Santa Clara is more than two miles m circuit Population 40,000. San
Juan del Rb is remarkable for its great ftir, and for its fiunous sanctuary, a magnificent
temple, visited by great numbers of pilgrims.

Hechoacan, or Valladdid, is an extensive state, situated to the north and west of that cS
Mexico, tm the summit and western declivity of the table-land. It includes the ancient
kingdom of Mechoacan, as it is still called in the country, which was independent of Mon-
tezuma, and of which the capital, Tzintzontzan, still exists, though reduced to little more
than a villag[e. The natives are to this day remarkable for their industry and skill, particu-

hrly in cuttuie out figures in wood, which they dress in cities made of pith, very skil-

fiilly dyed, and in executing beautiful works with feathers, forming a sort of feather-moeaio.

Mechoacan, unless in the unhealthv tract along the coast, enjoys a fine and temperate cli-

mate, is intersected with hills and charming valleys, and presents the appearance, unusual
in the torrid zone, of extensive and well-watered meadows. This territory has been marked
by aome phenomena of the most striking nature. On the 29th of September, 17^, firom

the centre of a thousand small burning cones,

was thrown up the volcano of JorulTo (Ar.
1046.), a mountain cS scorio and ashes, 1700
fbet high. In an extensive plain, covered with
the most beautifiil vegetation, deep subterra-

neous noiges, accompanied by frequent earth-

quakes, continued for the space of fifty or

sixty daya On the night of the 28Ui of Sep-
tember, the sounds recommenced with such
fury, that all the inhabitants fled fironi the dis-

trict A large tract of ground was seen to

rise up and swell like an inflated bladder, and
spectators reported that throughout this space,

flames were seen to issue forth, and fVagmenta of burning rocks were thrown up to prodi-

gious heights ; and that tlirough a thick cloud of ashes illumined by the volcanic fire, the

softened surface of the earth appeared to heave like an agitated sea. The plain ia stiU o(v

lOM

Voleuio It Jorulki.
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vered with numerous small cnnci^, sending forth from their crevices a vapour, the heat of
which often rises to 95°. From uinong these rise six large hills, of which the highest is

Jorullo, still burning, and throwing up inrimense quantities of scorified and basaltic lava.

The only large town in the state is V&Iiddolid, with 25,000 ir.habiUnts, delightfully situated,

6300 feet above the sea, where snow sometimes falls. There are several mines, but none
of first-rate magnitude. Jt has wide, clean streets, a maguificent cathedral, and a hand-
some plaza.

Guanaxuato, also part of the ancient Mechoacan, is one of the smallest but most populous
of all the states. It owes its fiune to the great mine of Valenciana, discovered late in the
last century, round which rose one of the most splendid cities in the New World. Between
1766 and 1603, this mine yielded silver to the amount of 165,000,000 dollars. Since that
time it has suffered a severe deterioration from the effects of the revolutionary contest, and
has declined also in consequence of the greater depth of the workings, uid the increased
difficulty of clearing off the water.

This state also contains the celebrated Baxio, a rich plain, highly cultivated, and pro-

ducing in perfection all the fruits of Europe and many of those of tropical countries. The
Baxio became the theatre of many of those horrible events that deluged Mexico in blood
during the revolutionary struggle. The capital, situated in the midst of the rich mining
district, is built on very uneven ground, and the streets are often very steep; but the build-

ings are in general handsome, and some of the churehes are ver^ fine ; the alhondiga, or
public gimnary, an immense quadrangular edifice, is a remarkable object The popuuticm
of the city anid neighborhood has been reduced from 90,000 to about two-thirds of that num-
ber. The Baxio ccmtains a number of considerable towns at the distance of firom 20 to 30
miles firom each other, whence this region has received tlie name of las Villas. These are
Zelaya, with the magnificent convent of El Carmen ; Salamanca ; Iraptiato ; Allende, or
San Miguel; Silao; and Leon, in all of which are considerable manufiictures of cotton and
woollen. Leon has also manufiustures of leather, and its cutlery is much esteemed. In the
northern part of the state is the village of El Jaral, belonging to the marquess of Jaml,
probably the greatest landholder in the state ; his live-stock amounts to 3,000,000 head

;

30,000 sheep are sent annually to the Mexican market and as many goats are killed on this

regal estate, which covers an area of 50,000 square miles.

Aaliaco, or Guadalaxara, is an extensive state, which has the important advantage of being
traversed throughout its extent by the river of Santiago, the largest in the southern part of
Mexica It appears that within the last thirty years very important advantage has been
taken of this ciroumstance ; that industry has made rapid progress, and an active commer-
cial pirit prevails. The capital, Guadalaxara, which, in 1796, was estimated to contain

19,500 inhanitants, has at present 60,000. It is regularly laid,out with wide, straight streets,

and contains many handsome churehes and convents, 14 plazas or squares, 12 fountains sup>

plied by a fine aqueduct a pretty alameda, Sus, ; the portales, ot colonnades, in which are

the shqw, are said to be superior to those of Mexico. The silver mines of Bolaiios in this

state rank among the richest in Mexico. San Bias, at the mouth of the river, is a mere
roadstead ; the holding ground is bad, and the road is much exposed to westerly winds. It

is perehed on the top of a cliff, near the mouth of the river, and during a certain season of
the year, it is extremelv unhealthy, though not in so deadly a degree as Vera Cruz ; and
at that time the rain fiills in such torrents that no roof can exclude it and it is impossible

without da(li(|[er to go out into the streets. At the commencement of this season, therefore,

a general migration takes place ; and the population is reduced in a few days ffnua 3000 to

l&b, at which it remains stationan until the return of the dry season.

Tepic, eighteen leagues from San Bias, is a beautiful town, in the midst of a cultivated

plain, and its streets, regularly laid out c^re enlivened by rows of trees, gardens, and ter-

raceiL Thither the people of San Bias remove during the sickly season, at which time the

population of Tepic amounts to 8000 or 10,000. LiU|os, in the western part of the state, is

famous for its annual ftir, and for its chureh of Our Lady, which would be considered a fine

building in any part of the world. Its population amounts to about 15,000 souls.

To the south of Xalisco, is the Territory of Colima, consisting of the city of that name
and a small neighbouring tract The mountain of ColinAa in this Territory, 9000 feet hi^h,

throws out smoke and awes, and forms the western extremity of the volcanic chain which
traverses Mexico fhrni east to west

Zacatecas, north and east of Guadalaxara, in the inland centre of Mexico, is an arid rocky

plain, strongly impregnated with carbonate of soda, and sufiering under the inclemency of

the climate. It derives its wealth and distinction solely fh)m mines, of which the most'

important in Mexico, next to that of Guanaxuato, are here situated. The mine of Pavellon,

in Sonibrerete, has already been mentioned as having yielded in a given time a greater pro-

duce than any other mine known to exist Zacatecas, the capital, is reckoned by Hum-
boldt to contain SK3,000 inhabitants. The mint which is the second in point of importance

in Mexico, employs 300 persons, and 60,000 dollars have been coined here in twenty-four

hours. The total coinage in five years, fh>m 1821 to 1826, was upwards of 17,500,000 doU

.!,«J'A<i-»>sM»:V»:.*»-i-4i .»:„ .
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Ian, Aguas Calientes, which derives its name from its warm springs, is a pretty town, in a
fertile district, and with a delightful climate. The inhabitants, aDout 20,000 in number,

carry on sunie manufactures, ^esnillo, Sombrorete, and Pines, are mining towns with fVou

12,000 to 16,000 inhabitants. The lower orders here are extremely brutal and ignorant, and

Mr. Ward and his party were in danger of being mobbed for Jews.

Oaxaca, for we must return southwards in oraer to complete the picture of the central

provinces of Mexico, is a fine state, situated near the borders of Guatemala. The beauty

and salubrity of the climate, the fertility at the soil, and tlie richness and variety of its pro-

ductions, render it one of the most delightfiil countries in the world. These advantages

were appreciated at an early period, when it became the seat of an advanced civilisation

;

and two ancient kingdoms, Misteca and Zapoteca, were established. Their ancient great-

neH is attested by mooumenta, not of auch aatouishing nugnitude as those of the Aztec
empire, but superior in elegance qnd

1047 AkJi skill. The pnlaciB, or rather the

royal tombs, of Mitla (Jg. 1047.),

are decorated with ornaments similar

to those which are admired in the
Etruscan vases. Paintings also, re-

presenting warlike trophies and sbp

crifices, have been Iband in the ruins.

Oaxaca has no mines of any import-

ance, and has, therefore, attracted

less attention than the more north-

em parts of the table-land, though in

every other respect inferior to it

Oaxaca, the capital, called Ante-
quera at the time of the conquest, is

a flourishing place ; in 1792, it had
224,000 inhabitants, and although it suffered severely during the revolution, its present popu-
lation is about 40,000. Tehuantepec, its only port, is not a good one ; but it is of consider-

able value as a channel by which the indigo of Guatemala is conveyed to Europe.
The state of Yucatan, comprising the peninsula of that name, forms the eastern extremity

of Mexico. It is a vast plain, only intersected by a chain of mountains, which do not rise

above 4000 feet It is thus excessively hot; yet, from its extreme dryness, it is by no
meanc so unhealthy as most of the low lands under this burning zone. The heat is too

great for the ripening of European grain, and the only articles whicn it yields fbor subsistence

are maize and roots. This was the first part of Mexico in which the Spaniards landed, and,

thonpfh it be less improved than the interior, they found, to their surprise, indications that

civilisation was in a more advanced state here than in the islands: stone houses, pyramidal
temples, enclosed fields, and a clothed and civilised people. Having no mines, however, it

owes its commercial importance solely to its valuable products, logwood and mahogany.
Merida, the capital, is a small town. Campeachy, also a small town, is however a fortified

place, and is important on account of its harbour, fhim which is shipped the logwood cut in

the vicinity. On the other side of the peninsula the British possesa the seMlement of Hon-
duras, extending along the shore fhxn the Rio Honda to the Libun. The population consists

ti about 4000 persons, of whom about 800 are whites, and the rest Indians, negroes, and
mixed breeds. Baliae, the capital of the settlement, is a well-built town on both sues of the
river of the same name. The colony was fbunded for thejparpoee of cutting logwood and
mahc^sny, and its exports in 1890 were of the value of 1,500,000 dollars.

Chiapa fbrmed the most northerly district of Guatemala ; but the greater part of it, on a
late occasion, separated itself firom Guatemala, and united with Mezioa The soil ia fertile,

and capable of yielding in profusion tropical firnits and grain. Though low, yet it is fVee

ttom damp, and not unhealthy. It seems difficult, therefore, to understaind how this country,
which the Spaniards found populous and flourishing, should have since been converted almost
into a desert Although the cacao of Soconusco and its neighbourinj^ district of Suchiltepee
be accounted the best m the world, that favourite Spanish beverage is not raised in quantity
sufficient to become of commercial importance. Chiapa of the Spaniards, called also Ciudad
Real, though ranking as the capital, is now only a small place of 4000 inhabitanta Chiapa
of the Indians is larger, and carries on a considerable trade. There are several other lanre
villages, chiefly Indian. Near Palsnque, the roost northern of these, Don Antonio del Rio
tracwl, in 1787, the remains of the great ancient city of Culhuacan. Fourteen large baild-

ings, called by the natives the Stone Houses, remain nearly entire ; and for Uiree or fbur

leagues either way the fhigments of the other fkllen buildings are seen extending along the
mountain. They are of a rude and massive construction, well calculated for durability

;

and the principal apartments are adorned with numerous figures ii. rehef, re|Hresenting

human brings of strange form, and variously ha>')ited and adorned.

The little state of Tabasco, to the north of Chiapas, is chiefly covered with vut fymftu,
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which contain valuable dye-woods; the cultivated lands yield cacao, tobaeoo, pepper, coffee,

uid indigx), but during the rainy season a large portion of the state is anA>a water, and the

only method of communication is by canoes. It contains no large towns. The capital ia

the little town of Hermosa, or Tabasco; Vittoria, or Tabasco, at the mouth of the river Ta-
basco, is remarkable as the spot upon which Cortex landed in his memorable expedition to

Mexico.
Having completed our survey of the southern states of the republic, we may return to the

north. The whole of the northeastern part of New Spain was occupied by the extensive

intendency of San Luis Potosi, which comprised the provinces of San Luis, New Santander,
New Leon, Coahuila, and Texas ; the four last-named forming what were termed the Inter-

nal Provinces of the East Only a small portion of this vast tract lying on its western bor-

der, is mountainous, the greater part being low and level, and contaming extensive prairies.

The coast is deficient in harbours, and is lined with long, low, narrow iuands of sand, form-

ing a succession of shallow lagoons. The mouths of the riven are also blocked up by sand-
barsL This intendency is now divided into ibur states.

liie state 0( Tamauipaa, consisting of the ibrmer colony of New Santander, occupies th»
whole coast fiom the river Panuco, or Tampico, to the Nueces. It is difficult of access, as

it contains few harbours, and a continual surf breaks alon^ the whole shore, whksh, during
the prevalence of the Northen from November to March, is tremendously hicreased. The
del Norte traverses the northern part of the state, and the Puiuco, or Tampico, the soathem.
The latter abounds in shrimps, which ore boiled in salt and water, dried anl packed in small

bales, and sent to all parts of the country. Tampico de las Tamaulipas, or New Tampico,
near the mouth of the river, was founded in 1824, and lias rapidly incrrased on account of
its commercial advantages, which have attracted thither the inhabitants of Altamira, once a
place of some importance. Tampico has now about 6000 inhabitants, but it suflbn under a
want <^ good water. The river is navigable for small vessels, 80 miles to Panuco, a place
celebrated in the history of the conquest, and still remarkable for the remains of buildings,

weapma, and utensils found in its vicinity. Further north, on the Santander, is the port of
Soto la Marina, with some trade, and on the del Norte is Metamoras, the commerce ^ which
is, however, chiefly carried on by Santiago, as there is only six feet of water on the bar of

the Norte. Santiago lies on a lagoon, a few miles north of the river, and has tixsat 8000
inhabitants.

Ascending the table-land to the west of Tamaulipas, we enter the state of San Luis Po-
tosi, which contains some of the richest silver mines of Mexica The inhabitants are 6.9-

scribed as industrious, and thejr suj^ly the states of Leon and Coahuihi with cloth, hat%
wearing apparel, &c. The capital, of the same name, is a neat and well-built town, ooi^

taining a mint and many handsome churches and convents^ and it carries on an active trade

with the interwr. Inclndin^ the suburbs, it is said to have a population of 50,000. Catorce^

whose mines are surpassed m riches only by those of Guanaxuato, is built in a wild and rug-

ged region, at the fbot of a dre*^ mountain, surrounded by huge bare rocks, and intersected

by deep, nanow ravines. The Puerto de los Muertos, or Gate of the Dead, near Monterey,
ia the only spot fVom Jalapa to Monterey at which wheel-carriages can ascend from the
coast to the table-land, and the Catorce raining company were obliged to transport their ma>-

chinery from Altamira to Catorce by this circuitous route. The mines of Charcas, Ramos,
and Guadalcasar, are also very rich in silver.

The state of New Leon, lymg to the east of the Sierra Madre, is yet sufficiently elevated

above the sea to enjoy a deli^tfiil climate. Monterey, the cap^ital, is a well-built town
with about 12,000 inhabitants, many of whom are wealthy Spaniardis. Linares is alaD a
neat town in a highly cultivated district vaA has a popuUtion of 6000.

West and north <a New Leon, and stretching eastward to the Sabine, and northward to

the Red River, is the state of Coahuila and Texas, comprising the two former provinces of
those names. The first-mentioned consists of a comparatively narrow tract south of the
Nueces, and between Tamaulipas and Chihuahua. Its extreme southern part lies on the

central table-land, and the dreary mountains and barren plains in the vicinity of Saltillo pre-

sent a striking contrast to the fertile land and luxuriant herbage of the Tiern Caliente of
New Leon. Leona Vicario, fbrmeriy Saltillo, is a neat town with 12,000 inhabitants.

Honclova, the capital of the state, is a petty village to the south of the Rio del Norte,

which traverses the central portion c^ the province.

Texas, which we know not whether to call a province or an independent state, is enclosed

by the Nueces, the Sabine, the Red River, and the great eastern ridge of tho Rocky Moun-
tains ; but should its independence be secured, or should it be attached to the United States,

it is not difficult to foresee that its frontier will be extended to the del Norte. Within the
limits above described it has an area of about 160,000 square miles, consisting chiefly of a
level or slightly undulating surface. The country aloiuf the coast is low, but free ftom
wamps, and composed of ^>od arable prairie, interspersed with well-wooded river-bottoms,

and fine pasture land& Until the late emigrations from the United States this section waa
filled with immense droves of mustangs, or wild horses, and wild cattle, but their numben
Vouin. 28* 3R
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are now eonndembly lelNned. The eout ia a low, wtnij ihore, with few inliti or har
boun, bat containing wreial large hallow lagoona, of which the principal are 0»lTeitoa
Matagorda, Enniritu Santo, and Anuuajo Bajra; theie receive all the principal riven, except
the Brasoa. In the aoutb^weat the coantry ia moonUinooa, being traveraed bjr ootliera of the
Siena Madre, which extend from the head watera of the Nnecea to the Upper Braaoa, where
they aink down into the highlanda of that aection. Theae mountaina, which oontain the
ailver minea of San Saba, are pierced bv the Cokmda To the weat and north are vaat

prairiea, in which inunenae herda of baflUo aupply the moanied Camanchea with abundance
of game. In the nQrtli*eaat the country ia more undulating and better wooded. The rivera

are numeroua, bat of not much importance for navigation, aa in the dry aeaaon thev are ex-
tremely low, and daring the ilooda are filled with floating timber. The principal atream,
however, the Bkaioa, ia navigated by ateamboata and amall veaaela to a conaiderable diatance.

The climate of Texaa ia mud and agreeable, and, aa the country i8.ftee from awampa, and
the wooded tiacia are quite open and deatitu^e of underwood, la more healthfhl tun the
correaponding aactiona « the United Statea The aoil ia highly productive, yielding tobacco,

aogar, and cotton, aa well aa maise, wheat, and other prodneta or the aouthem atatea The
aeaaooa are two; the dry, ftom April to September; mi the wet, which prevaila during the
raat of the year; the ccdd ia pret^ aevere Har a ahort time in December and January.

Previoo^ to 1821, the only plaeea occupied Inr whitea were the Spaniah porta of San An-
tonio da Bexar, Bahia, or Gdiad, and Nacogdochea, compriamg in all about 3000 inhaUtanta.

Soon after that time, an att'..fflpt waa made to eataUian here the independent repaUic of
FreAonia, bat the Mexican conatitutidn attached the territory to the province of Coahuib,
forming cf the united provincea a atate bearing the namea of both. In conaequence of the
enoourmement held eut to aettler% there waa a great influx of Anglo>Amerieana into the
province, many of whom carried with them their alavea, althoorh uavery waa aboliabed bf
the federal conatitotinn of 1824. Slavea were alao imported ftom othiir quartera into the
country. In 1882, the people of Tejr*? iarmed for themaelvea a aepante atate oonatitutioa,

and endeavoarcd to obtam fttmi the Mexican Congreaa, a aanction of their proeeedinga and
an admiaaioo into the confederacy aa an independent atate. Meanwhile, however, the mu-
tual diacontenta and auapiciona of the coloniata and government were increaaed to auch a
degree, that reaort waa had to anna; Texaa waa invaded b^ the Mexican preaident in per-

aon ; and the pewle of the province declared themaelvea in March 1836, a ftee and inie-

pendent atate. The towna are amall ; the principal are Bexar, or San Antonio^ and Goliad,

ibrmerly Bahia, on the San Antonio; Matagiorda, near the mouth of the Coloradio; ftauria,
on the Braaoa; Anahoae, on Galvestoo bay; and Nacogdochea, in the eaatem part of the
coantry.

Proceeding again into the mtorior, we flnd the central table-land occupied by the atater

of Durango and Chihuahua, formerly compoaing the intendency of New Btacay, or Duianga
"To the mhabitanta of the aouthem and central provincea," aaya Ward, "everything north

of Zaeateeaa ia tern incognita, and the traveller la aurpriaed, after paaaing it, to find an im-

provement in the mannen and character of the inhabitanta. Durango^ where the change
nrat becomea viaiUe, may be conaidered aa the key of the whole north, which ia peopled by
tfie deaeendanta of a race of aettlen firom the moat mdnatrioua provincea of Spam (raaeay,

Navarre, and Catakmia), who have pfteaerved their blood uncontaminated by any eroaa with

the aboriginea, and who retain moat of the habita and foelinoa of thehr forafiithera. Thejr

have much loyalty and generous franknea^ great natural pditeneaa, and conaiderable acti-

vity b^ of body and mmd. The women, inkead of paaaing their daya in langoar and idle-

neaa, are actively emphiyed in aflkin of the houaehold, and neatneaa and comfort ara no-

where ao great and general aa in the north. Theae characteriatica extend, with aome local

modifioatioiia, to the inhabitanta of the whole country formerly denominated the utemal
Provincea at th" Went, and whkh now compoae the atatea of Durango^ Chihoahna, and So-

nera and Sinaka, with the Territoriea of New Mnico and the Califomiaa. Li all theae

the white populatkm predominatea, and the Indiana continue unmixed, reaiding in towna and
illagea of their own aa the Mayoa, or hovering, like the Apachea, roand the civiliaed aet-

tlementa and aubaiating by the cMae.**

Durango containa aome rich minea of ailver, 'which, with the agricultural produce, com-
nriung cattle, mulea, and dieep, cotton, coflbe, augar, and indigo, form the wealth of the

inhabitanta. The capital, of the aame name, ia a well-built town, with a mint, in which

the ailver of the vksinity ia coined. It containa 2S,000 inhabitanta. Ptml, f moua tbt iti

rich ailver minea, had once a population of 80,000 ; but the minea are now filled with water,

and the populatkm ia reduced to 7000. In the neighbourhood ia a celebrated lump of mal-

leable iron and nickel. The minea of Guariaamey and Batopilaa are alao noted Amt their

richneaa.

The central table-land may be <K(iiaidered aa nearly terminat'og in Chihuahua, which con-

aibta in part at dry, unwooded plaina; the aoil ia hero impregnated with carbonate of aoda

and aaltpetra. The capital, of the aame name, ia well built, and containa aome coatly

ehurche% monaateriea^ ud other public edificea ; but the populatkui haa been reduced finm
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60,000 to one-third ot that number. The rich mines of SanU Juklia in iU vicinity once

yielded 5,000,000 doUan a year. In the weatem part of Chihuahua, are tho Cases Grandes,

or ruins of larse square buildings, whose sides are accurately ranged north and south ; a

upKi of sevenu leagues is oovei^ with these remains, cooaisting of aqueducts and various

other structures.

The state of Occidente, or Sonon and Sinaloa, is a vast tract, lying between the Gulf of

Mexico and the Colorado on the west, snd the Rocky Mountains on the esst The southern

part only contains some white inhabitants, the centre and north being occupied by various

Indian tribes, among whom are the Apaches, Seris, Yaquia, Moquis, Mavos, &c. Many at

them are civilised ud industrious. The southern part of the state belongs to the Tiem
Caliente, and coiaiats of a vast sandy plain, destitute of v^tation, except in the rainy sea*

son and in some well-vratered spotsi Further north the clunate is mild and agreeable, and
the land is productive, and comprises some beautiful valleys. The state contains rich silver

mines : gold is obtained fium waahhigs, and auriferous copper ore abounds. There are also

pearl fisheries. Wheat, hides, fiirs, gold, silver, and copper, are exported. Gua]fmas is said

to be the best harbour of Mexico, but the town is unhealthy, and the water brackish. Petie,

in the interior, is the residence of the wealthy merchants, and is a place of considerable

trade, being the dep6t of articles imported into uuaymaa for Upper Sonon and New Mexica
The town is irregularlv built, but it contains many good houses, and about 8000 mhabitanta.

Alamos is a place ol* about 6000 inhabitants, having in its vicinity some of the richest silver

mines in Mexica Villa del Fuerte is the capital of the state. Maiatlan has a good har-

bour, though exposed to the south-west winds.

The territorjf of New Mexico is only an infont settlement, formed on the Rio del Norte,

in a fertile territory, but having a climate remarkably cold, considering the latitude. It is

separated from Chihudiua by a vast, arid, and perilous desert. The settlen have a still

harder conflict to roainuin with the Indians, a few of whom, however, have attained a cer-

tain degree tif civilisation. A great number of sheep are reared, of which about 30,000 are

sent to tiie southwud ; and there are some mines of valuable copper. Santa F^ the capital,

contains about 6000 inhabitants. The caravan route from St Louis terminates hen.
Lower California is a long peninsula in the Pacific, parallel to the oontnient, finm which

it is separated by its deep gulf. The Spaniards long viewed it as an El Oondo, or country
of wealth, their hopes being fed by nme pearls fouiu on its shores ; but a dose examination
has dispelled those visions. California enjoys the most beautifiil sky in the world; eon-
stantlv senne, blue, and cloudless; or if any clouds for a moment appear, they disjriay the
most brilliant tints. But the soil is sandy and arid like the shores of Provence, and only a
few fitvoured spots present a trace of vegetation. Nowhere can be found a finer abode fiir

the astronomer, or a worse for the cult! itor. There are about 7000 or 8000 Spaniards and
converted Indians, and 4000 savages; aid it is not supposed that the population can ever
be much greater.. The missions have been pretty much broken up since the revdution.

Loreto, once a place of some note, now contains about 290 inhabitants.

New or Upper California is a vast tract extending north firom liower Cidifomia to the lat
of 42°. A lony ridge of mountains runs along its western are, not fiur fixxn die sea, fiinn-

ing the prolongation of the mountains of the peninsula, and extendmg nrnth beyond the
Columbia. Akmg the coast the Spaniards have established some u.-anaaa, and formed some
settlements of whites. The former are now rapidly declining. Beechey found here twenty-
one establishments, containing about 7000 converts. They are often fbrced to join the mu-
sions, but they are kindly treated, and well fbd ; they are, however, not allowed to leave the
settlements, and the surplus of their labour belongs to the missionaries; the missions have
about 300,000 head of cattle. The climate is temperate and healthfiil, the land is well
watered and well wooded, and much of it is tderably productive. The coast has some ex-
cellent harbours, among which is that of St Francisco, which afiSirds perfect security to
ships of any burthen, with plentiful supplies of fredi beef^ vegetables, wood, and fymb water.
The exports are hides, tallow, manteca, and horses, to the Sandwich iriands^ grain to the
Russian establishments at Sitka and Kodiak, and provisions sold to whale shipsL The im-
ports are salt, deal-boards, flirniture, drygoods, and silks. The Rusk'ans have taken pos-

session of the Fuallones, and some islands ofi* Santa I«rfaara, and their settlement at Rossi,

a few miles north of Bodega, is strooglv fortified. On the east of the coact chain abova-
mentioned, and extending to the Colondo and the Rocky Mountains, is a vast sandy plain,

about 100 miles m width in its southern part and 200 in the northern, by 700 in length,

consisting of a bare, arid surfece, with some isolated mountains interspersed here and there
over its dreary boeom. In the north-eastern part of this great desert, is a large salt lake,
which Mr. Tanner has called Lake Ashley.

^W*''''^
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aiAPTER X.

MOETHBKLT AND WmWLT SniO>S OF AMEBIOA.

Thb legioM of North Ameriea, occupied fay Eonpeuia, or the deaeendanta of Eiuopetna,
oomprebend acuedy a half of ita Mirftee ; there lemains a vaat expanae held atill, almoat
uodiatuifaed, by ita natiro tribea. Three powen, indeed, Britain, Raaaia, and the United
States, have vf claim or treaty partitioned the whole turritory among then. It ia, however,
neither poaaBMad by them nor even known, anleaa in the linea oroaMd by hantinc or explo-

ratory upeditiona ; and in one direction by a few atationa, at vaat diatancea, called horaea,

erected by the fiir companiea, and aligfatly ibrtified, ao aa to be impregnable by the acanty
bands of **•(•> who traverae thia region. The demarcation ia traced, therefore, not ot
the foatorea of nature, which are unknown, but bv mechanical linea, traced on a map, accord-

ing to the degreea of latitude and longitude. This arrangement appeara to be prematura
It aeeuw enouf|fa if civilised nstiuos rank aa their own ue countnes of which they have
actual poaaaaaion, not those of which they have only a remote and prospective occupation.*

Saor. L—Oenersl OulUtu and Aapeet.

Thia portico of America is of very inegolar form, and aone of ita limita are exceedingly
vague. On the south it may be staled to ee bounded by Lower and Upper Canada, and by
the western sart of the United States. To the west, a large portion of it, extending aouth-

waida, called by the Americans ColnmiHa, or Oi^pat, is bounded nn She east by the Rocky
Mouataina, and on the aouth fay the Mexican tetrilory. All the other boundariea are man*
timet and are, oo the eaat, the Atlantic, tmkan into nomeroiia and deep bays; on the north,

the Arctic Ocean, ranipng in a varying line botween the 70th and 74th donees of latitude

;

on the west, the Pacific, farming a very windingline of ooaat, diveramed by numeroua
ialanda. This region may, theremre, tmge fima (Kf to 166^ of west longitude ; making,
in this latitude, a length of about 4000 miles ; while the general breadth may be considered

as jying between 60° and 70° of latitude, and amounting to about 1600 miles;

The general features of this vast region are ao little varied, and also ao imperfectly known,
that they mey be deacribed in few worda, and cannot afibrd room ftr the usual aubdiviaionaL

A very large pR^ortioa ia bleak, and chilled beneath the influence of an arctic aky. Even

I
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extensiTe tracts, endowed with great natural fertility, are destitute of culture, and coverec

with pine forests. The only commodity fitted for trade consiste io the skins and fiirs of the

numerous animals by which it is tenanted ; and these

1048 ^^ being destined to defend against the rigour of ar^^
arctic climate, are exceedingly rich and valuable

To obtain them Is the chief motive which has im

pelled Europeans to traverse the expanse of these

boundless and dreary wilds. The native inhabitai.

!

are thinly scattered, and are all in tne savage state

the rudest under which human society can exist

S(Nne display all the ferocity incident to that charaC'

ter; while others are comparatively mild and peace
able. They are divided into two distinct races;

those whom we call Indians (Jig. 1048.), and whose

various tribes occupy the whole interior of the cou'

Indian aad hta Bqmw. tinent ; and Esquimaux, who are feund tenanting all

the shoreB of the Arctic Ocean.

The greatest mountains in North America traverse the western part of this reg[bn. The
continuous chaia of the Rocky Mountains forms the eastern boundary of the district claim-

ed by the United States. The principal chain, so &r as our imperfect information goes;

takes a north-easterlv direction, and runs parallel, first to the Mackenzie River, and then tc

the Arctic Ocean, where recent discpvorers have given to difierent portions of it the namei

of Richardson, Buckland, Romansso^ ttn. A coast chafn appears to extend along the west
em shore, forming the prolongation of the mountain range of California, and in the north-

west shooting up mto the lofty peaks of Mounts Elias and Fkirweather, which overhang the

Pacific. The eastern part of the tract is almost entirely level, and forms a continuation oi

that great plain, wfaich, including die basin of the Mississippi, reaches finm the Gulf of

Mexico to tne Northern Ok;ean.

Rivers and other waters abound in a regim which, even in its most level tracts, is cover

ed with extensive forests, and subject to little evaporatiim. The most southerly part of the

great eastern plain includes the sources of the Mississif^i, and of those numerous streami

which form Lake Superior and ultimately the St. Lawrence. In another direction, the twc

Saskatchawans, flowmg bata the eastern side of the Rocky range, unite and fall into Laki
Winnipeg. From the same quarter the Ungigah, or Peace River, united to the Athabasca
and pusuff through Slave Lake, forms the Mackenzie River, whose course from its re
motest head cannot be estimated at less than 9000 miles. Farther to the east the Arcti<

Ocean receives the less ample streams of tb«^ Coppermine River and the Thleweecho
Hudscm's Bay forms the receptacle of the considerable streams of the Missinippi or Church
ill, the Nelson, and Hill rivers. In tito west, the Columbia, descending from the Rock]
Mountains, and receiving the Clarke or Flathead and the Saptin or Lewis, &Us into Uu
Pacific, after a rugged and broken course of about 1600 miles.

Lakes also are "urgely produced by the copious waters collected on the dead level of th(

great eastern plain. The spacious expanse of the Winnipeg borders immediately upra

Upper Canada. Northwards along the line of Mackenzie River are the Athabasca oi

Athapescow, the Slave and the Great Bear lakes, all of large dimensions. Numeroui
smaller bodies of water are spread over this district, particularly in the newly diacoverec

territory of Boothia. These lakes, however, in the heart of an arctic region, frozen for half

the year, and almost always encumbered with floating ice, confer few benefits on the sur
rouDding country, and preient serious obstructions to the traveller.

8kot. n.

—

Natural Otogrofiiy.

Sinaaor. 1.—Oevtogy,

Of the Geology of these most northern regions of America, a general idea will be em
veyed by the following details :

—

I. The Rocky Mountains, and the Mackenzie River, fh>m Great Bear Lake, in N. lat

6S° to the Northern Ocean.—^The Rocky Mountain range is principally composed of primi-

tive rocks, which support an extensive deposit of secondary formation. The 8ea-coast«

from, them towards the Mackenzie, are shallow, and skirted with islands, sometimes bounded
by a gravelly beach, at other times with high banks of sandstone or cliffii of limestone
Greenstone, sandstone, and limestone occur in pebbles on the shore. On the sea-Ksoast, west

of the Mackenzie River, Cp.ptain Franklin collected greywacke, clay slate, limestone,

Lydian stone, quartz, potatone, and rock crystal. Brown coal, chy ironstone, pitch ooal,

and limestone were seen on the shores opposite the Rocky Mountains; and westward,
towards Icy Cape, were noticed greywacke slate traversed 1^ veins of quartz and iror

pyrites. On Flaxman's Island, N. lat 70° 11', W. long. 145° 60', were seen greenish claj

slate, brought down by the rivulets and torrents firom the Rocky Mountains. From the east
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end of Lake Superior, slightly converging towards the Rocky Mountains, to the east side
of Great Bear Lake, there is a range of primitive rocks but little elevated above the sur-
rounding country. For 700 miles, beginning in N. lat 50°, between these two ranges, the
space is occupied principally by horizontal strata of limestone as for as 60° north. The
shores of Great Bear Lake are of primitive rocks, sometimes rising into hills of 800 or 1000
feet Masses of rock and gravel, apparently derived from the hills, consisting of quartz
rock, granite, and gneiss, are found on the surface and in the valleys. The north shore of
Bear Lake is formed of boulders of limestone. Fort Franklin stands on a bay of the west
coast, and the bottom of the bay and the beach are strewed with boulders of granite, syenite,
porphyry, greenstone, amygdaloid, porphyritic pitchstone, dolomite, limestone with coral-
lines, gray and red sandstone. The soil in the vicinity of Fort Franklin is sandy or gravelly,
coveting a bluish plastic cla^, which is firmly frozen during the greater part of the year.
Narrow ridges of limestone rise in the country west and north of Fort Fnnklin, which is

otherwise level as for as the eye can reach.

Bear Lake River.—Gray sandstone forms the banks of the river. Salt springs, yielding
excellent common salt, foil into the river a little below the rapid, at that point where iha
Rocky Mountains first appear in the distance. The strata on the sides of the rapid are
sandstone. Brown coal, with impressions of fern, occur on the banks; also ammonites in a
reddish iron-shot sandstone. The Bear Lake River flows into the Mackenzie through banka
of a grayish Mack limestone, traversed by veins of white calcareous spar. The upper beds
are calcareous ccmglomerate, associated with limestone impregnated with mineral oil, also

bituminous shale. Sulphurous springs and streams of mineral oil are seen issuing from Uie
lower limestone strata on the banks of the Mackenzie, when the waters are low.
Mackenxie JZtver.—The banks of the river, at ite junction with Bear Lake River, are

composed of diflerent brown coal, alternating with pipe clay, potters' clay, &c. The beds
of coal take fire on being exposed to the atmosphere. The pipe clay is used by the natives

for food when provisions are scarce. It is not unpleasant to the taste, and it is said " to

have sustained life for a ccmsiderable time. The traders use it for whitening their houses.

It is aaroeiated with a rock resembling bituminous shale on the shores of the Frozen Sea."
Deposita of brown coal occur near the Rocky Mountains, along their eastern edge, in a
narrow strip of marshy, boggy, uneven ground ; and again on a branch of Peace River, and
on the Saskatchawan in N. ut 52°, and on Garry's Isund, near the mouth of the Macken-
zie. On the banks of the Mackenzie, below Bear Lake River, are steep clifl^ and in many
places underneath are rocks of limestone. Salt springs aro said to occur in connection with
this formation. The Rocky Mountains appear at no great distance from the Mackenzie.
At the rapids in that river, where limestone ridges traverse the country forty miles below
the first rapid, the sides of the river rise into mural precipices of limestone, weathered into

columns and castellated towers. At this remarkable rapid, called by the natives the Ram-
parts, the river is narrowed to 300 yards, with 50 fothoms depth of water, and the defile is

three mUes in length. The banks rise on each side of this vast chasm from 80 to 100 feet

above the level of the river. The rocks of the Ramparto are of granular foliated limestone,

c<rfoured with mineral oil ; and, accompanying the river tturough this rent, many varieties

of limestone occur. Below the Ramparta the river expands to a breadth of two miles, and
ita banks slope away to a moderate height In N. lat 66°. mural cliifo of sandstone or

quartz rock, 160 foot high, repose aa horizontally stratified limestone, containing chain

coral. Forty miles below the sandstone cliflb, marl slate occurs, forming the banks of the

river, which again contracting, gives to this reach, for twenty miles, the name of the Nar-

rows. On emerging from the Narrows, the Mackenzie forms a number of deltas, through

which it foils into the sea. The Rocky Mountains form the western boundary of the low-

lands cS the deltas, and the Reindeer Hills a parallel boundary on the east side. Lime-

stone occurs in conical hills, but a loose sandstone predominates. These hills gradually

diminish in height, and the eastern branch of the river runs round this northern limit in N.
lat 60°. White spruce grows as far as 68°, where it disappeara. The country thence

becomes a flrozen morass, onward, north of the hills, seldom thawing more than six or eight

inches from the surface.

Attuvial Ittandt.—^The space occupied bv the various reaches of the Mackenzie, between

the Rooky Mountains and the Reindeer Hills, is ninety miles in length, and from forty to

fifty in breadth. The river forms this tract into islands, by the numerous channels throun^i

which it winds its way to the sea. The islands are most of them flooded .in spring, but

annual accumulations of drift-wood and sand have raised some parts above the reach of the

annual inundations, and as for north as lat 68° the highest parts are clothed in summer
with dwarf willows and white spruce. Sandy shoals skirt the coast, and the whole line

from Cape Bathurst in W. long. 127°, as for west as the Sacred Islands in W. long. 137°,

presenta a similar outline and structure. The sea coast, east from the Mackenzie for many
miles, is low, with occasionally gently swelling sand hills. The beaches and capes ara

covered with bouldon of limestone, sandstone, and syenite. Some of the proroontoriea
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oonmt of bluiah skte clay, reddish slate clay, with interspersed crystals of selenite, and
•zhibits the aluminous mineral called Rock Butter.

Sea-ootut «a$t of Ike Maekenxie.—^At Parry's Peninsula, still on the edve of the ses,

limestone begins. The beaches are covered with limestone boulders, and on the steep banks
it 'appears in weather>wom columns, while in oth^r sections it appears in horizontal strata;

and fragments of chert, dolomite, tJaA greenstone, are scattered over its surftce. Vegetal
tion is very scanty, and over large tracts there is not even the vestige of a lichen.

8ea<oa*t. Cape Lgon to the Coppermine River.—Slate clay traversed by and covered
with trap rocks forms hills rising to a height of700 at 800 feet above the sea, and appearing
on the coast in the form of lofty precipices. Eastward the line of coast becomes lower, red

qnartzy sandstone occurs, and Go^ic arches of limestone ibrm strikinff objects. Naked bar-

ran ridges of iron^hot greenstone cross the country at Point Oe Witt Clinton, and the upper
oil consists of magnesian limestone, gravel, and bluish clay. From this district to the

mouth of the Coppermine River, limestone is the prevailing rock, accompanied by sandstone,

greenstone, and porphyry, with various disseminated minerals. Vegetation ceases before

leaching this line of coast, which is between 09° and 70° N. A paten of moss, or a clump
of dwan willows in crevices, or under the shelter, of decaying drift-wood, ocoasiooally ap-

pear; but with these very rare exceptions, no trace of verdure or herbage is seen.

IL From Skue Lake to tke Arctic Ocean Ay (Ae Coppermine JUmt.—Granite racks
occur east of the Slave River, when it joins Slave Lake, and the same rack forms the
Reindeer Uands. The same formation continues to Carp lAke, producing on its hills and
valleys spruce firs, Banksiana, and. aspen. On Point Lake, in lat 66° If., the pravailing

rocks are greywacke and clay ilate, with magnetic greonstone. In the sheltered valleys

•pruce firs an seen, but farther eut, where gneiss crosses the river, there is no wood. In
lat 66° N., high pcwks of red granite an4 syenite, aid large beds of ^rraenstone, are said ta

pass through ud overlay quartz rocksi In the beds of the torrents mtersecting the plains

are found nagments of red-coloured, jnannlar foliated limestone, red sandstone, quartz rook,

and trap containing prehnite. The Coppw Mountains consist chiefly of trap rocks, resting

upon and traversing red sandstone and limestone. Small ma»es of native copper occur
disseminated through the trap racks. In the valleys are found native copper, green mala-
chite, cooper glance, and prehnite. North of the Copper Mountains trap hills occur. The
intermediate country consists of a deep sandy soil, and some of the eminences are clothed

with grass, but the ridges are destitute of vegetation. On the west banks of the river, red

Sanite extends firom the Copper Mountains to the sea, where it forms mural preoipioes oo
e coast The main sboi«, for sixty miles east of tne Conwrmine River, is a low shelving

gravelly beach. Eaatward of the beach trap rocks re-appear, and form an exceedingly
sterile and rocky coast The islands near this coast abound in cliflk of greenstone and elay-

tooe porphyry. The whole country is barren, one ridge of racks rising above another, with
•tony valleys between, without a trace of vegetation. Ch«nite occasionally rises op into

acute and craggy peaks 1600 foet high, alternating with low naked ranges of gneiss. In
one instance a vein of sulphuret of lead or galena was found enclosed in the gneiss, which
is often intersected by veins of trap and porphyry. Continuing east, red sandstone, with
bluish gray slate, appear. Amygdaloid, enclosing agates, occurs in Barrr's bland. On the
coast gneiss re-appears at short distances, with occuional lofty peaks or granite. Accord-
ing to Dr. Richardson, a red sandstone, which he conjectures may be the new red sandstone

of authors, prevails on the Arotio sea-coast, fiuni the mouth or the Conermine River, in

W. long. 116° eastward, to Cape Turnagain, which is in W. long. 100°, N. ht 60°. The
gneiss fonoation is next in extent and runs parallel, within the red sandstone, extending
tram the sea to Fort Enterprise, in lat 65° N., presenting the true " Barren Oroond." The
genera] direction of the strata just mentioned is N.W. and S.E., and the mean angle of in-

clination 46°. Granite, syenite, gneiss, mica slate, chiy slate, occur throughout tUs, with
their usual geognostical relations. Gneiss is the most extensively distributed, always attend-

ed with a scanty vegetation, and generally the most desolate sterility. The masses which
occur on the summit of the hills on the Barren Grounds are generally of mnite, derived
fiom the subjacent rocks. EUctensive alluvial deposits occurred on the line of the first

journey permmed by Franklin, such as lakes filled up by deposits fhxn riven, and the d^
oris of mountains washed down by torrents, besides alluvial peninsulas formed by the action

of the sea.

III. MelvHh bland. Port Bowen, and tke eoatte qf Prince Regenfe Inirt—Winter
Harbour, in Melville Island, is the most western point ever navigated in the Polar Sea flfwu

the eastern entrance. It is in N. lat 74° 96', and W. lon#. 113° 46'. The length of Mel-
ville Island is 180 miles f)tom E.N.E. to aS.W., breadth forty or fifty mUes. Sandstone of
the coal formation, with casts and impressions of plants, resembling those fiiund in the coal-

fields of Britain, form the principal mass of the island.

Port Botoen and tke eoasle of Prince Regend InleL—Secondary limestone, by some
considered as identical witli mountain limestone, forms both sides cS Prince Regent's Inlet

It is everywhere deposited in horizontal strata. It contains eihbedded masses of chert, and

-," •s"i:3^le^Hr/<^-:nwi#^ife*fa;'*if«ft-AftJHit«';i»:'''v.--<-'*'y*'^
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organic remains of various kinda On the hills, and on the surface of a red coloured lime-

stane, were fixind masses of fibrous brown iron ore, and also brown coal. On the west side

of Prince Regent's Inlet thick beds of gypsum extend Uiirty miles through tho country,

associated with a limestone which, when near the gypsum, abounds in organic remains. All

the gypsums are of a white colour, and of these the foliated, fibrous, and granular are met
with, biit not the compact

Alluvial depotitt.—Alluvial marl deposits, firom the snow waters passinff through, and
over the limestone strata in the summer, occur on the shores and in the vafleys, aiM frag-

meuts of limestone are scattered in difierent directions by the same agency ; but the lime-

stone hills in many parts, and the country generally, were more or less covered with boul-

ders of primitive rocks. Some of these wera npwuds of fifty tons in weight They abound
noar the sea-coast gradually diminishing in siae and number, and at the distance of fourteen

or sixteen miles from the sea, they are comparatively small and seldom. The nearest known
fixed primitive rocks were upwanls of 100 miles distant finm these remarkable boulders.

IV. Island* and countriea bordering on Hudton't JSsy.—The lands bordering on Hud-
son's Bay, and the islands which it encloses, are generally hilly, and are usually disposed

in ranges, but are not very lofty, the average being about 800 fiset and the highest summits
not exceeding 1600 feet above the level of the sea.. The valleys are narrow and rugged,

and the clifl's often display mural fronts of more than 100 feet in heisht Wherever the

shores are low, flats and shoals extend fiir out making a shallow sea ; out where the coast

is rocky and steep, the sea is proportionably deep. The country is covered with snow and
ice the greater part of the year. The upper soil varies firom two or three inches to one
foot in depth, beneath which the ground is frozen like the most solid rock. In the summer,
a few plants appear in the fiwures of the rocks, in sheltered places. The general aspect

of the country indicates the prevalence of primitive rocks, but no volcanic rocks have hith-

erto been met with. The islands and countries bordering xm Hudson's Bay, between lat 60°

and 60° N., and long. 65° and 125° W., are composed of primitive, transition, secondary,

and alluvial rocks.

Prmithe rocks,—Theae are, granite, gneiss, mica sliite, clay slate, chlorite slate, eurita

porphyry, hornblende rock, hornblende slate, primitive greenstone, serpentine, and primitive

limestone. Several interesting minerals occur in these rocks, such as garnet zircon, rock
crystal, beryl, coccolite, asbestos, grairiiite, magnetic iron ore, magnetic pyrites, chromata
of iron, dec.

TVanaition roeilrs.—^These &.-(> \i'7. rocks in many various forms, greywacke, grey*
wacke slate, transition clay sla> ? ...ity slate.

Seetmdary rocks.—1. liunesi -.^ rvlmng corals, trilobites, orthoceratites, and many
fiMsil shells. 2. Bituminous shale, aa mdication of the coal formation. 3. Secondary green-

stone, sometimes containing titanitic.iron ore, sometimes iron-shot and porphyritic, and at

othen crossed }>y Veins of calcareous spar.

MluvM depo$iU.—But few alluvial depoaits are mentioned as occurring in those parts

of tho arctic regions that border on Hudson's Bay. The most striking objects are the boul-

ders spread over some of the islandai Whde limestone islands are covered with Uocks of

granite, gneia, and quarts, both in rounded masses and in angular forms.

SuMioT. 2.

—

Bolanff.

The Botany of these regions has been already noticed, under the heads (rf* British America,
and Siberia.

SoiaioT. 3.

—

Zoology,

The Zoological features, in regard to the ferine inhabitants of these wild and uncivilised

tracts, have Men sufllcienU;^ dwelt upon in our introductory remarks. We shall, therefore,

merely notice, mora in detail, a few ^ the moat interesting quadru^ieds already mentioned.
The Polar or Sea Bear is precisely the same as that of Aretic Europe ; but Or. Richard-

son considsra its oise to have been much exaggerated b^ the older vovajgen: it never ex-

ceeds nme feet m length and four and a half in
^^'^

heifflit. Many interesting and even distressing an-

ecdotes are upon recora, attesting its amazing
strength and dreadfiil ferocity. The principal resi-

dence of this formidable anunal is on fields of ice,

with which be is firequently driven to a great dis-

tance firom Ioim'. ; but he not only swims with rapid-

ity, but is capablr of making long springs in the

water. This species, being able to phxsure its fijod

in the depth of even an arctic winter, has n^t the

necessity to hibernate ; its pace, at full speed, is a
kind of shuffle, as quick as the sharp gallop ofa horse.

The Musk Ox (.Bos mosekalus) \fig. 1050.) de*

Vol. III.

" » 28
HuikOi.

I
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nvet its name ftom ita flesh, when in a lean alate, Bmellicg atrongly of that aubrtance. It

u truly an arctic animal, the districta which it inhabits being the proper lands of tho Esqui-

maux. Grass at one season and lichens at another, supply its only food. In size, the Musk
Ox scarcely equals that of the small Highland cattle : the carcase, when cleaned, not weigh-
ing more than 3 cwt Notwithstanding the shortness of its legs, it runs fast, climbing hills

aira rocks with great ease : it assembles in herds of from twenty to thirty, and flees at the

tight of man ; uie bulls, however, are very irascible, and when wounded will attack the

hunter, and endanger his life.

The Wild Goat and Sheep of the Rocky Mountains deserve a brief notice; particularly

as the two animals have been much confused in the aecounta of travellers. The first {fiapra
amerieana Rich.) (Jig. lOSL) is as big as the domestic sheep: its fleece hanging down on
the aidea like that of the Merino breed ; the hair ia long and atraight, coarser tun that of

1051

1063

Boekr Moonlaia Ooat Roekr HouoUta Shatp.

the riieep, but finer than that of the common goat It inhabits the most lofty peaks of the

Rocky Mountains, and probably extends fVom WP to 65° lat The fine wool which it i»o-
dnees grows principally on the back and hips, and is intermixed with long coarse hair.

The Rocky Mountain Sheep (Ovw nunUana Rich.) {Jig. 1052.) was seen by the first

Califbmian missionaries so far back as 1697 ; but its true nature or history was only known
of late years. It is much larger than any domestic tiieep: the horns of the ram are

immense. The hair is like that of the rein-deer; at first short, fine, and flexible; but as

winter advances, it becomes coarse, dry, and brittle, though it fbels sofl; it is then so cloae

aa to become erect The Rocky Mountain Sheep inhabit the lofty chain of mountaina fhxn
which their name ia derived, fhmi ita northern termination in lat 68° to about lat 40°.

They collect in flocka ftom three to thirty, the young rama and the fbmalea herding together,

while the old rama form separate flocka Mr. Dnimmond mentions that the horns of the
dd rams attain a size so enormous, that they e&otually prevent the animal firom feeding

upon level ffround.

Among uie other lumr game are the Biaon, the Wapiti, the Mooae, and aeven other

apeciea or varietiea of Deer, fbur difibrent Harea, and aeveral other amaller quadrupeda,

which our confined limita will not permit ua to notice.

The Ornithologv aasimilates in many respects to that of Arctic Europe, as most of the
aquatic birds feuM in one country are common also in the other. The land birds, however,
are almost entirely diflerent, while nearly all the grouse of the New World are exclusively

confined to these northern latitudea. The Grouae of the northern regions of America cm-
atitute the most peculiar feature in their ornithology

;

the speoiea are more numeroua than those of Eun^pe^
ftom which alao they are totally diatinet Tlie Itx^
est ia the Centroeircua unqphaaianua Sw. br Cock
of the ^una {fir. 1058.): a noble bird, fhlly equal
to the T. UTOg^lua, and diatinguished by a long,

cuneated tail, the feathers of which are narrow aM
pointed; the male is distinguished by two naked
spaces nearly in fVont of the breast, which, when
inflated can only be compared to the bust of a
fen^de figure. It inhabits the extensive plains near
the sources of the Missouri. Another species, the
Tetrao obscurus, or Richardson's Grouse, is of the

Mme nxe, and bears some resemblance to the Black Cock of England.
The Water Birds comprise, in all probability, nearly the whole of dioae European speciea

which have been detected in America, with some few others hitherto undescribed. Among
these may be named the following Ducks aa being contained in the caUeotkna of Dr.
Richardaon:—

CtMkofdMllijM.
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Mam euftlnm L. CanidfaB Ooovw
Mwm tXnmbk L. Riimller Duck.
BoKfaMdoMMlksSw MilbfdDiiek.
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>oidMdiiean*iK Bli

Bmehu CraBu Aw. Ortca-
Oitanla pnaleilMi «»
Am, lifn. goolOT Daek.
Friirri* nM4a An. RaMyOwk.
FnUfnh BUiU JflN. tkup Oucfc.

.wtatidTaL
n-winnd Tml.

VarSutf
(Dock.IMUcwbntalMi*. FlDliil Dock.

MutOLtmninm Sllfk. Am. WMnia.

The most remarkable of the Land Birds is the Great Calilbrnian Vulture (Fuifur coli-

rdinU nMoran Soik Ta«MDMk.
Cluniili ralnra Lmek. GoMnHrc D
CbaiubakbolilMtk. ktfUkMMI
CtUKAkMftaalaljK*. lUilnMaDKk.
HaidliiheUiibMk. LnrWlMOi
lirii(id>lMar " " " '

1054

OrMi Calibmiia Vuhun.

fomianus) {jig. 1054.), which seems confined, according to the
observations of Mr. D. Douglas, to the wood^ districts of that

country. They build in the most secret and impenetrable parts

of the pine forests, invariably selecting the loftiest trees over-

hanging the deepest pi^cipices. It measures from four fbet to

four feet and a half long, and the quills are so large as to be used
by the hunters as tubes for tobacco>pipea. Their food is carrion,

or dead fish ; for in no instance will they attack any living ani-

mal, unless it be wounded and unable to walk. In searching

for prey, they soar to a great altitude, and on discovering a
wounded deer, '^r other animal, they follow its track until it sinks.

Although only v <^ bird may be first in possession, it is soon sur-

rounded by great numbers, who all foil upon the carcase and de-

vour it to a skeleton within an hour, even though it bo a horse or

a stag: their voracity, in short, is almost insatiable.

SwTT. III.

—

Local Qeography
'

Of a country so extensive and so imperfectly known, it would, as already observed, be
impossible to give a detailed account, arranged under the ordinary general heads. It will,

tiierefore, be necessary to describe the several parts successively, as in the local sections.

We shall describe it provisionally according to the nations by whom each territonr is claim-

ed, as this division coincides in some measure with that formed by nature. The British

territory includes all the eastern part of the region, extending at one point as for as tiie

opposite coa&t; while the Russians claim the ncvth-west, and the Americana the south-west

parts of the territory.

Sraascr. 1.—Territory claimed by Britain.

The most eastern part of this territory is Labrador, a vast region extending about 700
miles in each direction, and included between the Atlantic and the spacious inland sea
called Hudson's Bay. It has all the characteristics of an arctic territory ; is filled with
small frozen lakes, and covered with extensive forests of fir, birch, and pine. Numerous
rivers, the early course of which is unknown, discharge themselves into the sea, forming
excellent harbours, if there were any trade to conduct. The coast is diversified with almost
innumerable islands, tenanted by numerous flights of waterfowl. The coast along Hudson's
Ba.y is called the East Main, and the climate there is peculiarly severe. Tho mhabitants
are of two classes : the Esquimaux, who occupy all the coasts, and share the industrious

and peaceable character of their race ; and the mountaineers, probably Indians, of a ruder
and fiercer character : and between these two races bloody contests are waged. No settle-

ments have been formed on these dreary shores with a view either to commerce or cultiva-

tion. It is only the ardent zeal of missionary teechcra, particularln the Moravians, which
has induced them to form several settlements; particularly at N;Un, where they have
assembled a few of the rude natives, teaching them at once the doctrines of Christianity

and the first elements of social life.

Numerous islands, single or in groups, diversify the interior of Hudson's Bay, and par-

ticularly the I<mg strait which leads into it These are chiefly Southampton and Mansfield

Island m the northern part of the bay itself, the former very large ; Mill, Salisbury, Not-
tingham, Charles, and the Savage Islands in the straits ; Marble Island, off the western
coast; Agomisca, Noith and &ath Bear, and many smaller islands at the southern
extremity. These islands, like the adjacent shores, are inhabited by different tribes of
Esquimaux, many of whom are described by navigators as fierce and rapacious.

The western coast of Hudson's Bay chiefly deserves attention, since upm it nearly all

the English settlements are situated. The principal of these is York Foit, a fow miles up
Hayes or Hill River, and in the close vicinity of which Nelson River also discharges itself

into the gulf. York Fort is built on a spot so watery and swampy, that in ::ummer, when
the snow nas completely melted, the inhabitants have no walk unless upo:i a platform laid

between their house and the pier. The place forms a largo sauare, one part of which con-

sists of the habitations, the other of the stores for meronandise. The Hudson's Bay Fur
Company have also to the north Fort Churchill, on the great river Churchill, or Miasinippi

;

and to the south, at the extremity of James's Bay, Albany Fort on the western, and East

Main Fort on the eastern or Labrador side. The trade of these forts consists entfrely in

the collection of flirs, in search of which Ihuir agents are sent in every direction, almoet to
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the Arctic Ocean on one side, and the Pacific on the other. The fiirs exported in 1632
unounted to 4828 skins of the beaver and otter; 8451 of the bear and buffiilo; 6832 of the

fin and fisher ; 45,453 of the fiir cat and marten ; 7686 of the minx ; 331,102 of the musk
rat; 238 of the racoon; 1718 of the wolverine badger; 5038 of the wolf; valae about

110,000/.

The country to the soath-west firam Hudson's Bay, and bounded on the south by Canada,

is commonly called New South Wales. It is a watery and swampy region, yet it contains

many fertile spots, under a climate which by no means precludes luxuriant vegetation ; so

^t, when Canada is fiilly colonised, it is very probable that the range of settlement may
be extended to this district It contains the large lakes of Deer and WoUaston, and the

small ones of Methye, BuflUo, and Isle k la Crosse ; on the last three of which there are

ttations, to which the traders ascend in canoes. On Albany River, also, there are Osna-
burg House, Gloucester House, and Henley.

Lake Winnipeg, with the region to the west, whose waters flow into it, forms an exten-

sive division of native America. This lake, to which the old travellers gave the name of

Aasiniboins, is of a winding form, about 280 miles long, and ftom 80 to 15 broad. It receives

numerous and large streams from almost every point of the compass, and enjoys thus a
remarkable extent of canoe navigation. One smnre exhibits variegated hills with wide and
fertile prairies ; the other, a gruid but desdate scene of naked rock. From, the sooth, it

receives the Winnipeg river, whose fells, or rather cataracts, have a peculiarly wild and
sublime character, thmi the rapidity and immense volume of the waters, the various ferms

of the cascades, and the dark granite «nd primitive rocks through which they dash. The
upper part of*thu river expands into the Lake of the Woods, amut 300 miles in circumfe-

rence. The scenery is very wild and romantic, the shores being bordered by precipices

crowned with dense foliage, and the sur&ce studded with countless idands. The country

is, however, ao bleak and rugged as to afibrd no support, and only a solitary bear or moose-
deer, or a hal^starved femily of savages, is occasionally met with.

The country west and south-west of the Winnipeg consists of an extensive plain in many
plaeee fertile, yet still almost exclusively occupied 'r; wild animals and savages. Large
rivers flow through it, the two Saskatchamns, tiie Assiniboins, and the Red River, which
rises nearly in the same quarter as the Mississippi. On these rivers the Hudson's Bay Fur
Company have a considerable number of trading houses, of which the principal are Cum-
berland, Chesterfield, and Marlborough. In a fertile territory, with a fine clinmte, aloog

the Red River, Lord Selkirk formed settlements, to which he gave the names of Pembma
ud Fort Douglas. He purchased from the Hudson's Bay Company a territory of 116,000
acres, and transported thither a colonv of various nations, chiefly Dutch and German. The
oil has been found venr productive ; but the great distance from a market, beuig 2800 miles

from New Orleans, and 1000 feon BuflUo, must long prevent it from rising to great im-

portance. It has snflbred severely from contests with the Indians, fomented by the jealousy

of the North-west Company. Bforeover, m consequence of the recent settlement of the

boundary line with the United States, half of it has been included within their territory.

The regions extending to the north of those now described, and bounded by the Arctic

Ocean, are scarcely known, unless in the lines traced by the recent expeditions of iiaeo-

very ; yet firom these we can form a tolerably correct idea of their general outline. The
northern boundaries of Hudson's Bay were rally ascertained by the second expedition of
Captain Parry. That expanse appears more properly a sea, having a communication not

with the Atlantic only, but with the Arctic Ocean, by the Strait of the Fury and Hecla.
The north-eastern extremity of America forms hero what is called Melville Peninsula, the

eastern coast of which is washed by the Fox Channel, the part of Hudson's Bay that ex-

tends north firom Southampton Island. That island is separateid from the continent by a long
narraw channel, called, since Middleton's time, the Frozen Strait, which is crowded and the

navication encumbered by a labyrinth of islets. The climate is exceedingly rigorous, be-

vuml what might be expected in a latitude under 70^. The seas are covered with an un-
broken sheet of ice, unless for three or four months of summer, during which time also icy

fhigmentB are tossing about, and the bays and straits are still encumbered with them. Fttm
the accumulation of these in the Strait of the Fury and Hecla, the attempt repeatedly made
hy Captain Parry to penetrate into the Aretic Ocean was completely baffled, ^^en spring

melts the snows, the country is traversed by impetuous streams and torrents. One consi-

derable river, called the Barrow, descends in a most magnificent fell amid finely broken
rocks, about ninety feet perpendicular. Yet the ground hero and in other quarters is coverwl,

during the short summer, with a rich vegetation. Almost the only land animals which en-

dure the rigour of winter are the fox, the wolf, and the musk ox ; the deer take their flight

into milder climates. The shores, however, are crowded with that huge amphibious animal
the walrus, in herds often of 200 or 800. Only a few scattered fimiilies of Esquimaux wan
^er along the shores and islands, passing often over the ice fhrni one to the other. They
are on the whole peaceable and friendly, and display no small degree of industry, and evmi
ingenuity, in providing for their wants, and fencing against the rigour of tiie climate. Their
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food consists entirely of wild animals whom they have snared or taken, and in these opera-
tions they display both art and courage. When they have thus laid in a stock of provisions,
they indulge most enormously, bringing on themselves the disitresses of repletion, soon fol-

lowed by Uwae of Amine. The skins of captured animals, particularly deer, nkil^lly fitted

to the shape, aflbrd rich and warm clothing sufficient to defend them against the extreme
cold. Their summer habiutions are tents framed of the skins of deer, with the bones of
large animals serving as poets ; but the winter houses are most singularly constructed with-
out any other material except snow. This substance, when duly hardened hy the first cold
of winter, is cut into slabs, which are put together so skilfiiljy as to form structures of a
conical shape, that remain durable till melted by the heat of the following summer. Each
apartment is accommodated with a lamp fed with the blubber of the walrus or seal ; and
which serves at once for light, heat, and cookery. It preserves immediately around it a
temperature of 38°; but on the bench round the wall, where the inmates sit and sleep, it

does not exceed 23° : and they are preserved from the cold only by large quantities c^
clothing.

Capuin Rom, in his lata gallant and adventurous voyage, explored a large extent of the
northern coast of America, and found it distinguished by several remarkable and important
features. This coast, commencing in about lat.68° N. and Ion. 93° W., opposite the north-
western extremity of Melville peninsula, narrows into an isthmus, not more than fifteen

miles broad, two-thirds of which space is occupied by a chain of fi«sh-water lakes. The
land then extends on each side, enclosing two spacious gulfs, called the East and West Seas.
It then continues to stretch northward, till it forms a very extensive peninsula, reaching not
less than 300 miles in each directioa The eastern coast, partly discovered by Captain
Panr in his third voyage, has been completely surveyed by Captain Roes. It n much bro-
ken by deep inlets and rocky ishuids, encumbered with ice, and of dangerous navigation

;

but its south-eastern coast contains three secure harbours, Felix, Victory, and Sheriff's. The
northern coast was seen by Captain Parry in his first voyage, without his landing upon it;

and about 80 miles of the north-western coast were explorra by Commander Roes : but the
north-western boundaries are yot unknown. The country, as nir north as 72°, is inhabited,

and Captain Ross had communication with a very intereatinr ' "'be of natives, who had never
before seen any European. This peninsula, with the isthnius and th» territory along the
newly-explored coast, were named by the discoverer Boothia, after the individual who had
chiefly enabled him to equip the expedition. Commander Ross also sailed westward along
the American coast to Ion. 09° W., lat 70° N., where he via only 150 miles fh>m the near-
est known point of Cape Tumagain. In a subsequent expedition Captain Back descended
from Slave Lake doMm a large river called Tbleweccho, which he traced to the sea in lat
67** N., Ion. 94° 30' W., after a course of 620 miles, broken by no less than eig[hty-three

flills, cascades, and rapids. From the accounts he received from the Esquimaux, it appears
that the coast here trends to the south, forming a large gulf betweelt the mouth of the
Thleweecho and Mdville peninsula, the western coast of which has not been examined.
The appearance of the driftwood also led Captain Back to the conclusion that thsre is a pas-

sage from this gulf into the Arctic Ocean to the south of the isthmus examined by Ross, in

which case the Boothia of that voyager, instead of being the north-eastern termination of
the continent, is an island.

Another line of discovenr was traced by Hearne, under a commission by the Hudson's
Bay Company, flrom Fort Churchill to the mouth of the Coppermine River. It consisted of
an extensive plain diversified by a chain of comparatively small lakes, to which he gave the
names of Coseed, Snowbird, Pike, Peshew, and Cogead. The natives are of Indian race,

much ruder than the Esqnimaiyi, with iriiom they wage a most cruel warfare. They sub-

sist solely by hunting, and proceed on the usual system of savages, devouring an enormous
quantity of food when it is abundant, and thus exposing themselves to intervals of cruel

mmine. The severest labour, and especially that of carrying heavy burdens on their long
journeys, is devolved on the wives, who are supplied also with very scanty fare. As thay
are thus a source of wealth, the husband anxiously increases the number, and this he attains

by exertions of bodily strength, for whoever can overcome another in wrestling, may at once
seize on his wifo ; and stout wrestlers thus sometimes accumulate five or six. At the end
of the long northern plain is a ridge of stony mountains of difficult ascent, beyond which is

the considerable stream of the Coppermine River flowing into the Northern Ocean. The
mine, however, from which it takes its name having probably been exhausted, 8ffi>rds now
only a very scanty supply of the rootai.

Captain Franklin afterwards, by another route, descended the Coppermine River, and ex>

plored above six degrees of the coast to the eastward. His career terminated at Cape Tum-
again, about 150 miles westward of the farthest point explored by Commander Ross. That
nearest the river is well covered with vegetation ; but all the rest exhibits the most dreary

and inhospitable aspect, being composed only of a series of trap rocks which cover with their

debris the intervening valleys. It is broken into deep gulfb, to the principal of which were
given thu names of Coronation, Bathurst, and Melville. Along the coast, with a narrow

29*
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channel interreningf, extend a range of rockjr and barren islands, the principal of which,

after eminent British characters, were named Serena, Moore, Lawfonl, Home, Jameeon,

Goulbum, Elliot, and Cockbum. The whole country, for a considerable distance inland, as

was fatally experienced by Captain Franklin, is of the most dreary character, affording sup-

port only to a few arctic animals, and nothing which can serve as human food, except a spe-

cies of lichen called tripe de roche, which yields only a scanty and miserable nutriment
Farther to the west, a chain of large lakes, receiving numerous rivers, reaches in an ob-

lique line from the Winnipeg to the Northern Ocean. The first is the Athabasca, Atha-

pescow, or Lake of the Hills; an elongated body of water, reaching from west to east, 200
miles in length by 16 or 18 in breadth. Its northern shores consist of lofty primitire rock,

while the opposite bank is mostly either alluvial or sandy. The country between Lakes
Winnipeg and Athabasca is occupied by the Cree or Knistineaux Indians, a tribe now
reduced to about 500, who wander over a region of about 20,000 square miles. The influ-

ence of the English has put an end to internal war ; but it has introduced a habit, perhaps

more baneful, the inordinate use of spirits. For this they exchange all the furs which they
are able to collect; and whenever they have thus obtained a quantity of rum, a scene of
continued intoxication ensues, till it is consumed. The purchaser, however, still manifests

the thoughtless generositv of the savage character, by sharing it liberally with his compsp
nions, only assuming, while he deals it out, <in air of superiority, and indulging in extrava-

mnt boasts: this people continde also, unless under strong temptation, tolerably honest
The females are by no means so hardly treated as among the more easterly tribes: though
not admitted to eat with their lords, they are only subjected to the ordinary labours of their

sex. Their conduct however, is not always blameless, and their frailties are only punished
by a heatty beating; while the numerous race of half-breeds prove an extensive irregular

connexion with Europeans. They have a singularly complex mythologr, and are much im-
posed upon by an artful race of conjurers. The Stone Indians, who inhabit to the west of
Lake Winnipeg, are a taller and a handsomer race, of a bolder and fiercer character. They
maintain the original creed, that all animals, being created for the use of man, ought to M
equally shared among ali ; and this creed they take every opportunity of enforcing. The
European traders, whose views are verv diflerent are thus often broc^ht into serious colli*

sion with their rude neighbours. It is remarkable that on this level plain the people are
subject to goitres, the scourge of alpine regions; a circumstance which fitvouis the belief

that this cruel malady is caused by calcareous impregnatimu, which abound in many of the
rivulets.

On the north-western extremity of Athabasca the Hudson's Bay Company have erected
Fort Chepewyan, so named from the Indians who inhabit the neighbouring country. It

serves as a receptacle for the furs which are collected in considerable quantity from this

rar ?, who are not supposed to exceed 240 in number. Their appearance is singular, with
broad faces and prqiecting cheek-bones ; the^ are persevering incorrigible beggars, yet tole-

rably honest and so deeply imbued with national pride, that while they give to other nations

their proper names, they call themselves, by way of eminence, " the people." Great Slave
Lake and Great Bear Lake form the termination of this vast northern chain. The former
being 250 miles long by an average breadth of 50, is the largest <^ all the northern lakes,

and only siirnassed in America by Lakes Superior and Huron. Its norUiem Ame is skirted

by well-woooed hills, rising gently from the margin of the water; and above which some
rocky peaks appear. Fort Resolution has been erected on its southern, and Fort Providence
on a deep bay of its northern shore. The Ungigah or Peace River, having received the
Athabasca soon after it issues horn the lake of that name, flows into Slave Lake. Thence
it emerges under the name of Mackenzie River, and pursues a broad and majestic courw
to the Arctic Ocean, which it reaches in about 69° north lat Great Bear I^ke is not upon
but to the east of it, and connected by the channel of Great Bear Lake River. Bear Lake
may be about 200 miles in each direction, but it is of so irregular a form, and so deeply
indented by large peninsulas, that it does not cover nearly tbe same surfi^e si- Slave Lake.
Lying between 65° and 67°, it has an entirely chansed aspect and climate; and displays all

the rigours of an arctic rejg^on. The ground is clothed oiuy with stunted firs, and traversed
by numerous herds of reindeer. The Copper, the Hare, and the Dog-ribbed Indians are
the tribes by whom this quarter is flrequented. On the whole, they much resemble the
Chepewyans, but are of a more amiable and friendly disposition. Their humanity and fiiith-

fiil attachment were experienced by the recent travellers on occasions of extreme distress.

Fort Franklin on Great Bear Lake, and Fort P2nterprise on Point Lake, which lies to the
eastward, have acquired celebritv as places of preparation and of refiige before and after

the perilous voyaees performed along the shores of the Polar Sea.
The coast of the Arctic Ocean wTiich bounds America, after being unknown for so many

ages, has been recently explored for the space of 35 degrees of longitude westward from
the mouth of the Coppermine River. The first portion, surveyed by Dr. Richardson, ex*
tends between that and the Mackenzie River, and comprises 20 degrees. This cosst
stretches in a comparatively uniform line fnun east to west, broken only by two deep bays,
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to which are given the names of Liverpool and Franklin ; while towards its eastern ex*
tremity there extends, parallel to the coast, a long line of insular territ jry, which is called

Wollaston Land. The shore for a ^roat extent is bordered by bold and rugged, though not
lofly clifls, one of which is singulariy perforated, while elsewhere a range appeared con-
stantly on firo. This last phenomenon is produced by the structure of the rocks, consist-

ing of bituminous alum shale, the solphur contained in which has a chemical action pro-

ducing a constant ignition, whence arises thr formation of the salt called alum, of which
this may be considered as a great natural nianu&ctory. Along the coast are Esquimaux
villages in considerable numters ; and they are, on the whole, better constructed, and 8how
a greater progress in the arts of life, than is usual among this people. When the surprise
occasioned by the appearance cf strangers was over, they begun to traffic with eagerness

;

but they generally showed a disposition to obtain goods if possible by thefl rather than by
purchase. Captain Franklin, indeed, at the mouth of the Mackenzie, was attacked by a
numerous party with such fiiry, that his whole equipment had very nearly fallen into their

hands.

The coast westward of the Mackenzie River extends also in an almost direct line, declin-

ing gradually to the northwards. It is broken only by two not very deep bays, called Beau-
fort and Camden, and diversified by a number of small islands. Navigation, however, is

rendered gloomy and difficult by the masses of ice, either floating or fixed, which, even in

the depth of summer, encumber every part of the coast. The efiect is increased by the
deep aiid dense fogs in which the atmosphere is very generally involved. They are sup-
posed to arise from the copious vapours uxhaled by the heat of the sun, and prevented from
dispersin|r by the mountain range which closely borders the coast This range consists of
the termination of the Rocky mountains, which, afler so long a course across the continent
fhxn south to north, take now a westerly direction, and fiill into the Arctic Ocean. The
explorers gave to successive parts of it the names of the Buckland Chain, the British Chain,
and to one which occurred after passing the Russian frontier, the name of Count Romanzofl^
as an eminent patron of discovery. Thev do not, however, rise into those steep and loflv

cliA which form the western boundary of the United States. Mount Conybeare, a conspi-

cuous peak, was found to be only 800 feet high; and though toe British Chain -vas more
elevated, there seems no room to think that it much exceeds 2000 feet The small bands
of Esquimaux met here by Captain Franklin' required to be cautiously dealt with, tliou^S

they Mowed a peculiar ignorance in regard to every thing European. Taking hold of tlie

English coats, they asked of what animals these were the skins; they fastened fish-boob^

and awls as ornaments to the nose, and stuck needles, with the same view, into various partfj

of their persona. Farther west, however, the natives were found to be possessed of bearia

and knives, not of British manu&cture ; which had, it was stated, been brought by Esqui-
maux fhxn the westward, and received by them from kaUooruu, or white men ; these are,

with great probability, conjectured to be the Russians. In fact the expedition had come
within the limits <^ that territory which had, by treaty, been assigned as Russian.

SuBUOT. 2.

—

Territoriet claimed by Ruuia.

By a convention concluded in 1825, the 141st degree of longitude was fixed as the limit

between British and Russian America.* This line passed through regions then equally un-
known to both nations ; and the partial exploration of the Russian portion has since been
made not by Russia but by Britain. The expedition of Captain Franklin passed this limit

by about nine degrees ; in consideration of which, he assigned the name of Count Roman-
zoff to a part of the Rocky chain. Thence an unknown interval of nine degrees occurs,

terminatini^ at Point Barrow ; and the discovery from thence to the western limit of Amer-
ica at Behring's Strait has been made almost exclusivelv, first by Cook, and more recently
by Beechey. The boat sent by this last navigator reached Point Barrow, in 71°, the most
northerly point of America yet discovered or believed to exist The cold was here so in-

tense, that the boat was frozen in before the end of August and it was necessary to cut
through a quarter of a mile of ice, in order to liberate her. The tribe of Esquimaux here
are peaceable and friendly; but at Cape Smyth, to the westward, they are daring and
thievish. The point which Captain Cook had named Icy Capo, and where his prwress had
been arrested, was found by Captain Beechy quite fVee mxn ice ; it was low and filled with
large lakes, so near the sea that a boat could easily be dragged over into them. The coast
in proceeding south-westward, forms Cnpe Lisburr, compost of low hills of rounded sand-

stone, and Cape Beaufort presenting clifls of rugged limestone and flint The natives here
were good-humoured and friendly. About Point Hope and Cape Thomson, the coast is occu
pied by a tribe of Esquimaux, diminutive and extremely poor, yet merry and hospitable. The

* Bv the ttnoM of Ihli convontion, tba boundary line, beginnlnK at the aoutherninflat point nf Prince of Walea
hiand, la S40W N. lat., rum northwardlir alonf the eoaat, followinf the luronilt ofthe littoral mountaina to tba
Interaection with the Mlit dMrea of W. long., which line Ibroii the limit of the Britith and Rnmian terrltoriei,

thence to the Arctic Ocean. If th« niant mnuntalna ore mnra than ten Icaguei fl-om the ocean, then the lyonlier
ahall be (brimd by a line parallel to the cnatt, at that diitance nrom the aame. Prince of Wales Iiland, and tiM
other ialands to the north of it, belong to SuHia.
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rooka eomposingf Cape Mulgnve were found not to ftce the see, aa Cook had mippdaed, in

riewing them at a distance, but to be somewhat inland, and the interval filled, aa in other

parts of the coast, by numerous small lakes. I'he natives are taller than the other Esqui-

maux, but appeared never boPore the arrival of Captain Beechey to have seen Kuropeans

:

this was evidi-nt from the alarm which they showed on seeini; a gun discharged and a bird

fall. They were extremely courteous, presenting to the English, as dainties, the entrails

of a seal and coagulated blood, which they were much disappointed to find not at all relished.

Kotzebue's Sound, so named ftom the Russian navigator who discovered it, is a spacious ex-

paiue, which excited at first much interest, from the hope of its affording a passage east-

ward across the continent ; but careful examination soon proved it to be an encloMd gulf.

The natives on being approached raised at first loud cries of alarm and distrust ; yet were
not long of meeting the fhendly advances of the Ruasianx They showed themselves initi-

ated into the mysteries of smoking, which they had learned from the Tchutchi ; but had
never seen a pair of scissors, which wore passed with wonder from hand to hand, and applied

successively to the head of each of the party. The Esquimaux, in short, were found fiere,

aa in most other places, an ugly, broad-faced, dirty, but merry and good-humoured race, not

devoid of curiositjr and intelligence.

The shore continues low, flat, and well-peopled, till its westerly direetMO terminatas at

Cape Prince of Wales, a lofty peaked hill, forming the western limit of America, and which
ia separated by Behring's Strait, fifty-two miles broad, firom the Eastern Cape of Asia, a bold

mountainous promontory, covered with snow in the midst of summer. The navigator who
sails through the middle of the strait can distinctly view at once these grand boundaries of

the two continents. Beyond Cape Prunce of Wales, the American coast stretches south b/
east in an almost continued line, broken only by the deep inlets of Norton Sound and Bristol

Bay. It then shoots out into the long narrow promontory of Alashka, which reaches west-

ward almost as fiir as Cape Prince c^ Wales, beyond which the coast bends very rapidly to

the eastward. This region, which has been very imperfectly explored, is divemfiea by

hills of moderate elevation, interspersed by valleys, which in summer display a rich ver-

dure. It is occupied by the Tchutchi and by tribes called the Kitegnes and the Konaigues.

The Russians have a small fcnrt, called Alexandrovskaia, in the interior of Bristol Bay. The
peninsula of Alashka is traversed by two lofty mountains, one of which is volcanic. Near
the American coast, and considered till lately as forming part of it, is Nunivak, a eonaider-

able island; while westward fVom Norton Sound, and belonging rather to Asia, is the larger

one called St. Lawrence, or Clerke. Both are inhabited, but only bv native tribes. In the

Sea of Behring are three smaller islands, St Paul, St George, and Sea Ottor, on the first

two of which the Rnssians have formed fishing establiahroents. Even in the centre of the

strait are found three idets, called, by Beechey, Ratmanofl^ Krusenstem, and Fairway, the

last on account of the safe passage amwded between it and the American coast
The Aleutian Islands form along and numerous group, extending from the peninsula

* westward to Kamtchatka. They appear to be a continuation of thelofty volcanic ranges
which traverse these opposite regions of the two continenta From almost every island,

steep and lofty peaks arise; and from many, volcanic fire is discharged. In 1795, an island

was thrown up by an erupti<m fitom beneath the sea, which continued to increase, till in

1807 it measured twenty miles in cireuit The nigged snrfiu;e of thesp islands is ill fitted

fbr culture, yet the interior valleys display considerable richness of vegetation. But the

ubsistenc; m the inhabitants and the importance of the setUements depend entirely on the

vast shoals of fish and of amphibious animals with which the surrounding seas are replen-

ished. The flesh of the seal aflSirds the chief supply of food ; while the skins of the sea

otter fimn the most valuable articles of commeree. These islands an inhabited by a
reniarkable race, sharing, in some degree, the features and aspect of the Mongols and
Esquimaux. Considered as savages, they are mild in their manners and deportment, and
display a considerable degree of mdostry and ingenuity. They dwell in large sulMenane-
ous mansions (Jig. 1055.) or rather villages, partitioned into numerous apartments, and oob-

taining fiom 60 to 100, or even 160;

1065 - ¥ilty*''jimi1irMMirfc ~
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inhabitants. These abodes, covered
with tur^ are almost on a level with
the surrounding country, fhxn which
they are scarcely to be distinguished;

so that when two of Captain Meares's
ofHcera were walking over a field, the

ground suddenly aank beneath them,
and they found themselves, to the sur-

prise and alarm of both parties, in the

midst of a numerous &milj|r buned in

s^^;^:^^ — various domestic occupations The
BabtantiMOM Muriun. Russians, who have completely estab-

lished themselves in these isluids, are
charged by Krusenstem with much cruelty and oppression. They divide these isluda into
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four groups:—1. The Aleutians properly so called, of which the mc . populous is Attou;
but Behring, though uninhabited, is the most extensive, and is noted for the death of the
celebrated navigator of that name, who was obliged to winter there. Copper Island con-

tains a supply of that metal, from which little or no benefit has yet been derived. 2. The
Andreanousky Islands, Tanaga, .Kanaga, Atchy, &c., remarkable for the many volcanoes
which they contain. 3. Rat's Islands, a small group, of which Kiska is the principal.

4. The Fox Islands, the most populous and important of the groups. The chief are Oona-
laehka and Oonimak, in which last the Russians have a small garrison and a naval depAt
From the peninsula of Alashka, the wide range of coast claimed by RuRsia stretches west

by south about 30° of longitude and 5° of latitiule, till it touches on that which is claimed
by the United States. This extended shore bears in general a bold and awfiil aspect ; bor-

dered with mountainous steeps covered with dense primeval forests, and wholly uncultivated.

Mounts St. Elias and Fairweather are respectively 17,000 and 15,000 feet high, and form
the most elevated peaks in the northern part of America. Yet, though the spade or the
hoe is nowhere employed upon this savage soil, it yields spontaneously a profusion of deli-

cate berries, and the neishbouring seas swarm with huge fish, whose coarse oleaginous sub-
stance is suited to the puates of the rude inhabitants, while their skins supply at once warm
and beautiful clothing. It is by no means, therefore, a desert coast, but is bordered by
populous villages, the inhabitants of which have made a certain progress, if not in civilisap

tion, at least in the arts.

This coast is broken in a remarkable degree by bays, deep sounds, and lonff islands, con-
nected, by narrow channels, with the continent and with each other. At the north-west
extremity is the Island of Kodiak, about sixty miles long, which with the ^nidller one of
Atognak is separated from the continent by the Straits of CheligofT. The natives are
robust, ^tive, and well skilled in all the arts connected with fishery. Their boats, almost
entirely covered with leather, display great ingenuity in their construction. The Russians
long made the port of St Paul in this island the chief seat of their trade with north-western
America ; and, finding the natives extremely serviceable, have removed great numbers of
them to the settlements formed along the coast

To the north of Kodiak is a lon^ inlet which receives the name of Cook, by whom it

was explored ; and a little beyond is Prince William's Sound, the head of which, almost
touching that of the inlet encloses a large peninsula. The inhabitants of this and the

neighbcwring diatricts are a peculiar race (^«. 1066, 1067.), square, stout, with large
heads, broad flat faces, and hooked

1066 ^^ 1057 ^.^Bi^. noses. They are clothed in long
frocks or robes of the skins of sea
and land animals, usually with the
hair outwards; and they have their

noses and upper lips perforated, and
uncouth ornaments stuck into them.
The sound is described by Vancouver
as containing numerous harbours, but

all rendered more or less unsafe by
concealed rocks or shoals, The Rus-
sians have Roda, a small factory on
the western side of Cook's Inlet and

Fort Alexander, a larger one at its bead, within the peninsula.

The coast firom Prince William's Sound extends in an almost continued line south-east

with only the small opening of Admiralty Bay. It is, however, very bold and lofty, dis-

tinguished by the colossal peaks of Elias and Fairweather. The Russums have here a con-
siderable factory, called Yakouat
At the termination of this territory commences ti numerous archipehj^ of large islands

extending in front of the coast To the principal ones have been given the names of
George IIL, Prince of Wales, Duke of York, and Admiralty. Each of these islands has
smaller ones near it sometimes considered as forming with it a separate group or arehi-

pelaga Through the labyrinth of winding channels formed by these numerous islands,

Vancovver made a most laborious search, in hopes of finding among them the long sought-

for passage into Hudson's Rty or the Atlantic ; but he finally ascertained that it was not to

be looked for in this quarter of America. The Russians, on George III.'s Isle, which they
call Baranoff, have erected New Archangel, which they make the capital of all their settle-

ments in America. It is only, however, a large village of about lOOO inhabitants ; and not
only the private houses, but Uie fortifications and public buildings, are constructed entirely

of wood, though neat and well kept The manageiiu;nt of the trade at this and the other
poets haa been injudicKMisly vested by the Russian government in an exclusive company
resident at Irkutsk. The grand object of thei- trade is to collect the skins of the sea otter

for the market of Canton, where they are :.i very extensive demand. Previous to 1780, a
single skin was known to bring from 50 to 100 piastres. The activity, however, with which

Vol. Itt 2T
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the tnde wu non after prooecuted, brought wo Urgfe & supply, that in 1700, the price had
Alien to 10 piaatrea, and it haa aince been connbuitly on the decline. Chabelski, a Ruasian
traveller, quoted by M. Balbi, eatimatn the annual value of the fura drawn by Ruaaia from
her North American poaaeaaiona at 4(),(NI0I. It may be obaerved, that only the coaat here
ia held aa belonging to Ruaaia; tHe interior territory, under the titlea of New Norfolk and
New Cornwall, naa been aqjudged U> Britain, by whom, however, it ia scarcely at all known
or occupied.

In connection with the other Ruaaian aettlement^ wo may mention BoAegt, on the coast

of New California, aome miles north of San Franciaca Though this coast belongs indis-

putably to Mexico, yet that government seems not to have obatructed Russia in placing thia

sution upon ita unoccupied boundary ; and though it be small, and deatitute of a good har-

bour, it anbrda the meana of carrying on a conaiderable trade with Caliibrnia.

SvmmcT. 3.

—

Territory ctaimtd by the United States.

The region extending westward from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific and lying
between 4'2° and 54° of north latitude, generally known by the name of Columbia or Ore-
gon, is claimed by the United States and Great Britain. The former rest their claim in

priority of discovery and exploration. The Columbia was first discovered and entered by
the American ship Columbia, under the command of Capt Gray, in 1782, and, in 1603, the
expedition sent over the Rocky Mountains by the United States under Lewis and Clarke,
deacended the same river from the head of aome of its main branches to the sea. By a
convention between the United Statns and Russia in 1824, it was stipulated that the mutual
boundary of the contracting parties should be in 54° 40' N. laL; and by the treaty between
the United States and Spam, in 18S0, the boundary between the Spanish-American and the
Anglo-American territories is fixed at the parallel of 42°. Great BritKin,- however, claims
the whole or the larger part of the region thus abandoned by the Spanish and Ruasian
governments, and the only Eurraean establishments at present within its borders, are the
posts of the Hudson's Bay Fur Company.

Besides the great eastern boundary of the Rocky Mountains, an intermediate range of
mountains creases it from south to north, which seems to be a prolongation of the Cali-

fornian Mountaina. This coast chain is from 100 to 150 miles from the sea, and attains in

nroe parts a considerable elevation, but our knowledge of its general course and character
ia quite imperfect Several other less extensive ranges traverse the country in diftrent

directions, and much of thd surface is rugged. On the south-esst, however, between the
coast chain and the Rocky Mountains, the great Califomian desert already described, occu-

pies a large tract about tho upper course of the Louis, but it seems to lose here somewhat
of its horrora, and is occasionally interrupted by conaiderable streams and fertile patches.

Much of the region above the coaat chain is unwooded until we begin to aporoaeh the base

of the great eastern mountains; but below that point are fine forests of ix»le trees, some
tk which attain a truly enormous size. Of these, the moat remarkable is a species of pine

described by Lewis and Clarke. This most princely of the genus, perhaps the finest spe-

cimen of American vegetation, reaches the amazinjf height of firom 250 to 800 feet, with a

trunk twenty-five to fifty feet in circumference; its caaea are firom twelve to eighteen

inches long, measuring ten inches round the thickest part The trunk is remarkably

straight, and destitute of branches till within a bhort space of the top, which forms almost

a perfisct umbel. The wood is of a fine quality, and yields a large portion of resin. Grow-
ing trees of this species, that have been partly burned by the natives, to save the trouble of

cutting other fbel, produce a aubstance resembling sugar, used in seasoning dishes; the

seeds are gathered in autumn, pounded, and baked into a sort of cake, which is considered

a luxury. The climate, as is usual on the western sides of conUnents, is about seven
degrees milder than that of the eastern coasts under the same latitude.

The leading geographical feature in this territory is the river Columbia or Oregon. It

rises amid the most rugwed steeps t^ the Rock^ Mountains in about latitude 64°, and takes

a south-west course to the junction of Lewis* river ihHn the south-east, from which point it

pursues J pretty direct course to the sea. The principal tributaries of the northern branch

are Clarke's river, which bna a course of about 600 miles from the mountains, and Oakina-

gan which comes in fitom the west Lewis' river, also called Saptin, may be considflred as

the southern branch ; it has a rapid, broken course of about 1000 miles, and at its con-

fluence with the Columbia is 600 yards wide. The latter river is here, at the distance of

400 miles from the sea, 1000 yards wide, and is much broken by rapids both above and

below. About ISO miles below are the Great Falls, where the river has a deacent of 66

feet, uid 90 mi!ea lower down, it breaks through the coast chain of mountains; at this point

its channel is compressed into a narrow gorge only 150 yards wide, and its waters are

hurried with great violence over ita rocky bed. At the foot of these rapids, 170 miles firom

the sea, it meets the tide, and thence to the ocean its width is generally from two to five

miles, and rarely less than one. The navigation is somewhat obstructed by sand-banks,

wbicb are dry at !ow water, and by snags and planters, but vessels of 300 tons may ascend
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100 miloa from its mouth. The other principal river of this region is Fraser's river, also a
navigable stream; it has a course of about 800 miles, and runs into Fuca's Strait, which
separates Quadra and Vancouver's Island firom the continent ; the Hudson's Bay Company
have several posts on its waters.

The tribes inluibitinr the coast near the mouth of the Columbia, of which the principal

are the Clataope, the Chinnooks, the Chiilamuks, Cathlamahs and Skiiluta, exist in a very

rude state of society. They do not cultivate the ground, but derive their subsistence solely

fiv.:ii hunting arc firom fishing, which they practise with considerable dexterity in boats:

these, though composed only of a single tree, will contain thirty or even fifty persons. The
skins and furs which they collect are exchanged with European vessels for bod guna, cop-

per kettlcK, knives, tobacco, and, above all, white and blue beads, which form their most
valued ornaments. Thetie articles afford materials for a trade with the upper nations, whom
they meet once a year at the falls of the Columbia, and from whom they purchase edible

roots, salmon, furs, &.c. These tribes, however rude, studiously seek to embellish their

persona, but in a most fantastic and preposterous manner, by keeping the forehead com-
presiied in infancy with an instrument which, if successful, causes a straight line to run
from the crown of the head to the top of the nose. With this form, and with a thick coat>

ing of grease and filth, the Clatsop young female becomes one of the most hideous objects

in existence. Yet when adorned with bean' claws, copper bracelets, white and blue beads,

she is regarded as an object of attraction ; and it is painful to add, that the men carry on
the most unblushing traflSc with tlieir wives and daughters, whom they offer as the medium
of trade, the return for presents and services.

East of the coast chain are the Esheloots, Eneshurs, Wallah -Wallahs, Sokulkf, Chimna-
puras, Chopunnish, &.C., who seem to resemble each other closely in language, customs, and
character; they ure more remotely, if at all, connected with tlie lower tribes. Their chief

employment is taking salmon, in which tlieir rivers abound. The name of Flathcads haa
been given to all these tribes, but the custom from which it is derived flourishes in All
vigour only among the tribes below the mountains. Immediately afler birth, a bandage ia

fixed to the head of the infant, where it is kept about a year, and has tiie eflect to flatten

the head permanently. This practice is universal among the lower tribes, but above the

falls is restricted to the females. The great south-eastern plain is inhabited by the Shos-
honees, who are entirely different from the other rations west of the mountains, and appear
to be intrudera from the valley of the Mississippi.

The coast northward from the Columbia, like that still farther north, ia &ced by numer-
ous islands, the principal of which, called by the joint names of Quadra and Vancouver, ia

about 150 miles Ion? This coast, like that of the continent, is lofty, crowned with immense
woods, and tlie rocky shores are beaten by the waves of the Pacific with a fury through
which whole forests are torn up by the roots, and extended along the shore. The ground
is wholly uncultivated ; but it yields spontaneously an abundance of the most delicious

berrie!<, onions, and other roots. The chief supplies, however, are derived from the ocean,
which abounds in an extraordinary degree with fish of every size and species. The smaller
kinds serving for food are taken in abundance by merely passing through the water a long
rake with pointed teeth: this work is left to the lower ranks; while uie chiefs undertake
the nobler task of combating the whale, the sea-lion, and the otter, whose skins supply them
with rich and beautiful robesi Each tribe inhabits a particular cove, or island, and ia ruled
by a chief, who maintains a very considerable degree of savage pomp. Wicananish was
(bund by Meares occupying a house or palace, consisting of a huge square apartment, in
which his whole househoM, of 800 persons, sat, ate, and slept The door-posts and the
rafters were supported by gigantic wooden images rudely carved and painted, and the whole
apartment was studiously adorned with festoons of human skulls. The royal family occupied

1056 1060 a raised platform at one end, on which were placed

the chests of treasure and other valuable efiecta.

Their repasts consisted of enormous quantities of
blubber, fish oil, and fish soup. The people v.

^'"-

1058. and 1059.) have the usual American fe-- '
'^

with complexions tolerably fiiir; but these ti^jy

studiously disfigure by stripes of red ochre and
streams of fish oil, mingled sometimes with a
species of glittering black sand. Sn-j.,' of the

tribes display extreme ferocity, and <• the whole
they are suspected of cannibali'nr ijnnian heads
and hands being both displayed as trophies and
offered for sale. Yet, when a ii-iendly intercourse

was once established, their mannere were found peculiarlv m!7d, courteous, and engaging.

The subjects of one chief were estimated at 13,000 ; of another, at 10,000 : eo that the

Dopulation of the whole coast must be very considerable.

The country drained by Frazcr's river, is called by the English New Caledonia; it has a

•(NmlkatOMrl.
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severe climate, exceedingly hot ia summer, and the mercury falls to 15° in winter; a great

portion of the soil is poor, and much of the surface is occupied by small lakes, marshes, and
rivuiets. The fiir-bear.ng animals, however, are abundant The principal Indian tribes

here are the Tacullies, Atnahs, Chilcotins, Nascotins, Chins, Clinches, &c., some of them
resemble the tribes of the coast, but others are allied to the Chippewyan and Beaver Indians

of the plaiaa cast of the Rocky Mountains,

CHAPTER XL
BEITIBH AMERICA.

Ths part of America now belonging to Great Britain is an assemblage of vast, ill-defined,

and stnigfrling territories, the remnant of that mighty empire of which the great insurrec-

tion deprived her. Even in their present dismembered state, however, their extent and
capacities might, and probably wUl, enable them one day to surpass the greatest of tiie now
existing European monarchies.

SiOT. I.—General Outline and Aspect,

Of the existing British empire in America it would be difficult to determine the precise

extent and limits. The base line may be said to be formed by the river St liiwrence, and
the ^eat lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron, and Superior. These, unless at a few points, separate

the British territory from the United States ; but there is to the south of it one great angle,

consisting of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, which has been withheld from the Atlantic

St^es, and remains attached to Britain. The islands at the mouth of the St Lawrence,—
C^ Breton, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, the theatre of Uie greatest fishery in

the world,—are also British, some fishing privileges being allowed to other nations. On
the continent, Britain claims the riffht to occupy the immense space extending fh>m the St
Lawrence to the newly discovered Arctic Ocean. Such an occupation, however, even in

a prospective view, is so distant, that to include the whole tract would be clearly premature.

We reserve, therefore, for a separate chapter, the regions still held by the native trib«i of

America. The actual occupation extends along the northern, and, in the lower part of its

Course, the southern, bank of the St Lawrence, the northern shores of Lake Ontario, and
Lake Erie, and in part the eastern coasts of Lake Huron ; it reaches, though only in some
instances, thirty or forty miles into the interior. The Company which enjoys the exclusive

trade of Hudson's Bay, maintains several forts on its western shore ; they have also small

forts on the leading lakes and rivers of the interior, called houses, where the^ are secure

against the attack of the Indians scattered over the expanse of these desolate wilds, and can
form a store of the articles necessary for the fbr trade. Beyond this occupancy they have
not attempted to exercise any juriaciction, nor, as has lately appeared, could a peaceable

colony form itself without imminent danger from these rude tebitnts of the wild.

The climate is very severe, much exceeding what is felt under the same latitude in the

old continent Lower Canada for six and Upper Canada for five months of the year have a
mean temperature below the fireezing point, and are buried in perpetual snow ; vet after

that period the sun breaks out with such force, that large crops of the most valuable grain

can be raised on the great extent of fertile land of which the territory consists. Upper
Canada, fVom a careful survey made with a view to emigration, has been found particularly

valuable ; finely watered, clad with immense forests of valuable timber, and containinfl

about ten millions of acres capable of culture. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick are well

wooded countries, but less fertile ; and though the winters are lets severe, the heavy fogs
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that prevail for a great part of the year are still more disagreeable than the frosts and snow*

of Canada.
The surface of this extensive region is not very much varied. Two chams of hills cross

Canada, each parallel to the St Lawrence, one at the distance of fifteen or twenty miles,

including all ite most fertile and productive valleys; the other at about 200 miles' distance,

forming the boundary of the province. Some chains also cross the more northern regions

;

but upon the whole they may be considered as a prolongation of the great level of the

Missouri, bounded still on the west by the Rocky Mountains, which reach the farthest

extremity of the continent

The river St Lawrence is the jnincipal feature of this region, and one of the noblest

river channels in the world. It is diflScult to say where it begins. It has been held to issue

from hake Superior, a vast body of water, fed by about fitly streams, of which the St Louis

and Grand Portage Rivers are the principal ; but, in fact, the lakes are merely connected

by short canals, through which the susplus waters of one are poured into the other. These
canals bear the local names of St Clair, Detroit Niagara, &.c. The last is distinguished

by its falls, the most magnificent in the world. From Lake Ontario to Montreal the river

is broken by a succession of rocks, cataracts, and rapids, which render navigation very dan-

gerous. It is after passing Montreal that it rolls in full grandeur in a deep continuous

channel, conveying large mips and rails down to Quebec. The navigation is blocked up
for half the year by the ice, which even in spring encumbers it for some weeks with float-

iner fragments.

The other rivers of Lower Canada are its tributaries. On the north are the Ottawa and
the Saguenay, large navigable rivers flbwing through a region little known; the former u
uppmed to have a course of about 1200 miles, but its navigation is much interrupted by
(apids ; the latter is remarkable for its great depth and width, and is navigable for 90 miles

to its falls ; for thn distance of about aO miles it has the appearance of a long mountain
lake. The St Maurice is also a considerable stream from the north, and the Montmorency,
which foils into the St Lawrence, is celebrated for its beautiful cataract, which pours a
large volume of water over a precipitous ledge. On the south are the St Francis; the

Chaudiere, with a fine cascade rushing down a precipice 100 feet in height ; and the Sorelle

or Richelieu, the outlet of Lake Champlain.
The Thames, flowing into Lake St Clal., <.nd the Ouae, are the principal rivers of Upper

Canada. The St John, which rises in Maine, i» navigable 80 miles by sea vessels, but its

course is much broken by falls and rapids. The Miramjchi is the other principal river of
New Brunswick.

Lakes, in Canada, are on a greater scale than in any other part of the world ; and the

united chain forms a vast inland sea of fresh water. The largest of these, and the largest

fresh water lake in the world is Lake Superior, which is 4^9 miles in length by 170 in

breadth ; having a circuit of 1500 miles, and covering an area of 35,000 square miles. It

discharges its waters through the river or strait of^StMary, 60 miles long, into Lake
Huron, which likewise receives those of Lake Michigan. Lake Huron is 2BI0 miles in

length, and 90 in breadth, exclusive of the large bay on the norUi-eastem riiore, called

Georgian Ba^, which is about 80 miles ip len^n hj BOin breadth.' An outlet, called the
river St Clair, expands, after a course of 40 miles, uto a lake of the same name, 24 miles
in length, and SK) in breadth, which again contracts, and enters Lake Erie under the name
of the river Detroit, 25 miles in length. Lake Erie, the next link in this great chain, is

270 miles in length by from 25 to 60 in breadth. The river Niagara, 36 miles long, carries

its surplus waters, over a perpendicular precipice 165 feet high, into Lake Ontario, which
is about 190 miles in length, by 40 in breadth. The surfiice of Lake Superior is 625 feet

above the level of the sea; its medium depth 900 fbet; the descent to uike Huron is by
the Sault or Fall of St Mary 23 feet, and by rapids and the gradual descent of the river,

21 feet, eiving 560 feet for the elevation of the surface of Lake Huron, whose depth is

equal to that « Lake Superior. Lake Erie is much shallower, not exceeding a mean of
120 fbet, and having its surfoce 600 feet above high water, while Iiake Ontario has a depth
of 600 foet, and its surikce is 330 lower than that of Lake Erie. The waters of these
lakes are clear and imtable, and they abound with fish, among which are trout, weighing
from 75 to 100 pounds, sturgeon, white fish, pike, bass, &c. They are navigable by large
vessels, and a great number of steamboats navigate their waters. Lake Simcoe, which is

connected with Lake Huron, is already disturtwd by the plash of the steamboat Lake
Ninissing u a considerable body of water, which a rapid and broken stream unites with
Lake Huron. In the interior, are several smaller lakes, of which the principal is the Lake
of the Woods, whose winding shores are 300 miles in circumference. Farther to the north
is Lake Winnipeg, 270 miles from north to south, and from eighty to fifteen in the opposite
direction. The name signifies muddy, and is descriptive of its waters. There is a water
communication with Lake Superior by the rivers Winnipeg and La Pluie.

-^^lt;4j^j|n||
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Sbct. n.

—

Natural Geography.

SvBSKCT. 1.

—

Geology.

Canada.—On the south side of the St Lawrence, from Gaspe to some miles above Point
Levi, opposite Quebec, the whole country presents high mountains, valleys, and forests.

These mountains appear equally as lofly as any of the Alleghany chain, of which range
they form a mirt The prevailing rocks are granite, greywacke, clav 2%te, and transition

limestone. The lower islands of the St Lawrence are mere inequ? ities >tt' the vast body
of granite which occasionally protrudes above the level of the rivt.r. I'he Kamouraska
Island, and the Penguins, in particular, exhibit this appearance; and in the forest of
Kamouraska huge bodies of granite rise into sharp conical hills, one of which is 500 feet

high. At St. luch the post-road leads for more than a mile under a perpendicular ridge of
granite, 300 feet high. The city of Quebec is situated on a promontory, on the north-west
side of the St Lawrence, formed by that river and the St Charles. The extremity of the
headland is called Cape Diamond, whose highest point rises 345 feet above the level of the

water. It is composed of gray granite, containing in cavities rock crystals, and a species

of dark-coloured clay slate. The north coast of the St Lawrence, below Quebec, exhibits

trap rock, clay slate, and occasionally granite ; the latter is considered to prevail in the

interior of the country, and particularly as forming the base of the mountains of Labrador,

and of the country north of Quebec. Cape Tourment, thirty miles from Queli«c, is a round
massive mountain of granite, 1000 feet high. As we approach Quebec, a reddish or grayish

black clay slate appears as the prevailing rock, and it forms the bed of the St Lawrence to

Kingston and Niagara. Boulders of granite, limestone, sandstone, syenite, trap, and marble,

occur in the same extensive region. Above the rapids of Richelieu a flat country prevails,

until we reach QueenstoM'n Heights. The greater part of the soil of the lowlands is

apparently alluvial ; and twenty to fifty-five feet rise of the waten would nearly cover the

whole country between the Alleghanies and the highlands of the north. The exceptions

to this general rule are the Beloeil mountain, the summit of which is about 1000 feet high.

The mountain is an abrupt termination of a branch of the Green Mountains, and divides

the waters of Like Champlain from the sources of the rivers St Francis and Tamasca.
The mountain to which Montreal owes its name, the rocks of which appear to be principally

trap accompanied by limestone, is another exception. Whenever rapids occur, we find the

elevation of the cmmtry increasing, and limestone penerally accompanies the prevailing

rock& The step of country formed by the limestone ridge, which commences at Queens-
town Heights, and which rests upon a bluish clay slate, is elevated about 350 feet above the

shores of Lake Ontario; and the upper country, the base of which is limestone, is generally

level, until we approach the hifi^h lands between Lake Huron and Lake Michi^n. The
limestone rocks of the Manitouhn Islands, in Lake Huron, contain similar organic remains

(those of mountain limestone) to those that occur so abundantly in the limestone rocks

which prevail at the base of the island of Anticosti. Along tho north coast o{ Lake Huron
and Lake Superior, granite predominates. Indications of volcanic eruptions are said to

occur at St IViui's Bay, and on the mountains north of Quebec. The great earthquake of

1663 is said to have overturned a chain of sandstone mountains 300 miles long, north of the

St Lawrence, and levelled them with the plains.

Canada is conddered rich in minerals. Petalite, a rare mineral, was found by Dr. Lyon
near York, in Upper Canada ; beryl is found at Lake of the Woods ; Labrador felspar, at

Lake Huron; axinite, Hawkesbury and Ottawa; aventurine. Lake Huron ; amethyst. Lakes

Superior and Huron ; apatite, or phosphate of lime, Fort Wellington ; arragonite, Laclina

;

strontian, in magnificent masses, Erie, Ontario; schorl, St Ijawrence; precious and mane^-
nesian garnet. River Moira, Ontario, &c. ; carnelian, agate, zeolite, prehnite, fiuor spar,

barytes, Lake Superior ; brown and green coccolite, Montreal and Hull, Ottawa ; olivine,

augite, Montreal; grenatite. Rainy l2ke; anthophyllite. Fort Wellington ; mar'^les and ser-

pentine ore common on the north shore of Lake Erie, which exhibits immense beds of

gypsum, the principal of which is in Dum&ies, and quarried largely for the purposes of agri-

culture.

Ores.*—/ron. Seven kinds of iron ore occur in Canada; viz. magnetic iron ore, specular

iron ore, and red iron ore, brown iron ore, bog iron ore, sparry iron ore, or carbonate of iron,

and iron pyrites. The magnetic iron ore has been found abundantljr, but only in one place,

where it is smelted, viz. in the township of Marmora and Belmont in Upper Canada. Spe-

cular iron or».—^The only place where it occura abundantly is close to the mining estab-

lishment at Marmora. Red iron ore has been noticed in two or three places, but most abun-

dantly in the vicinity of Henderson's Lake, in the Oannanoqui, where it forms an exten-

sive bed in old red sandstone. Brown iron ore occurs, but in small quantity. Bog iron ore,

which is next in abundance to the magnetic iron ore, is found abundantly Imth in Upper and

Iiower Canada, particularly behind the two seigniories of Batiscan and Champlain, in Lower

Canada. It ii the only extensive deposit of this ore which has yet been worked in Lower

J-
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Canada, and the flirnace at the forges of St Maurice is entirely supplied by it. Sparry iron

ore is found in the immediate vicinity of the works of Marmora, where it is worked chiefly

as a flux for the furnace. Iron pyrites, or sulphuret of iron, is found in many places, par-

ticularly abundant on an island on the south shore of Drummond Island. Graphite, also

known under the names of plumbago, or black lead, which is either pure carbon, or carbon

unitsd with a small portion of iron, is found rather abundantly in the township of Hough-
liorough, also at Hull on the Ottawa. Ores of manganese, in small quantity, are mentioned

by somie authors; and ores of silver are also reported, but on doubtful authority, to have
been met with. Traces of copper ore and masses of native copper have been found, but

hitherto no native ^Id has been discovered in either of the Canadas. Ores of antimony are

reported to exist m the neighbourhood of St PauPs Bay, in Lower Canada. Galena, or

lead-glance, the common ore of lead, has been found in many places, particularly near Lake
Memphremagog, in Lower Canada. Sulphuret of zinc, or zink-Uende, occurs in small

Suantities; and cinnabar, the ore of mercury, although reported to have been met with on
^e shores of Lakes Erie and Michigan, in the United States, haa not been found in the

Canadian territories.

Nova Scotia appears to be based on granite, although this rock is almost everywhere
covered by other, often more recent, formations, or appears onl^ in boulders on the sur6c9.
A transition slate, and greywacke, with marine organic remams, and containing beds of
limestone, and very rich beds of iron ore, cover the greater portion of the country : the iron

ore is an oxide, sometimes a peroxide, and is often beautifully impressed with organic remains,

and sometimes a shell ia half moulded in the slate, and the other half adherent to the iron

ore, thus proving their contemporaneouz formation. The sandstone fbrmation is next in ex-
tent after the slate. Part of it is said to correspond with the new red sandstone and keuper
formations of other countries; and this part also contains great beds of ^psum, from which
the gypsum imported into the United States is derived ; grindstones, which also form an im-
portant article of commerce between the two conntries, are obtained from the same forma-

tion ; underneath these are beds of black bituminous coal, which are worked, and this valuable

mineral is finding its way into the Eastern States, both from the peninsulit of Nova Sootia

and from the island of dape Breton, which is separated onlv by a very narrow strait from
the north-eastern mainland. As there is no bituminous coal, in any quantity, hitherto dis-

covered in New England ; as the Nova Scotia grindstones, having already a frreat market
in the Atlantic States, will continue to maintain it on account of their excellence and of
their being so easily transported by water, notwithstanding the successful introduction of
the United States fine-grained mica slate and arenaceous quartz rock for tlio same purpose;
and as the gypsum of Nova Scotia can always be brought to the Atlantic porta cheaper than
fipom the interior of New York and of the Western States; it is therefore probable that

these interests will long contribute to a friendly intercourse between the countries. A trap
formation abounds in Nova Scotia : although nowhere more than Uiree miles in breadth, and
often not even one mile, it stretches continuously 190 miles along the south shore of the
Bay of Fundy. It rises into stupendous precipices, and exhibits basaltic uid greenstone
^lumns, 30O or 400 feet in height, and thus fixes a barrier to the tides. These tides twice
in twenty-four hours rise to the height of seventy feet, and whether ebbing at ffewing,

rush with great fory along this rocky coast, and into the Bay of Mines and Cnignecto Bby
and their branches, undermining and tearing awav immense masses of rooks, and piling

them up along the chores. The minerals embedded in the trap atbrd a rich baWest to the
mineralogist, and probably wi known trap district ef North America is richer in the beauti-

fUl minenla that assist in characterising that fbrmation : thus, among others, the following
minerals are mentioned as found in the trap formation :—amethyst, rock crystal, oaleedony,
agate, chabaaie, analcime, loumonite, meeotype, stilbite, calcareous spar, and specular
iron ore.

New Bkomswior.—^The geology of this province is imperfbctly knowa According to
Mr. M'Gregor, limestone, greywacke, clay slate, with sandstone, interrupted occasionally by
gneiss, trap^ and granite, seem to prevail on the southern coast Among these, however,
limestone nppears to predominate. Marble of promising quality abouiids at Keunebecaais,
and, it is said, also in other parts uf the country. Coal is plentiful, and iron ore abounds.
Graphite, or black lead, has been found, and also copper and manganese ores. Gypsum and
grindstone are abundant near Chignecto Basin. Along the sh^s of this province, ikcing
the Gulf of St Lawrence and Chaleur Bay, ran^stono prevails. Gray sandstone and clay
slate seem to predominate, as far as Mr. MTiregor coukl observe, along the course of the
Miramichi ; among which granite, mica, quai m, and iron ore occur. Agates and jaspers are
collected in some places. Salt springs also Liave been observed.

Caps BavroH.—Mr. M'Gregor says, among the primitive rocks granite prevails in the
peninsular country south-east of the Bras d'Or; and it probably forms the nucleus of the
highlands betweun this inlet and the Gulf of St Lawrence. Syenite, trap, mica slate, cky
slate, and occasionally quartz, also appear on the Gulf Coast Primitive trap, syenite, and
clay slate show themselves, together with transition limestooe, greywacke, gypsum, aad
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coal, generally, in all parts of the island. The class of secondary rocks appear, however,
to be the most extensive ; and coal exists in such abundance, that persons unacquainted with
geology consider it the predominating formation in the island. Coal, in a field or fields of
vast extent, aboundo in the south-eastern division of the island, surrounded by carboniferous

limestone, new red sandstone, &c. The quality of this coal is well adapted for common
fire-places. The extent or quality of the coal-fields north of the Bras d*Or have not been
ascertained. Gypsum occurs in great plenty along the shores of the Bras d'Or, at the Gut
of Canseau, on the Gulf Coast, and in some other parts of the island. Several salt springs

have been discovered, which vary in strength from six to twelve per cent, of salt SituatM,
says Mr. Bouchelte, in the centre of the test fisheries of North America, and where coal is

abundant, the manufacture of salt promises to become hereafler a most valuable source of
wealth to the colony. Iron ore abounds everywhere, in the coal district about Lingan,
Sydney, &c. and at Cape North and Aspey Bay.

PsiNCK Edward Iblamd.—The soil of this island is fertile ; and there is scarcely a stone

on the surface that will impede the progress of the plough. There is no limestone nor
gypsum, nor has coal yet been discovereal, although indications of its presence have been
noticed. Red clay, of good quality for bricks, abounds in all parts of the island ; and a
strong white chiy, fit for the potter, is met with, but not in great quantity. A solituy boul-

der of granite presents itself occasionally to the traveller. The base of this island is a sand-

stone, which appoara to extend under the bed of Northumberland Strait into the northern

part of Nova Scotia, and into the eastern division of New Brunswick, until it is lost in its

line of contact with the granite base of the AUeghanies, about the river Nipisighit

NBWFovNDLAitD.
—

^The only geognoetical information we have been able to procure in

regard to this island is derived from an " Account of a Journey acrost the bland of New-
foundland," by W. E. Cormack, Es^. published in the 10th volume of the Edinburgh Phi-
losophical Journal. This enterprising gentleman, in the beginning of September, 1832,
lefl Smith's Sound, at Random Island, on the east side of the island, accompanied by one
Micmac Indian ; and, along with two ofthat tribe, reached St George's Harbour on the west
side of the island in the beginning of November : having thus been the firat person t tra-

vel across Newfoundland. The £st rocks met with were granite and porphyry : these "^ra

succeeded by alternations of granite and mica slate, which in their turn were replacea by
granite. Granite, syenite, porphyry, mica slate, clay slate, and quartz rock, occur in the

district occupied by Melville Lake. In the same district there are several kinds of second-

ary sandstone, piobably belonging to the coal and red sandstone formations. The primitive

rocks extend onwards to Gower's Lake. From Gower's Lake, b^ a series of lakes, to Rich-
ardson's Lake, the countiy is almost entirely composed of primitive rocks ; the only indica-

tions of secondary formations being in the agate near Gower's Lake, the basalt at Emma's
Lake and Jeanette's Lake, and the indication of coal and iron near Stewart's Lake. A ser-

pentine deposit is succeeded by a great tract of granite, gneiss, and quartz, which extendi

from Jameson's Lake by Bathuret's Lake, Wilson s Lake, King George the Fourth's Lake,
to St George's Harbour, in the Bay of St George, on the west coast of the island.

About the centre of the island there are several ridges of serpentine, which exhibit this

rock in all its beautiful and numerous varieties. The finest kinds occur on the shores of
Serpentine Lake, and on Serpentine Mountain and Jameson's Mountain.
The west coast is b^ far the richest in minerals. There is cool of good quility in St

George's Bay, about eight miles firom the sea-coast, up the South Borrasway River. There
are several salt springs ; one about two miles fiom the sea-coast, up another Barrasway
river, some miles north of that where the coal is found ; another a few miles still fiirther

north, up what is called Rattling Brook ; and a third at Portpft-Port There is a strong sul-

phureous spring close to the seashore, about a mile north of the Barrasway River, where
the salt spring first mentioned is found. Gypsum and red ochre abcund between these riven

and Flat Bay, at the seo-ehore; and the former is also found some miles within the country.

There is a dark gray-coloured marble found at Bay of Islands ; but, from report, in no great

quantity near the coast The soil of St George's Bay is good, and not so rocky as in most

parts or Uie island. Mr. Cormack, in allusion to the names given by him to the mountains

and lakes met with in the course of his adventurous expedition, remarks, " I have used the

customary privilege of giving names to the lakes and mountaJns I met with in this hitherto

unexplored route, and these are in compliment to distinguished individuals and private friends.

The rocks I collected were examined by ProfiMSor Jameson."
AMTic'^ivn lauiND is said to be a mass of limestone abounding in organic remains.

Maodaun IsLAKDe are reported to be more or less deeply covered with a sandy soil, rest*

mg upon a sandstone which forms the prevailing or only rock in this insular groupi

SuBSBOT. 2.

—

Botany.

The botanical features of the more southern and eastern parts of this region are not to be

separated fi-om those of the United States, and will be founa noticed under that head.

With regard to the west side of the British settlements in North America. " the planti

Vol. nr 80* 8U
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of Upper C!uiada," aayt Dr. Richardson, in a letter to as, " extend to the south end of Lake
Winnipei;, lat. 50° to 5I°« where the Oak, Canada Pine, and aeveral other remarkable vegre-

tables disappear. Then, to the westward of this district, lie the plains of the Saskatchawan,
extending to the foot of the Rocky Mountains, to Peace River in a northerly direction, and
uniting with the Prairie country of the Missouri to the southward. This district being

open, with interspersed clumps of wood onl^, has a peculiar vegetation, containing several

of Nuttall's plants, gathered on the Missourt It is ue Bufikio instrict The Rocky Moun-
tains yield alpine plants, and the country to the westward of them produces Mr. Eiooglas's

plants, which are also peculiar. A line drawn from the south end of Lake Winnipeg to the

Falls of the Saakatchawan, and from thence to the west end of Great Slave Lake, cuts off

a portion of country, bounded to the eastward by Hudson's Bay, to the southward b^ Upper
Canada, and to the northward by Chesterfield Inlet and Great Slave Lake. This district is

more or leas rocky, abounds in lakes and swamps and rivers, and is thickly wooded. There
is little variety in its plants, which are nearly those of Labrador, and it is the district which
has more peculiarly borne the name of the Hudson's Bay Lands. To the northward of it

the Barren Grounds extend to the sea-coast The vegetation in all the open ports of the
Barren Grounds is arctic ; but some of the Hudson's Bay plants are found on the banks of
rivers where there are collections of alluvial soil, sheltered bv high lands. This alluvial

soil is so abundant on the Mackenzie River, that many of the Hudson's Bay plants and thick

^ves of White Spruce grow as fkr north as lat 08^°. The shores of Bebnng's Straits are

similar in soil and climate to the Barren Grounds, and I should class Newfoundland and La-
brador with the island of Anticosti and mouth of the St Lawrence, along with the Hudson's
Bay district"

An article of food, extensively used by the Canadian hunters in the arctic and subarctic

regions of N<nth America, is affi>rded by some spe-

cies of Lichen, all belonging to a distinct tribe, in-

deed, of the Liverworts, and now constituting the
genus Umbilicaria. It was this which, under the

name of Tripe de Roche {/g. 1061.), is described

as supporting for many days those enterprising tra-

vellers Captain Sir John Franklin and Dr. Richard-

son, and some of their companions, when they were
in that country exposed to the most unpamlleled
harddiips and sufferinjrs from a want of every other

aliment ; while other individuals of the same party

perished, incapable of subsisting upon so wretched
a diet

The most northerly land belonging to North America that has ^et been explored, if we
except Greenland, is Melville blond, in lat 75", belonging to which Mr. Brown has enu-

merated 130 species, including Cryptogamie. The whole of

the genera and most of the species are sach as are common to

high northern regions, or the most elevated mountains of the

southern ones. Many are found upon the Rocky Mountains^

as is the case with that very singular vegetable, the Saxifhiga

flagollaris {Jig. 1062.), whose long runners, radiating fhim a
central plant, like the legs fhxn this body of a spider, induced

the sailors to call it the Spider Plant
Greenland does not belang to the continent of America ; bat

this is of no consequence, botanically speaking. Its Flora is

very similar, but there is Uiis remarlnble peculiarity attached

to it, namely, that it contains Heath (Gottuna vutgarU), while
no part of America Proper bears one of the genus.

The most northerly speck of land that has yet been visited

by the arctic navigators (though, perhaps, not strictly belonging

to America) is Ross's Islet, a little spot in lat 81°, and its produce <^ plants, half a dosen
in number, is chiefly Lichens. But beyond Uiis, a vegetation has been found, of a most siiH

gular nature as to its place of growth and its nearness to the pole. At first sight it would
nardly be recognised for a vegetable at all. But it is formed from a seed or sporule, it im-

bibes nutriment from external organs, however minute these may be, it is destitute of loco>

motion, it grows, bears seed, and dies ! But what is its place of growth 1 In lat 68°, where
Certain Pany found it in the greatest abundance,

—

* Tbcra, whara ih* north conceal* hii watarj mm,
PilM hifh hii inowi, and noon bii wai with glaat,"—

tliere, where, we may sasr, thera is no land, no rocks, no earth, to which it can be attached,

due* it inhabit the snow itself; and, fimn the circumstance (^ nwny miles of surfiwe and

THiwda

1062
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twelve feet in depth being tinged with it, it haa received the name of Red Snow* {Proto-

coceuM nivali$). It was again collected and brought home by Parry's second expedition,

having been observed, not only growing on snow, but attached to stones and mosses, cover-

ing them with a thin red gelatinous cru8t ; durin? the third voyage, this highly interesting

plant was found in greater abundance, perhaps, than on any former occasion, ud in a situ-

ation still more remarkable, for it was on the floes of ice, extending to the utmost limit of
their progress, and in such profusion, and so completely embedded in the snow, that distinct

red lines were left by the track of the boats or sledges on tlie surface ; thus it vegetates in

the most northern regions to which man has yet been able to penetrate, and flourishing moat
in an element (or rather a state of an element) in which no other vegetable, that we are
acquainted- with, can exist

SinaicT. 3.

—

Zoology.

The geographic range of the quadrupeds belonging to this distant portion of the British

dominions has already occupied our attention. It will, therefore, be sufficient to notice a few
of those whose furs constitute an important branch of commerce, and administer so greatly

to our individual comfort On this head, the invaluable work of Dr. Richardson {Northern
Zoology, vol. i.) affain supplies us with Uie latest and best information.

The larger quadrupeds now known in this part of America are the Barren-Ground, the
Black, and the Grisly Bears, the Prong-homed Antelope, the American Bison, the Moose
Deer, and the Carabou or American Reindeer. The lesser, in which are comprised the
greater number of the fur-bearing animals, are the Otter, Raiooon, Badj^r, Ermine, Fisher,

Beaver, different species of Marmots and Squirrels, with a great variety of Wolves and
Foxes.
The Barren-Ground Bear appears confined to those dreary regions which bear its name,

lyinff to the northward and eastward of Great Slave lake: it is of a dusky brown, and
beaides being larger tlian the black species, has longer soles. It feeds, like the Pol-ir Bear,
occasionally upon fish, and during the autumn frequents the sea-coaot for this purpose in con-
siderable numbers. These bears are much dreaded by the Indians, who carefully avoid
burning bones in their hunting encampments, lest the smell should attract thetik Dr.
Richardson relates an amusing anecdote of an old Indian, who, while seated at the door of
his but, pitched upon the bank of a small stream, was surprised by perceiving a large bear
coming to the opposite side, attentively surveying him. " The poor Indian considered him-
self in great danger, and having no one to assist him but his aged wife, made a speech to

the following effect :
—

' O bear ! I never did you any harm ; I have always had the highest
respect for you and your relations, and never killed any of tiiem except through necessity.

Go away, good bear, and let me alone, and I promise not to molest you.* The bear walked
off, and the old man, firmly believing in the efficacy of his eloquence, favoured us, on his

arrival at the fort, with his speech at length." The common Black Bear is a well-known
inhabitant of Canada, while '^he Cinnamon bear of the fur-traders is considered but an acci-

dental variety. The. hunting of this species has been well described by Mr. A. Henry.
{Trav. p. 142.)

The Racoon (Procyoii Iio<or Cuv.) {fig. 1063.) ia fVequently seen in menafferies; its

countenance ia ibx-like, but its gait bearish. In its wild state it aleepa by day, hut prowla

1063 1064

naaMutM,

£unng the night after fhiit, roots, birds, and insects. At low water it fi«qnents the sea-

shore to feed on crabs and oysters, and is fond of dipping its food into water before it eats^

hence the specific name of lotor ; it climbs trees witri fiicility. The fiir is used in making
hats, and its flesh, when it has been fed on vegetables, is reputed good. The Pine Marten
{Mutlela Martet) {fig. 1064.) differs not fK>in that of Europe, although certain American
races, inhabiting rocky districts, are distinguished by the superior fine) cm and dark colours

of their fUr. This is used for trimmings, and will dye so well as to imitate sables and other

more expensive furs ; hence it has always been an important article of commeree : upwards
of 100,000 skins have long been collected, annually in the fur countries. The Pekan, w

* RapreMBlad at p. 895 of volum* I. of this woik.
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Fiaber {MuMtela eanadentit), ia a larger and stronf^er animal, but ita mannerfc are similar

;

ita fur, however, ia harsher than that of the Marten, and leaa valuable : some thousands ore
annually killed in the Hudson'a Bay countriea.

The Canada Otter {Lutru ettnadenii$) resembles the European species in hobita and food,

but is perfectly distinct, measuring near five feet long; while the American Wolf, equally
confounded with that of the Pyrenees, haa now been ascertained, by Dr. Richardson, to be
a different apocies. The Quebec Marmot is a solitary animal, inhabiting under-ground bur-

rowa, yet capable of ascending trees : the Indian takes it for food, by pouring water into its

retreats ; but ita fur is of no value.

The Canada Lynx {Lynx eanadentit) {Jig. 1005.) is not uncommon in the woody di»>

tricts, since from 7000 to 9000 skins are annually procured
by the Hudson's Bay Company. It is a timid creature, never
attacking man, and is incapable of injuring the larger quad-
rupeds. It lives principally on hares : its gait is not much
unlike that of its prey ; it proceeds by bounds, straight for-

ward, with the back a little arched, and lighting on all Uie
feet at once ; it swims well, but is not swift on land. The
Indians eat the flesh, which is white and tender.

Among the birds of rapine and the chose may be noticed

the two majestic Eagles of northern Europe, the Golden and
the White-headed. I'he Fish Hawk ia not uncommon ; nor

is the booted or rough-legged Falcon {Buteo lagoput) {fig. 1066.), a rare bird. The Marsh
Hawk of Wilson seems to be also numerous, but whether this is

the young of the European hen-harrier is yet doubtful. The
Grouse are much more abundant in these noithem latitudes than

in the United States, but th^ are all veiy difierent from the Eu-
ropean kinds; nor is their Ptarmigan the same as that of the
highlands of Scotland. These supply food to the Great White
Owl, which here frequently hunts his quarry during the day.

Numerous small migratory birds enliven the short-lived summer;
They visit Canada for the purpose of incubation, and then retire

southward ; but the Canada and the short-billed Ja^s {Ditomithia
eanadentit, and braehyrynehut, Sw.) appear stationary, and are

peculiar to these regions.

The Waterfowl, and wading tribes, as may be expected, are in

immense numbers, and supply excellent food to the provident

natives, by whom they areV>re8erved in the snow as winter pro-

vision. Among these the Canada Gooee is one of the largest and
the most numerous. How far these birds extend their migratima

northward is not known : they were seen by Captain Phipps on the dreary coast of Spitz-

bergen, in lat 80° 27' ; and, Wilson remarks, it is highly probable that they pass under the
very pole itself, amid the silent desolation of unknown countries, shut out since the creation

fWrni the prying eye of man, by everlasting and insuperable barriers of ice. Certain it is,

that the breieding places of these wanderers have never been discovered. After incubation,

the approaching rigours of the arctic pole compel them to retreat towards the south. The
Indians are well aware of the period they are to be expected, and make such havoc in their

ranks, that in favourable years 3000 or 4000 are said to be barrelled for future use : the
autumnal flight lasts from August to October ; and those which are taken at this season,

when the frost begins, are preserved in their feathers and left to be fVozen f<>r the firesh pro-

visions of the winter stock, the feathers being sent to England. When in good (wder, this

bird weighs^from ten Jo twelve pounds, and each is estimated to yipl<* ludf a pound of
feathers,

its manners i

Skot. hi.—Hittorieal Oeograpky.

The discovery of this part of America was effected at a very early period by Britiah skill

and enterprise. In 149^7 and 1408, very soon after the voyage of Columbus, John and Se-
bastian Cabot not only explored the coast of what is now the United States, but surveyed
the mouth of tl)e St. Lawrence, and sailed even along the roast of I^brador. Some years
after, the French navigator, Jacques Cartier, sailed up the St Lawrence to Montreal, upon
which voyage the French founded their claim to Canada. Some settlements were made in

Acadie, since Nova Scotia, and trading posts were established, in the first years of the.seven-
teenth century, and in 1608 a colony was founded on a great scale, under the pompous title

of " New France." The settlements were pushed by that enterprising nation with great
activity, and even fht into the interior, until thev began to enclose those formed by Britain,

in New England, so that a collision between these two great rival nations became inevita-

ble. Canada was transferred to Britain by the events of the war, 1756-63, and by th«

BoosMcsitd FilooQ.

The Snow Goose (Anas htfperborea) is another ^ these northern wanderers, but
rs are not so well known : it is a common species in Hudson's Bay.
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glorious combat at Quebec, where Wolf conquered and fell. By the peace, all this and the

other parts of North America were secured to Britain in full dominion. Canada remained
to her even amid the great revolution which severed all the southern part of her empire.

By a singular contrast, the part of America which was colonised from England, and inha-

bited by Englishmen, rejected her, while the part colonised by France, and inhabited by

Frenchmen, remained firmly attached to her. This was doubtless, in a great measure, a
consequence of the conciliatory manner in which England treated the conquered province.

Skt. IV.

—

Polilieal Oeography,

The British dominions in North America are divided into the five provinces of Upper
Canada, Lower Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward's Island, and New-
foundland. The constitution ot government of the provinces has been modelled on that of

the mother-country ; each province has a governor and a legislative council appointed by

die crown, and a house of commons or representatives chosen by the inhabitants, upon
noderate qualifications.

The government of Canada was administered b^ a governor and council appointed by the

crown until 1791, when the constitutional act, as it was commonly called, divided the coun-

try into two provinces, and established a constitutional government for each. In liower Canada,

the legislative council, appointed for life, consists of ,14 members, and the House of Assembly,

elected for four years, by forty-shilling freeholders fur the counties, and the five-pound free-

holders or ten-pound annual renters for the towns, is composed of 88 members. In Upper

Canada the chief executive officer is styled Lieutenant Governor ; the legislative council

consists of 17 members, and the House of Assembly of 50. Bills passed by the two houses,

become a Iqw when agreed to by the governor, though in certain cases the royal sanction is

required, and in others reference must be had to the imperial parliament Th(p supreme

legislative authority is vested, therefore, in the king and two houses of the British Parliar-

ment, limited, however, by the capitulations and by their own acts; the act 31 Geo. iii. ch.

13. declares that no taxes shall be imposed on the colonies but for the regulation of trade,

and that the proceeds of such taxes shall be applied for the use of the province, in such man-

ner as shall be directed by any laws made by his majesty, by and with the advice and con-

sent of the Legislative council, and the House of Assembly. This point is one of the chief

causes of the dissatisfaction in the Canadas, the colonists demanding the exclusive control

over the money raised within the provinces.

The laws in force in Lower Canada are; 1. The Acts of the British parliament which ex-

tend to the colonies; 2. Capitulations and treaties; 3. The laws and customs of Canada

founded principally on the jurisprudence of the parliament of Paris, as it stood in 1663, the

edicts of the French kings, and the Roman civil law ; 4. The criminal law of England as it

stood in 1774, and as explained by subsequent statutes; 5. The ordinances of the governor

and council, established by the act of the above year ; 6. The acts of the provincial legisla-

ture since 1792. Trial by jury is universal in criminal cases, but a very small proportion

of the civil cases are tried in this manner. Law proceedings are in French and English,

and it is not unusual to have half the jury English and the other half French. The land

on the St Lawrence was chiefly granted by the French king on feudal tenure, to large pro-

proprietors termed Beignieura; and although the English government has passed laws to

facilitate the conversion of the seignieurial into 8occa|re tenures the Canadians are in gene-

ral attached to the old fbnns. The grants of the English crown have been on firee and com-

mon Boccage tenures. In Upper Canada the laws are wholly English, as is also the case in

the other provinces. The constitution of the other provinces also resembles that of Uf^r
Canada.

. Acnnnnn
The revenue of Lower Canada, derived almost entirely fhwn custom duties, is 9800,000

per annum ; the yearly income of Upper Canada, consisting of one-third of the customs levied

at Quebec, of customs levied on imports from the United States, with licenses, tolls, and the

revenue derived fW)m the lands sold to the Upper Canada Company, amounting to $80,000

a year, is #500,000 ; these sums form the public resources of the provinces, and are employed

in the payment of the public officers, and other current expenses of the provincial govern-

ments. Upper Canada has a debt of between three and four millions, contracted for public

works, roads, canals, &c. The expenditure of the British government out of the imperial

revenues, was for the two provinces, in 1834, 263,2501., of which 58931. was for civil, and

the remainder for military purposes. ,onoio»
The charge of the other four North American colonies for the same period was 162,3127.,

of which all but 20,4357. was for naval and military expenses. According to Martin, th«

provincial revenue and expenditure of these four provinces, for 1833, were as follows :

—

emiiit. Eiimditira,

NnvaSeotU £9i.V» £106,876

Nuw Brunswick 68,000 W.OOO
Ni!wfoandland 16,000 97,000

Princ« Edwsid'i bland 7,660 13,739

MWlM J
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Sbctt. V.

—

Productive Indtutry.

The natural reMMiices of British America are more ample than would be inferred fhHn its

dreary aiipect, and the vast snowa under which it is buried. Canada has a very fertile soil,

especially in its upper province; and thouffh it be free from snow only durinff five months,

the heat of that period is so intense, as to ripen the more valuable kinds of grain. The
vast uncleared tracts are covered with excellent timber. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
are leas fertile, yet they contain much good land, and are well timbered. Newfoundland
is not BO barren as has sometimes been supposed, and has on its shores the most valuable

cod-fishery in the world. Even the immense northern wastes are covered with a profusion

of animals noted for their rich and beautiful fiira, which form the foundation of an extensive

and valuable trade.

Agriculture, in this country, is still necessarily conducted on a somewhat rude system

;

yet Uie whole of Lower Canada, for more than 400 miles along the banks of the St Law-
rence, presents an extensive chain of fiirms. "Corn-fields, pasture, and meadow lands,

embellished at intervals with clumps of trees, snow-white cottages, neatbr adorned churches,
alternately present themselves to the eye in the midst of the verdant foliage which shades
the banks of that noble river." The meadows of Canada are reckoned superior to those in

the more southern part^, possessing a fine close turf, well covered at the roots with clover.

The French habitmu have an extremely imperfect mode of culture ; they scarcely scratch
the soil deeper than an inch, and adhere with pertinacity to old habits. They have none
of the enterpri8<) or emigrating spirit of the republicans, but stick to their paternal fields as
long as they will jrield a support to themselves and families. They cultivate nearly the same
kinds of grain which are grown in England, with a little maize and tobacca Orchards are
not much attended to; but culinary vegetables are raised in tolerable plenty, especially

onions, garlic, and leeks. Of animals reared for food, hogs are the most numerous ; the
sheep and cattle are of small size. Culture in Upper Qmada is still in an incipienf state,

but it is advancing rapidly, in consequence of the influx of British settlers. Government
tor some time allowed to every settler fifty or even a hundred acres upon payment of fees

amounting to about a shilling per acre ; but since 1327, the lands have been disposed of
by public auction. An officer, entitled the Commissioner of Crown T^ands, fixes the extent
to be sold in each year, and the upset price, which are announced in the Gazette. No lot

is to contain more than 1200 acres, and the purchase-money is to be paid by four instal-

ments, one at the time of sale, the rest at intervals of a year ; but purchasera under 200
acres may obtain possession, liable to a redeemable quit-rent of 5 per cent, payable an-
nually in advance. If the conditions are not fulfilled, the land is forfeited. Government
has, however, at diflerent times, during the distress of the labouring classes in Britain, not
only made free grants to large bodies of them, but given ajd in conveying them across Uie
Atlantic, and settling them on their allotted portions. By Lord Howick's bill, in 1831, it is

provided, in the case of any one willing to emigrate, and who it is apprehended may be-

come a burden on the poor rates, that, on payment of a certain sum out of these rates, he
shall be conveyed to the colonies ; where he may either employ himself as a labourer, or
obtain a small assignment of land, for which, however, afler a certain interval, he is expected
to pay. Among emigrants possessed of capital, a great proportion have of late made their

purchases from the Canada Company. This body, incorporated in 1826, bought firom

government tracU equal > 2,300,000 acres, for which they engaged to pay the sum of
296,000{., by sixteen annuv instalments. These are dispersed through every part of Upper
Canada; but the largest portion, amounting to about a million of acres, and extending sixty

miles in length, is along the eastern shore of Lake Huron. The Company found towns
and villages, form roads, lay out the ground in convenient lota : they have agents on the
spot, who afford every information and aid to emigrants; they sell their lands fron) 7t. 6d.
to 20*. an acre, requiring only one fifth of this sum to be paid immediately, the rest by
annual instalments, which, it is said, the land can easily produce by cultivation ; and the
company state that they have on no occasion been under the necessity of resorting to com-
pulsory measures to obtain the payment of arreare. The settler must begin with the
laborious task of felling the trees, of erecting a log-house for himself, and a commodious
bam for storing the grain. The former ma^ cost 12/. and the latter 6M. The cost of a
stock of farm cattle is reckoned by Mr. Howison at 28/. ; and that of clearing and sowing an
acre, 51. 5». The first year's produce is usually twenty-five bushels of wheat, which may sell

at 4s. 6d. each. The second year's crop will be considerably larger. Wheat, the most valu-
able crop, is raised very successfully ; rye and Indian com also succeed ; but oats and barley
do not The best green crop is the squash or gourd. The management here, as over all

America, is very slovenly, when compared with good English farnung; but circumstances,
perhaps, do not admit of belter; and the greatest difficulty is the want of a market The
expense of living, so far as concerns the abeolute necessaries of life, is very moderate ; but
wearing apparel and all manufactured goods ar double the price at which they sell on the
other side of the Atlantic. Servants are very dear, and scarcely to be had at any rate of
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wages ; even those brought from Britain usually strike out an independent career for them-
selves. A wife, if at allindustrioux, and a large family, instead of being a burden, are the
great source of prosperity on the American lakes.

Manufactures form no considerable pail of the political economy of Upper Canada ; and
policy will lead Great Britain not to encourage tiiem.

The commerce of British America is an object of much greater importance. The fur
trade, the original object for opening an intercourse with this pait of the world, was carried
on in the first instance chiefly fi-om the shores of Hudson's Buy ; but it was there injudi-
ciously placed in the hands of an exclusive company, wliich greatly diminished its activity.

About forty years ago, Mr. M'Tavish, and some other active merchants at Montreal, estate
lished what was called the North-west Company, which was opposed for some time by a
rival one, under Sir Alexander Mackenzie, but the two at lost united. The company then
consisted of forty partners, who employed upwards of 3000 clerks, travellers, and Indians.
Their agents consist chiefly of tough Scotch Highlanders, who undergo incredible hard-
ships in traversing the vast expanse of these dreary and pathless wastes ; but they are ena-
bled to live in splendour at Montreal, and sometimes return with considerable fortunes.
The furs ore chiefly those of the beaver, which pass for money on the northern lakes ; those
of the various foxes, black, silver cross, and blue ; of the wolverine, the ntarten, the lynx.
Lord Selkirk has laid open all the sins of the North-west agents, which do not appear to
have been very few. The medium of exchange was almost exclusively spirits, the exces-
sive use of which had the most ruinous eflTects, both moral and physical, on the Indians,
whom, indeed, it has gone near to exterminate. The eager rivalry of the two companies,
operating thus in regions beyond the pale of law, has given birth to many deeds of fraud
and violence. Within these few years, however, an union has healed the deadly enmity
between them ; and, by acting in concert, they have determined, as Captain Franklin afilrms,

to diminish the issue of spirits, and even to adopt every practicable means for the 'noral and
religious improvement of the Indians. The furs exported from Quebec, on an average of
1830 and 1831, were, 41,225 beaver and otter, valued at 25». each ; 466 bear and buflalo,

20«. ; 836 deer, 3s. ; 2630 fox, 10s. ; 12,400 lyn.v, cat and marten, 10*. ; 39,000 musk-rat,
6d. ; 1500 tails of marten, fox, &c.. Is. These, with some smaller articles, are valued at

211,000/. It is remarkable that they are cheaper in London than at Montreal ; owing, it is

said, to the superior skill used by the London manufacturers in getting them up, so as to

make a small quantity go a great deal &rther.

The timber trade, the value of which, thirty years ago, did not exceed 32,000/., has now
surpassed all others in magnitude. It has been favoured not only by the great demand for

ship and house-building, but much more by the great diflTcrence made in the duty, as com-
pared with that imposed upon Baltic timber ; and which, though reduced, is still 21. 5«. per
lood. Britain makes thus a great sacrifice (the wisdom of which has been much questioned),
since the timber of Canada is not only loaded with a heavier freight, but is decidedly infe-

rior as to strength and durability. This timber is obtained not from the agricultural di»-

tricts, but chiefly from the immense forests upon the shores of'the great interior lakes. The
trees are cut down during the winter, partly by American axemen, who are peculiarly skil-

ful ; and the business is attended with great hardship, both from the work itself^ and the
inclemency of the season. The trees when felled are put together into immense rolls,

which often cover acres, and on them are raised small huts, the residence of the woodmen
and their femilies. Ten or twelve square-sails ore set up, and the rafts are navigated to

Quebec through many dangers, in which nearly a third of them are said to be destroyed.

Those which survive are ranged along the river in front of Quebec, forming a line four or

five miles in extent, till they are taken down and exported in the shape of timber, deals,

and staves. The Canada merchants lately estimated the capital invested in this trade at

1,250,000/. It is also carried on to a great extent from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
even from Cape Breton. The export to all quartera amounted, in 1831, to 1,877,000 deals

and battens; 46,278,000 feet of deals, planks, and boards; 6,925 cords of lathwood ; 6783
masts and spars; 25,795 oars; 1,372,000 large, and 7,653,000 small, staves; 14,815,000

,
shingles ; 470,580 tons of fir, oak, &,c. timber. The value of these and a few minor articles,

is estimated by Mr. Bliss at 1,038,000/. sterling.

Other considerable articles are pot and pearl ashes, which, in 1831, omounted to 200,800
cwt, value 325,000/. ; wheat and wheat flour, limited chiefly by the want of demand. In
1831 there were exported 1,341,278 bushels of wheat, value, at 6s. Sd., 447,092/. ; flour,

82,406 barrels, at 35s., 144,210/. ; barley, 214,562 bushels, at 3s., 32,184/. ; beef and pork,

15,802 barrels, at 60s., 47,406/. ; cattle, 2055 head, 5/., 10,275/. ; vegetables, 869,000 bush-

els, at Is. 6d., 27,686/. ; butter, 157,475 lbs. at Is., 7873/. ; biscuits, 7:)48 cwts. at 17s. 6d.,

6420/. These, with some minor articles, amounted to 656,584/. For some time, however,
the ports of Britain have been shut against foreign grain ; and, though some relaxation haa
been granted with respect to Canada, it seems very doubtfol if the free admission which its

cultivaton demaul for their grain will ever be accorded by the British landholders. The

j

i
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value of gn'm imported from these colonies into Britain amounted, in 1625, to 85,000/. ; and

on an averai^ of twenty-tive years to 256,000/. The shipping employed between Britain

and her Amnrican colonies was, in 1B2<), inwards, 1609 ships of 4:^1,124 tons; outwardSj

1652 ships of 418,142 tons. The value of the imporU into Britain, in 1829, was 1,068,622/.

;

of the exports, 2,064,126/.

To the West Indies the northern states export staves, timber, grain, provisions, and salted

fish ; receiving in return the well-known produce of these islands. With the United States,

Canada holds a great intercourse across Lake Champlain, sending chiefly salt and peltry,

taking in return some provisions, timber, and potash ; and, clandestinely, tea, tobacco, and

other luxuries, which the strict colonial rules would require her to receive firom the mother
country.

The fishery 13 pursued upon these shores to an extent not surpassed anywhere else upon
the globe. The rich supply of cod on the Newfoundland btnk is wholly unparalleled.

This bank may be termed a vast submarine mountain, 3i)0 miles in length, and 75 in breadth.

The approach to it is announced by flights of penguins, and the shore covered with shells

and a profusion of small fish, which serve as food to the vast shoals of cod, which resort to

the bank. Although all the nations of Europe have been lading cargoes of them for cen-

turies, no sensible diminution has been telt The English employ about 40,000 tons of ship-

ping, and 3000 men, in this fishery. In 1814 and 1815, the Britinh exported upwards of

1,200,000 quintals, but the amount has since diminished. In 1831, they exported 889,380
ewt. of fish at 10«., 444,690/. ; 87,788 barrels of herrings at 20t., 87,788/. ; 14,068 tuna of

oil at 25/., 351,650/. ; 737,449 seal-skins at 1«., 36,872/. ; which, with some minor articles,

mode up an estimated value of 834,182/. The French and Americans share in this trade

;

and the former, on an average of five years, carry ofl* annually 245,000 quintals, at 1/. 1«.

per quintal ; the latter, in 1831, exported 206,000 quintals, and 76,000 barrels, the value of

which was about 425,000/.

The interior communications of Canada are almost solely by the river St Lawrence and
the lakes, which open a very extensive navigation into the country. It is seriously ob-

atructed, however, between Montreal and Lake Ontario, where a series of rapids occur, over

which only canoea can shoot ; and all heavy goods must be landed and reshipped.

Great exertions have been made to improve by canals the interior communications of Ca-
nada, though the advantage of those made by the government has been a good deal contro-

verted. The chief object has been to obviate the continued series of obstructions to the

navigation of the St Lawrence above Montreal. One canal has been conducted from that

city to the village of La Chine, a distance of eight miles, avoiding the formidable cascade,

called the Sault St Louis. Considering the moderate distance, the expense of 130,000/. is

very large ; but the works are said to te admirable, and the canal is of great use. Govern-
ment then determined to form a grand circuitous communication with Lake Ontario by the

Ottawa. The object held forth was, that in the event of war with the United States, mili-

tary stores might be conveyed firom Lower to Upper Canada, without the dangers which
would be incuned by the route of the St Lawrence, the opposite bank of which would be
in possession of the enemy. In the prosecution of this plan, the Grfenville canal, eight

milea long, divided into three sections, was constructed, to avoid certain fiills and rapids in

the lower navigation of the Ottawa. It is forty-eight feet wide, and five feet deep. The
grand operation on this line, however, is the Rideau canal, reaching ftom the Ottawa to Lake
Ontario, near Kingston. It is 135 miles lon^f, connecting together a chain of lakes which
admit of steam navigation ; and the dimensions are such aa to allow vessels fiom 100 to 125
tons to paaa. The estimated expense was 486,000/., which it will have considerably ex-

ceeded. It seems much to be regretted, when so much expense was incurred, that it was
not employed upon a canal parallel to the St Lawrence, which, whenever it is accomplished,
will, in a commercial view, supersede the Rideau. Estimates have accordingly been formed
of two dimensions, according to one of which such a canal would coat 92,0001., and to an-
other, 176,000/. ; and it is thought the larger scale will prove profitable, and remunerate the
undertakers. The enterprise of private individuals has constructed the Welland canal,

which, at an expense of 270,000/., has united the lakes of Ontario and Erie. It u forty-two

miles long, fifly-two feet broad, and eight feet and a half deep ; and the chambers of the
locks are of dimensions sufficient for vessels of 125 tons. It is thus much more capacious
than the great New York canal, though not nearly of equal length. The Chaiqbly canal
opens a navigation by the-Sorelle from Lake Chunplain to the St Lawrence.

Scot. VI.—Civt/ and Social State.

The following table, exhibiting the population, area, annual produce, live stock, &c. ot

the British North American provinces, has been extracted froui Martin's elaborate History
of the British colonies ; but it is not to be concealed that the author's statements in different

portions of the work do not always appear to agree with each other :

—
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r
!lq. MilM. ^^ Culllwalmn. Ocnipiail.

U>ww Canada
I7|ip«r Canada
New Bniniwick
Nova tkotia, with Caps Breton.
Ptiiice Gdward'a Island
Nrwriiundland

8.w,iiao

inn.ono

S7,7W
1H.7«
3,131
33,913

raiMioo
3w,aau
100.000
189.000
3:i,eiio

80,000

S,0HS,»13
l.lt.10,U<U

SOO.IXHI

i,«io,niio

tiw.aoo.

100,000

4.000,000
3,340,000
l.3flo,iMI0

100,000

iiH,8fie

30,3:10

I'i.aio

!U,oao
7,000
i.ouo

3m,'n)o
lli0,000

:h),ooo

MU.OOO
39.oaa
10,000

M3,343
300,000
130,000
300,000
30,300
lOJXO

IWUM.

003,137
230,000
M),000
IHU.OOO

33,000
90,100

The people of Lower Canada, and of the interior of Nova Scotia and New Brunowick,
conaist almost entirely of French, known under the name of kabitaiu {Jig. 1007.). The

1067 stranger who passes into Canada out of the United States
ia much struck with the change of aspect and address.

The visage of the habitant is long and thin, his nose pro-

minent inclining to the aquiline ; his eyes small, dark,

and lively ; his chin sharp ; his complexion swarthy ant^

sunburnt, and often darker than that of the Indian. In-

stead of diaplaying the hardy blnntneaa of the American,
he ia courteoua and polite in the extreme. Even carmen
and peasanta are seen taking off their capa, bowing and
scraping to each other aa they paaa along the streets. In
their demeanour they are easy and unembarrassed, like

persona that have pasaed their livea in good company.
Indeed, Mr. Lambert observes, that the original settlera

consisted portly of the noblesse of France, disbanded
Caaadiaa RkbUaaa. officers and aoldiera, and other peraona accustomed to good

society. They have imbibed nothing of that stirring, restless, and adventurous spirit for

which the Americans are almost proverbially noted. They are deacribed by Mr. Duncan
as "of habits altogether hereditary and monotonous, content to pace along in the footsteps

of their fore&thera." They also cherish a mortal and almoet superatitioua antipathy against
their republican neighboura, especially the Bostoniaiu; to whose machinati(»i8, according
to Mr. Hall, they are wont to ascribe fire or any other public calamity which befiills their

cities. This feeling, with the mild and liberal treatment which they have experienced, has
secured them fmm all disposition to take part with the United States in any of the recent
contests. They enjoy a happy mediocrity of condition, poeaessing in abundance the necea-
saries of life, and some of its luxuriea They are a contented, gay, harmless, ignorant
superstitious, gossiping race. They emigrate reluctantly and rarely, adhering to their

paternal spot, and oividing it aa long as possible among the members « their fiimily.

In religion, the habitans have alwaya adhered to ^ir wiginal Catholic profeaaion. In
thia the British have fully protected them, continuing to support the establishment and levy-

ing a small land-tax to defVay the expense. The Canadian clergy are represented as exem-
plary in their conduQt diligent in the diacharge of their functiona, and by no means poa-

sessed of that violent spirit of proselytism, which has been often ascribed to thorn. Catho-
lics are admitted to the bouse of aasembly, and to all offices, and are perfectly IqyaL A
proteatant establishment of the church of England is also supported on a small scale. The
church of Rome haa 191 churches, 298 other places of worship, called cures, or pretbytirei,

20 convents, and 10 cdlegea. Of die convents, six are lar^re nunneries in the great
towns ; the others are diapersed over the country, serving chiefly for purposes of female
education. The church of England haa 39 places <^ worship ; the church of Scotland,

four; the Wesle^an Methodista, five.

The bouses of the Canadians are constructed of loga slightly smoothed with the axe, laid

upon each other, and dovetailed at the comerai The interstices are filled with clay or

mud, and the stuihce whitewaahed. The roof ia constructed with boards, gencrtdly covered
with shingles, to which the weather gives die appearance of slate. There ia only one story,

or grouid floor. The Frenchwomen are said to have improved in cleanliness bv the exam-
ple of their English neighboura, having befwe been accustomed to leave the dust and dirt

on their floors unrndeatM for a twelvemonth, only aprinkling a litde water to prevent the

duat fhxn riaing. The^ have still much to learn in this particular, and argue against the

constant acouring praetiaed by their new neighbours, as injurious to health. The manaiona
are usually adorned with picturea, or imaces of the Virgin and the aaints, the execution of

which beara unequivocal testimony to the low state of the arts.

The amusements of Canada are not varied. The French, alwava fond of donciiw and of
social parties, gave to the towns die character of being gay and hospitable ; but Mr. Lam-
bert aaya, that, aince British residents have multiplied, a spirit of party, a propensity to

Bcandal, and jealousy as to rank, have considerabiy marred thia harmonious dispoaition.

The theatre is in a very low atate; but the moat national omuaeroent is that of drivini;

over the snow in the clear months during the depth of winter, in a vehicle called a cariole'

with a dmrp bottom, which glides over die snow like a skate {Jig. 1068.).

Vol. in. ftl 2V
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The dran of the Canadian habitant conaista of a large dark gnj cloth coat or frock, with
a hood, which, in wet weather, he drawa

1068 over hia white or red nightcap, like the

cowl of a monk. It ia tied round with a
worsted sash of varioua coloura. He haa
a waistcoat and trousers of the same cloth,

and mocassins or long boots, fitted for

making Jjis way through swamps. A
jacket and petticoat is tite original dress

of the females; though they have begun
OkMdiaa Ckiiob. to adopt, at a long interval, the changing

ftshions of the mother-country.
The find (^ the rural Canadians is chiefly pork, boiled in pea-soup, which is the standing

dish at break&at, dinner, and supper. During Lent, fish, vegetables, and sour milk supply
its place. Knives and forka are accounted superfluous; and, to meat which can be eaten
with a spoon, the whole party sit round and help themselves fipom one general dish. Tea
and cofiee are only occasional treats. Unfortunately, from its cheering influence, rum is

too much iu request, and the habitant seldom returns from market without rather an undue
portion of it At certain seasons, and especially after Lent, they have their "Jour$ grog,"
m which fifty or a hundred sit down to a table, covered with enormous jointa, huge dishes
of fruit and fowl, and vast tureens of milk and soup. Dancing concludes the roerrm>ent

Smt. Vll.^—Locoi Oeography.

In detailing the geography (^ ftitish America, we must divide this extensive territory

into six portions :—^1. Ix>wcr Canada ; 2. Upper Canada ; 3. Nova Scotia ; 4. New Brunswick

;

6. Prince Edward's Island ; 6. Newfoundland.

SraaoMT. 1.

—

Lower Canada,

Lower Canada extends along the bank of the St Lawrence up as fior as the Lake St
Francis, a little beyond Montreal. Till of late, this wui the only part of the country which
was settled and peopled tc any extent and to the upper province there was little resort

unless with a view to the fiir trade. It is still the most densely occupied, and all the trade

must necessarily pai « through it The great bod^ of the French habitants are included

within it Lower Canada is divided into four distncts:—Quebec, Trois Rividreo, Montreal;

and QoMoi, which are subdivided into 40 counties.

For these four districts the estimates of Mr. Bouchette, formed, seemingly, with very

Ct care, so as nearly ta approach the truth, enable us to present our readers with the foi-

ng ttble. Allowance, however, must be made for the increase within the last few
yean:

—

•

PopalatloB
BquanMilM
Aem, Arable
Aerm ondar Fallow, or Meadow.
Wheat, Produce in Buiiieli
Oata »
Barlejr "
Peaa •*

Oilier OrUoa "
Potatoea..... ••

Horaea ,

Oxen
Oow«
Sheep •..•.•••••**.*.*t.
Hof*
Irooau

QnliH. Trail aittaii.

143,761
iaS,717
a9],«»
013,443
7i)3,«9
6S7.053
183.aM
IW,4fle
171.000

1,848,104
3B,on
31,408
78,707

948,048
8B|496
4,315

81,«57
18,811

1SS,S0S
944,878
308,874
317,789
99,841
eiJMI
86,000

006,363
18,899
10,344
38,918
09.674
30JB8
9,073

988,631
49,7W
880,006

1,081,066

1,788,386
1,379,886
913,679
546,783
806,000

4,191,791
'8J,U0
8831
147,394
489,810
190,900
6,756

7,777
7,389
4,887
5,100
19,008
16,808

"9,805'

1,800
B193W

1,380
1,830

1,676
4,896
4,008

09

TMd

471,676
118,486

1,009,1(8
1,944,387

9,931.940
9,341,899
363,117
893,318
854,800

6,796,310

140,439
148,019
900,018Mp |DQ

'Ml!73S
13,943

The city of Quebec (fig. 1000.), the capital of Canada, is the chief feature in the dit>

trict bearing its name. It is sin-

gularly situated, half on a plain

nlaag the northern bank of the

St Lawrence, the other half on
the top of a steep perpendicular

rock, at least 360 feet high, which
rises immediately above. These
are called the Lower and the Vfh
per Towns. The Upper ToWn
contains the government build-

ings, the residence of the gover-
Ciirorourbeo. am, the military, and the most
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trict bearing its name. It is Bin<

gularly situated, half on a plain

along the northern bank of the

St Lawrence, the other half on
die top of a steep perpendicular

rock, at least 360 feet high, which
rises immediately above. These
are called the Lower and the Up-
per Towns. The Upper ToWn
contains the government build-

ings, the residence of the gover-

nor, the military, and the most
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opulent inhabitants, the best and handsomest streets, and the moat agreeaUe mansrans. The
Lower Town is more crowded; iu houses are leas handsome, and have a gloomy and
monotonous aspect ; but it is the sole seat of the traffic by which Quebec is enriched. The
communication between the two is maintained by a narrow track through a clefl in the

rock, called Mountain Street to which name it fully answers. During the. long winters,

when this steep track is a sheet of ice, it can be passed only with great caution, by the aid

of Shetland hose, iron cramps, and similar expedients. Quebec is by strict statute built of

stone, as a. security against the dreadful conflagrations which have laid waste the wooden
cities of the west There are three nunneries, containing each firom thirty to forty inmates
which number is kept up without difficulty. Two of them devote themselves to education

and the care of the sick ; so that they are of real use to society. The male orders were
not allowed to recruit their numbers, and as they successively died, their funds were appro-

priated by government which, from the Jesuits alone, derived an income of 19,0001. a year.

The cathedrals and other public buildings are respectaule, without any of them being very
remarkable. The life of the inhabitants of Quebec is variad chiefly by the vicissitudes of
the season. Towards the end of November, winter sets in, and for several weeks heavy
fells of snow, hail, and sleet closely follow each other. The snow often rises to a level

with the top of the smaller houses; and it is with the utmost difficulty that the inhabitants

can keep open a narrow path between them. Towards the end of December the weather
becomes clear, the snow ceases to fell, and its white solid mass covers the entire expanse of
the surrounding country. Then is the time for the citizens to sally forth wiUi horse, sledee,

and cariole, and drive over the smooth snowy plain, where, as every trace of a path has
been obliterated, the route is marked by pine Inranches, stuck in at short distances, and vary-

ing the monotony of the scene. Every precaution against the cold must now be emplwed,
of which bufialo robes, lined with sreen baize, have been found the most eflfectual. Thus
passes the time till March, when the weather becomes mild, and even hot; and in April the

ice of the St Lawrence breaks with a mighty crash, and floats down for eight or ten days
in large masses, bearing along with it fragments of earth and rock from the upper parts of
the river. May and June are usually wet; in July and August the inhabitants suffer from
the intense heat and tormenting swarms of insects: September is the moat agreeable month
of tlie year; but in October the bitinff frosts of winter begin to be felt Quebec, as a mili-

tary position, is excessively strong. It is surrounded by a lofty wall, and the rock on which
it stands can be approached only on the western side, where a citadel and a great range of
other works render it almost another Gibraltar. Quebec was one of the most brilliant

scenes of British glor^. Near it on the plains of Abraham, Wolfe, at the cost of his life,

gained the splendid victory which annexed Canada to the British empire. In the beginning
of the American war. General Montgomery, in attempting to cany it was defeatetT It is

cc^idercd as securing the possession of Lower Canada, which, without it would be unten-

able. The population of Quebec is about 25,000. The commerce of Quebec is consider-

able ; as all the vessels from Britain and other forei^ quarters stop there and unload their

cargoes. The communication with Montreal is carriedm by several steam-packets. Arrived
in 1635, 1132 vessels of 323,800 tons.

The country round Quebec is broken, wild, wooded, and highly picturesque. About seven
miles distant w the Fall of Montmoienci (Jig. 1070.), one of the most striking and beautiflil

objects in North America. It

bmrs no comparison to Niagara in

magnitude anid the mass of its wap
ters; but the ample woods with
which it is fringed, the broken
rocks which surround and inter-

sect its channel, tossing it into a
foam resembling snow, render it

perhaps a more beautifel scene.

The town of Trois Rividres,

situated about ninety miles above
Quebec, with a free navigation,

_ „ ,„ ,
contains about 3000 inhabitants.

FtUorMonunoiwei. j^^ pj^^^ j^ ^jj^ ^f indifferent

wooden houses. The Indians formerly came to exchange their nirs here ; but these are now
intercepted at Montreal, by the North-west Company. The town has a good natural wharf,
but its only trade consists in supplying the district with European and West India goods.

There is, however, an iron-work m the neighbourhood, where good stoves arc said to be
made. The inhabitants are almost entirely French.

Sorelle or William Henry, Chambly, and St John, are considerable towns on the river

Sorelle.

Montreal is situated immediately below the rapids, at a point where the ample stream of
the Ottawa flows into the St Lawrence. It is the commercial capital of Canada ; and moat

1070
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cf the business, even m Quebec, is carried on by branches from the Montreal houses. It

derives a great impulse from the transactions of the Hudson's Bay Fur Company ; and it is

the centre of the commerce with the United States, carried on by Lake Charhplain and the

Hudson. Vessels of 600 or 700 tons can, notwithstanding^ some difficulties, come up to

Montreal ; itq wharf presents a busy scene,—the tall masts of merchantmen from the

Thames, the Mersey, and the Clyde, with the steam-packets which ply between Quebec and
Montreij. The island of Montreal is alwut thirty miles in length, aiid seven in breadth ; it

is of alluvial soil, the most fertile in Lower Canada, and also the most highly cultivated.

The view over it, of fruitful fields, say country-houses, and the streams by which it is en-

circled, is one of the most pleasing wat can be imagined. The interior of the town is not

80 attractive. It is substantially, but gloomily, built of dark jpay limestone, with roolB of

tin, the only kind, it is said, which can stand the intense cold of winter ; while the windows
and doors are shut in with massive plates of iron. The streets, though tolerably regular,

were inconveniently narrow ; but of late several have been formed, extending the whole
length of the town, that are commodious and airy. The new cathedral, opened in 1820, is

considered one <^ the handsomest structures in America. It is 265 feet long, 134 broad,

220 feet hi^ in its principal front ; and it is capable of containing 10,000 persons. Two
Catholic seminaries, the English church, and the general hospital, are also handsome struc-

tures. Mr. M'Oill, a citizen of Montreal, left lately a considerable estate, with 10,0001. in

money, for the foundation of a college, which was opened in 1828. The population amounts
to 80,000. The district of Montrral extends for some distance south of the St Lawrence,
taking in a comer of Lake Champlain.' This tract does not present any remarkable fea-

tures. The village of La Prairie, on the south bank of the river, is the medium of commu'
nication between Montreal and the United States.

La Chine, above the rapids, which interrupt the navigation above Montreal, is an import-

ant dep6t for the interior trade. St Anne's is a pretty village at the mouth of '/"> Ottawa.
A number of townships have been formed along the northern bank of the Ottawa, tiie part

of Lower Canada chiefly resorted to by emigrants. The country is level and fertile, but

its progress is much obstructed by the numwr of old unimproved grants ; so that the popu-

lation does not much exceed 5800.

The tract of country lying to the south-east of the St Lawrence, on the borders of Ver-
mont New Hampshire, and Maine, has of late years attracted many settlers, to whom it is

known under the name of the Eastern Townships. The lands here are held in free and
common soccage, and the English law prevails. The population of the townships is now
about 50^000. Stanstead and Sherbrooke are the principal towns of this fine and nourishing

region.

The district of Gaape remains to complete the description of Lower Canada. It is on the

south side of the St Lawrence, near its mouth, bordering on New Brunswick. It is a coun-

try of irregular and sometimes 4nountainous surfoce, containing numerous lakes, and wa-
tered by several rivers, of which the Restigouche is the principu. The territory is covered

with dense forests, inhabited by 7000 or 6000 woodmen and fishermen, and esntorts some
fish, oil, and timber. The cod-fishery employs 1600 men, and produces about 60,000 quin-

tals of fish, and 20,000 barrels of oil ; and about 4000 barrels of herrings, and 2000 of sal-

mon are shipped for Quebec. Its capital, New CarMi, is a mere village of forty or fifty

huta.

SoaaioT. 9.—Upper Canada.

Upper Canada is a vast region, commencing at the Lake St Francis, a little above Mont-
real, and extendinijf along the wiiole chain ofthe great lakes, to a^ least the western bound-
ary of Lake Superior. Its geaeral features have already been noticed. Its existence as a
country has been very recent The French, while they held Canada, merely maintained a
chain of nrilitary posts, to keep in check the savage tribes bf whom this region was occu-

pied. It remained a mere district attached to Quebec till 1781, when a number of Ameri-
can loyalists and disbanded soldiers were located upon it and the name of Upper Canada
bestowed. It slowly increased till 1611, when it contained 77,000 inhabitants, and in 1824
had rapidly risen to 151,000, and in 1828 to 188,000. Since that time the tide of emigra-

tion to Camda has been very strong. The population is at prr ent about 300,000.

Upper Canada is estimated by Mr. Bouchette to contain 141, (K) square miles, of which,

however, only 83,000 have been laid out into townships. The space thus organised com-
poses a species of trlarigle, two sides of which arc formed by the lakes Ontario, Erie, and
Huron, with their connecting channels. This tract about 570 miles in length, and 60 to 80
in breadth, is one of the most fruitful on the face of the earth, and capable of supporting a

mc3t numerous population. It is reckoned to contain 16,800,000 acres, of which about

8,000,000 have been granted to settlers in fVee and common soccage ; 4,800,00''' are reserved

for the crown and clergy, but a part of thti crown lauds have been sold to the i/anada Com-
pany ; 5,000,000 acres remain to be dis'iosod of.
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Upper Canada is divided into eleven districts, which are subdivided into 25 counties
The tollowing table gives a general view of the population of the districts in 1832

:

DWfl"*- Ptipul-aloB.

Eactcrn 23336
Ottawa 81349
Johnntown 27 0S8
Bathurit 33',386
Midland 4si3M
Newcaatle ^ SS.StiO
Home 47,630
g?'* 31,880
Niagara 94,779
London 33 jsj
Western li',788

Total 396,544

The rapids commence at the Lake Si Francis, and continue to the village of La Chine,
about ten milej above Montreal. The river is there confined in na -row, roctty, broken chan-
nels, through which it dashes with violence, agitatfid like the ocei.n in a storm. For nine
miles there is a continued succession of rapids, the most formidable if which are those called

Ijy-,
the Cascades {fig. 1071.), where

*" there is a considerable fiill or de-

scent ; and the channel, for two or

three miles below, is like a raging

,^_^ .___^ .^_-^^_^^__^^^^^^^^-^ isea. Previous to the fi>raiation of
yS^ma^XBm^S^^K^^BI^^^^^^^^. the canal of La Chine, all ordinary

vessels stopped at that villaee, and
discharged Uieir cargoes, whidi were
conveyed by land to Mootreal. There
are several modes, however, in which

Caieadei of the Bt. LawrMMe. ^6 enterprising hardihood of man
contrived to leap over {tauter, as it

is called) these fi>rmidabln perils. The Durham boats are very long, very shallow, and
almost flat-bottomed, carrying sometimes twenty-five tons. They are pushed through the

rapids hy poles, ten feet long, pointed with iron, which the crews even fix in the channel,

and apply their shouldera to ; Uie sides being guarded by thick planks. The bateaux are

smaller, also flat-bottomed, draw less water, taper to a point at each end, and are constructed

of such materials as will bear a good deal of hard knocking. They are guided by Canadian
voyageura, who know every channel, rock, and breaker. The La Chine canal now enables

the navigator to avoid the dangere of this part of the river ; but as similar obstructions oc-

cur in ouer portions of its upper course, the use of the vessels above described is still ne-

cessary. The timber rafts are also obliged to shoot the rapids.

The country along the St Lawrence from the Rapids to Lake Ontario is covered with

immense and ancient forests, which the laboura of theemi^Trants are beginning to clear. The
soil is a deep mould of decayed vegetables, which is ii\jured by its exuberant richneds, so

that, of several successive crops, each is better than the preceding ; and instances are fi-e-

quent of twenty-one crops having been drawn from it without anv need of manure. There
is a number of thriving villages on the banks of tJie river; of these, are Cornwall, below

Long-sault rapids, with about 1200 inhabitants; Presoot, at the end of Uie vpper sloop navi-

gation, in descending fttrni the lake ; and, twelve miles farther up, BrookviUe, each with

500 inhabitants. The Americans have corresponding towns on the opposite bank ; and mor-

tifying remarks are made on the stir and bustle which prevail among them, compared with

the apathy which reigns on the British side. Then follows a remarkable Mature ; the ex-

pansion of the river into what is called the Lake of the Thousand Isles. The expresbion

was thought to be a va^e exaggeration, till the isles were oflicially surveyed, and found to

amount to 1002. A sail through them presents one of the most singular and romantic suc-

cession of scenes timt can be imagined. The isles are of every size, form, height, and

aspect ; woody, verdant, rocky ; naked, smiling, barren ; and present as numerous a succes-

sion of iNiys, inlets, and channels, as occur in all the rest of the continent put together.

Lake Ontario, a much grander expanse, follows immediately after the Lake of the Thou-

sand Isles. This inland sea is in some places of such a depth, that a lino of<300 fathoms could

not reach the bottom. It is subject to violent storms, ana the swell is sometimes as heavy

as in the Atlantic. It bean the largest ships of the line, and was in 1813 and 1814 the

theatre of all the great operations of naval war. The current is distinctly perceptible

which bean this vast body of water along to the ecstward, at the rate of abont half a mile an

hour. Large and commodious etoam-vessels ply between the British and American sides.

The Canadian shore is covered with mi^estic forests, which, when removed, show a rich and

luxuriant soil. t

Kinpston and Toronto, on tlie northern shore of lAko Ontario, are the two principal towns

in Upper Canada. The former lies near the north-eastern point of the lake, and hae a com-
31*
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modioua harbour. The plan is eleeant and extensive, and, being well though partially filled

up, makes a pretty little town. The population is about 5000. The little navy raised here

during the late war is laid up, and some of the ships are only in frame, but all in a state to

be finished uid sent out in i short time. Toronto, formerly York, near the north-west end

of the lake, owes its support to its being the seat of government, and (^ the courts ; and to

the extensive settlements recently formed to the north and east of it It consists of one

long street, along the lake, with tne beginnings of two or three others parallel to it The
houses, iMrracks, and government offices are all neatly and regularly built <f wood, and
whitewashed. The population has increased to about 10,000.

Between Kingston and York are, Cobourg and Port Hope, thriving to\. . deriving im
portance from their situation as outlets to the flourishing country round Rice Lake. At the

west end of the lake is the busy little town of Hamilton.

The Niagara channel, about forty miles in length, brings into Ontario the waters of Lake
Erie and of all the upper country. On this chwnel occurs an object the most grand and
awfiil in nature, the fVdls of Niagara. The accumulated waters flowing fhnn four mighty

^^^ ^^^.s\ lakes and all their tributaries,
lO"*

_j ""^ "N ^' being for two miles agitated

..
J

like a sea by rapids, come to a
precipitous rock where they pour

down their whole mass in one
tremendous plunge of 165 feet

higrh {fig. 1072.). The noise,

tumult sod rapidity of this fall-

ing sea, the rolling clouds of
foam, the vast volumes of vapour
which rise into the air, the bril-

liancy and variety of the tints, and
the beautiful rainbows which span
the abyss, the lofty banks, and
immense woods, which surround
this wonderful scene, have been

considered bv laxperienced travellers as eclipsing every similar phenomenon. The noise v
heard, and the cloud of vapours seen, at the distance of several miles. The fall on the Ca-
nadian side is 630 foet wide, of a semicircular form, that on the American side only 310
feet and 165 feet in height, being six or seven feet higher than the former. The one, called

the Crescent or Horse-shoe Fall (fig. 1073.)
descends in a mighty sea-green wave; the
other, broken by rocks into foam, resembles a
sheet of molten silver. Travellers descend
with the certainty of being drenched to the
skin, but without dang[er, to the foot of the
£ill, and even beneath it There are now ex-
cellent inns on both sidesof the fUls, which
are crowded with visitanta On the Niagara
finntier are three villages ; one, thatofNiagara,
with about 1500 inhabitants, situated at the
mouth of the river on Lake Ontario^ with a
fort facing another on the American side;
Queenstown, seven miles below the fiills,

which snflbred severely during the late war, but is recovering; and Chippewa, the same dis-

tance above, containing several neat houses, at the mouth of^ river, the banks of which are
covered with excellent timber. These places -ivere the scene of some fighting during the
late war, and at Queenstown, where General Brock fell, a fine column, 125 feet high, has
been erected to his memory.

.
Lake Erie is still a grander expanse than Ontario, and its waters are equally clear and

transparent The navigation, however, is by no means so commodious. It is shallow, not
averaging a depth of more than fifteen or eighteen ^thorns, and at the same time liable to
violent storms. Long sunken reefs and pra^pitous rocky banks occasion dangers greatly
increased by thick mists, which often hide from the mariner all view of his course. Scarcely
a summer passes in which some vessels are not lost Steam-packetei are best calculated for
steering through these perils, and they are accordingly employed to a grcai extent There
is a number of fine wcxxlad islands on Lake Erie. The country along its northern shore is

varied, and on the whole exceedingly fine. Near ite eastern extre-^ity it receives the Grand
or Ouee River, whicli is navigable for schooners thirty miles up, and for boats considerably
higher. The banks are very fertile and finely wooded, and abound in gypsum, which proves
an excellent manure. The next district is that called Long Point forming a promontory
projecting into the lake. It is composed of a light sandy soil, covered, not with thick woods,

Fall.
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like the rest of Upper Canada, but only with scattered groves and trees, which render it

very beautiful, and are an extreme convenience to the settler, who finds himself released
from the task of hewing ilov.r. enormous forests. To the west of Long Point is the Talbo*
settlement formed, in 1S02, by Colonel Talbot It extends seventy or eighty miles paral! i

to the lake, with many branches stretching into the interior. Numerous examples are here
affi>rded of persons who arrived in a state of destitution, and who now possess in abundance
all the necessaries of life. As ws proceed westward, the settled tracts become more thinly
scattered, and beyond the river Thames commences the tract called the Long Woods, being
forty miles of uninterrupted (orest with few habitations. At the end of it the traveller

comes to the lower bank of the Thames foiling into the lake of St Clair, which with the
rivers Detroit and St Clair, connects Lake Erie with the northern expanse of Lake Huron.
This district is' a thickly planted old settlement formed by the French Canadians. It is a
delightful tract, in which finiits of every kind grow to a perfection unknown in other yerts

of Canada. In summer, the country presents a forest of blossoms, which exhale the most
delicious odours ; the climate is mild and agreeable, and the meanest peasant has his orchard
and plenty of cider at his table. The ckiss of settlers, however, attached to old customs, do
not seem likely to make the same progress as the enterprising European colonists. Maiden,
at the head of Lake Erie, Amherstburgh, and Sandwich, are>neat little towns in this

district In the interior are Chatham, at the head of sloop navigation on the Thames ; and
ninetv miles higher up, London, a thriving town with about 2000 inhabitants.

Lake Huron u still larger tlian Lake Erie, and its greatest extent is fh>m north to south,

almost in a pyramidal form, with its base towards the north, imta the eastern end of which,
however, the large bay, called the Georgian Bay, branches off It is crowded with islands,

which stretch aliMig the northern coast in close and successive ranges, and, combined with
the storms to which this lake, like the others, is subject render the navigation peculiarly
intricate and dangerous. The northern coast of this lake is not at all settled, nor indeed
fully explored ; it is repotted, as compared with the lower lakes, to have an unfiruitftal soil,

and a cold, humid, and tempestuous climate;, but the cutting down of the woods, and a
carefol culture, after the more tempting lands shall Iiave i^n exhausted, may pnibably

yield more fkvourable resulta Along its eastern shore there is a great extent of very fruit-

fol territory. Here is the neat and nourishing town of Goderich, with a good harbour at the
mouth of the Maitland. At the bottom of the Georgian Bay, stands Penetanguishene, a
British naval station, from which a steamer runs to the island of St Joseph, at the western
end of the lake, on which is kept a i<mall detachment of British troops. On the northern
coast opposite St Joseph's is Portlock Harbour, also a military station.

Lake Superior, the forthest of this great chain, is of still larger extent being nearly 400
miles in length. Its northern coasts are nigged and winding, formed of precipitous rocks,

often penetrated with deep c^ves. Major Long, who coasted it says that no scene can be
more dreary than its northern shore : nothing appears on its surface but Ixirren rocks and
stunted trees ; the climate is cold and inhospitable ; game very scarce ; fish plentiful, but
difficult to take. No one attempts to travel ^j land, unless in winter, when the rivers are
frozen. The coast however, is picturesque, frcu.. the clearness of the water, the bold and
varied forms of the rocks, and the numerous cascades. Only half a dozen of Chippewa
families were met along its whole :,oursc. The Hudson's Bay Company have posts at Mi-
chipecoten. Pic River, Kaministiquio, and Pigeon River, where a good deal of business is

done. Just above Fort William, on the Kaministiquia, are the Kakabikka Falls described

in the account of Major Long's expedition. They have a perpendicular descent of 130 feet
and a breadth of 150 feet; and in the volume of water which they present in the roar of
the cataract and the wildness of the vegetation and of the rocks around, are said to rival

the foils of Niagara. The climate is extremely severe ; potatoes and turnips are the only

vegetables which con be raised.

SuBSECT. 3.

—

Nova Scotia,

Nova Scotia is a large peninsula forming, as it were, a fragment detached from the great

moss of the British territoiy. It is bounded on the nortii and north-east by the narrow
straits;, separating it from Cape Breton and Prince Edward Islands; on the south-east by
the AUantic; «ndon the north-west by the Bay of Fundy^ which penetrates so deep as to

leave only an isthmus, about nine miles broad, connecting it with New Brunswick. It is

about 280 miles long, and from 60 to 100 hroad, comprismg nbont 10,000 square miles, or
upwards of 9,000,000 acres. The land varies much in respect of fertility. 'I'he const

focing the Atlantic, presenting a rocky and barren aeipect conveyed the idea, which was
long prevalent that sterility formed the prevailing character of the soil ; but when the inte-

rior and the banks of the rivers had been explor^, this was found tn be very far from being
generally the case. Bouchette calculates that of the 9,000,0W) acres of land of which it

consists, upwards of 2,000,(X)0 Hre of the very first quality ; abc^ut Miree are good, and only
tlie remainiiig four inferior or bod. The unoccupied lands were at first disposed of by grant
but they are now, as in Canada, sold annually by auction. About 4,000,000 acres are appro

•n
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piated, leaving 5,000,000 still to be disposed of. The appropriated part is of course the

beat; still there are many fine tracts in the interior, hitherto unknown, or to which navi-

gable access has newly been opened. The cultivated land was found, in 1828, to amount to

292,000 acres, producing 153,000 bushels of wheat; 449,0t0 of other grain; 3,a')8,000

bushels of poUtoes ; 163,000 tons of hay. In 1832 it was 398 000 acres, ariS the live stock

consisted of 19,000 horses, 144,700 horned caUle, 234,000 siMep, and 06,000 hogs. The
population ofNova Scotia, including Cape Breton, was at that 'ime about 190,000. About
one-fourth of the number are French Acadians, who live very much by themselves, and are

a quiet, good sort of people ; a fourth fVom Scotland ; 1200 free negroes ; and some Indians,

who, thouffh more and more closely hemmed in, still adhere to Cneir roaming and hunting

habits, ana look with contehipt on those who cannot live without the ikntaatic luxuries of

bread, hovses, and woven cloth. They have been converted, however, by the French, to the

Catholic religion; and, when not drunk, make tolerable subjects. The climate of Nova
Scotia is not nearly so bad as is reported. From December to March the country is one
sheet of snow ; but this, as in all northern regions, is the period of gaiety, even out of docHrs.

The spring is foggy, but the autumn delighuiil ; and the country is never subject to those

pestilential diseases which desolate some parts of America. Fish is th<9 chief article of ex-

port ; that in 188T from Halifax ia stated at 161,000 quintals of dry, and 53,500 pickled.

Timber is the chief article ot export to Britain, (n 1828, it sent 8,800,000 feet of hard

wood, pine, and spruce, and about 33,000 tons ditto ; with 1320 masts, &c. The exports to

the neighbouring states and Uie West Indies consist of timber, provisions, butter, coal of find

quality, gypsun., and freestone, of which there are large depositories. The administration

of the colony is vested in a governor, council, and house of assembly. There is a college

at WindsDr, on v. vc/y respectable footing; another, called Dalhouaie College, at Halifiix,

and a thiid iu I'k*m. TLore are also numerous schools, partly supported by government,
for the odt! a-Jmi of the lower ranks. The means of religious instniction are large, though
rvithout i><v rr^tilar ofUblishment There ara ten or twelve Catholic clergymen ; twenty-
ci^ht ^^ >:..> Chi -c*r of England; twenty-five Presbyterian; twenty-five Methodists, and
aiii . « Bf-ptiff^

liostt. Oc 'ii' aay be divided into three grand portions:—1. The eastern coast, which ex-

t adb i;>r nwre Uian 300 miles along the Atlantic. 2. The coasts of the Gulf of St Law-
vev?c, ^r nic ^ strictly the narrow straits, on the opiwsite side of which are the islands of

IfTAuce fJ^Utakd ?n(( rape Breton. 3. The shores of the Bay of Fundy. About the centre

if ihe fjiaterii lovi .? ilalifiix, enjoying one of the noblest harbours in the world, originally

jailed C'icbuui.^, on a bay sixteen miles long, which will contain any number of shiming
<jf any ehe. It was founded in 1749, by General Comwallis, and has since carried on almost

all the trt.ie of the country. During the impulse given by the last war, the population had
risen to 12,000, but has since sunk to 9000. The most extensive dock-yard in British Ame-
rica has bein formed here. The socie^ consists chiefly of militaiy officers and merchants.
There ia on this coast a succession of fine harbours, of which twelve are capable of admit-
ting ships nf the line. Lunenburg, chief of the German settlements, contauis a populalon
of about 2000 inhabitants, and has a brisk trade. Liverpool also carries on a consideral'e
traffic ; but Shelbume, which, at the end of the American revolutionary war, was the lar;>aK

place in Nova Scotia, has sunk into a mere village. The north-eastern coast has Pictot

from which, and the neighbouring bays on this coast, is shipped the largest quantity of tim
ber and coaL On a river fiilling into tise Bay of Fundy is Annapolis, the original French
capital; but, since tite transference of the seat of government to Halifax, it has sunk into

a veiy secondary place. The trade of this great buy is now chiefly carried on ftam Yai^
mouth at its mquth; the populaticn of which, since 1791, has risen from 1300 to 4600.
Gypsum is the principal expwt

Cape Breton is a large island, separated from Nova Scotia only by narrow and winding
channels, called St George's Gulf and the Gut of Cansciiu, a great pnn of which is not
more than a mile broad. The island is about 100 miles in length, and fh>m 30 to 80 in

breadth, containing an area of about 2,000i'X)0 acres. It is penetrated by an arm of the
sea, called the Bras d'Or, which divides it nearly into two equal portions, and is throughout
navigable. The surfiice is divereified by hills, none of which rise above 1500 feet ; ai^ the
soil is fiiUy equal to that of the noighbourirg counr.i^. Only the coasts, including those

of the Bras d Or, have yet been cultivated^ a^id the ^pulation in general is in a less im-
proved state than in the other colanies. The -slimate resembleo that of the neighbouring
countries in the intensity of the cold in wint-^r and of the heat in bu.Tikner; but these follow
more irrepfularly, and a fortnight's thaw occurt> often in the midst of frost and snow. Yet
these variations arc not disadvantageous to agriculture, which, however, is still in its in-

fancy, tlie valuable cod-fishery attracting tlie chief industry of the people. Cape Breton,
therefore, import<i wheat flour, though it affordii a small surplus of oats and potatoes. The
exports, in 1828, consisted of 41,(M)0 quintals of dry, and 18,000 Imrrela of pickled fish.

About Sfly vessels, averaging fifty tons each, are annually built. There are coal mines of
gnst value. Cape Breton has excellent harbours, ami commands, in a great measure, th«
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navigation of the St Lawrence. Of the population, exceeding 25,000, the most numerous
portion consists of Scottish highlanders, and next to them of Acadians. The island was, in

1620, politically united io Nova Scotia, and sends two members to the house of assembly
I/)uisburg, which the French carefully fortified, and made one of the principal stations in

their " New France," is now entirely deserted, and Sydney, a village of 500 inhabitants, is

all the capital which Cape Breton can boost Arechat a fishing-town on Isle Madame, has
about 2000 inhabitants. To the south-east of Nova Scotia lies Sable Island, a dugerous
sand-bank in the track of vessels sailing between Europe and America.

SuBSBCT. 4.

—

New Brunswick.

New Brunswick is a large country to the north-west of Nova Scotia, from which it is se-

parated by the Bay of Fundy. It has on the east a winding coast along the St Lawrence

;

on the north, part of Lower Canada, from which it is separated by the river Restigouche

;

on the south-west, the territory of the United States. It is estimated to contain 27,700
square miles, or 17,700,000 acres. The western part is diversified by bold eminences, though
Mars Hill, the highest, does not exceed 2000 feet From these heights flow fine rivers, of
which St John's has a course of about 500 miles, for nearly half of which it is navigable.

The soil is believed to be generally fertile ; and grain, where tried, has prospered ; but agri-

culture has not, on the whole, made such progress as to render New Brunswick independent
of foreign supply. This great country is still almost one unbroken magnificent forest ; and
under the encouragement afibrdcd by Britain, almost all the energies of the inhabitants are

directed to the timber trade. This trade b conducted by a class of men called lumberert,

who carry it on during the depth of winter, in the heart of these immense woods, sheltering

themselves in log-huts, four or five feet high, with a large fire in the middle, round which
they all sleep. In spring, when the ice melts, and all the river channels are filled, they load

the timber in vessels, or form it into rafls, during which operations they suflfer much from
cold and wet. Having brought the produce of their winter's labour down to the ports, they
obtain a liberal remuneration, which in the course of a few months is squandered, usually

in empty show and reckleM indulgence. The population is supposed to have reached
110,000. The government is similar to that of Nova Scotia.

The towns are built almost entirely at the mouths of the rivers, and supported by the

trade brought down their streams. The only exception is in Fredericton, the seat of go-

vernment, which has been established eighty-five miles up the St John; and that river being
still navigable for vessels of fifty tons, makes it the seat of a great inland trade. It is a

small town of 1800 inhabitants ; rather regularly built of wooden houses, with government
offices, several churches, and a college. St John's, on a fine harbour at the mouth of the

river, possesses much greater importance, and contains about 10,000 people. It is built on a
rugged and rocky spot, which renders the passages, especially between the upper and lower

town, steep and inconvenient; but much has been done to remedy this defect The exports

from St John's, in 1829, amounted to 210,000/. being nearly two-thirds of the amount from
all the other ports. St Andrew's, at the head of the bay of Passamaquoddy, besides its

timber trade, has a considerable fishery, and is supposed to contain about 5000 inhabitants.

The river Miramichi is distinguished by the extensive forests on its banks, whence large

shipments of timber are made at the port of that name as well as those of Chatham, Doug-
las, and Newcastle; yet they are ail only villages. This tract of country sufibred dreadfully

in October 1825, by one of the most dreadful conflagrations on record. The flames kindled

by accident at several points, were impelled by a violent wind, and fed always with new
fuel till they spread over about a hundred miles of territory, involving it in smoke and flame,

and reducing to ashes the towns of Douglas and Newcastle. Nearly 200 persons are said

to have perished, and more than 2000 to have been reduced to entire destitution, "rhe

natiiral advantages of the country, however, have enabled it to recover with surprising

rapidity.

SvasECT. 5.

—

Prince Edwards hland.

Prince Edward, called formerly St John's, is a fine island, extending to the wesward of

Cape Breton, and^ like it, parallel to the coast of Nova Scotia, from which it is separated,

however, by a channel ten or fifteen miles wide. It is about 135 miles long, and 34 broad

;

but the circuit is very irregular, and deeply indented by bays. The island comprises about

1,400,000 acres; and the surfiice, compared with that of the surrounding countries, is level,

varied only by gentle undulations. Protected, perhaps, by their high lands, it has shorter

winters, is exempt from those extremes of heat and cold, and those heavy fogs, which ren-

der them often so gloomy. This island, notwithstanding its advantages, was neglected by
Jie French, who bestowed all their attention on Cape Breton, as a naval station. In 1768
t contained only 150 families. It then, however, attracted particular attention, and a num-
ber of diBbanded troops, particularly Scotchmen, were settled upon it. The population is

3.5,000. Tho larger proportion consists of Highlanders, who retain still all their native

characteristics ; their patriotism, hospitality, and capacity of dispensing with little refine-

Vol.111.
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menu and comforts. The Acadians rank next in number ; and a good many reapectablo

frrmen have recently retorted thither from Yorkshire and the lowlands of Scotland. The
attention of the inhabitants, as in the neighbouring countries, has been, perhaps, too much
attracted by the fishery and the trade in timber ; but, the latter being nearly exhausted,

agriculture is now more regarded. The soil is light and easilv worked, well calculated for

wheat and oats, of which it afibrds a surplus. The horses and cattle are small, but active

and useful, though many of them are allowed to run almost wild. Prince Edward has a
Gonstitutioo similar to the other colonies. The capital, Charlottetown, with 3500 inhabit-

ants, has an excellent harbour on Hillsborough Bay.

SuasKT. 6.

—

Newfoundland.

Newfoundland is a large island, 420 miles long and 300 broad, situated at the mouth of

the Gulf of St Lawrence, and forming the most eastern part of North America. The land

is by no means so highly &vourod by nature as the parts of British America already de-

scribed : its aspect is rugged and uninviting ; and, instead of those noble forests^ with which
they are clothed, it presents only stunted trees and shrubs. Some tracts, however, are oup-

posed to be well fitted for pasturage. But the prosperity of Newfoundland has hitherto

been derived exclusively fixxn the cod fidiery on its shores, the banks there beine much
more productive than in any other known part of the world. So early was its vtuue dis-

covered, that in 1517, not twenty years after the first voyage, upwards of fifty vessels of

difiTerent nations were found employed in ihe fishery. The British socm took the most active

part, and formed colonies on the bund. Their sovereignty was recogniwd by the treaty of

Utrecht, which ireserved, however, to the French the right of fishing on the banks. This
was confirmed in 1763, when the small islands of St Pierre and Miquelon were allowed to

them fiw drying their fish. The Americans are allowed to take fish at any three miles from
the shore, and to dry them on any of the neighbouring coasts unoccupied by British settlers;

and with these iron^itiea they carry on a most extensive fishery.

The British fishery is chiefly conducted from stages or platforms erected along the shore,

ftom each of which, at the dawn of day, issue forth several boats, having each from two to

four men on board, who continue fishing till they have filled their bark, wen repair and de<

posit their cargo on the platform, and set out to seek for another. The fish, before they be-

come marketable, must pass through various hands. Along one table are seated the cut-

throat, the hesder, and the splitter. The first fonctionary with a knife rips open the fish, nearly

severing the head, then hands il to the header, who clears away the head, entrails, and liver,

throwing the latter into a cask, to be distilled into oiL The splitter then divides the cod,

taking out the back-bone. With such celerity are these operaticms performed, that ten fish

are men split in a minute and a half. The saltcr then piles them in heaps, with layers of

salt between each, in which state they remain for a few davs, when they are washed and
spread out in the sun to dry. There are three qualities of cod-fish : the merchantable, which
are the very beet; the Bladeira, little inferior, for exportation to Spain and Portugal; the

West India, an inferior description, which are sent to the islands for tne purpose of feeding

the negroes.

Newfoundland contains about 80,000 inhabitants, almost entirely fishermen, scattered

over sixty or seventy stations on the eastern and southern shores. It has lately received,

like the other colonies, the benefit of a representative system. St John's, the principal

town on the island, is little more than a large fishing station, the whole shore being lined

with wharfs and stages. The harbour, formed of lofly perpendicular rocks, is safe, though
the entrance requires caution. The place is defended by several fortresses, one of whidi.

Fort Townsend, is the residence of the governor. The houses are ranged irregula)tly along

one long street, with lanes branching from it : they are built mostly of wood. This con-

struction exposed the town, in ISl.*!, to a series of four dreadful conflagrations, in one of
which 140 houses, and property to the value of 500,000/. are supposed to have been des-

troyed. The popuidtion varies much according to the season of the year; Mr. Bouchette
estimates its stationary amount at about 11,000. Harbour Grace is a fishing village, with

3000 inhabitants.

The uninhabited island of Anticosti in the Gulf of St Lawrence, and the coast of Labra-

dor, are dependencies on Newfoundland. ,Near its southern coast are the little islands of

St Pierre and Miquelon, belonging to Franco, and occupied by fishermen. The Great Bank
of Newfoundland, to the eastward of the island, is the most extensive submarine elevation

known. It stretches from 43° to upwards of 50° N. lat, being about 600 miles in length

fi'om north to south, and in some parts 200 in breadth. The soundings are from four to ton,

thirty, and a hundred fathoms. About six leagues to the eastward of the Grand Bank is the

Outer Bhmk, or Flemish Cape, 90 miles in length by 50 in breadth. These banks, the great

rendezvous of the cod-fish, form the fishing-ground for some 2500 to 3000 vessels, and fifom

85,000 to 40,000 Americans, English, French, Sic, chiefly, however, the first and last men-
tioned. The banks are frequently enveloned by very dense fogs, firom April to December.
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CHAPTER XIL

DNITED STATES.
The United States, by much the greatest and most influential power in the New World,

occupies the most valuable and productive part of North America. Its eastern coast, fkcing

the happiest and meet civilised portion of the Old World, became the first seat of a free and
independent republic, that has long since stretched itself finm the Mexican Gulf to the great

likes of the north, and which,, having passed the Mississippi, is already on the point of top-

ping the rocky barriers that divide the Pacific firom the Atlantic streams. Our limits will

only allow us to give a hasty sketch of its physical, civil, and political characters.

Sect. I.

—

Oeneral Outline and Atpect.

The United States are bounded on the north by the Russian and British provinces, on the
east by the British province of New Brunswick and the Atlantic ocean, on the south by the
Gulf of Mexico and the Mexican states, and on the west by those states and the Pacific

ocean.* They extend from 25° to 54° N. lat, and fiwm 67° to 125° W. Ion., or through 29
degrees of latitude, and 58 degrees of longitude, comprising a superficial area of upwards
of 2,300,000 square miles. The frontier line has a length of about 10,000 miles, uf which
about 3600 are sea-coast, and 1200 lake-coast ; a line drawn across ftata the Pacific to the
Atlantic near its centre is about 2500 miles in length.

But the territory of the United States may be considered under three views ; ^t, as
including the whole vast region within the limits above described, the title to a |art of
which is disputed by Great Britain, but is good against the rest of the world; seconlily, as

bounded by the Rocky Mountain^ within which uiere can be no claim raised except by the
Indian occupants ; thirdly, as limited to the portion of country actually occupied and organ-
ised into state or territorial governments. This last region is bounded on the west by the
river Missouri, and the western limit of Missouri, Arkansas, and Louisiana, and may be
estimated to contain about 1,300,000 square miles.

Two great mountain ranges traverse the United States, dividing the country into three

distinctly marked natural sections ; the Atlantic slope, the Mississippi valley, and the Pa-
cific slope. The Appalachian or Alleghany system of mountains is more remarkable for its

leno;th than its height Its mean elevation is not more than 2000 or 3000 feet, about one
half of which consists of the height of the mountain ridges above their bases, and the other

of the height of the adjoininjjr country above the sea. From the sources of the principal

rivers of Alabama and Mississippi to the great lakes and the St Lawrence, and about mid-
way between the Atlantic and the Mississippi, lies a va6t table-land, occupying the western
part of the Atlantic states, and the eastern part of the adjoining states of the Mississippi

valley ; on this lable-land, which carries a somewhat tempered northern climate into the
region south of the river Tennessee, rise five or six parallel mountain chains, of which the
most remarkable are the Blue Ridge, the Kittatinny Mountain, and the Alleghany Ridee.
If the White Mountains of New Hampshire be considered the prolongation of the Blue
Ridge, that chain is about 1200 miles in length, and it contains some of Uie loftiest summits
net of the Mississippi ; Mount Washington is estimated to have an elevation of 6428 feet

above the sea ; the Peaks of Otter are about 2000 feet lower; and recent observations give
to the Black Mountain in North Carolina a height of 6476 feet. The passage of uie Hud-
eon through this ridge at the Highlands, and that of the Potomac at Harper's Ferry, afl<>rd

Kcnes of great beauty and grandeur. The Kittatinny, or Blue Mountain, according to

Darby, is a distinct and well-defined chain of 800 miles in length, extending finm the Hud-
nn into the northern part of Georgia ; some of its summits on the borders of Tennessee and
North Carolina, vhere it bears the local names of Iron, Bald, Smoky, and Unaka Mountains,
ire eaid to rise to the height of about 6000 feet, but in general it does not reach one-third

of that elevation. The Alleghany ridge nowhere rises more than 3000 feet above the sea.

fe»s»- «iimiiiUii^^M<^

By treaty witli Mexico (ISBS), the bonndiry line of the United Statei, Iieginninc at the mouth of the Sabine,
nini north aloiin the weitern bank nf that river to 33° N. lat. ; thence, north to the Red River, and westward,
followinn that river, to 100° W. loni;. ; thence north to the Arkanaaa, whole courte it fbllowa on the louthern bank
lo it« source in lat. 4SP N., whence it runs west to the Pacific Ocean. By treaty with Russia, in I8S4, It was
urpcil that that power shnnld form no settlements south nf 54° 40' N. lat., but the tract lying beyond the Rocky
Hwnlains, and between the Mt^xican and Ruosian territories, is claimed by Great Britain. By the treaty of 17^
oith Great Britain, the eastern boundary was llxed by the St.Crnix fVnm its mouth to its source, and a line drawn
Ihencc north to the highlands dividing the waters of the Atlantic (Vom those of the St. Lawrence. The position
nrihis dividing ridge, which w.is to form the northern boundary of lliis quarter, is still a aubject of dispute
brtwiten Great Britain and the United Stntea. Following that ridge to the nurth-weatemmnat head of the Con-
Mtii-iit. tba boundary line then pa»sea down the middle of that river to lat. 45°, along that parallel lo the St.
Lanrence, and wcatward through that river and the great lakes to the noith-weaternmost point of the Lake of
Ihe Wanda. From thia point it waa stipulated by tlie same treaty that the line should run due west tn the Mit-
liMippi. But as it was subsequently discovered that the Miitiissippi did not reach so ftir north, and aa the acqui-
liiinn nf Louialana by the United Blatea left the northern boundary west nf that point to be settled, it waa
urced by the treaty of Ifllf, that from the north-westernmost point of the Lake of the Woods, it should run dus
null) to Ihn parallel of 40°, and thenco wcstwardly on that parallel to the Reeky Mountains.
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The Rocky Monntains are a prolon^tion of tht> great Mex'can Cordilleraa, and an: trtj

imperfectly known to ua. Their average height may be about 8000 feet above the sea, or

about 5000 above the level of their base. But some of their peaks eeem to attain an ele-

vation of 10,000 or 12,(X)0 feet The great valley lying between these two systems o(

mountains is characterised by the vastness of its level surface, and the astonishing extent

of its navigable waters. It embraces thn immense basin of the Mississippi and the Missouri,

the largest plain in the world except that watered by tne Amazons. Its tracts of fertilt ^
land, with its great and numerous navigable rivers terminating in one main trunk, open w
it prospects, by no means remote, of opulence and populousness, the extent of which it ii

difficult to calculate. The Ozark Mountains, extending from south-west to norlh-eaiit, a di«.

tance of about 500 miles, and rising in some places to the height of nearly 2000 fee<, ar*!!

the loftiest and most considerable highlands of this tract

In a state of nature, the whole Atlantic slop>> was covered by a dense forest, which aM
spread over a great part of the basin of the St Lawrence to the 55th degree of N. ht, and

nearly the whole of the Mississippi valley on the east of the river, and stretched boyund the

Mississippi for the distance of 50 or 100 miles. On this enormous forest, one of the largest

«

the globe, the eflbrts of man have made but partial inroads. It is bounded onjts westenl

limits by another region of much greater area, but of a very different character. This nuj

be strictly called the grassy section of North America, whichi' from all that is correcUj{

known, stretches from the forest region indefinitely westward, and from the Gulf of Mexii

to the farthest Arctic limits of thrcqntinent The grassy or prairie region, b general,

k>8s hilly, mouBi^inous, and rocky than the foicst region; but there are many exceptions

this remark r-'plains of great extent exist in thUi latter, and mountains o( considerable elertl

tion and imss, in the former. The two regions are not divided by any determinate limit,!

bi^'^Veqtientlv run into each other, so aa to blend their respective features. At the foot of{W Rocky Mountains is a tract -of about 300 miles in width and several hundred in le:

composed chiefly of dry sand and gravel, almost destitute of trees and herbage, and in

places covered with saline incrustations. Beyond the mountains we again enter a
forest re^on.
The rivers of the United States form a grand and most important feature. The princi]

streams on the Atlantic slope are the Penobscot, Connecticut, Hudson, Delaware, Suaqi

banna, Potomac, James River, Roanoke, Pedee, Santee, and Savannah ; the Appalachi

and Mobile are the greatest riven of the Gulf of Mexico, east of the Mississippi. But tb

great rivers of the United States are the Mississippi and the Missouri, which stretch tbeii

giant arms over all that vast tract iyia^ between tlie Alleghany and Rocky Mountaii

One hundred and fifly years from the time of its discovery by Lasalle, Schoolcraft
'

reached the source of the Mississippi, in the little lake Itasca, on a high table-land 1500
above tlie Gulf of Mexico, and 31O0 miles fhim itn mouth by the windings of its channel

Its source is in about 47° and its mouth in 29° N. lat, and it consequently traverses 18 d<

crees of latitude. Rising in a region cfswamps and wild rice lakes, it flows at fitvt throu{

low prairies, and then in a broken course through forests of elm, maple, birch, oak, and
urti! at the Falls of St Anthony, 1100 miles from its fruntain-head, it is precipitated ovei*^

limestone ledge in a pitch of seventeen feet ; it is here 600 yards wide. Below this poii

it is bounded by limestone blxiSa from 100 to 4I0O feet high, and ^t begins to exhibit islai

'

drift-wood, and sand-bars; its current is slightly broken by the Rock River and Desn)oi

rapids, which, however, present no considerable obstruction to navigation, and 843 mill

from ^e fUls its waters are augmented by 'Jie immense streanr< of the Miasouri iirom

west ; the latter has, indeed, the longer course, brings down a greater bulk of water,

gives its own character to the united current, vet it loses its name in the inferior

Above their junction the Mississippi is a clear, placid stream, one railo and a half in widtbj

below it is turbid, and becomes narrower, deeper, and more rapid. Between the M
and the sea, a distance of 1220 miles, it receives its principal tributaries, the Ohio from

east, and the Arkansas and Red River from the west, and immediately below the mouth
the latter gives off, in times of flood, a portion of its superfluous waters by tlie outlet of thi

Atcha&laya. It is in this lower part of its course, v/here it should, properly speaking,

'

the name of the Missouri, that' it often tears away the islniids and projecting points, and i

tiie season of high water plunges great masses of the ixiuks with all their trees into its

rent In many places it deposits immense heaps of drifl-wood upon its mud-bars, which I

come as dangerous to the navigator as shoals and rockM at sea. Below the Atchafalaya i

discharges a portion of its waters by the Lafourche and Iberville, but ihe great bulk flon

on in the mam channel, which here hau a south-easterly course, and, passing through a f'

tract oy New Orleans, reaches the sea at the end of a long projecting tongue of mud de

sited by the river. Near the Gulf it divides into several channels, here called passes,

bars at their mouths of from 12 to 16 feet of water. The water is white and turbid, an

colours those of the Gulf for the distance of sereral leagues.

The river begins to rise in the early part of March, and continues to rise irregularly t

the middle of June, generally overflowing its banks to a greater or less extent, altho

CUT'I
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f ican Cordilleras, and ar^ von ™ /cM«thcse are not inundated. Above the Missouri the flooded bottoms are firom five

)ut 8000 fpct above the sea, or "'^'i.' u *, ?* ^u ^L*"? ^'I'L'"'"' '^'^^ **P*™'' ^^ '*'* recession of the river hills

ir peaks seem to attain an pie-
"^ channel, to a breadth of ftwn 40 to 50 miles; from the mouth of the Ohio, the

between these two systems oJ
"'' l^f"'"?^"*

"'*" T^ ^"" ? "'"«'* !P^ •"«'^'* *"" '*»« "'»« "^ » considerable town,

ce, and the astonishing extent
'
f'"'.'^. *T''' ^^TJ'^ * road secure from overflow; on the eastern side there are se-

le Mississippi and the Missouri, f' P?!^*? u^.l^2 }" 'PP"**!'' .^ '"'<"• *«* *^^ g°«l town-eites, but firom Mem-
lman>ns fu tracts of fertik

" ^ V'C"*""'*?' •**« ""'W, the whole tract consisU of low grounds subject to be inundated

ng in one main trunk, open tJ
*? depth of several feet

; and below Baton Rouw, where the line of upland wholly leaves

less, the extent of which it it

»"*" and pjssM off to the east, there u no place practicable for settlement beyond the
"^ ^r border, which is higher than the marshy tract in iU rear. Before the introduction of

m-boaU the navigation of the river was performed by keel-boats, which were rowed along
eddies of the stream, or drawn by ropes along shore. In this tedious process, more than
months were consumed in ascending fVum New Orleans to the falls of the Ohio; the
je is now made in 10 or 12 days. The first steam-boat seen upon these waters was in

0; there are now 230. The number of flaUboaU and arks which annually descend the
is about 5000.
MisMuri has a mveh longer course than the Miasiasippi, its extreme length from ita

les to the Gulf of Mexico being about 4500 miles. It is navigable to the foot of the
I Falls, nearly 8800 miles firom the sea, and steam-boats have ascended it 2200 miles
the Mississippi. It rises in the Rocky Mountains, and some of its sources are only

It a mile firom the waters which flow into the Columbia. Its head-waters have not been
ly examined, but in the early part of its course it is a foataing mountain-torrent,

ich issues from the great alpine barrier through a remarkable chasm of perpendicular
'la, nearly six miles in length and 1200 feet in height, called the Crates of the Rocky
intains. Sixty miles below the easternmost ridge, it forms a succession of cataracu and

. which are sepoK*! only to Niagara in grandeur; in the space of seventeen 'fjhles the
has a descent of 860 feet, and in that distance beside the Great Fall of 00 feet per-

:ular depth and 300 yards in width, and a fine cascade of 50 feet pitch, there are seve*
others of from twelve to twenty feet The Missouri now flows through vast prairies,

awn after receiving the Yellowstone, a krge and navigable river, it takes a south-
iriy conrae to ita innetion with the Mississippi. Its principal tributaries are fh>m the

; the Platte, a wide shallow stream, the Kansas, and the Osage, are the most important.
Hissoori is a wUd and turbulent river, poasessing all the ruder features of the Missis-

,
, with an average velocity of from five to five and a half miles an hoar in a high stage

die water, and of about mit and a half in a middle stage, that of the Mississippi being
three. The obstructions to the navigation of the Missouri are of the same sort with
of the Lower Mississippi, but they are much more numerous and fiMrmidable. The
el is rendered intricate by the great number of islands and sand-barr and in many
the navigation is made hazardous by the rafts, snags, banks, Sic. The river begins

riw early in March, and continues up to the middle or end of July, when the summer
of fta moat remote tributaries come in ; during this period there is suflicient depth for

(-oats of almost any draft, but during the rest of the year it is hardly navigable by ve»-

drawinff more than two and a half feet

igaro to lakes, the United States have a riuure in the greatest lake^hain in the world,

"Lakes Superior, Huron, Erie, and Ontario. But these, though the boundary line

through their centre, belong more strictly to Canada, the roasters of which possess

navigation of the St Lawr^ice, their cminecting stream and outlet to the ocean. Lake
ligan, however, which is 3B0 miles in length, with a mean breadth of 80 miles, and
' covers an area of 26,000 square miles, is wholly within the United States. It dis-

its waters into Lake Huron through the straits of Michilimackinac, 40 miles in

in the north-western part of the lake is the fine large bay, called Green Bay. Lake
n is about 900 feet in mean depth ; its surface is 600 feet above that of the sea. It

ly become tiie scene of an active aiid increasing navijOfation, carried on by small lake

and steam-boata, which run up to Green Bay and Chicago. ^
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Sbct. II.

—

NtOurdt Oi^apkjf.

I subject will be treated under the heads of Geology, Botany, and Zoology.

ScaraoT. 1.

—

Qet^ogy.

nth a view to assist in rendering the Geology of this extensive and imperfectly explored

ntry more intelligible, we shall ofier a brief introductory sketch of its Physical Oeo-

f
"Omitting the minor irregularities, and confining our survey to the great masses which

ppose the continent of America, its structure will be seen to exhibit great simplicity and

Irt^iD theKeport on the Geology of North America, by Prof. H. D.Rogen, In theKeport of theFourtbMeeitint
! Britiih AMoeiation for ttw Advajneement of Beicnce. Vol. 3. of tin leriea.

ffoL. in. 32
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ngalaxitf. From tho /.:lantic to the Pacific Ocean, and froni the Arctic Sea o

of Mexico, the whole area aeenia naturally divided into two preat plaina, bouni'

brood rangea, or rather belta, of mountaina One plain, the least considerable b> trji

pies the space between the Atlantic and the Appalachian or Alleghany Mountains, ui i

tends from Long Island, <or more properly from the eastern coast of Massachusetts, toj

Gulf of ?.<fc.(ico, losing itself at its southwestern termination in the phun of the Mil
'

this last IS a portion of the second great plain, which we may stylo the central basin i

continent, and occupies much the Tartest portion of the whole surface of North An,.

In breadUi it spreads fhxn the AUeghanies to the Rockjr Mountain, and expands fe»^
Gulf of Mexico, widening as it extends northward, until it reaches the Arctic Saa i

Hudson's Bay. Over the whole of this great area occur no mountain chains, nor any i

tiona beyond a few long ranges of hilfi. It is made up of a few very wide and
akwea, one fhMC the Appalachians, westward to the Mississippi ; another, more
ana very uniform, from the Rocky Mountains eastward to the same ; and a third

sources of the Mississippi and the great lakes northward to the Arctic Sea.' Th^i
Btrikinff feature of this region is the amazing uniformity of the whole surface, rising

Grfecuy regular and very gentle ascent firom the Gulf of Mexico to ihe head watersl

ississippi and the lakes, reaching in that space an elevation of not n<«i:' than lf)00or|

feet, a> »'. rising 'pin in & similar manner from the banks of the Mississippi westward
very fool :f the Rocky Mountain& From the AUeghaniee to the Mississippi the s«

more broke > "ito hills, and embraces the most fertile territr,7 of the United States.,

or four hundred Tniles west of tlie jMissiasippi a barren detnt commences, extending
Rocky Mour ;u~-,)^ r.overiaf[ a brmdth of between four and five hundred miles, fioa

Missouri in lat 46'^, ir..-: -Jiwle way into Mexica The trrrito^ firom the sources «if the

'

sissippi, north, is little kca^ n except to fur traders and tae Indians, but is always
'

as low, level, and abounding in lakes.
" Of the two chief mountain belts which range through the continent, both nearly

.

to the adjacent coasts, the Alleghany, or Appalachian, is by fitr.tho least considerate,

system of mountains separates the central plain or h sin of the MisMlfnippi from the

next the Atlantic, thouffh its ridges do not in strictness divide thi' nven which sev(

water the two slopes. The northern and southern terminations of t}u»Ki n)ountains ai

well defined ; they commence, however, in Maine, traverse NewEnglMid neariy from
to south, deviate from the sea and enter New York, cross Pennsylvania in a broad bdlt,|

fleeting first to the west an^l then a£[ain to the south, and fh)m^|thence assume a more
dedly southwestern course, (lonetratmg deeper into the continent as they traverse Viii.

the two Carolinas, and Geci?(pa, into Alabamr. Throughout this range, especially in

middle and southern portions, they are marked by gre; .t uniformity ci structure, an obvi

feature being the great length and parallelism of the chains, ud the uniform level oatl

oS their summits. Their total length is <.bout 1200 niiles, and the zone they cover ab

100 miles broad, two-thirds of whit'i is comp i*.id to i" occupi^dt by the included voile

They are not lofty, rarely excelling SOOT '-% -nd m raagnitude-. and grandeur yield

measurably to the Rocky or Chippewayan ii.' it:<ns Vfr.wh traveiae the opposite side oi

continent ;

A comprehensive ge<^r^^ iiical work, "i "k
- ? the present one aims to be, seems an apf

priate pUce m which to attempt a classif '^^'j^ji and nomenclature of the extensive ando
plicated system of mountains which tn^'^ne the territmr of the UnitcMl States on
Atlantic side of the continent We have used indiscriminately Uie t«rms Alleghany i

Appalachian, thus &r, to designt- S; the whole series, following the wdinary loose phn
ology ofgeographers; but w^ere propose to apprq>riate each at those names to a se{

group of these mountains, and to comprehend the entire coUectiim under the gene
of the AtUmtie Seriet of nrauntains, distingnidiing them thus fhxn the Pac)^ or Chivi

wiyan ranges. The several subordinate groups of this broad belt of hills and moani
aM-so distinct both in their Geographical and Geological characteristics, that fix the
pose of accurate reference some subdivision of them has become absolutely indi^i
A careful contemplation of the mountain regions of the United States, will teach tbei

veller that there prevail four independent mountain groups, crossing the country
same general direction, or from the northeast to southwest each obviously separable
the others, by strongly marked external fbatures, no less than by their geoloey. He
soon see the propriety of classing in one group all the mounUin ranges of New Eo|tl

with their prolongate the Highlands which cross the Hudson at West Point and
through New Jersey into Pennsjrlvania. This tract of mountains, lying chiefly east d'
Hudson river, I propose to designate as the Eastern ayttem of mountains. Nearl;

'

line with the southwestern ranges of this group, or with the belt of hills called the
lands, and pursuing the same general southwest course from Maryland to Alabama,
extends a range of long, swelling, and lofty ridges, the great central axis of which is

"

in Virnnia and Tennessee as the Blue Ridge. This whole line of mountains, marl
great Kittatinny or Winchester valley as the western limit and %ii^tacing dl the
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eV. UNITED STATES. 375

le Cotoctin, and Buffalo mountain range, as ite eastern line^ we shall call, for the sake of
retaining as nearly as possible the namen now current in the country, the Blue Ridge $y$-

'iem.

< The Eastern system of mountains consists almost wholly ofprimary rocks, chiefly of the
Aratified class. The Blue Ridge system, on the other hand, comprises, so far as research

Jias yet gone, no rocks of genuine primary character, but formations principally of the oldest

'«on-fo8su)(erous secondary group, or such as formerly would have claimed the name tranti-

)ur next belt of mountains we designate the Appalaehian tystetn, using a title conferred

^by some geographers upon the whole mountain series of the United States. The Appala-

lihian belt is made up ot a multitude of straight, nearly parallel ridges, of very steep sides, of

Hlinarkably level outline along thsir summits, and having an elevation rarely exceeding 2000
llfeet above their included valleys. Commencing west of the Hudson they pursue a south-

-west course parallel to the Highlands, as tar as these extend, and beyond that parallel to the

31ue Ridge system as far as Alabama. In width they are enclosed between those systems
[ their east, and tiie true Alleghany ranges on their west Their formations belong to the

DJest foasiliferouB groups, for &ey contain no rocks as recent apparently as the bituminous

al series.

ITo the next and last group of the whole belt of the Atlantic mountains, and lying to the west
nd northwest of the Appalachians, we may very properly affix the name of the Alleghany
jfttem, the title Alleghany having already been fastened upon one of the chief ranges of the

'^roup in Pennsylvania. The mountains of this system all rise from an elevated table-land;

they present but little uniformity in their course, further than this, that where they have the

character of ridges, the general direction of these is parallel to that of the Appalachians, or

is northeast and southWest. They seem to owe their configuration, which is that of vaot

piles of nearly horizontal strata rising from a plain intersect^ by innumerable deep valleys

IW denudation, rather to causes which have removed portions of the high plateau on which
these mountains stand^ than to direct uplifting forces, such as have unquestionably acted in

the more convulsed regions of the other three mountain systems.

The elevated plat^u of the Alleghany system is cut ofl; rising commonly next the east,

by an abrupt eacarpn^ent, which, combined with the deep and sudden denudation of the high
plain immediately westward of this eastern termination, confers upon this portion of the pla-

teau of the Alleghany the character of a broad, irregular mountain-range of rather uniform

direction. Some of^the j^rallel mountain-ridges west of this eastern edge of the plateau,

consist of very obtiMie, gently swelling, anticlinal axes, but more commonly they are true

hills of denudation. We make the eastern limit of the Alleghany system to embrace the so

called Alleghany mountain of Pennsylvania, the Eastern Front-ridge, the Greenbriar moun-
tain, Great Flat-top mountain,^, of Virginia, and others in Tennessee. The mountain called

on the maps the Alleghany mountain, in the central latitudes of Virginia, is a member of the

Appalachian system, while further south in Virginia and in Nortli Carolina, the so called

Alleghany is the jpain Blue Ridge itself.

" The ChippeW^yan system of mountains, the Andes of North America, skirts the conti-

nent on the side nf'the Pacific in a broad belt from the Isthmus of Panama almost to the

Arctic Sea; its ntreme northern limit, as defined by Captain Franklin, being &r north on
the Mackenzie^ River. The chains within this zone are many of them very lofly, their

average directioi^, until they enter Mexico, being nearly north and south. Within the

United States territory they rise abruptly from the sandy plain before described, in longitude

about 32^° west from Washington ; and from that meridian nearly the whole way to the

ocean the region is mountainous, witl: elevated sandy plains, and volcanic tracts resembling

those of Mexico* The summits of many of the Chippewayan chains are far above the limit

of perpetual snow, the highest points being about 12,000 feet above the sea.

" When we regurd the grandeur of the dimensions exhibited in these several divisions of

North America, the extreme regularity prevailing over great distances, both in the plains and
systems of mountains, and the straightncss and parallelism of these to its long coasts, we are

prepared to look lor a proportionately wide range and uniformity in its geological features."

The great plain spoken of above as lying between the Atlantic Ocean and the adjacent

mountains, and which in the southern States is nearly 200 miles in breadth', is separated

longitudinally, nearly throuffh its whole length from Massachusetts to Alabama, into two
tracts strong^ contrasted with each other as respects both their geographical and geological

^atures. The boundary which divides them is the eastern edgp of a low undulating line ot

Simary rocka, which, forming the termination of the upper or fticky tract, separates it from

e lower, flat, and sandy plam, with all the features of having been at one time the line of

coMt From New Jersey to North Carolina this boundary, beginning the rocky country,

proniUP) a well-marked barrier to the tide in nearly all the rivers that cross from tlie moun->

^ tains ta the sea.
" Tb^ ntttn descend flan the mountains over the western tract, precipitate themselves

0wt fba tacky bouiidat7 mentioned, either in falls or long rapidi, and emerge into the Ud*

..^a^-"
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level to anume at once a totally new character. South of North Carolina thia line of pri-

mary rocks leaves the tide and retires much nearer to the mountains, though it still preserves

its general features, separating the rolling and picturesque region of the older rocks from the

tertiary plains next the ocean ; and though its base is not any longer laved by the tide, as in

Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, it still produces rapids and cataracts in the southern

rivers which cross it Ranging for so very great a distance with a remarkable uniformity

of outline and height, on an average between 300 and 400 feet above the tide, it constitute*

as admirable a geognphical limit as it does a commercial one. Nearly all the chief cities

of the Atlantic States liave arisen upon this boundary, from the obvious motive of seeking the

head of navigation ; a striking example of the influence of geological causes in distributing

population and deciding the political relations of an extensive country. Below this boundary
the aspect of the region is low and monotonous, the general average elevation of the plain

probably not exceeding 100 feet. Its general width through the Middle and Southern States

IS from 100 to 150 miles."

This lower level region next the sea, I shall refer to by the title of the Atlantic Plain of
the United States, while the district commencing with the abrupt rocky limit on its west,
and which extends gently upwards to the base of the moimtains, may very fitly be styled the

Atlantic Slope, a name proposed by Darby for the whole region between the mountains and
the ocean.

" The surface is everywhere scooped down from the general level to that of the tide, by a
multiplicity of valleys and ravines, the larger of which receive innumerable inlets and creeks,

while the smaller contain marshes and alluvial meadows. The whole aspect of the barrier

of primary rocks forming the western limits of this plain forcibly suggests the idea that at a

rather lower level they once formed the Atlantic shore, and that they exposed a long line of
clifls and hills of gneiss to the fiiry of the ocean : a survey of the plain just described as
strongly suggests the idea that all of it has been lifted from beneath the waves by a subma-
rine force, and its surface cut into the valleys and troughs which it presents, by the retreat

of the upheaved waters. The submarine origin of all this tract will be made apparent in

treating of its geology ; but in reference to its valleys, it may be well to remark that it has
no dou& been torn by more than one denuding wave, in as much as the great current which
has evidently rushed over otlier portions of the continent has also passed across this tract,

and strewed it as we see with diluvium. How many such denudations of the strata have
operated to form the present broad valleys of its enormous rivers, or how much of the exca-
vation has been due to the continued action of the rivers themselves, we have, so far at least,

no sufiicient data to form a decision.
" The extensive denudation of the surface of this plain will be found highly fitvourable to

the accnrate development of its geology. It is from this and the accessible nature of its

rivers that we already know more of its strata, and especially of its organic remains, tlian

we do of any other district of the country. Its horizontal strata are in many places admira-
bly exposed in the vertical banks of the rivers, oflen through many miles* extent; and the
mass of appropriate fossils thus procured is already far from insignificant This plain, widen-
ing in its range to the southwest, bends round the southern termination of the mountains in

Alabama, and expands itself into the great central plain or valley of the Mississippi. The
tract in question embraces the greater portion of the newer secondary and tertiary fbrma-
tions hittierto investigated upon this continent ; though, notwithstanding the great area it

covers from Long Island to Florida, it may yet be found to constitute but a small section of
the whole range of those deposits, when we shall, on some fiiture day, have explored in

detail the vast plains beyond the Mississippi.

"The ledge of primary rocks bounding the tertiary and cretaceous secondary deposits of
the Atlantic plain, may be delineated by commencing at the city of New York, and tracinjf

a line marked out by the fitUs in nearly all the rivers from that point to the Mississippi. It

is thus marked in the Alls of the Passaic at Pateraon, in the Raritan near New Brunswick,
in the Millstone near Princeton, in the Delaware at Trenton, the Schuylkill near Philadel-

phia, the Brandywine near Wilmington, the Patapsco near Baltimore, the Potomac at George-
town, the Rappahannock near Fredericksburg, James River at Richmond, Munford Falls on
the Roanoke,, the Neuse at Smithfleld, Cape Fear River at Averysboro, the Pedee near
Rockingham, the Wateree near Camden, the Congaree at Columbia or the Falls at the junc-
tion of the Saluda and Broad Rivers, the Savannah at Augusta, the Oconee at Milledgeville,

the Ocmulgee at Macon, Flint River at Fort Lawrence, uie Chattahoochee at Fort Mitohell,

&c., deviatuig thence northwest through the State of Mississippi. Towards the southern
termination of this rocky ledge, in Alatama for instance, it does not consist as it generally
does elsewhere, of gneiss, but is formed of the ancient sand-stone and lime-stone of the Alle-
ghanie& It everywhere, however, appears as a natural line of division, of great length and
uniformity, separating two tracts of very dissimilar geological age and features. The upper
tract, which I have called the Atlantic slope, possesses a very variable width ; it is narrow
;n New York and the New England States, where the mountains approach the coast, and
narrow also in Alabama, where they approoch the plains occupied by the cretaceous rocks
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of the south, but is much expanded in Virginia and the Canlinas. Here it has a breadth of

about 200 miles, ascending from the tide in an undulating hilly surfkce, to a mean elevation

of perhaps 500 or 600 feet near the mountaina As it approaches these its hills swell into

bolder dimensions until we gain the foot of the Blue Ridge or first chain of mountains.

It consists almost exclusively of the older sedimentery and stratified primary rocks. This
fine hill tract exhibits a marked uniformity in the direction of its ridges and valleys, running
very generally northwest and southeast, or parallel with the mountains The ridges, though
not high, are long, and the fertile intervening valleys very extensive. It embraces a variety

of fine soils, and an immense water-power iii its rivers and running streams."

OBOUMT.

Having-now offered such observations upon the physical geography of the more interest-

ing sections of the United States as were essential to the plan of the present brief descrip-

tion of their geology, we shall enter at once upon our proposed sketch, describing the seve-

ral regions of the country in the order of the date of the formations they contain, and pass-

ing from those of more recent origin, successively to those more ancient in the series.

Before entering ujwn details relating to strata of tertiary, secondary, or primary dates^

we shall offer some facts respecting the period immediately antecedent to the existing order
of things, especially in reference to the extinct mammalia of the alluvial deposits of the
country. They constitute the link which unites the present with the remote past, and mark
an era when the region of the United States had almost ceased to be visited by the violent

revolutions of the surface which developed from the deep the pre-existing tertiary and
secondary rocks.

" FoatU Mammalia of the United States.—The extinct species of the higher orders oF
animals found fossil in the United States are Mastodon giganteum, Elephaa primigeniut,
another Elephant (a tooth only being known, differing considerably from the tooth of either

the living or fi)ssil species), Megatherittm, Megalonyx, Boa hombifrona, Boa Pallaaii, Boa
kUifrotia, Cemta americanua, or fossil Elk of Wistar, and Walrus.

" Of living species also found fossil, we may enumerate the Horse, the Bison, and thr6e

or four species of Deer. The situations in which these have been found have been either

very recent undisturbed alluvial bogs, or a slightly disturbed marshy deposit like Big Bone
Lick, neither of them covered by the general diluvium ; thirdly, boggy beds containing lig-

nite referrible to an ancient alluvium, covered by diluvial sand and gravel ; and lastly, the
floors of caves, buried to a very small depth with earth not described.
" The largest collections of bone-remains occur in boggy grounds called Licks, aflbrding

salt, in quest of which the herbivorous animals, wild and domestic, enter the marshy spot

and are sometimes mired. The most noted of these deposits is Big Bone LiCk in Kentucky,
occupying the bottom of a boggy valley kept wet by a number of salt-springs, which rise

over a surfkce of several acres. The spot is thus described by Mr. Cooper: * The substra-

tum of the country is a foss. Jfbrous limestone. At the Lick the valley is filled up to the

depth of not leas than thirty feet with unconsolidated beds of earth of various kinds. The
uppermost of these is a light yellow clay, which amnrently is no more than the soil brought
down from the high grounds bv rains and land-floods. In this yellow earth are found, along
the water-courses at various depths, the bones of Bufialoes (Bison) and other modern ani-

mals, many broken, but often quite entire. Beneath this is another thinner layer of a dif-

fbrent soil, bearing the appearance of having been formerly the bottom of a marsh. It is

more gravelly, darker coloured, softer, and contains remains of reedy plants, smaller than
the cane so abundant in some parts of Kentucky, with fresh-water Molluscs. In this layer,

and sometimes partially imbedded in a stratum of blue clay, very compact and tenacious,

ara deposited the bones of extinct species.' Mr. Cooper has been at the pains to compute,
from the teeth and other parts known to have been removed from Big Bone Lick, the num-
ber of indhriduak requisite to furnish the specimens already carried off:

Jhatodon maximus 100 individuals,

Elephaa primigeniua 30 -~—
MegaUtnvx J^eraonii 1 —

—

Boa bombifrona 9 —

—

Boa Pallaaii I

Carmia Americanua 3 ——
and it is probable that some still remain behind.

" It is possible that the Horse ought to be added to this list of animals once indigenons to

America. During the early settlement of the countrjr, the great bones were either lying

on the suriace of the ground, or so near it as to be obtained with very little labour.
" The next most important kind of locality in which such remains are often fi>und, is sim-

ply a soft bog or meadow, where most of the finest specimens known in this country have
been obtain^ As an example of the common condition in which the Mastodon is found, I

*v.
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may describe the situation of one disinterred in 1824 near the sea-coast of New Jersey,

three miles from Lon{[brancb. 'The proprietor of the &nn, walking over a reclaimed
marsh, observed somethmg projecting through the turf, which he struck with his foot, and
found to be a grinder tooth. TWo other teeth, some pieces of the skull, the spine, the
humeral, and oUier bones, were afterwards found. The soil around was a soft dark peat,

full of vegetable fibres. Though the skull and many other bones had been removed before

Messrs. Cooper, Dekay« and Van Rensselaer, examined the spot, they were able to behold
the vertebral column with all the joints, the ribs articulated to them, resting in their natural

position, about eight or ten inches below the surface. The scapule both rested upon the

heads of the humeri, and these, as in life, in a vertical position upon the bones of the fore-

arm. The right fore-arm inclined a little backwards, and the foot immediately below was a
little in advance of the other, in the attitude of walkii^. Ten inches below the surface

was the sacrum, with the pelvis united though decayed. The femora were close by, but lay

in a position nearly horizontal, the right less than the left, and both at right angles with the

spine. Both tibiae, each with its fibula, stood nearly erect in their natural place beneath the
femora, and below them were the bones of the hinder feet in their places : no caudal vertc-

bre were seen. The marsh had been drained for three years, and the surface had in conse-

quence been lowered about two feet, producing, it has been conjectured, the dislocated atti-

tude of the thigh-bones. Beneath the peaty ted a sandy stratum was seen, and all the feet

were noticed to be standing upon the top of this floor of the bog."
" I have already described the nature of the beds in which the antediluvian Mastodon tooth

was found at Fort M'Henry near Baltimore ; and concerning the bed in which the cave spe-

cimens, the Megalonyx, &c„ have been buried, I have no information sufficiently satisnc-

tory to offer.

"Localitieg of FotM Mammalia.—Elepuas PRimoENim : Big Bone Lick, Kentucky, the

teeth especially in great numbers. Biggin Swamp, in South Carolina, teeth eight or nine

feet below the surrace. (Drayton.) Kentucky has furnished the greatest number of teeth,

but South Carolina the largest collection of other parts of the skeleton. (Godman.) Mon-
mouth County, New Jersey. (Mitchell.) Opeloutas, west of the Mississippi, bones and
teeth in recent alluvium. (See Durald in Ann. Phil. Trans, vol. vi. p. 55., also Darby in

Mitchell's translation of Cuvier's Theory of the Earth.) Stone in Carolina, teeth. (Cates-

by.) Queen Anne County, Maryland, a grinder, differing considerably from the tooth

either of the living or fossil species, in stiff blue clay by the side of a marsh.
" Mastodon maximvs: Big Bone lAck, Kentucky, in a dark-coloured marsh, the upper

stratum somewhat gravelly, tho substratum a blue tenacious clay, both imbedding bones

;

over all a light yellow soil, brought apparently from the adjacent high grounds : all the

larger bones broken as if by violent action (Cooper).
" The remains of Mastodon are found indeed in nearly all the Wettem Statet in bogs and

soft meadows uncovered by any diluvial stratum. While River, Indiana, upper jaw and
teeth. (Mitchell.) The marshes and bogs near the Wallkill, west of the Hudson, New York.

This vicinity yielded the first and finest skeleton yet procured, viz. the magnificent specimen
in the Philadelphia Museum. (Peale.) Also on the North HoUton, a branch of the Tennes-
see river. Carolina, bones, &lc., in a morass like the rest. (JeflTerson's Notes on Virginia.)

" Again, in Wythe County, Virginia, at five feet below the surfitce, near a salt-lick, a large

number of bones, almost an entire skeleton, was found, said to have been accompanied by a
mass of triturated branches, leaves, &.c„ enveloped in a sac, supposed to be the ttomach, not

however correctly. (See Godman's Nat. History.) Chester, Orange Countv, New York, in

a pat bog, four feet beneath the surface, many fine fragments. (Mitchell.) On the York
River some fine members of a skeleton were fbund, in marsh mud, surrounded by roots of

cypress trees. (Madison, Medical Repository.) On the coast of New Jersey, near Long-
branch, in a bog, almost an entire skeleton, in the natural erect posture, the head hardly

below the surfiuse, (Cooper's Annals of the New York Lyceum.) In Rockland County,
New York, grinders three feet deep in mud. (Mitchell.) Near Baltimore, at Fort M'Henry,
in digging a well in the Star Fort, in a stratum of marsh mud, nearly sixty feet below the

surface, under a layer of diluvium. (Hayden's Oeol. Essays.) Remains of Mastodon abound
at the Salines (Licks) of Oreat Osage River to as great an extent, it is said, as at Big Bone
Lick, or around the Wallkill. (Godman.)

" Meoathebium. Fragments of at least two skeletons in recent marsh, Skidaway Island,

Georgia. (Cooper.)
" Mboalonyx. a fragment of an arm or thigh-bone, a complete radius, an ulna, three

phalangal claw-bones, and some bones of the feet, fbund about thirty feet below the surfiice

of the floor of a cavern in Green Briar County, Virginia. (Godman.) Big Bone Lick has
furnished a large humerus, a metacarpal bone, a right lower maxillary bone with four teeth,

a detached molar tooth in good preservation, a clavicle, a tibia of the right side. (Cooper.)

Megalonyx bones have also been found in White Cave, Kentucky.
" Bo« BOMBiFBONs : two heads at Big Bone Lick. (Harlan's Fauna Americana ; WistarV

Trans, American Phil. Society.) "Sm Paixaui, Dekay : a head, Big Bane Lick, also
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New Madrid, on the Mississippi,—closely resembles Bos mosehatua. Boa LATirRom (Har-
lan): a portion of a skull, ten miles from Big Bone Lick: Cuvier allies it to the'Bos Urus
of Europe.

"Cervvs Americvnvs (Fossil Elk) : two imperfect skulls. Big Bone Liek (Cooper). Horab :

Big Bone Lick (Cooper), New Jersey (Mitchell). The existence of the Horse previous to

the occupancy of this country by the Europeans, is not well established by the occurrence
of its remains, though the evidence, is in favour of the opinion. Walrus : anterior portion

of the cranium, fossil, from Accomac County, Virginia. Not known whether it belongs to

the living species. This animal has not been seen on the American coast south of lat 47°.

(Annals of the New York Lyceum, vol. ii. p. 271.)

"It was suggested, first, 1 believe, by Mr. Vanuxem, that all the bones of the Mammoth
and other extinct quadrupeds of this country yet found, have been in either the ancient or

modern alluvium. Some have been inclined to attribute them exclusively to the catastrophe

which has strewed the surface of this continent with transported blocks and gravel, or have
supposed, in other words, that the races perished by that diluvial action which I have before

shown to have occurred, afler the period of the ancient alluvium, and prior to the recent.

Notwithstanding the extreme neglect which has been 'litherto evinced in recording the geo-

logical situation of the interesting organic remains of the extinct Mammalia of this country,

sufficient information has been collected to enable us to reason, I think with some certainty,

concerning the date of their disappearance.
" It will be observed that we have authentic accounts of the remains of extinct Mammalia

under two entirely dissimilar situations. In one case, as in the Mastodon tooth discovered

near Baltimore, the fossil occurs in an ancient bog, covered by a thick bed of sand and dilu-

vium. This is one of the deposits which I have called ancient alluvium, and which seems
to belong to some era of the tertiary period, but what precise epoch is at present quite

uncertain. Another set, apparently consisting of the very same species, occurs in the most
recent class of bogs and marshes, buried to a very slight depth beneath the surface. The
latter is the situation in which by far the largest numter of Mastodon, Elephant, and other

bones have been found. These newer bogs or marshes are in no case seen to be covered by
any diluvial matter, but appear, on the contrary, from their low level and their wet state,

bemg oflen traversed by streams, to have experienced little or no change since the fossil

relics were originally entombed in them. In the regions beyond the Alleghanies, most of
these remains occur in spots which are called Salt Licks ; these are meadows and swampy
grounds where the soil on the surface of the ground is impregnated with muriate of soda,

from the springs which empty themselves from the muriatiferous sand-stones which abound
in the Western States. Big Bone Lick, in Kentucky, is an example of one of these. Here
have been found not only vast numbers of the fossil bones of the extinct races, but quanti-

ties almost as great of the Buffalo, besides many of two or three species of Deer, now, like

the Buffalo, indigenous to the country. This, therefore, would appear to have been resorted

to not only in modern times by the living races, but more anciently by animals now extinct,

for the salt, and it may be for the food and pleasant coolness produced by the marsh. Our
travellers to the western regions, where the Buffalo or Bison now ranges, have daily oppor-
tunities of witnessing these animals entrapped and perishing in these licks and swamps ; and
it seems evident that the Mastodon and Elephant of former times, from their huge size and
unwieldy forms, must have been equally exposed to the same fate. Granting such to have
been the chief cause which has buried these races, we see at once why such remains are
found only m meadows or soft places, why they occur at such small depths, and why in so
many cases the head has been seen resting nearly on the surface of the marsh ; the cranium
universally decayed ; and the skeleton either in its natural erect position, or the ponderous
bones below, and the ribs and vertebrte above. (See Annals of the New York Lyceum, vol.

i. p. 145., also Ossemens Fossiles, 2d edit. tom. i. pp. 217, 222.)
" The state of perfect preservation in which so many of these bones are found, is another

argument that the animals have perished by such a cause, and not by any violent catastrophe.

There is at present in the Philadelphia Museum a pair of magnificent tusks of the Mastodon,
so little acted on by time, that the beholder almost fancies he sees the marks and scratches
on the enamel which it received in the living state. These beautiful remains were found
by a countryman in Ohio when digging an ordinary ditch in his meadow, so that it is pro-

bable that the rest of the skeleton lies near, and at very little depth. From all the facta

before me, I have little hesitation in giving my opinion that the extinct gigantic animals of
this continent, the Mastodon, Elephant, Megalonyx, Megatherium, fossil Boe, and fossil Cer-
vus lived down to a comparatively recent period, and that some of them were in existence
as long ago as the era anterior to that which covered the greatest part of this continent
with diluvium.

" Two interesting conclusions seem here naturally to suggest themselves : first, that the
diluvial catastrophe, whatsoever it may have been, could not have introduced any very
material change of climate or condition upon the continent, or we should have beheld the
races sooner extinguished ; and, secondly, that the physical features of the surftce were the
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ame at very naarly the mme when the Mastodon lived as now ; so that his extinction seeme
neither traceable to violent revolutions, so called, nor to any decided change of climate

;

which, seeing that no appreciable change of physical geography has taken place since his

day, ought to remain the same now as when he formerly stalked through the cmilinent, and
perished in the same morasses which at this day entrap and bury less gigantic living

races of animals.

"It may seem at variance with what I have here advanced of the recent and tranquil

extinction of these animals, that in the enormous accumulation rf their relics at Big Bone
Lick, thd boggy matter should be found partially filled with g.;:vel, and the larger bones
univeraally fractured. However, the small amount of gravel described as mingling with the
peaty mass, seems hardly to imply that this spot was visited at this time by any violent

action, such as covered the adjoining hills with their boulders and gravel ; so that, on the
whole, I am most inclined to explain the fractured condition of the jaws, femora, &.c., by the
constant treading and floundering of the huge animals over the skeletons of their ancestors."

Tertiary Formatimu.—Proceeding now to the tertiary group of strata, we shall aim at

presenting a brief account first of their range and next c? their more striking geological

relations and characters.

"The tertiary formations yet known to us, are confined almost exclusively to the Atlantic
Plain of the United States, and to the southern part of the great central valiey or basin of
the Mississippi. The lines along which these formations have been traced in ihe valley of
the west are few and far apart, so that our present survey is chiefly confined to the tide-

water plain along the Atlantic.
" The northern limit of the tertiary formations, as far as at present unequivocal!; ascer-

tained, is in the southeastern comer of New Jersey, adjacent to the Delaware Bay. Here
it appears to compose the greater part of the country lying near the waters of Stow Creek
in Cumberland county. FVom that point it is believed to extend almost continuously through
the eastern portions of Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina, and in interrupted

Etches still further south through South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississipp: into

misiana and the soutihem territory west of the Mississippi river. Adopting the nMxlem
improved nomenclature of Lyell, we find in the region here mentioned, formations wh^ch
fiiirly belong to all the four periods into which that eminent geologist has divided the ter-

tiary deposits of Europe. The number of well characterised species of shells in the Ame-
rican tertiary strata is amply suflicient to enable us following the principles of Lyelfs classi-

fication to determine their degree of identity with the shells of the present day which inha-

bit the neighbouring diores of the Atlantic. From this compariscm it has been shown that

deposits of the newer and older pleiocene, meiocene and eocene periods all occur. Begin-
ning with the most recent, we find first

—

The Newer Pleiocene.—Mr. Conrad, who was the first to point out the existence of so

very modern a formation in the United States, thus describes the only newer pleiocene beds
yet truly ascertained. They are to be met with near the mouth of the Potomac river in St
Mary's county, Maryland.

" About three miles north of the low sandy point which forms the southern extremity

of the peninsula, the bank of the Potomac rises to an elevation of about fifteen feet at its

highest point : the fossils are visible in this bank to the extent of a quarter of a mile. The
interior stratum is a lead-coloured clay, containing vast numbers of the Mactra latemlit of
Say, which in many instances appear in nearly vertical veins, as though they had fallen into

fissures. The PhUai cottata is also numerous, and each individual remains in the position

in which the living shell is usually buried in the sand or mud ; that is, vertical, with the

short side pointing downwards : they are so fragile, that they can rarely be taken entire

fh>m the matrix. Upon this stratum of clay, in a matrix of sand, lies a bed of the Ottrea
virginica, in some places a foot in thickness. It is nearly horizontal ; in some places at

least eight or ten, and in others not more than four feet above hiffrh-water mark. The dilu-

vipm above exhibits a vein of small pebbles, traversing it horizontally, and at a distance

resembling a stratum of shells. Not only are the fossils in this locality the same as existing

species, but in some instances they retain their colour; a circumstance common to the later

deposits of Europe. The distance from the nearest point on the Atlantic Ocean is about

forty-five miles, but it a at least one hundred by the course of the bay. It will be observed,

that nearly all the shells are known to inhabit Uie shores of the United States at the present

time : titoee of them which are now only known in the fossil state are extremely rare, or of

minute dimensions." (Journal of the Academy of Natural Scienceg.)

Geographical Range of the Older Pleiocene and Meiocene Formationg.—^"Commencing
in the southern extremity of New Jersey, these tertiary beds show themselves in a wide,

and at present an undefined belt, contiguously through Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and
North Carolina, in the southern part of which last State, and in pert of South Carolina,

they only occur in interrupted patches, thinning out and disappearing altogether afler reach-

ing the Santee River in South Carolina." There is but little reason for believing that north

of North Carolina any portions of the tertiary formatimw are to be met with, which strictly
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refer themselves to the older pleiocene period. In New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia,

the proportion of recent to extinct species among the fossils hitherto discovered, does not in
the average exceed 2U and 25 per cent, which, therefore, places their origin in the meio-
cene era.

The principal mass of the tertiary in iVeio Jersey is in Cumberland County, upon Stow
creek. Of the small collection of shells hitherto found there, twelve species are extinct to

one recent, which furnishes a proportion that if at all correct will mark the deposit to be
of the meiocene period.

In Delaware, similar meiocene fossils have been seen, especially near Cantwell's Bridge,

but to what extent the formation prevails is yet unknown.
In Maryland, meiocene strata occupy nearly the whole of the country upon both sides of

the Chesapeake, south of a line through Cecil County to the Potomac, a Uttle below Washp
ington City.

In Virginia, they prevail over the entire eastern section of the State, firom the Ocean to

within a few miles of the edge of the primary rocks, which bound the Atlantic plain. The
average breadth of the deposit here is about sixty miles.

North Carolina appears to contain both the older pleiocene and meiocene strata, but the

precise range of the tertiary across that State is not satisfactorily ascertained. In the

vicinity of Newburn nearly two-thirds of the fossil shells ore of species at present in exiaU

ence ; this denotes an origin during the older pleiocene period.

In South Carolina neither the pleiocene nor meiocene has been met with south of Vance's

Ferry on the Santee River, nor do they appear to exist in Georgia, Alabama, or Mississippi.

" From New Jersey to North Carolina, there is every reason to suppose, that the greater port

of the tertiary tract now spoken of will furnish even a less proportion of living species than

one-fifth, while the tertiary beds in North Carolina contain nearly two-thirds recent species.

The former is therefore clearly a meiocene region, while a portion at least of the latter is of

older pleiocene date. The total number of species of shells collected from the meiocene is

upwards of 200, about 40 only being living shells, all inhabitants of the adjacent coast. The
following description of the meiocene beds as they occur in Virginia, is characteristic of the

formation generally as seen in the other States.

"The materials with which the shells are intermixed, or in which they are imbedded,

have various characters. In some cases they consist principally of a nearly white sand ; in

others the argillaceous matter greatly predominates, and the mass is a somewhat tenacious

clay. Frequently much oxide of iron is mingled with the earthy matter, giving it more or

less of a yellow or brown appearance, and this is the aspect which the upper beds containing

shells most usually present Very generally the lowest visible fossiliferous stratum is com-

posed of a green silicious sand, and a bluish clay, which being always very moist, is soft and

tenacious, and presents a dark blue or black colour. At the base of the clifl^ on the James

and York rivers, this stratum may be traced continuously for considerable distances, rarely

rising more than two or three feet above the level of the water, and presenting an even

horizontal outline. In the deep ravines, and tew down in the banks of shells, generally,

throughout this region, a similar dark bluish green argillaceous sand is observed, enclosing

frequently a great number and variety of shells. This constitutes what is usually denomi-

nated blue marl, which from the soft condition of the shelly matter which it contains, as

well as the pr^ominance of clay in its composition, is found peculiarly beneficial when
applied to the more arenaceous varieties of the soil. Many highly valuable marls extensively

in use are of this description.

"The very general existence of the lower stratum, above described, rrims an interesting

and prominent feature in the geology of the meiocene tertiary district m well of eastern

Virginia as of Maryland. Throughout all the upper fossiliferous strata, < s well as in the

argillnceous beds just mentioned, will be found disseminated, greenish black grains of the

green-sand, having the same form and composition with the granules contained very abun-

dantly in an older formation, both in this country and in Europe. In some beds of the marl

or shells, these particles so abound as to give a very decided colour to the whole mass. The
surface of Uie strata containing shells is usually irregular. Sometimes it rises abruptly, in

the form of a hillock, then it is scooped out into depressions of a few feet in depth. These

irregularities, however, are apparently of two kinds ; the one the original form of the deposit,

the other produced by denuding action upon the surface." (Rogers' Report on the Geolo-

gical Reconnaissance of Virginia.)

Eocene.—This subdivision of the tertiary is found along the western limit of the Atlantic

plain, in a belt of from 10 to 20 miles broad, between the primary and secondary rocks, and

the meiocene strata, from beneath which the formation in question rises westward with a

very gentle inclination. Going south it is first seen in Maryland between the Chesapeake

Bay and the Potomac River, where it is well exposed at Fort Washington and other locali-

ties. The lower or eastern limit of the eocene crosses the Potomac near Matthias Point,

and pursues a course almost due south, crossing the Pamunkey below Piping Tree and the

James River, at Coggings Point and thence extending south in a line not yet precisely deter-
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mined. Its ucual boundary on the western side is the previously de6ned line of older strata

skirting the edge of the Atlantic plain. Thus far in its range the eocene depoaits are beds

containing chielly a loose mixture of various coloured sands and clays abounding in ferrugin-

ous matter, and often a considerable quantity of the remarkable fertilizing mineral granules

called green sand. The stratum has sometimes a yellow or brown colour, from the presence

of a large quantity of the oxide of iron ; its more characteristic aspect, however, is a dull lead

colour ur a bluish green. Layers of tbssil shells frequently impart to the mass a considerable

share of carbonate of lime, minutely distributed in a chalky state, which, by virtue of well

known chemical actions, caused by the presence of decompoeing sulphuret of iron, is not

unfrequenlly replaced by more or less sulphate of lime or gyp»um. These ingredients, the

green sand, the carbonate of lime, and the gypsum, confer upon parts of the deposit an ex-

traordinary fertilizing agency, whence, as in the case of some very analogous beds of the

secondary cretaceous series, the material is entitled " marl," and in Virginia is extensively

employed as such.

The deposit is not always a soft mass of sand and clay, but contains thin calcareous strata,

in the state of a firmly cemented rock, imbedding a profusion of the fossils characteristic of
tliiti portion of the American tertiary.

Tracing the eocene south of Virginia, we find it appearing occasionally in North and South
Carolina in a narrow belt. It crosses the Savannah River in Georgia at Shell Blufli 15 miles

below Augusta, and shows itself at Silver Bluff and otiier points over a space of 40 miles

along the valley of the same river.

"According to Mr. Vanuxem, Shell Bluff is nbout 'seventy feet high, formed of various

beds of impure carbonate of lime, of comminuted shells, and having at its upper port the

Ottrea gigantea 1 in a bed nearly six feet in thickness.'
" The eocene formation appears on the Oconee, below Milledgeville, judging from a few

fossils which have been sent from that vicinity. The matrix is calcareous, whitish, and
very friable. We know nothing of its appearance on Ocmulgee and Flint rivers, but it has
been observed in various parts of Early county, and it occurs at Fort Gaines on the Chatta-

hooche, where it constitutes a bluff from 150 lo 200 feet in height, which has a close resem-

blance to that at Claiborne. Its extent on the river is about one mile.
" In Georgia it is common to find the fossiliferous beds of the eocene developed as a pure

siliceous rock or buhr stone. The calcareous and other matter originally in the rock has
all disappeared and been replaced by silica, preserving, however, the casta of shells so per-

fectly that they may often be readily recognised.
" The eocene next appears in Wilcox county, Alabama, in the state of a hard dark-colour-

ed sandstone, containing the characteristic shells, which are not mineralized at all, but are

chalky and imperfect. This formation only extends eight or nine miles along the Alabama
river. Claiborne Bluff is about one mile in length : a similar blu^ of e<}ual extent, occurs
three miles below, and about tliree or fbur miles south of this tlie deposit terminates in a
bluff of less elevation. Here the upper bed is characterized by Scutella Lyelli (Conrud),

tlie stratum being about three feet in thickness, with a matrix of angular quartzose sand,

tinged by oxide of iron. Nearly the whole country in the vicinity of Claiborne is secondary,

the eocene having been traced only about one mile east of the village, in the banks of
small creek. The ridge dividing the waters of the Alabama and Tombeckbee, also secondary,

is composed of cretaceous limestone, full of Nummulites Mantelli (Morton). St. Stephens,
on the Tombeckbee, is situated on a bluff of the same, about one hundred feet in height ; but
the eocene appears a short distance north of it, separated from the secondary by a strip of
alluvial soil. Here, however, the two upper strata only are visible, the superior bed of
limestone being but a few feet in thickness, whilst at Claiborne the corresponding one is

about forty-five feet thick. The arenaceous stratum is precisely similar to that of Claiborne,

but the fossils are not so well preserved, and are chalky and friable. We know of no locality

west of this, in Alabama or Mississippi, where the eocene formation occurs ; but on the
Washita river, near the town of Monroe, it is associated with the strata of the cretaceous

group, as Mr. Conrad ascertained by examination of some fossils sent to the American Philo-

sophical Society by Judge Bry. The most abundant fossil of the eocene at this place appears
to be Corbula oniscus (Conrad), a shell very common in the arenaceous strata at Claiborne.

Among more than two hundred species of shells at Claiborne, there is not one which is

identical with a fossil of the meiocene of this country ; one only is even an analogue : not
one can be referred to any recent species, much less to a native of the coast of the United
States."

The total number of eocene fossil shells is about 210, nearly all the species being from a
single locality, namely, Claiborne, Alabama. Other deposits, as that of St. Stephens on the
Tombeckbee, present a large collection of species also, but they have been found not to differ

from the species at Claiborne.

It is remarkable enough that the oldei; tertiary or eocene strata of Alabama contain a pro-

fusion of specimens of four secondary species, and yet possess not one species common with
tlie meiocene. This is Just the reverse of what occurs among the corresponding tbrmationa
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in Europe, the eocene and mc iocene b .g connected by 42 species common to both, out of 1238
belonging to the eocene, and the secondary and eocene strata having produced none identical
between them. From this, and from the mteresting fact, that most of the American forma-
tions of this period contain not a single known recent species, it seems evident that these
tertiary strata of the Southern States assume an earlinr position in the American eocene
period than the beds of the Paris basin occupy in the eocene period of Europe. A fact not
less curious and unexpected is, that out of about 210 eocene fossils from Alaboma, not more
than six are discovered to be common to the same period in Europe.
The occurrence of a recent species, the Venut mercenaria, in the eocene of Maryland,

and the feet that none of this formation, in either Maryland or Virginia,' has ever been seen
to contain a single secondary fossil, would serve to show that this part of eocene is of rather
more recent origin than the more calcareous beds of tiiis formation found in the south.

Secondary Formations.—Formations of the secondary class occupy by far the largest por-
tion of the territory of the United States. But the series is by no means as full upon this
side of the Atlantic, as it has proved to be in Europe. Formations pretty neorly equivalent
to some of the superior or more recent secondary European groups do occur and under inter-

esting analogies, while an enormous series of strata referrible to the period of the carbonife-
rous rocks, and to the gmups of still more ancient date which are placed between these and
the primary class, prevail very widely, composing much the most extensive portion. There
exists a wide gap or hiatus in tlie middle part of these American secondary rocks, owing to
the absence of any hitherto discovered strata resembling in date the new red sandstone
groups, and even probably the greater part of tlie oolitic group of Europe. If we carry our
attention, it is true, to regions far west of the Mississippi, then perhaps this vacant interval
in the series will be found to be represented ; but eastward of that limit no equivalents to the
new red sandstones of the Old World have yet been established upon any adequate grounds
of proof. The red shales and sandstones of the Connecticut valley regarded by some geo-
logists* as of this formation, and the belt of similar roclcs traversing the middle States, pos-
sess a date which we consider to be as yet entirely undetermined.

Secondary Formations of the Cretaceous Period.—Foesiliferous strata referrible to the
newest secondary or cretaceous period occur in New Jersey, Delaware, Manrland, North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mis-
souri Though first displayed unequivocally in New Jersey, there is but little doubt that

these strata are continued beneath Long Island, and even under Martha's Vineyard. In
New Jersey, where they have been chiefly studied, and where in consequence of the pecu-
liar value of certain of their mineral ingredients in agriculture, they characterise what is

called the " marl tract" of the State, they occupy a belt of country having the following

boundaries. A line commencing near Middletown Point and passing in the neighbourhood
of Mount's Mills, Allentown, Crosswicks, Burlington, Moorestown, Woodbury, and Scull-

town, to Salem, forms the northwestern limit While on the southeast, the boundary, though
less accurately determined, may be traced from the Atlantic coast near Deal towards Squan-
kum, and from thence east of New Egypt and Vincentown, past Blackwoodtown and Woods-
town, to join the first line near Salem. The formation then stretches across the State of
Delaware and into Maryland as far as the Sassafras River on the Eastern Shore. Rocks of
the same secondary period but of a distinctly different mineral character appear at Ashwood
and Wilmington on the Cape Fear River in North Carolina, and there is reason to believe

that their breadth in this State is in some places very considerable. In South Carolina they
are seen on Lynch's Creek and on the Pedee and Santee Rivers, as well as in the region

west of the city of Charleston. Further south they occur at Sandersville in Georgia.

These cretaceous rocks occupy a large extent of region in Alabama, composing, according
to Conrad, the chief part of the counties of Pickens, Bibb, Greene, Perry, Dallas, Marengo,
Wilcox, Downes and Montgomery, and portions of Clarke, Monroe and Conecuh.
The Tombeckbee and most of its tributaries run entirely through a region of which these

rocks ibrm the substratum, and we may infer from the statements of travellers that the

countries of the Chickasaws and Choctaws, and indeed nearly the whole State of Mississippi,

are of the same formation. In the southwestern portion of Tennessee, Louisiana between
Ale.xandria and Natchitoches, and on the Washita River, and in Arkansas on the calcareous

platform of Red River, these rocks are known to exist and probably occupy an extensive

area.

The cretaceous formations thus traced, though certainly referrible to the same period, pre-

sent such marked differences of mineral and fossil constituents when the northern and south-

em localities referred to are compared, as to make it proper to distinguish them into two
classes. The first or green sand formation occupies the northern portion of the cretaceous

region, extending through New Jersey and Delaware to the point before mentioned in Ma-
ryland. It consists of strata of a friable material, more or less arenaceous or argillaceous in

its texture, of a dark greenish or bluish colour, including bands oi layers rich in a peculiar

* See HitcbcoGk'i Report on the Geology of Massachusetti.
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(bMil, and characterised by the pretence generally in larffe proportion of the peculiar mine-

Mi before referred to under the name of green sand. The other, or calcareous formation, is

(bund tliroughout the southern and western portions of the region which has been described,

and consists of limestone of various Aegreea of hardness, more or lean abundant in foMils,

and having the particles of green sand only sparsely disseminated through the mass.
" Limestone strata, however, seem to compose nearly the whole of the cretaceous group in

the southern States, where they exist on a scale of vast extent and thickness, rising into

bold undulating hills, which resemble in their features the surfkce of the chalk in Europe,

and seldom or never repose upon the sands which tbrm their substrata in New Jersey. In

Alabama, Mr. Conrad states this formation to constitute nearly the whole bed of the country,

the eocene occupying very limited patches in the valleys of some of the rivers. Generally

throughout Georgia and the States south and west of it, these limestones are developed as

two distinct strata. That which ia universally superior in position ia a ver^ white friable

limestone, containing many casta of sheila peculiar to itself, while beneath this is a compact
bluish limestone, alternating with friable limestone and with greenish siliceous sand, which
ia indurated into a rock, and contains fossils and the peculiar green particles of silicate of

iron. The thickness of the lower deposit is stated to be about 30O feet on the Alabama
liver. Its characteristic fossil is the Exogyra coatata, the same shell which is so remark-
ably diatinctive of the marl bedd in the ferruginoua sand formation of New Jersey and Dela-
ware.

" In some places, as in Wilcox county, Alabama, this lower limestone is seen to reat upon
a still inferior bed of a flriable greenish sandstone, containing fossils, especially the Oitrtm
/alcata, and also presenting, like the limestone above it, some of the green grains every-
where characteristic of these cretaceous formatrans.

" These arenaceous strata compose the chief mass of the secondary deposits in New Jersey,

being but partially overlaid by the very thin calcareous strata before mentioned. The mine-
nlogical character of this deposit is extremely variable, though the most usual constituents

are the following : 1st. Siliceous sand, moetly yellowish and ferruginous, though sometimes
of a green colour, answering to the glauconie tabteuse of Brongniart. These sands occa-

aionally occur in indurated strata containing fossils, when they form a rock precisely the

aame in all respects as that which underlies the limestone in Alabama. 2dly. The peculiar

greenish chloritic gmins of the green sand formation of Europe. This mineral exists gene-
rally in the shape of small grains of about the size and form, and not unfrequently of the
dark plumbago colour, of gunpowder. Sometimes it has a rich wann green, but more com-
monly an olive gray or dull blue, or even a very dark chocolate colour."

The grains, although they contain about 50 per cent of silica, are not gritty, can be easily

bruised between the teeth, and when moistened some varieties can even be kneaded into a
somewhat plastic mass. A heap of this marl, aa the granular mineral is called by the inha-

bitants of New Jersey, aflcr being somewhat exposed to the air, frequently contra(^ a light

gray hue, from the exterior grains becoming coated with a white inflorescence, which, finm
some observations I have made, is carbonate and sulphate of lime. The following analysis

by Mr. Seybert presents a fair average of the compoeition of the green grains:—silica 40.68,
alumina 6.00, magnesia 1.63, potash 10.12, protoxide of iron 21.53, water 9.80; loss 0.89=3
100 grains. Other analyses show occasionally aa much as 5 per cent of lime.

Mica in minute scales mingles not unfrequently in the less pure varieties of the marl,

which often contains more or less blue clay.
" Once or twice, in examining a mass of these mineral grains, I have detected numerooa

minute spicula of selenite. Almoat every large heap of Uie marl exhales a distinct odour,

closely resembling sulphur. These mineral grains occur in greater or less proportion in

nearly all the strata, both arenaceous and calcareous, of the formation ; but what is remark-
able, they occur almost alone, in a homogeneous deposit, which seems to underlie nearly the
whole secondary tract of New Jersey, the stratum averaging more than twenty feet in

thickness."

It Lb this stratum which ia especially called the marl, rather from its highly fertilizing

action upon the soil than for any resemblance it has to marl strictly defined.

The diversified deposits of sand, clay, green-sand limestone, and sand-stone composing the
cretaceous series in New Jersey, assume a groat variety of aspects resulting from their

almost endless intermixture and their various degrees of induration. The moat fossiliferoos

beds are those consisting chiefly of the green sand, and next the thin calcareous stratum.

The organic remains include several interesting genera of extinct saurians, also relics of
the tortoise, of the shark, and other fishes, besides a tolerably large list of shells, zoophytes,

and echinodermata. The total number of the " three latter classes described by Dr. Mor-
ton in his Synopsis of the Organic Remains of the Cretaceous Groups of the United States, ia

108 species. Two of these belong to genera which are new, while but a solitary specie*,

the Pecten quinquecogtattu, proves to bis common to these strata and their equivalents in

Eunqw. This last &ct ia certainly not a little curious, as it goes to show that the organiff
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races of remote regions differed as much daring the latter periods of the secondary era at

(luring the more modern interval of the tertiary formations.

Comparing the organic remains of this cretaceotw series of the United Slates, it a|^

pears that out of 1U2 species of shells and echinodermata 14 species are peculiar to the

upper formation of the limestof.: '^ries of Alabama, while only two or three tba», belong to

this have yet been found in the f^een ^<«nd beds of New Jersey. We discover however that

a much larg'>r nnmber belong m conuncn to the New Jersey deposita and the lower lime*

stone formation of Alabama.
Subtracting the above 14 species in order to make tSe comparison between the New

Jersey green sand series and this lower limestone of the south, we have left of the two elassea

of fossils 88 species. Out of these 88 species, S9 are petnliar to the marl or green sand
formation of New Jersey and Delaware, 32 to the older southern calcareous rocks, and 17
only are comninn to the two. These numbers show a want if identity in the fossils of tht

two regions worthy of notice.

Another striking peculiarity, and one which marks, no less than ihe profusion of the green*

and, the want of resemblance between these American strata v.nd those of like age in

Europe, is the absence of any true chalk deposit There would appear to be no sufficient

evidence of the existence of this remarkable fokmation in any known region of North
America.
Rocka «/a dat". intermediale between the Oreen Sa;iJ and Bitumintnia CoalforfnatioHt.

—^No thct in the Geology of the United States is more remariiable, than the extreme scarcity

of strata occupying, by the indications of their organic remains, a middle place in the serie*

between the cretaceous or green sand rocks and the rocks belonging to the date of the coaL
It is but very lately indeed that adequate proof has been furnished of the existence of any
such in the country. Recent explorations in Virginia, have brought to light, however, some
interesting facts in regard to a group of sand-stone strata, tending strongly to establish for

them a date somewhat older than that of the green-sand. The formation in question extends
from a point on the Potomac river somewhere near the mouth of Occoquan, in a direction a
little west of south, to the Rappahannock, and thence nearly due south across the State of

Virginia. It occupies a narrow belt rarely more than a few miles across, resting upon the

eastern ed||;e of the primary region, and disappearing generally beneath the tertiary beds of

the Atlantic plain, along the western edge of which it ranges. The composition of the rock
is such as to have procured for much <rf' it the title of freestone. It consists of grains of

sand more or leas firmly ag^^regated together with decomposed felspar, having sometimes the

texture of a pretty fine-grained building-stone, for which it has been very extensively em-
ployed in the public edifices at Washington and elsewhere, under the name of Acquia Creek
freeotone. Some parts of the formation have a very heterogeneous composition, but the

cementing matter in which the more solid particles lie, is almost invariably ^ispar in the

state of kaolin, or fine white clay. Nodulea of bluish white clay, of considerable size, are

not unfrcqaent, and it often has the characteristic of a coarsely aggregated conglomerate,

the pebbles being chiefly quartz.

The RKwt intereeting feature attending these strata, besides their fitness for architectural

uses, is the nature of their fossils. So fkr as discovered, they are exclusively vegetable, but

con^ of relics of plants distinctly different from those characteristic of the coal formations^

The fossil which most plainly points out the place in the series to which the rock is to be
referred, is one of the fossil cycadea, a very gigantic specimen of the trunk of which, besides

portions of frondsy have been found in the vicinity of Fredericksburg. These seem to inti-

mate the great probability that the formation belongs to a period approximating to that of the

Oolite group of Europe. Impressions are numerous of the cones and other portions of trees

of the order of the conifers, an enormous trunk of one of which was exposed completely
silicefied in the same quany with the fossil cycas.

In no other part of the United States has any formation been yet disclosed possessing a
claim to tho same position in the seriea Another and much more extensive group of strata

has been attributed to a date somewhat more ancient than this, namely, to the new red sand-

stone period. This formation occupies a narrow belt of country, ranging for many miles

along the valley of the Connecticut river. It comprises red, soft argillaceous shales and
harder red sand-stones, and near the top of the series a coarse variegat«i conglomerate made
up of a vast assemblage of pebbles of primary and other rocka
None of the fossil remains, vegetable or animal, hitherto derived from this formation, is

thonght to be decisive as to the period of its production, though Prof. Hitchcock and some
other geologists conceive it to rank with the new red sand-stone of Europe. We regard it

as extremely probable that this red sand-stone belt of the Connecticut, is only an interrupted

prolongation of the very extensive red shale and sand-stone group of strata, which stretch

firom ^e Hudson river to the southwest, and traverse New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Mary-
land to the Potomac. The variegated conglomerate which goes under the name of Potomac
marble, from the fiiet that some of it on the Potomac has been made use of as an orna*.

mental marble for the columns in the capitol at Washington, comes from the range of strata

VouIII. 33 aY
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last Bpokcn of. Both in the States enumerated and in Connecticut, these strata are intersect-

ed by long ridges of trap: the principal masses of this rock in the country', and what is not

a little remarkable, nearly all the localities of copper ore within this tract, are adjacent to

these outbursts of the trap-rock.

Though we do not pretend to fix the precise date of these formations, considering them,
from the absence of all distinctive organic remains, and from their reposing unconmrmably
upon some very ancient fossiliferous rooks, as of an era yet undetermin^, we shall take
this opportunity of sketching their range and extent Commencing on the Potoiiiac, or
more properly further south in Virginia, they pass through Frederick county, Maryland, into

York county, Pennsylvania, and thence across the Susquehanna below Harrisburg, whence
they extend more to the eastward to Bucks county, on the Delaware, where entering New
Jersey, they form a very wide belt lying southeast of the primary hills, called the Higlilands,

along the whole of their range to the Hudson river.

Similar, and we consider identical strata, occupy a narrow belt along the Connecticut
river, from New Haven north to near the northern boundary of Massachusetts. Near North-
ampton and other places in this State, some very singular impressions occur in the sand-
stone, apparently organic, and referred by Professor Hitchcock to tracks lefl by the feet of
extinct and gigantic races of birds of the wading class. Remains of fishes have also in a few
instances been found, but we believe no shells have yet been seen anywhere within the wide
range of these argillaceous strata.

Rocks iqf the Carboniferout Period.—Though it is impossible, owing to the little that has
been hitherto effected in the investigation of the ancient secondary fossils of the United
States, to pronounce with absolute positiveness regarding an identity of date between the

coal-bearing strata of this country and of Europe ; still enough is known to justify us in

placing the bituminous coal series of America in the same general period which embraces
the carboniferous rocks of other countries.

The vegetable organic remains, with a few exceptions, are the same, and a like general
agreement appears to subsist among the relics of the animal kingdom. The same genera,

and a number of the same species prevail in the strata on the two sides of the Atlantic, but

much remains to be done ere geologists can state the interesting conclusions which must
spring from a more precise comparison. The anthracite-bearing rocks of the United States

occupy obviously a lower place in the series, and appear, in certain sections at least, to

underlie the other groups in a non-conformable position ; but what exact interval separates

these two series has not yet been ascertained, though the organic remains of the anthracite

series, as for as they have been studied, indicate prettv strongly that the date of this older

variety of coal was nearly equivalent to the period of the upper greywacke rocks of Europe.
We shall, therefore, speak of the two coal-bearing groups under separate heads, and proceed
to describe briefly the most recent or bituminous coal strata.

Setting aside for the present the two or three insulated small coal fields lying nearer to

the ocean, the coal regions of the United States, both the bituminous and the anthiacitic, lie

all westward of the primary belt which ranges between the Atlantic plain and the moun-
tains. In the triple subdivision which we have ventured upon of the mountains south of the
Hudson, the eastern or Blue Ridge system,, comprising rocks either of the primary class, or

of a very ancient secondary date, may be described as destitute entirely of ariy coal forma-

tion; the middle, or Appalachian ranges, embrace the strata of the anthracite group, while
the mountains still further west, the true Allcghanies, contain the vast bituminous coal forma-

tion, which, also spreading to the westward, over an enormous area, is traceable as a single

geological formation occupying nearly the whole of the wide region to the Mississippi.

We ma] delineate the eastern boundary of this great bilumbous coal formation, by com-
mencing near the northeast corner of Pennsylvania, and pursuing a southwest course, follow-

ing the ridge of the Alleghany mountain across that State and across Maryland ; in Virginia,

the Eastern Front Ridge of the Alleghany, the Greenbriar mountains, and the Flat-top moun-
tain, beyond which we trace it through Middle Tennessee to its termination near the Black
Warrior river in North Alabama. The northern and western limits are not so well defined

;

but we may lay it down as pretty certain that strata of this epoch, though with little or no
indication that they contain coal, spread through some of the central and western counties

of New York, while coal-bearing strata are traceable westward to a region in the State of
Missouri, more than 200 miles west of the Mississippi. In Alabama and Tennessee the

breadth of the formation is greatly lees, as it does not reach to that great river, but forms a
belt running through the middle of the latter State, expanding towards the north. Coal
measures comprise nearly all the territory of Pennsylvania westward of the Alleghany, if we
exclude a narrow unproductive belt bordering on the Slate ofNew York and on Lake Erie;

they fill a large area in the eastern and southern parts of Ohio, in the soutliem sections of
Indiana and Illinois, and ranging south they cover the western part of Maryland, all the

region in Virginia west of the boundary delineated, and are seen in a part of Kentucky, and

M before stated, through Tennessee to Alabama. Other strata not so intimately connected
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with the coal, but belonging to the same period or formation, distribute themselves over a
yet wider space.

The eastern boundary sketched above, is, throughout Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia,

the termination of an extensive table-land declining in a rolling surface rather gently to tha

west, and cut off upon the east in an abrupt escarpment, having an elevation of from 1000 to

1500 feet above the valleys of the Appalachian'group; upon the upturned edges of which
latter strata this Alleghany plateau rests. Its beds dip most generally to the west, at a
moderate angle, which grows less as we advance into the great basin of the Ohio and its

tributaries.

" The surface of the region is undulating, and towards its southeastern limit, mountainous

;

but the loftiest hills rise in gently swelling outlines, and no very prominent peaks tower in

acute and ragged lines, to denote that the strata have been subjected to violent convulsive

and upheaving forces. Every thing bespeaks it to have been at one time an expanded plain,

gently tilted from the horizontal position, so that its surfiice and the beds of rock beneath,

decline with a slight but very uniform depression, very generally towards the northwest to

the valley of the Ohio.
" The form, direction, and character of both hills and valleys, give evidence that itc ine-

qualities of surface were caused by the furrowing action of a mighty and devastating rush of

waters, which by a rapid drainage scooped out enormous valleys and basins in the upper

strata, the remnants of which are consequently traceable across the widest valleys from hill

to hill, holding the same elevation, thickness, and inclination to the horizon. It is from this

deep excavation of the strata by natural causes, combined with the other important circum-

stances of a nearly horizontal position, that we are to draw our estimate of^ the prodigious

resources of a mineral kind possessed by the region before us. Whatever valuable materials

lie included in the strata of the district, coal, sait, limestone, or iron ore, the horizontal posi-

tion alluded to keeps them near the surfiice, or at an accessible depth, over enormously wide

spaces of country, while the trough-like structure of the valleys, and their great depth,

exposes the edges of many of these deposits to the day, under positions in which mining is

the easiest imaginable, and with an extent of development not less accommodating to the

researches of the scientific geologist than bountiful to the wants of the community. The
same features prevail in the tertiary or tide-water district of the State, and ought to awaken
there a corresponding feeling of congratulation. The only essential difference of structure,

w the far greater depths to which tiie beds of this western territory have been excavated or

denuded. A greater number of strata ore there laid open, contributing to render the deep-

seated beds of coal as accessible as the superficial marls of the lower section of the State,

and thereby to preserve a beautiful balance in the resources of the two respective regions."
—Oenhgical Reconnoissance of Virginia,

When we attempt to institute a comparison between the strata individually of the coal-

bearing series of the United States, and those of the so called carboniferous group of Europe,

we are surprised at their visible want of accordance. Neither the same rocks, nor the same
order of superposition are anywhere traceable, and nowhere do we find underlying these

coal measures a counterpart to either the carboniferous limestone, or tlie old red sandstone,

which so widely attend the coal measures in certain countries in Europe.

The lowest members of this thick series of the carboniferous strata of the Alleghany pla-

teau, are generally red, green, and buff-coloured sand-stones, often very argillaceous, the

whole having a pri^able thickness of nearly one thousand feet. The red variety predominates,

and especially towards the base of the series. Resting upon these are massive strata of very

coarse quartzoeo, conglomerate, and sand-stone, which in a thickness of a few hundred feet

generally constitute the verge or summit of the mountain table-land. Upon these beds,

again, repose the bituminous coal measures, consisting of white sand-stones very analogous to

some of those above mentioned, intermingled with other varieties of the rock more argilla-

ceous, and with yellowish, grey, pink, and even red sand-stones in almost endles alternation.

What strongly characterizes this whole class of deposits, is the disproportionate amount of

quartz or sand-stones, and the paucity of slates and shales associated with the coal. The
coal-seams are usually first met with soon afler we pass the eastern verge of tlio plateau,

and here the coal measures are mostly sand-stones. Further westward, or in other words,

owing to the slight western dip of the whole, higher in the series, we find these rocks becom-
ing somewhat more argillaceous, enclosing thin beds of soil shale and fine clay, and thin

irregular bands of limestone. By and bye these subordinate strata grow tolerably numerous,

and they then contain layers of nodular argillaceous iron ore identical with the ore of tha

(x«l strata of Europe. There is ample reason for believing that this kind of ore is distri-

buted throughout this formation in its mnge in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee, and
no doubt in other quarters, in a degree of lavish proflision rivalling the iron regions of any
portion of Great Britain. The ore in question contains commonly from 25 to 33 per cent, of

iron, and directly associated as it is with innumerable seams of coal well adapted for conver-

sion into coke, and with beds of limestone to serve a& a flux, it seoms strange that ao little

has hitherto been attempted towards manufacturing it into iron.
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The kinda of coat erabnced in the fhnnatioa now before ub, an extremely various. The
seaniB have an average thickness of 3 or 4 feet, but a few are found reaching 8 or even 10
feet in thickness. Tlioee adjacent to the eastern outcrop^ or in other words, uiose lowest in

the series, are brilliant^ highly bituminized varieties, very fl-iable, and nearly all, at least in

Pennsylvania, and it is believed in Mainland and Virginia, characterized by a columnar fraC"

ture, or one at right angles to the planes of strati&ation. These furnish tolerably good
coke. Towards the northern limit crf^ the coal-bearing portion of the formation in Pennsyl-
vania, the coal is more firm, compact, has a very regular cubical or rectangular fracture, and
contains but a small amount of bituminous matter; in other words, it is of the variety called

dry coal, and finely suited to the manufacture of iron. There exist numerous seams of this

in the northern and western counties of that State, also in the eastern part of Ohio, even in

Illinois, snd extensively in Western Virginia. This variety sometimes contains innumerable
thin lamine of fossil fibrous charcoal, seen in many American coals, and very common esp^
cially in the anthracite.

The extreme eastern class of coal-seams flnm the Potomac west of Cumberland, forming
something like a subordinate basin, lying between the Little Alleghany and the Savage
Mountain, possess an intermediate proportion of bituminous matter, and furnish an excellent
coke. They are an exception to the general remark above made, being not columnar or

friable, but breaking into huge blocks, tnsides containing only a moderate proportion of bitu-

men. Perhaps no rule can be laid down strictly descriptive of the distribution of the several

varieties of coal throughout the enormous area occupied by this formation. Many of the
limestone beds of the series contain such a mixture of foreign matters with the carbonate of
lime, that they constitute an excellent source from which to procure hydraulic cement

In the States of Ohio and Kentucky, Tennessee, and still rarther west of these, an wide
tracts ofa purer limestone, probably referable also to this coal series, of very great extent.

One very notable feature in the grits or sandstones of Uiis formation, is Uie presence in

diem of muriate of soda, in such abundance as to yield a copious impregnation to the waters
which are artificially procured firom them by boiing. A very extensive and oflen lucrative

branch of manufiicture is thus sustained, the sand-stones yielding the saline water, and the

coal-seams adjacent producing the fiiel to efibct the evaporation.

Respecting the manner in which the salt is distributed in these rocks, the probability is,

that it occurs as a mere impregnation in the partings of the strata, and not in the condition

of solid rock salt Research has not yet determined whether the salt-springs of Onondaga*
New York, issue from rocks of the date we are now treating of, or whether the remarkably
strong brines of the Valley of the Holston, in Virginia, are not of an epoch different from,

and probably older than those saliferous sand-stones of the coal series. We cannot subscribe

to the opinion oflen advanced,* that the New York salt region is in a formation of the date

of the new red sand-stone of Europe ; for the presence of the muriate of soda of itself will

not prove the question of date, inasmuch as rocks of unequivocally older groups are seen in

many sections of the region now sketched, to contain an equally inexhaustible supply of the
same mineral.

The salUsprings ofOnondaga county in New York, fiimished in the year 1685, of manu>
iactured salt, the quantity of 2,232,604 bu8hols.t It is stated that at present the salt-works

on the Kenawha river in Virginia, produce annually about 3,000,000 of bushels of salt, made
entirely by artificial heatt The supply furnished from the strata of Pennsylvania is like-

wise large, though it is believed to be by no means equal to the quantities above mentioned.

Creolugists who have been accustomed to seek an exact correspondence between the geolo*

ffical relations of Europe and distant countries, will be surprised to learn the existence <^so
highly saliferous a class of strata constituting the grits of a coal formatron, and the probable

absence in the United States of any rocks truly equivalent to Uie group so long regarded as

the appropriate repository of salt

These artesian wells or borings, made in quest of the salt water, are sometimes 000 or

1000 fiset deep, though their average depth does not exceed 500 feet They frequently

penetrate thick seams of coal, but in this formation never any gypsum. Much petroleum

often rises with the water of those wells, being identical with that which at many spots in

the formation flows out spontaneously with the water, in certain spring which get the name
of oil-springs. In several places throughout this bituminous coal region, naturu jets of car-

buretted hydrogen gas exist, as in New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.

A few words remain to be said regarding the small detached coul-fields which lie to the

east of these carboniferous strata of the Allegany region. The best developed and probably

meet extensive of these insulated coal formations, is that which occura in Virginia, stretch-

ing through parts of the counties of Henrico, Goochland, Chesterfield, Prince Edward, and
Cumberland. These ooal measures occupy a trough, or more probably a series of long and

1 and south direction, running with the bearing « tiienarrow basins, having a general north i

•8m BoIm'i Survay oftlMEriaPaiikl.
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stratified primary rocks in certain longitudinal valleys, in the sur&ce of which they seem to
have originally been deposited. Traces of coat present themselves at intervals from the
South Anna river, near its mouth, to the Appomatox, a distance of nearly 35 miles, besides
being found in Ices considerable masses ranging in limits yet unexplored, in Prince Edward
and Cumberland counties. The rocks of the coal series have possibly a yet wider range
than those boundaries within which the coal itself occurs. The central aqd principal coal-
field crosses the James river about 15 miles above Richmond, where it has an average width
of about 4 miles, widening in its course south. These rocks of the coal measures are nearly
all coarse sandstones, there being very little slate or shale ; and they consist of the materials
of the subjacent granitic gneiss, which seem to have been so little changed by their removal
from their native rocks, that with the exception of a partial decay of the felspar, and a slight
attrition on their angles, they have not unfrequently a pretty close resemblance to the pri-

mary masses from which they were derived. The main body of the coal lies low down in
this sand-stone series, in some sections almost immediately upon the primary rocks them-
selves. The original unevenness of the floor or surface of these, combined with the disloca-
tions which have confused the stratificatk>n of the coal, cause it to have an irregular distri-

bution, which has accumulated it in some places to an enormous thickness, circumscribed
portions of the coal-bed having been wrought which were 40 feet in thickness. In other
places three separate coal-seams, all contiguous, are known to range with considerable
uniformity, and under features which warrant a belief that they are tolerably continuous
throughout the basin. Their aggregate thickness is probably 12 feet at least, though in
certain places it is much greater.

There are about twelve collieries in successfhl operation, which sustain at Richmond a
valuable and growing coal-trade. The deepest shafl is one belonging to the Midlothian
pits ; it is 700 feet in depth, and a new shaft not yet completed, will perhaps even exceed
this.

The exact geological age of this coal formation can only be inferred on general grounds^
and from a seeming identity of the vegetaUe remains with those of the true coal series else-

where.
As these strata have never, so far, furnished any shells or other characteristic fossils, and

as they repoee directly upon the primary rocks, and are not themselves covered by any newer
formation, it becomes difficult through a want of data to affix to them their exact position in

the secondary series.

Another insulated small coal-field recently developed, occurs in Nova Scotia. Its coal is

rich in bituminous matter, like that of the region just described, but it has not been exten-

sively worked, and its general geological relations are imperfectly known.*
Formatunu of the period of the Oreywaeke group.—Between the mountain ranges of

the Blue Ridge system on the east, and the base of the plateanof the Alleghany on the west,

there extends a wide belt of parallel mountain ridges with deep intervening valleys, which,

fh>m considerations of physical geography as well as of geology, we liave grouped tc^ether

under the general title of the Appalachian system. From where these formations have their

northern termination, resting upon the primary rocks of New England and the northern

comer of New York, to their southern limit in Alabama, they retain, amid a series of minor

variations, a very remarintUe permanency in all their general characters, the wide territory

which they constitute beinff distinguished for a no less striking uniformity in its very peculiar

pjiysical aspect The rocKs of this region constitute the oldest fbssiliferous group of the

United States; firom which fact, and from their being next in the descending ordor to the

series containing the bituminous coal, they may very properly be regarded as equivalent to

the class of strata in Europe known as the greywacke group. A tolerably near approxima-

tion in their fossils seems also to exist, though no minute investigation of this interesting

subject has yet been instituted, from the difficulties arising out of the infancy of the science

in the country. But though quite enough can be ascertained as common to the two respec-

tive formations of Europe and America, to satisfy us that they had their origin during the

same general epoch, yet nothing appears to justify our assuming anything of identity between

the euDordinate members of the two scries.

The broader views of the origin of stratified rocks now entertained by the more enlight-

ened geologists of the day, would alone lead us to look for a discordance in the order of

succession of the strata on the opposite sides of the Atlantic, even if we were not assured,

by observation, of the futility of attempting to recognise any precise parallelism in the two

series. Avoiding, therefore, the local names applied to the several membera of the corre-

sponding group in other countries, we shall content ouraelves with aimply distinguishing

them by their more obvious charactera, and with giving their order of succession, their

general range, and stating the materials which they contain applicable to useful purposes,

or any phenomena interesting to science.

The uppermost strata of this extensive group embrace the enormously developed cool

• Be* a Mtmoir of JvokiOB tad Alftr, on tha MtMnloiy and Oeoioir of Nov» Scotia.
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region of Pennsylvania. The coal measures are black, red, brown, and gray shales and

argillaceous sandstones, alternating with the thick beds of the anthracite, the whole series

resting on a thick pile of quartzose conglomerates, and very coart« grits, which themselves

alternate in some sections of the coal region with the seams of anthracite. Beneath these

we meet a very thick series of brown and red ?hale, containing occasionally thin calcareo-

argillaceous beds, the chief fbssiliferous bands in the series next the cqaL The organic

remains arc shells, zoophytes, and encrini, but in no great variety of species. These argil-

laceous beds repose upon a thick series of massive sandstones, white, pinkish, and sometimes

red, composing a large portion of the strata in the Appalachian ridges, from the Juniata

south through Maryland and Virginia. A class of very interesting marine vegetable remains
characterise these arenaceous rocks. They are allied, it is thought, to the fucus tribe, and
we shall designate the sand-stones in question as the fucoidal rock of the Appalachians.

Numerous shells, in the condition of hollow casts, occur preserved in the same set of strata,

especially in the port of their range where they cross the Potomac and James rivers. In

Virginia, these strata, composing a large portion of the mountains along the west side of the

great valley west of the Blue Ridge, contain seams of coal, some of it pure anthracite, while
some is a semi-bituminous coal, approximating in outward aspect to the ordinary anthracite.

Whether the coal measures, which in Virginia occur at intervals throughout a large portion

of the Appalachian region, are all of this arenaceous series, or whether they are of a position

rather higher and more nearly that of the coal-bearing part of the group in Pennsylvania, is

a point still to be ascertained.

To this formation of fucoidnl sand-stones succeeds a thick series of red shales and argil-

laceous sand-stones, and underneath these again occurs a heavy mass of dark slate. Termi-
nating the whole series there lies beneatl\ this slate a very important mass of limestone

strata, which is the rock of nearly one-half of the valleys of the region beibre us.

We present the following as a description of the strata in the middle portion of the above
series. " The lesser ranges of mountains which first interrupt the general undulating surfiice

of the valley, known by the various names of Little North Mountain, Catawba Mountain,
&c., indicate the commencement of a series of rocks entirely distinct from those occurring

in the valley, being composed of sand-stones and conglomerates, and of shales subordinate to

theseamsof anthracite and semi-bituminous coal, which here discover themselves." {Report
on the OeoUtgical Reconnoiatance of Virginia.^

A number of the valleys lying towards the middle and western side of the Appalachian
belt, consist of the lowest rock of the whole, the limestone dispoeeil with an anticlinal axis

running through the centre of the valley, the strata on either aide dipping at a pretty steep

angle under the base of the adjacent mountains, which in most instances are formed of either

the middle arenaceous strata or the upper argillaceous ores, and the anthracite coal measures.
Among the many interesting valleys of this structure, termed by Dr. Buckland " valleys of
elevation," are the Warm and Sweet Spring valleys in Virginia, and the Nittany, Penn'a,
and Kishacoquillas valleys in Pennsylvania. The long and wide valley, which, from Ten-
nessee to New York, pursues a course between the Blue Ridge or its continuations and the
first ranges of the Appalachians, and which we have before designated as the great Kitta^

tinny or Cumberland valley, is occupied through nearly its whole extent by an enormously
thick series of limestone and slate beds, which bear a remarkable analogy to those just

spoken of above. Connected researches have not yet been prosecuted over a sufficiently

broad surface of the Appalachian region to warrant us in speaking very decidedly in regard
to the identity of the rocks of this valley with the limestones and slates of the interralea

among the mountains to the west of it; yet we entertain but little doubt that such identity

will hereafter be established.

Portions of this limestone, at the bottom of the Appalachian series, contain fbssiK and in

considerable abundance, more particularly the limestone beds, which appear in the more
western line of valleys. In the great Kittatinny valley also there are bands now and then
to be met with which are fossiliferous. Among the remains are trUobites, orthocera, and
nautili, besides terebratule, productiB, and other bivalves.

The whole of the belt of formations here sketched has been thrown into disorder by a
number of parallel and acutely intersecting dislocations, tossing the strata into innumerable
anticlinal and synclinal axes, or occasioning enormous faults, following the bases of the

ridges, by virtue of which, and the multitude of minor contortions, an extreme difficulty is

introduced in anjr attempt at restoring the strata to their appropriate order of superposition.

These dislocations are extensive along each side of the great eastern limestone valley, but
they are especially numerous, intricate, and violent, along the valleys near the base of the

great Alleghany plateau : they are so at least in Pennsylvania.

The vast coal-fields of anthracite which are embraced in these strata of the rreywacke
era, we have bef()re said lie chiefly to the northeast of the Susquehanna river, u we trace

a parallelogram, one line following the Kittatinny or Blue Mountain from the Water Gap of
the River Lehigh to the Susquehanna, another from that mountain up that last river to its

north branch, and a third along the north branch and its tributary the Lackawanna until we
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reach a point almost due north of the point we started from, we shall then enclose nearly all

the genuine anthracite seams hitherto discovered in Pennsylvania.
To conceive the position of the coal ttiroughout this wide area, we must imagine that a

set of strata, conglomerates, grits, shales, and thick beds of anthracite, were deposited upon
some wide and nearly horizontal plain, and not collected^ as appears to have occurred with
many coal-fields, into troughs or basins previously forii. 1. Conceive the whole of this level

area to have been converted into an undulating suriacs of valley, hill, and mountain, by some
general disturbing cause.

The coal, just as we should infer from such a supposition, is found both upon the hills and
in the valleys, forming at times a portion of the strata of the mountains, and only occasion-

ally lying in a basin form between the ridges.

Some conception may be formed of the quantity of fuel in this portion of the Appalachians,
when it is mentioned that the most southeastern range of coal-seams may be traced parallel

to the Kittatinny nearly the whole way from the Susquehanna to the Lehigh, more than 60
miles ; that, near the middle of this line, which is chiefly along a valley embraced between
the Sharp and Broad mountains, about 65 seams have been counted, one-half of which at

least are productive, that tliose wrought will average in thickness five feet, while many are

more, and some even 24 feet thick, and that cropping to the surface under a mean dip of
ibout 30 degrees, these seams rise into the long hills or ridges, so that a front of two or

three hundred feet of coal is sometimes accessible above the level of the valleys, from which
they are entered by drifts or levels carried in from the ends of these ridges. Near the north-

east end of this first coal-field the seams are greatly reduced in number, but one of them,
that known as the summit mine of the Lehigh Company, measures in thickness nearly 60
feet of solid coal.

Near the opposite extremity of this range, or within a few miles of the Susquehanna
river, on the ridge or mountain which overlooks Stony creek, a singular variety of coal

occurs, somewhat an anthracite in appearance, but containing from 12 to 15 per cenL of

bituminous matter. Its quantity, however, has never been shown to be great Coals some-
what analogous to this prevail in various sections in these upper strata, perhaps in tlie middle

beds of the Apjialachian series further to tlie south. But to the northwest of the Broad
Mountain there is an assemblage of thick seams of anthracite coal, upon a scale even far

more enormous than that here stated. Beds of coal are known lying nearly horizontal, and
with a thickness throughout between 20 and 30 feet. The extreme northeastern coal-field

of this region, or that lying along the valley of the north branch of the Susquehanna river,

from 10 miles below Wilkesbarre to Carbondale on the Lackawanna, occure under sufficiently

simple features to enable us to estimate with some degree of precision the probable amount
of the coal in it. In length about 40 miles, and with an average width of more than two
miles, the coal ranges in at least six seams continuously throughout the whole of this valley.

Computing the solid matter accessible in only the two thickest of these, one of which is 24
feet and the other six feet thick, and making due abatement for loss and waste in mining,

we find that the coal-field in question can be made to furnish at least 12,000,000 tons of ex-

, cellent fuel. When we reflect that this is the most circumscribed of at least three"* distinct

ranges of coal which make up the anthracite regien of Pennsylvania, and that it is dispro-

portionately smaller than the other coal-fields, we cannot fail to be impressed with amaze-
ment at the stupendous scale in which these formations present themselves. The amount
of anthracite coal which found its way to market from this region in 1835, was 600,000
tons, and at the rapid rate at which the trade is increasing, the supply will very sooa reach

one million of tons.

Small deposits of nodular argillaceous iron ore are seen in this formation, but as all eflbrts

at smelting iron with anthracite as fuel have so far been abortive, these ores have been but

little sougnt aHer, and their true extent is yet unknown.
To poss now to the portion of the series next beneath these strata which contain the an-

thracite northeast of the Susquehanna, there are some observations worthy of a place hero

regording more especially the Appalachians of Virginia.
" The coah of the Little North Mountain, Catawba Mountain, &.C., are among the most

prominent objects in an economical point of view ; and should the reasonable expectations

to which their discovery has given rise, not be disappointed, will influence in no small degree

the prosperity of one of the most extensive and important regions of the State. From the

Potomac to the southwestern counties, the minor ranges of mountains, rising in general

along the western boundary of the valley, are known to include beds of this mineral in the

various conditions of a pure anthracite, and a compound containing variable but never large

proportions of bituminous matter, and which may accordingly be denominated semi-bitumin-

ous coal. In Berkeley county, on Sleepy creek, and elsewhere, openings have been made,

fVom which an anthracite of the very purest character is obtained. In Frederick, Shenan-

dooh, Rockingham, Augusta, Botetourt and Montgomery, similar discoveries have been made;

* Picker'i Report to tb* IjC|iiloture orPenniylvinia on tin Coal Trtdg.
i I
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the cml of the four former coanties, as far as yet examined, being nearly identical with that

in Berkeley, while that found in Botetourt and Montgomery contains a considerable portion

of bitumen, though far less than that of ordinary bituminous coal. The seams which have

as yet been examined, vary fVom three to seven feet in thickness." (Report on the Oeologu
CM Reconnoiisance of Virginia.)

In Virginia the slates overlying these thick sand-stones are largely charged with pyrites,

which, undergoing chemical changes, will account for the origin of the numerous medicinal

springs of tliis section of that State. Some are sulphuretted, others chalybeate, and some
are <S an acid or astringent nature, and are often highly useful in cutaneous diseases. The
well-known alum rock on Jackson river is a slate of this nature, and so highly impregnated

is it that many, in place of resorting to the alum springs of the vicinity, make use of this

rock as a substitute by immersing small firagments of it in water, to which it imparts all the

flavour and the efiects of the springs themselves. The more highly celebrated medicinal

springs of the Appalachian region, both in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, belong

rather to the limestones at the base of the series than to these middle strata. Tliese lime-

atones moreover contain the celebrated thermal or hot springs of Virginia.

Directing the view next to the lowest members of the series, or the great limestone and
slate belt of the Appalachians, we find this portion of the region to abound in objects of both

practictti and scientific interest High in the list of these ought to rank the enormous depo-

flits of iron ore. This ore is almost invariably subordinate to the limestone, lying in a highly

ferruginous loam, either in fissures between the strata or resting over the uneven surface of

the formation. The ore is of the hematite family, of every possible variety, and of a quality

nowhere surpassed. From the shores of the Hudson to the interior of Tennessee large col-

lections of it accompany these rocks, both in the great eastern valley and in those lesser

ones more in the interior of the Appalachian region. When it has a columnar stalactitic

structure it is known under the name of pipe ore. This variety is in great request, as it

usually yields a superior iron, and is profitably smelted from the readiness with which its

reduction is eflected, owing to its open structure. These ores generally produce at least SO
per cent, metallic iron. As the reduction is effected solely by charcoal and the foreign

ingredients in the ore are chiefly alumina and silica, we can readily account for the exalted

reputation of the iron manufactured throughout this belt of country.

That all this family of ores should accompany so exclusively the limestone, being rarely

or never among the slates, is not a little singular.

These limestone rocks are most usually covered by an excellent soil, susceptible of great

amelioration by the addition of lima derived from burning the rock. Some of the most
improved agricultural districts of the United States are to be found within the limits of the

formation now before us. Marls, deposits of calcareous sinter, and travertin, derived f^om
the action of water charged with carbonic acid, dissolving and precipitating again the car-

bonate of lime, abound in various places throughout its range, and add materially to th6

resources of the region. " The travertin formations of these valleys, produced in the way
we have just described, are in some cases of immense thickness and extent That in the

neighbourhood of the Sweet Springs in Virginia has, in all probability, a thickness in some '

places of upwards of 100 feet, and every year adds slowly to its amount At the Falling

Spring, nearly on the route from Covington to the Hot springs, a still greater depth of this

deposit has been accumulated ; and in various other places throughout this region, masses
more or less considerable of the same curious formation^ may be met with in the valleys,

and sometimes even at considerable elevations on the sides of the hills.

" The travertine, like that already alluded to as existing in Jefferson, Frederick, and other

counties in the valley, is capable of being made highly useflil in agriculture, and of yielding
a lime of the greatest purity and whiteness." {Report on the Oeological ReconnoitManC*

of Virginia.)

Some bands of these limestones possess a composition which fits them for making an
excellent variety of hydraulic cement, a material much in use in the construction of the

public works going forward in many parts of the region occupied by these rocks. As the
formation consists of alternating belts of limestone and slate, it is found that the usual place

of the cement stone is near the line of contact of th««e two, and this is fblly in consonance
with the fact that the material in question contains a blending of the elements of thete adjv
cent strata. The hydraulic cement is not confined to the rocks of the great Kittatinny val*

\ey, but occurs wherever a considerable area of these strata appears, as &r west as the base
of^ the Alleghany plateau. A similar material constitutes one of the resources of the region
of the bituminous coal, but is there in connexion with a totally difforent class of rocks.

Occasionally the limestone of this formation assumes the aspect of a marble, either pure
white or of a gently, variegated hue, with a fine even firacture susceptible of a beautiful

polish.

Among the slate strata of the great valley some jMssess all the qualities of hardness, firac-

ture, and fineness of grain such as to fit them for furnishing both roofing and writing slates

of very excellent quality. Upon the Delaware river within a mile of the gnad gorge
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through the Kittatinny or Blue Mountain, called the Water Gap, there are two pretty exten>
give slate quarries, one of which has yielded slates admirably suited to both the leading pur-

poses to which this material is applied. These quarries are in the riate belt which ranges
immediately along the eastern base of the mountain, and it is believed that most of the slate

of this formation that is adapted for manufacture occupies the same relative position.

Besides the existence in these inferior Appalachian strata of the several valuable mate-
rials already enumerated, we may specify one or two more, the announcement of some of
which will rather surprise geologists. The iron ores were mentioned before. Of other
metals almost the only one in the formation is lead. Towards the southern portion of the
region, namely, in the southwest corner of Virginia, lead ore is apparently abundant It

presents itself in the form of sulphuret and cartonate of lead. Both ores are wrought, but
the carbonate from the fact of its yielding a purer metal is preferred. The sulphuret exists

among disintegrated vein stuff, chiefly carbonate of lime, in veins traversing the limestone

;

the carbonate in beds found usually at the intersection of the veins. In reducing thes? ores
the fuel employed is wood.

In the same quarter, and connected seemingly with the very same rocks, are large depo>
sits of gypsum and strata yielding springs highly charged with common salt u as we
have reason to believe these all belong to the Appalachian system of rocks, the origin o(
which we have placed among the very earliest epochs of the fossiliferous secondary forma-
tions, how unexpectedly do these two minerals, the salt and ^psum, here show themselves

!

In most regions their position is among the strata next superior to the coal series, and here
we find them almost at the bottom of the secondary. Atisolute certainty does not yet pre-
vail however as to whether they are of this period or that of the somewhat newer Alleghany
group, though the place of the gypsum is to all appearance in the limestone of the gKAt
valley. We furnish the following description from the recent report on the Geology ofVit-
ginia.

"The gypsum, as &r as certainly known, occurs over a space about 20 miles in length,
and half a mile in breadth, but probably the area actually occupied by it is much more crn-
siderable. The depth to which it extends in some places is enormously great It lies in
beds between strata of limestone, slate, and sometimes sand-stone, and has to be penetrated
for a great depth in boring for salt water. In some cases it is said to have a thickness of
nearly 300 feet, including the bands of rock among which it is stratified. Its condition is

either that of a fibrous crystalline mass of nearly perfect purity, or a granular bluish-gray
and veined rock, containing a small amount of earth, but still as little mingled with extra-
neous matter as any of the imported plaster. This precious material, owing to the diffi-

culty of transportation, is yet unknown at any distance towards the seaboard, but during
favourable seasons it is conveyed in arks down the Holston, to the southwestern States, ana
in this way yields a handsome profit With ftcilities of transportation, what incalculable

benefits mignt the great valley of Virginia, and much of the region west, as well as east of
it derive from this invaluable deposit, and what an active and productive commerce might
it give rise to throughout that region in which it is found

!

' The salines constitute another of the treasures of this district of the State. As yet but
little has been done, either towards determining the extent of the saliferous strata, or the
chemical nature of the various ingredients, besides the common salt, which the brine holds
dissolved. At the salt-works on the Holston, the wells are usually from two to three hun-
dred feet in depth, presenting strata of limestone near the sur&ce, sand-stone or slate alter-

nating with beds of gypsum several feet in thickness, next beneath, and finally, a stratum
of clay, within which the salt-water is procured. This clay is of a reddish aspect, and a
ver^ argillaceous texture, being in all probability a softened shale, such as that of the brme
springs and rock-salt of Cheshire in England.

" The proportion of common salt varies with difl^rent wells, and even in the same is not
perfectly uniform. In some cases 10 gallons of the brine will yield one gallon of salt in

others 16 are necessary. Taking the specific gravity of salt at about 2.5, and allowing
somethingfor the interstices in the dry measure, we would have in the former case a strength
of about 20 per cent Gypsum is always present in the brine, and is almost the only impu-
rity in it" {Oeoloffical ReconttotMance of Virginia.)
On some occasions the water of these wells brings up small granules or crystals of salt,

but whether this circumstance is to be regarded as indicating the existence of'^beds of solid

rock-salt beneath, or whether it merely intimates that the salt which furnishes the brine is

distributed in granular crystals through certain portions of the rock, are points regarding
which we possess no means of deciding ; though fVx>m the non-appearance of any rock-salt

near the surface or in the borings gathered from these wells, we think the latter conjecture
rather the most feasible.

Though we are unsettled in opinion respecting the group in which we ought to place the
strata which afford the gypsum and salt springs of the interior and western parts of New
York, we incline to consider them as nearly of the date of those now before us, rather than
of the coal series. We may at all events appropriately speak of them in this place. The
VouIII. 2Z
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xeK'ian mort abundant in gjpmm in New York embraces Madison and parts of some of the
neijrhbouring counties, and it is found also in Ancram, Columbia county, and elsewhere*
According to Eaton, the gypsum exists in limited beds in a calcareous rock which extends
from Oneida creek to the Niwuti river, a space of two hundred miles. Gypsum of similar

quality is collected in some of the islands at the head of Lake Erie, in the Bay of Sandusky,
and there are fair reasons for concluding that it is in an extension of the same group of rocks.

He maintains that it is separated from the rock which yields the salt water by three inter-

mediate strata ; other writers however conceive the two to be in juxta-position. We our>

elves have seen ample reason to believe that the gypsum originates in the abovementioned
calcareous stratum in which it is diffused, constituting an intimate part, detected in it often

by the minute rhombic cavities that are left empty by the solvent action of the water that

has removed it The filtering of the water from the surftce seems to have carried down
the gypsum, until, arrested by some impervious argillaceous layer, it has been deposited

In a broad shallow cake or concretion ; so plainly intimating how it is formed that the people
working in the gypsum maintain it as a vague opinion that iu some manner it is growing
there.

Though several borings have been made in the salt region of Onondaga county. New
York, in quest of rock-salt, and in one instance to the depth of 250 feet, yet none has ever
been detected, and we think that the probability of finding it here is no greater than in the

grits of the Alleghany coal series. The saliferous district of New York occupies a belt

about 20 miles wide, extending from Oneida county more than two hundred and fifty miles

westward.
Before leaving the subject of the formations of the Appalachian eystem, we shall present

a few pertinent remarks from the previously quoted description of Virginia, respecting the

numerous mineral waters which characterise so strikingly the central section of the Appa-
lachians, especially in Virginia, and which hold out, in connection with its fine climate and
exquisite scenery, so much to allure the traveller and invalid to enter among these formations.

"Among the general considerations in relation to them, which may with propriety be

introduced in this place, it is worthy of remark, that while the thermal springs to which we
have referred, in treating of the Warm Spring valley and other places, appear to be indebted

for their impregnation chiefly to rocks of a calcareous description, and are accordingly found

in or near such roCks, the sulphuretted springs (now referred to), among which are the

White, Red, Salt, Blue, and Gray Sulphur springs, appear to derive most of their ingredients

from pyriti'us slates, and will therefore be observed to rise through or in the neighbourhood
of strata of this nature. Of these, the White Sulphur is the only one which can be regarded

as decidedly thermal, its temperature being about 64°, while the others do not vary consi-

derably firom the usual temperature of the ordinary springs around them.
"Another point of a general character which may be noticed here, is the radical difference

as to saline and gaseous ingredients observable between the springs formerly alluded to, and
those of which we now speak. All the waters of the Warm and Hot and Sweet Springs

valley, and several others of analogous character, and highly thermal temperature, discharge

considerable quantities of free gas, consisting of earbonic acid and nitrogen, of which the

latter was first distinctly recognised by myself, and found in general to he present in very
great proportion.

"At the same time a large amount of carbonic acid is held in combination in these waters,

imparting the acidulous character for which some of them are remarked, and giving them
the power as alreadjr mentioned of holding large quantities of carbonate of lime dissolved.

This acid impregnation is in no instance more strikingly manifested than in the waters of

the Sweet Spring valley, of which, t( at of the Red Spring about a mile below the principal

fountain of the Sweet Springs, presents an amount of the combined gas equal in volume to

about one-half of that of the water itself.

"Another important distinctive feature in the constitution of the class of springs here
spoken of, is the lai^e amount of the carbonalea, principally that of lime, and the compa-
ratively small proportion of the sulphates with which they are impregnated.

" On the other hand, the class of sulphuretted waters as exemplified in the springs pre-

viously named, contain but little carbonic acid, and a comparatively minute amount of car-

bonate of lime, or other carbonates, while they are richly fraught with sulphuretted hydn^
gen gas and various sulphates, of which those of lime and magnesia are present in most
considerable proportion. Besides the several points of distinction above referred to, it may
be further added that the sulphuretted waters are in general impregnated with various

organic matters of very peculiar characters, which by collecting in the reservoirs and chan*

nels of the springs, in mixture with precipitated sulphur, have, by the various beautiful

colours which they impart, given rise to the different appellations by which the more cele-

brated of these fountains are now known. But while such general resemblances as have
been described, will be found to prevail among the several springs of each class aa thna

• Btport en tlw Gcolocicalumy of New Tork.
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characterised, it is at the same time to be remarked that they poMeas striking individual

peculiarities, imparting to each an amount and species of medicinal agency in some degree

appropriate to itself"

Caves of most enormous dimensions and deep fiinnel-shaped cavities in the surftce abound

throughout the valleys occupied by theoe lower limestone strata. In some of these caves,

lallpetre is found mingled with the earth ; which contains also much nitrate of lime con-

vertible into saltpetre by passing over the soil the washings of common Cihes. In the same
caves gypsum likewise is no uncommon ingredient of the petre-dirt, as it is termed. Every
thing here implies the action of water traversing these caves, leaving a sediment of a tex-

ture almost impalpably fine.

Few instances occur in which the bones of terrestrial quadrupeds are met with in the

caves of the United States as they are in those of Europe, and the chief interest attending

them belongs therefore simply to the vast expansion of some of the more considerable. The
galleries of the great Mammoth Cave of Kentucky have been ascertained, by actual sur-

vey, to be two and a half miles long in one direction.

Of the Primary Rockt of the United States.—The present sketch professes not to aim at

those details of classification appropriate rather to a more elaborate treatise, and we may
therefore be allowed to trace the general range of the group of rocks now to be described,

without presuming to delineate very closely the extremely intimate connection which they

present with the formations last discussed. For the sake of greater simplicity we shall con-

sider under the same head the genuine primary rorks and those non-fossiliferous sedimentary

strata which from their position, their altered structure, and their destitution of all traces of

organic remains, possess a claim to rank among the rocks once known as the transition class.

The same difficulty which is presented in all attempts to separate by any well-defined limit

the rocks of this order from the true primary class in Europe is encountered in this part of

the formations of the United States. It is next to impossible, at the present day at least, to

say where the one group terminates and the other begins. With these remarks to guard
against any misconception of the subject, we may then treat under one comprehensive title

of Primary, both the true primary rocks and those so difficult to be at all times distinguished

from them, the oldest sedimentary series.

East of the Mississippi and the great lakes, there are two great tracts of primary rocks,

not however wholly detached from each pther.

The northern and by fur the most mountainous of these primaiy regions occupies nearly

the whole area of the New England states, and stretches south as rar as the eastern counties

of Pennsylvania. From the extreme eastern boundary of the United States it ranges west-
ward, following the St. Lawrence to the lower extremity of Lake Ontario. From that point

or at the Thousand Isles the edge of these formations may be traced in a southeast course
to the southern point of Lake George. Further south than this the western boundary passes

west of Bennington, Vermont, along the western part of Stockbridge, until it becomes the
western side of the Highlands upon the Hudson, which it follows in their course throu^^h

New Jersey to their termination in the northern part of Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.
From this latter point, however, the western limit of the rocks now before us is prolonged
far to the southwest, but they appear not as before under the form of rocks of the gneiss
and other groups unequivocally primary, but as formations of a more ambiguous character.

These continue in this line across the Susquehanna near Columbia, arm pass southwest
through Maryland and Virginia, keeping parallel with the eastern ranges of the Blue Ridge
system, the Cotoctin, Buflalo Mountain, and others, but rarely are seen so far west as to

include those mountains, unless we embrace in our series the altered non-foesilifcrous sedi-

mentary strata, in which case the boundary is the western base of the great Blue Ridge
itself. The southeast edge of the New England primary is along the north shore of Long
Island Sound, taking in a small portion of the west end of Long bland and passing througn
the city of New York and Staten Island to Perth Amboy. Here these formations are inter-

rupted, by an overlapping of the red shale series, in New Jersey, and do not reappear until

we find them in a mere point six miles to the northeast of Trenton. From that point south
they form the second great primary area above mentioned. The eastern line of this is

marked by the western limit of the tertiary and cretaceous rocks of the Atlantic plain ; ita

western or northwestern boundary is traced crossing the Delaware a mile and a half above
Trenton, and meeting the Schuylkill about 12 miles above Philadelphia. As the belt widens
still to the southwest, the same line posses more and more off from the coast, passing the
Potomac river 22 miles west of Washington,* and merging into the previously traced belt

somewhere near the Rappahannock in Virginia. The separation of the primary into these
two tracts over so wide a space is owing to the position of the very long belt of the red
shale and sand-stone series, which from the-Rappahannock to the Hudson ranges in a cen-
tral direction between them. An isolated group of the same rocks lies in a trough in the
urimary formations along the valley of the Connecticut, while formations of the Appalachian
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erim penetrate in « nsmw wedgfe deeply into the same region along the country bordfsring

th« Hudaon river »} Lakes George and Champlain, and occur alio in a detached baain in

the eastern aection of Maaaachuaetta, between Boaton and Rhode Island.

The primary rocka, with those which we have aaaociated with them, range in a continuous
belt through Virginia, North Carolina, Sooth Carolina, and Georgia, aa fkr as the Alabama
river in Alabama, and occupy a breadth in moat parts of this course of iVom eighty to one
hundred miles ; having fbr their eastern boundarr the horizcmtal strata of the Atlantic plain,

and for their western the great Appalachian valley lying at the base of the Blue Ridge and
the long line of mountains which nirther to the southwest lie in the aame great axis of dis-

location.

Primary rocks compoae a principal part of the materiala of the range called the Ozark
Mountains weat of the Mississippi, and far off on the western side of the continent in the
vaat chain of the Rocky Mountains, they exist in conspicuous proflision, constituting far

grander phenomena than belong to any part of the range skirting the Atlantic. We shall

content ourselves here however with giving a few of the more important detaila of the latter

gnmp, as being the only primary region of the continent even partially familiar to geologists,

and from ita relatione to civilized population the only one of chief interest in a sketch of tho
United States.

From the coast of New Brunswick to the mouth of the Hudson, with a trivial interruption

in the peninsula of Cape Cod, the sea washes against primarv rocks, sometimes low, some-
times in bold projecting clifft. From this ocean boundary all the region embracing the New
England States, and the northern section of New York as far to the northwest as the St
Lawrence river, consists of primary rocks, if we except three narrow belts of secondary
atrata which we are about to apecify. The most eastern of these included tracts extends
from a little north of Boaton in a nearly aoothem course to almost the extremity of the

island of Rhode Island. Its greatest widai, which is in Massachusetts about the latitude of
the northern boundary of Connecticut, is nearly 27 miles, but its limits ara extremely undu-
lating and irregular from the circumatance that its strata form a basin or more properly a
aeries of baains in a region of unstntified rocks. The group consists of red and gray sand-

stones, and beds of argillaceous slate and a very coarse conglomerate well excised near

Boston. Anthracite coal occun in several places among theae strata, and in some places

in a sufficient quantity to give a hope of its proving ultimately profitable.

Another narrow basin ofsecondary rocka occupies the valley of the Connecticut River, from
New Haven in a nearly north direction to the southern line of the State of Vermont, preserv-

ing a mean breadth of^ about 16 miles. It includes red shales, argillaceous sandstones, and
bM8 of conglomerate, the whole or a part of the strata belonging most probably to the red

riiale series previously described as ranging fhxn the Hudson through New Jersey and Penn-
sylvania. The two acts of rocks resemble each other very closely in mineralogical cha-

racters, are both crossed by numerous ridges and dykes of trap, which in each instance prfr-

sents near it numerous localities of copper ore, characterised bv a great prevalence of the

green carbonate of copper. Some of these beds of the valley of the Connecticut have been
referred to the new red sandstone formation,* but as they are entirely destitute of charae-

teriatic fossils it becomes impossible yet to determine their peculiar equivalents.

The third belt of secondary rooks embraced in the northern primary region comprises

merely a prolongation of the group of strata before described as ranging through the AppaF
lachian rcvion, and which we are inclined to refer to the epoch of the European greywacke.
These rocks, crossing the Hndson at Newburgh, change their directicHi to a nearly northern

one, and follow the valley of that river and the continuation of the same valley along the

eastern shores of lakes Ueorge and Champlain as far north as the outlet of the latter, when
after gradually contracting firom a mean breadth of about S20 miles between the primary

rocks of Vermont and those of the northern counties of New York, this seoondanr seriee

comes fimUly to a point Trilobites and other characteristic fossils of this class or strata,

ara met with at Glonna Falls and various other points along the line just traced, showing
that the group maintains ita distinctive futures still, though so greatly reduced in breadth.

Primary Rock$ and MineraU.—By far the greater portion of the primarv rocks of the

Eastern States belong to the stratified or gneissoid class, while those of the Middle and Soothe

em Slates, a inolongation of them in fact consist of this class exclusively. The unstnti-

fied rocks which occur in the primary reirions of the United States are confined almost

entirely to the country east of the Hudson River, and they may all be included in four vari^
ties, vis., granite, sienite, porphyry, and green-stone.

These unstntified rocks are diatributed in numerous isolated patches among the stratified

oneH in the State of Maino and the eastern portion of Massachusetts; associated witn gneias

and schistose masses, they abound in the White Mountains in New Hampshire.
The stratified primary group, including the principal schistose crystalline rocks, predomi*

nate more upon the western side of the New England States. Throughout this whole pri>

*Sm ProfeMM Hitciieaekl S«pon on the Gfloiogy of MuMeboMtu.
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aiary region of the eastern system of mountains the genenl direetion of the ridges and
chains is nearly north and south, and the dip of the strata either towards the west or the
east, but most frequently towards the latter quarter.
The granite of New England is distributed in so many isolated ranges, that it would \m

incompatible with the scope of the present sketch to attempt any delineation of its boandap
ries, more than to mention some of the positions where interesting or valuable varieties of it

abound. A belt of granite traverses nearly the whole breadth of Massachusetts. Com-
mencing near Andover, it runs between a region of sienite on its east, into which it some-
times graduates, and a belt of gneiss and mica slate on its west, as far south as Rhode Island.
Portions of this mass, especially in Rhode Island, are fine-grained, and well adapted for
architectural purposes, for which it is extensively wrought in the vicinity of Providence.
Another broad mass of this rock reaches from the eoast oTNarrasansett and Buzzard's Bsysi
in a northeast direction towards the opposite side of the Peninsula of Massachusetts. This^.
though usually coarse-grained, is in some plaees, as at Fall River, of a fine grain, and suita-
ble for building. As we go further to the west, we meet with detached patches of granite,
protruding through the mica slate, in Worcester county, Massachvyetts, and a similar arrange-
ment seems to pievail in the districts ofNew England to the north of this State:—that is to
say, wide expanses of granitic rocks show themselves near the coast, and as we proceed
westward, they become merely isolated masses, as it were, thrust through the gneiss, mica
slate, and other stratified rocks. Granite of very superior beauty, associated with sienite,

extends in a convenient belt around Boston, at a distance of 10 or 20 miles, upon the north,
west, and south. From Cohasset to Quincy, and also between Cape Ann and Salem, it ia

extensivelv quarried, the rock fh>m the large quarries at Quincy being now widely known
in many or the cities of the United States. At the quarry at Fall River, blocks of beauUAil
granite, firom 50 to 60 feet long, are sometimes procured.

The variety ofgranite that contains hornblende in the place ofthe mica, and is known under
the name of sienite, is found in abundance in the same neighbourhood with tho granitea here
mentioned, and is itself almoet as largely wrought as the true granite, or triple combination
of quartz, felspar, and mica.

Pwphyry, sienitic porphyry, and porphyritie green-stone, abound in various plaees adja-

cent to the coast ofNew England, especially to the north and south of Boston. Near Lynn
the porphyi^ assumes all the dark puiple and other tints, with the fine polish of the best
antique varieties ; and when ornamental arehiteeture shall be mora cultivated in America,
the shores of Massachusetts will no doubt be eagerly resorted to for the beautifiil rocks of
this group, which then exist in seemingly inexhaustible quantities.

Sienitic porphyry, or a sienite with imbedded crystals of felspar, occurs plentifully in Am
specimens near Cape Ann ; and a rock splendidly ornamented, consisting ofa fine green-stone

paste, with disseminated crystals of greenish felspar, and which sometimes gets the name
of porphyritie green-stone, m faaoA in large veins traversing sioiite not &r from the same
head-land.

These points are mentioned as furnishing the reader a mere sample only of the unstratified

primary rocks of the United States, fbr to go into more minute details would hen be imprae>

ticable, even if the absence of the proper sources of information dkii not preclude the attempt.

With the exception of the Geological Report of Profesaor Hitchcock upon Massachusetts
little exiMs in print to acquaint us with the highly interesting primary formationa of New
£iu[lend, where the unstratified rocks alone prevail in any abimdance.

Turning to the stratified primary rocks, we find that the formations oi the United States

embrace nearly every variety known to geologists. They comprise numberless modifications

of BneisB, hornblende slate, serpentine, taloose slate, mica slate, quartz rock, and scapolita

nek, besides highly crystallized primary limestone, having the character of marble. To
attempt, in the present state of knowledge, to trace the ran^ of these rocks more in detail

than has been done already, would be unavailing, nor could it interest the reader. We shall

proceed^ therefbre, to touch upon seme of the more important tfuneruU found in the primaiy
districts of the country.

The magnetic oxide of iron charaeterises the stratified primary rocks of New England,
and their prolongation across New York, New Jersey, and part of Pennsylvania, in a very
remarkable degree. It occurs in thick beds in Winchester and Franconia in New Hami^
shire. It is abundant at Cumberland, Rtrade Island, from wjence it is taken to Massachusetts

and smelted ; it abounds in Vermont, at Somerset, in a range of talc slate, 20 miles north

of Massachusetts, yielding 78 per cent, of iron of the best quality. In Massachusetts, it

occurs at Hawley and the neighbourhood, though the bed is of no great thickness, not ex-
ceeding two or three fiset; and it is also seen at Bernardstown, in a bed several feet thick,

in limestone, dipping at a gentle angle. In New York, it occurs in the northern primary
district in abundance, especially near the valley of Ausable River, where the quantity of
iron manufactured and exported in 1831, amounted to 280,000 dollars. It exists also in the
primary range called the Highlands, which cross this Stale, and pan through New Jersey.

Elnormous veins of it occur in this range, south of the Hudson, at Sterling, ai^ are continued
VolUI. 34
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throoflii New Jersey, in the neighbourhood of Ringwood. Thick beda, averaging 10 feet of

olid ore, are seen in this State, not only at Ringwood, but in Morris County, near Succa-

unny, and at intervals as far indeed as the Delaware River. They are not unfroquent also

in the same ranj^e of hills, passing near Easton and along the northern side of Berks and

Lancaster Counties, in Pennsylvania. A few details respecting the mode in which the beds

of this ore present themselves in the gneiss ranges of New Jersey, will serve to illustrate

their features over nearly the whole region just sketched.
" A general description of the iron veins of tlie primary region of New Jersey may be

given in the following terais. They are true lodea or veins of vast longitudinal extent

aluayB in the direction of the strata including them. They occur in the granitic gneiss

rock ranging and diffing with it Their irregularities are extremely few, being liable only

to occasional swells, insignificant slides, and trivial disturbances of pitch and direction ; while

they are never to my knowledge pinched out or cut across and dislocated by great tkulta, as

are the metalliferous veins of many of the mining districts of Europe and other parts of the

world. When several occur together, their course is parallel. Their usual thickness is

between six and twelve feet, though short veins are seen of all smaller dimensions, while

the larger ones are seen here and there to swell by an occasional undulation to even much
f^reater thickness Some of these veins dip as little as fifty degrees, while others have an

inclination approaching to verticality. Though excavated here and there in small mines,

they have nowhere been followed to a greater depth oelow the surface than about two hun-

dred and twelve feet, the depth of the workings in the Mount Pleasant mine. In nearly all

the shallower mines, the veins are worked open to the air.

" The ore belongs to the species denominated oxydulated iron, or magnetic iron ore, and
ia of two varieties, compact and earthy. It consists, when pure, of per-oxide of iron, seventy*

two per cent, and protoxide of iron twenty-eight per cent, or in all of about sixt^-sevun

and a half per cent of metallic iron. It is magnetic, attracting the needle, and is often

endov^ed with magnetic jtolarity attracting soft iron, in which case it is the loadstone. It is

oflcn massive, associated with no foreign minerals, though the variety most desirable for

making iron is granular, composed of imperfect cryetals which are oflen mincled with amall

crystals of other minerals, sometimes green hornblende or quartz. It is possiblo that portions

of this ore may contain titanium, though such facts, however important to the manufacturer,

can only be ascertained by elaborate and multiplied analyses, a few of which I have made
upon this point The disposition of the ore in the vein is that of a solid mass, invested by
no gangue, but sometimes containing dispersed through it small granules and crystals of

other minerals. It oflen exhibits a tendency to cleave, by natural joints running from one
wall of the vein to the opposite, a structure which suggests in appearance a strong analogy
to the horizontal columnar arrangement seen in some vertical dikes of lava and basalt

This, if other proof were wanting, I should regard as a strong argument fbr maintaining that

these veins of ore have been injected in a fiised or molten state into the strata after thev
have appeared, and are not hed» in the true sense, or layers formed contemporaneously with
the mirroflnding rock. This point, thongh seemingly one of theory alone, is of much prac-

tical moment, as acquainting the miner with the natnre of the veins be has to deal with.
" The walls of the veins are usually smooth, compact, and regular, consisting not unusually

of some of the less common varieties of the adjacent gneiss—being sometimes very micace-
ous, and at others, constituted almost solely of the hornblende or red felspar.

" The first theoretical inference naturally suggested by the remarkable manner in which
all the veins without exception occur, is that the strata of the formation were, in all proba-

bility, at a pretty steep inclination previous to their appearance between the rock ; fbr it ia

inconceivable how a forcible injection of fluid ore could enter a series of beds, lying in a
nearly horizontal position, without in one case causing and occupying fissures tranaterte to

the strata. The fact that similar veins, those of the altered white limestone of Sussex,
occupy a corresponding position in reference to the neighbouring strata, and appear to have
been produced after the formation of the limestone, is another argument givmg probability

to the idea that their origin was subsequently to the appearing of Uie gneiss.
" On the other hand, it is not difficult to conceive that if the beds were previously nearly

vertical, or at a high angle, the molten ore would more easily insinuate itself between the

layers of the rock in which direction, of course, the strata would most readily give way,
than enter the mass in directions oblique to the edges of the beds. If the rule be a genenl
one, that these veins range and pitch parallel with the strata, we are led to some important
general views for seeking and opening mines in this region. One is that the veins of ore

may be expected to follow the same layer or bed of rock for a considerable distance, and that

the nature, therefore, of the adjoining rock will often prove a clue to recover a known vein

in the direction towards which it is prolonged. Another is, that when levels are cut or shafts

sunk to reach a vein, the indications of which are supposed to appear upon the surface, tlie

excavations should be made on that side of the presumed outcrop of the vein, which is

towards the underlie or dip of the gneiss, fbr the vein, keeping parallel with the rock> will

descend m that direction." (^Report on the Oeotagy qf New Jertey.)
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Somewhat similar veins of the micaceous oxide of iron are occasionally met with in the

primary strata of not only New England but the States further south ; one vein, several feet

in width, traversing mica slate and granite, in Montague, near the month of Miller's River,

in Massachusetts, while some are known in Buckingham County, Virginia, yielding excel-

lent iron.

Lead in some portions of the primu ry region of the United States is tolerably abundant,

though the principal repository cif it is an ancient eecondary limestone, which traverses

Missouri, the western part of Illinois, and tlie WieoonsH\ Territory west of Lake Michigan.

We refer to Cleveland's Mineralogy tor tho following f marks on the lead of this western
region.

" It occura in Arkansas Terr ''^ry, on James River, 20 miles above its junction with Find-

ley River. The Osage Indians sme" the ore and ot>tain bullets. {Schooleraji.) In Missouri,

it abounds in the counties of WaBltii)gl»ii, St. Genevieve, JpfTeriion, and Madison. The ore

is found in an alluvial deposit of stiff re<l cluy. which is often marly, and contains numerous
detached masses of quartz, there called tho l)liM8om of lead; this alluvium, which varies

from 10 to 2U feet in depth, rests on limestone, which appears to belong to thn transition

clas.s. This galena, which has usually a broad foliated structure, and a very high luNtre,

occura in masses of various sizes, in veins, in beds, and ii most abundant in the marly clay.

It is associated with sulphate of barytes, calcareous spar, quartz add idcnde. Although the

number of mines is 45, the limestone, on which the alluvium rests, has been penetrated in

but very few instances. The ore yields, on an average, from GO to 70 per cent., and the

average annual product of the mines is upwards of 3,0()(),(H)0 pounds of lead. Galena is, in

fiu:t, found in various places from Arkansas River to the Northwestern Territory, in which
are the important lead mines of Prairie du Chien, now imperfectly worked by the Sacs and
Foxes, the original owners of the soil. (Schoolcraft.) The deposit of galena, in which the

mines of Missouri are situated, is evidently one of the most extensive and important hitherto

discovered."

To return to the primary rocks, galena is found in Massachusetts, at Southampton, in a
vein six or eight feet wide, treveraing granite and other primary rocks. The bulk of the

vein is quartz, from which lumps of ore were dug out, of every size, from half an inch to a
foot in diameter. It has been dug to the depth of forty or fifty feet, but the water accumu-
lating, this mine has not of late been further explored. The ore afforded finm 50 to 60 per

cent of lead, and contained 12 ounces of silver to the ton. Associated with this ore, are

here found also the carbonate, sulphate, molybdate, muriate, and phosphate of lead, besides

the sulphuret of zinc, pyritous copper, fluor spar, and sulphate of barytes.

A vein several feet wide was formerly explored not far from this, in Hampshire County
and several more in Massachusetts could be mentioned.

Very recently, a rich locality of galena has been developed in tho primary region, in St
Lawrence County, New York, furnishing, it is said, an abundant supply of ore, which yields

80 per cent of lead.

Copper.—^The ores of this metal seem not to prevail to any very profitable extent in the

United States. Among the stratified primary rocks in Georgia and South Carolina, genuine

veins of pyritous copper, and sometimes containing gold, occur; but throughout the more
numerous localities wtiere the combinations of the metal are seen, the manner of their dif-

fusion is such, not being in true veins, as roust have a tendency to repress much hope of con-
' rting them into mines. By far the greater number of the places where copper has been

found, belong to the extensive belt of r^ shales and sand-stones that range near the primary

from Virginia to the Hudson, and along part of the Connecticut valley ; and what is curious,

these spots are almost invariably adjacent to some of the various ridges or dykes of trap

which traverse the strata of thu range. In these cases the ore is inthnately mingled through-

out the broken substance of the red rock, which presents not uncommonly the aspect of

having been altered by heat ; it is hardly in one instance known to assume the form of a
true vein, or to fill a fissure of any considerable length or width. The most common ore is

the green carbonate of copper, sometimes associated with the blue sulphuret, the red oxide,

or native copper. Mining enterprises have been set on foot to work these ores, at various

times, from a period long antecedent to the revolution, to the present day, along the whole

range, from Massachusetts to Virginia, but have not hitherto resulted in the establishment

of a single permanent mine.

In several places, near the junction of the trap or green-stone with the sand-stone, between

New Haven and Vermont, such explorations have been made. The Sunsbury mine, in

Granby, Connecticut, worked before the revolution, afterwards converted into a State prison,

and lately explored anew, is the principal one in tliat part of the formation which follows the

valley of the Connecticut River.

Abortive attempts at mining copper in this red sand-etone formation have been more perse-

veringly made in New Jersey, perhaps, than in any other part of the tract. The principal

points are near Belleville, Griggstown, Brunswick, Woodbridge, Greenbrook, Somerville.

and Flemington. In the Schuyler mine near BellvUle, the ore occun in a belt of the sand
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stone, dipping by broken steps rather gently. It haa been worked two hundred and twelve

feet below the surface, and one hundred and fifty feet horizontally. The chief ores are the

Bulphuret and carbonate of copper, generally distributed amid portions of the red sand-stone

much indurated.

The Bridgewater copper-mine, at the base of a trap-ridge near Somerville, was at one
time wrought with some spirit, but resulted in failure. The ore was rich, having occasion-

ally in it red oxide and native copper, but was chiefly green cartxmate. The posi'ion of the

ore was close to the junction of the tnp and shale, lying in portions of the latter, evidently

greatly altered by heat
The Flemington mine is in a belt of red sand-stone and shale, into the substance of which

the ore seems as it were sublimed. It is a mixture of gray sulphuret and carbonate inti-

mately blended with the semi-indurated and altered sand-stone. The ore is either spread

through it, or coats the sides of small fissures, or is in small lumps, in a broken frag-

mentary variety of the rock having the aspect of a breccia. Though wrought with some
vigour, this mine has not proved hillierto profitable. A ridge of trap-rock is not far off firom

this belt of metalliferous rock, in which nothing in the form of a regular vein has yet been

discovered.

We might enumerate many more localities ranging at intervals acToss Pennqrivania,

Maryland, and part of Virginia, where precisely the same kind of mines, productive of a
imiiar unfortunate issue, have been opened, but we have dwelt enough alrcwdy on this point

to give a lesson of caution on the subject

Zinc.—^The localities of this metal are a good deal scattered throughout the United States.

As the sulphuret, or blende, it does not appear in any considerable body anywhere in the

country. Perhaps the most conspicuous spot fw blende is the Perkiomen lead'-mine in Penn-
sylvania, where it occurs in the yellow, brown, and black varietiesw It is seen also in the

lead veins in Hampshire county, Massachusetts.

The red oxide of zinc is found in large quantities in Sussex county. New Jersey, associated

with Uie interesting mineral Franklinite, in the only locality known. We present the follow-

ing description of these ores and their locality, from the pen of Dr. Fowler of Franklin :

—

" Perhaps in no quarter of the globe is there so much found to interest the mineralogist,

as in the white crystalline calcareous valley commencing at Mounts Adam and Eve in the

county of Orange and State of New York, about three miles from the line of the State o!

New Jersey, and continuing thence through Vernon, Hamburg, Franklin, Sparte, andByram,
a distance of about twenty-five miles in the county of Sussex and State of New Jersey.

This limestone is highly crystalline, containing no oreanic remains, and is the great imbed-

ding matrix of all the curious and interesting minerals found in this valley. When burned

it produces lime of a superior quality. A considerable quantity of this stone is burned into

lime near Hamburg, and when carted to the towns below, as Paterson, Newark, Sie. is sold

for one dollar per Iwshel. It is principally used in masonry, for white-washinv, cornice-work

and wall of a fine hard finish, and is considered superior to the best Rhone Island lime.

Some varieties, particularly the granular, furnish a beautiful marble ; it is often white, with

a slight tinge of yellow, resembling the Parian marble from the island of Pares; at other

times, clouded black, sometimes vemed black, and at other times arborescent

"Franklinite.—A new metalliferous combiuatkHi, containing, according to Berthier, of

oxide of zinc 17, of iron 66, and manganese 16, is veiy abundant, indeed it appears inexhaiust-

ible. It commences about half a mile northeast of Franklin furnace, and extends two miles

southwest of Sparta, a distance of nine miles. It b accompanied in this whole distance by

the red oxide of zinc, mutually enveloping each other. The greatest ouanti^ appears to be

at Franklin furnace. The beid here is araut one hundred feet above the adjoining land, on

the west side of it and from ten to forty feet wide. Various attempts have been made to

work this ore in a blast fiimace, but without success. It flrequently congeals in the hearth,

before time is allowed to get it out in a liquid state, in consequence of a combination of the

iron with manganese. All this difficultv, I apprehend, might be overcome, if a method could

be discovered of smelting iron ore in a blast furnace with anthracite coal ; as the Franklinite

requires a greater degree of heat to cause it to retain its Ikiuid state, than can be obtained

by the use of charcoal. It occurs in grains imbedded in the white carbonate of lime, and

detached in concretions of various sizes, from that of a pin's-head to a hickory-nut ; also in

regular octohedral crystals emarginated on the angles, small at Franklin, but very perfect,

with brilliant laces. At Sterling the crystals are large and perfect I have one from that

place that measures sixteen inches around the base.

"Red Oxide ofZine.—At Sterling, three miles from Franklin, a mountain mass of thii

formation presents itself about two hundred feet high. Here, as Mr. Nuttall truly observes,

the red oxide of zinc forms as it were a paste, in which the crystals of Franklinite are thickly

imbedded; 'in (kct a metalliferous porphyrv. This appears to be best adapted fbr manuftc-

turing purposes. The Franklinite imbedded in the zinc ore here, is highly magnetic, and

may be all separated by magnetic cylinders, recently brought into use to separate the earthy

portion of magnetic iron ore. It was long since observed that this ore is well adapted tot
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the manufacture of the best brass, and may be employed without any previous preparation.

It is reduced without any difficulty to a metallic state, and may be made to furnish the
sulphate of zinc (white vitriol). Berthier found it to contain oxide of zinc 88, red oxide of
man^nese 12." {See Gordon's Gazetteer of New Jersey.)

" The vein or series of veins containing the Franklinite iron ore, and the zinc, I look upon
.18 belonging, most probably, to that great system of parallel veins of magnetic oxide of iron,

known to occur so extensively in the same primary strata, with which this white limestone
is in contact. According to this view, where the veins have burst up adjoining the common
boundary of the primary region and the blue limestone, they have altered the structure of the
latter rock, and imparted to it those minerals which never show themselves in limestone but
where it gives evidence that it has sustained a great elevation of temperature and a partial

fusion. Other cases of a like nature with that at the Franklin furnace, occur along the limit

which separates the secondary from the primary strata ; one has been specified as existing

near the northeast foot of Jenny Jump, and I have encountered indications of more in boul-

ders of the crystalline limestone, holding crystals of various minerals, in the manner visible

at Sparta and Franklin. These boulders are numerous near the eastern comer of Oxford
township, in Warren. All these facts are invested with much scientific interest, as the
changes supposed to be superinduced upon stratified rocks by iffneous catues, are connected
with discussions involving some of the fundamental doctrines of modern geology." {Oeologi-
aU Survey of New Jersey.)

Gold.—This precious metal exists rather widely diffused through the southern primary
region of the United States> The auriferous belt lies towards the western side of the pri-

mary, and may be said to stretch from the Rappahannock River, in Virginia, to tlie south-

western side of Georgia. The gold is found chiefly in veins of quartz which penetrate the

gneiss rocks, mica slates, and more especially the talc slates of this region. It occurs like-

wise in the alluvium composed of the detritus of these auriferous veins and the adjoining

rocks. As tlie features under which the gold is seen, are pretty uniform over the whole
tract, we, for the purpose of giving a correct general conception of the structure, position,

and contents of the veins, introduce a few extracts here regarding the gold of Virginia,

which will serve as an example of its occurrence in the other states. We may mentiou
that the average width of the gold-bearing belt of rocks is about 20 miles, but that only a
portion of the quartz veins in this range are auriferous, while wide spaces in the line occur

where no gold in quantity sufficient to mine has yet been discovered.
" In Spottsylvania and the adjacent counties. Orange, Louisa, Fluvanna and Bucking-

ham, numerous veins have been wrought for some time ; from many of which rich returns

have been procured, and under improved modes of operation a still larger profit may be
expected.

" The material of the veins.b a variegated quartz, sometimes translucent, at others opaque.

It is generally of a cellular structure, fractures without much difficulty, and in many in-

stances contains a considerable proportion of water, dispersed through its substance. Its

Burfiice, recently exposed, displays a variety of tints of brown, purple, and yellow, of such
peculiar aspect as to resemble a thin lacquer spread unequally over the rock! The cavities

are often filled with a bright yellow ochre, or hydrated peroxide of iron, which generally

contains gold in a state of minute division. Sulphuret of iron, (pyrites,) is another accom-
panying mineral, which in many mines occurs in considerable quantities. At Morton's mine,
(Buckingham,) it is peculiarly abundant, and there, as in other places, generally contains a
portion of combined gold. In the Union mine, near the Rappahannock, some of the auri-

ferous veins consist largely of the pyrites, which here contains so much of the precioua

metal as to render the extraction of it an object of profit This pyrites, in all probability,

was at some former period, more generally diffused throughout al' ine auriferous veins, and
by its decomposition, gave rise to the peroxide of iron, with which the quartz is always
more or less imbued, while the gold existing in it was deposited in the cells and fissures of
the quartz. Silver is occasionally found in connexion with the gold, and the sulphurets of
copper and lead have been discovered in a few instances in the auriferous rock.

" The rocks forming the boundaries of the auriferous veins, vary ver^ much in different

localities. Talcpse slate, chlorite slate, and a variety of these, aboundmg in garnets, are

the most usual. They are commonly of a soft texture, yielding readily to the blast and
even to the pick or spade sometimes. Instances occur, however, in which the walls of the

vein are of such hardness as to greatly increase the expense and difficulty of procuring the

ore. Of this a striking example is exhibited in Morton's mine, where the rock is removed
with difficulty even by the blasting process, while at Booker's and some other mines, ita

texture is so rotten that it rather presents the appearance of earth than rock. Veins like

the latter, under favourable circumstances, would give rise to what are technically called

deposit mines ; in otlier words, collections of clay and sand and gravel, enclosing a portion

of gold, all which materials have been removed by the action of torrents or streams from
their original position in the vein, to some adjacent ravine or hollow, in which they have
Vou III. 34* 8A
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been quietiy deposited. The rocka adjacent to the quartz are oflen auriferous, and in some
instances have been found as productive as the quartz itself. Of this, several striking in-

stances occur in the mines of Buckingham ; and I believe that in many other localities the
same condition would bo found to exist"

"Besides the auriferous veins of the region in which gold occurs, there exist many other
veins of quartz weeing with those which have been found productive in nearly all particu-

lars, save that of containing a valuable proportion of the precious metal. It is highly pro-

bable that none of these vems are entirely destitute of gold, and in many instances no doubt
the prosecution of the vein would lead to the discovenr at other points of it, of an ore suffi-

ciently rich to reward the labour of the extraction. Indeed, it must be looked upon as pro-

bable, that the auriferous character, more or less, pervades the quartz veins generally, even
as far as their western limit in the Blue Ridge. The striking similarity in the character
of them all, and the obvious contemporaneousness oftheir origin, would seem to give great
plausibility to this opinion ; and if we are to credit *he Jtatements of the discovery of gold
m the western part of Albemarle, and at one or two other points equally remote from the
gold region, as usually defined, we can no longer doubt the propriety of regarding the Blue
Ridge as the proper western boundary of the auriferous rocks. A careful investigation of
the numerous large quartz veins ranging along the valley between the Southwest Mountain
and Blue Ridge, becomes in this point of view a matter of great importance ; and should
the auriferous character be found pervading these ve-ns, as is not improbably the fact, the
extent and value of the gold region of i&e state will scarcely have a parallel upon the
globe." {Oeologieal Reconnaissance of Virginia.) •

Gold has recently been discovered in a talc slate formation in Somerset, in the southern
part of Vermont, but whether there will ever be found here any extensive auriferous tract

18 at present uncertain.

The other precious metals do not exist in the United States in quantities to justify any
special mention of them ; and this is not the place to introduce any thing respecting the
crystallized minerals of the country, which, in New England especially, are found in great
profusion, presenting some varieties highly interesting to the mineralogist.

True volcanic rocks are nowhere seen among the formations of the territory of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains. On the western side, especially of the vast Chippe-
wayan chain, rocks of volcanic origin are distributed in remarkable abundance.
We shall conclude this sketch of the Geology of the United States with a few extracts

from the " Proceedings of the Geological Society of London,"* on the Physical Geography
and Gool<wy of the region between the Mississippi River and the Pacific Ocean.

" The district includes the vast tract extending from the Mississippi to the Pacific, and
from the 36th to the 49th degree of north latitude. The principal physical features of the
country are the Rocky Mountains ; and the immense plains which extend from the Missis-

sippi to that range, circle round its southern termination, and are prolonged into Mexico,
and northward to an unknown distance.

"The Rocky Mountains consist, as far as they have been examined, of primary formations,

and their eastern chain, the Black Hills, of gneiss and mica slate, green-stone, amygdaloid,
and other igneous rocks. Chains of primary mountains, separated by sandy plains and vol-

canic tracts, constitute the country between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific ; but to

the east of that range are several nearly horizontal formations, of the limits or the relative

age of which little is known.
" The countnr fhmi the falls of the Platte to the mountains, and fhnn the Missouri to the

Arkansas and the Rio Colorado, as well as the plains included within the Rocky Mountains,
is composed of a red saliferoua sand-stone, containing beds of clay ; and it is supposed that

the same formation extends into Mexico, aind that the red sand-stone described by Humboldt
as occurring extensively in the southern parts of the ccmtinent, may belong to it The gene-
ral colour of the sand-stone is red, but it is sometimes gray or white. The saline contents

are principally muriate of soio, but other salts of bitter and cathartic properties likewise

abound. Brine springs are of general occurrence ; and rock-salt is found in large beds west
of the Rocky Mountains, as well as on the Rio Colorado, and south of the great Salt Lake.
The surface of the ground, especially of the banks of the ravines, is often also thickly en-
cnisted with saline matter. Gypsum is likewise found in many parts of the country ; and
fessils are said to abound in the sand-stone on the river Platte. In the neighbourhood of the

Rocky Mountains the formation is covered with a deposit of gravel and boulders, apparently
derived firom the adjacent hills ; but at a distance from them it is overlaid by a bed of loose

barren sand, the drifting of which the author conceives may partially conceal the existence

of other formations, especially of that green-sand which occurs so extensively on the Mis-
souri above the river Platte,

** At the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains and for a short distance up their declivity,

are various conglomerates and gray and red sand-stones, dipping at high angles ; bat these

* Commuiiieated by H. D. Rogera, of PhiladfIphia. 8e« No. 37, of Proeoedlnp, tu.
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deposits are not considered to belong to the great sand-stone formation, as they contain no
salt.

" In ascending the Missouri from its confluence with the Mississippi the banks are in
many cases composed of limestone clifis, 200 and 300 feet high, containmg I^uctc, Tere-
bratula!, and Encrini : hills of this limestone occur also near the Chariton, and in the same
district is good bituminous coal.

" Above thp junction of the Platte with the Missouri are beds of sand-stone and dark blue
shale, and a little higher, adjacent to the Au Jacque, are high, perpendicular bluffs of a
formation considered to be true chalk. This deposit extends for several miles up the Mis-
souri, and it occurs further down the river about uie mouth of the Omawhaw ; but its lateral

extent is not known. No flints have yet been noticed in situ, but pebbles and nodules of
flints, similar to those so abundant in the valley of the Thames, are numerous lower down
the river, even as low as the Mississippi. Belemnites have been picked up in the same
district

" From below the Big Bend to the Rocky Mountains, both on the Missouri and the Yellow«
stone River, is a vast formation, said to be very rich in fossils, indicating an upper secondary
group ; and the matrix in which the shells are imbedded resembles very closely some of the
green-sand beds of Europe. The fossils mentioned in the paper are a Hamite, a Gryphtea
considered to be the Chryphaa Colutnba, and Belemnitet commreistu. This formation has
not been traced continuously over the whole area alluded to, but the same fossils have been
brought from the beds of the Missouri and Yellow-stone Rivers, and fh>m their springs in

the Rocky Mountains : they have likewise been found west of that range.
" Above the Big Bend occurs also an extensive range of horizontal beds of lignite, sand-

stone, shale, and clay, forming blu& 200 and 300 feet high, and continuous for several days*
journey. Lignite is also found on the Cherry River, luid along the whole of the country
watered by the Powder River, in beds fnm 3 to 9 feet thick. This formation is conceived
to be more recent than that which contains the fossils, as the latter has a slight westerly
dip, and therefore may underlie it

" Silicified trunks of trees are stated to have been noticed on the banks of the streams,

and are considered b}[ the traders to have fallen from the bluflb.

" No recent volcanic production appears to have yet been brought fVom the countrv east
of the Rocky Mountains, with the lexception of the pumice which annually descends the
Missouri; but nothing is yet known of the quarter whence it is derived. West of the moun-
tains, however, from the salmon River to beyond Lewis's River, and for a considerable dis-

tance around the insulated mountains called the Butts, the country is said to be composed
of lava traversed by a multitude of deep, extensive fissures, having a general direction from
northwest to southeast and nearly parallel to that of the mountains.

"Volcanic mounds, cracked at the top and surrounded by fissures, are numerous over the
whole region ; but no lava appears to have flown from them, and we may conjecture that

they were formed by the action of elastic or gaseous matter. In many places, deep circular

funnels, a few yards in diameter, penetrate the surfiice. For more than 40 mUes Uio Colum-
bia runs between perpendicular cliffi of lava and obsidian, fhnn 200 to 900 feet high, which
are traversed by great fissures, and present all the phenomena of dykes in Uie most striking
manner. The Malador branch of the Columbia flows through a similar gorge.

" We take this occasion to correct the accounts previously given of the great salt lake,

which has latelv been journeyed round, and aacertamed to have no outlet, though it receives
two considerable streams of fresh water. The length of the lake is estimated to be 160
miles, and its breadth 40 or 50.

" Thermal springs abound along the base on each side of the Rocky Mountains, and in
the volcanic district They are stated to vary in temperature from blood-heat to the boiling-

point ; and to form, fh>m their earthy contents, large mounds, sometimes of a pure white,
hard, siliceous nature, and at others of a substance which, on drying, becomes pulverulent
In the volcanic district some of the springs are said to be sour; and many sulphureous
springs occur both in and west of the mountains. Lastly, pure sulphur has been occasion-
ally seen above the Great Salt Lake, and at the eastern base of the mountains,' but none in
the volcanic district"

li
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FERIODS.
GENERAL CHARACTEH OF

THE STRATA.

Newer
Pleiocene.

A lead^coloured city.

( Alt'irnating aandg and clays,

Older i containing niiniRroua fossil

Pleiooeh*. I sliellK, and other remains of

C marinp origin.

MEioeun.

Alternating beds of sand, clay,

and marl, all abounding in

marine fossil shells, some-
times in a friahle and pulve-
rulent state. Frequently these
strata, especially the sands,
contain a considerable propor-
tion of the granules of green-
sand. Towards the base ofthe
aeries the Mralum is usually
• blua clay.

Consisting of beds of greenish
yellow earth, or dark blue or
brown earth ; a mixture of
aand and clay, with some mi-
ca—usually a good deal of
green-sand and fossil shells,

more or lets obliterated, and
f[enerally some sulphate of
ron. In the flir south, a se-

ries of white and leadK»lour-
ed limestones and ferruginous
atndi, ind i flne-griin«l sili-

ceous rock, Aill of the vtctnt
cttti ofihellt, used as t buhr-
itone, in Qeorgit, for mill-

ttones.

FoRMATIom
OPTUI

OtETACBOOl,
OR

Green-sard
Period.

(t) The upper stritt, yellowish
and white Mable limeatonet,
flill of secondary foaails, with
two or three apeeiet Ibund in
the Eocene.

(t) Friable limettonea, tome-
times white and chalky, some-
times bluiah and compact ;—
older in the teriei tbtn the
tbove, having many teconda-
ry Ibstils.

(c) A serioi comprising a brown
ferruginous aand-stone and
conglomerate; a yellow fer-

ruginous sand, sometimes
with beds of the same ce-
mented into rock, and then
containing fossils. Also, a
yellowish calcareous sand-
stone, sometimes running in-
to a limestone, and beneath
all, an alternation of bedi of
blue astringent sandy clay of
the same, mingled with more
or less greensniid, and of the
green-sand almost alone in a
fiulvorulent state, abounding
n ftistils.

LOCALITY AND RANGE OF THE SEVERAL
FORMATIONS.

St. Mary'.! county, JUarylant, near the mouth of the
Potomac.

In Mirth Carolina, near Eduiiton, and probably through-
nut some extent of country adjacent to Albemarle
Sound.

In MwJtrstg, in Cumberland CO., on Stow Creek. IJt-

lauare, at Cantwell'a Bridge. Marj/land, nearly all

the Eastern Shore below Cecil co., the whole of
Charles, St. Mary's, Calvert, and part of Prince
George counties, f^rftnio, nearly all the region be-
tween the ocean and a line about 30 miles east of the
head of tide in the rivers. Mbrtk CaroUna, near the
towns of Murfrcesboro', Wilmington, and through-
out Craven, Duplin, and the same belt of counties,
running north and south. In Seutk Carolina, Vance'i
Ferry, on Santee River, seems to be about the termi-
nation of tlie formation towards the south.

In Mart/land, at Upper Marlborough and Fort Wash-
ington, and on the Potomac River fnrSO milea below.
Ftrginia, in a belt ranging from north to south across
the State, between the primary rocks and a line about
13 miles east ofthem. Sntk Carolina, passi ng Vance's
Ferry. In Otorgia, crossing Savannah River at Three
Runs, Shell Blufl', and Silver Bluff, also near Milledge-
ville, and in Burke and Early counties, jltaiama, in
Wilcox CO., and at Claiborne and St. Stephen's. West
of the Mississippi, on the Washita River at Monroe.

(•) An extensive basin to the west ofCharleston,&mU
OaraUaa. Jllaiama, in Clarke county.

(t) In JVbrU OsraUiM, the older caleareout beda extend
tbr many miles along the Cape Fear River, and coast-
wise as <kr north as Cape Hatteraa. Soytk Carolina,
on Lynch's Creek, Pedee and Santee Rivers. Jllaba-

ma, Wilcox co., at Prairie Bluff, and several aditeent
counties : ilso, in Muiuipfi, nnnuoit, Ltuuiana,
and Arltantaa, and ikr up the Missouri and Yellow-
atone.

(c) JVkie Jertef, from the Raritan Bay through Mon-
.-noiilh, Burlington, Gloucester, and Salem counties,
to the Delaware River. Aerott IMawaro, in the line
of the Delaware and Chesapeake Canal, into Cecil
county, Maryland, where, near the Sanafrat River,
the green-sand serica ceasea to abow itself.
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Marglani, near the moulli of the

ar Edenlon, and probably through-
f country adjacent to Albemarle

mberland co., on Stow Creek. Ut-
ll'8 Bridge. Marfland, nearly all

below Cecil Co., the whole of
'8, Calvert, and part of Prince
firfiiiia, nearly all the region be-
d a line about 30 inilei eaM of the
rivers. Mbrtk Canlint, near the

Iwro', Wilmington, and tbrrugh-
I, and the same belt of countiet,
oulb. In JlniUair«nii«,Vanee'a
iver, aeemi to be about the termi-
ation towarda the louth.

ler Marlborough and Fort Waah-
Pntomar. River for 90 milea below,
'anging from north to louth acron
the primary roclii and a line about
n. Snttk Carolina, paraing Vanee'i
croming Savannah River at Three
id Silver Bluff, alio near Hiliedge-
and Early counliea. ^Maaia, in
[TIaiborne and St. Stephen'!. Weit
on the Waibita River at Monroe,

n to the weit ofCbarleilon, SntS
I, in Clarks county.

, the older ealetiMUi badi extend
ig the Cape Fear River, and coast-
Cape Hatteraa. SnUk OtnUnm,

Pedee and Sanlee Rivera. JiUba-
Prairie Bluff, and aeveral adlaoent
Mttiuippi, TknaawM, Ltuiitm;
tkt up the MiHouri and Yeilow-

the Rnritan Bay through Mon-
Oloucetter, and Salem eountiea,
ver. Aeroie DtUwn, in the line
nd Cheaapeake Canal, into Cecil
where, near the Banafraa River,
!a ceaiaa to ihow itaelf.
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PERIODS.
I
OENF.BAL CIMRA( TEH l)F .STHATil.

I
UK AI.ITY AND KANUK llf TUB SEVKRAL FORMATIONS

FoBMATIOia
or THB
MlOOLB

Sbcobdabt
Fbbioo.

A land-atime funnalioii, con
taining siliciflcil runiaini of
OfcadM.dcmiliiigan age near
to that of the Oolites :—gene-
ral character, that of a soft

whitish coarse frpcatone, with
beda uf conglomerate, and
alum shale.

A aeriea in which tlw predsmi.
nating rock ia a browniah-red
ariillaccoua sand-stone, with
red and green ehalea, red are-

naceous aand-slones, and gray
and yellowish conglomerates.
Incliidea the Potomac marble,
a very coarse heterogeneous,
but highly calcareoua conglo-
merate, uaually with a red ce-

ment. No characteriatie foa-

ails, and hence the precise age
of thia aeries is uncertain.

FoBaATiom
OP THB

CABBomrBBooa
Fbbios.

Sand-atonea, chiefly white, con-
taining common aalt, argilla-

ceoua sand-atonea and ahalea,

reddish, buff-coloured, and
dark gray coal shales, coarse
white quarlzosc conglomer-
ates, thin argillaceous lime-
stone beds, fire clay, with no-
dular argillaceous iron ore,

and aeama of bituminous
coal,—the whole, in almoat
endleas alternation, compo-
sing a vast aeriea of coal
meaaures.

FoBMATlOm
OP THB

Obbtwackb
Febiod.

(a) Anthracite cnal meaaurea,
conaisting of thick aeama uf
anthracite, ahalea, gray and
red, of sand-atonea, white,
gray and red, and of beda of
coarae quartzose conglomer-
ate. Vegetable f<nail8.

(t) A coarae white and gray
Jiuartzoae conglomerate. No
oasils.

(e) Argillaceous brownish red
aand-atonea and ahalea, thin
calcareoua fosailiferoua bedi,

with encrini and shells.

(i) Red and green ahalea, with
auboidinate beds of limestone
in the upper part.

(<) A rather flne-grained white
sandstone, abounding in fti-

coides and fossil shells.

(/) A red sand-atone, sometimes
very argillaceous, passing low-
er down, into a red shale, hav-
ing occaaional bands of lime-
stone.

(f) A dark gray slate, with oc-

casional subordinate beds of
blue limestone.

(A) Blue limestone, in places
very fUll of fossils, and again,
destitute of them throughout
wide areas. - Contains much
brown argillaceous iron ore.

In this rock are fbund, trilo-

bltes, and other ancient foe-

ails.

BTKATinBB
Fbivaby
SoCEi.

Talcoae alatea, mica alatea, chlo-

rite slates, micaceous gneiss,

bornblendic gneiss, felspathie

(neiss, limestone, serpentine,
seapolite rock, 4m.

UHBTBATinBD
ROCBS.

Granite. Sienite.

Green-ftone.
Porphyry.

Ranges from tliL- Potomac Kiver below Mount Vernon,
along ihu west side, through Kir^iaia, in a nearly
south course, parallel to the primary Iwlt, on the east-
ern side of which it rests. Is exposed at Fredericks-
burg, at the Junction of the North and South Anna
Rivers, on Janios River below Richmond, and in the
same line, further south.

Occupies part of the valley of the Connecticut River,
from the southern part of fermmt to New Haven

:

and ranges along the western side of the primary
strata or the Middle Slates, keeping east of the Blue
Ridge system, from the Hiiileon Kivcr, across A%» J«r-
ny, passing New Brunswick; Pennsijltania, passing
Norristown and Gettysburg; Maryland, (uissing Fre-
dericktown, and the Potomac River near the mouth
of tlie Monocacy Creek, until it dies out in fir^inja.

Seen in the Alleghany lahle-land, ranging ft-om the
northenstern part of Pennnylvania to Mabama, and
in the Western States as far as Miuauri, 300 miles
westward beyond the Mississippi. Also, in a detach-
ed coal-field in Goochland, Hanover, and Chesterfield
counties, in Fir^'nio. In B delaclied coal-field in
Nova Scotia.

These formations are confined chiefly to the valleys
and mountains of the Appalachian region and the
plains of AVw York continuouawilh it.

The anthracite coal liea chiefly in Penntyltania, be-

tween the Buaquehanna and Lehigh Rivera.

The conglomerate (h) ia well seen in the Sharp Moun-
tain, in Scliuylkill county, Pmnttl'anta.

Tlie red rocka (c) in the Broad Mountain, and on the
lower part of the Juniata River, in Pnntfhania.

The red and green shales (d) may be studied in Mifllin

county, Pemufhiania.

The fiicnidal sand-stone (a) const itntea the aummitaof
by far the greater number of the Appalachiana aouth
of the Juniata River, through i>eiiH«ir/eania, Jfery-
land, and Fir;in<a.

The red rocks (/) lie usually near the base of the same.

The dark slate (r) Is fbund most naually in the Talleys
between the Appalachians, and skirting near their

base, or filling the whole valley, if it contains none
of the limestone (k).

The blue limeatone (A) composes the floor of a number
of the principal valleys in the Appalachian region,

and is the chief rock in the vaat valley which liea

west of the Blue Ridge.

Thea^ocli^ir<n5un3nnari their luoililicaTiona, ran(»-

ing through the western part of New England. Ma j-

sive gneiss forms the Highlands of JWie York and
JVkw Jtnt^. Talcose and chlorite alatea, connected
with crystalline limestone and serpentine, lie along
the western side of the primary belt of the Middle
and Southern States. The eastern side of the same
consists chiefly of mica slate and micnceoiis gneiss.

Granite composes the greater part of the surface of

JVIw ttamfhin and Main*, and some of the easlcrn
part of MttfoehiutUt. The White Mountains are of
granite. Sienite occurs tn the same rcj-ion :— well
aeen in the Blue Hilla, near Boalon. Porphyry occurs
around Boston, as at Nahant. Green-stone la abun-
dant in the middle and western paria of New Eng-
land, and in ridgca traversing the red shale and sand-
stone formation of the mldille secondary period.

-{i
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i

SvBSECT. 2.

—

Botany.

North America contains two forest-regions, the Eastern and Western, and an intenne-

diate unwooded region.

The Eastern part of this continent is, or rather was, prior to the introduction of civilisa-

tion, occupied by an unbroken forest ; extendinj; from Hudson's Bay to the Mexican Sea,

and westward far beyond the >ji:v:issippi, though more irregularly, being confined to the

immediate banks of the streams on approaching its termination. The only encroachments

by unwooded districts, or Prairies, are in the North, through the central parts of Illinois,

Indiana, and even Ohio ; and in the South, through a part of Mississippi and Alabama, to

the frontiers of Georgia, This is one of the most extensive forests known, and notwith-

standing BO much of it has been destroyed for agricultural purposes, it still holds dominion

over far the greater portion of the soil ; though spots where it presents its primeval aspect,

untouched by the Woodman's axe, or the fires of the Hunter, are now rare. The only

points that naturally escape its sway, are a few marshes bathed with sea-water, or under
other peculiar circumstances, and the summits of a few mountains in the northern part of

New England.

This vast forest is composed of about 140 different kinds of trees, of which more than

eighty attain the height of sixty feet and upwards. The most characteristic forma as dis-

tinguishing this from other forests, are the Hicko.'ies (Carya), the Tupelos (iVytsa), the

Liriudendron or Tulip-tree, the Taxodium or American Cypress, the Locust (Robinia), the

Gymnocladus, and the Negundo. It is further remarkable for possessing numerous Oaks,

Ashes, and Pines, several Ma^olias, a Gordonia, a Plane, a Cupressus, a Liquidambar, a

Tree Andromeda, three Gleditschias, a Virgilia, a Laurus, three species of Ueltis, two of

iEsculus, two Walnuts, and three Tilias.

Within this wooded region are found only such shrubs and herbaceous plants, as in general

require more or less protection from the direct rays of the sun. This has been a principal

cause of our cultivated grounds and pastures being so exclusively occupied by introduced

plants ; and were the forest permitted to regain possession of the soil, these exotics would
be driven out altogether, or confined to the sea-shore, the banJcB of the larger streams, or

the summits of a few hills in exposed situations.

The geographical distribution of these 140 species of trees, as well as of the humbler
plants, will be most conveniently described by a division into districts, for the most part

gradually blending into each other, but which, notwithstanding, seem pretty strongly mark-
ed in nature.—1. The northern, extending as far south as lat. 44°, at least on the coast

—

2. The middle, from lat 44° to 35°, and which is distinctly divided by the AUeghanies into

two sub-regions: a third should be added, for the southern termination of the Alleghaniea

requires a place by itself.—3. The southern, from lat 35° to lat 27° in Florida, beyond
which, according to Mr. Ware, the character of the North American vegetation is merged
in the Tropical.

1. The NoBTHERN District.—^The forest commences on the north with the Spruces, at

first almost exclusively; but &rther south, appear among them the Arbor vitee (TAuya occt-

dentalu), the Red and White Pines, and in the low grounds the Hackmatack or American
Larch. These trees, all of the Pine fiimilv, form such deep-shaded woods, that often scarce

a plant can exist beneath ; unless it be me Pyrolaa, the Coptis trifolia, the Goodyeras, the

Gualtheria procumbens and hispidula, the Mitchella, and such plants as may be said to be

naturally etiolated, or destitute of any green colour, as the Monotropas, Pterospora, and the

Corallorhizas. They also to a certain extent modify the climate, their evergreen foliage

prolonging the duration of snow by keeping out the rays of the sun, while deciduous woods
produce rather the contrary effect, by reverberating heat The deciduous woods do not

extend quite so far north as the Pine, and become more and more prevalent on advancing
south. They are composed chiefly of the following few species of trees ; the Canoe Birch,

the Yellow and Black Birch, Quercus ambigua, Populus balsamifera, P. tremuloides and
grandidentata, the true Sugar Maple, the Red Maple, and Red Beech. The American Elm
may almost be called a Canadian tree, for it is in the north that " this most magnificent tree

of the temperate zone" attains its finest proportions.

"rhe underwood consists of the Striped and Mountain Maples, 4 Cherries, Sambucus
pubens. Viburnum lantanoides and oxvcoccus, the Diervilla and rhree species of Xyloeteum,
numerous Willows, the Rhodora, Ledum latifblium and Kalmia glauca, several species of
Ribes, Shephordia Canadensis, Spirtea tomenlosa, 4 Roses, some species of Amelanchier,
Sorbus Americana, the Nemopanthes, Rhamnus alnifolius, Corylus rustrata, Alnus nndu-
lata, Pinus Banksiana, Juniperus prostrata and Taxus Canadensis *he red-floweriu. Rasp-
berry, Betula pui.iila and populifolia, and Aronia melanocarpa Cim.'jing plants seem to bo
almost wanting, unless Loniccra parviflora and hirsuta belong to this region, few others
wandering from more southern latitudes.

The herbaceous and smaller plants present a large number of species common to Europe
and Siberia, subject, however, to the invariable rule, that no species is really native of both
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Budtafn-

continents that docs not reach the vicinity of tho Arctic Circle, where the vegetation is

similar throughout : to the exclusion of course of all trees, and the larger shrubs with three

or four exceptions. On the other hand, where the species differ, the genera are tlic same
as those of the North generally, and the paucity of peculiar forms is remarkable. We can
only name (besides the three shrubs Diervilla, Ncmopantlies, and Rhodora), Dalibarda, and
Syniplocarpus :—and of other characteristic plants, Aquilcgia Canadensis, Corydalis glauca,

Viola Canadensis, three Gcums, several Potentillas, some
species of Rubus, Hcracleum lanatum, Cicuta bulbifera,

Aralia nudicaulis and hispida, Cornus Canadensis, Arethusa
bulbosa, Habenaria orbiculata and grandiflora with other
species, Trollius Americanus, Draciena borealis, 2 Smila-
cinas, 3 species of Streptopus and Trillium, Panax tri-

folium. Aster acuminatus and macrophyllus, Cypripedium
arietinum, Tofieldia glutinosa, Parnassia Caroliniana,

Swertia deflexa, Lilium Canadense, Veratrum viride, the
beautiful Pol^gala paucifolia, several Lycopodiums, Coma-
ropsis fraganoides, Tussilago palmata, and various Saxi>
frages (fig. 1075.).

Of aquatic plants, there seem to be scarce any peculiar

to this region, but several of the more showy species of a
wanner clime, wander far into these latitudes.—In a forest-

region the gramineous plants have but little opportunity

to grow in society : the Carices predominate in exposed
marshes as in all northern^climates, mixed, however, with
some species of Glyceria and Calamagrostis, and among
all, the white tufts of the Eriophorums become conspicu-

ous. Were we called upon to give a name to this region

firom the prevalence of some particular tribe of plants, atler

the elegant method of Schouw, we should find it difficult

to make a selection, though the Spruces seem rather more numerous than elsewhere.

2. The Middle District.—Here the forest is characterised by the appearance of numer-
ous Oaks, Hickories, and Ashes, by the Liriodcndron, the Liquidambar, two Nyssas, the

Platanus occidentalis, the two Walnuts, the Red Birch, Celtis occidentalis, the White Cedar
{Cupressus thwjoides), and the Red or Virginia Juniper, several Pines, the Tilias, the Black-

Sugar and White Maples, the Negundo or Ash-leaved Maple, Ostrya Virginica and Carpi-

nus Americana, the Persimon {Diospyrus), and Ilex opaca. The underwood consists of the

Cornus florida and Cercis Canadensis, so conspicuous in spring, the one for its white, and the

other for its purple blossoms ; the Button-bush {Cephalanthus), Launis sassafras and Ben-
zoin, Quercus Bannisteri and chinquapin, three Alders, the Wax-myrtle, the Comptonia, the

Witch-Hazel {Hamatnelis Virginica), (fig. 1076.), which puts forth its flowers at the very
close of the season; numerous species of Vaccinium, Cornus,

and Viburnum ; the Sambucus Canadensis, the American
Haze], Staphylea trifblia, Zanthoxylum fraxineum, Ceanothus
Americanus ; Rhus typhina, gbbra, copallina and venenata

;

numerous Crategi, the Wild Crab {Malus coronaria), Aro-
nia arbutifolia, Uie Itea, several Andromedas, two Azaleas,

Hydrangea arborescens ; Dirca palustris, our only species of
the Thymelete ; the Kalmias, three species of Euonymus, the

Papew, Clethras, Chionanthus Virginica, and Magnolia glauca.

Most of the trees and shrubs mentioned under the last region
have disappeared, or are found only on the mountains. The
Willows have become much less numerous, both in species

and individuals. It is in the northern borders of this region

also, in New York, New England, and on the mountains of
Pennsylvania, that the autumnal foliage so celebrated for its

varied tints, acquires its highest degree of magnificence;

where the red Maple, the scarlet Oak, yellow Birch, and the

purple Nyssa, are brought into contrast with the dark green
of the Pines.

—

Climbing plants now make their appearance, as various Grapes, Ampelopsis
hederacea, Rhus radicans, Celastrus scandcns. Clematis Virginiann, Menispcrmum Cana-
dense, the Apios and Amphicarptea, Dioscorea villoso, Mikania scandens, Gonolobi, and some
Phaseoli, Polygonum scandens and cilinode, and especially the different species of Sir.ilax,

which form the underwood into tangied thickets.

Herbaceous plants are found in great variety. In the spring, Houston ia cterulea, the Po>
dophyllum and Sanguinaria, Diclytra cucullaria, Thalictrum ancmonoides, Ranunciilus fasci-

cularis, the Dentarias, several Violas, Claytonia Virginiana, Saxifraga Virginians, Phlox
subulata, Erigeron bellidifolium Erythronium, Senecio aureus, come into flower.—These aro

1076

Witob-Huel.
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tunceedt'd by the Epigca, some Hclianthpniiims and Lecheas, the Solea, several Polygalas

nnd Hypnricums, Uxalis viulacna, Stylosantlies clatior, numerous Dcsmodiums and Lespe-
dezns, Triosteum pertbliatutn. Campanula Americana, the blue Lobelias, various species of

Ascicpias, three Apocynums, Obolaria Virginica, Polemonium reptans, Pulmonaria Virgini-

cn, the Monardafl, Cunila Mariana, Coliinsonia Canadensis, the Pycnanthcmums and several

Hcutellariai!, the Phrymn, Hyssopus nepctoides and Scrophulariifolius, the yellow Gcrardias,

Pentstcmon pubescens and lievigatum, Epiphagus Virginiana and two Orobanches, Asarum
Canadense, Arum dracontium and triphyllum, Cimicifuga raccmosa, two Ascyrums, Baptisia

tinctoria, Chimaphila maculata, Sabbatia gracilis and angularis, Aristolochia serpentaria,

three Corallorhizas, the Aplectrum, a single Orchis, Spiranthes tortilis, Triphora pendula,

Malaxis liliifolia, four Cypripediums, Uvularia perfoliata and sessilifolia, the Gyromia, Smi-
lacina racemosa, Tephrosia Virginiana, a few Umbcllifenc, Ilclonias erythrosperma, Alctria

farimosa, Lilium Philadclphicum, Hypoxis erecta, Tradescantia Virginica, a Sisyrhynchium,
Verbena hastata and urticifolia, a single Antirrhinum, the Sarothra, some (Enotheras, Silenc

stcllata, several Eupatoriums and some species of Liatris, Scnicio hicracifolius, the varying-

leaved Nabali, Lactuca elongata, some species of Cnicus, Cacalia atriplicifolia, three or four

Hieraciums, Krigia amplexicaulis and Virginica, Gnaphalium polycephalum and purpureum,
some Erigerons, Lysimachia ciliata and quadrifolia, Linum Virginianum, Hypericum puncta-
tum, Anychia dichotoma, Onoemodium hispidum, Leptandra Virginica, Polygonum Virgini-

anum, Corydalis aurea, Crotolaria sagittalis, some species of Phlox, Cuphea viscceissima,

the Hydraistis, Buchnera Americana, Aralia racemosa, Polygonella articulata, Spermacoce
tenuior, the Mitchella, Comandra umbellata, various Galiums, two Ammanias, Parietaria

Pennsylvanica, Kuhni eupatorioides, and an Elcphantopus :—ond in the low grounds, by the

Euchroma coccinea, Decodon vprticillatum, Proserpinaca palustris and pectinata, the Sauru-
rus, Gratiola aurea and Virginica, Elodea Virginica, Lysimachia hybrida and racemosa, three
or four Hypericums, Ludwigia alternifolia, Penthorum sedoides, Lilium superbum. Hibiscus
moecheutos, the Scarlet Lobelia, the Flcerkia, Oxycoccus macrocarpa, Asclepias incamata,
Mimulus alatus and ringens, Ju^ticia pedunculosa, B<Bhmeria cylindrica and the semi-pellu-

cid Urtica pumila, Pogonia ophioglossoidcs and the Calopogon, the beautiful tribe of the

Habenarias, Heloniasl dioica, several Polygonums, the genera Xyris and Eriocaulon, Iris

versicolor, some Sparganiums, and Caladium Virginicum.—The autumn is ushered in with
a profusion of Asters and Solidagos {Jig. 1077.), more conspicuous, however, in the north-
east, the Chrysopsis Mariana, Rudbeckia laciniata and Heliopsis levis, a few Helianthi,
Cassia Marylandica and chamiccrista, Acalypha Virginica, Trichostema dichotoma, Bidens
bipinnata :—the low grounds are sometimes all golden, with the flowers of the Bidens chry-
eanthcmoides and trichosperma ; or in other places the purple heads of Vernonia Novebora-
censis become conspicuous, the Whorled-leaved Eupotoriums and E. perfoliatum, Helenium
autumnale. Ambrosia trifida, Chelone glabra, the Purple Gerardias, Polygala cruciata and
purpurea, Spiranthes cernua, and, above all, the beautiful blue of Gentiana crinita.

1078

Altera and Bolidaioi. Hjdropcltii.

Many fine-flowering aquatics are found in this region : the Nympheea odorata and Nuphar
advena, llic Villarsia, the Hydropeltis (Jig. 1078.), the Orontium, Pontederia cordata, Hete-
ranthera reniformis, the Schollera, various singular Sagittarias, numerous Utricularias, Hy-
pericum angulosum, Vallisneria Americana, Udora Canadensis, Sparganium fluitans, the
Fucoid-like Podostemon, Bidens Bcckii, the curious Hottonia inflata, Eriocaulon flavidulum
and an undescribed species ; and among gramineous plants, Eleocharis subterminalis and
Juncus militaris, besides the large and beautiful Zizania nquatica. Of other gramineous
plants, many interesting Grasses, including some peculiar forms, make their appearance

:

Cariccs still prevail in the marshes, though less exclusively than in the north, giving place

*•
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ifymphiea odorata and Nuphar

im, Pontederia cordata, Hete-

I, numerous Utricularias, Hy-
sis, Sparganium fluitans, the

inflata, Eriocaulon flavidulum

Eleocharis subterminalis and

iiatica. Of other gramineous

rms, make their appearance

:

^an in the north, giving place

to Rhynchosporas, Cyperi, the Dulichium, the numerous articulated Junci, and even somo
Sclcrias; but tiie Eriophonims have mostly disappeared, except E. Virginicum, B.nd are

replaced by brown Trichophorums.—The Ferns, notwithstanding the minuteness ot tlieir

scods, which scums to admit of their transportation by the winds to great distances, are found

to be nearly all different from those of the eastern continent: among the more remarkable
arc, a climber, Lygodium palmatum, reminding us of the Tropics, two Botrychiums and
Usmundas, a Slruthiopteris, numerous Aspidiums and Aspleniumci, four species of Pterifs

two Woodwardias, the Onoclea, Adiantum pedatum, and a minute S^hizea.

We have mentioned that this district is divided by the Alleghanies into two distinct

regions. This happens less from the height of these ridges, actmg as a barrier to the mi-
gration of plants, than from the peculiar circumstances of soil, in the wide-spread basin of
the Ohio. The consequence of the horizontal stratification of the rocks, everywhere of a
yielding character, is here seen in the narrow and winding water-courses, flowing with a
gentle and uniform current, the lieight of the waters ever varying, from the frequent rains

;

lakes, too, being entirely absent, and still water of any description, or even mill-seats, rarely

to be met with ;—wiien these circumstances are taken into consideration, the unexpected
scarcity of Aquatics seems less surprising. But, on the other hand, notwithstanding the
borders of the water-courses in many places are subject to overflow, marshes are singularly

rare ; to which must be added the almost total absence of Pine-woods, occasioned no doubt

by the small proportion of sandy or gravelly soil. Accordingly, on comparing the Flora of

the Ohio basin with that of the Atlantic states, in similar latitudes, the absent species are

found to consist for the most part either of Aquatics, of JVIarsh-plants, or of such as are onlv
adapted to an arid soil ; while, on the other hand, many plants make their appearance which
are unknown east of the mountains. Whether this is to be attributed in any degree to the

prevalence of Limestone in the west, we do not possess sufficient data to determine ; yet
some plants are said to be confined to limestone soil, though, it would seena, far less exclu-

sively than in the case of Saline plants. We will here enumerate some of the most char-

acteristic plants of each region.

In the wettem section, among trees, Tilia heterophylla, .Esculus pallida, the Virgilia, the

Locust, Gleditschia triacanthos and brachycarpa, the Gymnoclodus, the Wild Cherry, Quer-
cus imbricaria and macrocarpa, the Cotton-wood {Populus Canadensis'), confined to the

banks of rivers ; Ulmus fulva and the Wild Mulberry {^Morus rubra), the Pecan-nut Hickory,

the Hackberry (Celtis crassi/olid), Carya sulcata, tlie Planera, Fraxinus quadrangulata :

—

among shrubs. Hibiscus militaris, Rhus aromatica, Darlingtonia brachyloba and glandulosa,

Gillenia stipulacea, Rosa rubifolia, an Adelia, Euonymus obovatus, a Rhamnus, an Amorpho,
Celtis tenuifolia, the Hamiltonia, and Hydrangea nivea ; it is here, too, that the parasitic

Mistletoe {Viscumjlaveicens') most abounds, and its evergreen tufts adhering to the branches

of trees, compensate, to a certain degree, for the absence of Pines :

—

of climbing plants, we
may name Menispermum Lyoni. Momordica echinata, two Gonolobi and the Enslenia, Vitis

riparia and another species, and Xi istolochia sipho and tomentosa :—among herbaceous plants,

the delicate vernal Erigenia, the Stylipus, Collinsia vema, the Jefiersonia, Meconopsis peti-

olata and diphylla, Dentaria maxima, Hcsperis pinnatifida, the Polanisia, Silene regia and
rotundifolia, Trifolium reflexum and stoloniferum, Onosmodium moUe; various Phacelias,

Ilydrophyllums and Ellisias ; the Nemophila, Dracocephalumi cordatum, the Isanthus, the

Synandra; two or three Hedeomas, Scutellarias and Verbenas; Seyraeria macrophylla, Ge-
rsrdia aiiricnlata, Capraria niultifida, Pachysandra procumbens, some Delphiniums and
Hypericums, Sedum pulchellum and tcrnatum, Cacalia renifbrmis and suaveolens, Polymnia
Canadensis and Uvedalia, Parthenium integrifolium, Bellis integrifolia, and various other

Compoeitae; the Frazera, Plantago cordata. Euphorbia dentata and others, Erythromium
albidum, two or three Heucheras, Aconitum uncinatum, some species of Phlox, Talinum
teretifblium, the Zanthorhiza, Baptisia alba and australis. Paronychia dichotoma, Smilacinal

umbellulata, Spermacoce glabra, Gentiana amarelloides, Valeriana pauciflora, and Actino-

meris helianthoides :—among gramineous plants, Uniola latifolia, the Diarrhena, a Melica,

Bome Carices, &c. :—and, notwithstanding what has been said above of aquatic plants, a

few make their way throughout this region, but seem to occur more frequently west of the

Mississippi, as tlie Hydropeltis, Nuphar advena, the Podostemon and SchoUera, the Ponte-

deria ; and we can even name one which seems to be peculiar, the Hetcranthera ovalis.

The section east of the Alleghanies is characterised by some of the Pines, the White
Cedar (Cupressus thuifoides), Quercus prinus and coccinea, even the American Chestnut,

and perhaps the Red Birch {Betula nigra) :—among shrubs, by the vorious species of Prinos,

some Viburnums, Azalea viscoea, Clethra alnifolia, the Itea, the Kalniias, which might give

a name to this region ; Andromeda racemosa, Vaccinium dumoeum, and, indeed, tlie whole
genus is much more prevalent; the Leiopliyllum, Cratjegus parvifblia, the Complonia, Aro-

nia arbutifblia, Quercus Bannisteri, two Alders, and Myrica cerifera :-^mong climbing

plants, by Vitis labrusca, eestivalis and cordifolia ; and the various species of Smilax are

more abundant, and some seem peculiar :—of herbaceous plants, by Sarracenia purpurea

Vol. III. 35 3 B
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(J^. 1079.)*f Polygala lutea and purpurea, iEschynotnene hispida, the three minute Myrio-

phyllums, several Ludwigias, Eryngiutn Virginianum, Coreopsis

1079 rosea, Gratiola aurea, Lysimachia racemosa, two or three species

of Xyris and Eriocaulon, the Dilatris and Lophiola, Narthecium
Americanum, Xerophyllum asphodeloides, Hudsonia ericoides and
some Heliantheraums, Arenaria squarroea, two AscyruniB, several

Desmodiuma and Lespedezaa, the Purple-flowered Thaspium, Kri-

gia Virginica ; various Eupatoriums, Asters and Solidagos ; Baccha-

ris halimifblia, Gerardia nava, the Schwalbea, Euphorbia ipecachu-

ana, Corallorhiza multiflora and VVisteriana, Pogonia vcrticillata,

Spiranthes cemua, various Habenarias, Caladium Virginicum, some
Sparganiums, Bidens chrysanthemoides, Gentiana angustifolia, the

purple-flowered Drosera flliformis, and among grasses the subter-

raneous-flowering Amphicarpon. This region is also remarkable

SairaeanU. ^T the absence of the Trifoliums, Seduras, Dodecatheon, and even
Delphiniums and Loniceras, and, in common with the whole forest

region, perhaps of Chenopoaium.

—

Aquatic plants abound throughout, and of those that are

peculiar, the Orontium is the most remarkable : but the Delaware presents such striking

features with regard to these plants, ai> to deserve a distinct notice. This great estuary

aflfording free access to the tides, from its funnel form, and being nowhere constricted by
rocks, these have moulded its bed more uniformly than in the rival estuaries to the north

and south : its borders present most extensive flats, twice a day subjert to overflow, while

the river water is kept back for upwards of seventy miles ; and the same, on a lesser scale,

takes place in its various arms. As far as this fresh tide-water extends, these flats are occu-

pied by difierent aquatics, which we are accustomed to see in less variable waters, the Pon-
t^eria, the Orontium, the Nuphar,—above all which arise in great profusion the tremulous

panicles of the Zizania. Other situations to the north or south may present similar features,

but always on a scale much inferior.

We have mentioned that the Alleghany Mountains should form by themselves a distinct

section, for they possess many plants which, in general, do not seem to wander far to the

east or west Mountains usually possess a very rich vegetation. Independent of the change
of temperature produced by elevation, attracting to them the plantti of colder climates, and
with such regularity that they may be used as a measure of latitude in ascertaining the

lange of species ;—^by being surrounded with a moist atmosphere and presenting a variety of

soil and exposure, they attract also the plants of the east and the west ; all, except such as are

only fitted for arid situations, and even these are not entirely excluded, as many of our broad-

topped ridges will testify. It is, however, chiefly towards their southern termination that

the Alleglmnies seem to aflbrd peculiar species. Here is the proper home of the Magnolias

{Jig. 10^.), Pavia fiava, the Tree Andromeda, Piuus pungens, and perhaps of the Catalpa ;—
and among shrubs, of the Calycanthi,

1080 Berberis Carolinensis, the Malachoden-

dron, Robinia viscosa and hispida, Phi-

ladelphus hirsutus. Rhododendron mi-

nus and Catabiense, Azalea calendula-

cea, three Clethras, Andromeda flori-

bunda, the red-fruited Yacinium (Oaw-
coccus T erectus), Euonymus angustifo-

Hub, and Sorbus microcarpa:—among
herbaceous plants, ot Cimicifuga podo-

carpa and palmata, the Diphyileia,

Hudsonia montana, Pamassia asarifolia,

Baptisia mollis and villosa, Sedum tele-

phioides and the Diamorpha, Saxifraga

erosa and leucanthemifolia, Marshallia

latifolia. Coreopsis latifolia, Krigia mon-
Macnoiit. tana, Cineraria heterophylla, various

species of Phlox, Heuchera caulescens

and hispida, various Pycnanthemums, Melanthium monoicum, Veratrum parviflorum, Xero*

*The Sarracenia, or Sidesaddle flower, grow* in iwampy place*; its leaven are not flat, like lho«e of
moat planti, but tabular and enlaiged upwards, so as to resemble a (xtcher in shape ; the mouth of this

orifice is sheltered by a lid, like a cap or helmet These leaves, notwithstanding the wet places of growth
of the parent plant, which would not seem to require any reservoir of moisture to supply its wants, are

always more than half filled with water. It has not yet been ascertained what are the properties of this

fluid, which render it so inviting to insects ; but myriads do enter, and die there ; for no sooner has an indi-

vidual entered the mouth of the tube, than he is apparently urged forwards by the rapidity of the descent,

and by the circiunslance of the neck of the tube being covei«d with thickly set hairt, aft pointin([ down-
wards, so that his struggles to rettun are effectually prevented by the inverted poaition of these haut, and
fiitigue presently makes him drop into the watery abyss below.
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phyllum gramincum, Uvularia puberula, some Trilliums, Clematis cordata, a ' •autirul Di-

rlytra, and even the Adlumia, Sidal napiea and dioica, Paronychia argyroeoin , Trioeteum
angustifolium, the Schweinitzio, Houstonia tenella, Collinsonia tuberosa and unisata, the

delicate Lindcrnia monticola, perhaps the Galax, the beautiful Gentiana alba ; and among
gramineous plants, the curious Carex 1 Frazeri.

3. The Southern District.—In proceeding from the polar regions to the tropic, a gra*

dual increase is observed both in the species and genera. Many of the plants mentioned
above are still found throughout this southern region, and though we should have anticipated

that the preceding district, being far removed both from the pole and tropic, would present the

most peculiar vegetation, most of the North American genera either take their origin or exhibit

their greatest developement in the present. Tropical forms now show themselves, the Palms,

the Scitamineoe, an Epidendrum and the Tillandsias, Anonaccc, a Sapindus, an Indigofera

and Erythrina, a Chrysobalanus, the Rhexias, Passifloras, a Tumera, the Bumelias, a Sym-
plocos, Bignonias, Crotons and Jatrophas, Amaryllides, Rynchosias, an Amyris, Commeli-
nea;, &c. ; but leaving these, and proceeding to the more characteristic plants, it is to be
observed that this district seems to form two sections like the preceding, but the limits are

far less clearly defined. The Madura, the Celtis integrifblia, and the Nutmeg Hickory,

seem to belong to the west ; while the tall Palmetto, and the Long-leaved Pine, one of the

most picturesque of trees and occupying tracts of vast extent, are only found in the east

Among other tteei more generally distributed through the south, we may mention Pinus
serotina and toida; the deciduous Cypress {Taxodium distichum), filling the vast miry
swamps with its light-green feathery foliage, and so remarkable for the woody kiiuBs which
shoot up from its wide-spread roots ; Fraxinus platycarpa and triptera, the Carolina poplar

(P. angulata), a Tree Myrica ; Magnolia grandiflora, the pride of the North American
forest; Tilia pubescens, Gordonia lasianthus, Nyssa denticulata, Laurus Carolinensis,

Quercns lyrata ; the Live Oak, exclusively maritime ; the Swamp Hickory {Carya aqua-
tica), Gleditschia monosperma, Quercus Catcsbei and aquatica, and Cerasus Caroliniana.

—

Among thrtibs and smaller trees, Asiminas, Zanthoxylum tricarpum, Prinos coriaceus, five

species of Ilex, Rhamnus minutiflorus and Carolinianus, the minute-leaved Ceanothi, Nyssa
tomentosa and condicans, the Wahoo {Ulmus alata), Castanea nana and pumila. Hydrangea
quercifblia, Aralia spinosa. Viburnum cassinoides, a Cornus, Kalinia hirsuta, a Befaria, a
Cyrilla, the Elliottia ; several Andromedas and Vacciniums, especially V. arboreum ; Sym-
plocos tinctoria, the Halesias and three species of Styrax, Illicium Floridanum and parvi-

florum, the Mylocatyum, the Pinckneya, several Myricas, Gordonia pubescens, a Callicarpo,

Laurus geniculata and various others, several Dwarf Oaks, the Fothergilla, Stillingia syl-

vatica and ligustrina, the Adelias, several shrub Hypericums, Olea Americana, a Shrubby
Solidago (Chrysoma), some splendid species of Hibiscus, the Bumelias, a Sapindus and
Chrysobalanus, Pavia rubra and macrostachya, a Philadelphus, the Stewartia, Mains angus-

tifolia, three species of Baccharis, Amyris Floridana, and Ptelea trifbliata.

Climbing plants have now become much more numerous, the Berchemia, the Decumario,

the two Bignonias, the Gelsemium, Vitis rotundifolia, various species of Clematis, Convol-

vuli, two Clitorias, Galactial pinnata and other more genuine species, numerous species of

Smilax, Cocculus Carolinus and the Schizandra, Rynchosias, an Echites, Gonolobus Caro-

linensis, the Wisteria, Lonicera sempervirens, two Passifloras, the Melothria, Brunnichia

cirrhosa, a beautiful Philadelphus, to which we may add the Tillandsia usneoides, the hotury

Long Moss, parasitic on trees, and often so entangling their branches as to render the

woods impenetrable. Other Tillandsias appear to the south, in Florida, and impart a pecu-

liarly tropical and American aspect to the vegetation.

Among a great variety of herbaceous and smaller plants, we may note the mag-
nificent Erythrina herbacea, the Glottidium, Sesbania macrocarpa ; the curious Baptisia 1

perfoliata and microphylla, with others more genuine ; two species of Indigo {In-

digofera), various Tephrosias, Amorpha herbacea, ^mia tetraphylla, iEschynomene 1 visci-

dula, the two simple-leaved Lupines, Schrankia uncinata, the Pitcheria, Astragalus glaber

and obcordatus, a smgle Trifolium, &c. ;—the showy Cantua coronopifolia, Tumera cistoides,

various delicate Polygalos, four Ascyrums and as many Diodias, different Houstonias, some
Justicias and Ruellias, Elytraria Carolinensis, four beautiful Pinguiculas, three deli-

cate Polygonellas, Tripterella ceruled and capitata, the Apteria, most of the Rhexias and
Ludwigias, some Jussiieas ; all but one, of the Sarracenias, the Lepuropetalum, the two
Mitreolas, Centaurella verna, the Spigelia, various beautiful Gentianas and Sabbatias, Dichon-

dra Carolinensis, three Hydroleas and two Evolvuli, Solanum Carolinense and hirsutum,

several species of Physalis, Asarum arifotium and Virginicum, Iresine celosioides, Eriogo-

num tomentosum, Drosera brevifolia ; the Dionaea (^fig. 1081.)* and Pleea, both confined to

*The Diontea miiscipuin, for there is only one species (or American Fly-Trap), possesses a most curious

n|>paratu8 for entrapping insects. The genus is somewhat allied to the Silene or Catchfly, and bean at the
extromily of each of its long green leaves, which lie spreading on the ground, a pair of large, thick, fleshy

lobes, united together by ihcir dosc, and fringed at the margins with a row of long and slender spines. One

, ws*^^
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a few spots near the Atlantic, the Stioulicida and varioua Paronychina, Rubia Brownei ana
Galium uninorum, tho Polyprcmum, aome IjobeVtm, a Tiaridium,
three Verbenas, Oxalis Lyoni, tho sinf^ular and delicate Warea.<,
Oplothcca Floridana, the two Micranthemums, some Ilelianthe-

mums, Parietaria Floridana, Pentstemon dissectum, various species
of Xyris and Eriocaulon, Ilypoxis juncea, Ajetris aurea ; an Ama-
nrllis, Crinum, and four Pancratiums ; three or four dwarf Palms

;

Pogonia divarirata, the parasitic Epidendrum conopseum, Bletia

vcrecunda and aphylla, Cranichis mnltiflora, Ilabenaria? quin-

queseta ; A^vo Virginica, Tradescantia rosea and various Com-
melinas; the Thalia and two Cannas; Caladium sagittifolium

;

Zigadcnua glaberrimus, Nolina Ccorgiana ; Phalangium 1 croccum,
most of the superb tribe of the Vuccas ; Iria hexagona, cuprca, and
tripetala ; two Cacti : of Umbelli/erouB plants, three or four Eryn-
giums, Ilydrocotyle repanda, an Archcmora, a Leptocaulis, a Dau-
cus, and the Tiedemannia ; among the Apocynctt, the Amsonias,
an Anantherix, two or three species of Polyotus, Asclepias am-

plexicaulis and cinerea, ami the Stylandra; among Labiate plants, three or four Collinso-

nias and Salvias, the beautiful Gurdoquia Hookcri, Calamintlia grandiflora, Hyptis radiata,

the Ceranthera, and the Macbridea; of the Scropkulrrinece, SeymeriA lenuifolia and pec-

tinata, numerous beautiful Gerardias, the Macranthcra or Conradia, different Herpestes,
and numerous Gratiolas ; of the Euphorbiacea, various Euphorbias and Crotons, Phyllan-
thus obovata, Acalyphal Caroliniana, a Jatropha, and several Tragias; and among the
Cotnpogilte, Prenanthes ! aphylla, the Apogon, a Krigia and Borkhausia, the Marshallias,

the Stokesia, several Vernonias, the Brickellia, Kuhnia critonia, the Polypteris, the Melan-
anthera, Chrysocoma nudata, Cacalia lanceolata and ovata, a Hymenopappus, Boltonia aste-

roides and diffusa, Erigeron quercifoliura and nudicaule, the Pterocaulon, Conyza bifVons,

the Leptopoda, Arnica nudicaulis, Verbesina Virginica and siegesbeckia, the Chaptalia,

Galardia bicolor, two apecies of Actinomeris, the Baldwinias, an Elephantopus, the Tetra-
gonotheca, the Chrysogonum, Helenium quadridentatura, and numerous species of Helian-
thus. Coreopsis, Rudbeckia, Aster and Solidago, Eupatorium, and especially of the charac-
teristic Liatris.

Aquatic plants abound, and we would mention in the first place the magnificent Nelum>-
bium luteum ; and among others, Nuphar sagittifblia, Nectris aquatica, a Syena, a Hydro-
charis, Sagittaria natans and lancifolia, Pontederia lanceolata, the Sparganophorus, Lobelia
paludoea, some Utricularias, the Lemna-like Fern {Azolla), and in the extreme south, the

tropical Pistia : to these must be added the Zizania miliacea, a grass of larger growth than
even the northern species.—Of other Oramineoua plants, there arc found a profusion of
Panicums, also numerous Paspalums, Aristidas, and Andropogons; Rotbollia rugoea and
ciliata, Monocera, the Erionthi, and especially the Tripsacum. Carices have nearly disap-

peared from the marshes, and are succeeded by a vast variety of Rhynchoeporas, Cyperi,
Sclerias, articulated Junci, by the Dichromas, the Vaginaria, and the Fuirenas. Nor must
we omit the Cane (Miegia tnacrogperma), a giant grass, occupying extensive tracts in Uie

forest, "and most abundant on the river alluvions of the south-west, where it attains the

height of thirty feet and upwards, and forms impenetrable brakes."

The Peaikies.—Having now done with the forest, we come to the examination of a widely
different vegetation ; we arrive at the vast plains of the interior, where long-continued droughts
preclude the existence of trees or ahnibo, and the grasses have usurped Uieir domain. These
unwooded plains are situated for the moet part to the west of the Mississippi, in two instances

however intruding far into the forest-region, as has been mentioned above : they extend
from the vicinity of the Mexican sea to tho Saskatchawan river, in lat 54°, and in a more
broken manner still further north. This prairie-region may be divided into two botanical

sections, by the 35th or 36th parallel of latitude ;—bearing in mind however that the Rocky
Mountains possessing in great part the same unwooded character, by their great elevation

bring the northern plants very far to the south.

1. The northern parts of these wide-extended plains present a very strong analogy with

the Tartarian steppes, not only in their physical aspect and the abundance of salines, but in

the profusion of Arteraisias and Aatragali, in possessing a Thermopsis, a Sophora, a Gly-

might fancy that this plant gave the fint idea of our raMrap, and its mode of operating is veiy nearly the

name. No gooncr does a fly alight upon the centre between the two lobes, than these suddenly converge,

the spines meet and clasp one within another, and the poor insect sutlers imprisonment and death. Tne
same eflect is produced by touching tliese lobes with a pin, a straw, or any Pinall object; but this is chiefly

observable in fine warm weather; the contractile power being very weak in winter. Sir J. E. Smith is

decidedly of opinion that these decaying carcases are serviceable to the plant by administering a peculiar

air to it ; and Mr. Knight, a nurseryman, near London, found that a growing specimen of Dioniea, upon whose
.eaves he laid fine lilamenis of raw bee( wiw much more liuuiiam in its growth than an indiviaoal notw
treated.
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cirhiza, a Fritillarin, a Pulycnemum, a Corispermum, a Diotis and other ChenopoJee, and to
complete the rescinblance, even a Ccntaurna.—The Eriogonutns however tako the place of
the Tartarean Rheums, and other peculiar forms, the DaleoH and Petnlostcnions, tlio

Amorphas, the Brachyris, the Orthocarpus, besides numerous Pentstemons, Psoraleas, Gau-
roa and (Ennthcras, give a distinct character to the vegetation: while on the other bund,
various Cacti, l^jasee, Oxybephi, Actinellas and Grindeliax, and a Stevia, show the con-
nection with Alexic and the higher parts of the Andes. Among other plants which seem
peculiar to this region we note, a Peritoma, a single Polygala and also but one Vii la, a
Linum, % Lupinus, a Chrysocoma, a Ilymcnopappus, two or three Asters and Sulidvgos,
several species of Chrysopsis, a Trichophyllum, three Erigerons, two or three Ivas and Am-
brosias, a Collomia, a Pulmonaria, three Lithospcrmums, a Solanum and an Androcera,
llyssopus aniiuttuD. two or three Castillejas, and unexpectedly two Orobanches ; several
Piantagoa, Yucca igustifolia, Croton capitatum. Euphorbia marginata, two or three Vcsi-
carias, a IIoBacl^i Paronychia sessiliflora, Lygodesmia juncea, Hedcoma hirta, Rochelia
glomerato, the sliowy Burtonia ornata, some Potcntillas and Anemones, a Cheiranthus,
Malva coccinen, Rudbeckia columnaris, and Hedysarum boreale, but the Desmodiums and
Lespedezas witlj a single exception have disappeared.—With respect to the Gramineoua
plants, a plan of organization which admits the greatest possible number of individuals

within a given space, it is to be remarked that the J unci, the Scirpi, the Carices, even the
Cyperi are rare; the true grasses seem to hold undivided sway in these regions: the Erio-
coma, Agroetis! brcvifolia; Crypsisl squarrosa, "almost exclusively covering thousands of
acres ;" various Stipas and Aristidas, Sesleria? dactyloides, Poa? airoides, a Bronius; Fea-
tnca spicata, also occupying extensive tracts; a Kccleria, Athcropogon oligostachyum, a
Hordeum, dtc.

2. In the southern portion of this unwooded region, the grasses are much more thinly
scattered, and towards the Rocky Mountains the vegetation is so scanty that even a desert
has been marked out in our maps : but there is no part destitute of rivers at all seasons, or
where the Cacti and Yuccas may not be occasionally met with, or even some Cucurbitacce
and Grape-vines spreading over the sands.—In the arid districts of all America, the Cacti,

whose fleshy substance forms a reservoir of water, together with perhaps the Agaves, sup-

ply the place of the African Mesembryanthemums, Stapelias, Aloes, and Cactiform Euphor-
bias. The Cactus opuntia extends throughout the Atlantic States as far north aa lat. 42°,

but in the plains of the Missouri, four species are found at least as far as lat. 48°.—To
return to the southern prairies. Most of the genera mentioned above are still to be met
with, and in particular some beautiful species of Petalostemon ; also in addition, various
species of Solanum and Physalis, Streptanthus maculatus and SI Washitana, the Selenia,

the Cristatella, an lonidium, a Krameria, two Mentzelias, a Talinum, an Anantherix and
various Polyoti, but the genuine species of Asclepias seem hardly to reach this region

;

Sabbati.''. campestri^ several Cantuas, an Evolvulus, a Hydrolea, a Rivina, the Chetanthera,
an Amaranthus, two or three purple Gerard ias, the Euploca and other Boraginee ; Aristo-

locbia reticulata, the Ixia-like Nemostyles, Poterium annuum, three or four Pedias, a Uork-
hausia : the Euphorbias are numerous, mixed with others of the tribe, a Jatropha, two Tra-
gias, a Maschalanthus, the Lepidanthus and the Aphora ; but what particularly distinguishes

these southern prairies, is the profusion of Helianthoid Compositie, the vast variety of Rud-
beckias, Helianthi, Silphiums, and species of Coreopsis. Among the latter is the ornamental

and now fiimiliar, Coreopsis tinctoria (Jig. 1082.). The numerous
CrucifertB and Umhelliferte present an unexpected analogy with the

European Flora, but the latter are of peculiar forms, and in general

the Mexican character predommatcs more and more in approaching

the south-west; and is seen among other instances, in numerous
Mimosee, a tropical form so rare in the south-eastern part of the

forest-region.—The scarcity of bulbous-rooted plants is a remarkable

feature in all the eastern port of North America; they consist chiefly

of a few Alliums, and towards the south, of some AmaryllideoB : this

might have been anticipated in a moist forest-region, but in the pre-

sent arid district is the more singular, as it is a structure which

seems peculiarly adapted for avoiding long-continued drought.

3. On crossing the Rocky Mountains, however, where unwooded

districts for the most part still prevail, bulbous plants are much more

numerous,—as the Calochorti and Cyclobothrias, the Brodiieas, the

Triteleia, and in the north, the Phalangium 1 kamas. In the south

the arid unwooded plains are said to extend to the very shores of the gulf of California, but

this district is almost entirely unknown to the botanist.

To the north, the prairies are said to occupy the greater portion of the space between
the mountains of the coast and the Rocky Mountains on the east; extending to the

northward of the Oregon river. Our materials however are still scanty, for giving a satis-

actory account of the vegetation.—The Phalangium 1 kam.io covers exclusively extensive

35*

Coreopsis Tinctoria.

f-r-
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tracts, and in more arid eituations the Purshia is very abundant : among other cliaracterising

forms may be mentioned the Clarkias and Blepharopappi. Three beautiful Bartonias {Jig,

1083.), the Oenotheras, Trichophyllums and Hymenopappi, Psoraleas,

Eriogonums, Pentstemons, Ilosackias, a Gaura, and a Petalostemon,

show the relation to the prairies of the Missouri ; and the same Tar-

tarian features are seen m the abundance of Astragali and Artemi-

sias, and in various Fritillarias. Among other plants hitherto made
known, we note, two Lupines, three S^ums, Hymenonema 1 lacini-

atum, a Vesicaria, Streptanthus sagittatus, a Peritoma ; Viola sar-

mentosa, Arenaria Franklinii, Malva Munroana, Potentilla gracilis,

Eulophus triternatus and ambjguus, Cymopterus glaucus, &c.
The Western Fobest is far less extensive or continuous than

the eastern, and is more irregular in form. Towards the south it ap-

pears to bifurcate, one strip extending along and including the Rocky
mountains, and the other, the mountainous district of the coast. It

is to be observed however that even the Rocky mountains are said to

be nearly destitute of trees in the extreme south. The species also

Bartonim ornata. appear to be less numerous than in the eastern forest, but among
them are some of most gigantic dimensions. Like the eastern it may

be divided into three regions, seemingly more confused, from the prevalence of mountains

throughout, but which could no doubt be defined by tracing the northern limits of particular

species.

1. The Northern district, approaching, or even being connected with the eastern forest,

some of the Canadian spruces appear to extend to the shores of the Pacific : to these may
be added the Abies taxifolia, and Thuya gigantea, but at present we are unable to designate

other forest trees.—^The undergrowth is almost as much unknown, but this appears to te the

proper home of the numerous species of Ribes, which have recently been discovered ; per-

haps also of Panax horridum, Rubus spectabilis and others, Xylosteum invnlucratum, Men-
ziesia ferruginea and Aleutica, Arbutus Menziesii and tomentosa, Vaccinium salicinum,

Symphoricarpus occidentalis, various Spiraeas, Lonicera ? microphylla, and the singular Clado-

tharonus.—Among herbaceous plants, this appears to be the region of the Claytonias, the Ro-

msrzowia, &c. ; and to these we may add Caltha leptocephala. Delphinium Menziesii and

simplex, Coptis asplenifolia, the Achlys, Epimedium he.xandrum, several Drabas, Parnassia

fimbriata and Kotzebui, Epilobium luteum. Aster peregrinus, the Aphragmus and Oreas,

Viola Langsdorfii, Mimulus luteus and guttatus, Lathnea Stelleri, Plantago macrocarpa, a

Valerian, three or four Lupines, the Leptarrhena, various Heucheras and Tiarellas, Pyrola

pumila and others, numerous Saxifragas, Senecio cymbalaria, different Potentillas : the Gen-
tians and Pediculnres are very numerous; and as might have been anticipated, various

other plants, which are common to the opposing shores of Asia, or are general inhabitants of

all northern climates.

2 The Middle district has been more explored, but the results have as yet been only

partially communicated.—Among trees we have, Pinus Lambertiana, Acer macrophyllum
and circinnatum, Quercus agritolia, and a Cerasus.—Among shrubs, besides various Cur-

rants and Spira;as ; Philadelphus Lewisii, Rosa finxinifolia, Pyrus rivularis, the three Ma-
honios, Myginda myrtifblia, Gualtheria shallon, Vaccinium ovatum and obtusum, three

Rhamni and as many Ceanothi, Rhus lobata, a Cerasus, Viburnum ellipticum, and Lonicera

ciliosa.—Among herbaceous plants, the Lupines and Mimuli appear to be peculiarly preva-

lent ; a P(con.<a shows a marked analogy to the vegetation of eastern Asia, while Delphini-

ums and Trifbliums call to mind the European flora ;—and indeed, on a western coast, with

a similar climate, we should have anticipated a much stronger resembii^iice. To the above

we may add the two Tellimas, several Heucheras and Tiarellas, three Saniculas, Eryngium
petiolatum ; Cardamine ar.^^iilata, Macropodium laciniatum, Cheiranthus capitatus, the Pla-

tyspermum and Thysanocarpus ; Nabalus alatus, Leontodon hirsutum, Cnicus remotiflorus,

Eupatorium occidentale, the Pyrrocoma and Adenocaulon ; Phlox speciosa, Plectritis con-

gests and Patrinia ceratophylla. Anemone deltoidea, various Ranunculi, three Violas, Silene

Scouleri and Menziesii, Malva rivularis and hederacea, Hypericum Scouleri, Oxalis trillii-

folium, Vicia gigantea, several Rubi and Potentillas, Epilobium opacum and minutum, and
various Collinsios and CoUomias.

This middle region is distinctly divided into two sections. Most of the above plants are

confined to the western, while the following appear to have been found hitherto only in the

vicinity of the Rocky Mountains: Pinus ficxilis, Quercus undulata, and Populus angusti-

fblia:—Aquilegia coerulea, Sida stellata, Rubus deliciosus, Pectis angustifblia, Swertia fasti-

giata, a Pulmonaria, Phacelia hetcrophylla, T^ucrium laciniatum, Scutellaria angustifolia,

tliree Castillejas, Erythronium grandiflorum, the beautiful Lewisia, Zigadenus elcgans,

Xerophyllum tenax, Helonias paniculata, Trillium petiolatum and ovatum, Clematis I>)ug-

lasii. Geranium cocspitosum and albiilorum, several Potentillas and Saxifragas, Mitella tri-

fida, Cnicus foliosus, Coptis occidentalis, two Nasturtiums, (Enothera hctcrantha, soma
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species of Ribes ; the Petalanthera, Smilacina amplexicaulis, the Wyethia ; and three Esve-
letias, a form which seems to extend throughout the range of the Andes.

3. The Soulhern district, or the maritime part of California, is known chiefly by the dia-

coveries of tlie lamented Douglas, a small part of which has as yet transpired. This ap-
|)ears to be the region of the Hydrophyllacee and perhaps even of the Papaveraceie. Among
the former we have Gilias, the Leptosiphons and Hugelias, the Fenzlia, the ^gochloa, a
Phacelia, and three Nemophilas ; and among the latter the Platystemon and Platystigma,
the Eschscholtzias, two species of Meconopsis, and the curious shrubby coriaceous-leaved
Dendromecon. To the above we may add from a defective list, Calandrinia speciosa. Madia
elegans, Stenactis speciosa, Mimulus roseus, Calliprora lutea, Hesperoscordon lacteum, five

Lupines, Chelone centranthifolia, the Horkelia, Photinia arbutifolia, Verbena lasiostachya

and prostrata, the Abronias, Frankenia grandiflora, Bahia artemisifolia, Echceria ccespitosa,

Sisyrhinchium Californicum, Hesperis Menziesii, Solanum umbelliferum, Ribes tubulosum,
Ceanothus thyrsiflorus, Rhamnus Californicus, Velezia latifblia, the Hendecandra, the Garrya
and Eriogonum arachnoideum. The Pines appear to be not less numerous than in similar

latitudes on the Atlantic, no less than seven species being enumerated by Douglas.
In conclusion, the above geographical division of the North American continent may be

summed up in the following manner.
L The Eastern Forest, divided into three regions

:

1. The region of the Spruces;
2. The region of the Asters and Solidagos, as indicated by Schouw, and which

furthermore consists of three sections.—1. The Province of the Kalmias.

—

2. The Province of the Gymnocladus and American Virgilia.—3. The Pro-
vince of the Magnolias;

. The region of the Sarracenias and Liatrides.

Tbr Central Unwooded Plains, divided into four regions

:

1. The region of the Daleas and Petalostemums, or of the Eriogonums

;

2. The region of the Helianthoid Composita

;

3. The region of the Calochorti

;

4. The region of the Bartonias and Clarkias.

The Western Forest, divided into three regions

1. The region of the Currant* (Ribes) and C7ay(onta«

;

^
2. The region of the Lupines and Mimuli ,*

3. The region of the Papaveracea and Hydrophullacea.
There yet remam two classes of Plants, which it willoe most convenient to treat of

separately: viz. Alpine plants, oi such as grow exclusively beyond the limit of trees,

either towards the Pole or on mountains ; and the saline plants, which are found only in

soils impregnated with various salts, more usually however with the muriate of soda.

Alpine plants. The only Alpine ground in the United States consists of the summits of

th(i Rocky Mountains, and of a few square miles on the summits of the White Mountains in

New Hampshire, and on a few other detached ones in Maine. Here the vegetation ia exclu-

sively Arctic, and we are unable to name a single peculiar plant The vegetation of the

Arctic regions has been described in the previous pages of this work, and has been stated to

bo similar for the most part in both continents. We may remark however that the Arctic

regions extend into lower latitudes in eastern America than elsewhere, include more sur-

face, and are besides continued along the elevated coast of Labrador. It would not there-

fore be surprising if this extended district should be found to contain many peculiar plants.

—We have indeed a list of about thirty, which however it would hardly be safe to give in

the present imperfect state of our knowledge. In like manner about twenty might be

named which have hitherto been found only in the western part of Arctic America. But by
far the most interesting Alpine ground in North America is found on the summits of the

Rocky Mountains and of the range which skirts the Pacific, extending perhaps from the

Polar Sea to the Tropic. This in all probability will, at some future day, yield a rich har-

vest of interesting planta—We have seen species of Phlox from the Rocky Mountains,

imitating in form the Aretias of Switzerland ; and Chrysopses and Eriogonums whose stunt-

ed growth and tufled leaves gave sure indication of a genuine Alpine character.—Indeed
all these western regions promise a most interesting field to the botanist and one which
will not readily be exhausted.

Saline Plants. The Atlantic coast of Nortli America, from the Arctic regions to lat

44°, in general presents only such saline plants as are common to nil the north, intermixed

however with a few, which have not hitherto been found beyond the opposing coast of

Europe: but beyond this latitude, and increasing in number as wo proceed south, inde-

pendent too of the Salicornias, Salsolas and others of the ChenopodecE, which are more
peculiarly saline, there ore a number of plants of various genera which do not appear to

exist beyond the influence of sea-air. About 70 species have been ascertained, of which
v<rc may specify the following as the most remarkable

:

X
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Hibiscus Virginicus,

scaber,

Prunus maritima,

iEiiothcra liumifusa.

Aster subulatus,

sparsiflorus,

Solidago levigata,

Conyza Marylandica,

Artemisia caudata,

DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY.

Iva frutescens,— imbricata,

Asclepias paupercula,

Sabbatia stellaris,

chloroides,

Past in.

Salicomia Virginica,

Blitutn maritimum,
Rumex pallidus,

Euphorbia polygoni&lia,

Ceropegia palustris,

Lycium Carolinianum,

Hudsonia tomentoea,

Crantzia lineata,

Lechea thymifolia

;

Convolvulus obtusilobus,

Gerardia maritima,

Amaranthus pumilus,

Salicomia mucronata,

and of gramineous plants, some rooting in moving sands, and others occupying extensive

salt^marshos ; Scirpus geniculatus and spadiceus, three Junci, Uniola paniculate, Uralepis

aristulata, Panicum umarum, Paspalum debile, a Hordeum, and especially four species of
Spartina. To the above list might be added others little less exclusively maritime, as the

Olca Americana, and unfortunately, the Live Oak.—Along the coast of Florida and the

shores of the Mexican Sea, as might have been anticipated, many of the tropical maritime
plants make their appearance.

In the eastern forest region, the only interior saline of sufficient importance to afford

footing for this class of plants, that has come to our knowledge, is that of Onondaga in the
state of New York : here the species do not differ from those of the coast in the same lati-

tude. Most unexpectedly, however, many of these Maritime plants make their appearance
along the shores of the great lakes of the St. Lawrence ; as Pisum maritimum, Potentilla

anserina, Salaola Kali, Cakile Americana, &c.
The extensive salines of Missouri and Arkansas appear to aflbrd peculiar species, as Bli-

tum chenopodioides, Polycnemum Americanum, Chenopodium subspicatum, Kochia dioica,

Atriplex canescens and argentea, a Salicomia, Achyranthes lanuginosa, Lisianthusi glau-
cifolius, Croton muricatum, Calamagnntis gigantea, the Lepturus, &c. &c.—The shores of
the great Salt Lake of North California, situated between the head waters of the Colorado
and Oregon, are entirely unknown.
The northern shores of the Pacific have been found to present the same vegetation as those

of the North Atlantic. A few plants, however, seem to be peculiar, or do not reach beyond
the opposite coast of Asia.—Soutli of the Oregon to the Tropic, the maritime vegetation has
been partly explored, but the results have been very sparingly communicated : we can only
name Lupinus littoralis, Trifolium fimbriatum, and Abronia arenaria.

In order, however, to complete this view of North American vegetation, the more ele-

vated parts of the table-land and of the mountains of Mexico should be included : and many
of the plants attributed to this region, may belong more properly to the neighbouring dis-

tricts on the north. A large portion of this table-land b described as destitute of trees; but
the woods are so intermixed that a line of separation cannot be drawn, in the present state

of our knowledge. This is the region of the Lopezias, Bouvardias, Hoitzias, Stevias and
various genera of the Composite ; twenty-one species of Oak are enumerated ; the Salvias
are numerous, as well as the Ery ngiums, the Valerians, the Eupatoriums, the Gnaphaliums,
the species of Baccharis, the Lobelias, the Castillejas, the Buddlcjas : in short, the vegetation
is so rich and varied, including a large proportion of northern genera, that any detailed
account would exceed our limits.

In the present state of our knowledge it would be difficult to make a satisftctory com-
parison with the vegetation of the other great divisions of the globe. The territory of those
great divisions has been too imperfectly explored, and the various forms of plants have not
yet been sufficiently examined, compared, or their natural affinities determined, to lead to

certain results. We have counted 332 genera of plants which seem to be peculiar to North
America, but hitherto are unable to name a single natural family of anv considerable
extent:—the Podophyllacem, SarraccniaceoD, and Limnantheee, each very limited in the
number of species, are all that can be referred to. The absence of the Heaths (Erica), as
well as of any species of Ficus even in the most southern d stricts, form well-known
features.

The writer is sensible of the imperfections of the above ske ^h ; which is given rather
for the purpose of inducing the observation of facts. It is a duty ve owe posterity, to record
all the mformation we can procure about the introduction of plaNts, whether from abroad or
from different parts of our own country. The question of ne .uralization, now difficult in

many instances, is daily becoming more so, and when cultivat ,on shall be extended a little

farther, over the western prairies, we shall lose much evIJcnre that is now available. In old

settlements, botanical investigation is not unlike the study of fossil remains; it is only fVom
scattered fragments, requiring the greatest skill in uniting them, that we can reconstruct

the original flora. In our own country there is perhaps, as yet, no part where we cannot
form an idea of the vegetation as unmodified by human agency.—At the same time the
tract of flat land along our coast is peculiarly favourable for determining the limits of
nlonts, which can be done with accuracy to within a degree of latitude.

A.
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It remains but to nctice such vegetable products as are interesting for economical pur-

poses: and with respect to the Forest trees, even at the present time, wo are obliged to

resort for materials almost exclusively to the admirable work of Michaux.
The White Oak {Quercus Alba) is found in most parts of the United States, but in gene>

ral too tliinly scattered to supply even the local demand. It abounds most in the middle
states, and particularly in west Pennsylvania and Virginia. Of all the American Oaks, it

atibrds the best timber for general purposes, and that most frequently used, being strong,

durable, and of large size ; inferior, indeed, to the English Oak in strength and durabili^,

though more elastic. Its most important use is in ship-building, but it is besides extensively

employed in civil architecture, by the wheelwright, &c. This and the following species

alone furnish staves proper for containing wine and spirituous liquors, and these are exported

in vast quantities, though inferior also for this purpose to the European Oak. White Oak
timber is exported chiefly from the northern and middle states ; and that from Quebec, ia

brought chiefly from the shores of Lake Champlain.
The Post Oak (Q. ttellata) is most abundant in Maryland and Virginia, in dry gravelly

soils ; also, in the upper ports of the Carolinaa and Georgia. It rarely exceeds fifty feet in

height, with a diameter of fifteen inches. The wood ii used to advantage by wheelwrighta
and coopers, and even in ship-building. The preference given to the staves firom the Chesa-
peake, is due in a great measure to their being made of this oak.

The Chestnut White Oak (Q. bicohr) afbrds timber superior perhaps to either of the
above, but it is everywhere too rarely diffused to be much noticed.

The wood of the Chestnut Oak (Q. prinus) is inferior, though still of excellent quality,

and used by wheelwrights. The tree is abundant in the Atlantic states, south of lat 41**.

The Rock Chestnut Oak (Q. montana) grows in stony soils, and is most abundant on the
Hudson and Lake Champlain, and on the AUeghanies of Pennsylvania and Virginia. The
bark ia highly esteemed for tanning, and the wood ia considered next best to White Oak for

ship-building, at New York and oUier ports on the Hudson, where it is better known than
elsewhere.

The Barren Oak (Q. nigra) is a small tree, chiefly remarkable for furnishing excellent

fiiel, which is brought to Philadelphia, and other ports of the middle states.

The Live Oak (Q. virent) is found from lat 37° to Florida, and westward to the mouth
of the Sabine river, but never more than 15 or 20 miles firom the sea. It attains the height

of40 or 45 feet, with a trunk a foot or two in diameter, but is sometimes much larger. The
wood is the finest material we have for ship-building, is much stronger and more durable

than the White Oak, and, indeed, is said to be no way inferior to the European species. In
consequence of its narrow limits and the more profitable culture of Cotton in the districts

where it abounds, its total extinction is considered certain at no distant day. The govern-
ment, however, has turned its attention to this object, and is making efibrts for its preserva-

tion.

The Black Oak (Q. tinctoria) grows to the height of 80 or 00 feet, with a trunk four or

five in diameter. The wood if> employed in building, and also for staves, which are, how-
ever, too porous to contain spirituous liquors, and are classed as " Red Oak" staves. The
bark is extensively used in tanning, but is chiefly remarkable for furnishing the brownish-

yellow dye, called Quercitron, which has become an important article of export The manu-
facture of Quercitron was formerly exclusively confined to Philadelphia, but is now carried

on to considerable extent in Baltimore : other species of Oak are also now employed for the
same purpose.

The Died, Scarlet, Pin, Spanish, and Willow Oaks, some of which are found in most
parts of the United States, furnish wood which is not much esteemed, and in commerce is

chiefly employed for staves. Their bark, however, is used for tanning extensively.

The Black Walnut {Juglant nigra) grows in most parts of the United States, south of
lat 43°, provided the soil be deep and fertile. It attains the height of 60 or 70 feet, with a
trunk three or four in diameter. The wood is excellently adapted for certain uses in naval
architecture, and also for cabinet work, as the grain is fine and admits of a beautiful polish.

Stocks for muskets are very generally made of it, and it furnishes excellent naves for wheels.

The nuts are agree&hly flavoured, and are often found in our markets.

The Butternut (Juginna cinerea) is rather less in its dimensions than the preceding, and
appears to be confined for the most part to the north. The wood in general is not very
highly esteemed, but is used for posts and rails, sklfib, coach-panels, wooden shovels and
dishes, and similar purposes. The bark possesses purgative qualities. The nuts are also

occasionally brought to market and are preferred by some to the preceding.

The Pekan-nut {Carya olivafortni*) is exclusively confined to the west abounding in

Missouri, Illinois, and Arkansas. It is chiefly remarkable for the excellence of its fruit,

which bears a high price and forms a considerable article of trade.

The Shell-bark Hickory {Carya alba) is found in most parts of the United States, and
also produces nuts of excellent quality, which are everywhere well known. The wood of

the Hickories, of which we have eight species, possesses great weight, strength and tena*
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city, but decays speedily when exposed to heat and moisture, and consequently is unfit for

architectural purposes : it is employed for axletrees, large screws, co^ of mill-wheels, han-

dles of axes and carpenters' tools, whip-handles, &,c. ; for handspikes it is particularly

esteemed, and exported to England. Of the numerous trees east of the Alleghahies, the

Hickories alone, at least in the middle states, are perfectly udapted for making hoops, and
vast quantities of the young saplings are cut for this purpose. For fuel this wood is supe-

rior to any other either in Europe or North America. The Hickories are pretty generally

distributed over the United States, and wherever the soil is fertile some of the species are

to be found in abundance.

The Sugar Maple {Acer $accharinutn) abounds chiefly between lat 46° and 43°, and
farther south is common only in Crenessee and the northern parts of Pennsylvania, where it

sometimes occupies extensive tracts almost exclusively. It is remarkable for the sugar ob-

tained from the sap, which is still manu&ctured very extensively, and is considered superior

to the common brown sugar of the West Indies, and equal to any, when refined. The ashes

are very rich in alkali, and furnish four-fifths of the Potash, exported from the north in such

vast quantities. In Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire, the wood is substituted for Oak,
and used both in civil and naval architecture. The variety called BirtTi-eye Maple is

highly ornamental, and is extensively employed in cabinet-work, forming, also, an article

of export. The Sugar Maple aflbrds excellent fuel, and the charcoal is also highly valued.

The Black Sugar Maple {Acer nigrum) strongly resembles the preceding, but for the

most part is found in more southern latitudes. It is mixed with the former in Genessee, but

abounds chiefly along the great rivers of tho west. Like the former, it yields great quanti-

ties of sugar, but the wood is little used except for fuel, which is of excellent quality.

The Rid Maple {Acer rubrum) is common in wet grounds in all parts of the United
States. The wood is easily wrought in the lathe, and acquires by polishing a glossy and
silken surface. It is used extensively for Windwr chairs, bedsteads, shovels, &c., and espe-

cially for the stocks of rifles and fowling-pieces. The variety called Curled Maple is pecu-

liarlv beautiful.

The White Maple {Acer eriocarpum) is very abundant along the bonks of the Ohio and
its tributaries. The wood is not much used, but furnishes excellent', charcoal. Sugar is

sometimes made from its sap, but it yields only half as much as the Sugar Maple, thoudi it

is whiter and more agreeable. A tree of this species now standing in the vicinity of Con-
way, New Hampshire, measures twenty-four feet around, the truiuc, at the height of five

feet fh>m the ground.

The Box Elder, or Ash-leaved Maple {Acer negundo) {fig. 1084.), is very abundant west
of the Alleghanies, and the wood is fine-grained, but at present is little used.

The wood of the Magnolias is soft and of little value, though sometimes employed in the

interior of houses.

1064 1085

1060

Boi Elder. Tuilp Tree. Sweet OuB.

The Tulip Tree {lAriodendron) {fig. 1085.), improperly but very commonly called Pop-
lar, is abundant in fertile soils, throughout the middle and western states. It grows to the
height of 80 or 100 feet, with a trunk three feet and upwards in diameter. The wood is

of excellent quality, and is used for a great variety of purposes, even forming an article of
export to the north. In the west it supplies the place of the Pine, and lUd and White
Ceidars.

The wood of the Sweet Gum {lAquidambar) {fig. 1086.) is very compact, fine-grained

and susceptible of a brilliant polish. Though inferior in strength to Oak, it is used for

many purposes requiring great toughness and solidity.
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The Buttonwood, or Sycamore {Plataniu occidentalU), one of the largest of our Fwest
trees, at present, is not much in request for the properties of its wood.
The Mountain Laurel {Kalmia latifolia), though merely a shrub, the stem rarely exceed-

ing three inches in diameter, deserves notice from its wood approximating to Box, for which
it may be substituted.

The Canoe Birch (^Betula papyracea) derives its name from the most important of its

uses : the outer bark is formed into canoes, remarkable for their lightness, one adapted for

four persons weighing only 40 or 50 pounds ; and which are sometimes of sufficient size to

carry 15 individuals. Canoes of this description were first made by the Indians of the north,

and arc now used by the Canadians in transporting furs, coasting even the shores of the
Great Lakes :—indeed, the fur-trade would be much embarrassed without them, and the bark
of no other known tree is fit for this purpose. In the other Birches, the outer bark or cuti-

cle is thin, consisting of a single or but few layere, but in this species the layers are numer-
ous, and may be easily separated and used as a substitute for paper, &c. A section of the
trunk exhibits very elegant undulations of the fibre, and is employed for ornamental pur-

poses, but in general the wood is not much used except for fuel, for which purpose it is ex-
ported from Maine very extensively, but chiefly to Boston. This tree is found exclusively

m the North, hardly existing beyond lat 43°.

The Black Birch (^Betula lento) is found in the eastern states, fit)m lat 48° to 40°, but
farther south, is confined to the summits of the Alleghanies. It grows in deep, loose, and
crol soils. The wood is superior to that of the other Birches, possesses considerable strength,

a,id is susceptible of a brilliant polish. In Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York, it is

esteemed next to Cherry by cabinet-makers, acquiring with a^e the appearance of Mahogany.
The Yellow Birch {Betula excelsa) abounds in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Maine,

but is rare west of the Hudson. The wood is strong and makes handsome furniture, though
inferior to the preceding. It is also employed in ship-building, and the young saplings for

hoops ; and, besides, it ftirnishes excellent fuel. The bark is nighly esteemed for tanning,

but is not employed very extensively.

The Rnd Birch {Betula nigra) is a more southern tree, being found finm lat 41° to

Georgia, growing along the banks of rivers. The wood is used for the hoops of rice casks,

and is mule into bowls, trays, &c.
The Locust {Robinia psetidacacia) (Jig. 1087.) is found native in the valleys of the Alle-

ghanies and throughout the western states, but everywhere
mixed with the other trees, not occupying exclusively the
soil, even of limited districts. It is now planted about
houses in all parts of the Union, as it has a rapid growth,
but unfortunately it is very generally liable to injury firom

the attacks of on insect (CfalTidium flcxuoeum). The wood
is superior to that of most trees of northern climates. It

is much sought for in naval architecture, and is substituted

for Box by turnera : for trunnels it is used almost exclu-

sively, and is exported to England for this purpose. In

durability it exceeds any bther, except perhaps the Red
Mulberry, and posts made of it, of which there is a vast

consumption, will last for forty years.

The Honey-Locust or Black Locust {Oleditschia trio-

canthos), is also found indigenous in the western states.

The wood resembles that of the Locust but is coarser, and
extremely hard when perfectly seasoned ; yet is little es-

teemed where most employed, as in some parts of Ken-
tucky. It is sometimes cultivated for hedges, and the long branching thorns sufficiently

deter all quadrupeds from approaching it

The Red Bay {Laurua daroItnen«ts) grows in the southern swamps, beyond lat. 37°, and
attains the height of 60 or 70 feet, with the trunk 15 or 20 inches in diameter. The leaves

resemble those of the Mediterranean species, and, like them, may be employed in cookerv.

The wood is of a beautiful rose-colour, is strong, fine-grained, and acquires a brilliant polish.

Before the introduction of Mahogany, it wos commonly employed in the' southern states,

and afforded highly beautiful articles of furniture. When of sufficient size, it is employed
in ship-building, and exported for the purpose to New York and Philadelphia.

The American Holly (7/ex opaea) grows chiefly in barren soils, and is most abundant on
the eastern shore of Maryland and in the vicinity of Richmond, Va. ; sometimes attaining

the height of 40 feet with a trunk 12 or 15 inches in diameter, but usually it is found much
smaller in its dimensions. The wood is fine-grained, compact and very brilliant when
polished, and is used chiefly by turnera and cabinet-makers. It is also excellently adapted
for puUics, though inferior to Lignum -Vitm. This tree strongly resembles the European
Holly, iVom which the best bird-lime is manufactured.
The Wild Cherry {Cerastu Virginiana) in its wild state appears to be confined almost

LoeotTiee.
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entirel;^ to the western states, though now planted evei^here. In the west it gioyiB ui

the height of 80 or 100 feet, with the trunk four or five in diameter. The firuit, which ia

about the size of a Pea, is bitter to the taste, but withal agreeable, and is used for making
« a cordial, by infusing it in rum or brandy. The wood is extensively employed in the mid-
.' die and western states for every species of furniture, and, when taken near a branch, rivals

Mahogany in beauty. It is also employed on the Ohio for ship-building, and is sent down
the river to New Orleans.

The Persimon (,Dioipyru$ Virginiana), of the same Genus as the Elbony, is a middlinff-

sized tree, common in all parts of the United States south of lat 41°. The fhiit, which is

' as large as a Plum, is very sweet when touched by the frosts, and frequently makes iis ap-

pearance in our markets. An agreeable beverage is also obtained from it in some districts,

by fermentation. The wood is used at Baltimore by turners, for large screws, and by tin-

workers, for mallets ; and at Philadelphia, for shoe-lasts ; but though a common tree, it is

usually of inconsiderable dimensions.

The Papaw {Atamina triloba) ia a small tree, not usually exceeding 20 feet in height,

and chiefly remarkable for its fruit, which somewhat resembles a Banana both in shape and
flavour. It hardly exists ntnrth of lat 40°.

The Cotton-Wood {Populus Canadensis) is one of our largest trees, growing to the

height of 80 or 100 feet, with a trunk six feet and upwards in diameter. It appears to be
confined to the immediate banke of our great western rivers. The wood, though of better

quality than most Poplars, at present is not very much employed.

The Carolina Poplar {_Populus angulata) strongly resembles the preceding, and is found

in similar situations, but in a more southern latitude, hardly extending beyond lat 90°.

Seven other species of Poplar are found in various parts of the United States.
' The Palmetto, or Cabbage Tree {Chamarops palmetto), is a Palm, growing along the

Atlantic coast, from lat 35° to the extremity of Florida. It attains thelieight of 40 or 50
feet ; and the wood is preferred in the south for wharfs, as it is secure fhrni the attacks of

aea-worms ; but it decays speedily when thus exposed alternately to air and water. It has

been found eminently proper for ^e construction of forts, as on the passage of balls it closes

without splitting.

The American Chestnut (Castanea Americana) is most abundant east of the Alleghanies,

as also on these mountains throughout ^ is one of our loftiest trees, and the wood is strong

and elastic, peculiarly adapted for posts lien charred at the base, and is preferred for raUs,

which are said to last 50 years. It is also used for shingles, and sometimes for staves, which,

however, are unfit for containing liquids. It besides amirds excellent charcoal, and in some
parts of Pennsylvania the woo£ are cut every 16 years for this purpose. The nuts are

smaller and sweeter than those of the European species, and are well known in our markets.
The Chinquapin (Castanea pmnHa), in general only a shrub, produces a nut which is still

mailer, but which is sometimes to be founid in our markets.

The American HsTel (Corylvs Americana) ia also a shrub, pretty generally difiused over
the United States. The nuts, though considered inferior to the European, or Filbert, are

more delicate, and are collected extensively.

The Red Beech (Fagus fermgineo) is almost exclusively confined to the extreme north-

eastern states and the neighbouring parts of Canada, where it is so abundant as often to con-

stitute entire forests. The wood is straig, tough, and compact, and in those districts, where
Oak is rare, is employed in ship-building, and for various minor purposes; even forming an
article of export to England.

The White Beech (JFagus Americana) is more widely distributed, being found in all parts

of the United States, and in Geneseee and the west fcmning extensive ^%sts, like the pre-

ceding. The wood is inferior to the Red Beech, and the proportion of heart is much less.

The Iron Wood (Ostrya Virginica), so called from its weight rarely exceeds 35 or 40
feet in height with the trunk 12 inches in diameter. The wood

1088 ffif^\'^l§^^ >fs3 *" ^'^ '"* ^° northern states for levers, and seems well adapted
for mill-cogs, mallets, &c.
The Dogwood (Cornus florida) {fig. 1088.), is found in all

parts of the United States, south of lat 43°, and is well known
from the large white petaloid involucres, which render it so

conspicuous in the spring. It docs not usually exceed 20 feet

in height but the wood is hard, compact and excellently adapt-
ed for the handles of light tools and similar purposes.

The Sour Gum {Nyssa villosa) is found in all parts of the
United States, south of lat 41°, and attains the height of 60 or

70 feet The wood is preferred for hatters' blocks, and through-
out. Virginia ia used for the naves of coach and wagon-wheels,
and farther south, in rice-mills.

The Black Gum, or Tupelo (Nyssa biflora) (Jig. 1060.),

Dogwood. strongly resembles the preceding, but grows as far north as lat
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Blick Gum.

43°, is found only in wet grounds, and rarely exceeds 40 or 45 feet in height ; though with
a trunk sometimes more than a foot in diameter. The wood is ex-
tremely difficult to split, from the fibres being interwoven, which

1069 tiiS /^L property gives it a decided superiority for certain uses. In New York,
New Jersey, and particularly at Philadelphia, it is empktyed exclu-
sively for the naves of wheels destined to bear heavy burthens. As
fuel, Gum logs are esteemed, from their consuming slowly and
diffusing a great heat.

The Large Tupelo {Nytaa dentieulata) is only found in the swamps
of the South, where it attains the height of 70 or 80 feet, with the
trunk 15 or 20 inches in diameter. Its presence is considered an
in&llible proof of the depth and fertility of the soil, and consequent
fitness for the culture of Rice. The wood is extremely light, and
scaler than that of any other tree in the United States.

The American Nettle Tree is so rare that it is never seen employ-
ed, though probably it may possess useful properties.

The Hackberry, or Hoop4uih {Celtis cnustfoUa), is peculiar to the

Western States, and sometimes attains the height of 80 feet, though with the trunk only

18 or 20 inches in diameter. The wood is light, fine-grained, and compact, but is little

esteemed, firom its weakness and liability to speedy decay.

The Red Mulberry {Moms rvJbrm) is rare in the Atlantic States, but abundant in the west,

where it often exceeds 60 or 70 feet in height, with the trunk two feet in diameter. The
fruit is deep red, of an agreeable, acidulous, and sugarv flavour. The wood is fine-grained,

compact, and by many is esteemed fully equal in durability to the Locust : but the tree is

less abundant, grows more slowly, and requires a richer soil. It is used in ^ip-building when-

ever it can be procured.

The Kentucky Cofiee-tree {Gymnocladu$ Canadentu) is confined to the Western States,

and is most abundant in Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee, where it is considered an index

of the richest lands, attaining the height of 50 or 60 feet, with the trunk 12 or 15 inches in

diameter. The wood is strong, very compact, fine-grained, and fit for cabinet work and other

purposes. •

The White Ash {FVaxinua acuminata) is most abundant north ofkt 41°, growing to the

height of 80 feet, with the trunk three fiset in diameter. The wood is highly esteemed for

its strength, suppleness, and elasticity, and is employed for a great variety m purposes, as

well as exported to England and the West Indies.

We have at least five other species of Ash in different parts of the United States, all

resembling the preceding in the qualities of their wood, and indeed often used indiflferently.

Of the great variety a Willows in the United Stat«», especially in the north, but two or

three attam the dimensions of a tree, and these do not pomess any known remarkable pro-

perty, differing at least frtHU othen of the Genua Several exotic Willows have been planted

m various parts of the United States, and are even sometimes cultivated.

The Americaki Elm {Ulmvu Americana) is found in all parts '4f the United States, but

thrives best between lat. 42° and 46°. The wood is inferior to the European, and its uses

are few and unimportant

The Red, or Slippery Elm {Vlmtufulva), is rare in the Atlantic States, but very common
in the west It is inferior in size to the preceding, but the wood is of better qiiality, and i-^

employed in the construction of houses, and even of vessels: for blocks, it is the best ir ..^3

United States, and its scarceness in the Atlantic States is the only cause of its limited con-

sumption. « ,. J •

The American Linden, or Bass wood (T«7mi Americana), is a lofty tree, but the wood is

not extensively used in Uie arts. We have two other species, in the south and west,

whose wood possesses similar properties, and is likewise little employed.

The Red Pine {Pinus resinota) is properly a Canadian tree, and is rarely found south of

lat 43°. It often occupies considerable tracts, either alone or mixed with the White Pine,

and grows to the height of70 or 80 feet, having a trunk two feet in diameter, and remarka-

bly uniform in its size. The wood is highly esteemed for strength and durability, and is

frequently employed in naval architecture, fornishing planks of 40 feet without knots, and

even mas, 3. The planks form a considerable article or export to England.

The Yellow Pine {Pinus variabilis) is most abundant in New Jersey, Maryland, ana

Virginia, where it grows to the height of 50 or 60 feet with the trunk 15 or 18 inches in

diameter fiw two-thirds of this height The wood is used in immense quantities, both in

civil and naval architecture, and forms an article of export to England and the West Indies.

The Long-leaved Pine {Pinus palustris) is perhaps the most valuable tree in NorUi

America, as well from the properties of the wood, as from the resinous motlor which it

yields bo abundontly. It is exclusively a southern tree, commencing at Norfolk, in lat. 37°,

and occupying, aln?"-* '."ithout interruption, a tract of the most arid soil, extending along the

coast 600 miles in length by 100 in breadth. Its usual height is 60 or 70 feet, with the trunk
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15 or 18 inches in diameter, and the extremely long, needle-like leaves, give the tree a

peculiarly picturesque appearance. The resinous matter is more uniformly distributed than

in the otiicr species, hence the wood is stronger, more compact, and durable. It is preferred

to every other species of Pine, even in England, and is put to a great variety of uses both in

civil and naval architecture. Vessels indeed are sometimes built entirely of this material;

and vast quantities are sent to New York, Philadelphia, and other northern ports, where
among other uses it is in request for flooring boards. It is the only species exported from

the ^uthcrn States to the West Indies, and numerous small vessels are employed in this

trade, chiefly from Savannah and Wilmington, North Carolina. The United States are

entirely dependent on this tree for the resinous matter so indispensable in ship-building ; and

which at present is obtained principally from the lower part of North Carolina. Forty thousand

barrels were exported to Liverpool alone in 1805, and it is besides sent to France, and makes
its appearance at Paris under the name of Boston turpentine. Spirits of turpentine is made
by distilling the turpentine in retorts; the residue is rosin. All the tar is made from dead

wood, for which reason it is less esteemed in Europe than the Swedish, which is obtained

from recently felled trees.

The wood of the Pitch Pine (Ptnus rigida) in general is not much used, except as fuel,

ibr which purpose it is consumed in vast quantities in the Middle States, by bakers, brick-

makers, and now by steam-boats. Lampblack is procured from the most resinous stocks of

this tree. It also formerly furnished a certain quantity of tar, and a little is still made in

New Jersey and on Lake Champlain ; indeed the tar used, on the Ohio is chiefly obtained

from this tree, at an exorbitant rate, being manufactured on the AUeghanies and on the bor-

ders of Tar creek, which enters about twenty miles below Pittsburg.

The Loblolly Pine (Ptniu t<eda) is a southern species, found exclusively south of lat 38°,

In those districts where it abounds, it is commonly employed for architectural purposes, but

in general it is to be regarded as one of the least valuable of the Pines.

The White Pine (PtntM slrobus), on the other hand, is a highly important tree, peculiar

to the north, and most abundant between lat 47° and 43°, south of which it is only found on
the mountains. It is our loftiest tree, growing to the height of 160 feet and upwards, with

the stem six feet in diameter. The wood is employed in far greater quantities, and for a
greater variety of purposes, than any other in North America ; yet^t possesses little strength,

and is liable to swell ; it is, however, soft, light, and easily wrought, free from knots, and
furnishes timber of large dimensions. One of its most important uses is for the masts of

vessels, and in this respect it would be diflicult to replace it in the United States. Among
the advantages derived by Britain from the possession of Canada, the supply of masts forms

by no means the last consideration. The state of Maine furnishes the finest and the greatest

quantity of White Pine timber, including three-fourths of all exported from the Unitea States.

Next to Maine in the extent of supply, may be ranked the shores of Lake Champlain, from
whence it is taken down the St. Lawrence, and by canal, to the Hudson. The head waters

of the Delaware and Susquelianna occupy the third rank, and the timber is floated down
these rivers in the form of rafts, to the ports on the Delaware and Chesapeake. The head
waters of the Alleghany also abound with the White Pine, and from this region is derived

the supply of the Ohio valley, and even of New Orleans, which is more tlun 2,000 miles

distant.

A gigantic species of Pine (Ptnus Lambertiana) has recently been discovered near the

PaciSc coast, between lat 43° and 40°, growing to the height of more than 200 feet "with

the trunk from 10 to 15 feet in diameter. It is remarkably straight and destitute of branches
till near the top, which forms almost a perfect umbel. The woc3 is of fine quality, and yields

a large portion of resin. Growing trees, that have been partly burned, yield a substance

greatly resembling sugar, and indeed substituted for it by the natives. The cones arc from

12 to 18 inches long, by 3 in diameter ; and the seeds are pounded and baked into a sort of

cake, which is considered a luxury. Not less than seven other species of Pine have been
likewise discovered by Mr. Douglass in California, but of their history or uses we are as yet

uninformed.

The Hemlock Spruce (Afttes Canadensii) is found within the same limits as the White
Pine, and is much more abundant. It is a beautiful tree, and affords a dense shade, growing
to the height of 70 or 80 feet with the stem two or three in diameter. As the White Pine
becomes rare, the wood of tlie Hemlock is substituted, though inferior for most purposes. For
laths, however, it is preferred, and forms an article of export In the Northern States, Hem-
lock bark is used almost exclusively for tanning, and it is sometimes sent to Philadelphia and
Baltimore, to be mixed with Oak.
The Black, or Double Spruce (Abies nigra), like the rest of the genus, is peculiar to the

north, being extremely abundant between kt 44° and 53°, growing in black, humid, and
deep soils. It attains the height of 70 or 80 feet, with the trunk 15 or 20 inches in diameter.

The wood is employed for the same purpos'js as the White Pine, and is one-fourth cheaper,

while the supply is vastly more abundant It is besides substituted for Oak in ship-building,

in the north, and is used almost universally for spars, in the various ports of tjie Union*
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these last are exported to England, and are preferred, but they are not of sufficient size for

the yards and topmasta of vessels of war. Spruce beer, an agreeable and salutary drink, is

made from the young branches of this tree.

The White, or Single Spruce {Abie$ alba) grows with the preceding, but is inferior ir

size as well as in the quality of the wood, which, however, is used for the same purposes.

The fibres of the roota are very flexible and tough, and are used in Canada for stitching bark
canoes.

The American Silver, or Balsam Spruce {Abies balsamifera) is a small tree, more fre-

quently planted for ornament than employed for useful purposes. A concrete resinous sub-

Btance is very abundant about the trunk, and the fresh turpentine has been highly celebrated

08 a medicine, both at home and abroad, under the false name of Balm cf Gilead.

The American Arbor-vits (TAuya occidentalu) is found in the same region as the Spruces,

where it is called White Cedar ; and indeed it much resembles in ita appearance the Cu-
pressiis Thuyoides, or genuine White Cedar. It grows to the height of 50 or 60 feet, with

the trunk 10 or 15 inches in diameter, and is now planted for ornament in all parta of the

Union. The wood is soil, fine-grained, and is highly esteemed from ita durability, but it is

diflicult to procure stalks of any considerable length with a uniform diameter.

On the Rocky Mountains, and along the coast of the Pacific, a gigantic species of Thuya
is met with, growing to the height of more than 200 feet, with the trunk 10 feet and up-

wards in diameter ; but whether the wood can be employed for any important purposes, is

not at present ascertained.

The American Larch, or Hackmatack (Larix microcarpa) is still found in the same dis-

tricta as the Spruces, but may be considered rare within the limita of the United States,

abounding only in some localities to the north of the St Lawrence. It attains the height of

80 to 100 feet, with the trunk three feet and upwards in diameter. The wood is exceedingly

strong and durable, is highly esteemed, ita only fault being ita weight, and is employed in

our ship-yards whenever it can be procured.

The ^Id Cypress ( Taxodiutn diitichum), on the other hand, is peculiar to the southern

swamps, not being found north of lat. 38°. It forms a prominent feature in the vegetation,

oflen exclusively occupying these extensive swamps, and growing to the height of 120 feet,

with a diameter of ten or twelve at the base of the trunk ; which, however, is usually hol-

low, and tapers pretty suddenly. The tree b also remarkable for woody protuberances,

called knees, which shoot upwards from ita wide-spread roota in every direction. The wood
IB fine-grained, light, very durable, possesses great strength and elasticity, and is very gene-

rally used in the south for architectural purposes. It even has a reputation, as eminently

proper for the masta and sides of vessels, though at present little employed. Wherever it

grows it is chosen for canoes, which may be obtained of the length of 30 feet, by five in

breadth. Immense quantities of shingles, of excellent quality, are made from the Cypress,

foming an important article of export, alike to the porta of the Middle States, and to the

West Indies. This tree is of inestimable value to the Southern States, and particularly to

Lower Louisiana, where it is most abundant, occupying extensive tracts, which are annually

liable to overflow from the waters of the Mississippi.

The White Cedar {Cupretsus thuyoides) is found chiefly in the Middle States on the

Atlantic, and like the preceding, grows exclusively in swamps. It sometimes attains the

height of 70 or 80 feet, with the trunk three feet in diameter. The wood is light, sofl, fine-

grained, easily wrought, and exceedingly durable. Ita superior fitness for various household

utensils has given rise to a distinct class of mechanics, called cedar-coopers. It is found to

be the best for preserving oils, and also afibrds beautiful lampblack, while the charcoal is

highly esteemed for gunpowder. The boards are superior to Wh'te Pine, and are Lold at a
higher price. Immense quantities of shingles are likewise made from this tree, similar in

quality to those of the Cypress, and even preferred in various places.

The Red Cedar {Juniperus Virginiana) is found chiefly in the Atlantic States, and south

of lat. 44°, growing in exposed, dry situations, thriving also in sandy and barren soils. It

does not usually exceed 40 or 45 feet in height, and in many places performs an important

part in the succession of forests, being the first tree to appear in cleared lands, attracting

moisture about ita roots, or rath(^r protecting the soil from rapid evaporation in the sun's rays

till other species of trees are enabled to find footing in ita shade ; these in their turn at length

overtop it, when it finally dies out without renewal. The wood is highly esteemed from ita

durability, and notwithstanding ita small size, is very extensively used in ship-building, as

also for poste and various other purposes. It is observed to be of better quality, the nearer

the sea and the farther south it is obtained. The berries are used to a considerable extent

in the manufacture of gin. This valuable tree iq now becoming scarce, although we have

much soil on which it might be planted to advantage: at tlie same time, the wood of the

Cedrela, imported fh)m the West Indies under the name of Spanish Cedar, is taking ita place

in our ship-yards.

The Osage Orange, or Bow-wood (Maclwro aurantiaca), a small thorny tree, with the

fruit resembling an Orange, is found in the south-western parta of Arkansas. It is closely
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related to the Fustic of the West Indies, and the wood possesses the same yellow colour;

Lut all attempts to fix it have hitherto failed. The Madura has lately been cultivated suc>

eesfifully for hedges, both at home and abroad.

The Bay-berry, or Wax-myrtle {Myrica eeri/erd) is a shrub found in the Northern and
Middle Atlantic States, growing chiefly in barren soils. The name is derived from a wax-
like substance, of a greenish colour and pleasant odour, which is obtained from the berries,

lUid in some districts very abundantly.

The Catalpa {Catalpa eordifolia) is chiefly known as an ornamental tree, though some of

the properties of its wood may render it valuable. Though generally found planted, it is

aid to be wild in the south-western parts of the Alleghnnies, and in some other localities.

The Florida Orange, we would mention rather fi>r the purpose of eliciting information.

Our earliest ret^ords speak of it as abounding throughout East Florida, and it is considered

by travellers and the mhabitants, as decidedly indigenous. This is the more remarkable, as

the Aurantiacee are usually considered exclusively native <^ the tropical parts of the Eastern
Continent
The Zamia integrifolia, though prc^rly a West Indian plant, also abounds throughout

East Florida ; and from its roots a substance resembling Arrow-root, and used for the same
purposes, is obtained in considerable quantities.

The number of Wild Grapes in the United States Is remarkable, the more k\ as the cul-

tivated grape does not seem adapted to our climate. Not less than seven species have been
ascertained, and more in all probability yet remain. CSood table grapes, as the Catawba,
Isabella, and Elsinburg, have bieen obtained by cultivation from the native species, and are

now frequently to be met with. Good wine has also been made in some instances, more par-

ticularly from the western grapes ; and it seems probable that the United States will not

always b'j dependent on Europe for this luxury. It has been asserted that no species is

luuiiu west of the Rocky Mountains, which would be singular, as we have in that region a
European climate, perfectly adapted to the cultivated grape ; and as, moreover, neither the

cultivated grape nor any other is considered a native of E2urope. In China, at the same time,

which possesses at least one native grape, and whose climate is similar to our own, the cul-

tivated species was unknown till within a comparatively recent period.

To the westward of the Rocky Mountains are occasionally found considerable tracts, occu-

pied almost exclusively with the Scilla kamas, and commonly c^led Kamas Prairies. The
roots of this plant are extensively emplOTed for food by the Indian tribes, and are sometimes
made into bread, which is stated to be of excellent quality.

The seeds of the Wild Rice {Zizania aquatica), a tall aquatic grass, also forms an article

of food for the Indian tribes, in places where it abounds. Should any large-grained varieties

be discovered, it may prove a valuable plant to extensive districts in the north-west, which
otherwise it may be difficult to bring under any sort of cultivation.

Among the various Medictiutl plants of North America, we may mention the Pippsissewa
(flhimaphiUt umbellata) as a diuretic.

—
^The Blood-root, or Puccora {Sanguitiaria Cana-

den$i$), as an emetic, purgative, &«., and which also affords a fine dye of an orange colour.—^The Dogwood (Cornut Florida), which affords a good substitute for the Peruvian Baik.—
Several other species of Cornus, which possess similar qualities.—The Fever^wort (TVmm-
teum per/oUatum).—Gillenia trifoliata and stipulacea, from their emetic properties.—Mag-
nolia glauca.—=The Tulip tree.—American Senna {Castia Marylandica), an excellent

cathartic.—Geranium maculatum, as an astringent—The Mountain Tea, or Partridge-berry

{Gaullheria procumbens).—Lobelia inflata, or Indian Tobacco, a powerful emetic, sudwific,

and expectorant—The Winter-berry (Prt'noa verliciUatus).—Euphorbia ipecacuanha, which
may be substituted for the imported Ipecacuanha.—Sweet Fern (,Comptonia atplenifolia),

much used as a tonic and astringent—^Different species of Erigeron.—^The Butterfly-weed
{A$clepias ttUierosa).—^Tlie American Centaury (SdMwitta angvlari»), a valuable tonic bit-

ter; and various other Sabbntias and Gentians possessing similar properties.—^The May-apple
(Podophyllum peltatum), whose root is a safe and active cathartic.

—
^The Yellow-root (Hy-

drtutit Canadeiuu)—Ttie Virginia Sn«ke-root {Arirtoloehia serpetUaria), extensively em-
ployed both at home and abroad.—^The Wild Indigo {Baptitia tinetoria).—^The Sweet Flag
(AcoriM calamus).—^Veratrum viride.—The Pink-root {Spigelia Marylandica), used exten-

sively as a vermifuge.—^The Wild Ginger (A»arum Canadente), resembliujo^ the Snake-rooc
in its proper(ies, and possessing to a remarkable degree the flavour of Gmger when fint

tasted, and even substituted for it in some parts of the country.—Illicium Floridanum.—The
Spice-wood (Laurut henzoin), a fine aromatic shrub.—The Sassafras (Launu Sag»qfra$),
also a fine aromatic, which has been at times much celebrated.—The Gold-thread {Coptis
trijblia), a pure and powerful bitter.—^The American Columbo {Frazera Waltert), also an
excellent bitter.—Seneca-root (_Polygala senega), possessing various medicinal properties,

and used to a very consideraUe extent
—

^The Thorough-wort, or Bone-set (Eupatorium per-

faliatum), a popular medicine, and a powerful tonic and diaphoretic.—The Blackberry (Jtu-

bus vitlosus), very commonly used as an astringent—The Alum-root {Heuchera Americana),
aloo an astringent

—
^The ^erican Ginseng CPontx quinquefolium), which, though thinly
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iscattcred over a great extent of country, is still collected in vast quantities for export to

riiina.—Tlie Shrub Yellow-root {Xanthorhha apii/olia), a very pure tonic bitter.—The Poke
(Phytolacca dccandra), wliicii is now luund in all parts of the United States, but only in

waste places; many niuilicinul properties have been attributed to it, but it is now known
ciiiefly from the youn<r ehootD, wiiich ore uticd as a substitute for Asparagus, and from the

berries, which arc fie(|uenlly used for making red ink.—Tiie Stramonium (^Datura $lramo-
ttium), thoucrh not a native, is also common everywhere in waste places: its narcotic pro-

perties are well known.
NotwithstanJinjr North America produces such a variety of ornamental shrubs and other

plants, much tiougitt fur in gardens both at home and abroad, we are unable to name u single

plant which has thus tiir become an important object of cultivation. The Indian corn, tobacco,

gourds, &.C., found among the Indians at the discovery, were introduced by them from other

parts of the continent ; and even the grasses so extensively cultivated in the north are ex-

clusively European. Nor is the future prospect very encouraginjf in tliis respect, unless it

be tor the grapes, or should tlic Florida orange prove an American species. We are, how-
ever, by no means deficient in wild fruits, oa will appear by the following enumeration.

The Black Walnut, Butternut, Pekan, Hickory nut, Persimon, P!i)»w, Chestnut, Chinqua-

pin, Hazel nut. Red Alulbcrry, Florida Orange, and Wild Grapes, have been already men-
tioned ; to whicli we may add, the Wild Crab Apple {Malut coronaria) ; the Chicaaa Plum

;

the American Ilaspberry {Rubus strigoius); Blackberries {Ruhus Occidentalis, villosus,

trivialig, and cuneifolius) ; the Wild Strawberry ; Huckleberries, the fruit of various species

of Vaccinium; the American Cranberry {Oxycocciu macrocarpu»), sent from the north in

large quantities, and even sometimes cultivated ; the Prickly Pear (Cactus opuntia), and
probably other species in the south and west; the Wild Gooseberry (Ribes triflorum), some-

times seen in gardens, and perhaps others of our numerous species may prove of value; the

Tree Cranberry ( Viburnum oxycoccus) ; the American Elder {Sambucua Canadentit), from

whose berries a tolerable wine is sometimes procured ; tlie Partridge Berries (Gaultheria

procun^ns and huptdula), &.C., &c.

SuDSECT. 3.

—

Zoology.

To our zoological remarks on North America in general, little more need here be added.

The native qui^rupeds, particularly those of u large size, have been progressively diminish-

ing as cultivation has advanced, and have retreated to the vast plains beyond the back set-

tlements. The diflerent sorts of Squirrels, &c. among tlie smaller races, still appear in

considerable numbers, and at certain seasons furnish game for the amateur sportsmen. Many
of the qu drupeds enumerated by Dr. Richardson are either dispersed, or occasionally appear,

over the -emaining portions of North Anrierica, more particularly to the westward. The
American Bison, or Buflalo, once common in the United States, has gradually retired before

the white population. Moose Deer, in like maimer, were formerly found as far south as the

Ohio, but these have also disappeared in the more cultivated states. Two species of Bear,

the Black and the Grisly, still r jiin possession of their former haunts, while the Racoon,

American Badger, Fisher, Ermme, &c., are among the more common species.

The Bison (I/rus Americanus) fjig. 1000.), or American BufTalo, us it is improperly

called, is not novtr found east of the Mississippi ; but on
the west of that river, it roums over the great grassy

plains from about 35° to 64° N. lut. Here it is found

in vast herds, sometimes amounting, it is said, to 10,000
head. It appears to have formerly existed tjirouvhout

nearly the whole of the present territory of the United
States west of the Hudson. The hair of the Bison ia

of two sorts, one long, the other soil, and placed on the

skin at an obtuse angle; while the hair of the onlinary

ox is of one kind, hard, and lying close to the hide.

The hair of the Bison is very long under the jaw and
throat, and upon the shoulders ; the tail descends to the

houghs, and is provided with abundance of long hair

;

the summit of the head is covered with a bushy and spreading space of long hairs, strongly

impregnated with musk, and the horns are short, lateral, black, and pointed ; the hide is very

thick, and the shoulders are much elevated : the flesh is tender and juicy, and the tongue

and hump, or wig, are, in particular, esteemed great delicacies.

The Moose, or American Elk (jCervtta ulces), was long supposed to be one and the same
species with the Elk of Sweden, and this idea was entertained both by Cuvier and Major

Smith ; it appears, however, from very recent investigations, that they are two very different

animals. The Moose is of gigantic size, measuring, when full grown, above six feet in

height; the fur is long, thick, and very coarse; the antlers are broiid and solid, and arrncd

externally with sharp points, which sometimes amount to twenty-eight It lives in troops in

Fwampv places : its smit is generally a trot, and it is less active tlun most other deer. The
VouIII. 36* 3D
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Moooe wu formerly found u far loath u the Ohio, but at preaent it occun only in the more
nortliem portions of the United States, and beyond the great lakes.

The Prong-homed Antelope {Antilope fure\fer) is peculiar to North America; it inhabits

the plains of the Missouri and Saskatchawan ; its most northern ranffe is in lat. 53°, and
according to Lewis and Clarke, it also abounds on the plains of the Columbia to the west of

the mountains ; in other places it frequents open prairies and low hills interspersed with

clumps of wood, but it is not met with in the continuously wooded country. By the singular

structure of the horns, which have an anterior branch, and a pr looked posterior point turned

down into a hook, there is a similitude, though not an ofSnity with ihe deer, which is further

evinced by pearly rugosities, showing little mcipient additional branches, by a white space

on the rump, and a short tail. These animals are exceedingly swifl, and live in small

ftmilies.

The Virginia Deer (Cervut Virginianut) forms the most prominent species of the Mara-
mine group, which is composed exclusively of American animals. This elegant species

stands rather more than three feet at the shoulder, and lives in large herds over a considera-

ble portion of North America. Dr. Harlan mentions that it displays great enmity towards
the rattlesnake, which it contrives to crush, by leaping with the fore-feet conjoined, and
dropping perpendicularly on the serpent, bounding away again with great lightness, and
repeating this attack till its encm/ is dead ; the jkin is used for gloves, and the Indians pre-

pare them in a superior manner for various articles of dress.

The Cougar, or Puma iFelit concofor) (£g. 1091.), commonhr called, in this country, the

Panther, is the largest and most ibrmidablo of the Cat kind found in North America. It

seems to have been spread over the temperate and warmer regions of both Americas, and is

still occasionally killed in the more wild and unsettled districts of the United States. It

preys upon sheep, calves, Sic., but has also been known to attack man.

1001 1092
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CooRU. Ametiean Black Bear.

The Black Bear of America (Ursia Amerieantu Rich.) (Jtr. 1092.) is a different animal

ftom that called by Uie same name in Europe. It has a milder disposition, and lives more
on vegetables ; it is the smaller of the American species, seldom exceeding five feet in

length ; the fur is long, straight, black, and shining, and when the skin was formerly in

great request, a " prime" one was worth from twenty to forty guineas, and even more ; at

present (1830) the demand is small, from tlibir being little used either as muffs or hammer-
cloths, so that the best sell fbr little more than forty shillings. The favourite food of this

species are different berries ; in the absence of which it preys upon roots, insects, fish, e^gs,

ajid such birds or quadrupeds as it con surprise ; but it docs not, from choice, touch animal

food. Timib in its disposition, it will not face a man unless wounded or its retreat is cut off;

but in defence of its young it becomes a dangerous assailaut " I have known," observes Dr.

Richardson, " the female toldly to confront her enemy, until she had seen her cube attain the

upper brunches of a tree, when she made off."

Vrhen in pursuit, its pace is said not to be quick;

bi't Dr. Richardson has seen a Black Bear make
off with a speed that would have baffled the

fleetest runner, And ascend a nearly perpen-

dicular cliff with astonishing facility. This
species, when resident in the fur countries,

almost invariably hibernates, and !<bout 1000
skins are annually procured by the Hudson's
Bay Company, fVom such as are destroyed in

their winter quarters. The Black Bear inhabits

every wooded district of North America.
The Grisly Bear {Ursua ferox Rich.) (Jig.

1093.), is a much more formidable Bi)ecie8 than

the last, though its fur is les? valuable. Its

strenprth and ferocity are so great, that the Indian

hunters use the greatest precaution in attacking it When adult, it is reported to attain a

OtWy
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weight exceeding 600 pounds, and one has been killed, measuring nina 'eet from the nose

to the tail. Some idea of its strength may be had, from knowing that it has dragged to a
considerable distance the carcase of a buftalo weighing about 1000 lbs. The following story.

Dr. Richardson observes, is well authenticated :
—" A party of voyagers up the Saskatchawan

liad seated themselves in the twilight by a fire, and were busy in preparing their supper,

when a large Grisly Bear sprang over their canoe that was tilted beiiind them, and, wizing
one of the party by the shoulder, carried him off. The rest fled in terror, with the exc^^ption

of a man named Bourasso; who, grasping his gun, followed the bear as it was retretting

leisurely with its prey. He called to his unfortunate comrade that he was afraid of hitiin^

him if lie fired at the bear ; but the latter entreated him to do so immediately, without 1 esi>

tation, as the bear was soueezing him to death. On this he took a deliberate aim, am* dis-

charged his piece into the body of the bear, which instantly dropt its prey to pursue him

:

he escaped with difficulty, and the wounded man finally recovered." The cubs of the Grisly

Bear can climb trees ; but when the animal is full grown, it cannot do so : ihe hunter may
thus escape ; but the infuriated animal will sometimes keep watch below, ai.d tlius confine

its enemy for many hours. This js a carnivorous species, but occasionally ea's vefjfetables.

It inhabits the Rocky Mountains and the Eastern Plains; while its southern raage is stated

to reach Mexica In 1630 there was a live specimen in the Tower, and two otners in the
Paris garden.

The American, or red Fox {Vulpe$ /uIvum) (fig. 1004.) bears a close resemblance to the

common European Fox ; but it has a longer and
1004 finer fur, its ears and nose are shorter, and its

cheeks rounder. It preys much on the smaller

animals of the rat family, but devours all ani-

mal food ; it hunts chiefly in the night, yet it

is frequently seen in the daytime. It runs for

about 100 yards with great swiftness, but its

strength is exhausted in the first burst, and it

is soon overtaken by a wolf or a mounted hunts-

man. The skins of about 8000 are annually

Amciieia Rtd Fox. exported from the fur countries. The true

European Fox (,Vulfe* vulgaris) is said, by
naturalists, to inhabit North America ; but Dr. Richardson states it does not exist in the
countries north of Canada. It is possibly to this species which Dr. Ghxlman alludes, when
he says that reddish foxes are numerous m the middle and southern states, and are every-

where notorious depredators on the poultry-yards.

The Rats and Mice of Europe, originally unknown in the New World, have been brought
thither by the earljr European visiters. The Black Rat seems to have multiplied very rast

until the introduction of the Brown Rat {Mus decumanus) thinned its numbers ; and firom

this cause it has now become as rare as it is in Europe. The Brown Rat first appeared in

America in 1775 ; it is now common in liower, but in 1825 it had not advanced much be-

yond Kingston in Upper Canada. That these, and the Common Mouse, have been so intro-

duced, there can be no doubt ; Dr. Richardson found a dead mouse in a storehouse at York
factory^ filled with packages from England. Neither of these species, however, have yet
been discovered in the fur countries.

The American Field Mouse (itfus leucopuB Rich.) is the natural representative of the

European field mouse {Mus sylvaticus). No sooner is a fur poet established, than this little

animal becomes an inmate of the dwelling-houses ; whilst the Meadow Mouse (Arvicola
pennsylvanictts) takes possession of the out-houses and gardens. It has, however, a curious

habit not observed in the European. It makes hoards of grain, or little pieces of iat ; and
what is most singular, these hoards are not formed in the animal's retreats, but genierally in

a shoe left by the bedside, the pocket of a coat, a nightcap, a bag hung against the wall, or

seme similar place. " Sometimes," says Dr. Richardson, " we found Itorley introduced into

a drawer, through so small a chink, that it was impossible for the mouse to gain access to

its store: the quantity laid up in a night nearly equalling the bulk of a mouse, renders it

probable that it was made by the united efforts of several individuals."

Of the carnivorous marsupials, or opossums, there are several species, of which the Coii>

mon, or Virginia Opossum (Didelphis Virginiand) is the best known. In size it is equal to

a cat ; and it appears to be a nocturnal feeder, and to have much of the habits of the wea-
sels : it frequents barns and farm-buildings, for the purpose of killing the poultry, and suck-

ing the eggs ; yet feeds also upon fruits : its smell is fetid, and its motions slow. Its pouch
is sufficiently large to contain from fourteen to sixteen young ones ; they do not, however,

at birth weigh more than a grain each. Although blind, they find the teat by instinct, and
adhere to it until they have grown to the size of a mouse.

The Birds of the United States are now rendered as familiar to the European naturalist

as are those of his own country, for they have been more ably and more beautifully illua-
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trated than those of any part of the world. The delightful histories of their manners given

by Wilson, in the nine volumes of his American Ornithology, exceed in eloquence and feel-

ing the happiest efforts of Buifon, while they possess a truth and accuracy, resulting from

a personal observation of nature, in which it is well known the great French naturalist was
lamentably deficient The magnificent plates by Audubon, in which every species, how-

ever large, is to be represented the size of life, are now -i a course of publication ; while

Swainson's ornithological volume of " Northern Zoology ' has made known several new
species, and elucidated others, overlooked or confounded by preceding writers. The Prince

of Musignano (Charles L. Bonaparte) occupies a prominent rank among those who have
illustrateid the ornithology of Amer-ca ; and to this scientific writer are we indebted for

the following general otecrvations, highly important to our present purpose. The noble

author, in a small tract recently published, calculates the number of species found in Europe
at 410, while those of North America are estimated at only 390 : the territories, however,

comprehended under the last-named region do not appear to be distinctly stated. The spe-

cies that have been detected more particularly in the Roman Htates, amount to 247, while

those of the Philadelphian province are 281 : these latter are distributed under the follow-

ing divisions :

—

Stattomry during the whole year, 31.
Hrtially italiouirir, IX

Summer Tiiiten>, €&
Winter vUiten, 71.

Transitory risiteri. 55.

Acciiteotal viiitere, 61.

It further appears that although the species in the Roman States are fewer than those of

Philadelphia, the former being M7, the latter 261, still it is asserted that the deficiency is

largely recompensed by a very great superiority in the number of individuals ; a fact, in-

deed, which the noble writer has had full opportunities to ascertain, but which we should

not have credited on any other authority. He further remarks, that Philadelphia is inferior

to Rome in the number of stationary species, and of those which come in the breeding sea-

son ; while Philadelphia, on the other hand, exhibits a much more numerous list of such

winter and northern birds as arrive from the arctic regions during intense cold, and are

found in the spring and autumn in the more southern provinces.

. The Rapacious birds of all countries enjoy the widest range of those inhabiting the land.

Hence we find that few species occur in the warmer provinces of America which do not

inhabit, either permanently or occasionally the Arctic latitudes. This will be apparent from

the following list, which comprises such species of the vulture and falcon family ( Vulluridw,

FalconidtB) as are spread over the greater part of North America :

—

Calbirtca Aun. Tnrliey Vultura.
Cathartet alntue. Black Vulture.
Fel& purveriuB. Little !luity<rowiie(l FalcotL

Feli» Columbu-iut. Pigeon Hawk.
Accipiter Fenniylvanicui. Slate coluured

Hawk.

Buteo Borealif. Red'tailed Buzrard.
Stria Virginiana. Americu Homed OwL
Stria Ac^ica. Little American Owl.

These, \. th about -five additional species of falcons, complete the list of North American
rapacious birds.

Several of the hawks and owls are well known in Europe. The Califomian Vulture oc-

curs only beyond the Rocky Mountains ; but two others, of a black colour, are common
throughout the States. One of these {Catharles Aura 111.) ijig. 1095.) goes by the name
of the Turkey Vulture, or Turkey Buzzard ; the other is called the Black Vulture. The
King of the Vultures {Cathartes Popd) belongs more to South America, but appears occa-

sionally in Florida during summer. The largest Eagle is the white-beuded species (A. feu-

1095

Turkey Vulture. Bald Eagle.

cocephttla Sw.); and the Osprey or Fish Hawk differs not from the British race. The
White-headed or Bald-headci Eagle (Jig. 1096.), as is well known, is the chosen emblem
of the Anglo-American rep'jblic. It is common to both continents, but while it seems almost
entirely confined to the Arctic regions of the Old World, it abounds in the milder regions

of the United States, in the New. It is notorious for its lawless habits, robbTUg the Osprey
or Fish Hawk of hi i hard-won victim, and even compelling the Vulture to disgorge his

filthy prey. The G; eat Horned Owl is spread over all the regions between Canada and
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Mexico ; but that groat northern hunter, the Snowy Owl, seldom wanders, except in severe
winters, into the midland states.

To enumerate the many species of summer Birds which annually resort at the breeding
season to the United States would far exceed our present limits. Prince Charles Bonaparte
calculates the number to be met with in the state of Pennsylvania alone at sixty, not more
than two or tiiree of which are known to inhabit Europe. America is cejebrated for its

singing birds; tor, notwithstanding the alleged superiority of those of Europe, we must
concede the pnlm to that country which gives birth to the Mocking-Bird {Orpheus polyglot-
tos Sw.). The Wood Thrushi whose notes are so charmingly described by Wilson, repre-

sents the European Song Thrush ; but the Virginian Nightingale {Jiff. 1097.) is more de-
serving admiration for its rich scarlet plumage than for any pretensions it may be thought
to have to the melody of its namesake. So totally distinct, as species, are the most approx-
imating birds of the Old and the New World, that even the Shrikes and the Wrens, long
thought to be the same, are now proved to be different The summer birds, which partake
also of fruits and grains, the Pigeons, Blue-birds, the Red-headed, Carolina, and Golden-
shafled Woodpeckers {^g. 1098.), find in that season an ample rcpaft of wild berries, the
fruits of the orchards, or the com ot the fields.

1008
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Virginlu Nigbtinfale. GoId«n-«hancd Woodpecker. Pinnated Oronic.

The Gallinaceee, or birds of game, are remarkably few. Two species of Grouse occur in

different parts of the country ; one of these is the Tetrao Cupido, or Pinnated Grouse {fg.

.

1099.), so called from two tufts of pointed feathers on the side of the neck, resembling the
wings of a little Cupid, and which cover a naked skin, inflated like a ball during the season
of courtship. The other is the Tetrao Umbellus or Ruffed Grouse ; called in America the
Pheasant It has an extensive northerly range, and was met with by Dr. Richardson. There
is a small sized Partridge, called with equal impropriety, a Quail To compensate, how-
ever, for this deficiency of feathered game, America can boast of the Wild Turkey {Jig.

1100.), a bird so truly valuable, that Dr. Franklin observes, it would have been a much fitter

emblem of the country than the White-headed Eagle ; " a lazy, cowardly, tyrannical bird,

living on the labours of others, and more suited to represent an imperial despotic govern-
ment, than the republic of America." However this may be, the turkey is entitled to the
nobility of the farm yard.

1101

Wild Turlicir. American Woodcocli.

Few of the wading birds resemble those of Europe. The American Woodcock {Jig. 1101.)
is as big as the European, but has no bands of black on tlie under plumage ; while the Snipes
can hardly be distinguished from thoao of Europe, except by their tail-featJicrs. Tlio Golden
Plover is the same ; but all the rest, with the Curlews, most of the Sandpipers, together
with the Coot and Water-hen are not only peculiar to America, but very few of tlicnj have
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been found to the south of the line. The American Flaminijo (^fig. 1102), fully as tall aa

the European, in of a much more beautiful and intense scar-

let ; while the Wood Ibis, in form at least, seems to represent

the Glossy Ibis so common in the south of Europe. The He-
rons of Carolina and Florida are numerous, and comprise

several large and beautiful species. The magnificent Scarlet

Ibis, also, is there not uncommon ; yet few of these elegant

wading birds extend to the northern part of the United States.

Among the Ducks and other swimming tribes, there is a

general similarity in the species to those of Arctic America,
two or three only being restricted to the warmer shores of the

southern regions. The chief of these is the splendid Dendro-
nessa sponsa Sw., called the Summer or Tree-Duck of South
Carolina. The Canvass-back Duck (,Fuligvla VaUisneria
Wil.) (Jig. 1103.) is chiefly found in temperate America, and
is celebrated for the exquisite delicacy of its flesh, which is

rich, juicy, tender, and altogether unrivalled by any other of

its tribe. The Canvass-back, in its plumage very much resem-
bles the English Pochard {F. ferina), but is larger ; its prin-

cipal food is the root of a vallisneria, a grass-like plant, which
grows at the bottom of freshwater shoals, at from seven to

nine feet deep. In winter these birds sometimes assemble in

such numbers as to cover several acres, but they axe very shy,

and can only be approached by stratagem.
The American Widgeon {Mareca Americana L.) {fig. 1104.), called also the Bald-pate.

is about the size of the European species, but of a handwmer plumage ; it does much injury

1104

1103

Aamican Fliminco.

Canvaa-back Duek. Anwriean Widtaoa.

to the rice plantations in the Southern States, and is the constant attendant of the Canvass-
back ducks, thieving from these expert divers the fruits of their industry. The Widgeon,
who never dives, watches the moment of the Canvass-back's rising, and before he has his

eyes well opened, snatches the delicious morsel from his mouth, and makes o£ On this

account the two species live in perpetual contention. The Bald-pate ducks are said some-
times to perch on trees ; they feed in company, guarded by one. Nearly all the rest of the
duck tribe occur in the northern regions, which they quit for the United States during severe
winters, and return to breed in the spring. America, like Europe, thus presehts us with a
double migration, and both for the same purposes; namely, to avoid cold, procure sustenance,
and to rear their young. •

The reptiles offer little that is definite in regard to their distribution. The Alligator

(Crocodilus lucitu) (fig. 1105.), does not occur north of tlie Carolinas and the Red River,

and in severe winters he buries himself in the mud, and lies in a torpid state. The Rattle-

1105
1106

Allitalor. Rauhanak*.

snakes (fig. 1106.) are peculiar to the New World ; several species are met with in di/Terent
parts of the United States, but those of North America are different from those of Brazil
riiete are several land tortoises, but the/ are all of a moderate size. Some curious Sala
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manders have been recently discovered, and the celebrated Siren is an inhabitant of fte

muddy lakes of Georgia and Carolina ; tiiis singular reptile had long perplexed naturalists,

some thinking it a tadpole, or imperfect frog ; it is now, however, fully ascertained to be an
adult animal.

The ichtliyology of this great region has been but imperfectly examined, although its

seas, lakes, and rivers swarm with a great variety of delicious fish. The Cod (Jiff. 1107.),

so well known in commerce, arc found only in the northern seas. Their great rendezvous

is on the banks cf Newfoundland, and other sand-banks that lie off the coasts of the Northern
States; these situations they pi^ifer, by reason of the quantity of worms produced in those

sandy bpttoms, which tempt them to resort there for food. Some conception may be formed
of their amazing fecundity, from the fact that nearly 10,000,000 eggs have been counted in

a codfish of a moderate size. The Mackarel and Alewife of our coasts also give employment
and food to great numbers of persons.

1107 1108

w Fiih.

CodfUh. Bhad.

Nearly allied to the latter is the Shad (_fig, 1106.), which is taken in nearly all our rivers

in the spring, when it ascends them to spawn in the shallow waters. It is larger than the

herring, weighing from five or six to ten or twelve pounds. It is taken in large quantities,

and in the season is highly esteemed ; but in the autumn, or when caught at sea, it is dry,

and of a disagreeable flavour. The Salmon is also taken in the rivers in the spawning sea-

son, but it is confined to the colder climates.

Among the fish of the interior lakes, one of the most esteemed is the White Fish, or Tit-

I ign tameg of the traders {Coregonua albiu) (Jig. 1100.). It weighs

from three or four to ten or twelve pounds, and seems to be

found in aJl the lakes, firom the great Canadian chain to the

Arctic seas. It is a delicious article of food, and nearly 900
barrels have been taken at a single place in Lake Superior, in

a season. It is taken from April to June, when it is in the best

condition, and also in October and November.
T;- ..^i>i« and lakes abound witli a surprising number of Bivalve shells, exhibiting on their

internal surface a lustre nearly equal to the oriental pearl counters, and other ornaments

made from the pearl oyster ; they do not, however, appear to have been turned to any other

llig account than the making of sleeve buttons. The I/nto coin-

flanatua (Jig. 1110.) of Solander, is usually of a fine purple

inside, und several other species have the same character. 1 he
great variety of form, thei various shades of colour, nnd the ex-

terior beauty, some being furnished with tubercles, otners with

folds or rays, have cauB<^ them to be eagerly sought after by

naturalists of all countries, for their cabinets. The Ohio and

its tributaries are particularly rich in possessing a vast number

of species, and we are greatly within bounds, when we say that

more species have been described from them than from all the

rivers of Europe, Asia, and Afi-ica together. The number of different species in the rivers

and lakes east of the Alleghany Mountains, bears no comparison with that from the west of

them, and the dividing ridge of this great chain seems almost as completely to divide the

shells as it does tlie waters. There are but three or four known species which are common
to both waters. This may be considered a remarkable feature in the geographical distribu-

tion of animals. Some writers have hazarded the opinion, that they are all mere varieties

Unio eomplanalua.

1111 1113

1119

lo iplniMiITnio Piululoiui. Unio ShwwrdiMai. .

of one species. A glance at two of the figures, Unio pustulosus (fig, 1111.), and Unio
Shepardianus (fig. 1112.), two shells descritwd by Mr. Lea in the American Philosophical
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Soc. Transactions, ought to satisfy the most inexperienced mind as to the fallacy of that idea.

The one is a rotund tuberculatcd shell, while the other is a very transverse and smooth one.

The shells of the soil, as well as the univalves of the rivers of this country, are also very

interesting;. Tiie geographical distribution of the land shells is by no means distinctly

marked by the dividing ridge of the Alleghanies. Although there are species in the west

which are not known to inhabit the east, it is believed that all the eastern species are com-
mon to the west Among the univalve river shells, Mr. Lea has described a very curious

one, lo spinosa (Jig. 1113.), which inhabits several rivers emptying themselves into the

Tennessee, and which very much resembles a marine shell in its form. It seems to have

been the custom of the aborigines to place one of these shells in the grave of the dead ; and

the present inhabitants, believing these to be "conch shells," and consequently coming from

the sea, it was presumed that the ancient race who possessed them, must have come over the

ocean. It does not appear that they had been observed in their native element,' though living

at the very doors of the persons who had remarked them in the tumuli.

The marine shells of the United States are not remarkable for variety or beauty. There
are some, however, which are sought afler as rare, viz. Fusus decimcostatus, Pecten Magel-
lanicus, Solemya borcalis, Lutraria canaliculata, &c. Various species of the oyster exist on

the wide extent of the coast, and all of them are very good eating. The consumption of

them, particularly in the large cities, is very great, and the trade employs a considerable

number of persons and boats. They are carried in the shell as far into the interior as Cin-

cinnati, both from Baltimore and New Orleans. The Common Clam (Venug Mercenaria)
ia very abundant, and is chiefly used for soup, the quality of which is excellent.

Sect. III.

—

Historical Geography.

The discovery of North America closely followed that of the Western Hemisphere in

general. It was in 1492 that Columbus first landed in Hispaniola ; and the century had not

closed, when the two Cabots had explored the whole coast as high aa Labrador. The
Spaniards, however, were the first who formed a settlement upon it, which was in Florida,

in 1513, under Juan de Ponce, and they retained it till 1763, notwithstanding some bloody

contests with the natives, and the rival ef&rts mode by the French and English.

It was in Virginia, and under the reign of Elizabeth, that the first eflbrt was made bv the

English to establish colonies on these shores. Spain had already drawn all the brilliant

prizes; but the active reign of Elizabeth, and the romantic enterprise of Sir Walter Raleigh

(1584), impelled the English towards Virginia, under which name, conferred by the virgin

queen in allusion to her chosen state of life, was for a long time comprehended nearly all the

coast now held by the United States. But though Sir Humphry Gilbert and Sir Walter
Raleigh made or sent expeditions thither, and the latter actually planted a colony on the

Roanoke, yet these earlier attempts proved unsuccessful, and there was no final settlement

till the reign of James I., when, according to the custom of the age, two companies were
formed, having a diflTerent sphere attached Xo each. To the one, called the London Company,
which was composed of several persons of rank and officers of distinction, was granted the

country lying between 34° and 41° N. lat. ; and to the other, called the Plymouth Company,
the country lying between 38° and 45° N. lat The colonies were to be managed by colo-

nial councils, appointed by and under the direction of a general council at home. The first

company accordingly despatched three small vessels, with 105 persons, by whom a settle-

ment was made at a place which they called Jamestown, on the river Powhatan, or James
river of the English colonists, on the 13th of May 1607. They were soon involved, as usual,

in deadly contest with the natives ; Captain Smith, the most efficient leader of the colony,

was even taken prisoner and about to be put to death by King Powhatan, when his daughter
Pocahontas, with the humanity characteristic of her sex, interceded, and obtained for him
life and liberty. The hand of the amiable Pocahontas was afterwards bestowed on a young
English ofiicer ; and the two nations were placed on an amicable footing. This did not pre-

vent many future contests and vicissitudes ; but the colonies were continually augmented by
new detachments, particularly of young females to serve as wives to the settlers ; and, not-

withstanding many instances of misgovernment, their numbers rapidly increased. In 1621,
the system of representative government was first established in America, by the new con-

stitution then given to Virginia, providing for a governor and council appointed by the com-
pany, and a house of burgesses chosen by the freemen of the colony.

But about that very time the Pilgrims were founding their littl ; democracy on the rock

of Plymouth. A party of Independents, who had fled to Holland to enjoy that religious

liberty which wae denied them in England, determined to settle themselves in the New
World. By the treachery or a blunder of the master, their frail bark was steered to the in-

hospitable shores of Cape Cod, where without charter or patent, from king or company, the

emigrants organised themselves into a body politic, and having landed at New Plymouth on
the 11th of December, 1620, to the number of 101 men, women, and children, established

the first colony in New England. A new and more powerful colony was planted at Saleqi

iu 1628, and the charter having been transferred to this country in the year following, the
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constitution of a trading company was thus converted into the constitution of the little

republic of Massachusetts, which elected its own governors and made its own laws. Settle-

menu were made in New Hampshire in 1623, at Providence in 1635, on Rhode Island in

1638, in Connecticut in 1636, at New Haven in 1638, and at a much earlier period oa the
coasts of M^ine.
The other states were successively founded on various occasions. Maryland owes its

establishment to protestant persecution, after the Puritan party had gained the ascendency.
In 1632, Lord Baltimore, one of the leading catholic noblemen, obtained for himself and his

followers the grant of an extensive tract, which, after Queen Henrietta Maria, he called

Maryland. In 1663, soon after the Restoration, a charter was obtained by Earl Granville
and several other English noblemen, for the settlement in a more southern territory, which,
after the king, was called Carolina, and its capital Charleston. Locke was even employed
to draw up the form of the constitution, which did not, however, succeed very well in prac-

tice. Carolina was divided, in 1728, into two governments, called North and South Carolina.

In 1664 the English sway was extended over New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, which
had been se led by the Dutch in 1614. Some Swedish settlements had been made on the
Delaware in .324 ; but New Sweden had been incorporated with the New Netherlands in

1655. In 1682, a colony of Quakers was brought over to Pennsylvania by William Penn, a
son of Admiral Penn, and a man whose beneficence has obtained for him the veneration of
posterity. The wise and humane principles upon which this colony was founded soon ren-

dered it very flourishing. Lastly, Geor^a was settled in 1732, by a number of public-

spirited individuals, with the view of finding employment for multitudes of the distressed

labouring classes. It suflfered considerably by dissension until 1752, when it was taken under
the immediate care of government, and placed on the same footing with the Carolinaa.

These settlements continued to flourish under the English sway. The native Indiana
were driven to a distance ; the charters which had been wrested from the states by Charles
IL and James II. were restored ; and they advanced rapidly in culture and population. The
war of 1756-63 was attended with signal triumphs of the British arms, and its issue added
Florida and Canada to the empire, which thus comprised in one united mass all settlements

of any value formed by Europeans in North America, with the exception of Mexico. But
the pride of Britain, thus raised to its utmost height, was soon destined to experience a severe
humiliation.

The American revolution, already prepared by the distance and increasing grestncss of
these states, arose immediately out ol^ the claim of Britain to impose taxes on tnem without
their own consent After a series of discussions, Britain refusing wholly to withdraw this

claim, the American colonies rose in rebellion, and in 1776 declared themselves free and
independent states. In 1777 they agreed to certain Articles of Confederation and Perpetual
Union ; and being flivoured by the extent and local difficulties of the country, and finally

aided by France, Spain, and Holland, they, in 1783, wrested from Britain a full acknowledg-
ment or their independence. Since that time these colonies have ranked as an independent
power, under the title of the United States of America.
The thirteen colonies which achieved their independence by the seven years* war of the

revolution, were situated on the eaitern declivity of the Alleghanies, but the settlement of
the rich country between the mountains and the Mississippi, formed a wonderful addition to

the power and resources of the American confederacy. Kentucky first received a permanent
colony in 1775, and in 1702 it was detached from the mother-state, and became an indepen-

dent member of the Union. Tennessee soon after followed the example of Kentucky, and
having been separated from North Carolina, was admitted into the Union in 1796. Mean-
while Vermont, who had long asserted her independence of New York, finally obtained a
recognition of her claims in 1701.
The country lying north of the Ohio having received a territorial government by the Or-

dinance of 1787, began to be settled by a party of emigrants fiom New England in the fol-

lowing year; and in the course of fourteen years, suoh was the rapidity of its growth, the
new state of Ohio was added (1802) to the confederation. Indiana followed in 1816 ; Illinois

in 1818; and Michigan in 1836; at which time the new Territory of Wisconsin, embracing
the country between Lake Michigan and the Missouri, on both sides of the Upper Mississippi,

was also constituted.

The western part of Georgia had already been divided into the two Territories of Alabama
and Mississippi, which, the former in 181S, and the latter in 1817, became independent states.

The cession of Florida to the United States in 1820, gave this part of the country a frontier

line on the sea, and facilitated and secured the intercommunication between the different

sections of the republic. Maine having been detached from Massachusetts in 1820, the whole
country east of the Mississippi is now or^nised into twenty-three states and two territories.

The vast region beyond the Mississippi drew the attention of the Americans, as soon as
their settlements began to press against that river. Here, as the old territory was neopled,

an unbounded scope was anbrded for firesh emigration and settlements. The purcnase of
Louisiana in 1804, from Bkmaparte, who had taken it firom Spain in exchange for a paltry

principality m Italy, removed all obstacles to their views. The expeditions of CaptaiiM
VouUI. 37 3E
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Lewis and Clarke (1804-6), and that of Major Lon^, explored this territory m far as the

Rocky Mountains, and oven to a point on the Pacific, where the Columbia had already been

discovered and named by American navigators in 1792 ; and Spain and Russia acquiesced in

the whole being laid down as American. In this extensive tract have been formed the States

of Louisiana (1612), already at the period of the cession inhabited by French and Spaniards,

Missouri (1820), and Arkansaw (1836). Thus, in the period of 60 years from the declara-

tion of independence, the number of Uie States has been doubled.

Sect. IV.

—

PolUical Qeography.

The government of the United States, as established by the constitution adopted in 1789,

is in form a federal representative democracy. The executive power is vested in the Presi-

dent, who holds his office for the term of four years ; he is chosen by the electoral colleges

of the several States, consisting in each State of a number of electors equal to the whole
number of the senators and representatives of the State in Congress. The electors are them-
selves appointed in a manner prescribed by the State legislatures, being in some cases chosen

directly by the people, and in others elected by the legislatures of the States. A majority

of the whole number of votes so given is necessary to constitute a choice ; if there be no
choice by the electors, then the House of Representatives choose one of the three candidates

having the greatest number of votes, and in this case the vote is taken by States, the repre-

sentation from each State having one vote. The Vice-President is chosen in the same man-
ner and for the same term, but if there be no choice by the electors, the vacancy is supplied

by the Senate, by choosing one of the two persons having the highest number of votes. No
person can be President or Vice-President, except a natural born citizen of the age of at

least thirty-five years, who has been fourteen years a resident within the United States.

The President is commander-in-chief of the army and navy of the United States, and of

the militia of the several States when in the service of the United States ; with the concur-

rence of two-thirds of the Senate, he has power to make treaties, and with the consent of

that body, he appoints the principtd civil and military officers of the United States ; he also

possesses a qualified veto upon the bills presented to him by Congress ; but if he disapprove

any bill, it nevertheless becomes a law if passed by a vote of two-thirds in each bouse. The
President receives ambassadors and other public ministers, takes care that the laws be faith-

fully executed, and commissions all the officers of the United States. The Vice-President

is President of the Senate, and in case of the death, resignation, or removal of the President,

the powers and duties of that officer devolve on him.

The legislative power is vested in a Congress, consisting of a Senate and a House of

Representatives. The Senators are chosen by the legislatures of the several States for the

term r** six years; there are two senators from each State, and no other qualifications for a

seat in the Senate are required, than that a person so chosen shall have attained the age of

thirty years, and shall have been nine years a citizen of the United Slates. The Senate, in

addition to its legislative powers, "has a concurrent vote in the ratification of treaties and on
executive nominations, and the sole power to try all impeachments. The Representatives

are chosen for the term of two years by the people of the several States, the electors in each
State being those qualified to vote for the most numerous branch of the State legislature.

Representatives are apportioned among the States according to their respective population,

three-fifths of the slaves in those States where slavery exists being included in the repre-

sentative number. According to the present apportionment, which is one representative for

47,700 inhabitants, computed as above described, the number of representatives is 242. The
House of Representatives choose their speaker and other officers ; they have the sole power
of impeachment, and all bills for raising revenue must originate in the House. No person

who has not attained the age of twenty-five years, and been seven years a citizen of the

United States, is eligible as representative.

The Congress must assemble at least once in every year; it has power to lay and collect

taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, but no duty can be laid on articles exported ; to borrow
money on the credit of the United States ; to regulate commerce ; to coin money and fix the

standard of weights and measures; to establish post-offices and post-roads; to punish piracies

and felonies committed on the high seas, and offences against the law of nations ; to declare

war, and grant letters of marque and reprisal ; to raise and support armies and a navy ; to

provide for calling out the militia to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections,

and repel invasions; to provide for arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia; and to

Dtake all laws necessary to carry into execution the powers vesteid by the Constitution in the

government of the United States.

For despatch of business the Senate is divided into twenty standing committees, chosen
by ballot at the commencement of each session, and all other committees in that body are

als(ilso chosen by ballot. In the House there are twenty-nine standing committees, ap

by the Speaker at the commencement of each session; with the exception of six, which are

appointed for the congressional term. The most important of these committees, are the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, of Ways and Means, on Commerce, on Manufiictures, on
Agriculture, on Military Affairs, on Naval Aflkirs, on the Public Lands, on the Judiciary, on
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Post-Offices and Post-Roads, on Indian Affiiirs, &c. Congress meets on the first Monday of
December in each year. The first session often continues for six or eight months, but the
second determines on the 4th of March, when the term of oflSce of the Representatives
expires.

The Judiciary of the United States consists of a Supreme Court, thirty-three District

Courts, and seven Circuit Courts. The judges are appomted during good behaviour. The
Supreme Court consists of a Chief Justice and six Associate Justices, who hold a court an-
nually at Washington ; each Justice also attends a certain circuit, comprising several dis-

tricts, and, with the District Judge, composes a Circuit Court, which is held in each district

of the circuit. The District Courts are held by the respective District Judges alone. The
judicial power extends to all cases in law and equity arising under the Constitution and
laws of the United States, and the treaties made under their authority. The Supreme
Court has exclusive jurisdiction in all cases affecting public ministers, and in all rases where
a State is a party, except between a State and its own citizens, or the citizens of other States
or aliens ; and appellate jurisdiction from the Circuit Courts, and, in certain cases, from the
State Courts. The Circuit Courts have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the State
Courts, of all cases in which the United States, or an alien, or citizens of different States
are parties, where the matter in dispute exceeds the sum of five hundred dollars ; and they
have exclusive cognizance of all crimes cognizable by the laws of the United States, where
the penalty to be mflicted exceeds a fine of one hundred dollars, or imprisonment for six

months. The District Courts have the exclusive cognizance of lesser ofiences, and also of
all civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, saving to suitors, however, the ri^ht

of a common law remedy, where such an one exists ; and they have concurrent jurisdiction

with the State Courts in certain cases where an alien or the United States are a party. The
Circuit Courts have in certain cases appellate jurisdiction from the District Courts. There
is a District Attorney in each district, whose duty it is to prosecute, in his district, all offences

cognizable under the laws of the United States, and to manage all civil actions in which the
United States is concerned. The Marshal of each district attends the District and Circuit

Courts of the district, and executes the precepts directed to him under the authority of the

United States.

The principal executive officers are the Secretaries of State, at War, and of the Navy,
the Postmaster-General, and the Attorney-General. They are removable at the will of the

President, and, with the Vice-President, form the cabinet The department of State was
created in 1769. The Secretary conducts the negotiations with foreign powers, and corre-

sponds with the public ministers of the United States abroad, and with those of foreign

states near the United States. He has the charge of the United States seal, preserves uie
originals of laws and treaties, and of the public correspondence growing out of the inter-

course between the United States and foreign nations; he grants passports to American
citizens visiting foreign countries, has the control of the patent-office, and preserves the evi-

dence of copy-rights. Thus this department corresponds to the Home-Office and the Depart-
ment of Foreign Afikirs of some countries. There are attached te the Department of State
R Diplomatic Bureau, a Consular Bureau, a Home Bureau, the Archives, and the Patent
Office.

The.Treasury Department was created in 1769. The Secretary superintends the fiscal

concerns of the government ; he is required to report to Congress annually the state of the
finances, and recommends such measures as he thinks proper for improving the condition of
the revenue. The Treasury Department comprises the offices of the Secretary, two Con-
trollers, five Auditors, the Register, the Treasurer, and the Solicitor of the Treasury.
The revenue and taxation of the United States have been moderate in proportion to the

wealth and extent of the republic. Yet their independence commenced under a heavy bur-

den, consequent upon the long and arduous struggle by which it had been achieved. In 1783
the public debt was 42,000,000 dollars, end in 1793 it had increased to 80,352,000 dollars.

From that time efficient measures were taken to reduce it, and it was gradually brought
down, with some little fluctuation, to 45,(X)0,000 dollars in 1813. The war in which the

United States then became involved with England nearly tripled the sum, and in 1816 it

amounted to 127,33^,033 dollars. Since that period it has been totally extinguished, the whole
pnyments for principal and interest during the last twenty years having been about 212 mil-

lion dollars. Th'js has this young republic, without imposing heavy bui^ens upon the people,

or neg!"ct:.-j the greet interests of industry and social improvement, redeemed the entire

debt of the revolution and the three years' war ;
paid the purchase-money for Louisiana and

Florida, and provided for the wants of those who perilled their life and fortune in the sacred

struggle for independence. " When it is considered," says the Secretary of the Treasury,
" that this has been eflccted by a young, and, at first, not very numerous people, within about

half a century, and who, during the same period, have provided such other and ample means
to sustain their useful systems of government, and to build up great and prosperous commu-
nities, wo may well be proud of the illustration our country affords of the financial abilities

of free institutions.."

•»
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The revenue of the United States is derived chiefly ih>ni Customs and the sale of Public
Lands. Internal taxes or excise duties had been imposed prior to 1802, but thev were
repealed in that year; they were revived in 1813, but discontinued again at the close of
the war. Direct taxes, apportioned among the States according to their representative

population, have been assessed at four diflferent periods ; viz. in 1798, a direct tax of 2,000,000
dollars on dwelling-houses, lands, and slaves ; in 1813, a similar tax of 3,000,000 dollars

was imposed ; in 1815, a third of 6,000,000, and in 1816, a fourth of 3,000,000.
The customs or duties on imports and tonnage, are the most productive branch of revenue,

but they must of course vary in amount not only in proportion to the whole value of the im-
ports, but also according to the greater or less rate of the duties. In 1816, the receipts fiom
the customs amounted to 36,306,874 dollars ; from that period till 1825, they fluctuated be-

tween 13,000,000 and 20,000,000 dollars ; and fivm 1825 to 1834, they varied trom 20,000,000
to 30,000,000 ; but since the general reduction of duties by the tarifSs of 1832 and 1833, they
have &llen to about half the last named sum.
The second great source of revenue is the Public Domain of the United States. The

Public Lands consist of uacts of territory ceded to the General Government bv the several

States; of the lands in the territory of Louisiana purchased of France; and of those in

Florida obtained by purchase from Spain. After thus acquiring a claim to wild lands from
the individual States, or foreign powers, the Indian title to the soil is next extinguished, by
purchasing it from the native tribes by whom it is respectively occupied. The lands are

then surveyed on an accurate plan and according to a general system; the surveys are

founded upcm a series of true meridians, each forming the base of a series of surveys of
which the lines are made to correspond, so that the whole country is divided into townships

of six miles square. Each township is subdivided into thirty-six equal parts, called sections,

containing each 640 acres, and these are fiirther subdivided into quarter, half-quarter, and
quarter-quarter sections. The lands thus surveyed are ofiered for sale by proclamation of

the President, and, by law, must be sold by public auction, the minimum or upset price

being one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre, ready money. One section in each township

is reserved for the support of schools in the township, aira all salt springs and lead mines
are reserved from sale, unless bv special order of the President The minimum or upset

price of the public lands was at first fixed at two dollars per acre, one half to be paid within

thirty days, the residue in one year afler the sale ; in 1800, the term of credit was very

much extended, and in 1820 the purchasers were in debt to the government more than

22,000,000 dollars. At that period the present system of cash payments was adopted, under

which the annual proceeds of the sales have increased from 1,167,225 dollars to 6,090,061

(in 18S4), and in 1835 even exceeded 12,000,000. The increase of population in the West-
em States, the extensive introduction of steam vessels on the rivers and lakes, and the in-

creased fiicilities of intercourse and transportation by rail roads and canals, have concurred
with the extraordinary high price of cotton in producirg this wonderful result The whole
quantity of public lands sold is 44,500,000 acres ; quantity granted for various purposes,

16,040,624 acres ; unsold, within the limits of the States and Territories, at the end of

16:35, 220,000,000 acres; beyond those limits, 750,000,000; %hole quantity surveyed,

122,300,000: total cost of the lands, 58,438,824 dollars; total receipts, 64,020,496 dollars.

1. Coal of Purchase and Management qf the Public Lands to end of 1835.
Expenditure (br Indian Adhiri % 17^1,M0
Purcliawof Louiii>na(wiliiintereit) 33,939,353
Purehate of Florida (with inlereit) 6,489,769
Paymenit to Georgia 1,350,000
Hininippi Stocli redeemed at Treasurjr 1,833,375
Expensea of Land Office! 3,367,951
Burvuyini 3,041,199
Five pur cent, on lalei to tlic new Statei for public roadi 780,617

Total «58,43e,8M

2. QuanHttf ofLand surveyed and offered for sale ; quantity sold ; amount paid by Pur'
chasers ; arid amount paid into the Treasury, to end of 1835.

Stttctud TMTitoriei.

Ohio
Indiana
Illinoia

Minouri
Alabama
Mininippl
Louiiiana
Michigan (neniniiila)
Michigan (Weit of Lake)

.

Arkanm
Florida

Total!

.

aarreyed ind offend
fnr nle,—Acm.

14,703,163
18,600,447

31,574,495
S0,3BS,350
9»,915 088
17,535,830

6,450,9«
13,311,510
4,674,601
13.801.538

6,867,130

166,807,083

SM.—Aam.

10,603,671

8,300,830
4,340,481
3,948,819
7,330,030

5,«0],517
767,415

3,307,833
140,755
068,303
493,909

44,499,681

AnwuDl |Mid by
Furcbueri.

« 10,489,933
10,810,173
5,505,487
4,305,300

13,017,115
7,883,087
1,163,501
4,073,394
815,189
861,816
657,003

• 67,830,085

AamatiaUiats
Treuurf.

• 16,780,177
9,510,483
5,355,613
34486,834

10,097,348
6,837,770
999,087

3,810,509
149,388
636,643
556,383

• 58,619,983*

B

• Id •ddition B 3,40»,a7« doUui in eertltatx or public Mit, MiMlBlppI ml United SUIm iIo*, kc
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The revenue from ah sources during the -/ear 1834, was, -i '
• ^r"

From Cuitonw •16,914,937
" Land! 4,837.601
" Dividenrii on Dank Btoeki 3:14,349
" Balei of Bank Stocks 333,300
" Incidental Ilema 132,738

Total •31,791,933

These, with the balance in the Treasury at the beginning of the year, amounting to

11,702,905 dollars, made a total of 33,494^11 dollars. The expenditure during 1834, wa«
24,601,062 dollars :—

Vix. Civil lilt* foreign inteteaune, and miKcUanaout •4,404,73)
Military lervice, including fortiflcationi, nrdnanca, Indian aflkira, pentions,
arming militia, and internal improvement 10,064.438

Naval lervice, including gradual improvement of the Navy 3,95)1,360

Public Debt 6,17t,Sti5

Leaving a balance in the Treaniry, January lat 183S, of •8303,838
Tbe eitimated revenue for 1833 waa 38,430,881

Making, with the above balance, a total of •37,333,739
Eitimated expenditure of that year 19,376,141

LeaviDf a balance (Jannary 1, 1836) of •18,047,308

The following statement exhibits some of the principal items of annual expenditure.—^The
urns are for the year 1833.

1. Civil •1.303,738
PriueiptU Itnu.

Ijegialature •460,074
Executive Departmenta 638,606
Judiciary 338,738

3. Hiicellaneoui • 3,196,009
PHiuirM Ittmt.

Light HuuMi •313,930
BuiMina Cuitom HouMs
and Warehousea 830,415

Dutiei Reflinded 701,780
Boada 06,303
Burveyc 136,000
Survey of Ooaal 18,313
Claimi of Virginia 389,376

3. Forei^ Intercoune • 933,300
4. Military Eatabliihmeiit • 13,096,138

Principal Itfwu.
Army •3,435,403
Revolutionary Pentioni 3,307,484 <»

Armories and Arsenals. 530,931
Fo'-.ification* 961,480
>.eakwaters, Piers, kc.. 433,761
improving Rivers, tu. . . 840,000
Military Academy 117,166
Roads 655,486
Indian Aflbi. 1,919.961

5. Naval EstabUslmieii. •3,goi,.t3«
O.PubUeI)ebt 1.543.343

A Statement of the Reeetpte tffthe United State;from the 'Uh of March, 1780, to the 31<l
December, 1832.
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A Statement of the Expendiluret of the United States,from the ith of March, 1789,

to the 31«( December, 1832.
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The War Department was created ia 1789; to this department belong the direction and

govemmenl of the army ; the erection of fortifications ; the execution of topographical sur-

veys ; and the direction of Indian Affairs. Attached to it are a Requisition Bureau, a Bounty

Land Bureau, a Pension office, an office of Indian Affairs, an Engineer office, a Topo^<^raphi-

cal office, an Ordnance office, &c. The army is under the command of the Major General,

who is styled the General-in-chief. The Western Department of the army comprises all

the country west of a line drawn from the southernmost point of Florida to the north-western

extremity of Lake Superior, including Tennessee and Kentucky ; the Eastern Department
comprises all the rest of the country. Economy and political jealousy have combined to

keep down the number of the army exceedingly low ; it consists at present of two regi-

ments of dragoons, four regiments of artillery, and seven of infiuitry, making, with Uie

corps of Engineers, the Topographical Fiigineers, and the Ordnance Department, an aggre-

gate of about 7,600 men, including one Major General, three Brigadiers General, nineteen

Colonels, tifleen Lieutenant Colonels, twenty-eight Majors, and one hundrei! and forty Cap-

tains. The appropriation for the army for the year 1836, was 3,780,963 dollars ; of which
966,317 was for pay of the army; 315,118 for subsistence of officers; 495,500 for subsist-

ence of army; 330,000 for armories; 332,000 for Quartermaster's Department; 200,000 for

arming fortifications ; 231,500 for arsenals, &c. The defence of the country is, however,

mainly confided to the militia, which in point of numbers is sufficiently formidable, amount-
ing nominally to upwards of 1,300,000 men. But this vnst body is extremely deficient in

discipline and subordination, and even imperfectly armed and organized.

The office of Secretary of the Navy was created in 1798, and there is a Board of Navy
Commissioners, established in 1815, attached to the Department. The navy, though on a

small scale, acquired great reputation during the three years' war, when the American ships

successfully encountered those of the mistress of the ocean. Much has uiuce been done
both in enlarging the number of vessels, and extending and constructing suitable dock-

yards ; but the naval force is not considered adequate to the exigencies of the country. It

consists of eleven ships of the line, of which five are on the stocks, seventeen frigates,

including six on the stocks, fifleen sloops of war, and eight smaller vessels; beside which
there are on hand at the different yards live-oak frames for four ships of the line, eight M-
gates, and six sloops of war, and on the stocks one steam-frigate. The naval appropriation

for the year 18.36 was 6,375,154 dollars, including 2,318,017 for pay, 1,065,000 for repairs

of vessels, 782,000 for subsistence, 798,125 for improvement and repair of yards, 438,749
for the marines, and 300,000 for an exploring expedition to the South Seas. There are

seven Navy-Yards belonging to the United States, viz : at Portsmouth ; at Charleetown, in
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Boston Harbour; at Brooklyn, en Wailabon. Bay, opposite New Y'ork; at Philadelphia; at

Wosliington; at Gosport, opposite Nurtblk, Virginia; and at Penaacola, Floiida. There
are graving or dry-docks at Charlestown and Gosport, and a tliird is con.itructing at

Brooklyn.

The General Poet Office is under the superintendence of a Postmaster General, who haa

the appointment of the postmasters throughout the country, and the power of making con-

tracts for carrying the mail. The post routes cover an extent of 112,774 miles, on which
tlie mails are carried 25,869,480 miles a year. The number of post-offices is 10,770 ; the
revenue of the department for the year 1835 was 2,993,556 dollars; the expenditure,

2,757,350.

The Office of the Mint of the United States was established at Philadelphia in 1792, and
in 1835 an act was passed for establishing a branch in New Orleans for the coinage of gold

'

and silver, and branches at Charlotte, North Carolina, and Dahlonega, Georgia, for the coin-

age of gold; the general direction being under the control of the Director of the Mint at

Philadelphia. The coinage is executed by machines propelled by steam-power ; the value

of the coinage during the year 1835 was 5,668,667 dollars, comprising 2,186,175 dollars in

gold coins, 3,444,003 in silver, and 39,489 in copper, making 15,996,342 pieces of coin.

Each of the twenty-six States of the great American confederacy has its local govern-

ment, organised by the people of the State with such powers and in such manner as they

think fit, subject, however, to certain limitations made by the constitution of the United

States ; thus no State can enter into any treaty or alliance, impose duties on imports or ex-

ports, keep troops or ships of war in time of peace, coin money, engage in war, or enter

into any agreement or compact with another StPto, or with a tbreign power; the United
States also guaranty to every State a republican form of government and prohibit the Stat'^s

from grantiilg any title of nobility. All tlic State governments are in tact representative

democracies, having an elective executive and legislature, chosen by the whole body of the

people for a short term of service ; the chief executive officer of each State is styled the

Governor, and the legislative houses, styled General Assembly, General Court, or Legisla-

ture, consist of a Senate or Legislative Council, and a House of Delegates or Representa-

tives. Suffrage is virtually universal ; blacks, however, are not admitted to vote in most of

the States, and in some a small property qualification is required. The judiciary of each
State is most generally appointed by the executive or the legislature during good behaviour,

but in some States, is elected annually or for a short term by the legislature or the people.

The State governments manage the local and domestic afiairs of the members of the Con-
federacy ; they enact the laws which regulate the social and domestic relations of indivi-

duals ; organize, discipline, and command the militia ; establish municipal institutions ; char-

ter linking, trading, manufacturing, religious, charitable, and scientific Companies and
Societies ; construct or authorize the construction of roads and canals ; institute schools and
colleges for the public education ; and in general do whatever is necessary for the preser-

vation of social order and the public tranquillity. The common law of England is the

ground-work of the law in the United States ; but its details and principles are more or less

modified by statutory provisions of the respective States. In Louisiana the civil law pre-

vails. A small revenue is raised in each State adequate to the expenditure of the govern-

ment, by direct taxes, or excise and license duties.

Sect. V.

—

Productive Industry.

The United States have already made an astonishing progress in industry and wealth,

but the present is insignificant in comparison with the future greatness to which their vast

and unparalleled resources must carry them. An intelligent, enterprising, and free popu-

lation, possessing the useful arts of the most improved society, with an extent of fertile

territory unequalled in the Old World, and penetrated throughout by such immense lines

of navigable communication, cannot fail, at no very distant period, to leave every other na-

tion behind them. Agriculture has ever been the staple pursuit of the North Americans,
and agricultural products have always constituted the chief articles of export from this

country. The great cheapness and extraordinary fertility of land, and the facility of ex-

changing these products for articles of use or luxury, manufactured in the workshops of the

Old World, conspire U> make the people of the United States eminently an agricultural

population. The first exports of the colonies were the products of the unbounded forest,

which on the first settlement of the country covered both flanks of the mountains, and has

even yet been slightly encroached on ; furs, lumber, pitch and tar, pot and pearl-ashes,

with some cattle and provisions, constituted the chief articles of trade from the northern

provinces in the beginning of the Ibth century, but rice and tobacco were already important

Items of exportation from the southern colonies. At u later period wheat became the great
ttaple of the middle and western States, and cotton of the more tropical sections of the
country ; flax ap'' hemp thrive particularly in the rich soil of Kentucky. Maize, an indi-

genous American grain, being suited to a great variety of soils and situations, is so univer-

ially cultivated as to have received the name of corn as a distinctive appellation. Oats for

^'^rts^ V
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a* food, luid ry« (br dintillation are the prevalent kinda of grain in the northern Statoi,

while in the extreme aouth the sugar-cane ia found to flourish, and supplies about one-half

of the home consumption of sugar. Wine, silk, bopa, and beet for sugar are articles of

prospective culture, regarding the value of which sanguine expectations are entertained.

Cotton, the great staple of the United States, is raised in smsll quantities in Virginia and

Kentucky, but is chiefly produced to the south of those States. The American cotton is Ih^

produce of the herbaceous or annual cotton plant, and is of two kinds, the sea-island or long-

staple, and the upland or short-staple ; the tbrmer, which is of a superior quality, is p^rown

onlr along the sea-coast of South Carolina and Georgia. Cotton was first sown m the

United States in about 1787, and was first exported in small packages called pockets in

1790; in 1800, about 35,000,000 Iba. were raised; in 1810, 85,000,000 lbs. ; in 182U,

160,000,000 lbs. ; in 1830, a'M,000,000 lbs. ; and at present (1836) the cotton crop of the

United States ia about 480,000,000 lbs. ; of which 386,000,000 lbs. are exported ; the an-

nual value of the crop at present prices is about 80,000,000 dollars ; of the exerts 63,000,000

dollars. It is estimated that good lands yield on an average, from 250 to 300 lbs. of clean

cotton per acre, and inferior landa from 125 to 150 lbs., ami that the capital invested in its

cultivation is nearly 800,000,000 dollars. Of late a valuable oil has been obtained from the

aeeda. A new species of cotton, called Nankin cotton, of a rich yellowish colour and fine

quality, is also beginning to be cultivated.

Tobacco^ aa indigenous American plant, has been the staple of Maryland and Virginia

ftoia their first settlement, and it is also extensively cultivated in Kentucky, Ohio, and other

States. The tobacco of the United States is decidedly superior to that of most other coun-

tries, and beside the large quantity made into wimS, cigars, and manu&ctured tobacco, there

is aa annual exportation of between 80,000 and 00,W)0 hogsheads of leaf tobacco, of the

value of about 6.000,000 dollars.

The sugar-cane ia cultivated with success in Louisiana, where there are several varieties

reared, as the Creole, the Otaheite, and the ribband ; the ribband cane is thought tu be the

most hardjjr, and leaat liable to be injured by the fiiwt The cane does not prodnce seed

anywhere in Louisiana, but it blooms on the seA-coast The annual crop ia about 100,000

hogaheads of sugar, with 69^000 hogsheads of molassea
Rice was first cultivated in South Carolina in 1694, since which ita culture has been k

raccessfiil that, in addition to supplying Uie home consumption, it aflforda an annual aurpliu

of from 130,000 to 160,000 tierces, of the value of two or two and a half million dollars, for

exportation. We have no meana of estimating the value of the grain, sheep, and cattle

reared in the United States, but we shall give below the amount which they contribute to

the exporta of the country. We may add that indigo was formerly produced in large quan-

tities in Carolina and Georgia, but since the introduction of cotton the culture « it has

aloMMt entirely ceased.

Manufactures of a high class are not suited to a country in an early stage, which finds it,

in general, more advantageous to purchase with ita raw produce the fabrics of richer and

more popolous nationa. Yet notwithstanding the abundance* of fertile land in the North

American colonies, and their connexion with the greatest manuiacturinff peofde that has

ever existed, we find the English Board of Trade in the beginning of the last century com-

plaining, " that certain trades carried on and manufiustures set up there, are detrimental to

the trade, navigation, and manu&ctures of Great Britain." These manufactures appear,

however, to have consisted merely of some woollen and linen clothing made in families for

domestic use, bagging, paper, iron castings and naila, hate, and ships for their French and

Spanish neighbours, as well as for the home supply, with some distilled spirita and refined

sugar. But it waa the policy of the mother country to discourage any attempta of the colo-

niste to supply themselves with manufactared goods of anv wrt, and an eminent British

atatesman only expressed the general spirit of that policy, when he affirmed that " the onl^

use of American colonies is \he monopoly of their consumption and the carriage of their

produce." Acta of parliament were accordingly passed (1732) restraining the number of

apprentices taken by any hat>maker to two, and prohibiting the exportation of hata from

any colony ; and (1750) declaring any slitting or rolling-mill in the colonies a common nui-

ance, to be abated by the respective governors. It was no exaggeration, therefore, when
Lord Chatham declared in parliament, that " the North American colonisto had no right to

make even a nail for a horse-shoe." During the war of the revolution some manufactures

sprung up in the States, and on the adoption of the new constitution provision was imme-
diately made for the support of the trades, handicrafts, and manufactures of the country by

jHoteeting duties, which have been continued up to the present time. Favored by such a

variety of soil and climate, and producing so great a diveraity and abundance of the raw

materials; furnished with a cheap and inexhaustible supply <^ moving power in their tor-

nnta and rivers; already, in some branches of industry, possessed of the best machinery in

the world; and daily making improvemento which are even introduced, as far as the preja-

diees of the operatives will permit, into the manufactories of Europe, the United States will

surely be able to cope with tiie manufacturing industry of any other people. At present,
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however, but a small proportion of the labour of the country is applied to this branch of in-

dustry, and but few or the finer fabrics are produced.
The annual value of the nmiiufuctures of the country was estimated by the Secretary of

llio Treasury (Gallatin), from imperfect returns, to exceed 120,000,000 dollars, in 1610, and
by returns of the inarahals in the following year it appeared that 324,008 looms produced
upwards of 75,000,000 yardw of cdtton, woollen, and linen cloths, inostiv made in families.

Otiior returns jjavo f r the value of manufactures of iron, 14,364,526 dollars; of distilled

and feruicntod liquors, 16,528,207; of wood, 5,554,708; of hides and skins, 17,935,477; of
hats, 4,32-*,744 ; of cordagf, 4,243,1(»8. Mr. Pitkin estimates the aggregate value of ina-

nuf'ictures in ISilj, to be from 325,000,000 to 350,000,tHX) dollars, and observes that the
amount of foruijrn articles consumed in the country, uxclusive of tea, wine, cofiee, and
spices, does not exceed one-third of this sum.

Tlie first cotton-mill in the United States was built at Providence, in 1790, and power-
looms were introduced at Walthain, in 1815 ; in 1835, it was estimated tlrnt the number of
spindles was about 1,700,000; of looms, 48,000; annual consumption of cotton in the mills,

Ho to 90 million pounds; value of their products 50,000,000 dollars. The American cotton
stufTs are moro substantial and durable than the English, and they are preferred in the
foreign markets to which they have been carried. They include sheetings and shirtings,

printed calicoes, jeans, carpeting, sail-cloth, &c.
The manufacture of woollens has been carried on in families for domestic use from an

early period of the colonisation of the country ; but it is only recentljr that large establish-

ments have been erected for this purpose, some of which are supplied with the most im-
proved machinery in the world. The number of sheep in the United States has been com-
puted, or ratlier conjectured, at 20,000,000, probably yielding uit less than 50,000,000 lbs.

of wool, and from four to five million pounds are iriijiorted. Th' total value of the w lien

manufocture is estimated by Pitkin nt from 05,000,000 to 70,0L' 000 dollars, and it cannot
be less than that amount Among the products are broadclotlit, cassin ^ res, s( '..nets, flan-

nels, blankets, carpeting, &c. Five hundred looms produce yearly upwards el" 1,000,000
yards of ingrained, Venetian, and Brussels carpeting.
The leather manufactures, including boots, shoes, saddlery, trun'rs, &c., arf in important

branch of industry, and foreign hides to the value of upwards of 2,000,000 d ...ars are con-
sumed in the country. Not only the home consumption of these articlas is supplied, '.*

there is an excess for exportation. The value of the manufacture is estimated at 45,0"^ ». JO

dollars, and that of hats and caps of wool, fur, and leather, including nearly l,000,Ot - dol-

lars worth of straw bonnets, and palm-leaf hats, is suppo&ed to amount to 15 000.000 oolk -s

a year.

Hemp and flax are manufactured in considerable quantities, although I to ger ^ral use of
cotton has in a great measure superseded linen as an article of clothing. In I8lO, a3,503,590
yards of linen were made in families, and it is still made in that way only. About 4,500,000
yards of cotton-bagging are manufactured annually, and the yearly value of cables and
cordage, to the spinning of which very ingenious machinery has been applied in some
places, is estimated at 5,000,000 dollars. Some sail-cloth is also made.
The annual value of manufactured tobacco is about 2,000,000 dollars, of refined sugar

about the same amount, of soap and candles nearly 12,000,000. Large quantities of spirits

have been distilled from grain, fruits, and molasses, chiefly from the first ai. : i<;at. In 1810
the returns of the marshals give above 20,000,000 gallons distilled from rye and maize, and
upwards of 5,000,000 from molasses, and although it is stated that in 1835 4,000 distilleries

had been stopped by the progress of the Temperance Reform, vast quantities of these poi-
sonous liquors are still prepared.

Glass and paper were early objects of manufacturing industry in the colonies. The value
of the produce of the glass furnaces was estimated by the New York convention of the
friends of domestic industry to amount, in 1831; to 3,000,000 dollars, but it is now much
larger. Pitkin estimates that the paper annually made i: '^e United States must be of the
value of from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 dollars, which, con-i ' r -.i- the great consumption of
the country and the small amount imported, would rather uj > ear to be below than above the
truth. From the report of the New York convention it appears that there were in 1881,
thirty chemical establishments in the United States, producing chemical articles used in the
arts, of the value of 1,000,000 dollars a year ; amopr tliese articles are copperas, Glauber,
Rochelle, and Epsom salts, tartaric acid, chrome > ellow, &c. The annual value of the
cabinet-ware was estimated by the same bod' > 10,000,000 dollars, and a surplus is pro-
duced for exportation. Horn, wood, ivory, aud shell combs are made of the value of about
800,000, and buttons to about the same amount. Both articles are exported.
The United States are richly supplied with valuable minerals, but it is only of late years

that mines have begun to be a source of wealth, nor are they yet worked in a manner or to
an extent worthy of their great importance. Gold, the most precious, and iron, the most use-
ful of metals, and lead in inexhaustible quantities, are extensively diffused ; coal and salt,

the most valuable of mineral products, exist in abundance ; while beautiful and durable
Vou IIL 3 F
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building materials are furaiabed by the marble, freestone, and granite quarries of difTerent

sections of the Union.
The gold region of the United States is more fully described under the head of Geology.

We will only observe here, that as far as mining operations have been carried on, it may bo
considered as extending along the eastern foot of the Blue Ridge, from tlie Rappahannock
in Virginia to the river Coosa in Alabama, but that indications of gold ores have been met
with as &r north as Vermont, and as far south as the Gulfof Mexico. Mr. Dickson {Trans.
Pennt. Oeolog. Soc.) asserts that there are richer ores of gold and richer diluvial gold de
posits in the ifnited States, than are to be met with at Gorge Soco in Brazil, or in the Ural
Mountains. The gold has been procured chiefly from North Carolina, Virginia, and Geor-
gia, and mostly from washings ; but several mining companies have lately introduced the
powerful instruments of scientific mining, and are pushing their operations with great acti-

vity and success. We have no means of asceriaining the amount of gold that has been
produced from this region, but the value of the metal sent to the United States Mint for

coinage, from the year 1823 to 1836, was 4,377,500 dollars, and it has been estimated that

not more than one-half of the whole produce has had that destination.

Iron, which constitutes in whole or in part the implements or tlie materials of almost
every useful occupation, is abundantly distributed in this country. In 1810, the quantity

of bar-iron made in the country was 27,000 tons ; in 1830, it had mcreased to 112,860 tons

;

at the latter period 191,536 tons of pig-iron were produced, of the value of 13,329,760 dol-

lars. The value of the manufactures of iron in 1810, was estimated at 14,364,526 dollars,

and at present probably does not fall much short of 50,000,000, as there is not only a vast

increase in the amount of the articles produced, but many new branches of manufacture
have been introduced into the country within the few last years. About one half of the

hardware and cutlery consumed are imported from Great Britain. Steam engines and all

kinds of machinery, nails, fire-grates and stoves, chain-cables, agricultural aniT mechanical
tools of all kinds, fire-arms, &c. are among the articles manufactured in the country. The
?rocess of smeltin? iron by means of coke having been lately applied with success in the

fnited States, willafibrd new facilities in the prosecution of this important branch of in-

dustry.

The lead mines of the United States are extremely productive, but they have been worked
in a very imperfect manner. They are situated in Missouri between the Gasconade, the

head waters of the White River, and the Mississippi, and in Wisconsin Territory and Illi-

nois, between the Wisconsin and Mississippi rivers, and on the opposite side of the latter.

The annual product of the Missouri mines is about 3,000,000 lbs. ; that of the mines on the

Upper Mississippi 8,000,000 lbs. American manufactures of shot, and of red and white
lead, now nearly supply the domestic consumption.

Salt is chiefly made in the United States from the brine springs, which are bountifully

distributed through the country, particularly in the great western valley. In 1835, 2,000,000
bushels were maide at the Onondagu springs in New York ; 1,000,000 in the western part

of Pennsylvania ; 2,000,000 at the Kenhawa springs in Virguiia ; 500,000 in Ohio ; about

the same amount in Massachusetts from sea-water, forming wiUi the quantities made in the

other States an aggregate of about 7,000,000 bushel?.

Coal of excellent quality is very widely and most copiously distributed throughout the

country, and is daily becoming of'^greater importance in trade, as it is more extensively

used in the nianuracture of iron, glass, and salt, in projxilling steam-engines, and for do-

mestic purposes. Two sorts of coal occur in the United States, the anthracite and the bi-

tuminous. The former is found and largely mined in Pennsylvania in three distinct beds

;

two of which lie between the Lehigh and Susquehanna, and the hrad-waters of the Schuyl-

kill and the North Branch of the Susquehanna, and the third is on both sides of the Lacka-
wanna River, and of the North Branch of the Susquehanna, above and below the mouth of

that tributary. This coal is already largely consumed in the Middle States and in New
England, about 520,000 tons being now brought to market annually. The bituminous coal

is foimd all over the Mississippi valley, on the head-waters of the Potomac, on the James
River, on the Kennebeck, &c. We have no data for determining the actual consumption,

but it is estimated that about 250,000 tons are consumed in and about Pittsburg, 160,000
in the salt manufacture of western Pennsylvania, and 300,000 in the salt-works of the Ken-
hawa, to which if we add the consumption of Wheeling, Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis,

New Orleans, and many other towns of the valley for household purposes and manufactures,

we cannot doubt that coal-mining is already an important branch of the industry of the

country.

The commerce of the United States has attained an amazing magnitude, and they have
aheady become the second commercial power in the world. Tnere is no part of the globe

that is not visited by American merchantmen ; and Warden asserts that business is done in

the United States more promptly than in any other country ; that a vessel will be unladei

m a few davs which would elsewhere require as many months ; that no ships are built so

expeditiously or sail so fast. The foreij^n trade, the coasting trade, and the interior trade
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carried on over an unequalled extent of artificial and natural lines of communication, are all

on an equal 5cale.

The exports of the United States consist chiefly of agricultural produce, and the naval

stores, lumber, &c. of the forests. " On an average of eight years from 1803 to 1811, the

produce of agriculture constituted about three quarters in value of all the domestic exports

of the United States ; of the forest, about one ninth ; of the sea, about one fifteenth ; and
of manufactures, about one twentieth ; and on the average of ten years from 1821 to 1630,

the produce of agriculture constituted a little more than three quarters in value of the same
export" ; of the manufactures, about one twelfth ; of the forest, about one thirteenth ; and
of the sea about one thirtieth."—(Pttfctn's Statistics.) The whole value of the exports

during the year 1835, was 121,6^,577 dollars, of which 20,504,495 was of foreign mer-
chandise, and 101,189,082 of domestic products. The following -statement will show the

value of each article of the latter for the years 1830, 1832, and 1834.

Statement of the Value of the Exports of the Orowth, Produce, and Manufacture qf the

United States, during the years 1830, 1832, and 1634.

The 8»K.—Fiikeriu.
Dried Pi«h, or Cod Fiaherics
Pickled Fish, or River Fialieriefl,—Herring, Shad, Balmon, and

Maclcerei
Whale and other FiabOil <

Spermaceti Oil '

Whalebone
Spermaceti Candlea

Total

.

The Foanrr.
Skim and Fun
Oinacng
Staves, Shingles, Boards, Hewn Timber
Other Lumber
Masts and Spars
Oak Bark and other Dye
Manufactures of Wood
Naval Stores,—Tar, Pitch, Rosin, and Turpentine'
Pot and Pearl Ashes

Total

.

AORICDLITIE.
Beef, Tallow, Hides, Horned Cattle
Butter and Cheese
Pork, Bacon, Lard, Live Hogs
Hnrf>cs and Mules
Shnop
Wheat
Flour
Indian Corn
Indian Meal
Rye Meal
Rye, Oats, other small grain, and Puis*.
Biscuit or Ship Bread
Potatoes
A nples
Rice
Indigo
Tobacco
Cotton
Flaxseed
Hops
Brown Sugar

1830.

1 330,690

335,987
866,396
38,618
113,357
349,399

• 1,735,370

641,760
67,853

1,501,658

148,357
13,337

330,375
173,779
331.010

1,105,137

1833.

Total

.

MARDrACTDSEE.
Soap, and Tallow Candles
Leather, Boots, and Shoes
Household Furniture
Coaches and other Carriages
Hatu
Saddlerv
Wax
Spirits <Vom ^rain. Beer, Ale^ and Porter .

Spirits flrnm Molasses
SnuflT and Tobacco
I<ead

Lin'eed Oil and Spirits of Turpentine . ..

Cordaie •••• •<

Iron, Pig, Bar, and Nails
Castinn
Manunetures of.

Sugar, RcAned
Chocolate
Gunpowder

#4,103,047

717,6ai
143,370

1,315,345
183,344
83,110
46,176

0,085,053
334,833
373,306
87,796
66,340
188,474

39,037
93,797

1,086,834
837

5,586,365

39,074,883
180.973
30,313
9,075

•46,077,332

0104238
338,603
939,463
51,190
30R,?W9

36,051
151,000
335,357
49,798

846,747
4,831

35,039
4,135

00,18»
35.408
177,876
193,064

803
138,635

649,900

306,813
1,009,738

38,161
186,SU5
367,333

3,558,538

601,909
99,545

1,533.053
188,608
73,368
53,944

313,678
476.391
930,308

4,347,794

774,087
390,830

1,938,106
164,034
93.385
93,500

4,830,633
978,740
480,0.-a

75,393
78,447

355,735
43,077
15.314

3,153,630

S,9!»,769

31,734,683
133,036
35,448
11,383

49,416,183

701,184
977,388
169,038

45,977
310,9)9
30,579
63,444
135,583
38,381

995,771
4,483

33,304
1.1,863

65,970
96,639
130,339

74,673
9,955
96,093

1834.

630,384

233,900
740,619
50,048
169,434
357,718

3,071,493

797344
70,303

1,901,638
193,008
33,457
71,747

319,131
535,390

567,500

4,457,097

755,310
190,099

1,706,001

333AM
39,003
39,598

4.530.781
803,5ri
491,910
140,306
40,465
831,708
38,507
41,849

3,133,979
148

6,505,305
49,448,409

981,990
164,557

6,461

67,380,787

616.609
177,731
177,300
50.683
181,736

41,548
86,803
110,601

73,890
338,409

805
43,913
39,063
58,744
65,763
111,958
919,153

1,499
994,986
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EXPORTS—eonftnMd.

PartIU.

Oopoerand Braw....
Medkiiial Drun
Cotton Pieee (toods—

]

Printed or Coloured
White
NankcenB
Twiit, Yarn, and Tbread . ..

Other ManunctuiM of
Flax and Hemp—Cloth and Thread

Bag! and other HanafkctuM .

.

Wearing Apparel
Comb* and Buttorn
Bniihea
Hlliard Table*
Umhrellaa and FaraiotB
Leather and Morocco Skin*
Printing Prenn and Typo . V
Fire Enginei and Apparatui
Musical Instrument*
Boolt* and Map*
Paper and other Stationary
Paint* and Varnish
Vinegar
Earthen and Stone Ware
Manufltcture* of Ola**

Tin————^— Pewter and Lead———— Marble and Stone
' Gold and Silver, and Oold Leaf •

Gold and Silver Coin .

ArtiAcial Flower* ani Jewelry.
Mola*M«
Trunk*
Brick and Lime
Domeatic Salt
Article* not enumerated • <

Total 96,358,131

1830.

36,601
Sa,IM
61,800

964,196
1,093

S4,744
960,350
. 9,1»

1,770
108,777
194,889

•,116
316

35,706
70,068
13;S74

"ibjiBi"
38,004
40,094
13,716
6,690
8.773

60,380
4,407
4,178
4,655
3,561

037,151
13,707
3,968
6,654
S,4e!i

sa,»78

347,888

1839. 1834.

105,774
130,338
104,870

1,053,801
341

13,618
58,854
1.570
3,085

80,803
194,305
4.754
1,310

90,361
4S,.'!65

83,558
7,758
4,053

89,803
64,847
£4,411
4,677
6,333

106,855
3,157
983

3,455
653

1,410,041

14358
3,403
5,314
3,503

87,914
4n,se7

• 6,461,774

106,973
ll»,a71

188,610
1,7S«>,I36.

1,061

88,378
51,H03
4,880
6,103
60.819
160,306

3,374
840

90,518
11.833

14,805
86

6,369
35,857
58,347
18,946
3jsia
13,745
70,339
8,830
3.334
7,350
4,433

400,000
7,808
5,034

4,438
4,304

54,007
650,381

6,648,393

The imports of the United States consist chiefly of manufactured articles, of all sorts,

particularly the finer kinds, of tropical productions, as sugiur, coffee, spices, of tea, of hides,

of wines, spirits, fermented liquors, &c. The whole value of the imports for the year

1885, was 149,895,742 dollars.

1. Statement of the Valw of the Principal Articlet Imported into the United State*

during the Year 1834.

T»a liM.

Oollbe do.

Sugar, Brown do.

Do. White, Olsyal do.

Cacao do.

Almond* > w^
Raiain* do.

Wg* do.

P»ppef •!•'• do.

Plm«nto *-.. do.

Oaasia do.

Nutmtg* do.

Indigo do.

Wine*, Madeira (all*.

Bo. Sherry '• do.

Do. French < do.

Dn. Other do.

Hpiril* (Vom grain • do.

Beer, Ale, *e do,

Molanei do.

OliveOilii a*k*., do.

Lin*e«dOil .. :. do.

Manuflietun!* ofOntton
Dn. ofNIk
Do. of Laao
Do. ofWnollen
Do. ofFlu
Do, of Hemp •

Dn. of Iron andStael
Dn. ofBras*
Do. of Leather

Iron In piga awt,

nlledlron do.

Hammered Iron do.

Steel ....do.
Hemp do.

Wool Iba.

IMroET*. UFOKTtB.

Quantity. Valte. Quantity. Value.

16,974,679 •6,913.835 3,081,186 •1,001360
80,183,366 8,673,657 35866,861 4388,730
109.483,841 8,087.377 11,098,096 «39,13B
7,006,014 510,488 8388308 918,083
9,757,300 899,147 8,084,438 819381
8,«I0.008 196,874 191,383 36,118
14,381,084 783,834 1,098,184 64,018
8,158,333 83,187 106,660 6,778
1,896,800 744168 3,407.041 940,643
1,361,608 104,781 611,404 81370
1446,430 133,899 731,788 90,840

70,160 77,350 8360 4,074
991 ,894 999363 643,639 887.056
333,806 500,664 33,686 98.687
181,684 341387 908 388

8,964.038 1,070,683 311,078 107,158
1,693,064 841,974 301.099 144,081
8,111,354 1,319348 811338 889368

80.837 100,888 8.383 4301
17,086,478 8,080,090 88.736 13,707

iM8.491 148310 8,748 4,199
807,790 315,079 89,781 •«.«»

10.144,081
8,61)0 348

S3MM4
887368
67,350
818399

1381,968

987314
1,764
1,939

719701898
786,801

1,488,088

4318,180
364 753
688304

855,011 303368 848 1.889
5n,9»7 1,1R7,8» 8.7m 99,878
638/108 1,748,883 4,094 18,871
48,683 554,150 16,698 49,187
198,911 514,743 460 8,409
5S1,313 317,085 1,609,838 891,79.



PabtIIL

1839.

105,774
130,938
104,870

1,093,801
341

19,618
58,854
I.S70
3,685

80.803
194,305

4.754
1,310

90,361
43,.'i65

93,558
7.758
4.053

89,8fl3

64,847
S4,4U
4.«77
6433

106,855
ai57
083

3,455
653

1,410,041

14,853
9,403
5,314

3,509
97,914
4n.967

• 6,461,774

1834.

198,973
110,671
188,610

1,756.136 .

1,061

88,376
Sl,f>03

4.880
6,103
60.819
160.306

3,374
849

S0.5I8
11,833

14,805
86

6.309
35,857
S8,3S7
18,946

3,805
19.745
70,990
9,330
3,334
7,350
4,433

400.000
7.808
5,034
4.438
4,994

54,007
650,381

6,648,303

:uTed articles, of all oorti^

36, spices, of tea, of hides,

the imports fi>r the year

( into the VnUed Statea

BXrOKTCB.

Le. Quantity. Value.

,835

,657
.377

,459
,147
^874
,834

,187

,903

,781

,839
„^1fl

,863

.664

,087

,683

.974
,945
,888

,030

.810

.973

.081

.340

,130
,388
,891

,989

.100
,753

J«4
,568

.336

.m\
MM
,743

.935

3,081,136

35.806,861
11,005.096

9,098,009
9,094,438
101,393

1,099,184
100,060

3,407.041
611,404
731,785

9,660
04S,6»
33.ffie

311,078
991.090
511,838

5,383
58,730
5.745

90,781

M9
8.708
4.004
16,005

400
1,009,535

91,001,560
4,988,790
099,130
919,083
910391
36,115
•4,015
•,778

940,043
S1A70
00,848
4,074

857,0H
98,687

385
107,155
144,081
980,988

4,501
13,707
4,109

94,600
9,800^4
887,580
•7,350
818^

]3Sl.a09
•54,760
987,314

1,764
1,939
1.580

90,875
19,571
40,157
9,400

901,1t.
J

BookV. UNITED STATES.

TABLE—anUinued.

«4B

Paper
Booka
Rage
Fun
Hidee
Dye Wood
Copper in pin, barp, plate*, fee
Tin in pigs, ban, platei, ibaeta, Ac. .

.

Mahogany
Bullion and Specie, Gold
Do. do. Silver

Olaai and Olaas Ware
Porcelain, Earthen, and Stone Ware,.
Cigan, million <

.

Ball, bushel
Coal, do ;

I<eghom, Chip, ke. Hala and Bonneii.

Quantity. Value.

69,784
6,038,070
9,005,533

184,800

140,480
517,446
360,303

3,996,688
604,406

1,335,843
134,580
353,905

3,766,173
14445,450

501,734
1,830,151

671,701
839,315

900,3n
433,205

Quantity.

11,784
50,495
15,336

Value.

80330
6,686

"96,030
1,404,005
614,634
153,314

316
104,990
899,680

1,386,578
59,463
105,545
139,635
13,319
3,130
19410

2. Statement qf Vte Vabte qf the Trade with each Country, during the Year 1884.

CUUHilUI,

rnaii _• -

BWBOmMn Rofw^T
SiralkliWm ladtai
Dnnufc . . • •

DuUrii WMlMiM
ftetcina . . * •

Nnbrtan* • • •

Dutch KhI iBllM •

DmchWartMlM.
Dutch OllllH • .

EDfland - • •

ScolluKl . • •
Inland . • • •

Gllinltir ....
»UK>
BritMiEMlli4hi
BI-HctaB - • •

HrilMiOulHk • •

Britiah Wnt UUm
BriiMiAnwrlaaO
NewbndlH* ....
Hondufu . • - • •

Cape oC Good Bop* • '

nuMe Towm ac * . '

TntmitUulkf - •

Framai IMUvmaaa
BourtMii.afc
Fraach Wat
FmehOuiw*
Hitil . . •

SnhiimAtlulle
Spall ai»MI

—

TmeritiLte.
Minilla
Cute
OthertMBlAWMiaOa

MaMm •

Caji.fcVal4"-*--^
Hafjr

Bidhr
Trlfit>,a«. ......
TurtaT.LMMl
ChiM
Maxien .--....
Cnitnl lUimtHUkmmtm
ColninWa -

Bnill

cfiai

South Amakt^manBf
Ula. gManllv •

tfttei, KauaiMly
Vmt IniHaa, ISM

Ma. I

Wi!S^iiillat,nMnllr
Smlhaa* . .

NMh-matODMl
UMirtaliMk

TaU

COMMSROB.

IMhn.

47^4
m,ua

I8S^«7*
l,M*,9M

fM,>M

4i,aM(oa9

rnTii

MH.OI*

81,414

.I4MW

4it,on

*l,i 1^717

l,IM,M(
IW,I»

U4(,«ia
W5>W

IMM

at4,9M
BM^<I4
HMII

i,7tr,iN
4,'m.M
?«Nii»

Tn,40»
(IMM
10^14

rr,Mt

tiflt»

MMHiM

ValMotEipoftB.

DoOan.
l«L«r
IMOD
tn,07
•1,040

^8Ml4
WHB
&^
I0MI4

l,M(MO
Mn.iot

ai^on

tpmn

I0.7IT
HI.IT*
2,418

l,M4,«M

in,47»

SiMH

msio

7^
IM,7M
4.0H

SIMM
•MM

•«S5
714,407
IpTW

40,lli

Fcnlgn

tUOm.

WIO

UM
iikSi

8711100'^
«i,Mi

M^no
1»

US.780

84,430
S7iM7

a.oAno

i«i,n8
• 18,601

'iw
I1.M7

l,8Mj4M

49JB5
Mil
MH8

isi,ii
aaiJii
784,717*^
174,800
473.M4
OOO^I

TflMI
liM
0,014

111,184
17,070

TMd.

18,810

40^7N

418,104
l/iaO;OIO

i^SllioM

4tMHV0

7M^4H
r,4M

18,000
iO>JI4

iJOOLflao

08.448
*,MI

*^
OIO.MS

1,488

'£^^
llir,473

11418
15,010

ahaai,48t

to,nM

KiJtn

4,080

$Ufit9
l,OI0k4!a

104,140
71S.80T

MM«I
ni,99T

l,47t3H
a«,HO

88.414
4IM.047
il8,l«
400,040
nioo
110,811

oi,«oi,M «hiii,8ii iM,Mo,m i,«ri,m i,ii4,mo oomm

NAVIOATION.

Aaierlota Touaft.

Sntbnd. Dapiittd.

Tarn.
10.707

104
10^404

000
184

IMM
0^
'^
1^404

100,088
s,7n
1,180
1,771
am

am
i7it*n

I4,M0
o^oS

'tijm

04J0I
0,081
11^700
%Mt
0,0(7

IKt74
n^so
10,100
i;4n
i,t)0

1,007

1,800
ClBO
8/M»
4,700
IS,MO

l,M
i8,i;o

Saoo

S

00,900

Tom.
4,170

'
1,407

tJlO
8<7n
IIJll
15^0
8JU
11^
IIIJM
0^
1,1W
18,983
l,MI
6^

OI,M
198,080

4,041

1.900

18.719
7».an>
K,840

149
18,900

OOLOOl
0^100
4,(18

7«!

1^1
4^481

7.680
1.040

1,878

OTgOM
0,070
4,774
8,9W
OM
001
008

1,808

*M»
11,050

0)0

roretgn ToBiuce.

EolcnO. Oeput*!.

M«
1,087
471

1,707

NO 088
18,100

10^144
801

18,077

VtJtH—
ijg
l,7M

10,101

0,101

N4
HO
'«

81.710
1,071

V74
Tjo

178
004

107

T^MO

807
149

Ton.
000
990

8L4M^0U»
1,727
4,718
7,171
•40
181

0^800
1X484

145
OM

18,180
l»[llO
4.410
007

17,117
4,001
%TM

«AI«

817

^41
866

Oil

ifin

141

in

001
0,»4

on.TW

Vouin. 38

m00^-'
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8. Statement qf the Ommerce qfeach State and Territory, during the Year 1834.

STATES AND

TnUUTDBUS.

.VALOi or IMFM-n. VALUE or EXrOMTl ^

U AMricu
TCMta.

tariin«a
tllllll

nw.

DnwiUenodoM TtMlf
taMMiek

teABVlcu
martk

UFoniiD Tow. l»A»erifi» liFonlfa TgUL

WUm . .

M«rlitBr*in
VawM • •

ho<»M«»d •

KnrToik -

IMnm •

MujIUNi • •

DM. otCeluBM*

M&UiCunl'laa
agMkOuoUa

2sa£.::
Sfflff'::
Okis- - •

norMaTHtilo.

ToW . .

Mhn.

IS

M*i*«4

IIKMT
lOMM

DoDui.

1
MLIM

944jnO
IM,TS

MUn.
IM^Ill

Dollin.
TJMM
78,aM
B4,»2

40^*7
41I,4I«

i,i4a,M
Mkl4f

4,7I<MM

p
IIMMH

i4>,ai

40I,IH

Immm
I4I,7ST
Tl«,n7
lll,9M

J9v

MUn

iS^

411 ,411
ia,MMai

(i>i5

>;Mi,0<T

Mtan.
I«,»4

r\*

H),74l
flV7

ijsmjm

l>4i,M

'li

DolUii.

117,711

MM

Mhn.MM
^47«,074

"•21

I,MT,M1

«,ns

i,7r,»n

Mhn.
n4,lt7

II1,1«0,I74 I1,HI,IH najaifat •l,!M,ll* it,iatfi(a ai,OM,iM l«407,S«l •MM* AsiVii i04,M,m

4 ToMe •Aotmn^ the Value qflmporte, Exports, and Cknuumption ofForeign Merchandin

in the United State$,from the Year 1789 to 1836. (From the Nat. Calendar, 1836.)

Tmii. Import!.
Ezporti of Fo-
reign Mereh'diM.

CoBnunptton.
Export! of Do-
iBMtic Mn'diw.

Whole Export*.

1790 • 83j00O,O0O $300,000 • 83300,000 • 19366300 • 80309,196
1791 89,800,000 900,000 30,000,000 18300300 19318341
17« 31,800,000 ljOOO,000 31300,000 19300,000 90,793396
1793 31,100,000 1,750,000 30,800,000 84300,000 96,109379
1794 34,600,000 6,900,000 89300300 86300300 33,086333
1799 69,7564168 8,300,000 63300300 39300,000 47,989,478
1796 81,436,164 86,300,000 66336,164 40,764397 67364379
1797 75,379,406 87,000,000 6a379,406 89390306 66350306
1798 68,551.700 33,000,000 37391,700 883S7397 61387,097
1799 79,060,148 49,923.000 39346,148 33,148388 7O|66oi0fiS

1800 91,858,768 49,130OTf 44,181377 31340,903 70,971,780
1801 111,363,511 46,648,781 66,790.790 47,473304 94,115,986
1809 76,333,333 39,774,971 «398368 . 36,708,189 78486,160
1803 64(666,666 13,994,078 98,079394 - 48309361 95300393
180i 85,001,000

180,60 ),000

36,831,997 90,768,403 41,467,477 77399374
1805 93,179,019 69,480,981 48387308 95366381
1806 189,410.000 60,883,834 71,186,766 41383,787 101336,968
1807 138,900,000 90,643,998 81396,448 48399398 106343,160
1808 66,9a0fiO0 18.997414 46,998386 9^33346 88,430,960
1809 5%400,00O 90,797,931 41308,469 31,406,708 68303333
1810 e9,400XXW 84,391,899 64308,709 48366375 66,797,970
1811 53,400,000 16,088,790 40377310 45394343 61316333
1818 77,030A)0 8,490,187 71334,978 30338,109 88397336
1813 88,009,000 2347,849 83,197,199 85,008,138 87366,997
I8H 18,969,000 149,169 19319331 6,788378 6,997341
1815 113,041,974 6,583,360 109,497,984 45,974/103 58367,763
1816 147,103,000 17,138,966 138,964,449 64,781396 81,980,468
1817 99,890,000 19398369 88391,981 68313300 88371368
1818 181,790,000 19,486,696 106383304 73354,437 98361,183
1819 mM&flOO 19.169383 70.969317 50,9^338 70,148381
1880 74,450,000 18308389 96,441,971 61383340 60391369
1S81 68,989,784 81,3P\488 41388336 43,671394 64374,an
1883 83,841,941 88,386308 60,999,330 49374379 78,160381
1883 77,979,857 87343388 90339349 47.169,406 74399330
1884 80,949,007 89.337,197 69311390 90349300 75,966367
1889 96,340,079 38390,643 58,749,438 66,944,749 99335388
1886 «4,fl74,477 84339318 60,484369 93,099,710 77396,398
1887 79,464,068 83,403,136 66380,938 98,991391 89384397
1888 88,509384 81395317 66,914307 60,669,669 79,81^666
1889 74,498,527 16,658,478 67334349 99,700,193 78396371
1830 70.876.920 14,S87,479 66,499.441 99,468,089 73340306
1831 103,191,184 80,033386 83,167398 61377387 81310,983
1838 101,029,8fi6 84,039,473 76,989,793 68,137,470 87,176,948
1833 108,118,311 19,888,735 88,895376 70317,698 90,140,433
1834 188,581,338 83,818311 108,708381 81394,168 104336,978
1839* 151,030,368 90,484,813 130306,159 98331,096 118,966389

to

la

lb

cu
o<l

r«
ttt

tb
8li

S<
op

tiT

eh

tio

oa
ex

tn
ed

wli

wb
ton

tioi

do

moi

nil

nea

of

OTC

18;

1,7

* Partly eitimoted (br tlie quarter endlDg Bepl. 30, I83S.
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pAETin

during the Year 1834.

SXKKn.

roraiiB FradaM

rafale*

HT.TBI

*49M«)

MM
'•MSt

Taltl.

i,M MOM* aMiMH

DDthn.
IMM
l,»4

MIMT*

Total ol

DoMMek

•Ml*
'
(.TM

a*4,i*r
w,«7a

I4lI«,M
<•!>,»
4^411

7.W.MT
MWinT

ion qfForeign Merehaniiat

le Nat Calendar, 1896.)

lofDo- ,

iler'diw.
(Vhole ExpnrU.

KfiOO • 90,900,196

0,000 19,013,041

W,000 90,763,098

10,000 96,109,iS7S

)0,000 S3,08CS33
10,000 47.989,478

14,067 67,064Xn9
W,906 £6310,906
njom 61397,097
IS,SSS 78366388
<0,903 70,971.780

73,904 94,116.985

(16.189 78,486,160

I»,K1 66300393
67,477 77399,074
B7,008 96366381
53,787 101336,968
99^508 106343,160
33,5M 88,430.960

D6,70S 68303333
66jm 66,787,970

MJMS 61316333
38,109 88337336
06,132 87366,997
88,978 6,987341

74^403 68367.763
81,896 81.930,468

I13.S00 82371368
64,437 93381,133
r76338 70,148381
183,640 68391369
171394 64374388
)74.079 78.160381
IS5,406 74399330
i49,fl00 76.986367
M4.745 99336388
»S,710 77396,388
«1,691 83384387
Sr>9,669 783P^686
700,193 7936«»371
ir>2,089 73,840306
m,097 81310,683
137,470 87,176,943

317,696 90,140,433

084,168 104,336,978

l»l,086

BoobV. UNITED STATEa *»
BEMAPK&

L Prior to 1831 the TYeuurv ReporU did not five the value of llie Importa. Their value from 1798 to 1801 haa
been taken from Pitkin'i BtatUtica, and the value nflhoae in IBIS flrom Seybert. The value of thoae in 1803, 1803.

1804, 1807, 1817, 1818, and 1810. and thoia ftom 1790 to 1705, from manuieript nota and eetimalee now made in
the Department. The value oCtlune in 1805. 1806, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1813, 1813, 1814, 1816, and 1830, firom cal-

culHtiont, and eompariioni with other yean. The value of the Importi flrom 1831, incluiive. hai been taken ftom
official document!.

3. Ai the Book* of EiporU iVom 1790 to 1803 were loat or deitroyed durinf the war, the amount of Exportt of
Foreicn Merchandise (torn 1790 to 1796 have now been estimated in the Department fhim offlcial return*. Those
ftom 1706 to wot have been taken ftom various sources believed to he authentic, and in part IVom data riven in
the annual Treasury Beport of December, 1801. Their value* from 1803 to 1890 have been copied IVora Pitkin's
Statistic*, and are believed to be chiefly fhim official documents ; and IVom 1830 to 1834, ft-om official returns on
lie. Free goods are included in the total of Eiports, but not in any account of Imports previous to 1810. Hence,
gp to that year have been added for the consumption of ttta goods,

In 1790 and 1701, 1 1,000,000 per annum

;

In 1797 to }807, $3.000,000

;

1793 10 1706, 1300,000; 1807 to 1818, 3,000,000.

3. Th* Whole Exports and Domestic Exports are chiefly flrom official returns, except the Domestic Exports flrom

inO to 1708, which have been recently estimated by the Department from the quantities on record and eompara.
tive statement ; the value of those in 1701.. however, are estimated in the annual report of that year.

The shipping by which the active and extensive trade of the country is carried on ia -

chiefly American, and ship-buildingr has always been a very important branch of the na-

tional industry. The shipping; interest haa been protected by discriminating tonnaee-duties

on foreign tonnage, ftom the establishment of the new government in 1789, uid by the entire

exclusicm 6f foreign vessels ftom the coasting trade. All vessels engaged in the foreign

trade are register^ by the collector of the district to which they belong, and those employ-

ed in the coasting trade and fisheries are enrolled and licensed by the same officer. The
whole amount of the shipping in the beginning of the vear 1834, was 1,606,150 tons ; of

which 750,026 was registered tonnage, and 856,124 enrolled and licensed, including 101,306
tons employed in steam navigation.

Tom.
Of Registered Tbnnage were employed in the Whale Fishery 101,188
or Enrolled and Licensed do. Coasting Trads 744,198

Do. do. do. CodFishenr 63,730
Do. do. do. Mackerel Fishery 48,735

"It must be recollected, however," says one of the comn ^.tees.of the New York conven-

tion, ** that many vessels owned in the United States trade u ler foreign flags, and therefore

do not appear in the tonnage account It is also well known that the great improvements
made in ship-building of late years, by combining the carriage of large burdens with fast

sailing, have given ^is country a decided advantwe over all others in the despatch of busi-

ness ; whence it may be inferred that the United States gain in celerity, in the performance

of efibctive duty, and the preference obtained in the freighting business, at least one-fifth

over ttieir most judicious competitors."

Statement qfthe AmoutU of Tonnage, tU severoi Different Periode.

Tears. Ragistand.
Enrolled and Licensed.

IVitai.

Coasting. Fisheries.

1780
1800

igS
1833
1834

I33,8«3
600,031
006,080
576,478
086,990
780,030

08,007
979,499
819,374
810,078
640,037
741,198

9,003
30,079
60,733
96333
103,833
111,934

3013«
»!3,499

1338,188
1,191,776
1,430.480
1,606.140

The whole amount o/ the tonnage entering the ports of the United States during the year

1834, was 1,642,732 tons, of which 1,074,670 were American, and 668,062 foreign; cleared

1,711,720 tons, of which 1,134,030 were American, and 577,700 foreign.

Statement qfthe Tonnage belonging to, and alto of the Tonnage Entered and Cleared at

the Prineifol Portt/* of the United States, and AmoutU of Duties accruing at each,

during the Year 1834.
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»,1838. • Several ol' the statements here givei> Include a whole District.
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The fisheries have been pursued by the New Englanders with a rare spirit of hardy en-

terprise, from an early period of the settlement of the country. The whale fishery is pro-

secuted in tbo Atlantic ocean, chiefly south of the line, for the right or black whale, and in

the Southern, Indian, and Pacific oceans, for the spermaceti whale. In the year 1B34,

1U1,638 tons of shipping were employed in tliis busmcsa; and in the course of the year

1835, 172,683 barrels of spermaceti, and 120,649 of whale oil were brought home, of the

value of about 6,500,000 dollars. Seal oil and furs are also obtained in the Antarctic

seas by these adventurous seamen. The fishery is carried on chiefly from the ports of Nan-
tucket and New Bedford, and also but on a less scale from New London, Sag Harbour, War-
ren, Bristol, Hudson, &c. About 10,000 men are engaged in it, and the seamen are paid,

not by fixed wages, but by a certain share in the profits of the voyage. Those in the Pa-

cific and Southern oceans are generally absent from two to three years at a time.

The cod fishery is pursued on the Banks and coasts of Newfoundland, and on the Labrador

coasts. It employs upwards of 60,000 tons of small craft, some of which make several trips

a year ; those on the coast-fisheries generally remain longer. The produce of this fishery

may be estimated at from 1,200,000 to 1,500,000 dollars a year, about one-half of which is

exported. The mackerel fishery employs about 50,000 tons of shipping, and produces about

2,000,000 dollars annually ; in the year 1834, 252,883 barrels of pickled mackerel were
inspected in the Massachusetts inspection offices.

We are unfortunately destitute of the proper data for ascertaining the actual amount of

the coasting trade, which is known to be very extensive, and which, as will be perceived by

a reference to the table above given, has increased much more npidly than the foreign trade

of the country. The great development of our natural resources and the extension of our

manu&cturcs, causing the raw material which was formerly exported to foreign countries to

be shipped from the producing to the manufacturing districts, and supplying a large amount
of manufactured articles formerly imported, sufficiently account for this fact. The inland

trade has increased still more wonderfully. " It may be here remarked," says the com-
mittee before quoted, " that the magnitude and extent of the American bays, rivers, and
lakes, call into existence two descriptions of boats, unknown in Europe, which navi|fate the

Mississippi, Alabama, Tombigbee, and other large riven of the south and west, with their

tributary waters. These boats, carrying from 30 to 50 tons, are to be seen in countless num-
bers, on the Mississippi and Ohio especially, and are not licensed or noticed in the custom-
house reports. By a conjectural estimate they amount to 150,000 or 200,000 tons on the

various watere of the United States. To these may be added the coal-boats of the Susque-
hanna, Delaware, Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Lackawaxen, which this year (1830) delivered

200,000 tons of coal at Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York."
The banking institutions of the United States are joint-stock-companies, incorporated by

the respective States with fixed capitals, and as they are all banks of circulation, and their

bills form the principal circulating medium of the country, a general view of their number
and amount of capital belongs properly to this place. The metallic currency of the country
hab been recently much enlarged by the importation and coinage of bullion, and in many of
the States the circulation of ^nk-notes of less than five dollars is prohibited by law.

Number and Capital of the Banks of the aeveral Statet, in 1880 and 1835.

BlatM.

Maine
New- Hampshire
Vermont
MaRsachuKlta
Khode fsland
Oonneclirut
New York
New lertey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
District of Cotumbia.
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Missisaippi
Louisiana
Tenneasee
Ohio
Micliican
FIniida
Kentucky
Indiana
Illinnii

Totals .

1830.

18
18
10
«6
47
13
37
18
33
6
13

4
3

I
»
1

4
I

11

I

1

330

Capital.

93,050,000
1,791,000
433,eS5

80.490,000
0,118,307
4.485,177

90,083,353
9.017,009
14,009,803

830,000
6,930.405
3.875,794
5.571,100
3,195,000
4,031,000
4,90:1,039

643.509
950,600

5,665,980
737,817

1,454,386
10,000
75,000

• 110,101,898

1835.

NasibvarBKikl.

35
96
17

105
60
31 (3branclMa)
84 (8" "(8br.)

m41
3
14
7
5 (17 br.)

4 (7 br.)

9 (3 hr.)

13 (10 br.)

a <3 br.)

?7 br.)

(31 br.)

(4 br.)

9
10
9
99
7
9
6
1

1

(1 br.)

(10 br.)

(9 br.)

3 br.)

503(117 branches)

Capitol.

• 3,449.850

9,655,008
031,815

30,309,450
8,096,489
7,330,706

30,481,400

17,737,004
730,000

7,543,630
S,613,iW5
5,840,000
8,4«4,ga5
8,156.318
6,783,S0e
5.606,393
5,800,168
96.433,145
3,745,341
3,079„134
078,080
114,390

4,898,685
800,000
978,739

• 181,890,980*

•tn addition to the numbers here itivcn, were 93 banks with 5 branches, IVom which imperfect returnf were
received, with on estimated capital of 14,431,048 dollars.
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Of the interior water communicatioiui of this country, those bestowed by nature have
already been alluded to. No part of the world presents such an extensive river commerce.
Steam vessels, a grand improvement, first introduced in America, ply on all the principal

Btreams, and of upwards of 100,000 tons of this species of craft belonging to the United States

in 1834, almost the whole was on the interior waters. On the Mississippi and its tributaries

akme, an extent of 8,000 miles was traversed by 230 steam-boats. Neither the States nor
individuals have been slow in improving and extending these natural advantages ; and the

epirit with which they have undertaken, and the perseverance they have shown in executing
the most magnificent plans, have shed a lustre on the American name. The great land-

locked bays of the coast have been connected fay a chain of canals, affording a sate internal

water-route fVom Narragansett Bay to Albemarle Sound. The eastern and western waters
have been united by several channels, which either turn the Alleghanies or surmount their

imnmita. The waters of the Lakes and the Mississippi have been connected at various

points, and the obstacles in the navigation of the most important rivers have been overcome
by removing the bars or ledges which obstructed their channels, or by side-cuts, locks, and
dams. The whole length of this artificial navigation is not less than 3^500 miles ; all of

which, with one or two trifling exceptions, has been executed in the short space of20 years.

These great works have alrei^y given fresh life to manufiustures, and encouraged the estab-

lishment of new ones ; invigorated, and in many places created, internal trade ; promoted
agriculture, which requires a cheap and easy transportation for the bulky articles which it

consumes and produces ; and developed, in an astonishing degree, the mining industry <^ the

country.

View of the Principal Canals in the United Statei.

Annapolis, 6rom Annapolis to the Chesapeake and OhioCanoI 7

Blockitone, Weroesler to Providence - 45
Bhusk River, Rome to Carthage, in progress 76
Cayuga, Geneva on Seneca Lake, to Montezuma on Erie Canal SO
Central, from Wabash and Erie Canal, above Loganp(»t, by ntSlej of White River, to

Evonsville, in progreu 390
Chaanploin, fVom Whitehall, to Waterfbrd on the Hudson 63
Chemung, Eilmira to Seneca Lake S3
Chenango, Bingbampton on North Branch ofSuaqnehanna, to Utiea 96
Chesapeake and Ohio, Georgetown on Potomac, to Cumberland 186
Chesapeake and Delaware, from the Delaware to the Elk, shipoanal -. 14
Cross Cat, Terre Haute on Wabash sad Erie Canal, to Eel River and Central Coaol, in

progress ', ••• 40
CumbMrland, Portland to Sebago Pond SO
Delaware, from Boston to Bristol 60
Delaware and Hudson, mouth of Roaadoat creek to mouth of Lackawaxen 82i
Delaware and Raritan, New Brunswiek to Bordontown, ship canal 43|

Navigable feeder of, flxMi Bull's Island to Trenton 94
Dismal Swamp, Deep Creek of Chesapeake Bay, to Joyce's Creek ofAlbemsrle Sound. ... 33
Erie, Albany to Buffalo 363
Farmington, New Haven to Northampton 78
Oensaee VaUey, Rochester, to Glean on the AlleghMy, in progress 107
Illinois and Chicago, from the Illinois to Lake Michigan, in pnwreM, about 100
James and Kenhawa, improvement of the river navigation and junetkin of the rivers. ... 7

Lackawaxen, Delaware to Honesdale 36
Lafourche, MiMissippi above New Orleans, to the Atoha&laya 65
Lehigh, Boston to White Haven 66
Louisville and Portlond, ship conol, round the fUls in the Ohio 3
Middlesex, ftom Boston to Lowell 37
Maryland, Boltimore to Cheiopeoke ond Ohio Conol 7

Miomi, Cincinnati to the Maumee 965
Morris, Jersey City 'Opposite New York, to Boston 101

Muscle Shoal, round the Muscle Shoals in the Tennessee 37
Ohio and Eris,- Portsmouth to Cleovelond, with loterol bronohss 340
Oswego, Syrocuse on Erie Conol, to Oswego ••• 38
Pennsylvonio

:

dentrol and Western Divtsioas, Columbia to Pittsburg, ineluding Alleghany Portage

Rail-Rood of 3Gi roUes 312
Susqaehonna Division, Juniuto to Northumberland - • 39
West Bronoh Division, Northumberland to Dunnstown 66
Nortli Branch Division, Norlhumberlond to the Lackowonno 76
Beaver Division, from Beaver to MercerCounty • • • 30
French Creek Division - 46

Pennsylvania and Ohio, Akron on Ohio Conol, to Newoostk on Beaver Conol 69
Bandy and Beover, Bolivar on Ohio Conol, to mouth of Little Beaver 73
Sontee, ftom the Sontee to the Cooper 93
Vol.111. 38* 3G
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table:—cwrtimtcif.
Uailk-Mila

Savannah and Alatamaha ^
Schuylkill, Philadelphia to Port Carbon 108

Susquehanna, Columbia to Port Depoait 40

Union, Middletown on the Susquehanna, to Reading; 89

Wabash and Erie, Lafuycttc to the Maumee, in progreaa 310

To be extended to Terre Haute 80

White Water, National Road, Wayne County, Indiana, to Lawrenceborg, in progress ... 76

The Amoricans have equally surpassed all other people in the number and extent of their

rail-roods, having, in less than ten years, constructed nearly 1,500 miles of these artificial

levels, over which carriages are propelled by locomotive steam-engines at the rate of from

S20 to 30 miles an hotir. Although this contrivance is less adapted than canals to the coa-

veyance of bulky articles, yet it possesses some advantages over that mode of transporta-

tion, such as that of not being interrupted by ice, and that of being suited to some localities

in which artificiai water-communication would be impracticable. The following table pre-

sents a view of the principal rail-roads, completed or in progress, in the United States.

View of the Principal Rail'Roadt in the United Slatee.
iMgOt-MUn

Alleghany Portage, Hollidaysburg to Johnstown, connecting Central and Western Divi-

sions of Pennsylvania Canal 36i

Auburn and Syracuse, Auburn to Syracuse, New York, in progress 25

Augusta and Athens, Georgia, in progress 114

Baltimore and Ohio, completed to Harper's Ferry 80

Baltimore and Philadelphia, through Wihnington 92i

Baltimore and Washington 40

Baltimore and Susquehanna, through Gettysburg and York to Susquehanna 78

Boston and Lowell 2*4

Boston and Providence 41

Boston and Worcester. See Western Rail-Road.

Camden and Amboy, Camden opposite Philadelphia, to Amboy on the Raritan 61

Central, Savannah to Macon, in progress i 200

Columbia, Philadelphia to Columbia 81J

Danville and Pottaville 52

Cumberland Valley, Harrisburg to Chambersburg, in progress 49

Detroit and SL Joseph's, from Detroit to mouth of the St Joseph's, in progress 200

Eastern Shore, firom Cecil County to Pocomoke Bay, Maryland, in progress 7

Eastern, Boston to Newburyport, in progress 33

Erie and Kalamazoo, Toledo to Adrian, Michigan, in progress 33

Georgia, Augusta, to West Point on Chattahoochy, iu progress 200

Harrisburg and Lancaster 37

Hudson and Berkshire, Huds(m City to West Stockbridge, in progress 32

Ithaca and Owego, North Branch of Susquehanna to Cayuga Lake 99

Lawrenceburg and Indianapolis, in progress 85

Lexington and Ohio, Lexington to Louisville « 80

Long Island, ftom Brooklyn to Gieenport, in progress 98

Mad River, Dayton to Sandusky, in proffress 160

Madison and Lafayette, the Ohio to Uie Wabash in Indiana, in progress 150

Mississippi Natchez through Jackson to Canton, in progress 150

Mohawk and Hudson, Albany to Schenectady 16

Montgomery, Montgomery, Alabama, to West Point, Georgia, in progress 85

Munroe, Macon to Forsyth, Georgia, in progress 25

Newcastle and Frenchtown, Delaware to the Elk ; 16)

New Orleans and Nashville, in progress 1

New Haven and Hartford, Connecticut, in progress • T

New Jersey, Jersey City to New Brunswick 28

New York and Albany, by West Stockbridge, (projected) 160

New York and Erie, New York City to Lake Erie, in progress 483

Oxford, Coatesville on Columbia Rail-Road, to Port Deposit, in progress 31

Petersburg and Roanoke, Petersburg to Blakely 60

Pensacola and Columbus, Bay of Penaacola to River Chattahoochee, in progress 210

Philadelphia and Trenton 26

Philadelphia and Reading 60

Portsmouth and Roanoke 80

Rensselaer and Saratoga, Troy to Ballston 25

Richmond and Potomac, by Fredericksburg 75

Richmond and Petersburg 21

8t Francisville and WoodviUe, Missisaippi 26

Saratoga and Schenectady 92|

8tonington, Providence to Stonington 48
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PROFILES OF CANALS AND RAIL-ROADS.
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TABLE—conttiiiMiL

SrracuM and Aaburn, New York 96
Tonawands, Rochester to Utica, New York, in progrew 34
Tuscumbia and Decatur, round Muacle Shoala, Alabama 45
Utica and Schenectady 84
Vickiburjf and Jackaon, Jackson to the Missiiaippi 46
Wentem, Trom Beaton by Springfield and Weat Stockbridg^e, to Albany, in propeM 900
Williamaport and Elmira, West Branch of Susquehanna to Tioga, in progreai 74
Winchester, Winchester to Potomac 80
Wrightmllo and Gettyaburg, Colombia to Gettysburg 40

Two great projects, which have occupied the public attention, and have been shown by
preliminary reconnoissances to be perfectly practicable, merit notice here, although the tima
of their completion may be yet somewhat remote. These are, a rail-road from Cincinnati,

by Lexington and Knoxville, to Charleston, S. C. a distance of600 miles; and another from
the same place or some point in Georgia to Memphis on the Mississippi, 740 miles. A routa

from the Penobscot to Quebec has also been surveyed.

The common high roads of the country present a less favourable aspect, and in many
sections of the Union roads can hardly be said to exist at all. Yet there are extensive lines

of turnpikes constructed in many of the States, and many of the streams are spanned by
fine bridges. The Americans were the first to introduce Uie use of the suspension bridge,

which hu been borrowed fh»m them in Europe. The great National Road, from Cumlwr-
land acrooB the AUeghantea, through Wheeling, Columbus, Indianapolis, and Vaadalia, to St
Louis, is a fine piece of work, and is rapidly approaching its completion.

Skt. yi.—Civil and Social State.

The population of the United States, according to the census of 1630, amonnted to

12,866,080 ; a number not very great absolutely, and even small relatively to the extent
of their territory ; but astonishing when considered as existing in a region wnich, 300 yean
ago, was only a bound loss wilderness, peopled by a few scattered banu of savages. But the
most interesting circumstance is the rapid increase which has marked, and, according to

every appearance, will continue to mark, their progress. Although there has been a con>

slant tide of immigration from the closely peopled European countries, ever since the first

settlement of those States, there is no doubt that the growth of this great mass is chiefly

owing to the ordinary principle of population, to the means which the human race possesses

of multiplving itself, when a check is not presented by the difficulty of subsistence. There
are no early enumerations on which much reliance can be placed ; but, in 1753, the number
was estimated at 1,051,000. A regular decennial census, taken since 1700, gave, at that

period, 3,029,827; in 1800, 5,305,925; in 1810, 7,239,814; in 1820, 9,638,131. It is moat
interesting to consider, as the immensity of unoccupied land leaves full scope for this power
of multiplication, how vast the future numbers may be with which this region will be peo-
pled, and which will render it much the greatest state that ever existed in ancient or

modem times. It is calculated, upon good grounds, that in a century it will contain

160,000,000 ; and still, being only half as populous as Britain or France, leave ample scope
for future increase. The Americans, should they continue united, would then become the

greatest nation in the world ; and the most powerful states of Europe would rank aa secoodaiy
to them.

The population, exclusive of the aboriginal races within the United States' limits, whose
numbers are not comprised in the above statements, consists of three classes : whites, fke«

coloured persons, and slavea, whose relative proportions at five difi^rent periods are given
below.

!?<» 3,i73,4M imjen ob.ms
1800 «.30«.480 n3,041 1<»,3BS
1810. SfiOtjaOi 1,101.364 I8«,44S
1880 7,8111,710 1.338,038 VajBOt
1830 10,aH,948 8,000,043 31>,«0

In regard to these numbers it is to be observed that in the census of 1790, are not included
the inhabitants of the Mississippi and Northwest Territories, estimated at about 1S!,000; and
that between 1600 and 1610, Louisiana was acquired with about 50,000 inhabitants, and
30,000 Africans were brought into the country. The following statement shows the rela-

tive rate of increase of the whole population, and of each of £e three classes, in the two
wrioda fiom 1810 to 1630, and fh>m 1830 to 1880.

1810-1810. 18M>-183a

lB«r«aM of whole popalation SSJpereent. 33L4percent
. Whites 34 33*

mtrnt sao 80.0

FraeBlaeks M.8 3T.4

Blacks aas su
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1. Popidalion of each State according to Jive Official Enumerationt.

Maine
Naw lUmpdiira . . .

.

Vermont
Majuchiiwlti
RiMide Uland
Cbnnectieul
NawYnrk
New Jnniey
Pannaylvania
Delaware
Maryland
VifRlnla
North Carolina
Boulh Carolina
Qaorfia
AlalMima
MiuiMippi
lioultiana
Tenneuea
Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Illinoia

Missouri
Ditlrict nf Columbia.
Florida Territory . .

.

Michigan Ti'rrilory .

Arkaniai Territory.

Tobl.

00,510
14l,HilU

M,4ia
37W,717

00,110
93f>,14l

MO, 190
1B4,I30
434,373
30,000

310,798
74tl,30H

303,751
940,073
tsxs

35,791

73,077

Total! 3,039,827

ISH

17

853
9.7,111

3I,3«4
ll,4!t:i

3,737
8,IW7

103,0.16

903,497
100,579

107,004
90,904

3.417

11,830

TOU!.

151,710
1H3,7»9

1S4,4A5

493,945
eM,193

951,009
Si«,7)«

!il 1,1140

609,3115

04,973
341,548
8H0.9aO
478,103
345,501

163,101

8,850

105,609
990,055
45,385
4,875

14,003

870,807(5,305,095

.iiMa,

381
951

90,343
19,499
1,70«

6,153
105.635
345.71)6

133.906

146,151
50,404

3,480

13,584

40,:43

135

3,344

TaUI.

998.705
914,.-H0

917,713
479,010
77,031

909,043
050,040
940,JU5
810,001

79,674
380,546
1174,699

&U,S0O
415,115
959,433

40,359

76,556

961.797
406,511

930,760
94,590
]9,98S

90.845

34,093

4,769

103
310

15.017
10,851

795
4.177

111.509
309.5 IH

168,894
196J65
105,918

17,088

34,660
44.535
80,561

937
168

3,011

5,305

34

9»H,33S

944, Id]

935.764
533,»<7
^,OSll

975,909
t,3ri,8l9

977,575
1.040,458

79,740
wi.xa

1,005,37V

638.830

509,741
340,U87

197,901

75,448
153,407
499,813
504,317
581,434

147,178
55,911
06,586

33,030

8,806

14,973

803,041 7,930,814 1,101,364 0,638,131 1,538,038119,806,030 3,00a,(M3

48
07

10,088

7,557
911

4,500
]07,3He

435.153
905,017
358.475
14D.A56
41.870
33.814
60,004
80,107
196,739

100
017

10,!

6,377

1.617

Toul.

300.055
96e,33h

9H>,e59
610,408
U7.1U0

907,865
1,918,60c

330,833
1,348,333

70.748
447,040

1,311,405

737,987
581.185
516,833
300,597
136,031
9I5.73U
681,004
687.017
B37.903
34.1,031

157.455
140.445
30,834
34,7:n
36.690
30.388

Shis.

17

95
73

3.354

403
3,909

109,004
460,757
945.001

315.401
917.531

117.540
65.653
100.588

MLMKI
165,913

95,081
6,110

15.501

4,570

8. Agett 4^. of the differeiU Cla$aea of the Population.

niM WHiTB rorauivioN.

UnderSyeara ofate
or 5to 10

lOto 15
15 to 90
90 to 30
30 to 40
40to 50

60I to
60 to 70.

70 to
80 to 00. . .

90 to 100
Upwardaof 100.

079,080
783,075
600,734
573,100
056,487
503,5.15

367,840
930.984
135.089
57.779
15.800
S.041
301

Totala 5,355,133 5,171,115

091,934

750.074
038356
906.954
018,411

555,531
356,040
993,504
131.307
58.336
17.434
9.593
938

coijuvbed rorvi,ATioN.

Under 10

or lOto 94...
94 to 30...
36 to 53...
55 to 100. .

.

Upward! or 100.

Totala.

riwMdM. nwran»tai. Milaahi& rawtoSbni.

48.675
43.070
97.650
99,971
11,509

133,453

47.30
48,138
39,541
34,337
13,495

380

166,146

353,498
319,567
185,585
118,880
41.545

748

1,019,833

347,665
308.770
185.786

111,887
41.430

070

9e«,3»)

Whilea.
Blacka..

ToUla.

3,974 .

1,470

si444 .

DafuilDwAi
... 3,363
• •. 743

6,108

Althouf^h collected from several nations of Europe, and in many cases retaininjjf much of
the original stamp, the Americans have a strong national feeling, and, with some few ex>

ceptions, the German, English, Irish, Scotch, and French immigrants soon lose their national

peculiarities and character, by intermarriages and a common education. The Germans in

Pennsylvania form, however, a large community, occupying most of the State on the east

of the mountains, which has cung with great tenacity to tho language and habits of its

Fatherland, but which of late has yielded something to the spirit of the times. The French
in Louisiana are alro numerous, retaining the language and much of the character of their

mother country. There are also smaller bodies of French in Missouri, Illinois, and Michi-
gan, of Swiss and Germans in Ohio and Indiana, and of Dutch in New York.

" The United States," says a very clever English writer, " were colonized a century later

than Spanish America ; but their brilliant and rapid progress shows, in a striking light, how
much more the prosperity of nations depends on moral man on physical advantages. The
North Americans had no gold mines, and a territory of only indifferent fertility, covered
with impenetrable woods : but they brought with them intelligence, industry, a love of free-

dom, habits of order, and a pure and severe morality. Armed with these ^ifls of the soul,

they have converted the wilderness into a land teeming with life, and smiling with plenty;
and they have built up a social system, so pre-eminently calculateid to promote the happiness
and moral improvement of mankind, that it has truly become the envy of nations. The
characteriBtic facts in their condition are the non-existence of tithes, of privila^od classes,

of corporations in our sense of the term, of a Innded aristocracy, of mendicity except to a
very limited extent, and of an endowed church: the cheapness and efficiency of the govern-
ment, the universality of education, the omnipresence of its periodical press, the high feel-

ing o( self-respect which exists in the very humblest classes, and the boundless spirit of
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Enumerationii.

lao. -
1

1. num. Tottl. Shi>.

J3S 300.033

Itil 9e0,33f

TM a«,«3a
*I7 6I0,4O«
»ll 4e m.m 17

A3 07 397.86J 93
SIS lO.ttW 1,!)1H,60I' 73
373 7,337 330.HX 9,334

43M 311 1,340.33: 403
74U 4,30e 7fl,74Ji 3.SU3

IW 107.3Hfi 447,040 103,904

171) 433.13a 1.311.403 460,737

«t 303.017 737,1«7 345,«>01

741 33H.473 3HI,IM 313,401

l)W 140.63e 51B.833 817,331

901 41.87t 309.337 117,349

448 33.8H 130,031 65.633

407 60,064 813,7311 I09,3H8

Hia 80,107 681,901 141,1100

317 196,7X 687,917 163;313

434 037,903

I7H iw 34.1,031

311 917 137,431

381 I0,3SS 140,441 35,081

osg 6,3T; 30,834 6,119
34 7:k 15,301

HM 36,639

,373 1,617 30,388 4576

.131 1,538,038 13,86G.0a)l3,009,Ot.lI

jmlation.

rVLATlON. 1

»Ttmt>m. MUalhfa. r«nl<9m

47,339
48,138
33.541
34,337
13,435

386

353,496
313,567
185,585
118,880
41,545

748

347,063
3ae,77«
185,788
lll^ff
41,436

076

166,146 1,01S3SB 996,330

I

\

MTudOwk.
. 5.363
• 743
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BookV. UNITED STATES.

enterprise which pervades society from top to bottom. The higher classes are less polished

than in England, the middle arc, perhaps, less careAiUy instructed ; but the American peo-

ple, taken collectively, are better cducatc<i, and have more intelligence and manin .ss of

cliaracter, than any other nation in the world."

The blauk population of the United States, in which are included not only the negroes,

but the mulatto breeds, forma rather more than one-sixth of the whole papulation of the

country. We have no means of determining the relative proportion of the mixed and pure

coloured races, and practically speaking there is no distinction made between them. The
fi-cc blacks are not generally atlmittcd to political privileges, though some States furnish

exceptions to this remark : in some States, their testimony is not aumitted against a white

man, and they are subject to some other civil disabilities.

Slavery has been abolished in the Eastern States, and prospectively in New York, Penn-
sylvania, and New Jersey, and has never been permitted in the Northwestern States. By
the laws of Pennsylvania all persons borr within that Stato since 1780 are free, but the

children of a slave are subject to a limited servitude to her owner. In New Jersey every

child bom in the State aflrr July 4, 1804, is declared to be free, and the traffic in slaves b&>

tween that and other States was prohibited in 1708. The revised laws of New York de-

clare that every person born in that State is free, and that all persons brought into the State,

except for a limited period, become free ; and no person can sell any other person in that

State. Provision is, however, made in these and the other non-slaveliolding States for the

delivery of runaway slaves from the other States. The Ordinance for the Government of
the Territory North-west of the river Ohio, passed in 1787, prohibits forever the introduction

of slavery into that tract of country, in which four States have already been formed, with
this prohibition incorporated in their constitutions. The introduction of^ slaves from abroad
was prohibited by Virginia in 1798, and by Congress into Mississippi territory in the same
year. In 1808, the importation of slaves into the United States was forbidden, and it is be-

lieved that the number since clandestinely introduced into the country has been very small.

Slavery may be said to exist in thirteen States, Delaware, Maryland, Missouri, Arkansas,
and all the States south of the Potomac and the Ohio. The slaves form rather more than
one-third of the wtjole population, in the States in which the institution exists, but, they
are unequally distributed, although the white population generally predominates. In Mis-
souri, Tennessee, and Kentucky, the whites are to the slaves in the proportion of about 4 to

1 ; in Maryland of about 3 to 1 ; in North Carolina of about 2 to 1, and in Virginia rather

less ; in Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi, the whiles are a little superior, and in South
Carolina and Louisiana a little infbrior, in number to the slaves. Louisiana and other States

have prohibited the introduction of slaves from the other States, except by an immigrant
proprietor; but there is an active traffic in slaves carried on between the different States,

consisting chiefly in the exportation from the worn-out tracts of more northern and eastern

to the new cotton lands of the southern districts. ^
In the slaveholding States, slaves are chattels personal, except in Louisiana, and with

certain qualiflcations may be sold to pay the debts and bequests of their master. Slavery
is hereditary, and the servitude of the mother determines that of the child ; when a coloured
person claims to be a free man, the burden of proof is thrown upon him, his colour beinff, a

Itriori, a sufficient indication of slavery. The life and person of the slave are protected by
aw under the same penalties as those of whites, but the mabter or overseer may punish
minor ounces by flogging ; for greater offences the slaves are tried by justices of the peace
and firom two to five freeholders. The slave can make no contracts, nor can he legally hold

any ptroperty ; the instruction of slaves is prohibited by law, but they oflen receive some
education from the members of the fiimily, and they are generally allowed to attend public

worship, which must be conducted by a white. There are in all the States restraints upon
manumission, as a population of fi-ee blacks is felt to be dangerous to the subordination of
the slaves. Although some of the laws relating to slaves are severe, it is to be observed
that many of the(« are not enforced, or are of very rare application. There are various

laws restraining cruel punishments or tasks, and prescribing suitable food and clothing for

the slaves; but their best security is in the force of custom and public opinion, and in the

humanity and interest of their masters. They are, in general, humanely and even kindly
treated, well fed, and lightly worked ; they are commonly allowed a little patch of ground
to cultivate for their own benefit ; they may raise poultry and hogs, which, with the produce
of their farm, they may sell to the fiimily or elsewhere, at their option ; in this way they
oflen acquire a little property, or expend their earnings in ornaments. It is a sufficient proof
of their general ease in this country, that their numbers have increased with amazing ra-

pidity, and that many of them live to a great age. " All those," says Paulding, " who have
visited the States in which slavery prevails, whatever may have been their previous impres-
sions of the horrors of that condition, must have been struck with the uniform hilarity and
cheerfulness which prevail among the blacks. Labouring generally in large numbers to-

gether, they partake of the influence which companionship always exercises over man, the
most social of all beings. In the meadows and harvest-fields they lighten their labours by
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loiigi, the meuorea of which accord with the strokes of the cradle and scythe ; and in what-
ever employment they may be associated, they are always joking, quizzing, or bantering

each other. The children enjoy r life of perfect ease, and are maintained by the products

of the land which belong to them and theirs. The parents, being freed from all anxiety or

exertion for the present or future support of their (^pringr, are never beset hy the gnawing
cares of the free white man, whose whole life is one contmued effort to provui:.- for himself
and his children. The a£«d and infirm are also taken care of by the master, «ither from the

dictates of his own humanity, or the obligation imposed on him by law."
The slaves do not work on Sundays, uid they have generally several days at Christmas,

Easter, and Whitsuntide, and often other holydays. The usual hours of labour are fixHn mm-
rise to sunset, with about two or three hours intermission at breakfast and dinner, according

to the season and the nature of the work ; they frequently sain a day by doing the task of
three days in two, and women with a certain number of children are allowed some further

indulgences. Their food and clothing vary in different sections of the country, but they
generally receive from nine to twelve quarts of Indian corn a week, with bacon and salt

fish; instead of the com, a bushel of sweet potatoes or two pecks of iiaddy are given by wav
ofchange, and on the rice plantations rice is the principal article of rood. For clothing^ each
pan receives six or seven yards of wooUun cloth, each woman five or six, and the children

in proportion; a new blanket is given to each grown person, and one for every two children

once in two years, and in winter a handkerchief is given to the women and a cap to the men.
A suit of cotton or linen clothes is also allowed in suoimer. On every plantation there is a
nurse, and the overseer has a chest of medicines. The marriages of the slaves are merely
a connection subsisting during pleasure ; their amusements are chiefly music and dancing,

many of them being able to play and sing in a rude manner.
In religion, the Americans have adopted the novel system uf cutting off all connection be-

tween Church and State. Individual^ or classes of believers, choose their own religious

guide, and provide entirely for his support This general equality of sects is found to abate

religions animosity, without relaxing zeal. In the large towns, particularly of the Northern
States, the clergy are sufficiently namerous and well provided for ; but in some of the remote

country districts there is a great deficiency of spiritual teachers. The Americans are de-

cidedly a religious people, and, although some ftnatical sects have sprung up in the United

States, it may be affirmed, with truth, that they are equally removea from the excesses of

&naticism and irreligion. Travellers bear testimony to the sound spirit of morals which pre-

vails in the country, and to the respect paid to the public services of religion. The roost

numerous sects are the Methodists, chiefly in the Southern and Western States ; the Baptists,

numerous and rapidly increasing in all parts of the Union ;. the Presbyterians, mostly m the

Middle States, but also numerous in Uie Southern and Western ; and the Congregationalists

chiefly confined to New England. The following table, firom the American Aliaaanac fat

1836, gives further details on this sulyect:

—

Methodist Epifcopal Church.
Methodist ProteatanU
Calviniatio

Free Will
Seventh Day
Six Principle } Baptists

.

Christians

Menoonites
Tankers
Presbyterians (General Assembly).
Associate Presbyterians

Cumberland Presbyterians

Dutch Reformed
German Reformed
AMOciate Reformed
Congregationalists (Orthodox) .

.

Congiegationalists (Unitarian)..

Protestant Epitcopai Church . .

.

Roman Catholic Church
Univeraalists

Evangelical Lutheran Church.

.

United Brethren, or Moravians

.

New Jerusalem Church
Friends

Shakers, or Millennial Church.

Totals,

3,458
70

3,110
343
33
13

300
300
40

1,914
70
400
167
186
43
975
165
701
340
300
191
33
33

45

13,130

5,888
546
93
33

1.000

""46

3,648

197
600
100

1,071

187
800
383
600
637
34
87
500
15

638,784
30,000

384,859
354276
4,358
3,137
30,000

30,000
8,000

347,964
13,886

60,000
33,515
30,000

10,000
139,756

59,787

9,000

15,477 |lvl33,33S
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60,000
197 99,515
600 30,000
100 10,000

1,071 199,756
187
800
383
600 , ^

637 59,787
34 9,000
97
500
15
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" This table," says the editor of the Almanac, " is incomplete ; the Congregationtilists here
enumerated all belong to New England, but there is a considerable number in other States,

in addition to the 1914 ministers of the Presbyterians, there were 420 licentiates and candi-

dates; the numbers of the Associate Reformed Church above given, all belong to the Synod
oftlie West, and there are tv.o other Synods not enumerated ; in addition to the travelling

preachers of the Methodists given above, there is a great number of local preachers; their

congregations are supposed to be about 5000."

The English have been justly characterised as an eminently humane people, and their

American descendants have not lost this noble trait of the British character. The number
of benevolent and charitable institutions, of societies for the relief of the poor and the suffer-

in<r, for the education and support of destitute children, for the instruction and reform of the
once outcost convict, for the diffusion of good morals* and religious instruction among the
once neglected classes of bociety, and for the spread of Christian knowledge in heathen lands,

and, it may be said without exaggeration, for every humane purpose, is nowhere greater than
in this country. Hence the hospitals, the poorbouses, the orphan asylums, the madhouses,
the penitentiaries that have been studied by the nations of Europe, the inrstitutions for the

deafand the blind, the Bible and Missionary Societies, the Saving Institutions, the Dispenso/-

ries, the Eklucation Societies, &c. which are found in every section of our land. We shall

here mention a few of these institutions of general interest, taking our statements chiefly

from a paper in the American Almanac for the year 1836. The American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions, instituted in 1810, has its seat in Boston ; its receipts during
eleven months of 1835 amounted to 163,3^.0 dollars ; since its formation they have exceeded
1,600,000 dollars. In 1835 the number of stations wos 78, connected with which were 308
missionaries and assistants, and 55 native assistants. There were in the scliools 21,181 pu-
pils, and 94,000,000 pages had been printed at the eight printing establishments of the society,

m nineteen languages ; seven of which had been reduced to writing by the missionaries. The
Baptist Convention for Foreign Missions, coistituted at Philadelphia in 1814, had in 1835
25 stations, twelve of which were among the American Indians ; 103 missionaries and assist-

ants; five printing presses, from which publications were issued in seven languages, and
about 600 pupils in its schools ; receipts for 1835, 58,520 dollars. The Missionary Society
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, established at New York in 1819, supported in 1835 144
missionaries, in Liberia, among the American Indians, and in the United States, at an ex-

pense of 38,350 dollars. The Home Missionary Society, instituted in New York in 1826,
for the purpose of assisting poor congregations, and sending the gospel to the destitute within
the United States, employed, in 1835, 719 missionaries, and had in their Sunday Schools
and Bible Classes 52,000 pupils; receipts for the year, 88,863 dollars. The Baptist Home
Missionary Society, founded at New York in 1833, had in its service in 1835, S3 missiona*

ries in the United States and Canada. There are several other foreign and domestic mis-
sionary societies, whose means are less ample and whose sphere of action is more local. The
American Bible Society, formed in 1816, have issued to the poor at home and to the destitute

abroad, 1,767,936 copies of Bibles and Testaments ; they print Bibles in the English, French,
Spanish, Greek, Armenian, and some of the Indian languages, and purchase and issue copies

in other languages ; they also grant large sums to other societies ; total expenditures 1,404,000
dollars; the seat of the Society is in New York. The American Tract Society, instituted

at New York in 1825, for the purpose of distributing religious tracts, circulated, in 1834,
54,316,356 pages ; receipts for the year 92,!)07 dollars, since its establishment upwards of
532,000 dollars. The American Education Society, established at Boston in 1815, assists

pious young men of seven religious denominations in obtaining an education, by lending
them a certain sum, to be repaid at a future period ; receipts during 1835, 83,063 dollars

;

young men aided, 1,040; whole number assisted, 2,258; the Society publish a valuable

journal. The Sunday Schoul Union, formed at Philadelphia in 1824, for the establishment

and support of Sunday Schools, and the distribution of thu Society's publications, consists of
the union of nine or ten religious denominations ; there were connected with it in 1885
16,000 schools, 115,000 teachers, and 800,000 pupils ; receipts for the year 1835, 186,885
dollars. The Society for alleviating the Miseries of Public Prisons, organized in Philadel-

phia in 1787, has not confined its labours to the relief of the sufferings of prisoners, but has
successrully exerted itself in reforming the penal laws of the State and the discipline of pri-

sons throughout the country. The Prison Discipline Society, formed in Boston m 1825, has
laboured in the same benevolent cause. The American Temperance Society was formed in

Boston in 1826, for the suppression of intemperance, by discountenancing the use of ardent
spirits; in 1835 the number of auxiliary societies was 8000, embracing 1,500,000 members

;

above 4000 distilleries had been stopped in the countrv, 8000 traders had ceased to sell

ardent spirits, and 1200 vessels sailed without using them. The American Colonization

Society, founded at Washington in 1816, is designed to transport free persons of colour and
manumitted slxves to Liberia, and thus fbrward the work of emancipation in this country.

In regard to education, great exertions have been made in many of the States, and in some
with complete success, to furtiish the wholo community with instruction at the common ex<

Vot. III. 89 8 U
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pense, and, with the exception of Prussia, there is no country where the mass of the people

is so well educated as in some parts of the Union. The general government have made
ample provision for educational institutions in the new States, by reserving one section in

each township for the support of schools, and making liberal grants of land for the establish-

ment of colleges ; but in the old States the provisions for this object have been lefl to the

State governments. The New England system of free schools is one of the most remarkable
features of that section of the country. The principle on which it is founded, is, that ele-

mentary instruction should be so free as to exclude none from its benefits, and the schools

should be so numerous as to bo within the easy reach of all ; at the same time that their

management should be left chiefly to the people themselves in small districts, so as to excite

a general interest in them. The tax for the support of these schools is levied on property,

in order that the poorer classes may not be too heavily burdened with it ; every individual

in the community may not only learn to read and write, but may become acquainted with
arithmetic, geography and history, and in the larger towns with the principles of natural

science and the learned languages, free of expense. Some of the States have school funds,

the income of which is distributed among the towns, in proportion to the number of children

in the schools. Public aid is also given to the higher schools, called academies, and to the

colleges, for the purpose of rendering the course of study more extensive and lessening the

expense of attendance at them. In New York a similar system has been introduced, and
from official reports it appears that, in 1834, there werd 541,401 children attending the com-
mon schools in that State, and that the amount paid for teachers' wages was 732,000 dollars

;

provision has also recently been made there for the education ofcommon school teachers. In

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky,
and some other States, efiectual measures have also been taken for the encouragement and
support of free schools, and in several of these ' ' :es they already afibr4 ample means of
primary instruction.

The higher branches of knowledge are taught in numerous academies and lyceums, in

which the study of mathematics, natural history and philosophy, and the learned and foreign

modem languages, is sometimes combined with instruction in the useful arts, as agriculture,

civil engineering, &c. The colleges and universities carry on the course of study com-
menced in the schools and bcademies, while in the medical, law, and theological schools,

those destined for the learned professions have an opportuniiy of preparing themselves for

their respective occupathws. The number of coll<jges in the United States is 68 ; of medical
schools 28 ; of law schools 9 ; of theological seminaries 37. The country does not yet, how-
ever, furnish the scholeir with those facilities for a finished luarned education which are
affi>raed by the scientific and literary establishments of Europe, and the want ofgood libra-

ries is sensibly felt by every one who has attempted much learned research, "nie largest

collection of books in the United States does not contain 50,000 volumes, and there are few
which even approach that number. The Philadelphia Library has 42,000 volumes; the

Cambridge University Library about the same number ; the Boston Athenaeum 30,000 ; the

New York Society Library 22,000; and the Library of Congress 20,000.
Literature and science are of but recent origin, yet they have already made rapid pro-

gress, and America has aheady produced some works that take their place among the classic

compositions of the old world. The reputation of Irving, Channing, and Cooper is not con-
fined by the Atlantic, and several other writers have prcf^uced work» of merit m the different

branches of elegant Rterature. Some valuable contributions have also been made by the
Americans to theology, jurisprudence, medicine, and natural science. Learned societies

have been instituted, and some of them have published several volumes of their Transac-
tions. Numerous monthly and qua:terly journals are supported in the country, and the best

English periodicals are regularly republished. The current English literature of the day is

also immediately distributed throughout the United States in various forms and at an amaz-
ingly cheap rate, and there are numerous American reprints of the most valuable English
classics. One of the characttristics of the United States is the astonishing number of news-
papers, representing almost every political, social, industrial, moral, and religious interest

that occupies the attention of the community. Their number is nearly 13(M). We may
mention in this connection, that both the federal government and the States have made some
important additions to geographical science, through the agci y of several exploring and
surveying expeditions, got up at the public cost. After the purchase of Louisiana, in 1803,
an exploring expedition was sent up the Missouri under the command of Lewis and Clarke,
which, after ascending that river about 2500 miles, crossed the Rocky Mountains and de-
scended the Columbia to the sea. This occupied nearly two years and a half, ftom May
1804 to September 1806, and made us acquainted with the course of the Missouri and the
Columbia, with the natural features of the Rocky Mountains, and with the names, numbers
and condition of many Indian tribes. In 1805 Pike was sent to examine the Upper MlKnis-

Bippi, and in 1806 to explore the great region between the Mississippi and the Rocky Moun-
tains ; in this latter exp;idition, the Osage, Arkansas, Platte, Kansas, and Rio del Norte,
were either discovered, or their sources and course were ascertained with greater precision
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than had previously been attained. Two expeditions under Col. Long, the first to the foot

of the Rocky Mountains, in 1819, and the second to the St. Peter's River, in 1823, made
s>nme new discoveries, and re-examined in a more scientific manner some regions before ex-

plored. In 1836 an appropriation was made by Congress for an expedition to explore the
Southern Ocean.
North Car;.lina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Vir-

ginia, ConneclicuU New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Maine have already executed, or
have now on foot, examinations of their respective territories, which will furnish important
contributions to science, while they serve to developc the natural resources of the coimtry.
Some of these examinations arc confined to geological surveys, Eut others comprise trigono-

metrical measurements of the surface, and a complete natural history oi' the territory. Seve-
ral valuable reports of the doings of these boards are now before the public. Of a similar

nature is the general survey of the coast by the federal government, now in progress.

The Americans have been eminent for mechanical inventions, of which the steam-vessel,

by them first applied, at least, to prac tical purposes, is a conspicuous example. The cotton-
^rin of Whitney may almost rank wi h it in value. Mnny improvements in the machinery
ibr the manufacture of cotton have been already introduced from America into Europe, and
that of the woollen-mills of this country is much super' ~ to any thing applied to the same
purpose elsewhere. Tlie whole number of patents isf om the patent-oflSce since 1790,
is 9730 ; from 1790 to 1800, the annual average was only 26; from 1820 to 1830, it had
increased to 535.

In the fine arts the Americans have shown a very strong natural genius for painting,

though their artists have been obliged to resort to the Old World for study, and often, also,

for patronage ; institutions for the encouragement of the art are now, however, formed in

the principal cities of the Union. The names of Copley, West, Stuart, Newton, AUston,
and Leslie, adorn the short annals of American art.

Sect. VII.

—

Aboriginal TriheM.

The aboriginal population of the country now forming the United States, instead of being

merged into the Europesii stock which settled among them, have wasted away, and in most
of the States east of the Mississippi become quite extinct. Incessant wars with the whites,

too often provoked by the cupidity of the latter; the gradual destruction of the game on
which they depended for subsistence; and the vicious habits in which their vicinity to civil-

ised man enabled them to indulge, combined to lessen their numbers, until the numerous
tribes that once occupied all the openings in the great primitive American forest, have actu-

ally died out, or been reduced to a few miserable individuals. From the Roanoke to the

St. Lawrence, the only surviving remnant of the proud and warlike Iroquois tribes, and of
tlic once powerful Algonquins, is about 8,000 men, women, and children, in New England
and New York, and about 50 more in Virginia. Further south, but much narrowed in their

limits, some portions of the Cherokecs, Creeks, and Chickasaws, arc yet permitted to linger

for a while in the land of their birth. The Choctaws and the Natchez have disappeared.

From the Tennessee to the Lakes, and from the Desmoines to the Gulf of Mexico, scarcely

a drop of Indian blood remains within the limits of the States. Beyond Lake Michigan, on
the Upper Mis.<;issippi, on the Missouri beyond the limits of the State of the same name, and
on the upper part of the Arkansas and Red Rivers, the country is almost wholly occupied by
the aboriginal race.

The whole of the region between the Atlantic and the Rocky Mountains, and between
the Gulf of Mexico and Hudson's Bay, appears to have been divided among five great nations

or families of tribes; the Algonquin or Chippewa; the Huion or Wyandot; the Floridian;

the Sioux or Dahcotah ; and the Pawnee. Each of these families comprised many indepen-
dent and often hostile nations, which, however, are proved to have spoken cognate dialects,

and, therefiire, to have sprung ftom a common stock. The New York Indians, comprising
the remnant of the celebrated Five Nations, namely, Senecas, Cayugos, Oneidas, and Onon-
dagas, to whom are now joined some Delawares, Mohecans, and Narragansetts, and the Tuo-
caroras, of a difierent origin, belong to the second of these families, as do also the Wyandota,
some of whom still remain within the limits of Ohio. The whole number of the former
decs not exceed 4176 souls, of whom more than one-half are Senecas. The Tuscaroraa
removed ft-om North Carolina in the beginning of the last century ; and, joining the confede-

racy called by the French the Iroquois, by the Dutch the Maquas, and by the English the
Five Nations, caused it to receive the new name of Six Nations, descriptive of the number
of the confederated tribes. The Mohawks, the head of these Romans of the New World,
as they have been called on account of their warlike spirit and extensive conquests, removed
to Canada in 1776, and were followed by a portion of the Cayiigas;—but these once power-
ful nations have now dwindled to an insignificant band. The other tribes above menHonec
removed more recently; the Delawares from Pennsylvania, and the Mohecans and Narra-

gansetts from Massachusetts. These Indians have long enjoyed the benefit of religioun
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instruction by Christian Missionaries, and they are, in general, provided with schools, agri-

cultural implements, comfortable dwellings, and clothes, but they make little progress in

European manners and civilisation. The Wyandots, to the number of 575, occupy the plains

nbout the head of the Sandusky River with their herds.

The Algonquin race once possessed all the countrv between the Tennessee and Roanoke,

and the St. Lawrence and the Lakes, and even much farther north, with the exception of

the comparatively small enclosed tract, inhabite ^ • the Huron nations. At present, about

379 Passamaquoddies, on Schoodic River, in astern part of Maine ; 280 Penobscots

near Bangor; 750 individuals of a mongrel stt .t p^ Indian and Negro breeds in the south-

east part of Massachusetts; 420 Narrogansetts in Rhode Island, also much mixed with

blacks; 300 Mohecans near Norwich, and 100 Pequods near Stonington in Connecticut,

with 3tK) Narragansetts, Delawares, and Mohecans in New York, and about 50 Nottaways
in Virginia, aro the sole relics of their onre numerous tribes, east of the Mississippi and
south of the Maumee. The only vestige of their existence Icil by these extinct nations, is

in their names of the physical features of the country. The Algonquin language is still

spoken by the Chippewas nr Ojibwas, Ottawa^, Pottawatamies, Sacs and Foxes, Shawnese,
Kickapoos, Menomonies, Miamis, and Lenni Lenapes or Delawares. The Miamis reside

in the northern part of the State of Ohio, occupying the Sandusky plains on the head of the

Sandusky River; their number is 1100. The Delawares, to the number of 826; the Kicka-

poos, amounting to 588 ; and the Shawnese, celebrated as the tribe of Tecumseh and his

brother Elsquataway, the Prophet, have removed to the Indian District west of Arkansas;

—

the latter number about 1250 souls. The Pottawatamies, Ottawas, and Chippewas of the

peninsula of Michigan and the northern part of Indiana, are very closely allied in habits,

mariicrs, and language, and some of them have also united in ibrming a confederacy. The
Ottawas have, however, made more progress in agriculture than the kindred tribes.

The country north of Lake Michigan to the Red River is inhibited by scattered bands of

Chippewas, who depend for subsistence chiefly upon the wild rice of the innumerable lakes

of that region, and the small game and fish in which it abounds. Such, however, is their

indolence, and so precarious is the supply from these sources, that they often suffer severely

from scarcity and famine, and much of their time is spent in wandering from spot to spot,

in search of the food, which might be plentifully and readily procured by a little industry

and forethought. The Wild Rice (Zizania aquatica) is collected by merely pushing a canoe

into the lake or stream in which it grows, bending the stem over the boats, and thrashing

out the seeds with a pole ; it is afterwards dried over a slow fire, hulled by trampling it

under the feet, and winnowed by exposure to the wind. The Ojibwas are said to be the

only tribes who do not use salt They make cabins (Jig. 1116.) and boats {Jig. 1117.) of

lllA 1117

Birch Dark Lodxe. Birch Bark Canoe

birch bark, but they have little mechanical ingenuity, and their ornaments consist merely

of beads, paints, arid other trifles bought of the traders. The number of these Indians is

about 8500 ; that of those in the peninsula of Michigan and Indiana, nearly 9000.

The Menomonies are another Algonquin nation, livinjf about Green Bay, and the heads of

Fox, Wisconsin, and Menomonie Rivers ; their number is 4200. They are much superior to

the Ojibwas in mechanical ingenuity, and they prepare belts, moccasins, sheaths, &c. very

neatly, ornamented with beads and porcupine quills.

The confederated tribes of the Sacs ana Foxes, or Ottogamies, who have long been distin-

guished for their daring and restless spirit, fought their way from the shores of Lake Ontario

to the Mississippi, beyond which they have lately been driven, first by the combined Chip-

pewa forces, and more recently by the American troops. In the beginning of the last century

they made a despemte efl'brt to seize the French post at Detroit, and they continued to give

the French colonists much trouble for a period of nearly 50 years after that attempt. Their

numbers, which were at one time very much reduced, have been gradually increased by the

policy of adopting their prisoners of war, and receiving seceders from other tribes, and at

present they amount to 6.500 individuals, residing on both banks of the River Desmoines.

It is the reninrk of one well acquainted with the aboriginal tribes from personal observa

lion, that tlieir unrecorded traditions referring to events beyond the beginning of the las'

i
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century, are entitled to no confidence ; even the names which they bestowed upon themselves
aiibrd no clue to their early history, but were, as at this day, p oetly purely accidental. And
another writer, who has had equal opportunities for observing-, and has shown not less dili-

gence in studying the Indian character, declares, that their legendary tales' are unworthy of
credit, and mostly invented to satisfy the inc^uiiies of the white man. Our only accounts of
their religious notions are generally drawn from half-breeds, who may be suspected of min-
gling European speculations with the vague and confused ideas of the Indians, or from the
converted and semicivilised natives, who fill up the voids in their own imperfect traditions

with borrowed lore. From all we can learn, however, it appears that the Algonquin nations
iielieve in the existence of a Supreme Creator, ths Kacha Manito or Good Spirit, of an Evil
Spirit or Malcha Manito, and of other inferior spirits, whose favour they seek to obtain by
certain ceremonies, and sometimes by sacrifices and offerings. They also have some notions
of a future life, in which the good spend their time in hunting and mirth, and the bad in

hard labour. They have sorcerers, whose spells are highfy esteemed for the cure of diseases,

and for luck in their enterprises, and their medicine-bags or charms are carefully worii about
the person or hung up in the lodge. For the cure of diseases, they practise bleec'iiog, use
the steam-bath, employ various decoctions and roots, and trust much tj the efficacy of songs,
dances, and other ceremonies performed under the direction of the medicine-men. All of
this race have long been in contact with the whites, who have been among them either aa
enemies, traders, or religious instructors, and they have, therefore, more or less lost their
distinctive traits. Polygamy seems to prevail among them, limited only by the inclination or
means of the individual. Cannibalism was also once practised by all of'^this race. A singular
institution still existing among them, and probably peculiar to them, is the totem or family
badge, consisting of some object, sometimes an animal, sometimes an inanimate thing,

adopted by each family as its symbol and protector, and constantly worn as a medicine or
spell. The Algonquins have the art of conveying information by means of a rude sort of
picture-writing ; thus, by figures cut or painted upon a skin, a rock, or a piece of bark, they
are able to indicate to the busent their route, their numbers, the character of the persons
composing their party, and the incidents that have occurred on the way ; they can even
describe a battle or a council with tolerable minuteness in this manner. They have drums,
flageolets, and rattles, to accompany their dances and religious rites ; and Schoolcraft gives
some specimens of their songs and talea

The fan:ily of Sioux languages is to the west of the Mississippi, what the Algonquin is

to the east of that river ; nearly the whole of the region from the Mississippi to the Rocky
Mountains, and from the Arkansas to the head waters of the Missouri, being inhabited by
more or less closely afiiliated nations. Beside the Quapaws, Osages, Kansas, Mahar Pon-
cas, loways, Ottoes, Missouries, and Winnebagoes, the Shiennes, Crows or Upsarokas, Min-
netarees, Mandans, and Blackfect, also belong to this stock.

The Sioux, Dahcotahs, or Naudowessies, occupying the country between the Upper Mis-
sissippi and.the U^n-^r Missouri, are one of the most numerous and powerful of the Indian

nations of the Unitud States. The term Dahcotah signifies confederate, the nation consist-

ing of seven confederated tribes, whose number is estimated at 27,500, exclusive of 8000
Assinaboins, Hohays, or Stone Indians, who live west of Lake Winnipeg. A Sioux Helen
caused the separation of the latter from the body of their countrymen. Ozalapaila, the wife

ofoneof the chiefs, having been carried off by another leading warrior of the same tribe, and
the husband and brothers of the woman having been slain in the attempt to recover her, the

quarrel gradually extended from the friends of the two parties to the whole nation, and ended
in a fierce civil war. After a long and bloody struggle, the seducer and his friends finally

renounced their allegiance to the confederacy and retired to the north ; but the divided mem-
bers have been almost continually in a state of hostility with each other. The Dahcotahs
believe in the existence of a Master (^ Life, or Great Spirit, whom they call Wahkan Tanks,
and of numerous subordinate; spirits, among whom the Waiikan Stiecha, or Evil Spirit, and
ths Thunder, are the principal ; to all of these they make offerings. Ti.ey have the samo
rude notions about a fiituro life as the Algonquin tribes; polygamy also prevails among
them ; but they seem to have always been free from the guilt of cannibalism. They live

chiefly in the prairies, making lodges of buffalo-skin {fig. 1118.), and employing dogs to

carry burden.^ ; they raise some maize, pumpkins, and beans ; the flesh of the dog is consid-

ered by them a great delicacy, and e. feast of dog's-maat is the greatest mark of attention

they can pay a stranger. The accompanying cut {fig. 1119.) represents a Dahcotah chief

and his sou ; the fonaer has a cloak of buflalo-skin, dressed white, and decorated with feathers

of various colours ; a necklace of the claws of the grisly bear ; leggins of white shins, orna-

mented with tnfls of human hair; moccasins of the same material, adorned with fcatliers,

and a fan of wild-turkey feathnrs in iiis hand; on his head nre nine smooth sticks painted

with vermilion, indicating the number of wounds he has received. The son has a head^

dress of the feathers of the war eagle. The Winnebagoes are the only natiwi of this family

who resido east of the Mississippi ; they f.re about 4500 in number, and live in Wisconsio
Territory, norjLh of the river of the name.

89*
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The Shiennes, consisting of 2000 bouIs ; the Mandans of 15,000 ; the Minnetarees of

15,000, and the Blackfeet Indians, inhabit the country on the Upper Missouri and between
Uie river and the Rocky Mountains. Between the Platte and the Missouri, near their June-

tion, are the Mahas or Omawhaws to the number of 1400. The Ottoes on the south of the

Platte, 1600, and the Kanzas, or Konzas, and Oesgos, further south, the former consisting of

1470, and the latter of 5120 individuals, are very nearly allied to the Omawhaws. They
dwell in permanent lodges composed of poles fastened in the ground and converging at top,

interwoven with bushes and small branches of trees, and covered with earth. These lodges

are often sixty feet in diameter and twenty high, and are lighted only by a hole through

which the smoke escapes at the top; tite roof, being too heavy to be supported by the poles

which form the frame, is propped up by trunks of trees ranged round the insido like bo many
columns. The nations here alluded to have droves of horses, they raise naize, beans,

pumpkins and watermelons, and, like the more northern tribes, uso the dog for carrying bur-

dens. They are tall, well made, and warlike, but not so ferocious and cruel as many of

their neighbours. . Some of them have names for several of the most striking stars, or groups

of stars, as the pole star, the planet Venus, the Pleiades, &c., and they practise the same
sort of picture-writing that is used by the Algonquin tribes.

The more southern Indians, from the Arkansas to the Del Norte, inhabiting a country

similar in its physical features to that of the Missouri nations, resemble the tribes last de-

scribed in many of their habits, but seem to belong to a different stock. They arc all well

mounted and are nomadic in their life, following the buflfalo in his annual migrations from

south to north, and in his continual roaming in search of new pastures. We are, however,
less acquainted with their respective peculiarities than with those of the tribes nearer to the

frontier. Horse-stealing is ihe besetting sin of all the prairie Indians, and is by no means
confined to those now under consideration. This family has been called, from its principal

nation, tiie Pawnee, and comprises the Pawnees, living on the river Platte, 10,000 in num-
ber ; one of the tribes offers a human sacrifice in the spring to the Great Star (Venus) ; the

Shoshonpes, inhabiting the Rocky Mountains, 15,000 ; the Camanches, called also letans,

or Paducas, 7000: the Kaakaias; the Kioways; the Towash, sometimes called Pawnee
Piquas, or Peeks ; and to the north of the Platte, the Rickarees, or Arickaras, and Arrapa-

hays. It appeal's to be still uncertain to what stock the Caddoes, about 2000 strong, belong.

The Floridian family formerly occupied the country south of Virginia and Kentucky ; but

the Natchez, once so powerful and civilised, are extinct ; the Catawbas are reduced to a rem-
nant of 4-30 souls in South Carolina; the Choctaws have removed to the Indian tract beyond
the State of Arkansas, and the only remaining nations are the Cherokees, Creeks, of whom
the Seminoles are a branch, and the Ch!ckr:saws. All of these nations, from their long con-

nection with the whites, and of late years from their having emoyed the direct instruction

of missionaric \ have made much progress in the arts and comrorts of civilised life. They
have become, more or less generally, cultivators of the soil, and the Cherokees have a news-
paper printed in their native language, and in characters invented by one of the nation. The
other langua c< ^ have i'~en reduced to writing by the missionaries, who have published in

them various wMrksof uuvotion and te.'ct-books for education. The Cherokees and the Choc-
taws are the rmr^t improved. Tho number of the former is 18,000, exclusive of 6000 who
have removed t( the west; of the I.iMcr, 15,000, exclusive of about 1200 or 1500 who still

linger about t.ln^ii former country. Of the Creeks 3600 have cmigr<4ed, and 21,000 still

remain in Alabam.% but ate now on the point of retiring to the we«t. Tho Seminoles, or

Lower Creeks, living in 'Florida, are estimated to amount to about 3000. The Chickosaws
of Mississippi ave fiGOO. The whole number of Indians east of the Mississippi is about

80,000; between that river and the Rocky Mountains there are about 180,000, of whom
31^)50 have emigrated thither from the east, and 150,000 are indigenous tribes.

The relaiions of the federal government to the Indian nations within its territorial limita,

have been of a mi.xod chnracter; in part assuming the choracter and language of a superioi
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and protector, yet making treaties with them as independent powers. Those Indians who
have remained within the limits of the States have not been considered as citizens of tho^e

Slates, but have been allowed to retain their own government and laws under the protection

of treaties made with the general government. Of late years it has been the policy of the

United States to persuade them to remove beyond the State boundaries, or to relinquish tiieir

independent character and become citizens of the States where they reside. With a view
to eftect this object, a tract of country lying between the Red River and tlie Platte, and be-

tween Arkansas and Missouri on one side, and Mexico and the Rocky Mountains on the

other, has been purchased by the United States, and reserved for the use of the emigrating
Indians, who are paid for the lands which they surrender, and are encouraged to hope that

in their new country they will be for ever free from the encroachments of the white race.

Here they arc provided with agricultural implements, live stock, and useful tools, and efforts

are made by several missionary societies, with the assistance of government, to establish

schools and spread a knowledge of the Christian religion among them. "An extensive

country," says the annua! report of the Secretary at War, in 1835, " has been reserved for

them, and has been divided into districts for the several tribes. To this they are removed
at the expense of the United States. They are provided with the necessary subsistence for

one year after they reach their new residence. Annuities in specie to a greater or less

amount are payable to each tribe. Agricultural implements, domestic animals, seed com,
salt, looms, cards, spinning-wheels, iron, steel, clothes, blankets, rifles, ammunition, and other

articles, are distributed among them. Mills are erected and kept in operation ; council-

houses, churches, and dwelling-houses for tiie chiefs, are built; mechanics aro engaged and
supported ; schools established and maintained ; and the missionary institutions among them
are aided from the trca.sury of the United Slates. They will be here separated from the

settled portions of the country, by a fixed boundary beyond which our population cannot
pass." It should be added, that in 1835, besides the annual appropriation of 10,000 dollars

for the civilization of the Indians, which is chiefly expended in the support of teachers among
them, the United States were paying to diflerent tribes, by treaty stipulations, a yearly sum
of 42,000 dollars, solely for purposes of education. There were in 1835 upwards of 1500
Indian children receiving instruction, exclusive of 163 pupils at the Choctaw Academy in

Kentucky. In every instance a knowledge of agriculture and of some mechanic art is im-

parted to the boys, and of household duties and economy to the girls.

The following tables show the number of Indians who had removed to the Western Ter-

ritory, and the number remaining witiiin the States, in 1836. It is in part a repetition of th^

statements already mode, but exhibits them from a different point of view :

—

. 1. Number of Indiana Emigrated.

Tribct. Nnmben,

Winnebagoes 700
Chlppcwas, Ottawas, and Pottawata-

micB 1,300
Pottawatamica, from Indiana 441
ChocUwB 15,000

Qaapaws 300
Creeks 3,600
Appalachicoloa 265
Cherokee* 6,000

Kickapoos 588

Tribm. Koinben.

Delawares 826
Shawnees 1,250

Ottawas
Weas
PiankeshawB
Peorias and Kaskaskios

.

Senecas

.

300
222
162
132
251

Seneca* and Shawnees 21

Total. 31,348

2. Numbir of Indiana to he removed.

TribM. Nnmben.

New York Indians 4,176
Ottawas, of Ohio 230
Wyandota 575
Pottawatamies, of Indiana 3,000
Miamins 1,100
Chippewos, Ottawas, and Pottawata-

mies 6,400
Winnebagocs 4,500
Menomonies 4,200

Tribes. Ntunber*,

Cherokees 18,000

Creeks 21,000
ChickosawB 5,600
Seminole 3,000

AppalachicolaB 400
Chippewas, or Ojibwas 8,350

Total 80,531

3. Number of indigenous Tribes, west of the Mississippi.

TribM. Numben,

Sioux 27,500
Ioway« 1,300
Sacs and Fose 6,900
Oaageg 5,120

Tribee. Nnmben

Kanzas 1,471

Omahas 1,400

OttocB and Missouries 1,600

Pawnees 10,000
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Tritak N«mben.

Minnctorees 15,000

Asainaboina 8,000

Crecs 3,000
Gros Ventres 3,000
Camanchcs 7,000

Kiowaii 1,400

Alondani 15,000
QuapawB 450

TrSwh Nombcfft

Crowi 4,500

Cnddos 3,000
• Poncaii 800
Arickoroi 3,000

Shiennes. 2,000

filockfeet 30,000

Total 150,341

It is remarked by Volney that North America, with the exception of Mexico, presents no

vestiges of antiquity, no structure of hewn or sculptured stone, that attests the ancient ex-

istence of art among its inhabitants. The only apparent exception to this observation is the

numerous works known under the name of mounds and fortifications, which are found scat-

tered over the great Missiiisippi valley, from the St Peter's to the delta of the Mississippi,

and fh}m the Mohawk and tlie Kenawha to the plains of the Missouri. The former consist

of conical elevations, from a few feet t) 20, 30, or 50 feet high, sometimes solitary, sometimes
clustered together in great numbers. The latter are oval, circular, square, or polygonal en-

closures, otten connected by long parallel embankments, and in some instances comprising

an extent of from 20 to 30 acres. In general the vails of circumvallation are composed
wholly of earth, but sometimes consist partly of stone loosely thrown together, and traces

of cement and brick also appear to have been met with in some places. The mounds appear

to have been used as places of burial ; the enclosures for purposes of defence. The ques-

tion as to the authors, origin, and objects of these works has, however, given rise to much
speculation, and while some look upon them as proofs of the former existence of a more
civilised population in this part of the world, others see in them nothing beyond what might
huve been executed by the naked savages who have possessed these regions ever since they

have been known to Europeans, and some geological writers have denied that the mounds
were artificial works. We would merely observe that the Indian tribes known to the whites

had no traditions concerning the history or uses of these constructions, and leave this sub-

ject with the following remarks of two writers whose opinions are entitled to great weight
" Although it may seem arrogant," says Prof. Hitchcock, " in one who has never person-

ally inspected the celebrated mounds of our Western States, so universally regarded as the

work of man, I hesitate not to advance the opinion with great confidence, that they are

almost universally the results of diluvial and fluviatile action. To say nothing of their great

number and size, which would render their construction a work of ages for all the millions

of the globe, there is one fact stated by an acute writer, that must put the question at rest

He says that he ' had never examined one that was not composed of different strata of earth,

invariably lying horizontally to the very edge of the mound.' (^Illinois Mag. 1252). Now
I take it upon me to say, that it is altogether beyond the art of man to pile up large hills of

loam, sand, clay, &c., so as to exhibit the stratified structure here spoken of. These mounds,
therefore, scattered as they are in immense numbers over the western regions, are the work
of Grod and not of man. They were either piled up by diluvial action, or they are the rem-
nants of tertiary formations, that have been mostly removed by rains, land-floods, and de-

luges. That such elevations should have been selected for the habitations, the forts, and the

burying-places of the aboriginals, is just what we might expect" {Report on Qedogy of
Matiachusetts.)

The other passage relative to the ancient fortifications, is ftom the pen of a writer long

officially connected with the aborigines, and to whose opportunities of personal observation

has been added a diligent study of whatever has been written by others on this subject
"We have no doubt," he says, " that they were erected by the forefathers of the present

faidians, as places of refuge against the incursions of their enemies, and of security for their

women and children, when they were compelled to leave them for the duties of the chase.

And much of the my.stery in which this subject has been involved, owes its origin to a want
of due consideration of the circumstances and con3ition of the Indians. We do not reflect

on their almost infinite division into petty tribes, and on Iheir hereditary and exterminating
hostilities. Nor have we reflected that the stone tomahawk is a very inefficient instrument
for cutting timber into palisades, nor that if fire be adopted as a substitute, the process ia

tedious aiid laborious. Their transportation too must have been a serious objection to their

use, and in a few years they require renewal. Even when otherwise proper, they were
always liable to be burned by the enemy. These circumstances render it probable that the

erection of the earthern parapet was the most economical and desirable mode in which the

Indians could provide fcr the security of themselves, and of those who were most dear to

them. And their migratory habits will sufficiently account for the number of these works,

without resorting to the existence of a dense population, utterly irreconcileable with the

habits of a people, who have not yet passed the hunter state of life."

%
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Sbot. Vlll.

—

Locai Oeography.

The territory of the confederacy is at present divided into twenty-six States, two Terri-

tories, and one Federal District, which contains the seat of government This does not

include tiie extensive tract assigned to the Indians, called the Western Territory, and the

region wc:>t of the Missouri and nprth of the Platte, in which there is no white population,

and which has received no political organization or oflicial name. The States are divided

for municipal purposes into small sections, styled counties, except in South Carolina, where
they are called districts, and in Louisiana, where they are called parishes. In the States

of New England, in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan,
liic counties are subdivided into townships, otlen called towns, and in Delaware into hun-
dreds. The following table gives a view of the absolute and relative population of the States

and Territories in 1830; of the number of the different classes of the population; of the

rate of increase from 1820 to 1830 ; and of the area, and number of representatives of each
State in the Federal Congress.

.STATES ANn
TERRIIURIE!).

Maine
New Hunipshiro •

Vermont
MassRcliUiivtU . .

.

Rhode Inland •
Connecticut
New Vorit
Pennaylvania....
N«w jeriey
Diiiaware
Marylnnil
District of Columbia.
Virginia <

North Carolina...
South Carolina ...

Ocornia
Florida Territory

.

Alahnma
Miuiiiaippi
Loiiiniana
Tennessee
Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana
Ilhnois.

Michigan
MiKmuri
Arkanias
Wiwoniin Territory

Arm, Sq. M,

33,900
9,400
10,000
7,M)0
l,%U
4,704

40,000
46,000
7,870
3,100
13,500

lOO
70.000
50,000
33.000
63,000
35,000
50,000
46,000
«),30U
45,000
40.500
44,000
36,000
53,500
54,000
60,000
54.000
300,000

WhilM.

398,283

308,731
279,771
£0.1,359

03,031
38»,I»I3

1,868,061

I39,!100
300,380
57,601

391,108
37,563
094,300
473,843
357,863
396,800
18,385

100.400
70,443
60,331

535,746
517.787
033,:)S0

339,390
155,061

1

114,795
35,671

maeokMuid.

1,193
£07
681

7,04U
3,i«ll

8,047
44,870
37,930
18,303
15.^55

53,938
6,153

47,348
19,543
7,931

3,480
844

1,572
51!)

16.710
4,5.'!5

4,917
0,576
3,633
3,384

7
569
141

SUtm.

17
35
75

403t
3,254t
3.293

103,904

6,119
469,757
345,601
315,401

15,501
117,519
65.659
109,588
141,103
165,313

35,091
0,630

Total.
Rate or
Incrcaie.

POpuhlhH.
pwSq-M.

Numb, of
ReprtKOL

309,955 33.9 13 8
369,328 10.3 8U 5
380,653 19.0 37 5
610,40d 16.65 81 13
97,1!»9 17.0 73 3

207,67.'S 8.15 63
I,fll8,ti08» 39.30 43 33
1,348,233 38.5 30 35
320,823 15.U 44
76,748 5.5 30 1

447,040 9.74 30 8
39,834 30.1 308

1,311,405 13.7 18 31
737,9rt 155 IS 13
581,185 IS.6 18
516,833 51J0 8
34.730 0.8

30!>,527 143. 6 5
13(i.(;31 81. 3 3
S1.1,739S 40.6 4 3
681,1104 63. 15 13
687.917 31.9

•

17 13
937,903 61. 31 19
343,031 133. 10 7
157.445 185.3 3 3
87,27:111 .... 3 1

140,455 111. 3 3
58,i:Mir .... 1 1
30,000** .... 0.01

The topographical details may be distributed under the general heads of,—1. The Federal
District: 2. New England: 3. Middle States: 4. Southern States and Territories; and 5.

Western States and Territories.

SoMECT. 1.

—

Duttict of Colwnbia, or Federal Dutriet.

The District of Columbia is a territory of ten miles square, under the immediate jurisdic-

tion of the Congress, situated on both sides of the Potomac, 200 miles from the sea, and
lying between Maryland and Virginia, by which States it was ceded .to the general govern-

ment of the Union, in the year 1790. The site wos selected by Washington, in pursuance
of a clause of the Constitution, which gives Congress power to exercise exclusive legislation

in all cases over such District, not exceeding ten miles square, as may, by cession of par-

ticular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of government of the

United States. The surface of the District is undulating, consisting in part of low marshes,

interspersed with considerable eminences, which give variety to the scenery, and command
Eome flne views. The situation is favourable for trade, ships of any size being able to come
up to Alexandria, and large vessels ascending to the Navy-Yard in Washington. The Dis-

trict is divided into two counties, Washington and Alexandria, and it contains three cities,

Washington, Georgetown, and Alexandria. The meridian of the Capitol, which is very

generally used in American maps and geographical works as a first or prime meridian of

longitude, is 77° 1' 48" west of the English first meridian of Greenwich, and 70° 22'

* Including 5,603 not regularly returned.

tit appeara that the actual number of ilavei ia Penniylvania wsi only 67, the number here given including
iiidonted apprentivca.

1 Evory cliiW horn after 1804 ia free. § Including 210 not regularly returned.

|l Popnl.iiinn in 1=:^5. IT Population in 1835 * Population in 1833.
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Wubiofton City.

11" west of the meridian of Paris. The population o tho DiBiiict amounted, in 1830, to

39,834, of which 6110 were slaves, and 6152 free blacks.

The City of Washington {Jig. 11*20.) was laid out under tlie superintemlcnco of the great

man whose name it bears, in 1791,
1120 — and became tho seat of govern-

ment in 1800. The situation is

fine, on somewhat elevated ground
at the junction of the Potomac and
the East Branch, <vbich hero form

a wide basin, more like a sea than
n river. The plan is perhaps un-

rivalled fi>r beauty and regularity,

fo.'.ikiiig a parallelogram of about

four miles by two and a half The
principal streets or Avenues are

ten in number, five of which di-

verge from the President's House
and five from the Capitol ; one of

them, called Pennsylvania Ave-
nue, nmning directly from the for-

mer to the latter, a distance of one
mile. The Avenues, which are named from the States, arc crossed by streets running north

and south, and by others running east and west, all of which are very spacious, being from

70 to 160 feet wide. Wide, open spaces are also formed at the intersections of the streets

and Avenues, and the public buildings are placed in situations which will give them the

happiest efl'ect But a small part of the ground thus laid out, is as yet, however, covered by

buildings, and as detached points of the plan have been occupied, little order is percepti-

ble to the observer, and the City consists only of straggling clusters of houses placed at in-

convenient distances from each other. Washington is the residence of the President of

the United States, and of the other chief executive officers of the federal government,
and of foreign ministers to the United States ; the Congress meets here annuallv on the

first Monday of December ; and the Supreme Federal Court also holds its annual sessions

here. The population of the City is 18,827, including 3129 free blacks, and 2319 slaves

;

but during the session of Congress the City is thronged with visiters from all parts of the

world. There is a bridge over the Potomac, leading to Alexandria, one mile in length,

about one-half of which is composed of stone and earth, and the remainder of piles; and

there are two over Rock Creek to Georgetown : regular lines of steam-packets run on the

Potomac, a rail-road connects t!ie City with Baltimore, and numerous stage-coaches leave

daily for difierent quarters. The Capitol (Jiff. 1121.) is the most magnificent structure in

the United States ; it is built of freestone
1121 — painted white, aru stands on the brow of

a hill about 75 f^,el above the river, over-

looking the broad bosom of the Potomac
and the surrounding country ; it consists

of a centre and two wings, with an en-

tiro firont of 350 feet, the centre being

surmounted by a lofty dome and the

wings by flat ones ; height of wings 70
feet; to top of central dome 145 feet

On the east front is an advanced portico with columns of the Grecian Corinthian order, which
leads into the Rotundo; and on the centre of Uie west front, which is approached by a long

flight of steps, a recessed portico of the same order. Under the central acme, is the circular

chamber, called the Rotundo, 95 feet in diameter, and of the same height, which is adorned

v;ith reliefs representing Smith delivered by Pocahontas, the Pil^ims landing at Plymouth,

Penn treating with the natives, and Boon engi^ed in a fight with Indians ; and witli four

colossal paintings by Trumbnli, representing the Declaration of Independence reported to Con-

gress, Uio capture of Burgoyno, the surrender of Cornwallis, and Washington's resignation of

his commission. On the west of the Rotundo is the Librair of Congress, a neat and commodi-
ous hall, with 20,000 volumes. In the south wing is the House of Representatives, a splendid

amphitheatre, 95 feet long and 60 high, adorned with 24 breccia columns procured from the

vicinity, with Grecian Corinthian capitals of white Italian marble supporting the dome ; the

chord and the circular wall are both occupied by galleries. In the north wing is the Senate

Chamber, of the same form but smaller, being 74 feet in diameter and 42 feet hi::h ; here also

are two galleries for spectators. Below the Senate Chamber is the Hall of the Supreme Court
There are also 70 rooms for the accommodation of committees, and officers of Congress. The
Capitol is surrounded by handsome grounds, covering 22 acres, laid out in walks and adorned

Th« Cipilol at Wubiotton.

'it

i.

'^wi.. -
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with shrubbery and trees, adjoining which is a botanical garden under the care of the Colum-
Ijian Institute. In the court of the west front stands a rostral column, erected in honour <k
those officers who fell at Tripoli. The President's House, also of fVeestone, is two storiea

high, with a lotly basement, and it has a firont of ISO feet, adorned with an Ionic portico ; it is

surrounded by extensive grounds. On each side are the four offices of Uie executive depart-
ments ; the War Office contains a gallery of Indian portraits, and -the State Office several
interesting original popers, as the Declaration of Independence, Washington's Commission,
&c. Nearer the centre of the City is the General Poet-Office, including the Patent Office,

in which are exhibited several thousand models of patented inventions. There are also here
an Arsenal and a Navy-Yard, with a City Hall, an Hospital, Penitentiary, 20 Churches, the
Halla of Columbia College, &c. A branch of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal terminates in
the City. Washington was entered by a body of British troops m 1814, who burnt the
Capitol, the Public Offices, and the President's House, destroyed the Library of Congress,
&c. They also occupied Alexandria, where they committed some ravages.
Georgetown may be considered a suburb of the metropolis, being separated from it only

by a narrow creek. It is about three miles wr'Hi of tlie Capitol, and is pleasantly situated,

commanding a prospect of the river, the neighbouring city, and the diversified country in the
vicinity. The houses are chiefly of brick, and there are many elegant villas in different

parts. The Convent of the Sisters of the Visitation occupies a delightful situation upon an
eminence overlooking the town : this institution contains about 60 nuns, and embraces a high
school for females, and a charity school of 400 pupils. The Catholic college here is also a
respr^ctable institution. Georgetown is a thriving place, and has considerable commerce

;

but the navigation of the river is obstructed by a bar just below the town ; here is also a
cannon fbundery. The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal reaches the Potomac at this place. Po- .

pulation, 3441. The city of Alexandria, six miles below Washington, on the opposite side

of the Potomac, which is here a mile will' and from 30 to 50 feet deep, carries on an ex-
tensive trade in flour, tobacco, &c., and is actively engaged in the valuable shad and herring
fisheries of the river. The city is regularly laid out, and prettily situated at the foot of
green and gently swelling hills, and it has a good harbour with commodious wharfs, acces-
sible to the largest ships ; the shipping of the port is 9600 tons. Here are a High School,
a girls' boarding-school, under the charge of the Sisters of Charity, an Orphan Asylum, nine
Churches, several tanneries, engine manufactories, foundcries, cotton-milla, &c. ; popula-
tion, 8263.

Sdbsect. 2.

—

New England, or North-eastern States.

New England, comprising the six States to the east of the Hudson, includes some of the
most populous and improved tracts in the United States. Its surface is infinitely varied,

being generally hilly and in some parts rugged and mountainous ; the lofliest summits of the
White Mountains do not, however, rise more than 6428 feet above the level of the sea, and
Mdnsfield Mountain, the highest peak of the more westerly chain of the Green Mountains,
is only 4279 feet high. Most of the hills are clothed with forests, and being generally of a
rounded form and easy ascent, are cultivated to their summita New England is well wa-
tered and contains several noble rivers and fine lakes ; the coast is penetrated by numerous
inlets or tide-rivers, affording free navigation, and abounding in excellent harbours. The
principal rivers are the Penobscot, Kennebeck, Merrimack, and Connecticut ; the current

of these and of the smaller rivers is, in general, rapid, and the water is clear and pure ; the

whole country is also full of water-falls, v/hich fiimish an abundance of mill-seats. The
Connecticut rises in the Highlands that separate the United States from Canada, and taking

a southerly course between Vermont and New Hampshire, and tlirough Massachusetts and
Connecticut, it discharges its waters into Long Island Sound, afler a course of 450 miles.

The tide reaches the foot of Enfield foils, and vessels drawing eight feet of water ascend to

Hartford, 50 miles from the sea ; several side cuts extend the boat navigation 275 miles from
its mouth. In the upper part of its course, the Connecticut flows through magnificent

mountain scenery, and in the lower it is bordered by fertile meadows, and washes some of
the prettiest towns of New England. The Merrimack rises in the White Mountains, and,

afler taking a southerly course into Massachusetts, changes its direction, and runs north-

eastwardly into the sea at Newburyport It is much broken by falls, and its banks are now
the scat of some of the pnncipal manufacturing establishments in the United States. The
tide flows 20 miles to Haverhill, to which place the river is navigated by sloops ; and by the

aid of locks and canals, boats ascend to Concord.

The climate of New England is severe, the winters are long and cold ; and the soil, with
the exception of some fine alluvial formations, is of inferior quality. Indian com, or maize,

which thrives in ail parts of the United States, rye, oats, and some wheat, flax, hops, &c.
are produced, but the country is, in general, better adapted for grazing and tillage. A se-

vere climate and a niggard soil have compelled the New Bnglander to seek a livmg by me*

I'
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Ciianical and manufocturingr purauita, by commerce and : ? fisheries, and to these branches

of industry thin section of the country is indebted for i prosperous condition. The cod-

fishery, the whale-fishery, and the herring and mackerel- ii^hery, are prosecuted almost soielr

from New England. An active commerce is carried on from all its numerous porta with all

qunrtera of the world, and its lumber, the produce of its fisheries, and its manufiictures are

largely exported. Almost every village carries on some handicraft, and the farmer otlcn

miploys the long winter evenings in some gainful task; thus are produced many little ob-

jects of trade, which, although in appearance of small value, yet in the aggregate constitute

a source of considerable wealth to the community. Hats, shoes, carriages and wagons,

cabinet-ware, whips, saddlery, wooden clocks, combe, buttons, straw, chip, and palm-leat hats

and bonnets, tin-ware, brushes, brooms, &c. are produced to such an extent as almost to rival

in value the cotton and woollen stuffs of the large man. 'icturing establishments. These
last are on a greater scale than in any other part of the f;ountry, and are supplied with the

motit improved machinery, which is also of home make.
The New England villatfeia are remarkable for their neat and thrifty appearance, and the

population is distinguishecT for its spirit of hanly enterprise, its industry, its intelligence,

and its high moral and religious tone. The «.><'' rt; religious character of'^the English Puri-

tans, by whom the New England colonies were settled, has been transmitted to their poste-

rity ; and their love of learning, which was, indeed, one form of their religious zeal, has led

to the establishment of institutions for education, which have been fondly cherished to the

present time. The system of he schools, by which education is carried to every door, is

peculiarly of New England origin. The Congregational form of church discipline, in

"<hich each religious society constitutes an independent community managing its owa con-

t><is:iii by the popular voice, and die division of the country into little municipalities, called

towns, in which the people also act directly upon all local aflairs, tend to nourish a strong

democratic spirit, which la farther strengthened by the general equality of fortunes and tho

iVee tenure of the soil.
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1. Stale 'if Maine.

The State of Maine, which occupies more :iiin half the surfiice of New England, is of a

long, irregular shape, extending from 43° to 48° 12' N. lat, and from 66° 50' to 71° W.
long., having an area differently estimated at from 33,000 to 35,000 square miles. A iiag

rid^t of highlands of iio great elevation runs from the northeastern head of the Connecticut,

in a northerly and nort'u asterly direction, and, separating the waters of the St lAwreuze
from those of the Atlantic, tbr-is the boundary between the State and Lower Canada. Nu-
merous spuns shooting out from this dividing ridge, cover the western part of Maine, and
give it an aspect du^idec'ly momtainous ; some of the summits have an elevation of about

4000 feet, av J Mount K^tahdit), -. rugged and insulated group of hills between the east and
west brarohes of th c ^ n,' beccu l^ 5335 feet in height The rest of the surface is, in general,

:«:i ar>; broken by numerous falls. Most of the rivers rise in the

-. , from which the surface slopes to the south and northeast, determin*

the principal streams in those directions. Thus, the Allagaeh, the

kroostook, the three gr;at branches of the St John, take their rise in

on elevated Lake if^mn, in which lie the sources of the Penobscot and Kennebeck, and flow

north Kuf rast The St Francis and Madawaska, however, in the extreme northern comer
of the 8' 'd, descend from the Northeastern Highlands in a southeasterly course. All the
tract drained by these rivers, and constituting about one-third of the whole surface of the

State, is claimed by Great Britain, on the ground that Uiis water-shed is the " high lands

which divide those rivers that empty themselves into the St Lawrence, from those which
fall into the Atlantic." A portage of about two miles in some places separates the northern

and southern water-courses, and it has been ascertained to be practicable to turn the waters

of the Allagash, by a short cut, into the channel of the Penobscot ; the summit-level between
the two rivers scarcely exceeding two feet
The most important southern rivers of Maine are the Schoodic, Penobscot, Kennebeck,

Androecoggin, and Saco. The Penobscot is the largest of these fine streams ; its western
branch, rising in tho Northwestern Highlands, near the sources of the Chaudiere, takes an
easterly course, and after passing through Chesuncook Lake, joins the eastern branch, which
descends from the Seboois Lakes lying on the southern declivity of the central .water-shed

,

from the junction, the united waters have a pretty direct southerly course to the beautiful

and spacious Bay of the same name. The whole length of thu river is about 350 miles, and
it is navigable by largo vessels to the city of Bangor, 50 miles from the sea ; above, it is

much broken by falls. The Kennebeck rises in the same region with the Penobscot, and
flowing in a course parallel to that river, first east and then, after passing through Moose-
head Lake, south, it reaches the tide at Augusta, 50 miles from the sea, and at the bead of

sloop navigation. The other rivers are too much broken by falls and rapids to oflbrd any
ii>'
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great iacilitie» f(>v internal communication ; but they iiimish good harbouri at their mouths,

and a few miles of navijfable waters for small vessels, and are the channels by which the
timber of the interior is brought down to the sea. They also form a vast number of fine

mill-seats, which have been i^vantageously used fur sawing that great staple of the State.

It has been estimated that one-eixtli of the surface of Mame consists of water, and indeed

the Lakes are so numerous as to form one of the characteristic features of the country.

Some of them are remarkable for their picturesque beauties, and many ofthem will be usefbl

mediums of communication when their vicinity is more populous. Mooeehead Lake is the
largest of these bodies of water, and is already navigated by a steam boat; it is 50 miles in

length and of a very irregular Ibrm, being ftom five to fifteen miles broad. Thesuncook Lake
is about 25 miles by 3. There are many fine Islands along the coast, but Deer Island, Cam-
pobellu, and Qrand Menan belong politically to New Brunswick.

Maine does not appear to be rich in minerals, yet there is abundance of iron ore of excel-

lent quality ; limestone is burnt in great quantities for exportation, and in some places yields

B good marble ; and there are indications of bituminous coal in the southeastern part of the

State, between the Kennebeck and the St Croix. One of the roost important productions,

at present, is the white pine timber, which is very extensively used in the ornamental work
of our buildings ; it is found chiefly upon the upper Kennebeck and Penobscot, and on the

AUagash, beyond which it becomes less abundant, and is gradually succeeded by the cedar

;

as there is no other tract yielding this timber to any considerable extent in the Atlantic

States, these timber lands nave lately very much risen in value. The breeding of cattle

and sheep has hitherto formed the principal branch of agricultural industry, but excellent

wheat is raised, particularly in the valley of the Kenneb^k. The value of the lumber cut

and sawed annuallv is estimated at 10,000,000 dollars; the yearly value of wool grown is

about 2,000,000; that of lime manufactured in the State, 1,000,000; annual value of manu-
&ctures 10,000,000. The total shipping belonging to the State amounts to 225,329 tons,

and about 50,000 tons are annually built The value of the imports in the year 1834, was
1,000,121 dollars; of exports, 834,167, of which all but 18,800 dollars was of domestic pro-

duce. Beside lumber, lime tuid wool, beef; pork, butt», pot and peari ashes, dried and
pickled fish, tray, marble, firewood, &c. are exported.

Maine was settled at an enrly period of the 17th century, and was annexed to the colony

of Massachusetts Bay in 1652. It continued to form a pai;t of the State of Massachusetts

until 1820, when it was 'received into the Union as an independent State. The Governor,

Executive Council, and Legislature, consisting of a Senate and House of Representatives,

are elected annually, and every male citizen of the age of 21 years (exceptmg paupers),

who has resided in the State during the three months preceding the election, is entitled to

vote. The Judges are appointed by the Governor with the consent of Council, and hold

their office during good behaviour. The seat of government is Augusta. The State is

divided into ten counties:

Oonntit*. FopuUtioB.

Oxford 354211

York
Cumberland
Kemiebeck

Conntjr 'IV)wiii.

, . . Paris

Lincoln

Somerset.•
Fenobscot...
Waldo
Hancock. ...

Washington

.

51,733 YorkandAIfired
, 60,103 Portland

, 53,484 i Augusta
C Wiscasset

,67,183 ^Topsham

f Warren
. 35,787 Norridgewock
31,580 Bangor
39,788 Belfast

24,336 Castine

,3i;394 Machias.

Population at Different Periods.

1790 96,540
leOO 151,719

1810 228,706
1820 208,335

1830 309,455.

The constitution makes it the duty of the Legislature to reouire the several towns to

make suitable provision, at their own expense, for the support of public schools, and to en-

courage and suitably endow academies, colleges, and seminaries of learning. In pursuance

of this provision, each town is required by faw to raise annually a sum equal to forty cents

for each inhabitant which is distributed among the town schools in the ratio of the number
uf scholars in each. Further grants are also made by the State in aid of their support

Vol. III. 40
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There are in the State 30 Academies; a Baptist College, at Water ilie; a Congregational-

iat Tlieological Seminary, in Bangor; a Wesleyan Theological Seminary, at Readfield, and

Bowdoin College, with a Medical School, at Brunswick. The number of pupils in the com-

mon schools is about 15,000. The principal religious denominations are Baptists, Congre-

gationalists, and Methodists; there are also Friends, Universalists, Roman Catholics, Epis-

copalians, &c
All of the towns are in the southern part of the State ; in which, indeed, nearly the whole

of the population is concentrated. There are some settlements on the St John, in the north-

ern part, which is, however, at present, under British jurisdiction, and through which there

is a road leading from Fredericton, in New Brunswick, to the liver St Lawrence. The cen-

tral part is almost wholly uninhabited and covered with primitive forests, which are visited

only by hunters and lumberers. The felling of timber is generally performed in winter;

the trees are cut into logs of about 18 feet in length, which are easily dragged over the

snow to the banks of the nearest stream, and left to be carried down by the current on the

breaking up of the ice. ^t the mills they are collected by the owners, who had previously

marked them, and converted into boards, &c. The persons employed in this business are

called lumberers, or river-drivers, and are exposed to great hardships. The upper streams,

being narrow and crooked, are sometimes clogged up by the loffs, which are prevented from

descending by rocks or other obstructions. Such a mass is called a jam, and can be broken

up only by cutting away the foremost logs. The operation is often dangerous, as the whole
accumulated volume of water rush!» down with gi'eat violence, sweeping away thousands

of 1)^ before it

The property of about eight or nine millioQs of acres is still vested in the States (^ Maine
and Massachusetts; these lands are divided into six classes, according to their value; those

of the first quality for timber, forming the first class ; those next in value, the second ; those

of the best quality for settlement, the third, and so on: a minimum price is fixed for each

class, varying from 75 cents an acre for-the first to 20 cents an acre for the sixth, and a cer-

tain number of acres are reserved for public lots in each township.

On Passamaquoddy Bay, which abounds in good anchoring places well sheltered from all

winds, are the towns of Eastport andv^ubeck, in the collection district of Passamaquoddy.
Eastport the most easterly town in the United States, is situated on Moose Island, and it

has a large and commodious harbour. Its population, which in 1830 amounted to 2450, has

since much increased, and it is' actively engaged in the fisheries and timber trade. There
is a United States' Military Post here. Opposite to Eastport, on the main land, is Lubeck,

with a spacious and safe harbour, and 1535 inhabitants. Calais, at the head of tide on the

Schoodic river, 12 miles from its mouth, is a thriving place, whose population has increased

from 1666, in 1830, to about 3500, in 1835. ProceMling to the west we come to Machias,

situated on a small river of the same name, which affi>rds an abundance of mill-seats. A
neat number of saw-mills, and an active trade in lumber, render Machias a bustling town.

It is the seat of justice for the county of Washingtoui and contains 2775 inhabitants.

There are several flourishing towns on the Penobscot which are indebted for their pros-

perity to the facilities of communication affi)rded by that noble river. Castine, on the east

side, near the head of Penobscot Bay, and at the entrance of the river, has an excellent and
capacious harbour. Belfast on the opposite side of the Bay, shares in the maritime advan-

tages of Castine, and has 3077 inhabitants. It has been ascertained that the most favourable

route for a rail-road from the Atlantic coast to Quebec, is from Belfast 227 miles; estimated

cost about 5,000,000 dollars. The city of Bangor, at the head of tide-water, has lately be-

come the most important place on the Penobscot Added to its maritime advantages, is tlie

vast power furnished by the &lls in the river, which has been employed to propel a great

number of saw-mills; and it is said that fh>m 300,000,000 to 400,000,000 feet of lumber are

annually exported from this port A rail-road has been constructed to Orono, or Old Town,
above the &I18, and steam-boatp run regularly between Bangor and Boston; the river, how-
ever, is shut up bv ice in winter. The population of the city is at present upwards of 8000,

having been necrly trebled since 1830. Lower down, on the opposite side of the river, is

Bucksport At Old Town, or Orono, 12 miles above Bangor, are the remains of^e Pe-

nobscot Indians, 280 in number, under the religious care of a Catholic priest A large num-
ber of mills have recently been put up here, and the population of Orono incroawed from

1472, in 1830, to upwards of 0600 in 1835.

Augusta, the capital of the State, stands at the head of sloop navigation on the Kenne-
beck, 50 miles from its mouth. It occupies both banks of the river, across which there is a

bridge, and contains a handsome state-house of granite, and an United States' arsenal. The
Kennebeck road passes through an almost unbroken wilderness from this place to Quebec,

225 miles. Population, 3980. Three iqiles below Augusta is Hallowell, a flourishing com-

mercial town with 3064 inhabituuts, accessible to vessels of 150 tons. Gardiner, a few miles

ftirther down the river, is also a neat and busy town of about the same size as the preceding,

imd containing some valuable mills. Bath, about 15 miles from the sea, at the heiul of ship
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navigation, is one of the principal commerciai towns in the State, and the inhabitants carry

on tlie business of ship-building with great activity. Between the Kennebeck and Penobscot,
are Wiscasset, Waldoboro, and Thomaston, on short but navigable rivers, or rather inlets

from the sea, which give them important facilities for trade. Great quantities of limestone

are found at Thomaston, and most of the lime exported firom Maine is prepared here. Gra-
nite and marble are also quarried and wrought here, and sent to other parts of the country.

The State prison at Thomaston is arrang^ and condudted on the New York or Auburn
plan. The population of the town is ^21. A fe'v miles west from Bath are Brunswick
and Topsham, at the falls of the river Androscoggin, which affi>rd8 excellent mill-seats.

Advantage has been taken of this situation, and there are numerous mills and manufacturing
establishments here moved by water-power. Brunswick, which has 3547 inhabilants, con-

tains a highly respectable institution, called Bowdoin college, with ten teachers tit the an-
cient and modem languages, natural and moral science, and natural philoeophy.

The city of Portland, formerly a part of Falmouth, is finely situated on an elevated pe-

ninsula extending into Casco Bay, a beautiful sheet of water, aflfording excellent anchorage,

and containing a great number of pretty islands. The city is well laid out and handsomely
built, and has a safe and capacious harbour, which is defended by two forts. The inhabitants

carry on an extensive coasting and foreign trade, and prosecute the fisheries with great

activity ; upwards <^ 40,000 tons of shippmg belong to the port, and the duties collected

here exceed 180,000 dollara a year. Here are six &nkfs sixteen churches, a court-house,

theatre, an atheneeum with a public library, &c. ; and the population, which in '1830 amounted
to 12,601, is now upwards of 16,000. The Cumberland and Oxford canal extends from the

ci^ to Sebago Pond, 20 miles, aiid by a lock in Songo river, the navigation is extended 30
miles further. Measures are also taking for the construction of a rail-road from Portland to

Portsmouth, a distance of 45 miles, which will form a continuation of the Eastern rail-rood

from Boston to Portsmouth.

Saco^ situated at thesis of the river of the same name, which has here a descent of up-

wards of 40 feet, is six miles from the sea, and is accessible to small vessels. Here are

about 20 saw-mills, several cotton-mills, a rolling-mill and nail-&ctorj, &c., and a population

of 3219. York, in the southwestern corner of the State, is a pkce of considerable trade,

with 3485 inhabitants.

2. State of New Hdmpahire.

New Hampshire has the shape of a triangle, with the base in 42*' 40' N. lat, and the

vertex in 45° 20', being 168 miles in length, and gradually lessening in width from nearly

90 miles till it terminates in a point A part of the northwestern boundary remains un-

settled ; by the treaty of 1783 tlie boundary line was to be continued from the Highlands

separating Maine and Canada to the northwesternmost head of the Connecticut, and down
that river to the 45th degree of latitude ; but a question has arisen as to which is the true

head of the river ; the Bnticdi government finds it in the stream which runs through Lake
Connecticut, and fixes upon the northwestemmc I source of that stream as tlie point intended

by the treaty ; the Americans consider a mote western branch as the main river, and extend

their claims to its most remote head. The Indian Stream settlements lying between these

branches, are within the diBPUted territory. The area of the State is nearly 9500 square

miles. It has a aeurcoaat of only eighteen miles, behind which there is a narrow, level tract

of 25 or 30 miles in widdi ; the rest of the surface is hilly or mountainous, the hilb increas-

ing in height as they recede fhun the sea, until they swell into the lofty grandeur of the

White Mountains.

This mountain range which enters New Hampshire between the Connecticut and the

Merrimack, and of which the Monadnock, 3250 feet high, Sunapee, Kearsarge, and Mooehe-

lock (4636 feet) appear to be links, reaches its ffreatest elevation in Mount Washington,

which is 6428 feet above the level of the sea ; the other principal peaks in this group are

Mount Adams, 5660 fleet, Mount Jeflbrson, 5660 feet, and Madison, Monroe, and Franklin,

little inferior. They are composed of huge rocks of granite and gneiss ; round their base is

a forest of heavy timber, which is succeeaed by a belt of stunted fir trees from ten to fifteen

feet high ; above this is a growth of low bushes, and further up the surface is covered only

with a shroud of dark coloured moss ; the snow lies on their summits about ten months in

the year, giving them the appearance from which they take their name. The Notch is a
remarkable chasm, two miles in length, and, where narrowest only 22 feet wide, forming

the only pass through the great mountain bulwark ; between the high, steep precipices which

form iU walls, flows one of the head branches of the river Saco. Several cascades leap

iovna these steep declivities, and, in 1826, a violent fall of rain caused a slide of earth, rooks,

and trees, which choked up the streams, swept away everr thinff before it, and filled the

valley with ruiii. A fhmily of eleven persons living m the Notch nouae were overwhelmed

beneath the tiurrent
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New Hampehire ia well watered, bat its principal rivers are partly in other States. The
Piacataqua, the only considerable stream whose whole course is in this State, is fonned by

the junction of the Salmon Falls and the Cocheco, from the north, with several smaller

streams from the west ; and it is only from the point of junction to the s^ a distance of

about ten miles, that it bears the name of the Piscataqua ; at its mouth is the harbour of the

same name, one of the finest in the United States. Mill streams abound, and the larger

rivers are so much broken in their 'course as to aflbrd numerous fine mill-seats. There it

also a great number of lakes, among which the most important is Lake Winnipiseogee. It

is a picturesque sheet of water about twenty-three miles in length, and varying fttNU two to

ten in breadth. Upwards of 300 pretty islands are sprinkled ever its bosom, and its shores

are indented with beautiful bays, tbrmed by gentle swells of land projecting into the lake

and rising gracefiilly from its waters. It abounds in fish, and its water is remarkably pure

;

being on Uie route to the White Mountains, it is now much visited by travellers, and
steam-boat plies on the lake.

On the coast are the Isles of Shoals, belonging partly to New Hampshire and partly to

Main& They lie about eight miles out at sea, between Portsmouth and Newburyport, and
are hardly more than a cluster of rocks rising above the water. For more than a century
previous to the revolution, they were quite populous, containing at one time six hundred
mhabitants, who found there an advantageous situation for carrying on the fisheries. To
this day, the best cod are those known under the name of Isle of Shoals dun-fish. Fron:
three to four thousand quintals were once annually caught and cured here, but the business

has latterly declined. The inhabitants are about one hundred ; they live solely by fisliing,

and in connexion with those of the shore in their immediate neighbourhood, who follow the

same mode of life, are the most rude and uncivilized beings in New England, except the

Indians. Efforts have recently been made to improve their condition, and they have now a
meeting-house, school, &c.
The mineral resources of New Hampshire are not great Copper is found at Franconia,

and iron is abundant in Lisbon and Franconia ; plumbi^ or black lead also occurs in several

places, particularly at Bristol. A fine-grained granite, which is quarried in many places,

afibrds an excellent building material. The forest affi>rds abundance of excellent timber,

and the white pine sometimes attains the height of 2Q0 feet, with a straight trunk six feet

and upwards in diameter. The sap of the rock-maple yields excellent sugar; and pot and
pearl ashes and ginseng are exported in consideraUe quantities. The occupation of the

inhabitants is chiefly agricultural, and horses and cattle, beef, pork, butter, cheese, &c. are

largely exported. There are some large manufacturing establishments, chiefly in the south-

ern part of the State. In 1893, there were in New Itempshire 60 cotton, and 32 woollen
mills, 609 grist-mills, 093 saw-mills, 19 oil-mills, 15 paper-mills, 234 fulling-mills, and 236
earding^milla Manufactures are also carried on in families to a considerable extent, and
uHne vessels are employed in the bank and shore fisheries; but many of the inhabitants

leave the State every year in search of employment
The flrst settlements were made, in 1623, at Dover and Portsmouth, under a grant to

Mason and Gorges; these were afterwards incorporated with Massachusetts, but were again
separated in 1OT9, from which time New Hampshire formed a distinct province. The Go-
vernor and Executive Council,' with the two legislative houses, styled the Senate and House
of Representatives, forming together the General Court, are chosen annually by the pe^le

;

all male inhabitants of 21 yearo of age paying taxes are voters. The judges are appointed
by the Governor and Council, and hdd their ofllces during good behavioar. Concord is the
eat of govemHaent The State is divided into eight counties.

OouBtiM. Population.

Coos 8,388 .

Grafton 38|l583 .

Merrimack 34,614 .

SuUivan 19,669 .

Cheshire 27,016 .

Hilkborough 37,734 .

County Towns.
' Lancaster

K HaverbiU

f Plymouth
Concord
Newport
Keene
Amherst

r Dover

^"ffi-ri 68,910 \QmT^
.Rochester

Rockingham 44,325
'iFortsmonth

i' Exeter.

1790
1800

JPopulation at Difermt Period*.

141,899

183,762
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Lancaster

) HaverbiU

f Plymoutli
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Newport
Keene
Amherst
Dover
GiImant«A
Gilfbrd

Rochester

] Portsmouth

i

I Exeter.

13,703
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1810 214,360
1820 244,161
1830 269,328.

Common schools are established by law throughout the State, and are supported in part

by town taxes, in part by school lands or funds arising from the sale of them, and belonging
to the towns, and in part also by the proceeds of certain State taxes ; the number of school-

bouses in Uie State somewhat exceeds 1600; and there are 35 academies, attended by about
1600 pupils. Dartmouth college, in Hanover, is a well endowed institution, and affords in-

struction in the coYmtion branches ta>ight in the New England colleges. The princimil reli-

gious denominations are Congregationalists, Baptists, and Methodists, with some Friends,

Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and Roman Catholics.

Nearly four-fillhs of the population reside in the southern part of the State, south of Lake
Winnipibcogee, much of the northern part being quite unimproved, and a large portion of it

being too rugged and sterile to be susceptible of cultivation. Portsmouth, the only sea-port,

«nd the largest town in the State, is pleasantly situated on the Piscataqua, three miles from

the sea. It has one of the finest harbours in the world, affording 40 feet of water in the

channel at low tide, and being easily accessible to vessels of the largest size, and completely
landlocked. It is protected by several forts. The tides rise ten feet The town stands on
a peninsular elevation, sloping towards the harbour, and is well built It contains seven
churches, seven bonking-houses, the county buildings, &c., and is well supplied with good
water brought from the neighbourhood. Two WMden bridges have been built across the

Piscataqua, one of which is 1750 feet long. There is here a navy-yard belonging to the

United States, situated on Navy Island, on the east side of the river, and within the limits

of Maine. The population of Portsmouth is 8082. The coast to the south of Portsmouth
contains several fishing villages, the fine beaches adjoining which are much resorted to as

bathing places.

In this vicinity are Dover on the Coeheco, Somersworth on Salmon Falb River, Exeter
on Exeter River, and Newmarket on Lamprey River. All of these rivers are fine mill

streams, and have rendered the towns above-mentioned the seats of large manufiicturing

establishments. The tide-water reaches these towns, which are all accessible to sea vessels.

The village of Great Falls is the chief seat of the manufoctories in tlie township of Somers-
worth. There are here five or six cotton mills, containing upwards of 30,000 spindles, pro-

ducing seven or eight million yards of cloth yearly, and employing upwards of 800 operatives,

chiefly females. The population of the village is at present about 3000. Dover has nearly

the same number of mills, together with calico-printing works, which bleach and print about

four million yards a year. The town contains 5449 inhabitants. Newmarket, with 2006
inhabitants, has three mills with 14,000 spindles. Exeter, beside its mills and manufactures^

contains a rnpectable seminary, well known as Phillips's Academy. Population, 2759.
The Merrimack has been rendered navigable for boats to Concord, in which much of the

trade of the upper country centres, hj four short canals, with a lockage of 110 feet between
that place and the Middlesex Canal, in Massachusetts. The country on both sides of the

river is well wooded, the hilly tracts being covered with nc^le forests of oak, maple, beech,

hickory, pine, Slc., and the plains and valleys with the elm, ash, poplar, birch, sumach,
locust, &c. ; and on the banks of the Merrimack and its tributaries are many patches of
excellent meadow-land. Concord is the capital of the State, and contains the state-house

and state prison, built of granite, the county buildings. Sic. The jrison is conducted on the

Auburn plan. P(^lation, 3727. Near the southern border of the State is the flourishing

manufacturing village of Nashua in the township of Dunstable ; it contains several large
cotton-milU, and the population of the town increased, between 1830 and 1836, from 2414
to 5065.-

Amherst and Keene are neat thriving towns, between the Merrimack and Connecticut:
and on the latter river are Walpole, Hanover, the seat of Darmouth College, Haverhill, and
Lancaster, towns of between 2000 and 8000 inhabitants^

S. State of Vermont.

This hilly tract, which has received its name from the verdant aspect of its mountain^
lies between the Connecticut, and the long, tapering basin of Lake Champlain, stretchins

finm 420 44' to 46° N. lat, a distance of about 160 miles, with a breadth gradually and

regularly expanding fivm 45 miles in the south to 90 in the north, and an area of 10,000

square miles. The most striking feature is the mountainous range called the Green Moun-
tains, which traverses the State nom north to south, and passing into Massachusetts, there

takes the name of the Hoosac Mountains. In the centre of the State, this ridge is divided

into two, of which the one called the Height of Land runs northeasterly to Canada, and the

other taking a northwesterly direction siiuca down in the northern part of the State. The

Vouin. 40*
'

3K
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fimner dmdet the itiMim of lakei Champlain and Memphremagogr, from the tributaries ot'

the Connecticut; while the latter, though loftier, preaenta a nwre broken outline, and is cut
througrh by several rivers. The part of the ridg^ which traverses' the southern portion of
the Sute is the dividing lino between the waters that flow into the Hudson and those that

empty themselves into the Connecticut The Green Mountains are from 10 to 15 miles
wide, much intersected with valleys, and they derive their name from their perpetual ver-

dure; their sides being covered with small evergreen trees and shrubs, and their summits
with green moss and winter grass. There are many fine fkrms among the mountains, and
much of the land upon them is excellent far grazing. The highest summits are Mansfield
Mountain, 4279 feet above the level of the sea; Camel's Rump, 4188 feet high, Mth in the
northwestern ridge, and Killington Peak, 8675 feet Ascutney, a single elevation near
Windsor, is 3320 feet above tide-water.

^
The Connecticut washes the eastern border of the State; the water-shed, or dividing

ridge, already described, bebg nowhere more than 35 miles ftom the river, and throughout
most of its course not more than half that distance, its tributaries in this State are scarcely
more than mountain torrents. On the western side, the streams have a northwesterlv
course, and are considerably longer; but as they force their wav through the western branch
of the mountainous range, their course is also rapid and much broken by foils. The Misis-

Sue, Lamoile, Onion, aira Otter Creek, flowing into Lake Champlain, are the principal, and
liey afibrd navigation ibr lake craft ftv five or six miles. The whole State is abundantly

watered by pure, running brooks, many of which, with the larger streams, are turned to use

by carrying numerous mills. Lake (Jhamplain extends along the western border a distance

of 140 miles, and varies in width firom one to fifteen mQes, covering an area of (KM) square
miles. It is sufficiently deep for the Lurgest vessels, and during the three years* war was
the theatre of a naval engagement, in which some of the vessels carried 40 guns. It is,

however, commonly navigatra by vessels of 80 or 100 tons, to which the rivers and canals

are accessible, and several steam-boats ply between difierent points on the lake. It receives

the surplus waters ofLake George, and discharges itself by the Sorelle or Richelieu, which,

by means of some canals round its rapids, aflbrds a navigable communication with the St
Lawrence. The principal islands are North Hero, South Hero, and Lamotte, and there are

about GO smaller ones. The aspect of the shores is varied and pleasant, the peaks of the

Green Mountains are visible in the distance, and many pretty towns and villages, and well

cultivated iknns, line its banks. Lake MempbremagtVT >' >i lonfiTi narrow sheet of water,

lying partly in Canada, and communicating by the St Francis with the St Lawrence.
Novaculite, or oil-stone, is found on an island in the lake, and sold under the name of Magog
oil-stone.

Iron occurs in great abundance and is extensively wrought Sulphuret of iron, or pyrites,

is found at Straflbrd and Shrawsbury, firom which three million pounds of copperas are annu-

ally mannfkctured, worth firom 60,000 to 75,000 dollars. The native sulphuret of iron, after

being broken to pieces, is thrown into heaps six or eight feet hieb, and left for some time

expand to the action of the air. In this way a de<iomposition takes place, and the sulphate

of iron, or copperas, is formed, which is afterwards separated from the earthy matter of the

toe. Marble of good quality is quarried and carried out of the State. The mountains are

covered with a growth of hemlock, spruce, and fir ; the lower tracts abound in elm, oak,

hickory, butternut pine, beech, sugar maple, and bireh, and the cedar grows in swampy
places. Agriculture is the chief employment of the inhabitants, and there is some good

arable land, particularly between the mountains and Lake Champlain; but in general the

country is better suited for pasturage. A great many excellent horses are raised here for

the supply ofother States, and horses and mules are exported to the West Indies. In 1830
there were in the State 226,005 head of cattle, 61,272 horses and mules, and 725,065 sheep.

Maple sugar, spirits, pot and pearl ashes, bar and cast iron, and boards and timber, are also

exported. About 20 cotton-mills produce annually three and a half million yards of cloth,

and 112,000 pounds of ywm. Domestic fkbrics of linen and woollen are made in almost

every family.
^

Vermont was first explored by the French settlers of Canada, but the earliest settlement

within the territory was made by the English of Massachusetts, who in 1724, more than IflO

J
ears after the discoveries in the northern parts, by Champlain, established themselves at

^ort Duromer, on the Connecticut Six years after this, the French advanced from Canads

up Lake Champlain, and settled at Crown Point, and on the eastern shore of the Lake.

The claim to the country was afterwards disputed by New Hampshire and New York. The
British Parliament decided in fiivour of the latter State, but much confusion and altercation

were caused by the conflicting grants of land made by the New Hampshire and New York

governments. The disputes thus occasioned remained unsettled during the revolutionary

war, after which New York compounded for her claim, and Vermont becune an independent

State. She was received into the Union in Mareh, 1791.

The Lej^isJature formerly consisted of a single house, called the General Assembly; bat
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in 1836 the Constitution was amended by the establishment oftwo honsea, styled the Senate

and House of Representatives. The Legislative Houses, the Governor, Lieutenant Governor,

and Executive Council, are chosen annually by the people. Every male inhabitant of the

age of 21 years, who has resided in the State during the year preceding the elections, ia

entitled to vote, and each town has a risht to send one Representative to the General As-
sembly. The Judges are chosen annually by that body. The Council (^Censors is chosen

once every seven years, for the term of one year, hy popular voUi. It is Ui«>ir dutv to exam-
ine whether there have been any violations of the Constitution, and whether the Legislativ«

and Executive branches have done their duty, and also to propose any alterations in the Con-
stitution. Montpelier is the seat ofgovernment
The towns are divided into school districts, each of which is required by law to support

»

school at least three months durine the year. An annual tax is levied fi>r their suppOTt, and
the rant of the reserves of school lands in each township, called here the school rights, ia

also distributed among the districts in propwtion to the number of children in each, to aid in

the same purpoen. The number of the school districts is 1612. There ara 80 academies
and county grammar schools, for the support of which similar reservations were made ; and
the University of Vermont, at Burlington, is endowed in the some way. Middlebury CoU
lege has been founded by private funds. These institutions are attended by nearly 200 stu-

dents, and there is a Medical School connected with the former. The most numerous reli-

gious denominations are, the Conj^gationalists, Baptists, and Methodists; and there ara

some Episcopalians, Christians, Universalists, and Roman Catholics,

The State is divided into 13 counties

:

CouNtlea. ' PopuUtloB. Ooanty TswiM.

Addison 34,940 Middlebury

B-«-«f^- "'^68 }Ki2S
Cdedonia. 90,967 Danville

Chittenden. 31,765 Burlington

Eswz 3,981 GoUdhaU
fVanklin .-... 34,535 StAlbans
Grandlile 3,696 North Hera
Orange 37,385 Chelsea

Orleans 13,890 Irasburg
Rutland 31,394 Rutland
Washington 31,378 .,. Montpelier

'Windham 38,746 Newftne

Windsor 40,635 {wSSSLk.

Population at Different Periodt.

1790 85416
1800 154^66
1810 217,718
1820 235,764
1830 280,657.

The capital of the State is the little town of Montpelier, situated in a wild and rugged
region, between the eastern and western chains of mountains, at the junction of the nor'n
and south branches of the Onion River. Here is a handsome State-house of granite, receniJ v

erected, together with the public buildings of the county. The population of Uio town u
1792. West of the mountains are several flourishing towns, which enjoy the advantage of
an easy coinmunication with Lake Champlain, and through it with the Hudscm and StLaw-
rence. St Albans is a neatly built town on a small bay, with on active and increasing trade,
and containinjr 2375 inhabitants. Further south is Burlin^rton, the largest town in the State,
and the principal commercial place on the lake. It is pleasantly situated on a gently rising
slope, overlookmg the lake, and it has an excellent harbour. Here ara the county buildings and
the University of Vermont, and at the falls of the Onion river there ara some manulactoriea.
The population is 3S86. The city of Vergennes, with 1000 inhabitants, is accessible to
Lake vessels, and the American squadron on the Lake was fitted out here in 1814. The
falls in the river afibrd some good mill-seats. Above Vergennes is Middlebury, which con-
tains some mills, and a colle||;e. Marble of a good quality is quarried here. Population,
3468. Higher up the river is Rutland, containing quarries of marble, several manumcturing
establishments, and the public buildings of the county, with 2753 inhabitants. On the same
side of the mountains, in the southern part of the State, is Bennington, in the neighbourhood
of which are found limestone, marble, and iron. Hero ore some mills and iron-works, and t
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popolation of8419. A detachment of Britiah troopa was captured here hj General Stark and

the Green Mountain Doya, in 1777.

CroRtin^ the mountains, and enterinff the rich valley of the Connecticn% we find a num-
ber (^ thriving (owna and neat villages, lining its fertile meadowf. By means of several

short canals, Inats are enabled to ascend the river above Newbury ; the principal of tlieso

cuts is at Bellows' Fallsi where a fall of fifty feet is overcome by nine locks, and an excava-

tion of half a mile in length. Brattlebero' is a busy place of 2141 inhabitants, and contain-

ing some nianufkctories. A Lunatic Asylum is alnut to be erected here. Windsor is a

neat town in a picturesque situation, with the lofty peaks of Ascutney Mountain towering

above it A small stream, which runs through the town, serves to carry the machinery of

several manufiicturing establishments, and there is a State Prison built of ffranite and con-

ducted on the Auburn plan. Population, 3134. At the little village of Bellows* Falls, the

river is suddenly contracted fltrni 300 to 16 or 20 feet wide, and rushes with great impetu-

osity through a narrow chasm cut in the solid rock, having a fall of nearly SO reet in a half

of a mile. Woodstock, with 8044 inhabitants, lies a little off from the river, and higher up,

but on the Connecticut, is Norwich ; civil engineeriug and other practical sciences receive

particular attention in thft institution here, styled the Norwich University.

4. Commonwealth qf Mauachutetla.

This State has a general breadth of not more than 50 miles, with a length of about 140;
but in the eastern part it suddenly expands to the breadth of 00 miles, and shoots a Ion?,

narrow tongue of sand into the ocean, which extends nearly 50 miles beyond the main land.

It lies between 41° 15' and 42° 52' N. lat, and between 69° 50' and 73° 20' W. long., co-

vering an area of7800 square miles. Although the surface is generally hilly, and in some
places rugged, no part of it rises to an elevation of 4000 feet ; the insulated peak, called

Saddle Mountain, in the northwestern comer of the State, the loftiest summit within its

limits, being not more than 3600 feet above the sea. On the western border is the Taconic,

or Tagkannuc Ridge, lying between the valleys of the Housatonic and the Hudson, and at-

taining in M6ant Washington, in the southwestern corner of the State, the height of 3150
feet. Separating the valleys of the Housatonic and Hoosac firom that of the Connecticut, is

a prolongation of the Green Mountains of Vermont, of inconsiderable elevation, and east of

the Connecticut the country is traversed by the continuation of the White Mountains, in

which is the conical peak ot Wachusett, 3000 feet high. Eastward of this range the surikce

is, for the roost part, broken by gentle swells, and in the southeast spreads out into a level

sandy plain. Every part of the State is well watered, but in general the streams ure more
useful for agricultural and mechanical purposes, than as channels of communication. Tho
Merrimack affords a sloop navigation of twenty miles to Haverhill, and the Connecticut has

been made navigable for boats through the State, by the aid of short canals at South Hadley
and Montague. The Nashua and Concord, tributaries of the former ; Miller's and Chicka-

pee Rivers, entering the latter on the lefi, and Deerfield and Westfield Rivers, on the right;

Charles River, reaching the sea at Boston, and Taunton River, which falls into Narragansett

Bay, are useful mill streams.

There are rich and extensive meadows on the Housatonic, Connecticut, and Merrimack,
and much of the soil is moderately productive ; some portions of the western sections are

too rugged, and some of the eastern too sandy fbr profitable cultivation, but the central pari

contains many fine farms, and in the vicinity of the numerous commercial and manufiictur-

ing cities and towns of the sea-coast, the cultivation is often carried to a higher degree than

is practicable in districts more remote from a market Taken as a whole, Ifasaachusetta is

the best cultivated State in the Union ; both the Legislature and Agricultural Societies have
made great eiSirts to encourage a skilful and thrifty husbandry, and to introduce the best

Ibreign breeds of sheep and cattle. Iron, chiefly the bog iron ore, is abundant throughout

the State, and is extensively worked. Lead occurs in the Connecticut valley ; sulphuret of

iron is found in the central districts, where it is used in the manufacture (h copperas: gra-

nite and syenite of an excellent quality, is plentifiilly distributed in the east and centre, and
is much used fbr buildings; good marble is quarried in Berkshire county, and freestone in

the valley of the Connecticut; soapstone and limestone occur in different parts ofthe State;

plumbago, from Worcester and Sturbridge, is used in tho manufacture of lead-pencils and
crucibles ; the white clay of Martha's Vineyard, furnishes alum ; and anthracite coal is now
obtained from the greywacke district to the west of Taunton River.

But the moat important branches of productive industry in Massachusetts, are the fisheries,

navigation, commerce, and manufactures. The shipping belonging to this State amounts to

about 460,000 tons, being greater than that of any other Stato, and nearly one-third of the

whole tonnage of the country ; 1389 vessels, of 250,188 tons, entered, and 1265 vessels, of

214,090 tons, cleared at the diflbfcnt ports in 1884; the value of the imports for the same
year was 17,673,120 dollars; of exports, 10,148,820, of which 4,672,746 were of domestio
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produce; there is also an active and extensive coasting trade carried on with alT parte of the
Union, the imports being chiefly raw produce and pro^ Ions, and the exports manufactured
articles, such as cotton and woollen goods, hats, shoes, ibmiture, clothes, buttons, combs,
hardware, wooden-ware, whips, palm-leaf and straw hats and bonnets, dried and pickled fish,

whale oil, spermaceti candles, soap and tallow candles, carriages of all sorts, saddlery, paper,
glass, Sic. The herring, or alewive, and mackerel fisheries, are carried on along shore ; the
cod fishery chiefly on the great banks and the Newfoundland and Labrador coasts; the
whale fishery in the South Atlantic, the Pacific, Indian, and Antarctic Oceans. Two hun-
dred and ninety vessels, of about 90,000 tons, with upwards of 7000 men, were engaged in
the whale fishery in 1834, and during the year 1835 there were brought in 4,420,000 gallons
of sperm oil, and 1,900,000 gallons of whale oil, with upwards of 1,200,000 pounds of whale-
bone, worth in all nearly five million dollars. In 1834 there were inspected 252,880 barrels
of mackerel ; the cod fishery is also largely prosecuted from almost all the towns on the
coast, and yields annually upwards of 400,0(X> quintals of fish, and 6000 barrels of oil, of
the valuv of more than one million dollars.

Massachusetts is more extensively engaged in roannfactnree than anv other State ; in

1831, there were in the State 250 cotton-mills ; with 330,777 spindles, and 8S61 looms, con-
suming 24,871,081 pounds of cotton, and producing 79,231,000 yards of cloth ; at present,
the number of the mills exceeds 300. Some wool u grown in the State, particularly in the
hill towns of the western part, but much of the raw material consumed in 125 woollen-mills,
is brought from other States and from foreign countries. Broadcloths, flannels, satinets,

blankets, carpets, &c. are among the manufactures ; there are also numerous carding machines,
in which the wool used in household manufactures is brought to be carded. The annual
value of woollen manufactures is about 8,000,000 dollars. The silk manufkcture has also
been successfully introduced. The iron manufactures, including nails, machinery of all sorts,

agricultural and mechanical instruments, hollow ware, cutlery, &c., are also very extensive.
The making of boots and shoes occupies the whole population of several considerable towns,
and large quantities are exported. Other productions of manufiicturing industry have already
been enumerated ; many of these are carried on in families, and furnish an important source
of gain to the rural population. The braiding and plaiting of straw and palm-leaf hats and
bonnets, is a branch of household industry, which, though but lately introduced, already
employs several thousand females, and brings into the State many hundred thousand dollars
annually. Of a similar character, but locally more confined, is the manufacture of brooms
firom the broom-corn {Hoktu aorghum), about one million being annually made. Ship-build-
ing is also extensively carried on ; the shipping built in 1833 amounting to 33,000 tons.

Salt is manufactured from sea water, chiefly by solar evaporation, to the amount of about
500,000 bushels a year ; and Epsom and Glauber salts are obtained from the same source.
The preparation of India Rubber cloth, and the making of it up into various articles of
clothing and fiimily use, although of recent date, already employs several large establish-

ments. Dye-stuffs, bleaching suts, and numerous other chemical articles, used in the various
manufactures, are also produced in considerable quantities.

The roads in Massachusetts are generally good, and several important works have been
executed to facilitate the intercommunication between different sections. The Middlesex
Canal extends from Boston to Lowell, 26 miles; the Blackstone Canal from Worcester to
Providence, Rhode Island, 45 miles ; and the Hampshire and Hampden Canal, 20 miles in
length, is a continuation of theFarmington Canal, nrom Southwick, on the Connecticut line,

to Northampton. Rail-roads luve been constructed from Boston to Lowell, 25 miles, of
which a continuatbn to Nashua, 15 miles, and a branch to Andover, are now in progress;
ftom Boston to Providence, 42 miles, with a branch of, 10 miles to Taunton ; and fh>m Boston
to Worcester, 43 miles. The Western Rail-road, which has been begun, will extend fi-om

Worcester, through Springfield and West Stockbridge, to the New York line, 118 miles,
where it will be connected with Albany, Hudson, and Troy, by roads already in progress.
The Eastern Rail-road, also in progress, is to run from Boston, through Salem and Newbury-
port, to the New Hampshira line, 40 miles, where it will be connected with the Portsmouth
and Portland Rail-road.

The first English settlement in New England, was made at Plymouth in 1620, by a com-
pany of Puritans, who fled fVum persecution at home. It was tiiehr intention to settle in
Virginia, but either by accident or treachery, they were thrown upon the inhospitable shores
of New England in an inci«ment season, and thus laid the foundation of Plymouth colony.
The colony of Massachusetts Bay was founded at Salem in 1628, and Boston was settled in

1630. The colony of Massachusetts Bay, and that of Plymouth, or the Old Colony, as it is

called, were under distinct governments till 1602, wheg, by a royal charter, they were
united. From this period, the govemore of the colony were appointed by the king, and the
power of annulling the colonial laws was assumed as a royal jN-erogative. This regulation

continued until the revolution, and the monarchical principle thus infused into the Massa-
chusetts democracy, occasioned an almost perpetual struggle, between the republican spirit
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of the people sod the royid authority. MaMachiuetts itood ever foremoet in oppoiition to
the oppreaiive acU of the mother country, and the American revolution began at Boaton.
The Legislature of Maaaachuaetia conaista of a Senate and House of Repreaentatives,

together atyled the General Court. The latter are choaen by tlie towna in proportion to the
population ; the farmer are choaen by the counties, their numbara being proportioned to the
taxes paid by each county. They are choaen annually by the people. The executive, con-
aiating of a Uovernor, staled his Excellency, a Lieutenant Governor, atyled hia Honour, and
an Executive Council of nine membera, are also choaen annually ; the Council by the Legis-
lature, and the Governor and Lieutenant Governor by the people. All resident citizena of a
year's standing, who pay Uxes, are entitled to vote. The Judges are ..ppointed by the
Governor and Council, and hold their office during good behaviour. The General Court
holds its sessions in Boaton.

This State haa alwaya been noted for ita (peat attention to the education of ita citisena

,

firom the firat settlement of the country proviaioa waa made for the gratuitous instruction of
the whole community, and thia policy haa been fondlv cheriahed up to the present time.
Each town or district ccotaining 50 nmiliea, ia obliged by law to provide a achool or schools
equivalent in time to aix monttu for one achool in a year ; thoee containing 100 ftmiliea, to

12 montha; and thoae containing 150, to 18 months; and the towna are required to aaaen
taxes for the support of these schools, in the same manner aa other town-taxea are asaeaaed.
In general a much greater sum ia raised for thia purpose than ia required by law. It appears,
by returna made at tlie cloae of 1835, by 277 tewlu <no retuma having been received ftom
30 towns), that they contained 2307 achool diatricta, with 73,254 males, and 66)823 female^
between the agea of four and aixteen years, attending the schools; there were 2068 male,
and 2548 female inatructera, and the amount raiaed by tax for the support of the acho^a
waa 340,858 doUara; in addition to which, 78 towna have school funda, and 22,868 dollars
were raised by voluntary contributiona. There are alao 66 academiea in the State, which,
with the private schools, are attended by 25,000 acholars. Harvard Univeraity, at Cam*
bridge, ia the oldeat and best endowed institution in the country ; it haa a library of 40,000
volumes, and inatruction ia given by 30 teachers in the varioua branchea of a liberal educa-
tion; law, theoloffical, and medical achoola are connected with it. William'a College, at
Williamstown, and Amherst College, at Amherst, are alao respectable institutions. The pre-
Tailing religious sect are the Congregationaliat; the Baptists are alao numeioua; after these
come the Methodists, UniversalisU, Episcopalians, Christians, Roman Cathdica, and fVienda,
with some Presbyterians, Swedenborgians, or New Jerusalem Church, and Shakers.

Maasachnsetta ia divided into 14 countiea: viz.

Oountiei. Population. County l^wna.
Berkshire 37,835 Lenox
franklin 29,501 Greenfield
Hampden 31,639 Springfield
Hampshue 30,354 Northampton
Worcester 84,355 Worcester
I>ttke8 3^17 Edgorton
Nantucket 7,203 Nantucket
BamaUble 38,514 Barnstable

Bristol 49,593 iNewBedfenI
•»^ ... /Taunton
NorfWk 41,978 Dedham
Plymouth 43,044 Plymouth
Soffolk 62,163 :.... Boston

Middlesex wi laSSd^
Tj^bci 89359

I, Salem
Newburyport
Ipawich.

Population at Different Periodt.

1790
1800
1810
1820
1830

378,717
423,245
472,040
523,287
610,406.

Boston, the capital of Massachusetts, and the principal city of New England, is pleasantly
situated upon a small hilly peninsula on Boston Bay, with a safe and•commodious harbour,
deep enough to admit the largest vessels, capable of containing 500 ships at race, and so
completely landlocked aa to be perfectly secure. Nearly 40 small islands are scattered over
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78,717
23,245
72,040
23,287
110,408.
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K600
ships at once, and so

islands an scattendover

tlie Bay, which serve at once to protect the inner harbour from the winds, and to give tjM
charm of variety to the proapect ot the aea. Several forts, erected on these islands, command
the approaches to the city. Beside the main peninsula, the city comprises another peninHula,

called South Boston, connected with the farmer by two free bridges, and the Island of f^t
BoBton, with which communication is kept up by steam ferry-boats. Four wooden bridges

also connect the city with Charleatown and Cambridge; a solid causeway of earth unites it

to Brookline, and a narrow neck of land, which has lieen raised and widened by artificial

constructions, joins it to Roxbury. The population, vhich in 1800 was 'i4,937, in 16*20^

43,298, and in ld30, 61,:ig3, amounted, in 1835, to 7e,t>(y3, including 1857 free coloured per<

sons ; but if we include the neighbouring towns, which in fact form so many suburbs of tlw
city, the population exceeds 100,000. Most of the atreeto ai'i narrow and crooko«}, but the
bouses are generally well built, and the whole city is porforaicJ by pubterranean sewers,
which contrilMite greatly to the cleanliness of the crowded streets. The Sute-house, front-

ing a fine park of 75 acres, called the Common, and standing on the roost elevated part of
the city, 110 feet above the Ba^; the market-house, a handsome granite edifice, two stories

high, oSO feet in length by 50 m breadth ; the court-house, also ot granite, 176 feot long, 57
high, and 54 wide, with a massive Doric portico at each firont; the City-hall, or old State-

bouse, and Faneuil-hall, more interesting from historical associations than fron. their archi-

tectural merito ; and the Massachusetto General Hospitol, a handsome granite building, 168
feet in lengtli, surrounded by open grounds of four acres in extent, are the principal public

buildings. The Institution for the Blind, in which are about 50 pupils; the Boato'-i Athe-
ncum, which has a library of 30,000 volumes and a picture-gallery; the Medical School
of Harvard University ; the Eye and Ear Infirmary ; the Houses of Industry, Reformation,
and Correction, also deserve mention. The bridges and wharfs are remarktibte for their

great length: the Canal bridge is 2800 feet long; the West Boston bridge, 2760 feet, and
some of the others exceed 1500 feet; the Mill Dam, or Western Avenue, consists of two
solid parallel walls of stone, 60 feet apart, with the space between them filled up with earth,

and is 8000 feet long ; with a cross dam of similar construction, it encloses two large ba-

sins, one of which being filled by every tide, is made to discharge ite waters into a second,^

or receiving basin, and thus fbrnishes a perpetual water-power for mills. The wharfs have'

been constructed in a somewhat aimilar manner ; Central wharf, 1380 feet long by 150 wide,

contoins 54 large warehouses, 4 stories high ; Long wharf, 1800 long by 200 in width, has
76 warehouses equally spacious; Commercial wharf is 1100 feet by 160, with a range of
34 granite warehouses. As a commercial city, Boston is the second in the United States in

the amount of iU business; in the beginning of 1834, the shipping belonging to the port,

was 169,304 tons; entered in 1834, 183,082 tons; cleared, 156^00 tons; duties paid,

2,845,684 dollars ; annual value of imports, 16,000,000 ; of exports, 10,000,000 dollars. The
number of bankinff institutions is 28, with an aggregate capital of 24,060,000 dollars ; of
insurance companies, 30, with a capital of about 9,000^000. This city has ever been distin-

guished for its attention to education ; the f^ee schools are, the Latin School, in which the

learned languages and mathematics are taught; the High Scbool, for instrjction in math»
matics, natural and moral philosophy, and wier useful branches; nine Grammar and Writ-
ing Schools, in which the study m geography, arithmetic, and history is added to reading

and writing; 67 Primary Schools, and one African School for blacks. There are also nume-
rous private schools for children of both sexes. The American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences, the Historical Society, and the Natural History Society, are among the learned socie-

ties. There are 51 Churches, two Theatres, an Odeon, &c. Boston was tbundud in 1630,
and having taken the lead in the opposition to the ministerial plan of taxing tlie colonies, ite

port was closed in 1774, and a British garrison was stationed there to bridle the town ; it wa«
consequently besieged by the American fi>rce8 during the winter of 1775-76, and in March
the British troops were compelled to evacuate the place.

Charleatown, which is connected with Boston by three bridges, stands on a lofty peninsula,

the centre of which is occupied by Bunker Hill, the theatre of the celebrated aifiairof June
17, 177^ during which the town was burnt to the ground. The more compact part of the

town lies at the base, and on the lower parte of the hill, and although irregularly built, com-
'

mands many fine views of the harbour and the surrounding cmmtry. The Bunker Hill

Monument 01^. 1122.), of granite,is yet unfinished; it will form an obelisk rising to the

height of 220 feet fhxn ito base, which is 50 feet square. The United States' Dock Yard,

comprising a number of store-house% arsenals, magazines, barracks, and slips, with a graving,

or dry dock, built of hewn granite in the nust solid manner, at the cost of 677,090 dollars,

covers an extent of afamit sixty acres. The Naval Hospitol is a fine granite edifice, plea-

santly situated in the village of Chelsea, which is connected with Cluirlestown by a long

wooden bridge. The Massachusetto SUte Prison, on the western side of the peninsula, is

arranged and conducted on the Auburn plan, and the work of the prisoners more than pays
the expenses of the estoblishment In the same direction is the Maclean Asylum for the

Insane, being a branch of the Massachusetto General Hospital ; it consisto of three large
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1122

Bmkar Hill lioonpNaL

boildinn, pleasantly aituated on a rising ground, and Bumninded by 15 acres laid out in gar-

dens, groves, and walks; the patients are treated with

great kindness, and are encouraged to engage in amuse-

ments, and work, and as much as possible in society. From
the opening of the Asylum, in Oct 1818, to January 1834,

1015 persons had been received ; of whom 67 remained,

193 had not been improved, 362 had recovered and 283

had been benefited, and the remainder had died or eloped.

The population of the town is 8787. Adjoining Charles-

town is Cambridge, the seat of Harvard University, with

6071 inhabitants. There are also some manufactures here,

of which that of crown glass is the most important. Mount
Auburn, Ave miles from Boston, is a rural cemetery, occu-

pying a tract of about 50 acres, consisting of several beau-

tiful eminences and fine glens, covered witli the native

forest, and containing several pretty sheets of water. It

has been tastefully laid out in burying lots, avennes, and

lanes, which are bordered by ornamental shrubs and flow-

ering plants, and an experimental garden of about 30 acres

is attached to it. At Watertown, adjoining Cambridge,

there is an United States' Arsenal. To the southwest is

the little town of Brighton, noted for its cattle market, in which, in the year 1835, the sales

were 51,006 beef cattle, 15,872 stores, 08,160 sheep, and 23,142 swine, of the total value

Of 1,878,032 ddlars. On the northwest are Cc-<cord and Lexington, famous in the history

of the revolution.

The corner of the State lying between Charles River and the Merrimack, is thickly peo-

pled and highly cultivated, altliough it contains much rocky land. Its coast is lined with

numerous capacious harbours, the scuts of active commerce and extensive fisheries, and the

fells of the interior afford sites for some of tlie principal manufacturing towns in the country.

Lynn, a neat and thriving town, whose inhabitants, beside makins 2,000,000 pair of snoes

annually, carry on the c^ and whale fisheries, increased its population from 6138, in 1830,

to 9847, in 1836. A long beach of smooth, hard sand terminates in the rocky little penin-

sula of Nahant, a favourite watering-place of the neighbouring towns. Marbleheaa, long

the principal seat of the cod fishery, lias of late turned its attention partly to mechanical in-

dustry, particularly to shoemaking, which occupies the winter leisure of'^many of its hardy

fishermen. About 60 sail of small fishing vessels, manned by about 500 men and boys, are

owned here. Population, 5150. The city of Salem, with 13,886 inhabitants, is noted for

the commercial enterprise and industrious spirit of its citizens. It was long largely engaged
in the East India and China trade, and its coasting and foreign trade is still considerate

;

but it labours under the disadvantage of not having a sufficient depth of water for the largest

vessels. The inhabitants have lately engaged ;n the whale fishery, in which they employ
15 ahipe of 8500 tons ; the whole shipping of the port amounts to 31,877 tons. The city is

neatly built, and it contains an Atheneum, with IC.OOO volumes; a Marine Musenm, a valu-

able collection of natural and artificial curiosities belonging to the East India Marine Society,

which is composed wholly of nautical men ; nine banking institutions, with a capital of

about two millions of dollars; six insurance companies, with a capital of 050,000 dollars;

fifteen churches, and several charitable institutions. The manufactures are also conside-

rable, consisting chiefly of leather, cordage, white lead, and alum. Beverly, connected widi
Balem by a bridge 1500 feet in length, has 4079 inhabitants, chiefly occupied in commerce
and the fisheries; and Danvers is a busy town, with a population of 4228, containing 32 tan-

neries with 30(^3 vats, and a rolling and slitting mill, with 14 nail machines, producing
600,000 pounds of nails annually ; 500,000 pair of shoes and boots are also made here yearly.

A vast block of syenite projecting about eight miles into the sea and forming the nortJiem

point of Massachusetts Bay, called Cape Anne, is occupied l^ the fishing town of Glouces-
ter. Tonnage owned here, 14,628; population, 7513; the syenite quarries have lately

become valuable, as the stone is easily worked, forms a handsome building material, and may
be shipped with little trouble or expense. Beyond the cape is the handsome town of New-
buryport, prettily situated on an eminence at the mouth of the Merrimack. Its foreign com-
merce was formerly more extensive than it is at present, and it labours under the disadvan-
tage of a sand-bar at the mouth of the harbour; but its trade is still important, and the whale,
mackerel, and cod fisheries, are also carried on from this place ; tohnage, 21,S35 ; popula-
tion, 6386. Its Situation at the mouth of the Merrimack enables it to engage advantage-
ously in ship-building, and a cotton-mill, an iron-foundery, a stocking-fectory, a comb-manu-
ftctory, producing 300 dozen combs daily, and some other manuAicturos also give profitable

emplovment to the inhabitants. Crossing a fine suspension-bridge, over the Merrimack, ws
fina the thriving towns of Salisbury and Amesbury, with flannel, satinet, and otiier aiantt-
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fhctories, and hij;her up|, at the head of sloop navigation, the pretty and busy town of Ha-
verhill, with 3896 inhabitants. Again, on the south side of the river, we enter Andover, the

seat of one of the most celebrated theological seminaries in the country, with a valuable

library of 12,000 volumes; there are also three academies in the place, which contains 4540
inhabitants and several extensive manufacturing establishmento.

The city of Lowell, the principal manufacturing town of the United States, stands be-

tween the Merrimack and Concord rivers, and derives its immense motive power from a fall

of 32 feet in the former ; the river is dammed back above the falls, and the water is con-

ducted off by a canal one mile and a half long, 60 feet wide, and 8 deep, which has ita out-

let into Concord river ; lateral canals carry the water from the main trunk to the different

mill-sites, and discharge the waste water into the Merrimack and Concord. In 1820, the
city formed a part of Chelmsford, and did not contain 100 inhabitanta ; in 1822, the first

cotton-mill was erected here, and at present (188-5) the population is 19,633, and there are

in operation 20 cotton-mills, and two woollen-mills, with 116,800 spindles, and 3933 looms,

producing annually 39,(M)0,0()0 yards of cotton cloth, of which between 11,000,000 and
12,000,000 are printed ; 800,000 yards of broadcloth and cassimeres; and 150,000 yarda of
satinets, beside Brussol and Kidderminster carpets, rugs, &c. ; consuming 12,250,000 pounds
of cotton, and 650,000 pounds of wool. There is also a machine-shop, which makes and
repairs all the machinery for the mills, and constructa rail-road cars and engines. Four
other large cotton-mills, with about 20,000 spindles, are also in part elected. The capital

invested in the 23 mills in operation is 6,650,000 dollars ; females employed, 5000 ; males,

1520. There arc also here powder-mills, flannel-works, grist and saw-mills, glassworks, &c.
The southern line of Massachusetta Bay presenta a strong contrast to the rock-bound coast

of Cape Anne. The long, irregular peninsula of Cape Cod, about 75 miles in length by
from 5 to 20 in breadth, consista chiefly of hills of white sand, destitute of vegetation, or

protUicing only whortleberry bushes, low pitch-pine shrubs, or coarse wild grass, and blown
about by the wind. The houses are in some places built up<in stakes driven into the ground,
with open spaces between fi)r the sand to drift through. The Cape, notwithstanding, is well

inhabited, and supporta a population of 28,000. In the southwest part, the inhabitanta live

imrtly by agriculture and trading ; but below Barnstable three-fourths of the population sub-

sista by the fisheries and the coasting-trade. Salt is manufactured from sea-water in many
places, and is used in curing the fish. The Cape is beset with dangerous shoals, and has

long been the dread of navigators. Provincetown, at the extremity of the Cape, is a small

town, in which seven-eighths of the land is an unoccupied waste of drifting sands or covered
with beach grass; a partial supply of vegetables is procured in a few small gardens with
great labour and expense, but the harbour is safe and accessible to largo vessels. Barn-

stable, a considerable town, with 3975 in-

*1*" i^ habitants, has harbours on both sides of

the isthmus ; in that on the southern side,

called Hyannis Harbour, a breakwater has

been constructed by thp general govern-

ment There are here extensive salt-

works, and the fisheries and coasting trade

are considerable. Sandwich, beside the

same branches of industry, has several

cotton, woollen, and nail factories, and
large glass-works. Plymoutli (^^. 1123.),

further north, but in the same sandy tract,

has a spacious but shallow harbour, and is

chiefly remarkable as the place where the first settlement was formed in New England,
Dec. 11 (21), 1620.

South of the Cape is the island of Nantucket, containing the town of the same name,
with 7266 inhabitants, all crowded together close upon tlie harbour, v/hich lies on the north-

ern side. The island is merely a sand-bank 15 miles in length, by about 5 or 6 in breadth,

slightly elevated above the ocean, and without a tree of native growth, or even a shrub of

much size upon ita surface. There are, however, some productive spota, and about 14,000
sheep and 500 cows are raised, which feed in one pasture, the land being hold in common.
The inhabitanta are distinguished for their enterprise ; they have about 75 ships engaged in

the whale-fishery, and a considerable number of small vessels in the coasting trade ; 64,545
tons of shipping are owned here, and 2000 men and boys belonging to the island are em-
ployed in navigation. Martha's Vineyard is somewhat longer than Nantucket, and contains

considerable woodland. The inhabitanta are mostly pilota and fishermen, but some salt and
woollen cloth are made. Holmes' Hole, a safe and capacious harbour, on the northern coast,

is an important station for ships waiting for fiivourable weather to pass Cape Cod.

Crossing Buzzard's Bay we reach New Bedford, the great seat of the whale-fishery ; it is

a handsomely built town, preitily situated on an eminence sloping gently down to the river,
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and it has a safe and capacious harbour. The population, which in 1830 amounted to 7502,

at present exceeds 11,060. The shippings of the district, which includes several other towns

on the bay, is 76.840 tons ; nearly the whole of this is employed in the whale-fishery, and

in 1835, 84,966 barrels of sperm and 49,764 of whale oil were brought in here. There are

here ten large establishments, in which spermaceti candles are mue and oil is prepared,

four banks with a capital of 1,300,000 dollars, an insurance ofSce, 14 churches and chapels,

an academy, &c. Full River, to the northwest, at the mouth of Taunton river, has a good

harbour accessible to the largest vessels, and an almost inexhaustible amount of water-power,

affi)nled by a small river of the same name, which has a descent of 136 feet There are

here 9 cotton-mills with 31,000 spindles, producing about 10,000,000 yards of cloth annually,

and consuming 2,300,000 pounds of cotton ; two calico-ptint works, which print annually

6,000,000 yards; a satinet manufactory, making 250,000 yards; a rolling and slitting-mil),

yielding 700 tons of nails; two machine-shops; an iron-foundery, &c. The population ex-

ceeds 6000. Further up the river, at the head of sloop-navigation, is Taunton, with 6045
inhabitants, containing 8 cotton-mills, roakmg 5,000,000 yards of cloth, a calico-printing

establishment, which nimishes 250,000 pieces a year, nail-nctories, yielding about 2000 tons

of nails annually, a forge, Britannia-ware fiictory, paper-mill, shovel-factory, &c. Attlebo-

Tough in the vicmity also contains 13,000 cotton-spmdies, a metal-button manufactory, &c.
In the midst of a fine agricultural district in the centre of the State, is the neat and

flourishing town of Worcester, whose population in 1835, was found to amount to 6624. It

is a great thoroughfare, several of the most important routes from Boston passirig through it,

and the centre of a considerable inland trade. It contains six woollen and cotton mills,

aevend paper-mills, machine-shops. Sic. The hall of the American Antiquarian Society,

with a valuable cabinet and a library of 12,000 volumes, and the Massachusetts Lunatic

Hospital, designed particularly to receive insane paupers and criminals, and maniacs, are

interesting institutions. Springfield, one of the most beautiful and thriving towns in New
England, is delightfully situated in the rich valley of the Connecticut, and has from its position

great advantages for inland trade and manufitcturing operations. Here are six cotton-mills

with 31,000 spindles, four paper-mills, five machine-shops, a sword-manuflictory, grist and
saw-mills, &c., together with a United States* Armoury in which are annually manu&ctured
16,500 stands of arms. Population, 6784. In the centre of this fine valley is the town of

Northampton, delightfully situated in a charming region. Mount Holyoke, the termination

of a trap range, which, Extending fW>m West Rock at New Haven, here crosses the Con-
necticut, overlooks the town and the surrounding country. The alluvial river-bottoms are

unusually extensive in this vicinity. Northampton has 3613 inhabitants, and contains some
woollen, paper, and other mills. Amherst, in the neighbourhood, is the seat of a college, a

manual labour school, two academies, and some manubctures. Deerfield and Greenfield are

the most important towns above Northampton. In the rough hilly country west of the Con-

necticut, the valleys of the Hoosac and Housatonic contain some considerable towns. In the

former is Adams, in which are 20 cotton-mills, producing 4,000,000 yards of cloth a year, 4
satinet and 2 calico-printing works, 4 machine-shops, tanneries, &c. The Graylcck, the

highest peak of Saddle Mountain, and the loftiest in the State, is in this town. On the

Housatonic is the pretty and flourishing town of Pittsfield, with 3570 inhabitants. Here are

woollen and cotton-mills, manufactories of fire-arms, of cabinet-ware, &c. . West Stock-

bridge, Stockbiidge, and Lenox, are neat little villages in this district

6, SMe t{f Rhode bUmd and Providence Plantations.

Rhode Island, although the smallest of the States of tho Union, is considerably larser

than many of the petty sovereignties of tlie Crerman Confederation. It lies on both sides

of Narragansett Bay, between Connecticut and Massachusetts, being 42 miles in length,

and in some parts 85 in breadth, and having an area of 1225 square miles, of which about

one-tenth is water. The surfiice of the State is in general broken and hilly, and the soil is

moderately productive, but difficult of cultivation ; on the islands it is more fertile. The
rivers are small, with courses of not more than fifty or sixty miles, and discharging an in-

considerable quantity of water; but as they descend fVom two hundred to four hundred and

filly feet, and are steady in their supply of water, they fiimish a ^reat number of valuable

mill-seats, and they have been extensively applied to manufkcturing purposes. The Paw-
tucket, Pawtuxet, and Pawcatuck, are the principal streams. Narragansett Bay is a fine

sheet of water, extending more than 30 miles inland, and containing several good harbours.

It is about ten miles wide in the lower part, but a considerable portion of thii^ space is occu-

pieid by islands. Some iron ore, marble, and freestone are found, and anthracite coal occurs

in extensive beds, but, although it has been pronounced of a good quality, it has not been

nuch worked. It is in the same vreywacke formation with the Massachusetts coal.

The inhabitants have occupied tnemselves with commerce, the fisheries, and manufiutures.

ntber than with agriculture. There were 44,063 tons of shipping belonging to the State
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in 1834, and 35 ships sailed to the whale-fishery. The annual value of imports is about

half a million of dollars. In 1632, there were io the State 110 cotton-mills, with 238,877

spindles, and 5656 looms, producing 30,000,000 ^ards of cotton cloth annually ; 22 woollen-

iiiills; 5 bleacheries ; 2 calico-print works; 10 iron-founderies ; 30 machine-shops; 40 tan-

neries, &c. Since that period the number has been much increased ; there is a silk-manu-

factory in Providence, and lace is made in Newport
The first settlement was made in this State by Roger Williami^ a minister of Massachu-

setts ; who, having been banished from that colony on account of his religious tenets, founded

Providence, as a shelter for distressed consciences, in 1636. The island of Rhode Island

was settled two years after, by other fugitives from religious persecution in Massachusetts,

and, in 1644, Williams obtained a charter, uniting the Rhode Island and Providence Plan-

tations under one government In 1663, a new charter was granted by Charles II., which,

with some modifications, still forms the constitution of the State. Rhode Island was occu-

pied by British forces during the war, who committed considerable ravages, particularly in

cutting down the trees, which have never since been replaced.

The people of Rhode Island not having made a constitution for themselves, the govern-

ment is still conducted according to the provisions of the royal charter of 1663. The offi-

cial stylo is the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. The Governor and Lieu-

tenant Governor are chosen annually by popular vote. The legislature, styled the General As-
sembly, consists of two houses, a Senate, chosen annually, and a House of Representatives^

chosen semi-annuallv, which meet four times a year. The judges and other civil officers

are appointed annually by the General Assembly. The State appropriates 10,000 dollars a
year for the support of common schools, and a somewhat larger sum is raised by the towns
for the same purpose, in addition to which, considerable sums are raised by individual sub-

~

scription, in order to keep the tree schools open some time longer than the public funds would
admit There arc in the State 323 free schools, with upwards of 17,000 pupils. Brown
University, at Providence, is a respectable institution on the plan of the other New England
colleges. The Baptists and Congregationalists are the most numerous sects ; the Episco-

palians and Methodists are also numerous, and there are some Friends, Roman Catholics, and
Universalists.

Rhode Island is divided into the five following counties:—

Countic*. PopulttioB, Oountjr Towns.

Providcnco 47,010 Providence
Bristol 5,446 Bristol

Newport 16,.335 Newpmi
Kent 13,789 East Greenwich
Washington 15,411 South Kingston.

Population at Different Periods

1790 60,110
ISOO 69,122
1810 77,031
18-20 83,059
1830 97,199.

The principal city of Rhode Island is Providence, the second in New England in point of
population, wealth, and commerce. It is well built and prettily situated at the head of Nar-
rapmsett Bay, and is accessible to the largest merchant vessels, except wjien the navigation
of the bay is closed by ice ; it carries on an active coasting and foreign trade, supplying a
considerable and populous district with colonial and other articles, and exporting the pro-
ducts of its agricultural and manufacturing industry. The population of the city mcreaaed
from 16,833 in 1830, to 19,277 in 1835. Here are 16 banks with a capital of about five

millions; five cotton-mills, with 10,800 spindles; 3 bleacheries ; 4 dye-houses; 7 machine-
shops ; 4 iron-founderiee, &.c. Among the public buildings are the State House, the Halle
of Brown University, the arcade, a handsome granite edifice, 14 churches, &c. Steam-bceta,
of the largest and finest clsss, keep up a daily communication with New York, during the
^eater part of the year; the Blackstone canal, and Boston and Providence rail-road termi-
nate here, and a continuation of the latter to Stonington in Connecticut is now in prwresa.
Pawtucket river, above Providence, is the seat of extensive manufactures. North Provi-
dence, on the Massachusetts border, contains the manufacturing village of Pawtucket, oppo*
sitb which is the town of Pawtucket in that State. The whole manu&cturing district is

also commonly called Pawtucket and it contains 20 cotton-mills, with 50,000 spindles, be-
side machine-shops, calico-printing works, iron-works, &c. There is a population of about
6000 souls on both sides of the river. Above this the Pawtucket takes the name of the
Blackstone, and furnishes mill-seats which have created the village of Woonsocket Fillib
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alao utuated on both sidea of the river, in the towi^ipa of Smithfield and Camberlond.
There are alio ononufacturing eatablishmenta in other parts of Smithfield, making in all

about 50,000 spindlea. The population at the Falls is about :)000. Warwick, on the Paw-
tuxet river and Narraganseti Bay, is a manufacturing and fishing town, with 5529 inhabit-

ants. There are 50,000 spindles running In this town, and in the little town of Ck>ventry,

at the head of the river, there are 20,000.

Bristol, on the eastern shore of the bay, is a buqr town, with 3054 inhabitants actively en-

gaged in the foreign and coasting trade and whale fishery ; in the rear of the town rises

Mount Hope, the seat of the celebrated Indian Sachem, Metacom, called by the English,

King Philip. Fronting the town lies the beautiful and highly cultivated island of Rhode
Ibland, which, beside some villages, contains the town of Newport, once one of the principal

towns in the colonies, and still a favourite summer resort, on account of its pleasant situation,

the refreshing coolness of the sea-breezes, and its advantages tor sea-bathing. The harbour

is one of the finest in the world, being safe, capacious, and easy of acce^ and is defended

by an important work called Fort Adams; but trade has mostly deserted the town, and now
centres chieiiy in Providence. Newport was occupied by tho British forces in 1776, and
was besieged for some time by the Americans. Population, 8010. Prudence and Conani-

cut Islands in the Bay, and Block Island, at the entrance of Long Island Sound, belong ta

this State. The latter, although destitute of a harbour, has nearly 2000 inhabitants, en*

gaged in the fisheries. ,

6. Slate of Connecticut.

Lying between Massachusetts and Long Island Sdund, and extending from Rhode Island

to New York, Connecticut is 90 miles in length, from 71° 50* to 73° 43' W. long., and 70
in breadth, from 41° to 42° N. lat, with an area of 4764 square miles. The surface of the

country is for the most part hilly, but it is nowhere mountainous ; a range of hills traverses

the western part, between the Housatonic and the Connecticut, and there is a similar range
to the east of the latter, forming the prolongation of the White Mountains; but they are of
inconsiderable elevation. A trap range of no great height extends from the West Rock, at

New Haven, northerly, between the Farmington and the Connecticut, which it crosses at

Mount Holyoke, in Massacliusetta These ranges are, however, rather a succession of

groups and eminences than continuous ridges. Connecticut is well Watered, but most of the

streams are small, and of little importance in navigation.

The principal is the Connecticut, which, alter pursuing a pretty direct course south-

wardly, suddenly turns to the southeast, at Middletown, and enters Long Island Sound

;

there is a sand-bar at its mouth, but vessels drawing 10 feet of water can go up to Middle-
town, and those of 8 feet draft to Hartford, 50 miles. The river Tunxis, or Farmington,
which rises in Massachusetts, and runs to the south, abruptly changes its direction to the

north, until, after breaking through the trap range, here called the Talcott Mountains, it

again flows southwardly into the Connecticut. The Housatonic has a course of about 150
miles, and a sloop navigation of 12 miles, above which it is much broken by falls. The
Thames is navigable for small sea vessels to Norwich, 15 miles, at which place it is formed

by the confluence of the Quinebaiig, Shetucket, and Yantic, useful mill-streams.

The whole coast of the State lies upon Long Island Sound, which is an extensive gulf, or

channel, being 140 miles in length, and 25 miles broad in the widest part It is somewhat
narrow at the eastern entrance, and expands in the middle. Toward the west it gradually

contracts till it joins the harbour of New York by a narrow and crooked strait, called East
River. It has good anchoring places, and admits of a free navigation throughout its whole
extent for the largest ships, but in the East River there is a dangerous whirlpool, at a spot

called Hell Gate, where the current is contracted by the rocky shores, rendering, at certain

seasons of the tide, tho navigation hazardous.

The soil is generally productive, but not highly fertile, and, in general, is more suited to

Stizing than tillage. There are, however, fine rich meadows on the rivers, particularly the

ousatonic and Connecticut. The Connecticut farmers are distinguished for their skill and
industry, and much care lias been bestowed on the cultivation of the land. Cider, butter,

and cheese, beef, pork, and live stock, are exported in considerable quantities. In 1830^

there were in tlie State 331,0.54 sheep, 219,783 horned cattle, and 32,358 horses and mules.

The cultivation of the mulberry tree, and the breeding of silk-worms have lately been suc-

cetefully prosecuted. Iron ore of good quality is found in abundance ; copper has been work-

ed in Graiiby, where it occurs at the junction of the green-stone and new red sand-stone

fonnations. Marble and free-stone quarries furnish excellent building materials. The fishe-

ries are carried on from several of the ports, and there are valuable shad fisheries on the rivers.

There are about 12,000 tons of shipping from this State in the whale fishery, and, in 1834,

30,000 barrels' of whole and sperm oil were brought in. The coasting trade is considerabje,

but most of the foreign trade is carried on through New York ; tonnage in 1883, 54,628.

The monufactives, taken in the aggregate, are of great volue, but many of them are en
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tirely in the hands of the ural population, and there are few large establishments in the
State. The Connecticut wares are well known all over the country, and are often carried
from town to town to the most remote quarters, by the thrifty pedlars from the same State.
Wooden clocks, wooden and horn combs and buttonis tin and wooden ware, implements, uid
utensils of various descriptions, &,c. are among the products of manufacturing industry. In
1832, there were in the State 104 cotton-mills, with 140,000 spindles, and 2a00 looms, man-
ufacturing annually upwards of 20,000,000 yards of cloth and l,2u0,0(M> ryi-rnds of yam, and
consuming; above 9,000,000 pounds of cotton ; 80 woollen factories, produc<.»i{ yearly 290,000
yards of broadcloUi, 529,078 yards of flannels, 44,000 yards of cassimcres, 808,915 yards of
satinet, 344,000 yards of carpeting, &c., and consuming 1,575,000 pounds of wool ; the an-
nual value of cotton and woollen goods was about 3,2S),000 dollars; of iron manufactures,
200,800 dollars ; of axes, 345,500 ; of boots and shoes, 500,000 dollars ; of buttons and combs,
305,500; of paper, 546,000 dollars ; of coaches and wagons, 546,0U0, with other articles,

making an aggregate of 8,000,000 dollars.

Farmington canal extends from New Haven to the Massachusetts line, 56 miles, whence
it is continued to Northampton by the Hampshire and Hampden canal. Enfield canal, 5^
miles in length, serves to overcome a fall in the Connecticut, and supplies valuable mill-seata.

A rail-road is in progress from Providence to Stonington, in this State, 45 miles, intended to

be connected by a steam ferry-boat with the termination ofthe Long Island rail-road. Another
rail-road is also in progress between New Haven and Hartford, a distance of 40 miles.

The population, which, in 1790, amounted to 237,946, was only 297,675 in 1830, showing
an increase of less than 26 per cent in 40 years ; in which period the population of the whole
country had more than trebled. This, however, is owing to the current of emigration, which
has steadily set from this State into New York, Pennsylrania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illi-

nois, and other States south and west, and which has truly made Connecticut the mother of
mighty States.

Connecticut consisted originally of two colonies ; Hartford, settled by emigrants from
Massachusetts in 1635, and New Haven, by colonists from England in 1638. The two
colonies were united under one government, by a charter of Charles 11., in 1662. In 1686
this charter was suspended by James II., and Andres, who had been appointed governor of
New England, was sent to assume the government Repairing with a body of troops to

Hartford, he demanded the charter. The instrument was accordingly brought into the hall

in the evening, with the intention of its being surrendered. But the lights were suddenly

extinguif'hed, and the charter was carried off and secreted by some of Uie colonists in the

hollow of a tree, which is still called the charter oak. When Andros was deposed in 1689,

the charter was resumed, and the government was administered under it until 1818, when
the present constitution was formed. The Governor and Lieutenant Governor, and the Le-
gislature, styled the General Assembly, are chosen annually by the people, the Senate in

districts, and the House of Representatives by towns ; sufirage is virtually universal. The
Judges are appointed by the General Assembly, and hold their office during good behaviour.

The Assembly meets alternately at Hartford and New Haven.

Common schools are suppprted by the proceeds of the school fund belonging to the State,

which are distributed among the school districts in proportion to the number of children in

each, between the ages of four and sixteen years : the money thus distributed is applied

solely to paying the expense of instruction, the other charges being paid by the districts.

The number of children of the above description is about 84,000; the school fund amounts to

about 1,930,000 dollars, and the income is about 84,000 dollars. There are also upwards of

30 academies and high schools in the State, and three colleges, Yale College, at New Ha-
ven, Washington College, at Hartford, and the Wesleyan University, Middletown. Yale
College is one of the oldest and most respectable, and the most frequented of the collegiate

institutions in the country ; attached to it are a theological department a medical institute,

and a law school ; the doties of instruction are performed bv 27 teachers. The Congrega-

tionalists are the most numerous sect ; after them rank the Baptists, Methodists, and Episct^

palians; and there are some Universalists, Roman Catholics, and Shakers.

Connecticut is divided into 8 counties :

—

CountiM. PopuUtion.

Windham 27,088 .

New London 42,301 .

Tnllond

Oountjr Towns.

Brooklyn
S New London

f Norwich
18,702 Tolland

Hartford 51,131 Hartford

„..,, ttAOAA 5 Middletown
Middlesex 24,844 jHuddam
New Haven 43,847 Now Haven
Litchfield 43,858 Litchfield

Fairfidd 47,010
j J^iy.

41*
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Population at DiffertrU Periods.

1790 238,141
1800 251,002
1810 262,042
1820 275,202
1830 297,650

New Haven, the principal city of the State, is beautifully situated on a small bay making
up fVom Lon^ Island Sound, in a large plain surrounded on three sides by lofly and precipi-

tons hills, the termination of the trap ranjre, which traverses the Slate ; East Rock and Weat
Rock are above 350 feet high. The harbour is safe and spacious, but it is shallow and gradu-

ally filling up. The city is regularly laid out, and neatly built, chiefly of wood; many of

the houses have gardens, or neat grounds, attached to them ; some of the principal streets

are bordered by rows of shade trees, and the principal square is finely ornamented in the

same manner. Among the public buildings are the State House, the State Hospital, the

Halls of Yale College, ten Churches, &.c. One of the whar& here is 394:1 feet in length.

The college buildings are four halls, containing the dormitories of the students, a chapel,

two halls containing recitation and lecture rooms, the chemical laboratory, the common's
hall, in which is the best mineralogical cabinet in the United States, the picture gallery, &c.
The coasting and forei^ti trade of Ne\^ Haven is considerable ; steam-boats and packets keep
up a regular and easy communication with New York ; and there are some extensive manu-
£ictories, particularly in fire-arms, carriages, &c. The population is 10,678. On the sum-
mit of West Rock is a small cave, Jn which GoflTe and Whally, two of the regicides, were
concealed, and which is still called the Judges' Cave. Bridgeport, southwest ofNew Haven,
is a busy, thriving town, with a good harbwr on the SouniL In the interior are Danbury
and Litchfield, with some manu&ctures.

Entering the Connecticut valley, we find, at the head of sloop navigation, the thriving

city of Hartford, on the right bank of the river, a neat and pleasant town, with considerable

coasting trade. It stands in a fertile and highly cultivated district, abounding in neat and
flourishmg villages, which enjoy the advantages of numerous mill-seats, and easy communi-
cation with the sea. The city has at present a population of 8800, a considerable increase

since 1830, when it contained 7076 inhabitants. Steam-boats run daily between Hartford

and New York, and several small steam-packets and tow-boats are employed on the river

above. The manufacturing establishments are mostly on a small scale, but they are nu-

merous, and the aggregate of their annual produce is about 1,000,000 dollars; the principal

branches are printing and publishing, shoemaking, the manufiusturing of nddlery, cards

and wire, wearing apparel, cue. Among the public buildings are a State House, City Hall,

12 Churches, the Asylum for die Deaf and Dumb, Retreat for the Insane, &c. The Asy-
lum for the Deaf and Dumb, the first institution of the kind established in America, was
founded in 1816, and has about 140 pupils, who receive instruction in the various branches

of useful learning, and acquire a knowledge of the useful arts. Several of the New England
States have made appropriations for the support of their indigent dumb here. Below Hart-

ford is Wethersfield, surrounded by extensive rich meadows^ and noted for its great onion

crops. The State Prison here is admirably conducted on the Auburn plan, and yields a

revenue to the State. The city of Middletown is accessible to vessels drawing ten feet of
water, and its coasting and foreign trade is considerable. The situation of the town is plea-

sant, and the houses and public buildings neat Its manufactures are also pretty extensive,

comprising cotton and woollen goods, fire-arms, paper, machinery, &c. The population of

the city is 2965, that of the township 6892 ; and we may here remark, that the townships

of Connecticut are of considerable extent, often containing several little towns at the Avt-

tance of several miles from each otber; thus the township of Middletown has an area of
about 60 square miles, and contains three or four towns, or villages, beside the city. The
population of a township, as given in the census, is not, therefore, any criterion of the size of
the town of the name ; as in a township of several thousand inhabitants, there is oflen no set*

tiement or collection of houses of more than a few hundred souls. This remark also applies,

in some degree, to some other New England States. Saybrook, at the mouth of the river,

was the first spot occupied by Europeans in Connecticut, and the ground was regularly lakl

out for a large city, but the onticipations of its founders have not been realized.

In the eastern part of the State, at the mouth of the Thames, stands the city ofNew Lon-
don, the principal commercial town in Connecticut, with one of the best harbours in the

country, accessible, safe, and spacious. On aceount of the bar at the mouth of the Connec-
ticut river, New liondon serves, in, some degree, as the port of tliat river. Its trade is con-

siderable; upwants of 40 ships sail from here to the whale fisheiy, and the shore fishery is

also actively carried on. The town was burnt by Arnold in 1781, and the garrison of Fort

Griswold, oh the opposite bank of the river, were massacred t^er having surrendered; a
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granite obelisk has been erected to the memory of those who fell on this occasion. Popula-
tion, 4356. Norwich, 13 miles above New London, is a flourishing manufacturing city, situ-

ated in a beautiful and fertile tract The water-power is here ample, and is already exten-
sively employed for useful purposes; there are in the township 17 manufacturing establish-

ment!), eight churches, three banks, &.c. Population of the city, 3135, of the township, 5161.
Stoning^n, in the southeast corner of the State, has twelve vessels in the seal fishery, and
carries on the shore fishery successfully. The town was attacked by the Britidi, in 1814,
but the assailants were beat ofl'by the inhabitants. Population, 3397.

SuBSTCT. 2.—Middle Stateg.

Under this head we shall comprise the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and Maryland, although the term is sometimes restricted to the four first-men-

tioned. Physically speaking, there is no very precise line of division between these and the

Western or Southern States; and politically considered. Mason and Dixon's line, which di-

vides the slave-holding from the non-slaveholding States, would be the more appropriate

frontier of the Middle States ; hut a division founded on this basis would exclude Delaware.
Following, therefore, established usage, we bound this region by Lower Canada, the St.

Lawrence, and Lakes Erie and Ontario, on the north ; Lake Champlain, the New England
States, and the Atlantic Ocean, on the east ; the Potomac and Virginia on the sonth ; and
Virginia and Ohio on the west. It extends from 38° to 45° N. lat., and from T2° to 80° 36'

W. Ion., having an area of about 115,000 square miles. It exhibita the most extensive
mountainous tracta in the Union. The Appalachian chain spreads to iu widest limita in

Pennsylvania. None of the eminences of these mountains equals in height the loftiest sum-
mita of the New Hampshire ranges, but their general elevation is not much below that of
the other mountains in New England. They are almost universally covered with forests,

and there are many wild solitudes among them, which are seldom or never visited by man.
In Pennsylvania, there are vast tracta among the mountains, where the most timid of all

wild animals find a secure and undisturbed at)ode.

On the north, this region slopes to the basin of the great lakes, and on the west to that

of the Ohia But ito great rivers arc on the eastern declivity of the table-land, which occu-

pies ite interior, and they descend, in a general course, to the south. The Hudson, flowing

m a deep bed between high banks, reaches the sea without losing ite river character; but

the Susquehanna and Delaware, having their outleta in flat alluvial tracts, lose themselves
in wide expanses, which are sometimes considered as continuations of the rivers ; but it

would, perhaps, be more correct to view them as inland arms of the ocean, formed by the

projection of tongues of land running into die sea. Long Island Sound, Delaware Bay, and
Chesapeake Bay, are, in fact, parte of the Ocean, shut in by one island and three peninsulas;

viz. Long Iitland ; the New Jersey peninsula, south of Rariton Bay ; the Chesapeake penin-

sula, between the Delaware and Chesapeake Bay ; and the Potomac peninsula, between the

Chesapeake and Potomac. Long Island Sound difibrs from the two other Bays only in lying

at right angles to the Hudson, while those Bays extend in the same direction with the

courses of their principal tributaries.

The whole coast of this sectkm is a low, sandy flat, bordered by long, low, narrow, sandy

islands and spits, and submarine sand-banks. The mineral productions are various and valu<

able. Bituminous and anthracite coal, several kinds of iron ore, salt, lime, excellent build-

ingr materials, and clays useful in the arts, are among the treasures in which it abounds.

The staple agricultural produce is wheat, but tobacco is also extensively cultivated. The
mining and manufocturing industry has acquired importance from the activity and success

with which it has lately been pushed, and the public works of this section are particularly

remarkable for their number and magnitude.

The population of the Middle Spates is composed of various materials, and ite character

is much diversified by difierence of extraction, and various modes of education and habito

of life ; but it is ftvourably distinffuished for industry and frugality. The great body is of

English or British descent, but in New York and Maryland there are many Germans ; and

in Pennsylvania they are so numerous as to constitute, in some respects, a senarate commu-
nity, retaining their own language, and being often ignorant of English. In New York and

New Jersey, there are many descendanta of the original Dutch settlers of New Amsterdam,
and in some sections the Dutch language is partially spoken. After the close of the revo-

lutionary war, the emigration firom the New England states into New York, continued to set

so strongly for many years, that a majority of the present population of that State are na-

tives of New England, or their descendants. There is also a laive body of New England
emigranta in Pennsylvania. The whole population of the five Middle States is a little up-

waids of four millions; in which number are 180,500 slaves, and nearly 170,000 f^e«

blacks.

mammmmm
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1. Slate qf New York.

This great Stale, the most flourishing, wealthy, and populous in the Union, combining

with almost unequalled natural advantages of soil, internal navigation, and easy access by

sea, pnblic works executed on a scale of imperial grandeur, exhibits one of tlioec amazing

examples of growth and prosperity, that are seen nowhere on the globe beyond our own
borders. Its northern boundary is the parallel of 45°, between Lake Champluin and the St
Lawrence, where it is conterminous with Lower Canada; Lake Champlain and an imagi-

nary line running nearly south, from a point a little east of the head of that lake, to Long

Island Sound, form its eastern boundary, except where Long Island projects far out into the

ocean; the southern, southwestern, and western border is chiefly an imaginary line, dividing

it from New Jersey and Pennsylvania ; but the northwestern frontier is formed by the great

lakes EIrie and Ontario, and their outlets, the Niagara and the St. Lawrence. It extends

from 72° to 79° 55' W. Ion., and from 40° 28' to 45 N. lat ; ite greatest length exclusive

of its islands is 320 miles, or, including them, about 400 miles ; but between Lake Ontario

and Lake Champlain, whence it gradually contracts towards the north, it is only 150 miles;

in the eastern part its extreme breadth is 320 miles, but in the western, between Lake On*
tario and Pennsylvania, not more than 85; the area is 45,658 square miles, exclusive of the

portion of the great lakes included within its limits.

This State forms a portion of the elevated table-land of the United States, broken in some

places by mountainous ridges of inconsiderable elevation, and containing some remarkable

depressions, which form the basins of lakes, or the channels of the rivers. The lofliest part

of this table-land is in the western corner of the State, where Lake Chatauque is nearly

1300 feet above the level of the sea ; and, although it is but nine miles from Lake Erie, it

discharges its waters, by the Alleghany aiid Ohio, into the Mississippi, and thus aflbrds boat

navigation to the Gulf of Mexico, a distance of 2600 milea Franklinville and Angelica,

to the east, although situated in valleys, are respectively 1580 and 1430 feet above the sea.

Along the southern border, several of the western ranges of the Appalachian Mountains
form low ridges of hills, and to the north, the sur&ce declines, in part, by gradual slopes, in

part, by sudden pitches, towards Lake Ontario ; the Niagara and Genesee fall, at Manches-
ter and Rochester, 170 feet, and the surfiice of the lake is still 230 feet above that of the

sea. The Erie canal, as is well known, is nearly throughout its whole length at an eleva-

tion of from 400 to 500 feet, and Lake George is about on the same level as Lake Ontario
The Blue Ridge, or Great Eastern chain, enters this State from New Jersey, and crossing

the Hudson at West Point, under the name of the Highlands, is continued on the eastern

side of the river, under the name of the Taconic mountains, and separates the waters of the

Hudson from those of the Housatonic and Connecticut. Further west, the prolongation of

the Kitatinny, or Blue Mountain, enters the State from Pennsylvania, under the 'name of

the Catskill Mountains, and, crossing the Mohawk, forms several parallel ridges of no great

elevation, dividing the waters of I^ke Champlain from those that flow into Lake Ontario
and the SL Lawrence. The highest elevation of these northeastern ridges does not exceed
2600 feet, which is the height of White Face, in Hamilton county. The highest summit
of the Catskill Mountains is Round Top, 3804 feet The Pine Orchard, near Catskill, is

much visited on account of the beauty of the prospect ; it embraces a view of about 70 miles,

including the Hudson and its beautiful valleys, beneath the spectator's feet, and the distant

peaks of the Green Mountains in the back-ground. Kauterskill Falls here form a pictu-

resque cascade embosomed in a wild, deep glen, shut in by high banks covered with a dense
forest of lofly trees ; the kill, or stream, plunges by two leaps down a descent of S^ feet
The Hudson, the principal stream, is th^ most usefiil river in the United States, in pro-

portion to its length ; lor although it has a course of no^ more than 325 miles, it is navigable
by sloops to Troy, one-half of that distance, and by ships to Hudson, 130 miles. It is the

only river of the Atlantic slope, whose navigation is not closed by its passage through the
Appalachian Mountains; its head waters have nowhere an elevation of more than 1.5U feet;

and its bed lies deep below the adjacent country, and admits the tide-waters to flow up to

Troy, 166 miles. A shoal, called the Overslaugh, a few miles below Albany, offers some
obstruction to the navigation. The picturesque beauty of its banks, forming gentle grassy
slopes, or covered with forest to the water's edge, or crowned by neat and thriving towns

;

now overshadowing the water with tall clifi^ and now rising in mural precipices ; and the
legendary and historical interest associated with numerous spots, combine to render the
Hudson the classic stream of the United States. Above Troy it receives its principal tri-

butary, the Mohawk« a turbulent river, whose sources lie near the great lakes, and which
has a course of about 135 miles, with a descent of 367 feet The Genesee rises on the

table-land on the northern border of Pennsylvania, and runs north, across the western pert

of New York, into Lake Ontaria At Rochester, 5 miles from its mouth, are falls of 06
feet <md below, another fall of 75 feet ; above these, the river is navigable by boats about

70 miles, to Nunda, where there ore two falls of 60 and 00 feet The Onondaga or OswegOb
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furmcd by the junction of the Seneca and Oneida with the outlets of numerous small lakes,

in about 25 miles long; 12 miles from its mouth in Lake Ontario, it has a fall of 100 feet.

Black River also reaches the same lake, afler a course much broken by fidla; it is a valua-

ble mill-stream.

An account of lakes Erie and Ontario, whoso waters bathe the northwestern borders of
the State, will be found in the description of British America. Lake Champlain has been
described under the head of Vermont Lake George is about 33 miles long, by 2 wide, and
empties its waters into Lake Champlain, by an outlet 3 miles in length, with a descent of
about 200 feet Its waters are clear and pure, and its bosom is adorned with upwards of300
isilands. Surrounded with lody mountains, some rising boldly from its shores, and others

occupying a distant back-ground; overhung in many places with a thick, dark forest, which
contrasts strongly with its pure, bright waters; and infinitely diversified with retreating

bu;ij, projecting headlands, and rocky, or fertile and well wooded islands. Lake George offers

great attractions to the lovers of nature. The greatest depth of the lake, which abounds
in trout, bass, and perch, is 00 fathoms. A little west of the centre of the State, is a lake

region comprising Lake Canandaigiia, Crooked I^ake, Seneca, Cayuga, Owasco, Skeneatelci,

Onondaga^ and Oneida, whose waters are carried into I^ake Ontario by the river Oswego;
Cayuga Lake is 38 miles, and Seneca 35 miles in length, and they are from two to four in

breadth.

Iron ore is found in inexhaustible quantities and of a good quality in the northeastern part

of the State ; it occurs also in some of the central, eastern, and southwestern counties. In
Canton near the St. Lawrence there is a plentiful supply of sulphuret of iron; the ore con-

sists chiefly of iron pyrites and alumina, and is used for the manufacture of copperas and
aiom ; 200 tons of the former were made in 1834 ; but in 1835, afler the manufacture of the
latter was commenced, which yielded 15 tons, the quantity of copperas was reduced to 50
tons. Lead has recently been obtained in St Lawrence county. Gypsum is found in the

central counties, and is extensively used in agriculture. Limestone occurs in the western
and northern counties, furnishing a valuable water cement, which has proved highly im-
portant in the construction of the canals. Good marble is obtained from the quarries of Sing
Sing. Salt is |>roeured in abundance from the Onondaga salUsprings in the township of Sa-
Una; the brine is conducted to Salina, Syracuse, and other neighbouring villages, where the
salt is obtained by boiling, by solar evaporation, and by artificial evaporation, 45 gallons of
water yielding a bushel of salt ; there are here 1,510,290 superficial feet of vats, and 3423
kettles and pans ; the quantity of salt made in 1820 was 827,508 bushels ; in 1830, 1,435,446

;

in ia35, 2,200,667. It seems to be doubtful whether coal will be found in New York. The
well-known springs of Ballston and Saratoga are partly saline, partly chalybeate, and the

water is exported in considerable quantities not only to other States, but to foreign countries,

(n the western port of Chatauque county there are burning springs, yielding carburetted hy-
drogen, which is applied to economical uses in the neighbouring villages.

Most of the soil in the State is of a useful quaiity, and much of it is highly fertile ; but

there are some sandy tracts on Long Island, and marshy districts in the nortiieast, which are

not suitable for cultivation. The following statement shows the amount and value of im-
proved lands and live-stqpk in the years 1^ and 1835.

1825. 183S.

Number. ValuB. Number. Value.

Acres of improved Land
Neat Cattle

7,160,967

1,513,421

349,638

3,496,539

1,467,573

$179,034,175

15,1344210

17,481.400

5,344,808

4,40.1,719

9,655,436

1,885,771

524,895

4,361,765

1,554,358

9241,385,650
18,857,710

264244,750
6,392.647

4,663,074
Sheep
Hogs

ToUU 2214288,313 297,543,831

Wheat is the great agricultural staple of the State, and flour and provisions are largely

ctported.

The manuftcturea of New York are also extensive and flourishing; the aggregate value

of manufactured articles, in the year 1835, was stated to be 60,069.067 dollars; that of the

raw materials used, 43,400,022 dollars.

Statement of the Mamifaeturei aceording to the Ceruut in 1835.

Manuflietorief. Number. Value of Manuhcturet.

GristMJIta 2051 $20,140,435

SawMilb 6948 6,881,055

OUMills 71 275,574

Vol. m. 3M
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MannflMtorlM.- Numlwr. Vtlut of Miniihctiirca

FuIlin^Milb 965 3,894,096
Cardinff Machine* 1061 3,651,638
Cotton Factoriea Ill 3,030,709
Woollon FactoriM 334 3,433,193
Iron Work* 293 4,349,949
Trip Hammers 141
Diitilleriea 337
Asheriei 693
GloM Factories 13 ,

Rope Walks 63.
Chain Cable Works 3.
OUCloth Works 34.
Dycine and Print Works 15 .

Clover Mills 69
Paper MUU 70,
Tanneries 413
Breweries .

363,581

3,098,043

736,418
448,559

980,083
38,635

95,646

3,465,000
110,035
685,784

5,598,636
94 1,381,446.

In addition to which, there were made in families 2,183,9.51 yards of fulled cloth, 2,790,068

yards of flannels and other woollen?, and 3,790,9.53 yards of cotton, linen, &c., of an aggre-

gate value of 2,029,964 dollars. The cotton and woollen mills produced 24,175,357 yarda

of cotton cloth, 6,626,0r)8 of woollen, and 686,203 of cotton and woollen.

The commerce of New York is also on a great scale, as, beside supplying her own wants

and exporting her surplus productions, she imports a large share of the foreign articles con-

sumed in the neighbouring Atlantic States, as well as in many of the Western States, to

which her natural and artificial channels of communication givo her access ; and her great

commercial emporium is the outlet for the produce of the same regions. Thus in ISS.*), the

value of the importations ww 73,188,594 dollars, or nearly three-fitlhs of the whole imports

of the country ; while that of the exports was 2.5,512,014 dollars, or more than one-fburth

of the whole exports of the United States. The shipping belonging to the State at the end

of 1^3 amounted to 344,769 tons, making New York second only to Massachusetts in point

of tongagc. The amount of toll collected on the state canals increased from 1,0.56,799 dol-

lars in 1830, to 1,548,108 in 1835, notwithstanding several very great reductions of tbo rates

of toll. There were cleared on these canals in 1835,

—

4,331,737 Cubic feet ofTimber
201,109,817 Feet of Lumber
34,9S6,.591 SUvcs
1,367^75 Barrels of Floor

2,403,373 Busheb of Wheat

1,110,379 Bushels of coarse Gram
7,613,0.54 Pounds of Butter

11,644,978 Pounds ofCheese
48^340 Barrels of Beef and Pork

3,463,447 Pounds of Wool.

The total value of the articles which reached tide-water, is estimated to have exceeded

20,000,000 dollars, as follows :-~

Produce of Land (Wheat, Flour, &.c.) •8,170,035
Produce of Animals (Butter, Cheese, Provisions, Wool, Slc.) ....... 3,337,390
Otiier Agricultural ProducU 307,513
Products of the Forest (Lumber, Timber, Staves, &C.) 4,770,017
Ashes 1,001,430
Tobacco « 357,514
Furs and Peltry 470,157
Other Articles 3,41 1,390.

Total 30,535,446

Forty-'five ships of 13,000 tons sailed to the whale fishery in the same year, chiefly fiom Sag
Harbour, Hudson, Newburgh, and Poughkcepsie.

This State is distinguished for its magnificent public works, constructed for the purpose

ofconnecting the great central basin of the lakes and the St. Ijawrence with the Atlantic;

663 miles of canal navigation have been obtained, at the cost of 13,497,568 dollars; and

goods are now carried by water from New York to Chicago, 1400 miles; to Florence, Alaba-

ma, 10:)5 miles ; to Nashville, Tennessee, 1850 miles, &c. The great trunk is the Erie

canal extending from Buflfalo on Lake Erie to the Hudson, 364 miles ; it has 84 locks of

tone, each 90 feet long and 15 wide, with a rise and fall of696 feet, and 18 aqueducts, one

of which crosses the Genesee, and three the Mohawk; width at top 40 feet, at bottom 28
feet, depth 4 feet; provision has recently been made for enlarging this great work, the long-

est of the kind in the world, bv increasmg the width to 60, and the depth to 6 feet, lengu-
•ning the locks to 105 feet, and constructing a double set of lifl-locks, at the estimated cost

of atove 10,360,000 dollars. The Champlain canal extends from Lake Champlain, at White-
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hall, to the junction of the Erie canal with the Hudson, 64 miles, with a navigable feeder of

12 ntiles ; lockage, 188 feet, by 21 locks. Other branches of this work, pervading different

parts of the State, are the Oswego canal, 38 miles, connecting the Erie canal, at Salina,

with Like Ontario; Cayuga and Seneca canal, 23 miles, extending from Geneva to Monte-
zuma on the Erie canal, and thus continuing the navigation through those two lake*; Crook-

ed Lake, 8 miles, connecting that lake with Seneca Lake ; Chemung canal, from the head
of tho latter to the river Chemung, or Tioga, at Elmira, 23 miles, with a navigable feeder

tVom Painted Poet to Elmira, of 16 miles ; Chenango canal, 07 miles in length, from Bing-

hamton, on the Chenango, to Utica. Appropriations were made by the Legislature in the

licssion of 1836, for the construction of the Black River canal, 75 miles in length, firom Rome
on the Erie canal, to Carthage on Black River ; and the Genesee Valley canu, fhxn Roches-
ter to Olean, on the Alleghany river, 107 miles.

Beside these works constructed by the State, the principal canal made by a private com-
pany, is the Delaware and Hudson, extending from the mouth of Roundout Creek, on the
latter river, to Port Jervis on the Delaware, up that river to the mouth of tho Lackawaxen,
and along the latter to Honesdale in Pennsylvania: total length, 109 miles, of which 26 are

in Pennsylvania ; 106 locks ; rise and fall, 950 feet. From Honesdale a rail-road runs to the
coal mines at Carbondale, a distance of 16 miles, passing over Moosic Mountain, which ia

1580 feet above tide water, and 850 above the coal mines. Two great projects, which will

undoubtedly soon be executed, deserve to be mentioned here : these are a ship canal round
tiie falls of Niagara, and another from Oswego by the Oswego river, Oneida lake, and the
Muhawk to the Hudson, thus enabling vessels from the upper lakes to reach New York with-
out breaking bulk.

The following are the principal rail-roads already completed:—the Mohawk and Hudson,
from Albany to Schenectady, 15 miles, continued northwardly by the Schenectady and Sara-
toga rail-rood, 22 miles, and westward by the Schenectady and Utica rail-rood, 77 miles

;

the Auburn and Syracuse rail-road, 26 miles ; the Tonawanda rail-road, from Rochester to

Attica, 34 miles ; the Ithaca and Owcgo, 29 miles from the Susquehanna to Cayuffa lake

;

the Rensellacr and Saratoga rail-road, from Troy to Ballston, 25 miles ; the Brooklyn and
Jumaica rail-road, 12 miles. It is also intended to connect the detached links between Al-
bany and Bufiklo, so as to form an unbroken line of road between those two places ; and rail-

roids are now in progress from Hudson and Grecnbush to West Stockbrid^e, in Massachu-
Ecttij, which will serve to connect Boston, by the Massachusetts western rail-road, with Lake
Erie. The Long Island rail-road, from Jamaica toGreenport; the New York and Erie rail-

road, from Tnppun, on tlie Hudson, to Lake Eric, 480 miles; and the New York and Albany
rail-road, between those two cities, a distance of 160 miles, are in progress. The latter

posses up tho ea.stem side of the river, partly through Connecticut and Massachusetts; and
tt tunnel under the Hudson at Albany, has been projected.

This part of the country was tin>t explored by Hudson, an English navimtor in the Dutch
service, in 1600; and factories were established on the Hudson by the Dutch West India
company, at Fort Orange, now Albany, in 1613, and a few years after on Manhattan island,

at New Amsterdam, now New York. New settlements were soon formed, and the colony
received the name of New Netherlands. The English, however, claimed the territory by
right of prior discovery, and in 16G4, Charles II. made an extensive grant to his brother, the
Duke of York and Albany, which included within its bounds the colony ofNew Netherlands.
Possession was taken by the agents of the duke, alter whose accession to the throne of Engw
land, it became a part of the dominions of the crown, and tho administration was conducted
by a royal governor and a provincial assembly, till the revolution of 1775. While Canada
belonged to the French, New York was the scene of many bloody struggles with them and
their savage allies ; and during the revolutionary and three years' war it became the theatre
of several important military operations.

The legislature consists of two houses, the Senate, chosen for the term of four years, and
the Assembly, elected annually ; the former are chosen by senatorial districts, and the latter
by counties. A Governor and Lieutenant Governor are chosen by popular election for the
term of two years. The chancellor and superior judges ore appointed by the Governor and
Senate, and hold their office during good behaviour, or until the age of60 years; the inferior

judges are appointed by the same authorities, for the term of five years. Every white male
citizen of the age of 21 years, who has resided in the State for one year next preceding the
election, is entitled to vote ; but coloured persons must be possessed of a clear tireehold of the
value of 250 dollars, in order to be qualified electors.

Very ample provision is made for common education, and there is no country in the world
where the body of the people is better taught, Uian in New York. The State has a school
fund, the proceeds of which are distributmi among the towns, on condition that each town
raise by tax a sum equal to that which it receives from the State ; the whole of these sums
is expended solely in the payment of teachers' wages, in addition to which the erection of
the school-house, and other bcidental expenses, are at the charge of the school districts.
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TIm Khool fiind, at the ekw of 1835, amounted to 1,876,192 dolUn. The namber of kHooI
diatncU at that time waa 10,132 ; of which returns were received ftt>m 0076, conUininv
M1,4U1 pupila; the aum of 312,181 dollars was distributed among these districU by the
State, under the name of public money, of which 100,000 dollars was received from the com-
mon school fund, 103,760 waa raised by a property Ux, and the remainder was derived from
local funds ; and the sum of 419,878 dollara was raised by the school districts. Provision
hss also been made at the public expense, for the education of teachers, by the establishment
of a department in an academy of each of the eight senatorial districts, with the suitable
books and apparatus for that purpose. There are also 66 academies and high schools, among
which are distributed 12,000 dollars from the literature fond, containing 5296 students, and
a great number of other high schools and seminaries of instruction. The higher seminaries
are the University of the City of New York, and Columbia College, in New York city ; Union
College, at Schenectady ; Hamilton College, at Clinton ; and Geneva College, with a medi<
cal department, at Geneva. The Episcopalians have a Theological Seminary in New York

;

the Presbyterians, at Auburn ; the Baptists, at Hamilton ; and the Lutherans, at Hartwick.
There are likewise medical schoola in New York and at Fairfield.

The principal religioua sects are the Presbyterians, including Congregmtionalista, the
Methodists, and the Baptiats; the Episcopaliana and Dutch Reformed are also numerous,
with some Lutherans, Roman Catholics, Friends, &c.
The increase of the population of this State has been very rapid ; in the 20 years from 1700

to 1810, it nearly trebled itself; from 1810 to 183G it doubled itself, and in the five years
fi-om 1830 to 1835, the increase was 13} per cent. ; by the census of 1835 the population
was 2,174,517. It consists, in part, of the descendants of the original Dutch settlers, who
have at present, however, loat in a great measure their national characteristics, and the de-
scendants of the German palatines, who removed thither in the beginning of the last century,
with some emigrants from Great Britain and other European countries. But tiio mass of the
people are of New England origin or descent, and they are favourably distinguiahed for en-
terprise, intellic^ence, and virtue.

Population at Different Periodt.

Total. Blavei. r/MBIacLs

340,120 21,324 • 4,654
686,786 20,343 10,374
959,040 15,017 - 25,333

1,372,812 10,068 29,279
1,913,006 75 .• . 44,870
2,174,517

1790 . .

1800
1810 .

1820
1830
1885

The State is divided for civil purposes into 57 counties, containing < ities, and 797 town*
ships, with 122 incorporated villages, many of which have different natnca from the town-
abipg in which they are situated

:

Counties. County Towns. Fopulatlon.—1831
PefJonal'lrtate-MM

Albany Albany 59,762 913,535,335
Alkghany Angelica 35,314 3,731,951
Broome Binghamton 30,190 3,043,009
Cattaraugus Ellicottville S4fi66 1,594,038
Cayuga Auburn 49,202 4,443,174
Chautaiique Mayville 44,869 3,707,383
Chenango Norwich 40,763 no returns
Chemung Elmira erected in 1836 no returns
Clinton PlatUburgh 30,742 1,438,100
Columbia Hudson 40,746 10,375,970
Cortland Cortlandville 34,168 3^313,600
Delaware Delhi .34,193 3,300,050
Dutchess Poughkeepsie 50,704 17,793,667
Erie Buffalo 57,594 8,810,637
Essex Elizabethtown 30,699 no returns
Franklin Malone 13,501 934,309
Genesee Batavia 58.588 10,036,639
Greene Cotskill 30,173 3,326i948
Hamilton ],654 included in Montgomerr
Herkimer Herkimer 36,301 5,161,627
Jefferson Watertown 53,088 4,941,347
Kings Brooklyn 33,057 31,940,933
Lewis Martlnsburgh 16,093 1,591,333
Livingston Geneseo 31,093 5,S93«4S9

H"
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CoantlMi Cbunljr Towni,

4«
Vahii> nf Ri-al aiid

r«rw>nal Bilalv.-iaU
Pop<ilatk>n.—I83S.

Madiaon Morriaville 41,741 •4,!)U't,34a

Monroe Roclicater « . . . 5e,0B5 10,3!<0,745

Montgomery Johnstown 46,705 4,35<V')58
NewVork New York 270,089 918,733,703
Niagara Ix>ckport <ir,.lU0 5,353,309

I Utica i

Oneida {Rome > 77,518 11,133,969
^Whitesboro S

Onoi'daga Syracuie 00,y(M , . . 10,610,690
OuUiio Canandaigua 40,870 ,. 13,303,381

0«nge iSSburghl ^'^^ 10,328,569

Orleans Albiun 9ajSQ3 4,684,530

O^vego... )?2X I
38^« 4,7fl\Si6

Otsego Coopentown 50,438 5,ri45,717

Putnam Carmcl 11,551 3,335,736

Queens North Hempstead 35,130 8,990,500

Rensselaer Trov 55,515 10,491,494

Richmond Richmond 7,691 no returns

Rockland Clarkstown 9,696 1,858,501

Saratoga Ballaton Spa 38,013 6^376,130

Sclienectady

.

Schoharie.

Seneca • • •

St. Lawrence .

Schenectady 16,330 3,393,845
Schoharie 38^508 no returns

Iwiirloo i
«J,697 no returns

Canton 43,047 no returns

Steuben Balli 41,435 3,366,433

Suffolk Rivrrhcad 384274 5,068,847

Sullivan Monticello 13,755 1,355,030

Tioga Owcgo 33,999 3,344,766

Tompkins Ithaca 38,008 3,614,799

Ulster Kingston 39,960 5,068,370

Warren Caldwell 13,034 941,764

Washington {sJfem"'"! 39,326 5,863,354

Wayne Lvons.... 37,788 4,003,515

Westchester
{ Bedforr''"" j

'^''^^ 10,093,079

Yatais Fenn Yan 19,796 no returns

Totals 3,174,517 •514,339,541

Returns in 1834 of 7 counties not received in 1835 16^333,583

GrandTotal 530,653,134

Fbe city of New York (/g.ll24.) ia the largest, most wealthy, most flourishing of all

American cities, the greatest commer-
cial emporium of America, and, after

London, the greatest in the world. Situ«

ated at the mouth of the Hudson, on the

southern end of Manhattan island, it

looks towards the channel of the East
River, by which it is approached from

Long Island So)ind on the east, and that

of New York Bay, which joins the At-

lantic ocean on the south ; in its waters,

easy of access, sheltered fVom storms,

and deep enough to admit the largest

ships, the united navies of the world might lie in safetr. No city in the world possemea

equal advantages for foreign commerce and inland trade ; two long lines of canals stretching

back in every direction have increased its natural advantages, and rendered it the great

mart of an almost indefinite extent of country, while its facilities of communication with all

parU of the world have made it the thoroughftre of the same vast region. The progress of

Its population has never been paralleled ; in 1790 it was 33,131 ; in 1810, 96,37:i ; in 1830,

203,007, and in 1835, 270,089, or, including Brooklyn, upwards of 297,300. The number

of buildings erected in 1835 was 1257. The city is built on nearly level ground, sloping

graduallv on each aide towards the Hudson and East rivers, and it has a fine appearance

Vol. m. 42
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from the sea. It is well built and rej^larly laid out, with the exception of the older port,

in which the streets are crowded, narrow, and crooked ; but this now forms but a small por«

tion of the city. Broadway, the principal street, is a lon^ and spacious avenue, 80 feet wide,

extending for upwards of two miles in a strkight line through the centre, and bordered by

rows of handsome houses and rich and showy shops ; here is a continued stream of carriages,

wagons, drays, omnibuses, and all sorts of vehicles designed for business or pleasure, and on

the footways crowds of pedestrians saunter along or hurry by. The southern point of the

island on both sides of Broadway is the seat of business, and the banks of both rivers are

lined with forests of masts, hearing the f*ogs of all countries. The Battery, a pleasant public

walk, planted with fine shade trees, facing the bay, and fanned by the sea-breezes, commands
a fine view of the bay with its islands, and of the Hudson and ils picturesque banks ; the

Park, a triangular green on Broadway, containing eleven acres prettily ornamented with

trees, and adorned by some of the public buildings; Washington square, and several other

parks contribute to the beauty and health of the city. Among the public buildings are the

City Hall iJg. 1125.), a handsome edifice of white marble, with a front of 216 feet on the

Park ; the Hall of the University, a splen-

1125 did building 180 by 100 feet on Washington
square, in the English collegiate style, also

ofmarble ; the Hall ofColumbia College; the

Hospital ; the City Lyceum ; 150 Churches

,

A8(or,House, a hotel of Quincy granite, 200
feet by 150, and 77 feet high, containing

890 rooms; the Almshouse at Bellevue, on
JL'ast river; the Penitentiary on Blackwell's

Island in the same river, several miles from

the city; tlieCustom House,an elegant build-

ing, 177 feet long by 69 feet wide, on the

model ofthe Parthenon ; the New Exchange
about to be erected in place of tlie one de-

stroyed by fire in 1835, &c.
The benevolent societies are numerous

and well supported ; they comprise an Hospital, in which 1637 patients were received in

1835, and with wiiich is connected a Lunatic Asylum at Bloomingdalc, in which the number
of admissions was 138 ; an Hospital at Bellevue, for the sick and insane poor, connected

with the city Almshouse ; three Dispensaries for the relief of sick indigent persons, which
in 1835 relieved upwards of 30,000 individuals; the Institution fur the Blmd; the Institu-

tion for the Deaf and Dumb, and a great number of Orphan Asylums, Relief Associations,

Education, Bible, and Tract Societies, &c. Neither is New York behind her sister cities in

her literary and scientific establishments ; beside the educational institutions already men-
tioned, the Historical Society, with a library of 10,000 volumes; the New York Society

Library, with 25,000 volumes ; the Lyceum of Natural History, with a good cabinet and
library; and the American Lyceum, have published some valuable popers; while the Mer-
cantile Library Association, with a library of 12,000 volumes, and the Apprentices' Library,

with 10,000 volumes, show that the merchants and mechanics are not indifierent to the in-

tellectual improvement oi their apprentices and clerks. The book-trade is actively carried

on in New York: several highly respectable periodicals are published here, and no ci^ in

the country contains so many popular authors. There are also here an Academy of Fine
Arts and an Academy of Design. The American Institute for the promotion of domestic in-

dustry by the distribution of premiums and other rewards, holds annual fairs for the exhibi-

tion of the products of American industry, and has established a statistical library of 8000
volumes, and a Repository of Arts for the exhibition of useful machines, specimens, &c.
But it is as a great mart of foreign and inland commerce that New York is chiefly known.

Shippinnr belonging to the port in the beginning of 1834, 823,734 tons; entered during the

year, 443,097 tons; cleared, 329,085 tons; whole number of arrivals from foreign ports in

1835, 2049. There are 16 regular packets plying between this place and Liverpool, (bur

sailing monthly from each port ; 16 packets to Havre, also sailing four times a month ; with
lines three times a month to London, once a month to Vera Cruz, the same to Carthagena,
&c. The whole number of passengers arrived here from foreign countries in the five yeais
from 1831 to 18!i6, was 205,500. The inland and coasting trade is also immense. Thero
are here 23 banking institutions with a capital of 18,861,2(K> dollars, and 43 insurance com-
panies with a capital of 14,800,000 dollars.

The first settlement was made on Manhattan island by the Dutch in 1621, who called

their town New Amsterdam, and it afterwards received the name of New York, when the

country passed into the hands of the duke of York, afterwards James H. In 1765 New
York was the seat of a continental congress, and in 1776 it was occupied by the British

forces, who retained it until Nov. 25, 1783. In 1769 the first congress under the new con-
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stitution was held here. The great fire of Dec. 16, 1835, destroyed 430 houses, mostly

warehouses, and property to the amount of about 18 millions, but most of the buildings were
rebuilt within eight months after the event.

On Long Island, opposite to New York, is the city of Brooklyn, whose population in-

creased from 15,394 in 1830, to 24,529 in 1835. It is pleasantly situated on a rising ground,

which commands an agreeable view, and it partakes in the commercial activity and prospe-

rity of its neighbour. Here is a Navy-Yard of the United States, on Wallabout Bay, con-

taining 40 acres of land and water, with building-slipe, barracks, store-houses, &.C., and a
dry dock is about to be constructed. The success of the British arms on Brooklyn Heights,

Aug. 2Q, 1776, gave the enotny possession of the city of New York. There are in Brook-

lyn a handsome City Hall, 17 churches, 3 banks, 2 insurance companies, &c. Steam terry-

boats are constantly running on four ferries between the city and New York, and a rail-road

extends to Jamaica, 12 miles of which, the continuation to Greenport, is already in progress.

To the northeast, facing the eastern side of New York, is the growing village of Williams-
burgh, which in 1830 had less than 1000 inhabitants, and in 1^5 comprised a population of
3000. To the south is Rockaway, a favourite bathing-place.

The northern part of the island is hilly for about two-thirds of its length, but the southern

and eastern is level and sandy, and the southern coast is lined by long, low, narrow sand-

islands, enclosing narrow and shallow bays. Here are extensive salt-marshes, and salt ia

manufactured in various places. Sag Harbour, on a bay at the eastern end, has a good har-

bour, and is the seat of some fisheries. In 1835 it had seven ships in the wliale-fishery.

Fisher's Island off the northeastern extremity of Long Island, and Staten Island, which is

separated from it by the Narrows, and from New Jersey by the Kills, also belong to New
York ; on the latter are the New York quarantine ground, and a Marine Hospital.

On ascending the Hudson, a number of interesting sites, and flourishing villages and
cities, present themselves. A few miles above the city is the Stale prison at Sing Sing, con-

ducted on the Auburn plan ; and a little higher up on the western side of the river is Stony

Point, a rocky promontory, upon which was a fort in the revolutionary war, surprised by

General Wayne, in 1789. Beyond, the river forces its way through the Blue Kidge, whose
eminences rise abruptly from its bed to the height of from 1200 to 1.500 feet ; here stands

West Point, a celebrated military post during the war of independence, and now ttie seat

of the United States Military Academy for the education of^ officers of the army. The
course of instruction comprises civil and military engineering, artillery and infantry tactics,

moral, political, natural, and mathematical science, and the French language ; the number
of cadets is limited to 250, and they are obliged to undergo a rigid examination annually.

On a height above the academy, is Fort Putnam, now in ruins, but in the war of the revo-

lution an important fortress ; on the opposite side of the river ia a cannon foundery. New-
burgh, on the right bank, with 5000 inhabitants, and Poughkcepsie, on the left, with 6261,

are neat, thriving villages, with considerable trade, and several ships engaged in the whale

fishery. The former was the head-quarters of Washington at the time of the publication

of the celebrated Newburgh Letters; the latter is situated in one of the richest agricultural

districts in the State, and contains 3 cotton and 3 woollen mills, machine-shops, furnaces,

&c. The village of Kingston has 2000 inhabitants. Catskill, with 2406 inhabitants, is

the point at which the traveller lands fiir the purpose of visiting Catskill Mountains. The
country in the rear is mountainous, well watered, thickly woodwl, and contains many fertile

valleys.

Near the head of ship navigation, 117 miles from the sea, stands the cit^ of Hudson, on a
commanding eminence, on the Icfl bank of the river. Its trade and manufactures are exten-

sive and increasing, and it has eleven ships of about 4000 tons engaged in the whale fishery.

The city is well laid out, and prettily built, and the neighbourhood presents many charming

prospects. The population in 1830 amounted to 5392, and in 1835 to 5531. To the north-

east is the village of New Lebanon, a fiivourite watering place, containing warm springs,

and situated in a delightful district ; there is a society of Shakers, or Millenarians, who hold

their property in common, and abjure marriage; and whose religious ceremony consists

chiefly of^a sort of measured movement or imperfect dance, accompanied with a monotonous

chant;—^the Shakers are distinguished for their sobriety, industry, and frugality.

Returning to tlie river, we come to Albany, the capital, and in point of size the second

city of the State ; it is pleasantly situated on an eminence, on tlto western bank of the river,

144 miles fVom New York. Its wealth and trade have been greatly increased by the opening

of the Erie and Champlain canals, which terminate in a large basin in the city, and its

situation renders it a great thoroueh&re, not only for traders, but also for travellers on the

northern route. It contains several handsome public buildings, among which are the old

&Ute Hall, on a fine square, 220 feet above the river; the new Sute Hall, 138 feet by 88
feet, and the City Hall, both of white marble ; the Academy, of rod freestone ; 14 churches,

&c. The Albany Institute, with a library and cabinet of minerals, coins, and casts, has pub*

lished some valuable papers ; the Athensum baa a library of above 8000 volumes, and ther^
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ia alio an Academy oF Fine Arts here. Regular eteam-packets leave twice a day for New
York ; numerous canal packett* and rail road-cars are constantly departing for the northern

and western routes, and several lines of stage coaches keep up a communication with the

east ; the n\imber of persons wito annually pass through the city has been estimated at

upwards of 6U0,U0U. The down freight brought to Albany in 1835, comprised 712,918 bar-

rels of ikrar, 1,886,600 bushels of wheat and other corn, 105,551,500 fir boards and scanU

lings, 34,068 million shingles, 2270 cubic feet of timber, 4U,101 tons of staves, 22,984 bar-

rels of ashes, 16,172 barrels of beef and pork, 7,859.500 pounds of butter, lard, and cheese,

&c. ; the amount of toll collected was 357,565 dollars. Albany was first occupied by the

Dutch in 1612, under the name of Fort Orange, and it received its present name flrom the

English ; the population of the city in 1820 was 12,630, in 1830, 24,200, and in 1836, 28,109.

The city of Troy, six milea above Albany, on the opposite side of tlie river, b the only town

on the Hudson, which is built on an alluvial bottom ; it stands at the foot of a range of high

hills, which command extensive prospects, and fiimish excellent mill-seats. The trade and

manufactures of Troy are both considerable ; the city is regularly laid out and prettily built,

and many of the streets are adorned with fine shade-trees. The population in 1^0 wu
11,405, and in 1835, 16,959, having increased nearly SO per cent in five years. There is a

United States arsenal in Watervlict, opposite Troy. At the mouth of the Mohawk, are Co>

hoes Falls, where the river is precipitated over a rocky ledge upwards of 60 feet iii height.

The valley of the Upper Hudson, afibrding an easy route, tnr way of Lake Champlain,

ftnm Canada to the sea-coast, was the theatre of many events of historical interest, in the

early Indian wars, in the French war of 1755, and in the revolutionary struggle. At Bemis'

Heights, in Stillwater, were fought the celebrated actions of Sept. 10, and Oct 8, 1777,

which led (Oct 17) to the surrender of Buigoyne, at Schuylersville, one of the proudest

scenes in American history, and which gave a decided turn to the war of independence. In

the rear of these memorable heights, are the most frequented of American watering-places^

Ballston Spa and Saratoga. The former lies in a pretty valley, and contains five or six cha-

lybeate springs, several of which are also pretty strongly impregnated with saline ingre-

dients and carbonic acid ; they are tonic in their eflTects. Seven miles distant are the Sarap

toga Springs ; the principal, known as the Congress Spring, is saline, and thousanda uf bot-

tles are annually sent oK Proceeding north to Lake Champlain we pass the celebrated old

fbrtresses of Ticonderoga and Crown Point, whose ruins are still visible, and reach the little

village of Plattsburgh, where the British flotilla on the lake was captured hy Commodore
Macdonou)|[h, in 1814.

The region between the lake and the St Lawrence contains some of the least cultivated

and populous tracts in the State ; but is valuable for its mineral wealth, and also aflbrds

much excellent land. Ogdensburgh, on the St Lawrence, opposite Prescott, has 2000 in-

habitants, and is accessible to large steam vessels from Lake Ontario; at Uio eastern end ct

the lake, at the head of a deep bay, is Socket's Harbour, an important naval station during
the three years* war ; and on the Black River, 7 miles from its mouth, ia the flourishing vit

lage of Watertown, situated in a rich fiirming district, and containing numerous mill-seats;

here are several large cotton and woollen mills, nine saw and grist mills, machine-shops,
tanneries, die. The village is prettily situated and neatly built, and has a population of
8500 inhabiUnts.

If we now direct our attention up the valley of the Mohawk, and alon^ the line of the
Grand Trunk and its branchej, we find a number of cities and towM, which have sprung
up, as if by enchantment, in the bosom of a wilderness. Schenectady, Utica, Syracuse,
Oswego, Auburn, Ithaca, Seneca, Canandaigua, Rochester, Lockport, and Buffiilo, are the

principal. The cHy of Schenectady, situated in the midst of a fertile tract, afibrding nu-
merous mill-seats, traversed by the canal, and connected by rail-roods with Albany, Sara*
toga, ond Utico, has on extensive and increasing trade ond some roanufkctures. On account
of the circuitous route of the canal and the great number of the locks below, many of the
boats stop here. Schenectady is tlie seat of Union College, one of the princiinl collegiate

institutions in the State. The population rncreosed from 4268 in 1830, to &272 in 1835.
The flourishing village of Little Falls Ukes lit name from a scries of fall^ where the river

forces iu wsy through a deep, narrow chasm, the rugged walls of which rise to the height
of several hundred feet The village being the centre of a rich agricultural district car-

ries on o considerable trade, and as it has an almost inexhaustible supply of water, it has
become the seat of numerous mills and manulkcturing establishments. The population in

1635 was 1900. A little further up is German FlaU, celebrated for its fine meadows.
The city of Utica is pleasantly situated, regularly laid out &nd neatly built, many of the

streets being spacious and adorned with trees. In 1794, the spot contained only 4 or 5 log
houses, in the midst of a wilderness; in 1835, the city had a population of 10,183 souls, 13
churches, an academy, a State and county Lyceum, a city library, a Mechanics* Associap
tion, which holds annual fiiirs, with an extensive trade and numerous manufactories and
mills. The charter of the city prohibits the licensing of shops for retailing ardent spirits.
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Utica is in the valley of the Saquoit, which on a territory of ten miles square, has a popu-
lation of about 30,000, and conUins 11 cotton mills, and 20 saw and grist mills, with bleach-
cries, woollen manufactories, machine-shops, &c. Trenton Falls, in the vicinity, are much
visited for their picturesque scenery ; a little river, called tlie West Canada Creek, has hera
cut iU way through a rocky chasm, four fnilcs in length, at the bottom of which, 150 feet
below the top of its banks, the river dashes down a series of rapids, cascades, and boiling
eddies. The villages of Salina, Syracuse, Geddes, and Liverpool, are the seat of the Onon-
daga Salt Springs, which are the property of the SUte; the manufacturers pay a duty of
six cents a bushel, and in the year 1835 made 24209,867 bushels, much of which is sent out
of the State. The works are capable of producing three million bu^els a year. Popula-
tion of Syracuse in 1835, 4105; of Salina, 2500.
From Syracuse a branch canal extends to Oswego^ on Lake Ontario, one of the moat

flourishing villages in thu State ; the river of the same name furnishes an inexhaustible
water-power, which is very extensively employed for useful purposes, and an excellent har-
bour, protected by piers, constructed by the general government Since the opening of the
Weiland canal, a considerable portion of the trade of the upper lakes, as well as that of
Lake Ontario, enters at Oswego, and large quantities of wheat are brought in to be ground
here. The population of the village nearly doubled between 1830 ana 1835, having in-

creased from 2117 to 4000 inhabitants. There were received here in 1835, 624,723 bushels
of wheat, and there were sent ofiT by the canal 137,050 barrels of flour, 8,814,681 feet of
boards and scantling, 106,574 feet of square timber, 2,266,000 staves, &c. Here. are seen
the remains of Forts Oswego and Ontario, which have been Uie theatre of some interesting

events. Returning south we enter the village of Auburn, on the outlet of Owasco Lake,
celebrated for its State Prison ; the prisoners are here shut up in separate cells by night,

but they work together during the day ; all conversation and communication is, however,
strictly forbidden, and the most rigid silence and order is preserved among them ; there are
400 cells, disposed in five tiers one above another, each tier containing two parallel rows,
facing in opposite directions from the common partition wall. Moral reform, economy, and
securitv, are combined in this discipline. The number of prisoners at the end of 1835 was
650; the expenses for that year amounted to 42,456 dollars, and the earnings of the pri-

soners to 49,844 dollars. Auburn is a flourishing place with 5,000 inhabitants.

Further westward, at the northern extremity of Seneca L^ke, are the flourishing villages

of Seneca Falls and Geneva, containing in 1835 each 3000 inhabitants. There are steam-
boats on Cayuga, Seneca, and Crooked Lakes, and the great water-power afforded by the
fiill of Seneca River, renders there villaees the seat of numerous mills and manufactories.
Geneva College in Geneva is tf. respectable institution. Canandalgua, on the lake of the
same name, is very prettily situated on a commanding eminence, in a picturesque district,

and has 3000 inhabitants. The city of Rochester, situated on the Genesee, seven miles from
its mouth, and traversed by the Great Canal, is one of the most flourishing towns in the
State. The river has here a fiill of upwards of 90 feet, and a few miles below it descends
by a &11 of 75 feet to the level of Lake Ontario ; the whole descent from Rochester is 255
feet, and a rail-road 3 tniles in length extends fium the city to the head of navigation. The
motive nower thus produced is constant and immense, and there are now in the city 21 large
flour-mills, with 06 runs of stones, whose annual produce is valued at 3,000,000 dollars

;

several cotton and woollen manufiictories, among which is one of carpets yielding annually
45,000 yards; and a great number of other manuftcturing establishments. The aqueduct
over the river is a fine piece of work, consisting of ten arches of hewn stone. The popu-
lation of the city increased fit>m 1502 in 1820, to 9260 in 1630, and 14,404 in 1835. The
Genesee river is navigable for some distance above Rochester, and flows through a rich agri-

cultural region. Sixty miles from Rochester, the canal rises, at Lockport, to the levelof
Lake Erie, surmounting the ridge which forms the Falls of Niagara, and which is also passed
by the deep-cuts and locks of Weiland Canal; the change of level at Lockport affords nu-
merous mill-seats to that flourishing village, which has a population of 3639. The city of
Buffalo, at the western termination of the canal, has a harbour on Lake Erie, fbrmed by two
little rivers'which here unite their waters, and protected by a long pier. The city is well
built and prettily situated, overlooking the lake, and it contains a great number of large

Btone warehouses and manufkctories. The population in 1820, was 2005; in 1830, 6321

;

and in 1835, 15,661. There arrived at Buflklo from the east, on the canal, in the year 1635,
29,600 tons of merchandise, and 5434 tons of furniture and mechanics* tools, beside 79,365
barrels of salt ; and there were cleared, passingeast, 168,012 bushels of wheat and 100,833
barrels of flour, 8160 barrels of beef and pork, 7304 tons of ashes, 1765 tons of tobacco, 007
tons of pig iron and 768 of castings, 136 tons of fbrs, 637 tons of butter, lard, and cheese,

207 tons of deer-skins and raw hicfes, 61,430 f^et of timber and 2,067,024 of lumber, 74,062
million shingles, tic. The amount of tolls collected at this place increased, notwithstanding
the reduction of the rates, firom 58^232 dollars in 1832, to 106,213 in 1835. The lake-trade

is very extensive ; but we are not able to state the amount We may observe hero that in

VouIIL 42* 3N
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1817 there were but 25 vesBels and no steam-boat on Lake Erie, and that in 1835, there

were 375 sloops, schooners, and brigs, and 34 steam-boats, most of which exceeded 200 tons

burthen, beside several ships, on the lake. Buffiilo contains beside its numerous churches, a
handsome exchange, a large and splendid theatre, &c.
The southern portion of the State is less improved and populous than the central, but it

contains much fertile soil in the numerous valleys, that lie scattered among its hilb, and
there are here several flourishing towns ; its resources will be more full^ shown, when the

great Erie rail-ioad riiall aifi>rd it more easy access to a nurket The village of Ithaca, at

U>e head of Cayuga Lake, increased its population frcnn 3324, in 1830, to 5(M0 in 1835 ; by

the Owego rail-rmd it is connected with the Susquehanna, and by the lake with the Erie

canal and tide-water. Its situation is highly picturesque, and the falls in the little river

called Fall Creek have au aspect of wild grandeur ; one of the cascades is 120 feet in height,

and its lofty banks rise to about 100 feet above the bed of the stream. There are numerous
manuihcturing establishments here. Binghamton, at the junction of the Chenango and Sas-

quehuina, and at the termination of the Chenango canal, is a thriving village with 2000 in-

habitants.

There are still in New York upwards of 4000 Indians, the remnants of the once powerful

Six Nations. They occupy several reservatkms in the western part of the State, and there

is also a small number, mostly half-breeds, at St Regis on the St Lawrence.

2. State of New Jeney.

New Jeney is almost entirely encircled by navigable waters; the Hudson River, the At-

lantic ocean, and Delaware Bay and River surrounding it on all sides, except the north,

where its frontier is an imaginary line of about 60 mues, running northwestward from the

Hudson to the Delaware. Its ^eatest length is 166 miles, from Cape May, 38° 58' N. lat,

to Carpenters* Point, 41° 21' ; its breadth varies firom 40 to 75 miles ; and it has a superficial

area ct 7276 square miles. The northern part of the State is hilly rather than mountainous,

being traversed by the prolongation of several mountain ridges fhnn Pennsylvania; these

hills nowhere reach a great height, but they abound in bold and varied scenery, and are in-

terspersed with fbrtite and pleasant valleys, comprismg some of the best land in the State.

Schooley's Mountain is a fiivourite summer resort and contains saline springs. The eastern

line of the State on the Hudson is formed by a bold ridge of trap rock, called the Palisadoes

or Cloister Hill, which, presenting a precipitous wall to the river, in some places, as at

Weehawken, 200 feet in height gives an air of .picturesque wildness to the scenery. The
outhern part of the State, from Raritan Bay and Trenton to Cape &Iay, consists of a fiTeat

sandy plam, nowhere rising more than 60 feet above the sea, except at the Nevisink Hills,

near Sandy Hook, which, alUioug^ only 310 feet high, form a prominent object amid the gene-

ral level. From the low, projecting sand-bank, calleid Sandy Hook, opposite the Narrows, to

the similarly formed point of Cape May, the whole eastern coast consists of a long line of

sandy beaches, here and there interrupted by inlets, and enclosing narrow, shallow lagoons,

behind which extends for several miles inland a low marshy tract; this coast is constantly

changing, several old inlets having been closed, and new ones formed since the settlement

of the country. Beingr exposed to the swell of the ocean, and aflbrding few harbours, it is

the scene of many shipwrecks. Bamegat Great Esg Harbour, and Little Egg Harbour
inlets, are the principal points of access to the inland waters. The southwestern coast, on
the Delaware Bay and River, consists chiefly of a strip of salt-marsh, which gradually ter-

minates in the sandy region.

New Jersey is well watered, comprising a great number of small rivers, usofhl for econo-

mical purposes. The Hackensack and Pauaic run into Newark Bay, which aflfords a navi-

gable communication through the kills with New York and Raritan Bays. The former is

navigable for sloops to Hacken-
11^ -^ sack, 15 miles; tlie latter, after

receiving several considerable
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Musconetcong is the principal tributary of the river .Delaware fhmi this State ; the Wall-

kill flows north through a tract of swamp, called the Drowned Lands, about 20 miles long

by 2 to 4 broad, which is annually inundated by the river.

New Jersey abounds in valuable iron ores; in the north the ores are hematitie and maff-

netic, of a good quality; ii. the south the bog-ore prevails; rich veins of zinc ore occur in

the northern part of the State ; copper also a^unds and has been extensively worked ; but,

according .to Professor Rogers, it is not found in a true vein, but exists only in irregular

bunches or strings. Good free-stone for building, roofing and writing slate, marble of excel-

lent quality, lime and mar!, highly valuable as a manure, fine sand, much used in the manu-
fiicture of glass, and extensive beds of peat ara also found. The greater part of the sandy
tract is covered with extensive pine forests, which have afibrded supplies of fuel for the nu-

merous furnaces of the State, and the steam-boats of the neighbouring waters; it contains,

however, many patches of good land, producing oak timber or affording abundance of fruits

and vegetables for the New York and Philadelphia markets ; the middle section is the most
highly improved and wealthy part of the State, being divided into small farms and kitchen

gardens, which are carefully cultivated, and which find a ready market in the numerous
manuRicturing towns of the district, and in the great cities of the adjacent States, The
northern counties contain much good pasture lai^, with numerous fine farms. The apples

and cider of the north are as not«l for their superior quality, as the peaches of the south.

The industry of the inhabitants is chiefly devoted to agriculture, commeree being mostly

carried on through the ports of New York and Pennsylvania ; the northeastern corner is,

however, the seat of flourishing manufactures. The shad and oyster fisheries in the rivers

and great ectuaries that border on the State, afibrd a profitable employment to many <^ the

inhabitants. The shipping belonging to New Jersey in 1834 was 36,867 tons; value of im-

ports 4492 dollars, of expOTts 8131 dollars.

Manu/aeturing Eitahiishtnent$ in New Jtriey, in 1830.

857 runs of stone in grut-miUs
C5.5 saw-miHs
72 fulling-mills

S9 paper-mills

13 rolling and slitting-mills

17 oil-mills

S8 furnaces

108 forge-firos

45 cotton-factories

35 woollcn-fiictories

6 calico-works

13 glass-works

399 distilleries

135 carding-machines

S876 tan-vats.

The value of the iron manufactures was estimated, in 1830, at about 1,000,000 dollars an-

nually; of glass 500,000; of cottons 2,000,000; of woollens 250,000; but all these branches
have vcrv much increased since that time. Hats, boots and shoes, carriages, harness, &c.,
ore also largely produced. ^

Several important canal and rail-road routes cctonect the eastern and western waters, or

unite different sections of the State. The Morris canal extends firom Jersey city, opposite

New York, through Newark and Paterson, by a somewhat circuitous route, to the Delaware
opposite Easton, 102 miles, thus connectmg the Hudson with the anthracite coal region of
Pennsylvania ; foel, lumber, timber, lime, flour, &c., ara also brought down the canal ; in-

clined planes have been in part used instead of locks, and the boata are raised and let down
in a frame or cradle, moved by water-power ; the total rise and foil is 1674 feet, of which
1439 feet are overcome by 22 inclinea planes, and 235 by 24 locks; there are 12 aqueducts
on the canal. The Delaware and Raritan canal, uniting the navigable waten of the riven
from which it takes ita name, extends fWmi Bordentown through Trenton to New Bruns-
wick, 43 miles; it is 75 feet wide and 7 deep, admitting vessels of 100 tons; there are 14
locks which rise and fall 116 feet; a navigable feeder, 23 miles in length, extends fhxn
Bull's Island in the Delaware to-Trenton. «ilem canal runs from the Upper Salem Creek
to the Delaware, 4 miles, and Washington canal, firom the place of the name to the Raritan,

one mile. The Camden and Amboy rail-rosd is an important work on the great line of tia»

vel between the north and south, 61 miles in length. The Paterson and Hudson rail-road,

fiom Paterson to Jersey city, opjMsite New York, is 14 miles long ; the New Jersey nil-
road extends from New Brunswick, through Newark, to the last mentioned road, a few miles
fh>m the Hudson ; length 28 miles. The Camden and Woodbury rail-rood, 8 miles, is in

progress.

I^ttlements were made by the Swedes, at an early period, in the southern part of the
State, near Salem, where some of their descendants are still found, and some names of places
given by them are retained. Dutch emigrants occupied the northeastern parts, which were
mcluded within the limits ofNew Netherlands. The whole country was then comprised in

the grant 'oade to the duke of York in 1664, and in 1676 was by him set off to two different

proprietors, who held both the property of the soil and the powen of government, under Iht
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names of East Jersey ami West Jersey. In 1702 the proprietors of the Jerseys surrendered

tJie powers of government to the British crown, and they thenceforward formed one gfovem-
menu Durin? the war of the revolution this State was the scene of some arduous and in-

teresting conflicts. Washington conducted a skilful retreat through New Jersey in 1776,

before superior British forces, and the brilliant aflairs of Trenton, Princeton, and Monmouth,
in the following year, took place within her borders.

The legislative bodies are a Legislative Council and a General Assembly, chosen annually

by the people ; the Governor is chosen annually by the two houses, and the two houses, with
the Governor, are styled the Legislature. The superior judges are appointed for Uie term
of seven years, and the inferior for five years, by the Legislature. The constitution provides

that every person of fiiU age worth 50 pounds proclamation-money, shall have the right of

suffrage ; but the Legislature has passed laws prohibiting females and negroes from voting,

and declaring that every white male of the age of 21 years, who shall have paid a tax, shall

be considered as worth 60 pounds, and shall be entitled to vote. Every child bom in the

State after July 4th, 1804, is free ; traffic in slaves between this and other States was pm-
hibited as early as 1706. There are two colleges in New Jersey ; the College of New Jer-

sey, or Nassau Hall, at Princeton, is a highly respectable institution ; it has 13 instructors,

upwards of 200 students, a library of 8000 volumes, Sus. Rutgers College, at New Bruns-
wick, was founded by the Dutch Reformed Church, and has a t^logical seminary connected
with it The Presbyterians have also a distinguished theological sclraol at Princeton. Thera
are several academies and high schools in the State, but primary education has been neglect-

ed. The Presbyterians are the prevalent sect; but the Baptists, Methodists, Dutch Re-
formed, Episcopalians, and Friends are numerous, and there are some Roman Catholics, Uni-
versaliste, du;.

The State is divided into 14 counties, which are subdivided into 120 townships. Owing
to the great emigration the population increased slowly until 1820, but since that time the

increase has been more rapid, on account of the growth of manufactures:

—

Countiet. Papulation.—1630. Connty Towni.

Bcreen S2y414 Hackeniack
BurUnrbm 31,066. Mount Holly
CapeMay 4^45 Cape May C. H.
Cumberland 14,091 Bridgetown
Enex 41,928 Newark
Gloucester 88,431 Woodbury

Hunterdon 31,066 iS*''^'L
/ Flemmgton

Middlesex 23,157 New Brunswiek
Monmouth 29,233 Freehold
Morris 23,580 .- Morriatown
Salem 14,155 Salem
Somerset 17,689 SomerviUe
Suaaex 20,349 Newton
Warren 18,634 Bdvidere.

The citv of Trenton, on the east bank ofthe Delaware, at the head of sloop navigation, ia

the capital of the State. It is regularly laid out, and contains the State-house, State-prison,

and eight churches. A wooden bridge 1000 feet in length here crosses the river, just be-

low the falls, and the Delaware and Raritan canal passes through the cil^. The falu affi>rd

extensive water-power fi>r manufiicturing purpoaes, and there are ten mills and manu&cto-
ries in the viciniW. Trenton is memonble in the history of the revolution, for the victory

gained over the British and Hessians b/ Washington, Dec. 26th, 1776. Crossing the Delv
ware in the midst of a violent snow-storm, he surprised and captured a detachment of the
hostile forces stationed at this place. Popiriation, 3925. Ten miles from Trenton is the
village of Princeton, the seat of New Jersey College, and celelnated in the revolutionary

history for the action of January 3d, 1777. The city ofNew Brunswick, at the head of sloop
navigation on the Raritan, and at the termination of the Delaware and Raritan canal, and
the New Jersey rail-rood, is the depot of the produce of a fertile district, and a place of consi-
derable trade. The upper streets are spacious and handsome, and command a fineprospect
Here are Rutgers college, and a theological seminary of the Dutch Reformed. Tne popu-
lation of the city is about 6000. The canal basin, 200 tect wide and 14 mile long, lies

in front of the city. SomerviUe is a thriving town, lying northwest of New Brunswick.
At the mouth of the Raritan stands the city ofAmboy, or Perth Amboy, with a good harbour,

which is, howevr)r, little used. Rahway, fUrtber north, comprises several detached 'illagea,

containing numerous manu&cturin^ establishments, and about 3000 inhabitants Elir:.jeth-

town L a pretty and thriving town near Newark Bay, with 3450 inhabitanta; u contains

several mills.
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The city of Newark, the lai^est and most important town in New Jersey, stands on the
Passaic, three miles fVom Newark Bay, and has easy communication with New York by
means of steam-boats and the New Jersey rail-road ; the Morris canal also passes through
the city. Newark is prettily situated and well built, with spacious streets and handsome
bouses, many of which are ornamented with fine shade trees. The manufactures are exten-
sive, and its surplus produce sent off is estimated to amount to 8,000,000 dollars yearly. Car-
riages, shoes and boots, saddlery, jewelry, hats, furniture, &c. are among the articles produced.
The population in 1830 was lO.OSSi, in 1835 about 16,000. Paterson, at the falls of the
Passaic, which afibrd an immense water-power, and are extensively applied to economical
purposes, is one of the principal manufacturing towns in the country. Here are twenty
cotton-mills, with numerous other works, such as paper-mills, seven machine-shops, button
ftctorics, iron and brass foimderies, nail fiictories, woollen-mills, &.c. The town contains ten
churches, and the population increased from 7731, in 1830, to about 12,000 in 1835. Boon-
ton, on the Morris canal, and Belvidere, on the Delaware, with numerous mill-seats, are
flourishing towns, and contain some mills. Below Trenton, on the Delaware, is Borden-
town, pleasantly situated on elevated ground overlooking the river, and standing at the ter«

mination of the Delaware and Raritan canal. The city of Burlington below Bordentown,
is also a neat little town prettily situated on the banks of the river, with 2670 inhabitants.

Steam-boats from Philadelphia touch at these places several times a day. The city of Cam-
den, opposite Philadelphia, carries on some branches of manufacturing industry ; ten steam
ferry-boats are constantly plying between the two cities. Population, 2340. Red Bank,
below Camden, was the scene of some fighting during the revolutionary war. There are no
considerable towns in the sandy region. Lcmf^branch, on the sea-coast, south of Slirewa-

bury Bay, deserves to be mentioned as a favourite watering-place.

8. Commonwealth of Pentuyhania.

This great State, from her central position, her dimensions, her natural resources, her
erand artificial lines of communication, and her population, one of the most important in the
Union, forms very nearly a regular parallelogram covering an area of 47,000 square miles.

It has a genera] breadth of 1^ miles, extended a little near the western edge by a triangu-
lar projection advancing beyond the general northern boundary to Lake Erie, and contracted
nearly as much on the east by the intrusion of Delaware. The irregular river-line forms ita

eastern boundary, from which it stretches with an extreme lengtii of 315 miles to the meri-
dian of 80° 36' W. Ion. ; its southern boundary is an imaginary line run on the parallel of
38° 43' by Mason and Dixon, and taking ita name from those astronomers; and ita northern
is the parallel of 42°, and, in the northwestern comer. Lake Erie.

Pennsylvania is the only State, except Virginia, which stretches quite across the great
Appalachian system of mountains, and is thus naturally divided into three strongly marked
regions, the eastern or Atlantic slope, the central mountainous region, and the western or
Ohio and Erie tabl»-laiid. The prmcipal mountain chains definite^ traceable in this State
are, ac<x>rding to Mr, Darby, who has examined the subject with care, as follows:—

1. The Smith Mountain enters the State flrom New Jersey between Northampton and
Bucks counties, and, afler being interropted by the Schuylkill above Pottstown, and by the
Susquehanna near the southern border of the State, it passes into Maryland. 2. The Blue
Ridffe enters Pennsjrlvania below Easton, where it is pierced by the Delaware ; pursuing a
Eouuwesterly direction, it is interrapted by the Schuylkill at Bieading, by the Susquehanna
below Harrisburg, and passes out of the State between Adams and Franklin counties. The
elevation of the former ndge nowhere exceeds 1000 feet in thin State ; that of the latter ia

somewhat more. 3. The Bluo Mountain, or Kittatinny,'also enters this State from New
Jersev, and is broken b^ the Delaware at the Water Gap, further west by a pass called the
Windi Gapk bv the Lehigh, by the Schuylkill above Hamburg, and by the Susquehanna five

miles above Harrisbuig. It then passes between Franklin and Bedford counties into Mary-
land. Its elevation in Pennsylvania varies from 800 to 1500 feet above the level of the sea.

Between the Kittatinny mountain and the north branch of the Susquehanna river, a distance
of about 85 miles, is the great anthracite region of Pennsylvania. 4. The Broad Mountain,
which lies in the intervening space between the Kittatinny Mountain and the Susquehanna,
forms a less continuous, but more elevated chain than the last mentioned. It appearn to be
continued southwest of the Susquehanna by the Tuscarora Mountains, which are pierced by
the Juniata between Mifflin and Perry counties, and to pass into Maryland a little west of
the Kittatinny chain. 5. Sideling Hill, which forms a well defined ridge from the Maryland
line to the Juniata, on the southwest corner of Mifflin county, mi^ht, in Mr. Darby's opinion,

be traced through Mifflin, Union, Columbia, and Luzerne counties. 6. The next well de«
filled chain is the Alleghany Mountain, which forais the dividing ridge between the Atlantic

basin and the Ohio valley. It is, therefore, the height of land tetween those two basins, al-

though its summits do not rise to so great an elevation above its base, as do those of the

shi^iAatii
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Brood Mountain above the base of that chain. The Alleghany rises in Bradford county, ii

pierced by the north branch of the Susquehanna below Towanda, traverses Lycomin(( county,

where it crosses the west branch of the Susquehanna, and pursuing^ a southerly course sept,

rates Huntingdon and Bedford from Cambria and Somerset counties. Westward of the Alle>

ghany chain, and on the Ohio slope, two well-defined chains cross the State from north to

south, in a direction nearly parallel to that of the first mentioned, under the names of (7) the

Laurel ridge, about 25 miles west of the Alleghanies, and (8) Chestnut ridge, 10 miles fur<

thcr west Neither of these chains is very elevated.

Though in some places rude and rocky, many of these mountain ranges consist of gradu-

ally rising swells, cultivated to the summits, and the whole mountain region is interspersed

with highly beautiful and productive valleys, some of which are of considerable extent and

under excellent cultivation. The soil of the eastern coast is in part light and sandy, but

the interior plains and valleys are composed of a deep rich loam, and there are comparatively

few and inconsiderable tracts of absolute sterility.

Pennsylvania is well watered in every part, abounding in rivers, streams, rivulets, and

brooks; but some of the principal rivers are so much obstructed that tliey serve rather as

canal feeders than as navigable channels. The Delaware, which rises in the Catskill Mouii<

tains in New York, and bathes the eastern bonier of Pennsylvania, may yet be considered

as belonging to the latter State, from which it receives its principal tributaries. Pursuing
a southerly course, and piercing the Kittatinny and the Blue Ridge, the Delaware meets the

tide 130 miles Irom the sea, at Trenton, to which place it is accessible for sloops ; above that

point the navigation is impeded by shoals, but there are no falls, and the river is, therefore,

navigable for boats downward from near its source. Large ships ascend to Philadelphia,

about 40 miles below which it expands into a broad bay. Its whole course is about 320 miles

in length ; the numerous canals connected with various points of the Pennsylvania coal re-

gion, and uniting its waters with those of the Hudson, the Raritan, and the Chesapeake, have

greatly increased its importance as a channel of trade. Its principal tributaries m Pennsyl-

vania are the Lackawaxen, the Lehigh, and the Schuylkill, which rise in the anthracite coal

region; the latter has a course of about 130 miles, and is navigable for vessels of above 300
tons to Philadelphia, 6 miles below which it falls into the Delaware. The Susquehanna is

the principal stream of Pennsylvania in point of size, but it ia so much broken in its course

by rapids and bars, as to afford little advantage for navigation without artificial aid ; it rises

in Otsego Lake in New York, and flowing in a circuitous, butgenerally southerly course,

nearly parallel with the Delaware, it reaches the Chesapeake 400 miles from its source ; its

principal tributaries are all from the right; they are the Unadilla and Chenango in New
York, and the Tioga, or Chemung, the West Branch, and the Juniata in Pennsylvania ; die

most considerable from the left are the Lackawannock, Swatara, and Conestoga. The chan-

nel of the Susquehanna is so winding and broken that even the descending navigation is

extremely difficult and dangerous, and practicable only at certain seasons in particular stages

of the water, and its tributaries partake of the same character. The Juniata rises in the

Alleghany ridge, but the West Branch rises in numerous branches in the Laurel Hill, and
pierces the Alleghany above Dunnstown.
The great rivers of Western Pennsylvania are tributaries, or rather the constituenta of the

Ohio. The Alleghany, rising on the northwestern slope of the same range with some of the
remote sources of the West Branch, flows first north into New York, and then south to its

junction with the Monongabela. It is navigable to Olean in New York, and to Waterford
on French Creek, its principal western trilmtary, 14 miles iVom Lake Erie ; small steam-
boats have even ascended to Olean, 240 miles from its mouth. The Kiskiminetas, or Cone-
maugh, the principal tributary from the east, rises in the western declivity of the Alleghany
mountain, near the head waters of the Juniata, and pierces the Laurel and Chestnut ridges.

The other constituent branch of the Ohio is the Monongahela, which descends fhim the
Alleghany range in Virginia, and before its junctHMi with the Alleghany, receives the

Youghiogeny, a large stream fh>m Maryland; lioth of these rivers aSbrd boot navigation for

a considerable distance, The Big Beaver is the only considerable tributary' of the Ohio
within this State ; it is navigable for some distance above the falls near its mouth.
The mineral wealth of Pennsylvania is very great, and, although but recently begun to

be fairly developed, already gives an earnest of its future importance. Iron, coal, and salt,

the most valuable of minerals, occur in inexhaustible quantities. The coal of Pennsylvania
is of two kinds, quite distinct in their character and localities. The anthracite or non-bitu-
minoua coal appears to be distributed in three great fields or basins over an extent of about
624,000 acres. The first bed extends from the Lehigh, across the head waters of the
Schuylkill, to Ihe Susquehanna, and lies south of Broad Mountain; the coal of this bosin is

of three qualities, that which burns freely and leaves a residuum of red ashes, found in the
southern part ; that which ignites with more difficulty and leaves gray ashes, found in a few
veins of the middle; and a third, from the Lehigh or Mauch Chunk region, which is still

harder, more difficult of ignition, and leaves white ashes. The second baain, called tlie

>*r.t-'i--i-Miv>.-'^;., -.•«,-»> '«^r)i^r»M>Hjv^/^A:»aikui«.'iw»-.<-^^i«&<teKttKa6att~a
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Shamokin or Beaver Meadow field, also extends from tlie Lehigh to the Susquehanna, north
of the Broad Mountain; it has been but little worked. The third field or the Lackawanna
or Wyoming basin, extends from the head waters of the Lackawanna to some distance be>
low Wilkesbarre, on the Susquehanna; the coal is heavier and harder tlian that of tlic other
beds and more difiicult of ignition, but when ignited the heat is intense and the consump-
tion slow. In 18V!0 the whole quantity of anthracite coal consumed was 365 tons ; in 18:i5
there were shipped by the Delaware and Hudson canal a'),632 tons, by the Lehigh 128,408
tons, and by the Schuylkill 306,740 tons, in all 520,870 tons; exclusive of the consumption
in the coal region, and the quantity shipped by the Susquehanna, making the whole con-
sumption upwards of 600,000, of the value of more than 3,000,000 dollars. There are
upwards of 100 miles of rail-road within the coal region.

The otlier kind of coal is the bituminous, which is found in all parts of the State west
of the Alleghany ridge, excepting a narrow strip along the northern border. It seems not
to be found east of that range, with tho exception of a part of the Cumberland coal field

on Will's Creek. The West Branch of the Susquehanna, being the only stream which
pierces the Alleghany, has long served as a channel for bringing down small quantities of
this coal to the eastern cities, but its consumption has been chietly confined to the west. It

has been estimated that about 200,000 tons are annually consumed in Pittsburg, and
166,000 at the salt-works on the Kiskiminetas, beside which it is sent down to Cincinnati,
New Orleans, &c., in considerable quantities, and has lately begun to be applied to the
smelting of iron. It is sold on the spot for about 50 or 60 cents a ton, and at distant places
for from 5 to 10 dollars.

Salt is made from the salt-springs of the Kiskiminetas, Alleghany, and Beaver, which pro-
duce about 1,000,000 bushels yearly. Iron ore of an excellent quality is abundant, and is

extensively worked ; from the imperfect returns made to Congress in 1832, it appears that
there were in the State at that time upwards of 60 furnaces, and 100 forges yielding annu-
ally abont 45,000 tons of pig-iron, 8000 tons of blooms, 25,000 tons of bar-iron, and 0300.
tons of castings ; this statement must have fallen short of the real amount, and since that

period the business has largely increased. Valuable limestone and marble also abound, and
copper, zinc, &c., occur.

Wheat is the gr^at agricultural staple of Pennsylvania, but the other cereal grains, witli

flax and hemp, are extensively cultivated ; east of the mountains the country is generally
under excellent cultivation ; commodious farm-houses, and large bams and farm buildings,

show the prosperity of the rural population. The breeds of horses and cattle are good, and
considerable numbers of sheep are raised. The manufactures of Pennsylvania constitute an
important branch of its industry, but it is to be lamented that we are in possession of fbw
details on this subject; they include iron-ware of almost every description, machinery, hol-

low-ware, tools and implements, cutlery, nails, stoves and grates, &c ; glass, paper, cotton

and woollen goods, leather, hats, boots and shoes, furniture, porcelain, &.c., are also among
the articles produced. The returns of 1832 state the amount of nails annually made to be
7000 tons, and there are said to have been at that time 60 cotton-mills producing annually
about 20,000,000 yards of cotton cloth, and 2,200,000 lbs. of ^arn. The foreign commerce
of Pennsylvania is in part carried on through New York, Baltimore, and New Orleans, and
its actuafamount cannot therefore be fully ascertained ; the value of the direct imports in

1834 was 10,479,268, of exports 3,069,746 ; an active inland trade is prosecuted on her ca-

nals, on Lake Erie, and on the Ohio, and her coasting-trade is extensive and valuable. The
shipping belonging to the State, in 1833, amounted to 91,344 tons.

The works for we improvement of internal intercommunication have been executed partly

by the State and partly by individuals, on a grand scale, along and over broad and rapid

rivers, through rugged defiles, and over lofly mountains. Those of the State consist of
several divisions composed of lail-roads and canals, extending across the country from tide-

water to the Ohio, and branching off in difl^nt directions to almost every section of the

State. The grand trunk extends from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, a distance by this route

of 400 miles. The first division of the work, from Philadelp^hia to Columbia on the Susque-
hanna, is a rail-rood, which passing the Schuylkill by a viaduct 1008 feet in length, rises

187 feet by an inclined plane 2805 feet long, and enters Columbia by an inclined plane 1800
in length with a perpendicular descent of 90 feet ; these planes are passed b^ stationary

steam-engines, the former of 60 and the latter of 40 horse-power. At Columbia the canal

begins, and is continued up the Susquehanna and Juniata to Holidaysburg, 172 miles, and
684 feet above Columbia, with a rise and fall of 748 feet ;—the canal is 40 feet wide at top

and 4 feet deep. The Alleghany ridge is then surmounted by the Alleghany Portage Rail-

road, 37 miles in length, with a rise and fall of 2570 feet ; the road consists of 10 ipclined

planes covering about four miles, and passed by as many stationary engines, and 11 levels

on eight of which horses are used, the other three being worked by locomotive steam-en-

gines ; Uie summit-level is 2400 feet above the sea. At Johnstown, the route is again con-

tinued by a canal, down the Kiskiminetas and Alleghany to Pittsburg, 104 miles, with a
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riae and &11 of 471 feet The principal branch of this great undertakings is the Susquis

hanna canal, extending from the mouth of the Juniata up the Susquehanna and the North

Branch to the mouth of the Lackawanna, 115 miles; a second lateral division runs up the

West Branch to Dunnstown, 66 miles ; there are on the former 16 lucks, and on the latter

lU (Tuard and lifl-locks. The Delaware branch extends from Bristol to Eoston, 60 miles,

with a rise of 170 feet ; the Beaver branch, from the town of the name, up the Big Beaver

and Shenango rivers to Newcastle, affiirds a navigable channel of 30 miles, by means of

eight miles of excavation and seven dams in the river, with 16 guard and lill-kicks. The
French Creek branch expends up that river from Franklin at its mouth, to Meadville and

Conneaut lake ; total length 46 miles, or with the lake 50 miles, of which 27 miles is by

excavation ; there are 12 dams, and 18 guard and lift-locks on this division. Appropriation!

were also made in the spring of 1836, fi>r continuing the Susquehanna branch towards the

State line ; for extending the West Branch division ; for continuing the canal in the west-

em part of the State toward Erie ; and for ascertaining, by surveys, the practicability of

connecting the West Branch with the Alleghany by a canal.

In the year 1835 the revenue derived from the public works was as foUowu:

Tolls on the Canals $403,008
Rail-roads 194,623

Motive Power 86,726

Total 684,357

The principal works consUucted by individuals are as follows : The Lackawaxen canal,

extending from the mouth of that river on tiie Delav/are to Honesdale, 25 miles, whence it

is continued by a rail-road to Carbondale coal-mines, 16} miles ; the cost of these works
was 2,000,000 dollars. The I^ehigh canal starts from the termination of the Morris and
Delaware cai;als, and goes to White Haven, 66 miles ; the Mauch Chunk, Room Run, and
Beaver Meadow rail-roads, connect this canal with the first and second coal basins. In this

work some of the locks have from 20 to 30 feet lift, and it is expected that Uiev can be

filled in the usual time required for filling ordinary locks of 8 ur feet lift Should ib^ plan

succeed, a vast deal of expense in the construction and of time in the passing of locL's will be

saved. It is also intended to substitute water for horses as a motive power in *x>wing the

boate. The Schuylkill canal connects Port Carbon with Philadelphia by a succersion of

pools and canals ; the whole lengtli of the navigation is 108 miles ; effected by 58 miles of

excavation, 34 dams, 129 locks, and one tunnel ; the cost of this work was 2,500,000 dol-

lars ; about 50 miles of rail-road branch from this canal to various collierie& The Union
canal connects the Schuylkill at Reading with the Susquehanna at Middletown, 62 miles;

rise and fall 519 feet, 03 locks, and a tunnel 729 feet long. A lateral branch to Pine Grove,
23 miles up the Swatara, is connected by a rail-road with the coal-mines. The Unk>n canal

by the junction of the Grand Trunk and the Schuylkill canals, afibrds uninterrupted navi-

ption from Philadelphia to the Lackawanna, Dunristown, and HoUdajrsburg. The Susque-
hanna canal from Colombia to Port Deposit, 40 miles, connects th ;ain trunk of the Penn-
sylvania canal with tide-water. The Conestoga navigation exten:is from lAncaster to the

Susquehanna, and the Codorus navigation from Xork to the same river. The Nescopeck
canal, in progress, will connect the Lehigh with the North Branch of the Susquehanna.
The prmcipal rail-roads, exclusive of those in the coal region, which make an aggregate

of about 100 miles, are the Philadelphia and Trenton rail-road connecting those two cities,

26il miles; the Philadelphia and Norristown, 17 miles, which is to be contmued tA Reading;
the Central Rail-road from Pottsville to Sunbury, 441 miies, with a branch to Danville ; on
this road there are several self-acting planes, other planes passed by stationary engines, end
a tunnel 800 feet long. The Philadelphia and Delaware rail-road, 17 miles, is a port of the
line of rail-road by Wilmington to Baltinwre now in progress. The Oxford rail-road fh>m
Coatesville on the Columbia rail-road to Port Deposit, 31 miles; the Lancaster and Harris-

buig rail-road, 37 miles; the Cumberland Valley rail-road, from the Susquehanna opposite

Harrisburg to Chambenburg, 40 miles ; the Wrightsville and Gettysburg rail-rood flvm
Columbia through York to Gettysburg, 40 miles ; the Susquehanna and Little Schuylkill
nil-road, from CaUwissa to Tamaqua; the Williamsport and Elmira rail-rood, fttxn the West
Branch to the Tioga, 70 miles ; and the continuation of the Baltimore and Susquehanna,
from the Maryland line through York to the Susquehanna, are in progress.

This country, in which some Swedes had settled at an early period, was annexed by the

Dutch to their colony of New Netherlands, and shared ite fkte. In 1682, the property of the
oil and powera of government were granted to William Penn, and settlements were soon
made under his direction. A number of Friends were the fint colonists, and Penn came
over the next year and laid out the city of Philadelphia. During the French war of 1755,
the western part of Pennsylvania was the theatre of hostilities between the English and
Ftanch, and General Braddock, at the head of a body of English and colonial troops, was
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defeated, in an expedition against Fort Duquesne, a French fortress on the spot where Pitt**

burg now stands. During the revolutionary war, eastern Pennsylvania became the scene

of military operations. Philadelphia was occupied by the British in 1777, and the Ameri-
cans made an unsuccessful attack on the British camp at Germantown. The proprietary^

govcmraent of the colony continued till the period of the revolution. The present consti-

tution was formed in 1700.

The. legislative power is vested in a Senate and a House of Representatives, stvled the

General Assembly : the former ore chosen by districts for the term of four yeora ; the latter

annually by the counties. The Governor is chosen by the people for the term of three

years ; every freeman of the age of 21 years, who has resided within the State during the

two yeare next preceding an election and has paid a tax within that time, is entitled to vote.

The judges are appointed by the Governor, and hold office during good behaviour. Little

attention has been poid to the education of the people in this State, and, notwithstanding an
express injunction of the constitution, no attempt was made to establish a general system
of popular instruction until 1834, when on act was possed for that purpose, which was modi-
fied ui 18<)6. This act authorises the towns to raise money for the support of common
schools, and provides for the distribution of the proceeds of the State school-fund among
those towns which shall adopt the school system. Ample provision has, however, been make
for the gratuitous instruction of poor children in the county of Philadelphia, in which about

8300 annually enjoy its benefits. There are in the State 55 academies, 2 univcraities, 8
colleges, 5 theological seminaries, and 2 medical schools. The university of Pennsylvania
is in Philadelphia, and the medical school connected with it is the most distinguished and
most fully attended in the United States ; the western university is at Pittsburg. JeiTerson

college at Canonsburg, which has a medical department in Philadelphia, Dickinson college

at Carlisle, Alleghany college at Meadville, Washington college at Washington, Pennsyl-
vania college at Gettysburg, Lafayette college at Ekston, the Manual Labour Collegiate

Institution at Bristol, and Marshall college at Mercersburg, are now in operation ; Girard
college, endowed with a fund of 2,000,0(X) dollara by Mr. Girard, and intended for the sup-

port and education of destitute orphans, is not yet organised. The Methodists and Pres-

byterians ore the most numerous religious sects; the Lutherans, Baptists, German Re-
formed, and Friends, rank next in point of numbera; after them come Episcopalians and
Roman Catholics, with some Moravians or United Brethren, Dutch Reformed, Universol-
ists, &«.
Pennsylvania is divided into 53 counties, which ore subdivided into townships and cities.

Of the whole population amounting, in 1830, to 1,348,233, upwards of 600,000, or nearly
one-hal^ were on the east of the Buie Mountain, occupying on area of about 8000 square
milea^ or little more than one-sixth of the whole surface. The capital is Horrisburg.

Coantiet. FopuUtioa. County Tawoii

Adams 21,379 Gettysburg
AUegheny 50,552 PitUburg
Armstrong 17,701 Kittanning
Beaver 34,183 Beaver
Bedford 34,503 Bedford
Berks 53,153 Reading
Bradford 19,746 Towanda
Bucks 45,745 Doylestown
Butler 14,.581 BuUer
Cambria 7,076 Ebenaburg
Centre 18,879 BcUefonte
Cheater 50,910 WestChcster
Cktarfield 4,803 Clearfield

Columbia 30,059 : Danville

Crawford 10,030 '. Meadville

Cumberland 39,336 Carlisle

Dauphin 35,343 Harriaburg
Delaware 17,333 Chester
Erie 17,041 Erie
Fayette 39,173 Vnion
Franklin 35,037 Chambenburg
Greene 18,038 Waynesburg
Huntingdon 37,145 Huntingdon
Indiana 14,351 Indiana

Jeflbrson 3,025 Brookville

Juniata fornied since 1830 J^wistown
Lancaster 76,631 Lancaster

Lebanon 30,557 Lebanon
Lehigh 334256 Allentown

VolUL 43 30
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Luerne ........

Lvcominif
McKeui
Mcrocr
Mifflin

Monfo0
Montgomery . • .

.

NorthumberluHl •

Northampton ..

Perry
PhikdelphU . . .

.

Potter

-Pike
BchuylkiU
Bomenet
BuaquelumnB....
Tiofa
Union
Venango
Wuren
WathioBtoa . . .

.

Wayne
Weetmoreland...
York

Population. County Town*.

97.379 Wilkctbarre
17,63C Williamsport

1,439 Smcthport
19,799... Mercer
91,690 Lewiatown

formed in 1836
39,406 Norriitown
18,133 Sunbury
39,489 Eaaton
144261 Bloomfield

188,797 PhiUdelphia
1,365 Conderiport
4,843 Milford

90,744 Orwigiburr
17,769 SomenHt
16,787 Montrose
8,978 Wetlaboro

90,795 New Berlin

9,470 Franklin
4,697 Warren

49,784 Waahinyton
7,663 BetJiany

38,400 Greensburr
49,859 York.

Population of the State al Different Periode.

Total. Ban*.

1790 434,373

leOO 602,365
1610 810,001

leaO - 1,040,458

1880 1,848,233

3,737
1,703
795
211
67

t'S

ii

or this nutnber 88,266 are coloured persons. The returns of the census of 1830, g^ive

403 slaves in Pennsylvania ; but it appears by a report of a committee of the legislature,

that this statement is incorrect, and that the actual number of slaves, was only 97 ; the

remainder so reported, havine been, in fact, manumitted slaves, or the children of slaves

held to service for a limited period. The laws of the State provide that no person bom
- within the State after the year 1780, shall be held as a slave or servant for life, but that the

children <^ a slave riiall be considered servants of the owner until the af^e of 28 years. A
considerable portion of the population of Pennsylvania are Germans or of German extraction

;

but we have not been able to ascertain with any precision the actual amount of this class.

Many of them speak both English and German, but there are great numbers who understand

only the latter ; many of the preachers use German exclusively in their pulpits, but some
empl<^ the two languages alternately. The official proceedings in the courts are in English,

even in those counties where but few of the inhabitants understand it ; and the German
patois may be considered as gradually going out of use. " There is something very harsh

and unmusical in the dialect which this people speak, and which differs of course fWmi the

classical German, which Goethe and Schiller have immortalized. The German of Pennsyl-

vania is to dl intents and purposes an unwritten language, transmitted from mouth to mouth,

and, therefore, constantly corrupted, and changed- by the introduction of foreign and new-
fimgled words. We have been at pains to count the words in a legislative document, pro.

fessing to be in the German language; and have discovered that about one-fourth of the

whole number are English words a little disguised by the German mode of spelling. A
German scholar set down among the fanners of Lancaster, would probably be as little able to

comprehend what he heard, or to make himself understood, as if he had lighted upon a tribe

of Aborigines. Besides the peculiarity of language, two other characteristics' invariably

mark a German settlement; namely, huge stone terns, and gigantic horses immoderately

6t It seems as if these frugal and industrious people looked first to the preservation of

their crops and the comfort of their cattle, and devoted no more attention to their own
accommodation, than could be spared after these primary objects had been accomplished.

Not that their dwellings are bad ; on the contrary, they are substantial, durable, and of sufll-

cient size. But they always look diminutive in comparison with the barns, and the foot is

alwajrs obvious, that attention has been given to the useful and the productive &r jtbore the

beautiful or the ornamental."

mm
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County Towiw.

Wilkcfbarre
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Tormed in 1838
Norriitown
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Euton
Bloomileld

Philadelphia

Conderiport
Milford

Orwiffburg
Somenet
Montroae
Wellaboro
New Berlin

Franklin
Warren
Washington
Bethanr
Oreenaburf
York.

trioda.
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BookV. UNITED STATEa ii07

The city of Philadelphia (Jig. 1127 ), the principal

ana handsomely built in the world, standsAmerica, and one of the most regularly laid out

1127

city of the State and the second of

PhiliMpliia.

on a flat alluvial peninsula be-

tween the Delaware and the

Schuylkill^ about 5 miles above
their junction, and 100 miles
from the sea by the course of the

former. Second only to New
York in population, and inferior

only to that city and Boston in

the extent of its commerce, it

yields to none in the Union in

the wealth, industry, and inteU
ligence of its citizens. Phila-

delphia has the advanta|;e of a
double port, connected with very
remote sections; that on the
Schuylkill is accessible to ves-

sels of 300 tons, and is the ^reat

depAt for the coal of the mte-

rior; the other on the Delaware admits the largest merchant vessels to the doors of the
warehouses, and is spacious and secure. The streets are broad and straight, croflsing each
other at right angles, and dividing the city into numerous squares, some of which have been
reserved for public walks, and are ornamented with fine shade and flowering trees ; the
mnin streets, running cast and west from the Delaware to the "Schuylkill, are 10 in number,
and are intersected by 25, which run from north to south ; they are from 60 to 112 feet wide,
jiaved with round stones which are kept very clean by frequent sweeping and washing, and
bordered on both sides by wide footways neatly paved with brick, and sometimes shaded by
long rows of trees, which give an air of rural beauty to some of the busiest quarters of the
city. Numerous smaller streets and alleys, amountm^ in all to obove 600, divide the dif-

ferent squares. The dwelling-houses are neat and commodious, and the public buildings,

generally constructed of white marble, are the most elegant in the country. Two bridges

cross the Schuylkill, one of which is remarkable for its arch of 324 feet span, the longest in

the world.

Numerous steam-boats afford constant and easy communication with Baltimore and New
York, and, with the rail-roads into the interior, render Philadelphia the great thoroughfare
between the north and south, and the east and west. Several corporate governments have
been established for municipal purposes, so that Philadelphia includes the City Proper, with
Houthwarh, Moyrmcnsinff, and Possyunk on the south, and Kensington, Northern Liberties,

Spring Garden and Penn Tov-nship, on the north ; having a papulation in 1790 of 42,520,
in 1810 of 06,604, and in 1830 of 167,811. The manufiictures of Philadelphia are various

'

and extensive; her foreign commerce is considerable, the arrivals from foreign ports, in

1835, having been 429, and the value of her imports being between 10,(WO,000 and
12,000,000 dollars a year ; her inland commerce is also very extensive and rapidly increasing

in consequence of the focilities affiirded by the numerous canals and rail-roads that centre

here, afibrding an easy communication with all sections of the State and with the great

westetT) vallev. There nre about 500,000 barrels of flour and 3600 hogsheads of tobacco
inspected, and upwards of 800,000 bushels of grain measured here annually. The shippinff

belonging to the port in 1833 was 79,550 tons. There are in the city 16 banks with a capi-

tal of 51,900,000 dollars.

Philadelphia is noted for the number and excellence of its benevolent institutions ; among
these are the Pennsylvania Hospital, with which is connected an Insane Asylum; the dis-

pensary, by which upwards of 5000 indigent sick are relieved ; Wills' Hospital for the Lame
and Blind ; the institutions for the Deaf and Dumb and for the Blind, the Alms House, Mag-
dalen Asylum, Orphan Asylums, Girard College for Orphans, &.c. The Society for alle-

viating the miseries of Public Prisons has not only distinguished itself by its successful

efforts in reforming the penal code of the State, but in improving the conditions of the pri-

sons; the discipline adopted by the influence of this society consists in solitary confinement
with labour, and the Penitentiaries of Pennsylvania are conducted on this plan. The learned

institutions of Philadelphia are equally distinguished ; they are the American Philosophical

Society, with a library of 9000 volumes; the Academy of Natural Sciences, with a good
cabinet and a valuable library of 5500 volumes ; the Pennsylvania Historical Society, and
the Franklin Institute, all of which have published some valuable volumes. The Mfedical

Schools are also much frequented and highly celebrated. The City Library, including the
Loganian collection, consists of 42,000 volumes. There is also an Academy of the Fine
Arts here. Free schools are cnipported at the public charge, and educate about 9500 scholan
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annually, at an expense of 66,000 dollars. The principal public building* are the United
States Bank on the model of the Parthenm, and the Pennsylvania Bank of the Ionic order,

both elegit specimens of classical architecture ; the Mint, a handsome building with Ionic

porticoes, 62 feet long, on each front; the Exchange, 95 feet by 114, with a recessed portico

of four Corinthian columns on one front, and a semicircular portico of eight columns on the

other, containing a spacious Hall, News Room, the Post Office, &c. ; the Girard Bank, with

a Roman Corinthian portico; Girard College a splendid structure. 111 feet by 169, with a

colonnade of Grecian Corinthian columns entirely surrounding it; all these buildings are of

white marble. The United States Marine Asylum, capable of accommodating 4(X) men,
with a front of 385 feet, embellished by eight Ionic columns ; the Alms House, on the west

bank of the Schuylkill, consisting of tour distinct buildings with nearly 4000 rooms ; the State

House, interesting fW>m its having been the place where the Declaration of Independence
was adopted and promulgated ; the United States Arsenal, &c., also deserve mention. There
are here 100 churches and places of public worship, including 2 synagogues. The State

Penilentianr and the County Prison are not less remarkable for tlieir architecture, than for

their discipline. The former consists of a massive wall of granite 30 feet high, enclosing

an area 640 feet square ; there is a tower at each angle of the wall, and in the centre build-

ing of the principal front are two square towers 50 feet in height, and an octangular tower

60 feet high ; the style of architecture is the Norman Military, and the whole eftect is very

imposing; in the centre of the enclosed space is an observatory, from which radiate in all

directions corridors, on each side of which the cells are placed. The County Prison of

Quincy granite has a front of 310 feet by ^^ in depth, consisting of a centre building 50
feet wide, surmounted by an octagonal tower 80 feet high, and flanked by wings, terminated

by massive octagonal towers ; the facade is in the castellated Gothic style. The cells, 408
in number, are comprised in two blocks, each containing two ranges opening into a central

corridor, and are furnished with hydrants, flues for ventilation and warming, and water-

closets. Separate buildings contain the kitchen, laundry, baths, work-shops, &c. Adjoining

is the debtors' prison, 90 feet flvnt by 120 deep, built in the Egyptian style of red freestone.

There is a Navy-Yard hero, but ships of war of the largest class cannot ascend tc the city

with their armament
The inhabitants are liberally supplied with water by the Fairmount works {fig. 1128.),

constructed at an expense of 432,500 dollars; the river is here dammed back, and is thus

made to carry eight wheels of 15 feet in length

and 16 in diameter, which work as many
double forcing-pumps ; the water is driven up
into the reservoirs on Mount Fairmount, wh'.a
are 56 feet above the highest part of *L« city,

end which contain 22 million ^Uona; 93
miles of pipe convey it to a)' |tarts of the city.

The daily consumpti^r. m summer is about

4,000,000 gallop ', oy 18,704 tenants, or 187
gallons on :;> average to each ; annual rents

^11<* dollars; annual charge 14,000.

1682 ; in 1774, the first Congress of dele-

1128

WtUr Wor' i, PhUaddphia.

Philadelphia was foanded by William Penn
gates from the United Colonies was held here in Carpenters' Hall, and in 1776 the memo*
rable Declaration of Independenoo «vas adopted in the State House. The city fell into the

hands of the British in Sen'c.uoer 1777, and was occupied by them until June 1778 ; the

Articles of Confedei^^'on were ratified here in the same year, and here, in 1787, was framed

the present con'tliution by a convention of delegates fVom the United States. Philadelphia

continii! to be the seat of government under the new constitution until the year 1800.

^ne section of country lying between the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers, and southeast

of the Blue Ridge, is highly productive, and contains several flourishing towns. The borough

of Frankford, on the Delaware, is the seat cf numerous manufacturing establishments, includ-

ing several cotton-mills, calico print-works and bleacheries, woollen-mills, iron-works, &c.
Here are also an Arsenal of the United States, and a Lunatic Asylum belonging to the Friends.

At Bristol, a neat town, prettily situated on the Delaware, is a Manual Labour Collegiate

Institution. Gerroantown, a flourishing and pleasant town, with 4311 inhabitants, contaming
a bank, some manufactures, &.C., and the principal seat of the Mennonists in America, con-

sists chiefly of one long street, extending a distance of two miles. It was the scene of a
battle between the British and American forces on the 4th of October, 1777. Manyunk, on
the Schuylkill, has the command of extensive water-power, which has been applied to manu-
facturing purposes. There are here about 20 mills, and the population exceeds 1000. Read-
ing is a prosperous town on the left bank of the Schuylkill, and at the termination of the

Union Cana'.. Its favourable situation as the depdt of a highly cultivated district, has been

improved by its industrious inhabitants, and Reading is the centre of an active trade and the

•eat of considerable manufacturing industry; it is particularly noted for the manufacture of
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liats. The town is regularly built, and was originally settled by Germans ; several new»>
nepers are still printed here in that language, though English is generally understood.

Population, 5856.

The region between the Schuylkill and the Susquehanna is still more ftvoanUy distin*

guished for its fertility, populousneas, and wealth, and it contains extensive flour-mills, with
numerous cotton, woollen, paper, saw, and oil mills, iron-works, tie. West Chester is a neat

and flourishing town, in the tisrtile valley of the Brandywine, which affords numerous mill-

seats. Here are an Academy, a Female Seminary, a Cabinet of Natural Science, &c. A
branch rail-road of nine miles in length, extends from the town to the Columbia rail-road.

The population is about 1500. The l»tlle of the Brandywine was fought near this place in

1777, and to the north is Valley Forge, in which were the winter quarters of the American
army in 1778. The city of Lancaster, pleasantly situated in the fertile and highly culti-

vated Conestoga valley, is one of the handsomest towns in the State ; the streets are regular,

and among the public buildings are 12 churches, an academy, du:. The trade of the town ia

extensive, and the manufactures various and considerable : it is noted for the superior quality

of its rifles, for its coaches and rail-road cars, stockings, saddlery, &c. Among the numerous
journals printed here there are several in tlie German language. The population amounts
to 7704. lAucaster is connected with Philadelphia and Harribburg by rail-roods, and with

the Susquehanna below Columbia by a canal. Ephrata, in the vicinity, is remarkable as

having been the seat of the Seventh-Day Baptists, a German sect who established themselves

here m 1728, and held their property in common ; they erected a large building called the

klofiter, or monastery, containing a number of small cells, and generally practised celibacy,

though marriage was rather discountenanced than forbidden. The society, which was sup-

port^ by the labour of the brothers and sisters, was for some time in flourishing circum-

stances, and had, beside several chapels >>rid brothers' and sisters* houses, numerous mills and
work-shops; their school was also hif^nly esteemed, and several religious works were issued

from their press. Most of ther-. are now married, and although the property of the society

is still held in common, th^ members apply the proceeds of their labour to their own use.

The principal Bettlempr.i, of this sect is now at Snowhill in Franklin county. In a rich agri-

cultural district b^/ond the Susquehanna, is York, with 4216 inhabitants. An appropria-

tion has beep inade by the State fur continuing the Wrightsville and Gettysburg rail-road,

which paries through York, to the Chesapeake and Ohio canal near Williamsport, thus con-

nect':,g this town with Philadelphia on the one side and Baltimore on the other. Gettys-

lurg contains Pennsylvania College and a Lutheran Theological Seminary.

Crossing the Blue Ridge we enter a fine valley, extending from the southern border of the

State, in a northeasterly direction, to tho Delaware, and bounded on the north by the Kitta-

tinny range, possessing a highly fertile soil under high cultivation, with considerable mineral

wealth, and enjoying the advantage of numerous outlets by the Delaware, the Schuylkill,

the Susquehanna, and the Potomac. This district contains a dense, industrious, and wealthy

agricultural population; there is a great number of flour-mills and iron-works in the valley.

Easton, at the confluence of the Lehigh and the Delaware, and the termination of the Morris

canal, is one of the most flourishing inland towns in the State. It is the centre of the corn-

trade of the northeastern part of this valley, and of its continuation in New Jersey, and one

of the best flour markets in the country. The Lehigh and its tributary streonu supply an
abundance of water-power, and there are in the borough and its immediate neighbourhood

18 flour-mills, 4 oil-mills, saw-mills, &c. The situation is highly picturesque, and the borough

contains five churches, a manual labour collegiate institution, a library with a mineralogical

cabinet, &c. The population in 1830 was 3700, but at present is about 6000. Bethlehem,

the principal settlement of the Moravians, or United Brethren, stands on the Lehigh above

Easton, and occupies a fine situation rising from the river ; the borough is neatly built upon

three streets, and contains a Gothic church and a celebrated female seminary. Population,

2430. Nasareth, ten miles fhxn Bethlehem, is also a Moravian village. Allentown, further

up the river, with SS200 inhabitants, delightfully situated on an elevated and commanding

site, is a well-built, busy, and thriving town. Lebanon, a flourishing town, whose popula-

tion increaised firom 1437 in 1820, to 3555 in 1830, is the dep6tof a rich agricultural district,

which also contains a great number of iron-works. Harrisburg, the capital of the State,

stands on the left bank of the Susquehanna, on a plain which gradually swells above the

town to a commanding eminence overlooking the river and the adjacent country. The State-

house is a neat and commodious building, fmm the summit of which there is a fine prospect,

embracing rich valleys, bold hills, and the broad bosom of the Susquehanna. The plan of

the town is regular ; the population, 4311. Beyond the Susquehanna are the thriving towns

of Carlisle and Chambersburg, the former containing 3707, and the latter 2783 inhabitants.

Carlisle is the seat of Dickinson College.

The region north of the Kittatinny Mountain, and between the Susquehanna and Dela-

ware, presents a striking contrast to the one just reviewed, in its external aspect and in the

character of its products. Although it contains some highly fertile valleys, the surfhco ia

generally rugged, and many of the nills are rocky and sterile. The eastern part is at present

J
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chiefly TaluaUe fbr the lumber affi>rdfld by its dense forests, but the central portion is the

revion of the anthracite coal mines, of which we have already given some account Since

this coal has been applied to useful purpoees, this tract, before almost unoccupied, has recoived

a large accession of inhabitants, and is now the scene of profitable industry. Iron has also

recently been found here. Pottsville on the Schuylkill, Mauch Chunk on the Lehigh, and

Wilkediarre on the Susquehanna, are the principal towns. Pottsville is situated in a wild

district, and the site is uneven, but it.contains many handsome dwellinss, and its population,

which in 1825 did not exceed 300, amounted, in 1835, to 333a Mauch Chunk, first settled

in 1821, Is also built on very broken ground, but in Siddition to the coal trade it enjoys tlie

advantage of an extensive water-power which ia used for manufacturing purpoees, and its

po^pulation at present exceeds 2000. Wilkcsbarre stands in the delightful valley of Wyo-
ming, whose rural beauty and peaceful shades, once stained with blood and desolated with

fire, have 4ieen consecrated by the deathless muse ; the geographer, however, must record

that it is one of the great coal deposits of Eastern Pennsylvania. The population of Wilkes-
barre is 2233. Honesdale, at the head of the Lackawaxen, is a thriving little town. Sun-
bury, although on the east side of the Susquehanna, lies beyond the precincts of the coal

region, and occupies a part of a fertile plain extending along the left bank of the river.

Westward of the portion of the State already described, and reaching to the Alleghany
Mountain, lies a strip of mountainous country about 50 miles in width, which extends quite

across the breadth of Pennsylvania. It consists of a great number of mountain ranges broken
through by the Juniata and the West Branch, and is In general extremely rugged ai^ unsuited

to cultivation ; but it includes many fine valleys of great fertility, and a considerable portion

of the tract between the North and West Branch is occupied by fine fiirms, yielding in pro-

ductiveness to none in the State. The remainder of the mountain region south of the West
Branch, ia stored with valuable ores of iron, yielding a metal of the best quality ; the Bald
Eagle Creek and Juniata iron are highly esteemed ; the annual produce in 1832 was about

20,000 tons of pig-iron, and 7000 tons of bloom. There are no large towns in this section,

but Williamsport and Lewisburg on the West Branch, Bellefonte on Bald Eagle Creek, and
Lewiston and Huntingdon on the Juniata, are growing towns, and Holidaysburg derives

importance from its situation at the termination of the canal on the eastern side of the moun-
tain. The Bedford chalybeate springs, further south, are much resorted to in summer, on
account of their elevated and cool situatim. In the southeast corner of this section the coal

and salt fbrmation seems to have intruded itself into the region east of the Alleghany, as

those minerals are found on the bead-waters of the southern branch of the Juniata, and on
Wills* Creek, a tributary of the Potomac.

West of the Alleghany, the surface of the country, although generally undulating and
varied, is rarely rugged, or unfit for cultivation. The descent nom the Alleghany Mountain
is gradual, and the Whole region is elevated from 800 to 1200 feet above the level of the sea.

To the iron of the central mountamous resion, it adds inexhaustible stores of bituminous coal

and salt, and agricultural advantages equal to any port of the State. The white-pine forests

of its northwestern qectun yield an abundant supply of valuable lumber, 30,000,000 ihet of

which are annually transported down the Alleghany. The coal ia delivered at the mines at

from one cent to two cents a bushel, and beside furnishing a cheap fuel for manuftcturing
purposes, it is transported to Cincinnati, New Orleans, and the intermediate places, where it

IS sold at firom 5 to 10 doUara a ton ; it ia spread over an area of 21,000 square miles. Wool
and live stock, and wheat are also staples of this region, and ita manufactures are extensive.

Pittsburg, the principal city of Western Pennsylvania, and the largest inland city in the

country, is built partly upon a low, alluvial point at the junction of the Monongahela and the

Alleghany, and partly upon the opposite banu of those two rivers. The city proper includes

only the tract between the rivers, but as the little towns of Birmingham, Alleghenyiown,
Sue really fi>rm a part of Pittsburg, they must properly be included in its descrifAion. Per*
haps its site is unrivalled in the world ; commanding a navigation of about 60,000 miles^

which gives it access to the most fertile region on the fac^ of the globe ; surrounded by
inexhaustible beds of the most usefbl minerals; connected by artificial works which top the

great natural barrier on the east, with the three principal cities of the Atlantic border on one
side, and by othera not less extensive, with those great inland seas that already bear on their

bosoms the trade of industrious millions, Pittsburg is doubtless destined to become one of the
most important centres of population, industry, and wealth in the United Slates. The popu-
lation of^ the place in 1800 was about 1600; in 1820, 10,000; in 1830, 18,000, of which the
city proper comprised 12,568, and in 1835 it was estimated to exceed 36,000. In 1833 there
were here 00 steam-engines, and in 1635 the number was stated to be 120 ; 10 large fbun-

deries and engine factories, with numerous small wdrks; rolling-mills, cotton establish-

ments with 20,000 spindles and 116 loomi), 6 white-lead fiictories, 5 extensive and several
smaller breweries, 6 saw and 4 griHt-mills, and 10 glass-works, with brass fbunderies, steel

manufactories, tanneries, salt-works, paper-mills, manufactories of cutlery and agricultural

implements, &c. are among the 300 manufacturing establishments of Pittsburg. Of its trade
we can give no satisfactory details. The city is regularly built, but the olouils of smoke in
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which it is constantly enveloped, give it rather a dingy appearance ; in the rear of the plain

on which it stands, rise on all sides gently sloping hills, affording numerous agreeable sites

commanding delightful views of the siinuunding country. Among the public establishments
here are the Alleghany Arsenal belonging to the United States, consisting of an enclosed
plot of 31 acres, containing a magazine of arms, a powder magazine, an armoury with the
necessary work-sliope, officers' quarters, barrackis, &c. ; the Western Penitentiary of the
State, the Western University, a Presbyterian and a Reformed Theological Seminary, 50
churches and places of worship, 55 Sunday-schools, 60 common and 12 select schools. Sic.

A steam-engine supplies the city with 1,500,000 gallons of water daily. The site of Pitts-

burg was first occupied as the French Fort Duquesne, in the neighbourhood of which the
British and Colonial troops under General Braddock suffered a disastrous defeat in 1755.
Fort Pitt was afterwards built here by the English. In the district to the south of Pittsburg,

Washington, Brownsville, and Union are thriving towns. Canonsburg is the seat of Jefie^
son College.

Below Pittsburg, on the north bank of the Ohio, is the village ofEconomy founded by the
sect of Harmonists, under the celebrated Rapp; they were about 900 in number in 1832,
when a number of them seceded and joined Count Leon, who claimed to be a messenger sent

from Heaven to establish a Zion in the west The Harmonists hold their property in com-
mon, and are not permitted to marry ; they have a number of mills, and are distmguished
for their industry and sobriety. The followers of Count Leon settled at Philippeburg, oppo-

site Beaver, but the society soon fell to pieces. Beaver, at the mouth of the river of the same
name, is a thriving town, which is indebted for its prosperity to the great water-power aflbrded

by the falls of that stream. Numerous mills and manufacturing establishments have recently

been erected on both sides of the river above the village, and the whole population of the
neighbourhood is about 5000. The completion of the connecting links between the Ohio
and Pennsylvania canals, will give a great impulse to the trade of this place. Butler and
Franklin to the north, Blossburg on the Tioga, and Farrandsville on the West Branch, are

growing towns ; Meadville is the seat of a college. Erie, on the lake of the same name, is

important on account of its harbour, which is protected by several piers ; it was formerly

called the Presqu'isle, or Peninsula, on account of a long tongue of land which projects into

the lake in front of the town ; the neck, however, has lately been washed awav, converting

the peninsula into an island, and affiirding a double channel into the harbour, which is acces-

sible to the largest lake vessels.

4 Delaware Slate.

Delaware has Uie bav of the same name and the Atlantic ocean on the east Maryland on
the south and west, and Pennsylvania on the north. Extending from 38^ 27' to 39° .50' N.
lat, it is 02 miles in length from north to south, and from 10 to 36 miles in breadth, with an
area of 2120 square miles. It is the smallest State in the Union with the exception of

Rhode Island, UD»d in point of population is even infbrior to that State. The surface forms
an almost perfect level, which in the southern part is marshy, and in the north is slightly

undulating; it has a general slope toward the De'aware and the ocean, but in the southwest
sends off the Nanticoke into Chesapeake Bay. The principal river is the Brandywine,
which is a fine mill-stream. At Wilmington, it receives Christiana creek from the west,

and their united waters form the harbour of Wilmington. Alon£[ the Delaware, about ten

miles in widtli, is a strip of rich clayey soil, which produces large timber and is well adapted

to tillage ; in general the soil is thin and sandy. Bog-iron ore is found in the southern part

of Uie State, where there are two forges and a furnace. The foreign commerce of Dela-

ware is inconsiderable, but an active coasting-trade is carried on. There were in the State,

in 18^ 15 cotton-mills with 25,000 spindles, producing annually 1,360,000 lbs. of yarn ; 6
machine-shops, 2 founderies, and one rolling-mill ; 2 woollen manufactories; 30 tanneries;

3 paper-mills; 2 powder-mills producing about 1,100,000 lbs. ; 20 quercitron mills; 72 flour-

mills, 22 of which are merchantpmills, and produce annually 06,000 barrels of flour and

55,000 of Indian-corn meal ; 40 saw-mills, Sic. The Delaware and Chesapeake canal is a
highly important work, from its connecting those two groat estuaries by a channel navigable

by sea-vessels; it is 10 feet deep, 66 feet wide, and nearly 14 miles in length ; it has two
tide and two lift-locks, and was constructed at an expense of 2,200,000 dollars. Here is also

a rail-road extending across the State from Newcastle on the Delaware, to Frenchtown un

Elk river, 16\ miles long ; and tho Wilmington and Susquehanna rail-road now in progress

forms a link in the route which is to unite Philadelphia and Baltimore.

This part of the country was first settled bv Swedes and Finns, in 1627, and was called

New Swedeland. The Dutch, however, afterward annexed it to their colony of New
Netherlands, and with that it passed into the hands of the English in 1664. In 1682 the

Duke of York granted it to Penn, and it continued to form a part of Pennsvlvania till 1776,

thougli flrom 1701 with a distinct legislative assembly. It was generally styled, till the
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period of the revolution, the Three Lower Coanties upon Delaware. A new fwmstitution of

govemmeat was adopted in 1831. The legislative power is vested in a General Asseutbly,

consisting of a Senate and House of Represeutatives. The former are chosen for four

veans three from each county ; the latter for two years, seven from each county ; one seasion

is held every two yearSb The Governor is elected by the people for the term of four years,

and is ever after ineligible. The right of suffrage belongs to every white male citizen of

the age of 22, who has resided one year within the State, and paid a county-tajc ; and every

white male citizen under the age of 22 years and of the age of 21, is entitled to vote,

though not having paid a tax. The Judges are appointed by the Governor, and hold office

during good behaviour. The State is divided into school districts, which are authorised to

lay a tax for the support of ft-ee-echools, and the income of the school-fond of lli)0,000 dol-

lars is divided among those districts that raise a sum equal to their proportion of the pro-

cerds of the fund ; the number of school districts is 133. There are several academies in

the State, and a college at Newark. The Presbyterians and Methodists form the mass df

the populatioB; there are also Episcopalians, Baptists, and Friends.

Delaware is divided into three CJounties, which are subdivided into HundrediL

CountJt*. Fopulatioa County Tawna.

»-»!•''• 29.780 \l'S^^
' Kent 19,913 Dover.
Sussex 27,115 Georgetown.

Population at Different Periodt.

Total. BltTca.

1T90 - 50,096 . 8,887
1800 64,273 6,158
1810 72,674 4.177
1820 72,749 4.509
1830 76,748 3,292.

The city of Wilmington, pleasantly situated near the junction of the Brandywine and
Christiana, is a well-built, growing town, and the most important in the State. It contains

an arsenal, hospital, 13 churches &c., and is supplied with water by water-works on the
Brandywine. Its trade is extensive, and it sends several ships to the whale-fishery. In
the immediate vicinity there arc about 100 mills and manufactories, producing flour, paper,
iron-ware, powder, and cotton and woollen goods ; the Brandywine flour-milb are among the
most extensive in the United SUtes. The population, which in 1830 was 6639. is now
about 10.000. Newcastle, below Wilmington, is a little vilhige at the termination of the
rail-ioad. Dover, the seat of government, contains the State-house, and about 1600 inhab-
itants. Lewistown is a village near Cape Henlopen, in front of which has been erected the
Delaware Breakwater. The work consists of two piers, an ice-breaker 1500 foet in length,
ud a breakwater 3600 feet long, not yet fully completed ; estimated cost 2;216,9&0 doUam

5. StttU qfMaryland.

The State of Maryland is extremely irregular in its outlines, except on the north, where
Mason and Dixon's line constitutes its frontier, which is coincident with that of Pennqrl-
vania. On the south, the Potomac, with a winding channel and a circuitous general course,
asce^ing with many deviations from 39° 15' to 39° 40* N. lat, where it approaches to

withm three miles of the northern border, and then again descending by an equally devious
route to the lat of 38°. is its limituy stream. The main body of the eastern section is

bounded by an imaginary line separating it from the Delaware State ; but a narrow strip,

projecting eastward to the sea, intrudes itself between that State and a part of Virginia.
Chesapeake Bay. running quite through the State from north to south, adds to the irregu-
larity of iu conformation. The whole area of Marvland is rather more than 13.600 squire
miles, but ito Isnd area is only about two-thirds of that amount The section oif the State
lying east of the Chesapeake Bay. is locally called the Eaetem Shore, and the whole tract
which is nearly enclosed by the Ocean and its two great ii.?and arms, the Delaware and
Chesapeake bays, has been appropriately n^ned by Darby the Chesapeake peninsula. In-
cluding nearly the whole of the Delaware State, with the Eastern Shore of Maryland and
Virginia, this peninsula is 180 miles in length, from Elkton to Cape Charles, and has an area
of about 5000 square miles ; the neck between the enclcainff bays is only about 15 miles
wide, but as it stretches south, it expends graduallv to the width of 70 miles in its central
port, whence it again contracts until it terminates in a long, narrow tongue about 60 milM
m length by 10 broad. Chesapeake Peninsula contains no considerable elevation ; it con-

' '
I tfu extensive level but little raised above the see, and chiefly conposed of beds of sand
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and clay. The western coast is deeply indented by numerous spacious ^Ifs, such as Poco-

moke, Nanticoke, Choptank, Chester, and Elk River bays, receiving considerable rivers, and
affording great facilities for navigation. The features of the eastern coast present a striking

contrast. " Between the ocean and the cultivable portion of the country, there is a pro-

longed sandy beach varying from a few hundred yards to a quarter of a mile and upwards
in breadth, and extending the whole length of the coast without a single outlet to the ocean,

from Indian River in Delaware, to the southern extremity of Chincoteague Island in Vir-

ginia. Between this beach and the main land lies Sinepuxent Bay, from one to 4 or 5 miles

wide, and nearly 80 in length. It is a shallow sheet of water, navigable only to a short

distance above South Point, at the lower end of Sinepuxent neck. Some mlets which
fiirmcrly existed in tliis beach and admitted the sea, are now closed, and the waters of the

bay have become comparatively fresh. The Western Shore of Maryland consists of anothei

peninsula, lying between the Potomac and the Chesapeake, and below the line of the river

fkll«, which extends from shove Port Deposit to above Georgetown. It closely resembles the

tract already described in its general features. West of this region, a well-defined moun-
tain-range of no great elevation stretches across the State ; and further west we reach in

Duccession the Southeast Mountain, terminating at Sugar I/^f Mountain on the Potomac

;

Cutoctin Mountain, reaching the same river at the Point of Rocks; the Blue Ridge, crossing

it at Harper's Ferry ; the Kittatinny, crossing it at Hancock ; Rugged Mountain, Will's

Mountain, and other detached chains, and the great Alleghany ridge traversing the western
part of the State.

The great expanse of Chesapeake Bay lies principally in Maryland ; its entrance, between
Cape Charles and Cape Henry in Virginia, is about 15 miles in width, and lies from east to

west ; but, on penetrating the land, it suddenly changes its direction, and stretches from
south to north over a distance of 180 miles, with a width in the southern part of from 20 to

30 miles, and in tlie northern of about ten, throwing off on both sides numerous wide arms,
which form deep indentations in its eastern and western coasts ; it is throughout deep ond
navigable by large vessels, and it receives a great many deep and navigable rivers, of which
the principal are fVom Virginia ; its area is about 3500 square miles. The Susquehanna has

the lower part of its course in Maryland ; the tide reaches Port Deposit, five miles from its

mouth, above which there at<3 falls. The Patapsco i^ a fine mill-stream, which falls into a
bay of the same name, below Baltimore. The Patuxent, the principal river of the Wci^tem
Shore, is a wide stream flowing nearly parallel to the Potomac, and navigable to Notting-

ham, about .50 miles, for large vessels. The Elk, Chester, Choptank, Nanticoke, and Poco-
moke, on the Eastern Shore, are navigable from 30 to 40 miles. The Monocacy, Antietain,

and Conecocheague, are the principal tributaries of the Potomac in Maryland.
The mineral kingdom in Maryland contains an abundance of the valuable materials of

industry. Bituminous coal is found in the western part of the State in two principal fields

;

the Cumberland field, extending from Will's Creek to the head branch of the Potomac, is

fVom five to seven miles wide by about 60 in length, covering an area of 400 square miles

;

the coal is in beds of from 3 to 15 feet thick, and is of an excellent quality, burning nasily

with a bright and durable flame, caking, and leaving little residue. The Youghiogeny field

lies west of the great Back Bone or Alleghany Ridge, and has beds of 20 feet in thickness.

Iron ore abounds in every part of the State ; the bog ore occura in the southern part of the

Eastern Shdre, where it is extensively worked ; brown and hone ores, which work easily

and yield an average of firom 40 to 50 per cent, of metal, are found in the low tract on the

Western Shore. In the region west of the low country the titoniferous iron ore is found on
Deer Creek, and the Monocacy valley contains the specular ore ; beyond the Cotoctin the
pipe or limestone ore, yielding metal of excellent quality, occurs, and in the Youghiogeny
district there is a great abundance of excellent ore. Sulphuret of copper is found in the

Monocacy valley, but, although very easy of reduction, it is used only in making sulphate of
copper, the blue vitriol of commerce. Red and yellow ochre and cnrome ores, alum-earth
and copperas ores, are found in the eastern part of the State ; porcelain-earth occurs in the

northeastern corner, and there are extensive clay deposits, which furnish a valuable material
for the manufactory of stone-ware, common potteiy, glazed-ware, and fire-bricks. Epsom
salt, shell marl, lime, manganese, and valuable marbles, also occur.

Indian-corn and wheat are the agricultural staples of the Eastern Shore, but the latter is

under ihe present system of cultivation so precarious a resource, that the former may be said

to be the principal produce. The same articles, with tobacco, are the staples of the western
section, and on the newly-cleared lands of the mountainous district, where the cultivation

of tobacco has lately been commenced, the bright-leaf staple is produced. The fine tracts

in this district which are called the Glades, are broad, moist valleys, forming productive
meadows and luxuriant pastures. Of M,105 hhds. of tobacco inspected in Baltimore in

1635, 24,930 hhds. were the produce of the State : the flour inspected in the same city

•mounted to 016,600 bbls. and 21,333 half-barrels, with 1405 hhds. and 4301 barrels ot

Indian-corn meal, and 4807 barrels of rye flour. The manu&ctures of the State arc con*

VouIII. 3P
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idenUe, includinf cotton and woollen ^ood% iran-wara, iheet copper, pottery and Btone*

ware, paper, glaaa, chemicala, tu. ; our information in reapect to the amount and value of
their producta ia extremely meagre. A committee of the New York convention atatea the

number of cotton^iilb in 1631 to have been 23, with apwarda of 47,000 apindlea, and 1002
looma, producinffannnallv 1,100,000 pounda of yam and 7,649^000 yarda of cloth, and con-

aominf 8,006,M0 pounda of cotton Another committee of the same convention gives

retama fimn aiz fiimacea produeinfr 3163 tona of pig-iran, and 1250 tona of caatinga; but

from the report on the geological aurvey of the State, we gather that S600 tona of iron of

the value of 400,000 dMlua, were made in the eaatem countiea of the Weatem Shore
alone, in 1834. From the same report it appean that 1,100^000 pounda of Epaom nit of

the value of 4B,0Q0 dollara; chrome yellow of the value of 6O,00O dollars; 60,000 poumfa

of blue vitriol ; red and yellow ochre of the value of 2000 dollara ; coroeraa of the value

of 6000 dollara; 75,000 dollara worth of alum, and 50,000 dolhura wmth of fire-brick are

annually produced in the State, and that the pottery, atone-ware, and glazed-ware of Mary,
land are largely exported.

The hemng and ahad fiaheriea are actively carried on, and yield valuable retnma, consti-

tntmg an important article of trade, aa well as of home conaumption ; there were inmected

in Baltimore, in 1835, 40,7)1 barrela and 008 half-barrela of herrings, 5505 barrela and

387 half-barrela of shad, and 15,917 barrela and 1662 half-barrela of mackerel. The codh

Dierce of Maryland ia extenaive, and her porta aerve aa the outlets of large tracts of produc-

tive country in Virginia, Pennsylvania, and the Weatem States, whose consumption is also

in part au',>plied through the same channela. Her importa from foreign countries amounted,

in 1834, hj 4,647,483 dollars; her exporta to 2,143,809 dollars, and her coasting trade is also

valuable. The shipping belonging to the State amounted, in the beginning of that year, to

87,4^ tona. The canua and raifroads of Maryland are on a gigantic scale ; the Chesa>

peake and Ohio Qmal is to extend from Georgetown to Pittsburg, 340 miles; it is already

completed to above Williamaport, 106 miles, and ia in progress to Cumberland, 185 miles,

an appropriation of 3,000,000 dollars havuig recently been made by the State, to enable the

Company to finish this section <^ the work. The canal is generally from 60 to 70 feet wide,

but in aome placee is contracted to 50, and in others expanded to 100 or 150 ; the depth is 6
feet; rise to WiUiamsport, 353 feet, overcome by 44 locks, 100 feet long, by 15 wide ; there

are, in thia distance, 119 culverts, 5 aqueducts, above Georgetown, one of which is 516 teet

in length, and one at that place, 1714 feet long ; the culvrrts, aqueducts, and looks, are all

built of solid stone masonry; laid in hydraulic lime ; thr ost of thia work, thus fer, is esti-

mated to have been about 4,100,000 dollara. The Legislature of the State has also appropri-

ated 1,000,000 for the construction of branches to Baltimore and Anilapolis. The Suaque-

hanna Canal, extending from Cdumbia to Port Depoait, ia in progress. The Baltimore and

Ohio Rail-road ia completed to Harper's Ferry, 80 miles, where it is connected with the

Winchester Rail-road ; the work is now going on towarda Cumberland, and an appropriation

of 8,000,000 dollars haa been made by the State to aid in ita completion. A branch has been

constructed to Washington, a distance of 32 miles, firom a twint about 12 miles from Balti-

more. Number of passengers conveyed on the road in 1835, 9/,758 ; tona of merchandise,

73,634; receipts, 2^,368 dollars ; expenses, 156,204 dollars; there are 1140 burden cars,

and 44 passenger cars, with seven locomotive engines, employed on the road. It haa been

ascertained try surveys, to be practicable to carry the rail-road over the Alleghany Mountains,

at an elevation of 2Z19 feet, without having recourse to the use of inclined planes. The
Baltimore and Philadelphia Rail-road ia chiefly in this State ; the wjiole distance is 03 miles

;

from Baltimore, by Havre do Grace, to the Delaware State line, 63 miles; the Susquehanna

wilt be creased by a steam-ferry-boat; the work ia nearly completed. The Baltimore and

Susquehanna Rail-road extends fium Baltimore, by York, to the Susquehanna, 75 miles, and

is also approaching ita completion. A rail-road from the northern part of the Eastern Shore

to Pocomoke Bay, la about to be constructed, and the State has voted 1,000,000 dollars towards

ita execution.

Maryland was first settled by Roman Catholics. That sect being persecuted in England, Lord

Baltimore, one of its members, formed a plan to remove to America. He visited and explored

the countrv, and returned to England, wnere he died while making preparations for the emi-

gration. Hia son obtained the g[rant oi the territory designed for his father, and gave it the

name of Maryland, in honour ot Henrietta Maria, the Queen of Charles I. He appointed

hia brvher, Leonard Calvert, governor of the colony, who set sail in 1633, with 200 settlers,

principally Catholics. They purchased land of the Indians, and formed a settlement at SL
Mary's, on the Potomac. The colony was increased by refugees firom Virginia, and the

other neighbouring territories, who were attracted by the toleration here given to all reli-

mooB, and it began to flourish, but was soon disturbed by Indian wars and rebellions. . The
Roman Catholics wore tolerant to other sects, but sodh found themselves outnumbered, and

became subject to the persecution which they had fled firom at home. These troubles, how-

ever, were allayed at the restoration of Charles II. in 1660. At the revolution of 1688, the
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charter of the colony was set aside, and the government aManed by the eiown ; bat in 1716^
iJie propriety was restored to his rights. At the beginning of the American revolntioo, the
authority fell into the hands of the people.

The Legislature consists of a Senate and House of Delegates, and is styled the General
Assembly of Maryland. The Senate is composed of fifteen members, nine from the Western
nnd six from the Esstern Shore, elected for the term of five years, Inr a oollnge of eleeton
chosen fiw that purpose. The House of Delegates is chosen annually by the people, every
free white male citizen of the age of twenty-one years, who has rended within the State
during the year preceding the election, enjoying the right <^ snflhige. The Governor and
Executive Council are elected annually by the General Assembly ; the judicial officers are
appointed by the Governor and Council, and hold office during gcnd behaviour. A law in
&vour of primary schools was passed in 1635, and it has been purtially carried into eflbct in
some of the counties. There is a free school flind of 60,000-dollara, belonging to different

counties, and appropriated to the education of indigent children, and the proceeds of a small
school fiind belonging to the State, are also applied to the same object The Sute dso grinta
annually a sum of 5000 dollars to the University of Maryland, and a fiirther sum, amounting
in 1835 to 18,600 dollars, to other colleges, academies, and schools. The colleges are St
John's Colluw, at Annapolis, St Mary's at Baltimore, Mount St Mary's at Emmittsburg,
and Mount Hope, near Baltimore. The Academical and Medical Deputments of the Uni-
versity of Maryland, at Baltimore, are in operation, and there is also aiwther medical sehocd,

styled the Washington Medical College, in the same city. The Roman Catholiea, Episco*
palians, and Methodists, are the prevailing sects; and ihe Presbyterians, Baptists, German
Reformed, and Friends, are pretty numerous. There are also some Universalista, Lutheians^
Swedenhorgians, Tunkers, and Mennonists.
Msrylund is divided into nineteen counties, of which eight are on the Eastern, and eleven

on the Western Shore. In 1820, the popuhition of the Eastern Shore was 131,617 ; in 1830.
it had sunk to 110,473; that of the Western Shore, on the other hand, had increased from
875,733, to 327,568. Of the whole population, amountiiu' to 447,040, 155,033 were blaeksi

The number of slaves had lessened, fitm 111,502 in 1810, to 109^ in 1880.

CSountict. Popalatioa. Coaatjr Tdwbi.

EAvraRN SHoaB 119,473
Caroline 9,070 Denton
Cecil 15,4.13 Elkton
Dorchester 16,686 Cambridge
Kent 10,501 Chestertown
Queen Anne's 14^397 CentrevUle
Somerset 30,166 Prinoei
Talbot 19,947 Eaeton
Worcester 18^373 ....^ Snow Hin

WnraaN SiwaE 337,568
Alleghany 10,609
AnneArundel 38i395
Baltimore 130,870
Calvert 8i900
Charles 17,769
Frederick 45,789
Harford 16,319
Montgomery 19,816 Roekvillc
Prince George's 30,474 Upper Marlboco
StMary's 13,459 Leonardtown
Waahii^^ton 35,368 Hagerrtown.

Population at D\ffereiU Period$.

Cumberland
Annapolis
Baltimore
Frincs FredefkktoWB
Port Tobacco
Frederick

Bellair

TotaL

1790 810,728
1800 341,548
1810 880,546
1820 407,:)50

1830 447,040

avM.
103,086
105,635
111,503
107,306
102,904.

The Eastern Shore e/)j«>ys great fiMilitiea lor transporta^n, and is very healthfhl, yet the
emigration from it has been so great as to diminish its population of late years. Tiie prin-

cipal town is Easton, with a population of 3000; Chestertown and Elktdn are small villagea,

on Chester and Elk Rivers, with some trade. Oxford, on Third Haven Bay, below Easton,
is one of the oldest towns in the State, and has a fine, capackms harbour ; the shipping of
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Bikiiaa*.

the district amoanta to 11,320 tona. Vienna, on the Nanticokc, SO itillca ftom its mouth, ia

the port of entry for that river; tonnaffe of the port, 14,760.

Baltimore (fy. 112Gt), the principal city of the State, and, in point of population, the

third in the Union, stands on an arm
1129 of Patapsco Bay, about 14 miles from

the Chesapeake, and 200 from the sea,

by the ship channel. The city is plea-

santly situated, on slightly undulating

ground, and some of the elevations in

the vicinity command fine prospects; it

is regularly laid out, and well built, the

streets bemg generally spacious, and

the houses neat and commodious. The
harbour is capacious and safe, and con-

sists of an inner basin, into which ves-

sels of 200 tons can enter, and an outer

harbour, at Fell's Point, accessible to

the largest merchant-ships. The en-

trance IS commanded and defended by

Fort M'Henry. Baltimore possesses the

trade of Marrland, of part of Western Virginia and Pennsylvania, and the Western Statea,

and its inland communication has been extended and facilitated, by the construction of the

Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road. Manufactures of cotton, woollen, paper, powder, alum, chrome
yellow, pottery, &c., are also carried on in the city and neighbourhood, and Baltimore is the

greatest flour market in the world ; the annual inspections of flour amount to about 600,0(H)

barrels. Its foreign trade has, however, somewhat declined ; its shipping amounted, in 183^3,

to 50,106 tons. The Baltimore schooners are pronounced to be the perfection of naval archi-

tecture, and they are no less fitted for trade than for privateering, in which capacity they

made a great figure during the last war. The number of banks, in 18:34, was ten, with a

capital of about 7,000,000 dollars. The public buildings are, 45 churches, two hospitals, a

penitentiary, exchange, the college and university halls, &c. The Battle Monument, erected

m memory of the successful defence of the city, when attacked by the British, in 1814, is

an elegant marble obelisk, 35 feet high, on which are inscribed the names of those who fell

in that gallant aflbir. The Wasiiington Monument is the most splendid structure of the

l(ind in the country ; it is a Doric column of white marble, with a circular staircase inside,

by which you ascend to the top ; the column is 140 feet in height, and 20 feet in diameter at

bottom ; it stands upon a base 23 feet high, and is surmounted by a colossal statue of the

Father of his Country. The Exchange is a large and handsome edifice, 366 feet by 140;

the Roman Catholic Cathedral is, perhaps, the finest church in the country, and it contaics

some good paintings. The Public Fountains, which supply the city with water, are also

ornamental constructions. The citizens of Baltimore are not more distinguished for their

bold and persevering enterprise, than fur hospitality and agreeable manners. In 1765, there

were not more than tifly houses on the site of the feity ; in 1800, the population had increased

to 23,971 : in 1820, to 62,738; and in 1830, to 80,625. On the 13th cf September, 1814,

the British landed at North Point, and drove in the American advanced guards; but on the

14th, the fleet having unsuccessfully bombarded Fort M'Henry, the land forces were obliged

to retreat to their ships.

The Patapsco is a small river, having a fall of nearly 800 feet in about 80 miles; it is

therefore become important for its water-power, and its valley Ir the seat of numerous milk
The scenery is also remarkably wild and picturesque. The village of EUicott's Mills, about

ten miles from Baltimore, stretching for some distance along the river, contains numerous
mills and manufiicturing establishments. At Pikesville, further up the stream, there is an
arsenal of the United States. The city of Annapolis, agreeably situated on the Severn, three

miles from the Bay, is the capital of the State. It is regularly laid out, with the streets

diverging from the State House and the Episcopal church. The State House is a handsome
building, in which the Old Conaress held some of their sessions, and the Senate Chamber,
in which Washington resigned his commission, has been preserved unaltered ; here is like-

wise the State library of 10,000 volumes. Annapolis is also the seat of St. John's College.

The channel to the city is narrow and difficult. Population, 2623. The Western Shore

terminates in Point Lookout, the northern headland at the mouth of the Potomac, and fbrther

up that river we come to Piney Point, a clear, open cape, projecting into the Potomac, here

about eight miles wide, and much resorted to for bathing

Returning to Annapolis, and proceeding westward, we find Bladensburg, six miles from

Washington, and the scene of a disastrous afbir during the late war. Further west is the

fine Monocacy valley, equally remarkable for the beauty of its position, its rich agricultural

resources, and its mineral wealth, and containing the city of Frederick. Frederick is dw
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dep6t of this rich district, and is, in point of wealth, elegance, and pop'ilation, the second
city in Maryland. A branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road terminates here. The
population of this flourishing city is 7255. Crossing the Cotoctin Mountain, a detached
ridge, which rises to the height of 1200 feet, we descend into the valley of that name, which
contains the village of Middletown, and which, in the beauty of its position, and the value
of its agricultural productions, rivals the valley of Frederick. Beyond the Blue Ridge, here
called the South Mountain, is the great limestone valley, forming the prolongation of the
Kittatinny valley of Pennsylvania. " The soil is not so deep as in the neighbouring valleys,
but is very productive ; and the basin, of which Hagerstown is the centre, between the
North and South Mountains, with the smaller valleys beyond as fitr as Hancockstown, is

among the roost fertile portions of the State." Hagerstown is a well-built and flourishing
town, containing the usual county buildings, several churches and academies, and a popular
tion of 3371 souls. Williamsport, at the mouth of the Conococheague, is a flourishing vil-

lage, on the route of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road, and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
" The portion of the State commencing at the northeast branch of the Potomac, exhibito

a succession of abrupt hills, crowned by plateaux of variable extent, sloping gently towards
the south. The soil of these table-lands ia principalljr in an exhausted craidition, the effects

of a bad system of husbandry, and of continual washmgs. The best lands are the patches
of iilluvial soil in the beds of the branches, forming c<msiderable valleys, and the alluvial
flats on the Potomac, some of which are of considerable extent; these consist of sandy and
clayey loams, and yield good crops of wheat, Indian corn, or tobacco." {Oeological Report.)
Cumberland, the principal town in the western part of the State, standing at the eastern
terminus of the great National Road, has lately derived importance from its valuable o«ial

mines, which will soon be rendered accessible by means of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.
A fine canal basin has been constructed here, and measures have been taken to connect the
coal mines with its waters. The Cumberland Road, as it is often called from ito starting
point, is a Macadamised road, crossing the great mountain chain of the United Slates in

Maryland and Pennsylvania, and reaching the Ohio at Wheeling, Virginia, a distance of 125
miles; it passes through Union, Brownsville, and Washington. We have already given
some account of the mineral productions of the western part of the State. " In reference
to the agricultural resources of the coal districts," says the Geological Report before quoted,
" which may be described as hilly, it is found that the soil upon them, being a mixture of a
decomposed slate and limestone with sand, is generally very fertile, ana yields abuiidant
crops of grain, principally oau of a very superior quality. Within a few years the cultiva-
tion of the tobacco plant has been commenced, and ia the newly cleared lands is produced
the iM-ightrleaf staple, which always commands a high price. The more mountainous dis-

tricts above the level of the coal formation, present broad valleys, bearing every evidence
of having formerly been beds of extensive lakes, now dried up or drained, the waters of
which have left behind them deep deposits of clayey loam. These beautiful tracts of country
have received the name of Glades; From their elevated position, and their constant moist
condition, they form very productive meadows and the most luxuriant pastures."

SvBsnrr. 3.

—

Southern Statet.

This term is applied in common usage to the States lying between the Potomac and the
Sabine, and bordering on the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, although it is not
possible to draw any precise line of distinction between them and the conterminous States.

Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida Territory, Alabama, Mississippi,

and Louisiana, are then the component parta of this great section, which, extending from
25° to 40° 30* N. lat, and from 7&° to 94° 30' W. Ion., has an area of above 420,000 square
miles, and a population of 3,744,000 souls.

The Appalachian Mountains, which range over the greater part of Virginia, only skirt

the northwestern firontier of the States further south, and they disappear entirely in the
northern part of Alabama. Almost the whole region, therefore, forms a part of the great
Atlantic dope, and the greater proportion of it consista of a vast level unbroken by any oon-
liderable swells^ and not much elevated above the surface of the sea ; as it recedes from the
coast, however, it begins graduallv to rise into a more elevated, bolder, and more broken
surfiice. A line drawn mm Washington through Richmond, Raleigh, Cdumbia, Augusta,
Tuscaloosa, and the northern part of Louisiana, may be considered as the western and north-

ern boundary of the Low Country, beyond which the surface becomes hilly, and gradually

passes into the mountainous. Every part of the coast is low and flat, without a single lofty

headland to warn the mariner of his approach to land, and it sends out numerous shoals,

which often render it inaccessible to larger vessels. A chain of low sand-islands extends
Blnn^r slmoat the whole coast-line, affording an inland navigation for small vessels, through
the narrow and shallow sounds, which lie between them and the main land. Chesapeake
Bay seems to be the southern limit of deep water.

Vol. III. 44
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Flowinj; for a conaidonUe part of their eourae through a lerel country, and diaetnboffuing

into a aea of lloal^ most of the rivers of thia lection aouth of tte bay above named, are

eharacteriaed by sluggish currents snd sand-bars at their niouths. Although there is no

e'j-eani of »be Southern Sutes that can be ranked in point of extent with the great rivers of

the country, yet there are several which, from the length of their course and the volume of

waters, would in other countries be looked upon as large rivers, and there is n large number
which furnish useful navigable channels. With the exception of the few that pour their

waters into the Ohio, all of the rivers east of the Suwannee flow southeasterly into the

/itlantic, and beyond that point they descend southwards into the Gulf of Mexica
The iuhabiUnUof the Southern States are almost entirely occupied with urieulture;

indeed this is so much the case, that the commerce is principally in the hands of foreigners

and of their northern countrymen, from whom are also received most of the manufactured

articles which are consumed. The great staples are cotton, rice, suraT, and tobacco; nearly

the whole of the cotton crop of the United States is the produce of this.section, and rice and

sugar are confined to its southern portion; in the northern and mountainous parts more
maize, wheat, and tobacco are raised ; in some districu gracing is more attended to, and in

Florida and Louisiana, as well as in some other parts, large herds of cattle and horses com-

pose the wealth of the people. Gold is also confined alnwot exclusively to this region, and,

with timber and naval stores, is to be added to the articles above enumerated in the list of

exports. The commerce consists merely in the exportation of the raw produce, although

sugar, molasses, tar, &c might with propriety be considered as the product of roanulkctaring

industry ; ano the importation of various articles of food, luxury, dress, fiimiture, agriculturu

implements, dte.

The population is chiefly of English descent, but in some places somewhat mixed. There
are many descendants of the French and Spanish, particularly in Louisiana and Florida. In

Louisiana, French is extensively spoken, and the laws are printed in that language as well

as in English. The nesroes, who form about two-fifths of the population, constitute a sepa-

rate caste, and ar" mo^T^f held in slavery. 'The Indians are still numerous, although the

Choctaws have been recently removed, and the Creeks are now emigrating, to the Western
Territory. The Cherokees, Chickasaws, and Seminolesyet remain.

The inhabitanU are seldom collected together in villages and towns, like their northern

countrymen, but live in a scattered maimer over the country. This is owing in part to the

prevalence of agricultural over commercial and mechanical occupations, but chiefly to the

fiict that the labour is done by slaves. Instead of small proprietors, cultivating their own
little forms with their own hands, we here find extensive plantations, carried on under the

direction of the owner or his agent, who merely mana^ the pecuniary matters, directs

operations, and oversees the labourers. This slate of things has a decided influence upon
the manners and character of the people, yet there are so great individual diflerences that

no general description will apply to the Virginian, the Carolinian, and the Louisianian.

Hospitality and seneroeity are among the ftvourable traits of the southern character. The
poorer class of whites enjoy less advantage in ropect to education and religious instruction

than those of the-oorth, and are in general less industrious and firugoL

1. Commonwealth of Virginia.

The largest and most central State in the Union, perhaps the most varied in Iter prodoc*

tions, and the richest in natural resources, blessed with a most happy climate, abundantly

supplied wilh noble channels of communicstioo, oxhibitiiig over her spacious bosom a (deasant

interchange of the wildest and the roost lov^y scenes, Virginia seems to possess within

herself the elements of an empire. Nor to the American heart are the historical associations

connected with tlie Old Dominion, as she is fondly called by her children, of less interest:

t'le first Engludi colony planted in America, she gave birth to the Father of hii Country, and
his bones lie in her soiL

Vir^nia has the Atlantic Ocean and the Chesapeake Bay on the east, Maryland and Penn-
sylvania on the north, Ohio and Kentucky on the west, and Tennessee and North Carolina

on the south. With the exception of the long tongue between Pennsylvania and Ohio^ and

the peninsular projection between the Chesapeake bay and the ocean, ue State lies between
96° ao* and 30" 43' N. lat, and between 7&o 40' and SS" 32' W. Ion., having a breadth of

ateut 200, and a length of 360 miles, with an area of 70,000 square miles. It is the only

State, excepting Pennsylvania, that extends quite across the great Appalachian chains,

and it is traversed from north to south by five or six well-defined mountain ranges end several

detached ridges. Our account of the different chains is not as yet so precise as we could

wish, but the geol«^ical survey now going on will throw fiill light upon this importsot

geographical feature of the country. The State is often described as divided by the Blue
Ridge mto two frieat sections. Eastern Virginia and Western Virginia ; but the constitution

recognises the division into four sections: the Tide-water Section, bebw tha kwor fidls o^
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the rivers, the Middle Section between those Mb and the Blue Ridge, the Great Valley
between the Blue Ridge and the Alleghany, and the Trans-Alleghanian Section west of tlie

inountain ranges. 1. fbc first mountains are found in the Middle Section, which is traversed
by a low ridge bearing the local names of Southwest, Carter's, Wbite^wk Mountain, itc.,

and running nearly parallel with the Blue Ridge, at the distance of about 25 or 30 miles.

2. The Blue Ridge, although pierced by the Potomac, James, and Staunton rivers, oonstitutos

a well-marked and continuous chain of 260 miles in length. In general it forms rounded,
welling masses, but the Peaks of Otter shoot up in projecting summits, to the height of
4260 feet 3. The Kittatinny, or Blue Mountain, enters the mate further west, under the
name of the Great North Mountain, and forming the centre of the great plateau or table-laud

of Virginia, is continued under various local names, until it takes the name of Iron Moun-
tain and enters Nortlt Carolina. It is pierced by the Potomac and the James rivers, running
eutwardly, and by the New River running westwardly ; recent observationa make White
Top, in the Iron Mountains, about 6000 feet high. 4. West of this great ridge lie several

detached masses, which further examinations will, perhaps, prove to rorm contmuous chains,

bearing the local names of Sideling Hill, Branch Mountain, Jackaon's Mountain, Potta' Moun-
tain, £c. 5. Still further west we come to the Alleghany chain, of which Clinch Mountain
eems to be a prolongation : it is a common error to represent this chain as the water-shed
between the Atlantic and the Ohio, whereas it is broken through by the New River in this

State, as it is by other streams further north. Powell's Mountain appears to be an outlier

of this chain, and reaches the heieht of about 4500 feet 6. Westward of the Alleghany
there is a general slope towards the west ; but several other considerable chains traverse

this section ; the principal is the Laurel Mountain, of which the Green Brier, Great Flat

Topt and Cumberland Mountains appear to form a part
Cvery portion of Virginia is penetrated by fine rivers and streams, useful eitlier as chan-

nels of navigation, or for mechanical purposes. With few exceptions, the Ohio and the

Chesapeake Bay are the recipienta of the rivers of the State ; those of the eastern part flow

with an almost uniform southeasterly course into the Bay, carrying with them also all the

waters of. the Great Valley, excepting only the New River, and the Holston in ita extreme
louthcm part The PotcHuac rises in the Great Back Bone, but a few miles fVom the Youghio-

geny, ana pursuing a devious course, forces ita way through the several intermediate moun-
tain chains, to the Middle Section, where it is broken bv rails, nine miles above George^town;

at this town it meeta the tide, and about 100 miles ieiow, after a course of 360 miles, it

reaches the Chesapeake. At Alexandria it is about one mile and a half in width, and it

Cfradually expands, till, at ita mouth, it forms a broad estuary 10 miles in breadth. Ships of

the line ascend to Washington. The principal tributaries of the Potomac are the South
Branch, which rises near the hrad-streams ofJames River, the CacaiM>n,and the Shenandoah,

which flows about 120 mileo along the western base of the Blue RiJge, and ioins the main
river at Harper's Ferry. "The passage of the Potomac through the Blue Ridge," says Mr.
Jefierson, " is, perhaps, one of the most stupendous scenes in nature. You stand on a very

high point of land: cm your right comes down the Shenandoah, having ranged along the

foot of the mountain an hundred miles, to seek a v ,t On your lefl approaches the Poto-

mac, in quest of a passage alsa In the moment of (heir junction, they rush together against

the mountain, rend it asunder, and pass on u{ the sea. Tho distant finishing which nature

has given to the picture is as placid and delightful, as the foreground is wild and tremendous.

For the Mountain being cloven asunder, she presento to your eye through the cleft, a small

catch of smooth, blue horiaon, at an infinite distance in the plain-country, inviting ^ou, as it

were, fVom the riot and tumult roaring around, to pass through the breach and participate in

the ralm below. Here the eye ultimately composes itself, and that v/ay, too, the road hap-
pens actually to lead. You cross the

Potomac above the junction, pass along

ita side through the base of the Moun-
tain, for three miles ita terrible preci-

pices hanging in fragmenta over you,

and within atout 20 miles reach Fred-

erick and the fine country around that"

The great Palls {Jig. 1130.) form one
ofthe grandest scenes which the United
States present The perpendicular de-

scent is seventy-six feet but the rapids

extend for fifteen miles up the river.

A stupendous projecting rock, covered

with cedar, aflbrds a spot firom which
the romantic scenery and the impetu-

ous dashing of the waters mav be con-

templated. At the close of winter, vast masses of ice, rolling over these rocks with a hide*

ous noise, present a scene truly sublime.

Gnat Ftlk on Um Pcloane.

»apmmn^>»^
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sameThe Rap|Mhannock, riiing^ in the Blue Ridpfe, receivei the Rapid Ann fmtn the

Ridj^e, and falling over the primary led^e at Fredericiifbnrff, 100 miles fVom itM mouth, there

reaches the tide-water. Vestiels of 140 tons aacend to Frederickaburgr. York River, formed

by the junction of the Pamunky Rnd Mattapony, partake* rather of the character of a lon^

narrow bay than of a river; to the junction of thuae stream*, 40 miles from the Bay, it is

from two to four miles wide; large vessels come up to Yorktown, and smaller vessels some

distance above the junction. James River, the principal river of Virginia, rises in the

Alleghany Mountains in several head streams, of which Jackson's River must \» considered

the main branch ; after having received the Cow Pasture and Calf Pasture Rivers .'Vom the

north, it forces its way through the Blue Ridge, and falling over numerous pitches meeta the

tide, 100 miles from iu mouth, at Richmond, which is accessible to vessels of 140 tons. Its

only conaideraMe tribiiUry below the Blue Ridge is the Appomattox, which carries seven

feet of water to Petersburg, 12 miles. The Meherrin and Nottoway are small rivers, which

unite in North Carolina to form tlie Chowan. The Roanoke is formed in Virginia by the

iunction of the Staunton and the Dan, two rapid mountain-atreams, which rise, the former

in the North Mountain, the latter in the Blue Ridge ; but the larger part of its course is in

North Carolina.

The rivers of the western section all reach the Ohio. The Monongahela, one of the

main constituents of the Ohio, is formed in Virginia, bjr the jni ction of the West Branch

and Tygart's Valley River, and beyond the Pennsylvania line it receives the Cheat River,

which descends from Greenbrier M!ountain; thia stream u navigable by boata fbr some dis-

tance, but the other branches are broken by falls. Little Kanawha rises in the same dinrict

with the West l^nch of the Monongahefa, but ita navigation is obstructed by falls. The
Great Kanawha, the principal river of weatem Virginia, rises in the Blue Ridge in North

Carolina, and bears the name of the New River until it unites with Gaule^ River. The
Greenbrier, above the latter, and Elk and Coal Rivera below it, are ita chief tributaries;

ateam-boats go up to Charleston, 60 miles. The Guyaodotte and Big Sandy enter the Ohio

below the Kanawha. The Hoiston and Clinch Rivers pass into Tennessee.

The mineral wealth of Virginia ia boundless ; gold, copper, lead, iron, coal, salt, limestone,

marls, gypsum, magnesian, copperas, and alum eartha, thermal, chalybeate, and sulphuretted

springs, excellent marbles, granitea, soap-atones, and sand-stones, du;., are among the trea-

sures as yet for the meet part lying idle in the bowels of the earth. Mining industry has,

however, recently taken a start, and will doubtless soon afibrd profitable employment to many
of the inhabitants. At the junction of the middle !\nd tide-water section, we find the first

coal-field, which extends from the Pamunky by Richmond to the Appomattox, a distance of

about 35 miles, with a breadth of from one or two to eight miles. The coal is bituminous,

in seama of enormous thickness, being sometimes 30, lO, and even 60 feet thick, and of

excellent quality. Traces of coal have also been found on both sides of the Upper Appo-

mattox. The coal of the Richmond basin is now largely mined, and sent ofT in considerable

quantities. Anthracite of great purity is found in the vallejr from' the Potomac to the James
River, south of which it contains a considerable portion of bitumen, but less than that of the

ordinary bituminous roal, and it is, therefore, called by ProC W. B. Rogers, semibituminous

cool. Beyond the Alleghany, there are some of the most extensive and valuable deposits

of bituminous coal in the United State?, which derive additional value from their being asso-

ciated with not less important beds of inn and rich salines. "At Wheeline* on the Ohio,

and for };4 miles down the river, the bank presents an uninterrupted bed of highly bituminous

cool, upwards of 16 feet thick ;" the Wheeling basin extends about 30 mile«i up and down
the river, in Ohio and Virgiiiio. Another vast field stretches (h>ro above Clark^rg, on the

Monongahela, to Pittsburg, and far beyond, to the northeast, in Pennsylvania ; in some places

the .'>ams in this field are from 10 to 12 feet thick. There is also a valuable coal-field on
the head waters of the North Branch of the Potomac. ** A simple enumeration of the strata

here exposed, will furnish an illustration of the resources of th^s comer of the State, well

calculated to inspire ostoniehment and exultation. Upon a stratum of valuable iron ore, not

less than fifteen feet in thicknes?, there rests a bed of sand-stone, upon which reposes a coal

earn, three feet thick ; above this another bed of aand-stone, then a two feet vein of coal

;

next sand-stone, then another coal seam of four foet; again a stratum of sand-stone, and
over it a seven feet vein of coal ; over thiA a heavy bed of iron ore, and crowning th<? aeries,

an enormous coal seam of from 15 to 20 feet in thickneioi," {Prof. W, B. Rogert't Oeoh-
gicttl Reconnoitiance.) Thus we have five tiers of coal seams with an aggregate of firoro

30 to 35 feet. There arc also coal seams, associated with salt springs, on the LitUe K&nawha,
and springs of petroleum or rock oil occur in the same tract On the Great Kanawha, is a

very rich and extensive coal-field ; "on the Coal, (Pauley, and oUier rivers in this portion of

the west, the beds of this mineral are frequently brought to view, and in fact no better gene-

ral description can be presented of its extent, than that it is almost continuous with the vast

beds of sand-stone, which spread in nearly boriziintal planes over nearly the whole of this

broad region.**
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Salt springs occur on the Holston, on the Sandy River, on the Monmigahela at Morgan*
town, on tlte Great and Little Kanawlia, on the New River, and on the Greenbrier; but th«
most important works are on the Great and Little Kanawha. On the Holston the salt-wells

re from two to three hundred feet deep, and yield at tho rate of one jpillon of salt to 10 or

10 gallons of brine ; the occasional presence oif groins of salt in the brine is thought to indi-

cate the existence of beds of rock-salt in this district On the Great Kanawha, the wells
are from 8U0 to 50U feet deep, and extend along the river on both of its banks for a distance

of about twelve miles. The water is raised by steam-engines, and boiled in large cast-iron

pans, about 25 feet long by six and a half wide, the furnace being from t)0 to lOU feet in

length. On being boiled the water turns red, and is drawn off into the brine-troughs to cool

and settle ; it is then returned to the ' grainers* in which it is boiled down into salt, and then
lifled out upon a platform, for the purpose of draining off the muriate of lime or bitter water.
The brine of the Kanawha wells contains very little gypsum or sulphate of lime, and the
process of obtaining pure crystalline salt is, therefore, attended with fewer difficulties than
usual ; the manufacture of the alunv«alt, as the coarse salt thus made is called, has but
lately been introduced here ; the brine, in this case, is carried into large, shallow, wooden
vats, and kept at a moderate temperature Inr steam, instead of being bc^ed. The quantity

of salt at present mode here is about 3,000,1100 bushels annually, 70 gallons of brine yielding
on an average a bushel of solU

Of the metallic products of Virgroia, gold is at present the most important It is found
on both sides of the North and Rapid Ann Rivers, of the North and South Anna near their

beads, of the Rivanna in the lower part of its course, and of the James River above and
below the mouth of the Rivanna. Some of the principal mines are the United States, Green,
Jackson's, and Dixon's, in Spotsylvania; the Rappahannock and Rattlesnake, in Stafibrd;

the Liberty and Union, in Fauquier; the Culpeper and Millbank, in Culpeper; the Virginia,

Vaucluse, Millville and Payne's, in Orange ; Tinder's, in Louisa ; the Goochland, in Gooch-
land ; Booker's and Morton s in Buckingham, and there are also some workings in Fluvanna.
Scientific processes of mining and separating the metal have keen only very recently and
partially introduced, and we are destitute of any precise data as to the amount of gold pro-

duced. Iron will, perhaps, at some future period prove a more precious deposit; but at pre-

sent, although the ore is abundant it is little worked ; the bog-ore occurs in the lower part
of the State, and the hematitic and magnetic ores in the middle section, where the works at
New Canton produce from 30 to 40 tons of pig-iron per week. Hematitic ore is also found
in the Volley, and is wrought in several places; and rich ores of different kinds are worked
to some extent in the western section. Some copper is made in the Blue Ridge, and the
valuable lead ores, sulphuret and carbonate, of the southwestern part of the Volley, oi-e also

wrought
The principal agricultnrol productions of Eastern Viri^nio ore Indian com, wheot, ond

tobacco^ and in tho southeastern part some cotton is raised. The cotton crco is about
30,000 boles. The processes of cultivation hove generally been of tho worst kind, and o
consideroble portion of the soil has been completely exhausted by a scourging succession of
crops without manure. Of late yeors, however, the cultivators nave been driven by neces-

sity to odopt o better routine; better implements ond processes hove been em|rioyed, and the
use of gypsum or marl hos become general The stote of cultivation is superior in the Valley,

and pretty neoriy the some crope ore raised ; the growth of tobocco hos of late been much
extended in this section. The western section is chiefly devoted to grazing. The manu-
ftcturea of the State ora inconsiderable, but increasing. The exports of Virginia omounted
in 1834 to 5,469;240 dollon; the imports to 837,325 dollora ; but o great part of her foreign

trade poaoea Uirough the porta of other Stotes, and its octuol value cannot, therefore, be
ascertained.

The Stote has o fund for internal improvement amounting to neoriy 3,000,000 dollars, the
income of which, exceeding 280.000 dollars, is applied, uMer the direction of o Board of
Public Works, to aid in useful undertakings for fiwilitoting the intercommunication between
different ports of the State. The Dismal Swamp ConoT unites Deep Creek with Joyce's

Creek, and thus connects Chesapeake Bay with Albemorle Sound ; it is 6^ feet deep, 40 wide,
and 22^ miles long. Short canals hove been constructed round the falls of the Appomattox,
Don, Shenandoah, ond Roppohannock. But the greatest work undertaken in this State ia

the James and Konowho Communication, which comprises canals and dams for the improve-
tiiant of the James River, obove Richmond, a canal connecting its head waters with the New
River, ond the improvement ot the navigation of that river and the Kanawha to Chorlestrai.

The portion of the wtnrk between Richmond ond Lynchburg is in on advanced state, and the

continuation obove that point is also in progress. Several important rail-roods have been
constructed. The Petersburg and Roonoke nil-rood extends from Petersburg to Blokely on
the Roonoke, 60 miles. A continuotimi of this wwk is now in progress to Richmond, 22
miles. "The Richmond and Potomoe rail-rood, from Richmond throush Fredericksburg to
the Potomac, 75 miles, also in progress, will complete the connexion oetween the Potomac
and Roanoke. The Winchester nil-rood extends from Winchester to Harper's Ferry, 30
V0L.IU. 44* 9(i
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miles, and is there connected with the Baltimore and Ohio rail-road. The Portsmouth and
Roonuke rail-road extends from Portsmouth, opposite Norfolk, to Weldon, on the Roanoke,
77 miles.

The Literary Fund belonging^ to the State amounted, in 1833, to 1,.%1,857 dollars, and
the revenue nom the same to 78,340 dollars. In 1817, a permanent appropriation was
made of 45,000 dollars a year for the instruction of poor children, to be distributed amon?
the several counties and towns in proportion to their white population. In order to extend

the be jfUs of this system to all classes, the school commissioners of any county are autho-

rised to lay off the county into school districts, and, whenever any district shall have raised

three-fifths of' the sum necessary to build a school-house, to contribute the remaining two-

fifths ; and they are further empowered to pay a sum not exceeding 100 dollars towards a

teacher's salary, provided the inhabitants or the district will supply an equal sum towards

the same object ; and every child in the district is to be gratuitously taught in such school.

Under this system, it appears at the close of 1833 there were in the primary and district

schools in 100 counties 17,061 poor children. There are also numerous grammar schools and
academies in the State, and in many families the children are instructed by domestic tutors.

The college of William and Mary, at Williamsburg, is the oldest in the United States after

Harvard College ; it was chartered in 1601, and though at one time in a declining state, is

now a hiffhiy reepectable institution. There is a law-school connected with it. The Uni-

versity of Virginia established at Charlottesville is, however, the most important educational

institution in the State ; it consists of nine schools, namely of Ancient Languages, Modem
Languages, Mathematics, Naturtd Philosophy, Chemistry and Materia Mraica, Medicine.

Anatomy and Surgery, Moral Philosophy, and Law ; and each student attends only to such

chnols as he chooses. The University went into operation in 1825, and it receives 15,000

dollars a year from the State ; the library consists of 10,500 volumes. Washington College

at Lexington, Hampden-Sidney College in Prince Edward County, and Randolph-Macon
College in Mecklenburg, are respectable institutions. The theological schools aro an Epis-

copal Seminary in Fairfax County, the Union Seminary founded by the Presbyterians in

Prince Edward County, and the Virginia Baptist Seminary near Richmond. The predomi-

nant religions sects are Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and Episcopalians. The Luther-

rans and Reformed Baptists are also numerous, and there are some Roman Catholics, Friends,

and Tunkers.
Attempts were made by the English to form settlements on this part of the coast of North

America during the reign of Elizabeth, and the name of Virginia was applied to the whole
southern part of the United States, in honour of the Virgin Queen. The first permanent
colony was established at a later period, by the London Company. On the 13tn of May,
1607, a little factory, called Jamestown, was set up near the mouth of a large river, which
also received the name of King James. Notwithstanding the sufTerings of the first settlers

from famine and Indian h ^ cilities, the colony soon began to thrive, and in 1619 the first

representative assembly in North America was held at Jamestown. In 1624 the charter of

the London Company was broken, and the King took the government of the colony into his

own hands ; Virginia continued to be a crown colony until the Revolution. She participated

largely in the calamities of the French wars, and was among the foremost in taking a decided

stand in the dispute with the mother country. In the war which followed, she acted a con-

spicuous part, and some of the most important incidents of that great drama took place within

her borders.

A constitution of government was framed in 1776, which in 1830 underwent some im-

portant changes. The Governor and Council of State are chosen for the term of three years

fay the General Assembly, the senior Counsellor being Lieutenant Governor. The judges

are chosen by the same body, and hold office during grod behaviour. The General Assembly
consists of two houses; a Senate of 19 members fVom tho counties, cities, towns, and
boroughs east of the Blue Ridge, and 13 members flrom the counties west of the same,

chosen for the term of four years; and a House of Celegates, chosen annually, and composed
of 36 members fh>m the counties, cities, towns, and boroughs lying upon tide-water; 42 fn>m

the counties east of the Blue Ridge and above tide-water ; 25 from the counties between the

Alleghany and the Blue Ridge ; and 31 from those beyond the Alleghanv Mountains, A
mall property qualification is required to confer the right of suflhige, and in all elections

the votes are given viva voce.

The State is divided into 115 counties, comprising the two cities of Richmond and Wheel-
ing, the borough of Norfolk, and the towns of Portsmouth, Williamsburg, Petersburg, Frede>

ricksburg, Charlottesville, Lynchburg, Lexington, Fincastlu, Urbanna, £c. Of the counties.

36 are in the Tide-water Section, 30 in the Middle, 17 in tiie Great Valley, and 82 in the

Tran»>Alleghanv Section. It is to be observed, (hat the country drained by the New River,

though physically belonging to the Valley, is politically connected with the Western Section,

in the statements which fbllow in regard to population and divisions.
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Tide-water Section,

Countiei. Population.
ToUl. BiKvet.

Accomac 16,656 .... 4,654
Caroline 17,760 .... 10,741
Chesterfield 18,637 .... 10,336
Charles City ........ 5,500 2,957
Essex 10,521 .... 6,407
Elizabeth City 5,053 2,218
Fairfax 9,804.... 4,001
Grecnesville 7,1 1

7

4,681
Gloucester 10,608 .... 5,691
Hanover 16i253 9,278
Henrico 28,797 .... 12,279
Isle of Wight 10,517 .... 4,272
James City 3,838.... 1^83
King and Queen .... 11,644 .... 6,514
King William 9,812 .... 6,310
King George 6,397 .... 3,635
Lancaster 4,801 .... 2,633
Mathews 7,664.... 3,481

Counties.
Tbtat

Middlesex 4,123
Nansemond 11,784
New Kent 6,458
Northumberland 7,953
Northampton 8,641
Norfolk 24,806
Princess Anno 9,102
Prince George 8,367
Prince William 9,330
Richmond 6,055
Southampton 16,074
Spottsylvonia 15,134
Stafibrd 9,363
Surry; 7,109
Sussex 12,720
Warwick 1,570
Westmoreland 8,396
York 5,354

nipulation.
SiavM.

2,138
4^43
3,530
3,357

3,734
5,741

3,734

4,598
3,843

2,630
7,756

8,053

4.164

3,376

7,736
910

Middle Section.

Albemarle 22,618 .... 11,679
Amelia 11,036 .... 7,533
Amherst 12,071 .... 5,925
Bedford 20,246 .... 8,782
Buckingham 18,351 10,929
Brunswick 15,767 9,7.58

Campbell 20,350 .... 9,496
Charlotte 15,252.... 9,433
Cumberland 1 1,690 .... 7,309

Culpeper 24,027 .... 11,417
Dinv'iddio 21,901 .... 10,356
Fauquier 26,086 .... 12,.'>23

Fluvanna 8,221 .... 3,795
Franklin 14,911 .... 4,988
Goochland 10,369.... 5,716

Henry 7,100
Httlitax 28,034
Loudon 21,939
Louisa 16,151
Lunenburg 11 ,957
Madison 9,236
Mecklenburg 20,477
Nelson 11,254
Nottoway 10,130
Orange 14,636
Patrick 7,395
PitUvlvania 26,034
Powhatan 8i517
Prince Edward 14,107
Rappahannock formed

2,598

.... 2,868

.... 14,528

.... 5,363

.... 9,383

.... 7,233

.... 4.876

... 11,117

.... 5,946

.... 6,943

.... 7,983

.... 1,783

. . . . 10,999

.... 5,473

.... 8,593
in 1831

Great Valley Section.

AugusU 19,936 . . . 4,265
Alleghany 2,816.... 571
Bath 4,002 .... 1,140
Berkcly 10,518.... 1,919

Botetourt 16,354 .... 4,170
Clarke formed in 1836
Frederick 36,046 .... 18,626
Hampshire 11,279.... 1,330
Hardy 6,798.... 1,167

JefTcrson 12,927 3,999
Morgan 2,694.... 153
Page formed in 1831
Pendleton 6,271 .... 496
Rockingham 20,683 .... 2,331
Rockbridge 14,244 .... 3,398
Shenandoah 19,750 .... 3,433
Warren formed in 1836

Western, or Trant-Atteghany Section.

Brooke 7,041
Braxton formed
Cabell 5,884
Fayette formed
Floyd formed
Giles 5,274
Grayson 7,675
Greenbrier 9,006
Harrison 14,722
Jackson formed
Kaiihawa 9,336
Lofl 6,461
Lewis 6,241
Logan 3,680
Marshall formed
Mason 6,534

.... 228
in 1836
.... 561
in 1831
in 1831
.... 465
.... 462
.... 1,152

.... 771
ml831
.... 1,717
.... 612
.... 162
.... 163
in 1835
.... 713

Montgomery 12,306 . .

.

Monongalia 14,056 . .

.

Monroe 7,798 . .

.

Nicholas 3,346 . .

.

Ohio 15,584 ...
Pocahontas 3,543 . .

.

Preston 6,144 , ,

.

Randolph 5,000 ...

Russell 6,714...
Scott 6,724 ...
Smyth formed m
Tazewell 5,749 ...
Tyler 4,104...
Washington 15,614 . . .

,

Wood 6,439...
Wythe 19,168...

. 3,026
363
683
131
360
337
139
259
679
330

1831
820
108

9,568
877

. 9,094.
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The total population of Virginia amounted, by the census of 1830, to 14211,405, of which
number 094,300 were whites, 460,757 slaves, and the remainder free blacks. This popula-

tion is, however, unequally distributed over Uie different sections of the State, and the slave

portion <tf it is still more unequdly divided, aa appears by the following statemen

8quare Milaa.

Eutem Virginia (East of the Blue Ridge). . 97,200 . .

.

Western Virginia 43,800 .

.

Free. eiivei. Toui.

416,060 .

.

. . 416,320 . . . . 832,980
334,988 .. .. 63437 . ...378,435.

17D0
1800
1810
1820
1880

Po/ndation at Different Period$.

Total. Slave*.

- - - 748,308 298,427
• - • 880,200 345,296
- - - 974,622 392,518

- - 1,065,379 425,153
- - - 1,211,405 460,767.

In our local descriptions we shall conform to the divisions above traced out, beginning
with the eastern or Tide-water Section. This section consists of an almost level tract, in

its eastern pert but little elevated above the surftce of the sea, and in its western portion

rarely attaining a height of more than SO or 60 feet The general level is, however, broken
by the courses of the rivers, forming innumerable ravines, depressed to the tide level. The
ridge lands, which separate these ravines, are generally very poor, for the most part sandy,

sometimes clayey, and remain chiefly under the native growth, no part of tlicm having paid

the ex^nse of clearing and cultivating. The slopes or sides of the ravines present a some-
what higher dcnee of productiveness, but they are still far from being fertile ; they are

easily exhausted, and are liable to suffer from washings; much of this land has been cleared;

it is generally too sandy for wheat, and its best crop is from 20 to 25 bushels of maize. The
oltily rich and duraUe soils are small patches of river bottom and upland margin, which do
not form more than one-tenth of the whole country below the fidls of the rivera, and much
even of thia small proportion has been exhausted by injudicious cropping.

It is ftom this section that the traffic in slaves it chiefly carried on, and aa some misappre-
hension seems to prevail on this subject, we give here the following remarks of a Judicioua

writer, whose situation enables him to speak with authority. " The cultivators of Eastern
Virginia derive a portion of their income from a source quite distinct frum their tillage—the
breeding and selling of slaves. It is not meant to convey the idea, that any person under-

takes as a regular misinces the breeding of slaves, with a view to their sale, but the result

is the same. With plenty of wholesome food and under mild treatment, they have every
inducement to increase rapidly, without any prudential moral or physical check. A gang
of slaves on a farm will often increase to four times their original number in 30 or 40 yean.
Few forms are able to support this increasing expense, and furnish the necessary supplies to

the proprietor; whence many owners of large estates in lands and negroes are too poor to

enjoy the comforts of wealth, or to encounter the expenses necessary to improve their nn-

protitable forming. A man so situated may be said to be a slave of his own slaves. The
income of few persons inoreosee as fost as their slaves, and the consequence must be that

some of them will be sold that the others may be supported. The sale of slaves is always a

severe trial to their owner. Obstacles are opposed to it, not only by sentiments orf* humanity
and of regard for those who have passed their lives in his service, but everv feeling of fa'ie

shame comes to aid ; and such sales are generally postponed until compelled by creditors,

and are carried into effect by the sheriff, or by the administrator of the debtor. The surplus

slaves must be sent out of the country which is not able to fbed them, and these causes con-

tinue to supply the immense numbers that are annually carried away fh>m Lower Virginia,

without even producing the political benefit of lessening the actual number remaining."
(Jtuftn, on CMcareout Manuret.)
The principal town in this se<;tion south of James River, is the borough of Norfolk, which

is situated on the Elizabeth River, eight miles from Hampton Roads. Its harbour is deep

and capacious, easy of access, and perfectly secure ; the Road, an expansion of James River

just above its mouth, aflbrds the finest anchorage in the world, and is capable of containing

Its united navies. The entrance, between Old Point Comfort and a sand-bar called the Rip
Raps, i« rather more than a mile in width, and is defended by Fort Monroe and Port Calhoun.

Fort Calhoun, a cooemalcd battery on the Rip Rap shoals, is not yet completed, but a founda-

tion fbr tho walls hu been raised above the water, which is here fVom 18 to 22 feet deep, by

throwing in large quantities of stone ; and an immense weight of stone has been for several

yeara deposited upon tiiis artificial basis, fL.r the purpose of causing it to settle before the

walhp of the castle are erected ; this work will mount 232 guns. Fort Monroe oovui 68
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acres, and will monnt 412 pieces. The fovourable situation of Norfolk, in regard to the sea,
and its connexion with the interior by means of the Dismal Swamp Canal and the Portsr
mouth and Roanoke Rail-road, have made it the chief commercial -depftt of Virginia, and, in
IK):), 21,803 tons of shipping belonged to the port The town is built on low groind, and
the neighbourhood is marshy ; the principal streets are well paved and clean, bat the others
a,a less commodious and more irregular. The buildings are not distinguished for elegance,
but some improvements have been made of late years in this respect There are eight
churches, a marine hospital, a theatre, lyceom, &c., and a population of 9616. At Goeport,
in Portsmouth, on the opposite side of the river, is one of the mott important navy-yards of
the United Sutes, containing a magnificent dry-dock, of hewn granite, constructed at a cost
of 974,356 dollars. Population of Portsmouth, 2(>v)0. Suffolk is a thriving little town to
the southwest, with 1200 inbabitanU; it stands on the Nansemood River, and is accessible
to vessels of 100 tons.

Petersbui-g, on the right bank of the Appomattox River, is a handsome and flourishing
town, with ^22 inhabitants, combining an active trade in cotton, flour, and tobacco, with
manufkcturing industnr. Vessels drawing seven firat of water come np to the town, but
large ships unload at City Point, at the mouth of the river. The fiiJIs of the Appomattox
furnish ample water-power, and there ore here three cotton-mills with 6000 spindles, produc-
ing annually 860,000 pounds of yam, and a considerable quantity of Virginia eluth, six
merchant flour-mills, a brass and iron foandery, tanneries, cotton-seed oil mills, &c.
Richmond, the capital of the State, and its principal city, stands on several eminences,

which command fine views of the surrounding country, and give to the city an air trf* singular
beauty. The western division occupies a high plain called Shockoc Hiiil, overhwking the
lower town, and containing a beautinil square of about ten acres, which is adorned with fine

shade trees, and laid out in gravelled walks;
here, in a commanding situation, stands the
Capitol or Sute House (Jif. 1181.), one
of the most elegant structures in the United
States, being an Ionic temple on the model
of the Maison-Corrie of Nismes, and con-
taining a statue of Washington by Houdon

;

and contiguous to it is the City Hall, a neat
edifice ofUhe Doric order. The other pub-
lic buildings are the Armoury, Penitentiary,

16 Churches, a Theatre, &c. The city is

supplied with pure water from three reser-
voirs, each containinfi ' 0. J gallons, and filled by two pumps, which raise at the rate
of 800,000 gallons in t ; i.oura. Richmond is 110 miles from the mouth of the river,

which carries 15 feet of water to within a few miles of the city, and a^rds boat navigation
for 220 miles above the falls. These advantages enable it to carry on an extensive trade
both inland and by sea ; the annual value of the exports being about 3,000,000 dollars, in
iddition to a valuable crasting trade. Large quantities of wheat, flour, tobocco. Sic, are
brought down by the James River Canal, the quantity of these and some other articles having
been, in 1833, 15,000 hogsheads of leaf and 2,290,000 pounds of mannfactured tobacco,
133,000 bushels of wheat, 168,000 barrels of flour, 1374 tons of iron, and 23,000 tons of
coal. The falls of the river immediately above the city afibrd an unlimited water-power,
which is largely applied to manufacturing purposes; there are hen and in the village c^
Manchester opposite to Richmond, 4 large nour-mills with 62 run of stones, grinding annually
about 700,000 bushels of wheat, 3 cotton-mills, tobacco manufactories, a cannon thundery, 2
rolling and slitting mills, paper-mills, Slc The population in 1830 was 16,060; at present,

including that of Manchester, which is connected with it by a brid^, it exceeds 20,000. A
rail-road extends fh>m Manchester to the coal mines, on the same side of the river, 13 miles,
which yield at present about 50,000 tons of coal annually. Hanover Court House, 20 miles
north M Richmond, is celebrated as the arena of Patrick Henry's displays of stormy eli^

quence.

Proceeding down the river we pass the site of Jamestown, interesting as the first perma-
nent English settlement in North America, but now a deserted spot, exhibiting hardly a
tntce of the old town. Hampton, at the mouth of the James, is a little village of 1120 in-

habitants, noted as the residence of the pilots for the river. A fe« miles above the mouth
of York River is Yorktown, an inconsiderable vilioge, memorable in the war of the revolu-
tion for the surreiider of the British army under Lwd Comwallis, (October 19, 1761,) to the
combined American and French forees under Get jral Washington. On the neck between
the two rivers is Williamsburg, long the capital of the colony kdA State ; it is now a declin-
ing town with 1600 inhabitants, but derives interest fhrni its being the seat of William and
Mary College. Here are also a State Lunatic Hospital, with accommodations for 84 patients;

the Palace, or former residence of the cokxiial governor, on a fine square ; the old Raleigli

Capital, Ki>. :--'iila.
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Tomb of WMhinfUn.

Tavern, in which many of the moat important ante-revolutionary measurea were concerted,

and the county buildings.

Fredericksburg is a flourishing town at the head of navigation on the Rappahannock

River, which adiniu vessels of 140 tons up to the town. It is pleasantly situated in a rich

and pretty valley at the foot of the falls, and is connected with the country above by means

of a canal to Fox's Mill, 35 miles distant ; its situation makes it the depdt of a well-culti>

vated tract, and its trade is considerable. Tobacco, wheat, flour, maize, gold, &c., are the

principal articles of exportation. Population, 3308. Falmouth, Port Royal, Tappahannock,

and Urbanna, are small villages on the Rappahannock. In Westmoreland County on the Po-

tomac, is shown the spot where Washington

1132 was born ; the house, which stood on Pope's

creek, about half a mile from the river, on a

plantation called Wakefield, is now in ruins.

A simple stone, with the inscription. Here,

on the llth of February, 1732, George
Wathington leat bom, designates the con-

secrated spot Further up the river, eight

miles from Alexandria, is Mount Vernon, the

eat and the tomb of that great and good

man. The mansion house is a simple wooden
bi-.ilding, two stories high, with a plain por-

tico extending the whole length and com-

manding a view of the river; the tomb ifig,

1132.) is merely a walled excavation in the

bank, with a brick front and closed by an

iron door.

The northern part of the Middle Section presents, in many respects, a favourable contrast

to the portion of the State now described ; it contains much excellent land, a considerable

prtqiortion of which is under good cultivation, and produces in abundance the three great

•taples of wheat, tobacco, and Indian-corn. The surface is generally finely varied by hills

and valleys, the climate mild, agreeable, and healthy, and Mr. Jefierson pronounced the

Southwest Mountain region, lying between the James and Rappahannock, to be the garden

of North America. The towns of this section are few and small, as the trade centres in

those which lie below the lower foils of the rivers. Leesburg is a neat and thriving town,

with about 2000 inhabitants, situated in a productive and highly cultivated district Fairfiix,

further south, is a flourishing village, and further on is Barboursville, in the vicinity of which

is the seat and tomb of the late President Madison. Charlottesville, with about 1000 in-

habitants, is pleasantly situated in a charming valley, and derives its interest from its being

the seat of Virginia University. The halls of this hiffhly respectable and valuable institu-

tion form a fine collection of buildings. Three miles from Charlottesville is Monticello, the

seat of the late President Jefl^rson. The mansion occupies a lofly summit of the Southwest

Mountain, 500 feet above the Rivanna, and commands a view of the Bine Ridge on the

west, and of the low country as for as the eye can reach on the iNtst A simple granite

obelisk over the grave of Jeflerson bears this inscription, written by himself: Thomai J^-
ferson. Author ^the Declaration of Independence, and Founder of the Vnivertityi^ Vir-

ginia. Scottsville, on the James River, is a flourishing little town, which owes ita prosperity

to the James River Canal.

South of the James River there is also much productive land, yielding tobacco of excellent

quality, but in many cases exhausted by injudicious cropping. Lynchburg, situated on the

southern bank of the river, which is here bold and broken, is a neat and flourishing town,

carrying on an active trade, and containing some manu&ctories. The water-power aflbrded

by the river is partially employed in propelling a cotton-mill with 2500 spindles, and several

saw and flour-mills, and there are here tanneries, tobacco-foctories, smitheries, &c. The
town is supplied with water fVom a reservoir containing 400,000 gallons, fed by a double

forcing-) ump, and placed at such an elevation as to throw a copious stream over the tops of

the hmis^. Lynchburg is one of the largest tobacco markets in the world, from 10,000 to

16,000 hhds. having been inspected here annually during the last ten years. Population,

46:10. Farmville, on the Appomattox, is likewise a great tobacco market the amount annu-

ally inspected being about 4500 hhds. There are also several tobacco-factories, tanneries,

&c. at Farmville ; and a population of about 1000. Danville, on the Dan, which is navigable

by boats some distance above, is a flourishing village, with 1000 inhabitants; its rssitioD

commands some trade, and there are some manufoctories here.

Thn Great Valley Section consists of an elevated tablo-Iand between the Blue Ridge and

the Alleghany chain, from 1200 to 1509 feet above the sea. It is, however, traversed

by several mountain chains, forming numerous subordinate valleys, at once fertile and

pietureaque, and constituting a region of singular witdneaa and beauty. Ita rare combinatioo
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of great agricultural resources with extraordinary mineral riches, must one day render it the
teat of a populous and wealthy community. At the lower end of the valley stands the town
of Harper's Ferry, celebrated for the majestic scenery in its vicinity, which has already been
described. The town has a population of about 2000 inhabitants, and contains three churches,

two academies, several large flour and saw-mills, an Arsenal of the United States, contain-

ing about 80,000 stands of arms, and an Armoury for the manufacture nf fire-arms. A rail"

road extends from this place to Winchester, one of the most flourishing towns in the State,

with :3620 inhabitants. It stands on the site of old Fort Loudoun, in the midst of a very rich

luid highly cultivated tract, inhabited by an industrious and thriving population. Winchester
is the dep6t of the surrounding country, and its trade and manufactures are extensive. Tc
the north is the thriving and busy little village of Martinsburg, with 160<J inhabitants. It

contains two flour-mills, a brass and iron-fbundery, a woollen-manufactory, tanneries, &c.
The northwestern counties of the Valley contain no considerable towns, but they are remark*
able for their luxuriant river-bottoms, their treasures of coal and iron, and for the bold and
grand features of the ccencry. Ascending from Winchester, we pass Newmarket and Wood-
stock, industrious little towns, with about 1000 inhabitants each, and reach Staunton, which,

although standing near the head -f the valley of the Shenandoah, at an elevation of 1200
feet alwve the sea, is situated in t 'oep basin surrounded by high hills. It has 2000 inhabit-

ants, engaged in trade and mechanical occupations, and contains the Western Lunatic
Hospital, a State establishment capable of accommodating about 80 patients. In the vicinity

there are two remarkable caves: IMadison's cave extends about 300 feet into the earth,

branching into subordinate caverns, and terminatin^f in two basins of water, of about 30 or 40
feet in depth; Wcyer's cave is much'more extensive, and its numerous halls and chambers
are pillared or draperied with an astonishing profusion of stalactites, which in some places

resemble stiflened water-falls, in others hang in rich festoons and folds like tapestry, or seem
to rise from the floor like columns, thrones, towers, or statues ; it extends 1260 feet into the

ground, and contains upwards of 20 large rooms beside numerous passages and galleries;

one of these balls is 260 feet in length, 33 high, and firom 10 to 20 wide, and another is 153
by 1.% with a height of60 feet

1133
Further south we enter the upper valley of the

James River, in which stands the town ofLexington

with about SIM) inhabitants, containing a State Arse-

nal with 30,000 stand ofarms, and the halls of Wash-
ington College. About 15 miles further south is the

celebrated Natural Bridge {Jig. 1133.), according to

Mr. JeflfeiBon, " the most sublime of Nature's works."

It is an arch reaching across a narrow ravine, which

extends for some distance above and below, at the

height of 215 feet above the stream which flows

under it, 80 feet wide, and OB feet lon^. " Though
the sides of this bridge are provided m some parta

with a parapet of fixed rocks, yet few men have

resolution to walk on them and look ovar into the

abyss. You involuntarily fall on your hands and

knees, creep to the parapet, and peep over it If

the view fh>m the top be painful and intolerable,

that from below is delightful in an equal extreme.

It is impossible fur the emotions arising from the

sublime to be felt beyond what they are here ; uo

beautiful an arch, so elevated, bo light, and spring-

ing as it were up to Heaven ! The rapture of the

spectator is really indescribable." (Jeffertcn, Nolet

on Virginia.)

The Valley contains a profusion of mineral springs, comprising thermal waters impreg-

nated with fVee carbonic acid and nitrogen gases, and nolding also a large amount of carbonic

acid in combination, chalybeates, and sulphuretted springs abounding in sulphuretted hydro-

gen gas and various sulphates : many of these waters have acquired much reputation for

their medicinal properties, and some of them are much resorted to. Among these are the

Botetourt, AugusU, Rawley, Shannondale, Yellow, Alum, Hot Warm, and Sweet Sulphur

Springs, of great and various virtues. The Sweet Springs are of 'lie temperature of 73°

;

the Warm, of 98°, and the Hot of 106°. We may here notice also the celebrated group

comprising the White, Red, Gray, Salt and Blue Sulphur Springs; for, although lymg

lieyond the Alleghany, they are commonly visited in connection with the former. As we
are not yet in possession of any minute scientific account of these healing fountains, we refer

to a former page (302) of this work, for some general views of their situation and character.

The southwest corner of the State is a wild, broken, mountainous tract, interspersed with

Rock BrUf*, Vinioia.

iC-W- .->
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fine valleyii, tnd richly stored with mineral treararet, includinj; salt, coal, lead, iron, copper,

fypsiim, limestone, and valuable medicinal springs. The sulphuret and carbonate of lead

•re wrought in Wythe County, and there is an iron ore in the same region, which sometimes

yields by the ordinary smelting process steel of a superior quality. About 200 tons of lead

•r« made here annually. The little village of Saltville, on the north fork of the lloUton

river, is the principal seat of the salt manufacture of this district Abingdon, the principal

town, is an industrious and inrosperaus little place, with an increasing trade and a population

<k 1000 souls. A few miles west of the village of Estillville, is a remarkable Natural Tun-
nel, from 50 to 150 fiset in width, from 70 to 80 in height, and 150 yards i,i length ; it is in

fiwt a winding passsge through the base of a mountain, differing from the Natural Bridge

only in the greater length and inferior elevaiioa of the cavity ; a small stream winds its wav

through the TunneL " One of the most curious objects in the particular district of which

we have just been treating, is the Lake near the summit of the Salt Pond Mountain in Giles

County. The erroneous impressions and absurd speculations to which it has given rise, will

be accepted as an apotogy for the few descriptive remarks which I shall here pcesent This

beautiful sheet a( water is situated at the intersection of the Salt Pond Mountain and several

of its spurs, and not, as is commonly stif^iosed, on the top of the mountain. Its height above

the base of the mountain is probably from 000 to 1000 feet, bul it is surrounded by steep and

lafly hills on every side, excepting that by which it is approached, and that through which

its waters find a small outlet, falling in a picturesque cascade of great height, and then flow-

ing rapidly into the creek below. The outlet appears fbnnerly to have been deeper than at

present, and the extent of the lake was therefore much less thim it now is. Rocks and earth

gradually accumulating at the passage, have dammed the waters up, and hence the trees and

mrube which grew upon its margin, may now be seen sometimes standing erect at a cod-

•iderabie depth beneath its surfiuse. Its length is about three quarters of a mile ; its greatest

width about half a mile. By careful soundings from side to side in many parts of it, the

greatest depth that couM be found was from M to 60 feet ; but such was the transparency

of the water, that the bottom could be seen nearly in its deepest parts. No animal is found

in it but a small species of salamander, or water-lizard." {Hogen^i Oeologieal Reeonnoit'
Mnoe.)

Passing down the valley of the New River, whose foaming and broken torrent and abrupt,

towering difis present many scenes of wild grandeur, we enter the green meadows and cuiti*

vated fields of the Great Kanawha. Charleston, the principal town of this region, is a small

village with about 1000 inhabitants, situated in the midst of the great salt-works of the

Kanawha. Guyandotte, at the mouth of the river of the same name, is a noted landing-place

for travellers from the western waters to the eastern States. Clarksburg and Morgantown
are thriving villages on the Mooongahela. Wellrixirg, on the Ohio, surrounded by nch beds

of cool, is the seat of considerable trade and monnfitcturing industry ; here are suveral large

flour and saw-mills, three flint and cut>gla« works, sevml cotton and woollen-mills, salt-

works, die., and about 40,000 barrels of flour ore annually abided fhim the town. PbpulaF

tion, 1500.

The city of Wheeling, surrounded by rich coal-beds and a highly fertile eoontry, and

standing at the head of steam-boat navigation on the Ohio during the season <^ low water,

is one A the most flourishing trading towns in the country. The city stands on a narrow
plain, in the rear of which rises a raiige of steep river hills, and is therefore chiefly built in

a single street akwg the river. The population increased ftom 1667 in 1820, to 6QS8 in

1880, and in 1835 was estimated to exceed 8000. There are 20 steam-boats owned here,

26 steam-engines are in operation, and a great quantity of goods are forwarded firom this point

in wagons by the National Road to the east, and by keel-Mats, flst-boati^ and steamers oown
the river. The number of stekm-boat arrivals here in 1834 was 738. Four iron-lbuiideriei,

and as many steam-engine factories, 4 cotton and wciollen-mills, 7 glass-houses and cuUglaii
works, an extensive rolling and slitting-mill and nail-factory, 3 steam flour-mills, 2 paper-

mills, copperas, white-lead, and sheet-lead manuliMtories, tobccco-manulkctories, tanneries,

amitheries, &e. ara among the manufacturing establishments, in which about 34,000 tons of

coal are consumed annually.

Professor Rogers closes his report, already quoted, with the following very just ramarki
on Western Virginia :

—
" How magnificent is the picture of the resouroes of this region, and

how exhihwating the contemplation of all the happy influences upon the enterprise, wealth,

and intellectual improvement of its inhabitants, which ara rapidly to follow tne successive
development of its inexhaustible mineral possessions! In a country where the channels of

neariy all the principal rivers have been scooped out in part through beds of coal, where
some of them ore paved with the richest ores of iron, and where the very rock itself, the

sterile sand-stone of the cliflb and mountains, is enriched at certain depths with abundant
•tores of salt, what more is needed to ftilfil the happy and glorious destinies that await it,

than to awaken enterprise to a due appreciation of the golden promises it holds out, and to

direct industrious and active researoh to the thorough investigation 0( the chuocter, position

and uses of the treasures it contains 1"
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North Carolina has the Atlantic ocean on the east, and Virginia on the north ; presenting

a broad front to the sea, it gradually contracts its breadth, ^tween the encroachments of
South Carolina and Tennessee, until it terminates on the west in a narrow strip lying
between Tennessee and Georgia. Its length is ((bout 450 miles, with a breadth varying in

the eastern section from I'M to 180 miles, and diminishing in the western part from 100 to

2U; and it has an area of 50,000 square miles. It extends from 33° 50' to 36° 30' N. lat,

and from 75° 25' to 84° 30' W. Ion. The eastern part of the State forms as it were a chaos
of land and water; low, narrow islands of sand extend along the coast, beyond which stretch

into the sea extensive shoals, and within which wide, shallow lagoons penetrate into the
main-land. This last consists of an extensive tract of swamps traversed by sluggish streams,

which the low and level surface allows to spread out into broad basins. For sixty miles from
the sea the country is a perfect plain; but at that distance it begins to rise into small hills,

the rivers assume the character of running waters, and the whole aspect of nature is changed.
Passing through a fertile, populous, and flourishing belt of hilly land, we reach tho moun-
tainous tract of North Carolina.

The mean elevation of ttie section to the west of the Catawba is about 800 or 1000 feet,

and the Blue Ridge, which here forms the water-shed between the Ohio and the Atlantic,

attains the height of about 5.'300 feet. The western boundary is formed by the prolongotion

of the Kittatinny Mountain, known under the local names of*^ Stone, Iron, Bald, Smoky, and
Unaka Mountain. Qne of its summits, the Roan Mountain, reaches the height of 6038 feet,

farming on it.-) top a broad, level meadow of considerable extent Still more lofly is the
Black Mountain, which, according to recent measurements, has sn elevation of 6476 feet,

being considerably higher than any other known point in the United States, this side of the
Rocky Mountains. The tract between these two ridges is an elevated table-land from 2000
to 2500 feet above the sea. The Pilot Mountain or Mount Ararat, although of much infe-

rior height, deserves to be mentioned on account of the singular pymmetry of its structure,
' and its position in a perfect plain ; it is a regular cone rising to the lieight of 1550 feet above
tbe level region in which it stands, and commanding a striking view of great extent
North Carolina abounds in considerable riverp '

t enjoys few facilities for navigation in

proportion to tbe number and size of the streams, which are shallow or broken in their

course or lose themselves in lagoons difficult of access, or are obstructed by bars. The
American Coast Pilot "declines giving directions for sailing into many ports in North Caro-
lina, as all the harbours are barred, and always '^.^bject to alteration by every gale, particu-

larly in the equinoctial storms ; but the bars create only a part of the danger in sailing into

thpse ports ; it is the vast bed of shoals that lie within the bars, with their innumerable
email channels, which give to tiie tide so many different directions that even the pilots who
live on tbe spot, find it difficult to cany a vessel in without some accident" The Chowan,
which is formed by the junction of the Meherrin and Nottoway, flows into Albemarle Sound,
and admits small vessels to Murfreesboro'. The Roanoke empties itself into the same shal-

low basin, and is navigable by small vessels 30 miles, and by boats to Weldon, at the foot of
the falls; above the fliUs it afibrds, with the aid of some side-cuts, a boat navigation of about
245 miles to Salem ; the length of its course from the Vallc;^ of Virginia exceeds 400 miles.

Tar River, which in the lower part of its course expands into a wide estuary called Pam>
lico River, is navigable to Tarboro', 00 miles ; and the Neuse, which has a longer course, to

Kingston. Cape Fear River is the principal stream which has its whole course within the
State; rising on the northern border, it pursues a southeasterly course of S^ miles, and
reaches the Atlantic at Smith's Island ; there are from 10 to 14 feet of water on the main
bar. The Waccamaw passes into South Carolina, flowing for a considerable distance near
and parallel to the coast The Lumber and Yadkin also pass into that State, taking the
names of the Little and Great Pedee. The Catawba, which rises in the Blue Ridge, flows

into South Carolina, while the French Broad, Little 'Tennessee, Hiwassee, and New River,
descend in an opposite direction fVom the same mountain.

Albemarle Sound is a shallow lagoon extending 60 miles into the land, with a breadth of
from 5 to 15;, it is entered only through two long, narrow sheets of water; one of which,
under the name of Currituck Sound, extends north almost to the Chesapeake Bay ; the south-

ern arm communicates with Pamlico Soind, which is 86 miles in length by fh>m 10 to 20 in

breadth. The Hatteras Banks are a low sand-bank lying between Pamlico Sound and the
sea, and projecting for out into the ocean, forming the terrible headland of Cape Hatteras,

whose storms and shoals are V.ie dread of seamen. A few hundred fishermen and pilots,

called Bankers, inhabit these dreary coasts. The southern termination of the banks is Cape
Lookout, and fbrther south is Capo Fear, names indicative of the feelings with which thej*

are approached by navigators.

The swamps are a striking feature in the eastern part of the State. The Great DismU
Swamp lies in the northeastern part and extends into Virginia. It is 30 miles in length,

Voklll. 45 8R
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uid 10 in breadth, and coven an extent of 150,000 acres ; the soil is marshy, and the whole
tract is overgrown with pine, juniper, and cypress trees, with white and red oak in the drier

parts. In the centre, on the Vir^pnia side, is Lake Drammond, 15 miles in circuit Many
parts of the swamp are impervious to man, from the thickness of the woods and bushes. A
canal is carried through it from Norfolk to Albemarle Sound. Between Albemarle and Pan),

lieu Sound is another, called Alligator, or Little Dismal Swamp, which also has a lake in

the centre ; this has been partly drained by means of a canal, and the land rendered fit for

the cultivation of rice. It is estimated that there are 2,600,000 acres of swampy land

within the State, capable <^ being drained at a trifling cost, and fitted for the culture of cot-

ton, tobacco, rice, and maiie. These swamps have a clay bottom, over which lies a thick

stratum of vegetable compost The drained lands are found to be exceedingly fertile.

Among the mineral productions, the most important appear to be gold and iron. Bog iroo

ore u found in the eastern section ; hematite occurs abundantly near ue dividing line between
the upper and lower country ; the magnetic ore exists further west and hu been pretty

extensivelv worked ; in 1830 there were 30 forges and 3 furnaces in this region. Plumbago
is met with in the vicinity of Raleigh, and has been largely wrought and exported. The
gold region of North Carolina embraces the section on both sides of the Blue Ridge, and
extends to the east of the Yadkin. The deposite or surface mines are the most easily

worked, but the vein mines are th« most duraUe. We have no means of ascertaining the

amount of gM that has been produced here ; the famous lump, which weighed 28 Iba, wu
found at Reed's Mines, in Cabanas County, and th^re was another found weighing 13 lbs,

Novaculite or hone-stone of a very superior quality is quarried in this gtate.
' The pine forests of North Carolina, which cover nearly the whole of the eastern part of

the State, yield not only much lumber for exportation, but also nearly all the resinous matter

used in Bhi|vbuilding in this country. The resinous products are turpentine, scrapings, spi-

rits of turpentine, rosin, tar, and pitch; turpentine is merely the sap of the tree obUined by

making an incision in the bark ; the turpentine flows out in drops, which fall into a box

placed to receive them ; the incisions are generally made about the middle of March, and

the flow of the turpentine usually ceases about the end of October; the boxes are emptied
five or six times in the course «^a year; on an aversge forty trees will yield a barrel of tur>

Kntine, and about a third 3f that amount of scrapings, or that part of the sap which becomes
rd before it reaches the box. Oil or spirits of turpentine are made ty distillatino, during

which process the oil comes over, and leaves a residuum, called rosin. Tat is made by burn-

mg billets of pine under a heavy covering tX turf or earth ; a slow combustion without

flame is thus caused, and the tar which exndes is collected, by means of a trench, into a
cavity dug in the ground for the purpose. The tar of the north of Europe is preferred in

Europe to thai or the United States, as it is much cleaner, better packed, and made finm

trees recently felled. Pitch is obtained from tar by boiling it down to dryness.

The great diversity of climate between the eastern lowlands and the western high coun-

try, inroduces a corrnponding diversity in the agricultural productions of the two sections;

while the former yields cotton, rice, and indigo, the more northern naiiu and fruits t^ve in

the latter, which yields wheal^ Indian-corn, tobacco, and hemp. The cotton crop of North
Carolina is about 90,000 bales. Manufactures can hardly be said to exist except in the

shape of househidd industry ; and the dangers of the coast ud the want of good harbours,

carry the trade of North Carolina chiefly through Virginia, South Carolina, Geoivia, and
Tennessee. Nor has much been done b this State towards extending the foeiliUes for trans-

portation, although the most important productions are of a bulky character, requiring cheap

and easy modes of conveyance. The Dismal Swamp Canal is partly, and its branch, the

Northwest Canal wholly, m this State. The Clubfoot and Harlow Canal connects the Neuie
with the harbour of BMufort, and there are several side-cuts round the fidls of the rivers.

The Raleigh and Gaston rail-road, firom the former place to the Roanoke, is in progress.

The iltstarred attempts of Raleigh to plant an English colony in Nartb America towards

the dose of the sixteenth century, were made <» the coasts of Nortb Carolina, then known
to the Enfflish under the general name of Virginia. In 1761 a few persons firom Massachiv
setts settud at Cape Fear River, and other settlements were made about that time fnm
Europe. This region, however, formed a part of the general government of Carolina until

1790^ when it was separated fifom the southern part &nd took its present name.
The coostittttion was formed in 1776, and amended in 1835. The legislative authority is

vested in two houses, consisting of a Senate and House of Commons, uid styled the Gene-
ral Assembly. These bodies and the Governor are chosen for the t»rm of two years hj
popular vote, and the Council of Statto is elected by joint vote of the two houses. The right

af voting for Senators is confined (o 50 acres freeholders. The judges an dso chosen bj

tbe General Assembly, and hold office during good behaviour.

The University of North Carolina, at Chapel Hill, about 30 miles fhrni Raleigh, is the

trineipal edueatiooal 'institution in the Sute ; there is M^etty large number of academies,

ut no system of general education has been adopted The Methodists the Baptists are the

^
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most numerous religious sects, and there are also a good otwar Presbyterians and Epiaeopa*

lians, with some Lutherans, Moravians, Friends, and Roman C^'Jiolios.

The State is divided into 65 counties, and contains a poi 'jlation of 737,967, of whick
472,846 are whites, 18,540 free blacks, and 245,601 slaves.

Conntica.
Population,

Total. Blavea.

Anion 14,095 . . . 4,778
Aihe 6,<)87.... 408
Beaufort 1U,%9 .... 4,165
Bertie 19,863 .... 6,797
Bladen 7.811 .... 3,183

Brunawick 6,516 3,107

Buncombe 16,981 .... 1,666
Burke 17,888 .... 3,696
Cabarros 8,810 .... 9,958
Camden 6,733 .... 9,U85
Carteret 6,597 .... 1,593
CoawcU 15,185 .... 6,434
Chatham 15,405 .... 5,056
Chowan 6,697 3,768
Colambui: 4,141 ... 1,073
Craven 13,734 .... 6,189
Cumberland 14.8.14 .... 5,057
Currituck 7,655... 3,188
Davidaon 13,389 .... 1,918
Duplin 11,891 ... 4,434
Edgecombe 14,935 .... 7,075
Franklin 10,665 .... 4,960
Gatoa 7,866 .... 3,648
Granville 19,355 ....9,166
Greene 6,413 .... 8,879
Guilford 18,737 .... 8,594
Hallfiix 17,739 .... 9,780
Haywood 4,579.... 891
Hortfbrd 8,537 .... 3,710
Hydo 6,184 .... 1,943
Iredell 14,918 .... 3,688
Johnnon .' 10,938 3,639
Jonea 5,608 .... 3,075

Oountiei.

Lenoir 7,793 .

Lincoln 23,455 .

Macon 5,333 .

Martin 8,53>j .

Mecklenberg 90,053 .

Montgomery 10,919 .

Moore 7,745.
Naah 8,490 .

New Hanover 10,959 .

Northampton 13^391 .

Onalow 7,814 .

Orange 23,908 .

Pasquotank 8,641 .

Perquimans 7,419 .

Perion 10,097 .

Pitt 19,093
Randolph 18,406 ,

Richmond 9,396 .

Robeson. 9,433,
Rockingham 13^35 ,

Rowan 80,786 .

Rutherford 17,557
Sampson 11,634
Stokes 16,196
Surry .....i... lijSfi ,

Tvrreh '';,/39

Wake M^8
Warren 11,877
Woahington 4,559
Wnyne 10,331
Wilkes 11,968
Yancey.

Pnimlatlon.
Total. BlavM,

3,919

4,889
4.18

3,979

7,146
,9,995
. 1,673
. 3.706
. 5,616
. 74)49
. 3,144
. 7,373
. 9.691
. 9,749
.4,433
. 5.365
. 1.469
. 3.519
.3.499
4,996

. e,ie9

. 3,388
• 3|O04
. 3.841
. 1,945

. 1.391

. 8.109

. 7.337

.
• ',}9

.3.di.'

1.492

formed hi 1839.

Population at Different Perioda.

Total.

ITOO .... 393.751
1800 .... 478,103
1810 .... 55.5.500

1820 .... 638,829
1830 .... 737,987

SavML

. . 100,578

. - 1.33,206

. - 168,824

. - 206,017

. . 245,60L

Beaufort, the only port of North Carolina directly upon the sea, admits vessels drawing 13
feet of water, and the harbour is safe and commodious ; but the town Is inconsiderable. Wil.
mington, 40 miles from the sea on Cape Fear River, is the most important commercial town
of the State, and it carries on a considerable trade with the West Indies ; vessels drawing
10 or 12 feet of water come up to the town, and there is good anehorage within Smith's
Island, at the mouth of the river, for large vessels. The population of Wilmington is about
8000; the shipping belonging to the port amounts to 12,816 tons. Newbeme, on the south
bank of the River Neuse, 60 miles from Pamlico Sound, ia a p;ace of some commerce,
although laive vessels cannot come up to the town, and the navigation is tedious and diffl.

cult for smaller craft Newbeme is pleasantly situated and well built, and, with a popula*
tion of 3762 souls, is the principal town in the State. Washington and Tarboro* on the Pam-
lico rivor, Plymouth and Halifax on the Roanoke, Edenton on Qie Chowan, and E^zabeth on
the Pasquotank, are small trading towns.
Receding from the low country we come to Raleigh, the capital of the State, a thriving

little town with 1700 inhabitants. A fine State-House of granite is now erecting here, in
place of the one destroyed by fire in 1831, when Canova's statue of Washington was unfor*
tunately rained. Fayettevilie is a busy and flourishing town at the head of boat navigation
on Cape Fear River, with 2868 inhabitants. It contains an United States Armoary. Salem,
Salisbury, and Charlotte are small town* in this section. The last mentioned has of Ikta

i
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rapidly increased in population and importance on account of ita proximity tn the grold mines,

and has at present 2U00 inhabitanta. A mint for the coinage of ^Id is now erecting here.

The Natural Walls of Rowan, as the trap dykes near Salisbury have been called, have given

rise to much absurd speculation, having been at one time considered artificial works.

3. Slate of South Carolina.

Sonth Carolina lies in the form of a triangle, wedged in between North Carolina and
Georgia, and having the .Atlantic Ocean for its base; its coast line is nearly 20(} miles in

length, and its extreme breadth, from east to weitt, is 275 m'les. The Slate extends from
32" to a?" lO* N. lat, and from 7&> 44' to 63° 21' W. longitude, having an area of 33,000
square miles.

The coast, for 100 miles from the ocean, is covered with forests cf pilch pine, with swampy
tracts here and there. Beyond this is a parallel belt of territory, called the Middle Country,

consisting of low sand hill», resembling the waves of an ag-itated sea. This tract occasion-

ally presents an oasis of verdure, or a few straggling pine trees, and sometimes a field of

maize or potatoes. The Middle Country is bounded by another' belt of land called the Ridge,

where the country rises by a steep and sudden elevation, and aflerwards continues gradually

to ascend. Beyond, the surface exhibits a beautifiii alternation of hill ami dale, interspersed

with extensive forests, and watered by pleasant streams. There are a few lofly mountains
in the western part, belonging to the Blue Ridge. Table Mountain, in this chain, rises to

the height of 4000 feet alx>ve the level of the sea. King's Mountaiu, in York district, lies

partly in North Carolina.

The principal rivers of South Carolina have their sources in the Blue Ridge. The Great
Pedee, which bears the name of the Yadkin in North Carolina, reaches Wmyaw Bay after

having received the waters of Lynch's Creek and Black River from the right, and the Little

Pedee and Waccamaw from the left. It is navigable by steam-boats 120 miles to Cheraw,
above which there is a fiiU of 15 feet in 18 miles. The Santee, the greatest river of the

State, is formed by the junction of the Catawba or Wateree, and the Congaree, and it reaches

the sea without receiving 'any considerable tributary, by two mouths. Steam-boats ascend

to Camden and Columbia, and by the aid of canals there is navigation for boots to the

mountains. The Congaree is itself formed by the Junction of two considerable navigable

streams, the Saluda and the Broad River. The Edisto, Combahee, and Cossawhatchie, are

'

smaller streams in the southern part of the State, navigable to some distance by small vem>e!s.

Ashley River is navigable by schooners 20 miles, and Cooper's, which joins it at Charleston,

30 miles, to the Santee Canal.

The rivers of South Carolina afford some considerable navigable facilities for small river

crafl ; but in the lower part of their course they are shallow and obstructed by bars. The
harbours of this State are generally of little value ; but the coast presents numerous entrances,

which are accessible to small vessels, and which afford advantages for an actire coasting

trade. The harbour of Charleston is obstructed at the entrance by a dangerous sand-bar, and
that of Georgetown will only admit small vessels. The harbour of Beaufort or Port Royal
is the best in the State, and is sufiicient to r^eive a navy, but is little tVequented. Stone

Inlet has nine or ten feet of water, and was used during the blockade of Charleston in 1775.

St Helena Sound is the most spacious opening for a great, distance along the coast, but,

although about three miles wide and ten miles long, it is too much iieset with shoals to be

of any great commercial value.

The southern partt>f the coast is skirted by a range of islands, separated from the main
land by narrow channels, which affi>rd an inland steam-boat navigation, from Charleston to

Savannah. These islands, like the neighbouring continent, are low and flat, but are covered

with forests of live oak, pine, and palmettoes, and they yield the black-seed or Sea Island

cotton. Before the cultivation of cotton, many of them were tlie haunts of alligators, and
their thick woods and rank weeds rendered them impenetrable to man. At present, they

are under cultivation, and well inhabited ; and as the voyager glides by their shores in a
steam-boat, he is enchanted with the prospect of their lively verdure, interspersed with thick

clumps of palmettoes, and flowering groves of orange trees. The live oak, which is so called

on account of its being an evergreen, is a noble tree, with a trunk sometimes 12 feet girth

;

its long branches are spread horizontally, and festoons of moss hang from them almost sweep*
ing the ground. The laurel is here seen covered with large white blossoms, shaped like a

lily, and a toot in circumference. The long sandy beaches, which border these islands to-

ward the sea, are covered with thousands of water-fowl.

The mineral resources of South Carolina are inconsiderable; the gold belt, however, ex-

tends through the western part of the State, and has yielded valuable returns, and iron ore

is wrought in the same section. Cotton and rice are the agricultural staples; the former

of which clothes more of mankind than either wool, flax, hemp, or silk, and the latter feeds

more of the human race than any other g*ain ; the cotton crop is about 65,500,000 poundft
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of which a part is the mnch-prized long staple or Sea Island cotton. Rice is raised only in

the k>w country, and chiefly in the tide-region, where the imi.::;nse swamps, easily irrigated

by means of the rise of the tide in the rivers, bear the name of tide-swampe ; the river-

swamps, above tide-water, were once used extensively for the same pnrpnoe, under the
name of inland rice-swamps ; but as they were found too low and subject to inundations by
the floods, their cultivation has been generally abandoned. Rice was first sown in Carolina
in 1663, and in about filly years from that time, the amount annually exported had reached
100,000 barrels, constituting the chief article of exportation from the colonyy Raised in the
beginning on the uplands, it was afterward transferred to the swamps, before looked upon as
iieeless; and the introdiictioii of the water-culture, or the method of destroying the weeds
by flooding the rice-field instead of by the hoe, saved a vast amount of Isbotir. The process

by the wet culture is as frtllows; the seed is sown, about the middle of March, in rows in

the bottom of trenches, and the field is flooded to the depth of several inches for the purpose
of sprouting the seeds ; sfter four or five days the water is drawn off until the plant is fbur
leaves high (three or fbur inches), which is the case in about a month ; the field is then sub-
merged again for about a fortnight in order to destroy the weeds, after which it remains dry
for two months, during which time the surviving weeds are destroyed, and the soil is loosen-

ed by hoeing ; the water is then intror.uced for the last time in the middle of July, and the
grain ripens in this state. It is then cut with sickles, and thrashed by hand-flails; the outer
husk is next detached by passing the paddy between a poir of mill-stones, and the inner pel-

licle, by subjecting the grain to trituration under a pestle weighing from 250 to SOU pounds

;

after having been winnowed it is packed in casks of about 600 pounds, and is ready fbr shi^
ment Of hitc, however, it has bieen found that the grain in the husk will better preserve
its sweetness and flavour during a long voyage, than when shelled, rud large quantities are
now exported in the rough state; the amount annually exported from the United States,

chiefly from South Carolina, varies from 120,000 to 150,000 and even 175,000 tierces, of the
value of from 2,000,000 to nearly 3,000,000 dollars. Indigo was fbr some time one of the
staples of this State; its cultivation was introduced in the middle of the lost century, and at

the breaking out of the revolutionary war, about 1,000,000 pounds were exported annually

;

but toward the close of the century the price was so much lowered by large importations

from the East Indies into England, that it gave way to cotton, which is raisM on the same
lanils.

There are no manufactures of any importance in South Carolina, but the commence of the
State b necescaril^ extensive; it consists in the exports of her own raw produce, including
rice, cotton, tar, pitch, turpentine, and lumber, and of large quantities of the productions of
Georgia and North Carolina, and in the import of manufactured articles, wines, tropical

fruits, &e., for home consumption. The value of the importa has increased from 1,238,163
dollnrs, in 1831, to 1,'7S7,267 in 1834; and that of the exporta from 6,575,201 dolkirs, to

11,116,565 dollars, chiefly in cotton. The shipping belonging to the State amoonts, how-
ever, to only 14,058 tons, and the foreign and coasiing trade is almost wholly in the hands
of foreignere and nori^em ship-owners; of 100,842 tons cleared from the State in 1834,

40,405 were foreign shipping.

Several useful canals have been constructed in this State, but none of them is of great

extent; the Sanlee Canal extends from the head of sloop navigation on Cooper's River, 34
miles from Charleuton, to tlie River Santee, a distance of 22 miles, and forms the channel to

the sea fbr large quantities of the produce of the upper country. Between Camden and the

North Carolina line, fbur short canals have been cut round the falls of the Wateree and
Catawba ; these arc the Wateree Canal, above Camden, 5 miles in length, overcoming a fall

of 52 feet; Rocky Mount Canal, overcoming a fall of 121 feet by 15 locks; Catawba Canal,

3 miles, with a rise of 56 feet ; and I<andsford Canal, of 2 milea On the Consraree, at the

junction of the Brood and Saluda Rivers, a canal of3 miles overcomes a fall of :14 feet; and
on the Brood River, Lockharl's Canal passes falls of 51 fi?et by a side-cut of 2 miles. On
the Saluda, are the Saluda Canal, 2^ miles long, overcoming a iiill of 34 feet, and Drehr's

and Lorick's Canals, of still less magnitude.

The Charleston and Augusta Rail-rood, extending from the former city to Hamburg on the

Savannah, opposite Augusta, 135 miles in length, is the longest work of the kind yet con-

Btrncled. It passes the Edisto by a viaduct, and reaches the summit of the table-land between
that river and the Sovonnoh, 510 feet ,ibove Charleston, 10 miles from Hamburg, whence
the descent to the river is 380 feet ; there is here one inclined plane passed by a stationary

engine ; the rood, consisting of a timber rail capped with an iron plate, is built on piles, and
no embonkmenta ore made in the grading. Another great work is now projected, and the

necessory reconnoissance has proved ita practicability. This is the Charleston and Cincinnati

Rail-rtwd, which will pew through Cdurobia, up the valley of the Brood River into North

Carolina, surmount tlie Blue Ridge by inclined planes, and folKiw down the valley of the

French Brood River to Knoxville, whence it will be continued through Lexington to the

Ohio River: the estimated cost is ''9,000,000 dollars; whole distance, 600 miles.

45*
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The fint pennanent wttleniciit in South Caroliiim wu made in Charleston in 1080; bat

this part of th« co«intry had been granted to Lord Clarendon and oUtem by Charlee II., la

1663, under the name of Carolina. A constitution wa* formed by the celebrated Locke for

the (Tovcrnment of the colony, which proved to be wliolly unsuited to its purpose. The ad<

ministntion continued to be managed by the proprietors of Carolina until 1719, at which

time the people renounced their former ffovemors, and South Carolina was thenceforth i

royal colony. In 1780 and 1781, the State occame the theatre of military operations, and wu
over-run tw theAitish forces. The present conHtitution was adopted in 1790. The Legi»

latuie, styled the General Assembly, consists of two houses, a Senate, chosen for the term of

four years, and a House of Representatives, chosen for two years ; the Senators are apportion-

ed according to property anJ population; the Representatives according to population. The
Governor and Lieutenant-Governor are chosen for the period of two years by the GenenI
Assembly, and the Judges arc elected by the same body, and hold office during gaud beha-

viour. SuSVage is nearly universal, a small property qualification only beinr required for

whites, but blacks are excluded from the privilege. Free schaoU for poor children have been

established throughout the State, and in the begmning of 1833, 8300 children were instruct-

ed, in 817 schools, at a charge of 37,000 dollars. There is a considerable number of useful

and respectable academies ; the Ciiarleston College in Charleston, and the College of South
Carolina at Columbia, are valuable institutions; the lattor has a libnrv of 10,000 volumes,

and has been liberally endowed by the State. There are three Medical Schools !n Charles-

ton, a Prrabyterian Theological Seminary at Columbia, a Lutheran Theological Seminary at

Lexington, and a Baptist Theological Seminary at the High Hille. The prevailing religious

sects are Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians; there are also many Episcopalians and
Lutherans, and some Roman Catholics.

South Carolina is divided into 29 Districts, which are subdivided for local objects into

parishes. Of the whole population, amounting to 581,18i>, the whites are 257,664, and the

slaves 31S,401 ; there are also 7920 free biacks ; the blacks are therefore considerably more
numerous than the whites, and as they are unequally distributed, their numerical superiority

is still greater in the low country, where they are to the white* as three to one; in the hilly

country the whites are rather the most numerous, and in the weatem port of the State there

are nearly three whites to one black.

DiMrieti.
Population.

SlKTra.Totit

Abbeville 28,149 .... 13,106
Anderson 17,169.... 4,437
Barnwell 19,936.... 8,497

Beanfort 37,0.33 30,861
Charleston 86,338 .... 63,083
Cheater 17,183 .... 7,1^
Cheirterfield 8,473 .... 3,993
CoUeton 37,356 ....21,484
Darlington 13,738 6,913
Edgefield 80,509 .... 15,349
Fairfield 31,546 .... 11,746
Georgetown 19,943 17,798
Greenville 16,476 .... 5,064
Horrr 5,345.... 1,714
Kershaw 13,545

Districts.
Total.

Lancaster 10,361
Laurens 304263
f^exington 9,065
Marion 11,008
Marlborough 68,583
Newberry 17,441
Orangeburg 16,453
Pickens 14,473
Richland 14,773
Spartanburg 31,150
Somter 38^277 .

Union 17,906
WUHamsbnrg 9,018
York 17,790

Pnpalation.
Rave*.

4,133
7,243
3,790

3,826
4,333

8,316

10,931

2,866
5,736
4,927
18,731

7,165

6,163

6,633.

1700
1800
1810
1820
1830

Population at Diferent Periodt.-

TMaL Havaa;

- • • • 249,073 107,094
- - - • 345,591 146,151
- - - • 415,115 106,365
- - - - 602,741 258,.561
. - - - 581,185 315,40L

Charleston, the principal city of South Carolina, and the only considerable city in the At*
lantic States south of the Potomac, stands on a point of land between the Ashley and Cooper
rivers, six miles from the ocean. These rivers aifcHtl broad and deep basins accessible to
larm ships on both sides of the city, and between their junction and the ocean is a capacious
hnrbour, at the entrance of which lies a bar, excluding ships of more than 16 feet draught
The harbour is open to easterly winds, and vessels are much expceed during storms flrom

that quarter, so that at one time they were prohibited by law from lying at the wharven firom

the last of July to the middle of September. The site of Cbaileston is ahnost a dead level,

rising but a %w feet ahove the spring tides, and nibjeet to inundatiooi when Uw sea is driven

i
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in by violent winds ; it has been seversl tiroes laid under water and suffered considerable

damigo, as in 1609, 1728, 1752, and partially in 1797. The city ia regularly laid out, with

ureeta running east and west from Ashley to Coi^r river, awl othera intersecting them
nearly at right anifles, from north to south. It is aim in general well built ; the streets are

lined with the Pride of India, while the elegant villas, adorned with verandaha reaching

from the ground to the tops of tho liouses, surrounded by green hedges and buried in the

rich foliage of orange trees, magnolias, and palineltocii, have an air of wealth and elegance.

Among the public buildings are 19 churches, the City Hall. Exchange, two Arsenals, The-
atre, College Hallx, Aims-House, Orphan Asylum, Sic. ; the City Library containa about

IhJOQO volumes, and the Orphan Asylum supports and educates 15U destitute children. The
city is healthier than the surrounding country, and tho planters from the low country, and
many opulent West Indians spend the summer here. Its commerce is extensive ; com-
prising nearly the whole of tliat of the State, and its shipping amounts to 13,244 tons. The
population increased from 18.711. in 1800, to 30,289 in liMi, of which number 12.928 were
whites; including the Neck, which is adorned with numerous plantations in a high stale of

cultivation, the population may be stated to exceed 40,000 aoiib. The approach to the city

ii defended by Port Moultrie, on Sullivan's Island, at the mouth of the harbour, and by Castle

Pinckney opposite the extreme point of the city, within. A seUlement was first made here

in 1671 on the south side of Ashley river, but in 1680 the inhabreants removed to the present

lite. In 1776, ^n unsuccessful attack was made on tho fortress on Sullivan's Island by a
British fleet under Sir Peter Parker ; but in 1760, the city waa besieged by the British on

the land side, and forced to surrender on the l?th of May. Moultrieville on Sullivan'a Isl-

and is a pleasant little town, and the island is much resorted to during the summer and
iQtumn. Eiitaw Springs, in the western part of Charleston District, near the Santee, waa
the scene of some fighting in 1781.

Beaufort, to the south of Charleston, is a little town on Port ICoyal Island, about IC miles

from the sea, with a fine harbour, which is little used. Georgetown, to the north . i Win-
Taw Bay, being the depAt of an extensive and well-cultivated district, has considerablr trade,

but is not accessible to veasels drawing more tlion 11 feet of water. It is, however, unhealthy,

and during the autumn, many of the inhabitants resort to North Island at the mouth of the

bay. Cheraw b also a small trading town on the Pedee near the North Carolina line

In the middle country, Orangeburg, Hamburg, Camden, and Columbia, are the prir.cipal

towns. Hamburg derives its importance from its being the inland terminus of the rail-rood

from Charleston to the Savannah River. Columbia, the capital of the State, is pleasantly

situated on the Congoree, below the junction of the Saluda and Broad Rivors. It is regu-

larly laid out with very wide streets, and b a neatly built town with 3310 inhabitants. It

contains a handsome State-House, a Lunatic Asylum, the Halls of Sooth Carolina College,

and several churches. Granby is a little town on the opposite side of the river. Catnden

is a place of some trade, aituatod on a rising ground on the Wateree, with about 1500 inha-

bitants. Here the American forces were twice defeated in the war of the revolution, under

General Greene in 1780, and under General Gates in 1781.

In the higher district is the little village of Cambridge near tlie Saluda, noted as the scene

of some events during the revolutionary war, under the name of Ninety-Six, derived from a

frontier post estaUished there about ninety-aix miles from the Clierokcc Indiana In the

same region, near the northern border of tliie State, ia Cowpens, the spot on which Tsrleton

was ddteted by General Moigan ; and a little to the east, nesr the Catawba, is King's Moun-

tain, on which a body of British troops under Col. Ferguson was defeated in 1780.

4. State of Georgia.

In point %r dinienaioBS Georgia is the third State in the Union, berog exceeded in that

respect only by Virginia and Missouri, and, although the last settled of the Atlantic colonies,

it has been surpassed in prosperity and rapidity of growth by none of the eastern Sutes

excepting New York. Bounded by North Carolina and Tennessee on the r -rth, by South

Carolina and the Ocean on the east, by Florida on the south, and by Alabanw. si le west,

its amcrie surftce of 62,000 souare miles in area extends from 30° 20' to i*.'.' < laL, and

fiom 81° to 85° 40' W. Ion. "rhe whole of ito northeastern and eastern frontier is formed

by the noble river Savannah, and the sea, and a considerable part of the western boundary

is the fine navigable channel of the ChatUhoochee. Ita sea-coast is about 100 miles; its

length from north to south is 300 miles ; its breadth varies firom about i Ai to 150 miles.

like the Carolinas, Georgia is divided into several distinct regio"> rising gradually from

the southeast to the northwest, and forming well-defined belts ro >>ing the State from east

to west "First, from the sea-coast fifty miles back, is a level plain generally of a loose

nndy soii, producing spacious high forests of pine, oak, &c. Nearly one-third of this vast

plain is what the inBabitanto call swamps, which are the sources of numerous small rivera

and their branches; these they call salt rivera, because the tides flow near to their souices;

.13
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and they generally carry a good depth and breadth of water for small crafl twenty or thirty

miles upwards fntm the sei, when they branch and spread abroad like an open hand, inter-

locking with each other, and fbrmins; a chain of swamps across the Caroiinas and Georgia,

several hundred miles paralle! with the sea-coast. The swamps are fed and replenished

constantly by an infinite number of rivulets and rills, which spring out of the first bank or

ascent The upper soil of the swamps is a perfectly black, soapy, rich earth, or stiff mud,

two or three feet deep, on a foundation or stratum of calcareous fossil which the inhabitants

call while marl ; and this is the strength or heart of these swamps ; they never wear out or

become poor, but on the contrary are more fertile by tillage ; tor when they turn up this

white marl, the air and winter frosts causing it to fall like quicklime, it manures the sur-

face." {Bartram't IVaveh).
Above this great maritime level the country rises gradually through a distan'ce of sex'eral

miles to a second more elevated plain, from 60 to 7U miles broad, fVom which by a second

and rather more abrupt ascent, it again rises and forms a third plain, which reaches to the

lower falls of the rivers. These two great levels form the sand-hill belt or pine barrens,

chiefly overgrown with a vast forest of long>leafed pine^ interspersed, however, with fine

meadows or savannahs, "always green, sparkling with ponds of water, and ornamented with

clumps of evergreen and o^er trees and shrubs. The lowest sides of these savannahs are

generally join^ by a great cane swamp^ varied with coppices and hummocks of various

trees and shrubs." The next section extends from the lower &lls of the. rivers to their

sources, and comprehends the hilly region, which, blessed with a strong and productive soil

and a mild and happy climate, is "everywhere fertile and delightful; contmually replen-

ished by innumerable rivulets, either coursing about the fragrant hills, or springing from the

rocky precipices, and forming many cascades; the coolness and purity of which waters invi-

gorate the air of this otherwise hot and sultry climate." (.Barlram). The northern part of

the State is traversed by a chain called the Yeona Mountains, which rise to the height of

about 9000 feet, and beyond this the great Blue Ridge enters from North Carolina, and, sud-

denly changing its general direction, runs nearly east and west, and passes into Alabama.
Its elevation is estimated to exceed 4000 feet, and it is here the dividing ridge between the

Tennessee and the waters that enter the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico.
The largest rivers of Georgia rise in the Blue Ridge, and descend in diverging courses to

the Atlantic Ocean and the Mexican Gulf. The Savannah, formed by the junction of the

Seneca and the Tugaloo from North Carolina, has its sources near those of the Tennessee
and Hiwassee, on the one side, and those of the Chattahoochee, on the other, and, afler a

course of about 300 miles, falls over the last chain of rocky hills into the great plain, at

Augusta; it is navigable to this place 290 miles from the ocean for steam-boats of 150 tons,

except when the' water is low during the summer months, and for large ships to Savannah,
there being 18 or 10 feet of water on the bar at low water. Its principal tributaries are

Brier Creek and Broad River. The Chattahoochee, rising near the southern branch of the

Savannah, pursues at first a southwesterly course, but afterwards turns to the south, and
enters Florida, under the name of the Appalachicola ; it is navigable for steam-boats during

the greater 'part of the year, to its lower falls at Columbus, 300 miles firom its mouth. Its

whole length is 500 miles. Flint River risea in the hilly country south of the Chattahoo-

chee, and joins that river in the southwestern comer of the State, aflcr a courae of 300
miles ; there are falls about 75 miles from its mouth. The Oostenalah and Etowa are large

streams, which, taking a southwesterly courae, form by their confluence the Coon, and pass

into Alabama.
The Alatamaha is formed W the junction of the Oconee and Ocmulgee, which rise in

the hilly region south of the Chattalraochee, and flow fur about 250 miles nearly parallel to

each otlier, when the latter benris round to the east and unites its waters with those uf the

former. There are 12 or 13 feet of water on the bar of the Alatamaha at ebb-tide, and atesm-
boats ascend the Ocmulgee to Macon, and the Oconee to Milledgeville, although there are

some obstructione to the navigation. The Ogechee has a course of about 200 miles, and is

navi([able for small vessels 40 miles, and for large boats to Ixniisville. The Santilla has a
windmg course chiefly through the low swamp district The St Mary's River rises in a
low ridge near the Okefinoke Swamp, and reaehea the sea in Cumbtrland Sound ; it has 13
feet of water on the bar at lo<^- tide, and sometimes as much as 23 feet in timet of flood.

The Suwanee and Ocklonnee are considerable streams, n^hich pass into Florida.

Along the southern line of the State, between the head branches of the Suwanee and the

St Mary's, there is an 'Extensive swamp, or rather series of swamps, covered with a thick

growth of bav-trees, vines, and underwood, and in the wet season presenting the appearance
of a wide lake, containing islands of rich high land. Birtram relates a tradition of the

Creeks, that this dismal swamp contains a spot inhabited by a race, whose women, whom
they called daughters of the sun, are incomparably beautiful ; some of their hunters, when
lost in the inextricable bogs, had been relieved by these women, but all their attempts to

reach the blissful island had been in vain, and those who went in search of it became involved
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in perpetaal labyrinths which baffled all their effi>rta. Tb« eout is lined b^ t sneeMrion ot
low islands, intersected by numerous navigable channels, which aflford good mland navigation
ill along shore. They are generally separated from each other by wide bars or sounds,
which bear their names, and receive the rivers ot~ 'M» section. The principal islands are
Cabbage Island, OMaba, St Catherine's, Sapelo, St Simon's, Jekill, Cumberland, &c. ; thoy
ire covered with ricr. plantations, which produce the valuable long staple cotton, called, from
the place of its growth, the Sea-island cotton. The cotton is sown like Indion-oom, and
cultivated somewhat in the some manner. The cotton-field is first laid off in ridges or beds,

in'Which the seed is to be sown ; in the spring the land thus prepared is lilted, that is, the
ridges are cleared from weeds and grass by the hoe, and ploughed; when the beds are
properly finished off, holes are made on the top, about 15 inches apait, into which the seed
18 thrown, and covered with earth to the depth of about an inch. In the latter part of August
or beginning of September, the pods open or blow, and the wool is gathered ; after having
been dried in the open air, it is separated from the seeds, by passing it between two cylin-

drical rollers, which do not admit the passage of seeds, and the openpbn of which is assisted

by the action of a comb playing up and down in fhmtof them, and slnring to disentangle the
wool. It is then moted, or fVeed from the broken fiagments of seeds and other speck^ win-
nowed, and is now ready for packing.
The mineral resources of Cieorgia are very imperfbctly known ; copper and iron have been

found, but the most valuable mineral production, hitherto, has been gold. Although first

found here but a few years ago, a large quantity has already been procured, chiefly from
deposits, and scarcely any attempts have been made to carry on systematic mining operations.

The gold occurs in the northern part of the State, on both sides of Chattahoochee as &r north
as the Blue Ridge, and to a considerable, but not well-ascertained distance on the south.

The Indian Springs of Butts county are sulphureous waters, and are much resorted to for

their efficacy in cutaneous and rheumatic complaints. The Madison Springs, near AUieni^
are chalybeate.

The great agricultural staples of Georgia are cotton and rice ; the cotton crop of the year
1835 was estimated at 30O,00Q bales ; the export of rice for the same year amounted to about
23,000 casks. The other exports are tar, pitch, turpentine, and lumber—^the products of the
pine fbrests. The value of the exports for the year 1835 was 7,505^27 dollars : of imports,

546,802.

The Slate is well supplied with useful navigable channels, which are highly necessary for

the transportation of its bulky staples. A canal from the Savannah to the Ogechee, 13
miles, is the only artificial channel of navigation. The Georgia Rail-road firom Augusta to
Athens, 114 miles, with branches to Greensboro' and Warrenton, and the Central Ibil-road
from Savannah to Macon, 200 miles, are now in progress. The Macon and Forayth Rail<

road, 25 miles, is a continuation of the latter work. Surveys have also been made prepara*
tory to the constniotion of a rail-road fhxn Athens to the Tennessee, or to the MiMissippi, at
Memphis.
Georgia was the lost settled of the AtUntic States; the charter under which the colony

was founded, was granted, in 1732, by George II., in honour of whom it received its name,
to the Trustees for the establishing the colony of Georgia. The double purpose of making
the settlement was to relieve the distresses of the poor at home, and to secure the fhmtiers
of South Carolina fhmi the Indians and Spaniards. In 1733, General Oglethorpe, one of the
Trustees^ conducted the first colonists to the Savannah, and several bodies ofGermans and
Highlandera were soon after brought over. The lands wer« held on a military tenure. The
country was repeatedly invaded by the Spaniards firom Florida, who considered the occupa«
tiou of^the English as an encroachment upop their domain. In 1752 the proprietary govern-
ment was abolished, and Georaia became a rojral col<»y. The western part was detached
from the present State in 180^ and now constitutes the States of Alabama and Mississippi.

The present constitution was formed in 1796. The legislature, styled the General Assem-
blv, consists of two houses, a Senate and a House of Representatives, chosen annually.

There is one Senator for each county, and the Representatives ara apportioned according to

the population, including throe-filths of the blaoksL The Governor is chosen by the people

for the term of two yeKrs, and the Superior Judges are elected tnr the Ctenerol Assembly for

a term of three ymn, removable, however, bv the Qovemor oo tne address of the Assembly,
or by impeachment; the inferior judges and justicea of the peace ara elected by the people.

The right d" suffrage belongs to all cituwns of the age of 21 years, who ha\e paid taxes for

thejrearjHleding the election.

The awn ha* an academic fund, the noceeds of which art distributed annually amonf
the aoademiMi the sum thus divided in 1834 wai 18,710 dollu% and there is a oonsidarabl*

number of icapaelable aeademies^ Tbera is also a poor school fhnd, the ineoaia of which it

divided among the counties, arcording to their respective popalatkm, but no general qrateni

of eomnon edeeaticn has been established ; 18^078 dollars «era distributed fbr the iastnwtiea
of the poor in 18M. Then ia • eoUeoe at Athene styled the Univenity of Qoorgta. Tbi
Vol. III. 88
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Bqitirti and Mathodnto am mimeroiM, and tl « Epiaeopiliuu, Preilnrteriuia, and Christiana
Banber many adheraata. There are alse aome Roman Catholies, Frienda, Lutherana, tus.
The Stale ia diTided into 90 countiea; the population inereaaed fhan 940,997 in 1820. to

6103Si3 in 1880; nomber of alavae at the Ibrmer period l40jBBe, at the latter 317.681 : there
are bot few fiee Uaeka.

Ommltogi

AppUnf.
Baker...
Baldwin.
Kbb.

FopulaUon,
Tout

Bnran ..

BdlwA
Burke
Butte
Camden...,
Camplwll...
CanraU
Cam
Chatham ...

Cherokee...
Clarke
Cobb ,

Columbia. .

.

CoweU
Crawford . .

.

Decator . . .

.

Dekalb
Dooir
Early
Effingham..
Elbert

Eoianuel . .

.

Fayette . . .

.

Floyd
Forsyth . . .

.

Franklin . .

.

Glynn
Greene . . . .

.

Gwfainett...

Oylmer . . .

.

mbenham.
Han

Harris..
Heanl...
Heniy ..

Houston.
Irwin...
Jarkaon.
Ja

1.468 ... 179
1.353 ... 375
7.995 ...4,543
7.154. ...3,988
3,139 . ...9.403
3.567 . ... 650
11.833 ...6,643
4.944 ... 1.683

4,578 ...3.086
3.333 . ... 618
3.419 . ... 487

fimned ainoe 1830
14,137 ...9.478
formed 1iinoel830
10.176 ...4.709
formed sbce 1830
13.606 ...8.033
5.003 ...1.379
5.313 ...1,718
3.854 ... 1,308

10.043 . . . 1,648
8.135. ... 336
3,051 . ... 540
3.934 ... 1.313
13,354 ...5,765
3.673 ... 465
'34 ... 1,187

fonncdilincelSSO
Mmedinneel830
10,107 . . . 3.370

4^67 ... 3,968
13,549 ... 7,470
13,389 ...3.333
formed sinoe 1830
10,671 ... 909
11,748 .... 1.181

11,830 . . . 7,130

5,105 ... 3,369
formed smool830
10.566 ...3,571
7,360 ...3,194
1,180 ... 109
9,004 . . . 9,783
1S.131 .... 6,339

7.309 ...8,647

Oonatlcf. Populailoii.
eiavM,TduI.

Jones 13.345
Laurens 5^589
Lee 1,680
Liberty 7,333
Lincom 6,145
Lowndes 9,453
Lumpkin
Bfadnon 4,646.
Maekintosh 4,998.
Marion 1,436 .

Meriwether 4.433
Monroe 16,303
Montgomery 14169 .

M^gan 13,048
Murray formed since 1830
Muscogee 3,508 .... l^MO
Newton 11,155 .... 3,003
Oglethorpe 13,618 .... 7.940
Paulding formed shiee 1830

.9,375
311

5,634
3,376
335

formed sfaice 1830
1,359

3,794
109

l,3iM

7.353
335

6330

Pike 6.149
Puhwki 4^906
Putnam 13,361
Rabun 9.176
Randolph 3.191
Richmond 11.643
Scriveu 4,776
Stewart formed
Bumter formed
Talbot 5,940
Taliaferro 4^34
TotnaU 3,046
Tel&ir 3,136
Thomas 8^
Troup 5,799
Twiggs 8,031
Upseo 7,013
Union formed
Walker formed aiose 1830

1,773

1,765

7,707
59
689

6,346
3,366
1830
1830
9,099

9,735
506
565

1,168
9,188
3,507
9.557
1830

Walton 10,899
Ware 1,305,
Warren 10,946 .

Washhigton 9,890
Wsyne 903
Wilkes 14,337
Wilkhisen ^13

3.163
61

4,6P3

3,909
376

8,960

1,999.

1790
1800
1810
1820
1880

Pofulation at Diferent Ptriad$.

Total.

• • . 82,648
- - - ie2,ioi
- • • 252,488
- - . 340.087
- - - 616,823

avM.
20,264
80,404
106,218
140,686

217.68L

The eity of Savannah is advantageously situated for a commereial town, beiril^ieeeMiUs
to laiire shine fton the aea, and nommunicatinv with the interior by the noble river on which
it atanda. It ia built on the aouthem aide of the Savannah, on a high bank rMag about SO
ftet above the wfter, from which it makes a ine appearance, withita qiaciaaa and recular
itreelSi and ito bandaome public buildinn, miiwlinr pleaaantjy with the giovee of trecw whieh
sorlbund then and adorn the aquarea and princripalatreeta. The aite waa formerly unhealthy,
on aecount of the attrmundiag swanpai but thia evil haa been emad by judieioua dniniiigi^
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'etfa^teriuia, and Cliriitiaiu

Friends, LiitheniM,&e.
d fhxn MHjaenr in 1890, to

U the ktter 317,581 ; then

Total. aavw.
.... 13,945... .6,839
.... 5,589... .3.375
• • • • If^vV • • • . 311
.... 7,333... .5,634
.... 6,145... . 3;376
.... 9,453... . 335
.... fbrmed sinM 1830
.... 4,646... . 1,359
• • • a 4^998 • a .3,794
.... 1,436... . 109
.... 4,438... .1,394

16,303... .7,358
.... 1,369 ... . 335

13,048... .6330
formed aioce 1830
3,508... .1,340
11,155 ... .3,003
13,618... . 7,940
ibnned ihiee 1830

..... 6.149... . 1,773

4,906... . 1,765
13,361 ... .7,707
3,176... 59
3,191... . 683

• • • • • Xlt043 • • • .6,346
4,776... .3J66
Ibrmed linoa 1830
formed nnoa 1830
5,940.. .9,099
4,934.. .9,735
3,046.. . 506

.. 565
..... s;m9.. .1,168

5,799.. .9.188
8,031.. .3,507
7,013.. .9,557

ArmMlaiiMelOSO
10,939.. ..8.163
1,305.. 61

10,446.. ..4,6P3
..8.900

903.. .. 976
14,337.. ..8,960
6,513.. ..1.999.

avM.
• 29.SM
• iSe,404

• 106.218
• 149.666
• 217.681.

a.
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and bjr the subatitation of the dir for the wot culture of rice aToond the city. In 1890 it

luffered so much firom a terrible fire, that its prosperity received a temporary check, and the

population (7428) was lev in 1830 than it had been (7623) in 1S20; but it has recovered

Trom this shock, and is at present one of the moot flourishinff cities in the Southern States,

its population having increased to 11,000 in 1836. Savannah is the chief commercial depAt

in the State, and most of the cotton and rice, with large ^rmntities of the other articles of

exportation, pass through this port In 1835 the exports mcluded 250.000 balea of cotton

and 24.000 casks of rice, and the whole value of merchandise shipped for exportation was
14(000.000 dollars ; SO steam-boats of a large class, and 50 s^^m tow-boata are employed on
tho river, and the shipping of the port amounts to 14,000 t- ns. . innong the public buildings

are ten churches, an excunge, city-hall. hospital, theatre, dc. About forty miles south M
Savannah lies the little town of Sunburv. on Medway River, at the head m St (ktherine'a

Sound ; there is a bar here, but tlie barbiiur is capacious and safe, and has water sufficient

for ships of great burthen.

Oarieo is a neat and thriving little town, with an activu trade in cotton, and in the lumber
which is brought down the nver in large quantities. It stands on a creek called Darion
River, and is accessible to veseels of considerable burthen, either by the Ahitamaha or by
Doboy Inlet a broad arm of the sea. which makes up into the land on the south of Sapelo

Island. Its population is about 2500. Further south, on St Simon's Island, is the village

of Frederica, and on a broad stream called Turtle River, a few miles firom St Simons
Sound, is Brunswick, with a fine, spacious harbour. St Mary's, a small town on the river

of the same name, jufct above its entrance into Cumberland Sound, derives importance firom

its deep and commodious harbour, the most southerly on the coast firom Georgia to Florida

Point

The city of Augusta, the great interior emporium of the State, stands on the Savannah, at

the head of steam-boat navigation. It is regularly laid out in wide, straight streets, shaded

with the Pride of India, and is handsomely ouilt containing a city-hall, seven churches, an
hospital, arsenal, theatre, du^ ; a bridre across the Savannah, 1200 feet long, connects it with
Hamburg. The population amounted, in 1830, to 6606, but had increasea to neariy 8000 in

1335. Augusta is the depAt of an extensive tract of productive and populous country, and
is connectM with the sea by the Charleston and Hamburg rail-road, and the Savannah river;

175,000 bales of cotton were brought into the city in 1835.

Milledgeville, the capital of the State, is pleasantly situated on the Oconee, at the head
ofsteam-boat navigation, and is a place ofsome trade ; the population in 1835 exceeded 2000
inhabitants. It contains the Stste-houscthr" Penitentiary, on the Auburn plan, &c Athens,

a thriving little town above Milledgeviile, is the seat of the University of Georgia.
Macon, on the Ocmulgee, consisted in 1822 of a single cabin ; in 1830 it had a population

of 2600 souls, and at present the number of inhabitants is 8500. Its trade is extensive and
growing, and there is a great number ofsaw and grist- nills in the vicinity ; 60,000 bales of
cotton were shipped from Macon in 1835, and 8 steam-boats were employed on the Ocmulgee,
beside numerous tow-boats and pole-boakj. A little to the northwest, is the thriving little

town of For^th.
(?olurobtts n situated on a level piece of ground about 60 feet above the bed of the Chatta-

hoochee, just below the falls, and 430 miles fVom the sea. The banks of the river are here
extremely beautifiil. and the streets of the town are spacious and regular. The town was
first laid out in 1828. when the aite was yet covpred with the native forest, and in 1835 it

contained 4000 inhabitants, with a proper number of churches, newspapers. &c. Steam-boats
run regularly firom here to New Orleans, and 40,000 bales of cotton were shipped firom the
town in 1886, when there were no less than 12 steam-boats employed on the Cnattahoochee:
Dahlonega, in Lumidiin county, between the Chestatee and Ftowa. is the seat of one of the
oflices of the United Sates Mint
The great body of the Cherokee or Tsulakee Indian^ who once possessed nearly the whole

of Georgia, with a large pait of Alabama and Tennessee, and a part of North Carolina, still

remain in Georgia; but by a trea^ made with the United States in i836. they have agreed
to cede their lands for the sum of 6.000,000 dollara, and remove to the Indian Territory west
of Arkansas, where 6000 of the nation are already settled, and seven million acres of land
are reserved for their use. The tract at present occupied by them lies beyond the ChesUtee
and Chattahoochee, and includes the southwestern ajigle of North Carolina, and the south-
eastern comer of Tennessee, east of the river of the name. The following descriptioo of
their ooutitry and condition, is by one of the Cherokee nation:

—

"The Cherokee Territory within the limits of North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, and
Alabama, is estimated to contain ten millions of acres. It embraces a large portion of the
finest lands to be found in any of the States, and enjoys a salubrity ofclimate unsurpassed by
anv; possessing superior advantages in reforence to wate^power, owing to the numerous
rills, brooks, and rivers which flow firom and tKnMgh it : inme ct these streomt afKird good
navigatkxit otheia are nseepUUe of being vuStj improved and made navigable. Co tho
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rootivwhera rotda hate been opened bgr the Cherokees tbroogh this eomtrjr, there mmt
Beceaatrily pea* hobm of the raoet iraportont public roada ud other internal impnveroenUH
which at no distant day will be constructed. The entire country is covered with a denw
fereat of valuable timber, also aboundinif in inexhaustible quarriee of marble and limestone.

Above all, it posseasee the most extensive reipon of the precious metals known in the United

States. There are also extensive banks ct iron ore interspersed through the country. MineN
alogista^ who have travelled over a portion of this territory, are fully persuaded, ftom what
they have seen, that lead and silver mines will also be found in the mountain regiona

" Independent of all these natural advantages and invaluable resources, there are many
extensive and vsluable improvements made upon the lands by the native Cherokee inhabit-

ants, and those adopted as Cherokee citizens by intermarriages. The Cherokee population

has recently beun reported by the War Department to be 18,W)0, according to a census taken

by the agents appointed by Uie government This people have become civilized, and have
adopted the Christian religion. Their pursuits are pastoral and agricultural, and in some
degree mechanical. The possessions of the Cherokee inhabitants consist of bouses, which
oost geaefally fiom fifty dollars, one hundred to one thousand dollars, and in many instances

up to five thousand dollan; some few as high as six, eight, or ten thousand dollars, with

corresponding outbuildings, consisting of kitchens, meat-houses, dairies, granaries or 'corn-

(Bribe, bams, stables, die, grist and saw-mills; connected with these are gardens for culinary

vegetables; also peach aM apple orchards; lots of enclosed .ground for horses, black cattle,

tie. The ftrms of the Chr-^ees contain firomjten, ^wenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty tl»one

hundred and fifty and two hundred acres of land under cultivation, and enelcwed with good
nil-fences. Amouff the most wealthy, there are &nns of three and four hundred acres, and
in one instance, peraaps about eight hundred acres in cultivation. There are many valuable

Eiiblic ferries also owned by the Cherokees : the incomes ofsome ofthem amount to fh>m five

andred to one thousand, fifteen hundred, and two thousand dollan per annum. Several
public roads, opened at private expense, were also kept up by companies under regulati(»it

of the National Council, and tcll-cates erected on them."
The Cherokees have established a regulair system of government; the executive authority

is vested in a Principal and Assistant Chief, and three CMinaellors, chosen by the legislatura

for the term (^four years. The latter, styled the General Council, consists of two houses, a
National Committed of 16 members, and a National Council of 24, both of which are chosen

by the people for the term of twoyears. In 182 1 there were belonging to them 22,581 head
of black cattle, 7683 horses, 46,732 swine, 2566 sheep, 2923 ploughs,^ saw and grisUmills,

762 looms, 2486 spinning-wheels, &c. In 1830 they had about 1200 negro slaves, and then,
were 500 children in the schools. A newspaper is conducted and printra by natives in Che-
rokee and Engl'^h and in the Cherokee character, which was invented by Guest, one of the

Nation. The alphabet is syllabic, and consists of85 characters, representing all the element-
ary sounds of the laiiguage.

jlartram mentions several remarkable works in Georgia, resembling those found in the

Western States, and liko thoao, of unknown origin ; but we are not aware that any accurate

examination has been made of these monuments of its former inhabitanta. Between the

Savannah and Broad River, a regokr conical mound about 40 or 50 foet high, with a base of

jabont 200 or 300 yards in eireumference, surrounded In numerous smauer cones, and by
Uxge square terraces, firom 4 to 10 feet high, and about 100 yards in length, was visited by

Q»t traveller, whose account t>f it is, however, &r from being suflleiently minute to enable

us to form any opinion as to the object of these works; he says that they stand on a spot

eubject to inundations, and that they an composed of the prevailing soil. Similar conical

mound* and (erracos, apparently in similar situations, were met with on Little River, a

tributary of the Savannah ; in t he Keowe Valley, on the North Carolina side of the river; and

on the Ocmulgee, about 70 miles above its confluence with the Oconee. The lands sur>

rouiiding these works bora marks of having been formerly under cultivation, and were called

by^ inhab^tanU the Old Fields.

6. Territory fif Florida.

The first discoveren of Florida were allured to its shores by stories of its fountainsf|oath

and its mysterious riches; and charmed bv the brilliant hues and lively verdure of ita ttiajes-

tic forests and gorgeous shrubs, they called it the Land of Flowers. The mariner spproache*

with dread its sunken shoals, its dangerous reels, its baffling currents and intricate dianneH
and associates with its name thf, hatefiil idea of wrecks and wreckers. The explorer, who
plunges into its labyriQths of stvamps, hummocks, ponds, and Junglea, pronounces it the fit

naunt of altigatora and snakes, a chaotic medley of land ^nd water, producing its M or fiO

pushels of frogs to the acre. Let us examine it for ourselves. The Territorym Florida eon«

Jlsts ofa long, narrow strip on the northern sliore of the Gulfof Mexico, extending fhxn' the

'•lidiiip river to the AtlwUip flceaa, itDd off «ift p^ttfaiswlB, 8pO miwi in lengthily]^ in
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brsadtb, aeparating the Mexioan Gulf from the Atlantic Ocean. II lies between 35*an4
310 1^. ut., u^ between 8U0 and 87o 44' W. Ion., with an area of about 66,000 aquar*
miles.

The southern part of the peninsula, fhxn about 28° lat, ia an extensive naish, whieb,
daring the rainy seasons, between June and October, eSbetually preventa an overland passage

from one ahore to the other. North of thia tract to Gconria, the suriaee of the country is

generally a dead level, but in some parte it ia alightly undulating, and even presents some
emineocee worthy the name of hills; the ftee of the country west of the neck of the penin-

anlf^ is somewhat mora uneven, but it containa no conaiderable elevationii The great aouth<

ern marsh contains numerous tracts of fMue land, prairies, and hummocks, and the more
northern part of the peninsula conaista chiefly of pine forests intenpersed with liununoek%
prairies, and marahes. The ' Ml is generally sand, except in the hummocks, in which it is

clay mixed with sand ; these a' a acattered throughout the coontnr, and vary in extent from
a few aerea to a thousand, forming altogether but an inconsideraUe portion of the peninsula

;

they art covered with a growth « red, live, and water-oak, dog-wood, mairnolia, and pine,

ind aflRtrd excellent araue land. The prairies, or savannahs as they are here called, ara
tometimee pretty extensive, extending for eeveral miles in length and breadth, and forming

fine natural pastures. The pine barrena are over^wn with forests of pine, with little

nnderwood, and though the aoil is generallv poor, it is sometimes productive. The swamps
or morasses are either formed by ue inundauon of the rivers, which, overflowing the high
wooded ridge that forma their bank, cover the low lands in thrrear with wrater, or they are

prxlueed by the drainage of the aurrounding country ; the latter or pine barrso swampe are

overgrown with cypress and cypress knees, and the former or river awamps ara covered with

a heavy growth of timber.

The aubatratum of the easten part of the peninsula is dav mixed with sand, but that of

the western u a kind of rotten limeatooe, which, in many places, ia undermined by subter-

raneous streama, forming numeroua cavitiea in (he ground called ainks; these sinks are

inverted conical hollowa varying in aiae from a few yarda to aeveral aerea, at the bottom of

which running water often appeara. The central district of Florida ia the moot productive

and populous part of the Territory ; a large propnrtioo even of this district is composed of
poor pine barrena, but in the midat of these are found gentle eminencea of ft <ile land sup-

porting a vigorous growth of oaks and hickories, while numerous rivulets of n, * water flow

throu^ the country or expand into beantifiil lakes. Further west the land ia more gene-

rally poor. Thus It appean that but a amall proportion of Florida can be said to be fertile

;

yet the warmth and humidity of the clunate compensate in a great measure for the poverty

of the soil, and give it a vegetation of great variety and luxuriance.

The rivers oiFlorida are numerous, and they affivd valuable navigable ehannela. The
St John*a riaes in the great southern marsh, and reaches the ocean after a course of about

900 miles ; for nearly 100 milea ftoro its mouth it forms a wide, sluggish sheet of water mora
resembling a lagoon than a river, and it is navi^ble to Lake Gei^e, a little higher up, for

Teasels drawing 8 foet of water. Indian River is a long lagoon having much the same cha-

racter, and ooromunieating with the ocean by Indian River Inlet Charlotte and Amaxura
are the principal riven on the western side of the peninsuls, the whole of which south of

the 81 John's and Suwanee containa onlv small streams. The Snwanee is formed by the

junction of the Withlacoochee, and Little St Johna fWm Geors^ and reaches the Gulf at

Vaoasaaa Bay ; its bar has onlyM feet of water at high tide. The Ock>conee also rises in

Georgia, ana flows into Appalaehee Bay. llie Appalachicola, formed on the flonlier of

Florida, by the junction at the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers, &lls into the bay of the

Mune name, after a course of 73 miles, it is navigable for ateam-boaU through iu whole
length. The Choctawhatchee, riahig b Alabama, reaches the bay of its name. The
BKambia flowa into Pensaeola Bay.

Several ungvkr phenomena are caused by the nature of the rock before alluded to as

anderWing the aoil of a portion of the Territory. One of these is the great number of ainks

or wella which are met with; Bertram thus describes the Great Sink in the Alachua Savan-

nah. "In thia place a group of hilla almost surround a large basin, which is the general

n>ceptacle of the water draining fltmi every part of the savannah, by lateral conduits, wind-

ing about, and one after another joining the main creek or general conductor, which at

length delivera them into this sfaik; where they descend by slow degrees, through rooky

caverns, into the bowels of the earth, whence they ara carried by secrat subterraneous ehan-

nela into «^r receptacles and baaing Thera am three greet doon or vent-holes through

the rocks in the sink, two near the centra and the other one near the rim, much higher up
than the <^r two, which was conspicuous through the clear water. The beds of rocks Isjr

in horitontal thick strata or lamina, one over the other, when the sink-holes or outlets are.*'

The sink was ftill of large alligatora, which devoured the crowds of flsh, that, on the dryinf

np of the waters of the savannah in summer, rush into ita basin, and disappear through th«

hdea in the rooki. Connected with the same lock fonsatioo, is the buTBtisg forth of aniat*

VoL.nL 46
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TCw pringt from the gmmd, oo • 'opiouily h to ibnn tt once Ihll-crawn riT«n; m, indeed,

they rather aecm to be eruptioiu of Mibterrueoua etreama, Middenly ematgiag fimn the dark

labyrinth* through which they have lon^ crept beneath the rariace. The remarkable trana-

parency of the water in many of the rivera and lakes, haa alio been nbaerved by traveller^

who deacribe it as so pellucid that the boat appeara to be floating in the air.

Florida haa a ara-coaat of 1000 milea, but ao much of it ia rendered inaceeaaible by 80uod>

inga that itJiaa tew good harboun^ Weat of Cape San Blaa the ahore ia bold, but eaat of

that point it begioa to ahallow ; from Appalachee Bay to Tampa Bay, the whole eoaat eendi

off ahallow banaa, and from Vacaaaaa Bay to the Aroaxura, there is but 6 or 7 feet of water

6 milea from ahore; to the aouth of Carioa Bay the aborea are bolder. On the eaatem aide

there ia no harbour aouth of St Auguatine, and acarcely an inlet breaka the long line of

coaxt from tint point to Cape Florida.

South from tiw mainland a chain of email rocky iaianda called Keya, from the Spaoiah

Cayo, exteada to the weatward, ending in a little cluator of rocka and aand-banka, called the

Tortucaa or Dry Tortugaa. South of the bank upon which the keya riae, and aeparated from

theta By a navigable channel, ia a long, narrow, coral reef, known aa tlie Florida Reef. The
moat important of the keya, ia Key V/tri, a nautical corruption or free tnnalatioo of Cayo
Hueao (Booe Key), alao called Thompeon'a bland. I^Mig the haunt of wreckera, amngjiflera,

and piratea, it hM received a amall permanent population aince it came into the poaaeaaioo of

the United States. It ia 6 milea in length by 2 in breadth with a large, well-anrltered, and
eommodioos harbour, which admits tbe largest veqwlfe; the salt-ponds of the island have of

lato yielded a considerable quantity of salt The Tortu^ derive their name from the

immense number ijf turtles which visit them, and the adjacent keys and mainland, fbr the

purpose of depositing their eggs. There are four sorts of turtle ibund here; the Green
Turtle, ao well knowm to epicures, enters the bav and rivw* of the islands and mainland in

April and deposits her eggs in May, and a aeoond time in Jntie ; the Hawkbilled, whose shell

ia so valuable in commerce, appears rather later, and also makea two depoaita, one in July,

and another in Auguat; thia apeciea ia fimnd only in the aea^ialanda; the Loggerhead and
Trunk Turtle, alao^ maJie their appearance at about the aame time. When about to depoait

her eggs, the tartle commencea operationa by digging a hole in the aand, with her hind flafh

pen. "The aand ia raiaed alternately with each flapper, aa with a long ladle, until it haa

accumulated behind her, when supporting hecaelf with her hand and Ibre-part, on the ground
fronting her body, ahe, with a apring from each flapper, aenda the aand around her, aeattering

it to the distance of aeveral feet In thia manner the hole ia dog to the depth of eighteen

inches or aometimea more than two feet Thia labour I have aeen performed in the riiort

Eriod of nine minutes. The egga are then dropped one by one, and diapoaed in regnlair

/era, to the number of ISO, or aometimea nearlv 200. The whole time spent in this op»
ratno may be 20 minntes. She now scrapes tbe loose sand back over the eggs, and ao levels

and amootha the anrlkce, that few peraons on aeeing the apot could imagine any thing had
been done to it Thia aceompKahed to her mind, ahe retreata to the water with all poaaible

despateh, leaving the hatehing of the eggs to the heat of the ssnd. The young soon after

being hatohed, ud when yet scarcely larger than a dolhr, sorateh their war uraugfa die

sandy tovering, and immediately betake themaelvea to the water." (Awhwon, BMk of
Ameriea). A vaat quantity of the egga and large numben of t)te turtlea are taken by the

turtlera, who drive a hicrative trade in them.
One of the moat valuable productiona of Florida ia the live<iak, which yielda a moat dnriF

ble timber. In felling the timber fer the market "auch hummocka aa are feund near navi-

cable atreame are firat chosen ; and when it n abaolutely neceaMir, the timber is aometimea
battled Ave oi^ aix milea to tlie neareat watepcourae, where although it ainks, it ean with
comparative eeae be ahipped to ita deatinatkm. The beat time for cutting the live-oak ia

conaidered to be from the first of December to the beginning of March, or while the aap is

completely down. When the aap ia flowing the tree ia Uoom, and more apt to be ahaken.
The white-rot which ocoura ao frequently in the live^wk and ia perceptible only by the beat

judge^ oonaiats of round apota, about an inch and a half in diameter, on the outeide of the

oark, through which, at that apot a hard atiek may be driven aeveral inchea, and generally
fellowa the heart op or down Uie trunk of the tree. So deceptive are theae apote and trees

to peraons unacquainted witli this defect that thousands of trees are cot and afterwards
abandoned. The great number of trees of this sort strown in the woods, wooM tend to mske
a stranger believe that there is much more good oak in the country than tliere really is:

and, perhaps, not more than one-fourth of the quantity uaually reported, ia to be procured.*'

(Audufton, Birdt ofAmerica).
Cedar loga, boards, staves, hidee, tallow, and bees*-wax, are also exported. The fig, pome*

granate, orange, and date, are among the fruito; cotton is the chief aigricultural atsple, the
annual crop being about 60,000 bales; the sugar-cane is also pretty extensively 'cultivated;

riee ia raiaed in larce quantities ; and indigo fimnerly furnished a valuable article of exp
tion, but is aoiw oaly raiaed for family use. But FkMrida is «a the wbde bettor sait

'mm L
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mxiof country ; and its vast herds of cattle, horses, awine, Ac, find a boundless extent of
ranee ra its fine postures.

Florida was ftmt visited, in 1512, by Ponce de Leon, in sesrch of the fountain of youth

;

having reached ite shores on Easter-day, called by the Spaniards Pascua Florida, he gave it

the name which it still bears. The celebrated expeditions of Pamphilo de Narvses, in 1526,

and Ferdinand de Soto, in 1530, to this fobled El Dorado of the north, are well known. St
Augustine was founded in lS65t when the first permanent colony was planted in Florida.

The name was for a long time applied to an indefinite extent of country, but it waa gradu*

ill/ contracted to its preaent limite by the encroachmento of the ESnglish colonies on the

north. In 1793, Florim waa ceded to Great Britein, but it waa restored to Spain by the

peace of Paris in 1783, and by that power waa transferred to tlie United Sutes in 1820.

Most «f the former iuhabitants quitted the country on this last change of mastera, but some
of the poorer Spaniah {danten and fishermen, aiid a body of Greeks and Minorcans, who
had been brought out as redemptioners, nmained, and there has aubeequently been a conai-

derable fanmigratioo firom the neighbouring Sutes, chiefly into the middle section of the

mmtry. In 1880^ the populatioa amounted to 34t73(H of which 10,801 were alaves, distri>

buled as follows:

Wmtom FtoauM

Connticf. ropulatioa.

rEMambia 3,386

Walton....')
Wwhingtonl -099
JuckMO ...

f
^^

Fhmklin. . . J
Total.

rOadsdsn 4.895

JLeon , 6,494

Flousa '< Jefifenoa 3,313

IMadiMm 525
^Hamilton 553

Total.

M78

15^779

Eatmn Flomm

rAlachua 3,304

Duval 1.970

NaMBU UIl
St. John's 3.538

Mosquito 733

.Columbia formed subsequently

Total.

Fumoiar-Mouao. 517
Total.

8,956

817

St. AngosUne, the oldest town in the United Statee, stands at the junction of two small

creeks, mll<d the Matanna and the North River. The former is an arm of the sear separat-

mg Anaalatia Istend ftom the main land, and aflbids an inland paassge to the town for vessels

^liffiit dnft; the main inlet haa only 8 feet of water at high tide, but the channel within

eanies ftom 18 to 90 foet. St. Auguatine ia regularlv built, but the atreeto are narrow ; the

honaes are generally two atoriea high, aurrounded with balconies and piazzas, and built of a

ihell-stmw, or a concretion of ahells and aand. Many of them are deaerted and in ruins,

the population of the place having been reduced ftotn between 4000 and 5000 to about 2000,

mostWSpaniaids, Minorcans, and negroes. The nunnery, now used aa barracks, is an im-

poains atructure in the Spanish style; there is a monument 30 or 40 feet high in the public

muare. commemorative of the Spanish Constitution ; and the Cartle of St. Marks is a massive

and noble work, completed in 1716. Although the country is poor, yet there are fine gardena

in and around the town ; the beautifhl orange groves, which ornamented the neighbourhood

and wen very profitable to their owners, wen moetly destroyed by the late severe colo. Tp

the south of St. Augustine is New Smyrna, once occupied by the Minorcan and Greek jolony,

but now deaerted; it is accessible only to boate and launchea. To the north, on /.melia

bland, is the little village of Femandina, during the embargo and late war an important

JackaoDville, on the St John'a, is a flourishing town, forming the dep6t of the trade of the

surrounding country ; it ie also a conaiderable thoroughfhro, and the projected East Florida

RaiLroad ia to run ftiwi tliis point to St Marks. Above Jacksonville is the village of Picolata,

containing an old Spaniah ibrtnas, with a lofty tower, conatnicted of testaceous stone from

Anaatetw Wand. Inthe middle section of the Territory, are St Marks, Tallahassee, Quincy,

Marianmi. Monlicello, and Appalachicola. St Marka is the shipping port of a K.pulo<» «»d

productive diatrict and is a growing town, with a good harbour ; the entraiwe affords IS re<^

of water, but up to the town, 8 mUes flwa the sea, the bay canies «ily 9 feet A Foa-nad
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•OMweti St Mtrlm with the capital, TkllahaHn, 21 milea. TallahasiM standa on an emi>

iMflce in a fertile dialrict, and contains the Capitol, «evpral churchea and banka, with about

19(10 inhabiunta Appahchieola is a flnnriahing little town, at the mouth of the river of the

ante name, just above St George's Bound, a capacious basin, aflbrding good anchorage, «hcl«

tMted bjr Vincent, St George's, and Dog Islands, between which there are several cnannelis

with ftom 14 to 16 Feet of water. About 60^000 bales of cotton were exported ftom Appo-
lachieola daring the year 1835.

St Joseph's, on the bay of the same name, is also a place of growing trade ; the bay aflbrdt

25 to 39} leet of water, and is well sheltered from all winda. A raifroad from St Jaeeph'i

to the little lake or lagoon of Wimioo, oooneets the town with the River Appalachicoia.

Pensaoela, on the bay ofthe same name, is important as a naval station of the United States;

it is accessible to small vessels through Santa Rnaa Sound, a long, shallow lagoon, sheltered

bv the bland «f Santa Rosa, which also fronts the Bay of Penaacola, and throu^ the maia

channel to ships of war, up to the Navy-Yard, about six miles below the town. The popo-

latioa of Pensacda is about 200a
Then are about 8000 Indiana m the ponhmila in additkm to the population as above stated.

They are known under the name of Seminoles, but they belong to the Muscogee or Creek
Nation, from whom, however, they have long been politically separated. Gruually driven

back fmn their original hunting-grounds to the great morass of the South, tliey were induced

to enter into a treaty to abandon the Territory and remove to the west Preparations were
Bade for their removal in 1835, but they slwwed' gieat reluctance to go^ and finally com*
mencad open hostilities under an able ehie( named Oseola.

6. Slate tffAUbema.

The State «f Alabama Ibrms a pretty regular parallelogram, lying between Georgia and
MiMrifaippi, and extending from 3lo to 35^N. lat* and from 85^ lO' to SS" 31' W. Ion. ; a

narrow strip, however, extmida south beyond the main body of the State to the Gulf of

Mexico, between Florida and MiasiaMppi, reaching the latitude of about 30° 15'. Ito length

fhmi north to aouth, excluding the neck above mentioned, is 280 miles; its general breadth

varies ftom about 140 roilaa in the north, to above 200 in the south, and ito superficial area

is about 88,000 sq'ure milea.

The northern part of the State is mountainousi the proloagation <i^the Blue Ridge travers-

ing it fhim east to west ; but the range nowhere presents any conaidenble elevation. Sooth
of^is the surfitoe has a'general declivity towards the south, and flirms a vaat plain, scarcely

broken except by gentle swells; and the more southern portioo is a dead level, but little

above the surface of the sea. The aouthem half of the otete consisto of extensive prairiei^

and pine-barroM, interspersed with alluvial river bottoms ofgreat fhrtility. There are large

bodiae of good land m the central section of the State, and the northern has a productive

soil, The cane brakes of the southern part are remarkable fur their high and dense growth
of eano% and when cleared eflbrd valuable eotloo landa.

The augar-caae has boon found to succeed very well in the extreme southern strips between
Florida and Missimippi, and indigo was fbrmerly raised in oonsiderabla «)uantities; rice also

grows well on the allnvial bottoma near the Qvlf; but cotton, which thrives throughout the

State, is the great agricultoral staple. The cotton erop at present exceeds 350,000 bales.

Thero an extensive beds of bitominous coal and iron on in the central part of the State,

both of which an of excellent quality, and nvoal Ibrgea an in operation on the Cahawba.
Gold ia found ia the aorthora aection, and good marble has been obtained fhmi the central

tract ; but the mineral resources of Alabama have aenr been carefully explored. The value

of the exnorto fhm Alabama in 1834 was 6,664,047 doIUra.

With the exception of the Tennessee, which takes a circular ewemi through Uppeir Ala-
bama, but receives no conaidenble tributarv on ito aouthara aide within the limito of the

States all the riven fkiw into the Gulf of Mexico. Nearly the whole surface is, indeed,

drained into one single channel, the Mobile River, which, by Mveral large arms, gathera up
the wmten of the miole southera slope, except than of a comparatively small tract in the

southeast The Chattahoochee, although a large stream, and washing the bonier for nveral
hundred inila% receives only a few inoonaiderable streama fhm this Stoto. The Choctaw-
hatehee, Conecuh, and Penlido, are, in point of nse, secondary riven. The Mobile, the

Cat river of Alabama, is fbrmed fay the junction of two large rinrs, the Alabama and Tom-
kbee^ 60 miles shove Mobile Bay; a few miles below the junction it gives out a lai^

branch called the Tensaw, which receives also an arm fhxn the Alabama, and reachea Mobile
Bay at ttakely. The Tombeckbee, or western branch of the Ikibile, ia fbrmed bv the con-

fiuenee of two hug* streams, the Tombeckbee proper, flom Misainippi, and the Black Wa^
rior, fhn Northera Akhama ; it adroite vessels drawing 5 or 6 feet of water to St 8teph#n%
98 mile* fhxn the Bay, and steam-hoato to Tuscaloosa, 285 mile% and to Columbus, MiaBia*

ifpl The length of thia river by ito tortuous chaaael ia about 900 miles. The Alabama,
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or Western Branch, is navigable fat vessels of 5 or feet d^ift to Claiborne, 100 miles, and
for steam-boats to Montgomery, 900 miles by the course of the river, and even to Wetumpka
on the Coosa, several miles above. It is formed by the junction (^the Coon and Tallapoosa,

which rise in Georgia. The navigatbn of these rivers is, however, interrupted during the

Reason of low water in the summer months. The principal tributary of the Alabama is the

Cahawba, which has a course of about 150 miles.

Alabama has a sea^oast of only 60 miles, which, however, contains Mobile Bay, one of

the deepest basins on the Gulf. It is about 30 miles long, and from 3 to 18 broad, and the

main entrance has 16 feet of water at low tide ; but vessels drawing more than 8 or 9 fbet

cannot approach nearer than 11 miles from the town except at hiffh water. Small vessels

may go to New Orleans by an inland channel, through Pascagoub Sound, a long, shallcw
lagoon, lying between a range of low sand islands and the mainland.

Several useful works have already been constructed, or are in active progress In this

youthful State. The Tuscumbia and Decatur Rail-road extends round the Muscle Shoals

of the Tennessee River, 45 roilesw And there is also a canal, 60 feet wide and 6 feet deep,

mmiounting the same obstruction. The Florida and Georgia Rail-road, from Penaacda to

Columbus, 210 miles; the Montgomery and Chattahoochee RaU-road, firom Montgomery to

West Point, Georgia, 85 miles, and the Wetumpka and Coosa Rail-road, are in progress.

The connexion of these works with the valley of the Tennessee is also contemplated.

The growth of Alabama has been extremely rapid, there having been a constant tide of
immiffntica, chiefly of planten with their slaves, from the Atluitic States. In 1810 the

population did not amount to 10^000; in 1820 it was 137,001, and in 1830 it was 300,587,
including 117,549 slaves. As the high price of cotton, and the bringing into the market of
extensive tracts of Indian lands, have contributed to keep up immigration into Alabama, its

population may be estimated to have exceeded 400,000 in 1835.

Alabama was comprised within the limits of Geoivia, until 1802, when that State ceded

her lands west of the Chattahoochee to the United ^tes; and in 1817 Alabama was sepa^

nted llroro Mississippi, and fimned into a district Territory. In 1820 it was admitted into

the Union as an independent State. The legislature, styled the General Assembly, c<»sista

of two houses, a Senate chosen fi>r the term of three years, and a House of Representatives

for one rear. The Governor, who holds office for the teritt of two veors, and the General
Assembly, are chosen by the people, every white msle citizen who has resided within the

State one year being entitled to vote. The Judges are elected by the General Assembly fi>r

the term of six years.

The constitution enjoins it upon the General Assembly to encourage schools and the means
of education within the State; and by act of Congress in 1819, one section of 640 acres of
the Public Lands, in each township, was reserved for the support ofcommon schools in the

township; two entire townships or 46^080 acres, were also granted to the State Su the sup-

port of a seminary of learning, the proceeds of which have been omropriated to the endow*
ment of the University ofAhwama, m Tuscaloosa. Lagrange College, at New Tuscaloosa*

on the Tennessee, and S(nring Hill College, near Mobile, are aJso usefiil institutions, and
there are numerous academies in the State. The Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians

are the pravailin|[ seeti, and there are some ^isoopalians and Roman Catholics.

Alabama is divided into 46 counties, as fidlows :

—

OonatlM.
FopiilaUoB.

TOUI. iu«
AnUum 11,874.... 5;990

Baldwu St,334.... 1,263

Barbour.. formed sinae-lSSO

Bentso ftrawd sinoe 1830
Bibb 6,806.... 1,193

Hoont 4,933.... 4,111

Butler 5,650.... 1,739

Onmtaia formed since 1830
Oarke 7,595.... 3,673

Cooeeidi 7.441.... 3.630

Coosa fbrmed since 1830
Covington 1,533.... 896
Dab." 3,031 .

—
Dallas 14,017 .

Fayetts 3,347

FrankUn 11,078,
Greens 15,036
Henry 4,090

Joekson 19,700

Jefibrson 6,855

Lauderdale 11,771 .

Lawrence 14,984
LinMstone 14,807

VouIIL

7,160
519

9,089
7,490

1,009

1,964
1,715

10,963
6.556

6,689

46*

OoanliM.

Lowndes....

Pnpolatiaa.
Toul. t

... 9,4t0.... 4388
... formed since 1830

Madison 97,990.... 13,637

Marengo 7,700 .... 3,138
Marion 4^.... 600
Mobile 6,967.... 9,981

Montfomery 19,695.... 6.450
Monroe 8,789.... 3/>41

Montan 9,069 .... 3^894
Peny 11,490.... 4,318
Pickens 6,699.... 1.631

Pike 7,108.... 1,878

Randolph fivmed sinoe 1830
Russell fbnned ainoe 1830
Sumter formed sinoe 1830
BtClair 5.975.... 1,154

Shelby 5,704.... 1,139

Tkllade|a formed since 1830
TaUapoosa formed since 1830
Towsaloosa 13.646.... 4,793
Walker 9^109.... 168
Wadiington 3,474.... l,5a>

Wilcox 9,548.... 3,990

3T
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Th* eitj of Mobila u a flouriahinffoommercial town, beins the depAt for nearly the whole
Stnta of^aliuu and part of Georgia and Miauaippi ; it ia ouilt on a drr and elevated apot,

but wra Ibrmerly rendered unhealthy by the lurroondinjr narahea; these, however, have been
drained, and the streets have been paved with shells, and of late years Mobile has not suffered

ftom diseaaea. The harboar ia sood, and numerous steam-boata run on the river and to New
OrleansL The annoal export oTcotton fiwn the port ia about 850,000 faalea. The population

in 1880 was 8194 ; in 1686 it was estimated to exceed 6000. Blakely, on the opposite side

of the bay, oo a high, open, and healthy aite, with deeper water and a harbour easier of accea
than that of Mobile, has not thriven in the same manner, and is only a little village.

St Stephens on the Tombeckbee, and Claiborne and Cahawba on the Alabama, are flour-

ishing little towns. Montgomerr, near the head of the Alabama, is a busy, growing place,

with about 2000 inhabitantsi Wetumpka, on the Cooaa, at the head of ateam-boat naviga-

tion, was eul 0M( of the fiirest in 1682, and in 1686 it was a place of conaiderable busineia,

with 1200 inhabitanta.

Tuscaloosa, the capital, stands in a rich district, on a fine site, near the centre of the State,

on the Bhtfk Warrior River, and being accessible to steannbaats ia a place of considerable

trade ; it contains the State-house, the halls of the University, the county buildingi^ dec
The population of the town is about 2000.

Florenre, below Muscle Shoals, at the head of steam-boat navigation on the Tennessee, is

a gror, ing place of about 2000 inhabitants, with a prosperous and increasing trade. Tus-
cumbia, opposite to Florence, is also a thriving towo. , Above the Shoals, and about ten mi||M

north of the river, ia Huntsville, situated in a very fertile and beauUAil region, with about

2u00 inhabitants.

Tben are at present about 20,000 Creek Indians, or Musoogees, in the eastern part of the

State, between tne Coosa and Chattahoochee ; a portion cfthem have, however, been recently

removed to the Western Territory, and arrauffementa have been made fi>r the emigration

of the remainder. Although this people is not, m general, so much advanced in civilisation

aa the Cherokees, yet many individuala among them have made some pragress in the arts of

peaee, and possess cattle, raise cotton, and have good houses.

7. State qfHRutBrifpL

The State of Mississippi, like Alabama, has nearly the figure of a parallelognm, gradu-

ally widening, however, from north to south, and projecting,like Alabama, a narrow strip of

about 70 miles long by 50 in width, south of the main bodv of the State to the Mexican Uulf.

Independently rf this latter tract, it lies between SP ud 86° N. lat, and between 88<* 16'

and 91° 40* W. l<m. In the north the ijridth is 110 miles, and it expands pretty rMralarly to

180 miles in the south ; length of the parallelogram, 280 niiles; greatest length, §3b miles.

Missisnifin is bounded norm by Tennessee, east by Alabama, swth by the Golfof Mexico
and Louisiana, and west by the river Mississippi, separating it fimn Louisiana and Arkansu.
The snr&ce in genersl sbpes to the southwest and to the south, as appears by the course

of the riven; but a small section sends oflT its waters to the southeast and north. Thereare
no mountains within the limits of the State, but numerous ranges of hills of moderate eleva-

tion, give to a greater part of the surfiuse an undulating and oiversifled ehaiaeter; some of

these eminences terminate abruptly upon a level plain, or upi.a the banks ofa river, and bear

the namft d[ bluflb, or river hills. The western botder, on the Mississippi,' is sn extensive

region of swamps; and between the Mississippi and the Yaxoo there is a tract of 170 miles

in length by 00 in breadth, with an area of nearly 7000 square miles, annually overflowed.

"The woad and extensive low grounds or flats between Memphis and Vicksburg, are subject

to flequent inundations to the depth of many ftet, and a width of iirom 10 to 20^ and even
occasionally 80 miles. Much ofthe sur&ce is occupied by swamps, mnusea, lagoons, atasbei^

&&, throi^ which the Yaaoo river has its coulae; the whide of which, flom the jnhetion

ofthe CdUtwater and Tallahatchee rivers, liea between this vall^r region. From the circum-

stances already detailed, this extensive tract has been denominated by some the MiasisrinH,

and by others the Yasoo Swamp. Duriw the prevalence of hi^ floods it assumes tne

character of a marine forest, rather tlMn tmt of a woodland bottom."

The southeastern counties are low, but of an undulating sor&ce ; and oo the shore of this

State, the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, which further west is marshy, first begins to appear

solid, dry, and covered with pines. There are extensive tracts of pine-lands, in whicn the

sdl is light, but not unproductive, and a large proportion c^the soil is fertile.

MississipiH is well watered, containing agreat numberofclearand running streams,andseve-
ral navigable rivers, which intersect nearly every part of the State. The Tennessee laves the

northeastern earner, and the Tombeckbee, which rises in this section, has been navigated by

steam-boats to Columbus. The Mississippi washes Uie whole western bordor for a distance,

by the circuitous oourse of its channel, of000 milea, but in a straisfat Ime, of cidy about half

that qaoe. IVom Memphis^ just above the northern fiontier of lussissii^i, to Vieksborg, a
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disunce of 4B0 miles by the windings of the stream, the upland or river hills are separated

fVom the river by inundated bottoms of greater or less width, and aflbrd no site suitaUe fbr a
port ; below Vicksburg, the first point eligible for mercantile operations oo a considerable

scale, is Natchet, 100 miles down the river ; and below this point there is no bank of much
nngnitude above the reach of high water, till you come to Baton Bouge, in Loniaiana, 160
miles firom Natchez. The Mississippi, however, receives several considerable rivers Ihxn

the most valuable part of the State. The Yasoo is formed by Uie junction of the Yalobusha
ind TallBhatehie, which rise in the northern part of the State near the head-waters of the

Tombeckbee, and flows into the Mississippi, after a course of 200 miles ; it is navigable fbr

ome distance by boats ; it receives several ou'tiets from the Mississippi, which, duriiur the

times of floods, carry dit some of the surplus watera of that great stream. The Big Black
River is navigated by steam-boaU to the distance ofaboutGOmuea fVom its mouth. The Bayou
Pierre and Homochitto are the other principal tributariee of the Mississippi fVom this State.

The other rivers have a southerly course into the Qulf of Mexico and the lagoons connected

with it The Amito has but a small part of its course in this State. The Veul River rises

in the centre of the State, and flows through a fertile and populous region into the Rigolets,

or outlet of Lake Pontchartrain. Steam-teats have been up to Jackson. Tie Paso^oula,
formed by the junction of the Chickasawhay and the Leaf Rivers, also aflbrds steam-boat

navigation fbr some distance.

Tobacco and indigo were formerly the staples tit Mississippi, but cotton, at present, is the

chief inoductun of the State, and it absorbs nearly all the industry of the inhahitaots, to the

exchukm even of corn and cattle. The crop is about 300,000 bales. Some sugar is.produoed

in the southern strip, but the cane does not appear to thrive. Some works of magnitude
have already been undertaken fbr facilitating the transportation of the balky staple of the

State. . The Mississippi Rail-road, which is to extend from Natohei, through Jackson, to

Canton in Madison county, a distance of 150 miles, is in progress. The Woodville and St
Francisville Rail-raad, firaoi Woodville to the Mississippi in Lmisiana, 30 miles, is completed.

The Port Gibson and Grand Gulf Rail-road, 8 miles long, connects the former place with the

Mississippi. The Vicksburg Rail-road, fhmi that town to Clinton, 36 miles, is also in pro>

greai. The Jackson and Brandon Rail-road is 8 miles in length.

This section of the country early formed a part of Frendi Louisiana, and in 1716, Fort
Rosalie was erected at Natchez. » 1763, it was ceded to QmX Britain, and in 1783 was
claimed by Spain as part of Florida ; in 1708, that power relinquished it to the United States,

and in 1801, the western part of Georgia, comprising the present States of Alabama and
Mississippi, »as formed into a Territory. In 1817, the latter was admitted into the Union
as an independent State, and the constitution, which was then formed, was revised and
amended in 1832. The legislative houses, styled the Legislature of Mississippi, consist of
a Senate, chosen for the term of four years, and a House of Representatives, mt two years

;

the Governor is elected fbr a term of two years; the superior judges for six years, and infe-

rior judges for shorter terms. All these legislators and magistoates are chosen fay the peo-

ple ; suffiage is universal. The legislature meets once in two years. The same provision

was made by Ckmgresa for the suppcvt of schools m this State, as was made in Alabama;
and the State haa also a small literary fund, which is davotod to the same purpose. There
are in the State aeveral academiea and three colleges, Jefierson College at Washington,
Mississippi College at Clinton, and Oakland College at Oakland.
The population of Mississippi haa increased with astonishing rapidity. In 1810, the popu-

lation of the Territory of Miasissippi, which included the present State of that name and
Alabama, was 40,362; in 1820, the State a( Mississippi conUined 75,448 inhabitants, and
in 1830, 136,621, of whom 65,661 were slaves. Since Uiat period the Indian tide to a great
quantity of land has been extinguished, and the land brou^t into the market; in the year
1834 1& sale of the Public Lands amounted to 1/164,054 acres, and in 1835 to double that

quantity ; the immigration during these years has been active arid uninterrupted, and it waa
estimated, in 1836, that the popuistion of the State exceeded 326,000 soula.

Mississippi is divided into 56 countiesb as follows

:

OoBiitiei..
,J,^^

I" ••
"aawi.

Adams 14,937 .... 10,943
Amite 7,934.... 4,089
Attala fbrmed ahioe 1830
BoUvar fbrmed in 1836
Carroll fbrmfid ihioe 1830
Chiekasaw farmed in 18S6
ChoeUw formed ainoe 1830
Clark formed afaioe 1830
Oaibome 9,787 .... 6,165

Copiah 7,001.... 1,754

Corington 9,551 .... 700
DeSoto fbrmed in 1836
Franklin 4,699.... 9,907
Greene 1,654.... 538
Hancock 1,969.... 553
Hindi 8,645 .... .3;319
Holmes formed ahioe 1630
Itawamba fbrmed in 1836
Jasper fanned aince 1830
Jacksoo 1,793.... 400
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OMatiM

Jo
KMDpSf •

La&Totto...
Ludndala
Lkwnnea .

LowndM ..

Mwion

rofalatloii.
ToUL luvw.

9,755 .... 6,710

M71.... 161
AniMd liiiM 1830
farmed in 1836
fcnMdiiil836
ftriMdgiiioe 1830
fi;B93 .... 1,807

3,173.... 1,064
finiMd nnee 1830
4,973 .... 3,167

8,601 .... 1,715
Hutbuh fiHraMdinl836
MoinM 3^61.... 948
NMhota fanned linoe 1830
Newton fanned in 1836
Noabee fanned eince 1830
Olitibeelw fanned eince 1830
Ftery 9,300.... 830

OOtlBtiM.
PeyelaiiM.

ToUI. MtTM.

Pike 5,409 .... 1,609

PonoU formed in 1836
Poololocli farmed in 1836
K«nkin 9,083.... 386
Simpaon 9,680.... 640
Scott fanned lince 1830
Smith farmed eince 1830
TaUalMteUe farmed since 1830
TimMli fanned in 1836
Tiihominfo fanned in 1830
Tunica farmed in 1836
Wanen 7,861.... 4,483
WaaUncton 1,966.... 1,184
Wayne 9,781.... 1,076
WinunMW 11,666.... 7,861

Winaton farmed aince 1830
Yalobasiia fanned ainoe 1830
Yaaoo 6,550.... 9,470

with

Miinmppi hu a tm eout ct only iboot 70 milep, and there hu been no tittempt to cnate
a depAt hnre. A ebain of low ialinds extendi ka^the ftoot of the eoait, enclodng ehal*

low teffooo, called Paaeacoula Bay, aboat 7 tnilea wide, and 6B milee looff, which ia nafi*

gaUe for mmU veneia. It ia aeparated by a number of keyi, between whieb there are navi*

gaUe ohannela, from lake Borgne ; between these keys Teanls drawing 8 feet water can
reach Bt Look Bay, from the aea.

In the region watered by the Pearl Rivw, the principal towna are Cdombk, Montioelk^
and Jaokwo, mall bat thrivnig viUagea, anrromiaed by fine plantationa in a fertile trut
Jackaon is the ca|Mtal of the Stata^ and is finely sitnated in a plain about a half mile sqoare,

on which stand the Stat«>Hoaae, the Penitentiary, and some other public baildinga. It oon-

tains aboat 1000 inhabitanta.

Woodville, in the southwestern part of the State, 18 miles from the Miasisuppi, is a very

pretty, and growing village with 1000 inhabitants. The little village of Fort Adams is con-

siderad as its pott on the Mississi|^ but Woodville is now oonneeted with the river at St
IVancisville by a rail-raad.

Fifty miles above is Natchez, the largest and most importunt town in the State. It oao-

sists of two distinct parta; the lower town, called Natcnea under the Hill or the Landing
is built on a dead level on the margin of the river, about half a mile in length, and flnm IM
to 200 yards in breadth, and is occupied by warehooses^ tipplinoHriups^ bwutding-houses far

the boatmen, dec. ; the apper town standa on a lofty bank or blufl^ rismg afamptly'to the

lieight of 800 feet, and is the residence of the better class of citiiena. The streets are

wide, regularly disposed, and adorned with fine shadeHrees^ whOe many of the houses are

embosomed in graves of the orange, palmetto^ and other treea, and onamental shmba. In

firant rf the city, about 100 yards in width, is a fine green esplanade, oecapymg the edge of

the bli^ and commanding an extensive and striking view of the river, the rich and beaati-

fid country in the rear, and the wide, dismal nwamp on the western side of the Mississippi.
This place has been occaskmally visited by the yellow fever and other diseases^ but it is our'

ing the greater part of the year an agreeable and healthful residence, and seems of lata

years to nave hit its character for insalubri^. Natohea is 286 miles above New Orleans
yet it carries on a eonsideraUe dheet trade with fbreign coontries, and laqni ships come up
to the town. Its river and inland trade is, however, more extensive. In 1880^ SSfiOd kales

of cotton were shipped horn the port Ita population in 1890 waa 9700^ bat at present it

considerably exceeoa that number.
Here was formerly the residence of the Chwat Sun or principal chief of the Natehea, a

powerful and, in comparison with their savage neighbours, a pdished people; they had an

established worahip, and regular laws, and, on an altar sacred to the sun, they kept up a per-

petual fire in hooour of me Great Spirit In 1716^ the French, whom they had received

with kindnesB, were allowed to establish a post, odled St Rosalie, in their territory; but

bickerings, aa usml, soon ensued between the whites and the Indians, and the latter, stnng

to fnn^n<wf by tihe iiyoriea they had experienced, surprised the fiirt and put the garrison to

death. The Frendi, however, sent a great force into the country, and pursued the war with

so much vigour, that the whole nation was exterminated or sold mto slavery, with the excsp-

tion of a few, who ioiaei the Chickaaaws and Choctawa. The ruins of Fort St Bosalia are

still to be seen at Natchez. At the little village of Seltsertown, in the vicinity, there is a

group of remarbble mounds, iW>m which numerous relics, such as pifws, weapons^ vessels

oovered with figures,- &c., have been obtained. The principal mound ia 85 fMt in height,
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with a flat aonmit of fear aerea, aamanded by a low rampart or bulk 2 or 8 feet high

;

opon thia area riae 6 other mounda, one of whieh ia 30 feet m height, or 05 feet above the
plain ; a eoUeotion of aimilar but amaller elevationa an acattaied around. Then ia, alao, a
limilar group of 12 or 15 mounda nearer to Natehex.

Port Oibaim, or Gifaaonport, ia a flouriahing little town, prettily aitoatad in a charming
tffiot of country on the Bayou Pierre, and kid out with great regnlarity. The river ia navi'
mbie fer ateam^wata to thia place in time ot high water, and a rail-road conneeta it with
Grand OulC itaport on the MiaaiaaippL The utter, finely aituated on a natural terrace,

receding to a creacent of wooded hilu, takea ita name fhxn a remarkable eddy in the river,

ud ia a thriving town with 1000 inhabitanta; 66,000 balea of cotton wen ahipped ftom thia

place in 188& Pert Oibaon haa 1300 inhabitanU
Vickabnrg; higher up, atanda in a pictureaque aitnation, on the declivity of aevenl con-

lidenble eminencea, called the Walnut Hilla, riaing afamptly ftom the river. It ia aurrounded
bjr numerous large and rich plantationa, and ia the depAt of a large tract of newly settled

country, whieh a few yean amce waa owned and occupied aolely wf Indiana. It <wataina at
present 9000 inhabitanta, and in 1886 it ahipped off SftlOOO balea of cotton. Clinton, fermerly
Mount Salua, between the Peari and Big Black Rivers, Vernon on the latter, aod Satartia

ud Mancheeter on the Yaxoo, an thrivmg villagea The portico of the State on the Yaioo
Ims received a huge nnmber of munigrants during the few kst yeara. Colomboa, on the
Tombeckbee, ia a aomewhat older town, and haa 2000 inhabitantai

A large portion of thia State waa, until recently, in the poaaeaaion of the Choctawa ond
Cbickaaawa. The fermer occupied an extensive tract on the eaatem border, between the
head waten of the Pearl and Big Black Rivera, and the Tombeckbee; in 1880 they ceded
theae fauda to the United Statea, and in the courae of the three aucceeding veara removed
to the Weotara Territory ; their number ia 16,000^ The Cbickaaawa an still in poaaeaaiou

of a part of the country between the head waten of the Yaaoo and Tenueaaee. But they
oeaae to ferm a diatinct natioo, and they have ceded their landa to the United Statea on con-

dition that they shall receive the proc»edi of the sale. If they nmain in the State, they
become ottiiena and aubject to ita lawa; thooe who chooae to rrawve provide a bame fiv

themaelvee. Theb number ia about 60001

8L Suite rfLntiaiamm.

Loniaiaaa Ilea with a bnad fiont of about 800 milea towarda the aea, and preaervea nearlv

breaddt fcr about 120 or 180 milea inlknd, when it auddenly contracta to the widtnthe

of about 100 milea; but again giadnally expanding, it haa, in the north, a breadth of 180
milea; geoenl length fionaouth to north 260 milea; area 48,820 aqnanmileai Extending
ftom 29? to 88» N. lat, and fltan 88° 40* to 04» 26' W. km., it haa Arkanaaa and Mkaiasip^
oo the north, Miaaiaaippi and the Gulf of Mexico on the eaat, the Gulf of Mexico on the

anth, and Texaa on the weat The S^ine aepsratea it from Texas from ita mouth to the

btitnde of tBf, and the Miasiaaipoi and Pearl Rivers form ita eaatem frontier line.

The amftoe of thia State ia low and in general level, with acme biUy rangea of little

devation in tte woatem part, and namemas Eiuina or deineaaiane of the aoiL The great

Delta of the Miaaiasippi, eonpriaed within the Atchaftlaya on the west the Iberville on the

east u>d the Gnlf of Mexico^ and amounting to ime-fonrth part of the State, haa in eaneml
u elevatMO of not mora than ten feet abim the GulC and ia annually mandated Iiy the

qning ilooda A great part of the Delta ia composed of aeaFmarah, which alao ferma the

whole aouthern eoaat to the Sabine, and which, throng ita whole extent ie aubject to inun-

ditiaBB by the hWi tiden North of thia marah KNrmda out the vaat level of the prairies^

whieh ia but di^tly elevated chove the former. The weotem margin of the Miaaiasippi, to

the northern bender of the State, ia a low atrip interaeoted by numeroua river channels^

ud overflowed by the apring fiooda. To the weat of thia belt and north of the prairiea, ie

an extensive regno comprising about oneJnlf of the aur&ce of the State, ccnaideraUy

Imken, bat nowhoe exceeding 200 feet in elevation. The aection north of tbe Iberville

ind Lake INmtehartnin, and eaat of the MiaaiBaippi,ia ofa aimikr deeeriptno with the north*

weatem region, and like that k principally covered with pine.

A great part of the-aarfeee of thu State ia periodically overflowed fay the watets <^ the

Minmiippi. IVamaaarvey, mkle by order of the government rf the Uwted Statea, in 1828,

it waa found tlwt the river immdated an extent of above 6,000^000 aerea, a great proportkn

of which is rendered unfit for eultivatkm in ita preeent atate. Thia immenae alluvial tract

emlnacea ami of various deacriptiona, whieh may be arranged into four classea. The fint

which ia Uionght to be eqnal to two4hiida of the whole, ia covered with heavy timber, and

an almoat impenetrable imdergrowth of cane and other shrubbery. This portion is quickly

drained as the river ratirea into ita natuml channels, and haa a soil of the greatest fertility.

The second olasa ooiniata of cypreas awampa. Theae an basins, or depressions of the sur-

&ce, fiom which then is no natural outlet and which, being filled with water by the flood%
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remain covered with it nntil the water is evaporated or abaorbed hf the earth. These, by

draining^, might become excollent rice fields. The third class embraces the sea marsh, a

belt of land partiallv covered by common tides, but subject to inundation frmn the high

waters of the gulf during the equinoxial gales ; it is generally without timber. The soil

in some parts is clayey, and in others, as black as in!:, and cracks by the heat of the sun into

fissures wide enough to admit a man's arm. The fourth class consists of small bodies of

prairie lands, dispersed in difibrent parts of the alluvial territory. These spots are elevated,

and without timber, but of great fertility. The pine woods have generally a poor soil. The
interval lands apon the rivers, or bottoms, oj they are universalTj^ termed in the Western

States, are almost tilways rich. On the Red River, the soil contains a portira of salt, and

is of a dark red colour, from its containing oxide of iron. A great proportion of the prairies

are second-rate land, and some of them are sterile. The richent tract m the State, is a nar-

row belt called the Ckwst, lying along the Mississippi on both sides, and extending fimn 150

miles above New Orleans, to 40 miles below. It is finm one to two miles wide, and lies

below the level of the water in the river in ordinary times of flood. It is defended finm

inundation by a dyke or levee, 6 or 8 feet in height, and sufiSciently broad for a highway.

The whole of this tract is under cultivation, and produces valuable crops of sugar.

The Mississippi, after having formed the boundary of the State for about 450 miles, enters

its limits, 350 miles firom the sea by the course of the river channel. Throughout this dis-

tance of 800 miles, its western bank is low and flooded in high stages of the water. At the

point where it enters the State it throws off its firrt outlet. Sib Atchafalaya, and here may
be said to commence the Delta of the river. The Atchafaktya, called here the Chafidio,

receires the waters of the Mississippi tmly duruig the floods, and the iiavisation is obstruct.

ed by collections of timber, often covered with mud and weeds, which choke up its channel
The Tcche and Courtableau are its nrincipal tributaries. The Bayoa Plaquemine, the next

considerable outlet of the Mississippi, discharges the waters <^ tliat river into the Atchafii^

lays, during the floods, and is the channel of trade between the country on thts Atchafidaya

and New Orleans. Lower down is the Lafourche outlet, which has high banks along its

upper course, and admits vessels of 4 or 5 feet draft nearly to its head. On the left Mnk,
the Bayou Manchac, a little below Baton Rouge, or the last highland passed in descending

the Mississippi, is the first and principal outlet; after receiving the river Amite, fVom Mis-

sissippi, it takes the name of Iberville River. We may here remark that the term bayou,

applied to (urms of rivers in Louisiana, is generally confined to those which have no proper

current, but are sometimes stagnant, and ffew sometimes in one direction, and sometimes in

another, according to the high or low staffo of the waters ; it appears to be a corruption of

boyau, used in the sense of the corresponding English Befr-term, gut
The Red River is the most important, and, iwleed, with the exception of two or three

insignificant streams, cm the eastern side, above Baton Rouge, the only tributary of the Mi*>

sissippi within this State ; for the surrounding country being lower than the river banks, its

waters cannot gain access to the bed. The Red River rises in the Rocky Mountains, in the

Mexican territory, and flowin|f eastwardly ihto Arkansas, turns to the south and passes into

Louisiana. Soon after entering this State, its bed is choked up by an immense accumuhi-
tion of fallen timber called the Raft, and the water is dispersed into numerous channels and
spread over wide expanses. The Raft extended fimnerly over a distance of 100 milea^ bat

180 miles cf it have been removed by the order of the seneral government, and the whole
mass will soon be cleared away. Below Natchitoches ue river divides into several ann%
which aeam unite above Alexandria, and its waters reach the Mi8sissim>i just above tiie first

outlet, after a course of 2000 miles ; steam-boats have ascended to the head of the dearin*
in the Raft, about OQO miles from the Mississippi, and they will be able to go up abont 500
miles ffarther, wHen the work is completed. The Black River, its principal tributanr, is

formed by the junctim of the Tensas, Washita, and Catahoola or Little River, all c(mBlde^
able streams and navigable bv steun-boats; but most of the country along their courses is

overflowed. The Bayou du Bon Dieu is also a large and navigable river, which enters the

Red River above the Black River. There are numerous lakes in this section of the State,

formed chiefly by Uie overflowings of the rivers, which fill the low basins back of their

hanks.

In the Touth are the Vermillion, Mermentau, and Caloasiu, which, rising in a tract of
pine hills to the south of the Red River, and flowing through the great pastoral plains of
the west, reach the low, marshy strip on the Mexican Gulf, and sprmd into shallow lagoons.

The Sabme, which partakes of the cnaracter of the last described rivers, i% however, a con-
siderable stream, and rises further to the north, in Texas.

Louisiana is remarkably destitute of good harbours; vessels drawing 8 feet of water can
up to Madisonville, on Lake ^ontchartrain, but Uie other inlets on une coast are shallow,

here is, however, a good road, on the western side of the Chandeleur Islands, called the
road of Naso, in which the heavy vessels of the English fleet lav during the expedition
against New Orleans. Numerous sheets of water, imprt^rly called lakes, lie along »ha

^i
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coast Lake Borgne is an extensive bay, communicating with Lake Pontchartrain, by the
passes or straits of the Rigolets and Chef Meateur. It has from ten to twelve fathoms of
water, in the middle, and uiout ten or twelve feet at the upper end. Bamtaria, Vermillion,

Cote Blanche, Atcha&laya, and Timballier bays are shallow tide basins. In the interior,

lakes Barataria and Chetimaches are large bodies of water.

The staples of Louisiana are cotton and sugar; the latter is produced only in the southern

part of the State, and afibrds a crop of fnm 70,000 to 90,000 hhds. ; cotton is cultivated

wherever the soil is suitable ; the crop amounts at present to 200,000 bales. The prairies

of the west affiwd fine pastures, and here are found large herds of cattle and horses. Rice,

maize, tobacco, and indigo are also produced. In the eastern part of the State, between the
HiBsiasippi and Pearl rivers, much lumber is cut for exportation, and some tar, pitch, and tur-

pentine are prepared.

Several rail-roads are constructing in the State. The New Orleans and Nashville Rail-

road is in progress from New Orleans to the Mississippi State line, 88 miles ; but tiie con-

tinuation through Mississippi has not yet been sanctioned by the legislature of that State.

The Atchalafiiya Rail-road, flrom New Orieans to that river, is also in progress, and a Rail-road

has been made fhun Alexandria to a point on the Bayou Boeuf, a distance of SO miles.

The Woodville and St Francisville Rail-road, 80 miles, is principally within this State.

The New Orleans and Teche Canal, extending from the Mississippi to the river Teche, is

in progress. Some useful works of less extent have also been executed. Among these are

the Pontchartrain Rail-road, 4^ miles, fWnn New Orleans to the lake of that name, and the

CarroUton Rail-road, fimn the same city, 6 miles up the river; a rail-road to Lake Borgne,
10 miles, is about to be constructed ; this last work, m connexion with a harbour on the lake,

will aflSvd a new and convenient access to the city, finm the sea. There are also canals

ftcm Neiv Oiieans to Lake Pontchartrain.

Louisiana was first explored and occupied by the French, by whom it was ceded to Spain

in 1763; the whole vast tract lying west of the Mississippi was then included under this

name. In 1800, Louisiana was ceded to France, and in 1808, by that power was transferred

to the United States for the sum of 16,000,000 dollars. In 1804, the southern part of thci

country was set offas a Territory, under the name of the Territoiy of Orleans, ud in 1812
it was admitted into the Union as an independent State, by the name of Louisiana. The
legislature, styled the General Assembly of Louisiana, consists of a Senate chosen for the

term of fbm years, and a House of Representatives for two years. The Governor is elected

hj the Genenl Anembly, for the term of two years^ their choice being restricted, however,

to one of Uie two candidates who have previously received the greatest number of votes

from the people. The judges are appointed by the Governor, with Uie consent of the Senate^

and hold oBvee durii^ good behavumr. Suffivge is virtually universal ; being extended to

every white male cituen of the age of 21 years, who has resided in the county in which he
aSen to vote, one year next preceding the election, and has paid a State tax within the six

months preceding the election.

There are valuable school lauds in Louisiana, reserved, like those m the other new States,

on the sale oftte Public Lands, and there are three colleges in the State, Louisiana College

at Jackson, Franklin Collme at Opelousas, and Jeflbrson College; in 1886^ the Legislature

voted an allowance of IbjKO dollars a year to each of these institutioas, and some attempts

have been made, althouffh with not much sucoese, to provide for the education of poor

children. There is a Medical School in New Orleans. The Roman Cathdiofl form the

majority of the populatica ; but there an many Methodists, Baptists, Predbyterians, and Epis-

oondians.

The populatkm of Louisiana eonsistB in part of the French and Spanish colonists by whom
it was occupied at the tune tk the cession, but it comprises also a large and increasing num-
ber of immigrants fhim the other States. The French language is used exclusively by a
considerable proportion dT die population, but the English is also ftmiliar to many inhwitanta

(^ IVeneh wigin.
The subdivisions bear the name of Parishes, of which there are 38.

Asoennon 5,436 ....^ 3,567

Anumption 5,669 .... 1,881

Avoyellw.. 3,484.... 1,335

Baton Rouge (Eut) .

.

6,698 .... 3,348

BbUhi Rouge (Weat).

.

3,084 .... 1,933

Carroll fbrmed aince 1830
Catahoola 9,581.... 930
aaibome 1,764.... 915
Caacoidia 4,663.... 3,617

FeUdana (East) 8,347.... 4,653

Felioiuia(We«t) 8,639.... 6,345

IberviUe 7,049.... 4,508

Jafi'eraon 6,846.... 4,907

Lafayetto 5,653.... 9,367

Livingaton formed aince 1830
Lafourche 5,503 .... 3,153

Orlean 49,836 .... 16,639

Natchitoches 7,905 .... 3,571

Flaqueminea 4,489 .... 3,188

FointeCoupte 5,936.... 4,910
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FwUxt, Population.
Total. BlavM.

RapMca 7^75.... 5,339

.itBeraard 3,356.... 2,519

StCharics 5,147.... 4,118

StlleleBa "4,038.... 1,359

StJamei 7,646.... 5,039

Pt John Baptiate .... 5,677 .... 3,493

fiLLandiy 13^1.... 4,970

v.ri.iu. Pnpnlatlon.
rLritbei. xoul. Blavm.

St Martin*! 74205.... 3,987

StMary'a 6.443.... 4.304

St. Tammany 3,864.... 1,360

Tcrre Bonne 3,131 .... 1,033

Waahington 3,386 ... 587

Wanhitau 6,140.... 3.145.

Population at DiffemU Period$.

TMal. Slaves.

1810 76,556 84,660

1820 ^ 153,407 69,064

1830 215.829 109.68&

New Oileans, the principal city in the United States south and west of Baltimore, and

the third commercial mart in the Union, stands on the left bank of the Mississippi, 100 miles

from the sea by the course of the river, but only about 15 miles from the bay, improperly

called Lake Borgne, and four miles from Lake Pohtckartrain. Steam-boats and soiall Vesseli

come up to the landing on the latter, where an artificial harbour has been formed, and whence

a rail-road and two cuaJs extend to the rear of the city. In the front of the cit^ on the

river, the largest merchant-ships lie close up to the levee or bank, so that no wharft are

necessary to enable them to load and discharge.

The river is here from 100 to 160 feet deep, and a half-mile wide, and it preserves the

same width and nearly the same depth to the sea ; but the bar at U mouth has only 16 feet

of water. New Orleans ix the dep6t of the whole Mississippi Valley, and must increase in

importance with the daily growing wealth and population of that vast region. Thouaandg

of huge arks and flat-boi^ float down its migh^ artery for thousands of miles, loaded with

the (moduce of New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, as well as with that of the more

western States. The number of steam-boat arrivds in 1835 was 1172; and from 1600 to

2000 flat-boats, 60 to 60 steamers, and a forest of the masts cS seapvessels may be seen lyinff

at once along its levee. In 1831 there were exported from New Orleans 356.000 bales of

cotton, and in 1835, 585,000 bales; in 1831, 32,074, and in 1835, 34.365 hhds. of tobacco;

47,015 hhds. and 4832 barrels of raw sugar, 1.530,267 lbs. of crushed, and 358,740 lbs. of

clarified suf(ar, 18,507 hhds. and 23,677 bbls. of molasses, beside large quantities of flour,

salted {wovisbns, whiskey, lead, &c. were exported in 1885, in which year the shipping

entered amounted to 357,414 tons, comprising 507 ships. 493 brigs, and 604 sloops and scdood.

era; the total value of the exports for the year, including the foreign and coasting trade,

was about 40^000.000 dollars

The city stands on a dead level, and is regularly laid out with the streets interseotmg each

other at right angles ; as the sur&ce of the water is from two to ibur feet above the level ci

the city at hi^ water, and even in low sti><^ of water is above the suvamps in the rear, a

lev^, or emnnkment, from fbur to eight fiset high, has been made all ilong the river to

prevent inundations; a breach or crevasse sometunes occurs in this dike, but it is rarely

permitted to do much damage before it is closed. A traveller is struck on entering the city
'' with the dd and narrow streets, the high houses ornamented with tastefiil comioes, and

iron balconies, and many other circumstances peculiar to towns m France and Spain, and

pointing out the pr.^ history tA this city, fitted to change its masters so often." The newer
parts ofthe city are, however, built more in the style ofother American towns; The ground

00 which the city stands is soft and marshy, and an immense swamp extends around it on

every side; these circumstances render the climate dangerous to strangws during certain

seasons of the year, but the insalubrity seeihs to have been lessened by the draining of the

contiguous grounds, the paving of the streets, and the precautions that have been taken for

cleansing tm city ; it is well supplied with water from the Mississippi, which, though turbid

when taken fhrni the river, becomes clear and palatable when filtemd or allowed to settle.

Among the public buildings are the Roman Catholic Cathedral, a massive 'nd imposing build-

ing with fi>ur towers, the State-house, Custom-house, Exchange, United > tates Blint, Unu-
line Convent, several Theatres, some of which are splendid structures, the College of Orleans,

the CharUy Hospital, m which 9000 patients have been received in a single year, and three

other Hospitals, the Orphan Asylum, dus. The charitable institutions are numerous and

well oooducted. New Orleans was founded by the French in 1717 ; in 1769 it was occupied

Iqr the Spaniards, and contmued in their hands for about 34 yeem. In 1814-15 it was
besieged oy the Enfflish forces, who, advancing up Lake Borgne, approached within a few
miles ofthe city by we Bayou Bieavenue, which discharges its waUsrs into that bay. Their
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progress was checked by the Americans on the 23d of December, and after several other

actions and almost continual skirmishing during the interval, they were repulsed and driven

back to their boaU on the 8th of January. Population, in 1810, 17,242; in 1820, 27,176;
ill 1830, 40,310; and in 1835, about 70,000, exclusive of from 40,000 to 50,000 strangers

during the winter.

Donaldsonville, for some time the capital of the State, is a village with about 1000 inhabit-

ants, at the mouth of the Lafourche outlet Batoii Rouge, 130 miles, by the river, above

New Orleans, is a pretty village with houses in the French and Spanish style, and it con^

tains a military post and an arsenal of the United States. It stands on the first highland or

bluff point passed in ascending the river, but, although contrasted with the dead level that

surrounds it, the site has the appearance of being quite elevated, it is only 25 feet above

bigii water. The population of Baton Rouge is about 1200. St. Francisville, at the mouth
of the Bayou Sara, is a neat, busy, and thriving vilWe, consisting chiefly of one street

Galveztown on the Iberville, and Madisonville on Lake Pontchartmin, are small trading

places. The Balize, at the mouth of the Mississippi, is t little settlement occupied by a few
pilots, and taking its name from the Spanish Baliza, a beiicon. The ground is marshy, and
can be passed from house to house only on timbers or plaiks laid for the purpose.

St Martinsville, and New Iberia, on the Techo, and Opelousas or St lAudre, to the north,

are small villages containing from 300 to 500 inhabitants, but surrounded by a fertile and
well cultivated country. Alexandria, on Red River, 100 miles from the Mississippi by the

windings of the stream, is a pleasant little village in the centre of a rich cotton region, and
ships large quantities of that staple for New Orleans. Natchitoches, 80 miles above, is the

frontier town of the United States towards the Mexican or Texian territories. It was fbunded

in 1717, and the population is a mixture of French, Indians, Spanish, and Americans. It

was formerly the centre of the trade with the Mexican interior provinces, receiving bullion,

horses, and mules, and sending off manufactured goods, tobacco, and spirits.

SvBSEOT. 5.

—

Western States.

Under this head we may comprehend the whole of that vast expanse which stretches firom

the western flanks of the Appalachian Mountains to the l^ose of the great Chippewayan Sys-

tem, and from the Red River of Louisiana to the Lake of the Woods. Extending from 80°

to 106O W. Ion., and from 33° to 49° N. lat, its greatest length firom east to west is nearly

1500 miies, and its breadth from north to south is about 1100 miles. Only the eastern part,

however, of this immense tract is inhabited by a white population, or has received a regu-

larly oraanized government The White Earth River, and the Missouri till it enters the

State of that name, form the western limits of this politically organized region in the northern

part, and an imaginary line drawn from the Sabine to the same river, is the boundary in the

Bouthem part
There are but few, and those comparatively inconsiderable, mountainous tracts in this

division. The Ozark Mountains perhaps attain, in some places, an elevation of 2000 feet

but their general height is much less. Thev extend from the Missouri, below the mouth of

the Osage River, nearly to the Bravo or Del Norte of Mexico, at which point they are lost

in ths great ch^ of Hie Rockv Moimtains. The Black Hills occupy a p6rtion of the coQntry

between the Upper Platte and the Missouri below the mouth of the Yellow Stone, but they

are imperfectly known. A hilly ridge between the Upper Mississippi ana the Missouri,

called by the French boatmen aid hunters the Coteau des Prairies, or Prajrie Hills, does not

reach an elevatton of more than 1000 feet but it derives an interest from its influence upon
the course of the Missouri, turning that vast flood iVom its eastward course, and compelling

it to seek a southerly channel for several hundred miles, as the Black Hills give it a northern

direction in Uie upper part of its course.

But the great physical features of this region are its giant rivers, with their hundred arms

spreading for thousands of miles through every corner of the territory, and bringing its most

remote recesses, in Uie very heart of a vast continent almost into contact with the sea. The
main trunk of this great system of rivers has been described under the general head of the

United States. The less considerable tributaries, which have a local character, are noticed

in thii local details relative to the different sections to which they belong. The Ohio, on the

east dnd the Arkansas, Red River, and Platte, on the west are the greatest of the subordi-

nate streams. The first gathering up the watera of one of the most fertile regions of the

globe, bears upon its gentle current the products of a hif^hly cultivated country. The lost

mentioned take their way for a considerable part of their course through barren tracts of

sand. The Arkansas, however, has vast tracts of productive territory for many hundred miles

in the lowor part of its course, which is estimated to be 2500 miles in length. The Red
River aiso passes through a less desert region than the Platte, the country in its lower part

being highly fi^rtile.

The Alleghany and Monongahela, risuig in Pennsylvania and Virginia, unite at Pittsburg,

VoL.m. 47 8U
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aad take the name of Ohio. From Pittaburg to the Misaiasippi, the rivei jaa a eourae of

960 milea, receiving numeroua navigable atreama, flom the two great inclined i^lanea, between
which it nina. This aouthern or largeat Ot these planea has a much greater deelivity than

the northern, and ita rivera are more rapid, yet with few direct &lla. The Kanhawa, Big

Sandy, Kentucky, Green, Cumberland, and Tennessee, are the principal confluents from the

Appalachian slope. On the north it receives the Biff Beaver, Muskineum, Scioto, Miami,
wai Wabaah, which come from the slightly elevated tuile-land of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinoig.

The whole regu» drained by this noble liver extenda flnm 84<* "o 42° 80* N. lat and inxn
78° to 89° W. Ion., comprising an area cf 200,000 square n> ich in the most useful

productions of nature, animal, vegetable, and mineral, and enj ^ the advantage of a mild

and healthful climate. From PittriNirg to its mouth it has a descent of 400 feet, or 5 inches

to a mile ; ita current is gentle, and it is nowhere broken by kails, except at Louisville. Its

breadth varies from 400 to 1400 yards, being on an avenge about 800 yaids. The annual

range from high to low water is about SO feet, but it sometimes consider^ly exceeds this.

In August, September, and October the water is at the lowest, and in December, March,
May, and June, at the highest The navigation is annually impeded by ice in winter, and

6y drought in autumn, in ita upper part, but for the greater part of the year it is the scene

of an active trade, and covered witkr steam-boats ana river-craft. The Tennessee rises in

the Alleffhany Mountains and the Blue Ridge, and is interrupted in its course by a series of

rocky leases fimninff the Muscle Shoals, Iwlow which it amnds a navigable chaimel 300

milea in length, and it is also navigil>le several hundred miles above that point; its whole

course i^about 1600 milea.
" The great rivers, which ibrui so striking a natural feature of this region, give to the

mode of travelling and transportation in general, a peculiar cast, and have created a peculiar

clasa (rf* men, called boatmen. Craft of all descriptions are found on these waters. There
are the rude, ahapeijss masses, that denote the infiincy of navigation, and the light steam-

boat which makes its perfection ; toeether with all the intermediate f(nms between these

extremes. The most inartiSrsial of all water-craft, is the ark, or Kentucky flat, a huge frame

of square timbers, with a roo£ It is in shape a parallelogram, and lies upon the water like

a log ; it hardly feels the oar, and trusts for motion mainly to the current. It is 15 feet wide,

from 50 to 80 feet long, and carries from 200 to 400 barrels. Theaa arks are often filled

with the goods and families of emigrants, and carry even the carriages and domestic animals.

They are also used for shops of various kinds of goods, which are sold at the different towns,

and some of them are fitted up as the work-shops of artificers. Sometimes, also, they are

used as museums of wax-figures, and other shows, or for travelling libraries.

" There are also keel-bMts and barges, which are light and well built ; skifilB, that will

carry from two persons to five tons ;
* dug^>uts,' or pirogues, made of hollowed logs, and other

vessels for whicn lanffuage has no name, and the sea no parallel. There are a few small

boats that are moved by a crank turned by a single man. These are on the principle of

oteam-boats. Since the use oi steam-ijoats, numbers of the other craft have disappeared, and

the number of river boatmen haa been diminished by many thousands." The first steam-boat

on these 'Waters w& - built at Pittsburg, in 1811; since that time, in a period of 25 years,

about 600 have been built at diflbrent places, some of which are firom 400 to 800 tons biirtheii,

but the greater number are fh>m 90 to 150, 200, and 800 tons; there are at present not fki

from 800 steam-boats on the Mississippi and its tributaries, making an aggregate of about

60,000 tona
Another remarkable feature of this region is its extensive prairies, or unwooded tracts.

They bevin on e comparatively small scale in the basin of Lake Erie, ud already form the

bulk of the land about Lake Michigan, the Upper Wabash, and the Illinois; but on the west

of the Mississippi Uiey are more preidominant, or rather the whole of this tract may be

described as prairie intersected by patchy of woodland, chiefly confined to the river valleys.

I'he characteristic peculiarity of the pr&iries is the absence of timber; in other respects they

present all the varieties of soil and sarface that are found elsewhere ; some are of inexhausti-

ble fertility, others of hopeless sterility ; some spread out in vast, boundless plains, others are

undulating or rolling, while others are broken by hills. In general they are covered with a

rich growth of grass, forming excellent natural meadows, from which circumstance they take

their name ; but in some cases they are covered with prickly-pear, yuccas, and similar plants.

The Indians and hunters annually set fire to the pmiries, in order to dislodj^re the game ; the

fire spreads with tremendous rapidity, and presents one of the grandest and most terrible

spectacles in nature. The flames rush through the long gra^s with a noise like thunder

;

dense clouds of smoke arise ; and the sky itself appears almost on fire, particulnrly during

the niffht Travellers then crossing the prairie are sometimes in serious danger, which they

can omy escape by themselves settmg fire to the gra: . around them, and taking shelter in

the burnt part, where the approaching flame must expire fur want of fuel. Nothing can be

mere melancholy than the aspect of a burnt prairie, presenting a uniform black surmce, like

• vast plain of charcoal. A prejudice at one time prevailed against the prairies, as not fit for
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cultivation ; but this was found to be erroneous, and they are more in request, as it is a most
important object to save the labour of clearing the wood. Thev are easily c(mverted into

woodlands, by keeping out the fire and breaking the tough sward which covers ^hem.
Lead, iron, coal, salt, and lime abound in the Western States ; and prtriMbly .o region in

the world exhibits such a combination of mineral wealth and fertility of soil, unitw with
Buch rare facilities of transportation. Tobacco, Indian-corn, hemp, cotttm, salted provisions,

flour, whiskey, hides and furs, coarse bagging, and lead are the most important articles of
export-; and all sorts of manu&ctured goods and colonial produce are imported.

1. State of Ohio.

This youthfiil but noble State lies in a compact mass between Pennsylvania, Viivinia,

Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, and Lake Erie, extending from 38° 25' to 42° N.Jat, ana from
80° 40' to 84° 48' W. Ion. ; it has a general breadth of about 200 mUes, Inr about 140 in

length from natth to south, with an area of 45,000 square miles. On the southeast and south
its Doundary is formed by the river Ohio, through a distance of 420 miles, and oa the north
it has a lake coast of nearly 200 miles.

The surface nowhere presents any considerable elevation above the general level, but the
State is a lofty table-land, which in the centre is about 1000, and on the northern and south-

cm border fhmi 600 to 800 feet above the sea. A slightly elevated ridge of highlands divides

the waters flowing into Lake Erie from those flowing south into the Onio; from this there is

rather a rapid descent to the level of the lake, and tho courses of the rivers on the Erie slope

are considerably broken by &lls. The general slope towards the Ohio on the souUi is inter-

rupted by a subordinate ridge which crosses the State in about the latitude of Zanesville wad
Columbus, between which and the river the surface is very much diversified with hill and
valley. The central belt consists of extensive flat tracts with numerous broad swells, rising

gently fram the plains, and swamps and morasses occasionally occur. The northern or Erie
slope also contains extensive marshes. Nine-tenths of the surfttce of the State are suscepti-

ble of cultivation, and nearly three-fourths r" the soil are eminently productive. Even the
hills are generally cultivable to their summits, and covered with a fertile soil. The river

bottoms are extensive and exuberantly fertile. In the centre and northwest, prairies or
natural meadows are numerous and extensive, but the greater part of the country was origin-

ally covered with magnificent forests of gigantic trees, upon which, comparatively, little inroud

has yet been made.
The rivers of Ohio either enter the Ohio river or Lake Erie ; the principal streams are

tributaries of the former. The Muskingum rises in the northern water-shed, near the head-
waters of the Cuyahoffa, and drains a Mautiful and fertile district; it is about 200 miles in

length, and is na\ IgaUe during a great part <^ the year by small steam-boats to Zanesville,

75 miles, and by mtteaux to Caehocton, 110 miles; above this small boats can ascend to

within one mile of the Cuyahoga. Sandy River uid Wills' Creek, on the east, and the
Walhonding or White Woman's R^'e- and Licking, from the west, are the principal tribu-

taries; they are useful mill-streams. The Hockhocking rises on the southern ridee, and
reaches the Ohio after a course of80 miles ; it is narrow but deep, and is navigable ror some
distance bv boats. I'm Scioto is a fine navigable stream, which flows through a wide and
fertile valley, and in the upper part of its course is surrounded by rich and beautiful prairies.

Boats have ascended almost to its source, and passed, by a portage of four miles, mto the
Sandusky and Lake Erie. Tho Little Miami rises on the southern ridge, and, although too

much broken by falls to be useful as a navigable channel, it is a fine mUl-stream, furnishing

an abundant supply of water. The head-waters of the Miami, or Big Miami, approach vei^
near to those of the Scioto, the Auflaize, and the St Mary's ; its current is rapid, but it is

navigated 75 miles; Mad River and Southwest Branch are its principal tributaries.

Amon^ the northern rivers tlie Maumee or Miami of the Lake, which has its source in

Indiana, is the principal ; it is navigable for lake vessels and steam-boats to Perrysburg, 18
miles fi'om its mouth in Maumee Bay ; above this point the river fUls upwards of 60 f^t in

a distance of 18 miles, afibrding valuable miU-eeats. The river bottoms are extensive and
fertile, and tho banks are high and heavily timbered. The Sanduslqr is a rapid stream, but
navigable during high stages of the water. The Cuvahoga rises near Lake Erie, but, taking

a southwesterly course, it approaches the head of the Muskingum, and thence flows north-

wardly into the lake. It is much broken by falls, which affi>ra a pjentifbl supply of water
for mills.

Ohio in amply provided with the most useful of minerals; iron, coal, salt, and lime. The
iron ore is of gooa quality, and is pretty extensively worked in some of the eastern counties.

There are salt-wells on Yellow Creek, above Steubenvilla; on Wills' Creek ; on the Mus-
kingum River, from the Coshocton to near its mouth ; on the Hockhocking ; on Leading
Creek, and in other places. At the lower wells on the Muskingum, the salt rock is reached

at 900 het fhrni the surface, and in some of the localities fhrtaer up the river, at 660 to "TOO
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feet ; 60 gallons of brine finm the fbnner yield as many pounds of salt ofan excellent quality

;

the upper springs are not so strong. On the Hockhocking, the salt is reached, near Athens,
at a depth of 800 feet, but higher up the river it is much nearer the surfiice. Bituminous
coal occurs in the same region, on the Muskingum, on the Hockhocking, and on the Ohio
above and below SteubenviUe ; and on Wills' Creek there is found cannel coal of superior

quality. Some of the beds are worked, and the coal is consumed in manufactories and for

domestic uses. Marble and freestone, well adapted for building, and gypsum also occur.

The Yellow Springs in Green county, 64 miles north of Cincinnati are situated in a delight-

ful region, and have been resorted to with advantage in some cases of chronic diseases. The
White Sulphur Springs, in Delaware county, have also been found efficacious in some com-
plaints.

" The agricultural productions are such as are common to the Eastern and Middle States.

Indiai^com, as in other Western States, is a staple ffrain, raised with much ease and in great

abundance. More than 100 bushels are produced mm an acre, on the rich alluvial kms of

the bottom lands, though from 40 to 50 bushels per acre ought to be considered an avera^
crop. The State generally has a fine soil for wheat, and flour is produced for exportation m
great quantities. Rye, oate, buckwheat, barley, potatoes, melons, pumpkins, and ail manner
of garden vegetables, are cultivated to great peHectiim. No marKets in the United States

aro more profufoiy and cheaply supplied with meat and vegetables than those of Cincinnati

and other large towns in Ohio. Hemp is produced fo some extent, and the choicest kind of

tobacco is raised and cured in some of the counties ^t of the Muskingum river. Fruits of

all kindti are raised in great plenty, especially apples, which grow to a large size, and are

finely flavoured. The vine and the mulberry have been introduced, and with enterprise and

iru^ustry wine and silk might easily be added to the exports. Swine is one of the staple

pr3d.;ction«, and Cincinnati has been denominated the *J>otk market of the world.' linmense

I.:jV08 of fiit cattle are sent every aiitumn from the Scioto Valley and other parts of the

Btate. They are driven to all the markets of the East and South." {Peck's New GuideJar
>3»n.'^>-«.rj(».)

'i '.,r 'xibacco crop of Ohio is estimated at about 25,000 hhds., although that article has been
-.r iaed for exportation only within a few years. Upwards of 150,000 nogs were slaughtered

a id packed in Cincinnati in 1834, but owing to the high price of the stock not more than
' alt' that number were killed in the following year. There were owned in the State in

lOSo. '^(^201 horses, and 455,487 cattle. The number of acres of land subject to taxation

va.r,,'"' 19,631.

Tho mimufactures of the State are yet in their infimcy, but are rapidly increasing in im-

portance. Whiskey, glass, salt, steam-engines, iron-ware, cotton yam, cotton and woollen

stafSi, cabinet ware, paper, bats, shoes, linseed and castor oil, &c, are among the articles

produced; much lumber is cut and sawed, and steam-boat building is an important branch

of iikluBtry. The local position of Ohio gives it great ftcilities ror trade ; the Ohio River

affords direct communication with all the country in the valley of the Mississipm, «diile by

means of Lake Erie on the north it communicates with Canada and New York. The northern

and eastern counties export great quantities of agricultural ipraduce to Montreal and New
York, and since the construction of the Ohio and Pennsylvania Canals, maay of the produc-

tions of the southern and western counties also find their way to New York andPhiladelphia;

an active export trade is also carried on down the river, by way of New Orleans. All the

articles above enumerated are expor'.ed iVom the State, but we have no means of ascertaining

the value of the exports. The tannage amounted, in 1884, to 9427 tons, but this does not

include the great number of river boats, whose aggregate amount is very considerable.

The public works which have been already execot^, or are in a state appraachinff to com-
pletion, are of a magnitude to strike us w?th surprise, when we consider the infknt cnaracter

of the State. Two great works, crossing the State flrom north to south, amnect the waters

of the Ohio with those of the great lakes, and through tlir^m with the Atlantic Ocean. The
Ohio Canal extends hom Portsmouth at tiie mouth of the Scioto, up the valley of that river,

90 miles, thence across the inte mediate district to the Muskingum, and by that river and
the Ci^ahofa to Lake Erie, a distance of 810 miln, with navieable fbeoers of 24 miles.

The itfiami Canal, extondingfirora Cincinnati up dio Miami and down the Auglaize to the

V^abash and Ehrie Canal at De ii nee, l'^ ) miles, is not yet completed. The wabosh and

Erie Cimal, extending from Perry^burg, oit the Mauinee, to the Indiana State line, whence
it is continued to the Wabash in that State, is now ;n pr egress ; the section within Ohio is

80 miles in length. These wotkb tre executed by the State. The amount of tolls received

on Uie Ohio Canal in 1885, wau lb)i,317 dollars ; on that section of the Miami Canal then

in operation, viz. fVom Dayton to Cincinnati, d2,2i32 dollars. The Mahoning, or Pennsylvania

and Ohio Canal, extending from Akron, on the Ohio Canal, to the Beaver division of the

Pennsylvania Canal, 85 miles ; and the Sandy and Beaver Canal, extending fhmi Bolivar, on

the Ohio Canal, to the mouth of the Beaver, 87 miles, are not yet oomplet«], but are rapidly

going on in thti hands of private companies. The Mad River Rail>roaa, begun in September

the
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I^ will extend ftom Dayton, at the mouth ofMad River, to Sandusky Bay, 16S milesi A
nil-road firom Cleveland to Pittsburg has been projected and authorised by law. The Cum-
berland or Nntional Road is continued fttm Wheeling, across this State through l&nesville,

Columbus, and Springfield, to the Indiana line.

The first settlement in Ohio was made at Marietta, by a body of emigrants firom New
England, in 1788. The lands north of the Ohio River had been previously ceded by the
wparate States to the government «^ the confederacy ; and, July 13, 1787, an ordinance for

the government of the Territory of the United States Northwest of the River Ohio had been
passed by Congress. In the year 1800, the westempart of the Territory was separated firom

the eastern part, under the name of the Indiana Territory, and in 1802, the State of Ohio
was received into the Union as an independent member of the confederacy. The Constitution

of Ohio vests the legislative authority in a Senate and a House of Representatives, together

styled the General Assembly. The Mnate is chosen for the term of two years, and the House
for one; the Governor is chosen by the people, and holds office for two years. The Judges
are elected by the General Assembly for the term of seven years. Suffirage is universal,

and elections are popular. A system of general education has been organized, but is not in

efficient oneration throughout the State. In addition to the funds arising from the sale of
school lands appropriated by Congress, a State tax is levied to aid in the support of common
schools ; each township is divided into school districts, and those districts which support a
school for three months in a year are entitled to receive their quota of the State's money.
There are about 20 respectable academies in the State. The University of Ohio, at Athens

;

Miami University, at Oxf<ml ; Kenyon College, at Gambler, with a theological department

;

Western Reserve College, at Hudson, with a theological department; Franklin College, at

New Athens; Granville College, at GranvUle, with a theological department; Marietta

College, at Marietta ; Willou^by University, at Chagrin ; and Obertin Institute, at New
Elyria, are the principal educational institutions. The Lane Seminary, at Cincinnati ; the

Lutheran Theological School at Columbus; the Medical College of Ohio at Cincinnati; the

Reformed Medical College vf Ohio, at Worthington ; and the Law School, at Cincinnati,

are devoted to professional studies. The predominant religious sects are the Presbyterians,

MeliMidists, and Baptists. The Lutherans, Episcopalians, German Reformed, and Friends;

are also numerous, uid there are some Roman Catholics, Universalists, Shakers, and adherents

ofthe New Jerusalem Church.
The rapid growth of the population of Ohio has never been jkralleled ; in 42 years fimn

the time when it received its first white settlers, the number of its inhabitants was 937,008.

Its fertile and unoccupied lands attracted inunignmts not only from the other States, chiefly

the Eastern and Middle, but large bodies of Swiss and Germans, and ^^reat numbere of BritiNi

emigrants have settled themselves in its smiling valleys and rich phuns. The Germans com-
pose about one-tenth of the whole population, and they are for the most part ignorant of the

English language; bat as all legal proceedings are in that langoage, the German will soon

disappear.

Population at Diffennt Period$.

1T90 8,000

1800 45,365
1810 280,760
1820 581,484
1830 937,908.

Ohio ]a divided into 75 counties, which are as follows

:

CMinliaf. Popolation.

Adam 18,281

Allen 578
Ashtabula 14,584

Athens 9,787

Belmont 28.637

Brown 17,867

BuUer 27,148

Carroll formed since 1830

Champaiirn 18,131

Clark!Tr. 13,114

Clermont 80,666

Clinton 11,436

Columbiana • 35,593

Coshocton 11,161

Crawford 4,791

Countlas.

'

Population.

Cuyahoga ' 10,373

Dark 6,204

Delawara 11,504

Fairfield 24,786

Fayette 8,182
Franklin 14,741

GaUia 9,733

Geauga 15,813

Greene 14,801

Ooemsoy 18,036

Hamilton 52,317

Hancock • 813
Harden 810
Harrison 20^)16

Henry fomwd since 1830

47*

-J
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Couotiea. Fopulition.

Highland 16,345
Hockiiur 4,008

Holmea 9,135
haron 13,346

Jbcluqa 5,941

Jeflfisnon 23,489

Knox 17,085
Lawrence 5,367

Licking 30,869
Logan 6,440

Lorain 5,696

Locaa formed in 1835
Madiaon 6,190

Maricm 6,551

Medina 7,560

Meigs 6,158

Mercer 1,110

Miami 12,807

Monroe 8,768

Montgomery 34,363

Morgan 11,800

Miukingnm 39,334

Paulding fimned since 1830

Countiei. Popalation.

Perry 13,970
Pickaway 16,001
Pike 6,024
Portage 18,826
Preble 16,291

Putnam ibrmed nnee 1830
Richland 34,008
Rom 34,068
Sonduaky 3,851
Scioto 8,740
Seneca 6,159
SUrk 36,588
Shelby 3,671
Trumbull 36.133
Tuacarawaa 14,298
Union 3,192
Van Wert ibrmed since 1R30
Warren 21,468
Waahington 11,731
Wayne 33,333
WiUiama 387
Wood 1,108

There are aeveial floariahing towns on the kke: Ashtabula is a small town with an arti>

ficial harbour; Painesville is a thrivinjf village further west, three miles fhxn the lake, which

carries on seme trade bv its port, called Eai^wrt. Cleveland, the most important laJce^poit

of Ohio, stands on an elevated plain at the mouth of the Cuyahoga River and of the Ohio

Canal. Its harbour has been secured by artificial (tiers, and is commodious and eaqr of

access. The population in 1890 was 1076; in 1885 it amounted "^ 4S00, exclusive of the

little village of Brooklyn «i the opposite side of the river, which contained 1000 inhabitant!.

In 1625 there arrived here 54 sail-vessels and 21 steam-boats of an aggregate amount of

7310 tons; value of exports, 50,166 dollars; <a imports, 132,645; in 1833, 600 lake vesseli

^nd 705 steam-boats of 232,500 tons arrived, and the value of the exporto was 2,044,000 dol-

krs, of imports, 4,700,000 dollars. The number of arrivals had increased in 1635 to 886
lake-vessels and 960. steam-boats, amounting to about 270^000 tons, with a corresponding in-

crease in the value of imports and exports. The amount ofcanal tolls paid here m tbatyeu
was 72,716 dolhus.

Huron, a thriving little town fiirther west, is the dep6t of a very rich and flouridiing dis-

trict, and Norwalk, in its rear, situated in a highly fertile country, contains some manuftc-
turmg establiahmenta Portland or Sandusky city is situated on a fine bay, with a good
harbour, and is a busy and growinff place. These villages have each about 1000 inhabitanta

Perrysburff, at the head of steam-boat navigation on t£e Maumee, is prettily situated upoo
a high bank below the fiUls of the river; its situation combmes great advantages both fix

navigation and manu&ctures, and the completion of the Wabadi and Erie C^mal will give

it new importance. Fort Meigs, in th^ vicinity, was the scene of some fighting in 18191

Tdedok formerly Fort Lawrence, is a flourishing town, fiirther down the river, with 2000 in-

habitants.

Akron, Massillmi, Bolivar, and Coshocton, are small but growing villa|[es on the Ohio
Canal. Zanesville stands at the head of steamboat navigation on the Muskingum, by which
and the Ohio Canal it has a water communication with New Orleans and New York. The
falls in the river have made Zanesville the seat of numerous mills and manu&cturioff estid>-

lishments, including 2 flour-mills, 3 saw-mills, 3 iron-founderies, paper, cotton, and oil mills,

flassworks, &c. The pc^lation in 1630 was 3004; in 1835, incliraing the little village of

'utnam, on the opposite side of the river, it was 6200. Two bridges cross the river here,

and the town contains 8 churches, an athmueum, two academies, &c. Marietta, at the

mouth of the Muskingum, is the oldest town in the State ; it is pleasantly situated partly on
a lower and psrtly on an upper plain, with wide streets, shaded with trees, green squares,
and neat buildings. There are numerous mounds and embankments in and around the town.
Ship-building was formerly carried on here, and many steam-boats are still built; several
saw-mills, an inm-foundery, tanneries, &c., also furnish occupation to the inhabitants, whose
number is 1200. Steubenville, on the Ohio, in the midst of a rich and populous district, con-
tains 5 woollen and 2 cotton manu&ctories, 4 iron and brass founderies, 6 steam-engine and
machine factories, 3 copperas works, several tanneries, and saw and flour mills, a chemical
laboratory, &c., with a population of 2037 souls.

Newark, a busy little town on the Licking River, with about 1000 inhabitants, is chiefly

remarkable for the extensive embapkments found in its vicini^. These smgular works con*
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list of four enclosures, communicating with each other by long passages enclosed within
parallel banks, and standing on an elevated plain at the junction of tlie Racoon Creek with
the Licking. A circular enclosure of 22 acres in area and an octagonal enclosure of 40
acres, are thus connected with another circular work of 28 acres, and a square one of 20
acre% which are three miles distant from the former ; the parapets are wholly of earth, and
are fiom 3 or 4 to 10 feet high ; numerous entrances or gateways afford access into the
enclosed spaces, and before each gateway stands a mound of the same construction with the
ramparts. The works at Marietta are of a similar character and extent, and there are othen
in the Scioto Valley, at Circleville, Chillicothe, and other places.

Columbus, the capital of the State, is pleasantly situated on the Scioto, in a rich and beau-
tifiil district, at the intersection of the nver by the National Road, and a branch of the Ohio
Canal. It is built on a regular plan, with a pretty square in the centre of the town, round
which stand some of the principal public buildings. Here are the State House, an Asylum
fbr the Deaf and Dumb, a new Penitentiary, conducted on the Auburn plan, Court-Houses,
five Churches, &c. Population, in 1830, 2437; in 1835, 4000. Circleville, situated in tho
Esme fertile valley, has a population of about 1500; it ships large quantities of pork, flour,

whiskey, butter, &,c. The circular enclosure, from which it takes its name, has been mostly
destroyed in the process of building the town ; it was surrounded by two walls, 20 feet

high, and it communicated with a square work; the former was 1000 feet in diameter, the

latter 900 feet square ; several large mounds are still standing in the town.
Chillicothe stuids between Paint Creek and the Scioto^ and the streets, extending across

the neck firom river to river, are intersected at right angles by othen running parallel to the

Scioto. Population, in 1830, 2840; in 1835 it exceeded 4000. The manufactures of the

phice are PKtty extensive, and are rapidly increasing. Portsmouth, at the southern end of
the Ohio Canal, derives importance from its situation ; its trade is considerable, and there

are here several iron-fbunderiea, nail-factories, saw and grist mills, &c. Population, in 1830,

1066; at present it is nearly double that number. Gallipolis, on the Ohio above Portsmouth,
and Athens and Lancaster, on the Hockhocking, are ainall villages. The last named, with
1800 inhabitants, is a place of some trade.

The city of Cincinnati, the principal town in the State, and the largest city in the west,

ii very prettily situated on an upper and a lower plain, or the first and second banks of the

river; the latter is liable to inundation in a very high stage of the water; the former ia

about 00 feet hi|[her, and extends back to the foot of a noble rango of hills, which sweep
round fh>m the river above to a point below the ci^ ; a similar plain on the opposite side of

tlie river, occnpied hy the flourishing villages of Newport and Covington, is half enclosed

by a simUar range of highlands, so mat the river appears to occupy the centre of a circular

basin, completely surrounded by a lofly rampe^rt of green and wooded heists. The streets

of Cincinnati are drawn with great regularity in lines parallel and at right angles to the

river, and being spacious, neatly paved, and often bordered by rows of flne shade-trees, they

produce a most agreeable impression upon the eye of the traveller; this efl^t is heig[htened

by the elegance m many of ihe public buildings and dwelling-houses, some of which are

deeply embosomed in clumps of majestic trees and clustera of sweet flowering shrubs.

There are here 26 churches, an Hospital, a Lunatic Anlum, a Theatre, &c., and the free

Bchools of the cit^r are numerous and on an excellent footing. The growth of Cincinnati

has been astonishmgly rapid ; it was founded in 1789, and in 1800 it hi^ a population of 750
souls ; in 1820, the number of inhabitants had increased to 0642 ; in 1830, to 24,631, and in

1S35 it exceeded 31,000, or, including Newport and Covington, 35,(KI0. It has become the

seat of extensive manufkctures, and it carries on an active trade by the river and canal. In

1^ there were 15 steam-engines here; in 1836, the number was-upwards of 50; 100
steam-engines, 240 cotton-gins, and 20 sugar-mills were made, and 22 steam-boats were
built, in 1636. Brass and iron founderies, cotton-factories, rolling and slitting mills, saw and
grist mills, and chemical laboratories, are among the manufacturing establishments ; the

value of manufactured articles produced in 1835 was estimated at 5,0(M,000 dollara. There
were in that year !^7 steam-boat arrivals, and the value of the exporte was estimated at

6,000,000 dollan ; the amount of toll collected on the canal at Cincinnati was 25,803 dol-
-

lars. Beef, pork, wheat and flour, whiskey, with various manuftctured articles, are among
the exports.

Dayton, on the Miami, at the junction of the Mad River which furnishes a great number
of mill-seats, is a rapidly growing town, in a highly productive region. It carries on an
active trade by the Miami Canal, and it contains numerous saw and grist mills, several wool-

len and cotton fkctories, an oil-mill, and other manufiictories. Population, in 1830, 2954;
in 1885, 3S00. Xenia, Springfield, and Urbanna, are neat and thriving towns between the

Miami and the Scioto. The northwestern part of the State, as yet but thinly inhabited, is

already beginning to feel the impulse given by the construction of the Miami Canal, and
will soon M filled with flourishing village!.
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2. State qf Indiana.

P*aTin.

Indians lies between Ohio and Illinoia, havinff the State of ttiehigan on the north and

Kentuciijr on the aoath. Extending from 370 SO' to 41° 47' N. lat, and from 84° 48' to 88°

W. Ion., it has an extreme length of 275 miles, and a breadth of 140, with on area of 36,500
square miles. The Ohio forms its southern frontier, through a distance of 340 miles; the

Wabash washes its western border through 160 milea of its course ; and on the northweatern

comer of the State is Lake Michigan. The southern strip comprised between the White
River and the Ohio is hilly ; and a low ridge, which causes the falls in the Ohio at Louis-

ville, curves round toward the north and west, and crossing the White River and the Wa-
bash, also produces rapids in those rivers. North of this narrow belt, the whole surface is

level or very slightly undulating, presenting no bold or lofty elevations aliovn the general

ftce of the country.

Most of the land ip productive, and, indeed, with trifling exceptions, is highly fertile ; in

the north there are wet and marshv tracts, but these are inconsiderable, when compared with

the nortion fit for cultivation. " Much of the country we have denominated hilly is rich,

fertile hmd, even to the summits of the hills. On all the streams are strips of rich alluvion

of exhaustless fertility. The interior, on the two White Rivers and tributaries, is mode-

rately undulating, tolerably rich soil, and much of it heavily timbered with oaks of varir.'jg

species, poplar, beech, sugar-tree, walnuts, hickory, elm, and other varieties common to the

West There is much level table-land, between the streams. Along the Wabash below

Terre Hante, is an undulating surfkce, diversified with forest and prairie, with a soil of

middling quality, interspersed with verv rich tracts. Along the Wabash and its tributaries

above Terre Haute, the land in general is first-rate ; a large proportion forest, interspersed

with beautiful prairies. The timber consists of oaks of various species, poplar, ash, walnut,

cherry, elm, sugar-tree, buckeye, hickory, some beech, sassafras, lime, honey-locust, with

some cotton-wcmd, sycamore, hackberrv, aiid mulberry on bottom lands. The undergrowth
is spice-bush, hazel, plum, crab-apple, hawthorn, and vines. Along the northern part of the

State are extensive prairies, and tracts of barrens, with groves of various kinds of timber

and skirts of burr-oak. Towards Lake Michigan, and along the Kankakee and St Joseph

Rivers, are lakes, swamps, and marshes." {Peek't New Chtidefor Emigrantt).
Indiana has great commercial advantages in her position and the number of her navigable

rivers. The noUe stream of the Wabash, which drains nearly the whole of the State and

is one of the finest and most important tributaries of the Ohio, rises in the northeastern part

of Indiana od the borders of Ohio, and crossing the State fhxn east to west pursues a south-

erly course into the Ohio Rirer between Indiana and Illinois. It is navigable in high-water

for steam-boats to I^ifayette, 370 miles ; but in low stages of the water its navigation is

impeded by bars and ledges of rocks, through a distance oC^about 15 miles, just above the

mouth of White River. The tributaries a the Wabash are large streams ; the Salamanic,

and Mississinewa from the south, and Little River, Eel River, ai^ the Tippecanoe, from the

north, are the principal iti the upper part of its course. About 100 miles firom its mouth it

receives the White River, which is formed by the junction of two considerable strbunis,

called the West and East Fork. The former rises near the head-waters of the Waliash on

the Ohio line, and traverses the whole breadth of the State, in a course of about 300 miles;

steam-boats sometimes go up to Indunapolis, 200 miles. The East Fork is little inferior in

extent and volume of weters. The White Water on the southeast is the onlv other consi-

deraUe stream ttrait flows into the Ohia In the north the Kankakee rises in the immediate

vicinity of the St Josepdi's, and ps<«e8 into Illinois. The St Joseph's flows into Michi^n.
Another St Joseph's unites with the St Mary's, and forms the Maumee, which paans uto
Ohio and enters Lake Erie. A portage of a few miles connects the Maumee ana Wabash.
The Wabash and Erie Canal, from La&yette to Perrysburg in Ohio, lies chiefly in this

State, the distance firom la&yette to the Ohio line being 130 miles; a considerable portion

of the work is completed, and the remainder is in prtwress; it is executed by the State.

In 1036, an appropriation of 1,300,000 dollars was made for continuing this work to Terre
Haute, 90 miles, aud thence to the Central Canal, 40 miles; at the same time 3,500,000

dollars were appiopriated for the construction of the Central or White River Canal firom the

Wabash and Erie Canal above Li^nport thr^up,^ Indianapolis, down the White. River and

Pigeon Creek, to Evansville, on the Ohio, 290 miles; and 1,400,000 for the Whitewater
Canal, to extend through Connersville, down the valley of the Whitewater, to Lawrence-
burg on the Ohio, 76 miles ; fiirther appropriations were also made of 50,000 dollars to aid

lUinoiu in removing obstructions to the navigation of the Wabash; of 1,300,000 for the

making of the Madison and La<kyette Rail Road, from the Ohio tlirough Indianapolis to the

Wabash 160 miles; of 1,150,000 for a Macadamized road from New Albany, on the Ohio,

to Vincennes, and of 1,800,000 for a turnpike or rail-road from the same place to Crawtbrd-
ville, near the Upper Wabash, 158 miles. The Lawrenceborg and Indianapolis Rail-road is

in process of construction by a prival.0 company, which hu received assistance fhxn the
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State ; length 90 miles. The National Road passes from the Ohio line through Indianapolis,

but is not yet completed.

Our knowledge of the mineral resources of Indiana is very defective; coal, lime, salt, and
iron, arc known to abound ; but little attention has yet been paid to this source of wealth.
The agricultural exports are beef, pork, cattle, liorsea, awine, Indian-corn, hemp, tobacco,
&c. ;

ginseng, bees'-wax, feathers, and whiskey are also exported, but we have no means of
estimating the value of the trade. There arc some grirt and saw mills, a few iron furnaces
and some salt-works, but the manufacturing industry is inconsiderable. The current of im-
migration has flowed steadily into Indiana during the last 15 years, and its population has
accordingly increased with great rapidity ; in 180U, it amounted to 2641 ; in,1810, to 24,52^;
in 1820, to 147,178 ; in 18:^, to 348,031 ; and in an official document it was estimated at

the close of 18i35 to amount to 600,000. Most of the inhabitants are from Ohio, and the

Middle and Northern States ; but tliere are many immigrants from Kentucky and Virginia,

as well as from foreign countries.

Some French settlements were established here toward the close of the 17th century, at

which time Vincennes was founded. This part of tlie country passed, with the rest of the

French possessions in North America, into the hands of the Englisli in 1763, and in the war
of the revolution it became the theatre of some important oventa Vinconnes was captured

by Col. Clarke in 1778. In 1811, the battle of Tippecanoe was fought at the mouth of that

river, and the combined Indian forces, under the influence of the celebrated Shawaneo pro-

phet, were routed by Gen. Harrison.

The Legislature, st^ led the General Assembly of Indiana, consists of a Senate, chosen
for the term of three years, and a House of Representatives, elected annually. The Gover-
nor and Lieutenant Governor, who is President of the Senate, are chosen by the people for

the term of three years. The superior Judijes are appointed by the Governor with the

consent of the Senate ; but the inferior Judges are chosen by the General Assembly or by
the people; they all hold office for seven years. Every white nmle citizen of the age of 21
years, who has resided in the State during the year next preceding the election, enjoys the

right of suffirage. The same provision has been made by Congress for the support of common
schools, that has been made in the other new States, but no efficient system of general edu-

cation has yet been adopted ; the Constitution makes it " the duty of the General Assembly,

08 soon as circumstances shall permit, to provide by law for a general system of education,

ascending in a regular gradation, from township schools to a State university, wherein tuition

shall be gratis, am equally open to all." Indiana College at Bloomington, South Hanover
College at South Hanover, and Wabash College at Crawfordsville, are useful institutions.

Academies have been established in several of^the counties. The Methodists and Baptists

are the prevailing religious sects ; the Presbyterians and Friends are numerous, and there

are Roman Catholics, Episcopalians, &c.

Indiana is divided into 65 counties, as follows

:

CounliM. Population.

Adams formed in 1835

Allen 996
Bartholomew 5,476

Boone 621

CutM 1.611

Cass 1,169

Oark 10,686

CUy 1,616

Clintoii 1.423

Crawford 3.238

Daviess 4,543

Dearborn 13,974

Decatur 5,887

Dekalb formedinl835
DeUware 2,374

Dubois 3,778

Elkhart 935

Fayette 9,112

Floyd 6,361

Fountain 7,619

Franklin 10.190

Fnlton formed in 1835

Gibson 5,418

Grant formed in 1831

Greene 4.242

Hamilton 1.757

Hancock 1.436

Vol. III.

Cnuntiet. Population

Harrison 10,273
Hendricks 3,975
Henry 6,497
Huntmgton formed in 1832
Jackson 4,870
Jasper t formed in 1835
Jay formed in 1835
Jefferson 11,465
Jennings 3.974
Johnson 4,019
Knox 6,525
Kosciusko formed in 1835
Laporte formed in 1832
Lagrange formed in 1833
Lawrence > 94234
Madison 2,238
Marion 7,192
Marshall formed in 1835
Martin 2,010
Miami formed in 1832
Monroe 6,577
Montgomery 7,317
Morgan 5,593
Newton formed in 1835
NoUe formed in 1835
Orange 7,901
Owen .- 4,017

3V
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t.l<A Popolatioa.

... 7,535Park*
PtolT •

PilM 9,475

tvmf 6449
Portar ibniMd in 1835
PuluU fiiniMd i»^1835
Putnam 6,90
Randolph 3^13
Ripkr 3^989
Rwh 9,707
Soott . 3,099
Bhelby 6,995
BpenoOT 3,196
StJoMph'a 987
BiMk fermMiinl835
Steoben ftmwd in 1835

OoantiM. rDfuUtian.

BaUiran... 4,630
SwiUarland 7,098
Tippaeanoe 7,187
Union 7,944
Vandcrboryh 9,611
Vermillioa 5,699
Vigo 5,766
WalMab ilimMdinl839
Wamn 9,861

Warriek 9,877
WadiingUm 13,064

Warne 18,571

Wolb .. nnwi id 1835
WliitleT >brmedinl835
Wiiita formed in 183JI

Indiant contains no luye towna, but a great number of thrivii-.tr villagea are already aeat>

tered orer her aurflwe, and are dailj growing in population, wttalth, and trade, u the vut
ttf.»ural reaoareea of the State are unfolded. Lajvrenceburg, on the Ohio, juit below the

mt^titii of the Whitewater, earriea on an extensive tr> -Jto, but its site is so low that it is subject

to Uiu viation during very high stages c^ the wat. t- Madison is a flourishing town, pies-

aan'J I sitnatod, 60 miles below Lawrenceburg, with about 2000 inhabitants. Vevay is a

little villsge, jc". it <i by a Swiss colony, with sEov-t 1000 inhabitants. Jeflbrsoaville, opposite

Louisville, is & titfii-'ng town; it contains the State Prison. New Albany, below tlw &lli

of the Ohiok is the largwt town in the State, and contains about 8000 innabitantiL Evans-

viUe is also a growing village.

New Harmony oo the Wabash was founded by the German sect called Harmonites, under

the direction rfnapp; in 1824, it was bough: by Owen of Tunark, who attempted to put in

operation here his new social system ; the scheme fiuled, atK) his followers were dispersed,

but the village is now a flourishing place in other handsi V i i<cennes, higher up the river,

is an old IVench settlement, formed in the beginning of the la:i!. centurv. The population

in 1680 was 1600, but it is now rapidly increasing. Terre Haute, Lafayette, and Logans-

port are young, but ^rmwing centres of trade. Indianapolis, the capital m the State, stands

on a fine plain neai ti.e W^ite River, and is laid out with much taste and regularity ; the

spacious streets are iined with neat hon'.->v and the public buildings are handsome structures,
j

The population is at present about 20UI. R! )hm<iad, on the National Road, near the Ohio
j

State line, is also a proaperaus little town. The town of Michigan has lately been founded

on the lake of that name, but there is nc ^ood f 'rfaour within this State, woA the navigation

is dangerous on account of lla exposur^^ *o thf v ii<ds and surf. " The total absence or ba^
hours round this southern extremity '* U -^ lak'j, hjui caused the wreck of many a vessel, u
the actim of a storm flmn the nortu^^. <) ^pon such a wide expanse of ftesh waters is tifr

mendous; and, ftom the great hei^t irl violence of the surf which then thunders in upon
the base of the ssudVills, and the .t . n)litudeof this coast, lives are seldom if ever saved."

The >hole shore is lined by lofty I rrc sand-bills, rising to the height of two hundred feet,

with a breadth of a mile and upwt.'*:^ in the rear of which a belt of sandy hilkwks, covered

with white oak and pine, f v<ins tho transition from the barren strand to the fertile country

further inhuxL
There are still about 8000 Pottawatamies in the northern part of Indiana, and aevwal

hundred Miamie% but they vnll probably soon be removed to the Western Territory.

a StatK o/Blinou.

This rich and hi^ly fkvoured tract of country extends fimn 87° to «2i* 80* N. lat, and
fiom 87° to Ol*) 80^ W. Ion. Its extreme length is 880 miles; its breadth in the north is

about 140 miles, but it expands to 220 miles in the centre, whence it contracts toward the

south to a narrow point The land area is 66,000 square miles. Illinois has Wisconsin
Territory on the north. Lake Michigan, Indiana, and Kentucky on the east, and Missouri and
Wisconsin on the weiA ; it has a Uke-eoast ofabout 60 miles ; the Mississippi forms its west-

ern boundary through a distance of 660 miles; the Ohio is its southern boundary through

140 milee, and on the east it has the Wabash for 160 miles. The interior is penetrated by

noble rivers aflbrding extensive advantages fi»' inland navigation. The Uttle Vermillion,

Embarras, and Little Wabadi are the principal tributaries ofthe Wabash flrom Illinois. The
Illinois, tlie principal river ofthe State, is formed in the northeastern part Inr the junction of

the Kankakee and the Desplanes, and flows, by a southwesterly course of 800 miles, to the

MississippL For the distance of nearly 80 mues in the upper part of its course, thero are
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obetructions to ite lii vigation in a low Bta;;o of water, and the npids above the mouth of the

Vermillion River r<-ii be passed only in times of flood. Below this steam-boats of moderate

burthen find no impediments through a distance of 260 miles. '
" The current throuehout

the distance last mentioned is exceedingly genUe, often quite imperceptible ; indeed this

part of the river may with much propriety be denominated an extendeid pool of stagnant

water." (.Long^s Expedition to the St. Peter's River.) The Illinois has been well described

as a natural canal, flowing through natural meadows. In high floods the Illinois overflows

its banks, and the Mississippi, in a high stage of water, backs up the river to a distance of

70 miles from its mouth. In some places it expands to such a width as to receive the name
of Lake ; such an expansion is Lake Peoria, about 20 miles in length. The Kankakee rises

in Indiana near the St Joseph's, and boats pass in the wet season from the channel of one
river to that of the other. The Desplancs rises in Wisconsin, and runs for some distance

parallel to the shores of Lake Michigan, and not more than ten miles from the lake, with
which there is a natural navigable communication, through which loaded beats oflen pass

during the spring floods. The Fox River is a large stream which rises in Wisconsin, but

there are rapids a few miles from its mouth. 'I'he Vermillion is a fine mill-stream ; the

Spoon River and the Sangamon are navigable streams. The Rock River is a large tributary

of the Mississippi, rising in Wisconsin ; it is navigable for some distance, but in low water
tlie navigation is impeded by several rapids not for from its mouth. The Kaskaskia rises

near the centre of the State, and reaches the Mississippi in a southwesterly course of about

400 miles ; it passes through a fine country, and is navigable for some distance.

A small tract in the southern part of the State is hilly, and the northern portion is also

somewhat broken ; but the general surface is almost a uniform level, or slightly undulating.

In many instances the face of the country is so level, that during the wet season it is inun-

dated by the rains, and the water stands on the surface until it is evaporated. About two-
thirds of the State consists of prairies, which in the southern part are comparatively few and
small, but in the centre and north are numerous, and form wide expanses stretchmg as far

as the eye can reach. In their natural state they form admirable pastures, but if the tough
sward with which they are covered is destroyed, they soon become covered with forests.

"In general, Illinois is abundantly supplied with timber, and were it equally distributed

through the State, there would be no part wanting. The apparent scarcity of timber where
the prairie predominates, is not so great an ofaotacle to the settlement as has been supposed.

For many of the purposes to which timber is applied, substitutes are found. The rapidity

with which the young growth pushes itself forward, without a single efibrt on the part of
man to accelerate it, and the readiness witii which the prairie becomes converted into thickets,

and then into a forest of young timber, shows that, in another generation, timber will not be
wanting in any part of Illinois.

" The kinds of timber most abundant are oaks of various species, black and white walnut,
ash of several kinds, elm, sugar-maple, honey-locust, hackberry, linden, hickory, cotton-wood,

pecan, mullierry, buckeye, sycamore, wild cherry, box, elder, sassafras, and persimmon. In
the southern and eastern parts of the State are yellow poplar and beech ; near the Ohio are
cypress, and in several counties are clumps of yellow pine and cedar. On the Calamick,
near the south end of Lake Michigan, is a small forest of white pine. The undergrowth is

redbud, pawpaw, sumach, plum, crab-apple, grape-vines, dogwood, spice-bush, green-brier,

liazle, &.C. The alluvial soil of the rivers produces cotton-wood and sycamore timber of
amazing size." {Peck's Oazetteer of Illinois.)

A third description of country is the barrens, or oak openings, which partake, aa it were,
at once of the character of the forest and prairie. The land is generally dry and more uneven
than the prairies, and is covered with scattered oaks, interspersed at times with pine, hickory,

ond other forest trees, of medium or stunted size, which spring, however, from a rich vege-
table soil, generally well adapted to the purposes of agriculture. " They rise from a grassy
turf seldom encumbered with brushwood, but not unfrequently broken by jungles of rich and
gaudy flowering plants, and of dwarf sumach. Among the oak openings you find some of the
most lovely landscapes of the west, and travel for miles and miles throush varied park
Kenery of natural {^wth, with all the diversity of gently-swelling hill and dale—here, trees

grouped, or standing single—and there, arranged in long avenues, as though by human hands,
with slips of open meadow between. Sometimes the openings are interspersed with nume-
rous clear lakes, and with this addition become enchantingly beautiful. But few of these
reservoirs have any apparent inlet and outlet ; they are fed by subterraneous springs or the
rains, and lose their surplus waters by evaporation." {Latrobe's Rambler in America.)
These tracts are almost invariably healthy, and the soil is better adapted to all kinds of pro-
duce than bottoms and prairies.

The alluvial bottoms are numerous and extensive in this State, being found of greater or
less dimensions on all the rivers; many of them are liable to be inundated, and as the
margins of the rivers are ordinarily higher than the land in the rear, the water cannot escape,

rut stands until it disappears by evaporation. These inundated tracts are unsuitable for

VJ
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settlement and cuhivation, but will easily be reclaimed by draining^ or by raising embank-
ments to prevent the overflow of the rivers. Other tracts of bottom land are above the reach

of the floods, and present a soil of inexhaustible fertility, composed of the rich slime brought
down and deposited by the river. They are generally, however, unhealthy, but cultivation

appears to render them more salubrious. In the rear of these bottoms there are generally

pools of standing water, caused by the circumstance before mentioned, that the surface

declines from the margm of the river to the foot of the river-hills. One of the most exten-

sive of these bottoms, called the American Bottom, extends from the Kaskaskia River to

Alton, a distance of 00 miles, with an average breadth of five miles, and comprising 280,000
acres ; the soil is from 20 to SS feet deep. Below this, between Muddy Creek and the Ohio,

is the Mississippi Bottom, also very extensive.
" These bottoms, especially the American, are the best regions in the United States for

raising Stock, particularly horses, cattle, and swine. Seventy-five bushels of corn to the

acre is an ordinary crop. The roots and worms of the soil, the acorns and other fruits from

the trees, and the fish of the lakes, accelerate the growth of swine. Horses and cattle find

exhaustless supplies of grass in the prairies [unwoodcd patches of the bottoms] ; and pea-

vines, bufialo-grass, wild oats, and other herbage in the timber, for summer range ; and otlen

throughout most of the winter. In all the rush-bottoms, they fatten during the severe

weather on rushes. The bottom soil is not so well adapted to the production of small grain,

as of maize, or Indian-corn, on account of its rank growth, and being more subject to blast,

or fall down before harvest, than in the uplands." {PecVa GazetteerTi

There is but little stony ground in the State, but toward the Lead District in the north-

western part, the soil is poor and stony, and the surface is much broken by limestone knolls,

called knobs.

Coal, salt, and lime, iron, lead, and copper are among the known mineral productions of

Illinois, but its bosom has not yet been explored for its hidden treasures. Coal is very abun-

dant in almost every quarter, and is considerably worked. Lead is found in the northwestern

corner of the State in exhaustless quantities; the lead-diggings extend from the Wisconsin
to the neighbourhood of Ruck River, and on both sides of the Mississippi. The Indians and

French had been long accustomed to procure the ore, but it was not until 1822 that the

process of separating the metal was begun to be carried on here. Since that time, up to the

end of 1835, 70,420,357 pounds of lead have been made here, and upwards of 13,000,000

pounds have been smelted in one year ; but the business having been overdone, the product

has since been much less. In 1833 it was 7,941,792 pounds; in 1834, 7,971 ,.579; and in

1835, only 3,754,200; this statement includes the produce of Wisconsin Territory as well

as of Illinois. Some salt is made near Shawneetown ; near Danville, on the Little Vermil-

lion ; and near Brownville, on Muddy Creek. The springs are owned by the State, and leased

to the manufacturers.

Maize is the staple production of the State, and the average produce is 50 bushels to the

acre. Wheat is also raised in large quantities, and yields flour of superior quality ; rye is

much used for distillation. Hemp, tobacco, and cotton, which is mostly consumed in house-

hold manufactures, but is also exported, the castor-oil bean, from which large quantities

of oil are made for exportation, and the common grains are also among the products. Large
herds of cattle are kept with little trouble, and great numbers are driven out of the State, or

sent down the river in flat-boats. Thousands of hogs are raised with little attention or

expense, and pork is largely exported.

Some settlements were made on the Mississippi by the French, from Canada, toward the

close of the seventeenth century, at which time Cahokia and Kaskaskia were founded. The
whole of this region was afterwards, however, abandoned to the English by the peace of

1763. In 1809, Illinois, which had previously formed a part of the Territory of Indiana, was

organized as a separate Territory, under its present name, and in 1818 it became an inde-

pendent member of the American confederacy. The legislature of Illinois, styled the Gene-

ral Assembly, consists of a Senate elected for four years, and a House of Representatives for

two. The Governor and Lieutenant-Governor are chosen by the people for the term of four

years. The Judges are appointed by the General Assembly, and hold office during good

behaviour. The Governor and Judges of the Supreme Court form a council of revision, to

which bills that have passed the Assembly are submitted for approval ; notwithstanding their

objections, however, a bill becomes a law by the vote of a majority of the two houses. All

white male citizens above the age of 21 years, who have resided within the State six months

next preceding the election, are entitled to vote. Votes are given viva voce.

The same provision has been made by Congress for the support of public schools in this as

*n the other new States, by the appropriation of certain proportions of the public land to thin

purpose. But the scattered state of the population has as yet prevented a general system of

public education from being carried into operation. There nrc several respectable academies

m the State, and Illinois College at Jacksonville, Shurtlefl'College at Alton, and the Alton

Theological Seminary, at the same place, bid fair to be useful institutions. The Methodists
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and Baptists are the most numerous religious sects, and there are many Presbytenans, Roman
Catholics, &c. An important public work has lately been commenced in this State, which
will effect the junction of the Mississippi and Lake Michigan : the Illinois and Chicago Canal,
extending from Chicago on the lake to a point below the rapids of the Illinois, a distance of

about 100 miles, is in progress, forming the fourth navigable channel from the Misttissippi

valley to the great lakes. The part of the National Road between Terre Haute and Vanda-

lia is not yet completed, and that part which is to extend from Yandalia, west to the Missis-

sippi, is not yet begun.

The population of Illinois has increased with the same amazing rapidity as that of the

neighbouring States. The constitution provides that neither slavery nor involuntary servi-

tude shall hereafler be introduced into the State, otherwise than for the punishment of

crimes ; and as negroes coming into the State are required to give bonds with security, that

they will not become chargeable as paupers, there are few blacks.

Population at Different Periods.

1800 3,000
1810 12,282
1820 55,211

ia30 157,445

1835 - 272,427.

The United States census of 1830 returns 747 slaves in Illinois ; but this is an error, the

persons returned as such being indented apprentices. The whole number of blacks, in 1830^

was 2384. Illinois is divided into 66 counties, as follows

:

Adams 3,186.... 7,043

Alexander 1,390 .... 3,060

Bond 3,124 .... 3,580

Calhoun.... 1,090.... 1,091

Champaign. . formed in 1833 .... 1,045

Clark 3,940.... 3,413

Clinton 3,330.... 3,648

Clay 755 .... 1,648

Crawford 3,117 .... 3,540

Coles formed in 1830 .... 5,135

Cook formed in 1830 .... 9,836

Edgar 4,071 .... 6,668

Edwards 1,649 .... 2,006

Effingham . . formed in 1831 1,055

Fayette 2,704 .... 3,638

Franklin 4,083 .... 5,551

Fulton 1,841 .... 5,917

Gallatin 7,405 .... 8,660

Greene 7.674 .... 13,274

HamUton 2,616.... 3,877

Hancock 483 ...

.

3,249

Henry 41 118

Iroquois .... formed in 1833 .... 1,164

Jackson 1,828.... 2,783

Jasper formed in 1831 .... 415

Jefferson 2,555 .... 3,350

Jos Davies 2,111 .... 4,038

Johnson 1,596 .... 3,166

Kane formed in 1836
Knox 274 ...

.

1,600

Lasalle formed in 1831 .... 4,754

Lawrence 3,668 .... 4,450

Macon 1,122 .... 3,033

Co„„,ie.. ,sS?'"""''"W
Madison 6,331.... 9,016
Macoupin 1,990 5,554
Marion 3,125.... 2,844
M'Donough 3,959 .... 2,883
M'Henry.... formed in 1836
M'Lean formed in 1830 .... 5,311
Mercer 26 497
Monroe 2,000 .... 3,660

Montgomery 3,953 .... 3,740
Morgan 13,714 .... 19,314
Ogle formed in 1836
Peoria 1,309 .... 3,220
Perry 1,215 .... 24J01

Pike 2,396 .... 6,037

Pope 3,613 .... 3,756

P itnam . . included in Peoria .... 4,021

Randolph 4,429.... 5,695
Rock Island . formed in 1831 .... 616
Sangamon 13,960 .... 17,573

Schuyler, included in M'lJonough . 6,361

Shelby 3,970 .... 4,848
St.Clair 7,087.... 9,055
Tazewell 4,718 .... 5,850
Union 3^239 .... 4,156
Vermillion 5,836 .... 8,103

Wabash 3,710.... 3,010

Warren 308 ...

.

3,633
Washington 1,675 .... 3^93
Wayne 2,.553.... 2,939

White 6,091.... 6,489

Whiteside. . . formed in 1836
Will formed in 1836
Winnebago . . formed in 1836.

The towns of Illinois are small, but some of them are rapidly acquiring importance, and

the number of thriving villages is already considerable. The principal town on the Ohio is

Sliawneetnwn, 127 miles from its mouth, and ten miles below the mouth of the Wabash ; it

is the depot of the southeastern part of the State, including the Gallatin Salines, but is situ-

ated on a bank liable to inundation in very high floods. It has about lUOO inhabitants. Law-
renceville, on an elevated ridge near the Embarras, and Mount Carmel, bolow the rapids of
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the Wabash, are thriving towns. America is a little villaf^e occupying the first high land

above the mouth of the Ohio, the banks below being inundated at high water. An attempt,

however, has been made to secure a position from inundation at the junction of the Ohio and
Mississippi, by a levee or embankment.

Cahokia and Kaskaskia are old French villages on the American Bottom, with not more
than 500 to 600 inhabitants, most of whom are French. These and similar sites are found
unhealthy for new settlers, but their occupants do not suffer in this respect " The villages

of Kaskaskia, Prairie du Bocher, and Cahokia, were built up by their industry in places

where Americans would havo perished." {Beck's Gazetteer.) This bottom is remarkable
for the number and size of the mounds, which are scattered " like gigantic hay-cocks," over
its surface. Seventy of these may be counted on the Edwardsville road, near Cahokia, and
the principal mound, which is surrounded by a group of sixteen or eighteen smaller ones, is

ninety feet in height, with a base of 600 yards in circjmference. Mr. Peck, author of the

Gazetteer of Illinois, does not hesitate to pronounce them all natural hills ; other writers

affirm that while some of them are evidently natural, others are as plainly of artificial origin.

The subject requires further examination.
Alton, situated on the bluffs at the northern termination of the American Bottom, two

miles and a half above the mouth of the Missouri, and eighteen below that of the Illinois, is

the western depdt of the produce of Illinois. Possessing a fine, commodious harbour, with
an excellent landing for steam-boats, formed by a level rock of a convenient height, which
makes a natural whari^ Alton has become the centre of an active and 'daily growing trade.

The population at present exceeds 2000. There are here four churches, a lyceum, two
printing-offices, and a penitentiary ; and the picturesque site of the town is well set off

by its neat houses, surrounded by tasteful piazzas and gay shrubbeiy. Upper Alton, in the
rear of Alton, and about three miles distant, is the seat of Shurtleff College and a Theolo*
gical Seminary. Edwardsville is a neat and thriving village to the north of Alton.

Peoria is beautifully situated at the foot of the lake of that name, and contains about 1000
inhabitants. Ottawa, above the rapids, is also a flourishing village with deep water and a
good landing. Chicago, on Lake Michigan, and at the mouth of a small river of the same
name, has become the principal commercial dep6t of Illinois. The town is pleasantly situ-

ated on a high plain, on both sides of the river, which affi>rds easy access to the centre of
business. An artificial harbour has been made by the construction of piers, which, extend-
ing some distance into the lake, prevent the accumulation of sand on the bar. The country
around is a high, dry, and fertile prairie, and on the north branch of the Chicago, and along
the lake shore are extensive bodies of fine timber. The town has grown up within four or

five years, and contains at present six churches, a bank, 51 ware-houses, a printing-c^ce, an
academy, and 4000 inhabitants. In 1S05 there were 267 arrivals of brigs and schoonera,

beside several of steam-boats.

Springfield, near the centre of the State, on the border of a beautiful prairie, and surrounded
by one of the most fertile tracts in the world, and Jacksonville, further west, in the midst of
a beautifully undulating and now cultivated prairie, are busy, flourishing towns with ^ut
2000 inhabitants each. Bloomington, further north, is also a growing little village.

On the Mississippi, above the Illinois, Quincy and Rock River City, at the mouth of the

river of the name, are fiivourably situated. On the rocky extremity of a little island, about
three miles long and of half that width, at the mouth of Rock River, stands Fort Armstrong,
a United States military post. Higher up, a few miles from the mouth of Fever River,

which is navigable for steam-boats to the town, is Galena, a prosperous village in tiie lead

district, with about 1200 inhabitants.

4. State of Michigan.

This State consists of two distinct peninsulas, separated from each other by the waters of

Lake Huron and Lake Michigan. The southern division extends fh>m the northern bound-
ary of Illinois and Ohio to the straits of Michilimackinac, and has Lake Michigan on the

west, and Lake Huron, the River and Lake St Clair, the River Detroit, and Lake Erie on
the east It is 280 miles in length, and about 100 in breadth in the southern mirt, but con-

tracting to a point in the north ; and it has an area of 36,000 square miles. The northern

peninsula lies between Lakes Michigan and Huron on the south, St Mary's River on the

east and Lake Superior on the north, and has the Menomonies and Montreal Rivers on the

southwest and west; it extends from 83° 12' to 00" 30' W. Ion., having a length of about

300 miles, and varying in width from 100 to a few miles ; its area may he roughly estimated

at about 20,000 square miles, giving about 56,000 square miles as the land area of the whole
State. Michigan has a lake-coast of more than 1400 miles.

The surface of the southern peninsula is, in general, slightly undulating, and rarely forms

a dead level ; the water-shed, dividing the waters running eastward into Lakes Huron and
Erie, from tliose flowing westwardly, gradually rises in the north, till it reaches an elevation
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of about SCO feet above the surface of the lakes, or nearly 1000 feet above the level of the
sea. The northern part has not been fully examined, but it appears to be more uneven and
broken than the southern ; there are in many places along the shore of Lake Huron, lofly

bluff points, and on the western coast. Lake Michigan is lined by bare, shilling sand-hills

from 100 to 200 feet high, similar to those already mentioned on the Indiana shore. There
are some marshy tracts in the south, and some swamps, near the margin of Detroit River,
but the amount of such land is quite inconsiderable.

A great part of the surface is heavily timbered, being covered with a dense growth of oak
of various species, walnut, hickory, poplar, sugar-maple, &c., intermixed, particularly in the
north, with white and yellow pine. The forest is interspersed with oak openings, plains,

and occasionally prairies; but the latter are less extensive than those of Illinois. The dry
prairies have a rich soil from one to four feet deep, are easily cultivated, and yield abundant
crops ; the wet are serviceable in affording early pasturage and hay for wintering stock, and
with a little labour may be converted into excellent artificial meadows. The Plains are

generally covered with a regular, thrii\y growth of timber, so free from brushwood as to

resemble cultivated grounds. The soil is rather gravelly, but productive, and easy of culti-

vation. " The openings are oflen rather deficient in timber, though they are not unfre-

fuently skirted with plains, or contain patches of woodland, from which an ample supply

may be obtained, not only for fuel, but for building, fencing, and all other farming purposes,

if used with economy. They usually require but little, and sometimes no la lur, to prepare

them for the plough ; three or four yoke of cattle are found to be amply sufficient to break

them for the first time, afler which they are cultivated with nearly as much ease as old im-

{troved lands. They arc found to be excellent for wheat, to improve by cultivation, and usual-

y produce a good crop of Indian-corn the first season." {Farmer''s Emigrant's Guide).

In point of fertility, this State is not surpassed by any tract of equal extent in the world

;

in the southern part, particularly, there are alluvial lands of great extent with a rich vege-

table mould of from three to six feet in depth ; and although the northern part is not so exu-
berantly fertile, yet it contains a large proportion of excellent land. Scattered over the

surface, embosomed in beautiful groves, are numerous sheets of the most pure and limpid

water, supplied by fountains, andoordered by clean, sandy shores.

The northern peninsula has been very imperfectly explored, but it appears to be much
more hilly than the southern one. The rivers are very much broken by rapids, and by falls

of gre&t height, and the western part is covered by the lofly ridges of the Wisconsin Hills

or Porcupine Mountains, which are stated to rise to an elevation of nearly 2000 feet above

the level of Lake Superior. The shores of the lake are generally low and littlo indented

by bays and harbours, and as the prevailing winds are from the northwest, and sweep with

great fury over the wide unsheltered expanse of the lake, the navigation is more stormy and

dangerous, than along the Canada shore. The American Fur Company built a schooner on
this lake in 1834. The most remarkable object on the coast, afler passing through the

gigantic gate, of which Cape Iroquois and Gros Cap, at the eastern entrance, form the

columns, is the Pictured Rocks, or La Portaille of the Canadians, 100 miles distant. A
lofly wall of sand-stone extends along the shore for the distance of about 12 miles, rising

perpendicularly with an elevation, in some parts, of 300 feet. The face of the wall disco-

loured by the water, presents the appearance of landscapes, buildings, and various objects

delineated by the hand of man, while in some places the cliflTs are broken into grotesque

forms by the fury of the ever-dashing surge; "groups of overhanging precipices, towering

walls, caverns, water-falls, and prostrate ruins are here mingled in the most wonderful dis-

order." One of the most curious formations consists of a tabular mass of sand-stone about

60 feet in diameter and 8 feet thick, supported by four columns, which are nearly round and

exhibit almost the regularity of masonry ; they are from 3 to 7 feet in diameter and about

40 feet high, and support four light and lofly archea The Canadians call this structure La
Chapelle, but American travellers have termed it, less happily, the Doric Rock.

Most of the rivers of this district empty themselves into Lake Superior ; the principal are

the Ontonagon, flowing through bold and picturesque banks, and much broken by falls ; on

its border is found the celebrated mass of native copper, about 20 cubic feet in bulk, and

weighing fiom four to five tons. The Montreal, which forms the western boundary of

Michigan, has a fall of about 00 feet, just above its mouth, but canoes have passed up to its

source, and thence by a short portage into the Menomonies, which forms the continuation

of the western boundary to Green Bay. The latter is navigable for about 70 miles from its

mouth, but above that point is interrupted by falls and rapids. The American Fur Company
have a few trading posts in this tract, but it contains no permanent white inhabitants except

in the little village of St. Mary, which has a population of about 800 souls, mostly halt-

breeds, and French. At this place is Fort Brady, a United Sutes Military Station. The
River St. Mary, which forms the northeastern boundary of Michigan, separating it from

Canada, is about 50 miles in length ; a fall of about 22 feet in the distance of half a mile,

prevents steam-boats and lake crafl firom entering Lake Superior, but canoes ascend and
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descend the rapids. A ship canal will doubtless be made, whenever the trade of the coun*

try shall require it There are about 1200 Chippewas or Ojibwaa scattered through this

peninsula, and 230 Menomonies on Green Bay, north of Mcnomoniea River.

The southern peninsula of Michinran is abundantly supplied with rivers and streams,
aifordinnr valuable mill-streams or useful navigable channels; but rising in the central water-

ahed and flowing east and west into the boundary lakes, they cannot have a course of much
length. The St. Joseph's River has a winding course, through a rich and lovely country,

of about 200 miles, and is navigable for steam-boats to the rapids, a considerable distance

from its mouth. The Kalamazoo is a smaller and more rapid stream, but is navigable by

boats. The Washtenaw or Grand River is the principal river of the peninsula; it h^s a ci^

cuitous course of about 260 miles, and is navigable by steam-boats 70 miles, and oy keel-

boats more than a hundred miles further. The Saginaw is a large and important river,

formed by the junction of five or six considerable streams, about 40 miles from its mouth in

Saginaw Bay. The Huron and Raisin are smaller rivers, falling into Lake Erie; but they
are navigable by boats. The junction of Grand and Huron Rivers by a canal is projected,

The Toledo and Grand River Rail-road is already in progress from Toledo to Adrian, a dis-

tance of 34 miles, and the Detroit and Pontiac Rail-road is also in progress ; length 30
miles.

The most remarkable natural feature of Michigan is the great lakes, by which it is neariy
Burrounded. Lying in the centre of a vast continent, with their surfaces 600 feet above the

level of the ocean, they penetrate far down below that level, since they have a depth varying
from 800 to 1000 feet. I^kes Superior, Huron, and Erie with their connecting channels have
already been described under the head of Canada ; but it remains to give some account of

Lake Michigan, which lies chiefly in the State that bears its name. This great sheet of

water has hitherto been erroneously delineated upon our maps, as having a breadth of about
60 miles, but recent surveys have shown that its western shore extends along the meridian
of 88 W, Ion., thus giving it a width of from 80 to 100 miles; its length is about 360 miles,

and it has an area of about 26,000 square miles. In general, it is remarkable for the absence
of bays and harbours, the coast being throughout a greater part of its windings unbroken by
any considerable indentations. Green Bay in the northwest is, however, a fine expanse, of

about 25 miles in width, extending far up into the land, and accessible to vessels of 200 tons
burthen. Ships of any size may float in Lake Michigan, but the waters on its shores are
shallow. Lake Michigan communicates through the Straits of Michilimackinac, called in

the country Mackinaw, 4 miles wide, with Lake Huron. It is remarkably free from islands,

but towards its northern extremity are the Manitou Isles, and the Beaver Islands. In 1830
there were five vessels which did the whole carrying business of the Lake; in 1835, the
number of schooners and brigs was 150, beside several large steam-boats.
Some settlements were made here by the French in the 17th century, and Detroit was at

an early period an important trading post and military station. With the rest of this part
of the country, Michigan passed into the hands of the English in 1763, and aflerward formed
part of the Northwest Territory. In 1805 it was set off into a distinct Territory, under its

present name, and in 1886, was received into the Union, as an independent State, with the
limits already described. The legislative power is vested in a Senate and House of Repre-
aentatives, styled the Legislature ; the former are chosen for the term of two years, and the
latter annually. The Governor and Lieutenant Governor are chosen by the people and hold
office for the term of two years. The Judges ore appointed by the Governor, with the con-
sent of the Senate, the term of office being seven years. Suffrage is universal. The con-
stitution provides that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude shall ever be introduced into
the State, except for tlie punishment of crimes ; andf that no lottery shall be authorised by
the State, nor shall the sale of lottery tickets be allowed. It is also a provision of the con-
stitution, that the Legislature shall encourage by all suitable means the promotion of intel-
lectual, scientific, and agricultural improvement ; shall provide for a system of common
schools, by which a school shall be kept up and supported in each school district at least
three months in every year ; and, as soon as the circumstances of the State will permit, shall
provide for the establishment of libraries, one at least in each township. Measures have
already been taken by the Presbyterians for the establishment of a college at Anne Arbour;
by the Methodists of another at Spring Arbour, and by the Baptists of a third in Kalamazoo
county.

Although the French had long since made some settlements here, the number of the inha-
bitants was small, and confined chiefly to the banks of the Detroit and St Clair. In 1810,
the population amounted to only 4762; in 1820, it was 8896; in 1830, exclusive of the
counties now belonging to Wisconsin, 28,004 ; and in 1834, 87,273.
The State is divided into 38 counties, as follows

:
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Countiat.

Allegan . . formed lince

Arenac. . . formed since

Darry .... formed since

Berrien

Branch . . . formed since

Cullioun . . formed since

Cass

Chippewa
Clinton . . . formed since

Euton .... formed since

Gladwin. . formed since

Gratiot • • • formed since

Hillsdale. . formed since

Ingham . . formed since

Ionia formed since

Isabella . . formed since

Jackson • • formed since

Kalamazoo formed since

Kent formed since

1,787

764
1,714

3,a80

526

Fupulation.
1830. 1834.

1630
1830

1830
323 .

1830 .

1830 .

ttl9 .

6-26 .

1830
1830
1830
1830
1830
1830
1830
1830
1830 ,

1830 .

1830

1,865

3,124

Counties.
1830.

Lapeer . . . formed since 1830
Lcnuwco 1,491 .

.

Livingston .

.

Macomb 2,413 .

.

Michilimackinac 877 .

.

Midland
Monroe 3,187"..

Montcalm .

.

Ookland 4,911 ..

Oceana... formed since 1830
Ottawa . . . formed since 1830
Saginaw. . formed since 1830
StClair 1,114 .,

SL Joseph 1,313 ..

Sanilac . . . formed since 1830
Shiawassee formed since 1830
Van Buren formed since 1830
Washtenaw 4,042 .

.

Wayne 6,781 .,

Population.
l.<91

7,911

C,055

891

8,542

13,844

2,244
3,168

14,920

16,638

Detroit, the principal town of Michigan, long a strong military post of the French, is

{.leasantly situated, chiefly on an elevated plain on the right bank of the river of the samo
naTie ; a single narrow street runs along the margin of the watet, but little elevated above

its i'ivel. The city is regularly laid out and neatly built, and during the last five or six

years its business and population have increased commensurately with the growth of the

fertile country in its rear. In 1830, the number of the inhabitants was 2222 ; in 1835, it was
estir. ated at 8000. The public buildings are five churches, of which the largest and most
striku\g is the Roman Catholic Cathedral, a State House, Academy, and county buildings.

Detroit is the depdt of all the country on the upper lakes, and there are sixteen or eighteen

large st^am-boats plying between this port and Chicago and Buffalo. The French farms

extend 8>iveral miles along the river above and below Detroit, and are uniformly laid out

with a narrow front of a few acres on the river banks, and extending back into the country

for miles. As the farm-houses stand on the front, they have the aspect of a continuous vil-

lage. "The original owners are a singular race of beings altogether; mild and amiable,

with all that politeness of manner which distingiiishcs every class of the courteous nation

from which they derived their origin ; thev are still said to bo profoundly ignorant They
call Detroit the Fort to this day, and yet few of them know any thing of the country whose
soldiers first held it They are good gardeners, but very indifferent farmers; and their

highest ambition is to turn out the fastest trotting pony, when the cariole races commence
ou the ice at mid-winter." There is an arsenal of the United States at Dearhornville, near
Detroit

Detroit was at a very early period the rendezvous of the coureurs du bois, or French
hunters and traders, and of the Jesuit missionaries, but does not appear to have had any
Dermanent set.lements until the beginning of the 18th century, at which time Fort Pont-
thartrain was erected here. In 17^ it was besieged for nearly a year by the celebrated

Pontiac, an Ottawa chief, at the head of a powerful allied force of Miamies, Ottawas, Potta-

watamies, Chippewas, Shawanese, and other tribes, but he was obliged to raise the siege by
the arrival of a strong reinforcement to the garrison. In 1812 it was surrendered by General
Hull into the hands of the British, but was not long afler re-occupied by Harrison. Detroit

is just beginning to fulfil the anticipations expressed by Mr. Schoolcraft "Situated on the
great cham of lakes, connected as they are at almost innumerable points with the waters of
the Mississippi, the Ohio, the St Lawrence, the Hudson, and the Red River of the north, it

communicates with the ocean at four of the most important points in the whole continent.

And when these natural channels of commerce shall be improved, so as to render them alike

passable at all seasons of the year, the increased products of its commerce and agriculture

will be presented with a choice of markets, at New Orleans, New York, or Montreal ; an
advantage derived from its singular position on the summit-level, in which the most con-
siderable rivers, lakes, and streams in America originate. It is thus destined to be to the
regions of the northwest what St Louis is rapidly becoming in the southwest ; the seat of
its commerce, the repository of its wealth, and the grand focus of its moral, political, and
physical energies." (Narrative ofan Expedition to the Upper Mississippi.)

The flourishing town of Monroe stands on the River Raisin, two miles from its mouth in

Lake Erie, and is accessible to steam-boats. It contains several saw and grist mills, a wool-
len manufactory, and an iron fbundcry, and the river afibrds a great number of mill-seats, with
a plentiful supply of water. The population in 1835 was 2000. Monroe occupies the spot
Vol. in 48* 3W

*"(
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on which the shockinj; maMacre of the American prisoners by the Indians under General
Proctor took place. An artificial harbour is in process of construction on the river. Anne
Arbour is a pretty and thriving little villafo on the Huron, with 1000 inhabitants.

On the western side of the peninsula Niles is a thriving town on the St Joseph, 25 miles

from its mouth, with some manufactories, and 1000 inhabitants. At the mouth of tlie rivci

is the village of St. Joseph, favourably situated to form the depAt of the richest part of

Michigan. Grand Haven, at the mouth of Grand River, has recently been selected as tho

site of a village which will doubtless soon be a considerable town. At the outlK of Lake
Huron, or head of the River St. Clair, on a commanding position, stands Fort Gratiot, a

United States military post. The river is here narrow, and the current so rapid that vesscU

cannot pass without a strong breeze. On the Island of Michilimackinac, in the strait of the

same name, are a village and United States military post The former, called here Mackinaw,
stands on a low flat bank at the edge of the water, and is composed of a few log houses with

about 800 inhabitants ; it is going to decay on account of the loss of the fur trade, of which
the depAt has been removed to I^pointe in Wisconsin. The fort is on the edge of a lofly

cliff overhanging the village, and forming the point of the towering rock, which composes
the principal part of the island.

The northern part of the peninsula of Michigan is still occupied by bands of the Ottawas
and Chippewas.

5. Commonieealth of Kentucky.

The State of Kentucky is separated firom Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, by the Ohio Riven
and from Missouri by the Mississippi River. On the east it is bounded by Virginia, and on

the south by Tennessee. It lies between 36° 30' and 39° 10' N. lat, and between 82° and
89° 30' W. Ion., having a length of about 300, and a breadth of from 5 to 140 miles, with

an area of 40,500 square miles. The Ohio forms its boundary through a distance of 650
miles, the Mississippi for 75 miles, and the Sandy River for about 100.

On the southeast thn Cumberland Mountains separate it from Virginia, and although they

do not anywhere attain a very great elevation, yet they give to this portion of the country a

rugged and mountainous aspect, and their numerous spurs, projecting quite into the centre

of the State, render the surface broken and hilly. Continuing westward we pass through

an undulating and varied surface, abounding with bold features, although the hills are muL-h

less abrupt than in the east, until gradually sinking down with more rounded forms and

gentle acclivities, they merge into an almost level plain on the Cumberland, Tennessee, and

Mississippi. "Along the Ohio River, and extending from ten to twenty miles in different

E
laces from it, are the Ohio Hills parallel with that beautiful stream. These hills are oflen

igh, generally gracefully rounded and conical, with narrow vales and bottoms around their

baises. They give to that portion of the State through which they extend a very rough
appearance. They are covered with lofly forests, and nave oflen a good soil on their sides

and summits. The alluvial bottoms between them and the Ohio, and along the streams which
fall into that river, are of the richest kind." (Tanner's EmigranCa Ouide.)

In a state of nature, nearly the whole surface of this region was covered with a dense

forest of majestic trees, and a close undergrowth of gigantic reeds, forming what are called

in the country cane-brakes. But in the southern part, on the head waters of Green River

and its branches, is an extensive tract, thinly wooded, and covered in summer with hi^h

grass growing amid the scattered and stunted oaks, that are sparingly sprinkled over its

surface ; this tract received from the first settlers, who were struck with the contrast which
it presented to tho luxuriant forests of the neighbouring districts, the unpromising name of

the Barrens, which it by no means deserves. There are, indeed, portions of the Barrens,

which are known as the Knobs, that are too sterile and rugged to adroit of cultivation ; but

the soil is generally productive, although not of the first quality, and is well suited for

grazing. There are also tracts in the mountainous regions, and portions of land on the Ohio

Hills, too much broken to be cultivated, but a great part of Kentucky is unsurpassed in point of

fertility of soil. The region watered by the Licking, Kentucky, and Salt rivers, is however
justly described as the garden of the State, an epithet to which the exceeding beauty of its

scenery, the great richness of the soil, and the fine springs and streams in which it abounds,

amply entitles it The natural growth of this section includes the black walnut, buckeye,

sugar tree, elm, pawpaw, honey locust, mulberry, ash, yellow poplar, and cofl^ee tree, with

an entangled and impenetrable undergrowth of canes, and grape-vines of extraordinary size,

which has given place to grass, the may apple, and other plants indicating a fertile soil.

The substratum here, as is also the case throughout most of Kentucky, is limestone. This

lovely region is the most populous, improved, and wealthy part of the State.

Kentucky is bountifully supplied with noble rivers and useful streams ; beside the great

limitary rivers already enumerated, several large and important water-courses traverse the

State, with the single exception of the Upper Cumberland, in a uniform direction from south*
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cafft to northwest ; several inconsiderable streams discharge their waters into the Mississippi,

but the Ohio is the common recipient of all the rest The Sandy, Licking, Kentucky, and
Cumberland, rise in the same region in the Cumberland Mountains. The Kentucky is a
rapid stream, running like the other rivers of the State in a deep channel, with a rocky bed
and generally perpendicular rocky banks. It flows through a rich and highly cultivated

country, and in high stages of water is navigable for steam-boats to Frankfort 60 miles, and
for flat-boat>< about 100 miles further. The Licking, which also flows through a fine region,

enters the Ohio opposite Cincinnati, and affords bwit navigation for about 80 miles. Salt

River rises in the centre of the State; it has a great volume of water in proportion to the
length of its course, and is navigable by flat-boats nearly 100 miles. It receives from the

south a large tributary called the Roiling Fork. Green River likewise rises in the centre

of the State, and takes a westerly course, until having received the Big Barren River from
the south, it turns to the northwest ; it has a gentle current with great depth of water

;

steam-boats go up to Bowling Green, on the Big Barren, 180 miles, and flat-boats ascend
nearly to the heads of the river. The Cumberland has its sources and its mouth in Ken-
tucky, but the greater part of its course is in Tennessee. Rising on the western declivity

of the Cumberland Mountains, it passes into Tennessee, and, returning north, enters the
Ohio in this State, after a course of about 600 miles ; steam-boats go up to Nashville, 200
miles, and in some stages of the water even to Burkesyille in this State. The Tennessee,
being separated from the Cumberland by the mountains of that name, has no portion of its

head-waters in Kentucky ; but it enters the State about 70 miles above its mouth. It admits
steam-boats to Florence, in Alabama, 800 miles.

Kentucky, like other limestone regions, abounds in large caverns, sinks, and subterranean
waters. Several of the caves are of extraordinary dimensions, stretching for the distance

of several hundred yards into the earth, sometimes spreading into wide and high apartments
and sometimes contracting into low, narrow galleries. Mammoth Cave near Green River
is one of the most celebrated of these remarkable formations, and although recent examina-
tions have reduced its size from the 16 or 20 miles attributed to it by earlier visiters, yet it

has been found to reach about two miles and a half from its mouth ; a distance which amply
entitles it to retain its appellation. The sinks or sink holes are cavities or depressions in

the surface of the ground, resembling those of Florida, already described, but of inferior

extent They are commonly in the shape of inverted cones, 60 or 70 feet in depth, and
from 60 to 300 feet in circumfisrence at the top. Their sides and bottoms are generally

covered with willows and aquatic productions. The ear can oflen distinguish the sound of
waters flowing under them, and it is believed that they are perforations in the bed of lime-

stone below the soil, which have caused the earth above to sink. Sometimes the ground haa
been opened, and disclosed a subterraneous stream of water at the bottom of these cavities.

The mineral resources of Kentucky have never been systematically explored ; yet iron

ore, coal, salt and lime, are known to abound. Some iron is made in different quarters, and
several hundred thousand bushels of salt are manufactured annually, but as this article is

furnished at a cheaper rate from the Kanawha salines, it is not made in very large quanti-

ties. The saltrsprings received the name of licks from the early settlers, on account of their

being the favourite resort of the wild animals, which were fond of licking the saline efflor-

escences so abundant around them. The name is also applied to the sulphuretted fountains,

which occur in various places. Bituminous coal is quarried in several places and appears to

be widely diffused. Saltpetre earth or nitrate of lime is found in many of the caves, which
abound in this limestone region, and during the war was extensively used in making salt-

petre. Agriculture, however, is the general occupation of the inhabitants, and Indian-corn,

wheat, hemp, and tobacco, are the great staples of the State. Cotton is raised in small
quantities and chiefly for home consumption in the southwestern corner. The fine pastures

afford an ample range for cattle and horses, and many thousands of these and of hogs are
annually driven out of the State. The horses of Kentucky are particularly prized in the
neighbouring States for spirit and bottom. Salt-beef and pork, bacon, butter and cheese, are
also largely exported.

The manufactures of Kentucky are already of considerable value, and are daily growing
in importance; the rapid increase of the cotton crop of the Southern States has caused a
corresponding demand for the cotton bagging, which is made in the State from one of its

great staples, and bale-rope and cordage are also extensively produced; whiskey, cotton

yarn, some cotton stuffs, and woollens, are also among the products of manufacturing indus-

try. We have no data for determining the amount of the respective articles.

The Ohio and Mississippi are the chief theatres of Kentucky commerce, but the New
York and Pennsylvania canals are also crowded with its materials. Some important works
have been executed for the purpose of extending the facilities of transportation afforded by
the natural channels. Of these the most magnificent is the Louisville and Portland Canal,

pnssing round the falls of the Ohio ; for although only a mile and a half in length, it is 200
feet wide at the surface and 50 feet at the bottom, and from the peculiar difficulties encoun-
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tered in ita construction, is estimated to be equivalent to about 75 milea of ordinary canals

;

it has four locks, capable of admitting^ steam-boats of the largest class, and a total locka^u

of 22 feet ; it is constructed in the most solid and durable manner, and the cost of con-

truction was 750,000 dollars. The Lexington and Ohio Rail-rood extends from Lexington

to Louisville, 90 miles. In 1835 a Board of Commiiisioncrs was created for the purpose of

improving the navigable streams of the State, and establishing a permanent system of Inter-

nal Improvement Measures have accordingly been taken (or improving the navigation of

the Kentucky River to the Forks, in Estill county, 260 miles; for the construction of locks

and dams on Oreen and Big Barren Rivers ; and for removing some obstructions in the Pond
River, Muddy River, and Hough Creek, tributaries of the Green River. Several excellent

turnpike or Macadamized roads have also been made.
Kentucky formed originally a part of Virginia, and was first explored by hunters from that

province and from North Carolina in 1767. The first permanent settlements were made
soon after (1774), but the pioneers of civilisation in the great Mississippi valley watered the

beautiful valley of the Kentucky with tears and blood. This region docs not appear to have

been permanently occupied as a residence by any of the Indian tribes, but to have been the

common hunting ground of tho neighbouring bands. The frequent conflicts of these hostile

savages had acquired for it even among them the terrible title of the ' bloody ground,' and

such it proved to be to the first white men who settled within its borders. Many families

were murdered, and some turned back to their former country
; yet the population continued

to increase by new immigrations, and in 1702 the State of Kentucky was admitted into the

Union.

The Legislature consists of a Senate and a House of Representatives, styled together the

General Assembly of the Commonwealth ; the latter are elected annually, the former for the

term of four years. The Governor, and the Lieutenant-Governor, who is speaker of the

Senate, also hold office for four years. Elections are popular, and the right of suffrage is

extended to every white male citizen of the age of 21 years, who has resided within the

State two years, or in the county where he offers to vote, one year, next preceding tho elec-

tion ; the votes are given viva voce. The judges are appointed by the Governor, and hold

office during good behaviour.

No system of popular education has been adopted by this State, but in many of the coun-

ties common schools are supported. There are also several respectable Academies, and six

Colleges in the State ; these are Transylvania University, at Lexington, with Law and

Medical departments, the oldest collegiate institution in the Western States ; Centre College,

founded by the Presbyterians at Danville ; Augusta College, instituted by the Methodists;

St Joseph's College, a Roman Catholic establishment at Bardstown ; Cumberland College,

at Princeton; and Georgetown College, in the town of the name. There are also rn
Episcopalian Theological Seminary at Lexington, a Medical College at Louisville, and a
D«af and Dumb Asylum at Danville. The predominant religious sects are the Baptists and
Methodists ; the Presbyterians are also numerous, and there is a considerable number of

Roman Catholics and Episcopalians.

Kentucky is divided into 83 counties, as follows

:

Countlei.
Population.

'^i

Total. eiavei.

Adair 84217.... 1,736

Allen 6,485.... 956
Anderson 4,520.... 981

Barron 15,079 .... 3,735

Bath 8,799 .... 1,583

Boone 9,075.... 1,820

Bourbon 18,436 .... 6,868

Bracken 6,518 .... 833

Breckenridge 7,345 .... 1,480

Bullitt 5,652 .... 1,143

Butler 3,058 453

Caldwell 8,324 .... 1,774

Callaway 5,164 ...

.

427

Campbell 9,883.... 1,033

Casey 4.342 .... 463
Chriatian 12,684 4,335

Clarke 13,051 .... 4,486

aay 3,.')48 364

Cumberland 8,624 .... 1,692

Daviess 5,209.... 1,324

£dmondw>n 2,643 .... 278
EbIUI 4,618 .... 441

Fayette 25,098 .... 10,933

Counties.
Total.

Fleming 13,499 .

Floyd 4,347 .

Franklin 9,254 .

Gallatin 6,674.
Garrard 11,871 .

Grant 8,986.
Graves 2,504 .

Grayson 3,880 .

Greene 13,138 ,

Greenup 5,852 .

Hancock 1,515

Hardia 12,849 ,

Harlan 2,929,
Harrison 13,234

Hart 5,191

Henderson 6,659

Henry 11,387

Hickman 5,198

Hopkins 6,763

JcfTerson 23,979

Jessamine 9,960
Knox 4,315

Laurel 3,206

Popnlation.
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Total.

13,499

4,347

9,354

6,674
. 11.871

S,986
S,504

3,880

13,138

5,852

1,515

12,849

3,929

13,334

5,191

6,659

11,387

5,198

6,763

23,979

9,960

4,315

2,206

Popalation.
BlavM.

1,764

139
3,093

1,184

3,551

366
279
338

3,461

993
347

2,069

136
2,788
792

2,559

2,463
870

1,305

6,934

3,384
477
136

CuunliM. Pnpulilion.
Tolil. ' HIaTff,

Lawrence 3,900 79
Lewis 5,329 .... 464
Lincoln 1 1,002 .... 3,638

Livingiton 5,971 1,1.16

I^gan 13,012 .... 4,634
Madifon 18,751 .... 6,039

Maion 16,199 .... 4,3)1

M'Cracken 1,397 .... 130
Meade 4,131 .... 945
Mercer 17,694 .... 4,834
Monroe 5,340 .... 645
Montgomery 104240 3,580
Morgan 3,857 46
Mulilcnburg 5,340 .... 998
Nclion 14,933 . .

.

4,638
Nicholai 8,634 .... 1,337

Ohio 4,715.... 583
Oldham 9,.'>88.... 3,605
Owen 5,786.... 790

Counlin.
Tnlal.

Pendleton 3,863
Perry 3,330
Pike 3,677
PulaHki 9,509
Rockeattlo .. 2,885
Ruisell 3,679
Scott 14,^7
Shelby 19,030
Simpiion 5,815
Spencer 6,812
Todd 8,680

Triggr 5,916
Union 4,764
Warren 10.949
Waahingtoa 19,017
Wayne 8,685
Whitley 3,806
Woodford 13J373

Population.
Blart*.

428
1.55

78
1,007

281
458

5,452
5,920
1,338

1,513

8,1G8

1,417

3,863
4,714
633
139

5,633.

Population at Different Periods.

1790 -

1600 .

1810 •

1820
1830 -

Total.

73,077
220,955
406.511
564,317
687,917

SlaTei,

11,830
40,343
80,.%1

126,732
165,213.

The eastern part of the State is generally but thinly peopled, and contains no considera-

ble towns ; yet it has hidden treasures in its coal-beds, salt-wells, and iron ores, that will

one day be more fully appreciated than at present, and will form a source nf wealth to ita

inhabitants. The valley of the west fork of Sandy River at Pikeville, and Cumberland Gap
in the southeastern corner of the State, are the most important points of communication
between this region and WcHtern Virginia.

Maysville is the first considerable town of Kentucky which is passed in descending the
River Ohio. It is the depdt of the upper part of the State, and its trade is pretty extensive

;

it has also some manufactures. The population in 1930 was 2040, but it has since probably

doubled. Maysville occupies a narrow, but somewhat elevated bottom, at the month of

Limestone Creek, which aflbrds a harbour for boats. Newport and Covington are thriving

towns situated on the opposite banks of the Licking River, and opposite to Cincinnati ; they
are the seats of some manufacturing industry, as well as of an active trade, and contained

together, in 1835, about 4000 inhabitants. At Newport there is an United States Arsenal.

About 20 miles southwest is the celebrated Big Bone Lick, which is much resorted to by
invalids in the warm season. It has been alretidy described on page 376 of this volume.

Striking southwardly into the interior, we enter that beautiful region whose luxuriant

vegetation and lovely features filled the first adventurers with so much dflight, when they

emerged from the rugged mountain tracts of the east It is now, indeed, fliled with fine

plantations, well cultivated Arms, and flourishing towns and villages, and the gigantic game,
which frequented its numerous licks and abundant springs,—the elk and the bison,—have
disappeared; but the progress of improvement has only converted a natural paradise into a
delightful garden. Lexington, Frankfort, Georgetown, Paris, Shelbyville, Louisville, Bards-

town, Danville, and Harrodsburg are among the towns of this fine region.

Lexington, the oldest town in the S'.:;te, and for many years the seat of government, is

beautifully situated in the centre o^ Jae rich tract above described. The streets are spacious,

well paved, and regularly laid >' jt, and the houses and public buildings are remarkable for

neatness and elegance. Fine shade-trees border and adorn many of the streets, and the

principal mansion-houses of the citizens are surrounded bv extensive grounds ornamented

with noble trees and luxuriant shrubbery. The Halls of Transylvania University, the State

Lunatic Asylum, the eleven Churches, &c. are among the public buildings. There are here

several large cotton and woollen-manufiictories, machine-shops, rope-works, cotton-bagging

factories, &c. I«xington received its name from a body of hunters, who, while encamped
here in the midst of the wilderness, heard the news of the battle of Lexington and Concord.

In 1830 the population was 6104.

On the northeast is Paris, a flourishing town with 1219 inhabitants, and on the northwest

stands Georgetown, also a busy and growing town, with 1344 inhabitants. At Great Cross-
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ings in the neighbourhood, is the Choctaw Academy, instituted for the purpose of educating

Indian youth ; tiie number of pupils in 1835 was 163, of wliom 66 were Choctaws, 19 Chick-

asawe, 15 Creeks, 12 Cherokecs, with some Miamies, Pottawatamies, Sacs and Foxes, Qua-
paws, and Seminoles. The institution is supported by funds accruing from the purchase of

Indian lands, and appropriated by treaty with the respective tribes, to this purpose.

Frankfort, the capital, stands on the right bank of the Kentucky river, in a highly pictur-

esque situation ; the site of the town is an alluvial bottom, above which the river hills rise

abruptly to the height of upwards of 200 feet, giving a bold, wild character to the scenery,

which contrasts finely with the quiet, rural beauty of the town itself. Steam-boats go up to

Frankfort, 60 miles from the mouth of the river, and keel-boats much higher. The State-

house is a handsome edifice, built of white marble taken from the banks of the river, and

there is here a Penitentiary, conducted on the Auburn plan. The population is 1680. At
Harrodsburg, near the head of Salt River, to the south of Frankfort, are saline springs, which
are much visited. Population, 1051. Bardstown, further west, the seat of the Catholic Col-

lege of St. Joseph, is a flourishing village with 1629 inhabitants.

Jjouisville, the principal city of Kentucky, and in point of wealth, trade, and population

one of the most important towns beyond the mountains, is finely situated on an extensive and

gently sloping plain, at the mouth of Beargrass Creek, and above the falls of the Ohio.

"Its position on one of the great bends of the river, with islands and rapids below, forms one

of the most striking among all the beautiful scenes with which the Ohio abounds." The
falls are only perceptible at low water, the whole descent being but 22 feet in two miles,

and when the river is full they present no obstruction to the navigation; the Louisville and

Portland Canal enables large steam-boats to reach Louisville in all stages of the water.

I/)uisville carries on the most extensive trade of pny of the western towns, many thousands

of flat-boats arriving here yearly from all parts of the upper Ohio, and steam-boats arriving

and departing daily in every direction. In 1831 the mercantile transactions of the place

ivere estimated to amount to 15,000,000 dollars ; in 1835 they had increased to 24,837,000.

The population of Louisville, which in. 1800 amounted to 6()0 souls, had increased in 1830

to 10,3:)6, and in 1835 to 19,968. The manufactures are various and extensive, comprising

cotton-yarn and stuffs, iron, cotton-bagging, cordage, hats. Sic. The town is well built a..d

regularly laid out with spacious, straight, and well-paved streets, running parallel to the

river, intersected by others meeting them at right angles, and the landing is convenient for

boats. There is a Nautical Asylum for disabled boatmen at Louisville. Portland is a grow-
ing little village at the lower end of the canal.

In the southern part of the State are Bowling Green, at the head of steam-boat navigation

on the Big Barren branch of Green River, and Russelville, to the southeast, a flourishing

village with 13.58 inhabitants. Paducah, at the mouth of the Tennessee, has recently derived

importance from its growing trade, and has at present about 1200 inhabitants. The banks

of the Ohio and Mississippi are mostly subject to inundation, and aflbrd no favourable sites

fur towns. The Iron Banks, 16 miles below the mouth of the Ohio, and the Chalk Banks, 5
miles further down, are the only points where the river-hills reach the bed of the river, in

Kentucky.

6. State of Tennessee.

Tennessee has Kentucky and Virginia on the north. North Carolina on the east, Georgia,

Alabama, and Mississippi on the south, and Missouri and Arkansas on the west. It extends

from 31° 40' to 90° 15' W. Ion., and from 35° to 36° 40' N. lat., being about 110 miles in

width, and about 400 miles in length in the northern and 300 in the southern part, with an
area of 45,000 square miles. The eastern part of the State is mountainous; the Kittatinny

range, under the lr;:al names of the Stone, Iron, Bald, Smoky, and Unaka mountains, forms

the dividing line between Te inessee and North Carolina, while the prolongation of the Alle-

ghany chain, of Chestnut Ridge, and of Laurel Ridge, traverse the State from north to south.

The latter, which here takes the name of Cumberland Mountains, spreads out in this State

to a breadth of about 50 miles, filling that section of the country which lies lietween the

Tennessee and the Cumberland, before they take a western course, with long, regular ridges

of no great elevation. Perhaps none of their summits exceed 2000 feet in height, and they
are mostly wooded to the top ; in some places they are too rocky and rugged for cultivation,

while in others they swell gently from their elevated base, and they embosom numerous
delightful and fertile valleys. West of this section is Middle Tennessee, which is generally

of a moderately hilly surface, and, beyond the Tennessee River, West 'Tennessee is a level

or slightly undulating plain.

Tennessee is bountifully supplied with noble rivers and fine, pure streams, furnishing

ample power for economical purposes. The Mississippi washes the western border for a
distance of 160 miles, and its banks within this State afibrd some of the most valuable com-
mercial sites to be found in its long course The Cumberland has its sources and its moutli
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in Kentucky, but runs for about 250 miles in Tennessee ; steam-boats sometimes go np ta
Burkesville in Kentucky, but they rarely pass above Carthage. The Tennessee also rises

beyond Jhe limits of the State. I'he Clinch and Holston have their sources in the Alleghany
ridge of Virginia, but the Wataga, a tributary of the Holston, the Noliciuicky and Big Pigeon,
branches of the French Broad River, the Little Tennessee, and the Hiwassee, all rise in the
Blue Ridge. The Little Tennessee is often considered as the main river, but it is much
inferior to the Holston, with which it unites, and the confluence of the Holston and Clinch
in fact form the Tennessee River. Most of these rivers are navigable^ by boats, and they
receive numerous valuable mill-stieams. After re-entering the State, the Tennessee flows

200 miles within its limits before passing into Kentucky, and is navigable throughout that

distance for steam-boats. The Elk and Duck Rivers are its only considerable tributaries;

rising in the same district on the western slope of the Cumberland Mountains, they reach
their common recipient at a distance of 200 miles from each other; they are both navigable
for a considerable diiitance. The Sequatchee is a smaller stream flowing through a rich and
beautiful valley in the Cumberland Mountains. Caney Fork and Stone's River, the principal

tributaries of the Cumberland, are navigable streams. The former rises wit.hin the moun-
tains, the latter on their western slope. Western Tennessee is almost entirely drained by
the Mississippi; the Obion, FoiKcd Deer, and Hatchee Rivers are navigable streams empty-
ing themselves into the Mississippi. Wolf River is a rapid and broken torrent.

The most valuable mineral products of Tennessee are iron, gold, coal, and salt. Gold is

found in the southeastern section, but it has not been systematically worked. Iron occurs

throughout the State east of the Tennessee ; there is a considerable number of furnaces in

East Tennessee, and in Middle Tennessee alone the number of furnaces, in 1835, was 27,

producing about 27,000 tons of metal annually; there are also several rolling-mills and nail-

factories in this section. Coal is found in the Cumberland Mountains of excellent quality

and in great quantities ; it is carried from Crab Orchard Mountain, near Emery's River, down
tlie Tennessee to New Orleans, a distance of about 1700 miles. The supposed coal of
Williamson, Davidson, and Maury counties is, according to Professor Troost, aluminous slate.

Good marble, marl, buhr-sto<ie, nitrous earth, and other useful minerals are found, and there

are some valuable mineral springs.

Agriculture forms the principal occupation of the inhabitants. A large proportion of the

land is productive, and many of the valleys of East Tennessee, and much of the middle and
western sections are eminently fertile. Indian-corn and cotton are the staples of the State,

and a good deal of tobacco, hemp, and wheat are raised. Cotton thrives in almost every

part, except the northeastern triangular section, and the crop is about 150,000 bales, and
mcreasing, as new lands have recently been devoted to this article. The tobacco crop aflbrds

about 5U0O hhds. In East Tenn<is8ee grazing is much attended to, and great numbers of

live-stock are driven out of the State to the eastern markets. The pine forests of this section

also aflbrd tar, spirits of turpentine, rosin, and lampblack; whiskey, coarse linen, live-stock,

pork, bacon, lard, butter, saltpetre, gunpowder, flour, and fruits, constitute, with cotton, maize,

and tobacco, the e.rporU of Tennessee. The only outlet of the eastern section is by the long

and tedious course of the Tennessee, or by wagons through the mountain passes. Several

schemes have accordingly been projected to connect it by an easier route with the eastern

ports; and there is now a prospect of the execution of the plan of a rail-road from Knoxville

to Charleston, forming part of the great Ohio and Charleston Rail-road. Surveys have ascer-

tained the practicability of a passage over the mountains, both from North Carolina towards

Knoxville, and from Georgia towards the Tennessee, in the southern part of the State.

This country appears to have been first visited by hunters and Indian traders from North
Carolina, in about 1730 ; it was, like Kentucky, found to be unoccupied by Indians, and abound-

ing in bufl^alo, elk, and other game. Fort Loudon was built on the Little Tennessee, in

1757, and some white settlements were made at that time. These were soon broken up by

the neighbouring Indians, but a few years afterward they were renewed, and from that period

immigrants continued to pour into the new country, which belonged to the province of North
Carolina. In 1784 an abortive attempt was made by the inhabitants to form a separate

P^overnment under the name of Frankland. In 1790 the Territory southwest of the Ohio,

including the present States of Kentucky and Tennessee, was organized, and in 1704 the

latter was constituted a separate Territory by its present name. In 179(3 Tennessee was
admitted into the Union as an independent State.

The supreme executive power of this State is vested in a Governor, chosen by the people

for the term of two years. The legislature consists of two houses, a Senate and a House of

Representatives, styled together the General Assembly, and elected for the term of two
years. The Judges are chosen by the General Assembly, and hold oflice, the inferior Judges
for eight, and the superior for twelve years. Every white male citizen, who has been an

inhabitant of the county in which he ofiers to vote, for the six months preceding tlie elcctioa,

enjoys the right of suflrage.

The State has a school fund, the interest of which is distributed to such school districts aa

.^«<«»I
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provide a school-house, but little ha.s yet been done towards the establishment of a common
school system tliroughout the State. There are here several respectable academies, and five

collegiate institutions: Nashville University at Nashville, East Tennessee College at Knox<
ville, Greenvil'e College at Greenville, Jackson College near Columbia, and Washington
College in Washington County ; there is also a Theological Seminary at Mary ville. The
Methodists and Baptists are the most numerous religious bodies in Tennessee ; the Presby-
terians are also numerous, and there are some Episcopalians, Lutherans, Friends, &c.
Tennessee is divided into 62 counties, as follows

:

East Tennessee.

Countiei.
Population.

Total. Slaves.

Anderson 5,310 471
BIbdsoe 4,648 .... 419
Blount 11,028 .... 1,024
Campbell 5,110 ...

.

245
Carter 6,414.... 460
C!aiborno 8,470 .... 615
Cocko 6,017.... 608
Grainger 10,066 909
Greene 14,410 .... 1 070
Hamilton 2,276 .... 115
Hawkins 13,683.... 1659

Countiea.
Total,

JeflTerson 11,801 .

Knox 14,498 .

M'Minn 14,460 .

Marion 5,508 .

Monroe 13,708 .

Morgan 2,582 .

Roane 11,341 .

Rlica 8,186 .

Sevier 5,717 .

Sullivan 10,073 .

Washington 10,994 .

Population.

Middle Tennessee.

Bedford 30,396 .... 5,648
Davidson 28,122 .... 11,662
Dickson 7,265 .... 1,6.99

Fentress 2,748 .... 119
Franklin 15,620 .... 3,547
Giles 18,703 5,958
Hardin 4,868 .... 416
Hickman 8,119.... 1,212
Humphreys 6,187 725
Jackson 9,698 1,019
Lawrence 5,41

1

.... 552
Lincoln 22,075 4,091
Maury 27,665 .... 9,434

Montgomery 14,349 .

.

Overton 8,242 .

.

Ferry 7,0J4 .

.

Robertson 13,272 .

.

Rutherford 26,134 .

.

Smith 19,906 ..

Stewart 6,968 .

.

Sumner 20,569 .

.

Warren 15,210 .

.

Wayne 6,013..
White 9,967..
Williamson 26,638 .

.

WUson...... 25,472 ..

West Tennessee.

Carroll 9,397 .... 1,672
Dyer 1,904 .... 601
Fayette 8,652 .... 3,178
Gibson 5,801 .... 1,281
Hardeman 11,655 3,660
Haywood 5,334 .... 1,829
Henderson 8,748 .... 1,433

Henry 12,249 .

.

Madison 11,594 ..

M'Nairy 5,697 .

.

Obion 2,099 ..

Shelby 5,648 .

.

Tipton 5,317..
Weakley 4,797 .

,

Slaves.

1,222

2,033

1,282

268
1,053

60
1,118
647
383

1,187

1,040

5,801

843
408

3,601

8,649

4,384
1,400

7,257

1,556

279
923

10,505

5,944

2,960

4,167
377
337

2,149

1,733

848

1790
1800
1810
1820
1630

Peculation at Different Periods.

Total. Blavei.

• - - - 35,791 3,417
- - - ia%602 13,584

- - - - 261,727 44,535
- - - 422,813 80,107
- - - 681,904 141,1

East Tennessee contains no considerable towns; the largest, Knoxville, having only 1500
inhabitanU. It stands on a hilly site, on the right bank of the Holston River, and was for
some tune the seat of government, and a place of considerable trade ; but, according to the
Tennessee Gazetteer, its commercial importance has of late much diminished. It contains
the Halls of East Tennessee College, a useful and flourishing institution. The other towns
of this section, Blountville, Jonesboro, Rogersville, and Maryville are little villages of 500 or
600 inhabitants.

Crossing the mountains, we find Winchester, Fayetteville, at the head of navigation on
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tlie E\k, and Pulaski, thriving little towns in the south ; the last mentioned has 1200 inhabit-

ants, and the two others about 800 each. Columbia, on the Duck River, is one of the most

rtourishinw towns in the State, and has about l.'iOO inliahitanls; it is the seat of Jackson Col-

leijc. Murfroesboro, for some lime the capital of the State, is pleasantly situated in a very

rich and higlily ctillivatod district, and it has a population of 1000. Carthage, on the Cum-
berland River, is a busy, growing town witii 800 inhabitants.

Nashville, the capital, and the only considerable city of the State, is pleasantly situated on
tlic southern bank of the Cumberland, in a fertile and picturesque tract. The site is elevated

and uneven, and tlic town is well built, containing, beside some elegant dwelling-houses, the

Clourt-house, a I^unatic Asylum, a Penitentiary conducted on the Auburn system, the Halls

of Nashville University, six Churches, &c. The trade is active and pretty extensive, and
there are some manufactories, comprising several brass and iron-founderies, rolling-mills,

tanneries, &c. The population increased from 5.'566, in 1830, to above 7000, in ISSij. Clarks-

villc, below Nashville, is a thriving little town. Franklin, to the south of Nashville, is a
iiur^y town with 1.500 inhabitants, who carry on some branches of mechanical and manufactur-

ing industry pretty extensively.

WestTennessee, lying between the Tennessee and Mississippi Rivers, received its first white

settlers in 1819, and at present it contains a population of nearly 100,000 souls, and has seve-

ral flourishing towns. The soil is light and sandy, and well adapted to the raising of cotton.

Jackson, on the Forked Deer River, with 1000 inhabitants; Bolivar, at the head of naviga-

tion, on the Hatchee, a very growing and busy town; Randolph, on the second Chickasaw
Bluff, below the mouth of the Big Hatchee River, with a good harbour for steam-boats in all

stages of the water, and conveniently placed for the outlet of a productive region ; and Mem-
phis, at the fourth Chickasaw Blufl^, with one of the best sites for a commercial emporium on
the Mississippi, are all small towns, but of growing business and importance. The Chicka-

saw Bluffs, or points whore the river-hills reach the river, presenting sites above the reach

of the floods, are four in number ; the first being below the mouth of the Forked Deer River,

is the site of Fulton ; the second has been mentioned as that of Randolph ; the third, 18
miles below, is separated from the main channel of the river by a bayou or slough, which is

only navigable in times of high water; and the fourth is the site of Memphis. The next
similar highland below is at Vicksburg, 365 miles by the course of the river. The Bluff on
which Memphis stands is 30 feet above the highest floods, and its base is washed by the river

for a distance of three miles, while a bed of sand-stone, the only known stratum nf rocks below
the Ohio, juts into the stream and forms a convenient landing. From the Ohio to Vicksburg,

n distance of 650 miles, it is the only site for a great commercial mart on either bank of the

Mississippi.

7. Slate of Arkansas.

Arkansas is the last born and as yet the most thinly peopled of the great American Con-
federacy, but, as it offers many attractions to emigrants, its fertile fields are already begin-

ning to receive their new possessors. Lying in a very compact form between Louisiana and

Missouri, it has Tennessee and Mississippi on the east, and the Wcsteni Territory and

Mexico on the West. It extends from 33' to 36° 32' N. lat., and from 89° 4.')' to 94° 30'

W. Ion., being 240 miles in length from north to south, by from 180 to 250 in breadth, and
having an area of 54,.'>00 square miles. The surface is much broken and hilly in the central

part of the State, and in the western part is even mountainous, being traversed by several

ranges known under the names of the Ozark and Masserne Mountains. Our knowledge of

these highlands is, however, very imperfect. Some portions of this tract are stony and ste-

rile; there are numerous and extensive prairies interspersed throughout, but jn general it is

well wooded and often covered with heavy timber.

The eastern part of the State for the distance of about 100 miles is a low, level tract,

covered in a great measure with swamps and marshes. This vast flat extends, with slight

interruptions, from Cape Girardeau, where a reef of rocks, called the Grand chain and con-

nected with a hilly range on the north, crosses the Mississippi, quite down to the mouth of

that river on the western side, and from the Chickasaw Bluffs to the Walnut Hills on the

eastern side. It is intersected in all directions by numero<is bayous, lagoons, and stagnant

pools, which receive and retain the overflowing waters of the rivers, and is interspersed here

and there with uplands, which rise like islands above the surrounding swamps. These lost

hills,

—

cdtcs sans dessein, as they are termed by the French inhabitants,—are of various

dimensions, from 20 or 30 to a few miles in circumference, but so cut off from all communi-

cation during the wet season, and surrounded by such an extent of noisome swamps, as to

offer little attraction to the settler. Across this whole tract, from Cape Girardeau to Mem-
phis on the western side, and from Memphis to Vicksburg on both banks of the river, there

seems to be scarcely a route where the construction of roads is practicable, without raising

the road-bed several feet above the surrounding level ; the National Road in process of con-

struction from Memphis to Little Rock, one of the few favourable routes existing, requires

Vol. m. 49 8X
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in some places embankments of 4 or 5 feet {Lotiff^* Reconnoitsanee ofa Route for a Rail-

Road from Savannah and Charleston to the Mississippi). It is supposed, however, that

the removing of the rafls and fallen timber that choke up the St. Francis and its tributary

streams, and by backing up the water cause it to spread over the country, will reclaim

extensive tracts. (Linn's Letter to the Committee on Commerce).

Arkansas is well supplied witli navigable streams. The Mississippi washes its eastern

border through a distance of nearly 400 miles, and receives several large rivers from this

State. Among these is the Arkansas, one of the greatest of its tributaries, which flows

through the centre of the State in a course of 350 miles, affording navigation during the

greater part of the year far above its western limits. The St Francis and White Rivers

are noble streams flowing from the highlands of Missouri, but their channels are obstructed

by rafts and drift-wood. The White River receives the Black River, a large and navigable

stream with numerous navigable branches, from the east, and Red River, from the west.

The southern part of the State is drained by the Red River of Louisiana, and its great tri-

butary the Washita, which is navigable 400 miles. The Bayous Bartholomew, Boeuf, and

Tensas, Saline Creek, Sulphur Creek, and the Little Missouri, pour their waters into the

Washita.
Arkansas is as yet imperfectly known ; but with extensive swamps and some sterile tracts,

it contains a large quantity of highly productive land, and much of extraordinary fertility.

Lead, coal, salt and iron, abound, and there are valuable thermal and sulphuretted springs;

the Hot Springs on the Upper Washita are said to have a temperature but little below the

boiling point Novaculite or oil-stone is found in the vicinity. Cotton and maize are the

staples; the cotton crop is at present about 20,000 bales, but must rapidly increase. The
country is admirably adapted for grazing.

Arkansas formed a part of Louisiana, and afterwards of Missouri Territory, until 1819,

when it received a separate territorial government, and in 1836 it became an independent

State. The legislature, styled the General Assembly, consists of a Senate chosen for the

term of four years, and a House of Representatives elected biennially ; the General Assem-

bly meets every two years. The Governor holds office for the term of four years. The
superior Judges are appointed by the General Assembly, those of the Supreme Court holding

office for eight and those of the Circuit Courts for four years. Every white male citizen of

the age of 21 years who has resided within the State during the six months preceding the

election, has the right of suffrage. Votes are given viva voce. In the prosecution of slaves

for crime, it is provided that they shall have an impartial jury, and slaves convicted of a

capital offence shall suffer the same degree of punishment as free whites, and no other. No
lotteries can be established, and the sale of lottery tickets within the State is prohibited.

Arkansas is divided into 34 counties, as follows

:

Counties. Population, 1B3S.

Arkansas 2,080

Carroll 1,357

Chicot 2,471

Conway 1,214

aark 1,285

Crawford 3,139

Crittenden 1,407

Greene 971

Hempstead 2,955

Hot Springs 6,117

Independence 2,653

Ixard 1,879

Jackson 891

Jefferson 1,474

Johnson 1,803

Lafayette 1,446

Lawrence 3,844

Countief. Population, 1835.

Miller 1,373

Mississippi 600
Monroe 556
Phillips 1,518

Pike 449
Pope 1,318

Pulaski 3,513

Randolph formed in 1836

Saline formed in 1836
Searcy formed in 1836
Scott 100
Sevier 1,350

St Francis 1,896

Union 878
Van Burcn 855
Washington 6,742

White formed in 1836.

Population at Different Periods.

Total.

1800 1,052

1820 14,273
1830 30,388

Blavei.

1

1,617

4,576

1835 58,134 9,629.

Arkansas contains no considerable town. The Mississippi aflbrds no favourable site for a

commercial emporium, and Helena and Chicot or Villemont are insignificant villages. The
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Post of Arkansas or Arkansas is an old French settlement with about 600 inhabitants, and

Little Rock, the capital, is , small town. It was officially styled Arkopolis, but the name
of Little Rock, given it by the people in allusion to the large rocks in its vicinity, the first

mot with in ascending the river, has prevailed. It stands on a high bluff on the right bank

of tlie Arkansas. The principal settlements are on the White and Black Rivers, along the

Arkansas above the capital, on the head waters of the Washita, and along Red River in the

southwest

8. State of Missouri.

Missouri, in point of dimensions the second State in the Union, lies between 36° and 40*
35' N. lat., and between 89° 20' and 95° 30' W. Ion., having an area of about 66,000 square

miles. On the east the Mississippi separates it from Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee, and
on the west the Missouri forms the boundary of the northern half, but it is separated from

Wisconsin Territory on the north, the State of Arkansas on the south, and the Western
Territory on ti>e west, only by imaginary lines. Much of the surface in the central portion

of the section south of the Missouri is mountainous, or rather hilly, being traversed in dif-

ferent directions by the chains of the Ozark Mountains, one of which under the name of the

Iron Mountain divides the waters of the St. Francis and White Rivers from those of the

Maramec and Gasconnade, and another forms the water-shed between the Gasconnade and

Osage ; but these ridges are not very lofly. Between tiie Osage and Missouri, and north of

the latter, the country is undulating and agreeably diversified, while in the southeast between

tiic Big Black River and the Mississippi, the whole tract with the exception of a narrow

strip on the border of the latter, is a low, inundated morass, forming a portion of the great

Arkansas swamp.
The inundated tract above referred to is for the most part heavily timbered, and the hilly

country to the north and west is also chiefly covered with a growth of pine, sycamore, hack-

berry, cotton-wood, sugar-maple, &c., although some of the hills are rugged and barren.

Further west, and to the northwest of the hills, the land is divided between forest and prai-

rie, and the northern part of the State has the same character. The rivers are generally

skirted with rich alluvial belts, which are sometimes prairie and sometimes woodland, and
much of the upland is of the very first quality, while a large portion of the inferior land is

yet productive and well adapted for cultivation. " Afler making ample deductions for infe-

rior soil, ranges of barren hills, and large tracts of swamp, the State of Missouri contains a
vast proportion of excellent farming land." {Peck's Oiiide.)

Missouri is bountifully supplied with navigable channels, affording easy access to all parts

of the State. The great river whose name it bears, washes its western border and flows

through its central tracts, through a distance of 500 miles. It is below the mouth of the

Platte, not far above the northwestern corner of Missouri, that it takes the turbulent, turbid

character which it imparts to the Mississippi through the lower part of its course. It

receives the Osage and the Gasconnade from the soutli, and the Grand and Chariton Rivers

from the north within this State. The Osage rises in the Western Territory, and receiving

several considerable tributaries from the north and south, it drains nearly the whole of the

southwestern part of the State. It affords navigation for a distance of nearly 200 miles, and
flows through some of the finest land in Missouri. The Gasconnade, rising in the Ozark
Mountains, flows north through a more hilly region, and is navigable for a considerable dis-

tance. The Grand River and Chariton, also navigable streams, rise in Wisconsin Territory,

and flow by pretty direct courses into the Missouri. The Mississippi washes the eastern

border of Missouri for the distance of 470 miles, and beside several less considerable tribu-

taries receives the Salt River and Copper River, on the north, and the Maramec on the

south of the Missouri. The southern part of the State is wholly drained by the numerous
branches of the St. Francis and White Rivers, with the exception of a narrow strip in the

southwest which sends off its waters to the Arkansas. The navigation of the St. Francis

and Big Black Rivers, which rise in the mineral district of Missouri, is obstructed by rafls

and fallen trees, but a project for the removal of these obstructions is on foot, and is highly

important to the interests of this section of the State.

Although but imperfectly examined, the mineral treasures of Missouri are known to be

very great. " The mineral district of Missouri, comprising parts of the counties of Wash-
ington, St. Genevieve, Jefferson, St. Francis, and Madison, extends from the head-waters of

the St. Francis to the Maramec River, a distance of about seventy miles jn length, and from

the Mississippi in a southwesterly direction, a distance of about fitly miles in breadth, and
abounds with minerals of various descriptions, but is particularly characterised by the abun-

dance and richness of its lend ore : iron, manganese, zinc, antimony, arsenic, plumbago, and
other minerals of minor importance, are also to be found in this district." (^President's PrO'
tlamation). The lead ore is the galeno or sulphuret of lead ; it yields from 60 to 70 per

cent, but is found in detached masses and not in veins ; the annual product is about 3,000,000

J
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lbs. Numerous shot-fectories are establishad here, the high rocky bluffs of the Mississippi

rendering the erection of towers unnecessary. Iron is also found in inexhaustible quanti-

ties, and is pretty extensively wrought. Coal abounds particularly along the Missouri, and

aluminous and nitrous earth, marble, salt-springs, sulphuretted and thermal watcr», &c.,

occur.

Missouri is admirably adapted for a grazing country, and vast herds of cattle, horses, and

swine are raised. The prairies are excellent natural pastures; "the business of rearing

cattle is almost reduced to the simple operation of turning them upon these prairies and

letting them fatten until the owners think proper to claim the tribute of their flesh." Beef,

pork, tallow, hides, and live-stock constitute important articles of export. Cotton is raised

in the southern part of the State, but not in considerable quantities; tobacco is more exten-

sively grown, and hemp, wheat, Indian-corn, and the other cereal grains are cultivated with

success. Maize, flour, lead, furs, buflalo-skins and tongues, and lumber, constitute, with tiie

articles before mentioned, the exports of Missouri. The American Fur Company has a

factory at the mouth of the Yellow Stone, to which a steam-boat sometimes ascends, and the

Santa Fe caravan, which consists of 140 or 150 men with 40 or 50 wagons, brings homo
specie, wool, and mules.

Some French settlements were formed at St. Louis and St. Genevieve, in the middle of

the la.«l century, and the descendants of the French colonists are still found here. They
resemble their Canadian countrymen, and though skilful and indefatigable boatmen and active

hunters, they are generally ignorant and unenterprising; they are familiarly known under

the name of Crapauds, and tiie numerous half-breeds of French and Indian origin are called

Gumbos. After the cession of Louisiana to the United States, in 1803, the northern part

was erected into a Territory of that name, which wos afterwards changed into that of Mis-

souri, and in 1821 the State of Missouri was admitted into the Union. " Emigrants from

every State and several countries of Europe are found here, but the basis of the population

is from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia. The people generally are enterprising, hardy,

and industrious, and most of those who hold slaves, perform labour with them." The immi-

gration into Missouri has lately been very extensive, as appears from the statement below

of the increase of its population.

The legislative power is vested in a General Assembly, consisting of two houses, a Senate

chosen for the term of four years, and a House of Representatives for two. The Governor
and Lieutenant-Governor are chosen for the term of four years. The Judges are appointed

by the Governor and Senate, and hold office during good behaviour. The right of suffrage

belongs to every white mule citizen of the age of 21 years, who has resided in the State one

year before the election, and in the county in which he offers to vote, three months. The
constitution makes it the duty of the General Assembly to oblige the owners of sloves to treat

them with humanity, and to abstain from all injuries to them extending to life or limb; it

also provides that slaves shall not be deprived of an impartial trial by jury. There are three

colleges in the State : St. Louis University in St. Louis, and St. Mary's College at Perryville,

Catholic institutions, and Marion College at Polmyra. The Baptists and Methodists are the

most numerous sects ; the Presbyterians and Roman Catliolics are also pretty numerous, and
there are some Episcopalians.

Missouri is divided into 52 counties, as follows

:

Counties.
PopulaUon.

Total. Slaves.

i

Audrain formed since 1830
Barry formed since 1830
Benton formed since 1830
Boone 8,859 .... 1,923

Callaway 6,159 .... 1,456

Cape Girardeau 7,445 1,026

Carroll formed since 1830
Charlton 1,780 .... 301
Clarke formed since 1830
Clay 5,338 .... 882
Clinton formed since 1830
Cole 3,023 .... 300
Cooper 6,904 1,021

Crawford 1,724.... 64
Franklin 3,484 .... 396
Gnsconnado 1,545 .... 137
Green foripcd since 1830
Howard 10,854 .... 2,646
Jackson 2,823 .... 193
Jefferson 2,592 .... 236
Johnson formed since 1830

Counties.
Population.

Total. Slaves.

Lafayette 2,912 . . . . 429
Lewis formed since 1830
Lincoln 4,059 750
Madison 2,371 .... 410
Marion 4,837 .... 1,327

Monroe formed since 1830
Montgomery 3,902 .... 605
Morgan formed since 1830
New Madrid 2,350 .... 471
Perry 3,349 .... 536
Pettis formed since 1830
Pike 6,129 .... 1,193

Polk formed since 1830
Pulaski formed since 1830

Randolph 2,942.... 493
Kalis 4,375.... 839
Ray 2,657 .... 166
Ripley formed since 1830
Rivers formed since 1830
St. Francois , . . .

.

2,366 .... 423
St. Genevieve 2,186 .... S23
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3,349 .... 536
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counties.
'

To.j;?'""'""^ve,.

St.Charlea 4,3-20.... 951
St. Louis 14,ia5 .... 2,796
Saline 2,873.... 706
Scott 2,136.... 362
Slielby formed since ] 830

counties.
To';r"'""''8.ave..

Stoddart formed since 1830
Vun Buren formed since 1830
Warren formed since 1830
Washington 6,784 .... 1,168
Wayne 3,264.... 372.

Population at Different Periods.

Total. Slaves.

1810 (including Arkansas) 20,845 3,011
1820 66,i586 10,222
1830 140,4.55 2.5,091

1832 176,276 32,184
1836 (estimated) - . - 210,000 l

St. Louis, the principal and only considerable town of Missouri, stands nearly in the centre

of the Great Valley, on the right bank of the Mississippi, 17 miles below the mouth of the
Missouri, 175 miles above the mouth of the Ohio, 13i30 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, and
8.50 from Washington. It has easy water communication with the country at the foot of the

Rocky Mountains, 2600 miles distant by the course of the river, on one side, and with Que-
bec and New York, 1800 to 2000 miles, on the other ; and with New Orleans, 1250 miles to

the south, and Fort Snelling, 860 miles to the north. It is built on two bunks : the first, not

much raised above the level of the river, contains two narrow streets running parallel with
its course, and the second or higher bank, which spreads out into a wide plain in the rear,

comprises the rest of the city. The upper part is well laid out with spacious and regular

streets. St. Louis was founded in 1764, but it continued to be an inconsiderable village

while the country remained in the hands of the Spanish and French. In 1820 it contained

only 4598 inhabitants, and in 1830, 58^)2 ; but in the succeeding five years it is estimated to

have doubled its population. It is the commercial emporium of the Upper Missouri and
Mississippi, and must increase rapidly in importance as the vast regions to the north and west
become occupied by industrious cultivators. St. Louis is the principal western dcp6t of the

American Fur Company, who have here a large establishment, containing thousands of furs

and skins of every sort; they have nearly a thousand men in their employ, and nearly 10,000
dried bufi&lo tongues have been brought in in a single year. It is also the centre of the

overland trade with New Mexico. The lead mines in its vicinity and the establishments

connected with the Indian agencies, land offices, and army supplies, also create a good deal

of business. The number of steam-bnat arrivals in 1831 was 532, making an aggregate of

65,000 tons ; in 1835 the arrivals were 803, tonnage 100,000. The population is now chiefly

composed of Americans, but there are many French, with some Germans and Spaniards.

There are four or five Protestant Churches and a Roman Catholic Cathedral. In the vicinity

are an United States Arsenal and Jeflerson Barracks, extensive stone buildings with accom-
modations for 600 or 700 men.

Carondelet, a few miles below St. Louis, is a little French village, inhabited chiefly by
Crapauds and Gumbos, who have given it the nickname of Vide Poche (Empty Pocket), from

the poverty of the place. Their kitchen-gardens furnish vegetables for the St. Louis market.

Herculaneum, a little further down, is a small town, which contains numerous shot-works,

and serves as one of the ports of the lead district. St. Genevieve is another old PVench
village, built on a high alluvial bank which the river is now washing away. Cape Girardeau,

situated on a high bluff in the midst of a rich district, is the dep6t of the southern part of the

State. New Madrid is an inconsiderable village, on a high alluvial bank, which, like that

of St. Genevieve, has been mostly carried away by the river. The village also suffered from

the earthquake of 1811. The agitations of this great convulsion were felt at New Orleans

ant* on the Atlantic coast, but the centre of the Mississippi Valley for some distance above

and below New Madrid, appears to have been the seat of the most terrible throes. Here the

earth opened in wide chasms, from which columns of water and sand burst forth; hills disap-

peared, and their places were occupied by lakes ; the beds of lakes were raised, and their

waters flowed off, leaving them dry ; the courses of the streams were changed by the eleva-

tion of their beds and the falling in of their banks ; for one whole hour the current of the

Mississippi was turned backwards towards its source, until its accumulated waters were able

to break through the barrier that had dammed them back ; boats were dashed on the banks,

or left dry in the deserted channel, or hurried forwards and backwards with the eddying

surges, while in the midst of these awful changes, electric fires, accompanied by loud rum-

blings, flashed through the air. In some places submerged forests and cane-brakes are still

visible at a ereat depth on the bottom of lakes which wcrc> then formed. Oscillations and^
40*
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slight shocks continued to be felt at intervals in this region for many years, and are even yet

occasionally experienced.

Leaving the Mississippi we pass Potosi, a thriving town in the lead-mine district, and pro-

cpeiling north reach St. Charles, on the Missouri, twenty miles from its mouth, with about

15(IU inhabitants. The banks of the river below this town, and at the junction of the two
rivers, are low and flooded. In the centre cf the State, on the south side of the Missouri, is

the City of Jefferson, the capital, an inconsiderable village, containing the State-house and a

Penitentiary. Franklin, Boonesville, Independence, and Liberty are small villages. The
latter is the most westerly town in the United States, with the exception of Pembina, and it

already publishes its newspaper.
Clarksville, Hannibal, and Marion are small places on the Upper Mississippi, which lay

claim to a prospective importance. The latter is the port of Palmyra, a flourishing town
with lUUO inhabitants.

9. Wisconsin Territory.

The vast tract erected into a Territory under this name, in 1836, stretches from Lake
Michigan to the Missouri and White Earth Rivers, and from the northern frontier of Missouri

and Illinois to the boundary of the American and British possessions. Extending from 40°
30' to 49° N. lat., and from 87° to 102° VV. Ion., it is about 660 miles in extreme length,

by from 400 to 500 in breadth, with an area of about 290,000 square miles. The greater

part of the Territory is still owned and occupied by the native tribes, and a large proportion

of its surface has not been examined or e^n visited by whites, unless it be by trappers and

traders. The expedition of Lewis and Clarke up the Missouri, in 1804 ; of Pike toward the

sources of the Mississippi, in 1805; of Long up the St. Peter's and down the Red River, in

1823 ; of Governor Cass and Schoolcrail toward the source of the Mississippi, in 1820, and

of the latter to the actual head of tlie great river, in 1832, with the narratives of the Jesuits,

Carver, and Henry, are among the principal sources of our information in regard to the main
bulk of the Territory. The southeastern section between the Mississippi, Wisconsin, Fox
River, and Lake Michigan ; and a strip on the western side of the Mississippi, about 50 miles

in width, extending from the northern frontier of Missouri to a point a little above the mouth
of the Wisconsin, have been purchased of the native owners, and are now receiving white

settlers.

Wisconsin Territory has the Missouri for 1300 miles, and the White Earth River for 75
miles, on the west ; the parallel of 49° from the latter to Rainy Lake, that lake with the

chain of lakes and rivers connected with it. Pigeon River, and Lake Superior, on the north

;

the Montreal and Menomonies Rivers, Green Bay, and Lake Michigan, on the east, and
Illinois and Missouri on the south.

The whole territory consists of a lofly table-land with a surface considerably broken by

hilly ridges, which, however, nowhere attain a great elevation above the general level.

The Coteau des Prairies, between the Red and Mississippi Rivers on the east, and the Mis-
souri on the west ; a low ridge of pine hills between the Mississippi and the Red River ; a

similar ridge forming the water-shed between the former and Lake Superior, and sweeping
northeastwardly round the lake between the waters of Hudson's Bay and the St. Lawrence,
and the Wisconsin Hills extending southwards iirom Lake Superior to the Rock River of
Illinois, seem to be the most prominent ranges of highlands.

The northern part of the Territory between the Red River and Lake Superior is a region
of lakes, swamps, inundated lowlamis, and interlocking streams, and may well be styled the

great source of waters, since it gives rise to streams reaching the Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and Hudson's Bay, at points from 2000 to 3000 miles distant from this'

common centre. From the same basin, in the wet se isons, the parting waters set out on
their long journey to the frozen regions of the northern seas and the tkopical shores of the

Mexican Gulf, and the canoe may float from the one to the other. The Mississippi forms
the most striking natural feature of the country. Its most remote source has recently been
ascertained to be the little lake called Itasca by the Indians, and La Biche or Elk Lake by
the French traders, 3160 miles from the Gulf of Mexico, 1029 miles from the Falls of St
Anthony, and about 1500 feet above the level of the sea. Flowing at first northwards and
passing through several small lakes, it reaches the Falls of Peckagama, about 350 miles from
Its head ; and from that point downward deviates but little from a general southerly course.

Here it meets the first stratum of rock, and, descending over a fall of 20 feet, it leaves
behind it the lakes and wet savannahs overgrown with wild rice, rushes, and other aquatic

plants, and the cedar and tamarack swamps of its earlier course, and passing first through a
region of forests and wooded islands, and then, below the mouth of the Corbeau, of dry prai-

ries abQunding with buffalo and elk, reaches the Falls cf St. Anthony ; at this point it

descends about 80 feet in a distance of nine miles, and hence to its junction with the Mis-
souri flows between lofly limestone bluffs from 100 to 400 feet high. Above the mouth of

*a»iMtiLaj»Wi''^
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the St Peter's it is much broken by rapids and abrupt fulls, but below that point it has no
considerable obstructions to the navigation in high stages of the water. The Rock River
and the Desmoines rapids, however, impede the passage in low water.

The Corbeau or Crow Wing River, from the right, and Rum River, as the boatmen trans-

late, rather freely, the Manitou or Spirit River of the natives, are the principal tributaries

above the Falls of St. Anthony. The former has a course of 210 miles and is navigable
nearly to its head in times of high-water. The latter has a course of about 350 miles, and
rises near the St. Louis of Lake Superior. Just below the falls comes in the St. Peter's

River, which has a course of 500 miles ; about 15 miles below its source it expands into Big
Stone Lake, from which there is a portage of three miles to Lake Travers, the head of Red
River ; but in times of high flood, canoes float from one lake to the other. The St. Peter's

is much broken by rapids and falls, but when full may be navigated t(\ its source by small

boats, with the exception of two points that render portages necessary. The Si. Croix and
Chippewa arc large streams coming in from the left, very much broken by rapidt* and falls,

but allowing, with the aid of numerous portages, the passage of canoes. The Wisconsin is

one of the greatest tributaries of the Upper Mississippi ; rising in the vicinity of a cluster

of lakes from which flow to different points the Ontanogon of I^ake Superior, the Menomo-
nies of Green Bay, and the Chippewa of the Mississippi, it runs southwards for about 360
miles, and then, turning suddenly to the west, reaches the Mississippi after a course of aboat

550 miles much broken throughout by numerous rapids ; in a low stage of water its naviga«

tion is impeded by shoals and sand-banks, but in times of flood it may be ascended in boats

of considerable burthen to the Great Bend, whence there is a portage of a mile and a half,

over a flat meadow subject to inundation, into Fox River of Green Buy. The Rock River

is also a large stream which rises in this territory, but it passes into Illinois.

On the right side several considerable tributaries also enter the Mississippi ; the Penaca
or Turkey River, the Upper Iowa, the Wabesapenaca, the Iowa, the Chacaguar, and the

Desmoines are the principal. The Iowa rises in the table-land, from which descend some
of the tributaries of the St. Peter's, and has a course of about 0.50 miles, aflbrding steam-

boat navigation during a part of the year for about 100 miles; it is a rapid stream, some-

what obstructed by snags and sand-bars. The Desmoines rises in the Coteau des Prairies,

and in the upper part of its course has a rapid and broken current ; below this its course is

remarkably crooked, but not much obstructed, although there are rapids. It may be navi-

gated by steam-boats in a high stage of the water, about 200 miles.

The principal tributaries of the Missouri are the Sioux, and the Jacque or James River,

which rise in the Coteau des Prairies, and flow southwards until they are swallowed up by

the great stream, which here sweeps round to the east.

The Red River carries a portion of the waters of the Territory to Hudson's Ray. It is

formed by the confluence of Swan River the outlet of Lake Travers, from the southwest,

and Ottertail River, the outlet of the lake of the same name, from the northeast, the former

communicating wiih the head of the St Peter's, and the latter with that of the Corbeau.

Its channel is winding, and it abounds in rapids; its length by the course of the stream is

about 550 miles. The Assiniboin, its principal tributary, rises within one mile of the Mis-

souri, above the mouth of the Little Missouri, and has a course of 700 or 800 miles ; their

uniteid waters flow into Lake Winnipeg in the British Territory. The Lake of the Woods,

which also sends its waters into Lake Winnipeg, receives those of a maze of lakes and

rivers which have their rise within 20 miles of Lake Superior, by the common channel of

Rainy Lake River ; and the Grand Fork, coming from the immediate vicinity of the Missis-

sippi, also carries its tribute to the same reservoir.

The tributaries of Lake Superior are generally small streams ; the St. Louis, however,

which flows into its extreme western head, called by the French Fond dn Lac, is a conside-

rable river though much broken by falls and rapids ; it rises far to the north, near the chain

of small border lakes, and has a course of about 300 miles. The Bois Brule, the Mauvaise

River, and the Montreal, have the same character. The principal tributary of Lake Michi-

gan, beside the limitary stream of the Menomonies, is the Fox River, formed by two main

branches, the Wolf River, rising between the Wisconsin and Green Bay, and the Fox River,

rising further south near the greAt bend of the Wisconsin, with which it is connected by the

short and easy portage before mentioned ; the united waters, afler passing through Lake

Winnetogo, flow into Green Bay.

The settled portion of the Territory, comprising the strip along the western bank of the

Mississippi, and the tract between that river and Lake Michigan, on both sides of the Wis-

consin, Fox, and Rock Rivers, with an area of about 26,000 square miles, is divided into five

counties, viz. ; Brown, on Fox River and Green Bay ; Milwaukee, bordering on Lake Mi-

chigan, between Brown county and Illinois ; Iowa, south of the Wisconsin and between the

Rock River and the Mississippi ; Crawford, north and west of the Wisconsin ; and Dubuque

and Desmoines, west of the Mississippi. In 1830, at which time it formed a part of Michi-

4
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gan Territory, it had a white population of S635 souls; in 1835, the number of inhabitant*

was estimated to amount to 3U,(MK).

'I'liia re(;ion comprises a portion of the richest load deposits in the world ; the pro<luct of

the tract bordering on Illinois has been included in our account uf the Illinois di^irini;^.

The Dubuque mines, on the west of the Mississippi, are also extensively wrought. There
are some bogs, wild rice swamps, and cranberry marshes in the southeastern counties, as

between Green Bay and Lake Michigan, and along the Four Lakes on a brunch of Rock
River, and there are also sandy tracts, pnrticularly on the Lake ; but a groat proportion of

the land is pronounced by the surveyors of a good quality, fertile and easy of cultivation.

Between Rock River ami Lake Michigan the surface is well wooded, but to the west of the

Ibrmer the land is chiefly prairie, and there is a deficiency of timber.

Green Bay affords a gpod harinur at the mouth of P^ox River, and here have sprung up
the thriving villages ot' Green Bay and Navarino, on the right bank of the river. Fort

Howard, a United States military poKt, is on the opposite side. Tbere is also a little village

at the mouth of the Milwaukee, further south, bearing the name of the river whose banks
it occupies.

Wisconsin city has been founded on Rock River, at the point where it issues from Kush-
kanong Lake, and being accessible to steain-boat«i, and having a great number of mill-eeots

in its vicinity, it promises to become a place of some importance. At the portage between
the Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, stands Fort Winnebago, and at the mouth of the latter is

Fort Crawford, with small garrisons. Steam-boats have ascended the Wisconsin to the port-

age, across which it is proposed to cut a cand. Prairie du Chien is a little village on a

beautiful prairie, about five miles above the mouth of the Wisconsin ; it occupies the site

of an old Indian village, from whose chieti called Chien by the French traders, it takes its

name. It has about 600 inhabitants.

On the west of the Mississippi the settlements are chiefly in the lead district in the north,

and on the Desmoines in the south. The whole of this tract was ceded to the United States

by the Sacs and Foxes in 1832, and is familiarly known as the Black Hawk Purchase. It

consists mostly of prairie, but as it abounds with fine lakes and running waters, which are

skirted by pretty extensive woodlands, and as there are scattered patches of forest distributed

over the prairies, there is no deficiency of timber for building, fuel, and fencing. The soil

is almost throughout rich and extremely easy of cultivation, and the district is bountifully

supplied with navigable channels, and amply stored with mineral treasures, including lead,

iron, and coal. Dubuque, finely situated on a gently sloping prairie on the right bank of the

Mississippi, in the midst of a rich mineral and agricultural region, contains 10 or 12 smelting

furnaces, and a white-lead factory, with a population of about 1200 souls. Steam-boats run

up here and to Prairie du Chien through a great part of the year. A weekly newspaper is

printed at Dubuque. In the southern part of the Purchase, the principal town is Burlington,

with about 600 inhabitants. Fort Desmoines, on the right bank of the Mississippi, above

the mouth of the river whose name it bears, is a United States military post.

Between the Wisconsin and Mississippi Rivers, to the north and west of the former, the

country is owned and inhabited by 4500 Winnebagocs; and to the east on both sides of

Wolf River are about 4000 Menomonies. There are also some bands of the New York
Indians around Green Bay. In the southwest, between the Desmoines and Iowa Rivers, are

the Sacs and Foxes, or Saukies and Ottogamies, about 6500 in number, and on the southwest

of the former are the kindred tribe of the loways, who count 1200 souls. West of these on

the east bank of the Missouri, are the united bands of emigrant Chippewas, Ottawas, and
Pottawattamies, of about the same number. The rest of this vast expanse is occupied, or

rather hunted by scattered bands of Sioux or Dahcotahs, and Chippewas; the latter roaming
chiefly between the Red River and the Mississippi on one side, and Lake Superior on the

other, and the former on the west of those rivers. The reader will find some account of

these nations and their affinities in a former section (VI.) of this chapter.

Fort Snelling, a United States military station, a few miles below the Falls of St. Anthony,

is the most remote northern post occupied by the troops of the confederacy. The American
Fur Company have several factories or trading-houses in the Chippewa country, of which
the general depdt is at Chegoimegon or Lapointe, on Lake Superior. The little settlement

of Pembina, on Red River, planted by Lord Selkirk, chiefly with Scotch Highlanders, has

been found to &11 south of the frontier line of the United States and British America.

10. Western or Indian Territory.

The Western Territory is an extensive region, which has been set aside by the general

government as a permanent home for the Indian races, whose removal beyond the limits of

the Slates has for some years been going on. " Whatever difference of opinion may hereto-

fore have existed, the policy of the Government, in regard to the future condition of these

tribes of Indians, may now be regarded as definitively settled. To induce them to remove
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west of the Mississippi, to a territory set apart and dedicated to their use and government
forever; to secure to them there a final home; to elevate their intellectual, moral, and civil

condition, and to fit them for the enjoyment of the blessings of a free government, is that

policy. And a further hope is now encouraged, that, whenever their advance in civilisation

should warrant the measure, and they desire it, that they may be admitted as a State to be-

cunie a member of the Union." {Rejunt of Committee of Congress on Indian Affairs, May
21), 183-1.) " There they may be secured in governments of their own choice, subject to no
other control from the United States than such as may be necessary to preserve peace on the

frontier, and between the several tribes. There the benevolent may endeavour to teach them
the arts of civilisation, and by promoting union and harmony among them, to raise up an in-

teresting commonwealth, destined to perpetuate the race, and to attest the humanity and
justice of this government." {Prerident's Message, 1829.)

*

This region, which has been called in official papers the Western Territory, extends from
Red River, on the south, to the Running Water River and the North Fork of the Platte on
the north, lying between the western boundary line of Arkonsas and Missouri on the east,

and the Mexican territories on the west. Stretching from 33° 30' to about 42° 40' N. lat,,

and from Q\° 20' to 107° W. Ion., it is about 600 miles wide in the eastern, and half that

width in the western part, with a length in the north of about fH)0, and in the south of about

300 miles. The area is about 200,000 square miles. The northeastern boundary is formed
by the Missouri, and the northwestern by the Rocky Mountains.

In the southeastern corner, between the Arkansas and Red River, the country is mountain-

ous, being traversed by the Ozark range. Beyond this it spreads out into wide expanses of

a slightly undulating surface, or into extensive plains, over whose dead level the eye wanders
to tlie verge of vision. In the western part of the northern belt, successive groups of isolated

table-lands, and regular ranges of hills, mark the approach to the Rocky Mountains. The
base of the mountains is, according to Long's estimate, about 3000 feet above the sea, and
James's Peak was determined by that traveller to have an elevation of 11,500 feet; further

north, near the source of the Platte River, some points appear to attain a still greater

height.

'This region is traversed by several large rivers, all of which rise in ti\e Rocky Mountains,

and reach the Mississippi and Missouri after having received,- during their long courses,

numerous considerable tributary streams. They have the common characters of rivers of

a desert, flowing through tracts of sand, with wide but shallow beds, obstructed throughout

by sand-bars and banks, sometimes so sparingly furnished with water as to form merely a
succession of stagnant pools, and sometimes even presenting dry channels. The Platte,

although it iuis a course of about 1000 miles, and is often several miles in width, is so shoal

that it may be forded at almost any point in moderate stages of water, and can scarcely be

said to be navigable for any length of time. Its banks are but little elevated above high

water, but the channel is so wide that they are rarely inundated. In the lower part of its

course the banks and numerous islands are covered with a growth of cotton-wood and willow,

which, however, soon disappears, and for several hundred miles scarcely a tree or a shrub is

to be seen, until, on approaching the mountains, they are again lined with straggling groups

of stunted trees. The Konzas or Kanzas is also a large stream, and it receives considerable

tributaries, called the Republican Fork, Solomon's Fork, Smoky Hill Fork, and Grand Saline

Fork; in high stages of water it may be navigated for a distance of nearly 200 miles.

The Arkansas is, however, the principal river of this region. Rising in the Rocky Moun-
tains, it tbrms for several hundred miles the boundary line of the Western Territory, which
it then enters and traverses, p>assing into the State of Arkansas. Although it flows within

or along the borders of the Territory for a distance of about 1500 miles, it aflbrds few navi-

gable facilities; shallow, and in some parts entirely disappearing, even its floods are so un-

certain, and its rise and fall are so rapid as to render it almost useless for navigation. Steam-
boats ascend, but with much difliculty, to Fort Gibson. It flows, like the Platte, chiefly

through sandy plains and prairies. From the north it receives the Verdigris, Neosho, and
Illinois Rivers, but its largest tributaries enter it on the right ; the Negracka, Nesuketonga
or Salt Fork, and the Canadian are the principal. The last mentioned rises in the Mexican
Mountains, and receives two large stream?, called the North Fork and the South Fork, from

the same region; its valley and bed are broad, and it has a course of about 1000 miles, but

Its channel is sometimes quite dry, and everywhere shallow. The Red River, which forms

the southern boundary of the Territory, is better supplied with water, and affords navigation

tor some distance.

The eastern part of the Territory^ forming a strip of about 200 miles in breadth, is in

general productive and well adapted to agricultural operations. It is mostly prairie, skirted

here and there, chiefly along the river valleys, with lines of woodland, and there are exten-

sive fertile bottoms on the lower parts of the rivers. Some tracts are too rugged and sterile

for cultivation, but these are of more limited extent. " A considerable portion of the land ia

as good as is found in any of the Western States. This is the character of the bottom lands

Vol. IIL 8Y
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on the prinflipal ri?en, which an generally corered with line timber, and alao of much of
the prairie landa adjoining the timber on the aeveral water cnurseo, which inleriect the
country in every direction. There ia another very conaiderabic portion of woodland wholly
unPt for cultivation ; auch aa the mountaina and flint hilla that are seen intersperaed through*
out the country. Theae, however, add, it ia believed, much to the aalubrity of the climate,
and will long affi>rd game for the lovers of the chaae, and a good range for the atock of the
aettlera at certain aeaaons of the year. On the Kiamefha Mountaina, there ia winter grass
that will auatain the atock in that part of the coimtry in winter, if the firea are kept out of
the woods. The same may alao be the caae in other parte of the country. There are also
vaat prairiea, that extend through the country in varioua directions, and of all the diversity

of aoil, from the best alluvial and good upland, to the gravelly ridgea and barren aand hills.

These prairies are intersected by water-couraea akirted with wood, and aa they are generally
a limestone aoil, springe of water have been found, and others mav yet be discovered. The
country will produce abundantly all the varieties of grain, vegetablea, and agricultural pro-
ducta, which are raised in the Sutea of the same latitude cast of the Mississippi. It is also
admirably adapted to the raising of stock of every description. 8outh of the Kanzas River
there ia no absolute necessity to provide for them in winter, aa they live in the range winter
and Bummer. Sheep, particularly, do very well, and they ahear them here twice a year."
{Report (J" the Commiationert of Indian Affairs, Wett, 1834.)

But aa we aacend the streams of thia region the features of the country change ; the aoil

ia an arid, sterile aand, destitute of treea or even ahrube, and timber dieappeara even from the
river valleys. Vast tracts are covered only with yuccas, cactuses, and cucurbitaceous plants,
and are either destitute of water, or present to the exhausted and wayworn traveller a
brackish and bitter draft ; in many places the aur&ce is whitened by a nitroua or saline
efflorescence, and all wean the oapcct of desolation. Thia region has been called the Ame-
rican or Arkansaa Desert, and it extends along the foot of the Rocky Mountains, with a
breadth of about 500 miles, far beyond the limits of the Western Territory. It is probably
wholly unfit fbj- the abode of civilised man, and entirely unsusceptible of cultivation ; yet it

does not exhibit the naked aspect of th>? African deserts, and it affords pasture for troops of
wild animala. It is rather frequented, than inhabited, by wandering banda of aavagew, who
roam from place to place in pursuit of game.
The former or eastern section ia the only portion which is occupied by the emigrant and

indigenous tribes, whom the Federal Government are aiming to fix in permanent aoodea, and
to educate in the arts of peace. The following table exhibits the names and numbera of the
tribes, as given in the Secretary at War's Report relative to the Number and Situation of
the Indiana on the Fronticra of the United Sutea, March, 1836. The numbera differ some-
what from the estimates of Mr. M'Coy in the Annual Register of Indian Affaira (January,
1836). The amount of land occupied by each has been added from M'Coy'a Register, and
the b«fore cited Report of the Commissioners on Indian Afikirs, West

Land. Bq. M.

7

3,500
4,200
150

11,630

IndigenouM Tribei.

Tribe. Population.

P»wncc« 10,000; o-ooo
Poncas or Puncahs 800 4

•"•"""

Omaha 1,400 .

Otoes and Missouries 1,600 .

Kansas or Kauzaua 1,471 .

Quapawa 450 .

Oaages 5,510 .

Emigrant Tribei.

Choctows 15,000
Creeks 3,600
Cherokee* 6,000*

Senccas 251t
i

Soneeas and Shawaneea Sll <

Weas 222
1

Piankcshaws 162 <

Peorius and Kaakaskias. 132
Ottawas 200*
Shawaneea 1,250*

Dclawarcs
Kickapoos
Pottawatamics

23,500
20,500
22,000

200

350

150
. 562

2,500t
826 3.450
588 1,200
441 7

* M'Coy statci the Ottawas to be 80, the Shawaneea 764, and the Ctaerukeei 400a
t Aeeordinf to M'Coy, thii number includo 50 Mohawk*.

t The Commiirionera lay 10,000, but it ia evidently a mistake.

t^£JMm»W'"*W!i»WW»Wi"^*
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1

I'he Chociawa poaaeaa the tract lying between Arkanaaa and New Mexico, and bounded on
the aouth by the Ued River, and on the north by the Arkanaaa. They occupy at prea<«nt

only the eastern pirt, the western section being fVeqiiented by banda of the Camanchea,
Kiaways, and Toyanh, variously called by different writers. Pawnee Ficts, Peeta, or Piquaa,

who belong to a kindred stock, and reside partly on the Mexican and partly on the American
side of the Red River. The Choctaws have adopted to a considerable extent tho European
costume ; they have good houses and well fenced Aeld!<, they raise Indian-corn and cotton

pretty extensively, anJ own a large number of horsea, bla. k cattle, aheep and hoga, wagona,
ploughs, looms, and spini'ing-wheels. There are also aiiiong tii^m several native mechanica,

and three merchants wi'.li capitals of from 2000 to 80t)0 dollars, fiomf of 1
1 em are engaged

in the mnnufacture of mU from tho brine springi), which atwiiiid in UteJr 'cistrict, and two
grist and law mills r.re owned and carried on by native Choctawa
They have a written constitution, and have intruJ"''Mi trial by j'tty, the government ia

administered by three principal chiefs, elected for f«i r years, and a //)giBiative Council,

consisting of 30 counsellors, chosen annually by the people. The introduction of ardent

spirits ia forbidden by their laws, and intemperance ia rare among them.' The Ai/iorican

Board of Foreign Missions have six stationa imd thirteen missionaries, and there are also

two Baptist and one Methodist mission here. Fort Towson is a United States military poet

on the Red River.

The Creek country atretchea west, fVom the Neoaho and a line drawn from ita mouth to

that of the North fork of the Canadian, to the Mexican frontier, and liea between the Cana-
dian River on the south, and the Cherokee frontier in about 36'' lat. on the north. Tho
character and condition of the people resemble those of the Choctawa ; their land ia produc*

tivc, their fields carefully enclosed with rail fences, their houses comfortable and decently

furnished, and, beside raising more Indian corn than is neceaaary for their own consumption,

they cultivate wheat, rice, and the common culinary vegetablea. Their government la ad-

ministered by a General Council of the nation, in accordance with the provisiona of a written

constitution ; and the execution of the laws, under the direction of the Council and judges,

is entrusted to executive oflicere, called Light-Horsemen.
There are two stationa of the Baptist Missionary Convention with aix miasionariea, one

station of the Board of Foreign Missions with two mimionariea, and a Methodiat Miaaion,

among the Creeks. Several of the missionaries are natives.

The Cherokees own the country lying north and east of the Creek country, betwpcn 86*

and 36° 50' N. la^ ; the tract lying between the Creeks and Arkansas extends, however,

south to the Askansaa. They all reside in the eastern part about the Illinois, Neosho, and
Verdigris rivera. Salt ia made at several of the salt-springa by the natives, and accordin^f

to M'Coy there are in the nation 3000 hones, 11,000 horned cattle, 1.5,500 hogs, 600 sheep,

110 wagona, several hundred spinning-wheels, ICiO looms, seven saw and grist-mills, and one
or several ploughs to each farm. Some of the native tradera have capitals of from 6000 to

15,000 dollars.

There are three principal chiefs at the head of the government, and the legialature, con*

sisting of two hoWi^s, meets annually. Each district haa also two Judgea and two Light-

Horsemen or She^ifla. In respect to their houses, furniture, dress, &c., they resemble the

two nations already described.

Fort Gibson, on the Arkansas, ia in the Cherokee country ; and there are here three mia-

siona of the Board of Foreign Missions, with 18 missionaries and a printing-press, a Method*
ist mission, and a Baptist miaaion.

The Osages or Wososhes are indigenous natives, and a portion of them have yet made no
improvement in the arts of civilisation ; some of them, however, particularly a bend on the

Neoaho, have tolerable houses, own some cattle and hogs, and have begun to use the plough.

The remainder live in portable lodges, formed by inserting small poles in the ground, and
bending them over so as to meet at top, where an aperture is left for the escape of the smoke,

the sides being covered with flags, or buffalo or elk skins. Their tract extends, with a width

of 50 miles, m>m the Neosho to the Mexican frontier, along the northern boundary of the

Cherokees. They are represented to be of a peaceable, gentlo character, but their piecari*

oua mode of subsistence often reduces them to a state of extreme misery.

Lying between the Neosho and Missouri State, are the tracts occupied by the Quapaws,
the united band of Senecas and Shawanees, and the band of Senecas and Mohawks. The
first mentioned removed from Arkansas, and are more advanced in civilisation than their

kindred, the Osages. Tho other bands resemble the more civilised tribes in their condition

and habits, but they have no missionaries among them. They have, however, a translation

into the Mohawk of several books of the New Testament, and of the book of Common
Prayer, which many of them are able to read, and one of the natives officiates at their

meetings for public worehip.

On the heajd-waters of the Osage River are fixed the small bands of Piankeshaws, Weaa,
Peorias, Kaskaskias, and Ottawas ; they are of kindred origin, and have made considerablo

progress in civilisation. There are several missionary stations among these tribes.
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The Shawanees own a tract lying between the head of the Osage and the lower part of
tlie Kanzas River, and extending westwards from the Missouri frontier 140 miles, but they
occupy only the north-eastern section of this tract, on the Kanzas River. They are among
the most improved of the Indian tribes, having generally good houses, well-fenced fields,

and a sufficient number of live stock. The Methodists and Baptists have missions among
them, and at the Shawanee Station, under the care of the latter there is a printing-press,

from which have been issued school-books and collections of sacred poetry in several Indian
languages ; a monthly journal is also printed here in the Shawanee language, and the valu-

able Annual Register of Mr. M'Coy is also from this press.

North of the Kanzas and southwest of the Missouri is the Delaware country, which ex-

tends westward with a strip only 10 miles wide, 200 miles from Missouri. The condition of
the Delawares resembles that of the Shawanees, and there are among them a Methodist
missionary station, with two missionaries, and a Baptist mission.

The Kanzas, Konzas, or Kauzaus occupy a rectangular tract between the westerly sections

of the Shawanee and Delaware lands ; they are an indigenous tribe, nearly allied to the
Osages, and are poor and wretched ; their lodges are partly like those of the Osages, and io

part made of earth ; in these last the roof is supported by wooden props within.

The Kickapoo tract lies on the Missouri, to the north of the Delaware country. They
resemble thi Peorias in their condition. There is a Methodist missionary station in their

country. One of the Kickapoo chiefs has founded a singular religious society, which has

about 400 adherents ; he lays claim to divine revelations, and inculcates abstinence from
ardent spirits and flagellation for sin. The religious ceremonies consist of a series of pray-

ers, chanted by the whole assembly, and are '">lemnised four times a week. Fort Leaven-
worth is in the Kickapoo territory. Most of the Pottawatamies have fixed themselves in

this tract, but the lands reserved for them are on the other side of the Missouri.

The Otoes, between the Platte and the Little Nemahaw, the Omahas, between the Platte

and the Missouri, the Puncas, further northwest, and the Pawnees, on the northern side of

the Platte further west, are indigenous tribes, who retain their original barbarous habits of
life with little or no change.

In the desert regions further west, and along the base of the mountains, are roving tribes

of Arickaras, Shiennes, Blackfeet, Gros Ventres, and Arepahas, who pursue the trail of the

buffalo, and have had little intercourse with the whites. This region was traversed by a body

of United States dragoons in the summer of 1G35, and the before hostile tribes were induced

to enter into a treaty of mutual peace and friendship. The great caravan road from Missouri

to Santa Fe crosses the eastern part of this section, and there is a traders* fort near the head
of the Arkansas.

11. Western District.

This vast expanse, spreading over a space of not less than 300,000 square miles, has been
but partially explored, and is imperfectly known. The Missouri is its most remarkable

natural feature ; and its numerous branches drain the whole region. The source of this

great stream was reached by Captain Lewis and his party on the 12th of August, 1805, about

3100 miles above its junction with the Mississippi, in about latitude 43^ ^'. " They had

now," says the journalist of the expedition, "reached the hidden sources of that river which
had never yet lieen seen by civilised man, and as they sat down by the brink of that little

rivulet, which yielded its distant and modest tribute to the parent ocean, they felt themselves

rewarded for all their labours and all their difficulties." Within three quarters of a mile

from this interesting spot the party tasted the watere of the Columbia River. After having

received several considerable tributaries, the Missouri breaks forth from the mountains,

through a lofty barrier of rocks, which rise perpendicularly to the height of 1200 feet above

the water. " Nothing can be imagined more tremendous than the frowning darkness of these

rocks, which project over the river and menace us with destruction. The river, of 150 yards

in width, seems to have forced its channel down this solid mass, but so reluctantly has it given

way, that during the whole distance the water is very deep at the edges, and for the first three

miles there is not a spot, except one of a few yards, in which a man could stand between the

water and the towering perpendicular of the mountain ; the convulsion of the passage must
have been terrible, since at its outlet there are vast columns of rock torn from the mountain,

which are strewed on both side^ of the river, the trophies, as it were, of the victory." The
length of this chasm is five miles. Some distance below this point, occurs a succession of

rapids and falls, where the river descends 35U feet in a distance of about 15 miles ; thence

it continues its course 2575 miles to the Mississippi. Its channel is extremely crooked, and

at the Great Bend it makes a circuit of 30 miles, in advancing only 2000 yards in a direct

distance. It is throughout full of islands, sand-banks, bars, and shallows, and is constantly

washing away its banks in one place and forming new ones in another.

The Yellowstone, its greatest tributary io the upper part of its course, riiei ftr to the Bouth,
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bat its sources have only been visited by hunters and traders. Captain Clarke, who navi*

gated it downward from a point above 800 miles from its mouth, found its channel little

obstructed throughout that distance by sand-bars or rocks ; the banks are, according to him,
low, but bold and not liable to be overflowed, except in the neighbourhood of the mountains.

The Little Missouri, the Shienne, the White River, the Quicoure or Running River, and the
£lkhorn are the principal tributaries between the Yellowstone and the Platte. They appear
to br all characterised by tJie same traits, being rapid, shallow streams, much impeded by
sand-banks, and liable to sudden rises and falls. From the north come in Maria's River,

Milk River, and White Earth River, all considerable streams.

The greater portion of this region, as far as it is known to us, appears to consist of prairies,

bordered and intersected by patches of woodland chiefly in the river valleys ; but in some
parts even these are destitute of trees, and nothing but wide, grassy expanses meet the eye,

In approaching the mountains, the forest again reappears. Wandering tribes of Indians,

with no settled habitations, follow the migrations of the game over these tracts, and it is

not easy to determine the range of the di&rent bends. Several tribes which were found by
Lewis and Clarke on the Missouri, were met by the dragoons under Colonel Dodge in 1835,

along and south of the Platte River. The Tetons, Yanktons, and other Sioux tribes appear,

however, to be masters of the lower part of the river, while the Mandans, Minnetarees, Black-

feet, &c., occupy the upper portions. Bison, elk, and several other species of deer, the

Rocky Mountain sheep and goat, several species of wolves, the black bear, and the more
ferocious and formidable grisly bear, beaver and other fur-bearing animals, &c., occur in dif-

ferent parts of the country.

For account of Oregon or Columbia, see Westerly Regions of America, page 346.
Vol. III. SO
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TABI-E OF LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.

Tlie Latitudes cf Places, with their Longitudes from the Meridian of the Royal

Observatory at Greenwich.

NuMornicM. CouBlryglK. UUtiidt.

Aalbori
Aarhuui ••••

Abbeville. •••

Aberdeen
Mar. Coll.

Ab<i

Aboukir
Tower

Acapuleo ....

Aclieen Head
Acre
Adalia, Pier
Head

Adeiaberg •

.

Aden Cape...
Admiraliylale
Adria
Africa
African Ulea,

S. Islu

Agde
Agen
Aginiere . . •

.

Agiiei (St.) I.

Agra
Agria
Aiiiuci-

Mortea
Aire
Aix
AixUIn
AJaccio
Akerman....

Albano
Albany
AIbi
Aleala de
Henarei

Alemaer....
Aleppo

Denmark.

.

Denmark.

.

France . •

.

Scotland .

.

Finland...
Egyp«

Mexico
Sumatra . .

Syria
Turkey in
Alia

Germany...
Arabia
Paci, Ocean
Italy
Rarbary....
Indian
Ocean

France
France
India
Scilly Ulea.

.

India
Hungary ...

France

Franco
France
France
Corsica
Rumia in
Europe

Italy

New York..
France
Spain

Alexander
Port

Aloxandretta

Alexandria.

.

Alexandria.

.

Algeiiraa....
Algiers light-
hnuw

Alzoa Bay,
Cape Becif

Alieante • • . •

Almeria
Alnat
Altdorf
Altengaard .

.

AUona
Amanern . .

.

AmboynaBay
PortVictoria
Ambrose (St.)

Ule
Amiens
Amoy llarb.,

Chapel Isle

Amsterdam.

.

Amsterdam
bla

Netherlands
Turkey in
Asia

W. Coast of
Africa

Turkey in
Asia

Egypt
Dist. Col....
Spain
Barbery ....

S. Coast of
Africa

Spain
Spain
Belgium. ...

Germany. ..

Lapland. . .

.

Germany...
Turkey in
Asia

Indian Ar-
chipelago

Paci lie

Ocean
France. ...

Chinese Bea

Holland....
Indian Ar-
chipelago

d36'N
9 3SN
7 4N
85ttN

Longituds.

60 37 10 N
31 19 44 N

16 SO 10 N
.1 3U ON
33 54 35 N
36 S3 lU N

4S 38 10 N
13 43 :» N
3 II 45 S
45 3 57 N
35 30 ON
4 55 OS

43 18 40 N
44 13 S3 N
36 35 ON
4U 54 ON
37 13 SON
47 53 54 N
43 33 5eN

43 41 S3N
43 31 48 N
46 1 38N
4155 IN
46 18 ON

41 43 SON
43 39 3N
43 55 46 N
40 3S40N

53 38 9N
36 U 35N

15 S3 OS

a6 3Sa7N

31 14 5N
38 30 ON
36 8 ON
36 48 36N

34 1 OS

38 30 41

N

36 51 ON
50 50 18 N
47 45 8 N
60 55 ON
53 33 SIN
41 46 3N

3 40 OS

96 30 OS

49 53 41 N
84 10 ON

SS89 17N
19 30 8

NaaMol Flaeo.

9 56 41 E
10 14 5 E
1 49 58 E
3 5 43W

93 90 15 E
30 17 10 E

90 49 18W
OS 19 OE
35 6 30E
30 45 3E

14 33 35 E
45 14 OE
146 13 3 E
13 3 55 E
11 6 SE
54 9 OE

3 38 10 E
36 35E

75 80 OE
6 19 OW
78 17 E
30 31 45 B
4 1133 E

15 SOW
5 36 47 E
1 10 41

W

8 44 4E
30 44 OE

13 38 15 E
TJ44 50W
3 8 33E
383 83W

4 44 45 E
37 10 IS E

13 OE

SO 15 15 E

39 55 15 E
77 4 OW
5 3fi 13W
3 455E

8S40 OE

038 35W
331 OW
4 9 13E
9 34 15 E
33 4 15 E
9 57 30E
33 34 84E

138 15 E

79 31 OW
9 18 11 E

118 IC E

4 53 15 E
133 15 OE

CoiMUjite.

Amsterdam
Island

Annmour
Cape

Anconil . .

Andaman Isle

rGreat),N£.
PI.

Andaman Isle

O^ittle), SE.

Anderson's I.

Andrew's(Sl.)
Cape

Andrew's(St.)
Islus

Aiieirnda Isle,

NW. Point
Angers
Angoiileme .

.

Angra Pequi-
na Har.

Anguillalsle,
NE. Point

Anbolt Light-
house

Anjenga ....

Ann, Cape...
Annan Spire
Annapolis. ..

Annobona I.,

High Peak
Ann's (St.)

Shoals, N.
End.

Anthony's
(Bt.)I.,NW.

Antibes
Anticostilsle,

Jupiter's
Inlet

Antigua Isle,

Fort Hamil-
ton

Antongil Bay
Antonio (St.)

ly'ape

Antonio (SI.)

Cape
Antonio (St.)

Cape.N.Pt.
Antonio (St.)

Port
Antwerp . . .

.

Apenrade ...

ApolIonia
Cape

Apt
Apiird River,

the Mouth
Aquilcia
Aranda de
Uueru

Aranjuez

—

Areas (las) Is.

Archangel...

Arcot . .

.

Arendal

.

Ind. Ocean

Turkey in
Asia

Italy
Bay of Ben-
gal

Bay of Ben-
gal

Sea of Kam-
tscliatka

Cyprus

Pacific
Ocean

Caribbee
Isles

France
France
W. Coast of
Africa

Ciribbee
Isles

Denmark...

India
Mass
IJcntland....
Maryland .

.

Atlantic
Ocean

W. Coast of
Africa

Cape Verd
jfalus

France
Gulf of St.

Lawrence

Caribbee
Isle*

Madagascar
Cuba

Spain

Uruguay .

.

Patagonia.

Belgium....
Denmark. ..

W. Coast of
Africa

France
Colombia. .

.

Itoly..
Spain

.

iMglials.

^48 6'8

30 OSON

43 37 54N
13 34 ON

10 96 ON

6» 4 ON

35 41 40N

SSO ON

18 48 ON

47 98 9 N
45 38 57 N
36 37 OS

18 16 ON

SO 44 SON

8 30 SON
43 30 ON
54 59 93N
39 ON
1 98 34S

8 10 ON

17 U ON

43 34 43N
49 36 ON

17 4 SON

IS 37 93 B
31 54 ON

38 49 SON

36 80 OS

45 9 SOS

51 13 10 N
55 3 57 N
S 5 ON

43 53 SON
7 30 93N

45 45 33 N
41 40 13 N

Spain
O. of Mexico
Russia in
Europe

India
Norway....

601

40 1 54 N
30 in ON
04 34 ON

13 54 14N
58 9T ON

?-,& dE

S3 51 OE

13 39 7 E
93 9 OE

93 40 OE

167 38 OW
34 37 SSE

133 16 E

64 36 OW
033 OW

16B
15 16 E

63 S30W

11 38 51

E

77 OE
7034 OW
3 14 45W

76 43 OW
5 SO OE

13 50 OW

35 OW

7 7S0E
63 38 ISW

61 S4 45W

SO 93 30E
84 56 ISW

OSOE

56 45 OW
0S48 44W

4 94 10 E
36 SSE

3 39 OW
5 33 SSE
66 47 ISW

13 33 E
3 40 43W
3 36 15W

91 54 OW
40 43 E

70 91 33 B
8 51 90 E

',1

n
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LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.

'A

I

Num of FUcci. Countl7f k£^

Arensburg . .

.

Ar^entalCape
Arica
Aries
AriiliianCape
Aroria
Arraa
Ascoiisiou

Isle

Ascension
Isle

Asia's Irles,

8. Waitern-
most Isle

Asinnra Isle

Aspoe Isle, N.
End

Asscnaile. •• •

Assisi
Assiiniptiunl.

Astracan •

Ath
Athens
Aluoi Isle • •

.

Atiircs ..>...

Auburn
Aucb
Auckland'sls.
Auf;Bburg
Augusta . .

Augusta
AuKUstiuC'..

(St.).

AiiKUStine
(St.) Bay

Augustine
(St.) Cape

Aurora Isle-

.

Autun
Auxerrc
Aveiro
Avignon . . .

.

Avraiichrs...
Awatscha
Bay

Aylesbury
Steeple

Daba Cape .

.

Bab-eUman-
deb Cape

Bagdad

Bahama Isle

(Grand)
Balade Harb.

Balagonan
Point

Bald Cape.

Baltimore . .

.

Banca Isle-..

BancnnI Riv.
Banda Isle. .

.

Bangalore...
Bangor
BantamPoint
Baradello

—

Barbadoei I.,

Bridgetown
Barbara (St.)

BarbaryPoint

Barbas Cape

Barbuda Isle

Barrelnna
(New)

Bateclnna ...

Barnstable .

.

Barrow Point

Barflnur
Bartholomew

(St.) Isle

Basic
Basiano

Russia in
Europe

Italy

Peru
France
N. Holland.
Italy

France...
Atlantic
OcL-an

Carolinaa .

Indian Ar-
chipelago

Sardinia. ..

Norway . .

.

Netherlands
Italy

Paci. Ocean
Russia in
Europe

Netherlands
Greece
Sandwich Is.

Colombia. ..

N. V
Friince

Pnci. Ocean
Germany. .

.

Me
(tea

Flor

Madagascar

Brazil

N. Hebrides
France
France
Portugal . .

.

France
France
Kanit-
snhatka

England .
.

Turkey in
Asia

Arabia

Turkey in
Asia

Lucayoi. . .

.

New Cale-
donia

Mindanao .

.

Newfound-
land

Md
Ind. Archjp.
India
Indian Ar-
chipelago

India
Mc
Java
Italy

Caribbea
Isles

N. Albion .

.

W. Coast of
AiVica

W. l^oast of
AfVica

Caribbee Is.

Colombia ...

Spain
Mass
N. Coast of
America

Franca
Carlbhee

Islei

Bwitxerland
Italy

O I

58 15 9N

43 33 S5N
18 36 40 S
43 40 31

N

13 Id 8
45 4U ON
50 17 34 N
7 57 OS

6 A3 ON

1 ON

41 6 ON
61 13 ON

51 13 43 N
43 4 33 N
19 45 ON
46 31 13 N

50 43 17 N
37 58 IN
31 57 ON
5 38 31 N
43 55 ON
43 -.18 39 N
50 30 08
48 31 46 N
44 18 43 N
33 38 ON
30 48 SON

33 30 OS

8 33 OS

15 R OS
46 56 48N
47 47 57 N
40 38 34 N
43 57 8 N
48 41 33 N
S3 51 45 N

51 49 3 N

39 30 15 N

13 40 ON

33 19 40 N

36 43 30 N

90 17 OS

7 51 ON

51 39 43 N

39 17 13 N
1 S3 ON

17 67 ON
4 31 OS

13 57 34 N
44 47 SON
5 83 OS
45 47 13 N
13 5 ON

34 94 ON
15 53 ON

33 IS SON

17 38 ON
10 53 N

41 31 44 N
41 43 N
71 33 91 N

49 40 ON
17 56 4SN

47 33 34 N
43 45 34N

Longitude

O I II

33 37 45 E

11 9 39 E
70 16 5W
4 37 47 E

137 E

Nunei of FlacM.

8 33 UE
3 46 35 E
13 58 45W

1

158 53 OE

131 17 OE

8 18

4 46
OE
OE

3 45 18 B
13 as 38 E

145 35 G
48 3 45 E

3 46 33 G
33 46 14 E
159 39 W
67 59 OW
76 38 W

35 11 E
166 35 E
10 54 43 E
69 50 OW
81 .54 OW
81 35 OW
44 OE

34 50 OW
167 58 6 G
4 17 59 E
3 34 31 E
837 54W
4 48 30 E
I 31 22W

158 46 45 E

48 41W

35 51 40 E

43 31 OE

44 34 45E

78 50 OW
164 30 OE

133 34 OE

55 27 35W

76 37 SOW
135 34 OE
73 9 OE
130 OE

77 33 45E
68 47 OW
100 3 OE
9 5 44E
50 41 15W

119 7
16 31

OW
15W

16 40 35W
01 SO OW
64 44 SOW

3 0S7E
70 19 OW
156 81 SOW

I 15 OW
03 30 15W
7 35 37 E

11 44 SO £

Country, &c.

Bassns Rocks
(Great)

Baslia
Batuvia
Batuvia Ob-
servatory

Bayeux
Uayoiine . . . •

Bnzas
Deadly Head
Bear Isle ....

Beaufort
Beauvais—
Beechey Point

Behring's Isle

Belle Isle.•
Beocoolen,
Fort Marlb.

Bender

Bengasi
Benguela Bay

Bergamo—
Bergen Castle
Bergen-op-
Zoom

Berlin
Bermuda Isle,

St. George's
Town

Bermuda Isle,

Wreck Hill

Berne
Berwick (NJ,
Law StaflT

Berwick upon
Tweed.Spire
Besanfon • .

.

Beziers
Biorneburg .

.

Bizerta
Blanca Isle,

North Point
Blanco Cape
Blanco Cape
Blanco Cape

Blas(flt.) Port
Blois
Bojador Cape
Bojador Cape

Bologna
Bomha Isle .

.

Bombay
Lighthouse

Bonimel
Bon Cape...-
Bona
Bonuvista
Capo

Bonavista
Isle, Eng.
Road

Bonifkcio....
Boodroom . .

.

Bordeaux....
Bomholm Isle

Hammershus
Boacawen
and Keppel
Isles

Bnstna
Boulogne . - . -

Bourbon Isle,

St. Denyi
Bouruas

Bourgea
Bouro Isle,

Cajcli Bay
Bouton Isle,

tiie Dome
Bowen Port
Bowling
Green Cape

Ceylon .

Corsica.
N. V. ..

Java ...

France
France
France
England
James' Bay
S.C
France
N. Coast of
America

SeaufKamt-
schatka

France
Sumatra - .

.

Russia in
Europe

Barbary . . .

.

W. Coast of
Africa

Italy
Norway - . .

.

Netherlands

Germany. ..

Atlantic
Ocean

Atlantic
Ocean

Switzerland
Scotland .

Scotland ...

France
France
Russia in
Europe

Barbary . . .

-

CaribboeSea

Patagonia..
Peru
West C^oast

of Africa
Mexico
France
Liiconia....

W- Coast of
Africa

Italy
Barbary—
India

Netherlands
Barbary ....

Barbary ....

Newfound-
land

Cape Verd
Isles

Corsica
Turkey in
Asia

France
Baltic Sea .

.

Pacif. Ocean

Mass
France ....

Indian Oc.

Turkey in
Europe

France
Indian Ar-

chi|)elago
Straits of
Malacca

Polar Sea...
Now Hoi.
land

U 11 ON

43 41 SO N
43 59 ON
6 9 08

49 10 34 N
43 39 15 N
44 35 55 N
50 44 34N
54 34 ON
33 35 57 N
40 30 7 N
70 24 ON

33 36 ON

47 17 17 N
3 48 OS

46 50 39N

33 7 SON
13 33 30 8

45 41 51 N
60 34 ON
51 39 44 N

53 31 45N
33 33 ON

33 15 ON 04 47 OW

Loii|<>ud«.

8°13b 'dG

9 36 45 G
78 13 OW
106 51 45 G

41 56W
1 38 36 W

13 33 W
15 13 G

79 56 OW
PO 41 33W
3 5 OK

149 37 W
167 48 OE

3 4 4SW
103 OE

39 36 15 E

30 1 35 E
13-33 OE

940 96E
530 OE
4 17 33 E

13 33 15 E
64 30 OW

46 56 55N
SO 3 8N

55 46 31

N

47 13 45 N
43 30 31 N
61 30 3 N

37 17 SON
11 55 13N

47 15 30 8
4 10 8
SO 46 SSN

31 33 48N
47 35 30 N
18 43 ON
96 13 SON

44 SO 19N
33 93 SSN
ieS3 4SN

31 48 53 N
37 4 43 N
3648 ON
48 43 3N

10 • ON

4133 ION
37 1 ON

44 50 14 N
55 18 ON

U33 OS

43 31 13 N
50 43 37 N
30 31 43 S

40 14 SON

47 3 4N
333 33B

6 33 ON

88 54 48N
19 83 OS

7 30 15 E
9 43 11

W

1 39 41W

3 43E
3 13 E

31 43 3 E

950 33E
04 33 SOW

65 37 15W
81 6 15W
17 1 43 W
105 15 33W

1 30 16 E
131 OE
14 36 45W
11 31 30 E
33 16 37 E
7iS6 OE

435 3E
11 4 13 E
7 48 43 E

33 50 OW
93 37 OW

9 9 I6E
37 33 OE

033 9BW
14 48 30 E

173 34 45W

71 4 OW
1 sesoE

53 30 13 £

90 97 7E

993 37E
137 3 OE

9090 OE

73 13 30W
147 93 E



kc. latitulg. l.«lfi'Ud«.

.... Sii 'o'n 8°13b 'OE

.... 43 41 SON 36 45 L
> • • 43 5» ON 7H 13 OW
.... g OS 106 51 45 £

40 le 34 N 41 56W
43 3U 15 N 1 Sri 3li W

.... 44 35 55 N 12 33 W
1.... 50 44 34N IS 12 K
Bay 54 34 ON TOSfl OW

32 35 57 V PO 41 8:1W
.... 40 30 7 N 3 5 OK
tor 70 34 ON 149 37 OW
Ira

ami- 55 30 ON 167 46 E
la

47 17 17 N 3 4 45W
a ... 340 OB 103 OE

in 46 50 33N 39 36 15 E
le

33 730N 30 1 3SE
stof
1

13 33 30 S 13 33 OE

45 41 51 N 940 96E
'. ... 6034 ON 5S0 OE
andi 51 39 44 N 4 17 33 E

v-.. 53 31 45N 13 33 15 E
c
1

3333 ON 64 30 OW

c

land

33 15 ON 64 47 OW
46 56 55N 7 36 15 E

d... SO 3 6N S 43 11 W
d... 5S46 31N 1 39 41

W

47 13 45 N 6 S45E
43 30 31 N 3 13 E

in 61 SO 3 N 31 43 5 £
»
' . . .

.

37 17 SON 9 50 3SE
eHea 11 5S 13N 64 33 30W

nia.. 47 15 30 B 65 57 15W
4 10 OS 81 6 15W

oait a0 4«SSN 17 1 45W
'tea

31 33 48N 105 15 33W
47 35 SON 1 SO 1«E

>.... 18 43 ON 131 OE
tof
a

96 13 SON 14 96 45W
44 SO ISN 11 31 30 E

1— 33 32 38N 33 16 57 E
16 53 45 N 73 56 OE

andi 51 48 53 N 4 55 5E
r . ... 37 4 45N 11 4 15 E

3648 ON 7 48 45 E
nd- 46 43 5N 5350 OW
erd 10 ON 93 57 OW

41 S3 10 N 9 I6E
In 37 1 ON S7 95 OE

44 SO 14 N 33 SOW
le'a.. 55 16 ON 14 48 30 E

icean U53 08 175 34 45W

49 31 15 N 71 4 OW
.... 50 43 37 N 1 36S0E

SO 51 43 S 55 30 15 £

in
M

40 M30N 9697 7E

47 5 4N 993 S7E
Ar. 333 33B 137 3 OB
T 6 33 ON 9090 OE«
a... 88 54 48N 73 13 SOW
A. 10 83 OS 147 93 OB

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES. 503

Num. o( FUea. I Couilry,fec l*Uludi, loifiluile. NuneiafPUm. CouuliT, kc lalitiala. l/<ii|ltudi.

HraiLlcnburg
lUnLiiiaii •

.

Uruva

Breila

llri'Kniiccm

.

llroguMlz ... .

ilri'iiiiMi

Iliviiciii

liri'irou

Ilri'ulaw

Ilrcst

Uriil^ewater

llriul

UriiMix (St.).

.

llriL'litiiiiClm.

Brill K(ick...
Urii'tol Ctthc-

tiral

llristdl

Uriv:i>

Uriicken
Mountain

nrooklyn....
Bruck
Briiiiea

Ilrunn
Brunswick •

.

BriiHKWick
llnuse

llriuiBwick

llrani'lii

iliicharrat - .

Buckiiigliain
Spire

Budn.

Oerinany...
(leriiiniiy. ..

E. C'liUdl uf
Africa

tlullaiiil....

France. •• •

Uuruiany. ..

licrinany. ..

Italy

Prance
Ovrniaiiy...
Prance
England. ...

Holland . . .

.

France
England. ..

.

Iiid. Airliip.

England...

R.I
Uerinany. ..

Oerniany...

N. Y
Germany...
Belgium. ..

.

Germany..

.

Germany. ..

New Walei

BUKMos Ayrea
ItufTalne..

Burgos
Hurliunpour
Burping Isle

Busliecr
BiiMora, tlie

Factory
Button Isle .

.

Bynni'Martin
Cape

Byron Ca|ie
Cabrera lale,

the Middle
Cailer Irlris

Mountain
Cadiz Obiier-

vBtory
Caen
Callh
Cacliari
Canon
Cairo
Calais
Calcutta
t.'alicut

Callao Port,
the Castle

Caluiar
Culpy
Calvl
Cainhray ...

.

Cambridge
Ohiiervatory

Cambridge .

.

Camilen
Cauierino ..

Cameron
(;ap>>

Caminha. ...

Cam|Miche . .

.

Canandaigua
Cananore . .

Canary Isle

(Grand) Pal.

Candia
Caiidlemuli.

Canea
Canterbury
Cathedra!

Canton
Canton Isle.

.

VOL.UL

Me
Belgium....
Walachia .

.

England...

.

Hungary

.

La Plata...
N. Y
Spain
India
Ind. Arcliip.

Persia
Turkey in
Asia

Hudson's
Straits

Greenland.

N. Holland
Mediter-
ranean

Wales

Spain

Prance
(Crimea
Sardinia ...

France
Birypt
France
India
India
Peru

Sweden . . .

.

India
Corsica
France
England... .

Mas*
9. C
Italy

Mexico

Portugal . .

.

Mexico
N. Y
India
Cauarici . .

.

Candia
Sandtvich
Land

Candia
England.. .

China
Chinese Sea

5J 27 (1 N
40 14 UN
1 b UN

51 35 aiN
43 5 21 ,V

47 3U 3UN
5:i 4 3ri N
45 .tJ 3U N
43 15 21 N
51 (> ;I0 N
4.1 S3 14 N
51 7 41N

51 54 15 N
40 31 2 N
50 4D 32N
U 5 US

51 37 ON

41 39 58 N
4ti 40 U N
51 48 3JN

40 41 50 N
47 24 34 N
51 12 3:i N
40 11 3d N
52 1U 3D N
SO 14 33 N

O . II

12 3:i Ij E
12 SO 45 E
44 10 U E

4 40 36E
U II) UK
U 43 55 E
H 48 UE
lU 14 U E
3 27 8 K
17 2 18 E
4 Sif 45W
5 5<J 3U W
4 51 E
3 43 55W

7 40W
118 51 IS E
3 35 2JW

"71 19 OW
II 37 IS E
10 36 35 E

43 53 N
SO SO SUN
44 2ii 45 N
51 59 S3 N

47 30 44 N
31 30 4US
42 S3 ON
43 30 SUN
31 lU ON
035 OS

31) UN
30 39 SON

60 35 ON

73 33 ON

38 38 OS
39 730N

53 43 3N

36 38 ON

49 11 13 N
45 6 30N
39 13 9 N
44 35 5flN
30 3 SIN
SO 57 :« N
33 34 15 N
11 15 ON
13 3 38 S

56 40 SON
36 7 15 N
49 34 7 N
50 10 37 N
33 13 43N

43 33 33 N
34 17 ON
43 6 SON
10 ON

41 53 43 N
19 50 45 N
43 54 ON
11 51 UN
38 10 ON

35 18 45 N
57 M OS

35S8 43N
31 16 48 N

93 8 9N
13 93 ON

73 59
15 IS

3 i:)

10 35
10 32
83 3d

CO S.1

4 22
30 H

sa

30 vv
41 K
X) E
31 E

E
56W

IW
15 E
ISE
iW

10 3 30 F.

58 24 30 W
78 55 OW
3 40 15W
70 23 E
130 40 E
50 SO E
47 40 ffE

65 19 45W

77 13 OW
153 37 E
3 030E

438 3W
6 17 33W

31 38W
35 13 45 E
9 5 45E
1 37 17 E

31 18 45 E
1 51 10 E

88 36 HE
76 5 30 E
77 4 WW
10 36
H)
8 45
3 13

71 7
80 30
13 34
85 13

844
00 30
77 17

75 43
15 31

95 18
37 13

94 13
1 4

15 E
OE
16 E
47 B
SpE

35W
OW
18 E
SOW

48W
30W
OW
44 E
OW
15 G
OW
45 E
31 E

IIS
100

145 E
I OE

Cape-Digges

Caponcs Pt.

Cu|iriijii Isle

Caprcra IxJe

Capricorn
t.'npn

Caracas ....

Carrassimne
Carilii.'iinli>le,

Highest Pt.

Carlola
Curlshurg. ..

.

Curlwrona .

.

CnrlKliumu .

.

Carmarthen,
VV. EiMl

Carmel Cupc
Carmnna ....

Carnicobar
Isle

Carolina ....

Carpentras .

.

Cnrrickfergus
Carthagena
Cartliagcna
Casal Mag-

giore
Casbin
Cassel
Castiglione

Fort
<;aslrpg

Castries Bay
Cainiiia Mule
Catherinburg
Catherine's

(61.) I. Ato-
mery I.

Cnvan
Caxamnrca .

(,'ayenne ....

Cefalonia Isle

C. Viicardo
Cefalu Catlie-

dral

Ceram Isle, E.
Point

Cerigo Isle, S.

Point
Cette Light-
house

Ceuta Fort .

.

Chain Isle. ..

Chalons-sur-
Marne

Chalons-sur-
Saone

Chamisso Isle

Chandcrna-
gor

Cliarkow ....

Charles Cape
Charles Cape
Charleston .

.

Charlestown
Chartres
Chelidonia
Cape

Chelmsford..
Cheltenham
Steeple

Cherbourg . .

.

Cherson

Hudson's
Bay

Luciinia....
Meiliter

.Veiliter

N. Ilullund

P >

U2 41 'dN

Colombia. ..

France
Wales

Spam . ...

Hungary .

Siveden .

.

Sweden .

.

England.

.

Syria
Spain
B. of Bengal

Spain
Franco ....

Ireland. ....

Spain
Colombia
Italy

Persia
Germany.
Italy

France
Tartary . . .

,

Sicily

RusN. in As.
Brazil

«Q

Chester, Tri-
nity Spire

Chichester
Spire

Chiine Isle,

St. Carlos
Chin-chew
Hay

Christiana
Isle

Christiania..
Christian-
sand

Cbriitianttad

Ireland. ..

Peru
Gunvana

.

Mediter-
ranean

Sicily . . .

.

Indian Ar-
chipelago

Meilitcr-

rancan
France

Barbary—
Paci. Ocean
France

France

Kotzebue
Sound

India

Russia in
Europe

Labiador. ..

Va
8.C
Mass
France
Turkey in
Asia

England...
England...

France . . . •

.

RuKsia in
Europe

England. ..

England...

Chili

China

Archipelago

Norway...

.

Norway....

Swade.a , . .

.

1( S3 3UN
43 IHN
41 12 40 N
S3 38 OS

10 30 SON
43 12 54 N
52 7 S3 N

37 30 41 N
40 4 31 N
SO 57

N

50 10 40 N
51 51 10 N

78 sb OW

33 51 10 N
37 38 IN

10 ON

38 17 5 N
44 338N
54 43 ON
37 35 SON
10 35 18 N
44 5!) 13 N

50 11 ON
51 19 30 N
43 4S 58N

43 37 3 N
51 39 ON
37 38 SON
S0 50 38N
97 31 58 S

53 51 41 N
7 8 38S
4 50 IS N
38 37 10 N

38 ION

355 OB

36 6 ON

43 33 37N

35 54 ION
17 35 30 8
48 57 16N

46 46 53N

66 13 11 N

33 31 S6N

49 30 43 N

63 46 SON
37 13 30 N
3S46 33N
43 93 ON
48 98 34N
30 13 ON36 13 ON

51 44
5154

6N
7N

49 38 31 N
40 37 46N

53 11 S6N

50 50 UN
4133 OS

34 54 ON

36 15 ON

30 33
38 8

ON
4N

as 1 I3N

1

150 3 OE
U 48 12 E

28 20 E
151 15 E

07 1 45W
3 31 E
4 4U 37W

4 50 35W
33 31 30 E
15 :i3 E
14 51 E
4 18 48 W
"USO 35E
5 :m s;)w
93 56 OE

3 36 13W
5 3 43E
5 45 3*1 VV
1 31 W

75 38 OW
loss 38 E

40 33 15 E
9 35 18 E
10 S3 IS E

3 15 IE
140 50 10 E
15 4 30 E
00 40 ISE
48 OW

7 95 15W
78 35 IS W
52 14 45W
30 33 35E

14 3 3E

130 40 OE

33 51 38 E

3 41 3 E

5 17 95W
145 30 VV
433 IE

4 51 8 G

16146 OW
88 39 30E

36 96 33E

74 15 OW
70 3 OW
79 67 37W
71 3 3:i VV
1 3.) 90 E

30 30 3E

098 90E
3 4 «W
1 37 3W

33 38 33E

3 S3 IW
040 36W

73 54 45W

118 40 E

35 3 45B

10 48 OB
8 3 OE

14 OXS
sz



SM LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.

NuBMofFIuo CAurti7,kc.

Chrislianiund
Cliristiunc-

glad
Chrialinii
Uurbnur

Cliriitmulile
Chriitiiiaalile

Christopher
(S«0

L'hriatoval St.

L'hristoval

(Don)
Cbuaan Har-
bour.Cliusan

Cilley
Cincinnati .

.

Ciiitat (La) .

.

Civitavecchia
Ciagenfurl. ..

Clauethal. ...

Clear Cape .

Clerko's ule

Clermnut....
Clerninnt-

Ferrand
Cleves
Cobourg
Cochin
Cod, Cape .

.

Coinibra . .

Colchester,
St. Mary'a

Collinure ....

Cologne
Colnnibo ....

Colonia Sac-
ramento

CultiinbiaRiv.
Entrance

Columbia....
Colunibua • .

.

COIDO
ConiorinCape
Comoro lale

Concepcion .

.

Concord
Condom
Coudore lale

Congoon ....

Constance . .

.

Constantino
ple,St.8opb.

Cope Cape...
CoJM'nhagen
Copiapo
CofjuMnbo . ..

Cordova Port
Cordovan T'r
Corfu I. Vido

lale

Coringa Bay
Corinth
Cork, Quay at

the Cove
Coron
Corrianica
Cape

Corrientea C,

Comocr ....

Corte
Corvo Isle .

.

Cuurtray—
Cnutnncea .

.

Coventry...
Cracow ....

Crail Spire
Crcma
Cremona . .

.

Crillon Cape
Cronstadt

Crooked lale

Cross Pell ..

CroM Isle...

Cron Sound

Crux Cape.

.

CuiJdalore .

.

Cuenja

Norway • • • •

Russia in
Europe

Tierra del
Fuego

Indian Oe.
Pacif. Ocean
Caribbee Is.

Solomon Is.

Cuba

China

.

Oermany . .

.

O
France
Italy

Germany...
Germany...
Ireland
SeaofKamt-
schalka

France
France

Germany. .

.

Germany...
India
Mass
Portugal .

.

England . .

.

France
Germany...
Ceylon
Paraguay .

.

\W. Coast
of Amer,

S.C
O
Italy
India
Comoro Isles

Chili
N.H
France
Ind. Archip.
Persia
Germany...
Turkey in
Europe

Spaii:

Denmark...
Chili
Chili
Putngonia.

.

France
Mediterra-
nean

India
Greece
Ireland

Greece
E.Coaatof

Africa
Me.\ico
Denmark. ..

Corsica
Azores
Belgium....
France
England. • .

.

Gallicia....
Scotland....
Italy

Italy

Sacbalin . .

.

Russia in
Europe

Lucayoa. . .

.

England....
Russia in
Europe

N.W. Coast
of America

Cuba....
India ...

Peru ....

LsUhldt.

O ( 11

fa 7 ON
eS 16 9N

55 31 MS
10 34 OS
1 51 45 N

17 19 ON

10 50
22 10

08
ON

30 96 ON

ON
ON

46 40
3» 6
43 10 29 N
42 5 34 N
4U 37 10 N
SI 48 30 N
51 25 ON
63 15 ON

49 83 48 N
45 40 44 N

51 47 40 N
50 15 18 N
9 57 SON
43 30 ON
40 13 30 N
51 53 Id N

42 31 31 N
50 55 21 N

57 ON
34 SO OS

46 10 ON

33 57 ON
39 47 ON
45 4fl23N
8 5 ON
11 33 OS
30 49 10 S
43 13 39 N
43 57 49 N
8 40 ON
57 48 45N
47 30 10 N
41 1 37 N

37 34 40 N
55 41 4

N

37 10 OS
39 54 40 S
45 45 OS
45 35 15 N
39 38 5N

16 48 ON
37 58 33N
51 51 SO N

36 47 26

N

34 1 SOS

20 35 SON
55 30 ON
43 18 2 N
39 41 ON
50 49 43 N
49 2 34 N
53 34 35 N
50 3 38N
56 IS 58 N
45 31 39 N
45 7 43 N
45 56 ON
59 59 36 N

22 48 ON
54 43 18 N
66 39 ON

58 13 ON

19 48 ON
11 43 33 N
SS5 3S

loogitudM,

O I

7 43
31 18

OE
5E

60 47 14W
105 33 OE
157 34 45W
63 49 OW
163 33 OE
83 1 OW
131 41 E

15 24 45 E
84 37 OW
5 37 OE
II 44 45 E
14 SO OE
10 30 33 E
9 39 OW

169 40 OW
325
3 5

6 7
10 58
70 39
70 40

5E
17 E

6E
OE
OE
OW

834 43W
053 34E

3 5 17E
6 55 15 E

fO OE
57 58 OW
133 54 OW
81 7
63 3
9 5

77 44
43 35
73 4
71 29

2i
106 43
53
9 8
38 55

OW
OW
41 K
OE
OE

45W
OW
23 E
Ob
OE
ISE
15 E

1 31 40W
13 35 a E
71 5 15-W
71 19 ISW
67 37 15 W
1 10 23W

19 55 38 E

83 34 OE
33 38 SOE
8 1U30W

31 58 53 E
35 51 OE

105 35
11 9
9 8
31 3
3 16
1 36
1 30

19 57
3 30
9 41
10 3

141 58
39 49

.WW
30 E
46 E
OW
OR
23W
5W
OE
55W
57 E
12 E
34 E
SOE

Nanmof PUcm.

74 17 OW
2 28 37W
40 20 OE

1C3 24 OW
77 35 OW
79 43 13 E
79 13 33W

Culver Point
Cumana
Cumberland
House

Curasao Isle

Cuxhaven
Lighthouse

Cyrene
Dalrymple
Port

Dame Marie
Cape

Daniietta
Dantzic
Darby Cape

Dardanelles

Darmatadt...
Dauphin Fort
Daventry 8p.
Debl Castle.

.

Deception C.
Delagoa Bay

Delft
Delgado Cape
(North)

Delgado Cape
(South)

Delhi
Deliverance
Cape

Dehncnhorst
Dendera
Derby Steeple
Di'seada Isle,

NE. Point
Desvulos (los)

Cape
Detroit
Devil's Islei

Dhalac Isle,

South End
Diamond Isle

Diamond P't

Diarbekir ..

Die
Diego (St.)...

Diego Garcia
Isle

Diego Rami*
rez Isles

Dieppe
Digne
Dijon
Diltingen....
Disco Isle .

.

Discovery
Port

Diu Head

—

Dixniude •.••

Dubrayn

Couotry, ac

Doliir

Dol
Domburg—
Domingo (St.)

Dominica Isle

Dondre Head
Donnawert..
Dorchester
Church

Dordrecht . .

.

Dorpat

Dortmund . .

.

Douglas Cape

Dover Castle
Dover
Dresden
Dromedary
Mount

Drontheim .

.

Dublin Obser
vatciry

Duke of
York's tvln

Dulau Signal
Staflr

N. Holland
Colon.bia. ..

New Wales

Caribbee Sea
Germany . .

.

N. Aflrica...

V. Oiemen'a
Land

St. Domingo

Egypt
Prussia
NW. Coast
of Amer.

Turkey in
Asia

Germany...
Madagascar
England—
England....
Solomon Is,

E. Coast of
Africa

Netherlands
E. Coast of
Africa

E. Coast of
Attica

India
Louisiade

.

Germany...
Egypt.
England
Caribbee Is.

Patagonia..

Mich
Guyana,.
Red Sea

B. of Bengal
Sumatra ...

Turkey in
Asia

France
New Albion
Ind. Ocean

Tierra del
Fuego

France
France
France
Germany. .

.

Baffin's Bay
NW. Coast
of Amer.

India
Netherlands
Russia in
Europe

Arabia
France
Netherlands
Hayti
Caribbee Is.

Ceylon
Germany. ..

England

—

Holland....
Russia in

Europe
Germany...
NW. Coast
of Amer.

England....
Del
Germany..-
N.Holland..

Norway - . .

.

Ireland

Pnci. Ocean

England. . .

.

UUtudk Umgitiid*.

O f II

33 50 OS
10 37 37 N
53 56 40N

12 8 ON
53 53 31 N

31 49
41 4

SN
OH

18 37 SON

31 35 43 N
54 30 48N
64 31 ON

40 9 ON

49 56 34 N
25 5 08
53 15 38 N
51 13 5N
8 20 30S
35 58 08

49N
ON

10 6 OS

28 37 ON
10 50 90 8

S3 3 SON
20 10 SON
52 55 33N
16 30 ON

48 31 SOS

4334 ON
527 ON
15 33 SON

15 52 ON
5 18 ON
37 54 ON

44 45 31 N
33 39 SON
7 31 8

56 37 OS

49 55 34

N

44 5 18 N
47 19 35 N
48 34 17 N
69 10 ON
48 2 SON

90 43 ON
51 3 12 N
53 38 5N

17 3 ON
44 33 8N
51 33 51N
18 30 ON
15 18 ON
5 55 30 N
48 43 15 N
50 43 58N

51 48 54 N
58 23 47 N

51 31 34 N
58 56 ON

51 7 47N
39 10 ON
51 3 SO N
SO 18 OS

63 35 SON
53 33 13N

841 08

USSS4N

1S4 sb
64
103

OE
9 45W
5 58VV

60

8 43
OW
IE

33 49 5 E
146 48 OE

74 S3 33W
31 49 SO E
18 38 5 E

163 OW
36 19 OE

8 SI 49 E
46 35 OE
1 9 3W
I 33 59E

157 3 39 E
33 15 OE

4 21 45 E
51 17 E

40S0 OE

77 40 OE
154 36 SOE

8 3g38E
33 40 37 E
1 38 low

61 1 SOW

66 8 15W

83 58 OW
53 34 OW
40 IS E

94 19 OE
97 48 OE
39 53 45 E

593 33E
117 16 48W
73 33 OE

68 30 OW
1 444E
6 14 19 E
5 3 5E
10 30 3!) E
54 40 OW
133 37 41 W
71 OE
3 S3 SE
10 35 15 E

54 10 OE
1 45 3W
3 39 S3 E

69 49 W
61 33 OW
80 43 OE
10 47 3 K
3 35 40W
4 SO 43 E
30 43 OE

7 96 41 E
153 SO W

1 19 7E
75 SO OW
13 43 IE

150 11 E

IP „.T ".'iE

8 'Ji) ".^W

173 24 45W

9 13 19W



u. UUIud«. Laii|ilud«.

id
1...

lei

Ssh 6'8

10 37 37 N
53M40N

iSt sb E
64 9 45W
103 5 58 VV

Sea 13 8 ON
53 S3 31 N

69 OW
8 43 IE

I...

>n-|

31 40 5 N
41 4 OB

33 49 5 E
146 48 OE

nfo 18 37 SON 74 33 33W

III

31 35 43 N
54 S0 48N
0431 ON

31 49 30 E
18 38 5 E

163 OW
n 40 9 ON 96 19 OE

car

ii'
of

40 56 34 N
35 5 OS
53 15 SON
51 13 5N
8 sosoa
35 58 OS

8 34 49 E
46 35 OE
1 9 3W
1 33 5gE

157 3 39 E
33 15 OE

indi

of
S3 49 N
10 ON

4 31 45 E
51 17 E

of 10 6 OS 40 50 OE

ie'.'.

38 37 ON
10 50 90S

77 40 OE
154 36 30 £

|f... S3 339N
36 10 SON
53 55 33N
10 30 ON

839 38E
33 40 37 E
1 38 16W

61 ISOW

ia.. 48 31308 66 8 15W

.::;
43 34 ON
527 ON
15 33 30 N

83 58 OW
53 34 OW
40 15 G

in

15 53 ON
5 18 ON
37 54 ON

04 19 OE
97 48 OE
39 53 45 E

>ion

an

44 45 31 N
3st 39 30N
7 31 OS

S93 33E
117 10 48W
7333 OE

el 56 37 OS 68 39 OW

ait

ler.

indi
n
e

indi

1 Ii.

y...
....

40 55 34 N
44 5 IH N
47 19 25 N
48 34 17 N
69 10 ON
48 2 30N

90 43 ON
51 3 12 N
53 38 SN

1 444E
6 14 10 E
5 3 5E
10 30 30 E
54 40 OW
133 37 41

W

71 6 OE
9 S3 3E
19 35 15 E

17 3 ON
44 33 8N
51 33 51N
18 30 ON
15 18 ON
555 30N
4H 43 15 N
50 43 58N

54 10 OE
1 45 3W
3 911 S3 E
69 49 OW
61 39 OW
80 43 OE
10 47 3 K
3 95 40 W

n
«
y...
Mt
er.

ii::

51 48 54 N
58 32 47 N

4 30 43 B
96 43 OE

51 31 34 N
58 56 ON

51 7 47N
39 10 ON
51 3 SO N
30 18 OS

7 96 41 E
153 50 OW

1 19 7E
75 30 OW
13 43 IE

ISO 11 E

63 95 SON
53 33 13N

IP .r.onB
6 'J!) ".^W

can 8 41 OS 173 94 45W

.... 85S5S4N 9U1SW

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES. 665

Nanua of Fbe«. Cou]i(ry,ae.

l)Lindt;e Hcotlanil

n.iiikirk .... Fraiicu...

bjrazzii Turkuy in
Europe

Durham lEugluiiU..
Ciilliuilril I

n.isaplilnrf. . . ! Germany.
DuyriicaCape , N. Holland
KnuKJapj
Kail ('ape .

.

Bast Caiic .

.

Enslcr Isle,

Centre
East-Main

llouiic

Enstpurt . .

.

Eburidorf.

.

Moilagascar
N. /italand
Ituniia in

I

Asia
Paci, Ocean

I Labrador. ..

iMe
! Germany.

Eilnm :Ilullaud

Eildystone li. Snionion li.

Eildystono |
England

Liglilhuuie
Elfiiton N.C
EJKecumbc NW. Coast
Cape

I

of Ainer.

E'linburgli i Scotland ...

(Jbscrvatory I

EiSg Me I Liicayoi. . .

.

Eji'inont Port Falkland

I

Islandi

Eiclmtadt.... Gurniuiiy...

Eisenach.... Germany...
EI-Ari«hFort Egypt
Elba Isle.Pnr- , Muiliter-

to-FerraJo lanuan
Billing 'Prussia

ElianSl.l INW. Coait
Mount ofAmer.

Elizabeth St. Ruuia in
' Europe

ElizabethBay ;
W. Coast of

i Africa
EliznheMi C. Saclialia . .

.

El-Mnllah C. Uarlmry . . .

.

Elsineur 'Denmark...
Ely Minuter |

Kn;jlnnd
Einhrun 'Franco
Emilcn Germany...
Eincrnlda ... Colcunbia ..

Emmerick... Germany
Endeavour
River

EuzanoCa|H!
Engano Cape
Bugauo Isle

Kn^inllinlm ..

Enkh 'ysen..
Krfiirtli G'!rniany
Erlangen Gunnany
EfKcruni . . . . :

Turkey in

I

Asia
Emurial JRpniu ....

Eustati^i (St.) ! Caribltee

Isle I
Islei

Evreux 'France...
UxutprCalhc. England
dral

jN. Holland

Iiucnnia....
ilnvli

I

Inil. Ocean
ytvedun ...

.

NuliiL'rlandi

Ezijnh
Fainveather
Cnpo

Fnlkenhers .

.

Faliterbo. . .

.

Fano
Fann Isle

—

FnrewellCape
FarewellCape
Faro
Fartaah Cnpo
Kayal lile,

florin
Fcnr, Cape .

.

Pi-enmp .....

Peldkirch
Peliri

Fermo
Fcrnandn-No-

-oiiha Isle

I'rnando-Po
Itic

Fflrrara

Fcrrol Spain
Fez iMorocco..

Spain
NW. Coait
of Amer.

Sweden
Sweden . . .

.

Italv

Metliter
Greenland.

.

N. Zealand
Portugal . .

.

Arabia
Azorni

N.C
France...
Germany.
Italy
Italy

Atlantic
Ocenii

Atlantic
Ocean

Italy

O I II

Sli 28 \
51 3 9N
41 10 30 N

54 40 31 N

51 13 43N
12 35 OS
15 14 S
37 44 25 8
C6 5 30N

37 9 33S

S3 15 ON

44 54 ON
SO 2!) 33 N
52 30 4U N
8 IH OS
50 10 55 N

ON
ON

SS 57 10 N

25 31
51 32

5N
OS

48 S3 30N
50 58 55N
31 5 30 N
43 49 ON

5t 830N
60 17 35 N

48 30 17 N

37 OS

S4 34 30N
31 57 5 N
Sll 2 17 N
M 24 411 N
44 31 7 N
S3 22 3 N
3 II ON

51 49 S3 N
15 25 OS

18 39 OV
18 34 42 N
5 37 OS
50 14 SI) N
52 42 2J N
50 58 45N
49 35 31) N
39 56 3SN

40 35 SON
17 39 ON

44 55 SON
50 43 35 N

37 31 51 N
58 30 40 N

56 53 54 N
55 33 4 N
43 51
3» SO
59 43
49 37
30 59
15 34

ON
ON
ON
OS
ON
ON

38 33 SON

33 48 ON
49 45 34 N
47 14 30 N
40 43 N
43 in 18 N
3 55 US

338 ON

44 49 SON
43 39 ON
34 3N

Ssu OW
3 22 37 E
19 37 25 £

1-44 6W
6 46 3'!E

141 42 U
SO SO OE
178 58 E
109 44 W
100 35 20W

78 44 SOW

06 50 OW
11 40 33 E
5 3 S6E

156 30 53 E
4 15 SWi

77 7 OW
135 46 15W
3 10 SOW

76 52 45W
UO 1 OW
11 10 SO E
10 30 15 E
33 48 35E
10 19 35 E

IS 33 OE
140 50 6W
32 37 45E

IS 17 E

143 46 30 E
35 4 45 E
12 38 2 E

16 35 E
30 OE

7 11 1 K
66 3 OW
6 14 51 E

145 33 OE

133 31 F.

68 32 OW
102 17 OB
13 S3 15 E
5 17 41 E
11 3 36 E
11 4 OE
48 35 45 E

Lonfihida. Nunaol Flaca. Coaiilr;,ae. UUMa. LMfitiiilb

7S0W
5 OW

1 9 19E
3 31 W
5

138
4 34W
5 SOW

13 30 15 E
13 49 45 E
13 59 .U E
19 20 OB
45 10 OW
1<2 49 38 E
7 51 OW

51 56 OE
38 43 OW
77 57

33
9 .15

11 S3
13 41

33 35

OW
3E
13 E
24 E
41 E
OW

P 40 15 B

11 36
8 15

5 1

3.5 E
OW
19W

Figuerai ....

Fiiiislerre C.
Fioreiizo (St.)

Fish Bay

Flume
Flereckoe lile

Flensborg . ..

Florence ....

Plores Isle. ..

Flores Isle,

NE. Point
Flour (St.). ..

Flushing ....

Foggy Isle . .

.

Fngo Isle. ...

Folkstone
Church

Fontarabia .

Foreland (N.)
Lighthouse

Foreland (S.)

Lighthouse
ForinowiCape

Formosa Isle

Forni'^a
Mount

Fnrtaventura
Isle

Foul Point
Fowler Point
Pran^nisCape

FranfOisCape
the Town

Francisco (St)

Francisco So-
lano rst.)

Franckforton
the .Maine

Frankfort on
the Oiler

Frnukforl ...

Fraucnbcrg..
Fredericks-
burg

Fredcricklou
Freisinjcn •

.

Freistndt
Frejus
Frio Cape ...

Frio Cape . .

.

Spain
Spain
Corsica
W. Coast of

Africa
lllyria

Norway . . .

.

Denmark. ..

Italy
Azores
Indian Ar-
chipelago

France
Holland . . .

.

NW. Coast
of Amer.

CapeVerd Is.

England....

Spain ...

England.

England....

W. Coast of
Africa

Chinese Sea
India

Canariei -..

Madagascar
N. Holland
Hayti

Fucntes Fort
Fuerte Isle .

.

Fulda
Furneauxisle
Fumes
FurynndHec-

la Strait
(mid.)

Gnlega Isle .

.

Gall (St.) Ob-
servatory

Galln Point.

.

Gallipoli

Gallo Cape .

.

Gambler Isle

Ganjam
Gap
Garilafui

Cape
GaspceBay.

.

Gata Cape'. ..

Gatn Cape. ..

Oebel-Torlile
Ocer Cape . •

Gefle
Geneva
Genoa
George (St.)

Capo
George (St.) I.

Georgetown
Georgia (S) I

Gertrudeu-
burg

Ghent

Ilayti

New Albion
Colombia. ..

Germany. .

.

Germany...

Ky
Prussia
Va

N.B
Germany. .

Germany...
Franco
Brazil

W. Coait of
AlVica

Italy
Colombia...
Germany. ..

Pacif. Ocean
Netherlandi
N. America

Ind. Ocean
Switzerland

Ceylon
Turkey in
Europe

Sicily

Pacif Ocean
Inilin

France
B. Coast of

Africa
Canada . . .

.

Cyprus
Sp.'iiu

Red Sea
NW. (;oait
of Africa

Sweilen
Switzerland
Italy

Newfound-
land

Azores
S.C
Atl. Ocean
Holland . . .

.

Belgium....

4^16 'In
43 54 ON
43 41 9 N
16 31 8

45 30 10 N
58 5 ON
54 47 18 N
43 46 41 N
39 33 SON
8 5 OS

45 1 53N
SI 36 43 N
56 12 ON

14SS ON
51 4 47 N

43 31 SON
51 33 SON

51 8 96N

435 ON

85 II ON
1 49 ON

38 4 ON

17 40 14 S
39 1 OS
19 40 SO N

ig46 90N

37 40
6 50

ON
ON

SO 799N

59 33 8N

38 14 ON
54 31 34 N
38 34 ON

40 3 ON
48 3SS8N
48 39 ON
43 35 52 N
33 1 SOS
18 37 30 8

46 8S9N
9 34 ON
50 33S7N
17 11 OS
51 4 33 N
60 48 ION

10 3S OS
47 35 40 N

6 1 ON
40 35 33 N

38 13 40 N
33 19 OS
19 33 ON
44 S3 46N
11 SO ON

48 47 SON
34 31 SON
3044 ON
15 33 ON
30 38 ON

60 39 45N
40 13 ON
44 35
48 30

ON
SN

$S7S^E
9 16 OW

17 43 B
11 54 OE

14 96 93 E
8 3 OE

37 40 E
11 15 45 E
31 8 15W
133 3 OE

3 539E
3 34 57 B

157 19 SOW

34 30 OW
1 10 53 E

I 47 15W
1 96 SOB

1 99 OE

559 OE

131 56 OB
109 56 OB

14 31 OW
49 53 15 E
133 37 E
70 1 15W

79 13 55W
133 8 OW
77 47 15W
830 OB

14 33 15 £

84 40 OW
19 40 20 E
77 38 OW
96 45 OW
II 45 SOB
14 33 15 B

44 9E
43 3 SOW
13 35 OB

9 34 59 E
76 16 W
044 OE

143 6 40W
3 30 51 E

e3 39 97W

5A38 OE
9 39 15 E

8030 OE
96S7 30E

13 19 30 E
134 58 OW
85 10 OE
6 4 38E
51 33 OE

S4 97 1SW
33 390B
3 13 SOW
43 OE

51 45W
17 8
6
8 58

59 30

SOB
SOB
OE
33W

OW
OW
OW
54E

31 3 SIN ' 3 43 SOB

38 31 ON 37 51
33 31 ON 79 17
54 58 08 36 IS
51 43 SN 4 51



m

m LATrrtJDES AND LONGlTtJDES.

NuBMOf FIkm. Countt7ffte. Litiludc. L0D|ilUlI«.

Gibrnltar.Eii-
rupu I'oiiit

Gijiiii

(>il»lu Isle...

fiirgd

Oiritflnti

Lighlhousc
(flangow ....

Glnstiiiibury
Tor

Ulnuccster
(Jnpo

GIniiceiiter

t.'athftdral

Gtniici'ster

lliiuso

GIniicKfter
Mount

Glucknw ....

Gliickstadt...
Gon
Guat Isle—
Gndthaab

—

(iOfM
Goiiicra Isle

Goiiave Isle

Good Hope
Cupu

Good Hope
Cape

Ooru Isle—
Ooree lale . .

.

Gorgano Itle

Gorgano Ule
GorU
Gotlia.Ohaerv.

of Si'eberg

Gotteiibiirg .

.

Gntliiigcn ...

Goii<1a

Grnciosa Isle,

Santa Cruz
GrailiEcn
Grnflon Cape
Grange Hoint
Granville. ...

Gratz
Gr«vcline» ..

Gravmando.

.

Greunuicli
Observatory

Greifiiwaldo
Grenaae
(Grenada hlo
Grenoble ....

Grim Capo ..

Grodno

Guadalcanal
Me

Guadaloupel.
Guadaloupel.

Baraetcrre
Guayra.La..
Guam Isle. ..

Guanaxnato
Guastallu . ..

Guayaquil. ..

Giieldri'S

Gunterburg.

.

Gunlzburg...
Gurief.

ifndersleben

llncuc
Ilalbi'rstadt.

.

Haliftix

Halle
Ilallowell....
Ilnlnistadt...

Ilninliurg

Hnniein
Hnniinerrest
liannvnr . . . •

llanover
bl«(Ncw)

Spain

Spain
Indian Ar-
chipelago

Egypt
Sicily

Scotland....
England....

N. Holland

England. ...

New Wales

New Britain

Russia in
Eiiropu

Germany. ..

India
fbilippiue

Isles

Greenland..
Hnlland ....

Canaries . ..

Hayti
New Guinea

S. Coast of
Africa

SraofKamt-
eclmtka

W. Coast of
Africa

Mediter
Paci. Ocean
Germany. ..

Germany..-

Sweden
Germany...
Holland....
Azores

Italy

N. Holland.

.

Hayti
France
Germany. .

.

Prance
Nctlii'riands

England

Germany..

.

Denmiirk. ..

Cnribbee Is.

France
Van Diem.

I/and
Russia in
Europe

Solomon Is.

Pncif. Ocean
Carihbee

Isles

Colombia. ..

Pacif. Ocean
Mexico
Italy
Colombia...
Germany...
Germany...
Germany...
Russia in
Asia

Denmark...
Holland ....

Gennnny. .

.

Nova Scotia
Germany...
Me
Sweden ....

Germany. ..

Germany. ..

Norway ....

Germany. ..

Pacif. Ocean

640N

43 35
15

ON
ON

28 32 20N
37 15 50 N

55 51 33N
51 H 43 N

10 SO OS

51 53 3

N

51 34 20 N

5 31 OS

51 40 30N

53 47 43 N
15 :« ON
13 53 ON

64 10 ON
.51 30 IHN
38 6 ON
18 49 ON
030 OS

34 39 OS

60 17 ON

14 40 ON

43 25 40N
3 53 ON
45 57 30 N
50 56 8N

57 43 4 N
51 31 50 N
51 59 51

N

39 5 ON

45 53 30N
16 53 OS
19 54 35 N
48 SO 16 N
47 4 ON
50 59 ION
53 30 N
51 28 40 N

54 435N
56 34 57 N
12 3 ON
45 11 43 N
4041 OS

53 40 30N

9 33 OS

98 53 ON
15 59 SON

10 36 in N
13 31 ON
21 15 N
44 54 58 N
3 11 30S
51 30 43 N
49 9 37 N
48 27 15 N
47 7 ON

55 15 IS N
Hi 4 .10 N
.51 sassN
44 :i» SO N
51 39 5 N
44 17 ON
56 39 4SN
53 33 51 N
59 5 29N
70 38 29 N
53 33 2SN
3 31 OS

Nftmctot PUcM.

5 21 45 W
5 3(1

128 23
OW
PE

31 35 6

E

13 31 20 E

4 16 OW
2 41 19W

148 28 E

2 14 15W

87 2 SOW

148 33 E

31 30 15 G

9 97 2 E
73 53 E
ISO 8 OE

51 48 W
3 S3 31 E
17 8 OW
73 1 OW
132 31 E

18 33 15 E

173 30 45W

17 20 OW
9 53 10 E
78 15W
13 28 45 E
10 44 OE

11 57 45 G
9 50 30E
4 43 44 K
S8 OW
13 35 OE
148 10 E
71 44 51

W

1 35 57W
15 27 15 E
2 7 50 G
4 9 45 E

13 33 IS E
10 53 S9 G
61 48 OW
5 43 4!) E

144 46 E

23 49 45 E

159 41 E

118 15 48W
61 45 OW
07 2
114 90
100 54
10 39
79 41
6 19
13 97
10 18
51 59

9 30
4 18

11 3
83 30
11 58
69 50
12 53
9 58
9 20
33 43
9 43

149 SO

45W
OG
45W
48 E
15W
9G
30E
30E
30E

49 G
47 E
.HE
45W
3G
OW
OG
37 E
10 E
30 G
5SG
OE

Harlem
Harlem's Bay
Harlingen ...

Harrisburg .

.

Hartford ....

Ilartlv|H>ol

Steeple
llnstiiig'slsic

HattcrasCiipe
Havana, the
Mnro

Havre de
Grace

Heligoland I.,

Lighthouse
Helena (»t.) I.

Helena (t3t.)

Point
Hclonit (St.)

Point
Helsingborg
Helsingfors.

.

Ilclvellin

Mountain
Helvoet Slujs
Hunlopen C.

Lighthouse
Henry, Cape
Heracica ....

Hercnthals .

.

Hernosand I.

Hessclne Isle

llinchinbrook
Cape

Hioring ....

Hoberg Cape
llogslieslslets

llogstraeten
llola

Holy Isle,

Castle
Holyhead
Mountain

Honda
Hondschntte
Honfleur ...

Hood Point.
Horn Cape .

Horsham
Church

Howe Cape.

.

Iluahine Isle

Hudson
Hudson's
House

Hulst
Hunter Port
Huntingdon
Steeple

lluntsville. ..

Ilusiim
Hydrnhad • .

.

Hyeres
Iliaguc

Icy Cape ....

Iglau
ifchester
Steeple

Indianapolis
Ingleborough

Hill

Ingolstadt.
Inhnmban
Bay

Inspruck .

Ipsarn Isle

Irkutsk

Isaac Rock
(Great)

Isaac Rock
(Little)

IsabellnPoint
Islamabad.
Ismail

Isola.Bella <

Ispahan . .

.

Count r)-, ke.

Holland....
China
Holland....
I'a

Ct
England. ..

.

Ind. Archip.
N.C
Cuba

Franco

Germ.Ocein

Allan. Oc.
Patagonia.

.

Colombia. ..

Svveden . . .

.

Russia in
Europe

England....

Holland.,..
Del

Va
Turkey in
Europe

Netherlands
Sweden ....

Denmark...
NW. Coast
of Anier.

Denmark. ..

Sweden ....

Lucayos....
Holland....
Iceland
England. ...

England . .

.

Colombia. ..

Netlicrlands
France
N. Holland
Tierra del

Fuego
England....

N. Holland
Pacif. Ocean
N. Y
New Wales

Netherlands
N. Holland
England....

AI
Denmark..
India
France....
Colombia..
NW. Coast
of Amer.

Germany..
Englanif. ..

Ind
England....

Germany...
E. Coast of

AfVica
Germany. ..

Archipelago
Russia in
Asia

Lucayos

Lucayos. . .

.

Hayti
India
Turkey in

Europe
Italy

Persia

5'i22l(8N
22 31 ON
53 10 32 N
40 16 ON
41 46 N
54 41 40 N

059 OS
35 14 30N
23 9 27 N

49 99 14 N

54 11 31 N

15 55 OS
44 30 OS

3 10 OS

58 9 55 N
liO 10 ON

54 31 43 N

51 49 39 N
38 47 16 N

30 58 ON
41 I 3N

51 10 45N
69 38 ON
56 11 48 N
60 19 30 N

57 97 44 N
56 56 ON
21 39 ON
51 24 5 N
85 44 ON
55 40 SON

53 18 51 N

5 11 42 N
SO 58 SON
49 25 13 N
34 23 OS
55 58 SOS

51 336N

37 30 OS
18 43 OS
43 14 ON
53 33N

51 16 53 N
32 56 OS
53 30 27N

34 36 ON
54 28 59 N
17 12 ON
43 7 2N
4 27 45N
70 39 ON

49 33 39 N
51 33 N

39 55
54 10

ON
4N

48 45 47 N
S3 51 OS

47 16 8 N
38 30 ON
53 18 41 N

20 3 ISN

35 57 ON

19 58 43N
33 20 ON
45 21 ON

45 53 11

N

33Si4 34N

Lonsttude.

I II

4 38 1U E
114 51 K
5 24 47 U
78 50 W
72 50 W
1 10 31

W

116 30 G
75 30 W
82 22 53W

8 38E

7 53 13 G

5 43 OW
OS 29 15W
80 47 15

W

12 43 15 G
25 IS K

3 21W

3 27 53 E
75 5 OW

76 4 OW
27 54 34G

4 S0 2gE
17 53 IS E
11 40 IE

146 39 20 W
10 28 E
18 11 OE
73 56 4 W
4 45 48G
19 43 45W
1 46 38W

4 39 27W

74 53 SOW
2 35 14 G

14 14W
110 33 E
67 21 14W

19 43W

150 7 OE
151 9 OW
73 46 OW
108 37 20W

4 337E
151 43 E

11 3W

86 57 OW
9 442E
78 51 E
6 755E
75 90 OW
161 43 30W

15 36 15 E
2 40 14W

86 5 OW
3 33 18W

11 25 51 E
35 43 OE

11 33 45 E
25 38 OE
104 11 30 E

79 845W

78S0S0E

71 12 35 W
91 45 15 E
28 50 15 £

8 33 3E
51 50 IS E



kc. UUhidi. iMilhite

\'.'.'.'.

iU 31 N
53 10 33 N
40 10 0\
41 40 ON
54 41 4U N

4 38 iuE
114 31 K
3 24 47 U
76 50 W
73 30 OW
1 10 31 \V

hip. 059 OS
35 14 HON
ia 9 27N

110 28 E
75 30 \V
82 22 53

W

49 29 14 N e38E

celii 54 11 31 N 7 53 13 E

)c.

ia..

15 5.5 9
44 30 8

3 43 \V
05 29 15W

a. .. 2 10 OS 80 47 15

W

n
50 3 55 N
(iO 10 ON

12 43 15 E
35 13 E

54 31 43N 3 31 W
.... 51 49 39 N

38 47 16 N
3 27 53 E

75 5 OW

in"
30 50 ON
41 1 3N

76 4 OW
S7 54 34E

k.'.'.

last

ler.

k...

1. .. .

I.'.'.'.

51 10 45 N
02 38 ON
50 11 40 N
GO 12 SON

57 27 44N
50 56 ON
21 39 ON
51 21 5N
05 44 ON
S5 40 20N

4 50 39E
17 5:1 15 E
11 40 IE

140 3U SOW

10 38 E
18 11 OB
73 50 4 W
4 45 48 E
19 43 45W
1 40 38W

1 ... 53 18 51 N 439 37W

ia...

and!

end
del

)

1....

5 11 42

N

50 58 50N
49 25 13 N
34 23 OS
55 58 30S

74 33 30W
3 33 14 E

14 14

W

119 33 OE
67 21 14W

51 3 30 N 10 43W

ind
icoan

ales'

.17 30 OS
10 43 OS
42 14 ON
53 033N

150 7 OE
151 9 OW
7340 OW
106 27 SOW

and!
ind
J....

51 16 S3 N
33 56 09
52 30 37N

4 327E
151 43 E

11 3W

k'.'.'.

a...
aat

ler.

34 38 ON
54 38 SON
17 13 ON
43 7 SN
4 27 45N
70 29 ON

49 33 39 N
51 33 N

88 57 OW
9 443E

78 51 E
6 755E
75 30 OW
161 43 30W

13 36 15 E
2 40 14W

{.'.'.'.
39 55 ON
S4 10 4N

86 S OW
3 23 18W

^oi-
48 45 47 N
S3 51 OS

11 33 51 E
35 43 OB

ago
n

47 10 8 N
38 30 ON
S3 16 41 N

11 S3 45 E
35 30 OE
104 11 30 E

. .• * 30 3 ISN 79 845W

2557 ON 78 50S0E

in

"

le

19Sfl43N
33 30 ON
45 31 ON

71 13 33 W
01 43 15 E
88 30 IS £

43 S3 11

N

33 84 34N
833 3E

SI SOUS

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES. 607

Nulla af num. Country, Ic

Ivica Isle, the
omio

Juck^inn, Port
CUKtIuPninI

Jarkitun

JalKi

l:\lTa I'apu. ..

iat" (St.) Idle

Jakiitsk

James (St.)

Cb|io
Jaroslavl. ...

Jarralsle. ...

Jask Capo...
Jassy
Java Head. ..

Jeaii-Leton
Roef

Jclf.Tson ....

Juna
Jt'iiiseisk. ..

.

JcrcinicPoint
jKtMiv lale,

St.'Aiiliin

Jerusalem . .

.

Jervis Bay,
Cape Ueorge
Jiildah

Johanna Isle

Jnhannisbcri
John's (St.)

Cnpe
John's (St.)

Fort
John's (St

)

Isle

Joseph (St.).

.

Juan (St.) ...

Juan Fernan-
dez Isle

Judenburg...
Julian (St.)

Port
Kaiserheim..
Kakava Isle

Kalatoa Isle

Kallandborg
Kaipcny Isle

Kauiinieck . •

Kamtscbatkoi
Ness

Karak Isle .

.

Kasan

Meditcr-
riinuan

N. Holland

Miss
Syria
N. Holland
CupuVrrdls.
Kui«ia ill

A!<iu

CocliinChina

Russia in
Europe

Straitu of
Malacca

Persia
Moldavi.i...
Java
CapeVerd Is.

Mo
Germany...
Rum. in A.
Hayti
British
Channel

Turkey in
Asia

N.Holland..

Lsllludr. Loo^tutfe.

Kaskon .

Kntif Bay, N.
Point

Kanfbeuren
Kcrguelen's
Land,Christ.
Hnrh.
Kertch
Kiam Cheu.
Killwelly
Spire

Kiel
Kilduin Isle

King's Isle .

.

Kingston—
Kinsale
Kiow

Kiriiy^koi-
Ostrog

Kittia
Kingenrurth
Klin

Knoxville .

.

Kncnigsburg
Kola

Kaluga

Arabia
Comoro Isles

Prussia
W. Coast of

AlVica
Newfound-
land

Caribbee Is.

California .

.

Porto Rico.

.

Pacif. Ocean

Qermany...
Patagonia .

.

Germany...
"Turkey in

Asia
Ind. Archip.
Denmark...
Laccadives
Russia in
Europe

Kamt-
schatka

O. of Persia
Russia in
Europe

Russia in
Europe

Arabia

Oermany.

.

Indian Oc.

Crimea. .

.

China...'
Wales...

Germany.
Russia in
Butope

Baas'sStrails

U.C
Ireland...
Russia in

Euro|>e
Russia in

Asia
Lapland.

.

Onrniany.
Russia in
Europe

Tcnn
Prussia...
Russia in
Europe

Russia in
Europe

30 53 111 N

33 31 30 9

32 33 ON
32 5 23 N
:«) at 8
14 33 ON
02 1 SON

10 18 ON

57 37 SON

4 ON

35 38 ON
47 8 SON

48 OB
15 48 ON

38 SO ON
30 56 38N
58 37 17 N
Irt 39 57 N
id 12 5J N

31 47 47 N

35 9 OS

21 39 ON
12 10 8
53 37 48N
1 IS ON

47 33 43 N

1830 ON

33 3 13

N

18 2:1 10 N
33 40 OS

47 43 30 N
49 5 30 8

48 43 53N
36 11 ON

730 OS
55 40StN
10 3 ON
48 40 SON

56 1 ON

39 18 ON
55 47 51 N

63 33 ION

56 36 30N

47 S3 SON
48 41 15 8

1 n
1 SO 12 E

151 lU 30 E

00 8 OW
34 40 8 K
13U 41 E
33 33 OW

l'.2U 42 30 E

107 10 E

40 10 U E

lOO 14 E

58 10 OE
27 30 15 E
103 II F
32 30 OW
03 8 OW
11 37 15E
Ul sa 43 E
74 13 22

W

2 10 44W
33 30 15 E

150 SB OE

39 IS OE
44 30 OE
31 49 15 E

15 OE

S3 30 45W

64 47 OW
100 40 S3W
60 13 13W
78 58 15W
14 42 43 E
67 44 15

W

10 47 38 E
39 57 OE

131 40 E
11 33 E
74 1 OE
37 1 30E

163 33 30 E

SO 37 OE
49 31 9 £

31 10 33 B

50 13 OB

10 36 43 B
69 3 IS £

43 31 19 N
35 37 ON
51 44 15 N

54 10 43 N
69 10 ON

3937 OS
44 8 ON
51 41 30 N
50 27 ON

57 47 ON

CO 48 SON
40 37 10 N
50 SO 18N

35 59 ON
54 42 12

N

08 53 SON

54 30 ON

Namci nf riacct.

Konffuhorka
Kougswiiiger
Koraka Cape

Horn -Non-
burg

Koseir
Koslof.

36 31 31 E
111 39 30 E
4 17 23W

10 8 18 E
S3 50 OE

143 54 OE
70 40 OW
8 28 13W
30 37 43E

108 3 OE

34 3 13 E
14 30 OE
36 48 6 E

ra 34 OW
30 39 15 E
33 45 £

36 5 IS £

Kostroma .

Kovima
( l,iuver)

Kovima
(tJpp.:r)

Kragenie
Krannichfi'ld
Krasnoyan

.

Krcmcntzouk

Country, kt. UtHaila. iMlMadt.

Krcms
Krio Cape . .

.

KiiracheePort
Kuruk

Lailrone He
(Grcat^

Lagoon Isle

Lagos
Lagos

Swrden . ..

.

Norway . . .

.

T'lrki-y in
Atia

Germany...

Ezypt
Russia in
Europe

Russia in
Eiiro|ie

Rusvia in
Asia

RiisHia in
Asia

Norway
Germany. ..

Russia in
Asia

Russia in

Eiirr>|w

Germany..

.

Turkey in
Asia

India
Kusvia in
Europe

Chinese Sea

Pacif. Ocean
Portugal .

Turkey in
Europe

Mediterra-
nean

Turkey in
Asia

Pa
England.

.

Lainpedoso I,

Lampsaco . .

.

Lancaster
Lancaster
Steeple

Lancerntalsle
Laiidsberg
Landtcroon .

.

Langle Bay..
Langle Peak
Langres
Laon
LarnccaCast.
Latikia
Laubacli —
Launcrston
Steeple

Lausanne ...

Lawrence(St)
Isle

Leasnwea
Lighthouse

LeeiiwinCape
LeeiiwinCape
Leghorn. ..

.

.egnago

—

I.eipsic

Leiva
LeMans

—

Lemma Isle

(Great)
Leon
Leon Isle .

.

LeopoldSoutb
Island

Le Puy
Lew-chcw I.

(Gt.) Napa'
kiang

Lexini^on...
I.eyden

j
Holland.

Libau
I
Courland

Canaries ...

Germany...
Sweden
Sachalin . .

.

JcSiSO

France
France
Cyprus
Syria
Germany. ..

England....

Switzerland
ScanfKamt-
schatka

England....

N. Holland
N. Holland
Italy
Italy
Germany...
Colombia. ..

France
Chinese Sea

Mexico
Spain
N. America

France
Chinese Sea

Ky.

Liehtenau

.

Liigo
Lilienthal...
Lima
Limoges
Lincoln Isle

Lincoln Min-
ster

Linilcsnffis

Lislithnuse
Lintz
Lipari Isle,

the Castle

Lisbon Ob-
ervatory

Germany- .

Dnlglum. . .

.

Germany...
Peru
France
Chinese Sea
England...

.

Norway . . .

.

Germany..,
Mediterra-
nean

Portugal ..'

O ' r f O ± n
37 37 II N 12 7 E
60 12 UN II 5H E
3H552N 2034 43 E

48 21 S2 N 10 19 E

20 B OX
43 11 54 N

34 15 E
33 '.22 48 E

57 45 40 N I 41 13 51 E
I

68 18 ON 163 18 15 E

63 28 ON .53 35 13 E

58 31 30 N 30 SO E
30 31 33N II 11 43E
50 1 2 N Ih! 'JO 52 E

49 3 38N 33 29 OE

48 21 30 N 15 30 E
36 41 ON 37 21 OE

34 53 ON
51 43 30 N

67 17 E
30 37 45 E

31 57 ON 113 43 OE

31 38 8 140 37 W
37 HON 8383W
40 58 42 N 35 3 30 E

35 31 15 N 12 30 5 E

40S0 53N303655E

40 3 r.ON i 76 30 SOW
54 S 8 i\ 3 47 41 W
89 14 ON
48 3 38 N
35 53 37 N
48 59 N
45 11 ON
47 51 5.) N
49 3^1 54 N
.-M 54 SON
35 30 SON
40 I 48 N
50 38 18 N

40 31
63 47

SN
ON

S3 S4 SON

34 19 9
34 33 509
43 33 5 N
45 11 18 N
51 30 10 N
5 30 ON
48 30N
33 8 ON

12 31 ON
30 37 45 N
73 56 ON

45 3 51

N

30 14 ON

38 6 ON
S3 9 SON
56 31 SON
51 37 34 N
50 39 22N
S3 8 SON
13 3 OS
45 49 53 N
10 41 ON
33 14 7N

37 58 ON

48 18 34 N
38 38 35N

38 43S4N

13 SO
10 S3
12 51
142 33
141 13

3 SO
3 37

3:1 40
35 47
14 40
4 30

OW
31 E
IE
4 E
13 E
3E
27E
45 E
55E
40E
42W

6 45 30 E
171 43 E

3 40W

lis 6 OE
113 33 13 E
10 10 43 E
11 I» 13 E
13 31 43 B
73 SI 32W

II 35 E
114 10 E

86 45 OW
13 OW

go OW
353 36E

137 38 OE

84 18
439
30 55
8 54
S 31
8 54
76 56

1 15
113 42

33

OW
13 B
SOB
7B
43 E
13 E
43W
33B
OE
IW

7 3 OE

14 10 43 B
14 55 40 E

6 SOW
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avnm of Had

LiKhiirne
Ca|iR

LUclillelil

Bpiru
Liltlo Rock
Liv<!r|iiH)l,tSI,

Pnul'ii

LizarJ W.
Lizhthnuae

Lixiur {St.)

.

Liziuiix

Lnbot duay
Ltxli

Lolieia
Loiiibcz
Lornbock ble
Lnmuiiil
Mountain
W.

London, New
London, Si.

I'aul'a

Londonderry
Lookoiit('a|ie

Lopez Capu

I r^orctto

L'Urient
Loughbnro'

Steeple
Louiiburgh..

Louisiado
Cape

Iiouia 9t
Louiaville .
I^nuvain
Lowell
I.nwestoir . .

.

Litbeck
Lubeck lalo.

Lucaa (St.)

Capo
Lufon . • .

.

Luynno
Liiiz-Marnn-
ham (St.)

Lnndo
Liinden Tow.
Lundy lale ..

Lutterworth
Steeple

Luxemburg.

.

Lynn, Old
Tower

Lyona
Mncan
Macaaaar. . .

.

Macerata. . . •

M.ichichaco
Point

Macon
Madeira Iile,

Funchal
Madnna lale

Madroa
Madrid Grand
Square

Maeatricht .

.

Magadoxa...

Magdalen
Isles

Mairdeliurj; .

.

Mahe lalea.St.

Annc'a lale

Mahon, Cape
Mola

Mnhouna hie
M^jainbo Bay
Entrance

Maker Tower
Mnkry, the
ThPKtre

Malacca Fort
Mnlaza
Mala-Pasqun
Cnpe

Malcapina
CaiM)

Malines
Mallicolloltle

couBuy,ac.

NW. Cnaat
of Auiur.

England. ..

Ark
England...

England. ..

France . .

France . . .

.

Lucayoa. ..

Italy
Arabia
France ....

Iiid. Archip.
Scotland .

.

Ct
England.

Ireland
N.C
W. Coaat of

Africa
Italy

France
England. ...

Cape Breton
lalo

New Guinea

Mo
Ky
Delgium....
Maaa
England

—

Germany...
Ind. Archip.
California .

.

France

.

Italy...
Brazil..

Norway...
Sweden ...

England...
England. ••

Germany..
England. ••

France

.

China. •

Celebea.
Italy . .

.

Spam .

Frnnee
Atl. Ocean

Archipelago
India
Spain

Holland....
E. Coaat of

Africa
Gulf of St.

Lawrence
Germany. ..

Ind. Ocean

Minorca....

Paci. Ocean
Madagaacar

England....
Turkey in
Aaia

luilin

?pain
Porto Rico

Jeaao

Belgium...
N. Uebridci

o J 'I..
till S ON

53 41 13

N

34 40 ON
53 34 40N

49 S7 44 N

43 3N
4tt 8 SON
3-j 34 50 N
45 ItJ 31 N
15 44 ON
43 38 SON
H 31 OS
50 14 57 N

41 33 ON
91 JO 40 N

54 50 38 N
34 :n ON

50 OS

43 37 ON
47 45 UN
53 40 31 N

45 53 40 N

11 SO 43 S

38 36 ON
34 3 ON
50 53 SON
43 38 3SN
53 33 ON
33 51 18 N
5 45 OS
33 53 3dN

46 37 15 N
45 59 SUN
3 31 OS

S8 37 ION
55 43 40N
51 g 47 N
S3 37 SON

49 37 38 N
S3 46 53 N

45 4.') 58 N
33 1 1 ;» N
S U OS
43 18 36 N
43 38 ON

46 18 37 N
33 37 ON

30 31 ON
13 4 ON
40 34 57 N

50 51 7 N
3 5 ON

47 II ON

53 8 4N
4 35 OS

39 51 10 N

14 SO 45 S
15 10 3

50 30 53 N
30 30 SSN

2 13 ON
3(1 43 30 N
17 59 ON

43 43 15 N

51 1 53 N
16 3S OS

LfiDgituda.

165 33 30W

1 40 31

W

03 13 OW
3 58 55W

5 11 SW
1 8 30E

13 47 E
77 36 SOW
» 30 53 E
43 44 E

54 34 E
116 36 E
3 17 4W

73 9 OVV
5 47W

7 14 49W
76 33 OW

17 OE

13 35
3 31

5E
2W

11 54 W
59 54 4SW

138 30 55 E

89 30 OW
85 SO OW
4 41 46 E
71 18 45W
1 46 OE
10 40 53 E

113 48 E
100 50 33W

I 045W
8 57 35 E
44 16 OW
636 6E
13 13 43 R
4 38 S8W
I 13 IW
6 9 41E
035 4B

4 40 34 E
113 31 30E
119 39 E
13 36 15 E
340 OW
450 OE
16 54 46W
36 53 OE
80 33 OE
3 43 ISW

5 41 IE
45 49 OE

61 43 OW
11 38 59 E
55 35 OB

4 18 17 E

170 16 35W
47 6 OE

4 10 16

W

SO 7 15 E

103 15 E
4 33 2Wi

05 5 OW
141 19 E

4S8S9B
1C7 33 £

Numof Placet.

Malmo ....

.Mm to (St.)

.

Malouinva
IaIh, Port
EgmoMt

Malta i!<lc.

Valet ta Ob.
aervntory

Manapar P't

.ManchuHti^r,

8. Mary'a
Spire

Mandarin'a
Cap lale

Mangalore .

Mangca lale

MangletiPoint
MnnlicimOb-
aervatory

Manilla
Manifelt lale

Mantua
Marblelieail
Marburg —
Margarita Is,

Cape lala

Marienburg
Marigalante

lale

Markoe lale.

Lighthouae
Marmara lalo

MaracitleaOb-
aervatory

Martha (St.)

Martin (St.)

lale

Martin (St.)

lale

Martin deRbi
(St.)

Martinicolale
Fort Royal

Mary.Si.Cfape
Mary, St. lale

Maaafuero la.

Maaaowa Bay
MatanzaPeak
Matapan
C»pe

Mataro
Mataumay .

.

Matthew'aSt.
Lighlhouae

Mauritiua la..

Port Louia
May, Cape...
May I., Lighl-
houae

Mayo lale, S,

Point
Mayotta lale,

the Peak
Mazzarra
Citadel

Meaux
Mciningen .

.

Melillu
Memet
Monde
Mendocin
Capo

Meaaina
Lighthouae

Meaurado
Cape

MeauratCape
Metz
Mexico
Michael'i St.

Isle

Michael'a St.

Mount
Mir.hat!l'a St.

Mount
Miildleburg .

.

Milan Ob-

Country, ac.

.Sweden . . .

.

FrnncR
Falkland la.

Mcditcrra-
nvan

India
England

—

Chineae Sea

India
Pac if. Ocean
Peru
Germany .

.

Luconia. ..

lIudaon'aB.
Italy
Maaa
Hermany. .,

CaribbeeSca

Pruaaia
Caribbee la,

Norway . .

Turkey in
Aaia

France • . •

Terra Firma
Scilly lalei

Caribbee Ii.

France

Caribbee Ii.

Italy

Azorea
Pacif. Ocean
Abysainia .

.

Cuba
Turkey in
Europe

Spain
Jeaao
France

Ind. Ocelli

N.J
Scotland . .

.

Cape Verd
laica

Comorolalei

Sicily

Prance
Germany...
Rarbary • . .

,

Pruaaia
France
NW. Coaat
of Anier.

Sicily

W. Coaat of
AfVica

Barbary—
France
Mexico
Azores

aervatory
Milazzo

Lightliouae
Millcdgcville

England.

France .

.

Holland . .

.

Italy

L>Ulul<. LaMfinida,

:S 30 37N ; 13 1 i{lE
48 3!) 3N 3 1 U W
31 35 S 5» 59 13W

Sicily ,

Geo....

33 53 ON

833 ON
53 3J ON

31 38 ON

13 50 SON
31 56 43 a
1 30 SON

40 30 )8 N

14 36 ON
63 38 ON
43 ION
43 30 ON
40 34 43 N
11 10 ON

54 1 SIN
15 51 ON

57S» ON

40 37 4 N

43 17 49 N

11 19 34 N
49 58 ON

18 4 ON

46 13 18 N

14 33 40 N

39 47 SON
36 37 ON
33 43 SOS
15 34 ON
33 1 SON
36 33 SON

41 33 33 N
41 :I3 ON
48 19 34 N

50 9459

38 56 46N
56 n SSN

15 450N

1354 OS

37 39 SON

48 57 40 N
50 .15 SON
35 18 IS N
55 43 15 N
44 30 43 N
40 39 ON

38 n SON

6 15 ON

S3 35 SSN
49 7 10 N
19 S3 45 N
37 48 ON

50 7 3N

48 38 14 N

51 SO UN
45 38 3 N

38 15 58 N

33 7 ON

14 SO 33 E

78 16 OE
3 14 S3 W

lis 31 30E

7* 7 OE
158 3 OW
78 50 SOW
8 38 OE

130 58 E
M) 33 OW
10 48 13 E
70 53 OW
15 43 E
63 38 13 W
19 1 56 E
61 10 OW

630 OE

37 S0 50E

5 33 15 £

74 8 SOW
6 U OW
63 1< OW
1 5: 53W

61 5 43W
18 33 SO E
35 18 CW
«) 37 ISW
39 37 OB
81 45 S W
S3S9 30E

S38 48E
140 4 OE
4 45 39

W

37 38 30E

74 53 6 W
9S3 47W

23 630W

45 14 OE

13 33 SOB

353 45E
10 34 IS R
3 36 low

31 H 3E
339 34E

134 39 15W

15 35 SOB

10 36 sow

15 9 35 B
6 10 38 E
99 5 ISW
35 13 OW
5 27 33W

1 30S4W

3 37 .TO E
11 31 E

15 13 30 E

63 90 OVj



sS 30 37N
i

13 1 il>t
40 ») 3N

! 3 1 UW
SI 35 8 a) 50 13W

35 53 ON 14 30 35E

8 33 ON
S3 3J ON

78 IS OE
3 14 33W

31 38 ON 113 31 30

E

13 SO SON
31 Sa 45 S
1 3U SON

40 30 18 N

14 36 ON
63 S8 ON
4S ION
43 30 ON
40 34 43 N
11 10 ON

S4 1 SIN
15 51 ON

57 SB ON

40 37 4N

43 17 40 N

11 10 34 N
49 58 ON

18 4 ON

40 13 18 N

14 35 49 N

39 47 SON
36 57 ON
33 45 30 H
15 34 ON
33 1 3»N
30 33 SON

41 33 33 N
41 :i3 ON
48 10 34 N

30 9 45 S

38 S6 46N
86 :iS3N

IS 4S0N

1354 08

37 39 SON

48 57 40

N

SO 35 36 N
35 J8 15N
55 43 15 N
44 30 43 N
40 39 ON

38 11 SON

6 15 ON

S3 35 35N
49 7 10 N
19 35 45 N
37 48 ON

50 7 3N

48 38 14 N

51 30 »N
45 38 3 N

38 I5S8N

33 7 ON

7« 7 OE
158 3 OW
78 SO SOW
8 38 OK

130 58 E
W 33 OW
10 48 13 E
70 53 OW
15 43 E
63 58 13 W
19 1 SO E
61 19 OW
650 OE

37 SOSOE

5 33 15 £

74 8S0W
e U OW
63 I< OW

1 5: ssw

61 S 4SW

1H3S30E
SS 18 CW
«)37 15W
39 37 OB
81 45 3 W
33 39 SOE

3 38 48 E
140 4 OE
4 4S39W

S7 38S0E

74 S3 6W
S33 47W

33 8 SOW

45 14 OE

13 33 SOE

SS3 4SE
10 34 13 R
3SS low

3] H 3E
3 39 34B

134 39 ISW

IS 35 SOE

10 36 sow

IS 9 35 B
10 38 E

99 5 15W
SS 13 OW
5 37S3W

1 S0 34W

3 37 ME
9 II 31 E

15 13 30 E

63 90 0>V

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES. 969

Nunn o( FIiCM.

Mill) lilu, tha
I'.irl

.Miinhr«» Inle

Miiidciru Ulo

Miiichcad
8leeplo

Miniciiy liila

.Miri!piiixOb-

ervmury
Mirikl'ipe •

Minieiippi
Hivi>r, rt. E.
Eiitranca

S. W. (lilto .

.

Mittau

Mobile
Mocha
Mohilew .

MohillB Itle

Mombai llar>

bour, Eiilr.

Mondegc) C
Montaiibaii
Ubdrrvatory
Montugn Bay
Mniitery . • •

Monteviilvo
Lightliouw

Monlpelier
Ob»erv«lory

Montreal •.

Mniitro»e. .

.

MuntMirrul I.,

N. E. Point
Monza
Moowt Fori.
Morilea
Morant Point
MorantQiiayi
Mnrebat Cape
Mnrilloa (lot)

(,'npe

Moriiinistonl.
Morningtoii

Port
Moacow

Moidolc.

CwiBtry, kc

Arcliipvlago

hiicnyna. ...

Ptiilippnie
Ulu>i

En(laiiil

Laccadivci
Francu

W. roa«t of
AfricaU

I.a

KuiKia in

Eurnpii
Al
Arabia ....

Rusaia in
Eurnpo

Muzanibiiiue
(.'ban.

E. Coast of
Africa

Pi>rtiiidl ..

France

Jamaica'
New Albion
La Plata...

MoMel Bay,
Cape St.

Blaixe
Mount Cape

Moxambiquo
Harbour

Mulgravu
Port

Mulliacen ...

Miilhi-im . • . •

Mumble*—
Ligtithouae

Munich
Munater
MiiTCOt Cove
Muaaendom
Cape

Naerden
Nanin flarbr.

\nmur
Nancy
Niiniasaki .

.

Nankin
Nantes
Nantucket...
Naplea
Narltonne ...

Narva

Naihville....
Natal Port...

Natehec
Needle*
Ligbthouae

Negapatam
Fort

France

.

UC
Switzerland
Caribbee U.

Ita'y

New Wale*
Cokiinbia...
Jamaica....
Caribbee Sea
Arabia....
Porto Rico

N. Holland
Nubia

RuMia in
Europe

Ruxaia in
Europe

8. Coast of
Africa

W. Coast of
Africa

E. Coast of
Africa

NW. Coast
of Amcr.

Germany...
(Serniany. ..

England

—

Germany...
Germany...
Arabia
Arabia

Holland....
China
Netherlands
France
Japan
China
France
Mass
Italy

France
Russia in
Europe

Tenn
E. Coast of

AlViea
Miss
England....

India

Lntifitudt.

35 in ON
13 37 UN

51 VI 43 N

8 17 ON
43 5 7N

19 348N

39 ON

38 57 ON
SO 30 6 N

30 40 ON
i:i 30 N
53 54 ON

13 30 OS

4 4 OS

40 II 54N
44 S3N

18 30 ON
50 33 4SN
34 SS 09

43 36 10 N

45 31 ON
45 55 5*1 N
16 47 35 N

45 34 41 N
51 15 54 N
8 13 SON
17 58 ON
17 30 ON
17 ON
17 58 SON

16 S3 OS
18 16 ON

SS 45 45 N

43 43 40 N

34 10 OS

644 ON

15 I OS

59 34 17 N

51 13 no N
47 48 40 N
SI 34 ON

48 830N
51 58 10 N
33 38 ON
36 31 ON

53 17 49 N
31 SS ON
SO 3j 30 N
48 41 33N
33 43 40 N
33 4 40N
47 13 ON
41 IG S3 N
40 SO 15 N
43 U 33N
S9 33 53N

36 933N
39 55 OS

31 34 ON
S0 39SSN

10 4S30N

3°4 13 Xi B

-!» II OW
I'.H) 30 E

338 4W
73 18 OE
1 S3 SO B

10 13 5W
89 S OW

E9 39 OW
33 43 37E

68 II OW
43 30 E
SO 34 45 B

43 50 OB

40 S OE

8 54 «W
1 30 45 B

77 54 OW
131 SI II

W

5U 13 OW
3 53 40 E

73 35 W
7 Hi 33 K

63 13 35W
9 17 11 E
80 56 34 W

Namctof Daen. Cimntry, Ac.

74 1

76 8
73 51
54 33
07 11

139 SO
38 33

OW
OW
OW
OE
OW
OE
OE

37 33 OE

43 SO 15 E

33 7 OE

1130 OW
40 47 OE

139 43 OW
10 38 45 E
7 37 38E
3 57 SOW

11 34 SO E
7 30 31 E

58 41 OE
56 38 OE

5
113 33
4 51

10
139 53
118 47

1 33
70 7
14 IS
3

38 14

.WE
OB
7E
31 B
7E
15 E
44W
43W
45 B
33 E
SOB

86 49 3W
31 S8 OB

91 S4 4SW
1 S3 SSW

79 55 OE

NegraisCap*
NuustadI . .

.

Nevers
Ni'via Ule,

S. Point
Ni^wark
Steeple

Newark
New Bedford
Nnwbcrn
Newhiggin
Spire

Newbury
Steeple

Ncwburyport
Newenha:n

Ca[ifl

New Haven
Newport ....

Nice
Nicolas fSt.)

Mole
'

Nicnbar Isle

(Oreal)
Nieuport ....

Ninieguen. •

.

\ing|OT
Nisines
Nizhnci-
Nuvogorod

Nocera
Noirmoutier

Isle

NootkaSound

Nonllingen .

.

Norfolk
Norfolk Isle

Niirkoping. ..

North Cape.

.

North Cape..
North Cape..

N. West Cape
Norwich ....

Note) Cape .

.

Nottingham
Steeple

Novara
Novogurod .

.

Noyon
Nukahivah I.

Nuremberg .

.

t)hy Isle

Ocanna
Uczakow

Odessa

Oerehro
Ohpteroa Isle

Ohitahra Isle

Okhotsk

Oldenburg . .

.

Oleron
Omer (St.). .

.

Ounalashkal.

Oonemak
Cnp«

Oporto, the
Bar

Oran, St.

Croix Castle
Orange
Orchilla Isle

Orel

India
Germany. ..

France
Curibbee Is.

England . .

.

N.J
Mass
N.C
England . .

.

England

Mass
NW. Coast
of Amer.

CI
R.I
Italy

Ilayti

B. of Bengal

Bi'lgium. ...

Holland
China
France
Russia in
Europe

Italy

France

NW. Coast
of Amcr.

Germany . .

.

Va
Paci. Ocean
Sweden . . .

.

Laplund. ...

N. Zealand
Russia in
Asia

N. Holland..
Ct
Japan
England....

Italy

Russia in
Europe

France
Marquesas
Gennany. ..

Ind. Archip.
Spain
Russia in
Europe

Russia in
Europe

Stvedcn . ...

Pacif. Ocean
.Marquesas
Russia in
Asia

Germany..

.

France
France
NW. Coast
of Amer.

NW. Coast
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Pacif Ocean
Turk, in As.
Wales
Pacif. Ocean
Arabian Sea
Sweden
France
Falkland la.

Darhary
Candia
Carilibee Is.

Denmark...
Ciennany...

Ind. Archip.

48 'XI 3^ N
u 3;i OS
(I 43
IH 19

'U ii
4U -.17

ON
OH
OS
ON

41 111 30 N
lU 44 UN
HI 41 U S
17 44 8 N
36 11 ON
4 33 48N

33 45 ON
43 't6 30 N
43 36 3U N
31 31 3H N
49 33 :N N
19 3 13 8
33 43N

10 30 OS
37 31 ON
13 8 ON
51 M 9 N
SI 311 N
50 44 36N
S:i 48 10 N
30 30 37 N
43 19 30 N
51 6 6N

41 4 35 N

49 13 38 N
4<) II SSN
67 3 ON

13 35 39 N
38 28 54N
36 33 SON

37 25 ON
51 11 33 N

739 ON

63 53 30 S

53 43 33 N

14 30 40 N
43 33 ON
8 31 ON

36 13 SON

30 18 ON

1 13 ON
34 HI 45 N
43 43 16 N
43 3 16 N

S7 13 14 N
44 11 SIN
S7 43 44N

34 30 ISN

iMfllud*.

3^ 'io 13 B
1 10 :h K
\ti 14 K
1411 '!> K
13:1 Ilk K
74 1 3U VV

119 14 OK
lUJ 14 U K
1(10 3 y,

M 4" 3.1 W
KM 32 4.'> VV
74 13 33 VV

97 38 OW
3 40 30 W
3 19 -.13 W
46 13 K
3 34 -M W

1U9 30 :iu W
80 S3 43 W
131 43 B
27 13 OK
117 48 E
4 24 K
14 2i: 30 K
10 36 13 K
21 27 42 K
lU 37 13 K
1 38 30W

106 M 43 E

38 11 3 £

3 33 13 E
3 16 59 K

171 54 30W
76 41 53 E
8 33 32 W
39 8 10 £

123 37 OE
44 36E

13 45 W\

63 43 OW
344 33W

100 SO 15 B
II 10 15 E
13 18 W
33 10 IS E

69 30 OW

103 30 OB
108 57 B
13 11 45 E
3t 41 15 £

31 13 33 E
5 56 8 E
10 37 50 E

3 B OW
50 8 40 N 5 19 E

S 1

54 31 37

N

33 57E
51 18 33 N 333 UE
14 .-» 30 N 168 43 15 B
38 85 ON 37 (i OB
53 4 ON 4 3 38W
18 40 ON no now
12 30 ON 54 10 OB
61 17 47 N 17 5 :iO E
49 83 SSN 3 19 S7 E
51 31 30 8 38 5 15W
31 46 15 N 85 7 30E
35 9 ISN 36 19 33 E
18 .18 ON 6335 OW
54 54 SON 9 47 13 B
S183 33N 10 50 31 E

ON m 13 OE
4A
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<! 609 LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.

OnBtrjTiftfc

SoriocinPort
Houralnys • •

South Cape.
South Ca|w..

South hi* • •

Southampton
Me

Soiithamplon
Spire

SouthrrneH
Point

Spartel Cape
Spartivento
Cape

Specia
SpeDcer'i Bay

Spencer Cape
Spire
SpoletU...
Slade ....

Btapli'i(Eait)
LighthouM)

Start Point,
Plagitiff

Slavanger ...

Stophen'a
Cap*

SticiihauMn
Stocliholin...
Slolberg
Strabane ....

Straliiind....
Strasburc....
Stroinboli I.

St. Bartolo
Stromnen . .

.

Stromatadt .

.

Stuttcard

—

Buakim
SuceewCape

Suex
Sulphur lite

Sunderland
Ligbthouw

Sundfwall ..

Surat River
Swan Kiver
(P*rth)

SwanwaCai.
Swreelnoi*
Cape

Syene
Syra, Me, P't

Syrar.uie
Lijththouie

Taeuba
Taganrog ...

Tallabanee
Tambow ....

Tknna ble,
Port K«*o.
lution

Tanrmin*
••Olograph

liueonla...«
Java
N. Zealand
V. Dieiueu'B
Land

Pacif. Ocean
Hudton'i
Bay

England....

Scotland ...

Barbary....
Italy

Italy

W. Cnait of
Africa

N. Holland
Germany...
Italy
Germany...
England....

England....

Norway....
NW. Coast
of Amer.

Germany...
Sweden . .

Germany...
Ireland
Germany...
France
Mediter-
ranean

Orkneyi....
Sweden . . .

.

Germany...
Nubia
Tierra del
Fuego

Tarhei
Tarinh Isle .

.

Tarragona .

.

Tarsus
Tavastehus

Teddea Cape
Teeklenburg
Tellicherrv .

.

Tenby Spire
Ten-choo.foo
Tenedos Isle

Tenerifflslsle,

the Peak
Tereera Isle,

Angra
Tcrnate Isle

Ternay Bay
Terraclna...
Terra Nova
(Column

E(t;

ihineiChinese' Ma
England....

Sweden ....

India
N. Holland

Wales
Russia in
Europe

Egypt
Arehipelago
Sicily

Meiieo....
Rus«ia in
Europe

Plor
Russia in
Europe

New He<
bridp-:

Sicily

Russia in
Asia

France
BpLin
Spain
Turk, in As.
Russia in
Europe

Barlmry ....

Germany. .

.

India
Wales
China
Archipelago
Canary Isles

Azores .

.

.

13 53 ON
7 14 93 S
47 16 SO S
43 37 OS

31 3U ON
ea S7 ON

MM ON

S4 53 30N

35 48 SON
37 55 SON

lni>. Arehip.
Tartary
Kali

Sicilily .

44 4
35 48

ON
OS

35 18 OS
4U 18 51 N
43 44 50N
53 3a33N
55 38 9N

50 13 SON

58 58 SON
63 33 SON

53 13 10 N
59 SO 31

N

51 35 ON
54 49 39 N
54 19 ON
48 34S6N
38 48 30N

58 56 ON
58 55 SON
48 46 15 N
19 5 ON
55 OS

30 OSON
87 53 ON
54 55 13 N

03 93 SON
91 4 ON
31 50 OS

51 37 ISN
08 13 ON

94 593N
37 96 ON
37 958N

19 31 ON
47 13 40N

3038 ON
S3 43 « : ;«

19 33 35 B

37 48 15N

50 54 31

N

43 13 S3 N
30 SON
41 8 SON
37 1 ON
01 3 ON

3657 ON
59 13 98 N
11 44 ON
51 40 SO N
37 46 ON
.19 51 ON
98 17 ON

38 30 ON

50 ON
45 10 S3 N
41 18 14 N
.17 3 SON

Lasgiluda. Coiuliy, kc

i&io be
113 41 SU B
167 30 9B
146 40 E

140 OE
83 OW
133 SOW

334 S3W

555 OW
16 3 35 E

9 51 OE
15 8 OE

136 53 OE
8 36 16 E
13 35 46 E
9 98 34E
1 37 SW
3 SB 31

W

545 OE
103 17 W
737 SB
18 3 30 E
10 56 53 B
783 5W
13 33 15 B
7 44 51 B
15 13 30 E

3 31 4W
11 13 OE
9 11 OE
37 33 OB
65 10 OW
33 38 OE
198 33 OE

1 31 16W
17 10 SO E
73 51 OB
115 50 OE

3 55 33W
39 46 OE

33 54 34E
34 55 OB
15 16 10 B

99 745W
38 39 on

G4 36 OW
41 45 15 B

169 90 II E

IS 17 40 E

74 SUB
4 14F

5 35 15W
1 15 SOB

34 S3 OB
94 90 30 E

4 14 3B
7 47 95 B
75 4« 30 E
4 40 S3 W

190 53 B
35 S3 E
10 30 45W
37 14 OW
137 33 OE
137 I 15 E
13 13 S3 E
14 IS 40 B

Teieuco
Tliadcus(St.)

Noss
Thebes Ruins
Thomas, St. I.

Tliree Points
Caiie

Three Points
Ca|ie

Thule (South)
Cape

TiburonCape
Timor Isle,

Coupang
Timor Isle,

Delhi
Timor Lant

I. S. Point
Tinian Isle .

.

I'obagu Isle.

.

Tobolsk

Toluca

.

Tomsk

.

Tongataboul.
Tongres
Tonningen •

To<ihooai Isle

Tor Harbour
Tornea
Toronto
Tortona
Tortosa .....

Tortuga Isle

Toul
Tuulon
Toulouse . . •

Tournay . . .

.

Tours
Traflilgar C.
Tranquebar
Trn|iani
Travemunde
Trebiiond . .

.

Trent
Trenton
Troves
Trieste
Trincomalee
Bay

Trinidad ....

Trinidad Isle
Trinidad Isle,

Port Spain
Tripoli
Triiv::
T.istan
d'Acunha I.

Triton Isle .

.

Tmyes
Truiillo
Truxilln
Tscberkask..

Mexico
Russia in
Asia

Egypt
Caribbee Is.

Patagonia..

W. Coast of
Aflrii-a

Sandwich
Land

Hayii
Indian Ar-
chipelago

Indian Ar-
chipelago

Indian Ar-
chipelago

t^adrones...
Caribbee Is.

Russia in
Asia

Mexico
Russia in
Asia

Friendly b.
Germany. .

.

Denmark...
Pacif. Ocean
Arabia
Sweden ....

U.C
Italy
Spain
CaribbceSea
France
France
France
Belgium....
France
Bpain
India
Sicily

Germany...
Turkey in
Asia

Germany...
N.J
Germany...
Illyria

Ceylon

TKhirikoff
Cape

Tiehitsclia-
golTCape

Tachukotskoi
Nora

T8o4;hoiii . .

.

Tifus-Sima Is.

Tubingen ...

Tula

Cuba
Atl. Oc"...
Cri-''^iie«

isles

Barbary

—

Syria
Atlantic
Or«an

Chinese Sea
France
Mexico
Peru
Russia in
Europe

Japan

Japan.

Tunbridse. ..

Tunii, Fon-
dnuc

Turin, Piazxa
Castclln

Turnagain
Cape

Turon Cape
Tuscaloosa

.

Tver

Tyiiemnuth
Lighthouse

Uddevalla . .

.

Udine

Russia in
Asia

Corea
Japan
Germany. ..

Russia in
Europe

England....
Barbary . . .

.

Italy

N. Coast of
America

Corh. China
Ala
Russia in

Europ*
England. . .

.

Sweden . . .

.

Italy

a3S3 40N
34 96S5N
37 S36B

15 48 ON
48 18 5N
15 51 ON
8 6 9S
47 13 34N

» 14 15N

30 56 45N

64 14 SON

35 SO ON
34 40 ON
48 31 10 N
54 11 40N

51 11 S3N
36 47 59

N

45 4 ON

68 18 5N

16 8 SON
33 13 ON
56 51 44 N

55 1 31N

58 31 15N
40 3 14 N

111 HOE
4 4 4gE
80 7 OW
79 3SSW
30 93 15 B

131 41 30 E

130S0 30E

173 31 E

139 16 7 B
139 37 OE

3SSB
37 1 OB

17 3E
10 11 15 E

7 40 15 B

109 35 OW
108 17 E
87 43 OW
35S7 33E

194S1W

11 86 SOB
13 U 9B

^-.«S«i«i*l»6«9fW-#««»»»M»ft«»»«^



UtltadK

63SU ON

35 43 ON
18 SO ON
49 46 OB

4U ON

lM(itiiik.

<wii b'w
170 S OE

39 39 31 E
65 3 OW
75 46 15W
3 S OW

5034 08 87 45 0W
18 19 35 N
10 10 8

835 08

8 15 8

14 58 ON
11 10 ON
58 11 43 N

19 10 19 N
S6S9 38N

31 8 08
50 47 7 N
54 ig35N
3335 OS
38 19 ON
65 50 SON
43 33 ON
44 53 36N
40 48 46 N
10 59 ON
48 40 33N
43 7 9N
43 3S46N
50 36 SON
47 33 46 N
36 10 15N
11 1 SON
38 3 ON
53 57 46N
41 3 41N

4« 6S0N
40 14 ON
49 46 37 N
45 38 8N
8 33 ';<«

*t 48 SON
30 33 SON
10 38 43 N

33 53 40N
34 86SSN
37 5368

15 46 ON
48 18 5 N
15 51 ON
8 6 98
47 13 34 N

33 14 ISN

30 56 45N

64 14 SON

35 30 ON
34 40 ON
48 31 10 N
54 11 40N

51 11 S3N
36 47 SON

45 4 ON

68 18 5N

16 8 SON
33 IS ON
56 51 44N

55 1 SIN

58 SI ISN
46 SUN

74 39
133 36

OW
0£

135 40 OE

131 50 E

145 51 15 E
OU 37 OW
68 6 15 E

99 31 SOW
85 9 51 E

175 13 OW
537 S8E
8 58 45E

149 90 SOW
3338 OE
S4 13 IS E
7990 OW
8 S0S3E
033 OE
05 34 OW
5 53 16 E
5 15 41 E
1 96S0E
3 S3 17 E

41 38 E
6 OW
TOSS OB
IS SO OE
10 51 40 E
39 98 OE

11 3 4SF
74 SU .. W
13 47 BE
81 S3 OE

80 OSSW
39 11 OW
01 34 OW
13 11 33 E
35 51 S8E
13 7 OW

111 11 OE
4 4 49E
86 7 OW
79 3 33W
30 33 IS E

131 41 30 E

130S6S0E

173 31 E

139 16 7 E
139 37 OE

3 35E
37 1 6E

17 SB
10 II IS E

7 40 15 E

100 85 OW
108 17 E
87 43 OW
35 57 S3 B

1 S4 31W

11 56 30 E
13 U SB

LATITUDES AND lX)NGITXJDEa 603

NUMi of PbCM. Country, ke>

L'flk

L'lm
Umbai

Uinea
Unit Ifle ....

Unliefen
Caps

IJpaal

Urala

Uraniburg.

.

Urbino
Ifahant lale*

Utika
L'IrecU
Uze*
Vabre*
Vaimn
Valilivia ...

Valence ....

Vuluncia .

.

Vnlery.sur.
8niiime(8t.)

Vallailolid.

Valona

Valparaifo

.

Vandolia...
Vanilerlin C,

Vaiinea ....

Vavao lale .

Venico, 81.

Mark-i
Veiiloo
V«"ra<;nia .

.

VerdCape..

Verdpn
Verdun
Verona Cn-

ae'- . alory
"<;raaillea .

.

Vinnna ....

Virenza ....

Vienna
Vienne
Vlievaiio .

.

Vi?o
Villcch
VilladeCondiS
Villa del Pao
Villn-Pranca
VillnlpaHdn
Viiicuiinea. ..

Viiicent (St.)

Cape
Vincent, St. I.

Virnin Gorda
lale, E.Cape

Virgini Capo
Vito(Sl.)Cape
VivieraOb.
aervatory

Vixainpatam
Vnffhera
Vnlcano Bajr
Vntcina lale

Vnlrnnn lale
Volcano lale
Vologda

Vnlthoen'ilf

Voronelt. . .

.

Wakefield
Spiru

Wnldeck ....
Wnlilen I. . .

.

Wallia'a Itie

Ruaaia in
Aaia

Oerinany..
Kua^ia in
Europe

Sweden . .

.

Shetland .

.

Sachalin ..

Sweden . .

.

Kuaaia in
Aaia

Denmark.

.

Italy

France ....

\. Y
Holland . .

.

France ....

France—
France ....

Chili
France ....

Spain
France ....

Mexico....
Turkey in
Europe

Chili
Ill

N. Holland
France. ..

,

Pacif. Ocean
Italy

Germany...
Mexico
W.Coaai ..

Afr=,a
C'-many...
France
Italy

Franco
Portugal
Italy

Germany...
France
Italy
Spain
Germany...
Portugal ...

Colombia...
Ital^

Spam
Ind
Portugal . .

.

Caribbee la.

Caribliee la.

Patagonia .

.

Sicily

France

India
Italy
Jeaao
Japan
New Britain
Facir. Ocean
Ruaaia in
Europe

Indian Ar-
chipelago

Ruaiia in
Europe

England....

Fruaaia
Polar Sea .

.

Pacif. Ocean

«)33SDN
66 44 SON

66 4 ON
60 44 ON
53 S3 SON

59 51 SO N
51 II ON

55 54 38N
43 43 36 N
48 38 8N
43 6 49 N
53 5 SIN
44 45 N
43 56 37 N
44 14 98 N
39 50 08
44 55 59 N
39 2d 45N
50 11 31

N

19 43 ON
40 38 SON

33 SOS
38 50 ON
IS 35 OS
47 39 36 N
18 33 54 8
45 35 SSM

51 ^ 17 N
itf 11 53N
14 43 45N

S3 55 37N
49 9 Si N
45 30 7N

48 48 31 N
41 43 3<i N
45 31 40 N
48 13 4U N
45 S3 57 N
45 18 54 N
43 13 90 N
46 35 ON
41 91 18 N
8 38 I N

43 40 SON
41 51 10 N
38 43 ON
37 S54N

13 II

18 31
ON
7N

53 31 OS
38 II SON
44 SU 14 N

17 43 30 N
44 59 31 N
43 19 ON
50 43 ON
5 33 308
10 35 13 8
Sfl 13S0N

SSa 8

51 40 SON

5341 SN

SI IS 43 N
m35S8N
13 18 OS

Uwgltuda.

9 59
34 13

6B
OE

50 93 30E
45 45 W

143 14 SO E

17 39 OE
51 35 SO E

13 43 SO E
13 37 SB
5 3 6W
75 IS OW
5 7 lOE
4 35 17 E
3 50 SIB
5 4 9E
73 34 OW
4 S3 35E
033 SW
137 SIB

100 SS OW
19 35 45 E

71 38 15W
89 3 OW
rrr o oe
3 i; 4W

JTj 59 4SW
13 30 SOB

10 31 E
06 8 45W
17 SO SOW

9 13 47 E
5 93 17 E
11 1 15 E

3 733E
8 43 SOW
11 33 34 B
IS 33 45 E
4 53 SOB
8 53 IB
8 33 SOW
13 S3 IS E
8:US4W

64 48 OW
7 19 SOB
5 34 inw

(t7 35 OW
8 59 SOW

61 10 OW
64 35 34W

68 17 93W
13 48 IS B
4 41 OE

8336 OR
1 3SE

141 8 OR
ISO 16 40 B
148 4 15 B
165 48 31 E
40 11 IS E

134 48 OB

39 31 SOB

1S0S4W

1 33B
19 SI inw

177 91 45 W

NthMiof Ftaeti.

Walaingbam
Cape

Wangeroeg I.

Lighthouio
Waraadin ...

Wardlhuua .

.

Warmenadorf
Warrington
Steeple

Waraaw ....

Waahington
Wateeoo Me
Weimar
Wemingerode
Weael
Weymouth
Cape

Whitehaven
Windmill

Whyda. Bri-

liih Factory
Wiborg...
Wiborg . .

.

Wicklnw
LighthoiiM

Wilmington
Wilmington
Wilna

Winchelaea
Steeple

Wincneiter
Cathedral

Windaor Cai,
Winga Beae.
WintcrUland

Winter Harb,

Wiaby
Wittenberg.

.

Woahoo lale

Woirenbuttle
Woody Point

Woolvcr.
hamptonSp.

Workington
Chapel

Worma
Worm'a Head
Wrekin
Mountain

Wurtzburg

.

Wuahnei.
Wulotarhok

Xalappa . .

.

Xam-hay...
Yap lale. ...

York (New)
York Cape ..

York, Fort .

.

York Miniter
Yprea
Yaielburg . .

.

Yatad
Zacheo lale..

Zante lale,

the Town
Zanzibar
Road

Zarizin

Zirbi lale,

the Town
Znaim
Zuinpango .

.

Zurich
Zurikaee....
Zulphen ....

Coulf7,aa.

Cumbarland
lale

Germany...

Germany...
Lapland. . .

.

Germany...
England....

Ruaaia in
Europe

D.C
Pacif. Ocean
Germany. .

Germany...
Germany...
N. Holland

England. . .

.

W. Cnail of
AiVica

Denmark...
Ruaaia in

Euroj
Irelani

ope
la. ..

Del . .

N.C.
Ruaaia in
Europe

England....

England. ••<

England....
Sweden ....

Hudaon'a
Bay

Melville I.

Polar Sea
Sweden ....

Germany. .

.

Sandwi-ihIi.
Germany..
W. Coaat
of Amer.

England. .

.

England...

Germany .

.

Walei
England...

Germany.

,

Ruaaia in
Europe

Mexico...,
China
Pacif. Ocean
N.Y
Greenland.

.

New Walea
England....
Belgium....
Germany...
Sweden ....

Porto Rico
Mediterra-
nean

F« Coaat of
AfVica

Ruaaia in
Europe

Barbary....

Germany . .

.

Meliico
Switzerland
Holland.,,.
Holland....

& 4 b'N

53 48 SON

46 18 18 N
70 33 SON
51 17 13

N

S3 93 SON

53 14 38N

S8 59 54N
30 1308
50 50 ISN
51 50 34N
51 SO 17 N
13 39 08

54 33 SON

6 18 ON

56 97 UN
60 43 4ON

asssssN

30 41 ON
34 II ON
54 41 SN

50S5S8N

51 3 40N

51 SO ON
57 38 ISN
66 1134 N

74 47 18 N

57 39 ISN
51 53 SON
91 40 .10 N
S3 844N
50 SN

53 34 S4N

54 33 34N

40 37 49 N
51 33 56 N
53 40 UN
40 46 6N
57 35 ISN

19 30 8 N
31 16 ON
935 ON
40 43 40N
75 56 ON
57 1 48N
53 57 48 N
50 SI 10 N
51 50 SON
55 35 SIN
18 33 48 N
37 47 17N

« 6 08

48 4SS0N

33 54 ION

48 51 IS N
19 46 5SN
47 39 33 N
SI 39 4 N
SS 880N

Ail '6w

753 3SE

16 96 OE
31 7 OE
1356 7E
8 33 aw
SI 3 45 B

77 1 48W
158 14 SOW
11 31 E
10 47 38 E
637 3R

143 18 U E

3 34 56W

834 OE

086 SOE
8846 SB

6 OSIW

75 88 OW
78 10 OW
35 18 OE

43 31 E

1 18 SOW

035 sew
It 38 OE
83 9 49W

110 31 35W
18 88 30 E
13 45 44 E
158 1 SW
10 31 54 B
137 57 W
8 7 low

3 33 SOW

8 SI IS B
4 18 56W
3 31 SOW

955 3QE
34 41 OB

06 54
131 33
138 8
74 1

66 SO
03 34
1 4
353
696
13 48
67 34
90 54

SOW
OB
OB
8W
OW
45W
34W
4B
S3B
SOB
IW
4SB

3033 OE

44 87 45E

10 53 85 E

16 1 57 E
99 345W
8 31 SOE
354 SOE
6 11 S3 B
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TABLE

THE HEIGHT OP THE PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS
ON THE GLOBE.

=^

K.

I

i

tm

EUROPE. e;«;^^

, Mont Blanc, Alps I5.66iB

. Munie Raw, Alps 15,527

. Finsler Aarhom, Alps 14,335

. Jungfrau. Alpa 13,730

. Schrepkhorn, Alps 13,310

. Oenler Spitze, Alp* 13,065

. Grom Glockner, Alpa 12.960

. Simplon, AIm 11.730

. Mulnacen, Sierra Nevada 1 1,678

. Maladeltn, Pyrenee* 11,436

. Moni Penlu. Pyrenees 11.275

. Penaranda, Asturias 11,200

. Etna. Sicily 10,870

, SLGolhord, Alpa 10.605

, Kuska, Carpathians 9,912
, Mount Cemi, Alps 9,650

. Little St. Bernard, Alps 9,G00

. Monte Como, Apeiuuncs 9,523

. Kanigoii, Pyrenees 8,800

. Skagtios Find, Dofnnes 8,400

. SneehUtta, Dofrines 8,122

Lomnitz, Carpathians 7,962

Tnygetus, Greece 7,950

OlympiiB, Turkey 6,650

Mom d'Or, Auvergne 6,470

Cantnl, Auvergne 6,350

> Mezine, Cevennes 5,920

, Parnassus, Greece 5350
Ossa, Turkey 5310

. Kieaen Koppe, Sudetes 5,350

Pel ion. Greece 5,200

. Hecla. Iceland 5.010

Li^re, Cevennes 4,930

Puyde DAme, Auvergne 4,890

Fcld berg, Black Forest 4,750

. HnydelMrg. Bohemian Forest 4,690

. Helicon, Greece 4,550

. Ben Nevis, Grampians 4,379

. Ben Lawers, Grampians 4,051

. Cairngorm, Grampians 4,050

. Vesuvius, Italy 3,932

, Keilbeig, Etzgebirge 3,910

, Schneeberg, Fichtelgebirge 3,600

, Brockcn. Hartz 3,730

. Snowdon, Wales 3,568

. Schehallien. Grampians 3.564

. Cnder Idris, Wales 3.550

. Macgillicuddy's Reeks, Ireland 3,404

. Ben Lomond, Grampians 3,262

. Schneekonp. Thuringian Forest 3,220

. Skiddaw, England 3.022

. Ingleborough, England 2,361

. North Cape, Lapland 1,300

ASIA.

. Chumularee, Himalayah 29,000

. Dhawalagiri, Himalayah 28,500

. Javaher, Himalayah 25.800

. Rudro, Himalayah 23,000

. Jumautri, Himalayah 22.500

. Highest Pcnk of Hindoo Coosh S»JOOO

. Kltnira, Caui asus 18.350

. Ararat, Great, Armenia 17,700

. Kazbek, Caucasus 15,800

. Gounnng Pnaumbra, Sumatra 154270

. (iounong Posaman, or Ophir SumatM. . .

.

14,160

12. Amrat, Little, Armenia
13. Alas Tag, Altai'

14. Highest Peak of LebonoD...
15. Ilalitzkoi, Altai'

16. Awatcha, Kamtschatka
17. Olympus, Asia Minor
18. Highest Peak of Nilgherrica .

19. Sinai, Arabia
20. Takhlalou, Taurus
21. Adam's Peak, Ceylon
22. Sabramani, Ghauts
23. Ida, Asia Minor
24. Choizgonr, Vindhya
25. Carmel, Palestine
26. Tabor, PalesUne....-

AFRICA.
1. Highest Peak of Cameroona..
2. Peak of Teneriffe
3. Bernard, Bourbon Isles

4. Highest Peak of Atlas
5. Lamalmon, Abyssinia
6. Comooss, Sneuwberg, Africa.
7. Komoerg, S. Africa
8. Fogo, Cape de Verd Islands ..

9. Taranta, Abyssinia
10. Pico Rui vo, Madeira
11. Table Mountain, Africa
12. Piter Boot, Mauritius
13. Diana's Peak, St. Helena ....

fSS.

13,900
11,920

11,050
10,900
9.750

9,100
8335
7,992

7.715
6.650

5.750

5,435
3,700
2,250

2,053

13,000
12,176

12,100
11,900
11,300

10,260
8,330
8,100
7,980

AMERICA.
l.iSorata, Andes
2. Illimani, Andes
3. Gualaticri, Andes
4. Chimborazo, Andes
5. Cayambe, Andes
6. Antisana, Andes
7 Cotopoxi, Andes
8. Tolima, Andes
9. Mount St. Klios, North America

10. Popocatepetl, Mexican Cordilleim
11. Pinchincha, Andes
12. IztaccihuatI, Mexican Cordillera
13. Moimt Fnirweather, North America
14. Cofre de Perote, Mexican Cordillera ....

15. James'H Penk, Rucky Mountains
16. Sierra de Cobre, Cuba
17. Grarwl Serrania, Hayti
18. Duida, Parime
19. Highest Peak of Blue Mmmtains, Jamaica
20. Mount WaNhinglon. Alleghanies
21. Mount Sarmiento, Straits of Magellan..

.

22. Mount Otter, Alleghanies
23. Kaatskill, Alleghanies
24. Cape Horn, South America

SOUTH SEA.
1. Mouna Ron, Sandwich Isles

2. Mouna Koa, Sandwich Isles

3. Omtieo, Olaheile
4. F.ginont Peak, New Zcaliind

9. Sca-Vicw Hill, Blue Mountains, New
South Wales

& Highest Peak of Barren Mountains, Van
Uiomon's Land

3,583
2,790

3,710

25,400
24,200
32,000
31,000
19,633
19,136

18367
18,436

18.000

17,780
15,931

15,709

14,736

13.375
11,500

9,000
9,000
8.290

7,378
6,660
6,0CO
4,250

3,150

1,860

19,980
13,800
8,350

8,150

6,700

9,000

51'
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COMPARATIVE LENGTH OF THE PRINCIPAL RIVERS.

A.
a
c.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.

K.
L.
M.
N.
a
p.

Q-

R.
s.

T.
U.

V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.

A. 1

ai
CI

D 1

E.1
F.I
G. 1

H.l
I.]

J.l
K.1

L.1
Ml
N.l
ai
P.I

II
S.1
T.l

Forth
Tajr

Trent
Shannon
Thamea
Severn
Hudion
F.bro

Po..

Seine
Rhone
Loire
Tagua
Odor
Suaquehanna

.

Vistula

eibe

Moilh.

North Sea
North Sea
North Sea
Atlantic Ocean
North Sea
BriMol Channel . .

.

Atlantic Ocean
Mediterranean Sea
Adriatic Sea.

<

English Channel..
MMitenanean Sea
Bay of Biicay ,

Atlantic Ocean
Baltic Sea
Atlantic Ocean
Baltic Sea
North Sea.

—

Gambia ..

Dnieater
Dwina..
Rhine ...

Columbia . ...

Senegal
Don
Dnieper
St. Lawrence

,

OriiMco
Gangea
Danube

Atlantic Ocean
Black Sea
White Sea ....

North Sea

Pacific Ocean...
Atlantic Ocean .

SeaofAfof...,
Black Sea
Atlantic Ocean .

Atlantic Ocean
Bengal Bay.

—

Black Sea

Indua
Eupbmtea..
Tigria

Mackenm .

Volga
U Plata...
Niger
OU

Nile
Bahr el Airek
Hoang-Ho.....
Yang-tie-kiang
Miniwippi ...

MaraSon
Illinoii

MiMouri
Ohio

Indian Ocean..,
Persian Gulf. . .

.

Euphrates
Arctic Ocean . .

.

Caspian Sea ....

Atlantic Ocean .

Gulf of Guinea...
Arctic Ocean...

Meditemnean Sea
Nile
Pacific Ocean....
Pacific Ocean....
Gulf of Mexico..
Atlantic Ocean .

.

Mississippi River.

Mississippi River
Mississippi River

Scotland
Scotland
England
Ireland .

England
England and Walea...
North America
Spain
Italy

France
Switaerland andFrance
France
Spain and Pbrlugal .

.

Austria and Prussia.

.

United States

Austria and Prussia.

.

Austria, Germany, and
Pruasia

Africa

Austria and Turkey .

.

Russia
France. Germany, and
Holland

North America
Africa

Russia
Russia
North America
S>uth America.
Hindostan
Germany, Austria, and
Turkey

Hindostan
Turkey in Asia

Turkey in Asia
North America
Russia
South America.
Afirica

Chinese Tartary and
Russia

Ben Lomond Mountain
Gram|<ian Hills

Staflimishire

Mountains of Leitrim

Cotswold Hills

Plinlimmon Mountain
Slate of New York
Mountains of Asturias

Monte Viso
C6te d'Or Mountains
Mount Furca
MontGerbier
Sierra Morena
Car|iothian Mountains
Alleghany Mountains
Carpathian Mountains
Sudetic or Giant Mountains

Uwih
Mlla.

Heights of Foota Jallo .

Carpathian Mountains

,

Heights of Vologda .. ..

Mount St. Gothard ....

Rocky Mountains
Heights of Foota Jallo .

Toula
Heights of Smolensk ..

Upper Canada
Sierra de Parime
Himalayah Mountains ,

Black Forest

Himalayah MountaiiM .

Mountains cf Armenia

.

Mountains of Armenia

.

Rocky Mountains
Heights of Valdai
Heights of Itambe
Mountains of Loma ..

.

Altaif Mountains

Nubia and Egypt ....

AbyariniL and Nubia
Thibet and China...
Thibet and China...
North America
South America
North America
North America
North America

Donga Mountains ....

Lake Dembea
Desert of Cobi
Desert of Cobi
Leech Lake
Heights of Cicacica ..

State of Illinois

Rocky Mountains ....

Alleghany Mountains.

115
180
185
900
SI5
8S»
390
380
410
485
460
545
5S0
580
680
640
670

TOO
710
750
810

9i0
950
1080
II40
1380-
1480
1550
1760

1770
1900
950
1980
8040
8130
S300
8550

8610
800
8630
8990
3000
3380
400
3817
915

1. Edinburgh
8. Dundee
a Nottingham
4. Limenck
5. London
6.0tibnl
7. Gloucester

B. New York
9. Hudson

10. Saragassa

n. Turin
18. Puis

13. Lyons
14. Orleans
1& Nantes
16. Lisbon
17. Madrid
laBreslau
19. Stettin

aa Washington
81. Dantzig
88. Warsaw
83. Dresden
84. Hamburg

REFERENCE TO THE TOWNS

85. Jillifiey

86. Bender
87. Archangel
aa Frankfort

89. Constance
SaFaribe
31. Azof
38. Chenon
33. Quebec
34. Calcutta
35.Bahar
36. Benares

37. Allahabad
3a Vienna
39lBuda
4aWidin
41. Tatta
48. Hyderabad
43. Moultan
44. Attack
45. Bossoria
46. Babylon
47. Bagdad
4a FortGood Hope

49.

50.

51.

58.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

5a
59.

6a

Astrachan
Novogofod
Buenos Ayres
Rabba
Eboe
Rouna
Timbuctoo
Sego
Kholyvan
Narim
Cairo
Thebes

61. Dongola
68. Sennaar
63.Gondar
64. Lantcheott

65. Hoaiitfaufim
6ft. Nankin
67. New Orleana
ea Louisville

69. New Madrid
70. Macapa
71. Oliven^
78. La Paz.

fl. Dnmbe*
k Gt«at Slave Laka

REFERENCE TO THE LAKES

I e. Erie I

I ii.Ontaria |

'.«?

«. Constance
/. Lake Leman orGaiMvik

.J



Anr,
Ahthi
Aiiih{

Abmu
Abl>»
AIiIh!

Ahtci
Alwn
Alxil
Al>ii»

Ahini
Aho,
Abon
A bull

Abrn
Abrit
Abrd
Abfa
nil

In

Afri
b..

Ie<

Afri

Afri
mi

1
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GENERAL INDEX.

Aalborf , Tol.T." ptge 47*.

Anr, ii, 33.

A»rHU, ii, T3.
AHihuuf, i, 474.
Altitro, iii^ 39n.
Abmwni, H. 4.VS.

AbliHZ'xrn, iii, HH.

AI>lH!Ville. i. S4B.
Ahbolnl'urd, i, 418.
Alwrdwii, I. 493.
AlKryilwylli, i, 3IW..„ „.
Al>i>»t, Buhr el, li, 5.0. 381.

AltmKilimiJii, 5*iB.

Ah.>, ii, ISi.

Ahumi'jr, iii. 48.

AtiiiiHir. ii, SM.
Ahrniiiu, i, ,10$.

Aliriiiiii, ii. 47. ..

A\<yAm, ruin* or, ii, Sot.

AbsTMiniu, b<iiiMarie<i,inauii-

lamp, ii. S81.
, tmn, II, 581.
, bumny, li, 383.
. ziMijuiif , ii, JW. .,

. huluricil leoiirapnr, ii,

3KS.^—. nfricolium, .proniie-

tinnfl, cummerce, ii, acB.

, piililical ilaio, ii. St'o.—^. inimii-ni, barnrinn, te-

liliun, ii, 387.
, Inrniiir, hoiiM*, nran,

ii, 5HB. „
, lucnl divHinn, li, 380.

Acadeniir, Fieiich, jmitlHi-
cj)l iipiirationH, i, 138.

AcQpu CM, Iii. 'Jai,

Accra, iii, 4K.

A<:beftn, ii, 318.
AcbiniHinein, ii, 361.
Acre, ii, 856. ^
Atluimtwu. iii,^
Ailami, iii, 4n.
Ailana, ii, W8.
Artel, ill, 73. ...
ArteiaidK, Queen, Arehipa-

lafn, iii^il.
Aden, ii, 996.
Adcrltijiin. ii, 30O.
Artmiinlly Itnr, iii, 345.
Adiiwa. II, StiO.

Adminitii. li, 975.
AdrianiipW, ii, 9K>.
Aeriililtw. i, 18.).

Aliihaiw, ii, 317.
AfiicN, mudern (eograpny,

'• '•
. •• «>.

, tencru eurvor, ii. 396.
, dnerta, mountnuu, ti-

veri, ii, 397.
., __

, »"'l<'«)f. Hj,«Ji
, map, II, S9B. SW.
, CHcet, moon, Nel»«€i,

ii.m . _,
, hiatnriral *iew, ii, JOT,

. indiutrr and comtneree*
ii.5W-

,. . .

, MM!ial aiia poliUeal
lalp, ii. 533.

, lantuaiee, ii, 331.
Africa, <>ntral, extent and
Ixiundaiie*, iii, 73.— , miiuntaina. iii, 73.

, map, iii,.74.

, nviira, ill. 78.—, laliee, iii, 76.
, feolailjr, iii, 76.
, rjHikwr, iii, 77,

, piiliticHi elate, iii, 78,

, hiiioiicRl feonraplir,
iii. 77.

. ... „— , revenue, armiee, in, iB.

, atrieultnre, inanufao-
tuii«, iii, 70.

, MKial atale, coiDmetee.
iii, 81.

, relifinn, amuienientei
leiirnint, iii, 81.^—

, iocai diviiinnf, ill, 89.

Africa, Eaiiern, bolany, iii,

7U.
, olenl, iii. 70.
. tiioloti)r, iii, 71

.

——, lueal divitinne, iii, 71.

Arriea. Biiuihern, tuiraise,

mounlaint, iii. 50.
•*—, map, ill, 51.

Vol. III.

Arriea, Boulbero, ftoloir,
iii, Si.

^^, butany, iii, .19,

, rivem, iii. 59.— , ziioliify, iii, 61.
, hitinrical faography,

iii, 6S.

, iiibabilanla, in, 65.
—^, liicHi diviaione, iii, 65.

, piililical •tale, iii, 65.

Aliica. Weaiern, iii. t&,
, ciia«l. rivera, iii, 93.

, (tKiluay, iii. 9X
, kiilnny, in, 23.

—^. aiMibt|iy, iii, 30.
, liiMiirical and political

(eoaiaphy, iii, 35.
^^, airriculiure, iii, 36.——, manulaniurc', tiMtit,
cumim'rco, iii. 36.

, naiine, character, reli-

yiim, iii, 37.
, amiivenienta, poljrca-

my, areliilflcturv, iii, 30.
, iucal diviaiuiw, iii, 40.

African lnlanda.liulany, iii,96.

, XHikiKy, iii, 109,
Agndct, iii, u4.
Agamc, ii, 500.
Alien, i. 539.
A«feinuui, i, 401,
Aguwa, iiiSOl,
Agra, II, 360
Airam, ii, 128,

Amia, li, i27.
Aiiiciiliure,i« braoeh or u>-

ilumiy, i, 370.
Agriimn, iii, 166.

...

Ailuae Calientre, in, 398.
Ahmcdabud, ii, 3n6_.
Alimednaffur, ii, 370.
Ahwaz, ii, 311.
Aianluck, ii, 973.
Aica, El, ii, 58a
Alba, i, 4%.
AineOixeh, ii, 571,
Ainua, ii, 449.
Air, iia dcnaay, lempcfaluic,

i, IBO^
Aiioln, Val dn, ii, 74.
Aivali, ii, 375.
Aix, i. 5Vt.
Aix la Chnpelle, ii, 108,

Ajnn. iii, 79.
Ajmere, ii, 364.
Akhiwar, ii, 975.
Akhmym, iiiSUS.
Akiia, ill, IB.
Akron, in, iSn.
Aliebihr, ii, 978,
Akauu, ii, 444,
Akyab, ii.5»7
Alaninin, III. 544..
Alaliema Riier, Ml, 544.
Alagnaa, iii, 943.
Alamiw, iii, 331.
Alaahka, iii. 344.

Alatamaha. in, 536.
A!B»a,.i..m
Alaya, ii, 980.
Albania, ii. 91*. „
Alhnnn, Lake, n. Sit,

Albany, New, in,.569. ,__
Albermarle Snund, ui, 590.

Albuquerque, j, 60.

Aldi'mey. i, WO.
Alemiejn, i|J»5.
Aleppo, ii, 96*.
Akwnndria. ii. 49..

Aleutian Iihinde, Ml, 344.

Alexander, hia expedilion, i,

37.
Alexander I., iiland, iii. 173.

Alexander, Furl, lii, d45.

Alexi adria. ii, 533...

Alexandria Trnae, ii. ^0.
.,

Alexanilria (U. Sialce), in,

445.
Ali'xnndria (Louitiana), iii,

S53.
AkxandroTtkaia, iii, 344.

Alfted, i, «4_,^
Alfarre, i^ qgj.
Alceiita, b. 983.

Algeairai, i, 5881 >

Algien, iii, 318.
Algumiuini, ill, 438,
A nhma, i. Six.
Alicani, i. SKI.
Alkmaar, i, 514.
Alluliabad, ii, 330.
Allagaih. iii, 4l<a
Allvchany MuuulaiBi^ iii, 371,
375.

Alleahany River, iii, 4tU.
Alleniuwn, iii, 5(10,

Alloa, i, 499.
Alniiilidia. iii, 90.
Almngro, i, 577.
Aiinafrurim, voyage, i. 69.
Almainan. calipli, i, 135.
Almania, i, 584,
Alinarai, i, 577.
Almeida, PiirlugucM com-
mander, i. W.

Almeida, i, 506.
Almeira, i, 586.
Almora, iii, ;S4.
Alnwick, i, :I84.

Alorie, iii, 8i,
A'lial, i, 510.
A,v», I, 9nu. ii, 58.
Aloiil. i, SIO.
Alure. i, 5SR.
Altai Muuntaine. ii, 434, 457.
AltHinira. lit. 390.
Atlun. iii, 506.
Aliiina, i, 474.
Ahoit; li, 70.
Alvaiado. iii, 398.
Amarah, ii. 577.
Aniae«erah, ii, 977.
Amaiona. iii, 994, 946.
Amba Genhen. ii, 5U0.
Anibleaiile. i, Ml.
Anib4iy, iii, 48^.
Ambnyna, ii, SS-V

, xoiilugy, ii, 307.
Amelia laland, iii, 543.

America, modem faugriphy,
i, 76,

, extent and boundarie*.
iii, 176. „—^, (•'neral view, iii, 176,—, North, iii, 176.

, Soulh, iii, 177.
. muuniain langea, iii,

177.
, map, iii. 174, 175, 333,——, plains, iii, 178.

. lalile-lamli, iii, 170.

, rivera, iii, 170,

, lake^ ill, 180.

, botany, li.i,. 180,
, xiHilogy. ill. 183. 337.
, hiiiorical geufraphy,

iii, IHO.—, indue! ry and commeree,
populaiiun. racea, iii, lOO.

, civil and auciai atate,

iii, 101.

, langnagee, lii. lOt.

, Noriberlyand Wealarly
regium, iii, 339.

, map, iii, 3:13.—, riven, liikee, iii, 334.—, teulucy, iii, 334.
, United HUtee of. 8e«

United S'atee.
America, Rriiieh, iii, 348.

, extent and buundariea,
iii, 348.—, map, iii, 340.——. climate, eurfaee, nveii,
lakee, iii, 348, 310.—, leolnity, lii, .ill.

, boiany, iii, S.'O.—, XMotiiay, ii, 355.
, hiaiuiwal geugraphjr,

iii, 336,
, political conetitntion,

iii, 357.
, aaricoltore, iii, 358.
, coniinerce, timber-

trade, iii, :i50.

, pi'pulatiun, manner*.
iii, ft'O.

, local diviaioM, iii, 369.
Ameiica, Ruvaian, iii, 343.
American varialy of man, i,

Ameafooit, 1, 514,

Ameebury (Man), iii, 480.
Amhata, ii, SOU.
Ainhtrtt iNew Hampaliira)
. lii, 473.
AinheiM (Maea.), iii, 48t.
Amheralburx, iii, :<H7.

Ainbvni 1'own, li, JUti
AniHHW, i, iiS.
Aniiianife, iii, 07.
Amman, ii, 95ri.

Amour, rivfr ii, 441,
Aiiioy, II, 49.1.

Anipi'lake, ii, 188,
Annterdam, i. 5li.
Amiierdain, New, iii, SW.
Aiiupa, li. 4.15.

Anaxiniandrr, i, 39.
Ancoua, ii, :)0.

Andaluein, i, 584.
Andaman laianda. ii, 380.
Andee, iii, 178,
Andorra, i, SCO.
Anilover. i, .'i67.

Andover (Maaa.). iii, 481.
Aiidrtiwa, 8t, (Scuilaod), i,

Andrew*, St., iii, 360,
Aiidro, ii, 101.
Andujor, i, S80.
Anwada, lii, 905.
AiM^muria, ii. 900.
Aiifala, li. 83.
Angara, livcr, ii, 438,
Angi'rmaniiland, i, 401.
Anaon, i, 551.
Aiigleaey, i, 300.
Angola, lii, 40.
Angara, ii, 978.
Anguumoii, iii. 83.
Angnatura, B, ThuOM da, UI,

9ti6.

Angiiuleme, i, 549.
Angra, iii, 05.
Anfuilla, iii, 995.
Angui, i, 499.
Annall, ii, 1 17.

Animale, rengraphin diitrt*

bulionnf, i,«S4,9B},
Aiijaunn, iii, 118.

Annabiina, iii, 00.
Annah. ii, 983.
Annaniouka, iii, 104,
Annan, i. 418.

, ,

Annapulii (Maryland), ill,

516.
Annapolii (Nova Scotia), iii,

:i«l8.

Aniiecy, ii, 4X
Anne Arbour, iii, SiO.
Anta>pulii, riiina i f, ii, StB.
Anialo, ii, 300.
Aniareiie Ocean, i, 70.
Antarctic Archipelago, iiit

179.
AniHvarte, iii, 06.
Aiitequeia, i, SHU.
Aniicinii, iii, 370.
AmiguH, iii, 904.
Anlioeh, ii, 96H.
Antiiiquia, iii, 960.
Aiiliparoff. ii, 190.
Aniipiidee, i, 84.
Antieana, iii,947.

Aniillea, lii, 980.
Antonio, San, iii, 330,
Antonio, Sij iii, 06.
Antrim, i, 4.11^

Antrim town, i, 430.
Antwerii, i, SUA.
Apnilnnia, iii, 99, 45.
Aiipalachian mountaina, Ui.

!ni. :n.i. .
Appalnchienia, nver, in, 5(L
.^ppHlaehicola. iii. 544,
AppenxnII, ii, 70.
Appomattox, in, .190.

Apure, liver, iiL.930.
Apnrimae, iii, 994.
Aquila, ii, 47. ..

Arabia, botany, ii, 980.
, houndaripa, muuntaim,

deacrta. ii, 985.
. hiatuiicul gonpraphy, li,

9H0.
, political teograpby, ii,

990. , '—, mannlaelurei, aom*
DMrea, ii, 801.
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AnUi, pradueiiaiu, II, m.—, chwra, lubbmr, Ten-
Miioi, polrtiincM, II, 8US.^— , UiCHi iliviMuM, ii, tfiH.— . religiuD, litii(u»(«, U,
SUI.

Aima, i, IW.
Ara(>in, i, StJO.

AfiniiM'i. i, 578.
Ariucii, ill, 'Xn.
ArMulli ii,»lS.
Arboga, i, 467.
Arbruaih, i, 433.
ArcHdio, li, IH4.

Aiebannil, N«w, iii, 34S.
Archipelago, Eut ludiui, ii,

ArciiA (nd AolucUc OeMM,
i. IHH.

Aioit, ii, 378.
Ardebil, ii. 'Ml.
Ardiwniurehiin, i, 437.
ArdiHih, Roman cuip at, i,

408.
- -, «

Ardnli, iii, 47, 48.
ArdmMan, i, 419.
ArefMlMrii,il,IU6.
All-quip*, iii, 377.
Amio. ii, 38. _
Aritnilara, ii, 190.
Arcenlina RepuUie. 8m L>
PKln.

Artulii, ii, 183.

Ariovm, ii, 73.
ArMl« (Borflud), i, 43B.
AiHM, iii, 977.
AriMafurat, map bj, i, 33.
AiiMocracf . nature or, i, 378.
Arlianaaa.iii,577.
Arlianua, rinr, iii, SSS, S78.
Arkwlioa, ii. SO).
Arliluw. i. 433.
Arl<t«, 1, SS4.„
Armairb, i. 460.
Armnnia, ii, 381.
Armmia, IVrfian. ii, 311.
Aml«nian^ ii, 918.
Arnhrim, i.'SIS.

Arnbrini • Land, iii, 134.
Aioan, iii, IM.
Arooanxili, iii. 446,
Animaia, I, 99.
Ann, i, 438.
Arracan, ii, 397.

Arran, i, 4«.„
Anochar. i, 496.
Arwnaria, iii, 19.

Aria, ii. 919.
Arxflw, iii, 10.

Aiaph, St, i. 390.
Aalwn, iii, M.
Afeenaiiia, iii, 96.
Aiculnejp moaniain, iii, 474.
AilianfM, iii, 46.
AnhruiT, ii, 307.
Aihler rirer, iii, S33.
A4iintiula, iii,m
Ana, mooein geoiraphjr, I,

74.—, lilualinn, ntent, ebaina
of nyiunmin*, ii, 910.

. map, ii. 314. SIS.

-^. lakei, rivera; ialaoda, ii,

-^, bnlanr. ii, Sia——, innlnfr, ii, 930.—^, d|iri>iiina, ii, SD.—, hiaiiirical virw, ii, 911.-—. earlr k-anlleia in, ii,

-^-, nortben boundariea, ii,

. aorjal and polilieal
alaip, ii. 937.

, n-liainnjinduitrr, eom-
nwroi, ii, 938.—, lanfuam. ii, 938.

Aria Minnfjii, 9B7.
Aupcrn, ii, 98.
AaphalliiraJi, 9S4.
Awam. ii, :t07.

AHeorabiir, ii, 300.
Ai>Mn, i, 575.
Aiwiuan, ii. 569.
Annm Kaliwri, ii, 373.
Aooraa, i, 570.
Aitmehan, ii, 456.
Aitrunnnf , i. M.
Aatufiaa, i, 579.
Aiuncinn, iii, 919.
Atacama. iii. 907.
Alchniahira, iii, 5S0.
AlhabauPa, lakn, iii, 343
Alhon*, ii. KO.
Alh«na (Uenraia), iii, 530.
Aihluim, i. 454.
Alhr, I, 453. , .

Albuilie Ocean, i, Iffl.

Ailanlie Plain, iii, IHO.
Allanlic Hlope, iii, 37U.
Allaa. detcribed br llerodn-

lua, I :I7.

Alilcburoufh, iii, 440.
AjiuiNrtiiiere, coinpoaition of,

—'—, iia qualiliei, i, 1(8.

Alinuapheiic influaaca on va-
leiaiHin, i, 344.

Aiooi, iii, 181.
Alralo, ri'ar, iii, 850.
A(U, in, 88.
Auburn, iii, 47S.
Aiwaila, iii, US.
Aii«iibui(, ii, 110.

Aucuaiin*, Bi.(Madataaear),
iii, 96.

Aufluiine, Bl. (Florida), iii,

Aufuala (Maine), iii. 470.
, ((ieoraia), iii, 530.

Aurillae, i, 5,16.

Aurora, iii, 160.

Aun«a biirealia. i, 184.
Aurunaabad, ii. 3W.
Audralaiia, iii, 103.—, map, Iii, 104.
Auatralia. See Holland,Naw.
Auriria, riae of, ii. 83.

, empire, lalile oT ii. 85.—, goveiomeal, Bnaacea,
miiitaij, ii, 85.

, ptoiluetioaa, manurae-
luroi. ii, 96.•—, Lawer, Upper, ii, 98.

.^ulun. i, 557.
Aurergne, i. 530,
Auxene, i. 557.
Ava, ii, 3H8.
Avergnle, ii, IKW.
AYejrion, ii, 66.
AviiEniin. i. 554.
Avila, i, 578, 380.
Axin. i, Ml.
Axum, ii, 300.
Ayacuibo, iii, 978.
Ayamunio, i, 588.
Ayr. i, 4IU.
Ayrfhire, i, 410.
AmHI. iii, 17.

Aiaroure. iii. 17.

Aximuih, i. 85.
Aznt; ii, 171.

Axurc.i, iii, 94.

Anek, Bahr el, ii, 381, 391.

Baalbre, ii, 903.
Baba Uagb miiunlain. ii, 373:
Babykin, luina fiT, ii, 384.
Baenaracb, ii. 106.
Baclria, ii, 445.
Badagry, iii, 48.
Badajua, i, 577.
Baden (Au<lria), ii, 98.

, Grand Dnohy, ii, 111.—-.Inwn.ii, 113.
Bnfnn, i, 76.
Baffii, ii, 980.
Bagdad, ii, 3H3.
Bannorea, i, 553.
Bagrada, iii, 10.

Baaur, ii,:W8.
Bahama Manda, iii, 3g&
Bnhar, ii, :U8.
S8hia,iii,SIS.
abia (Texat). iii, 330.

liahiiiuda, ii, SW.
Bahireh, li, 551.
BaiB. ii, 46.
Baikal, l^k*, ii, 460.
gain. li. 384.
ajieno, iii, 88.

Bakarrakari, iii, 6B.
SakitchiKrai, ii, 171.
akicgaun, Lakr. ii, 309.

Bnlachiilith, i, 437.
Balhi, i. 7:1.

Bairrooth, ii, 307.
Bali, ii, 593.
Balixe, iii, SO.
Balixr. river, iii, 398.
Balkan, ii, liH.
Balkh. li. 44.V
llallinntlnp, i. 4S7.
Bnliaion Poa, iii, 406.
BHllyshannnn. i, 458.
Bnliic Sfii, i. 188.
Riiliimarr, iii, 510.
Bnmbnrrn, iii. Ml.
Banilwrir. ii, IIU.

Uiimbniik, iii, 49.

Rnmmakun, iii, 00.
Banca, ii, 595.
Rnnda lulandii, ii, 59.1.

Bandi Orinnlal, lii, 921.
Banli; i, 493,

Bangalore, ii, 380.
Baiigur, iii, 470.
gania*. ii, 3US.
Ilk, (3real, iii, 360, 37a
ankiik, li, 40U.

RHOiam, li, S^l.
Bill. II. 143.

Bariiba, ii, 476.

KnraiHilf. in. 34&^
rbai'iiaa, iii. 903.

garbaduri. iii, 9U4.
aibaiy, buiany, ii, 5.T7.

, exieni and aurlace, lii,

5.

, map, iii, 6.^—, grukigy, iii. 5.
. loology, iii, ..

, ancient •tale, id, 8.

^—, modem pirucien, poliU-

eaf •late, iii, 9,
, Bgrir.ullure, animato,

manuiiiGiuri-a, iii, 10.—, population, iobabilanlf,

•'". >'•
... „—^, eiimmeree,; III, II.

, reliiNin, iii, 14.—
-, learning, amiuemenu,

drraa, iii, 14.

, local diyiaiooa, lii, 16.

Barbwla, iii, 3U5.
Harea, iii, 81.
Bareeliina, i, 381.
Bareehina, New, iii, 966.
Bareaioie, ii, 375.
B»rdatown, iii, 574.
Raieilli, ii, SKI.
Baii, ii, 48.
Rarlrtta, ii, 48.

Bamauul, li, 477.
gaimky. i, 385.
arnaiaple. i, 38.

BarnaiaUe, iii. 481.
garoaeh, ii, 366.
aiiida, ii, 3)16.

Barolli, ii. 368.
garumcler. i, 169.
nrra, iii, 43.

Harraconda, iii, 4.1.

Barruw, iiver, i, 433.
,.

Bamiw, river and fall, iii, 340.

Haithokimew, St., ill, 3U1.

Bafygaxa,i.98.
Baaingiiloke, i, 307.
Baale, ii, 71.

Haah i, 78.
Haiwain. ill, 45.
B»Heierriviii,994, 300.

Bawira, ii, 985. , . „,
Balatha, iia church, I, S05.

gatavia, ii, 531.
Bth, i..394.. ... ^^—, (Maine), in, 470.

Balhoum, ii, 455.
Batburat, iii, 134.
galhurat Inland, Mi,..l7l.

atbuiat (Al'rica), >i>, M.
Baton Riiuge. iii, 55J.

Balriion, ii, 961.
Rattnii, li, 5IU.
Raudin, i, 78.
Bauizen, ii. 113.

Bavaria, ii, 88.

, hiealdeaeripiioD, ii, 108.

Baweripoor, ii. 363.
Bayaxid, ii, 383.

Rayamo. iii, 399.
Bayla, ii, 393.
Raylen. i, 589.
Bayonne, i. Sit.
Iln<mulli, ii, 110,
Baxa, i, 586., ^ „ _„
Bear, Great. Lake, iii, 343.
Beam, i. 553.
Beaucaire, i, 551.
Bnaururt (N. Carolina), iii,

Beauhirt (8. Carolina), iii,

5:tt.

Icaiilieu, i, 367.
leauvtiip, i. 549.
truver, iii. 511.
leaver, river, iii, 503.
leerhey, i, 77.
Ii'cdpr. ii, 370.
ledriirrt Spring!, iii, 510.
fevemtler. ii, 501.
teaharmi, iii, 84.
Whrini Irlnnd, iii, 345.
fehrinic'a Sirail, iii, 344.
loira, I, son.
Ii'iioul, ii, 301.
I'jn, i, m.
Ii-inpour. ii, 31^9.

MMf. ii, .ViO.

Iiilcm (llrnzil), iii, 345.
. i. 594.

Beiraul, i. 4.'M).

, (Slainp), iii, 448.
Belgium, ^ '.ji.

Belgium, map, I. 406.
. lurface, rivpia, i, 4U1

.

-^—
. gfoliif y. i. 4HP.

, Zfioliigy. i, 4118.
.-^, hialoiKal geography, i,

498.
, pnlilieal atale. i, .VM.

-^— , levcnue, army, navy,

—'—, agiicultiire, i, 303.—— , iiiBniitiiciurea, cum*
merer, i, 504.—, iniwa, canala, i, SOS.

, P4ipulaiiun, i, SOS.
—^, leligioii, k^arnmg, uni

veraiiiei, i, 307.
——.line ana, amuaaneaia,—. table of proTiocaa aad
tnwna, i, 508.

Iclgrade, ii. 913.
lellal. El, ii, .%78.

lelk-gam, ii, 387.
lellinziioPi li. 74.
lellowa- FaiU, iii. 476.
lekiochialan, ii, 381.
lehior muuniaina. ii, 43S,
tcmbeloke, iii, 96.
lenHrra, ii, 3Stl.
lenavenie, i, 579,
leocoolan, ii, SIS.
lenevenio, ii, 47.
lengal praaideney, ii, 336.
lengaxi, ill, 31.
lenguela, iii, SO.
ienin, iii, 48.
lenifouef, ii, ,130.

ienningtun, iii, 475.
leiqarmaaain, li, 384.
lerar, ii, 370.
lerher, ii, S7t*.

lerbera, lii, 73.
kirbera, iii, 13.

lerliire, iii, SOS.
icrdiHiMneoa, ii, 3191
iepJyecevr, 11^143.
iereniee, ii, 570.
lereniee, iii, SI.
ietganio, iit41.
leraon, i, 493.
iergen.«ijp;XiKim, i, S1&
iergiM, iii, 93.
Icrktbiie. i,36S,
ierlin, ii, 103.
Iprmudaa, iii, 990.
Ivrne, ii, 68.
lerri, i, SSI.
ierahee. iji, 86.
ierwkk, i, 415.
lerwiekahire. i, 41S.
leaancoo. i, SS7.
lelanimenet, iii, 96.
letblehrm (PennJ, iii, SCO.
lethicbem, ii, «i5.
lellia. ii, 989.
loeerly, iiiMeO.
lexar, iii, 330.
Ihadrinaih, ii, 384.
Ibtipal, ii, ;t68.

ihunponr, ii, 300,
lialyaliick. ii, 149
iihbiena, ii. VtS.
iiddomnh, iii, 84.
lielvOeM, li, 100.
Iikaneer, ii, 3H5.
lUbiia. i, 580.
lilmn, iu. 83.
linghamlon (New Toik)
lit, 498.

linlang, ii, S90.
liul, i, Ui, 144.
iir, li, 983.
lirlihoom, ii, 357.
Iirman empire, n. 390;
lirmin'ham, i, 381.
iiaeay. i. 580.
liaertn. iii, 30.
liraaxna, iii, 4.3.

tiackbiim, i, 387.
Hack Mill*, iii, SSX
Hack Miiunlnin, iii, 380.
Ilarientburg. iii, S18.
ilakcly. iii, S46.
ilanc, Mont, ii, S3, 6&
IhNxIa, iii, 19.

ticking, i, 4110.

Ilenheim, i, 379.
iliHimiiwiiHi, iii, 566
tloiK, i, .151.

Ilounlvillp, iii. 5*6.

lliinbura, lii, 511.
llumeiibach, einnificationot
racca by, i. 9S0.

lochart, i. 73.
lorqua, iii, H8.
kidega, iii, .346.

ioglipoor, ii, 3.18.

togoia, Santa Pa de, iii.8S8
Bobemia, ii, lUI.

•maii^mBiiiim>tmsmimmtmasii~..



Bvlilum, map, I, 498.^—
, lurhn, rivrn, i, 4111.

. (cukif y, i, lui.
, inoluff , i, 488.

-^, huluiKnl |«u|iaph|r, i,

,'pnliiieal alala, i. SW.
-^. levonue, arinr, navf,

—'—, airkulliire. i, U3.
——, iiiannlncluraa, com*
merer, i, MH.

, tnian, canala, i, JSOS.

, piipulaiiun, i, MO.
, lelmioa, leainuif, ani

Ter«iii«f, i, Sui*
-^—, fina ana, amuaaiiMBla,

, table nr provincaa aad
Inwiw, I, SOB.

Iclyrndp, ii. SIS.
Itllal, El, ii, .%;8.

Irlk'iain, ii, 3H7.
lelliniiinp, li, 74.
lellowa' Falla, iii. 470.
leluoehialan, it, 'Ml.
Muot muuniaiiia. ii, 43S.
kmbeloke, iii, W.
lenarra, it, 336.
Ictiavente, i, S79.
ienoMiian, ii, SIS.
ieneveiiio, ii. 47.
lental pcaaiifencf, ii, 386.
leniasi, iii, SI.
leniiuela, iii, SO.
ieniii, iii, 48.
leniHiurr, ii, .US.
lennioflon, iii, 47S.
leiuarmaain, li, SiM.
Inrar, ii, 370.
lerhvr, ii, S7)>.

lerbpra, iii, 73.
Ivrlien, iii, 13.

lerMea, iii, 80S.
lerdiHiMDaiia, ii, 310,
ler-ijrccew, ii, 143.
ierenice, ii, S70.
lemiice. iii, SI.
ierganio, ii,4l.
lemon, I, 403.
lerientijp-gooin, i, SIS,
Ipnmi, iii, 03.
Icrkihiie. i. :WS.
ierlin, ii, 103.
Ivrmudai. iii, S96>
li^nw, ii.ffi.

terri, i, SSI.
lenhee. iji, 811.

lerwieli, i, 4 IS.
iorwiekthire. i, 41S.
leaaneoa. i. S57.
letanimenef. iii, 08.
lethUtM-m (Petinl iii, SOB.
iiilhlcliein. li, 3SS.
leilia. ii, 983.
Ie»erlir, iii, 48a
lexer, iii, 330.
Ihadtinaih, ii, 384,
Ihnpal, ii, m.
ihurtponr, ii, 300,
lialjuiiick. ii, I4S
lihbiona, ii,m
liildiimnh, iii. 84.
tieli'ltekl, li, 100.
Iikaneer, ii. 3tiS.

lilbiia. i, SM.
lilwa, ill, 03.
linahaintoa (New Tork)
ill, 498.

Itnlanf, ii, 5W.
!i"V.i.m 144.
iir, II, S8S.
lirlilifHim. ii, 3S7.
Iitmon empire, ii, 300.
iirmiiiKham, i, 381.
iitenr. i. SBO.
liaerla, iii, SO.
linania, iti, 4.1.

Ilackbiim, I, :i87.

Hack Hilla. iii, SS3.
Hack Miiiintnin, iii, SOB.
Iladeiwburf. iii, S16.
Ilakcly, iii, MS.
llaiM, Mont, ii, S3, ML
Ihmla, iii, in.

Uekinf, i. 4110.

Ilenheim, i. 3<9.
il'HimiiMiiin, iii, SCO
ItuiK, i, .UI.
Ilounlitillp, iii. S76.
tlimhura, iii, 511.
llumenhach, clKnificationot
rncca bjr, i. S30.

niKhart, i. 'X
BorquB, iii, 88,
Bodena, iii, 340.
gniidiponr, ii, 3,18.

oaoia, Bania Fa da, iii,9SB
oBcmU, ii, lUI.

GENERAL INDEX.

Bnhoo, ill, VT.

ilnia
la Due, i, SIS.

Iiikhara. ii, 444.
lolabiiU, ill, ISO.
Iliili-htirniiii, ii, 480.
II.. Ii. Ii, 3.7.
Il..liv»r (Uliiii), iii, SSe.
Ui'livia, III, SOU.

. map. Ill, 807.
, l.iCal divitiuna, iii, 378.

Il.itfiitna, ii, :1S.

Ilollim, I, :«7.
Il.iinbiir, ii, UTS.
tl..iiiir«vill><, iii, 38i.
Iliinii. iii. III.

KitDi, ii, S-21).

Il.mn, ii, 107.

Itiiiifijr, ill, 411.

HiiKilrniim. ii, S73.
Ilitur Siilum. iii, 43.
n.iaiaii, li. 380.
Ilmitliia, ill, ;14l.

Iliirnbnra. iii, ISO.
Horda, i, 134.
Ilorrteaui, i, SSS.
n.irdontown, iii, Stl.
H.irsiKi, iii, 87.
B.'riien, li. SS3.

. aiMtlnair. ii, SOG.
Rnrnnii. iii, 8S.
H'ir.i Bud'.r, ii. SIS.
Iliiniriia, iii. 73.
Rorrnmnnn lilanda. ii, 74.
Il.irinwdala, i, nno.
Itf)«liuinn«, iit^ 88.
Itfi»jf.iim.in«, ill, 00.
DiKiia Serai, ii, 313.
Il.iinia, ii, '>ll.

Il..frii, ii, 'i38.

Iliwliin (EnalamI). i,37l.

, (MaMmchuantia), iii,478.
Ilutnn^ Bar, iii, 1^
lliitanieal fMivraphr. i, 330.
Riitnniciil reainiu, i, 330, SSI.
Ilolhwell, i, 431.
lliiiiicudiHi, iii, 311.
H'.liicn, ii 101.
Iliiiijpi^b, iii, IV.

n.iu ak. ii, .UR.
Itoul'tfne, i, 540.
Ilourltnn, Iii, 07.
Hniiraaa, ii, 4*0,
nnurim, i, SSi.
llnurl.iB, l>afcn. ii, SS3.
ll.iTtrM, ii. TS.
Ifnitwa; iti. 80.
Ilnwfliiin ('oltece. ii', 471.
n.iw l.'hmil, iii, IfiO.

Iliijrnp, rtvpf, i, 451.
Itnihiiit), Nnriii, i, 519k

. 8.Hill, i, .100.

iiniiirnrd. I, :nn.
Itrhemar, i, 433,
nraiin, i, S!I7.

llnifnnaA, i, 307,
llrnhmnpuij.rA. ii, 3^6.
llrRhmirlp, ii, 3.VI.

Ilrnmban..n. ii. .131.

Ilrnnrn, Rin, iii, 9411.

Ilr.inilenbiirf, ii, tOl.
Hrrindrtvine, iii, SOO, 510.
Dra>a Rivar and town, iii, 49,

4!».

nrniilebnrn^ iti, 470.
Itnilinnti, ii, 01*.

Itriiurialtfra, it. in7.
Ilravn, Riii, iii, 310.
UrHxil, Imundnrira, moun-

Inin^, rivpni, iii. 333.
, map, iii, 3S3.
, rpiilocy, iii. 934.
, bntanf. iii. 930;— . aoiiloif. iii, 313.
,hi«iori«»l teoirapbf,

ill, 330.
. ponitilution, icTenne,

iii, 337.
, rharacter, the Indiana,

iii, 341.—-, produetiTe indnatrir, ill,

337.
. aartriihiire, minea,

»..ld. iii. 338.
, diamnnd minea, com-

mercp. iii, 338.
. pi.pulalion, nogroea, iii,

340.
, locnl divininna, iii, 341.

Ilrnxiirin. ii). 330.
Kriiznii, iii, 3.10.

Ilrpnd-lniii, iii, t4a
Rr«nkwnii!r, i, ,'IOS.
-—. nolotviire, iii, SIS.
nrppnn. i. 300.
Ilri.da, i, 515.
Krpmi'n. ii, 1 18.
Hrp^cia, ii, 41.
Rr.<iilau, ii, 105.

Dreaaa/, i, 431.

Breai. i, S»,
Breton, Cape, :ii, 308,
Bridiirpoil, iii, 48A.
Briilfeiuwn, in, :IM.
Biiilnewaiei, i, 303.
Hiii-a, i:, IttV
Briahiiin (Eiialand), i, 3IM.

, ( MaraaehuactU),iii,4M.
Brindiii, ii, 48.
Rritbane, ri«pt, iii, 133.
Uriaiul, I, 304.

, Rhode lalanri),iii,484.
, (I'piiiujrlriinin), iii,308.

Riila.n, Uipiit, 1.313.
, »»>liigir, i, 338.
. political ceun'aphf , i,

, cnromercp, i, 355.
, liiheriati, i, 35tJ.

, tonnage, i, 3S5.
giilain. New, iii, 143.
riianr, i, 5,10.

Britifh lalamli, map, i, 313.
Ilriivn, ii. 101.
Brnd, ii. ISO.
BriMlr, ii. 140.
Brockviile, iii, 363.
Brooklfn, iii, 4U3.
Bmoko, iii, Oa
Broinberg, ii, 138.
Bioughtiin, i, 74.
Rriiwn, i, 75.
Brown iJniverailr, iii, 483.
Briiar, raHaof, i, 4SS.
Brucv. i, 75.
Briiek, ii, IflO.

Bruapa, i, 510.
Rrunn. ii, 103.
Rruna, i, 73.
Brunawick, ii, 117.

, (Maine), iii, 471.
, (Jiporgla). iii. 539l
, Aew, iii, 300.
. t"'t"n, iii, 3.13.

New (New Jeraor), iii.

.loA.

Rrotach. i, ,109.

Bi».i>i Litow, ii. 143.
Rucharent, ii, 311.
Biickinaham, i, 378,
Biida, It, 135.
Rudweia, ii, 103.
Riinnavcniura, iii, 903.
BuiMiiia A|rn», iii, 310.
RufFilo. ill, 497.
Hngiii. ii, .133.

Biilaniiu. ii, 310.
Riimm, it, 3|0.
Rundi.'lcuiid. li, 359.
Biinilpipiiiirh, ii, 3H,V
Bunker Hill. iii. 479.
Biinpo.jr, ii, 333.
Rurnra, it, 474.
Riiiclii.||, i 75
Bunlwan, ii^<57.
Riirgiw. i, 5i7.
Biiraundr, i, SIR.
Rurhaunpn.'r, ii. 360.
BuilinaninCVcrmonl),

III, 47.1.

BurliniioD (New Jeraer), iii,

Bunlpm, i, 380.
Rurlun, i, 300.
Burr, i, S»7.
Burr. Hi. Rdmnnda, i, 369.
Buihire, ii, 309.
Bute, i, 498.
Rnlli.n, i. 76.
Biixadewar. ii, 381.
Buxar. ii, n.VI.

Biixti.n. I, :tt%
Byam Mariin lalind, iii, 110.

C.

Cabenda. iii, 40,
Caliea, iii, 99;
raiiiit, diienveriea by, i, 80.
Cnbrn, iii, 80.
OnbrnI diacovera Braiil, i,09.
Cabiern, i, .180.

I?«biil, ii,m
Caphiipira, iii, 343.
Oidpr Idri.. i, 308.
Cadiz, i. 587.
Caen, i, 549.
Caermiirtlh^n. i, 399.
Cnnrniirviin (Msilp. i, 306.
l*nemnrvonfiliirp, i, 396
Caerphilly, i, 4110.

Caerwya, i, 399.
Pafarca, iiiina of, ii, 336.
Cafft, ii. 171.

CnfTrpa. iii. 118.

Cttcliari, ii, 44.
f^Hhawha, iii, ,145.

Cahiikia, iii. ,160.

Cahora, i, SS3.
Coicua, river, ii. S7S.

Cairo, Orand, U, 397.
Cnitoan, iii, SO.
Caiihn«ea, i, 498.
Culabur, iii, 49.
Calabria, li, 48.

, ita vegeialion, li, 14,

Calahorra, i, 3dO.
Cal«i», I, .14'J.

. .

, (Mainti), III, 470,

Ca la inula, li, Itili.

Ca,aiayu(l, i, SHI.
Cakulia, li,m
Caledonia, New, iii, 144,347.
Call, iii, 361.
Calieut, ii, 373.
Calilbr 'ia, iii, 331,
Calluo, iii, 377.
CbIIo, iii, SU4.
Culmar, i, 400.
Calmucke, ii, 44X
Cambiay, i, S48.
(TanibrHlge, i, 300. , . ,^

.(Maaaachuialti), 111,480.

CamDridgpehire, i, .'HiO.

Caniiipn (New Suulb Waica)
iii, 131.

, iNrw Jerapy), iii, 301.
. (8. CuriiiinaJ, iii, 333.

Campar, ii, 510.
Cnmppuchy, iti, 338.
Canippo, i, SIS.
Canadii, iii, 363.

, Upper, iii, 36«.
-— , leulofy. (li, Ul.
Cananoro, ii. 3i,*.

Canaia, ii, |t7.1.

Canuriiif, iii, 05.
. boiiiny, iii, 35.

Canary, Urniid, iii, OS.
Candabar, ii, 330.
Ciiiidaiah, ii. :I68.

«;aiidia. it, 189.
Cnndy, ii, 388.
Conea. ii. 189.
Canandaiiua, iii, 407.
Caniena. ii. 185.

Canicibury, i, 304.
Canton, it, 433.
Canulcnouc, iii. 314.
Capo Ann, iii, 480.

Cape Cud, iii. 481.
Cape Coaai Caalle, iii, 48.
Calm Colony, iii, OS.
Cape Fpar Kivcr,, iii, 539.
Cape Friincai^, iii, :IOJ.

Cape H.iyti('n. iii. 3U3.
4;hph Ni.rih, i, 4U5.
Cupu riilmui*, 111,45.

Cttp.* Town, iii, 67.
Capua, ii, 4i.
Caraccas, iii, 365.
Caiuman, ii, iiV.
• Caravan trade, early, i, 10.
Carcaaaonnp. i, 333.
CardiH. i, 400.
Cardtaan, i. 300.
Cardinnl piiinta. i, 8S.
Caienagu, iii, 3113.

Caribbee lilanria. iii, 380.
Caribbeva, iii. 357.
Cariabnink Caailr, i, 3S7.
CarIi, ii, 373.
Cailialc, i, 380.-— , (PrnnwlTania), iii, 300.

Carifburg, ii, 138.
Catlacrona, i, 490.
Carbbamm, i. 4110.

Carlsnibp, ii, I IS.

CarlaladI, i, 487, ii, 138.
Carmel. Mount, ii, 336.
Carmona. i, 388.
Camalic, ii. 376.
Cariiicabar, ii, 530.
Carolina, lu, i, 5H0.

, Noilh. ill, 539.
, Souih, ill, .133.

(Caroline*, iii, 165.

Camndplet, iii, 381.
Carprntrai. i, 554.
Carrick-a-Rede, i, 430.
Carrickfcrgu*, i, 450.
Carriek-on-Shannon, i, 457.
Carrun, i, 418,
(Canaan, iii. 361.

. (Central America), iii,

307.
Carlhage, remaina of iii, 30.
Carihaacna (Spain), i, £84.

, New Grenada), Iii, 9S3.
Cnrwar, ii, 375.
Cnaannre, iii, 381.
Cimbetn. ii. 309.
Caipadea. i. 306
Caeliar. ii. 397.
Canhel, i, 454.
<:aahgar, ii, 443.
Cnihmarp, ii, 387.
Cupian Baa it, 448.

•n
CMatjr, U. 3BT.
Caaael, ii. IIS. • '

Caaaini, i, 138. _
, hia tiblea. i. 71.

Caaaiquiaro, n*w, iii, SM
Caaicl Ubaldo, ii, 9K.
Caalello Biaaca.i.JMb
Caalile, New. L 373.

. OM, i. 377.
Caatine, iii, 470.
Catawba River, iii, SK.
Caatletuwn, i. 4IIU.
Caalioa, I, 333.
Catarac, iii, 3sl0.

Catalonia, i, 381.
Catania, li, 30.
Catanxaro, ii, 49.
Catharine, 8i., iii, 943.
CaUuil, i, 40iL
•..'atlarii, li, 130.
CaUkilMii. 49S.
<.'aifkill Mountain!, iii, 4n
Caueu. tivrr, iii, 390;
Caucaaian race, i, SS8L
Caueaaua, ii,449, Siil,
Caukvn, ii, 331.
Cavan. i, ,'100.

Cavi«. i, SOO.
Cawnpurp, ii, 339.
Caxainarca, ill, 978.
Caxatambo, iii, 378.
Cayenne, iii, 300.
Caytler, river, ii, 973.
Cayug^, lake, iii, 48B,
Catar, Gl, ii, 371.
Cairmbea, in, 73.
Celebea. ii, 3S3.
Central America, iii, 301
I'pphalonia. ii, 191.
Ceram. ii, SKI, 383.
Cerigo, li, 191.
Ccrino, ii, 980.
Cervera, i, 383.
Cevennea. the, i, 990.
Ceylon, ii, 386.

Cham Inland, iii, 130.
Chalco. lake, iii, 334.
Cbahina, i. .U7.
I'hamlierrv, ii, 43.
CliambcraiMirii, iii, .109.

Chamouni, ii, S2, 00.
l/hampagne. i, ,VW.
Champlaio, Luke, iii, 474.
Chuneheou-roo, ii, 433,
Chamlemagnro. ii. 357.
Chnndiere, river and fill, iii

Chanlibond, ii, 400.
Chapali, Lakp,1ii, 310,
t'haieaf, iii, 379.
(,'hiirciiir, it, no.
Cbnriinie. the. i. S53.
Cbaikieb, ii, 337.
Chark-niagne, i. IM. 331.
Chaik^niooi, i. 311.
Charleroi, i, 511.
Charlea, Si. iii, 383.
Charleaton (Virainiii), 111,338,
-—> (South Carolina), iii,

Charleatown (MiaauboaMla)
„ HI. 4(0.
CharlollP, iii. 531.
Charloltelown, ill, 370.
Charkilleaville. iii, ,136.

Chartrruae, Grande, i, 995.
Challabuochae. iii, 936.
Chaleauroux. i. 553.
Chatham, i, 363.
Chalawnilh, i, ;I83.
Chaubiai, ii. 383.
I'haveii, I, 507.
Chaiallea* miaaioo toLmal«

1,73.
Cheduba, ii, 307.
Chelicul, ii. SIIO.

Cbelmarord. i, 368.
Chellenhan;. S, 303.
Chemniiz, ii, 11.1.

Chcpewyan Fnrt, iii, 343,
Chppatow, i, 303.
Cheraw, iii. XO.
Chetlmurg. i, SM.
Cherokoea, iii, 440, 930.
Clieronva, ii, 187.
Cheraon, ii, 170.
Cheaapeake Bay, iii, 913,
Cheahire, i, ;I9I.

<;he8ler, i. :)9t.

Cheaiertown, iii, SIS,
ChPiuneook l,ako, iii, 40B
Chiapa, iii, 398.
I^hicagn, iii, 306.
Chieheater, i, 369.
Chieli, ii, 47,
ChibuahUB,m, 330.
Chilca,Ui,m
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ChiU. boaii<liiiM,Mtlhca, W,

—— , IMP, U). Wi-.^
—^, (ivkifr. Ml- Iu7.

. iH^.nr, Ml, aw.—, (.iiiiiMi, III, lan,— . iiiMiinvdl inufrnpny,
111, W. „„

, M<iiiiic«l t)9Ui, iii, Wn.

tii, *c— , ii«rieonura^^ minint,
Gumimm, iii, wO.

1 nlinHM, kavwMc*, iii,

,'loeiil dJTitioiw. iii, MS.
Cliilliib l*k», ii, W.
ChilliouUw, ill, SO.
Chil<>«, III, m.
Uiimlioni'i, Iii, 317.
CkiM, ii. 401.—, n»«-r, ii, 40S.—, (•ukigr, ii, 4091

, biliioir, ii. Ml,
, woakitt, ii, 1M.—, u«ioai. nMMiubiiiH, ri-

««•, iii 401.— , mliiiiun, iMrnisf, Iro-
gunt-, li, 418.—, liiaratuia. iiti, iitihi-

tcciun, li, 410.— , looul di«i>i<im, ii, 49B.—-^ idiiiif, ittm, ruud. ii,

ChinlllrlMII. ii, 3T7.
Oniiimw^, Iii, MS <.

Chipp«witi>, iii.4d8.
C'lmiiwwiriin Muuitelii, Ui,

Chirwicli, i, no,
L'liiilim, I, 16.

t'lHioi, III. 9SI.
CluieiiiWk iii, 40Z, 367.
Chtiluii, ill, :w.
C'litipiHiili, iii. Ai3
Cliiirrers, iii,9lt.l_

ChriMcliurali, i, W.
Chriaiiiiaia, i. 491.
i;iiii«imntiiHli, I, 4001
ghrMiinnwiid, i, 4M.

lirMliiplwr't, fli.iiii, 3M.
Uhununihur, li, UB.
C'liu<|UiMe«, iii, SiO.
Churehiil. run, iii, 33R
L'lllr, ii, 100.
Uiiieiaiwli, iii, SJB.
Ciniru, i, 994.
Cirear*, ii, 371.
Oircawmna. ii, 433.
Cirelrvill«, Iii, SSa
Cin MiiMi'r, i, dKL
l^imM cluU'l, i, 178.
Cirm. iii. 10.

Ciudail Riidriio. I, Sfk
CiTidiKlrlla, i, 389.
Cladiniiiiuiiin, i. 4S>.
ClMenl'urt, H, tOI.
Clailiuriie, iii. 540.
Cl»lr, A,, livti ud Um, iii,

3S0.
Clmii, i, 43S.
Cluilii) lint Lowia, diaamv-

ri«t, iii, 4M.
CInrlui'a HWer, iii, 348.
Cliiiwiw,iiilN)ua iIm Uulam-

lii*, iii. 347.
Cluuwnbiini, ii. W.
i.'iwwiiiMi, ii, irs.
rimnuNil, i.-IML
CU'Viv, ii, 107.
Ctewlanil, ill. S9B.
L'linon, i. 304.
Clinmlrt, i. OS.
C>iniiin, iii, 310,
Clyda, liTW, i, 401,

. fiilb jf. 4«l.
JIannM'l, i, 4S4.
Cliiud*. I. I7R, 180.
Cnuliw. ii,OTi.
CniiMHm, li, 180.
C<Ml>uiln. iii,3».
Ciilibe, iii.«l.
Cubhrnn Hall i, 3C3,
U>il<U«, iii, >19.
Cohi. dcMft, ii. 4ti,
CnhUnii, ii. lUR.
0<ilHira-anUia, SiiKR, ii, 117.
Cuchnbnmlin, Iii. 3>«,
('iichia, ii, !i7,'S.

r.icliin'rhinii, ii, 101.
<'i>r.>n-llul. iii. 148.
r. fTw, ii, ft«7.

VttBnnr, I. .W.
> ('(iliiilirii. I, 300.

CniiH, ii, 7:1.

C\ili'lHt«i«i, i, 3W.
C'uMinc, i, 474.
Cuidtiman, i, 410,

la,

CnlloM. iU, 147,
Cilnxr, i, 3il&
Uuluni*, li, IV7.
L'iiIihiiIn*. bonadirlef,
S4H.

, iniip. iii. tW.
, iiMiunitiiM, iii. JI7.—, (ulciiiKm, iii, 947.—, rivwi, ill, 99u.——, buimir, ill. tSt.
, (iHtlMKf, iii, It.t3.—— , 'jMlu'Wul (nocriplir,

, nchiwii im» ikrtc •tilci,
lii. 334.

, ciiiwiiiuiiiin. iii, 331,—^, Mriciihurr, inliMi,ee
iwiev, ill. 234.

. riiada, bndfn, iii, 396.
. pu(iuliiii<wi, nlifioa.

neca, iii, <37.—, l-ical divitioM, iii, 330.
Coluifibii, ii, aw.
Cutumnj, i 438.
OiNirNdo, Uin, iii, 310.
OiikiMB, ii, 373.
Colwmbw, iii, :i46.

Ciluuibin. Dalricl of, Iii, 463.
. (Twiimnn ), ill, 5(6.——, (H. Cumlinai, iii. 3JS.

(teluirbiii Bi««r, ill, 346.
CiiliiniuiM ilMcumi Aiiicri-
c*, i, 60.

ColuiiihiM (OtMiqtiii), III, 339.
, (Mi.t.), iii, .'MO.
. (Ohio), iii, 330.

CumiiirHiiuii, iii, 307.
Ciimcit, 1,80, 114. 116.
CiinimMCi-, thiueli of in-
„du»irr, i, 981.
CiimiiiQ, ii, 137.
I'limorn IdaiNl*, iii, 07.
CiHwiin, ii, 3X1,
Cmicrpelun. iii, 807.
C'oiiehiKiw, ill, 377,
LVnaiid (Naw Hwnpahira),

ill, 473.-—, (MMHchonns) .111.480.
CiindsiaiM, u|!cdilioa br. 1,

73.
Ci.nnrra, HI, 339.
Cuafii Hinr, iii, 93.

eounuy, lii, 40.
(^iMiMHi. ii, 310.
C'lHii, li, 43.
t'linoaufhl, i, 437.
CiHiniiciieqt, ill, 484.

River, lii, 407.
CuiMiiiicii, 11, 71, 118,
CumtMilia, iii, 67.
t.'iMialimim, iii, 19.
Couiuiinuplo, li, 908.
CiMwiellaiiiHvi, 81.
Oiiiiway, i, 308.
Ciipk, AuMikliuan diMova-

ric«, i, 7&——, DMllwni diKOTariw, i,

77.——
•, mnrna, i, 73. 74.

V<Nik'tliilaiKb,iii, 161,
OwMit*, iii, 83.
CiKiM, iii, 313.
CiipaolMCan, 1, 473.
Coparniean trvtm, i, 118.
Cupiapii, Hi, 303,
Ciippriminr Rivar. iii, 341.
Ciipit, 11. 390.
Ciiquimbn lii, 906,
Cirt|ull». iii. 378.
Cordova (Bpaia), i, 388.
gurdovaJLiiPlaiaS. iii, 810,
uma, II, 48:>.

Corfu, ii, 101.
Coria, I, 3*7.
t^irinib, ii. 183.
Cork, I, 433.
Cornwall, i.3D&
Cornwallia Uland, iii, 171.
('oron, ii, 183.
Corona, i, 183.
CorriralM, iii. 319.
Coiaica, Ha acalocr. ii. 18:
Cornier, i. 474
C««ar«Hla, diaeovariaa br. i.

60.
Oirlri. i, 60.
Corlona. ii, 381
Cnrvo, iii, M.
Ci>ro(or>!|r. i>i. 9)0.
Corunna. '.,y!9.

CoMarka. Uon, eoonlif of,

ii, 171.
Cojta Kica. iii. 307.
Coaaxir, ii. ItTO.

ColnaiHlca Prniriea, iii, iS3,
rotnpaii, iii, 347,
Coupnnf, ii, 999L

Cayrtiai, i, AiL

Covanlry, i, 379.
CoviinuMi, ill, 97S,
VMmrt, I, 3B7.
CowpriM, ill, 939.
<.'raciiw, li. 141.
CradiHi, l,akn, iii, 48.
CiaiwaiiKrr. ii, :n.^.

Crau Iniliaaa, iii, 343.
«;i«ik liKliaiia, ill, 469, 387.
Crnnona, li, 41.
Criafl-. i, 43.V
CriinM, ii, 171,
Cninlin, ii. 198.
Croia, Hi., iii, 301,
Cromarif, i, 437.
(Troiibora, i, 47:L
Croaalairi, ii, 198. 106.
Crown Point, iii, 490.
Cihalrvaa. ii, :I33.

Cmiphiin, ii. 983.
Cuania, ill, 70.
Cuba, map and daaenptioa,

iii.m
Cubarua liln, iii, 966.
l'uiii>ia ilivar, iii, 70,
Ciieuta, ill, 961.
Cudilaloir, ii, 377.
CurnKa (Spain), i, 376.
Cumiea ( KqualoO. iii, 904.
(.'ucioavacn, iii. 3(94.

Cuiiiv, il,4)i.

('iimaiia, iii, 366.
CunilMuland, iii. 317.
Cumbarlard. eimnijr. I. 389.-—, mouniainii, ill, 374.
-^, river, ill. S71.
('iiiiibrara. I, 498.
Cunriinainarea, lii, 333.
Cupar, Fitf,. 1^31.
Curacon. iii, 30U.
<?urri<urk fltHiiid. iii, iBO.
t'uriamarla, ii. 996.
CuriMha Hafl'. li, 136.
Cuiranla. i, IliS,

Ciiacotim, lii, 13.
Cuich, ii, 363.
CuliHCk, li, 371.
Cuilunicuiaffn, iii, 88L
Cuiiup. iii, M.
Cuvii'r, elaaaifiealioa of
ram, i, 9S6.

Cujrahoaa, iii, .333.

Cuyaba, ill, 343,
('u(Co, ill, 378.
CjrelailM, ii, 190.
Cydoflia, ii, 373.
Cfprua, ii. 979.
Cimtnaica, iii, 31.
Crrane, iii, 93.

D.

Daba, ii. 433.
Dacca, ii, ^17.
Pahcolalia, iii, 461.
Uahlac,li.Se».
Dahlonrfa, iii, 330.
Dabuowf , iii, 47.
Ilal«cariia, 1,486.488.
Dalmalia. ii, 199.
Uamanbour, ii, ,133.

Emawua, ii, 9H3,
miallH, iij^SW,
mill, ii, 90S.

HamuHoo, iii, 88.
iMneniuni, I, 480.
Dannie, if, 137,

Knubc, ii, 73.
nvi'ii. ill, 4M)

D*Anville, i, 73.

ianvilk).
Ill, 396

ara, ii, 98:1.

arah, lii, 99.
ardanellea, H, 376.
acl'ur, lii. 03.
arirn, iii, 5J9. „

Ddilinc, liver, iii. 190
ilarmalHill, ii, 116.
Dnroen, I, 381.

tliirtmimr Forrat. i, 303.
larlmouih Coll«««, iii, 473,
laBhaahahr, :i. 97a
>auphlii)r, I, .US,
)aT«>nlrr, i, 378L
David'a. m., 1, 396.

tlavia, i, 76.
lay, aatronnmiciil, i, 01.

. nitWraal. i. 04.
)ayi«n, iii. 3aO.
)euil 8rn, ii,S34.
(ttai. i, 364.
><!lMnl, ii. STH.
hlm'tin, ii. 137.
WcHn, ii. ^Ili6.

)oclin.ilion. i, 86.
Ivdan, i, 16.

tut, river, i, 493.
)«(ni«lai, ii, 973.
>raree, maaiiinwiaot of, 1,

Penflrld, iii, <:
Itohr. ii, 376.
Da la Hiia, obaaivalioa b*.

i, <l.

Dilanibia. I, 138.
Ilnlawart'a, hi. .Vi8.

Drlawair, iii, 311.

n;:iTf,r5'4'.""'"'''
"'•*"•

Idhi, 11, 361.
l.-likia>li, II, 370,
MoK. li, IVU.
lolplii. ii, 187.
Mia, 1,311.
Ii'inavend, ii, 301,
Ji'mbra, pruviuea and lakaL
ii. 301.
Imwrara, iii, 903.
Inninrracy, nalute of, i, 318
)rfibif h, i. .W.
Viidarnionda, i, 310.
ttinia, i, 383.
J«flmara,i-aienl and bonnda-
riif, i, mi,

, mull, i, 461.
. auiiacv, wuifa, I. 401
, amiloffy, i, 463.
, botany, i, 460.
, looliiay, I. 47a—;;, popuwiiun, nliilon, i,—, aaricuUuro, nMnnfae-

till**)!, Gommarca, i, 471.
, locul divi iuaa, i, 473.

)i'l>il'uril. i, :<63.

leraio, ii, W7.
>uitiy, i, .It*.

laibyihirr, i. 381.
Jrrnp, ill, tM.
)arwHua, ii, 447.
loiwant, river, iii, 137,
ludailn, in, '.w,
>aaolnliiin lalniid. iii, 173,
tairuil, iii, 3110.

Ivvalopnnaal, coaieal, i,UO
, Di>Liala<a.i. 16U,
, Kulvr'a. i, IflO.

, IHurriuch'a, i, 160.
, FlamalemTa, i. 161.— of cylinder, i, Iti.

Davieoltab. li, 378.
Oeviira, i, ;I68.

Davonpori, i, 306.
Kvonahiri-, t, 3US.

w, i, nil.

Da VViti'a Uni. IU, 13S.
Deiiina, li, 403,
IHiar, ii, 368.
Di.irbvkir, li, 989,

BIbbta. Liiika, id, 10,
lean Garcia, lit, 07.

Dwppe, i. 550.
Difiw, I, VM.
Diji'n, i, 337.
Diiniiatica, ii, IBS.

tlinani, 1,311.
limliaul, ii, 378,
tiiHiikoo, ill. oa

Birkullak, iii,H4.

ifaantia, ii, 73.
Diamal Swamp, iii, SBl
Dix Cova, iii. 46,
biian, ii, 300.

Dlsniuyda, i, 511,
DiaaaiUi.961.
Dimah, 11, 338.
Djiuocana. ii, 531.
|SHiMi.36a
Dubarwa, ii, 30a
bok>, i, 387. „
KdacUy. i. 308.

. ^.
pomioiio, St., Ill, 301.
Doniinio, 8( (town;, iii,3nL
Ihimiiiica, ill, 995,
Dominical laiiar, i, V7,
Dun, rivar.i,433L
Dannahadaa, i, 46a
Donaldaoorillii, iii, 333.
Doncaaiar, i. 381.
Dnnaial, i, 438.
Dooiii, ill, 01.

Rinnai, river, li. 380.
Miraunei'fi, li, 310, 39a

Dorak, ii. 311.
Dmeheairr. i, 367.
Dnmadilla, Duo, i, 437.
nurpNi, ii, 16a
Duraaitliire. i, 367.
Don, I, 314.
Diiuay. i, JMR.
Douifaa, i, 4<n.
Dovedale, i. i^.
Dover (Rnaland), i, 364,

. (New Mampahira). iH
473.

, (Delaware), iii, S18.
Dowlalabad, ii,3i0.
Down, i, 430,
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Ddmlibro, i, I3P.
ItnlaMrnri'i, in. .VW,
Urlawiin-, lii, 311.—-, rivjr «nd b«y. ill, 511
VHi, I, 314.
Mhi, il, Ml.
Irliktaah, ii, KO.
MiM. ii, lUV
lolphi, ii, IH7.
Mia, i, ill.
KuiuvcihI, ii, Ml.
>'inbri<, pruviuea ind |ik&
ii. S9I.

^
Imneiira, iii, SnS.
•itninrracy, naiuta of, 1, 97B
)Ribi(h, i, ,1U8.

)rad«rnii>nd«, i, 310.
Vinia, i, 381.
)«nniarii,i-(tenl tiid boanda-
rit-a, i. Ma.

. niiiu, i, 4S4.
, •uiiani, wui<>ra, I, Ml
, )milu()p, i, 4<U.
, bolany, i, 460.
, loolixr. I. 47a——1 puputaiKin, luliiiun, I,

> uiicultura, mannrM-
tuifii, ci»mmerc«, i. 471.

, l<«:ul di«> iuM, i, 473.
^'(•I'aril. i. :<Ali.

>erKi«, ii, JV7.
)uihy, i, .m.
ttnbyihlrc, i, 381,
)i'tnH, ill, a,
tarwaua, ii, 447.
)<ww«nt, liver, iii, 137.
>i>mw1k, ill, .'iOO.

Inolaliun Ifkiiil, iii, 173.
teiruil, iii, 3dO.

Daveli^pffnaiit, eoaleal, i,in
Ma'a, i. MU.
r'a. i, 180.
Jucb-a,), 100.
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Ki.x. 1,70,
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Praiburf, ii, 119.
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Gijyaara, 1, 4(4.
Ghahil kii, li. as,
Ohaaaa, ii, liUI.
Ghauia, ii,3^
Ghahul II 441.
GiMiil, I, SIO.
Ghilan, ii, 3Ue.
Ghiljwa, li, 319.
Ghiaiii, ii, JSSU.
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Gigantk, ii, 47S.
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Girm-iiii, II, SO.
Giriievii li, '.(lO,

Giikwa, iii.Mt.
Gliidcra, i, IM.
(•laniinM, i. 4£2.
Glainiiryaii, i, 4Xi
Ulurua. ii, 70.
Ulnaiuw, i. 419.
Glaaiunbury. i, 385.
GUii, ii, IO.V
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CtiiiHlaluuah, i, 431.
Glogau, Gruaa, ii, lOS.
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CiiMna, ii, ia«.
Goa, ii. 373.
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Goax, iii, :«!,
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Gudnrieli, iii, 367.
Gua, i, 514.
Goa. i, 17.
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(•uhiid, ii, 361.
Gijnin, ii, SOI.
Gnlcnnila, II, 370.
GiildCmamr Africa, iii. 46.
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Giiok), I, 384.
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Gurw, lii, 4-i.

(^jrklia, li, 384.
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Gntrelin, i, 73.
(iiiihlniiii, i. 489.
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GoHcnburg. i, 400.
liodiniicn, ii, US.
Giiudu. i. 514.
Gnyat, iii, 34.1.

Graaf Seynel, iii, C7.

Orariiiaa, iii, 94.
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GiHtiiiin** 'I'ltwii, III, 07.
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Graviiniiuii, lawa nl, i, 1 17.

Graai riilla(N«w llampabiia)
III, 473.

Gnayn'i miiaioa to LavanI,
1, 71.

Graccr, ii, 173.
, map, li, 173.
. a>p«ct, mounlaina, ri-

Vfrt, II, 174.
•^—, aiMiluiy, ii, 175.-—,Jn.torieal goufraphy,

—-, pnlilical alate and difi-
kKiiia, ii, I7fl.—, I'apnani, military, na-
vy, II. 177.

. aaiicullum, manunie-
tuna, II, 178.

;,
p<ipu|uii»n, ch'-raelar,

mligiun, li, I78l——.laarnjog, amuacmenla,
4tc., li, ITlT—— , Mlanda, ii, 189.

OrMin Bay, iii, 384.
GramiAulJ. iii, 48<.
Gmmiland, Eaii, iii. 171—— , Wnu. Hi, 171.
Orcaalaw, i, 415
OrHW Mouniaiiia. iii, 471
Gincnofk, 1, 4311.

Oraaiiwioli, i,3U,
Orraada, iii, SUS.
Ormads, Naw, iii, 346, UO.-—, miip, lit, 348.
Grmndinea, iii. SUS.
Gmoiible, i, '135.

Gnwn River, iii, 57|.
Qrijalta. 1, 60.
Oiniiael, ii. 67.
Giiiidvlwabl. ii, 68.
Gruona, 11, 73.
(iriwhm). Hi 48.
Uimlnn, ii, 143.
Griinlngeii, i, 51.1.

Grwa.varndin, ii, 197.
Guadalaaara (Spcin), i, 376.
""Jda'aaara (Mwieo), iii,

Cuadal. upfl, iii, 300.
Guadalqui«ir, imr. i, SSO.
Guailiana, ii««r, i. 550.
Ouadix, i. 586. '

Gualgayie, miwia, Hi, 309.
Guam, III, 166.
Guamanga, iii. 978.
uuannxiialo, iii, 337.
uuancMvrliea, iii, 970,
Guunrhea. iii, US.
Guanuci), iii, 378.
GuatialiH, ii, :i8.

Guatemala, iii, 304.

—J liiaiwical geugr8pby,iii,

, map, iii, 308.— , diviaiom. iii, 305.

"iiT'dSJ""'*''""'
'='"'«'•'•

—r-tjjJjHluM, roinaa, eanala,

-Vsiaie, iii, 306.—-. Cily. iii, 30H.
Guayaquil, in, 3N.
Guaycurua, iii, 34.1.
Guaymaa, iii, 331.
Guayra, la, iii,9H6.
Gucklirlaiid, i, 515.
OuernMy. i, 400.
Guiana. Pmiuaucte, ill, 946.
Guiiina, t^iglith, iii, 815.

, Fiencli, ill, :iOO.
. Duicli, iii, 301.

Guiiiiine. i. 3.13.

G'linfta, Ktiw, iii, 149.——, iiM.lngy iif, ii, SOB.
Guipurcnii, I, 308.
Gum Sropga). iii. 41
Gumliinnun, ii, 137.
GiiiHJwnnH, ii, 37l.
Gurii-I. ii, 451.
Giiaiavia, lii, :I01.

Guihriv, i, 73.
GuyaiidiillK, iii, 538.
GiixelliiaaRr, ii, 373.
Gnu'rni,ii,365.
Cwalior, ii, 361.

Ownitler, ii, Itl,
I, 37?r

II.

Gydrua, 11,

laarkm, i, 513.
larha, Ki.i, ni, 969,
lackciiauck, in, 308.
laiidinainn, 1, 416^
lailraniaui, ii, 3Ui.
Ivniua, ii, |u4.
lui ili-Hi-iit,.«r, i, 4fii.
liliKl, I. 31.U.

laganluwii, iii, 517,
aglry, i, :i&J.^
laguii, I, M •

jaguuiiuu, i, &.'6L
laik, ill, 15.
jninan, li, 435.
iuinauli, I, 511.
laiU-iiiiidi. li, lOg,
lalluiii, II, 57U.
lalicariiuuur, ii, 979,
alir«, ii, IW*.
lalilan (bnglaiid),

(, 3Bi.
-jj^j^dliiitth Auiaiica). iii.

— —j (Norlb Carolina), iii,

llnlKii, 101.
Ijailr, 11, 106, 111.
ilalluwi'll. III, 470.
Ilalnialiidi, 1, 4'JU.

Halo. I, 183.

illam. dueiimlanta of. i. 984.
laiiiadn 3liu. ' *

"*
jainhurg, n, 118.
•'•mhurg (Suuili Taioliaa),

ill, 5jo.
janii, )i. 444.
lamilloii, 1. 431.
laninnir, i, 4U3.
lamnwifliai, i^OS.
lanipaliiie, i.SW.
lampahifr. Saw, iii, 471.
^ampiiin, iii, S3S.
Jampluu Uuuri, i, 378.
lampton Kuiida, iii, 394.
lanau, li, IIS.
langchnufoo, ii, 433,
lung-yang, ii, 494.
iiiniio, vuyata 01, i, 19.
laniivar, li, 89, 1 14,
Ijinuver (New Hampahira),
III, llA
ianiivcr lalnnd, iii, 991.
laibuur Uracu, iii, 370,
arlecb. i, :IU8.

lariinntn, i, SIS,
arniailan, i, 186.
larmony.Naw, lii 903.
larpiii'a Ferry, lii, 5|0 Sg7,
ariK, I, 4:.0.

larriaburg, iii, SOO.
lurrudabuig. in, 574.
iarruwiie, li, :m.
Jartliinl, ni. 480.
iaria muuntaio, ii, 114.

MiiruialL filw;k and Wbita,
..111. W.
Harvard colleae, |ii, 478,
Harwiek, i, 308.
Hurnn Kiilna, ii. 989.
Haaafl, 1, n.
{Haalinga, i. 365.
|a.li.i»a River, iii, 119, 133.
jaiieraa, CiiPf. iii, 5^9.

ilauiaii, ii, !UB.
Ila«annab, hi, 308.
Hiivcrhill (New Hampabira).
..1". 473.
{anrliili{Maaa.), iii, 481.
'lavre. 1, 55U.
Hawuii, iii, 161.
Ilayli, iii, 3UI.——

, map iif, iii. 309.
Hatnrarp, ii, 140.
Hcarnf. 1, 77.-—, diaciiveiirAy. fii, 341.

——, radiaiionof, i, 177.
Hftavtnly bodiaa, ruiation, i,

CD.
, diatancra, i. 87.

;;—, magniiudi'a. i. 87.
Hravrn*, ph<'iHiii~na of, iJBO
Hebialn, 1. 498.
Hi-bridea, New. iii, 143.
Ilrbron, 11, 354.
Hechiogon, ii, 117.
IJi'darT. 1^4.
Ili'rijaa. ii, 304.
HeiJellieig, li, 119.
Meilbionij, ii 110.
Heliler. i. 514.
Helenu, 81.. iii, 96.
Helicon, ii, 187.

Uabiacfun, ii, 1S7.

-
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3.

7.

ill, 43.

i, )l«.
117.

Mhii*)

avini,

M. li-

rtphr,

Idifi-

', ni-

nurie-

ricl«r,

mnU,

I

73.

Qirutlcr, il, JfL
11. WT

II.

Urdiut, I

330.

i. S7&
). iii,

U».

».

r.iii.

S46.

!»«rlrm. I, SIS.
Inrh.. Ri„, „i, go},
larki'iMuck, m, ^,
niiiliiiiiion, I, 4iaf
Kilrmiiaui, ii, tBM,

Iriiiuf, ii, IU4.
ui ik'iii-iiicar i, 4gg,
.lu«l, I. M.U.
iriiriiluwi!, hi, JJ7.
•(•••y. i,m
»«Uli, I, ^1 f

KUttiiuu, i, &.&
ik. ill. IS.

(linHn, li, 4^
luinaufi, I. All,
mlH-iiiiidi. li, lot,
• iliiiii, II, STu.
5licariiiiaaui>, li, 979,
• hr/, II, iw.

IkIiI.x (fc„,i,nd). i 3B4.
-jj^dliiiuli Au,eiie«;. Hi,

- —
1 (North CaroiUii), Ui,

ll:>ll,'ii, 101.
Hiiilr. II, lUO, III,
llalluwi'll. III, 4:u,
lUliiiUiidi, I, i'M.
!<Mll>. I i»4
lluni, licacKiklania of. I. 184.
jlHiiiiidoi »iu, '

'• "^
lUinhurt, 11, lis.

rii"sS!!lf
CuoliM),

ilanii, -i, 444,
Ijmiiilioii, I, 4tfl,

luninicr, i, iui.
lamnwifSfti, i. 40S,
{iiipaliiie, i.aria.
laniiMhiir, A'vw, ij), 471
jampuin. iii, WJ. ' ""
lanipluu IJuuri, i, JTR
laiuploo Bouda, iii, JM.
janau, li. lis. "^
lan(ehnur»u, ii, 491
jaiiK-iraRIt, ii, 434.
iiiniiii, vuran 01, 1, 19.
Iiiniiver, 11, tw, 1 14,

i"i",'4'i
"•"PtWr.),

Ilaniiifer lalnnd, iii, Bl.
Ilailniur tirnru, 111. •KO,
llHrleih, I, :tUM.

{Hnrlinnin, i, 415.
loriiiallan, i, IbO.
larmonr New, lil, MS.

fljartw,
I, 41,0.

larritburf, iii, SOO.
iurrudabuif, 111. 574.

BHariliinl, I'li. 4t<U.

ails rouiiniain, ii, ||4.

'!u"vt "^ ^''''*'

S
Harvard eollrn, Iii, 478.
arwick i 38H.

, aaafl, 1, n.
Haalinfa, i. .HIS.

H«»li.i»B Hiver, iii, 119, 133.
I'aiieiaa, Vitpt, iii, s£.
"•uiaii, ii, aSa '

Ijavannah, iii, WR.
Hiivcrhiil (New HamiMliira),
„iii, 473.

"^
Ilati (hill (Maaa.), Iii, 481.
[ nvrr. 1, 330,
llawnii, iii, 161.
iiu)ii, iii, :m.——, limp nf, iii. 308.
I!i<inrai>p, ii, 14A.
Ik'arnr, 1, 77.-—

, diaciiveriitAjr, iii, 341.

i
^" "'""*'"* "" Phota,

~—, railialionnr, i, 177.
H™»inly bodiaa, miaiioB, i.
CO.

, diatancHi, i. 87.

;;—, nMiniiudca. i. 87.
Hrairena, ph, miir^ni of, i,a>
Hebraln, 1. 438.
Hvbiidn, New, iii, 143,
llfbron, li, 254.
Hwhinfon, il, 117.
Ilfcia, I. 1^4.'
Hi riiaa, ii, aM.
HfldrllM-rii, li, IIS.
licilhionii. ii IIU.
Hslilcr. i, 514.
Hrlena, St.. iii, 96.
Hi-lican, ii, 187.
Halfiocfora, ii, 1S7.

HaiDlai)lifr*a. 1, 8&.— , iii'ip t.r, I, 107.

IcnM, II. fM.
Irn. II. .HkL
li'iai. II, :«I7.

larlmai. 11, V*^'
Iwcul iiHium (Napln). il,48.

leiciilaiMuin (MaauuiO, ii,

3(<l.

11.11 liird, i, sua. ^
MurniaiiiiKlwIt, li, 1W.
ilcniKipiilii, luliia ul', II. 561.
IpriHiaaiul, i, 4UI.
lerodulua. Ui* naographr, i,

-.11.

, of Ruropo. i. 34.

, iif Anin, I. :M.
—.Ill Al'tira, I JO.

ilnrx'lii'i, I. tM.

ii-rti.<rd, I, :r;u.

lutvp, i. 511.
IIPMD'C.iaw'l, ii, 11.5.

Il«aa»-lt>irinalildt. li, IIS.

Ili'MO-H
(lora, il, 117

itiiwni. i, :im.
. . .„,

Iiahlaiiila •>! ttculland, i, 433.

Iilliih. ii. '.M.
liinala>Hh, ur lliinmalab. il,

33**0. .
•

—— , bulimy. H. SiW.

llindMU Kui.ah. il, JI3.
HindiMtHii, li. :t*M.

, map, il. S'^l. ^U.
, viieiii and buuiidaiief,

ii, IWi— , tnuunlaina, 11, sU.
, ri.ura. ii, 3*1.—, nuluny, II, .Kb.— , Botany, lit 34'.—^, guiibiiiy, it, iiittJ.

', liMurical (vuiiaphy, 11,

—, Briliah pawei calabliah-

rd in, II. ."Ml.

. piiliiieal alata, 11, .143.

-~-, iiaiivo pow«r«, ii, 315w——. Rritiah adininialialiun,
ii,345.

——I agiiculturttl produce, ii,

,'manurBFturaa, ii, 348.^—, cuiiuncica, miuiiid, ii,

34tf.

, popidalion, ii, 340.
, HiiidotHi, ii, 34U.— , tlwir roliiiiin. ii, 351.

—^. cnaiua. ii, 35*2.

-^, iiieratuie, acienca,

ssi.

^, arehileclura, droaa,

3.U.—, ki«al diitiaiana. ii, 35S.
Hipparchua, naofiaphir iio-

pruvnl by, i, 39.

Bippo, iii, 19.

iraehbcrf , 11, IDS.

Hiapaniola, iii, 3UI._,
liiaiorf , noeiani, 1, 378,— , mndvrn, 1, 370.
Iliiekliiiekiiia, it, SSS.
Hiickhviin, iii, 1 17. _
lliibarl Town, iii, 139.

Hud«ida, ii. 3!l0

Hodcn, III, 04.
Hnloloii, ill, 185.
Hiinaniullern, ii, 117.
ili>lfuiii, iii, 900.
Holltiam, i, SOB.
HntUiMl, I. 40S.

, map, i, 496.— , RMtkify, I, 488.—-, aurfaca, iivera, lakca, i,

497.—. tniiloir, i, 498.——, biatuncal geufiaph/, i,

—, cauae* of fluuriahinf
comiDerce. i. 490.

, political aluUi, i, SM.—-, revenue, army, navy, i,

—, aariniliure, hoflicul-
lure, i, SU:i.

-^. mitniifacturea, com*
marce, Huhery. i, S(M.—, eiinala, i, 30>.—, populalioii, i. 506.^—, rcliiiun. leamiuf, uni-
nmiiiea, i, 507.—. flna ana, amuaemanla.
i.SOH.—, lab'e nf provincca and
lowna. i, .V*^.—, local dmaiw, i, 511.—, prnvinon. i, Sll.

Holliind. Now, extant, iii. 104.
. aurface, ipoualaiu, iii,

—, (colofr, Ui, 105.

ii.

Ill

GENERAL INDEX.

Holland, botany, iii. 107.
-^, luidixy. III. III.

. 4li.L-tivi..riini HI, by Por-
liifu.'n-, fpiiniKid*, aud
lluK'li, III, liri.

, diacutccira in Iha iola-
riur. III, Ili4.

, wiiilrnHinl by Iha Bri-
liah, ill, IIH.

, un ih« coaat, iti, 139.—— , pitliiirni aiaia, Ml, I3i.—— . pvoplud by Ciovieia, iii,

.jiidiea, emy, revenue,
ill. m.

, eoiKiation to. hi. 194.—^, culiuie, llalHiry, cow
nierru. in, t'il.

pii|iulaiion, naiivea, iii,

I'M.
. conticta. iii. IW.—, vuluMary iinii|ianta,iii,

, leiinion, aducaliun, iii,

, local diviamna, iii, 19B.
Il<ili.lay>liiiia, ill, SlO.
Il.liiiea' Huh', III, 4JI.
Il..li.i«in. I. 474.
Ili>lyhrad, 1. :tlig.

jlolywuli, i, :U».
Iliiiian, il, 434.
jl.inda, 10,31)0.
Iliiniluraa. lo. :ia7.

Hiiniluiaa, Driiiah, iii, 398.
niiiiHaur, I, 536.
onoruru, or Honolulu, Hi,
163.

liiofly. ii. 357.
liioKe, hia •lalam, i, 117.
luiim, I. 514.
lurek. il, 304.
loriion, i, 83.
lurn. Cape, iii, 331.
Iiiate laland, iii, 331.
Iiittentoia, iii, 66.
louihton, i. Ma.
luule. Lake, ii. 338.
Inuquana, it, 434.
luuaaiunic, iii, 481.
Iiiuaaa, ill, HS.
iiival. Hi, 43.

Juabine, iii, 159.
uailaa. iii, 377.
luamaliea. iii, 377.
luanehaeu, lii, 377.
Buanla|iya. iii, 377.
iianlajaya. niinee, iii, 9BB.
luaraa. iii. 378.
iudderaflehl, i, 388
ludatHi, hia diaeuynriaa, i, TV.
luilafin, iii, 495.
ludaon, rivur, iii, 488.
ludaiiD a Buy, iaiaiida in, iii,

Hue. ii. 40a
Kuelva, i. .V&
ueeea, i, 581.

Bull, i, 384.
iibl. i, 510.

Kumboidi, i. 74.
uinhi'ldt un tcmpcraluree,
i, 171, 175.

Iluncary, eaient, rivera,)akae,
ii,ll9.

, map, ii, ISO.—, aeiiliiiiy, ii, 131.— . nntnrical and polilieal

feufraphy, ii, 133.—-. airicttllure, wine, ii.

, rainca, commerce, H,
194.—, popnlation, ii, 134.— , tacee. reliiiion, leara-
in(, ii. 134.

, hical diviaiona. ii, 135.
Hunier'a River, iii, l>i.
Huniinr. early made of aup-
port, i, 370.

luntintduii eniin'y, i, 37U.
lunuville, iii. 546.
luikaun. ii. 307.
lurun. Lake, iii, 350, 387.
juroii, iii, 558.
lurona. iii. 457.
lurricau-a.j, 168.
Inrrir, iii. 73.
lyannie Harlniir. id, 18I.
lyderabad, ii, 364.
lydra, ii. 177. 191.

lydrabad, ii, .TiO.

lydrobiay. i, 186.
lyihe, i, 364.

Iberville Rivrrjii, 549.
Ibaambul, ii, ST7.

, u,,«Hif,i..^>.« or, I, 109.
cvUiaa. I, m.
Ict'laiMt, 1,471,

, hut apiinaa of, i, 190.
, (nilufy ul, i, 4litf.

lc.in.HiAo, natural urMlie, iii,

aw.
cy Cape, ih. 34.1.

da. Muuiit, II. 378.
aualada, 11, 5t4M.

ilma. Ill, 'Hi.
Ilinwui, 111, 379.
iliiHNa, I. Ut.
Ilinoia Itiver, iii, 983.
Ilyrw, II, lUI.

iniiatta, ii. 4^1.
ndMin, bbl, Arehipela«o, ii,

4IM.
. map, li, 490.
, iaarida, niuiuKaiiie, ri-

vera, 11, 493.
, laaikif y, il. 404.
, b.iiany. li, 4tt.V—, aiMihiay, 11, 903.

-^, puliiicul aair, li, SIOl

, auil, aaricuiiurv, ii, Sll.—— , minerala. guki, dui-
nionda, li, 513.

, tin, II. 313.
, cumineroe, ii. 513.

-~~j pupuhition, racva, ii,

— . relifiiona, intellectual
aiale. li. !IS.—

-. drama, huntinc, babt-
lationa, ii. SIS.— . dwl. drfaa. li, SI7.

-*—
. hiTtfl diviaiona. li, 518.

Indian Oeean. i, 11^8.

Indiana, iii, 580.
ndianapailia, iii, 503.
ndiane, American, lii, 194.
Indiana of t wigd Btataa, iii,

Induiirka, river, ii, 400.
Indu'Chineae cuunlrii.'a,ii,.187.—, eatanl, auriace, rivera,

ii. 'JMI.—, mop of, ii, 389.——, auohify, 11, 3H0.
, liiatorical ieo(raphy, ii,

380.
'—*, Birman empire, ii, UNk
—7-^aovBrnnM;nl aud lawa

——, Hinm, Coeltin-Cliina,
Jtc, ii,»9l.—. army, war-boaU, rava-
nue, ii, 393.—

, population, ii, 304.'—, culture, manulactttraa,
commerce, ii, 31IU.— , iohabilania, reliiion, li-

leraiuru. ii. 3U6.——, ana, dreaa. fmid, ii, 308.—, hical diviaiona, 11, JU7.
ndiire, ii, 368.
ndua, ii, 336.
nduatry, productive, i, 379.
iihamtiaoe. iii, 71.
nnapruck, ii. 101.

iiatcibura. il, I:f7.

nverary, i, 436,
nverneaa. 1, 433.
una, i, 439.
oninn lalanda, ii, 191.
pawich, i, 300.
lak, ii. 304.
rak Arubi, lijffiS.

rapuatn, iii, 337. ,^
rawaddy, river, ii. 389.
rclanti, eitent, i. 4.19.—— . Ki;oli>vy, i, 413.—. inuuntuina, rivera,lakea,

i, 433.
, map, i. 434.—-. hiiluncal geocraphy, i,—. political geocraphy, i,

.'agriculture, i, 443.—, manuraciuiea, i, 444.
, fiabery. i, 445.— , cummeice, i, 445.— , canala, i, 446.—, pnpulatiun, character,

i, km.
, clergy, education, i, 447.—. arta. cnaloma, amuae.

mrnia, he., i, 440.——, table nf cuunlica and
Inwna. I, 456.
reland, New, iii, 143.
rkoutak, ii, 478.
rlumita. ii, 14^.

rouiioia. ill, 457.
rtyach, river, ii, 438.
aakiHiia, ii. ISO.

•chia, ii, IS.

ei6

Iaehim, iit,9&
•lay. I, 43H.
• lay (Peru), iii, 977.

laiea, iho Hvbiaw meaalBt
ul, i, IS.

laUi ul I'lanre, iii, 07.
1al<a III Hh.iaia, 111, 473.

NimkHl, II, 371.
aitllH-riiiMl liiita, 1, 1731
lapahaii, ill. Jul.

iara.;!,
kinadum of, i, II.

aim, ill, 43.

uly. buuiidiriea and aurfae*
il, 3.—— , map, li, 67,—— , ri>era, lakaa, ii, 9.

,ae<>li>(y, n. 10.

, botany. 11, 13.

, aiMihigy, il, 16,

.. ....
hialorical geographr,

ii, lU.

...
. pohllcal geographr,

11,31.

. agriculture.ananufae-
lurva, li, 31.

. niiiierala, eomncret,
liahery. li. 31.

. canala, roada, ii, 94,
, civil and aucialatale,

li, 34.

h,38.

98.

, religion, ii, 98.
, literary colhwtiona, ill

, 8ne arta, ii, IT.
niannara, dreae, food,

. local geography, ii,

Iibdca (.New York), iii. 408.
jtinriBriea. Roaian, i, 35, 49.
jvira, •,.180.

Ivory Coaat, iii, 4S.

Jaea. i. SRI.
J<rki<in(Miaa.), iii,S4ft
Jiickaun iTenn.). iii, 577.
Jackaunville, iii, 543.
Jackaonville (lllinuia), iU,S8t
^acmcl, lii, 30.1.

!(acobiiia, iii, 313.
aen (fpaiii). i. 589.

jaen (Eijiialor), iii, 984.
Jaffa, ii, 330.
Jiiiaa, iii. 30.
Jaaemdorf, ii, 1(10.

Jaan, St., de Coapoatalla, W

Jago,' St., iii, 96.
Jiiicia, il, 319.
Jalapa. lit, 338.
Jalufi., iii. 41.

iamaicB, map Itn., iii, 9B0.
amea Fort, iii, 4.1,46.
amea Kiver, iii. .5x0.

Jnmealown, iii. 385.
Jamtlanil, i, 4UI.
Japan, rxunl and bounda-

riea, u, 481.
——— . mai>, ii. 482.

. geology, ii, 483.
, botany, ii,4KI.

, x.Hila|iy, ii. 485.

—^_— . hialorical gaofraphy,

pulilieal alale, Dairi,
Cubo,^ 487.

-. agiicuhure, aaimata^
ii. 487.

ri*.'
6ehery, minetah. ha.

, pr.pulatinn, national
character, ii, 489.

. religion, ii, 49U.

.arta, buildings, diei,

ii, 490.
' . local diviaiona, ii.401.

Jaidwih, deacanlanla oC i,

Jarnaiaw, ii, 140.
Jnak. ii, 333.
Jaary, ii,3ll.

JnuJH. iii, ?i8.
Juvan, i. 18, W4.
Jaxari.a, ii, 435.

, ,_
Jenn Pied da Port, St., i,S8a
Jebilee, ii. SIR.
J. dda. ii. 3!>3.

Jpdilo. ii. 4UI.
Ji'lTerMin, iii, 583.
Jefffraunvilte, iii. 569.
Ji'lialnbail. ii. 330.
Jena, ii, 116.
Jeiina, ni, 87.
Jcnne, iii, 60.
Jeremie, iii, 3Q9L
Jericho, ii. 359i,

Jancr, i,«>0.

m'':'^i^'swmmmt&amsxiiiKis-si)it'iiiic-.-:
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JerMj, New, iii, 408
JHiuMwm, ii, 253.
Ja*Milin<!i«, ii. 'Jlli.

Jharoala, ii, :I6S.

Jillirrf, Hi, 43.

JuBIKIHIIl, II, SIS.
uno lie Riir, B., M. 90.

JiiMrni AialM, ii. C!)7.

i.hir<, St., iii. :i«l. ,„
Juhii'i, St., nvvr, iii. Ml.
Juhu'«, Su (WeM IiidiMj.ui,

Mil.
Juhn'iTawn, iii, 394.
Ju> iii, !I0.

Jiiii.,ri, iii, 75.

JtinMbom, iii. 57A,
.<Hil«l, ii, 385. „.
Jnrdttii, fiver, ii, S5S.
JaiuikNiii.3ll.3JH.
iiiKph'i. St, iii, M4,.
uapll I, St.. Iiv«f, u, SOS.

StMtipii. Si., iii. 570.
wiiiiHih, ii, 3F'4.

iMHiiiuiir, ii, 385. _
JuMi, Sui, da Porto Rieo,

iii, SM*. _„
Juan FernRiidei, iii, SOB,
Juifea, ii, «1«. _„
JuOiciai ptiw«f, i, S70.
juineimiit, ii, 3r2.
Juriun^lwuB. iii. i7l. „
J«lie<i-ClaTe-R«r(, ii, 107.
Juniala, iii, SUS.
Jupiler, ifHS.
Jufa, j, 4ffi

Juia. II, 7.1.

Jurjun, iii, IB.

Juilanil, i, 474.

Jyeoanar, liiMS.
jrelMni, ii, JBS.

K.

Kiart*. iii, 90.
Kabuliary, iii, 83,
KaciiiHla, iii, 88.
Ka^fwan, iii, S^
Kaimirioh, ii, S79.
KaliabiUa Fnlli. iii, 3S7.
KslalHlw, ii, 570.
Kiil.iinazuii, 'ii, SG8.
KaliK, ii, 141.
Kaikai, ii^ 44X
Kaivn, ii, 109.

KaminiKC, ii, I4S.
Kamiin, i, 180.
Kamlchnika, ii, 479
Kaoawlia, ii;, aSO.
Kanein, iii, b3.
Knnitaliee, iii. 503.
Kniilian, iii, U).
Kfiiinubin, ii, 301.
Kaiio, ill, 85.
Kaiioira, ii, 3K),
Kaoiul, ii. 388.
Kaiiaas Rivpr, iii, S8S,
Kanua, Ui, 46S, 588.
KaiHliunim. i, 06.
Kaiiuic, ii, 504.
Kkinio, iii, 53.
Kaian, ii, 171.
KaKtlMn, ii, 1ST,
Kaalinn.iii, 80.
Kaikuiia, iii, SflS.

, rivei, iii, 563.
Kau<in, iii, 90.
Kalaituin, iii, 80.
Katalidin, iii, 408,
KnlaKUin, iii. iJO,

KatriiM), bocli, i, 435.
Kaluiua, iii, 88.
kau. ii, 5«S.
kauienkiUFalhLiii,4SiL
Kautiikeino, !, 403.
Kajriir, iii, 43.
Kar-roiingjii, 494.
Kooje, II, Sin.
Kvam, ill, 473.
.-—Iwe, lii, 87.
ieft. ii, 504.
Snhl, ii, lis.

Keinhkir, i, 388.
KAlm, if, 383.
KalMidri, it, S8B.
ICetli, i, 4.'M.

tikm, i, 418.
(•Iroubeb, iitS57.
Cemaoon, li, 304.
jCemmiiii, iii, 00.
|<KiHlal, 1,300.
ICmie, il. 963.
jCenilwnrth, i, 380.
\eniwlifck, iii, 44i6.

Cnniwri, ii, 37S.
Keni, enufll^, i. 3S4.
\aniuek|r, iii, 370.
KentiMikr Rivar, iii, 571,
ICaplfr, i, 117.

iaiilat'a lawi, i, 114, ISO.

Keraaoun, ii, ST7.
Karfuelen'i Inland, iii, 173l
Kftrman, ii. 3tU,
Kermaiuliiih, ii 310.
Kmy, i, 45.'>.

KntKi. Ii, 4(10.

Kmriiuaii, ii, 3til,

K«iwick, i. :iU>,

Khw, i,m
Krr Wnl, iii. Sit,
Khumil, ii, 444.
Khivu, Ii. 440
Khiilyvaii, ii, 477.
Khoulluuni, II, 447.
KlHilen, ii, 444.
Khuaiitan, ii, 311.
KhylMfwa, il, 319.
Kiakla, 11,478.
Kiaoia, ill, 87.
Kiaiianan, ii, 4SS.
KiaiWK'e, ii, 433.
KickapiMM, iii, 586.
Kidilrriiiiiutef, i, 381.
Kiel, i, 474.
Kiiikc, ii, 141.
Kwlvif, i, 495.
Kiev, II. 170.
Kildii,8i., i. 430.
Kildiire. i, 4X1.
Kilkeunv, i. 453.
Kiilala,!, 457.
Kil aiiiey, lake and Iowa, i,

Kiluiarnoek, i, 419,
Kineaidiue, i, 43S.
KioK, nurvcya by, i, 72, 70.
Kiw GwHge'a ulaaaa, iii,

Kinfdom, what, i, S78,
KiiigkitHo, ii. 425.
Kinf'a Cnumy, i, 453.
Kinii'a Mountain, iii, 535.
Kin(>liHi (Briiiab America),

iii. 365.
Kinnitiin (Weal Indies), iii,

3M, SUS.
Kinxiloa (New York), iii,

Kinrtiaa, i, 4SI.
Kinaalu. i, 455.
Kinlechinf, ii, 4S3.
Kiralaa, ii, 383.
Kiianak, ii, 470.
Kirchirat, li, 447.
Kiriii Oula, li, 441.
Kirkaaaicb, ii, S7S.
KirkaMr, i, 431.
Kirkby Unnadale, i, 3W.
Kirkcudhiight, 1,419,
Kirkkiliaaa, ii, SIO.
Kirkwall, i, 431,
Kirree, in, Xi.
Kiffime, it 310.
KwkimiiiefM, iii, SOS.
Kialar, ii, 45:1.

Kiiiaiinny Moanttin, iii, 371,
Kilt'i Si., iii, 304.
Kiuiayah, ii, 378.
Kiiil Irmak, river, ii, 177,
Kizil Oiiaon, ii. 306,
Klaproth, i, 74.
KluMM Nvuburi;, ii, 98.
Kniiiineaui Indiana, iii, 3tt.
Knuxvilki, iii, S76.
KiKtiak Island, iii. 345.
Kueitehoo, ii, 4S4.
Kukaun, ii, 440.
Koni Muuninins, iii, S3.
Kiinwh, ii. 378.
Kanwslierir, ii, 137.
Konifsiirali, li. 108,
Koniistoin, li, 114,
VnnkudiM), iii, SO,
limkica, il, :«57.

[ouini, lii, 88.
loondiHii, ii^ 44ft.

.ooniakari;, lii, 00.
Iiwranao, iii, 43.
Lflurdislan. il. 98S, 311.
onrdf, ii, 840.
.npint, i, 487.
^oidiilan, iii, 93.
^orn NeuhiirK, ii, 98.
nslin, ii. 105.
.(istambiiul, ii, 377.
:ulah, ii, 3ra,
,oiifa, ii, SP5.
ouka. III, 83.
.oumkalr., ii, 98S.
,iiui, ii, iM.
.iiwnn, i, 148.
irnnioyarak, ii. 477.
jefeM, ii, 107.

ntmnitc, ii. 180.
rents, ii, 08.
reucenach, ii, 108,
rusensteinj, 74,
uara, ii, UK.
.ubao Hiver, ii, 451.

Kuehar, ii, 381.
Kudiiluii MuunlaiM, it, 434.
Kuflsioin, ii, lUl,
Kul'u, iii, 88.
Kinds, il, Stt).

Kuraan, ii, 478.
KuiiIps, ii. 4>>l.

Kunvdianre. iii, 00.
Kusiiin, ii, 104.

Kuiuieuk, ii, 477.

.art, M, 370.
luliradnr, iii, 339.
^by, iii, 41.
<aliyrinlh uf Enrpl, ii, 560.
M Cuille, i, i:i6:

lachine, iii, 304.
.achlan, riv«r. iii, 1 19, 130.

.HCkuwaninHi, rivar, iii,.'iUS.

jackawuien, rivar, iii, MIS.
^dauk, ii. 4.13.

.adik, ii, 378.
jNdriine lulam's, iii, MO.
ddriinea, iii, 168.
^aliiyi'iie, in, SH3.
.atiHirehr, iii, 550.
.Himiu Island, lii, 160.

^KOSi i, 500, iii, 48.
.aiiia (Mvxieu), iii, 33'.
.anulni, i, 4110.

<ehurc, ii. :W3.
jiihsa, ii, 3U7,
Lakes, i. SOI.

1 depth, temperature,
qualiliea of water, miidea
or liirmation, smne appear
and disappear, i, SUO.

-—•saline and alkaline, i,—, subtermnean, i, 801.
dmar, iii, 370.
itmbayeiiue, iit, 377.
dmviiu, i, SIM.
.amlnsli, i; 4S8.
,amuikiT river, iii, 474.
jamourxek, iii. 165.
jampiinKS, if, 849.
^nark,i,43l.
jansrkshirr, i. 419,
iineashire, itXW.
.ancaster, i, 380.
.ancasier (New llimp^ihire),
iii, 473.

Laneaster (Penaaylvaaia)) iii,

Slw.

tancaster (Ohio), iii, 530.
nneeruta, iii, 95.

Land, i, SU7.
Ltnauagea of tlia world, i,

S8S.
their dislributioai i,

S83.•^— of Europe, i, 30S.
ofAsia, ii,»8,S33.

{.aniuedoc, i, 553.
Xjaodicea, iii373.
Laon, i, 518.
Lapohas, ii, .183.

Lapland, eouolry and pea-
pV, i. 490,

La Plata, extant, iaifiiea, ri-

vers, iii, 806.———, aruloitjr, iii, 910.
, iMilany, iii, 310.—
, xonhiiiy, iii, SIS,——, hialiiry iii, SIS.
, pnlitical state, iii, 810.
airiouliure.

commerce, iii, SlO.

L^TSTm'^
'"•"*

earache, iii, 17.
iarn, I, 4l9.
.arUi, 307.
.ari (Africa), iii, 83.
jariasa, ii. Inc.
.amiea, ii, 880,
.•aasa, il, 4:<S.

.,aBalaa,ili.85.

.lasla, ii,S01.

.aucania. iii,984.
jalakia, li, 90S.
jalilude, 1, 80.—^ and lonfitude, Unca
of, I, 143.

, detafmiuatioa of, i,

, how to detcnnin*, i,

148.
Lattakoo, iii. 60,
Lauder, 1,415.
I,aiienburf, i, 474.
1 iiMTatnn It^nttktLaunceatoD (('nrnwB|l),i,3lia.
Launenira (Van DiaiMii'i
Land), iii, UO,

Lauricncha, mincs^ lii, SIB,
Lnusanne, li, 67.
Lauturbrunn, it, 68,
Lavas, i. 316.
Lavoro, Tvrra di. ii, 47.
Lawrenct!, ilieoty of varia
livsuf man, i.iUl.

Lawrencvliuric, iii, 5fl3.

littwrenueville, iii, 565.
Lawrniice, St., liver, iii, 3S&
Lawrence, iii, 558.
Laybni'li, river, ii. 100.

, cily, ii, un.
Lradbillmi, 418.
Leaminntiin, t, 1180.

Leaoiiiiif, ii, 441,
Leawiwua, i, 3U3.
Lebaiun, Muunt, ii, 858, 361.
Lrbaiiuo (Pennsylvania), ii^

.ebeila, iii, SI.
^liiiJB, i, 588,
.,«Mls, i, 3M.
jftthurr, iii, ,138.

.reuwin's Land, iii, 13S,
jcewaid Islands, lii, 394.
.•eiihea, ii, 580.
.<p«h<>rD. il, 38.
.^iislntive fuHcr, i, 378.
A:h, II, 4.13.

..eliifb, liver, iii, SOS.

..eiii, il, :i03.

.cicesler, i, 378.

.eiiMler, i, 451.

..cipxiir ii, 1 14.

xiria, i, 505.
.Hfiib. i, 417.
^ilrim, i, 457.
.«maim, Straits of, iii, 9S1.
jenibeijf, ii, 140.
.Mtna, river, ii, 460, 478
.«niis, iii, 483.
,e<ib«n, ii, 100.
,e<in, i,S78.
.ron. New, iii, 330.
jCtMi, San. lii, 'Ml.
.eon, a Vicatiii, iii, 309.
,epanto, ii, 188,
.eptis, ill, ii.
.enda, i, 583.
^rwick, i, 4:&
>sCayes. iii, 303,
.•eaahis, li, 456.

Leslie, miNla «f pcodueinc
ice, 1, 170.

^iTofm.iTS:^"'"*'
*•

jciiclra, ii, 187.
.eufc, baths iif. ii, 68.
jeuwanlen, i, SIS.
«ver, iii, 881
/ewia, i, 430.
^wisbury, iii, 510.
.rwMKiii, lii, SlO.
xiwis and Uurka, diaeoT*.
. ries, iii. 4.14.

Lewie' River. Ni, 340.
Lezineiiin (MassachiMaWi),
, 111, 480.
L^nfioo (Viminia), ill.

Lexintoa (KeatiMky), Hi,
573.
.«ydan. i, 513.
/Hermiie Island, iii, SSL
.iberia, ill. 45.
•iberty, iii, S8B.
.ichfleld, i, 361.
iichtenstein, i, 7S,
jiekiof River, iii, S7L
jechtenstaio, li, ll&
Mtn, i,SII.
.lecnitx, li, lOS.
.illiird,T 45a
iifuka, iii. 164,
.iaht, its influane* on T«8»
talion, i. 841.
^lle,i,S48.
.iina. iii, 378.
.imhnrv, i, 511,
..imerick, i, jM.
jmmat, li, S3,
limoyes, i, 551,
limousin. I, SSI,
Jnarrs, iiij^SSO,

.incoln, i.vfil.

.inciilnabiie. i, 370,
•inaen, ii, MO.
inkiipmK, 1,489.
Jnliih|»w, i, 417.
.innhe, l,<'eh, i, 4S7.
Jnli, (i, 99.
..ipiiri Islands, ii, IS, SI.
jppp-pHtmnld, it, 117,
..ipju-Brhnuenbur*, ii, 11.
iiria, i, SeS.
.isboa, 1, 804.
jsbum, 1. 4S0.
Liaaon(BMUMd),i.40r.

.•MSS*«i*<.HS«».*^v>«(»»*«:'W'«>*3^^



Launeocha^ minei^ lii, ggg,
Liiunanne, li, 67.
IjaulHrbiuiin, ii, 68.
havsa, i. 316.
Laviirii, T«ira di, ii, 47.
LawrBnce, iheuiy uf tuii
lin of mail, i, ySi\.

..awrencelium, iii, Sfi3,

•uwrencKville, iii, S<i5.
.awrniicn, Hi., liter, iii, 3S&
4aw'reiice, iii, 556.
^>tHit'h, livci, ir. 100.

, ciijr, ii, 100.
^adhill«, I, 4ia
j«aiiiin«iiin, i :i80.

.eauiimc, ii, 441,
jeawiwtii, i, 3U3.
.riMiKia, Muunt, ii, 956, 361.
Lrbanim (Pcnraylvaaia), ii^

.ebeila, iii, 31.
^Inija, i, SH8.
..erila. i, 'M4.
MtniMrf, iii, .136.

jveuwin'a Luiiri, iii, 13S.
j«vward lnlHiidi, iii, SIM.
..eiihea, ii, 580.
.ipithiirn, ii, 3d.
^lialiiiive fuwer, i, 878.
A'h, 11, alu,
.«ii|li, liver, iii. SOS.
jein, II, :i%).

jC ceiwr, i, 378.
« iMIer, i, 451.
Aiipziir ii, 1 14.
xiria, i. SD5.
^:iih. i, 417.
^iihm, i, 457.
^niaini, Stiaiia of, iii, 9S1.
jcmlwijr, ii, 140.
^na. rivw. ii, 4liO, 4i8
jeniix, iii, 483.
laubvo, ii, lOU.
^in, i, Si8.
jTon, New, iii, SJO,
Mm, San. iii, 307.
^eoii, a Vicaiiti, iii, 3SB.
jepHDlii. ii, 188.
^piif, ill, 31.
.enda, i, 583.
^rwicli, i, 4^
ittaCairea, iii, 303,
.<ea«hia, li, 456.
Lralw, RMid* uf producinc

ice, 1, 178.
livalia on irinpnalaMa, L

170. 171. in ^

LeiicirH, ii, 187.
Leuk, battuiif, ii, 68.
Leuwanlen, i, SIS.
Lever, iii, 88.
Lowia, i, 430.

tLitwiaburii, iii, 510.
rwMliMi, lii, 510.
owia and auiko, diaeoTt-

. riea. lii. 4.14.

Lewia' River. Mi, 346.
Leiinrion (Haanehuaatti),
, 111, 480.
L»in(ioii (Vimioia), iii,

537.
Lrimtton (Kaaloaky), iii,

573,
>/den, i, 513.
/Hermiie Uland, iii, SU.
jiberia, iii, 45.
ibcriy, iii, 589.
^iehlield. i, 381.
iichianainn, i, 75.
iieiiint River, iii, Stl.
.lecliienatein, li, 1181
.iiete, i,5ll.
.iranilz, ii, lOS.
'iffiird,^, 45a
jfuka, iii, 164.

Lialit, ita influeoM on ng^
lalion, i, 341.

.ille, i. 548,
jina. iii, 370.
>iinl>iira, i, SI I.

iinwricli, i, 456,
•immai, li, S3.
limogra, i, 551.
jimoiMin, I, 551.
<inam, iii^SSU,
.incnin, i.jRI.
•incolnaliii*. i, 370,
. nien, ii, MO.
. nliiipinK, i,480.
jinlilhfnw, i, 417.
innlie, U'cb, 1, 4t7.
^nlt. ii, OB.
Jpiirl liilanda,ii, I%S1.
Jppr-DHtmoM, ii. 117.
..jPjwPrhnuenlHint, ii. 11.
•iria, 1, 583.
^iaUia. i. SM.
..isburn, i, 450.
Liimon (Saatlud), i, 407.
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I.iiimarc (Irnland), i, 455.
l.i^!>•l, ii, 13d,

LIUlu Falls, iii. 400.
iiiiJHiiiniu, it, 143.
l.iv(t(tia, II, 187.
Livcrpuul (l*1iig)iuul), i, n83.
Livi^rpiiul (Now ilollaii'i) iii,

pinini, iii, 132.
c<»iiat, ill. 171.

I,hiiiliii'ri», i, :Klri.

liiuiiiiiiir, 1, 4UU.
LlanKtilU-n, i, 3118
l.liinn», iii,3)U.

LIcibieKai, river, i, ."iS}.

l.ocariiit, ii, 74.
huchgilplieud, i, 437.
LiuRkpiiit, iii, 497.
Lnelf, ii, 73.
l<oili, ii, 41.
liorluiniria, ii, 138.
Lotftiden. i, 403.
Lugiinepurt, iii, 563.
LuKguii, iii, 84.
Luheia, ii, 3116.

I.uiro, rivur, i, 530.
Lurnbaido-Venclian king-
dom, ii, 38.

Liinibiik, ii, 533.
Lumiind, Loch, i, 404, 436.
Luiidun, i, 371.
Liindoii (Canada), iii, 367.
liundnndcrry, i, 466.
Luiii^lirancti, iii, 501.
LonKfurd, i, 454.
Ijoni; Utiind, i. 4*10.

Ijiinx Islund (Now Vork), iii,

4i».
Ldiig bland Sound, iii, 484.
ijongiiude, i, 86.

, how to delormine, i,

149.
, by a chronometer, i,

149.

, by eclipaea, i, 150.
. by lunar diitancei, or

occultaiiona, i, 151.
by moon'a transit, i,

153.

, by signals, i, 153.
, by triangulalion, i,

Longlcat. i. 368.
Lons le Snulnier. i, 557.
Loorhoo Islaada, ii, 434.
Loogoo, iii, Mr
liooming, i, 184.
Lorca, i, 584.
Iiorolo, lii, 3.'ll.

Luretto, ii, 36.
I.'Orirni, i, 530.
Litrno, i, 437.
Iiorraine, i, 557.
Lothian, Eost and Hid, 1, 418.

. West, i, 417.
Louis, St. (Wealern Africa),

. iii. 41.
Louis. 8L (United Stales),

lii, fel.
Louis, St., river, iii, 583.
Louiaburg, lii, 3H0.
LoMisiade, iii, 143.
Ixiuiaiana, iii, 549.
Louisville, iii, 574.
Louth, i, 454.
Louvain, i, 509.
Low Islands, Arcfaipelaio of,

iii, 159.
Lowell, iii, 481.
Lowestoir, i, 369.
Loxa, iii, 364.
•uheck (Maine), iii, 470.
iuliock, ii, 118.
juhiana, ii, 101.
.ubiin, ii, 141.
.ucayos, iii. 30C.
lUcca, ii, 38.
.lUceme, ii, 69.
^ueia, St., iii, 995.
.ucknow, ii, 380.
,ucon, ii, 536.
lUdninar, iii, 94.
judlow, i, 393.
iUdwigsburir, ii. 111.
.lUfigy, iii, 70.
jUgano, ii, 74.
.uto, i, 579.
.uis da Polflsi. San. iii, 330.
junar distances, i, 151.
^und, i. 400.
lUneburg, ii, 1M.
.unonburg, iii, 368.
^unoville, i, 550,
.iUizen, ii, 106.
'Uiembure, i, SIS.
.uxor, 11,56,5,

'ydda. li, 953.
iynchbnrg, iii, 536.
Lynn Regis, i, 309.

Vol. III.

Lynn, iii, 4gO.
Lynnoais, i. 1)55.

Lyons, i, 553.

M.

Mnadie, Lake, ii, .555.

Macuo. ii, 433.
Miicasanrs, ii, .133.

Macclosfiuld, i, 301.
Maccrionio, li. 1H8.
Miicgillicuildy's Keeks, i, 456.
Machias, iii, 470.
Mackenzie, i; 77.
Mackinaw, iii, 570.
MavLi'oy, tlie.iry oi varietica

in man, i, 3113.

Macon, iii. 5.'t9.

Macquoric llarbour iii, 130.
, Porl, iii, 133.
, Rivor, ill, 119, 130.

Maori, ii, 27U.
Macula, ii, 3U0.
Madagascar, iii, 06.

, botany, iii, 99.
, zoology, iii, 103.

Madeira, iii, 93.
, botany, iii, 24.

Madon, ii, 383.
Madera, river, iii, 234.
Mcdison, iii, Mi.
Mudisonvilli', iii, 553.
Madras, ii, 37ti.

Madru do l)io8. iii, 331.
Madrid, i, 576.
Mailrid, New, iii, .560.

Madura (India), ii, 378.
Madura, island, ii, 533.
Maeso, river, i, 497.
Maeslnchi. i, 515.
Mafru, i, 504.
Magadota, iii, 73.
Magars, ii, 383.
Magdalena, river, iii, 350.
Magdeburg, ii, 100.
Miigollan, I, 69.

, StraiU of, iii, 321.
Maggiore, Lake, ii, 74.
Magnesia, ii, 373, 374.
Magos, i, 17,

Manabalipoor, ii, 377.
Mahass, li, .577.

Mahe, ii, inS.
Mahon, Port, uSgO.
Mahraltas, ii, 387.
Maidenhead, i, 366.
Maidstone, i, .'164.

Maiinatchin. ii, 479.
Maine, ii, 185.
Maine, iii, 468.
Muitsha. li, 593:
Mnjo dos Boanes, iii, S44.
Majorca, i, 589.
MakooB, iii, 73.
Malabar, ii, ^173.——, Christiana and Jaws

in. ii, 374.
Malacca, ii, 396,
Malaga, i, 506.
Malaghetia Coast, iii, 45.
Malay variety of man, i, 358.
Maiden, iii, .167.

MaMonado, iii, 331.
Malemba, iii, 49.
Mallicollo. iii. 143.
Malinos. i, SIKI.

Mulmn, i, 490.
Malo, Si., i. 550.
Malouine Islands, iii, 173.
Malta, ii, 53.

, geology, ii, 13.
, animals, ii, 10.

MalteBrun, i, 73.
Malwa, ii, 366.
Mamrlukee, ii, 547.
Mammoth Cave, iii, 571.
Man, gi>ncraphic distribution

pf. i, 355.—>—, his civil and social con-
dition, i, 381.

Man, Isle of, i, 400.
Manaar, Strnits of, ii, 387.
Manah, ii. 364.
Manasarowara, Lake, ii, 433.
Mancha, la, i, 577.
Manchester, i, 386.
Mandate, iii, 83.
Maiidingoea, iii, 41.
Mandoo, ii, 368.
Mandshuria, ii, 441.
Manfredonia, ii. 48.
Mangaloro, ii, ;174.

Maniasea, ii. 478.
Munica, iii, 73.
Manilla, ii, ,130.

Mnnnert, i, 73.
Manlieim, ii, 113.
Mans, lo.i,,151.

Mansfield Mountain, iii, 474-

Mnntatccs, iii, 68.
Manilla, ii, 41.
Maiiut'ticiurc^. a branch of

indusliy. i, 360.
Maiiyonk. iii. 398.
Miinzunilla, iii, 399,
Maps, their nature, i, 153.

, by projection, i, 153,
159.

, by development, i, 1S9,
161.

, Flamsiecd's, i, 161.
, mrdifleiilion of, i, 161.

Maraboo, iii, 00.
Maracaybo. iii, 366.

, Lake, iii, 350.
Mnrngha, ii, *i07.

Maranlmin, iii. 344.
Maranon, iii, 329.
Marajh, ii, 379.
Marathon, ii. 163.
Maiavi, Lake, iii, 70.
Maravirt, iti, 73.
Marhlehcad, iii, 460.
Mari^h, llic, ii, 103.
Marclic, la. i, 5,11.

Marco Pol.i, i, 67.
Mareb, rivi'r, ii, 5S9.
Mari^ngo, ii, 43.
Mareolis, Lako, ii, 554.
Margate, i, 3M.
Marguarila, iii, 366.
Marianne Islands iii, 166.
Marintell, ii, lUO.
Mariegalanto, iii, 300.
Marionburg. ii, 138.
Marienworder, ii, 138.
Marii.'tta, iii, 558.
Marinus, hisceojraphy, i,51,
Marion, iii. 583.
Mariquila, iii, 360.
Marks, St., iii. 543.
Marmarica, iii, 33.
Marmorico Bay, ii, 371.
Marne River, i, 53D.
Maronites, ii, 347.
Marquesas Islands, iii, 163.
Mars, i. 83, 109.
Maiaeilles, i, 554,
Martaban, ii, 396.
Marta, Santa, iii, 363.
Martha's Vineyard, iii, 481.
Martin, St., iii, 301.
Martinico, iii, 300.
Martins'jurg, iii, ,137.

Martinsville, St., iii, 553.
Marwar, ii, 365.
Maryland, iii, 513.
Mary's, St., iii, 539.
Mascara, iii,!!).

Masina, iiit89.
Massa, ii, 39.
Massachusetts, iii, 476.
Masaillon, iii, 558.
Massuah, ii. 560.
Masulipalam. ii, 371.
Matagorda, iii, 330.
Matan, ii, 334.
Matnnzos, iii, 398.
Malaram, ii, 533.
Matlock, i, 363.
Maiamai, ii, 443.
Matio Grosso, ill, 345.
Maui, iii, 161.
Mauch Chunk, iii, 510.
Maulda, ii, 357.
Maumee, lii, 535, 560.
Mauperiuis, expedition by, i,

73, 137.

Mauritius, iii, 07.—
, hotany, iii, 100.

niauro Frn, map by, i, 68.
Klawee, iii, 161.
MayaguFZ, iii, 399.
Mnynooth, i, 454.
Mayo (Irelanil), i, 457.
—^^-(Capo Verd Islands),

III, 96.
Maysville, iii;Ji73.

Baznya, iii, 307.
nzagan, iii, 17.

azanderan, iit307.
.Mazatlan, iii, 33).
Meaco, ii, 491.
Mcadville, iii, 511.
Meander, river, ii, S7S.
Meath, i, 434.
Meaux, i, 546,
Mecca, ii, 994.
Mechain, i, 30.
Mechlin, i, 509.
Mcchnacnn, iii, 3!!6.

Mecklenburg, ii, 117
Medea, iii, 19.

Meilellin, liij^I.
Medina, ii, 395.
Mcdinet, ii, 5U0.
Mnlinet Abu, 11,566.
tloditeirancan Sea, i, 188. I
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Meeaday, ii, 309.
Meerut, ii, 361.
Megalopolis, ii, 185.
Megara, ii, 163.
Mehedia, hi, 17.

Meissen, ii, ll3.
Mekran, ii, 333,
Mela, his geography, i, 45.
Melasso, ii. 371.
Melila, iii, 69.
Melinda, iii, 73. >

Melluwi, ii, 561.
Melrose, i. 418.
Melun. i, 548.
Mclvillo, iii, 134.
Melville l.iland, iii, 171.
Melville Peninsula, iii, 340.
Memel, ii, i;n,
Memnonium, li, 566.
Memphis (Tennessee), iii,577.
Meinphremagog Lako, iii,

4i4.
Menai Bridge, i. 357.
Menangkabao, ii, 5l8.
Mendann, i, 76.—

, Archipelago, iii, 163.
Mendip Hills, T, 394.
Mvndoza, iii, 330.
Menin, i, 511.
Menomonics, iii, 458.
Mt-nouf, ii. 555.
Montz, li, ll6.
Mcnulhias, i, 30, 60.
Menzaloh, ii, 557.
Mequinenza, i, 563.
Mequinez, iii, 17.

Merawn, ii, 573.
Mercator, i, 70.—— , his chart, i, 163.

, const ruci ion, i, lOS
Mercury, i, 83, 108,
Merdin, ii, 38:)
Mergui, it. 398.
Meribohwey, iii,

Merida (Spain),—^ (Mexico), iii

WW.
i,.577.

52^

(Venezuela), iii, 26S.
Meridian, i, 85.——— , how to determine, i,

147.

Merino sheep i, 568.
Merioneth, i, 308.
Merkab, ii, 363.
Meroe, i, 59.
Merrimack, iii, 467.
MerthyrTydvil, i, 400.
Meru, Sliah Jehan, ii, 307
Meshed, ii, 307.
Meshed Ali, ii, 385.
Messenia, ii, 185.
Messina, ii, 50,
Messis, li, 389.
Mnsurado. rivnr, iii, 44.
Mesurala, iii, 31.

Betamoras, iii, 339.
eteorology, i, 166.
eteora, aqueous, i, 189.

, luminous, i, Ifil,

Metouhis, ii, 566.
Metrahcnnv, ii, 550.

Sell, i, 557.
ewar, ii, 36.1.

exico, axtent and bounda-
ries, iii, 307.—— , map, iii. 308.

, mounlains, iii, 307."—, rivers, lakes, iii, 310.
, geology, iii, 310.

^~, volcanoes, iii, 310.—^, botany, iii, 313.
•^—

. zoology, iii, 314.—. historical geography,
111, 316,

——J ancient calendar, iii,

.—
, paintings, iii, 316.—^, political slate, iii, 317.—— , agriculture, mines, tii,

, manufactures, com-
merce, roaria, iii, 318.

^—j population, clasaea, iii,

-^, Indians in, iii, 330.
, religion, sciences aria,

tc, iii, 331.—, Slates, their extent and
populalion, iii, 322,

, city, ill, 333.
.New, iii, 331.

Mezicres, i, .1.17.

Mheysir, li, 366.
Miami, iii, 555.
Michael, St., iii, 94.
Michigan, iii, .166.

, lake, iii, 373, 568.

.. .. I
town, iii, 509.

Middleburg(hol]and),l,511
Middlebury, iii, 47S.

4C
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i»"

MiehilimaekiMetiii, 570.
Middlelaith, i^4.
Miildloiex, I, 377. „
Middle State*, iii, 487. .
Sliddletun, Sir Hush. i. 76.

Iiddleiown (ConnecUeul).
iii, 486.

(Marrltod), iii, 517.
MilHii. ii. 39.

'

Milfurd HavBo, i, 3BB.
Milledieville, iii, S3U.
Milo, ii. i»a
Milwaukee, iii, 584.
Mina. El. iii, 46.
Minui Geraea, iii, 344.
Mindanao, li, 5m
MindPU, ii, 166.
MiodMi; ii. Sits.

Mineral waiera, Ihcir ebanii-
cal nature, i, SUO.

, table of. i,iiOa.

Minfrelia, ii, 455.
Minieh, ii, 561.
Mining, a branch of induitiy,

Minnagara, i, 38.

Sinorca, i, 581).

inik, ii, 143.
iraduroa, iii, 377.

Bira^e, i, 184.
iaikoca, ii, 138.
iiiira, li, 186.

MiwiMippi, river, iii, 378.
, Blale, iii. 546.

Minulonghi, li, 188.

Miiaauri, river, iii, 373, 588.
, StatB, iii, 579.

itia, iii, 338.
itvlene, ii. 381.
iubile, iii, 546.

River, iii, 514.
Mocha, ii, 398.
Modena, li, 39.
Modica, ii, 5U.
Modon, ii, 185.

'toei, canal, ii, 556,
locadora, iii, 17,

.Joituer, i, 588.
MoriacE, ii, 137.
Mohawk, river, iii, 488.

Bohawkii. iii, 435.
ohilev, ii, 143.
oiature, in air, i, 176.

, iti influence ou vege-
tation, i, 343.

Mojapahit, ii, 531,
Muld, i, 39».
Moldavia, ii, 311.
Muluccaa, ii, 535.
Mumbaaa, iii, 73.
80IIIPUX, iii, Stti.

unaco, ii, 44.
onaghan, i, 360.

Monarchy, nature of, i, S78.
Munatteer, iii, 30.
Moncluva, iii, 339.
Monfla, iii, 73.
Munghir, ii, 338.
Mongolian race, i.3S7.
Mongolt, ii, 4tlU, 443.

Buiuuua. iii, 73.
onniuuth, i, 393.
onomoiapa, iii, 73.

MunoDgaholai iii, 530.
, iii, 590.

Monroe, iii, 560.
Monrovia, iii, 45.

Mom, i,Sll.
Motiaoon, i, 185.

Mintauban, i, 553.
MonI de Marian, i, 553,
Montego Bay. iii, 394.
»untcnegro, it. 313.

onterey, iii, 339.
Monte Video, iii, 391.
MontKomery, iii, 546.
Mont|rainety, i, 398.
Monlicollo, lii^SSn.

Miinlmiirenci Falla, iii, .163.

Monlpelier (Francr), i, 553.
(United Statea), iii.

475.
Muntradock, ii, 534.
Montreal, iii, a6X
Konlroae, i, 433. .„

ontierral (Spain), i, 583.
(Weitlndieii),iii.305.

Moon, ap^rent motion, i, 89.—.moiiun, nodei, phaaei,
i, 97.— , quadtniiire, cycle, lunar
month, i, 98..— , riling and retling, 1,100.

J harvett, light, apou, i,

"*• ..... ,

, mountaini in, libiation,

I, loi.—, mouninim (Central Af-
iiea), iii, 75.

Moom, mock, i, 163,
MooicroO, i, 74.
Moon, iii, 13.

Moonhadabad, ii, 357.
Muoaa, ii, 396.
Mooaehead. Lake, iii, 4flB.

Mooah, ii, 383.
Mopaunta, ii, 309.
Moquehua, iii, 377.
Mora, iii, 83.
Murat, ii, 73.
Morava, the, ii, Uw.
Moravia, iiijOS.
Muray, i, 433.
Morebat, ii, 396.

Korgaiton, ii, 70.
orne Uarou, iii, 383.

Morlaix, i, 550.
Morocco, iii, 16.

Morpeth, i, :B4. „
Morrumbidgee, river, in, 130.

Moaambique, iii, 71.
Moaburg, li, 100.
Moacow, ii, 167,
Mon, i, 493.
Moatar, ii, 313.
Moiul, iii, 383.
Mulivra, li, 73.
Motouatia. ii, 348.
Motril, i, 588.
Moulin, I, 550.
Muultun, ii, 363.
Moultrieville, iii, 5,15.

Mouna Koa, iii, 146.
. Rua, iii, 146.

Mount Vernon, iii, 536.
Mourzouk,iii, 93.
Mout, ii, 369.
Muutiera, ii, 43.
Muuzangnye, iii, 96.
Muwee, iii, 161.
Mozduk, ii, 45.1.

Maliilawl, li, 143.
MudgH, i, 141.
Muyha. ii, 398. . . .„
MuTgrave'a lalanda, ill, 165.

Mull, i, 438.
Mullingar, i, 454.
Mumbo Jumbo, iii, 41.
Muiidun, ii, 115.
Munich, ii, 110.
Munnipore, ii, 397.
Munater (Ireland), i, 454.

(Germany), ii, 108.
, Sebaatian, i, 70.

Muques. iii. 96.
Murcia, i, a83.
Murfieeaburu, iii, 577.
Murirab, ii, 310.
Murom, ii, 169.
Murray River, iii, 130.
Murvitidru, I, 583.
Muacati ii, 396.
Muagow, iii, 83.
Muakingum, iii, 555.
Muaaelburgh,i,4l7.
Muaacnduon, Cape, ii, 300.
Muttra, ii, 360.
Muiiria, i, 38.
Mycenn, li, 183.
Myaore, ii> 376.

N.

Naarden, i, SIS.
Nana, i. 453.
Narogdochet, iii, 330l
Nadir, i, 85.
Nahant, iii, 480.
Nahn, it. 3R5.
Nain, iii, :i39.

Nairn, i, 433.
Nakahi Ruuatan, ii, 310.
Nakthiviin, ii,311.
Namur, i, 5ll.
Nanchang, ii, 433.
Nanciiwry, ii, 530.
N.iiicy, i, 551.
Nandnre, ii, 360.
Nansoaaki, .i. '193.

Niinkinir, ir, -lUS.

N.inlea, i, SM.
Naniii'nki', iii, 513.
Nantun, i, 558.
Nanluckvt, iii, 481.
Naplca, ii, 44.
Napnii, ii, 18i.
Napoli di Malvaaia, ii, 188.
Nap'ilua4>, ii, 3.'Wi.

Narbonnp, i, .'M.!.

Narraganrelt Bay, in, 483.
Narni, ii, 35.

Narva, ii. Kill.

Narym, 'i, 4i8_.

Nnaam«mn>, i, 36.
Naahvilk-, iii, S"!?.

Naaaau (IJcrinaiiy), li, 117.
(Wnitlndi<^,i:i,a».

Naaaau Hull, iii, 2

Nalal, iii, 68.
Natchex, iii, 548.
Natchni Indiana, iii. 548.
Satchiioehea, lii, 55.3.

atural Bridie, iii, 537.
Nauaaera, ii,33U.
Nuvan. i, 454.
Navarin liland, iii, 331.
Navarino, ii, 185.
Navarinu (Michigan), iii, 584.
Navarre, i, 580.
Navigator'a lalanil*, iii, 164.
Naxoa, ii, 190.
Nazareth, ii, 3S6.
Neagh, Lough, i, 459.
Nearchua, voyage of, i, 34.

Neath, i, 400.
Nebulai, i, 81.
Necho, eircumnavigatiod of
Africa under, i, IB.

Nedjed, ii, 397.
Needlea, i, 367.
Negapaiam, ii, 378.
Negro, Rio, iii,346.
Negroponl, iiJOl.
Nelkunda, i, 88.
Nelloor, it, 379.
Nemaur, ii, '166.

Nepal, ii, 38:.
Nertchimk, ii, 478.
Neihcrlanda, i, 495.
Neufcliatel, ii, 73.
Neuaalx. ii, 136.
Neuae River, iii, 539.
Neuaiedler Sue, ii, 136.
Neuaohl, ii. 136.
Never*, i, 556.
Nevia, lii, 395.
Nevia, Ben, i, 436.
NeviBinkHilia,486.
Newark, i, 3^
Newark (New Jeraey), iii,
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Newark (Ohio), iii, 558.
Newara, li, 383.
New Bedford, iii, 481.
Newberne, iii. 53l.
Nowburgh, iii, 495.
Newbury, i, 360.
Newburyport, iii, 480.
Newcaalle on Tyno, i, 383.
Newcaatle under Line. i,381,
Newfoundland, iii, 370.

geology, iii, 353.
aven, iii, 486.

New Ijebanon, iii, 495.
Now London, iii. 486.
Newmarket, i, 370.
Newmarket [New Hamp

ahire), iii, 413.
gewport (Rngland), i, 367.
ewbott (Rhiide laland), iii,

Newport fKonlucky),iii, S73.
Newport Pagnell, i, 378.
Newry, i, 4«l.
Newatead Abbey, i, 383.
New Souih VValca. See Hol-

land, New.
Newton, i, 117.
New York, iii, 488.
New York, city, iii, 493.
Neyva, iii, 360.
Nhilgerriea, ii,380.
Niagara, iii, 366.
Nicaragua, iii, 307.
Nicaragua, Lake of, Ui, 304.
Nice (Italy), ii, 48.
Nice (Turkey in Aaia), it,

376.
Nicholaa, St. (Belgium), i,

510.
Nicholaa, St. (Cape Verd

lalanda), iii, 96.

Sicobar lalanda, ii, 590.
icolaief, iiLlTO.
icoaia, li, VO.

Niederaellcra, ii, 1 17.

Niger, the, reaenrche* con-
cerning courae of, i, 49, 50,
75, iii. 75.

Niki. iii,87,

Nile, ii. 5.35.

Nilea, iii. 57«.
NimbuB cloud, i, 180.
Nimrguen, i, 515.
Nimgoiiia. ii, 441.
Ninciy Six, ill, 535.
Ningpn, ii, 435.
Nipiaainy. iii, .350.

Nifclinpi-Kolymak, ii, 481.
Niahapnur, ii, 307.
Niailiia, ii, SH3.
Niamra, i, 5.53.

Niii, ii. 4!<3.

Nicni-Novoinrod, ii, 160.
Nogaia, ii, 450.
Nooikoping, i. 489.
Naoahky, U, 333.

Noidlingen, ii. 110.
Norfolk, iii, 534.
Norfolk coiinly, i, 369.
Norfolk, New. iii, 346.
Normandy, i. 549.
Noriland, i, 491, 490.
Norte, Rio del, iii, 3l0.
Northampton (Maia.), iii

483.
Northampton (England), i,

379.
Northumberland, i, 383.
Northwcat Paaaage, i, 76.
Northwich, i, 391.
Norway. See Sweden.

, geology, i, 479.
, ueaaaniry, i, 485.
, local diviaiona, i, 491

Norwich, i, 369.
Norwich (Vermont), iii, 476
Norwich (Connecticut), iii,

Norwood, i, 136.
Nolo, ii, Sa
Nottingham, i, 383.
Noltiiighainahire, i, 383.
Nova Scotia, iii, 367.

.geology, iii, ,353.

Nova Zembia, iii, ITS.
Novara, iii, 43.
Novita, iii. 363.
Novogorod, Great, ii, 169.
Nubia, extent, ii, 573.— , map, ii, 573.—, zoology, ii, 573.

—Tj biatorical geography, ii,

—^, political atate. ii, 575.—--, culture, commerce, ii,

—-. race*, civilization, ii,

——, local geography, ii,576
Nueviiaa, lii, 399.
Nukahiwa, iii, 103.
Nun River, iii, 48.
Nunez Balboa, i, 60.
Nunia, ii, 383.
Nunivak laland, iii, 314.
Nuremberg, ii, 110.
Nuyt'* Land, iii, 136.
Nyaa, ii, 530.
Nyehorg, 1^474.
Ny«e, iii,&7._
Nykoping, i, 4^^ 489.

O.

Oahu, iii, 161.
Oakham, i. 370.
Oaaea, iii, 90.
Oaaia, Great, ii, 571.

, Lilile, ii. 571.
OaXBca, iii, 338.
Obdoeak, ii, 476.
Obi, river, li. 458.
Ocana, i. 577.
Ocana (New Grenada), iii

383.
Occullaliona, i, 151.
Ocean, i, 187.
Ocean, aalina cootenli of, I,

101.
Oecidente, iii,33l.
Ocinulger, iii, 530.
Oconee, iii, 5116.

Odcnaee, i. 474.
Oder, ii, 75.
Oileaia, ii, 17D.
8!dpnbur*, ii, 138.

Sta, ii, 188.

Offenbach, ii, 116.

Ogdenaburifh, iii, 490.
Ogechee, in, 536.
Ohio, Stale, iii, 555.
Ohio River, iii, .553.

Ohivahoa, iii, 163.
Oieda, i, 69.
Okotaii. ii, 479,
OMenburg, u. 117.
Oldham, i, 387,
Olenak, ii, 47».
Olinda, iii. 343.
Olmutz, ii, 103.
Olympua, ii>l88.
Oinngh, 1, 360.
Oman, li, 396.
Omboa, ii. SfiO.

Ommon, iij^VXI.

Omoa, iii, 307.
Omak, ii. 476.
Oneida Indiana, iii, 450.
Oneida, l,Rkp, iii, 489.
Ongule, ii, 379.
Onomlagn, River, ill, 41S.
Onoie, II. 375.
Ontario, Lake, iii, 390, 30S
Qodipoor, M. 365.
Ociicin, ii, a07.



Nordliiit«n, il. 110.
Norrulk, iii, 534.
Norfulk ciiiinif, i, 380.
Nurfolk. Ni'W.iii, 340.
Normnndy, i. 540.
Nortlind, i, 401, 410.
Norte, Rio del, lii. 310.
Mnrthamplon (Man.), iii

VT-L
Norihaniplan (Enfland), i,

NnrthumlieilaiMl, i, OKI.
NurlhwMt Paamxe, i, 70.
Norlhwich, i, 301.
Norwajr. See 8we<<en.

, (culoiy, i, 479.
, ueaaanirf, i, 485.—
, local diviiioM, i, 491

Norwich, I, 300.
Norwich (VermonI), iii, 476
Norwich (CoDnectlcut), iii,

4o7.
Norwood, i, ISO.
Nolo, ii, SO.
Notiintham, i, 383.
NoiliiEihamahiru, i, 383.
Nova Scotia, iii, 367.—

. geolpiy, iii. M8.
Nova Zembla, iii, 173.
Novara, iii, 43.
Noviia, iii, 3W.
Novoforod, Great, ii, 169.
Nubia, extent, ii, Sn..— , map, ii, 572.

, zniilufr, ii, 573.——, biatorieal ceofraphjr, ii,

—^, political ilale, ii, 575.—-, eulturo, commerce, ii,

—-. racea, civilization, ii,

——, local feocraphy, ii,576
Nueviiaa, iii, 300.
Nukahiwa, iii, 103,
Nun River, iii, 48.
Nunez Balboa, i, 09.
Nunia, ii. 383.
Nunivak liland, iii, 314.
Nuiemberf, it, 110.
Nuyl'a Land, iii, 138.
Nyaa, ii, 530.
Nyvborf, i, 474.
Nyfte, iii,67.__
NykopioK, i, if^ 489.

O.

Oahn, iii, 101.
Oakham, i, 370.
Oaiea, iii, OOi
Oaaia, Great, ii, S71.

, Link), ii. 571.
Oaxaca. Hi, 398.
Obdoetk. ii, 476.
Obi, river, li. 458.
Ocana, i. 577.
Ocana (New Grenada), iii

303.
Occultationa, i, ISl.
Ocean, i, 187.
Ocean, aalina coatcnti of. ^

101.
Oecidente, iii,33l.
OcinulKee, iii, 530.
Oconee, iii, $30.
Odenaee, i. 474.
Oder, ii, 75.
Oileau, ii, 170.

SMenburt, ii, 198.
ita, ii, tea

Olfenbach. ii, 116.

Ocdenaburith, iii, 490.
Oaechee, in, 536.
Ohio, Stale, iii, MS.
Ohio Rivet, iii, .US.
Ohivahoa, iii, 163.
Oieda, i, 60.
Okoiik. li, 479.
OMenburi,k 117.
Oldham, i, 387.
Olenik, ii, 47».
Olinda, iii. a4:<.

Olmuii. ii, l«i.
Olymput, litl88.
Oinaih, I,3M1.
Oman, li, 306.
Omboa, ii, SA9.
Ommon, iij>3R8,

Offloa, hi, 307.
Omik,ii.478.
Oneida Indiana, iii, 4SB.
Oneida. l.ake, iii, 480.
Onau'e. ii, 370.
Onomlaia. River, iii, 4lfl.

Onote, fi. 375.
Ontario, Lake, iii, 330, 30S
Qodipoor, MiSOS.
UoieiDTii, 387.

Onnalaahka, iii, 345.
Oonimak laland, iii, 34S.
UiiKut, li, 370.
Oliuluuwi, iii, 553.
lllKrniwick, iii, 171.

0|.|iir. i. 14.

ni,hif, Mouni, ii, SIX
Up4>rto, i, SUO.
Oran, iii, 10.

Ufuniie River, iii, S3.
Otiluna, i. .1811.

Otibro, i. 4H7.
( Irraon. iit, 346.
Ori'l. li, l«!l.

OrrnburK, ii. 457.
nmim, I. 570.
I Ill's. II, 3H-i.

OiihuHla, i, 583.
Ilriiiuco, river, iii, 330.
tJtiniHiKi, ii, 44.
Uriuu, ii, 371.
Urizava, in, HUD, 311.
llrkiicyf, i, 430.
Orknvya, New, iii, 173.
Ofieana. i. 551.
tirleiiiis. New. iii, 553.
Onntiz. ii. 310.
< IriiHiw. i, 5M.
Oriiiihuliiny, (.'aucaaian or
KuriiiH-an. i, 3H7.

-. ,Mun|ulian or Aiiatie,
i, 270.

, Americnn. i, 371.
Ethiopian or African,

i, iii.

, Malay or Auatralian,
i. 271,

274.
of arctic regions, i,

of tropical regiona, i,

274.
OriMio. iii. 470.

Or»n«oy, i. i-U.
Oriiiitea. rivnr, ii, 964.
llllrllUf, i, 70.
OiUKi, ill, 370.
(Ii'ttie River, iii, .'S79.

Ilraxci, lii. 440,587.
(JiukH. ii. 4112.

l>4firno, iii. 3()7.

Ihtn. ii, IHH.

Daiund, i, Sia
Ottcrby, i, 4.S0

Dmiakii. ii, 475.
OilMil, ii. 143.

Onwegii, iii, 406.
Oiaheiie, iii, 138.

, firat discovery, i,
,..'

OiiHwii, ill. SOU.
Dimwn, liver, iii, 350.
Utter Crrek, ill, 432.
OlriinKi, li, 48.

Diuinbii, iii, 324.
<>iinn.>ul<i, lii, 190:
Dtiilf, ii, 3HII.

fhiileo'irtti', i. 511.
Diiilinrk, ii, 470.
r)ii!'M, it, 457.
Dvim, ill, 06
(Iveiy^Bt'l, i. .515.

Ovi.ilii, i, 5H0.
(Iwliyhw, iii. IGI.

0.\f..rd. i, .378.

OxIcy, ilinciivcrics by, iii, 118.
(him, il. 415.
t>ziirk Miiuntaina, iii, 553.
Uzeiie, i, 28.

Pnrific Ocean, i, 187.
I'liilunir, ii, 510.
PHderbitrii, li, lOlk
I'adiia, ii, 41.
Pnilucnh. iii, .174.

Pa!iluin. ii, 47.
Paglian, ii, 309.
Pauli-y. i. 420.
Piilnna, ill, ItWI,

Pakimnanf , ii, 510.
Palencia. i. .1711.

Pnlcnqiie, iii, ;I28.

Palernto, li, .10.

Palialin'', ii, 240.
. iniip, ii. SSI.

Pttlibtithrn, I, 38.
Palmii, i..m
Pnlinii, Caimriet. lii, 91.
Palinaf. hut, iii. 95.
Palmyra, ii, 206.
-—— (Minouii). iiiJ18».
Pamlico Hound, iii, 339.
Pumpaa. iii, 300, 311.——- del Sacramento, Ui,

Painpoluna, i, .WO,
I'nmpliinB, lii, 961,
Panama, iii, 311.').

Pandjuur, ii, 530,
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Pangany, iii, 70.
Paniaa, ii, 338.
Panniput, ii, .'Wl.

Panuco, lii. 330.
PaiH), lit, 164.

Paoting, ii,42l.
Papantia, iii 326.
Papua, iii, 143.
Papuaa, ii, 514.
Para, iii, 346.
Parnguay, iii, 310.
Paraiha, iii, 344.
Parnllax, i, IU7.
Parumanbo, ii:, 301.
P»riuniitta, iii, 131.
Parliclm, i, 183.

Puiiat, 11,35.1.

Puriine. Hierra, iii, ^50.
Paria. i, 546. _

(Kentucky), iii. 573.
Park, I'ZiHtilitiun. i, 75.
Parma, ii, 38.
P«rna»iun, ii, 187.
Paroa, li, lOU.

Parral, ui, 330,
Parry, expediiions, i, 77.
Ptucagoula Sound, iii, 545.
Paaco, minei of, iii, 273,
PaiiaicFalla, 111,408.
Paiuau, ii. 110.
Paato, Hi, 'm.
Paaiuraae. a branch of indua-
„try, i, 2:9.
ratagimiii, iii, 330.

, geoloay. iii, 300.
Pataptco, 111, 513.
PiitBihie, iii, 83.
Patcraon, iii, 301.
Palialu, ii, Ml.
Paimus, ii, tM).
Paina, ii,m
Paita. iii, 73.
Palierdale, i, 3D0.
Pau, i, .m
Paul do Luanda, St., iii, SO,
PauliMaa, iii, 214.
Paulo. San, iii, 344.
Paumainn Ulanda, lit, ISO.
Pavia, ii, 41.
Pawneef , iii, 440.
Pawtucket, iii, 433.
Pawlucket, river, iii, 483.
Payla, iii, 277.
Paz, la, iii, 379.
Peak cavern, i, .183.

Po rl River, iii, 547.
Puchelee, ii, 421.
5V. • l« 1, ^18.
:iU.- River, iii, 533.
<!)«> ii, :<M.

''ci le, cclipn obeerved by,
.1.

rVking, ii, 421.
Pelew lilanrti, iii, 16S.
PeHon, ii, IW.
Puinba, lii. 72.
Pembina, iii, 1140.

, iii, 584.
Pembroke, i, ilOO,

Penilulum, ubaeivstiooa en,
i. M4.

Vni'do, iii, 343.
'•'niicitla, I, .18:1.

^nll^-ylvallla, iii, SOI.
^nnbicot, ill, 4118.

'enaacolr, iii, ,144.
'enielicii^, ii. It^.
Vnza, ii, 173.

*uitzance, i,306.
'eoria, iii, .186.

'era, il. 310.
'erckof, ii, 174.
'erfiamiis, ii, 375.
'eriiidic inenualitio*, i. 134.
'rrm, 11, 172.

'emambuen, iii, 343.
'eriitc, iii, 326.
'arouie, i, 74,
'eipianan, i, ,133.

'eitbera, i, 488.
'ersepoliB, remain*, ii, 309.
'eiaia, Indepenilent, upeel,
niountaina, li, 311.

. bntanf , il, 313.—— , hiatorical geography,

, conalltiilinn, revenuea,
troopa, ii, 310.

, iniluatry, ii, 316.
—7;-, population, inhabitants,

• religion, knowleoae, i'.

, amuia>ments, dress,
food, ii, 318.

, local divisions, ii, 319.
Pcfsian Empire, boutwariCB,

—'-, map, ii, 890.

Persian Empire, mouDtain*,
plains, ii, 300.

, zoology, ii, 300.
, hialorieal geography, ii,

, monarchical eonalilu-
tion, ii, 303.

, army, predatory chieb,
ii, 303.

-^, agiiculture, manufac-
Uiraa, commerce, ii, 303.
—::-,jwipulBiioo, character,

^—, religion, letters, ii, ,105.

, language, dress, ii,;i01.

, local ilivisioiis, ii, 300.
Perth (Scnilaiid), 1, 434.

(N. Holland), iii, 135.
Peru, citeni and boundariei,

iii, 366.— , mop, iii, 967..— , mountains, iii, 368.
, geology, iii, 360.
, botany, iii, 370.

-—, rivers, lakos, iii, 368.——. zoology, iii, 271.—r, historical geography,
III, 371.—--, political geography, iii,

-— , agriculture, roanufac-
lurca, iii, 373.—— , mines, commerce, iii,

, population, Creoles, na-
tives, mixed racea, iii, 374.——, religion, literature,
amuMinenIs, iii, 275.

, local divisions, iii, 870.-—. Upper. , See Bolivia.
Perugia, 11, M.
Pesaro, ii, 36.
Peshawar, ii, 319.
Pcaih, ii, V&
Patchrrais, iii, 331.
Peter I. Island, iii, 173.
Peterhead, i, 429.
Peter's, St., river, iii, 363.
Petersburg (Russia), ii, 164.

(Virginia), hi, 535.I Virginia), ,„, ,

Peterwarndin, ii, 130.
Peira, ii, 207.
Pelropaulowsk, ii, 460.
Ppuiiiigerian table, i, 49.
Pharsalia, ii, 188.
Phignlia, ii, 165.
PhiTudulphia, iii, 5U7,
Philippines, ii, 52.1.
Philipsburg. ii, 1 13.
PhihpaladI, i, 487.
Philis, ii, 5.0.
Pi»uhy, lii, 344.
Picarii, i, 1.10.——, obiervationa by, i, 71.
Picardy, i, 548.
Pichincha, iii, 347, SS3.
Pico, iii, 04.
Picolaia, iii, 543.
Picion, iii, 3IJ8.

PiiMlmont. ii, 41.
Pierre, St., iii, 300.
Pillau, il, 137.
Piben, ii, :03.
Piney Point, iii, 518.
Pinketl'in, i, 73,
Pisa, ii, 36.
Pisania, iii, 41.
Piscaiaqua, iii, 478.
Pisco, ill, 3n.
Pitcairn Island, iii, ISO.
Pilhauri, ii, 184.
Pitlaburt, iii, 510.
Pittsfleld, iii. 483.
iura, iii, 377.

Pizarro, i, 00;^
Placencia, i, 577.
Placentia, ii, 38.
Planets, i, 80.

, orbits of, i, 113.

1 primary aiid second-
ary, 1,114.

Planta, geography considered
in regard to their distribu-
tion, i, 336.

, station of, i, 345.
-. placea of Iheir growth,

—'—, migration of, i, i47.—— , obataclea to their mi-
gration, i. 948.

Platie, iii, 588.
Plaiea, ii. 188. _
Platten, Lake, ii, 197.
Plalt^burgh, iUJM.
Plinlimmon, i, 307.
liny, his geography, i, 48.

Plymouth (Engjand), i, ^95.

(New England), iii,

481*
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fo,
ii,0.

odoAa. ii, 143.
Poggy Islands, ii, SiO.
Pointea-Pilre, iii, 300.
Point de Galle, ii, 387.
Poitiers, i, 551.
Poitou, i, 551.
Pols, ii, 139.
Poland, extent, rivers, rnanh*

es, li, 130.

.natural geofrapby,
11, 130.

, hatorical geocr>pbr>
partition, ii, 130.

, map ii, 132.
-, political division, U,

133.
, agriculture, mana-

facturea, commeice, ii, 134.
, population, ii, 135.

-, national character, ii,

religion, knowledge.
135.

ii, I3!>.

. local divisions, 11,130,
, Prutsian, with Ducal

Prussia, ii, 136.
, Austrian, ii, 138.

'
, modern kiogdom of,

ii, 140.
, Russian, ii, 143.

Polar circles, i, 91.
Polar Seas, islands in, iii,187.

>_their general aspect,
iii, 167.

, discoveries in, iii,ia&
fisheries, iii, I*"

, local details of, Ui.
171.

Polea, i, 80.
Polignac, i, 536.
Polignano, ii, 48.
Political coiMiitulion, i, 718.
Polynesia, iii, 144.

, map of, iii, 145. '

[general dcseriplioD,
ni, 14K

, geology, iii, 147.
, botany, iii. 148.

, iliseovery of, iii, 153.—— , European intercoutsa
with, iii. 151.

, political state, iii,1S4.——, productions, com-
merce, iii, 154.

, populniion, iii, 155.—— , social state, iii, 15S.
, religion, missions to,

iii, 156.

, amusements, habita-
tions, dress, iii, 157.—— , local divisions, ill,

1,16.

Pomcrsnia, ii, 104.
Pompeii, ii, 47.
Pompey's Pillar, li, 554.
Ponce, iii, 309.
Pondicherry, ii, 377.
Ponle Delgada. iii, 91
PonlefractJ, 384.
Poole, i, 3ff7.

Poonah, ii. 360.
Popayan, iii. 261.
Popocatepetl, iii, 300 333.
Portalegre, iii, 342.
Portarlinstun, i. 45.1.

Port au Prince, iii, 303.
Port Dalrympio, iii, 137.
Port Davy, iii, 139.
Port Gibaon, iii. 519.
PortGlaagow, 1,490.
Port HayTien, iii. 3U3.
Porlici. li. 47.
Port Jackson, iii, 130.
Portland (Maine),iii, 449.
Porthnd atone, i, 387.
Port Louis, iii, 97.
Porto Bella, iii, 983.
Porto Farini, ill, 30.
Porto Praya, iii, 90.
Porto Rico, 111,899.
Porto Santo, iii, 95.
Porto Segurn, iii, 349.
Portpatrick, i, 419.
Port Royal (Jamaica), ill,

303.
PmiRoyil (Martinico), iii,

Pnrlsmoulh, i, 387.
Porttmnuth (N. Hampshire).

iii, 473.
Portsmouth ^io), iii, S39.
Portsea, I, 367.
Poitugal, extent and bounds-

riea, 1, 300.
, map, i, 500.

—
', rivers, i, 300.
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Purtagal. biitorictl geogra-
pbjr, i.SGI.—— , political geogiaplijr, i,

•^—> productive induiliy, i,

, aKriculiur<>, manurae-
tures, &c.. I, SU3.

, populatinn, national
characiei, i, &U3.——1 religion, literature, i,

, III provincei, i, 593.
Purtuguvau Auitralaaian dia-
coveriea, i; 78.

Poaega, ii, ViS.
Poaeii, li, 138.
Puiilippo, ii, 45.
Poll, li, 4SS.
Pototi, iii, '/79.
——, niiiiea uf, iii, 373.
PotMlain, ii, KM.
PutteriuH, i, 331.
Poltiville, iii, SlU.
PauKhketipsie, iii 473.
Powuriciiurt waterlall, i. 432.
Piiyaii, iii, 304. 3(17.

Prague, ii. Wi.
Piairie du Cliien, iii, 504.
Prciburg, ii, 125.

Preicot (Eniiland), i, 387.
Pd'iciit (Uiitiili America),

Iii, 365.
Preatun. i, 387.

. Predonpana, i, 410.
PreuM-Kyluu, ii, 137.
Prince Edward lilaiid, geolo-
gy ul'. iii. :t53.

. dptciiption, iii, 3110.

Prince of Walta Cape, iii,

.144.

Prince William'i Sound, iii,

345.
Princeton, iii, 500.
Priichard, theory of varieties
ofman, 1,963.

Frocida, li, I'i.

Projection, globular, i, 157.——, orthographic, i, 153.
, •teroograpbic, i, 134.

Prome, ii, 39B.
Provence, i, 554.

frovidence, iii, 483.
rovidence, Fori, iii, 343.

Provincetown, iii, 481.
Pruiaia, riio oi, ii, 83.

—TT-jkingdom, provincet of,

——, conititution, education,
taxation, nrmy, ii. 87.— , liical divisiona, ii, 103.

, Ducal, ii, 136.
-— , Eaal and Weal, ii, 137.
Przoinycl. ii. 140.
Ptolemaic Syalem, i, 108.
Ptolemota, iii, 31.
Piolvmy, hia geugraphy, i, 53.

. . . hia geography ol Aaia,
i, SO.

, of Guropo, i, 54.
, of Africa, i, 59.

Pucbia, iii, .'1-24.

Puerto Cubi'llo. iii, 966.
Pulnaki, iii, 576.
Puliicai, ii. 379.
Pul(i Pinang, ii, 530.
Piiltowa. li. 170.

Punnkhii, ii. 380.
Punjab, ii, 3(i3.

Punjt{(iiir, ii. 333.
Puno. iii, 378.
PurtiC(>. iii, 361.
Purchcim, i, Sm.
Puerto Princtpn, iii. 399.
Puy de Dome, i, S.'W.

Puy en Veiny, i, 530.
Puuiioli, ii, 46.

PyrHmida of Eaypt, ii, 558.
PyrenccB, i, 3110, 558.

, veietntion, i, 567.
Pytmont, ii, 1 17.

Pytlieaa, foyuge of, i, 33.

Quadra and Vancouver Isl-

and, iii, 347.
Qunm.'iml, li, 580.
Uudiigaeo, ii, 43^1.

Qunniunii, ii. 433.
<tiinnliick llilln, i, 304.
Qunbpc, iii, 1163.

Qupdliuhiirg, ii. lOfl.

Quucn Charlutte'a lalandi,
Iii, 160.

'

Quccn'a County, i, 4.53.
Uuonnatown, iii, 'MX.
Quentin, Bl., i,SI8.

§neretaro, iii, 336.
uerimba lalanda. iii, 73.
ueylingfou, ii, W.

Quibtlo, iii, 389.
ttuiche, Santa Cruz del, iii,

307.
Uuillimanc, iii, 71.
Uuillota, lii. 306.
Uuilou. iii, 73.
Uuimper, i, 530.
Uuindiu Mountain, iii, 360.
Quinaai, ciiy, i, 68.
Quiroa, i. 7n.
Quito, iii, 364.
Uuorra, iu, 75.

gaab, ii, 136.
aamah, i, 16.

Rabat, iii, 17.

Rabba, iii. 88.
Racca, ii, 3ri3.

Ritcc, human, varietiea of, i,

356.
Radack lalanda, iii, 165.
Raduma, iti, 96.
Radiue vectiir, i, S3.
Radnor, i,m
Radow, li, 141.
gRagland Caaile, i, 303.
aauaa, ii, 139.

ahinanieh, ii, .554.

Rahway, iii, 300.
Rain, i, 180.
Rainbow, i, 18:1.

Raipuols, ii, 'Mt.
Raleigh, iii. 531.
Ralick lalanda, iii, 165.
Ramla, ii, 3161.

Rampuor, a, 361.
Rampore, ii, 385.
Ramagate, i, 364.
Randolph, iii, 509
Rangoon, ii, 396.
Rannoch, Loch, i, 435.
Raphoe, i, 4S8.
Ruppahiinnock, iii, 530.
Raritan River, iii, 498.
Raa el Khyma, ii, 397.
Rastadt, ii, 113.
Rath, ii, 368.
Ruliabon, ii, 110.
Ravenna, ii, 36.
Rawan Hrad, Lake, ii, 433.
Reading, i, 366.
Reading (PenoayWania), iii,

308.
Realejo, iii, 307.
Real del Monte, iii, 334.
Recite, iii, 343.
Redjangp, ii, 519.
R^River (Louiiiana), iii,

530.
Reggie, ii, 40.
Regjpni, botanical, i, 350,

lenlreivshire. i, 410.
lennoll, i, 73.
lennea. i, 530.
(epublic, what, i, 378.
teabd. ii, 306.
leaolution. Fort, iii, 343.
tetimo, ii, 189.
tcua. i,S89.
leuaa. li, 53.

(Oermnny), ii, 117.
Revel, ii, 166.
Khauae. ii, 306.
Rhoima. i, 536.
Rhine, ii, sa, 75, i, 497.
Rhio, ii, 530.
Rhode laland. iii, 483.
Rhodea, ii, 380.
Rhodez, i, 533.
Rhone, river, i, 530, ii, 53.
Richer aent to Cayenne, i,

137.

Richmond (England), 1,365.
(Indiana), iii, 5(53.

(Vlrainia).iii,.535.—
\ ilKKIIH/. ,,l, >

Rieacngebirge, ii. 105.
Ricn, ii, 1611.

Rimini, ii, 'M.
Kiobnmba, iii, 364,
Rio Grniidu (Afrirn), iii, 43.
Rio Grande do Norte, iii,

944.
Rio (irando do SnI. iii, 343.
llio Janeiro, iii, 341.
Kic.in, i, .'i.W.

Ripen, i, 474.
Rivera, i, 304.

, their baaina, declivity,
bote, i. 305.—.-, inundation, i, SOU.

Roanoke, iii, .m
Rochdale, i, 387.

Rochcfort, i, .'i53.

Rochelle. i, .5,53.

Rucheator. iii, 4!)7.

Rockaway, iii 4!l.'i.

Rock. I.iiile, li, ,'i79.

Rock River, iii, 3«:i.

Rncka, alruclure of, i, 335.
. cluaaea and speclea uf,

i, 338.——, Neptunian primitive, i,

——> Plutonian or ignigenoua
primitive, i, 339.——

, tranaition, i, 339.—
—ji Plutonian tranailion, i,

—^, n'condary, i, 930.—, Neptunian tranaition, i,

330.
, Neptunian aecondary, i,

330.
, Plutonian or ignigenoui

aecondary, i, 331.
-——. Neptunian tertiary, i.

334.—, Plutonian or ignigenoua
tertiary, i, 333.

, alluvial, i, 935.—, volcanic, i, 335.——, their effect on vegeta-
Uiia, i. 343.

Rocky Mountaini, iii, 178,
3 1 3.

Rocroy, i, 557.
Ruda, iii. 345.
Riidriguei, iii. 07.
Rome, ii, 99.
Romney. i, 364.
Romaey, i, :I67.

Runcasvallea, i, 580.
Ronda, i, 586.
Roaaa, i. 583.
Rotchild, i, 473.
RiiacommoiiLi, 437.
Roaeau, iii, 395.
Roaeita. ii, .'iSS.

Roalin, i, 417.
Rosa, Captain, diacovcrieaby,

i, 77, iii, 341.-. - ',111, .»^i.

Roaa (England), i

(Snitland), i

gaa«,New,i. 433.
oaai. ill. ^31.

Roatock, ii, 117.

Rotheihnm, i,380.
Roihaay, i, iiS.
Rotterdam, i, 513.
Rouad, ii. 983.
Rouen, i, 540.
Roum, ii, 379.
Roumelia, ii, 908.
Rouaaillon. i, 333.
Roveredo, ii, 101.
Rovigo, ii, 39.
Roxburgh, iii, 130.

(Scotland),

393.
437.

i. 418.
Rubruquia, journey of, i, 66.
Rum, i, 439.
Rupat, ii, 53a
guremonde, i, 51.5.

uaielville, iii, 574.
Rueaia on the Caapian, u,

447.
, map, ii, 449.——, boundariea, raountaina,

water*, ii, 448.

, nrology. 450.—, hiatorical geography, ii,

43().

1 political geography, ii,

, culture, commerce, ii,

45l. „
, aocial alate, ii, 453.
, local diviaiona, ii, 453.

Ruaaia in Europf, extent,
boundaries, ii. 143.

, aurl'ace, rivera, lakct,
ii, \*3.

, map, ii, 144.
, geology, ii, 146.
, botany, ii) 148.

. zoology, ii, 1.55.

. hiatorical geography,
ii, 156.

, government, slavery,
revcnuea, ii, 137.

, agriculture, mnnufac-
turea, commerce, ii, 1.5R.

, cnnnla, roadn. i'. 139.

, poptilution, ii, 160.~—
•, nobles, alavea. ii, IGt.

, religion, ii, 163.
, lilrrature. hniinea,

amuiiemrnta. &c.. ii. 163.
. atatialical table of jiro-

vincea and lowna, ii, llvl.

guaaian America, iii, 343.
uasii, Great, ii, 1G7

Ruaaia, Southern, ii, 170.
, White, ii, 170.

Rutland, iii, 475.
Rulaahuk, ii, 310.
Ryde, i, ;I67.

Rye, i, 363.

8.

Saarbruck, ii, 106.
Saar-Louin, ii, 108.
Saba, iii, tMIO.

:>'aba, St., li. 354.
Sabine River, iii, S3A
Sackaioo, iii, 85.
Sacket'a Harbour, iii, 474
Saco, iii, 471.
Sacs and Foxes, iii, 430.
Sa el lladjiir. ii, 535.
Satlad, ii. 337.
SaOi, ill, 17.
Siig Harbour, iii, 405.
Saghalien, ii, 443.
Saguenay, river, iii, 350.
Sahara, iii, 90.

, luiface, inhabitauk
„ III, 91.
Said, ii, 361.
Saide, ii, 360.
Saiirong, ii, 400.
Si. Elmo'afiie, i, 184,
St. Ive*. i, 370.
Saintes, i. 553.

(Weal Indies), iii

300.
Sala, i, 488.
Sulahieh, ii, 356.
Salamanca, i, 578.

(Mexico), iii, 337.
Snlnmia. ii. 183.
Salem, iii, 480.
Salerno, ii, 47.
Salina, iii. 497.
Salisbury, i, 368.

(MasaachuseUs), iii

480.
Bailee, iii, 17.

Salona, ii, 188.
Salonica, li, 189.
Salta, iii, 319.
Salicoats. i, 419.
Saltillo, iii, 339.
Sallzburgi ii,99.

Saluda, iii, S:i3.

Salvador S. (Brazil), iii, 31%
Sainanap, ii. 533.
Samar, li. 536.
Samara, ii. ITl.
Samarang. ii. 533.
Samnrcand, ii, 445.
bxmarof ii, 476.
Sambatikila, iii, 90.
Sambelong, ii, S3U.
Samboanjan. ii, 530.
Sambor, ii, 140.
Sameo. iii, 90.
Samott, ii, 560. '

Samoa, ii, 380.
Bamoyedes, ii. 475.
Samsoon, it, 377.
Sen, ii, 557.
San Bias, iii, .137.

San Jnan (La Plato), iii, 33a
San Juan (Porto Rico), iii,

399.
San Luia, Hi, 330.
Sana, ii. 996.
Sand-bankf, i,3l3.
Sandomir, ii, 141.
Sandusky, iii, 539.
Sandusky River, iii, 555.
Sandwich, i, Xi.
Sandwich Islands, iii, 161.

, geokigy, iii, 147.
Sandwich Land, iii, ITJ.

Sandwich (Massachuwtls)
iii, 481.

Sangsra, iii, 43.
San Marinojii, 36.
Sanna, iii, 977.
San Salvador, iii, 999.
San Salvador (Central Amo*

rica), iii, 306.
Bansan, iii, 86.
Sanaamling, iii, 89.
Santa Cruz (TeneriflTe), iii

95.
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, iii

970.
Santa Cruz West Indies)

ill. 301.
Santa Fe (Mexic •), iii, 331.

(La Plata), iii, 3ia
Snntander, i, .'iHO.

Bnniarein, i, 593.
Buniee, iii, .533.

Santiago (Chili), iii, 909.
SanUago de Cuba, iii, 899.

^'«,miimmmMitm»mmm^i^smmmmi^imitmi



Kuiiia.Suuthern, ii, 170.
, While, ii, 17a

Ruilimd, ill, 475.
KiiiMhuk, ii, 310.
Kyde, i, :I67.

Kyo, i, 3(>S.

8.

Saarbruck, ii, 108.
Bauc-Louia, ii, 108.
Baba, iii, riUO.

••«ba, St., li. 251.
dabine Kiver, iii, 5S0l
HacliaifM), iii, 85.
MacliKi'a tiaibuur, iii, 474
Bacn, iii, 471.
Sacs and Fiixea, iii, 436.
8a vi lladjiir. ii, 555.
Sall'ud, ii. '.U7.

Haffl, iii. 17.

ting Harbuur, iii. 405.
Baiihalicn, ii, 44'i.

Sagueaay, river, iii, 330.
Sahara, iii, 90.—

z
—

, lutracs, inhabitant
III, 01.

Said, ii, SRI.
Snide, ii, 'iUU.

Saivimg, ii, 400.
Si. Khnu'ifire, i, 184.
St. Ivet, i, 370.
Saintea, i, 553.-—- (Wort lodiea), iU

Sula.'i, tm.
Sulaliieh, ii, 556.
Salamanca, i, 578.

(Mexico), iii,33T,
Siilnmif, ii. 1H3.
Salem, iii, 4H0.
Salerno, ii, 47.
Salina. iii, 497.
Saliibury, i, 368.

(Haaiachinelli), iii

480.
Ballm, iii, 17.

Baluna, ii, 188.
Salonica, li, IBB.
Salla, iii, ttlO.

Balicoata. i, 419.
Saltillo, iii, 33D.
Salttburi, iii 90.
Saluda, iii, SOU.
Salvador S. (Brazil), iii. »a
Sainannp, ii. 5'£j.

Samnr, li, S2H.
Samara, ii, 172.
Bamarang, ii, 532.
Bainarcand, ii, 44S.
bimaror, ii, 476.
Sambalikila, iii, 90.
Bambelnnn, ii, 590.
Bamboanzan, ii, StU
Sambiir, ii, 140.
Bameo, iii, 90;
Samun, ii, SOO.
Samoa, ii, S80.
Bamoyedea, ii. 47S.
SamaooniJi, 377.
San, ii, SS7.
San Blaa,iii,.'i37.

San Jaan (La Plata), iii, SSOi
San Juan (Porto Rico), iii,

299.
Ban Luia, iii, 820.
Sana, ii.m
Sand-bank;, i, 913.
Bandomir, ii, 141.
Sanduiky. iii, 553.
Banduakv Kiver, iii, 555.
Sandwich, i, 364.
Sandwich lalanda, iii, 161.

, anokigy, iii, 147.
Sandwich Land, iii, ITJ.
Sandwich (MaiaachuaeUa)

iii, 481.
Sanrara, iii, 43.
Ban Marino, ii, 36.
Banna, ill, 277.
Ban Salvador, iii, 390.
Ban Salvador (Central Amo-

rica). iii, 306.
Banian, iii, 86.
Sanaamlinij, iii, 89.
Santa Cruz (Toneriffe), iii

Santa Cruz de la Sierra, iii

879.
Santa Cruz Wml Indiea)

iii, 301.
Santa Fe (Mpxic >), iii, 3ni.

(La Plata), iii, 310,
Sanlandor, i, .W.
Santarem, i, 5fl5.

Santee, ill, Xft.
Baniiaco (Chili), iii, 90S.
SanUaco do Cuba, iu, 890.

GENERAL INDEX,

Bantiaco de Gualameli, iii,

JM.
Saniiazo (Mexico), iii, 329.
Haniilluna, i, 580.
Kantt>na, i, 580.
Suniiirini, ii, 190.

Sdnudii, map by, i. 64.
SaiMie, river, i, KM).
Sarndoaea, i, SHI.
Suraiiifa, iii, 490.
Sardinia, iiland, ii, 43.

, ita geolofy, ii, 18.

. Statea of, ii, 41.
Saidia, iii, 874.
Sariicn, ii, 70.
8ii9 van nhent, 1, 510.
t^QBsari, ii, 44.
HHttidiio, iii, 90.
^ataHuea, voyaice of, 1, 19.

Siliarah, ii, 360.
8aturn,'i, 83.
Saumur. i, 551.
Savannah, iii. 538.
Savannah la Mar, ill, 304.
Savannah, river, ul, 530i
Siive, river, ii, 90.
Saverne, i, 558.
Bdvny, ii, 43.

8axe-Alienbun, ii, 117.
SaxeCuburicGotha, ii, 117.
8nx» Meininien, ii, 117.
Saxe-Weimar, ii, 116.
Saxuny, ii, 80.

, kingdnin of, ii, 1 12.
, PruHian, ii, 105.

Saybronk, iii, 4W.
Scala Nova, ii, 373.
Bcanderoiin. ii, 366.
Scania, i, 490.
Scnrlia, i, 428.
Scarburoufh (England), i,

384.
Scarbiirough (Wett Indiea),

iii, 295.
SchaiThauion, ii, 71.
Scheldt, river, i. 497.
Behemaitx, ii, 126.

Schenectady, iii, 496.
Scheveiing, i, 513.
Schlangeiflierii, ii, 477.
Schumla ii, 810.
Schuylkill, iii, SU9.
Schwartzenburg, ii, 117.
Schweidnitz, ii, 105.

Schweitx, ii, 09.
Schwurin, ii, 117.

Scilly lalanda, i, 400.
Scio, ii, 881.
Sciiilo, iii, 555
Bclavonia, ii, 138.

Scntland, ita boundarie*, i,

4U1.
, divided into Low-

landa and Highlanda,i, 401.
, map, i, 403.

, ialea, mounlaina, i,

408.——, riven, lochi, i, 403.

, geology, i, 404.

, hiatoncal aurvey of,

1,408. . .,.„ . J
, union wiih England,

political conatitutiiin, i, 400.

, burghi, i, 410.

. revenue, agriculture,

'•*">• ,. J. J
, cultivated land*, ma-

nufaeturea, i, 411.
dialillerlM, minai, i.

411.
. , fiaheiiei, comnwice,

i, 418. „
, roada, canalt, i, 413.
national character,

religion, i, 413.

, literature, univeni-
tiea, i, 414.

, mumo^ drcia, pai-

timei,&c., I, 414.

, lat.c of eouBtiea and
towna, i, <I'V»«

Scottaville, iii,, 596.

Scutari, ii, SIO, 818.

Sea, ita trannparency, tem-
perature, phoiphoteacence,

—^, depth, level, I. ipO.

Sea water, colour of, i, 188., lit laale, apocinc gra-
vity, i, 191..

. conitituent parU or,

1.193.
flearii, iii. 944.
Seal, inland, i, 188. .

. inland, •alliirM of, l,1BB.

Seiiioni, viciiwiiuclfB of, 1,00.

Bebasliiin, Si., i. 5H0.

Sebonioo, ii, 129.

Beehnen, il. 424.
Secular incqualiiiei, i, 191.
Sccundra, ii. 360.
Sedan, i, 557.
fegcato, il, 51
Bego, ill, 89.
Begorbe, i, 583.
Segovia, i, 577.
Seine, river, i, 520.
Seiatan, ii, 321.
Selelkeh,ii,269.
Seleucia, ii, 285.
Seleucui, hie expeditioD, 1, 3B>
Belime, ii, 580.
Selinjinak, ii, 479.
Selinunti, ii, 51.

Seliiily, Cape, ii, 360.
Selkirk, i, 418.
IJeininoloa. iii, 544.
Semipaialnoi. ii, 477.
Semlin, ii, 120.

Semoeh, li, .'(77.

Seneca, I>ake, iii, 480.
Senecaa, iii, 450.
Senegal, iii, 23
Seneganibia. iii, 40.
Sennaar, ii, 579.
Sena, i. 556.
Beram <re, 11. 357.
Beraw 'Mea, iii, 48.
Beregip , iii, 343.
Berica, i, 57.
Serinagur, ii, 384.
BeiinEapatiim. ii, 379.
Bert (Turkey in Aiial, ii, 388.

(Bailrary), iii,81.
Sertain, iii, 24£
Betvia, 11,311.
Bevillc. 1. 586.
Seychellea, iii, 97.
Stax, iii, 80.
Shttliiehanpoor, ii, 361.
Bhamo, deaert, ii, 443.
Bhangallii, ii, SUO.
Shannon, river, 1, 433.
Bhaniang, ii, 421. ....
Bhapoor, remaina of, u, 310.
Sbary, iii, 76.
Shawaneea, iii, 588.
Shawneetown, iii, 570.
Sheb, ii, 580.
Sheba, 1,16.^ ....,-
Sheep. Britiih breeda, i, 336.
Sheeriieaa, 1, 365.
Bhefiiflld, i, 386.
Bhekbawutlce, ii, 365;
ShekbAbade, ii,56l.
Shem, lamily of, i, 28X
Shennniloab, iii, SlO.
Shendi, ii, S.T.
Shenioe, li, I2(.

Sherbro, :.r " 111,44.

Sherbrooke, iii, 364.
Shetland, i,4;i/. _
Shetland, New ^uth, ui, 173.

, bolanj; of, ill, 181.

Sheygya, ii, 5i8.

Shiolda, North and South, i,

Shllliika, ii, no, ui, 13.

Shlraz, li, 309.

Shoa, li. 501.. .
Shoghnaun, ii, 447.

Bhrewabury. i, 391.
Shropahire, 1, Jul.
Bhuster, ii. 311.

Biak, ii, 590. _^
Binm, iLwi. 380.,

,^

Silieria, ita general character,

''.«7. .. ,„
, map, II, 450.

, boundariea, mountaiu,
riven, ii, 457. ..

. geokigy of, II, 46a
, botany of, ii, 461.

, Z'lology of, \i, 467.

. hiatoncal geography,
".468. ^.

.

, .,

, expediliona along ita

ahorea, ii, 469. ..

,
poliiical auite, n^ 4iO.

, agrlcuhure, 11, 4iO.
, minea, ii, 471.

, huntina, fiahery, com-
merce, ii, 471. , ,. ;„^

, linca of trade, il. 479.

, nnpulalion, ii, 473.

, Kuiaian inhabitant!, ii,

<'^-
• •• .-.

, native raeea, ii, 473.
, local diviaiuni, il, 475.

Sicily, ii, 49.

, gciiloiiy, II, 18,— , zooloan ii, 17.
Btcyon, ii, IKJ.

Side, ii. 370.
Sidnro Cnilro. ii, 18V
Sidi lleicheni, iii, ft!.

Sidon, ii, 36a
Sienna, li, 37.

Sierra Leune, iii, 44.
.botany, iii. 28.

Sierra Moreiia. i, .'i.'iO.

Bierra Nevada, i, 550.
Sifana, ii, 443.
Sigilnieasa, lii, 98.
SianiarinKen, li. 117
Sikim, il,m
Bileaia, ii, 1115.

Biliitria, li, 3ia
Silla, ill, lib.

Bilvea, i, 5U6.
Biiubink, il, 178
Simcoe, Lake, ill, 3S0i
Sinai, ii, 394.
Sinde, ii. 363.
Bingapoie, ii, 524.
Sing Sing, iii, 49.%
Sinnamaree, iii, 300.
Sinope, ii, 277.
Biun, ii,68.
Siout, ii, 562.
Siuux Indiana, iii, 43a
Siiatic, iii, 43.
Sire, ii, SiN).

Sirhind, ii, 361.
Sirmore, li, ^185.

Siruccu, 1. 186.
Sivaa, ii.270.
Siwtih, ill, 91.
Six Nations, iii, 435.
Skye, i. 429.
Blavo Coaiit, iii, 47.
Shive, Great, Lake, iii, 343.
Sleawick, i,474.
Sligo, i, 457.
Binaland. i, 49a
Smoleniko, ii, 160.
Smyrna, ii, 874.
Snelliua, 1, 136.

Sneuwberg, iii, 5a
Snow line, i, 16U.
Snowdon, 1, .197.

Soccatoo, ill, 85.

, geology, ill, 147,
Society lalanda, iii, 158.
Socna, iii, 98.

Socorro, lii, 361.
Socotra, iii, 06.
Sofala, ill, 71.
Sogamozo, iii, 961.
Son, ita inOuence on vegeta-

tion, i, 243.
Soi«auna, i, 548.
Solar tyalem, general view

of, i, 133.

, tabular view, i, 134.
Solcure, ii, 73.
Solimoena. iii, 446.
Sokimim lalanda, ill, 143.
Solon, li, 441.
Bolaticea, 1. 91.
Bomaulii, iii, 73.
Soinbrerete, iii, 328.
Someraet, i, 393.
Someraworlh, iii. 451.
Sometville, ill, 488, SOa
Siinora, iii, 331.
Boulimana, iii, 43.
Boohio klandx, ii, 524.
Sophia, ii, 3ia
Borate, iii, 279.
Siirelle, iii, 350.
Sorelle. river, iii, 452.
Soria. i, 578.
Soroe, 1, 474.
Sorrento, ii. 46.
Botola Marina, iii, 330.
Buuat, lii, 04.
Sour, ii, 9S9.
Sourabaya, 11, 531.
Bouracarta, ii, 521.
Sourgout, il, 476.
Boutcheoufnu, ii, 439.
Southampton, 1, 367.
Soulhamptun laland, ill, 340.
Southern Staleiuiii, 517.
Souihwiirk, 1,373.
Spa, 1,511.
Spain, extent, aurfaca, riven,
1,558.

, map, 1, 580.

, geulony, i. .'WO.

•^—, riotniiy, i, .163

, zniili>^y, i, 568.
, hiatoncal geography.

1 5(38—'—, agriculture, manufac-
turea, i, 571.

, torn ,icrt«, r.ipulaiion,

national ':haiaLter, i, 572.

, religion, literature, i,

573.
, arts, divcnioni, dreca,

1, 574.— , divlaioDi, I, 575.

Rpalatro, ii, 130.
Spandau, ii, Itlt.

Spaniah Town, iii, 904.
Sparta, ii, 187.
Spry, river, i, 4(H.
Sphere, doc'rine of, i, 84.
Spice lalanda, ii, 4U7, ill,

525.
Spiizbergcn, ill, 173.
Splugcn, Mtiuni, ii, 373.
Spriiiglield (llliiiuii!), lii, S6a

(Matsachuaelta), iii.

(Ohio), 111,550.
Springi, i, 108.

, hot, i, 198.

, origin ot, 1, 190.
. theory of, i, 30a
in the lea, i, 30a

Squilhice, li, 49.
Siaaten Land, iii, 33L
Siaebruek, iii, 396.
Stafla, 1, 430.
StalTord, i, 381.
Sialfordnhiie, 1, 380.
Stampalia, ii, 280.
Blanco, ii, 3i«).

Stanialaus, ii, 140.
Btanaiead, iii, 364.
Staniz, li, 7a
Blara, fallina, 1. 185.
Stalen Island, iii, 473.
Biaiii>lica, nature of, 1, 73.
Btaubbacb, ii, 09.
Staveliil, 1,511.
Blellenboach, iii, 67.
Btepheni, St., iii, 540.
Sietlin. il. 104.
Steubenville, iii, 558.
Steyer, ii, 99.
Stilton, 1, 370.
Btirlinli, i, 417.
Stockbridge, 111,483.
Stockholm, i, 487.
Stockport, 1, 391.
Stockton. 1, 384.
Stonehaven, 1, 433.
Btonehenge, 1, 368.
Stone Indiana, ill, 349.
Stuninalon, iii, 487.
Stony Point, ill, 405.
Stowe, i. 379.
Sirabo, 1, 39, 11, 43.
Strabund, 11, m.
Straaburg, 1. 558.
Strata and beda, atructure o%

1,335.
Stratford on Avon, 1,380.
Straihcluyd, kingdom of, i,

408.
Btrathmore, valley, i, 432.
Biralhapejr, 1, 435.
Btrelitz, ii, 117.
Siromboli, 11,51.
Siromneia, i, 431.
StromuH', 1, 475, 409.
Sironrladt, i, 49l.
Strontian, 1, 427.
Stroud, i, '.W.
Struciuri'K obiervahle m tha
crust of the earth, 1, 325.

Siry. ii, 140.

Stulilweiaaenburg, 11, 137.
Stun, djscoveriea by, ill, 110,
Stutgard, ii. 111.
Biylea, old and new, i, 07.
Biyria, ii, 99.

Buadiah, ii. 266.
Bunkin. li, 580.
Bnceadana, ii, 534.
Succondi'R, iii, 46.
Sudermanlnnil, 1, 4''5.

Sudraa, ii, 353.
Suez, ii. ,571.

SulTaid Koh, 11, 313,
SufTiilk. iii, m
Sulfpik, eoiiniy 1,368.
Sukkot, 11, 57..
Sullivan's Island^i, S3S.
Bultanhisaiir, ii, 373.
Sultania, ii, 308.
Sumatra, ii, 518.

, zaolog;r. ii, SOS.
Sumoawa, ii, 524.

Sun, apparent motion, i, Sa
, annual motion, i, 90.^—. cycle of, 1, 97.

Bunbury (Pennsylvania), iii,

510.
(Georgia), iii, 539.

Sunderbunils. ii, '156.

Sunderland, 1, :IH3.

Sundswall, i, 491. _
Superior, I.nkc, 111,350,367
Suiiii, ii. :ifi«.

Surinam, iii, .'101.

Surrey county, 1, 365.
Busa, 11, 43, 311.

f. t
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VuM, iii, 03.
BuiqufhannB, iii, 509.
HuBM'x, coiiiiljr. I, :I65.

SuwuiK'ti Kivrr. iii. Ml.
8wiiii Kivcr C'liluiiy, iii. I3S.
Swamea, i, MU.
Bweatmric, ii, IS7.

Sweileu ami Norway^ nxlent
and biiundariuii, i, 4i6.

. muuiitaint* rive».laliM,
i. 4'6.

, feoliify> i, 476.—^, map, I, 458.-—, zooluyir, i, 480.—. hiiiurinal feunraphir, i,—, eonmiiuiion, revenue,
truupi, I, 481.

, (riculrure, miim. fiah-

ery, cummeice, i, 48^
-7— , pupulaiiun, chafteter,

——, rvlifion, learning, i, 484.

1 ana, habitatiana, dreaa,
i. 484.

, local diviaiom, i, 488.
8wi(zerJand, bounilariea, ii.

Si.
, mountainf, riven, ii, SL
, inup, ii, 54.
, lake*, li, 5hi,

, aeiiJuiiy, ii. M.
, butany, ii, 57.

, ziMiloJiy, ii, 61.
, liiitorical geography,

li, Oit.

, political cunatilutiun, ii,

03.
, error, ii. 63.—^, araculture, manufae-

turea, conimrrce, ii, 64.—^ national characikr, re-
ligion, learning, ii, 65.

-— , table or caotoiw, li, 66.
Byliarii, plain of, ii, 48.
8ydney(New South Walet),

lii, 130.

—r—• (Cope Breton), iii,

Syciie, ii, S89.
gyinplhtropiil, ii 171.
Byra, ii, 190.
Syiaciiio, ii, 50.-—— (New York), iii, 475.

Syna', ii, 358.
-—. map, ii, 850.
SyriM, ill, 21.
Bzarnyitruil, ii, 143.
Szpgvriin, ii, 137.
Saigelh, li, 137.

GENERAL INDEX.

Taaa, ii, 396.
'I'abaica, iii, 19.
Taimrin, ii, 357.
Tabaaco, iii, ;IU8.

Table Bay, iii, «7.
Table Mountain, iii, 59.
Tabor, ii.SS-i.

Tabor, Mount, ii, 357.
Tabrecz, li, 306.
Taciizze, rivt*r, ii, 578.
Tacna, iii, 377.
Tacnnie Mountaioa, iii, 466.
Tafilet, iii. »i.
Tagnlaa, ii, 534.
Taganrog, ii, 170.
Tagua, river, i, 550.
Tahiti, iii, 158.
Taho, ii, 4«.
Tahta, ii, 363.
Tain, I, 555.
Taka.ii, 5M).
Taki Buatan. ii. 30).
Talapmwa, iii, lUi.
Talavere, 1, 5^7.
Talbot oettlemenl, iii, 367.
Talcahuano, iii, 907.
Tallahaaaee, iii, 545.
ramar, river (England), i,

305.
(Van Diemcn'a Land),

III, 137.
1 amatave, iii, 07.
Tamaulipaa, iii, :i!B.

Tninbfliikiiii, iii, 118.

Tampico, Old, iii, ,136.—
, Now, iii, 339.

Tnmwurth, i. 381.
TniMier, iii, 17.

rnnjure, ii, 377,
^'aniia, iii, 143.
Tnnia, ii, o53.
3 iipiobane. i, 39,
1 ara, ii, 476.

Tartnta, ii, 50a
TarHKon, 1, .Ui
Taiben, i, S&X
Tarento, ii, 48.
Taigiiwiti. ii. 143.
Tnrilii, i, 588.
Tarija, iii, 370.
' *aiina, iii, 378.
Tarnitpol, ii, 140.
' 'aiTHgonu, i, 583.
Tarryuoi, li, 381.
' 'ariliuh, i, 13.

'Vnniu. ii, 308.
Tailury, 11, 434.

, niiip, ii, 437.——, mouniaini, lable-landf,
rivera, ii, 434.

, geoloKy, ii, 43S.
, nuturical geography,

ii, 436.
. political ayatem, ii, 437.—, agrjculiuie, manul'ae-

tures, commerce, ii, 438.—-, population, lacea, ii,

——, religion, learning, drea^
food, 11, 440.

, Muiidahur, ii, 441.
, Mongol, ii, 442.——, liidi'v«ndent, li, 444.

Taachki'iHl, 11, 446.
T»scu, ill, 'JH.
Tvih Kiupn, ii, 377.
Taiman. 1, 78.
Taaaiiudon, ii, 381.
Tatta (AiVIcb). iii, 9S.-— (I a), 11,3©.
Tauui, iii. 161.
Taudeny, iii, 94.
Taujiki, ii. 331.
Taunton (MBaeachuaetU),iii,

Taunton, river, iii, 479.
Tavaaihuj, ii. 167.
1'avoy, li, XJB.
Tay, river and loch, i, 404.
Taygaiui, ii, 186.
Tay-yuen-fuu, ii, 484.
Tchad. Lake, iii, 76.—— . ulanda in, iii, 64.
Tchekiang, li, 433.
Tcherkaak, ii, 171.
TchernigufT, ii, 170.
Tejiing-tou-fou, ii, 484.
Tchuaan lalanda, li, 43S.
Tchutchi, ii, 481.
Teemboo, iii, 43.
Teaie, ii, 3.14.

Tvgea, II, 185.
Teheran, ii, ;iaa
Tehuaniepec, iii, 33S.
Tejueo, iii, 345.
Tekrit, ii, 383.
Teliicherry, ii, 375.
Telmcaeua, ii, 371.
lemeawar, ii, 138.
Temiaaa, iii, 03.
lumpe, ii, 188.
Temperature), lial of, i, 170.
1 enedoa. ii, 95.
TeneiiSe, iii, 381.
Tenia, iii, lu.
Tenniawe, iii, 574.
TeniiDaiee, river, iii,S54,S7S.
Tvntyra, ii, 563.
Touiihuacan pyramidi, iU,
331.

Tepic, iii, 337.
Tequendama Fall, iii, 8SD.
Terane, ii, 555.
Torceira, iii, 04.
Tereboli, ii, 377.
Terek, river, ii, 453.
Temate, ii, 5^
lerni, ii, 35.
Teraova. u, 310.
Terra del Fuegu, iii, SI.
Teainu, ii, 73.
Teiuan, iii, 18.

Teuchira, iii, 31.
Tewkvabury, i, 309.
Texiia, iii, :<39.

'J'exel, i, 514.
Trznuco, lake, and city, iii,

Thalea, i, 33.
Thamea, i, 318.

(Connecticut), iii, 484.
Thenki.ii, lUl.
Thebaid. ii. .Wl.
Thobea (Greece), ii, 186.—— (Egypt), ii, 564.
riieiaa, 11, 137.
1 hereaiipiil, ii, 136.
Theaialy, ii, 188.
Thpux. i, 515.
Thinnchan Mountaini. iii.

Thibet, boundariet, moun-
taiOB, laki-a, ii, 430.

—7—, map of, and Tartary,
li, 43'/.

, geiilogy, ii. 436.— , zoology, li, 437.-—, hiaturicul and political
geography, ii. 430.

, agrirullure, aniroab,
minea, ii, 430.-— religion, learning, ii,

—— , local iliviaiona, ii, 433.
Thiera, i, 536.
Tliinie, i, 3U, 37.
Thlewe<:cho, iiL 341.
Thomaa, Bt., iii, :I0I.

Thomaaion, iii, 471.
Thampaiin'a laland, iii, 543.
1 houaand lalea, iii, 305.
Thule, I, 34.
Thun, ii, 118.

Thunder, i, 184.
Thurgovia, ii,7l,
Thurao. i, 4t».
Tiahuanacu, iii, 379.
ribbooa, iii, 03.
Tiberiaa, Lake, ii,.35S,
Ticonderoia, iii,4U6.
Tidea, i, IM, 1116.——> high and low water, i,

, aprinc and neap, i, 139.—
- . indifferent aeaa, i, 130,

Tidore, 11, 535.
Tienaing, ii, 431.
Tigro, ii, 5U0.
Tilliige, II branch of indu*-
_try, i, 379.
TilMt, li, 137.
Timbo, lii, 43.
Timbuctoo, iii, 89.
Time, diviaion and equation
_ol, 1, 94.
Time, iii, 90.
Timmanceii, iii, 44.
Timor, ii, 533.
rinevelly, ii, :f7B.

Tinihai, ii, 435.
Tinian, iii, 106.
Tino, ii, 161.
Tintarn Abbey, i, 301.
Tioga, iii, 513.
Tippecanoe, iii, 561.
Tipperary, i, 456.
Tiaheet, lii, 04.
Titicaca, Lake, iii, 879.
Tilteiie, iii, 19.
Tivoli, ii, 34.
Tianjor, ii. 531.
Halpan, iii, 334.
I laacala, iii, 335.
TIemaen, iii, 19.

Toboti
. . . _

Tocaniineea, iii

bk', ii,' 475.'

Tocrur, i, 63.
ToliMHi, iii, 164.
Togarmah, i, 17.
Tokay, ii, m.
Toledo, i. 576.
—-—(Ohio), iii, 558.
Tolima, iii, 360.
Tolu, iii,9tS.
Tombeckbee, iii, 344.
Tombuctoo. See Timbuctoo.
Tonga Arebipetagn, iii, 163.
Tongatabon, iii, 165.
Tongchou, ii, 431.
Tongrea, i, 511.
Tongting, Lake, ii, 484.
Tonningen, i, 474.
Toiiquin, ii, 400.
Tonaberg.i, 403.
Toplii«,J 108.
Tor. ii, 3»S.
Tornadoea, i, 166.
Tore, i, 379.
Toronto, iii, 365.
Torrea Vailraa, i, 505.
Torricelli, hie experiment, i,

Tortilla, iii, 895.
Torlona, ii, 43.
Tortoaa (Spain), 1,383.———- (Turkey in Aaia), ii,

303.
Torlugaa, iii. 549,
Touhin, i, 554.
Toulouae, i. 553.
Toiirnay, i.Sll.
Toura, 5,5.11.
Tozer, iii, 20.
IVadewinda, i, IBS.
Traiihan, iii, 93.
Tr*n.a, ii, 373.
Tranqiiebar, ii, tnR.
Tranaylvanis, ii, 138.

Trapani, ii, 51.
Tiauuick. li, 313.
1 ravancure, ii, ,175.
Tiemrcen, iii, 19.
7'r™t, II, lUI.
Trenton, ill, 500.
Trenum Fulla, iii, 407,
Trevea, ii, lUH.
Tnciiinopoll, ii, 378.
Tiinie, li, 101.
Trim. 1, 434.
Tiimbuck. li, 369.
Triocomalee, ii, 387.
Trinidad, iii, 395.

(Cuba), iii, 899.
I rinily Laiiil, iii, 173.
Tripniti, li, 377.
Tripoli (Syna). ii, 361.—- (Oaibary) /ii, 8, 80.
Tripolizza, 11, 184.
Inatiind'Acunha, iii, 173,—

, liiiiiiriy, iii, 1)8.

1 rond, ii. 3i3.
' razene, ii, 181.
1 riiia Rivierca, iii, 363.
Triiki, ii. 143.
Trolhatia, i, 491.
Tion.Sl., i.-lll.
Troun. i, 419.
Tropica, i, 91.
Truppau, ii, 103.
Troy, ii, 373.—- (New York), iii, 406.
Troyea, 1, 557.
Truna, ii. 73.
Trurti, i, :I!I6.

Tiuiillo (Ccalral America)
III, 307.

(Peru), iii, 877.
(Spain), i, 577.

_
, .

(Venezuela), iii, 966
Tahadda, river, iii, 16, 88.
Tainan, ii, 433.
Tuain, „ 457.
Tuaricka, iii, 93.
Tuat, lii, 94.
Tubal, i, 17.

Tulibua, ii.^n.
Tubingen, li. III.
Tucunian, iii, 310.
Tudela, i, 581.
Tula, ii. 169.
Tullamore, i, 453.
Tuincn. ii, 476.
Tunbridge, i, 364.
Tunguragua, iii, 894.
Tunguaea, ii, 474.
Tuiiia, iii, 819.
Tuina, iii, 361.
Turbaco, iii, 963.
Turin, ii, 43.
Turkey in Aain, ii, 333.

.. „!.
extent, boundaricf.

it. 833.
, map, ii, 335.
, botany, ii, 336.
. mounlaina, ii, 333.—— , rivera, ii, 935.
, Inkea. ii, 335.
, xoology, ii, 843.

., _ I hiatorical geography,
it, 314.

, political geography,
II, 915.

ii, 34^.
productive indmtrjr,

. aocial atate, variotM
Iribei, ii, 346.

, local diviaioiu, ii,

949.
Turkey in Europe, ii, 199.

extent and bounda-
riea. ii. 103.

. mop, ii, 199.

. botany, ii, 194.
, zoology, ii, 80O.

„ „ t hiatorical geography,
II, 901.—— , political ayatem, ii,

———. vixiri, mulUi, ftc,
ii, 303.

, jiMtiee, court, finan
eee, ii, 9U3.

, military iyatom, ii,

—— . Iribiilariea, ii, 904.
, agiiculiure, ii, SOS.
, mnnut'aciuret, ii, 305
, commerce, ii, 30.1,-——

-, national character,
ii,906.

, religion, ii, S06.

,, learning, the femah
aex, ii, 307,—

, nmiiaementa, dreea
food, ii, 308.

, local diviaione, ii,908

»mm^



moun-

irtair.

ilitical

iniab,

I, ii.

,433.

343.

ter, i,

i, 199.
i,VM.

indiu-

lation

«fno.
183.

Trapini, ii, 31.
Tiauiiick. li, SII9.

I mvuncurr, ii, ,T7S.
TiemcCRn, iii, |U.
Trent, n, 101.
Trmitoii, ill, SOO.
Inniim K»ll». iii, 407.

Trichinuputi, ii, 378.
TriCTle, li, lOl.
Trim, I, 434.
Tiimbuek. li, 3Sg.
Triiicunialiw, ii, Jtj7.

Trinidad, iii,m
,-;;;

(Cuba), iii, SU0.
rnniijr Land, iii, 17X
Tripaiti, li, 377.
Tripoli (Syria). ii,S8l.-— (Baibar.) fii,8,».
Tripuliua, II, 184.
Irialand'Acunha, iii, 173,-—-..bolaiiy, iii, 1)8.
Troad, ii. 375.
TriBuine, ii, Ifll.

1 riiia Rivierct, iii, 363.
Tr..ki, ii, 142.
Trulhuiia, i, 401.
Tron, St., i, 511.
Troun, i. 4IU.
Ttnpicj. i. 01.
Truppau, ii, 103.
I'ruir, ii, 373.-— (New York), iii, 408.
Trojea, i, 557.
Trun», ii, 73.
Truro, i, :flie.

'f!M»!ll» (t'eolral America)
lu, 307.

(Peru), iii, 377.
fSiiain). i, 377.——- (Veneiuela), iii, SM

Tahadda, river, iii, 76, 8t).
Tainan ii, 438,
Tuain, ., 437.
Tuaricks, iii, 03.
Tuai, iii, 04.
Tubal, i, 17.

Tulibua, ii,,^.
Tubingen, li, III.
1 ucuman, iii, 310.
Tudxla, i, 381.
Tula, ii, 160.
Tullamore, i, 433.
Tuincn. ii, 476.
Tunbridge, i, :«4.
Tunguragua, iii, 334.
TiingUKa, ii, 474.
Tuiiia, iii, 819.
Turija, iii, SKI.
Turbacii, iii, 963.
Turin, ii, 43.
Turkey in Aaia, ii, 333,

—n—-, exlenl, boundarin.
11,333.

, map, ii, 333,
, botany, ii, 336.
, miiuniaina. ii, 333.
, ri»era, ii, 3:13.

, Inkei, ii, 333.
, »ialo|iy, ii, 343.——— . hialorical teutraphy,

——.political ieofnphy,

TT— . prodactiTe induatry,

'. aoclal atala, vtrioof

9t. i,

). ii.

Iribea, ii, 946.——— , local di«iaiona, ii,

Turkey in Europe, ii, 193.—:—. extent and Douoda-
riea, ii, 103.

, map, ii, lOB.
, botany, ii, 194.
, zniilogy, ii, 900.

——.hialorical geograpby,

—-—, political ayelem, ii,

-TT-J- »i»ii». muOia. fcc..

;> jiwtice, court, flnaa
cea, li, 30!).

. military iyalem, ii,

. tribntariea, ii, 904.
, atricul.urn, ii, 90S.
, mnnulaciurea, ii, 90S
, commerce, ii, 90.3.———, national character,

ii.906.

, relifion, ii, 300.
1. '•a-'j'"*" *• femala

aex, II, 907.——-, ninimmenia, dreaa
food, ii, 908.

. local diviiiona, 11,908

Turk Lake, i. 436.
Turki, ii, 434.

in Eitypl, »• 5IS1.

Tuiki' l<laiul«, iii, 9tl6.

Turnlieex, li. 3U7.
Turukihunsk, ii, 478.

TuKaluuaa. iii, 346.
TuMaity, II. 30.
Tver, it, 180. , ,
Tweed, river, i, 404.
'I'wickenham, i, 378.

Tycho Bralie, ubaervatMHK
by. i, 71.

Tynemuuth, i, 38X
Tyre, ii,*JO. . ,.

, commerce, i, 11.

Tyrol, ii, lUI.
Tyriioe, i, 380.
Taintiuolsan, iii, 396.

Tiiliikar, li, 441.

Ubei,Bl..i, 595.
Uddevalla, i, 4U1.
IJiit, i, 430. . .. .,„
Ukraine, Poliih, it, 143.

Ulietea, iii, 130.

Ulbwaler, i, 3»l.

Ulm,ii, 111.
Ubler, i, 437.
~*mea, i, 491.
Umeer, ii, 365.
Ummebeda, iii, W.
Ummcrnpoora, ii. 399.

Ummeiogeir, iii, 91.

Umriitir. iit 303.
Unieli, ii. 377.
Union, iii, 333. ...

Union Colkjge, III, 496. ,

United Slaiea of America,
their extent, divuiona,

mnuniaina. livcra, ui, J71.——, map, iii. 378.
, lake*, iii, 373. ...

, phyaical geography, w.

,'balany, iii. 406.

, geology, ill, sTi.^—, xmihigy. Ill, 4*).

, hiatorical geography,
iii. 438. , , .— , wilitical eonatitutioo.

iii,ti4.

^

GENERAL INDEX.

', revenue, iii, 435.

, army, in. 435.

, navy, in, 4J5.

, public landi, lii, 4U.—, agriculture, lii, 439-— , manufaclurus, in, 4J9.

—, value of produce, in.

430.
.. ,'cnmmeree, tabic* of.

iii. <**•
. . , A

•—, caaala and railroada,

iii. 419— , population, character,

iii. 453: ,.— , reliaion, literature, arta,

tc. iii, 436. ,„
, table ot'SlateaandTer-

ritoiiee, iii, 465.
..

, Aborigine*, n.i. 450.

Unkie Tunkie, iii, 309.

Unai, i, 4:S. .. ^ _
Unterwaldrn. u, 60, 70.

Upland, i, 489.
Upaala, i, 4m.
UranuB, i, 83.

Uraunge, ii, 446.

Uri, ii, 70.
. „,.

Uruguay, III. 331...— (Braxil), iii, 944.

Urumea, ii, 307.
Utallan, iii, 306,
Utic8,iii..30. ...

(United State*), ui|496.

Utrecht, i, 514.

V.

Vaihou,iii.iaOL
Vaiayaa, ii.„353.

Valai.,ii,67.
Valdivia, .907.
Valence, i, Xfl.

Valence, i, .W5. .

Vatencia (Spain), i, 389.
. (Veni'xuela)) in. 366.

Valenciana, mine, iii, 337.

Valenciennea. i. 318.

Valetta, ia, ii, 39. . .^
Valladulid (Spain), i, 308.

i
Mexico), iii, 390.
'urge, iii. 331.

Vallombroui, ii, 37.
ValpaijiMi, lii, 306.
Van, II, 'Oii.

Van Dieiiien'a Land, disco-
very ol, i, 78.

, iiiuliigy, iii, 115.—— , map. Hi, I;I8.

, population, native*, ui.

137.
Vandalia, iii, 360.
Vannes, i, 530.
VarvHlin, ii, 138.

Varieliea ot mun, cauae* of,

i, 38U.
Vaiiuaa, iii. 306.
Varna, ii, 310.
VaucluHO, i. 554.
Vaud, canton of, ii, 67.
VuvaiHi, ill, itA.

.

Veiiia, Biruclure oHL 337.

Veler Malaga, i, 586.

Veneiuela. iii. 346, 365.

, map, ill, 349.
Venice, ii, 40.
Venlii, i, 515.
Veiiui, i, 83, 108.

Vera Crui, iii, :I35.

Vercclli. ii, 43.
Verd, Cape, iii, 48. ... „
VenI, Cape, l<lai>d>, ill. 90.
Verdun, I. 357.
Veri{eniiuM, III. 475.
Venuuiit. lit, 473.
Verona, ii, 41.
Veraaille*, i, 317.
Vertical circle*, i, 85.

Vervier*, i, 511.
Vcioul, i, 557.
Veapucci, Amerigo, i, OD.

Veauviua, li, 11, 46.

Vivay, ii, U7.
Vialka, ii, 173.

Viceiixa, li, 41.
Vicluria, Fort, ii, 335.

Vienna, ii, 96.

Vienne, i, 355
Viao, i, 579. „,.
Villa Bella, lii. 345.

Villa Boa, iii, 945,.

Villa del Fuerte, lit, 331.

Villa do Principe, Ml, 945.

Villa Kica(Bia(il), in, 343.

(La Plata), iii, 819.

Villa Vicoaa, i. 303.

Villach, li, 101.

Viinicro, i. 31)5.

Vinagre, fall. iii. 901.

Vincennea, iii. 303.

Vincent, i, TJ.
, ,„

Vincent, St., Cape, i, 306.

Vincent's St., iii, 395.

Vindliya iiiounluiiu, it, Ja3.

Virgin lalanda, iii, 393.

Virginia, iii, 518. .

.

, Univemily, in, 539.

Viacbney Voluahok. li. 18B.

Viaeu. i, 5U6.
Viiioria, i, 380.

Viterees, li, JI9.
Vixiapour, ii, 380.

Vizier Kiupii, ii. 377.
Vladimir, li, lt».. .„
Vladi-KaukaMi, 433. ,

,

Vokanoe*. diatribuiion of, I.

313. - , . „.,
, phenomena or, i, 814.

, ejected matter*. I,3I5.
' , kind* of eruption, i.

, period* of aeuvity, i,

818.
Volhynia, ii, 143.

Volta, Rio lii, 47.

Vuronetx. ii. 100.

Vnatiua. i. 73.

Voiiani. ii. 557.
Vouchang, ii, 434.

Voyage*, aoeteni, i, 18.

W.

Waal, river, i, 497.
Wnbath, iii, 569.

Wady el iladjar, h. S77.
Waaram. ii,*J.„ ,^
Waliabite*,ii.3'/0,997.
Wah,el, ii, S7i.

Wakefield, i. :I83.

Walcayt. (i. 303.
Walcheien, i, 314.

vVr'jeck-Pyrmonl, ii, 117.
V; aldubba. ii, 393.

Wales, geology of, i, 390.—, deKriptiun of, i, 306.
, North, i. Xn.
; South, 1.399.

Wales, New South, iii, 310.
, lakeih fcc, iii, M.

Wiilea, New South. See
Holland, New.

Walet, iii, 94.
Wallacliia, ii, 911.
Walsall, i. :HI.
Wondipore, ii, 381.
Wanluckhcad, i, 418.
Wara, iii, 93.
Wardhuus, i, 495.
Warduur Castle, i, 368.
Warmetnnd, i, 487.
Warre, in, 48.

Warrington. i,387.
Warsaw, ii, 141.

Wanha, river, ii, 138.
Warwick, i, 379;,

Caalle, i, 380.
(Rhode Island), iii,

484.
Washington, iii, 444. ...

(Pennsylvanui), lu.

311.
' Islands, iii, 163.

, Mount, lit, 449.

Waahienaw, iii, 368.

Water, iis substance, rela-

tion, comfhisiiion. i. 166.

-, mechanical dealroy-
ing eU'ecta of, i, 309.

, freexing of, i, 310.
, chemical deatroyinf

eflectsof, i, 911.— , mechanical forming
elTeclaor, i, 311.—— , chemical formKif ef-

fecuiif, i,3l3.

Walerfalla, i, 9U6.
Waterford. i> 454. „ ^, ...

WatertuWD (New York), ui,

496.
(Masaachusetia). iii,

W^erloo. i..509

Watervliel. in, 496. , . „,
Wavea, phenomena of, 1, 193.

Wawa, iii, 06.
Wearmoulh, i, 383.

Weddell, i. 78. . .^
Wadgewood ware, i, 380l

"'•idoesbury, i, 381,

.eiinar, ii, 116.,^
WeisemberK, i, 5.W.

Wellington, i, :«5..
. Island, 111, 391.

Wells, i, 3B5.. ^
Wellsburx. in, SO.
Weh, ii,»9. ^^
Welshpool, i, 398.

Wener, i. 476, 4t«i.

Wenerborg, i, 4U1.

Wontwoith House, i. 380.

Werra. ii, 75.

Weaer, ii 75. ...

>% est Chester, ill, 509.

Westeras. i, 487..

Western Port, in, 131.

Wratern Slates, in, 553.

WMteiii Islands, iii, 94.

Western Terriliiiy, iii, 584.

Weet Indies, iii. 980.
^—

., mnp, iii, 381.

, general description, iii.

386.
, geology, iii. 380.—, botany, iii, 283.

, xoology, ill, 388.^—, historical and political

geography, iii. 3il0.—, eultuie of sugar, coffee,

fcc., ill, 390.—— , population, social state.

iiLiS*,
Westmeath, i, 4,14.

We*tmin*ter, i, 37i.
Weetmureland, county, i,

189
Westphalia, Prussian, ii, 106.

West Point, iii. 475,
Wast Sinckbridge. ill, 483.

Wethersfield. iii, 486.

Welter, i, 476.
Wetumpka, iii,5H.
Wexford, i. 454. ,^
Werer's (^ave, in, 537.
Weymouth, i, 367.
Wheeling, iii, 598.
Whidah, iii, 47.„
Whiiliiools. i. 196.

Whiihy, i, ^84.
Whitehaven, i, 391. ...
White Mountains, in, 4il.

..

While River (Indiana), iii,

Whit'e Watoi River, ill,

560.

Wi'mrg (Denmark), i. 474.- (Finland), li, 167.
VVick, i, 438.
VVicklow, 1, 459.
Wiililin, ii, 3IU.
Wieliczca suit mines, i. 139
Wiekbaden, il, 117.
Wigan, 1,387,
Wiirhl, l.lo of, i, 387,
Wiaton, 1. 419.
WilhemilM.he, ii, IIS.
Wilkesburre. lii. 510.
Williamsburg (Virginia), Ui,
535.

Williamsburgh, iii, 495.
Williamspurt (Pennsylvania)i

lii, 510.

(Maryland), iii, 517.
William and Mary CoUegat

lii, 333
Wilmiufion (Delaware), iii.

——- (North Carolina), iii.

Wiln'a. ii. 143.
Willon. i, 388.

House, i, 368.
Wiltshire, i. 367.
Winchelsea. i. :I63.

Winchester, i. 386.
(Vitaioia), iii, 587.\ • si^iBaiici/t iigf a^la

Wind, velocity of. i, 186.
, force of, i, 186.

Winds, i, IK3.
Windsor (England), i. 386. <

(Vermont), iii, 476.—T—..(New South Wale*).
111. 131.

Winnebah, ill, 46.
Winniiieg, Lake, and coun-

try round, ill, 340.
Winnipiseogee, Lake, iii,

473.
Wirtemberg, ii, 89.

, local deacriptioD, ii,

Wiabeach, i. 370.
Wiscassel, iii, 491.
Wisconsin, iii, 583.
Wisconsin, river, iii, 363.
Wiirpsk, ii, 143.

Wiihlacouchee, river, iii.S4l
Wittenberg, ii, IM.
Wlodomir, ii, 143;
Woahoo, iiiJ6I.
Woburn, i, m
Wofila, ii, 309.
Woijerat. ii, .'HIO.

W.ilveihampion, i, 381.
Woodie. iii. 83.
Woods, Lake of the, iii, 340
Woodstock, i, 378.

(Vermont), iii, 478,
Woodville, iii,348.

WiMikey Hole, 1,395.
Woulli. iii, 43.

WooUich. i, :«U.
Woonsockel Falls, iii, 483.
Worcester (Englnnd), i, 399.

(United State*), iii,

Wiirceatershirn, i, 393.
Worksop, i, 383.
Worms, ii, 116.

Wraih. Cape, ii, 497.
Wrexham, 1,396.
Wright, I, m
Wurtxburg. ii, 110.
Wyoming, iii, 310,
Wyindota. iii, 435.

Xaeua, lii, 909.
XaltifM, iii. 396.
Xaliscu, iii. .137.

Xenia, i, .UO.
Xerea. i, 558.
Xochieaico, iii, 331

Y.

Yablonoy MouDtain*, ii 457
478.

Yadkin, iii, StIO.

Yakouat, iii, :MS,
Yakoulea. ii, 474.
Yakuislt. ii, 479.

Ynle Colleac, iii, 463.
Yani, iii, 43.
Yaoori, iii, 86,
Yaoicbcoufon, ii, 433.
Yapura. iii, iMn.
Yarkand. ii, 443.

Yarmouth, 1, 367, SCB.
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Vtlobuiha RiTcr. iii, 547. ,

Ykrmouih (Novt Scotit;,
iii, 368.

Yirriba, iii, H7.
y uoo Rivir, iii, 547.

Year, irupical, iidereal, Ju-
lian, biucxiiki or leap, i,

tie.

Yi'h, ii, 306.
Yell, i. 43iL
YellowatmH) River, ill, SSB.
Yembo, ii, 9U5.
Yemen, ii, SHI, SHU.
\em Shehr, ii, 373.
Yeiiiaei, river, ii, 45B, 478.
Yeou, river, iii, 76.
Yeid, ii,m
Yodikhaal, ii. .Kn.
Yonne, river, i, SSU
York (Biiiiab Anieiic4}. Baa
Toriinlo.

(EucIumI}, i. 38S.

York, Port, iii, r'39.

(Maine), lii. 471.
, New, Hi, 4HB.
(Pennajtivania), iii, 509.
(Virginia), in, 533.

Yurkaliirc. i, 381.
Youri, iii, Wt.
Yprei, i. 5IOi
YnrL river, i, 497.
Yfladl, i, 490.
Yuealan, iii.SSS.
Yumila, li, 384.
Yunan, ii, 494.
Yuihia, ii, 'MB.
Yvardun, ii, 73.

Zaealecaa, iii. 397.
Ziifoahi, iii, 33.

Zaire, iii, 33.
Zaiiilieae, iii. 70.
/amim, in, .1.5.

Zamura. i, 57U.
Zaniuan, ii, 141.
Zanetville, iiii5SS.
Zanceia, iii. NB.
Zannuebar, iii, 78.
Zante, ii, 101.
Zaniibar, iii, 73.
Zara, ii. IW.
Zaria. iii, 86.
Zealand, i, 514.

(Denmark), I, 473.
Zealand, New, iii, 140.

. flax, ill, 110.——, character of people,
_iii, 140.

Zebu, ii, 536.
Zeimt, ill, 86.
Zeilouni. ii, 188,
Zelajra. iii, sn.

Zenith, i, 85.
Zeirah, Lake, ii, 391.
Zeirla. iii, 73.
Zintikxee, i, 514.
Zirkniu, Lake, ii, 100.
Zirmie, iii. 85.
Zittau, ii, 114.
Zlacaow. ii, 140.
Znaym, ii, lOd.
Zodiac, i.80.
Zodiacal light i, IBSi
Zombor, ii, 136.
Zones, i, OS.
Zuolaa, III, 68.
Zoolufieal Geofriphr, i, SH
Zuf , u, 70.
Zuila, lii, 93.
Zumpango, Lake, iii, SH.
Zurich, ii, 70.
Zuiphen, i, 515.
ZwelleDdam, iii, 67.
ZwuU,i,5li
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SUPPLEMENT
TO THE

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY;
CONTAINING

Statistical and other Matter, bringing down the Work to

the year 1842.

Thk American publishers of the " Encyclopedia of Geography," gladly avail them-

selves of the opportunity of commnncing a Supplement to the preaeiit new edition, with a
record of the onward and upward progress of the Republic, during the five years that have
elapsed since the issue of the first impression of their work in the United States.

The rapidly increasing population of the Territories of Iowa and Wisconsin, with their

fine prairies and inexhtusltble mines of lead and other minerals, jus'it'y lite inference that

they will soon be welcomed as sovereign States into the republirp.i family. In Florida, a
sanguinary and savage Indian war has desolated the plantations anu dwellings of the settlers;

but owing to the skill of our officers, the persevering bravery of our troops, and the conse-

quent cn>igration of the Seminole Indians to other lands provided tor thet.t t>..-'i.nd the Mis-

sissippi—the protracted conflict may be considered as virtually terminated—ani> "re long,

this rich territory will doubtless be annexed to the Union. To these gratifying eventj snti

prospects, may be added the immense immigration from the Old World, which annually

brings to our shores at least ]00,()00 individuals, chiefly derived from the more industrious

classes of Europe.

There are also other and unerring indications of our growing greatness, opulence and
power, in the increase of our railroads, canals, manufactures, agriculture and mine';—the

condition of all of which will interest and gratify the reader, when he exar.iines the sub-

joined tabular statements. Indeed, our mineral riches are yet in the infancy of their deve-

lopement, and it would be difiicult, though flattering, to venture on a predictiott of the suc-

cess and wealth soon to be realized from our vast regions of coal and iron—resources ever

more advantageous to the industry and prosperity of a nation than mines of silver or of gold.

These minerali), indispensible to our prosperity, have recently attracted much attention, and
have been growing into great value. It has been stated by a British writer that the occur-

rence of iron ore with coal seams is a circumstance of immense importance, as lying at the

foundation of the manufacturing superiority of England.

This proximity of these minerals is of frequent occurrence in the United States—per-

haps in all the coal fields. In no other country has there yet been observed such extended

areas of this necessary fossil fuel. That basin which lies v.'est of the Alleghany ridge

extends from the N. E. part of Pennsylvania into Alabama, and embraces a considerable

portion of the States of Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentuc.y, Tennessee and part of Ala-

bama, and is supposed lo contain about 60,000 square miles. West of this again is another

basin, the extent of which is unknown, but it is supposed to be not less in its area, as it

embraces part of Indiana, more than half of Illinois, a large portion of Missouri and a part

of Arkansas.
Thexe two great fornmtions are of bituminous coal. In Virginia, near Richmond, there is

a small basin also of bitiiniinnus coal, which is commercially iiiiiiortnnt.

The coal, however, which has attracted most attention, is that of the thron conl fields of

Pennsylvania, These have acquired great importance, nwinir chiefly to tlifir accessibilily to

navigation, and are distinguished as the Southern, Mi'lille and Northern coal fields. They
are reached by numerous and expensive canals and railroads. The most itnportant of them
is the Southern or Pottsville cotil basin. It is penetrated by the Lehigh Coiiipuny's works ou
he Ea&t ; by the Little Schuylkill Company's Railroad, by the Reading Railroad nnd by the
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Schuylkill Nnvi^ntion Company's Canal in tlip niiddin; by the Union CnnnI nt Pin»» Orovn;
dikI t'urllicr uc.-t, in the Daiipliin ('oiniHiny'!* landH. (wlicro it brcoincH hiluminnrd) hy llio

Sliilc Ciitml iiUivf llirrif'hiirj.'. 'I'Imk j-diiliicrii ha>in is hy 'iir tin' ini.ht ini|HirtiMit, arid pre-

ci'iitN a cl'iir.ictcr pi'ciih.ir lo itt^rlf in this cdiiiilry, n'.Tnibliiiir tlic jrrcat ciml linrin oi Sdiiih

NN'mIi':-, wIiicIi is parlly niilliriicili" niiii piirlly hiliiinitmiiH. Ttiiis ihc riial rruii) lln- piisltrn

iMid is loiiiid t.i hum willi little Hhhu' and to li.ive Imic volnfili- iiiattrr, while at ihf vvrsti rn
rtid It \wf MirticK'iil liiliiincn in wunc of tlip veins lo cokn, and in others to hind, and is Iheie.
iiire hetler adapter! tlwiri Hiithracilt' to nmie prirposes in the iriamitiictiirinir of ir-in nnri in
hli'aininrr. Tins cmiI in the Ditiiihin and SiiM|rr< ''unna Coil (^omp'iny's Lnnls is likely Id

pet into exti'usive use, ow insf lo its pi'culiar qiial _ and to tin- fact of its heirnjr nearer lr» tnle-

water thiiri any otiiir coal in I'ennsylvania—tl.o distance from Dauphin to Havre do Gracu
beini: "0 rrirles.

The niiilrlli' or Slmnrokin coal basin is pr>netratf'il on Ihf? rnct by the works of tlip Reaver
Meadow (.'oinpaiiy, and sonic others, ami on the west end by tiie Danville and Pottsviilij

Railroad.

The notlhern or Wilkesbarre coal basin is penrfrnted hy the Delaware and Hudson Com-
pany's works on the east, anri by the I'l-nn.-ylvania State Canal on the west, at VVilkfsharre.
The norlh-eiist enil of ibi- ijreat western crral Held is piMietrated by a railrr)arl at Blosshnrfj,

leading.' to tin' Clienninjr ('anal, imil will chietly supply the niterinr i>f the Stale of \ew
York, wheie it Iims a widi- market, Ihe rlistanci' to thi' r.ty of New York hrMiiij '^M miles.
The whole amount of coal consiiniid in the United States is exci'r'dinsily dit^'u-iilt to esti-

mate. Tlie anthracite of Pennsylvania hnvinn trj pass tliroii).'li public works, is correctly
ascertained, and will be seen by the annexed table of bliipmcnts, in tons

:

1830 .... 174.7:? I

\Hm ViiS.'i'H^

1832 .... 368,S71

ISS.-} 4'<r),:ifi.j

1h;)4 :<7fi.ff:»0

\HVff> 55(),H3:)

1«9G .

.

. . 0<Ki..')2r( 1830 .

.

. . 817.659
h:)7.. . . e74..^):«) 1840 .

.

. . 805,414
1838.. . . 723,836 1841 .

.

. . 980,483

That of the whole Union may be assnmod at about 1,700,000 Ions for the past year
150.000 Ions at least of which are imported.

Thi- statistics of iron are still less perfect. By the Marshal's returns of 1840, we find the
number of furnaces in all the States to be 700; in Pennsylvania 213, in New York 186, Vir-
pinia 42, Missouri 48, Ohio 74. The quantity of piir-iron made, 314,846 tons. Bloomeries,
forpes and rollinp-rnills, 7r)7; and the amount of bar-iron produced, 201,581 tons. In the
same year the quantity of bar-iron imported was 95,825 tons, and the quantity of pip-iron

12,502 tons.

The recent discovery of the application of hot-blast to smellinp iron by anthracite, will, it

is believed, preatly increase Ihe manufacture of it. There are now 12 or 13 furnaces in

blast, several of which have been in operation nlK)ut a year. It is no lonper an experiment,
and when the industry of Ihe corinlry shall return apain to its wonted activity, and capital

apain seek employment—nothinp but vacillating and uncertain legislation can prevent an
increase, v\'hich would startle those who have not studied the subject, were it suggested.
Let it be remembered that in 1740, F^npland and Wales produced only 17.000 tons of pig-

iron, and that last year more than 1,500,(K)0 tons were produced in Great Britain, valued at

8,000,000/. sterling. What then may we not hope for the prosperity of our mineral wealth,
now lying buried in its native strata, if wisdom govern our councils and encouragement
be piven fo our own industry ?*

While we thus comment on the abundant resources with which a beneficent Providence
has blessed our country, we must not omit some reference to the few gloomy clouds that have
thrown a transient shadow on our otherwise bright career. The darkest of these has been
produced bv Ihe large amounts of many of our State Debts, the agpregate forming the sum
of !ii!213,000,(M>0

—

while the annual payment of n considerable portion of the interest out of
the cminlry, has operated extensively as a drain upon our currency. It is satisfactory, how-
ever, to reflect that these debts were not contracted for purposes of aggression or war, but
chiefly, if not entirely, with a view to promote public improvements, the revenues of which,
the increased value of the land throuph which they pass, and the recuperative energies of
the American people, will, it is ardently hoped and believed, lead to an ultimate and honour-
able liquidation of all national claims. Still, it must be admitted that the activity of specu-
lation in all parts of Ihe Union, and the facility of negotiating loans, have induced a degree
of ovr'rtrailinp ami exapperatrd enterprise, which, joined with the failure of the "Bank of
the United States," (chartered by Pimnsylvania,) and several other banking institution.-,

have resulted in a suspension of specie payments in the States south and west of New York,
and a peneral tboiiph temporary monetary embarrassment. This difficulty will doubtless

soon pass away, and the nation deriving wisdom from transient adversity, will hr-nceforward
proceed in great undertaking.s on a sounder principle of action—that of depending almost
exclusively on its own means and industry, instead of becoming the debtor of foreigners.

» Fur ontcniiivi' Ta''N"i of irrn nivl roal FLitistiip, we ri'fi-r ttic rentier to R. C. Tnylor'B Report to tho Dauptiin
and huijijui'haioii'. Con I l.'uinpairy, ptililiiihed in FliilarUlptua.
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SUPPLEMENT— UNITED ST.\TES. 627

Already, we observe with pleasure, that the exports of the United States fo foreign cnnnfries,

exceed the iiii|nirls within the hint two vtnri*. hy n»iirly liriiilij-tiro miliums nj iluUam—
the excess of exports in 1840, being iW 11)44 ,

1'-'", «liile .;ie exci-.. lit iiiiiHirts III \^\\ wiis

only l*jKJ,(KM),()7-'. Thin prmlenl course, if ptrsevered in, will speedily rtduce our indebied-

ness, and re;feTieriile imdonal prosperity.

Accordintr Vii iiu act of congress, the surplus revenue (reserving Jjlo.CKKMHMt,) remaining
in the treasury Jnniiiiry I, 1K17— lo the ainoiiiit of i!|i;J7,4<{H,H{)")— «as ciividid among the

different sillies, pro ruin, according to the niitiiber of electnriil voles tor President in each.

Diirini; the I'.xirn Session ot Congress in IhH, a new revenue bill wiis piissed. winch
received the siL'iiiiture of the President, by winch it is eimcieil. "Tlml on all articles iiii-

piirted into the Uniled States from and iifler the 30tli ofS' )iliiiihir. l-ll. there yliall he laid,

collected, and pud on 'ill articles which are now iidinilled Ir if duty, or wliii li are cliargi'-

able Willi a iliity of less than 20 per ci'iiluin ml vnlurtm, n iliity or' 20 ]>fr rnihim ad viiUrrem,

except on eiiniiieriited articles." Some of the most ini|K)rtiii)l nrlK'les enuiner.iled in tlie hill

as exenijit from duty, are ten, coffee, raw hides, iinniiinutiicMired liiis. dye wikhIs, niiioiinnl'iic-

tiired wiiods, copper, gold and silver coins, and specie. A turlher ulterution of the tariff is

C.intemplaterl hy eonifr(!s.s.

The death of VVilliiiiii Henry Harrison, who was elected to the Presidency, and inaugu-

rated on the 4lh of Miirch, 1841, was a source of dei p sorrow to the whole nation.. He
died atler a short but severe indispnsilion, on Ihe 4ili of .April in the same year, niid was suc-

ceeded in bis ollice (accordiuur to the Constitution) hy the Vice-President, John Tyler.

As a mailer of history also, it becomes neces<<ary to record Ihut, during the yi'srs 18;)7

nnil 1838, a number of our citizens on the norihern frontier, excited by an insurrection in

Ciinada, and seduced by Can.idian n'fugees and others, joined in invasions of the Hritish

Provinces, although the Unitfd Stales General Government ey.ied itself to preserve neu-
trality. The invaders were repulsed; but in an early period of the dillinnliy, the British

destroyed an American steamboat moored in the United StHtes' waters at Sclilosser, which
led to feelinirs of animosity between the two nations, especially as lli«' British (Jovernment
assumed the lesponsibilily of the act. Alexander Mcl.eml. a British subject, was long aHer-

wards apprehended in ihf State of New York, on the charge of having assisted in destroying

the Americiiii steamer. For this offence he was tried at IJtica, in 1H41, accordiii<r to the laws
of the Slate of New York, and acquitted—although IheGeneriil Government deemed the whole
matter a fit subject tor international arranirement. We trust that in this enlightened age,

and between two of the most powerful, commercial, and Christian nations of the earth, all

unadjusted questions will be settled by pacific, but equitable and honourable diplomacy.

A new npixirti'mment is about to be made, by which the number of representatives in con-

gress will be selected in conlorinity with the census of 1840— increasing 'he number of per-

Bous represented hy each. The representatives are apportioned among the difierent states

according to popu' ition; and the 231, 24th. 25lh, 26tli, and 27th congresses have been elect-

ed in accordance with an act of congress of 1832. one representative being relurn«'d for every

47.700 persons, according to the census of 18JJ0, coinpiiled according to the rule prescribed

by the constitution : {fiup. slaves being computed equivalent to <Arce free persons.) The pre-

sent reirnlar niniber is 242 representatives, and 3 (leleiriites.

A National Exploring Kxpedition, under the commnnd of I,ient. Charles Wilkes, lett Hamp-
ton Roads on llie lOlh of August, 1"<;)8. On the 19th of January, 18M). an Antarctic Conti-

nent was discovered by the expedition, in lat. (ifP 20" S. ; long. 154° 18' E. The sloop of

war Vincennes, sniled along the coast of this continent to long. 97° 45' E., about 1700 miles.

The bonds that unite us in manitcild interests with the communities of 'he Old World, are

now much strengthened hy the regiihir and wonderfully rapid inlerc(mr.se of steam-naviga-

tion between Boston and Liverpiwil, and New York and Bristol; while steam-packets are

likewise about to he established between the United States, France, and Germany ; and it is

anticipated that those to England will bo doubled in niimher.

But the chief feature of the last few years, as an indication of our rapid march to influ-

ence and power, is to be found in the returns of the Census of 1810.

THE SIXTH CENSUS OF THE UNITED STATES,

ENUMERATED A. D. 1810.

[The five previous enumerations of our population will be found amply noticed in the chap-

ters devoted to a description of the United Slates: but iis the inajurity of readers will be

anxious tn compare the present census with 'he results of liiriner years, the totals are

recapi'ulated.]

U. S. Census of 1790 3.029,827
'« 1800 5.30.5.925
•• 1810 7,239,814

U. S. Census of 1820 0.033.131

1830 12,8(Kl.{)2(»

18-10 17,068,666
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GENERAL TABLE OF PERSONS.

8U*rt and TcrrilorlM.

Main»
Ni'W thiiiipi'hire

MuKsarliitfifllii

Hh>Hk> lalniul

(.'urtiierlicut

VfrtiinnI
New Yrirk
NfW Jnrii'y

Pennsylviiiiia
DeltiwHrH
MarvlHiid
Viriiiiiia

Niirlli rHriiliiin

Hiiiiili Carolina
GtMirgiH

AlHliiiiiia

Mi«ai»i|>pi
Ijiuiaiana
TeniieMM'H
Kentucky
Ohio
Iiiclinna

Nlifioirt

Mirinouri

ArkanHi
Micliigan
Florida Terrilnry . . .

.

Wiwoniiin IVrrilory

.

Iiiwa Territory
Uiitrict of Culumbia.

rrti WMIa
Main.

KHI.ni)!

3H(l,ii7!»

SI.IHi'J

itH,:Hm
1«i..l7H

i,ai7,r)7

I77,03.'5

b44,770

i,v*.ii:»i

:»7i.*i:i

2<(l IM7
i:iii,4iN',

3in,5:)4

B7.4'>t)

M).747

325,434
3«W,;K3

3S2.773
a.M,2;«
17;t.470

42.211
ii:i,aii5

10,43)1

IM,7.W

S4.25H
J4,H22

Tnt Whila
IVnialn.

247,44»
14.^,012

3i;h,:mi

54.2ri
lU.O.'Ui

144.-4(»

l,i7i,.'>:c<

171,3:1:1

K1I,.M3
2I),.'III2

1,VI,UHI

:ii:(t.74,'i

244,«J3
12H,.V*
l!i7 llil

lS«<,4!i:i

fl,>'W
li«,7IO

3I.M!i:i

a>'4,!':M

72il,7l>4

325.V25
SI7,ni9
130,418
34,llt>3

tW.ltiJ

ll,4f7

11,W2
lH,t»8

13,833

riaa Col'd.

Main.

7'JI)

VIM
4,1134

1,41:1

3,fUI

:HI4

23,'0!l

10.71-0

22,732
H,l,20

20,173
2:t.C|H

11,227
3,Ni4

1,374

i,o:m)

7M
11 ,V2ti

2,7!Mt

3,701

8,740

3,731

1,870
883
248
303
308
lei
03

3,433

Frra Cniy.

t):i3

280
4,013
i.rr.

- 4,214
:itio

«li,2IH

10 21 4

2.rMN
8,2!i3

.32,847

80,024

4.412
i.m
I.IHKI

031
13070
2.728
3.5.50

8.1 tl2

3.4:14

1,72*^

601

217
314
4IU
84
70

4,008

Mala
Nlavaa.

fama la

nuvri.

Total 7,240,270 fl,'.130.942 180,457 190,778 1.240.408 1.240,705 17,002,300

Total niimber cX pcraona on board of veiwte of war in the United Statea naval aurvice, June 1, 1840, «,10<l

3113

:i3

I.37I

43.U.5I)

228,001,

12:i..540,

I.V'.078

1:111: .35

127,;«iO

!li',003

Hi.,52!»

01,477
UI,IX)4

2
1

1R8

28,742
10,110

4

371
20

1,2:14

4:1 .5:m

2'io.:«o

122,271
I(i8,:it

14l,liOO

120,172
07,208
81.112:1

»I,5m2

01,234

I

2
103

30,408

0,810

13,0,18 12,079
4 7
I'l Kl

s.nsf 2.630

ToUI.

.301.no
2r4..\74

7:17 .0! HI

lOM.KlO

2!11,!'48

2.428.()>J|

373.:ilM

1,724.0:1:1

78.0H5
40!i.2:w

1.230.7117

7,5:i,4l!l

3'.M.:i!i8

0'."i.:i>i2

.V 0,7.50

:i75.i,5l

352.411
8211,210

T7»,82H

1,510,40'

083.8(1'

470,183

383,7(W
07,.';74

812,207
54.477
.30,043

4:1,112

4.3,7i:

Grand total of the Unilpd Stati>a , . 17.008,808

THE POPULATION CLASSED ACCORDING TO AGES.
FREE WHITE PERSONS.

MALES. FEHALE8.
Under five yean of nge .... 1,270,790 Under five year* of age . 1,203 349
or five Riid under ten 1,024.072 986 921
Of ten and under fiOeen .... 879,499 .

. 836 588
Of fifteen and under iwetly .... 756,022 Of fifteen and under twenty .. 792.168
Of twenty and under thirty ....1,322,440 Of twenty and under thirty.. .. 1,2.^.395
Of thirty and under forty .... 666,431 Of thirty and under forty . . 779,097
Of forty and under fifty .... 636,568 Of forty and under fifty .. 602,143
Of fifty and under sixty .... 314,605 Of fifty and under sixty .. 304,810
Of aixly and under seventy .... 174,226 Of sixiy and under seventy . . 17:).899

Of seventy and under eighty .... 80,051 Of seventy and under eighty 80.562
Of eighty and iiflder ninety . .. . 21,679 |0f eighty and under ninety 23.964
Of ninety and under one hundred ..

.

2.507 iOf tiinety and under one hundred 3.231
Of one hundred and upwards

Total number of males

476

.... 7.219,266

1

Of one hundred and upwards

T\>tal number of females

315

. . 6,939,842
. 14,189.108Total number of free white persons.

.

FREE COLOURED PERSONS.
MALES.

Under ten years of age . . . 56.323
FEMALES.

. 55.069

. 56.562

. 41,673

. 30,385

. 15,728

361

Of len ana under twentv-roiir . . . 82,799
Of twenty-lour and under ihirty-six ....

Of Ihirty-sii and under fifty-five

... 36.308

... 28,258

Of twenty-four and under thirty-six

Of Ihirty-six and under fifty-five

Of fifty-five and under one hundred.. ..

Of one hundred ond upwards

Total number of male*

... 13,493

286
Of fifty-five and under one hundred
Of one hundred and upwards

... 186.467
. 199.778

. 386,2451Total number of free coloured per8r>n8 .

SLAVES.
MALKS.

Under ten yeani of age .. 422.599
FEMALES.

Under ten years of age 421 470
Of len and under twenty-four

Of twenly-roiir and under ihirty-six.. ..

Of ihirly-six and under fifty-five

.. 391.131

.. 235.373

. . 145.2fi4

Of ten and under twenty-liiur . . . 390,075
Of twenty-four and under thirty-six..

.

Of thirly-six and under fifty-five..

... 239.787

139201
Of fifty-five and under one hundred ..

Of one hundred and upwards

Total number of males

. . 51,288

753
Of fifty-five and under one hundred ..

Of one hundred and upwards

Total number of females
Total number of slaves

49,692

580

.. 1'24fi4nfl ... 1,240,805

. .. 2,487.213

Total aggregate .. 17,062,566

6,100U.& Navy

Grand Total . 17,068,666
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eao SUPPLEMENT— UNITED STATES.

MAINE.

CoudIim.

York
CumtH^rlaiid •

Lincoln
Hanco<:k
WaHhiniiton. ..

Kennrhec
Oxford
Somerupt
Pftr.Dhscot ....

Waldo
Piacataqiiis. ...

Franklin
Aroostook

Pop. 1840. County Toirni.

Total.

54,023
68,WiO
6:i„'>J2

28.(i4<i

2H,:i(lll

5.5,804

3H,:«II

3.1,912

45,705
4l.s:l5

13,i:«
3O,H0O
!t,413

|.501,7n«

Alfred.
Portland.
Wiscasset,
Kllsworth.
Machiaa.
AiincsTA.
Paris.

Norridgcwock.
nan:>or.
Bnlfast.

Dover.
Farmington.
Houllon.

Much improvftmont hus been made in the prisons of
Maine within llie last few years, and an asylum for 100
lunatics was erected at Augusta, in 1840. The difficul-
ties which have occurred in relation to the N. E Boun-
dary and Disputed Territory btnween Maine and New
Brunswick, are now in a fair train of settlement, sur-
veyors having been apiiointed both by Great Britain and
the United Slates, to ascertain the true or treaty line.
John Fuirlield wan elected governor of Maine in 1841.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

CountiM.

Rockingham

.

Merrimack ..

Hillsborough-
Cheshire
Sullivan

Straflbrd

Belknap
Carroll

Graflon

Coos

Total. SS4,574

Pop. 1840,1 CouQIy Towiu.

45,771

3B,253

42.494
26,429
20,340

23,166

17,988

19,973

42,311

9,849

( Portsmouth. .

.

j Exeter
Concord
Amherst
Keenn
Newport

j
Dover

I Rochester
Gilford
Ossipee

I Haverhill

j Plymouth
Lancaster

Fop 1840.

7,8H7
2,925
4,897
1,505

2,610
1,958

6,458
2.431

2,072
2,170
2.784
1.2H1

1,316

Increase of population from 1830 to 1840, 14.848. The
increase in S3 nanufaeturing towns, viz. Bristol, Clare-
mont, Concord, Dover, Exeter, Fitzwilliam. Gilford,
OolKtown, Hooksett, Keene, Littleton, Manchester,
Meredith, Milford, Nashua. New Market, Northfleld,
Pelerborougli, Pittsfleld, Rochester, Salem, Somersworlh
and Wendell, is 15,055, being more than the eniire in-
crease of the State. The increase in 44 agricultural
towns, is 7,01)2 ;—55 towns present a diminution each of
over SO persons.

In 1840, two new counties, Belknap and Carroll, were
formed from the county ofstrnlfnrd. John Page, of Ha-
verhill, was the last governor elected. This state has
lately been geologically surveyed ; and a lunatic asylum
boa been erected at Portsmouth.

VERMONT.

CountiM.

Addifon

Bennington.

.

Caledonia....
Chittenden..

.

Essex
Franklin
Grand Isle...

Lamoile
Orange
Orleans
Rutland
Washington

.

Windham . .

.

Windsor

Total 891,^48

Pop. 1840. County Towni. Pop. 1840.

23,533

16,872

21,891

22,977

4,226
34,531
3,8H3

10,475

27,873
13,034
30,609

S3,,'S0a

27,442

40,336

Midrilebury .

.

I
Bennington.

.

\
Manchester..
Danville
Hurt^.glon...
Guildhall
St. Alhans...
North Hero .

.

Hyde Park. ..

Chelsea
Irashurg
Rutland
MONTPKI.IER .

Ni'wfane
Windsor
Woodstock .

.

3,163
3,429
1,.194

9.6;t3

4,371

47U
9,702
716

1,080
1,959
971

2,708
3,735
1,40:)

8,744
3,313

In January, 1830, the constitution of this stale was
amended anil a senate of ;iu lui'tuliirs was addicl to tlir

legislature—each member to he at leiist 30 yenrn iil' act'.

An asylum for lunalirs has been esinhlisheil at llraltli'.

borough. Mr. Charles Paine was the last govcriiur
elected.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Cnuotiei.

Sufl'olk . . .

.

Essex

Middlesex.

Worwstcr.
Hanipsdire
Hampden ..

Franklin ..

Berkshire..
Norfolk...

Bristol

Plymouth.,
ilariistablc.

Dukes
Nantucket.

Total...

Pop. 1S40.

95,77.1

94,987

106,611

n.5,313

.i(),8!l7

37,:if>6

2p',CI2

41,745
53,140

60,164

47,373
32,548
3,958
9.012

7;n.609

County Townj.

Boston

iSnIem
Ni'Wiiiiryport

.

Ipswich

j
Camhriilt'if—

I t'oMcord
Worcester ....

Niirthauiplon .

SprinffHelil. . .

.

Greeiilield . ..

.

lA-nn\
Dedham

j
Nev/ Bedford..

( Taunton
Plymnuth
Barnstable. ..

.

Edtfnrtiiwn ...

Nantucket....

Pop. IS40.

!l3,3i<3

J5.0t*>

7 Kil
3,(KlO

8,409

1,784
7,4!I7

3,7!KI

10.IIK5

I, '.'it)

1,313

:i,2!;o

12,087
7,1)45

5,281

9,012

In April, 1840, an amendment in the constitution of
this state was ratified by the people. The chief provi-
sions of this amendment are, a census to be taken every
10 years, commencing in May, 1840; senate to consist
of 40 members; every town or city of I2(MI inhabitants
to send one representative, and 2400 inbahitanis to be
the mean increasing number for an additional represen-
tative. Nine councillors to be annually chosen from
among the people on the first Wednesday in January,
or as soon after as convenient, by a joiiit vole of the
senators and representatives. Several new railroads
have Iwen openeil, oiid amongst them the " Great West-
ern," extending from Boston to the Hudson, and thus
connecting Massachusetts with the far west. Mr. John
Davis, of Worcester, was the last governor elected.

•
RHODE ISLAND.

Counties.

Bristol

Kent
Newport
Providence .

.

Washington,

Total.

Pop. 1840

6,470
13,083

10,874

58.073

14,324

108,830

County TowDi.

Bristol

East Greenwich..
Newport
Providfkck
South Kingston.

.

Pop. ista

3,490
1,509

8,333
2.3,171

3,717

A convention was called to meet at Providence, on
the first Monday in November, 1841, for the purpose of
forming a ctmstitiition, to be proposed to the people for
adoption. A state |,ri8on, on lire Philadelphia plan, has
been opened near Providence. Samuel W. King was
the last governor elected.

CONNECTICUT.

Fairfield

Hartford
Litchfield

Middlesex .

.

New Haven .

New London

.

Tolland ...

Windham .

Total.

.

Pop. 1840.

49,917

55,629
40.448
34,879
48,(il9

44,463

17,980
38,0S0

301,015

County Towns.

Fairfield 3,394
Danbnry 4.543
HARTFORn 12.793
Lilchfield 4.0:i8

Midilletown 7.310
New IUvf.n... 14,390
New London .

.

5,.'>28

Norwich 7,2.39

Tolland l,.'«i2

Brooklyn 1,478

Pop, 1840.

The legislature of this state has it in contemplation
to erect an asylum for the insane, and a committee has
reported in (hvour of grantiiiK SJO.OOO for the purpose.
The term of Mr.Wm. N. Ellsworth, lh« present gover-
nor, will expire in May, 1843.
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arlcs PaiiiK wna the lam governor

SSACHUSETTS.

Pnp. 1S4C. County Townj. Pnp. two.

95,77.1 Boston '.13,3,-3

15 082
94,987 < Ni'Wlmryport .

.

71(il
Ipnwich 3,(KiO

106,011 j
Cainhriilfe

/ ('oiicord

8,4119

1,784
9.').3I3 W(irrestf*r 7,4!17
.«I.8!I7 NorthaiDiPloii .

.

3,71(1

37,:il)6 Sliriiieflclil 1I).!I85

28,8 li Cirei.'iitielil l,7.'>ii

41,745 Ij-no.x 1,313
53,140 Dcithani 3,210

GO, 104
(New Hcdforil... 12,087
) Taiiiitoti 7,1)45

47,373 I'lynioutli 5,281
32,548 I)ari)9tat>le 4:i(ii

3,958 Edftartown . ..

.

i.7:m
9,012 Nantucket 9,012

m.699

1 amendment in the cnnstittition of
tied by the people. The chief provi-
Inient are, a census to he taken every
ing in May, 1840; senate to consist
ery town or city of 12(MI inhahilants
lentntive, and 2400 inhnhitonls to be
g number tor an additional represen-
icillors to be annually chosen from
on the first Wednesday in January,
» convenient, by a joitit vote of the
'sentntivcs. Several new railroads
ind amongst them the " Great West-
uii lloston to the Hudson, and thus
husetta with the far west. Mr. John
If, was the last governor elected.

ODE ISLAND.

(ip. 1840 County TowDi. Pop. isia

3,490
1,509

8,333
2.3,171

3.717

6,470
13,083

16,874

Bristol

Knstfireenwich..

58.073

14,324

08,830

Providekck
South Kingston..

B called to meet at Providence, on
November, 1841, for the purpose of
ion, to be proposed to the people for
jfison, on lire Philadelphia plan, has
Providence. Samuel W. King was
ected.

)NNECTICUT.

top. 1840. County Towns. Fop, 1840.

49,917 j
Fairfield

j Danhury
3,294

4.543
55,629 llARTFORn 12.793
40,448 Litchfield 4.o:«
24.879 Middletoivn 7.210
48,1)19 New IU'.tn . .. 14.390

44,403
( New London .

.

5,.'>28

(Norwich 7,2.39

17,980 Tolland l,.W2
28,080 Brooklyn l,47fl

101,015

f this state has it in contemplation
ror the insane, and a committee has
of grantiiiB S-.!n,0OO for the purpose,
m. N. Ellsworth, the present gover.
May, 1842.
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NEW YORK.
Norlhern District.

Countiei

Albany
Alleghany.
Droorne
Cattaraugus..
CayuL'a
('hatuuque . .

.

Chemung.. ..

Chenango.,

,

Clinton
Cortland
Delaware
Erie
Essex
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee
Hamilton ....

Herkimer . ...

Jefferson

Lewis
Livingston. ,,

Madison

Monroe
Montconiery .

Niagara

Oneida.

Pop. 1840.

Onondaga...
Ontario
Orleatis

Oswego ....

Otsego
Rensselaer.

.

Saratoga....
Schenectady,
Schoharie . .

.

Seneca

St. Lawrence..
Steuben
Tioga
Tompkins
Warren

Washington.

Wayne
Yates

Total 1,083,068

fi8,.593

40,975
2-.',:i:i8

28,872
50,:i:l8

47.975

20,7;^2

40,785

28,157
24,ti07

35,;i96

62,465
23,li34

16,518
18,049

59,587

1,907

37,477

60,984

17,8:i0

35,140

40,008

64,902
35,818

31,133

85,310

67,')n
43.501

25,127

43,619

49,628

60,295

40,553
17,;tf7

32,358

24,874

56,700
46,i:m

20,527
37,948

13,422

41,080

42,057
20,444

County Towni.

Al.BANT.
Angelica.
Biiighaiiipton,

Ellicottsvillc.

Auburn.
Mayville.
Elmira.
Norwich.
Plattsbnrg.
Cortlandville.
Delhi.
Buffalo.

Eliznhethtowni
Maloiie.
Johnstown.
Batavia.

Herkimer.
Wntertown.
Mnriinsburg.
Geneseo.

I Cazenovia.

I
Morrisviile.

Rochester.
Canajoharie.
Lorkport.

( Utica.
( Rome.
( Whitestown.
Syracuse.
Cniiandaigua.
Albion,

j
Oswego.

I Richland.
Cooperstown.
Troy.
Rallston.
Schenectady.
Schoharie.

) Ovid.
I Waterloo.
Potsdam.
Bath.
Owego.
Ithaca.
Caldwell.

I Salem.

j Sandy Uill.

Lyons.
Penn Ybd.

Southern District,

Columbia . . .

,

Dutchess
Greene
King's
New York .

.

Orange

Putnam
Qui-en's
Richmond, ,,

Rockland . .

Suffolk

Sullivan
Ulster
Westchester.

Total 745,853

43.253
52,398
30,446
47,613
313,710

50,739

12.825

:«),324

10,965

11,975
32,4I'>9

1.5,629

45.822

48,6««

Hudson.
PoHchkeepsie.
Catskill.

Flatbush.
New York,

j Goshen,
j New burgh.
Carinel.

N. Heinpsteid.
Richmond.
Clarkstown.
SutTnlk C. H.
Monticello.
Kingston.
Bedford.

Three asylums for the insane, one for the deaf and
dumb, and one for the blind, have been opened in this

state within the last few years The destruction of the
Caroline steamboat, and the trial nf Alexander McLuod,
a British suliject, in 1841, important events in the his-

tory of New York, are noticed at length in the Intro,

ductory chapter of this Appendix. The public works of

the state now yield a handsome proAl, Mr, W. H. Sew-
aril was the last chief magistrate elected.

During the season of 1841, the receipts on the New
York state canals jmounteu to $2 033,594, lieing an in

crease of 9257,756 over the receipts of the preceding
year. A new railroad, from New York to Portland,

on the shores of Lake Eiie, is in progress ; the rail-road

Tom Albany to Buffalo is nearly completed; anil the

Eric canal ia in progrcH n' W'l'argemcut,

NEW JERSEY.

Atlantic
Ih^rgen
BurliuL'ton . ,.

Cape May
Cumberland,,
Essex
Gloucester.. ..

Iludstm
Hunterdon. ..

Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth...
Morris
Passaic
Salem
Somerset
Sussex
Warren

Pop. 1840

Total 37,3,306

8,726
13,223

32,831

5,324

14,374

44,621

25,438

9,483

24,789

21,502
21,893
32,(109

25,844

16,734

16,024

17,455

21,770
20,:)6«l

County Towvt,

llackensack.
Mount Holly.

Cape May C. H.
Bridgetown,
Newark.
Woodbury,
Jersey City.
Flemington.
raENTON.
New Brunswick.
Freehold.
Morristown.
Paterson.
galein.

iSoinervillc.

Newton.
Btdvidcre.

This stale now derives an annual income of more
than $10,000 for dividends and transit duties paid by
railroad and catial companies, which, with a state tax

of from 820,000 to 830,000 annually, is sufficient to meet
all public eip<Mises. A new penitentiary, on the Penn-
sylvania system, has been opened at Lamberton. Wil-
liam Pennington was the last governor elected.

DELAWARE.

Counties.

Kent

New Castle

Sussex

Total..

Pop. 184U.

19,872

33,120

25,093

78,085

County Towns.

DOVKR
I
Wilmington.

.

I Newcastle...
Georgetown .

.

Fop. 1840.

3,790
8,367

8,737

Tliia state possessed in 1840, funds (exclasive of the

school fund), amounting to 8X19,686; the school fUnd
being 8172,997. Mr. William B.Cooper was the Uat
governor elected.

MARYLAND.

Counties.

Wtslem Share.

Alleghany
Anne Arundel...,
Baltimore
Calvert
Charles ....

Frederick •

Harford
Montgomery
Prince George's..

St. Mary's
Washington

Eastern Shore.

Caroline ,

Cecil
Dorchester
Kent
Qtiieen Anne's
Somerset
Talbot
Worcester

Total 469,332

Fop, 1840.

,533

379
,229

,023

,405

130
,669

53^1

1,234

,850

7,806

17,332
18,843

10,813
12.6,33

19,508

12,090

18,377

County Towns.

Cumberland.
Annapolis.
Baltimore.
Prince Frederick.
Port Tobacco.
Frederick.
Bel-Air.
Rockville.
Upper Marlboro'.
Leonardtown.
Hagerstown.

Denton.
Elkton.
Cambridge,
Chestertown.
Centreville.

Princess Anne.
Easton.
Snowhill.

Amendments to the cnnslittition of this state were
conHrmed in 18.18, according to which, the senate here-

after ia to consist of 31 members, elected for 2, 4, and 6
years-niie-third to be elected every second year; the

house of delegates to consist of 70 members, elected an-

nually — to Ite increased in number according to a pro

rata increase of population, of 3 fbr less than 13,000;

4, fr..m 15,000 to 25.000 ; 5, from 35.C00 to .TS.OOO ; and 6,

above 35 000. Governor to bo elected by the people every

three years; and the state being divided into three dis-

tricts, the governor to be elected fVom each district alter-

t)ately. The relation of master and sltve cannot be
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Litered without the unanimoua coiiaent of two succes-

five legialaturcs, and not then, without a remitution to

the mailer for his property, A grant nf (IHI.UUO lias beuii

made by the legitilature fur the erection of an iiii>ane

aaylum; the Cheaapvake and Ohio Canal is in procruss;

and a railroad fVoni Baltimore to Cumberland is also in

toiirae of construction, and expected to be finished by
the close of the year 1841. Mr. Francis B. Thomas was
the last governor elected.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Eattem District.

CouDtict.

Adams •

Berks...

Bucks •

.

Chester
Cumberland ....

Dauphin
Delaware
Franklin
Lancaster
Lebanon
Lehigh
Monroe
Montgomery

—

Northampton • .

.

Perry
Philadelphia....
Philod'a. City...
Pike
Brhuylkill
Wayne
York

FDp. 1840. County Tonru.

Total 908,744

33,044
«4,aig

4P,107

57,5IS
30,953

30.118
lll,7!ll

37.703
84,S0'.<

2I,H72
35,7)^5

0,8711

47,341

40.g<.M!

17,090

358,037

3,833
30,053
11,848

47,010

Gettysburg • . .

.

Rrailing
I Diylestown,. ..

I Bristol

West Chester.
Carlisle

Harrisburo...
Chester
Clmnibersburg

.

Lancaster. ...
Lebanon
Allentown ...

Stroudsburg.. ..

Norristown.. ..

Easton
Bloomfleld

Philadelphia..

Milford
Orwigsburg...
Bethany
York

Fop. 1810.

Western District.

Allegheny....
Armstrong ...

Beaver
Bedford
Bradford
Butler
Cumbria
Centre
Clearfield

Clinton
Columbia
Crawford
Erie
Fayette
Greene
Huntingdon .

.

Indiana
Jefl^rson • • •

.

Juniat.i
LuzernA
Lycoming • .

.

McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Northumberland
Potter
Bomenet
Butquehanna.
Tioga
L'nion
Venango
Warren
Washington..
Westmoreland

Total.

Total ofthe State 1.784,033

81,335
3M,.%5
39,308
39,335
33,700
33,378
11,350

30,403
7,834

8,333
34,907
31,734

31,344

33,574
19,147

35,484
30,783

7,253
1I,0H0

44,000
33,040
3,075

33.873

13,003

90,037
3,371

10.050

31,195
15,498

33,787
17,900

9,378
41,370

43,090

815,989

Pittsburg...
Kittaning

.

Benver ....

Bedford....
Towandi'...
Butler
Ebensburg.
Bellefonte

.

Clearfield.

.

Danville
Mcndville . . . •

Erie
Union
Waynesburg..
Huntingdon .

.

Inriinnn
Brookville
Milflinlown .

.

Wilkesbnrre.

.

Willinmsport.
Sinethport. . .

.

Mercer
liewistown...
Sunbury
Cowdersport.

.

Somerset
Montrose
Wellsltorotigh.

New Berlin...

Franklin
Warren
Washington .

.

Greensburg . .

.

1,008

8,410
1105

1,4.%

3,153
4,351
5,' 80
l,7iO

3,23!l

8,417
1,8(JU

8,403
407

3,937
4,805
413

305,850

648
7'n)

399
4,779

31,115
].:)33

551
1,092
013
801
353

1,031

1,319

3,413
1,710

1,145
074
970
430

1,718

1,353

781
3,058

C-ffi

S33

670
595
737

3,009
800

An amended constitution of Pennsylvania was sicn-

cd by a convention appointed for its fnrinnlion, in Phi-
ladelphia. February !j3<l, 1838. The chief iilterntinni

were, that the leiiislature should meet nniinnlly on the
first Tuesday in January—that the senators should he
chosen for three yearn—that the governor should not
hold his office for longer than two consecutive terms of
three years each—that white fireemen only shall vote-
that county ofDceri shall he elected by the people—that
the senate ahall confirm the appointment of Judges made
by the governor—that the Judges of the supreme court

aaatl hold office for Aftean yean, and the Judgei of the

common pleas and other courts of record, for ten yenn,
instead of for life, as heretofore. According In a report of
the canal conimiiisionerB in 183U, this stale had Ihcn
completed, 79(ii miles of canals) and railroads, and 207
miles of canals and railniads in prngreiis, A new " Hivh
School" has been opt'ocd in I'hilaileljiliia, for about :iuo

boys, and pulilic education generully is conducted on the
most liberal scale. Mr. David R. Porter was tlie lust
governor elected.

VIRGINIA.

Eastern District.

Counties.

Accomoc
Albemarle..
Amelia
Amherst
Ueilford

Brunswick
Biickingliam
Campbell
('nroline

ClinrlesCity
Charlotte
C'lii^iiterfiuld

Cul|)eper
CumherlHiid
Diiiwiddie
Elizabeth City
Essex
Fairfax
Fnuquier
Fluvanna
Frnnhlin
Gloucester
Goochland
Greensville
Greene
Halifax
Hanover
Henrico
Henry
Isle of Wight
JninesCiiy
King George
King William
KingJc Queen ....

Lancaster
Loudoun
Louisa
Lunenburg
Madison
Mathews
Mecklenburg
Middlesex
Nanscmond
Nelson
New Kent
Norfolk
Northampton
Nortliumiieriand..

.

Nottoway
Oranee
Patrick
Pittsylvania
Powhatan
Princess Anne
Prince Eilward....
Prince Gmrve
Prince William....
Rn|i|>ahannock ....

RiclnnomI
i^iulhamptnn
S|Hilsylvaiiia

SlnfTird

Surrey
Sussex
Warwick
Westmoreland
York

Pop. 1810.

K.OiMi

22 t«24

lO^fJO

20,20:i

]4,34li

ic,7m
2i,o:to

17,HI3

4,774
]|,5'.I5

17,148
]i,:t<i;i

io,:«i!i

2-.>,5.W

3,7(Ni

ii,:iii!i

o,:i70

91,877
8.812
]5,MK
10,71.';

!l,7liO

o,:ii»t

4,2:12

35,0:10

14,!Ni8

3:1,0711

7,:i:i5

9,972
3.1179

5,997
9,2">H

10,Hi2
4,(i2H

30,431
15,433

11,(US
8,107
7,442

90.724
4,:«t2

10,795

J2.987
fi.&'NI

97..509

7,715
7.924

0,719
0,125
8.0:12

20,:i9H

7,924

7,285
14.0 9
7, 17.1

8,144
n,9.'i7

5.!Hi5

14,.'>25

15.1111

8,4iJ4

0,4HI

11,229
1.4.'>ll

8,019
4.720

County Tuwut.

Accomac C H.
Charlottesville.

AniKlia C. H.
Amherst C. H.
Liberty.
Lawronceville.
Biichineharn C. H.
Campbell C. H.

,

Bowling Green. |

Charlea City C. H.
Charlotte C. H.
(MiHslertield C. H.
Culpeper C. H.
Cumberland C. H.
Dinwiddie C. H.
flamploH C. H.
Tappahunnock.
Fairfax C. H.
Warrenton.
Palmyra.
Rocky Mount.
GlwKester C. H.
Goochland C. H.
Hicksford.

Halifax C. H.
Hanover C. H.
KiCHMOND.
Martinsville.
ii^mithHeld.

Williamsburg.
King George C. H.
King William C. H.
Kiiig& Queen C. U,
Lancanter C. H.
I.eesburg.
Louisa C. H.
Lunenburg C. H.
Madison,
Mathews C.H.
Boydton.
Urbanna.
SufTjIk.

Livingston.
New Kent C. H.
Norfnlk.
Eastville.

Northumberl'dC. H.
Nottoway C. H.
Orange C. H.
Patrii k C. H.
Pittsylvania C.H.
ScntiBville.

Princess AnneC. H.

Prince Eilward C.H.
City Point.
Brentsville.

Richmond C. H.
ieriiHalem.
Fredericksburg.
Fnlinnnth.
Surrey (". H.
>iiw»ux C, H.
Wiirwick C. H.
WnKtinnreland C. H
Yorktown.

Total e(Hi,942

Western District.

Alleghany.... 9.749 Covington.
Augusta I9,(i28 Siniinlun.
Bath 4,300 Bath.
Berkeley 10,072 Mnrtinslinrg,
Botetourt 11.(179 Kiiunsllf.
Braxton. t 2,575 Braxton C. H.
Brooke 7,948 Wellibnrg

m
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^RGINIA.

stern District.

Pop. IMO.

17,0!l(i

I'.',.')7ti

H.Mli
lc,7fG

lil.lKIU

]7,Hi:i

4,774
ll.S'.IS

17,l4rt

]i,:)ii;i

10,;t!l!)

a-.',5.w

:t,7(Ni

ii,:m!i

ii,;i7t»

2I,H77
H.HI','

ir,,Kfi

10,715
!l,7li«

o,:ii»t

4,ff.H

a.'>,!i:io

14,!NiH

3:1,1)711

7,:i:k

D.!t7a

3.«7»
5.1P87

il.'iW

]0,HW
4,(liW

S(i,4:ii

15,4X1

11,OSS
R,107

7,442
iMI,7'.'4

4,:«l'.'

10,7115
12.nH7

0,2.-10

S7..'>0»

7,715
7.024

0.710
0,12.'!

H.o:i2

2(i,:i!IH

7,!I24

7,2f5

14,0 !l

7,1:5

f),144

n,2.'i7

5.!Hi5

14,.'.25

15,1111

^454
n,4HI

11,220
1,4.111

COlO
4.720

County TowiN.

Accomac C H.
Charlottesville.

Amelia C. H.
Amherst C. H.
Liberty.
Ltiwronceville.
Biichingham C. H.
Canipbell C. H.
Bowling Green.
Charles City C. H.
Charlotte C. H.
CliHslertield C. H.
Ciilpeper C. H.
Cumberland C. H.
Dinwiddle C. H.
flani;iloH C. H.
TappRhannock.
Fairfax C. H.
Warrenton.
Palmyra.
Rocky Mount.
Glwicester C. H.
Goochland C. H.
Hicksford.

Halifax C. H.
Hanover C. H.
KiCHMUND.
Martinsville.
i^mithHeld.

Williamsburg,
King George C. H.
King William C. H.
Kiiig&auecnC. U,
Lancaster C. H.
I^esburg.
Louisa C. H.
Lunenburg C. H.
Madison,
Mathews C.H.
Boydton,
Urbanna.
Sufjlk.
LivinsBtnn.
\ew Kent C. H.
Norfolk.
Eastville.

NorthuniberI'd C. H.
\ottoway C. H.
Orange C. H.
P8tri( k C. H.
Pittsylvania C.H.
Scntieville.

Princess AnnflC. He

Prince Edward C.U<
City Point.
Brentsvilte.

Richmond C. H.
ieriisaleni.

Fredericksburg.
Falmouth.
Surrey C. H.
.•Sussex C. H.
Wiirwick C. H.
Westmoreland C. H
Yurktown.

Hm,042

Western District.

2.740
1»,(!2C

4,noo

10,072
11.(170

2,575

7,M8

Covington.
Siniinluii.

Balh.
Mnrtinsbnrg.
Kininslli'.

Rrnxton C. H,
Wellsburg

SUPPLEMENT— UNITED STATES.

VIRGINIA —eontiHued

CouNo.

Cabell
Clarke
Fayetio
Floyd
Frederick
Giles
Grayson
(ireeribrier

Iir4nipshiru

Hardy
Harrison
Jai.kson
Ji'tl'erson

Kanawha
Lee
Lewis
Logan
Marshall
Masini
Mercer
Monongalia
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Nicholas
Ohio
Page
Pehdieton
Pocaliontas <

Preston
Pulaski
Randolph
Roanoke
Rockbridge
Rockingham
RusseH
Scott
Shenandoah
Smythe
Tazewell
Tyler
Warren
Washington
Wood...
Wytho

Total

Total of the state

Pop. 1840. County Towni.

8.1(13 Cabill C. H.
(i.ira

3,>.)J4

4,453 Floyd C. H.
14.242 Winchester.
5,:iU7 iiles tJ. H.
IKO-"? (Jravson C. H.
8,(i!lo I.ewishurg.

12,2il5 Roiunoy.
7,022 Moortlelil.

17,1U>'.» I'larksbiirg.

4,Kyo Jackson C II.

14,0*2 Charleston.
13,5(i7 Kanawha C. H.
M41 Jonesville.

8,151 Weston.
4,:<ou Logan C. H.
0,937 Eliza bethtown.
6,777 Point Pleasant.
2,233
17,308 Morgantowu,
8,422 Union.
7,405 Cliristiansburg.

4.253 Bi'rkeley Springs.

2,515 NiclKdas.

13.:«7 Wheeling.
6,104
6,940 Franklin.
2,il22 Huntersville.

6,866 Kingwood.
3,73!t

6,208 Beverly.

5,490
14,284 Lexington.
17,344 Harrisburg.
7.878 Lebanon.
7,303 E8lillville>

11.618 Woodstock.
6.522 Marion.
6,290 Tazewell C. H.
6,954 Middlebouroe.
5,(127

13001 Abingdon.
7,923 Parkersburg.
9,375 Wythe C. H.

432,855

1,239,797

The term of Mr. John Rutherford, the present gover-
nor of this state, will expire on the 31st of March, 1842.

In 1840, the literary or education fund of this slate

amounted to $1,413,555.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Diilricls.

Abbeville . ..

.

Andersim . ..

.

Barnwell
Beaufort
Charleston .

Chester
Chesterfleld .

.

Colleton
Darlington...
FxIgeDeld
Fairfield

Georgetown .

.

Greenville....
Horry
Kershaw
Lancaster. ..

.

Laurens
Lexington ,

Marion
Marlborough •

Xewberry . . .

.

Orangeburg

.

Pickens
Rii'hland

Rpartanhurg .

Sumter
Union
Williamsburg
York

Ttolal

Vol. in.

Fop. 1840.

29.351
18,4.13

21,471
35,794
82,661

17,747

8,574
25,.'S48

14,822
32.852
201«5
18.274
17,8.39

5,755

12,281
9,n07

21,584
13,111
13,o:i2

8,408
18,3.50

18,519
14,356
Ifi,397

23,669
27.899
18,936

10,327
18,383

504,308

SeiU of Juitica.

Abbeville.
Anderson C. H.
Barnwell C. H.
Coosawhatchie.
Charleston.
Chester C. H.
Chesterfleld C. H.
Walterboroiigh.
Darlington C. H.
EdgeHeld C. H.
Winnsborougb.
Georgetown.
Greenville C. H.
ConwayhoTOugh.
Camden.
Lancaster C H.
Laurens C. H.
Lexington C. H.
Marion C. H.
MarlhorotighC. H.
\ewbcrry C. H.
Orangeburg C. H.
Pii;kens O. H.
Coi.nMBi*.
Spartanburg C, H.
Siimlerville.
Unionville
Kingslree.
Yorkville.

Several judicious improvements have been introdticed

in the law i.ourts of this state, and the common schools

have increased in number. The term of John P. Rich-
ardsnii, the preiiunt governor, will expire iu December,
184-1

NORTH CAROLINA.

Conntim.

Anson
Ashe ..

.

Beaufo t

Bertie

Bladen
Brunswick
Buncombe
Burke
Cabarras
l^amden
Carteret
Caswell)
Chatham
Cherokee
Chowan
Columbus
Craven
Cumberland...
Currituck
Davidson
Davie
Duplin
Edgecomke ....

Franklin
Gates
Granville
Greene
Guilford
Halifax
Haywood
Henderson . . .

.

Hertford
Hy*}
Iredell

Johnston
Jones
Lenoir
Lincoln
Macon
Martin
Mecklenburg..
Montgomery

.

Moore
Nash
New Hanover

.

Northampton .

Onslow
Orange
Pasquotank . •

Perquimans. ..

Person
Pitt

Randolph
Richmond
Robeson
Rockinghant ..

Rowan
Rutherford ...
Sampson
Stokes
Surry
Tyrrel
Wake
Warren
Washington ..

Wnvne
Wilkes
Yancey

Pop. 1840.

Total 753,419

15,077
7,4117

12,225

12,175

8,022
5,2(15

10,084

15,799

9,259

6,501

14,693

16,242

3,427

6,(190

3,941

13,438

1.1,284

6,703
14,606

7,574

11,182

15,708

10,980

8,161

18,817

6,595
19,175

16,865

4,975
5,129

7,484

6,458
15,685

10,599

4,945
7,605

25.ir>o

4,869

7,637

18,273

10,780
7,988

0,047

13,312
13,369

7,527

34,356
8,514

7,346
9,790

11,806

12,875
8,909

10,370

13,443
13,109
19,208

13.157

16.365

15,079
4,657

21,118
12,929

4,525
10,891

12,577

5,903

County Toirm.

Wadesborough.
Ji'fliTsoiiton.

VVashiiigton.
Windsor.
Elizabcthtown.
Sniithville.

Ashville.

Morgantown.
•Concord.

New Lebanon.
Beaufort.
Caswell C. H.
Pittsbornugh.

Edenlon.
Whitesville.
Newbern.
Fayetteville,
Currituck.
Lexington.

Kenansville.
Tarborough.
Ijiiuisbiirg.

Gatesville.
Oxford.
Snow Hill.

Greensborough.
Halifax.
Haywood C. H.

Wlntnn.
Lake Landing.
Statesville.

Sinithfield.

Trenton.
Kingston.
Lincolnton.
Franklin.
WMliamstoD.
Charlotte.
Lawrenneville.
Carthage.
Nashville.
Wilmington.
Northampton C. H.
OhsIow C. H.
Hillsborough.
Elizabeth City.
Hertford.
Roxborough.
Greenville.
Ashborough.
Rockingham.
Luinberton.
Wenlworth.
Salisbury.
Rutherfordton.
Clinton.
Salem.
Rockford.
t^olumbiB.
RtLKIOH.
Warrenton.
Plymouth.
Waynesborough.
Wilkeshorough.
Burnsville.

According to an amendment of the constitution ol

this slate, the senate is to consist of 50 members, bien-

nially chosen by ballot, and the house of commons of
120 members, similarly elected :—fhrther appointments
of members to b« made by the general assembly in 1841,

1851, and every 30 years thereat^er. General assembly
to meet every two years, atid both houses to elect hy a
,joii-il vote, a' secretary of state, a treasurer, and a coun-
cil of slate, who are to hold office for two years. Oov-
ernor to lie chosen by qualifled voters every two years,

general assembly to appoint attorney general every (bur

years ; and no person who denies the being of > God, o

the truths of Christianity, to be eli|iMe to hold office.

4E
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Two importint railroad! were opened in thii itate

In 1840— the WilminKton and Raleigh, 161 milei in

leDntb, and the RalRigh and Gatton, 8S miles, Accord-
ing to a report made tn the U. States gnvKmnient in the
am« year, hy John H. Wh<>eler, superintendent of the
branch mint at Charlotte, it appeared that from the diS'

eovery of the gold mines in that stale, to the end of
1839, they had produced $10,000,000 of bullion. Mr. J.

M. Morehead was the last governor elected. Cotton
manufketoriM are increasing in this state.

GEORGIA.

Appling
Baker
Baldwin ....

Bibb
Bryan
Bullock
Burke
Butts
Camden
Campbell . .

.

Carroll
Cass
Chatham. .

.

Chattooga. ..

Cherokee ...

Clarke
Cobb
Columbia ...

Coweta
Crawford ...

Dade
Decatur
DeKalb....
Dooly
Early
Efllngham..
Elbert
Emanuel ...

Fayette •

.

Floyd
Forsyth ....

Franklin...
Oilmer
Glynn
Greene
Gwinnett ..

Habersham.
Hall
Hancock ...

Harris
Heard
Henry
Houston
Irwin
Jackson....
Jasper
JelTerson .

.

Jones
Laurens....

Liberty
Lincoln
Lowndes
Lumpkin
Macon
Madison
Marion
M'inlosh
Meriwether .

.

Monroe
Montgomery .

Morgan
Murray
Muscogee —
Newton
Oglethorpe . .

.

Paulding
Pike
Pulaski
Putnam
Babun
Randolph . . .

.

Richmond. . .

.

Bcritren

lewan
nmter
Talbot
Taliaftrro. ...

Tatnall
Telftir
Thomas

ri>p. ISM.

!t.O£t

4,336
7.350
9,80-2

3,183
3,103
13.176

5,308
6,075
5,370
5,333
9,3:10

18,801
3,4-^

S,8»S

10,333

7,539
11,356

10,364

7,961

1,364

5,873
10,467
4,437
5,444
3,075
11,135
3,139
6,191

4,441

5,619
9,886
S,536
5,303
11.690

10,804

7,961

7,875
9.659
13,933

5,339
11.756

9,711
3,038
8,533
11.111

7,354
10,063

3,385
4,530
7,341
5,895
5.574
5,671

5.045

4,510
4.813
5,360
14,133

16,371

1,616

9,131
4,6S5

11,600
11.638

10.868

3.396
8,176
3,389
10,360
i.nis

P,«7«
11,393

4,704
1S.9S3
5,7SB

IS,«>7

5, 190

«,7S4
S,7«3

«,76«

CovDtjr TowM.

Appling C. H.
Newton.
MlLLaOGIVILtl.
Macon.
Bryan C. H.
Statesborough.
Waynesborougb.
Jackson.
Jeflbrsonton.
Campbellton.
Carrollton.

Cassville.

Savannah.

Canton.
Watkinsville.
Marietta.
Applingville.
Newman.
Knoxville.

Bainbridge.
Decatur.
Drayton.
Blakely.
Springfield.

Elberton.
Swainsborough.
Fayetteville.
Rome.
Gumming.
Carnesville.
Elljay.

Brunswick.
Orrensborough.
Lawrenceville.
Clarksville.

Gainesville.
Bparta.
Hamilton.
Franklin.
M'Donoufli.
Perry.
irwinville.

JelTerson.

Mnnticcllo.
Louisville.
Clinton.
Dublin.
Btarkville.
Hinesville.

Lincolntnn.
Franklinville.
Dahlonegii.

Danielsville.
Tazewell.
Darien.
Greeneville.
Forsyth.
Mount Vernon.
Madison.
Springplaee.
Columbus.
Covington.
Lexington.
Paulding C. H.
Ze'mii.r

H'.wkinsTili«.
Paeon ton.
I lavton.

Uuthbert.
Augusta.
Jscksonbornugb,
Lumpkin.
Amerleus.
Talbotton.
Orawforrisvilte.

Reidsrllle.

Jacksonville.
Thomasville.

GEORGIA —amtinued.

CohdUm. rop.1840.

Troup
Twigg
Union
Upson
Walker
Walton
Ware
Warren
Washington-
Wayne
Wilkes
Wilkinson .

.

15,733
H.423

3,153
9,408
B,573

10.309

3,333
9,780

10,565

1.238

10,148

6,(M3

County TowBt.

Lagrange.
Marion.
RIairsville.

Thomaston.
Lafayette.
iMiiriroo.

Warenborough.
{Wnrn-ntDH.
Sniidpraville.

jWaynRsville.
WaKhingtou,
Irwinton.

Total 691,393

The Central Georgia and other railroads have much
improved this state. The right of the people assembled
in convention to alter their constitution, lias been re-

cognized—the lesinlaturc to provide for ihe conventions,
and then to submit their acts to the people. Charles J.

M'Dunald was the last governor elected.

ALABAMA.
Northern Dittriet.

CmhUoi.

Benton
Blount
Cherokee...
KeKalb....
Fayette . . . •

Franklin...
Jackson....
Lauderdale.
Lawrence..
Limestone .

Madison . . •

Marion
Marshall . .

.

Morgan . .

.

Randolph .

.

St. Clair . .

.

Talladega •

.

Total 185,776

Fop. WtO.

14,360

5.570
8,773

3,939
6,943

14,370

15,715

14,485

13J13
14.374

35,706
3,847

7,353

9,841

4,973
5.638

13,587

CouDtjr Towns.

Jacksonville.
Bluuntsville.

Fayette C. H.
Russellville.

Bellefonte. Woodviil*
Florence.
Moulton.
Athens.
Huntsville.
Pikeville.

Somerville.

Ashville.
Talladega.

Southern District.

Autauga
Baldwin
Barbour
Bibb
Butler
Chambers . . .

,

Clarke
Conecuh
Coosa
Covington. ..,

Dale
Dallas
Greene
Henry
Jeflbrson . . , .

.

Lownde*
Macon
Marengo ....

Mobile
Monroe
Montgomery ,

Perry
Pickens
Pike
Russell
Shelby
Sumter
Tallapoosa . .

.

Tuscaloosa . .

.

Walker
Washington..
Wilcox

Total

Total of Stat*.

14,.143

3,051

13,034

8,384

8,685
17,333
8,64il

8,197

0,995

3,435

7,397

85,199
84,034
5,787
7,131

ig.5.'W

11,347

17,364

18,741

10,680

34.574
10,086

17.118
10,108

13,513

6,113
80,937
6,444

16.583
4,033

3,300

13,378

Washington.
Blakely.
Clayton.
Centreville.

Greenville.
I.«fliyette.

Clarkesville.
Sparta.
Roclcford.

Montezuma.
Dale C. H.
Cahawba.
Erie.
Columbia.
Elyton.
Haynesville.
Tuskegee.
Linden.
Mobile.
Claiborne.
Montgomery.
Perry C. H.
Carrollton.
Pike C. H.
CusselB.
Shelbyville.
Livingston.
Montreal.
Tuscaloosa.
Jasper.
Washington O.H.
Canton.

404,980

590,756

In 1839. the legislature passed acts incorporatint Mo-
bile College, anif 13 aeademiea. The sum of$30,000 hat
been appropriated for a penitentiary at Wetumpka, and
imprisimment for debt abolished. Benjamin Fitspatrick

was the last governor elected.

m.
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r»p.i8«). County TowBt.

15,733 Lagrange.
H.422 Mnrion.
3,152 niairsville.

0,408 Thninastnn.
B,5T2 (.Hfayctte.

10.209 Mniirofi.

2,333 Wareiibnrniigli.

9,78» Wam-nton,
10,565 SaiidpravillR.

1.258 Wavnfisville.
10,148 WaKhiiigtnii,

6.(M2 Irwinton.

691,392

and other railrnaria have much
he right of the people aaaembled
their constitution, liaa been re-

re to provide for the conventiona,
r lets to the people. Chartei J,

governor elected.

.ABAMA.
kern Dittriet.

>p. 184a CouDtjr Towat.

14,2tiO Jacksonville.
5..570 Bluuntaville.
8,773

5,929
6,943 Fayette C. H.
14,270 Ruraellville.

15,715 Bellefonte. WoodTill*
14,485 Florence.

13J13 Moulton.
14.374 Athena.
35,706 Huntsville.

5,847 Pikeville.

7,553

9,841 Somerville.
4,973
5,638 Aahville.

13,587 Talladega.

185,776

tern Dittriet.

I4,.-I43 WaahingtoD.
3,951 Blakely.

12,034 Clayton.
8,384 Centrtville.

8,685 Greenville.

17,333 l^fiiyette.

8,tt4U Clarkeaville.

8,197 Sparta.
6,995 Rockford.

3,435 Montezuma.
7,397 Dale C. H.

35,199 Cahawba.
94,034 Erie.

5,787 Columbia.
7,131 Elyton.
19.539 Hayneaville,

11,247 Tuakegee.
17,364 Linden.
18,741 Mobile.

10,680 Claiborne.

84.574 Montgnmery.
10,086 Perry G. H.

17.118 CarrolltoD.

10,108 Pike C. H.
13,513 Cusaeia.

6,113 Shelbyvillp.

89,937 Livingatnn.

6,444 Montreal.

16.583 TUfCALOOIA.
4,033 Jaaper.

5,300 WaahingtonO. H.
15,878 Canton,

!

104.980

{90,756

re paaaed aeti incorporntint Mo>
tdemiea. The tum of$30,000 hat
I penitentiary at Wetumpka, and
nboliahed. Benjamin Fitspatnck
elected.
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MISSISSIPPI.

Northern Dittriet.

Couatie*.

Attala
Bolivar
Carroll

Chickataw . .

.

Choctaw
Coahoma
De Soto
Itawamba. ..

.

Lafayette
lyiwnriea

Marahall
Monroe
Noiiihee
Octibbeha
Panola
Pontotoc
Tallahatchie .

Tippah
Tiahaniingo..
Tunica
Winaton
Yalabuaha .

.

Fbp. 1840.

Total 146,

4,303

1,356

10.481

2,055
6,010
i,3no

7.003
5,375
0,.VI1

14,513

17,526

9,250
9,075

4,276
4.657
4,491

2,985
9,444
6,681

821
4.050
13,348

Cmuly Saall.

Koaciuako.
Bolivar.

C«rrollton.
Houaton.
Greenaborough.

Hernando.
Fulton.
Oxford.
Colunibul.
Holly Spring!.
Athena.
Macon.
Siarkville.

Panola.
Pontotoc
Tilatoba.
Ripley.
Jacinto.
Tunica C. H.
Louiaville.

Coffeeville.

Southern Dittriet.

Adams . . . . >

Amite
Claiborne .

Clarke ....

Copiah
Covington.
Franklin..
Greene.. ..

Hancock .

19,434
9,511

13,078

3,986
8.945

8,717
4,775
1,636

3,367
Hiiida

I

19,098

Holmea I 0,453
Jackson 1,965
Jaaper 3,958
Jelferaon 11,650

Jones 1,358
Kemper 7,663
Laurlerdale 5,358
Lawrence 5.930
Leake 3,169
Madison ' 15,530
Marion.
Neshoba
New'.on
Perry
Pike
Bankin
Bcott
Bimpson ....

Smith
Warren
Washington.
Wayne
Wilkinson..
Yazoo

3.630

8,437
8.537
i,a«
6,151

4,631

1,653

3.380

1,061

15,H90

7.887

8,180
14,193
10,480

Natchez.
Liberty.
Port Gibson.
Quitman.
Gallatin.
Williamsburg.
Meadville.
Leakeville.
Shicldsborougb.
Raymond.
Lexington.
Jackson C. H.
Paulding.
Fayette.
Ellieville.

De Kalb.
Marion.
Monticello.
Carthage.
Canton.
Columbia.
Philadelphia.
Decatur.
Augusta.
Holmesville.
Brandon.
Hillsborough.
Westville.
Raleigh.
Vickshurg.
Princeton.
Wincheater.
Wo<idville.

Benton.

Total ' 338,831

Total of State. 375,651

The legialatiire of 1839 adopted the penitentiary ays-

lem, ahoTiahed iiiipriaonment for debt, and founded a
(tate library. On the 7th of May, 1840, the town of
Natchez waa half destroyed by a tornado, and 317 peo-

Sle killed. The term of Governor M'Nutt cicpirM in
anuary, 1843.

LOUISIANA.
Eattem Dittriet.

Ptrlttwt.

Aaeension
Aeaumption
Baton Rouge, G . .

.

Baton Rouge, W .

.

Carroll
Concordia
Feliciana, East.. ..

Feliciana, West...
Iberville

Jeli^rton

Lafouroiie InUrior

Fop. 1840.

6,051

7,141

8,138

4,638

4,337
9,414
11,893
10.910

8,495

10,470

7,SI»

Seats of Jintlea.

Donaldson ville.

Assumption C. H.
Concordia.
Baton Rouge.

Concordia.
Jackson.
St. Franciavilla.
Iberville.

Lafhyette.
jTliihadaauzviUe.

LOUISIANA— omJmiMrf.

FuWia.

Livingiton
Madison
Orleans
Plaquemines
Point Coupie
St. Bernard
St. Charles
Bt. Helena
fit. James
St. John Baptist
Bt. Tammany
Terre Bonne
Washington
[Deaf, Dumb, tas.,

j

omitted.] |

Fop. IBM.

3,315
5,143

103,193
5,060
7,808
3,337

4.700
3.585
8,548
5,776
4,598
4,410
8,649

anil oT Jialtea.

Niw OiLBim.
Port Jackson.
Point Couple.

St. Helena.
Bringier's.

Bonnet Carri.
Covington.
Williamsburg.
Franklinton.

ToUl 240,641

Wettem Dittriet.

Avoyelle*
Caddo
Calcassieu . . .

.

Caldwell
Catoliaula
Claiborne
Lafayette
Natchitoches..
Rapides
Bt. Laudry . . .

.

St. Martin's...
St. Mary*!
Union
Washita

Total.

Total of State.

6,616
5,283
2,057
8,017
4,055
6,185

7,841
14,350
14,133

15,833
8,674
8,050
1,838

4,640

Markiville.

Harrisonburg.
Russelville.
Vermillionville.
Natchitoches.
Alexandria.
Opelousaa.
fit. Martinsville.

Franklin.

Monroe.

103,770

353,411

The public works of this s ite, 8inr« 1837, have much
improved its resources. An 6 B. Roman waa the last

governor eleeted-

ARKANSAS.

Countiea.

Arkansas
Benton
Carroll
Chicot
Clarke
Conway
Crawford
Crittenden ....

Desha
Franklin
Greene
Hemmtead . . .

.

Hot Spring....
Independence .

Izard
Jacarnn
Jefferson

Johnson
Lafkyette
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Miller
Mississippi . .

.

Monroe
Phillips

Pike
Poinsett
Pope
Pulaski
Randolph ....

St. Francis . .

.

Saline
Scott
Searcy
Hevler
Union
Van Biiren...
Washington..
White

Vop. 1840.

Total 97,574

1,346

3,288
8,844
3,80«
3,309
3,893
4,366
1,561

1,598

S,66S
1,586
4,931

1,907
3,669
8,344
1.540
3,566
3.433
8,300
3,835
3,775
1,32S

1,410
930

3,547
060

1,330

3,850
5.350
9,196
8,499
2.U61

1,604

036
2,810
3,889
1,518

7,148
990

CouatyTowBi.

Arkansas.
Osage.
Carrolltnn.
Columbia.
Greenville.
Lewisburg.
Crawford C. H.
Marion.

Hemmtead C. H.
Hot Spring.
Batesville.

Izard C. H.
Litchflrld.

Pine Blulf.

Johnson C. H.
Latayette C. H.
Jackson.

Clarendon.
Helena.
Zebulon.

Dwighl.
LiTTM Rock.

Madison.
Benton.
Booneville.

Paraclifta.
Corea Fabre.
Clinton.
Fayetteville.

The legislature of this state may establish two banka,

on* having brancbea; and majr amancipau ilavaaw^ilh-
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out eonicnt of Iheir own^n, antl rniint/^l allowed to
iavpi in triali. Archibald Yell v.-ax t.' ', lait governor
sleeted.

TENNESSEE.
Eattern Dittrkt.

CMDlioi,

Anileraon .

.

Bledme
BInunt
Bradlpy
Campbell ...

Carter
Claiborne ••
Cocke
Granger
Greene
Hamilton •••

Hawkins. .. •

JelTeraoB....
Johnaon.....
Knox
Marion
M'Minn
Meiga
Monroe
Morgan
Polk
Rhea
Roane
Sevier
Bullivan ....

Waahington.

Pop. I MO.

5,liS8

5.«7B
11,745

7,385

«.I49
5,:m
9,474
6,UOi2

10,579

16,078
P,I75

15.035

12,076

3,658
15,4R5

6,070
12,71!)

4.794

13,056

3,660
3,570
3,«Ki

10,948

6,442
10,736

11,751

CouDtjr ToWM.

Total
I

324,358

Clinton.
Pikeville.

Maryaville.

Jackabornugh.
Elizabcthtown.
Tazewell.
Newport.
Riitlcd^.
Greenville.
Hamilton C. R.
Rogeraville.
Oandridge.

Knozville.
Jasper.
Athena.

Madisnnville.
Montgomery.

Washington.
Kingaton.
Sevier C. H.
BlouHtsville.
Jonesborough.

Middle Distriet.

Ecdfoid 90.546
Cannon 7,103

Coflfee 8,184
Davidaon 30,509
DeKalb 5,868
Dickaon '

7,074
Fentreas 3,550
Franklin 13,a'i3

Gilea 31,494
Hickman 8,618
Humphreys 5,195
Jackson 13,873
Lawrence 7,131

Lincoln 31,493
Marshall 14,555
Maury 38,186
Mcmtgomery I 16,937
Overton 9,379
Robertson

'

13.801
Rutherford : 34,383

Shelbyville.

Smith.
Sumner
Stewart
Warren
Wayne
White
Williamson

.

Wilw>n

21,179
33.445
8,587
10.803

7,705

10,747
37,006

34,460

NashVILLI.

Charlotte.
Jamestown.
Winchester.
Pulaaki.
Vernon.
Reynoldsbnrg.
jOainesborough.
jLawrenceburg.

I

Fayetteville.

Columbia.
Clarksville,
Monroe.
Sprincfleld.
Murrreeshorough.
Carthage.
Gallatin.
[Dover.
M'Minnville.
Waynesborough.
Sparta.
jPranklin.
'Lebanon.

Total 411,710 1

Western District.

Benton
Carroll
Dyer
Fayette—
Gibson
Hardiman..
Hardin
Haywood

.

I
Henderaon

! Henry

I

Lauderdale.
i Madison . .

j
M'Nairy . .

.

Obion
Perry

I
Shelby
Tipton
Weakley...

Total.

Total of State 839.310

4,773
13,363

4,484

31.501

13,689

14,563
8,345

n,8;o
11,875

14,906

3,435

9,385

4,814

7,419

14,721

6,roo

9,870

Huntingdon.
Dyersbiirg.

Somerville.
Trenton.
Bolivar.
Savannah.
Brownsville.
Lexington.
Paris.

Jackson.
Piirdy.

Troy.
Shannonsville.
Memphis.
Covington,
Dresden.

The cnnttitution of this state was amendpd in 1835,
when the niimhor of rffpreKciilalives was rcntriclcd tci

75, until the pupiilatinn should renrh 1,5(10,(101), and
never afterwarrtH to exceed 99. Bcnatnrs iifver to ex.
cecd twn-thirdsiiftheri'prcsenlnlives. Ministers of the
f[ospeI not eligible ton si-al iu cither branch nf the legis-
ttiure ; and no person who denies the beinv of a God. or
who may be concerned in a duel, run hold a civil office.

Lotteried are prnhihited. Several important public im-
provements liavR taken place in this slate since 1837.
James C. Jones was the last governor elected.

KENTUCKY.

CountiM.

Adair
Allen
Anderson
Barren
Bath
Boone
Bourbon
Breathitt
Brecken
Breckenridge

.

Bullitt

Butler
Caldwell
Calloway
Campbell
Carroll
Carter
Casey
Christian
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Cumberland ...

Daviess
Edmonslon—
Estill

Fayette
Fleming
Floyd
Franklin
Oallalin
Garrard
Grant
Graves
Grayson
Greene
Greenup
Hancock
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison
Hart
Henderson . .

Henry
Hickman
Hopkins
Jefferson

Jessamine
Kenton
Knox
Laurel
Lawrence ....

Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston .

Logan
Madison
Marion
Mason
M'Cracken ....

Meade
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery . •

Morgan
Muhlenburg ...

Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Pendleton
Perry
Pike
Pulaski
Rockcastle ....

Russell

Fop. 1840.

8,406
7,339

5,453
17.288

9,763
10,0.14

14,478

3.195
7.033

8,944
6,334

3,898

10,365

9,794

5,314
3,966
3,905
4,939
15487
10,803

4,607
3,863
6.090

^.TSl

3,914
5,533

33,194
13,368

6,.-W3

9,420
4,003

10.460
4,193
7,465
4,461

14,213
6,297
3,.'S81

16.357

3.015
12,472
7,031

9,548
10,015
8.968
9.171

36.346

9,396
7,816

5,722
3.079
*,rM
6,306

10,187
«,025

13,015
16.3.1.5

11,033

15,719
4,745
5.780

18,790
0,536
9,3,12

4,603

6,964

13,637
8.745

6,592
7,380
8.232
4,455
3089
3.sm
9,620
3,400

4,338

Count; TDwm. Fop. 1840.

t^olunibia

SroitHville

I.awrenccburg.
GlasEotv
OninEsville ...

Burlington . ..

.

Paris

Augusta
Harilinxhurg...
Sheplierdsville.

Mnrtrantown ..

Princeton
Wadesborough
NewiHJU

Liberty
Hnpkinsville
Winchester.

.

Manchester .

Burkesville
Owensbornugh
Brownsville . .

.

Lexington 6,997
Flemingsburg 591
Prestonshurg 84
Fa*MKFORT 1,917

i

Warsaw 600
Lancaster 480
Williamstown.
Mavfleld
Litchfield

Greensburg 58S
Greenup
Hawesville 430
Elizabeth 079
Harlan C.R
Cynthians 798
Mumfnrdsville.... 374
Henderson
Newcastle
Columbus
Madisonville 51
Louisville 21,310
Nicholasvillo

i 632
Covington 3,038
Barbourville 334

486
315

505
251

1,197

786
634

165

135
1,581

1,047

112

Louisa .

Stanford
Salem
Russellville

Richmond
Lebanon
Maysville
Paducah
Brandenburg ...

Harrndsburir . . ,

.

Tomkinsville...
Mount Sterling .

West Liberty,.

.

Greenville
Rardstnwn
Carlisle

Hartford
La Grantc
New Liberty . .

,

Falmouth
Perry C. H
Pikcv'ille

Somerset
Mount Vernon .

Jamestown

I

963
333

1,196
832
.546

8,741

1,2.54

188
585

1,493
3.56

309

337

99
338
900

-.^ti'^^-.isl:.--; .,„,,



Ihii Malp wai amended in IHSS,
epresi'iiiHiives was rcmriclcd in
mn nhniild renrli l,5(IO,(KIO, and
icned TO. Pcnatorn m-vt-r In ex.
cprcsentativi'ii. Ministr>r8i>rthc
si'al in cither branch nf the Icigia-
ivhii denies the btMniinfa nod, or
in a duel, ciin hold n civil oflice.
d. Several important |iiildic ini-
I place in this Hale Bince 1837.
« last governor elected.

NTUCKY.

County Tbwm.

20
52
HH

fl3

:i4

7H
O.'i

53

44
34
flH

115

94
14

m
05
39
87
02

rnlnnibia
Senttuville

I.aivrenccburg..

.

(InHcnw
Onincsville
Rurlington
I'aris

Angnxta
Harilintthurg. ..

Pheplierdsville.
iMnrnantown ..

Prinretnn
Wadesbnroiigh
Ne»|ioi i

Liberty
Hnpkiniiville
Winchester

07
1
Manchester

63

Burkesville
OwenfilHirough ..

Brownsville

Fop. IMO.

lyexinginn
Flemingsbiirg..
Prcstonnliurg ..

FRAMxroRT . ..

Warsaw
Lancaster
Williamstown.
MavfieM
Lilchfleld
Greensburg ....
Greenup
Hawesville ....
Elizabeth
Harlan CH. ...

Cynthiana ....

Mumrnrdsville.
Henderson ....
New Castle . . .

,

Columbus
Madisonville . .

.

Louisville
Nicholasville . .

.

Covington
Barbourville....

Louisa .

48A
3J5

505
331

1.197

786
634

165

13S
1.581

1,047

113
I

6,997
I

591
I

84
1.917

i

600
480

Stanronl
Balem
Russellville
Richmond
Lebanon
IVfaysville

Paducah
Brandenburg
Harrodshurg

,

Tomkinsville
Mount Sterling . .

,

West Liberty
Greenville
Ranlstnwii
Carlisle

Hartford
n ! Ija Grange
jj

- -

S

9

7

9

)

9

585

490
979

!
798

I

874

{ 538

51
21,310

i

633
i

3,038 I

334

303
333

1.106

833
546

8,741

New Liberty ....

Falmouth
Perry C. H
Pikeville
Somerset
Mount Vernon ..

Jimeitown

l.S.'M

188
585

1,493
3511

300
333
337

838
!

900
i
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KENTUCKY—wn/inuerf.

ConntiM.

Scott
Hhelhy
Simpson
Spencer
Todd
Trigg
'I'riuible

Union
Warren
Washington

.

Wayne
Whitley
Woodl'ord.. ..

Total 77!»,8*<

Pop. IBIO. County Townt.

li«M

TiW
,537

,A8I

fm
"in
,4)^0

B-3
4411

i,.VHi

3: HI

.1173

40

rbp.1840.

Geiiraetown . . .

.

Shelby ville

Franklin
Tavlorsville . . .

.

Klkton
Cadiz
lledfnrd

MorffnnOeld . . <

Hiitvling (ircen

Sprimifleld
Mnntit*ello

Whitley C. H. .

Versiiilli}!

1.511

1,335

398
470

148

598
143

1.044

The railroads recently cnnstrnrted in this state, have
contributed iiiiich to its prosperity. Rubtrrt U. I^-ti:lier

was the last governor elected.

OHIO.

Counllef.

Adams
Allen
Ashtabula
Athens
Belmont
Brown
Butler
Carroll •

Champaign....
Clark
Clermont
Clinton
Columbiana . .

.

Coshocton
Crawford
Cuyahoga
Darke
Delaware
Erie
Fairfield

Fayette
Franklin
Gallia
Geauga
Green
Guernsey
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin
Harrison
Henry
HighlamI
Horking
Holmes
Huron
Jarkson
Jefferson

Knox
Lake
Lawrence
Licking
Logan
Ijorain

Lnras
Madison
Marion
Medina
Meigs
Mercer
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery ..

Morgan
Muskingum .
Ottawa
Paulding
Perry
Pickaway
Pike
PreWe
Portage
Putnam
Richland
Rosi
Sandusky

Vol. III.

Pop. 1840.

i3,iai
9.0?.t

83,724
19.109

30,901

22,715
28.173
18,018

16,721

16J»^
33.10(i

15.719

40.378

31,5{H)

13,153

36,506
13,282

83,060
12,399
3I,!I34

10,984

25,949
13.444

10,997

17,328

37,748
80,143
9,986
4..TO8

30,099
3.503

33,2«9
9,741
18,088

23,93;»

9,744
33.030
8!t.57!l

9,738
13,719
35,096

14,015

18,467
9,383

0,025

14,765

18,353
11,452

8,377
19.688

18,531

31,938
SO,^^
38,749

3,248

1,034

19,344

19,733
7,n«ii

19,483

32,065
5,189

44,.'S.13

87,4<iO

10,183

County ToWM.

West Union....
Lima
Jvlfurson

Athens
St, Clairsville .

.

Georgetown ...

.

Hamilton
Carrollton
Urbaiia
Sprinafleld

Bntnvia
Wilmington....
New Lisbon . . .

.

Coshocton
Bucyriis
Cleveland
Greenville
Delaware
Huron
Lancaster
Washington..
Col.f MBl'9
Gallipoiis
Chardon
Xenia
Cambridge
Cincinnati
Finillay
Kenton
)!Bdiz
Damascus
Hillsborough . •

Logan
Millershurg,

Norwalk
Jiickfon
Stenhenville
Mi>unt Vernon .

Pninesville
niirliniton

Newark
Belle Fontaine
Elvria
Toledo
London
Morion
Medina
Chester
St. Mary's
Troy
Woodsfleld
Dayton
M'Connetsville .

Zaneaville

Pop.lMO.

Somerset
Circleville

Piketon
Katon
Ravenna
Suear Grove
MansAeld
Chilliccihe

Lower S»nduiky.

710
710

1,409
61)8

1,070

3,063
3,187

1,490

635

6,071

3,06ti

8!t8

1,488

3,372

6,048

1,314

446

1,845

40,338
4«9

1,033

405

436

3,613
207

5,203
2,363
2,380

a,va

1,636

1,222
397
570
635

1,479
570

1,391

6,067

4,766

947
9,339

1,543

1,328

3,977

1,117

OHIO —eoHtiitued.

Countlei.

Sciola
StMieca
Shelby
Slurk
Summit . ...

Trumbull...
Ttiscarawas
Union
Van We«..
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Williams...
Wood

Total...

Pup. IMO. County Totrni. I^p. 1840,

11,1112

IH.128

12,154
3>.60:i

23,5t;0

3H,I07

25,631
8,4-.»2'

1.5771

33,1411

30,823;

33,808
4,465

5.357,

1,519.467'

Pnrlsmnuth
Tiffin

Ilarilin

Canton

Warren
New Philadelphia.
Marysville
Willshire
liCbanon
Marietta
Wooster
Defiance
Perrysburg

3,399

1,996

360
433

1,814

1,913
944

1,065

The increasing public improvements and common
schools of this state, are gratifying indications of its

growing prosperity. A new penitentiary, on the " Au-
hiirn plan," has been built at Cidumbus; also, an asy-

lum for p<Hir Itinatics. The term of Thomas Corwin,
the present governor, will expire in November, 1843.

MICHIGAN.

Countiu.

Allegan
Barry
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass
Chippewa
Clinton
Eaton
Genesee
Hillsdale

Ingham
Ionia
Jnckson
Kalamazoo
Kent
l^lteer
Lenawee
Livingston
Macomb
Michilimackinac

.

Monroe
Oakland
Oceana
Ottawa
Saginaw
St. Clair
St. Joseph
Shiawassee
Van Buren..c....
Washtenaw
Wayne

Total 313,376

Pop. IMO.

1,783
1,078

5,011

5,715
10,599

5,710
.534

1,614
2,379
4,368
7,340
2,498
1,923

13,130

7,380
2,387

4,265
17,889

7,430
933

9,716
9,923

83,646
308
406

3,103
4,606
7,068
3,103
1.910

33,371

34,173

County TOWM.

Allegan.
Hastings.
St. Joseph.
Branch.
Marshall.
Cassopolis.

Sault St. Mary.

Bellevue.
Flint.

Jonesville.

Ionia.
Jackson.
Kalamazoo.
Grand Rapids.
Lapeer.
Adrian.
Howell.
Mount Clemens.
Mackinac.
Monroe.
Pontiac.

Saginaw.
Palmer.
Cenlreville.
Corunna.

Ann Arbour.
DiTROIT.

In 18.37, this state authorized tlie survey and construc-

tion of 557 miles of railroads and 331 ofcanalt, with the
improvement of 321 miles of river navigation, for which
a loan of $3,000,000 was eflecled. A university has been
establishe<l at Ann Arbour, and a state prison on the
Auburn plan, at Jackson. A liberal provision has also
been made for public schools. John S. Barry wai the
last governor elected.

INDIANA.

COUBtiH.

64

Adams
Allen
Blackford
Bartholomew.
Boone
Brown
Carroll
Cats
Clark
Clay
Clinton

Pop. 1840.

3,264
5,942
1,228

10,046

8.131

3,364
7,819
5,480
15,595

5,567

7,506

Coanty Towns.

Decatur.
Fort Wayne.

Columbus.
Lebanon.

Delphi.
Logansport.
Charlestown,
Bowling Green,
Frankfort.
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INDIANA —mnlmun^.

>a

Crawfonl...

.

OaviPM
Dearbiiru ...

Decatur
OoKalb
Delaware . .

.

Oulxiia

Elkhart
Fayette
Floyd
Fountain ...

Franklin....
Fulton
OilMon
Rrant
nreene
Hamilton ...

Hancock ....

Harriion....
Hcndricka. .

.

H«nry
Huntington .

Jackaon
Janper
Jay
Jen«raon
JenningD..,.,
Johnaon
Knox
Koaeiuako. .

.

.

La Grange ...

Lake
La Porte
Lawrence....
Madiaon
Marohall
Marion
Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery

.

Morgan
Noble
Orange
Owen
Parke
Perry
Pike
Porter
Poaey
Pulaaki
Putnam
Randolph . . ,

.

Ripley
Ruah
Scott
Shelby
Spencer ......
St. Joaeph....
Stark
Steuben
Sullivan
Switierland .

.

Tippecanoe .

Union
Vanderburg .

.

Vermillion . .

.

Vigo
Wabaah
Warren
Warwick ....

Waabington..
Wayne
Wella
White
Wbitley

Tof. 1840.

Total.

S,S89
n,TiO
lU.3St7

12.171

I.IWH

8,H43

.TUB
fl.WMI

9.IJ37

»,4S4

11,318

13,341)

i.ims

8,977
4,H75
H,32l

g,KU
7,53H

13,439

1I,9«4

13,138

1,579

6,961
1,367

3,863

16,614
8,839
g,3S3
10,637
4.170
3,664
1.468

8,184
11,783

8,874

1,G31

16,080
3,873
3,048

10,143
14,438

10,741

8,703
9,603
8,339

13,499
4,635
4,789
3,163
9,683
561

16,843
10,684

1033
16,436

4,343
13,005
0,305
6,435
149

9,578
8,313
0.930
»,734
8,017
6,330
8,374

13,078

3,738
3,650

6,331
15,965

33,390
1,833
1,833

1,337

683,866

County Torn).

Fredonia.
Waahingtnn.
Lawreneeburg.
Greenahurg.

Muncytown.
Porlmville.
Pulaski.
Cnnnenville.
New Albany.
Covington.
Broukville.

Princeton.

Bloomflcld.
Nobleaville.

Greenfluld.
Corydon.
Danville.
New Caatle.

Huntington.
Brownatown.

Madifon.
Vernon.
Franklin.
Vincennea.
Waroaw.
Lima.

Bedford,
.^nderaontown.

lltDIANAPOLia.
Mount Pleasant.
Peru.

BInomington.
Crawfordaville.
Martinaville.
Sparta.
Paoli.

Spencer.
Rockville.
Tt»y.
Peteraburg,

Mount Vernon.

Green Caatle.
Winchester.
Versaillea.

Rushville.
Lexington.
Shelbyville.

Rockport.
Tarecoopy,

Merom.
Vevay.
Lafayette.
Liberty.

Evansville.
Newport.
Terre Haute.

Williamaport.
Boonville.
Salem.
Centreville.

Aboard ofinlernal improvement, ami a board of fund
eommiaaionera, have been employed in this state; and
a bank with eleven branches has been instituted. The
lerni of Samuel Bigger, the present governor, will expire
10 December, 1843.
Within the last Aw years, a large number of new

ettlera from the Eastern State* and Europe, have im-
proved and extended the agriculture of Indiana; and
the exportt of beef, pork, cattle, and produce, form an
Immenc and permanent source of wealth.

ILLINOIS.

Adams
Alexander...
Bond
Hoone
Brown
Buri^au
Calhoun . . .

.

Carroll
Casa
Champaign..
Christian ...

Clark
Clay
Clinton
Coles
Cook
Crawford . .

.

Oe Kalli

De Witt ....

Du Page ....

IMgar
Edwards....
Efflniiham. .

.

Fayette
Franklin....
Fulton
Gallatin
Greene
Hamilton ...

Hancock ...

.

Hardin
Henry
Iroquois . . . .

.

Jackson
Jasper
Jeflerson
Jersey ,

Jo Daviess . .

.

Johnson
Knne
Knox
Lake
La Salle
Lawrence. .

.

Lee
Livingston...
Logan
Macon
Macoupin....
Madison
Marion
Marshall
McDonough .

.

McHenry. ....

McLean
Menard
Mercer
Monroe
Montgomery

.

Morgan
Ogle
Peoria
Perry
Pike
Popo
Putnam
Randolph . . .

.

Rock Island..
Sangamon • .

.

Schuyler
Scott
Shelby
Stark
Stephenson...
St. Clair
Taaewell
Union
Vermillion . .

.

Wabash
Warren
Washington .

Wayne
White
Whiteside....
Will
Williamson .

.

Winnebago .

.

Fop. laia

•J^'" 476,183

14,47b

3,313
5.000
1,703

4,18:i

3,067
1.741

1,033
3,981

1,478
1,878

7,453
3,338
.1,718

i'.filH

lo.aoi

4,433
1,«U7

3.347
3,3.15

8,345
3.070
1,«75
6,338
3,683
13,143

I0,7«0
11.951

3,945
9,946
1.378

1,360
1,603
.1,566

1.4T3

S,7B3
4,535
6,180
3,636
6,501

7,060
3,634
9,348
7,093
8,035
739

8,333
3,039

7,826
14,433
4,748
1,849

3,308
8,578
6.363
4,431

8,333
4,481

4,490
19,549
3,419
6,153

3,333
11,738
4,004
8.131

7,944
8,610
14,716
6,978
6.313
6,639
1.373
8,eo«
13,631

7,331
3,334
9,303
4,340
0739
4.810
5,133
7,919
3,314
10,167
4,457
4,609

County Toms.

Quincy,
linily.

iGreenville.

Guilford.

Bardslown.
Urbana.

Darwin.
iMuysville.
Carlylc.
iCIiarleston.

jCliicagn.

Palrstine.

Paris.

'Albion.
Ewington.
iVamlalin.
jFrankfort.
LewiKtown.
Equality.
I'arrollion.

M'Leaiisboro'.
Carthage.

Brownsville.
\ wton.
Mount Vernon.

Galena.
Vienna.

Knoxville.

Ottaway.
Lawreneeburg.

Decatur.
Carlinville.

Edwardsville.
Salem.

Macomb.

Bloomington.

New Boston.
Waterloo,
llillsboro'.

Jacksonville.

Peoria.
Pinckncyville.
Pittsfleld.

Golconda.
Hennepin.
Kaskaskia.
Btepbenaon.
SpRinapiELD.
Rushville.

Shelbyville.

Belleville.

Tremont.
Jonesboro'.
DanvillH.
Mount Carmel.
Monmouth.
Nashville.
Fairfield.

Carmi.

Juliet.

1

•»



LLINOIS.

fop. IMOL CoyntjT TowM.

M,4-b Quiticy,
. ».313 IJnily.

. 5.060 Greenville.
l,70a

4,IKi
. 3,067

1,741 Guiirnrd. i

1,083
2.nH| Rardttown. !

• ],47H Urbana. 1

• J,H7H t

• 7,453 'Darwin.
3,22H Maysville.

• 3.7 IH iCarlyltf.

' »,niri iCharlKHton.
' 10,301 iChicaKo.
' 4,4» Palestine.
. 1,W»7

3.847
3,3.15

8,2i5 Pari*.

3,070 Albion.

1,«75 EwiiiKtnn.
«,3aH .Vanilalin.

3,6Ht2 Frankfort.

13,143 Leniniown.
10,7«0 Eqiinlity.

11.05I Carrollion.

3,945 M'Leanaboro'.
0,»46 Carthage.
I.."n8

I.3fl0

1,6»5

3,506 BrownsTillp.
1,473 V;Wton.
5,708 Mount Vernon.
4,535 1

e,if)o Galena. 1

3,688 Vienna.
6,501
7,060 KnoxTille. i

8,634 1

9,34fl Ottaway.
7,092 Lawienceburg.
S.035
759

9,333
3,039 Decatnr.

7,888 Carlinville.

14,433 Edwardaville.

4,748 Salem.
1,649

5,308 Macomb.
8,578
6,565 Bloomington.
4,431

3,353 New Boaton.
4,481 Waterloo.
4,490 liiltaborC.

19,549 Jackionville.

3,479
6,153 Peoria.

3,838 Pinckneyville.
,

11,738 l>ittaAeld.

4,094 lolcnnda.

3.131 Hennepin.
7,944 Kaekaakia.
8,610 Blephenaon.
14.716 ipRiNanELD,
6.979 Rushville.

6,S1S
6,859 Bhelbyvillij.

1,573 1

3,eoa
1

13,631 lelleville.

7,931 Tremont.
5,534 foneiboro'.

9,303 lanvillH.

4,840 ilount Carmel.
0739 tfonmouUi.
4,810 Vashville.

5,133 'airfield. 1

7,919 i :armi.
3,514 (

10,167 . uiiat. ;

4,457
1

4.809

476,163
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Eitenaive imprnvementa in railrnada and canali bave

been carried on in this state during the last five years;

while liberal i>|ipri>priati.ins have been made to school

funds and colleges. Thomas Carliii was the last gover-

nor.

MISSOURI.

Coimtl««.

Audrian
Barry
Benton
Boone
Buchanan
Caldwell
Callaway
Cape Girardeau
Carroll
Chariton
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Cole
Cooper
Crawford
Daviess
Franklin
Gasconade
Greene
Howard
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Lafkyette
Lewis
Lincoln
Linn
Livingston
Macon
Madison
Marion
Miller
Monroe
Morgan
Montgomery ...

New Madrid •>•

Newton
Perry
Pettis

Platte
Pike
Polk
Pulaski
Ralla
Randolph
Ray
Ripley
Rives
St. Charles
St. Francois...
St. Genevieve
at. Umit
Saline
Scott
Shelby
Stoddard
Taney
Van Buren....
Warren
Washington...
Wayne

Fop. IMU. CouDly Tow

Tbtal 383,703

1,'I41I

4,7115

4,805

13,561

6,337

1,458

11,765
U,359

3,483
4.746

3,846
8,383
3,784

9,386
10,484
3,561

8,736
7,315
5,330
5,378
13,108
7,613
4,896
4,471

6,8(5
6.040
7,449

9.343
4,383
6.034
3,3U5

9,633
3.283
9,505
4,407
4,371

4,554

3,790
5,760
3,930
8,913
10.646

8,449
6.539
5,670
7,1B8
6,553
3,836
4,730
7,911

3,311

3,148
35,979
3,338
3,974
3,036

3,133
3,964

4,693
4,353
7,313
3,403

Benton C. H.
Columbia.

Fulton.
Jackson.
Carrollton.
Keytesville.

Liberty,
Plattdburg
JarriRsoK CiTT.
Booneville.
Little Piney.

Newport.
Mount Sterling.

Springfield.

Fayette.
Independence.
Horculaneum.

Lexington.
Monticello.
Troy.

FredericktoWD.
Palmyra.

Monroe C. H.
Versailles.

Danville.
New Madrid.

Perrysville,

Georgetown.

Bowling Green.

Wayneaville.
New London.
Randolph.
Richmond.
Van Buren.

81. Charlea.
Farmington.
St. Genevieve.
St. Louis.
Walnut Farm.
Benton.

Potosi.
Greenville.

A new university has been founded at Colombia, and
state penitentiary onMhe Auburn plan, at JeStrson.

Liberal apprnprialiona have been made for the school

(iind. The '* State Bank of Missouri" was established

in 1837 ; and the mineral riches of the commonwealth,
in lead, iron and coal, prove to be of incalculable value.

The term of Thomas Reynolds, the present governor,
will expire in November, 1844.

Within the last five years, the agricultural products

of this state have greatly increased ; and the exports of
horses, mules, live stock, beef, pork, tallow and hides.

have contributed largely to the Keneral prosperity.

Along the high, rocky blulTb of the Mississippi, the shot
manuhctories are quite numerous, and those at Hercu-
laneum. 30 miles below St. Louis, are celebrated for

the quantity of shot they make and export. The cul-

ture of tobacco has also been eanled on to • great ex-

tent during the last four yean.

FLORIDA TERRITORY.

Covn'ic*.

WMt Florida.

Escambia
Walton

Fop. ima

Total
MMI* Florid:

Gadsden '

Hamilton
Jeffurwiii

Loon
Madison

FM$t fUrtda.
Alachua
Columbia
Duvall
Hillsborough
Mosquito
Nassau
St. John

Total

Total
SnUkFltrida.

Dade
Monroe

3,903
1,464

5,454

5,909

1,464

5,713
10,713

3,644

90,388

9,889
9,1118

4,136
458
73

1.8n3

3,694

13,851

446
688

CMsty Towsi.

Pensacola.
Alaqua.

Quincy,
Miccotown.
Monticello.
Tallahassei.
Hickstown.

Newnansville.

Jacksonville.

New Smyrna.
Fernandina.
St. Augustine.

Key West.

Total
^alaekieola Ditlritt

Calhoun
Franklin
Jackson
Washington

Total

Total of Florida

1.134

1.143
1,030

4,881
850

7.713

54,477

St. Joseph's.
Marianna.
Holmes' Valley.

Salt-works have been established near Ke^ West, by
an incorporated company ; and two new railroad* are

in operation—one from Tallahassee to Port Leon, the

other from lola to St. Joseph. The Seminole war. which
has harassed the territory for several years, may now
be considered as virtually at an end—most of the Indi-

ans having emigrated. Richard K. Call was the last

governor elected,

WISCONSIN TERRITORY.
Coitfi<tef and Population in IS40.

Brown 8,107
Calumet 375
Crawford 1.500

Dane 3,114
Dodge 67
FondduLae 139

Grant 3,926
Greene 933
Iowa 3,978
Jeflbrson 914
Manitouwoe 335
Marquette 18

Milwaukie..-
Portage
Racine
Rock
St. Croix
Sauk
Sheboygan...
Walworth . . -

Washington .

Winnebago .

.

5.605
1,033

3,475
1,701

, 801
. 103

133
8,611

. 343

. US

Total 30.945

Madison is the seat of government; but Milwankie
which contains a population of 1.713. is the largeat town.

"The sum of t40,000 has been appropriated by con-

gress for the erection of public buildings, and •5,000 for

a library. The term of Henry Dodge, the present gov-
ernor, will expire in March, 1844. The mineral riches

of this territory ore annually developed to aa immeDse
extent.

IOWA TERRITORY.
Countia and Poputalion m 1840.

Cedar 1,353

Clayton 1,101

Clinton 881

Delaware 168

Desmoine* 5,573

DuBuque 3,059

Henry 3,772

Jackson 1,411

Jefferson 3,773

Johnson 1,491

Jones 471
Lee 6/Nn
Linn 1.373
Louisa 1,937
Muscatine 1,943

Scott 3,140
Van Buren 0.146
Washington 1JB4

Total. 43,111

This country, comprehending a large tract lying west
of the Mississippi, was erected into a seporal* govani.

1
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mcnt bjr art of eonrreni, in June, 1H3H, under the titio

of " Inwa Territory " the lenislalive potver in vi-Hlnl in

''le gnvernor and a leninlative aiM<nibly, whirh nierla

annually nn tlie Ar»t Monday of December, at Iowa
City ; and il cnntiati of 13 nienibcrt of a council,
•lected for two years, and of a hnuie of represcnlaliven
of W membera, elected annually. Pay of llie inenilwri.

93 per diem, and (3 ft)r every t» milea of travel. (-ill.UtlO

were appropriated by cnnireaa Tor the erection of pub-
lic builninn at the pent of government : (^l.tNKI for the
erection or a (lenitentiary, and •3,001) for a library— all

of which public worka are now in progrcia. The term
of the preseut governor, Auguatua C. Dutlge, will expire
in July, 1844,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Count^ct. Fop. IMO. Coanty Town.

Waahinitnn
Aloandria

Total

33,745
9,0B7

Waahiniiton.
Alexandria.

43,712

No changu of importance haa neeurreil within the laat

Ave yeara. The penitentiary, built on the Auburn
plan, ia ''jceeaaful ; and tlie new patent niAce may he
notic i aa one of the hamlaomeat eiliflcea in the ITiiited

8tatea. The new poat office and United States treasury
are alao noble buildings. The new National Institute
oocupiei a tuitt of rooms in the patent office.

THE POPVLATION OP

CHIEF CITIES AND TOWNS,
CompUed from tht Official Retunu of 1840.

Maihi.
Bangor 8,fiS7

Bath 3,141

Beltast 4,lt«

Brunswick 4,359

Ancuita 4,314
Saco 4,408
Hallowell 4,654
Thomaston 6,827

Portland 1S,S18

Niw H^arsuiRK.
Concord 4,897
Dover 6,45H

Portsmouth 7,8H7

Meredith 3,351

Nashua 6,054
Massacbositts.

Andover 5,207
Boston 93,383
BarnaiaMa 4,301

Beverly 4,689

Cambridge 8,400
Charlestown 11,484
Dartmouth 4,135
Davers 5,090
FallHiver 6,250
Gloucester 6,738
Haverhill 4.336
Lowell au,7!Ni

Lynn 9,367
Marblehead 5,575
Middleborough.... 5,085
Nantucket 9,013
New Bedford 12,0>>7

Newburyport 7,161
Plymouth 5,381
Roxbury 9,080
Salem 15,082
Bpringfleld 10,985
Taunton 7,645
Worcester.. 7,497

Hboob latARD.
Cumberland 5,935
Newport 8,333
Providence city ... 33,171
Smithfleld 9,534
Warwick 6,796

OOKNICTICDT.
Danbury 4.504
Hartford city 9,468
Litdl6eld 4.038
New Haven city .

.

13,960
New London 5,519
Norwich city 4,300
Btonington 3,808
Weatbenlifid 3,834

Vekmuiit.
Bennington 3,439
Burlington 4,271
Montpelier 3,725

New Yobk.
Albany 33,731
BuAhIo 18,313
IJtica 12,782
Rochester 90,191
Loekpnrt 9,125
Plattsburg 6,416
Seneca 7,073
Balina 11,014
Schenectady 6,784
Troy 19,334
Rome 5,680
Williamsburg 5,094
Brooklyn 36,233
Cattekill 5,339
Fishkill 10.437
Hudson 5,673
Kingston 5,834
Mount Pleasant. . 7,307
Newburgh 8,9:13

New York city... 313,710
Poughkeepsie .... 10,006

New JkrseT.
Elizabeth 4,184
Newark 17,390
Patterson 7,506
Princeton 3,055
Trenton 4,035

Perksylvania.
Barrisburg 5,980
Moyamensing 14,573
Kenaington 23,314
Spring Garden 27,849
Northern Liberties 34,474
Soutbwark 37,448
Philadelphia city.. »3.6ti5

Lancaster eity .... 8,417
Reading 8,410
Carlisle 4,351
Alleghany city. . . . 10,089
Pittsburgh 91,115
Cliambersburg 3,239
Raston 4,8H5

Pottsville 4.345
York 4,779
Erie 3,412
Westchester 3,152
Columbia 3,719
Allentown 3,493
Norristovi 8,837
Wilkeabarie 9,718
Gettysburg 1,908 I

Bristol 1,4.18

l^banon l.MiO

Prankford 3,;iTi>

Lewiatown tSW
Waahiuglon 2,Uii';

NorthuniUerUnd..

.

!I2H

Bunbury I.ICH

Milton |„WH
Hollidaysburg 1,M)6
Huntingdon 1,14.1

Williamaport 1,3.U

Meadville 1,319

Delawaee.
Wilmington 8,307
Dover .3,790

New Castle 2,737

Martlard.
Annapolis 2,793
Rnllimore City . . . 103.313
Frfderirktnwn ... 5.182
Cumberland 2,428

VlROINlA.
Frcderirkaburg 3,974
Lynchburg 6.395
Norfolk 10,990
Petrrahurg 11,136
Pnrlamouth 0,477
Hirhmnna 211,153

Wheeling 7,885
Winchester 3,454

North Carolina.
Faycttcville 4.385
Raleigh 2,244
Wilmington 4,744

Booth Caroliha.
Charleston city.... 99JM1
Columbia 4,340

Georoia.
Augusta city 6,403
Columbus 3,114
Macon 3,027
Milledgeville 9,0115

Savannah 11,214
Alabama.

Mobile city 12,672
Montgomery 2,liD
Tuscaloosa 1,949

Mississippi,
Natchez 4,800
Vickaburg 3J04

LoriaiAKA.
Baton RiiHiif 2.9(Ki

KHvi-tii'ciiy :i,'iir;

New Orlcana WJ.IIKI
0|H'luui>ii»rily . .. lU.ilHi

Tkrnkkkee.
Naalivillii 6,920

KENTUCKY.
FrHukriitt I.ni7

l,exiMgtnn Ii,l>!'7

l..(>uiHville 31.'JIU

Mnyaville 2,741
Ohio.

rhillicothe 3,977
t'incinnali 4H,.33H

Circleville 2,.'«>

Cleuveland 6,071
(^oliiinlma 6,048
Dayton 6,(W7
Lancaster .3,272

ESIeuhcnville 5,303
Ziiiii'iivilli! 4,7>'U

InniAitA.

InilinnaiMilia 9,603
MmlisfiM 3,798
New Albany 4.2'.iU

Riehinoiiil 2,070
Illinois.

Alton 8,340
Chii-aso 4,470
nalena 1,843
Peoria 1,407
Quincy 2,313
SpringHeld 2,578

MiasoERi.
JeRcraon city 1,174
St. Louis 16,460

MiCHIOAN.
Detroit 0,102
.Honroe 1,703
Ypailonti 2,419
Marahall 1,763

Florida.
St. Augustine 3,459
TallaliaMue 1,016

WiacoNsiN.
Milwaukie 1,713
District or CoLriiBiA.

Alexandria 8.459
Georgetown 7,312
Waahingtun city.

.

23,864

THE VOTERS OF THE UNION.
Id connexion with the lubjMt of the Cemua, it becomes impoHuit to

efery reader tn be rumiiherl with iletails of the utiully pnciicAl number
of voten thmvKhottt the Uninn. The itatittica of the lait two Pmldeu-
lUI Eleclioni an rhereforeiubjoined.
OcD. HarriMQ wu elected by 834 vntee lE^iut Mr. Van Bureuli 60, in

the electoral colleca of 2M votre ; ninetera itaiet casting ttttir electoral
vote for Harrtson, and seven for Mr. Van Buren.

NEW ENOUUtD STATES. 114a 1890.

EteeMn, Hirrina. T. Buren. V. Bures. Whlf. i

10 MaIm 4e,6ia 40,201 22,990 15239
7 New Hampdlin - • tSJM 32,670 18.897 6,228
T Vmnool M,44S 18,000 14.037 90,901
14 MaauhiMtll - 73,<n4 61,943 34,474 42,147
4Rhodelil<i>d . . S^27S 3,301 2,964 3,710
8 CoonecUcat .... 31,601 25,396 19,2S1 18,743

*>...«„.__ "^*<* 177,425 113,453 I0C164
MIDDLE STATES.

4a New York .... Kt »I2 212,619 166.115 138,543
g New Jeney .... 33,%] 31,034 86,347 26.892

•

90 PmiuylruiA • . 144.019 143,676 91,476 87,111
S DelAwara .... 5,367 4,884 4,153 4,732

,

83 409,160 391,113 288,790 257,278 ,

SOUTHERN STATES.
10 MarvliDd .... 33,IU8 98,762 22,168 2S,8'»
23 Virginia 41,501 43,893 30,^03 23,382
15 North CarolinA • • - 4e,«r6 34.918 26.610 23,626
11 South Cuolina, Electora choaen br t^e LetiiUture.
11 GeoiKia 40,364 31,933 ».I28 24,930
7 Alabum 2S.47I 33.991 20.M8 16.612

4 MiaMiupi • . 19,518 16,905 0.979
5 liOubiaiiA . . 11,297 7,617 3,653

6« 221,225
WESTERN STATES.

21 Ohio 14^I57
IS Kenluckr .... 58.489
IS TrDDoiea . 60,391
OIndiiDA 6^301
5 lllinoii 45,536

8 Mirhinn • . 22.007

4 Miwiuri 22,072

3 Arkaiuw 4,363

107,399 135.845 127,473

193.782

32,616
48,289
61,701

47,479
21,098
29,760
6,049

96,948
33,435
26,120
32,4M)
18,097

7.33J
10,995

2,400

109,405
36,925
35.962
41,281
14.983
4,07«'

7,937
1,288

7S 428.118 361.771 217,807 147,313

l,»74,T77

1,128,706
1,128,708 738,218'

H»rriiMi'> »l«)l>rHy, 146,068 V. B.'i mij. jW 26,7*
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.340

,403

,114

,027

.WS
,814

,873

,17»

,940

,Rno

IJ04

I<<)ni<lAii«.
Ratnn Ruiinc 3.9K)
KHviiiiTiiy. :t'iir;

New OrlcMiiK lW,lli;t

UiK'loijuiiK (ily . .. l(),7(H'i

TKNNKKIIIfE.
Nailiville 6,1)21

KcNTDt'KT.
FrHiikfcirt 1.017
I^xiniitnii ti,li!i7

I^MiiMVilli! SI.'ilM

Mnyivillf a,74|
Ohio.

Chillknthe 3,077
Cini'iriiinii 4«,:t;w

t'irrle»ille 8,:M)
Cleuvi^mid H,071
('iiliinil>u8 A.IHH
Dayton «,(W7
Liirii^aKlrr 3,'i7a

Hleiihciiville 8,203
'/.niwavilUr 4,7i>(i

Ikdiaita.

InilinnoiMjliK a.AflS

Mmlinoii 3.7nH
New Alhniiy 4.'.'JU

RichinniKl X.OTO
Illinou.

Alton 9,340
Cliiraso 4,470
(•alKiia I.H43
P«>ria J,4fi7

Qiiiiiry 2,313
SprinKltrlil 3,J7g

MlU'OCRI.
JefTerson city 1,174
St. Louis 16,460

MiCHIOAN.
Oetroit 0,108
.rtonroe 1,703
Ypsilanii 2,419
Marsball 1,703

Florida.
St. AiiKUKtine 3,430
TallaliaMue 1,010

WlBCONtlN,
Milwaiikie 1,713
DiaTmcT or Colcmbia.

Ali'iandria 8,430
GeornKlown 7,313
Wa»hingtun city.. 83,864

:S OF THE UNION.
jret of the Ceniui, it becnmei important to
t ilh detaiU of the uiually practical number
>n. The tlatiitio of the lut (wo Praldeu-
ibjoined.

by 834 TolM tguntX Mr. Vnn Rurea^ 60. in
otn; ninetero itatet caattOK their electoral
or Mr. Van Bureo.

s. ista 1636,

riioa. V.Bum. V.BulM. Whig.
^«ia 48,201 12,990 15299
<m 92,670 l8,a9T 6,228
44» ia,a(» 14,097 20^991
w« SIMS 34,474 42,147
W8 3,301 2,964 2,710m 25,296 19,291 18,749

kM4 177,425 112,463 106,1(4

812 212,51» lenfts 196.543
.3«l 3I.CM 26,347 26.892
019 143,876 91,475 87,111
HM 4,884 4,163 4,732

MM 392,113 286,790 257,278

•as 28,7M 22,168 25,862
Ml 43,893 30,^03 23.382
»7«

^"^1,3-^
26.610 23,626ws are.

IM 21.126 24,930
471 33.991 iD.nne 16.612
618 I6,9IK 9.979 96W
JOT 7,617 3,663 3383

lets 197,399 135,945 127,473

157 I23.TK f6,»48 109.405
IM) 92,6I« 33,436 a«,925m 48,2W 26,120 36.981

;«n 51,701 33,4H0 41.281 1

636 47,479 18,097 14.983 1

urn 21,096 7.33i 4,072'm 29,760 10,995 73»7
Mi 6,049 2,400 l,28i

III) 361,771 217,807 247,213

m I,ia8,708 764,8*5 738,219
nw 738,l.»

IN V. R.'i mij. ime. 28,7*
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In the first edition of thi§ work, the commercial relurna of Ihn United States were brought

down to the year IKW). We now biibjuiD a synopeia of the foreign coniuterce of the Unioa

from that period tu 1842.

Ymt IniporU. Kijiortt.

IKW.... )i!l«9.iM),035 .... $128,603,040
H:J7 UU,98l),217 117,419,370
IHli- 113,717,404 108,486,616

Tear. lm|>orta.

1839.... 8162,692,132
1840 107,141,.')19

1841 124,1G7,:J83

Crpnrti.

§121.028,416
. 132,085,946
. 121,161,311

of lliu iiii|M)rt>> ill IH40. 8<i2,H(M.33M Wfro in American vpmi!|>. and tI4,3:iO,IA7 in (ateign vmiipIii.

U( tliu i'i|»irlii III lifm, SlKl.d'.iJ.iuU wi'ro of ilciiiiuatic producia and guodn, and 910,100,312 uC foreign. In 1840,
till' iloiiieMic (•xpiirlii vxi'vedi.'d IhiiiM! of IKKl, by 9IU,:il>l,743.

The K>|Hirla in IM4U. exceeded tlie iiiiportji l>y 924.1144,427.

It apiieura by ii return of the Secretary of the Treasury that, of the total imptrO in 1841, 9124,167,383, there
were, of free gum\ii, 964,783,440: and diiliahic (ooda, 93II.:I8IJ)3S.

or the total f/porii in 1H4I. 9121,161,31 1, there were, of foreifa fVee goiMls, 910,708,451 ; of dutiable foruign
gooiln, 94.3U3.I7S; of doineatic produce. 910ii,(UU.685.

The uxceia of iinporta over exports in 1841, was 93,006,073.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FOR THE YEAR ENDIN<; SEPTEMBER 30, 1840.

Rualt
Vrvmit .....
Sweden Awl NorwAjr .

Swedlih Wnl Indiei

Uennwrk • • • - •

Diniih WeM Indiel •

Hinte Toww . • •

Hnllinl
Duicll Eul Iniiei .

Dutch Weil Indira

Duifti Guinm • > >

Rel(iuiii

EnitlAnd
Sniland
Irtltad

OibrallAr
Malta
Miurlllu
iCiiw nf (lood H"pe •

iRri'ilh Km! Indiei •

Rriti.h West liiiliel -

Rrifiih HoniliirM • •

Brtiilll GuiaiiA - •

Hrilitli American Colnnie*
AuitraJia ....
Fmncfi
Fmch Weit Igdill •

French OuiaoA . -

H»yll
SmIo
TencrilTea oilier Canariet

Manilla h rhilippin* hi.
Cul«
lothar Spaniiti Weal Inrtlea

ValiM of
Imparls.

DoUan.
2,671.427

59,304
1,217,913

57.646
7,M)I

969.177
2.621,493
1,074.764
817 897
3M.479
37,786

274.N>7

33.114.133
516.217
98.319
311. i67

28,471

S2J>4
l.!l«2.461

1,048.166
I5«.3'i3

10.973
2,no7,-67

121.141

17.671.870
33i.25l

1.262.814

l,a84.««5
I50..621

460161
9,835,477
l.>9»732

Valua of Eiporla.

Domeatie Foreicn
Pi'Kluce. Pniducc.

Dalian.
23l.l>66

43J63
415.091
98,710

76,183
9lll.ini

3,345
"

131,761

249,438
53118

1,834.119

61.961,778
1,011636
117.761
643444
14.610
8.318

36.816
2W,404

2.907. '«4
in^niw
ll\-96

5,«i«.il>

18,919317
483,696

363,119
II 816
90 689

5J3I.47I
770 420

DMan.
834,615
43,116
116,134
3.610
17.868

180.618
»aO,4Mi
511046
201,6.62

41,916

486 416
6,0g6.KSa

tr.VH

I'lT.IIO

4i,3Wi
153
197

361.791
58.000

68.37
.638

204.0:16

6.022

S0,6A6
lOU

61,849
9,874
11.579
30.017

9791044
29,108

Total.

JMUtn.
1,169,481

86,468
550.126
101,310
94,061

I.0e9.44!l

4.188,469
3,8.66..1I0

33i:ni
302,3'|
61,1 IK

9,320,66,
57.048.660
2,O'i0.94O

217.781

900,454
59.896
9,472

36 013
(32 195

2,965,584
190,466

119,434

6,093,160
90,86*

21,841.564
514,251

100

I,(»7,9I4

3«.2ga
23,ai5
121,616

6.310,515

790,628

Countriei.

Pnrtuyal ....
Maileira -..•%-
Fayal k the otiwr Alom
Capa de Verd Islanda
Italy

Sicily

Ionian lalaoda * >

Grreca ....
Trie»l8 ....
'lurkey ....
Mfimcco . . . •

Trial
Meiico ....
Vfnetiicla . - •

New Grenada • *

Central America •

Braail

Arftenllne Hepubllc
Ciiplaline Repabltc
Chill
Peru
Republic nf Ecuador
Hiiulh America, generally

China
Europe, sancrally • .

Alia, generally • • •

Africa, (enerally . *

Weil iDdIca, geoifvlljr

South Seaa ....
Sandwich lil.nda •

Nrirthw eat CnasI of Ainer,
Uncertain places * • >

Tbiat . • .

Value of

Iniporta.

DoUan.
111.884
309.614
3H.I38

29.348
1.157,100

649,526
43/07
5,138

373,365
S63.47i>

62.138
300.847

4,176,001

1,366,106
217.382

189.0111

4,997.196
2gS,.662

494 48*
lil6,M9
438,496
29,685

6,»I0,8»

284,46*
372,537

19,761

ie,2M

1,526

6a1ue of Eiforta.

IVmeaiic Tirei?,, _ .
,

Fnidi.ce. Pnidi,ci-. '""•

DoUftri.

9-.34I
93 819
10.471

81,611

1,189,838

900,217

1,590,366
119,746

907,072
969.838
564.267
67 «

130.661

2,I46.>«3

280.144
81.102

1,372,264

96,042
460186
63,976
170.734

511.215
97(715
177,299

720

Dulleri.

6.7J4
ll.Hi*

6.ll'13

l.M*
283UM7
33,813

196.161

156,873

281.199

I .646,403

77.3.19

b7,l»6

360,711
80.131
67.618

356,575

28.291

540,780

138.092

43,048
2,514
65,200

540

107,141,519 113,895,634 18.190.3H||32,0((,*4«

Diilan,
103,0651

116e7T
16 0041

B6,411<

1,473.185

337,140

1,780.001

276,618

1,118,271

2,616.341
783,872
136.251

117,1

2,!ifl«.674

3l>9,17e

119,730

l,728,«»

124,333

1,009,966
83.976
908,816
554 203
379.219

242,429

l,MO

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF EACH STATE FOR 1840.

Stalas and Territoriefc

Maine...
New llampahire
Vermont
Maaaachuaetti
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jeraey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
District of Columbia.
Viffiinia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
MiBsimippi
Louisiana
Ohio
Kentucky
Tennesaee
Michigan
Florida Territory ....

Missouri

Vol. III.

Value of Imporla.

In American Id Foreicn
Vaaela. Vossla.

9W4.183
67,411
404 617

15,813.360
274.S34
370.411

J3,S0I,96S
l,6M>

7,(l35,0O7

4.357,884
76,637

48l,6.-k

836,169
1,6.'U,433

357.303
403,311

7404.300
3,436
9.341

S8,93R
137,335
138,775
10,600

9 93,803,358

9134,579
47,336

700,398

6,661
7,930,485

17.529
639,875

803
553,863
43,315
63.451
16.363

433,438
]:i4.335

172.440

3,398,881

8,489

1.3R'S

63,053

ToU.

9638,763
114.647
404,617

16,513,858

374,534
377,073

60,440.750
10,809

8,464,883
808

4,910,746
110.853
545.085
353,539

8,058,870
491,438
574,651

10,673,100
4.01S
8,341

88,938
138,610
190,738
10,600

14.339,167 107,141,319

54»

Value of Ezporls.

DnsMstle
Produce.

91,000,910
30,781

305,l3r/

6,368,15'4

30.TeU6
5l8.ni0

83,676.600
14.883

5,738,450
37,001

5,495,030
731,439

4,789.937
387,484

0,981,016
6.86-.!,950

13,654.694

33,00Pa»
001,054

163,219
1,850,700

PorcigB
Produce.

98,359
318

3,918,103

3,983

11,587,471

1.193

1,083,680

373.748
3.494
8.383

53,733

1,338,877

8,141

Tolsl.

91,018,360
30,079

305,150
10,186,361

306,080
Sie.310

34,364,080
18,076

6,830,145
37,001

5,788,768
753,983

4,778,380
387,484

10,036.780

6,863,950
13,854,694

34,338,036
901,054

]63.3a>
1,858,850

113,885,634 | 18. 190,318 f 138,085.946

4F
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444 SUPPLEMENT—UNITED STATES.

MANUFACTURES.
Ai no correct data of the entire manufactures and

trades of the United Slates are furnished, the reader
must content himself with the following parai^raphs, re-

lating to Maraachusetts, Pennaylvanii> and New York,
The chief manufacturing state is Massachusetts, in

which the number of cotton manufactories isSJiS; niim-
oer of spinilles. 0*i5,70!); valui- of manufactured articles,
$16,578,0U3; nnmher of persons employed, 'M,'M> ; capi-
tal invested, «18,o;9,0:'<9. Numlier of distilleries, 37:
number of gallons produced, 4,108,043. Numberof brew-
eries, 7 ; number of gallons produced, 4S!*,800 ;—of which
Boston contains3— numberof gallons produced, 105,'!00:

capital invested in breweries and distilleries, $963,100;
of which is invested in Bndton, $H30,000. Total capital
invested in manufactures in the state is 943,4ti3,3H6.

Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania, is the chief seat of man-
ufactures in iron and other metals. It has 28 furnaces
for cast iron; number of tons produced, C,384; value
manufactured, about $446,880. Number of blonmeries,
forges, and rollingmills, for bar iron and nails, 13; num-
ber of tons produced, 45.IU0; value manufactured, about
$4,500,000; numberof hands employed, including miners,
3,305: aniouni of capital invested, $1,931,000. Olait
defaTtmtnt.— Niimbci of glass houses, 16; cutting estab-
lishments, 9; men employed. 5\5; value of manufac-
tured articles, inclusive of looking glasses, $530,000:
amount of capital invested, $580,000. Hardwart and
cuUery department.—Va\ue of hardware and cutlery
manufactured, $351,500; numiier of men employed, 310:
cannon cast, many ; small arms made, 1,350; men employ-
ed, 13. Precious metate.—Value manufactured, $4,860;
men employed, 6i

Total amount of capital invested in man-
ufactures, (iron not included) $3,917,472

Iron department 1,931,000

Total capital in manufactories(Pitt8burg) 5,846,473

The chi'if commercial stste is New York. The total
number of <:onimercial houses in the stHte of New York,
engaged in foreign trade, is 4S!l, of which 417 are in the
city. The tital number of commission houses is 1040,
of which 918 are in the city. The capital invested in
foreign trade in liie Empire State, is $48,808,401. That
invested in retail dry goods, grocery, and other stores,

$41,481,551. T'lat invested in lumber yards, $2,495,077.
That invested in the business of victuallers, $3,889,316.

There are 1555 newspapers and other periodicals
published in the I'nited States.

DOMESTIC EXPORTS FROM U. S., 1840.

From the Sea $3, 198,370
" theForest 5,333,085
" Agriculture, > iBWinoi

(flour $ 10,143,615) \

18,a«3,tH)l

Tobacco 9,883,957
Cotton 63,870,307
Sundry 177,384
Manufactures, > lomaain
(cotton goods, $3,549,007) j

l5f,»*H,B4U

Total 113,805,634

IMPORTS INTO THE U. STATES, 1840.

The following is n statement of the principal articles

of foreign manufacture imported into the United States
for the year ending September 30, 1840.

Article!. Amount of Importi.

Silk Manufactures $10,983,191
Cotton do 6,504,484
Woollen do 6,355,345
I^ce 468,433
Carpeting .138,501

Hats and bonnets 438,000
Boots and Shoes 7 1,533
Leather 473,091
Furniture 86,375
Soap 13,859
Manufkctures of iron and steel 7,334,483
do. Flax and hemp 5,!I66,944

do. Copper, brass, tin, pewter, & lead 363,433
Earthen und stone wares 3,100,331
Plated, gill and japanned do 166,073
Saddlery 201,000
Worsted stuff goods 3,387,338
Watches and parts of watches 330 959
Glass Manuflicturos 563,430
Cotton bagging 310,311
Oil Cloths 33,648

Arti«lef

.

Amount of Imporli.

Paper Hangings • 76,521
Paper 76,124
Books 310,764
Hair Cloth 59,555
Brushes 38,7ti3

Jewelry 201,590
ballputre 34,1?2
Cigars , fc6(l,434

White and red lead 41,013
Sugar of lead Il.:i85

Cordage and twine 344,911
Cork 56,IHU

Total $47,373,888
Exports of the above articles 3,804,526
Consumption in the United States 43,560,362

STEAM POWER OF THE U. STATES.
The Secretary of the Treasury reported to congress

in 1840, the following rusHlts.

Steam engines of all kinds in the V. States. . 3,010
Stenmhontsin the 3*i States 800
kailroad locomotives 350
Steam ensines used for manufacturing 1,860
Steam accidents of all kinds since their intro-

duction 260
Steam accidents in railroad l(Komotives(only) 3
Number of persons killed by steum accidents 3,000

" " " (another statement) 9,000
Property Inst by such ai.cidents $5,000,000
Steamboats built since 1807 1,300

Of these there have been lost 360
" •' worn out 340

Miles of railroad travelled by locomotives . . . 1,500
Number of locomotives in Penn«vlvania 96
Tonnage of all the steamboats 155,473
Horse, power in stennihoats 57,017

" in railroads 6,080

As the Old and New Worlds are now brought com-
paratively near to each other by the power of steam
navigation, the following table of distances, as run per
chart by the steamers, in geographical miles, between
New York and the English ports, will doubtless be iu
terecting.

JWir York to Liverpool.
Mild.

To Cape Clear 3,748
Cape Clear to Tuscar 150
Tuscar to ''kerries 90
Skerries to Liverpool 60

Total 3,048

JfletB York to Bristol.

To Cape Clear 2,748
Cape Clear to Bristol 375

Total 3,033

JVsw York te Portsmouth.

To the Lizard 3,963
Lizard to Portsmouth 300

Total 3,163

Halifax to Liverpool.

To Cape Clear 3,300
Cape Clear to Tuscar 150
Tuscar to Skerries 00
Skerries to Liver|iool 60

Totol 3,500
Boston to Halifax 350

iiso

THE ARMY AND NAVY.
The official Army Register for 1841, states that the

United States army, in officers and men, numben
13,539—the militia, 1,503,593.

Tho American navy is composed of

Ships of the line, (74 to 120 guns) 11
" razee, (SO guns) 1

Frigates, 1st class, (44 gun») II
' 3d class, (36 guns) 3

Sloops of war, (16 to 20 guns) SI
Brigs (10 guns) 4
Schooners, (4 to 10 guns) 8
Steamers, (two frigates) 4
Store ships, Itc 3

Total 6S

i
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PUBLIC LANDS.
1

The Commissioner of ihn Oeneral Land Office re-

Fiorts to the (Jeiieral Goveriiineiit that the sales of pub-

ic lands durinit the year 1^40 amounted to 3,330,889

acres; the purchase money to $.J.789,()37 ; and the re-

ceipts into the Treasury, from the same source, to

t3,2l)3,(>83. DurinB the first ihree quarters of the year

1841, the sales uniountrd to 118,07J acres; the purchase

money to f l,024,«3;i ; and the receipti" into the Treasury,

from the same source, during the same period, to

91,104,0U3.

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE.
ExpenJiture.

17.573,141
S9,(i:i5,344

3I,H1.5.(K)!»

Veari. Revenue.

1,-35 34,344,471

183U 4H,H73,1»I)4

1837 19,li50,0t;4

183(< 1!I,.')»!I,7.V2 3!l.455,478

In IHII'.l, the revenue of the United states was
$30,461,8H1; expenditures, $37,616,916.

In IH40. the revenue of the United States was
||3ri,3:)4,5l3; expenditures, 930,li43,(io6.

In lrf41, the revenue of the United States (including

balance from previous year) was S3I,3'.I7,.?13; expendi-

tun^a, tlli.OaS.OTO.

The Secretary of the Treasury estimated th"! receipts

for 1W2, at $I!»,-iOO,000 ; and the expenditures (including

the payment of treasury notes out as $7,000,000,) at

$33,791,010. Unitrid States treasury notes out, January

1, 1843, 9(1,840.723. Total public debt of the United

Btates, 814.(28,085. Congress, however, has made ap-

propriations to nu-et the njccssary expenses of govern-

ment in 1843, that will materially augment the amount
for which the nation is liable.

COTTON STATISTICS.
The total cotton crop of the year ending September

50th, 1840, amounted to 1,634,945 bales. The total crop

it the preceding year, amounted to 3,177,835.

The total exports of 1841, were— 1,313,277 balea.

Ditto 1840, .... 1,876,603

Deficiency in 1841 5(>2,730

We subjoin the amounts exported to various countries

in 1841.

To Great Britain 858,743 bales.

ToFrance 348,776

To ports in north o." Europe 5t),379

To all other ports 49,480

Total 1,313,377

The cotton exports of the preceding year were as fol-

low:
In 1840. cotton exported to Great

Britain 1,246,791 bales.

To France 447,41)5

North of Europe 103,331

To other porta 78,515

Tota 1 1 ,876,003

We subjoin also, the ports from which the article hai

been sent, with the portion from each.

In 1841, (Vnm New Orleans and Mis-

Bippi 656,810 balea.

From Alabama 316,239

Florida 32,297

Georgia 35,396

North and South Carolina . .

.

162,375

Virginia 4,733

Baltimore 217
Philadelphia 1,934

New York 149,589

Boston 3.WI2

Total 1,313,277

We annex an account of the home consumption.

Quantity consumed by, and stock re-

maining in the handa of United
States inanufaclurers,Sept.30, 1841, 297,388 balei.

Do. do. 1840, 295,103

Do. do. 1839, 376,018

OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE AMERICAN CONTINENT.

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA.
The last five vears exhibit a great increase of popula-

tion in all the* British North American provinces. The

following returns and estimates are tYom the most au-

thentic sources:

Lower Canada • • ( now united ! SiS'S^
Upper Canada - .

. - j
)

tlTn'Syi
New Brunswick Ji^'SS
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton

iI'tSSI
Prince Edward's Island ^'SSn
Newfoundland Wfim

Total 1,531,000

The only political events of note that have occurred

in these provinces, since 1836, refer to Canada. During

the winter of 1837-8, a rebellion hroke out in the lower

province among the French liahitans, which was sup-

pressed ; while Upper Canada was invaded at Prescott

and Sandwich from the Unite,l States; but both at-

tempts were repulsed. The United States' government

exerted itself to preserve neutrality, and to prevent the

invaders, who v.'ere chiefly American citizens stimu-

lated by Canadian refuirees, from crossing th- frontier.

In 1841, the two provinces of Upper and Lower Canada

were united under one colonial government and legis-

lature, by act of parliament. In the same year, Lord

Svilenhttui, governor general, died in consequence of a

foil from his horse, and was succeeded by the present

governor, Sir Charles Bngol. The iinmigrntinn into Ca-

nada from Great Britain ami Ireland is considerable,

lioving been a^.OWi persons in 1840, and more than 38,000

in 1841. The number of shiiia that arrived at auobec

in 1840, was 911, and about il60 in 1841. The annual

cxmirts of Canada arc about »10,000,000, and her im-

ports (Yom England $^,500,000.
.

The present governor of New Brunswick is Sir W. M.

O. Colcbrooke ; of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton, Lord

Falkland; and of Newfoundland, Sir Jihn Harvey.

In the year 1839, the discovery of a " Northwest Pas-

•age" was announced by Messrs. Dease t Simpson, of

the Hudson's Bay Company, in a letter dated at Fort

Simpaon, on Mackeniie's river.

MEXICO.
Since the declaration of independence by the penpis

of Texas, in 1836, Mexico has been much diatarbed, both

by intestine war and foreign attack. In 1839, the

French bombarded Vera Cru«, and compelled national

reparation for injuries sustained by French nubjecta.

In 1841, the province of Yucatan revolted, and on the

16th of May in the same year, a legislature elected by

the people, published a "Constitution of the Republic

of Yucatan," at Merida, the capital of the new state.

During the autumn of 1841, General Santa Anna headed

a revolt, in which he was joined by a large portion of

the Mexicana who favoured the federal constitution of

1834. This general, who soon collected a considerable

force, captured the capital, deposed the president under

the central system, Anastasio Biistamente, and assumed

the reins of power. He has since been inaugurated, ai

chief magistrate of Mexico, and all public acts of the

government are transacted in hia name. A recent cen-

Bua returns officially, 7,044,140 inhabitants.

TEXAS.

Since the formation of this republic, the presidents,

Samuel Houston and .^amar, have lieen succeeded by

the re-election in 1841, of General Samuel Houston.

The constitution of Texas is modelled on that of the

United Statea, the term of the presidential office being

two years. The population has increased immensely

aince 1836, having been recently eatimated by General

Fuote at 400,000 persons, viz.

Anglo. Americans 190,000

Mexicans .w,?'59S
Cumanche and other Indians 303,000

The present politico-geographical divisinna of Texas,

are 34 counties and 14 aenntorial districts. The repub-

lic has been recognised by the United States, France,

England, and several other nations: but not yet by

Mexico, which threntena an invasion of the country un

der Santa Anna. Texas has organized a small army.and

i the militia comprehends the entire male white popula.

1
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lion ; while her navy cnnBist* of aix or eight small ves^

ela of war. In 1841, an expeilltion of more than 300
men sent from Texas tu Santa F6, was CHptiircd by the
Meiicang, and several citizens of the United States are
among the prisoners, for whose liberation the United
Slatp"' government has interfered. The Ttixuns say
that the expedition was merely commercial, and that
the amount of merchandise taken was very large. Tlie

men composing it, however, were all fully armed, and
had one cannon; and the Mexicans state in their ac-

counts, that the object was to produce a revolution in

the Mixican provinces near Santa F6. I'hc revenue of
I'exas for 1H4U, was—receipts, 91.'-I0(),000; expenditures,
$1,047,057. Estimates for IK41—receipts, fl»00,OUO; ex-
penditures, $SOO,0UU. The receiptH for 1841, however,
amounted to 9I,I<J6,3G8 in Texas funds, being about
910ti,t)()ti at par. The public debt of Texas in January,
ItMS, was 97,300,000.

CENTRAL AMERICA.—This republic has long been
a scene of revolt and civil war. The last president,
Francisco Morazan, experienced much difficulty in

maintaining his position rr'iinst Carrera. Indeed, the
latter captured the city of Guatemala in lH3tj; when
Balazar, the vice-president, was killed. Morazan, how-
ever, continued President until 1841, when Carrer,^ was
so far successful, that he now seems to sway the desti-

nies of the republic. Late estimates of the population
of Central America, claim 3,000,000 of persons; but as
the people of the Mosquito Shore, under the Indian
king, Robert Charles Frederic, are included in these
estimates, some deduction should be made, especially as
during a late boundary dispute with the British settle-

ment of Honduras, the king of the Mosquito Shore has
Bought the protection of the colonial government. The
white population of Central America cnnstitut"s only
one-tlflh of the whole. The constitution is modelled on
that of the United States, the president and vice-presi.

dent being elected for four years, and the senate and
house of representatives being elected by the people.
The senate is composed of two members from each state,

and the house consists of one representative for every
30,000 inhabitants.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.-In 1839-40, the French
blockaded'Buenos Ayres, and compelled satisfaction for

losses and injuries sustained by French citizens. The
present president is Don Juan M. d« Rosas, against
whose authority revolts have been frequent ; but nearly
all the insurgent leaders were destroyed by the govern-
ment forces in 1841. A war with the adjoining republic
of Uruguay (Monte Video) still rages.

PERU.—In 1837, this republic was placed under the
firotection of Santa Crur, president of Bolivia; but of
ate, a majority of the Peruvians have favoured Chili,
and declared against Santa Cruz.

BOLIVIA.—The present president is General Santa
Cruz, who has quelled several revolts against the gov-
ernment, and conducted with various succdsa, a war
against Chili.

CHILI.—In February, 1838, Don Diego Portales, vice-
president ofChili, was-assasKinated. Joaquin Prieto is

the present chief magistrate.

VENEZUELA.—General Paez succeeded Dr. Vargas,
tn President, in 1839. He has suppressed several revolts.

EQUATOR.—Vicente Rocafiierte is the preienl pre-
sident, and he has suppressed more than one iniurree.
tionary movement.

NEW GRENADA.—This republic has be«n much
agitated by domestic commotion ; Jos6 Ignacio de Mar-
quez is the present president. Tlie republics of New
Grenada, Equator and Venezuela, formerly constituted
the republic of Colombiii; but a division having occurred
in 1831, th..'y soon after formed separate nations. In
1841, tlie people of the Isthmus of Panama succeeded in
a revolt Oijainst New Grenada.

THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.-The constitution
of the newly constituted " Republic of the Isthmus of
Panama," was adopted and solemnly sworn to on the
18th of June, 1841. Dr. Thomas Herrara was elected
the first president.

PARAGUAY. In 1840, Dr. Frnncia, dictator of Para-
guay, died; since which event, the government has been
administered by a Junta of five persons.

URUGUAY.—This republic has been the scene of civil

war, the insurgents having, on one occasion, threat-
ened Monte Video. Fructuoso Rivera is the present
president, and he has hitherto maintained a war with
much spirit against the more populous and powerful
Argentine republic.

BRAZIL.—Pedro II. was declared of age before bis
majority in 1840, and was crowned at Rio in 1841.

THE WEST INDIES.—No change of importance has
occurred in any oT the West India islands or colonies
for several years, except in Cuba; and as the commerce
of this fertile island is of great value to the United
States, we subjoin a few statistics derived from official

sources.

The " CoTTto tCacimol" of Madrid, says:— "The
wealth of the island o! < . a continues to increase. In
1838, the number of ships which entered Havana, wai
1,904, and in 1839, was 1,089. In 1838, the departures
were 1,807, and in 1839, 2,043. In 1838, the public reve-

nue amounted to 8,530,441 rials, and in 1839, tu 9,461,783
rials. In 1838, the island contributed to the expenses
of the state, 8,433,014 rials, and in 1839, 9,489,443
rials."

By far the greatest portion of the foreign trade is

transacted with the United States.

The imports in 1840. were $34,700,189, being a de-
crease of 9615,014 since 1839. The exports $35,941,783,
being an increase of $4,459,931. The aggregate of im-
ports and exports in 1840, was $50,641,973; in 1838,
$45,300,980, exhibiting an increase in three years of
$.'>.444,!I0I.

The total revenne of the islend in 1838, was $8,554,000;
in 1840, $10,130,000. The ri^vcnue is derived from im-
port and export duties, nn<\ inland taxes.

In 1841, a number of the monasteries and convent!
were dissolved, and their injnates pensioned by the gov-
ernment. The church lands belonging to these esta-
blishments were solil, and the proceeds applied to na-
tional purposes. Sunday schools have been commenced
at Havana,

HAYTI.—Jean Pierre Boyer is the present presi-

dent.

EUROPE.

1*4 1

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
King William IV. died in 1837, and was succeeded by

Victoria I., daughter of his brother, the Duke of Kent.
In 1640, aueen Victoria married Prince Albert, of Saxe
Coburg and Gotha. Since 1837, the British empire in

the East has been increased by the comiuest of AHjiha-
nistan and Cabul, and the annexation of New Zealand.
In 1840, Bngland levied war against the Pncha of Egypt,
and the British and allied fleets, commanded by Admi.
rals Btopford and Naiiier, besieged and took St. Jean
d'Acre, Beyrout and Sidon. In 1840-41, she cirried on
a war against China. In 1841, the British ministry was
changed fVom the wliigs or liberals to the conservatives
or tnries— Sir Robert Peel, hart., being the present pre-

mier. According to the census of 1841, it appears that

the population of Great Britain and Ireland amounted
to upwards of 37,000,000 of souli. The return for the

three kingdoms, the Channel Islands, and the Isle of
Man, is as follows;—

England and Wale 15,901,981
Scotland 3,834,586
Ireland 8,205,382
Guernsey, Jersey, and Mi> 134,079

Total 26,856,038

This is exclusive of the army and navy, nf merchant
seamen afloat, and of all |)cr8ons travelling abroad, or
not under a roof on the night of the 5th of June. In-
cluding these classes, the population may be safely
taken at 37,000,000, which is an increase of uliou'l

3.000.000 since 1831. If to this is added the population
of the colonics dependent on lids country, it will be
found that the subjects of the British crown are more
numerous than that of any other civilized monarchy or
republic on the fiice of the globe.
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J'apulation of the Britith Empire in all parts of
the World.

^Compiled from the mo«t authentic dotumenti.)

Great Britain, Ireland, and the neighbouring t^P"'''""'

islands 27,000,000
Colonics in Europe, such as Ionian Isles,

Malta. Rihrallar, &c 400,000
North America 1,500,000
South America 120.000
West Indies 1,OOC,JOO

Africa 350,000
Australasia, (New Holland, &c.) 120,000
New Zealand 25,000
Asia, (Ceylon and Islands) 1,000,000

India, (East India Company's dominions)... 135,000,000

Affghunistan and Cabul 14,000,000

Total 180,515,000

The whole of the above territories cover about
3,800,00 square miles.

Properly of Great Britain.

The grand total capital represented by all property in
Great Britain and Ireland, is estimated at 3,620,000,000/.

I'he value of all sorts of public property is 103,000,000/.

The value of lands, ships, canals, railroads, mines,
horses, timber, rrops,&c., is estimated at 3,945,000,000/.

The value of all sorts of furniture, apparel, plate, specie,

money in chancery, savings' banks, &c. &c., estimated
t 580,000,000/. Tlie national debt is about 805,000,000/.

Circulation of Great Britain.

Mr. Leatham, a banker of Yorkshire, gives the ave-
rage amount of paper circulation in Great Britain, in bills

of exchange out nt any one time.in 1839, at 133,133,000/.

In addition to the above, we add—
Bank of England notes average 18,000,000
Private banke 6,350,861
Joint stock banks 3,630.385

Estimated circulation of gold and silver, 43 to 50,000,000

No bank notes are allowed to be issued in England
under tl'o value of 5/, ($35,)

Foreign Commerce.
EXPORTS.

1837. Official value >72,318,207
Declared value jE41,706,205

183?. Official value 93,107,898
Declared value 49,640,896

1839. Official value 96,047,123
Declared value 32,701,509

1840. Official value 110,198,716
Declared value 53,333,380

1841. Official value 116,479,678
Declared value 34,406,430

IMPORTS.
1837 5.1,934.874

18.18 59,873,905
1833 00,346,067

One-seventh of the above trade is transacted with the
United States. The trade with India amounted to ra-
ther more than 3,768,000/,, in 18.38, The greatest in-
crease in the colonial trade is with the Australian set-

tlements. The exports of thi)se colonies in 1831, were
of the value of 13.5,114/,, which has increased to about
1,300,000/. In 1838, the exports from Great Britain to
her colonies, amounted to 13,77i>.035/,, declared value; in

offitiat, to about 28,000,000/. The exports of cotton
twist and yarn, and manufactured goods, from England
in 1840, amounted In 34,068,618/. (declared value.) The
imports of wool into Great Britain in 1839, were
67,364,772 lbs. The exports of wo. .lieu cloths and other
woollen goods in the same year, amounted to 6,705,365/.
declared value; or almiit 13,.'i00,000/. official value.
The average value of the annual product of mines of

the British islands, amounts to 20,000.000/., of which
about 8,000,000/. arise from iron, and 9,000,000 from coal.

Iron, steel and hardware, exported in 1839, 4,548,354/.
In 1840, 3,873,996/. (declared value.)

The British Navf/ and Seamen.
The steamships of war belonging to the British navy,

are 83 in number. The number of seamen serving on
board the British navy, in 1839, was 30,979; marines,
9,015; boys, 4,152. Total, 34,146. The number of sea.
men serving in British vessels in February, 1840, was
S02,IH0, besides boys.

The account of the number and tonnage of vessels en-
tered inwards and clearing outwards to and fVom foreign
parts, gives the following sums total.

SRTSRED INWARDS.
Ships. ToQDai^

1839 19,639 3,501,254

1840 S3,114 3,957,468

CLIARED OUTWARDS.
Shipt. ToDMge.

1830 17,304 2,916,309
1840 18,433 3,805,758

Of the above, entered inwards, in 1840, 14,348 ship*
belonged to the united kingdom and its dependencies.

The Irish and coasting trade shows:—
ENTERED INWARDS.

Shi [J. Tonnage.

1839 138,171 10.491,753
1840 130,354 10,610,404

CLEARED OUTWARDS.
Ships. Tonnage.

1P39 137,803 10,825.523
184f) 142,8!I5 11,266,073

A lat.! English publication thus contrasts the chief
British manufactures in 1835 and 1838.—[Par/. Dae.]

Of cotton factories, there were
In 1835, 1.263, employing 220,134 hands.
In 1838, 1,315, employing 359,301 hands.
Of woollen factories, there were

In 1835, 1,333, employing 71.347 hands. •

In IR'W, 1,736, emplnying 86,446 hands.
or flax factories, there were

In 18:15, 388, employing 33,281 hands.
In 1938, 393, employing 43,407 hands.
Of silk factories, there were

In iaX5, 238. employing 30,6KI hands.
In 1838, 268, employing 34,318 hands.

The navigable canals, for the transportation of goods
and produce in England, are estimated now to exceed
3,300 miles. Ireland has hut 300 miles of canal naviga-
tion. Since 1836, long lines of railroads have been con-
structed, or are in progress, from the metropolis to all

the chief cities and ports of the kingdom, thus creating
an entire revolution in the mode of travelling.

The bible and missionary societies of Great Britain
are very numerous and extensive. In 1839, only nine
societies for the diffiision of the gospel, received 600,000/,
(near 3,000,000dollarB.) The bible is translated into every
language. The British and Foreign Bible H-riety, from
its institution in 1804, to 1840, issued 13,034,530 copies
of the holy scriptures from the depiit in London ; besides
8,310,176 copies issued by societies abroad.

Finances of the Government.
Tear. Revenue. Expenditure,

1833 jE50,408,,579 i;48,787,638

1836 •.52,949,397 30,819,305
1837 50,mi3,.558 51,319,113
1838 51,375,530 51,720,748
1839 51,927,495 53,440,207
1840 51,850,083 53,444,053

DENMARK.— Christian VIII. succeeded Frederick
VI., who died December 3, 1R39. A late censui, of Den-
mark returns 3,097,400 inhabitants.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.-Charles XIV. (Berna-
dntte,) continues to rcien over these countries. The
last census gave a population of 4,150,000.

HOLLAND.—In 1840, King William I. resigned the
crown in favour of his son William II , who now reigns.

The population of Holland, according to a recent cen-
sus, IS 2,597000, National debt, 47,700,045 florin!<, or
nearly 100,000,000 fl'ancs.

BELGIUM.—Leopold I„ who ascended the throne in

1831, remains king of Belnium. The last census gave
the population as 4.230,000. The total amount of the
imports in 1840, was 155,473,60Sr, The imports of cot-

ton amounted to ]3,OI9,900f,, being 7,794,740f, more than
in 1839. Of this amount, 10,g55,540r, was from the
United States; l,957,000r, from England; and 363,360
IVom France.

FRANCE.— Within the last five years, several at-

tempts have been made on the life of Louis Philippe,
King of the French, but happily without effect. The
remains of the Emperor Napoleon were conveyed from
St. Helena to France, in 1840, and re-interred at Paris
with great solemnity. On the 6th of August, 1840,

Prince Louis Naptdeon, nephew of the emperor, aceom-
paniei by about .'iO iiersons, landed at Boulogne from
England, and attempted to excite an insurrection; but
the National Guards were called out. several of the
landing party and one soldier killed, and the prince and
his fViends captured. They were afterwards tried and
imprisoned. France has strengthened her navy by 30
steamships of war. Estimal n in 1841, show the follow-
ing:—Revenue, gOt>,000.000 n'r,i,rF. Expenditures, ave-
rage 860,000,000. National ' b>. nearly 3,000,000,000
fi'ancs.
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Onmmtrci (ffFrmct.
YiMk Import!. Elpnru.

IM wt.ooo,ooor. wxfioo.oat.

IMT gw.ooc.ooo IW.UOO.OOO

IHi a>7,00O,000 9U,00Q,t«a

Bllki eoMiiiuie oiw-linh nf Pitneh eipoitf. I'he United

Bltl«f ami Eniliinit Mand roiemmt aiKOiif the couniriea en-

xttra in canimurce iiriili France. In ISI8, the I'oiiner paiiici-

pmed in the proportion of 16 per rent, in lier jieneral and
special trnile ; Enaland, in that or 19 per cent. Late ictuina

ni property and populalioa in France, exhibit the rollowini

faanl" : __Hwtam.
I mrllil nr-nrrlr -'j'-^-' - '-i-'-r 4*,H9/V>
Do. do. POtliubl* I,8W,6B8

Sa,7M.29l

__nia»%. .

Mini
Vtuncm, fcr|M, ud manulactorict

8,767,434

All tiwae pronertiea were divided amnniil W.'SU.OW pro-

prielora. But there exiated braidea, 3l3,1ntl proprieloia poa
aewinc leaa'ja for ever; 3S,:i05 pnbrieiort of life inlereaia:

IM,875 penatonera of itale ; 104,:<S5 individuali holding em-
plornenla requirinf aaeuriiir ; and 627,830 individuala receiv-

ing waiea from the atata.

SPAIN.—Thia unhappr country haa long been the prer of
civil war. between the goveruinent and the Cerliit and other

faetiona. The preaent queen, liabella II., ia now onlf twelve
yeara t ( age ; and ihe couniry waa governed under the regency
of her aaolher, Queen Uhriatina, who abdicated her authorii/•Hi *•
in tha yaar 1841

;

Arfuel|«atr

nd ioveral leadera of the revolt, were anerwarda ahot ; while
O'Uonnfll and iitbera ean'.^K!d b^ flight. Eapartero ia the pre-

.... . .... , and Ibe Bpanlah legialative bodiea made A
rguel|«a tha (oardlu of the young quean. In October, Iml,
Maun <eiion, auppaaed to have been fomented by Ubrartina,

broke ou ia aeveral parte of Spain. At Madrid, the inaur-

genta atlMnpted to obtain poaaoaaion of Ibe Queen laabella'a

peraon, but were auceeaafully reaiated, and many nf the troopa

un bii'ii aidea killed in the conflict. L^n, Monlea da Oca,
' aoveral leadera of the revolt, wer
onnfII and iitbera eac'^Kid by fligl

aMt mioiaier and regent of the aingoi

fOKTUOAL.—Maria lU bom in ISI9, conlinaea to reign

gim^ja kingdom. The laat cenaui: ezhibitod a population

ITA LY.-No ehango of moraeni baa oeeurred in any of Ihe

IlaUan Staiea.

BWtTZBKLAND.—Late returoa ahow a population of
a,ii«,M».

aWMANY.—No evenla or ekangea of an important cha-

MtwMve occurred in any of the amaller atatea of Germany,
-niion of aeveral kingdoma and atatea, however, in the

rannt. or " Pruaaian Commercial League," ia a con-
having for ita ohjeet an equalixation of cuatom-

,_ie, to be paid at the ptiit or place where dutiable

. Bnler any of the aaaoeiated aiatea—the proceeda to bo
divided pro rota amoac tha aaid atatea. The " Zoll Verein"
haa the power to make tieatiaa; and the feneral arrangement
ia caleunteil In faeilitale commerce, by inauring Irecdam of
intercoaiaa, aod avoidint Ibe vexatiaoa delaya eonaeqnent on

id diftrent euatom-houaea and duliea. The atatea

that have loinad tkia league, are: the kingdoma of Prui

Bavaria, Hanover, Saxony. Wirtemberg; '

Uieaof Maebhwberg Schwerin, llolalein I. -._..-._.,. - - -,

wick, OramI Doehy of Baden, F.leeiorate of Heaae, Graad

_ , la,

. ur. ••n.oiinfuia, the Duchiea oi

I of Maebhwberg Schwerin, llolalein Oldenburg, Bruna
..jck, Orand Duchy of Baden, F.leeiorate of Hea "
Uieny of Heaae, and aev nl amaller principalitiee.

AU8TBIA.—The Emperor Ferdinand, who aacended the
Ihrona in 1835, atiil leigna. Aceurdingto " Gmnxi'a Siatia-

yc," Ibe piipulaiioa in I83B waa :I6,09I,37S', of whom are
Catholioa, e.MII,W7; United Oreeka. 3.S7:i,(e3: not United
Sreeka, 3,BS«,t90j Loliwrana, 1,358,018; Unitariana, 44,9IU;

and Jewe, 6»,(HS. ...
The fullawin|t atatiaticai tablo of the commerce ofUie Aua-

Irian empire with foreifo poweia, baa been publiai.ed by Dr.
Bigfleld, at Vienna.
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OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.
. ASIA.— B<!aidea the above eventa in Syria, Ihe empire of
firitiah India haa be*-n increuawl by l4,tflO.IMMl of (teiiple, in

Ihe conqueat and tributary autacclion ul' AHVItunialuii ami
Cabul, liy Sir John K»»ni!, in IKfll. Th« Aiabiiin pun of
Aden and admceiii terrilorv. whi lakcn by ihu Gnalish tn

IK)!). The Schiih Mohainined nucciuled ilw llinme nf I'eiaia

in IH:I4, and atill reixna. Shore Singh Iw-caniu Rujnii of Ln-
hore in 1840; and Ser-a-wa, thu tiua or king of Hirmah in

1837. Lord Ellenbornuxh waa appointed govnrnor-aefleral

nf India in IM3. I'he expo'ta of cuttiin trum Inilin to Eng-
land in 1835, were 116,133 balea; and in 1840, 210,784 balea.

CHINA.—In 1830, th' Chineae deatroyed a qunniily of
opium in the Chine- '<ira, belonaing to Britiah mer-
cnanta, and intended niggled inio the empire. They
afierwarda impriaor .. r^lliott, Ihe Britiah aKent. The
Engliah declared w^ , lonk Hong Kong, the Boaue, and
other Canton forte; t'anton and Chnaun, whirh they gave up
on the Chineae promiamg a treaty, 'i'hey iilan ciipiureo Amoy,
and aent an exitedition to the northern mid eiisiern coaataof
China. The niRiculty ia not yet acillett

\
nt.t\ (he empire ia at-

tacked on the land aide by the Shrikhi wiih Iheii warlike tiihea.

The United Stalea trade with C'hinii ia na followa:
linporti rrnm china. Eipnrta to tWaa.

IK)7-8 8,865,337 dolh. . - 63aS9l dolla.

1838-9 4,764,636 do. • . 1,616,601 do.

The Britiah .'rade with China for the year ending June nth,
1838. waa ll,700,000<. The exporta of aooda rmin t.'hina to
Enaland and the Indiea, amounted to 3. I47,4HJ1. ; iinporta,

5.637,052^. Thua ahowing a balani^e of 2.4ti!>.!i7l/. againat
1,'hina, to aay nothing of ihe amuxgling, wliich it ia preaumed
niakea the average total nf 11,700,11110.

The Eaat Indian Archipelago ia iiruatly increaaing in com-
merce. In 18^10. the importa of Jiiva weri< S.TWOOW.: of
which l,3l<n.0U0<. came from Hidlaiid; l,040.000{. from Ben-
ihI. the 1:hp» of Guu i Ilupc, ant Abik; :I30.II0ii<. from Eng-
land ; ft.OOW. from France : 3li,U0n/. rnmi Germany, and
SB.OOM. from America. Exporia, in IH:iO. 4.Wlt,IMNi;.. nt which
but t #u-thirda were for Holland. The irnpuria ol the Philip-

pine Ifllanda, in 1840. amounted to l,74^1,7^2 pinatrea; cxporta
4,480,l44piaetiea: 180 veoaela chared inwarda, iind I84cleaied
ouiwarda. Manilla, 3,421,483 piaatrea imporia, and 2,91/7,004

piaeirea exporia.

AFRICA.—Few eventa of moment have occurred in any
of the naiiuiianf Africa, aince IKI6, except in Egypt. Mua-
tapha, Key of Tunia. died in 18.17, and waa ciicceened by tail

aim. SIdi Achmet. General Bupiuiid ia aovernor-xeneral of
the French colony of Al^iera, where the Arnt^a under Abd-el-
Kader and othera, continue to oppoae Ihe French. In 1841,
the Britiah aent an exploring expedition up the Mger and
other rivem.

EGYPT.—In 1840, Mehemet Ali. pacha, who had achinved
i.ia independence of Turkey, waa Cdiiipelied lu aubmit to a
mediation with the Sultan, by the armed inirrveniinn of Eng-
land, Aualria, Ruaaia, Turkey, and Prunaia. The hereditary
anvcreijinty nf ttgypt waa iiaaured to him on c- rtain cnndi-

tiona; but that of Syria leatored to Ihe Porte. The Nile ia

niiw nnvlxnted by atenm, and a route is eaiablinhrd through a
part of the coonlry, from Europe to India. Eiiypi now aup-
porta a popiilaiiun of 3.tl00,00l) pe<>plc ; nnividea for 140,000

paid troopa: 16,000 aailora; 20,000 >null» in her eetabliah;

menta for public ddiicatinn, doalined for different brnnchee of
Ihe public aervice ; 60,000 in the arsenal, mnnul'actoiiea, Ac.

:

fiiflO.OOO may lie calculated na tradeamen and people employed
in ciliet, lowna, &c. ; the aurplua are the maw devoted to og-
rieulinre. The navy conaiata of 2 ahipa of 100 guna, S of W,
and 2 of 86 ; 3 frigatea of 64 guna, 1 of 60. I of 50, I of 44 ; 3
eorvetlea nf26 guna, I of 34 ; 1 biig of 82 guna, 1 of 20, 4 of

jllar^er annum.

PRUSSIA.—KIdc Faederio III. died, muc i reopecled, in

IB40. and waa auc^eded by the preaent monarch, Frederic
William IV. Lataal returna of the population ahow 13,800,000
inhabitanu.

RUSSIA.—The chief political eventa of the laat Ave yeara
have been a rebellion in Circuaaia, not yet aubdued, and an
ipedition iito Khiva, which waa unaucceaafnl. The prnducia
or ttie iBinea are eaiimatad at 38,000,000 dollatf

Bukl
Kxporta In 1839
tmpol'ta ia do

The population of the whole Ruaaian empire, in Europe nnd
Aaia, ia preaumed tu he 56,000,000. Nicholaa 1. who aacended
Ibe throne in 1825, ia Ihe reigning emperor.

GREECE.—Nn chanio haa ocourredin Greece : Olho. of
Bavaria, continuing the aovereign. The population of hia
Ingdom ia 810,000.

TURKEY.—The Sultan Mahmoud died July 1, 1839, when
hia aon, the preaent aovereign, Abdul Medjid, aucciinded lo iho
throne. By Ihe revolt of the Pauba of Egypt, Turkey Inct

Syria, but in 1810, Ihe eilieaof Acre, Bnymut, Sidon. &c.,
were taken by Admirab Stopford nnd Napier, commandina
Ihe Britiah and allied fleeta, and the hereditary right to Syria
niloied til tha Sultan.

AUSTRALASIA.—New South Waiea haa increaaed won-
derfully in population and commerce aince IK». In IKIS,

336 ahipa arrived there, nearly all from Great Britain or her
cokiniea. In 1839, 77 aailed from London for t'ydnijr. I'he
importa into Sydney were I,I02,I27{., and eip<iria, 900.(X)a<.,

both hayina doubled in ten yeara. 15,000 emigriinta went to

N.S. Waka fVoin England in 1839, beaidea convicla. Pnpu-
lotion, 180,000: Sydney, tha itMital, haa 28,000 inhabilanta.

In 1839. N. S. Waiea aent 9,S3T,(I4.'« notinita of wmil to Rng
land, 'Tha land in cultivation in 1840, waa : in wheel, 48,401
acrea, pnHluce 805.140 buahela; maize, 22,026 acrea, S2.'i,S07

biiahela ; bailey, 3,490 acrea, 06,033 buahela : oaia, 48;i acrea,

7.(108 buahela; rye, 483 acrea, 7,008 buahela; millet. 46 acrea,

V8:i buahela :imMtoea, 1,1 IS acrea, 2,001 tnna6cwt.; tobacco,
424 ocrea. 1^ tona 10 cwt. ; hay, I2..VI4 aerea, 2.1,923 tona.

I'hete arrived from Great Britain in 1840 tSl veaaela : tntal

number, 443 veaaela. The population of Van Dienien'a Land
ia 30.000, Hobart Town, the capital, having 12,000. New
Zealand waa made over lo England by Ihe chiofa, in 1840
Miaaionaty atatinna are numeroua, and Eaat Cape, the chief
aelllemeni, haa SS 000 inhnbilanla.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.—Accnrdinglo Iho renaiia
. —iu|,,i|,„ i, 109,479. The cenaua of 183S gave

a, viz.

vm.
Hawaii 45,792

Maui 35.062

Molokil 6,0)0

Uual I,6«!

Kafaooliwa 80
r)a!iu 89.756

Kauai 10,977

Nl'iu -^ 1,047

130,313 iac,479 ' 21,734

The importa at the chief port, llnnnliilu. in Ihe island nf
Oahu. for Ihe fnirr and n half yeara endinu in 1841, amounted
to l,.W7,0flO dnllara, nf whirh 7A2,I)00 dnllara in viiliin waa
from the IJnited Slates. The value nf rxporta fur native pro-

duce in the lame period, waa 1,388, 100 dollara.
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